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This comprehensive book is mainly based on primary archive sources and
eyewitness talks. It focuses on Austria‘s relations to Europe in general, two
significant issues of European integration especially after 1945 as well as on
its EU membership. Ten chapters will show the developments over decades in
a chronological manner. One concentrates on Austria‘s small room for political
maneuverability between concepts of Middle Europe, Paneurope, the “Anschluss”
byNazi-Germany(1918–1938)andtheexilegroups(1938–1945).Afurtherchapter deals with Austria‘s participation in the Marshall-Plan and the Organization for
EuropeanEconomicCooperation(OEEC,1947–1953).Thenextchapterfocuses
on the intended arrangements with the European Coal and Steel Community
(ECSC), which were a tightrope act between Western orientation and neutrality
(1954–1956). A further chapter shows the unsatisfactory membership within the
European Free Trade Association (EFTA) and the failed attempts of association
withtheEuropeanEconomicCommunity(EEC,1961–1967).Freetraderemained
asasubstitutesolution(1972).OnechapterdemonstratesAustria‘spolicyof“wait
andsee”(1972–1986)andafurtheroneexaminestheattemptsoffullmembership
intheEuropeanCommunities(ECandEU,1987–1995).Lightwillbeshedonthe
negotiationsandagreementswithBrussels(1993–1994)andontheimplementationoftheEUentry(1994–1995).AustriaisalsopresentedasamemberoftheEU
untiltheTreatyofLisboncameintoforce(1995–2009).Thereaderwillgetbackgrounds of the country‘s long road to Europe which offers different developments
of a story of ambivalence and complexity. The question will also be raised and
answered how “Europe” became a controversial issue of domestic policies and
nationalidentity.Afinalassessmentwillsumupthemainaspects.Anannexwith
aneditionof100documents,manyofwhichnew,abibliographyandachronology
provideadditionalandexpandedinformation.
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FOREWORD
Since 1993 the author has been occupied at the Leopold-Franzens-University of
Innsbruck with the history of Austria’s relationship to Europe and especially its
connections with the dynamics of European integration after 1945. Together with
Rolf Steininger, he founded the Working Group on European Integration Studies
(Arbeitskreis Europäische Integration) with its own publication series. When the
author received an offer from the University of Hildesheim in 2006, he accepted,
went there, and the series was transferred to the Institute of History in Lower
Saxony. Eleven volumes have appeared in this series since 1993.
While research on Austria’s role during the Cold War progressed in the last
twenty years,1 research into the history of Austrian foreign and European integration policy after 1945 is still underdeveloped in Austrian contemporary history
research. On the one hand the decade of State Treaty Negotiations (1945–1955)
can almost be considered as over-explored.2 On the other hand, the following decades, apart from detailed articles and a few individual monographs, are neither
presented in depth nor analyzed in an overview and in larger historical contexts.3
An overall history of Austrian neutrality is still lacking today, although it was
the foundation and reference point of all Austrian foreign policy after 1955.4 In
this study, Austrian neutrality can be addressed primarily in terms of its relation
to European integration.
The present overview is based on an updated and considerably extended version of a German written book version which appeared 2009. It can also only be
a further attempt to build on previous monographs, few other preliminary works
and more recent research.
1

2

3

4

Günter BISCHOF, Austria in the First Cold War, 1945–55. The Leverage of the Weak, London
– New York 1999; Maximilian GRAF – Agnes MEISINGER (Hrsg.), Österreich im
Kalten Krieg. Neue Forschungen im internationalen Kontext, Göttingen 2016.
See the titles in the bibliography: Gerald STOURZH 1975, 1980, 1985, 1998, 2005, 2018, Manfried RAUCHENSTEINER 1979, 2005, Günter BISCHOF 1999, Rolf STEININGER 2005,
Michael GEHLER 2015).
The monograph Österreichs Außenpolitik der Zweiten Republik. Von der alliierten Besatzung
bis zum Europa des 21. Jahrhunderts, 2 Bde, Innsbruck – Wien – Bozen 2005 can be seen as
an exception.
Still valid Thomas ANGERER, Für eine Geschichte der österreichischen Neutralität. Ein
Kommentar, in: Michael GEHLER – Rolf STEININGER (Hrsg.), Die Neutralen und die europäische Integration 1945 bis 1995. The Neutrals and the European Integration 1945 to 1995
(Institut für Zeitgeschichte der Universität Innsbruck, Arbeitskreis Europäische Integration,
Historische Forschungen, Veröffentlichungen 3) Wien – Köln – Weimar 1999, 702–708.
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Numerous articles, collections, and editions have been published by the author on the topic in German (see bibliography), but a monograph in English on
Austria’s long road to Brussels from the end of the Habsburg Monarchy to the
European Union is still missing.
It was obvious that the study would begin with the end of the First World War
and the so-called Peace Treaty of Saint Germain-en Laye. One reviewer of the
book manuscript asked for an additional chapter for the years before (1914–1918)
in order to better understand the starting conditions for Austria’s foreign and European policy after the First World War, a request that the author complied with.5
To end the study with the ratification of the Treaty of Lisbon also seemed plausible, especially since it marked a turning point for the new and enlarged unified
Europe of the European Union.
With the confluence of a large number of circumstances, it has now been possible to bring this project to completion. Ten chapters cover nearly a century on
Austria from the Treaty of Saint Germain (1919) and his pre-history (1914–1919)
to the Union Treaty of Lisbon (2009).
In the case of Austria, a distinction was always made between “European” and
“Integration policy”. “European policy” generally meant Austria’s attitude to the
idea of Europe in a broader sense, including its relationship to intergovernmental organizations such as the Organization of European Economic Cooperation
(OEEC) and the Council of Europe. “Integration policy”, on the other hand, meant
Austria’s actual relationship to the narrower economic and political sphere, also
with regard to tendencies towards supranational integration.
The development from the end of the First World War in 1918 and the Treaty
of Saint Germain in 1919, through the “Anschluss” in 1938 to the Austrian exile
and the end of the war in 1945 is dealt with in this book only to the extent that it
was relevant for the overall understanding of European development and Austrian foreign and European policy in the second half of the 20th century. The focus
of this book is clearly set on the development from the second half of the 1940s
with the introduction of Western European integration policies through the Marshall Plan and the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) via the European
Communities (EEC and EURATOM) and the European Union (EU) to the Treaty
of Lisbon in 2009. In terms of European policy and integration policy, the 1970s
5

However, the author did not necessarily and completely want to comply with another request
of an expert reading the manuscript: It was his wish to always quote the monographs of corresponding authors, which were also published simultaneously in English. Here I’m of the
opinion that the German-language monographs can also be quoted. Basically, it can be said on
this question that, apart from a few exceptions, a large number of Anglo-American historians
expect their European colleagues to speak and write automatically and constantly in English
as a matter of course, while conversely there is a striking imbalance. It cannot therefore be too
damaging if the other side takes note of the German-language titles of the scientific community at least once, even if they cannot read them. It is also not good for the European languages to
neglect themselves in a permanent act of submission to the certainly global English language.
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were a rather calm phase for Austria, which is why this chapter was not as detailed
as, for example, the chapter for the 1960s.
At the beginning of each chapter, the larger historical background and the
respective status of the development of the history of European integration are
presented. In the course of the presentation, the larger context of Austrian foreign
policy with regard to other tasks and challenges must also be taken into account,
such as events and developments in the immediate neighbourhood such as the
crisis and uprising in Hungary (1956), the suppression of the “Prague Spring”
(1968), German unification (1989–90), the crisis and the incipient disintegration
of Yugoslavia (1991–92) with the climax of the so-called “Kosovo War” (1999),
the Iraq Crisis (2002–03) and last but not least the relationship with Italy in the
context of the South Tyrolean question as close as possible (1945–46; 1961–62,
1967 and 1992).
This book follows manyfold objectives. In a longitudinal analysis that is set up
step by step, it deals with the following:
– showing Austria’s path towards and access to conceptions of Europe;
– reconstructing its proposals for rapprochement and solutions with regard to
integration policy and its successes;
– illustrating the obstacles and resistance along this path and conveying the
role of the State Treaty and of neutrality answering the question
– to what extent was “Europe” also a part of Austria building its identity and
finding itself?
– How neutral Austria was able to achieve several arrangements with the
European Communities from the 1950s to the 1980s and later on with the
European Union;
– how it became a member of the EU in 1995 and how it behaved as member
within the EU?
These are the main questions that are answered in this book and in the final
chapter.
With a step-by-step-approach, Austria was able to join Europe’s unification
enterprise and managed to be one part of the Union project despite its status of
being occupied (1945–55), “independent”, “sovereign”, and officially “neutral”
from 1955 up to now. When studying the subject, it will become clear in the end
that this ambivalent relationship was also part of a process of building a specific
Austrian national identity.
According to the author, the key years of Austria’s post-war foreign and European policy were 1955–56, 1967–68, 1987–1990, 1991–92, 1993–1995 and 1998–
2000. They are seen in their respective specific contexts and treated and analyzed
accordingly in detail. We will come back to the importance of these key years also
in the conclusion.
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It should be noted that this book can not and will not be the last word on the
history of the Austria’s road to Brussels. Not all documents of the EU accession
process from 1987 to 1995 have yet been available, catalogued and evaluated.
This complex of topics alone would be worth an edition and an independent mo
nograph based on files of all the involved ministries. Therefore this book could
only provide an overview and summary of this complex of topics. Excessive questioning of contemporary witnesses was attempted to strike a balance, but historical research will always only be able to penetrate to a certain degree and will
therefore remain temporary.
This book is primarily dedicated to Austria’s relationship with the European
Communities and the European Union, as its title already unmistakably states.
The view of Austria by EC and EU institutions and their respective assessments
could be taken into account selectively. A future task for Austria’s history of European integration is to systematically document and determine this subject area
in detail and in a differentiated manner.
Quotations in German from the files and from interviews were consistently
translated into English for the main text. In order to check the authenticity, the
footnotes contained the original statements in German language.
As far as possible, archive material was used for the individual chapters. This
was no longer possible for the last two chapters (VIII, IX), so that printed works
and newspaper reports had to be used.
At the end of the book there is an appendix with a number of selected, large
parts of still unpublished reports and documents on the subject. As far as possible,
English language sources have been used.
Under the sign of a long and very dominant historiography that appears as
“cultural studies” and “postmodern” (which, however, seems to be pleasingly in
decline), independently compiled contemporary historical source editions have
been lost at universities in German-speaking countries. This state of affairs can
be seen as an indicator for the end of basic research. However, it is only through
basic research that history can continue to exist as an innovative discipline. New
insights can be gained above all from newly developed source materials. Austrian
contemporary history research does not only suffer from this. Although much has
been researched and written at the regional and national levels in recent decades
Austrian contemporary history research is also very austrocentric and sometimes
provincial. To my knowledge, there is no established research on contemporary
history of international relations and European integration at Austrian universities. This astonishing lack of European and international dimensions must be
countered.6
6

It is therefore all the more astounding to find the opposite course direction, namely that international contemporary history research, which had been oriented towards basic research
since 2013, has been abolished and transformed into “Balkan Research” and Habsburg Monarchy at the Austrian Academy of Sciences in Vienna. In times of massive political changes
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A particularly sensitive problem in English as a non-native is the use of upper
and lower case letters, which can sometimes confuse the reader. In order to ensure
a high degree of uniformity, fixed terms such as European and Austrian offices,
bodies, organs and institutions as well as EU terms have always been capitalised.
The nouns “Europe”, “Paneurope”, “Eastern Europe”, “Western Europe” etc. have
also been capitalized. Official titles and political functions such as “Ambassador”,
“Chancellor”, “President of the Commission”, “Minister”, “Prime minister” etc.
were also capitalised if they were directly linked to a specific personal name, while
general mentionings were in lower case letters. Geographical terms were capitalised if they had a political connotation, e.g. in the context of the Cold War or the
East-West conflict; if, on the other hand, they had a purely geographical meaning,
they were not capitalised, nor were adjectives (political parties/philosophies) such
as “christian democratic”, “conservative”, “liberal”, “social democrat” or “socialist”. Proper names, technical terms and historical special terms in German were
written in italics and in normal script if they were in brackets as a translation.
I am very grateful to my translator Philip Isenberg, who carried out the enormous job of rendering the work into English, to Ambassador Manfred Scheich for
providing me with dozens of interviews over twenty hours, his private papers and
photos, also all the other diplomats and politicians who served as eyewitnesses
over decades, to helpful archivists in Bern, Bonn, London, Paris, Vienna, and
Washington for having given me access to unpublished materials, and to Ms. Eva
Loew, who prepared the transcripts of the documents in the appendix. My thanks
also go to Frank Binkowski, Tonia Müller, Ronja Schäfer, Wolfgang Mueller, Arnold Suppan and Tjark Strich for advice and corrections as well as the Publication
Commission of the Austrian Academy of Sciences Press in Vienna accepting the
manuscript after an international peer review process. Special thanks again are
due to Manfred Scheich, who played a key role in the history of Austria‘s EU
membership. He not only served as Head of the Austrian Delegation for the EU
accession negotiations (1993–1994), but was also previously Head of the Austrian

in international architecture and global structures, this is a strange process. Internationality,
openness, cosmopolitanism and future viability do not seem to hide behind this decision. To
thin out and finally dissolve an already established Institute for Modern and Contemporary
Historical Research (INZ), which has been positively evaluated in its “long-term projects”,
is a rare organisational achievement. This book appears in a series that was originally founded at the INZ, but was outsourced from there against the will of the editors and is now only
free-floating. This is communicated to astonished readers of this series. This book also deals
with a lovable country, which has no lack of subtle malevolence and surreal craziness.
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Mission (1983–1986) and subsequently Permanent Representative (1993–1999) in
Brussels. Not only did he provide numerous documents and photographs for this
book, but he has also been a great help to me in recurring conversations with information for two decades, for which he deserves my sincere thanks.
I am grateful also to Dr. Otto May/Hildesheim, who again generously provided me with postal documents (stamps, first day covers and postcards) as well as
to Gustav Peichl (Ironimus, who died 2019), the great caricaturist of Austria, who
helped me to illustrate the text with his wonderful caricatures.
I would like to thank Gerhard Egger of Auer Grafik Buch Web very much for
his very patient, lenient and understanding handling of all correction and layout
requests, which was not a matter of course in view of the volume of this entire
book. The author is responsible for all remaining errors and mistakes.
Last but not least, I would like to express my thanks to the Österreichische
Zukunftsfonds for providing the funds for the translation.

Hildesheim, February 2020				

Michael Gehler
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I. STARTING SITUATION: WORLD WAR I,
END OF THE MONARCHY, FOUNDING OF THE
REPUBLIC OF AUSTRIA, AND THE TREATY OF
SAINT-GERMAIN-EN-LAYE 1914–19
1. THE ABDICATION OF THE KAISER, “REPUBLIC OF GERMANAUSTRIA”, PROHIBITION AGAINST THE ANSCHLUSS, AND THE
FOUNDING OF A STATE AGAINST ITS WILL 1918–19
The military defeat in the autumn of 1918 furthered the collapse of the Habsburg
Monarchy. Czechs (October 28), Croats, Serbs, Slovenes (October 29), and Poles
(November 11) proclaimed their independence and set up their own states. Hungary declared the real union with Austria to be ended (October 31). In the just
mentioned “People’s Manifesto” from October 16, 1918, Emperor Charles announced the conversion of the monarchy into a federal state for the western half of
the empire, while Hungary was not rattled about the territorial unity of the crown
of St. Stephen. Charles’ initiative was not to be accepted, but rather it would only
accelerate the collapse and lead to the formation of national assemblies by the
individual nationalities.1
On October 21, 1918, the predominantly German-speaking members of the
Imperial Assembly (Reichsrat), which had last been elected in 1911, met in the
Estates House of Lower Austria (the Niederösterreichisches Landeshaus) in
Vienna as a provisional national assembly. Out of 516 originally elected representatives, 208 were left: 65 christian socials with Jodok Fink, 38 social democrats
with Karl Seitz, 100 German Liberals (Deutschliberale) and Greater Germans
(Großdeutsche) with Franz Dinghofer as the leader, and five independents. Nine
1

Neue Freie Presse, Oktober 18, 1918, Nr. 19450, 1; Helmut RUMPLER, Das Völkermanifest Kaiser Karls vom 16. Oktober 1918. Letzter Versuch zur Rettung des Habsburgerreiches,
München 1966; Rudolf NECK (Hrsg.), Österreich im Jahre 1918. Berichte und Dokumente,
München 1968, 64–68; to the “Finis Austriae”, Völkermanifest and the “successor states” see
Lothar HÖBELT, “Stehen oder Fallen?” Österreichische Politik im Ersten Weltkrieg, Wien
– Köln – Weimar 2015, 262–274; Matthias STICKLER, Abgesetzte Dynastien. Strategien
konservativer Beharrung und pragmatischer Anpassung ehemals regierender Häuser nach
der Revolution von 1918 – Das Beispiel Habsburg, in: Günther SCHULZ – Markus A. DENZEL (Hrsg.), Deutscher Adel im 19.und 20. Jahrhundert. Büdinger Forschungen zur Sozialgeschichte 2002 und 2003 (Deutsche Führungsschichten in der Neuzeit 26), St. Katharinen 2004,
397–444.
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days later, on October 30, as the actual moment of birth, they elected a State
Council (Staatsrat) as an executive committee which appointed a State Government under the Social Democrat Karl Renner for the remaining German-speaking
territory. It was a stroke of luck: as the simple leader of the State Chancellery,
he took over as chairman of the cabinet, called himself the “State Chancellor”,
rejected revolutionary violence, and stood for political compromises in the sense
of a Grand Coalition.2
In the course of the war, the question of nationality became increasingly important. Multiethnic large armies fought on all fronts, including Australians and
New Zealanders. Political lobbies of the nationalities began to make ever stronger
demands in Austria-Hungary, Russia and the Ottoman Empire. Vladimir Iljitsch
Lenin’s demands on October 27 (November 9), 1917 and those of Woodrow Wilson on January 8, 1918 for the right to self-determination were strong signals, if
not buzzwords of propaganda, but they had a great political and serious effect.
Therefore, in October 1918, all nationalities of Austria-Hungary invoked this right
of self-determination – including the “German-Austrians” (Deutschösterreicher).
The October 21 and 30 can therefore be seen as the hours of birth of the nation
“Deutsch-Österreich”.
Names for the new state made the rounds in various drafts which today would
be unimaginable: “German Mountain Empire”, “German Borderland”, “German Peaceland”, or “Loyaltyland” (“Deutsches Bergreich”, “Deutschmark”,
“Deutsches Friedland”, or “Treuland”). In the first instance the term “Austria”
was avoided. The greater Germans (Großdeutsche) but also the social democrats
understood that to mean the monarchy, while the christian socials still sympathized with it. It was thanks to the latter that the name “Austria” did not perish
completely and was found again in the title of the state “German Austria”. Thus
the name would be established for the Alpine republic for the new state “according to the will of the German people”.3
Aside from the Renner government, Emperor Charles and his Prime Minister,
Heinrich Lammasch, were at first still in their respective positions. On October
31, the state colors of red-white-red were established, as were provisional state
coats of arms: one with a city tower provided with a hammer in a wreath of rye
and another with an eagle with a wall crown and a hammer and sickle in its talons.
The broken chains only followed after 1945. The armistice of Villa Giusti that was
still concluded with Italy by the imperial government on November 3, 19184 was
2

3

4

Walter RAUSCHER, Karl Renner. Ein österreichischer Mythos, Wien 1995, Siegfried NASKO
– Johannes REICHL, Karl Renner. Zwischen Anschluß und Europa, Wien 2000; Richard
SAAGE, Der erste Präsident. Karl Renner – eine politische Biografie, Wien 2016.
Robert KRIECHBAUMER – Michaela MAIER – Maria MESNER – Helmut WOHNOUT
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not even taken note of by the national assembly. The House of Habsburg had not
only abdicated in practical terms, it also no longer had any credit with regard to
domestic policy.5
On November 11, 1918, the at first reluctant Charles renounced “any participation in the administration of the state” and signed a declaration in Schönbrunn
Palace according to which the decision was to be recognized “which affected
German-Austria regarding the future form of its state”. The people had supposedly “taken over the government through its representatives”. He therefore relieved
the Lammasch Government of its duties. In the evening, Charles decamped to
Eckartsau Palace, which was still the private property of the Habsburgs. But in
the Feldkirch Manifesto of March 23–24, 1919 on his way into exile, he revoked
the renunciation. The Habsburg Laws of April 3 thereupon immediately provided for the sharp banishment from the country and a dispossession of property.
Charles went into Swiss exile and still undertook two attempts at restoration in
Hungary. He died in 1922 on Madeira.6
As a result of a resolution by the Provisional National Assembly, the “Republic of German-Austria” (“Deutschösterreich” or “Deutsch-Österreich”) was
proclaimed at 3:00 P.M. on November 12, 1918 from the steps of the Parliament
building on the Ring Road in Vienna before a gigantic crowd of people. Renner,
in the presence of the three co-presidents, Franz Dinghofer, Karl Seitz, and the
Prelate Johann Nepomuk Hauser, proclaimed the new Republic in this way. Decisive steps for the formation of the state were decided upon by a law on the form
of the state and the government which was accepted with only two votes against.
According to Article 1, the “Republic of German-Austria” as a new state was to
be a “democratic republic”, and according to Article 2, it was to be a “component
of the German Republic” (“Bestandteil der Deutschen Republik”). Thus the desire was manifested for Anschluss with the German Reich.7
With the proclamation of the democratic republic and the Anschluss to Germany, the national revolution was driven forward into a social revolution. In Article 9 of the law that was passed on November 12 on the form of the state and the
government, the fundamental principles of voting rights were also established.
They were to be based upon “proportional representation and upon the general,
equal, direct, and secret right to vote of all citizens without regard to sex”. That
was only achieved by the United Kingdom in 1928 and by France even later in
5

6
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Manfried RAUCHENSTEINER, Der Erste Weltkrieg und das Ende der Habsburgermonarchie, Wien – Köln – Weimar 2013, 1051, 1156 (Footnote 2520).
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the penultimate year of World War II, 1944. Women first went to the polls with
the right to vote on February 16, 1919. On March 4, 1919, women took their seats
in the constituent National Assembly for the first time: Anna Boschek, Emmy
Freundlich, Adelheid Popp, Gabriele Proft, Therese Schlesinger, Amalie Seidel,
and Maria Tusch for the social democrats and Hildegard Burjan for the christian
socials. In 1927, Olga Rudel-Zeynek was elected speaker of the Bundesrat, the
first time in world history that a woman led a parliament. An eight-hour workday, unemployment insurance, vacation for workers, a Chamber of Labor, factory
committees, tenants’ protection, and the improvement of collective bargaining as
well as the protection of women and children through the social state order were
regulated by Ferdinand Hanusch, founder of the Chamber of Labour and influential co-designer of Austrian social policy in the First Republic. On October 1,
1920, the Federal Constitution (Bundesverfassung) was accepted, which had been
worked on substantially by Hans Kelsen, constitutional, international law scholar
and legal theorist.8
The Provisional National Assembly made claims for the areas of the “kingdoms
and lands that were represented in the Reichsrat” which were inhabited by German-speaking segments of the population, that is, the western part of the former
monarchy. It was not, however, successful in reuniting the territories of the earlier
empire with a German-speaking majority. South Tyrol had already been occupied
by Italian troops since November 3, 1918, and in 1920 it was completely annexed
by the Kingdom of Italy. The areas of Bohemia and Moravia that were inhabited
by a majority of German-speakers had been occupied by Czechoslovakia and,
just like the Sudeten areas and Feldsberg (Valtice) and Gmünd-Böhmzeil (České
Velenice) in Lower Austria, they came to the new republic whose capital was
Prague. The Carinthian areas of the Mießtal (Meža Valley) and Unterdrauburg
(Dravograd) became part of Slovenia, and the Kanaltal with Tarvis (Val Canale
with Tarvisio) that had been occupied by Italy since November 1918 was awarded
to Rome. In late October 1918, Lower Styria (Untersteiermark, or Slovenska Štajerska) joined the newly formed State of Slovenes, Croats, and Serbs which would
later become Yugoslavia (1929). “German Western Hungary” (“Deutsch-Westungarn”), on the other hand, was awarded to Austria in 1921 and affiliated in the
autumn. But as a result of a disputed plebiscite, the area of Ödenburg (Šopron)
remained with Hungary.9
8
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New provincial authorities were also formed in the provinces. As early as on
October 21, 1918, the representatives of the autonomous provincial authorities
met in the Estates House of Lower Austria (Niederösterreichisches Landeshaus)
in Vienna. In an analogous manner to the Provisional National Assembly, “provisional provincial assemblies” were set up for the provinces. The newly constituted
provinces declared their accession to the new state, but Tyrol only for the moment
(“now”). It was and remained divided, though.10
The acceptance and approval of the secret Treaty of London that was concluded on April 26, 1915 (between the United Kingdom, Italy, France, and Russia)
before the entry of Italy into the First World War on May 23, 191511 and which
provided for the granting of Tyrol south of the Brenner Pass to Italy12 by the Allied
and associated powers in 1919 was an unmistakable signal for the geographical
principle and against the demographic-ethnographic principle and thus also an
antidemocratic move.13
The victorious powers prohibited both the Anschluss and the state name of
“German-Austria”. A three-day period of national mourning was thereupon declared. On September 6, 1919, the constituent National Assembly had officially
protested against the peace treaty that was to be expected, which supposedly denied “the German-Austrian people” the right of self-determination and its “dearest wish”: the “economic, cultural, and political necessity of life” of “unification with the German Motherland”. The economic and financial conditions were
supposedly “unworkable” and “politically disastrous”. With this, the idea of the
“non-viability” of Austria was born, which was to turn out to be a persistent myth.
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1919: Austrian delegation in St. Germain-en Laye with Karl Renner (standing at the center in the
front row with hat) in the group with the other members of the delegation to the “peace treaty”
of Saint-Germain-en-Laye

None of the objections or protests was of any help at all. On September 10, 1919,
Renner, as the leader of the Austrian delegation in Saint-Germain-en-Laye, had
to sign the “peace dictate” that was driven “by greed and hatred”, which carried
in it the seed for new conflicts in Europe. Just as with all of the vanquished states,
Austria was not heard. Only written submissions were allowed. The small state
had imposed upon it a share of the blame for the war, the “prohibition against
Anschluss”, and formally also reparations, even though in practical terms, those
could not and did not have to be paid.14
Consent had to be given to the name of the state, “Republic of Austria”, that
was demanded by the victorious powers and its independence from Germany;
otherwise, no peace agreement would have been possible. The changes that were
imposed had to be accepted by the National Assembly with a law on the form of
the state of October 21, 1919. It was then also established that the “Republic of
German-Austria” under the new name of the “Republic of Austria” was not a legal
successor to the former imperial Austria. After the demobilization took effect,
14
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compulsory military service was abolished and only a thirty thousand man army
was permitted.
With the ratification of the Peace Treaty of Saint-Germain-en-Laye, which in
Austria was consistently called the “state treaty” (Staatsvertrag) on the official
side, its Article 88 became a reality: the independence from Germany was to be
“irrevocable”. In Article 80 of the Treaty of Versailles, the German Reich already
had to previously recognize the independence of Austria and was obligated to
“absolutely […] respect it”.15
With Versailles, Saint-Germain was practically decided in advance. Versailles
was also far more important for the victorious powers than Saint-Germain was.
The shadow of the German question was to repeatedly fall upon Austria. The new
Republic of Austria which had been thusly compelled to its own good fortune
owed its existence to the demands by the victorious powers, above all France, to
hinder a new, overly powerful Germany. The legendary Austrian publicist Hellmut Andics16 spoke of “the state that no one wanted”, and Viennese historian
Thomas Angerer cited the “foreign foundation of Austrian independence”.17
In the law of the Republic of Austria of October 21, 1919 on the form of the
state, it unequivocally stated in Article 3 that in the implementation of the State
Treaty of Saint-Germain-en-Laye, the legal provision up until that point that
“German-Austria is a component of the German Reich” was annulled. But even in
1920, Renner formulated a national anthem “German-Austria, You Lovely Land”
(Deutschösterreich, du herrliches Land) which was to retain the no longer official
name for the country. It did not, however, become official. The “Social Democratic Workers’ Party of German-Austria” (Sozialdemokratische Arbeiter-Partei
Deutschösterreichs) continued to use its name, though. It dreamed of an all-German socialist revolution which was in fact to arrive in very different form, namely
as a German nationalist and national socialist movement in 1938 with the temporary end of Austria. At first, that was not at all perceived as being overly difficult,
since it had been a state against its will in 1918. It would only be a success story
much later. The social democratic party conference in Austria did recognize the
risks that threatened Austria’s sovereignty in a timely fashion, and after Hitler’s
rise to power in Germany, it deleted the paragraphs on Anschluss from the party
platform on October 30, 1933.18
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2. ON THE EVE OF CATASTROPHE
Breathtaking developments set in at the turn of the twentieth century, with psychoanalysis shedding light on the dark side of the human soul, physics revealing
the secret of atoms, art detaching itself from objects, and women demanding the
right to vote. A “spiral of infinite forces” came into existence, as Philipp Blom
showed in his book The Vertigo Years: Change and Culture in the West, 1900–
1914.19 In addition to artistic, technical, and scientific innovations, a cult of the
soldier and a spirit of irrationality also prevailed at the same time. The increase in
defense budgets20 which all European Great Powers carried out in the second half
of the nineteenth century, the expansion of rifle clubs, the use of young men for
the military, and general compulsory military service all created a comprehensive
societal militarization and already generated a mood of war during peacetime.
Within that context, the degrees and consequences of increased modern armament technology as results of industrialization was underestimated.
The younger generation in the Habsburg Empire no longer had any memories
of war, or if they did, it was only of one battle, such as the Battle of Königgrätz
from 1866,21 which was in fact already five decades before. Militarism and nationalism triumphed over internationalism and liberalism in the summer of 1914.
Social democracy veered over to the “Fatherland”. The former anarchist and socialist, Benito Mussolini, pled for Italy’s entry into the war. The French pacifist
and friend of Germany, Jean Jaurès, was shot dead in his own country on July 31,
1914 by a nationalist fanatic. The potential for diplomatic and political mediation
was too modest, and in people’s minds, the war was already underway.
Laborers, artists, professors, and university students were enthusiastic. The
revolutionary artist Oskar Kokoschka enlisted voluntarily and was made a reserve officer with a dragoon regiment. The violinist Fritz Kreisler hurried from
a health spa in Switzerland to his regiment in Styria, where he gave a concert in
an officer’s uniform. As late as 1916, Arnold Schönberg composed the march Die
Eiserne Brigade (“The Iron Brigade”).22 The war that was longed for was to be a
liberating force from conventions that had been handed down and finally clear the
way for the modern era as a cleansing “storm of steel” according to Ernst Jünger.23
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The ecstatic desire for societal catharsis was quickly followed by the sobering up
in blood-soaked graves of riflemen.
In world politics, enormous shifts in power by new overseas powers had already been indicated: in 1898, the United States of America (USA) destroyed the
Spanish world empire and climbed to the level of a world power, while in 1905,
Japan defeated the Russian Tsarist Empire. In Europe, peace no longer reigned
even before 1914. Vienna had provoked the Bosnia crisis in 1908, and Berlin, after
1905–06, stoked the second Morocco crisis in 1911. Two wars in the Balkans in
1912–13 clearly showed the instability of the European system of states. The shots
in Sarajevo on June 28, 1914 which fatally struck the heir to the throne, Archduke
Ferdinand, and his wife were not the cause of the war, but rather they formed the
pretext for it, which was erroneously still viewed in Vienna as a third Balkan War.
Mobilizations and declarations of war swiftly followed. As a result of the alliance
configurations of the Entente Cordiale (France and the United Kingdom) and the
Triple Entente (France, the United Kingdom, and Russia) against the Dual Alliance (the German Reich and Austria-Hungary) and the Triple Alliance (the German Reich, Austria-Hungary, and Italy), within three weeks Austria-Hungary,
Belgium, France, the German Reich, Japan, Montenegro, Russia, Serbia, Turkey,
and the United Kingdom all found themselves in a state of war, while Bulgaria,
Romania, Italy, Portugal, Greece, the United States, and China followed in subsequent years. Disagreement between the European dynasties that were related
and most closely associated with each other was followed by the collapse of their
empires: the Tsarist Empire, the German Reich, the Habsburg Monarchy, and the
Ottoman Empire all fell between 1917 and 1922.24
‘We all slid into the war,’ British Prime Minister David Lloyd George25 later commented on the events. Christopher Clark argued that the Europeans had
24
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gotten pulled into the war like “sleepwalkers”.26 One of the most significant historian for the history of Austria in the twentieth century, Manfried Rauchensteiner,
demonstrated in his monumental work on the First World War that the desire for
a preventive war was very broadly widespread in political and military circles in
the Cisleithanian half of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. With the war that was
declared against Serbia on July 28, 1914, it was accepted at the top in Vienna by
Foreign Minister Count Leopold Berchtold and Chief of General Staff Conrad
von Hötzendorf that Russia would also get involved. The emperor wanted the war
and rejected a ceasefire up to his death in 1916. Behind this desire was also the expectation of overcoming the domestic weakness of the monarchy and revitalizing
the quasi-existence of the neo-absolutist order of 1859.27
In any case, the desire for war was also broadly widespread in the other metropolises of Europe. The European powers did not “slide into” a misfortune (unintentionally and unforeseen, Lloyd George), nor did they stagger like “sleepwalkers” (blindly and unsuspectingly) into a “tragedy” (Clark) with regard to the
consequences.28
The totalization of the war with armies of millions, the inclusion of non-combatants, the high number of civilian deaths, the grinding war of attrition at Verdun,
at the Somme, at Isonzo, and in the mountains; artillery duels with an anonymous
long-distance effect, and the use of poison gas such as in Ypres were escalations
of completely dehumanized warfare which were still inconceivable before 1914,
and much of that anticipated what was to be repeated in World War II.
3. THE SUMMER OF 1914 AND DEEPER-SEATED CAUSES
In many cities in Europe, a short-lived feeling of the “liberation from endless
boredom”29 prevailed in the summer of 1914, as the young Hans Jonas, later a
convinced Zionist and philosophical mentor of the ecology movement, felt in
Mönchengladbach, the Manchester on the Rhine:
“My consciousness of world events necessarily began on August 1, 1914 when my own country
suddenly found itself at war. With my own stupidity of a child, I had the feeling that now something was finally happening. Up until then, I had grown up under privileged conditions in a
country which for decades had known only peace, had flourished economically, as the child of
a well-off house where the father was a respected industrialist and recognized member of the
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Jewish community, where for the long holidays we would always head to the North Sea with
giant suitcases and believed that everything would always continue that way.”30

The enthusiasm for war in the summer of 1914 did not last long. More than
1,500 days of battle followed. Between 1914 and 1918, four people died every
minute as a result of military actions. At today’s value, gun barrels fired the
equivalent of more than 600 billion dollars.31
The motives and causes of the war were far more complex and multilayered
than were explained in the interpretations and explanations that for a long time
were very dominantly shaped in a national German tone. This follows Fritz
Fischer’s books such as Griff zur Weltmacht or Krieg der Illusionen,32 before the
publication of the monumental work by Clark. In the summer of 1914, the elites
who were ready to wage war, such as the diplomats, military men, and rulers in
Belgrade, Berlin, Paris, London, St. Petersburg, Rome, and Vienna remained at
the helm, while moderates and mediators in leading positions were in the minority. With comparative perspectives of European history, the isolated fixation
of historical consideration upon the leadership of the German Reich as the sole
originator of the war is no longer to be adhered to.33
The European elite who were already oriented towards war before 1914 accepted the calculable consequences with the knowledge of the automatic nature
of the alliances, thus condoning those consequences in a negligent way.34 Clark is
trailblazing with these findings, and they have a prior history that reaches far back.
In that respect, the much-quoted designation “the great seminal catastrophe of
this century”35 by George F. Kennan for World War I may at first glance be very
obvious, but upon closer examination of the longer prior history, it is not correct.
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The “great seminal catastrophe” already occurred a century before from 1809 to
1813 with the wars of liberation against Napoléon and the first massive armies
which unleashed European nationalism and which found their most visible expression with the “Battle of the Nations” (“Völkerschlacht”) at Leipzig (1813).
The mobilization before 1914 of Europe’s intellectuals had its roots in the nationalism of the eighteenth and nineteenth century. The allegedly short war in
the Balkans as an intentionally provoked regional conflict turned into a lengthy
European war with global implications. Millions of dead paved the road to a poor
postwar political order, which formed the motivation and precondition for the
next Great War. The “great seminal catastrophe of Europe in the twentieth century” was not World War I, but rather, with an overall consideration of modern history and contemporary history, the greater cause was the kindling, development,
and spread of European nationalism in the long nineteenth century36 in the wake
of the French Revolution and the Wars of Coalition against the background of the
arming of the people. The levée en masse resulted in the wars between nations,
triggered by Napoleon’s campaigns and responded to by the national “wars of
liberation” directed against his rule by Prussia, Russia, and Spain. Starting out
from this continental European catastrophe, the global catastrophe of World War
I followed. “In the beginning, there was Napoleon,” was how Thomas Nipperdey
introduced his masterful Deutsche Geschichte series covering German history in
the nineteenth century.37 That also holds true for the beginnings of the twentieth
century and the Great War from 1914 to 1918, which consisted of a multitude
of wars between nations and peoples (Germany-France, Germany-Russia, Austria-Italy, Austria-Serbia, etc.).
The European pentarchy system of states that grew out of the nineteenth century was fragmented in terms of alliance policy, on one hand through the Dual
Alliance and the Triple Alliance and, on the other hand, through the Entente Cordiale or the Triple Entente, and it was increasingly polarized with great tension.
The oft-quoted “Concert of Powers”38 had already shattered before 1914. When
Queen Victoria died in 1901, more than an age ended. The cracks in the European
Power Concert grew bigger and deepened more and more. There was no longer
any Klemens Wenzel Lothar von Metternich,39 any Henry John Temple Viscount
36
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Palmerston, or any Otto von Bismarck40 present as the shining lights of European diplomacy around the turn of the twentieth century who could conceive of a
correspondingly workable and lastingly effective system of alliances as a balance
against this loss in European statesmanship.41
The patriotism of the national French Revolution that had been established
since 1789 unleashed European nationalism of the ruling and power elite. In 1914,
it was far stronger than the Realpolitik as the “art of the possible”. Starting out
from the Wars of Liberation (Befreiungskriege) against Napoleon a century before and the existing Europe of the Congress from Vienna in 1814–15 to Berlin
in 1878, the First World War marked the endpoint and, at the same time, the low
point of a hundred year development of the Old World, with it being responsible
and to blame itself for initiating its descent at the world political level.42
4. WORLD WAR I SEES NO VICTORS
What the war and the totalization of it made clear in the intellectual and ideological perspectives was: what was concerned was more than just the winning of
territory that was striven for, improved positions of power, and geopolitically motivated goals, but rather a conflict of principle between “good” and “evil”, a war
of world views by “German culture” against “Slavdom” or between the “Western
advanced civilization” and the “Eastern backward civilization”, as had been articulated by university professors and representatives of the Academy of Sciences
in an emphatic, patriotic “appeal to the cultural world”43 in 1914.
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1915: Lighting effect of the seventy-hour artillery drumfire and the light grenades being prepared
against the great French offensive, end of September

1916: “The prey of rat hunting” on a night of Argonne. Friedrich Hölte of the “MG Scharfschüt
zentrupp” (machine gun sniper squad) writes to his family on September 14, 1916: “My loved
ones! I send you the best greetings. I am still well. Hope it also from you. So that you can get an
idea of how many rats and vermin you have to live under, I send you this photograph. The rats
have a cimelike size ....”
Geschichte in Quellen und Darstellung (Kaiserreich und Erster Weltkrieg 1871–1918, 8), 2nd
edition, Stuttgart 2002, 366–369.
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1914–1918: Rudolf Unterkircher (1878–1953), born in Schabs/Mühlbach (Putzerhof ) in
South Tyrol, lived in the Schererschlößl in Innsbruck and was a master butcher.

1917: Destroyed catholic church on the Western front

The four and a half years of war meant a new dimension in the history of the
experience and intensification of violence in the Modern Era.44 The Hague Conferences of 1899 and 1907 also changed nothing about this, as it was not possible
44
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to reach agreement on steps towards disarmament or the international jurisdiction
of a court of arbitration with majority decisions. They did, however, at least contribute to the establishment of a court of arbitration in The Hague.45
Around 40% of the war deaths were civilians. That was a scale of victims in a
far shorter period of time than Europe saw in the Thirty Years’ War.46
Out of 65 million mobilized soldiers, 9.6 million fell, which included 16.8% of
the army of France, 16.6% of that of Austro-Hungary, 15.3% of Germany, 12.1%
of Italy, 11.4% of Russia, and 11.2% of Britain, along with more than a third of the
armies of Serbia and Montenegro, one quarter each of the Ottoman and Romanian
armies, and more than a fifth of that of Bulgaria. The newly constituted states had
to take care of millions of widows, orphans, and disabled veterans.47
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this card to his wife Juliane on December 2, 1916 as a field post. On the back a “letter” is
written in pencil (difficult to read): “Im Felde den 2ten 12. 16 – Liebste Julie! Danke Dir vielmals
für Deine Weihnachtsgrüße. Es grüßt und küsst Dich herzlichst Dein Rudi.”

It was a war which, as a result of its radicalization, saw no victors, only losers.48
But this is an afterthought. Britons, French, but also Japanese, Czechs, Poles,
Romanians and Serbs would have seen this statement differently. They behaved
as ‘haves’ and victorious states accordingly until 1938 and beyond, especially towards Austria and Hungary which were seen as ‘have nots’. They had not
only been politically humiliated, but had also been severely punished with large
territorial losses.49 The financial and economic conditions were particularly severe, and in the end the Austrian First Republic never got out of them.50 Richard
Schüller recognized this early on. As an expert on questions of protective tariffs
and free trade, he became head of the trade policy section of the State Office for
Foreign Affairs in 1918, belonged to the Austrian delegation in Paris in 1919 and
conducted the trade policy negotiations of the First Republic (1918–1934) and the
authoritarian corporative state from 1934 until 1938. After the Anschluss he was
forced to retire due to his Jewish background and he went into emigration via Italy
to Great Britain in 1938 and finally to the United States in 1940.51
Upon the “great catastrophe”,52 a “turbulent peace”53 set in which followed the
“Hell on Earth”54 (Ian Kershaw). The bloody legacy of the war had to be borne not
only by the vanquished,55 but also by the victors. Aside from the sharp increase
in political radicalization and forced paramilitarization56 against the background
of the European civil war from 1917 to 1945 by increasingly “enemy ideology
48
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states”,57 the totalization of the Second World War is to be traced back not insignificantly to the militarily and politically decisive events, the individually severe
experiences, and the collectively traumatizing events of World War I with its excesses in violence.58
Aside from the deplorable millions of human victims, massive material losses
had to be dealt with. Catastrophic conditions prevailed in the front areas of Lithuania, Belarus, Ukraine, Eastern Galicia, Bukovina, Carpatho-Ukraine, Transylvania, Serbia, Macedonia, Albania, Montenegro, the Austrian Littoral along the
Isonzo River, and Trentino as well as at the arms factories set up for the war, in
the ruined railway transport system, and in the depleted livestock agriculture.59
The years starting from 1918 are therefore to be comprehended as a period of
dealing with the aftermath of the devastating conflict and consequently as falling
within the realm of research on the consequences of the Great War. The “home
front” was part of the events of the war and continued to suffer for a long time
thereafter from the consequences. There could be no discussion of a real establishment of peace in 1919–20. The civil service cuts in Austria, the hyperinflation
in Germany, those disabled by the war, the extremists on both the left and the right
that joined together into militia formations on the entire continent, in particular in Central Europe, such as the “Organisation Consul”, the “Marine-Brigade
Ehrhardt”, the “Bund Oberland”, the front fighters’ associations (Frontkämpferverband), resident and home militias (Einwohnerwehren), the “Steel Helmets”
(Stahlhelm), the “Reichsbanner” in the German Reich and the “Home Guards”
(Heimwehren)60 as well as the “Republican Defense Alliance” (Republikanischer
Schutzbund) in Austria, the “Squadrists” (Schwarzhemden) in Italy,61 the “Arrow
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Cross” (Pfeilkreuzler) in Hungary62 or the “Iron Guards” (Eiserne Garden) in
Romania63 are all to be named as symptoms of crisis. They shaped the image on
the streets of the cities and in the countryside. The war was therefore still not
over. The militarization of society continued and in that way hindered a spiritual,
moral, and material disarmament.64
Added to the millions of war dead were the many victims of the so-called
“Spanish flu” from the spring of 1918 through March 1920. According to older
findings, it led to approximately 25 million deaths, but the latest research points
to 50 to 100 million fatalities (between 2.5% and 5% of the population of the
planet). That was far more victims than the war itself caused, if not both world
wars together.65
The supply situation, which was already catastrophic during wartime, worsened with the end of the war because of the customs borders that had newly arisen with the many newly formed nation-states of Europe. The returning soldiers
streaming back and the quickly rising unemployment were additional factors adding to the aggravation of the social situation. The paramilitary mobilization and
political radicalization of the people increased considerably. They unleashed a
violent (racial) anti-Semitism, above all among scholars, but also among university students66 and they promoted an ethnocentrically and ethnically motivated nationalism67 as well as a polarization between camps with left-wing and right-wing
world views which had the roots of their development in the nineteenth century.68
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The first forms of Fascism69 and Nazism70 began to take root and initiated a (pseudo) synthesis of nationalism and socialism.
5. DICTATES AS PEACE AGREEMENTS
The criteria and standards of right and wrong were substantially displaced by
the years from 1914 to 1918, as was manifested in the settlement of the so-called
“peace treaties” of 1919–20 and the conceiving of the postwar structure of Europe,71 which Arnold Suppan, in reference to Saint-Germain and Trianon, correctly called the “imperialist peace order of Central Europe”.72
According to the author the Paris Treaties 1919–20 especially Saint-Germain
and Trianon did not represent a peace of understanding. Winners and losers could
not negotiate on an equal footing under the principle of equality. No reconciliation of interests could be achieved by means of compromise, since the contents
had been dictated. Versailles was also a far-reaching break with Osnabrück and
Münster (1648), Rastatt (1714), the Congress of Vienna (1814–15) and the Peace of
Paris (1856) in terms of orientation, procedure, handling and objectives.73
The First World War had started as a military conflict between European empires. Serbia provoked Austria-Hungary, but this was only a pretext for the other
empires to start the war among themselves. After 1918, the victorious British,
French and Italian Empires were exhausted and had huge foreign debts to the
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US-Americans. Their appearances at the Paris Peace Conference in a victorious
pose and their threats to Berlin, Vienna and Budapest were intended on the one
hand to conceal this, but on the other hand were also an expression of the continuity of victorious imperialism. This was to increase the economic disintegration
process of Europe that had already been present since 1913 and which, after the
self-deprivation of power,74 also led to Europe’s later self-destruction.75
The Paris Peace Conference was opened on January 18, 1919 in the Salle
d’Horologe (the Clock Hall) at the Quai d’Orsay, the headquarters of the French
Foreign Ministry, not purely by chance on the anniversary of the founding of the
German Reich in the Hall of Mirrors at the Palace of Versailles in 1871. French
President Raymond Poincaré set the expectations very high from the very beginning for the main architects of the new framework for peace. Acting as presidents
of the Peace Conference were French Prime Minister Georges Clemenceau as
well as head of the British government, David Lloyd George, and US President
Woodrow Wilson. The victorious powers, which consisted of a total of twenty-nine Allied and associated states, were confronted with the unsolved prewar
questions and the postwar problems that were even more difficult, that is, they
were stretched too far with the resolution of peace and the formulation of the new
political order.76
The national conflicts of interest could not remain on the sidelines: both Wilson and Lloyd George were in favor of negotiations with the former wartime ally
Russia, which found itself in the midst of a devastating civil war. But Clemenceau
and Italian Foreign Minister Sidney Sonnino dissented and thus prevented it.77 As
a “compromise”, Russia was invited only to negotiations on the Princes’ Islands in
the Sea of Marmara, but the governments in St. Petersburg and Moscow rejected
that.78 Thus a fundamental preliminary decision had been made and the eastern
part of Europe was excluded in practical terms from the peace talks. In 1919–20,
there was no overall peace concept for all of Europe. The attempt at a balanced
new political order of the continent was thus doomed to failure, particularly since
a new definition with regard to content of the term “Europe” was lacking.79
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Between January 12 and March 24, 1919, the “Council of Ten” met, with two
delegates each from France, the United Kingdom, the United States, Italy, and
Japan at the Quai d’Orsay under the leadership of Clemenceau. After the return
of Wilson and Lloyd George from Washington and London, respectively, the two
of them met with Clemenceau and Italian Prime Minister Vittorio Orlando in the
“Council of Four”, which very indicatively met for the most part in Clemenceau’s
study in the Ministry of War. The losing countries had to accept the conditions
that were imposed upon them, which in practical terms had been dictated to them.
That was the case for the signing of the Paris Treaties in Versailles for the German
Reich on June 28, 1919,80 in Saint-Germain-en-Laye on September 10, 1919 for
Austria,81 in Neuilly-sur-Seine on November 27, 1919 for Bulgaria, and in Trianon on June 4, 1920 for Hungary.82 None of the public protests helped. On those
days each year, there were regular, repeating memorials in the affected countries,
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above all at academies and universities.83 Since no negotiations took place and
petitions could only be made in writing, there can be no doubt, especially in retrospect, that these were dictates and only quasi-frameworks for peace. French Marshall Ferdinand Foch, Supreme Allied Commander on the Western Front who had
signed the ceasefire with Germany, really got to the heart of it when he referred
to the Treaty of Versailles not as a peace agreement, but rather as a “twenty-year
armistice”.84
6. PARIS AND THE CONSEQUENCES
The European postwar order that was created by the “Big Four” produced revanchism and revisionism that ranged far beyond the nationalism of the nineteenth
century and was hardly to be brought under control any more. Measured by the
loss of control that was already suffered in 1914 against the background of a military nationalism that was unleashed, the Paris Peace Treaties provided it with
new nutrition. Its failure was practically predictable because of the revisionism.
The old imperial order had collapsed. Between the German Reich and the Soviet Union on the one hand and Italy with the Black Sea on the other hand, a total
of thirteen new states came into existence: Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania,
Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Austria, Yugoslavia, the enlarged Romania,
Albania, and Turkey, as well as Ukraine for a certain time.
The plans for a Danube Federation and Central Europe that were proposed
above all by France remained only rubbish85 during the so-called “period between
the wars”,86 particularly since both the United Kingdom and the United States
had no interest in them, let alone being willing to support them. In contrast to
Paris, London and Washington did not pursue any specific postwar policy for
Central and Eastern Europe. Instead of halting the economic disintegration of the
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continent and supporting a European free trade zone, new borders were drawn on
the map of Europe. Against the background of the new survey of the Old World,
more than ten thousand kilometers of trade barriers came into existence87 in the
sense of customs barriers that created an economic bulkhead (protectionism) and
new potential for political conflict. Many transit routes were also consequently
cut. Although there were 46,000 kilometers of railway during the Habsburg Monarchy, in the Republic there were only around 5,000 remaining. From early 1919
through October of that year, the fleet of railway cars shrank from around 150,000
to approximately 11,000.88
The First World War left behind socially split societies, ideologically polarized
camps, and politically fragmented states in all of the vestiges of the former empire. The old crown land of Tyrol was the victim of the caprices of the victorious
powers and split into three: North Tyrol, East Tyrol, and South Tyrol.89
That was in any case only one of many newly created problems – against
the background of the formation of nation-states, the Paris framework for peace
created countless new minorities in Central and Eastern Europe as a result of the
new, unilateral drawing of borders: eight million Ukrainians, Jews, Germans,
Belarusians, and Lithuanians in Poland; five million Germans, Hungarians, Carpatho-Ukrainians, Jews, and Poles in Czechoslovakia; five million Hungarians,
Germans, Jews, Ukrainians, Russians, Roma, and Bulgarians in Romania; 2.5
million Albanians, Germans, Hungarians, Romanians, Turks, Slovaks, Czechs,
Romanians, Rusyns (Carpatho-Ruthenians), Jews, and Roma in Yugoslavia; far
more than a million Germans, Roma, and Slovaks in Hungary; 700,000 Slovenes,
Croats, and Germans in Italy; and 450,000 Jews, Czechs, Slovaks, Slovenes, Croats, and Hungarians in Austria.90
France and the United Kingdom could not expect any compensation for the
debts of the former Tsarist Empire from Russia that found itself in civil war or
from the Soviet Union that was in the process of formation under Bolshevik leadership, nor any repayment of war debts on the part of Italy and Romania. But London and Paris had to attend to their liabilities with respect to the United States.
Therefore France, the United Kingdom, and the United States were unanimous in
demanding war reparations from the losers. The famous or infamous Article 231
of the Treaty of Versailles, which stipulated the responsibility of the instigators
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of the war, had been formulated by the young American diplomat John Foster
Dulles, who would later serve as Secretary of State (in office 1953–59) under
President Dwight David Eisenhower.91
Even though in the best case, the German Reich could pay two billion British
pounds in war reparations, which equaled ten billion US dollars, the British demanded 24 billion pounds in the Reparations Commission. That was equal to 120
billion dollars. The French demanded 44 billion pounds (220 billion dollars) and
the Americans 4.4 billion pounds (22 billion dollars). The “Council of Four” decided to postpone the final determination of the total sum of reparations. Only in
1921 was there an agreement on 132 billion gold marks, approximately 6.5 billion
pounds or 32 billion dollars.92
These demands created a great degree of strife and ran up against vehement
rejection up to delay tactics and obstruction strategy on the part of the Germans.
The Dawes Plan (1924) and the Young Plan (1929) up to the Hoover Moratorium
(1931) already represented American concessions to German revisionism.93
In the end, the setting of definitive payments by the Reparations Commission
resulted in Germany in practical terms having to be liable for and bear the costs
of all of the damages, while Austria actually remained free of them. The question
was therefore raised in particular as to whether Austria could pay at all – and if
so, then how much – in view of the League of Nations loan for the revival of the
state budget that emerged as being necessary.
If the provisions of the Treaty of Versailles are also not to be made causally
responsible for the events of World War II, then the same holds true for the de-legitimization of the Weimar Republic as a weighty political hypothesis which it
had to bear. That was only one element of Hitler’s rise, whereby the revisionism
was a political matter in the German Reich that ran across all political camps.
The second half of the 1930s saw the plebiscite in the Saarland (1935), the occupation of the demilitarized Rhineland (1936), the “Anschluss” of Austria and
the annexation of the Sudetenland (1938), up to the crushing of Czechoslovakia
(March 1939) and Poland by Nazi Germany and the USSR (September 1939).
These first three dates were signs that were no longer to be overlooked, and they
were followed by instances of the political order of the postwar solution in Western and Central Europe in 1919 which, contrary to the decisions that were made
at that time by the Entente Powers, also created revisionist and thus, so to speak,
anti-imperialist facts.
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1933–1939: “The pope rule masks the preparation of an intervention.
Let us strengthen the power of the USSR!” – Soviet propaganda

The brutalization and the dissolution of the boundaries of warfare shaped the social relationships and events of domestic policy in all of the states of Europe and
could only be stabilized on an interim basis until the consequences of the world
economic crisis that started in the United States fully struck Europe. In the nationalistic circles of what would be the losing countries and losers in general, the
feeling had already spread years before that the war would be lost because it had
not been waged consistently and radically to its end. In 1918, not all of the nations
felt themselves to be completely vanquished, which is why many of them were not
yet ready to transition to peace. Viewed in that way, dictated peace treaties could
only be successful in creating order temporarily and insufficiently. Demands for
unilateral disarmament, the withholding of territory that had been won, losses of
land that had been suffered, and excessive demands for reparations that were hard
to meet were difficult enough just to bear for the losing nations and their people,
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let alone to be able to provide them. Starting in 1923–24, an easing began of the
years of economic crisis that would last until around 1929–30. But the political
burdens of the peace treaties remained. It would have been possible to overcome
them over the long term94 if the consequences of the world economic crisis starting from 1930–31 had not signified a difficult political setback for the still existing
quasi-democracies in Europe and, in the end, their fall as well. Eric Hobsbawm
concluded: “Without this collapse [world economic crisis, M.G.] there would certainly have been no Hitler and almost certainly no Roosevelt.”95
If as early as the 1920s, there were royal and military dictatorships as well as
authoritarian regimes in nearly all of Europe – above all in Italy, Spain, Portugal,
Poland, the Baltic states, Hungary, Romania, and Bulgaria – with the coming to
power of Hitler on January 30, 1933 and with the “shutting down” of parliament
by Engelbert Dollfuss on February 4 of that year, Germany and Austria, respectively, set the keystones for democratic policy’s swan song in Europe.
7. A FRAGMENTED COLLECTION OF STATES AS A CONSEQUENCE
OF THE COLLAPSE OF THE FOUR GREAT EMPIRES
The draft covenant for the League of Nations of February 14, 1919 and its establishment on January 10, 1920 did not in fact signify any breakthrough, but rather
progress with regard to the intended international cooperation.96 But the covenant
did not provide for any non-aggression like the UN Charter ultimately did, and
only a relative prohibition against war.97 Jean Monnet, who would later be an
initiator of the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC, 1950–52) acted as
deputy secretary-general of the League of Nations (1920–23) but later resigned.98
Richard N. Coudenhove-Kalergi, who brought the Paneurope movement to life
in Vienna, already considered the League of Nations to have failed in 1924.99 The
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secretaries-general were Sir Eric Drummond, Earl of Perth (1919–33), who was
oriented towards the interests of the Paris postwar order, but also French career
diplomat Joseph Louis Avenol (1933–40), who was close to the Axis Powers, and
the Irish journalist, diplomat, and politician, Seán Lester (1940–46).
French-German understanding revived in the mid-1920s with Aristide Briand
and Gustav Stresemann, while the United States supported the European postwar
system with its banks as a lender, and it sought to function as a transatlantic crisis
manager for the thwarting of spirals of European creditors and debtors. But all
of that was still not sufficiently strengthening and sustainable to create a lasting,
stable European framework for peace, and the greater shocks were to grow, as
was the case with the period from the Congress of Vienna in 1814–15100 up to the
Crimean War of 1853.101
The League of Nations had gone back to ideas of Woodrow Wilson “in the
name of humanity” during the First World War, as articulated within the framework of his “Fourteen Points” of January 8, 1918. The League of Nations became
an integral and essential element of the peace treaties. It was most closely linked
with the system from the Paris Treaties.102 But this circumstance did not have a
supportive effect for their success, but rather a burdening one. Making things
more difficult in that regard was the absence of an assurance of the treaties on
the part of the United States, whose Congress did not ratify the Paris Peace Treaties. Thus the postwar European new order remained politically denied by the
assent of the most essential Western victorious power103 – in contrast to the period
after the Second World War when the United States very decisively supported
the founding of the United Nations and thus stood substantially and essentially
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behind the (peace and) stability concept of Western European integration.104 The
absence of the United States from the League of Nations led to a lack of integrity
and universality of that international organization. The US had decided the war
(1917–18), but it lost the peace (1919–20).
With the Paris Treaties, France became the leading political power on the continent. It correspondingly instrumentalized the League of Nations for its own
Germany-policy interests, which was not beneficial for the acceptance of the organization in Geneva. Its waning standing that grew lower and lower was expressed by fluctuating movements of its members as well as numerous withdrawals (Germany in 1933, Japan the same year, and Italy in 1937), while the USSR
was excluded in 1939 because of its war of aggression against Finland. After
years of getting established and the first decent result (1924–31), above all else in
refugee assistance (particularly symbolized by Fritjof Nansen), a phase followed
of increasing conflicts that could no longer be managed (1931–39) which, in view
of the breakdown of the international order of states, led to a complete shadow
existence and the self-dissolution of the League of Nations (1939–46).105
Starting from 1931, the Manchuria conflict between Japan and China marked
the turn towards the negative, and Italy’s Ethiopian War (1935–36) and the “Anschluss” of Austria to the German Reich (1938) signaled the end of the idea of a
collective security concept. Switzerland abandoned the League of Nations, transitioned from “differential” to “integral neutrality”, and finally withdrew from the
organization.106
At least in the beginning, the subsidiary technical organizations of the League
of Nations that are not seldom overlooked demonstrated the broad field of possibilities for international cooperation and served as a model for numerous special
organizations in the course of the founding of the United Nations after 1945. In
the medium term, the League of Nations has thus contributed to the diversification, specification and broadening of international relations.
The collapse of the four European great empires (1918–1922) hit the political
cultures of their areas deeply and produced a fragmented collection of states in
Europe,107 such that in the face of many new national egoisms and state self-interests, a balanced and just arrangement of the peace was barely realizable.
We are shown how difficult this challenge must have been to solve after 1918
just by the collapse of only one empire such as the later day Soviet Union and
the difficulties with the creation of a whole European peace framework starting
in 1989–91 up to today, and that occurred in a far more established system of
104
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international relations and organizations in comparison with the disintegration
and loss of the empires between 1917–18 and 1922. Today, the Organization for
Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) does in fact institutionally represent the total European peace framework, but with substantial deficits, problems,
and weaknesses. What herculean tasks stood before the League of Nations starting in 1920!
After the opening of the East and the surmounting of the Wall in Berlin in
1989108 and the end of the Soviet Union in 1991, the West and NATO were criticized – whether justly or unjustly remains to be seen – of having missed the
chance to adapt themselves to the new situation in the world and to create a lasting
total European framework for peace.109
But did the West really fail in that respect? That question is rather to be raised
more for the period after the end of World War I, when it alone was responsible for
it and the eastern part of Europe was in practical terms completely excluded from
the peace settlement. After 1918, though, it turned out to be far more difficult
to create a total European peace framework than after 1989. Historian Margaret
MacMillan also draws a completely different comparison: in her opinion, it was
easier to create security and stability in 1814–15 than in 1919–20,110 and she is to
be agreed with in that regard.
After 1918 four great empires that had shaped an age in Europe111 were no
longer. A comparable reallocation of territory in Europe was unknown in modern
history. For centuries, generations of people were accustomed to living in it as
it was. Its collapse caused shocks, psychoses, and traumas of proportions never
before imagined, while the more recent and current crises of Europe and its community of states and the European Union (EU) that serves as a new area of refuge
seem manageable and reasonable in comparison – the system of states today is
more orderly, more united, more integrated, deeper rooted, and less anarchistic
and erratic.
In chronological order: the Russian Tsarist Empire fell as a consequence of
the Russo-Japanese War that it lost in 1905, unsuccessful social reforms, and the
war against the German Reich (1914–18) having been worn down by the February
Revolution of 1917, and after the October putsch by the Bolsheviks in the same
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year and the subsequent civil war in 1918–19, it was not to be restored, even in
spite of military intervention by the Western Powers.112

1918 November 5: Sailors after the uprising in Kiel

The German Reich came to an end in the autumn of 1918. On November 9, a
democratic republic was proclaimed by Philipp Scheidemann and a socialist soviet republic was simultaneously declared by Karl Liebknecht. Kaiser Wilhelm
II abdicated and went into exile in the Netherlands. The German monarchy had
been swept away virtually without violence. The November Revolution was a
revolution involved with the ending of the war.113
The empire that held out the longest was the one that had already allegedly
been called “the sick man on the Bosporus” as early as the first half of the nineteenth century.114 The Ottoman Empire only formally came to an end with its
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dissolution in the early 1920s.115 At the same time, the Soviet Union formed in
1922. After the throwing off of the occupying and victorious powers in national
liberation struggles against Greece, France, Italy, and the United Kingdom, the
young Turkish republic blossomed into the most successful revisionist of the Paris
postwar order as it rejected the Treaty of Sèvres from 1920 and implemented its
own resolution with the Treaty of Lausanne in 1923.116
The history of hegemonic powers and great empires has shown that from time
to time, amphibian and maritime empires as less vulnerable powers were able to
sustain a longer duration of reign. What was decisive was not just control of the
land, but also that of the sea. Naval power offered the precondition for becoming
a world power. That was an unwritten rule not only in the German Reich, but in
all of the European states. Since the victorious powers of 1918 assumed that a
powerful navy was the key to world power, it could not come as a surprise that the
German, Austro-Hungarian, and Turkish naval forces were melted down into a
rump navy or were completely dissolved. The German Imperial Navy, for example, was only capable of protecting the coasts of the North Sea and the Baltic and
coastal waters.117 As a result of the armistice conditions of November 3, 1918, not
only did the Entente take over the Austro-Hungarian spoils of war, it also received
the right to occupy Austro-Hungarian territory in South Tyrol and in the Austrian
Littoral.118
After the improvisation of the wartime economy, the People’s Manifesto
(“Völkermanifest”) that was announced too late by Emperor Charles, and the
Southern Front that fell in the autumn of 1918, the Habsburg Monarchy was no
longer to be restored. Only on November 11, 1918, and therefore after the German
Kaiser, did Charles renounce “any participation in the administration of the state”
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in the Republic of “German-Austria” and dismissed his last government. On
November 12, the “Republic of German-Austria” was solemnly declared in the
Viennese Parliament as a democratic republic, and Anschluss with the German
Reich of the Weimar Republic was decided upon. On November 13, Charles also
renounced his participation in the administration of the state as King of Hungary.
His two failed attempts at restoration in Hungary in 1920–21 left the Transleithanian kingdom without a king, with the imperial regent Miklós Horthy.119
8. SOCIETAL BREAKS: THE CENTURY OF EUROPEAN
EMIGRATION ENDS AND THE COLONIES REPORT BACK FOR THE
FIRST TIME
New systems of government were to be formed in 1918 according to the model of
Western democracies, with an eight-hour workday, the recognition of trade unions as parties to wage agreements, universal suffrage, women’s suffrage, a multiparty system, parlamentarianism, the rule of law, and a social welfare state. The
“hunger for land” by farmers and the “hunger for jobs” in intelligentsia circles
created new fault lines.120 Within that context, the period before 1914 had already
been a phase of massive societal changes.
Up to the turn of the twentieth century, the United States was the preferred
destination for European emigrants. In the period before 1914 of approximately
fifty years, its population grew from thirty-one million to ninety-nine million
people. As a result of different societal relationships and socioeconomic changes
in the Old World, the countries of origin changed. Only one third of all immigrants came from the north, west, and center of Europe. Two thirds came from
the economically weaker east and south of Europe. Even though up to 1880, approximately 150,000 immigrants arrived with the immigration authorities in the
United States from the Habsburg Monarchy and the Tsarist Empire, between 1900
and 1910 approximately 2.1 million came from Austria-Hungary and 1.6 million
from Russia. But the century of European immigration then drew to a close. The
streams of immigrants dried up with the Quota Act of 1921 in the United States
which in that respect represented a break when it provided an allocation system
and thus set entrance quotas which turned against immigrants from Central Eastern, Southeastern, and Southern Europe. These restrictive precautions were all
the more noteworthy when in contrast to the prewar period, the number of immigrants due to the war between 1916 and 1920 sank by approximately two thirds
and only amounted to 431,000. Even if there was once again an increase between
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1918 and 1939, only half of the average annual rate from the prewar period was
reached.121
Against the background of the world economic crisis, the number of European
immigrants to the “land of unlimited possibilities” dropped to around 120,000
newcomers per year. Emigration from Europe no longer represented a decisive
factor in global demographic development. The Nazi racially motivated policy
of persecution also no longer changed much about this with the increase of approximately 300,000 Jews from Germany and from the areas overseas that were
occupied by the German Wehrmacht. The other Europeans stayed home in order
to wage war with each other in the struggle for a new order for the future on the
continent.122
World War I and the years thereafter meant a turning point for the history of
emigration from Europe overseas, since it lost relevance within the global framework. At the same time, the events of the war and the postwar period also offered
the possibility for immigration to Europe, which up to that point had been less
significant, even though for the period from the seventeenth to nineteenth century, reports had been made of non-Europeans arriving in European countries. As
a catalyst of the potential for global annihilation, the First World War brought the
violence of the colonizers from the age of colonialism and imperialism back from
the colonies into the cities and regions of the motherlands of the continent, where
they could be consolidated and discharged during the so-called “period between
the wars”. It was then the descendants of former colonizers from overseas areas,
Asians, and Africans as occupation soldiers, as port and textile workers, and as
employees in comparable low wage sectors that changed the social picture.123
Starting in 1919, Panafricanists held their first congresses in European metropolises at which representatives from the British colonies in West Africa and the
Caribbean and from the United States took part. Later on, Panafricanism had a
stimulating effect upon the nationalistic movements of Africa that were forming
after 1945.124
The process of decolonization had its gradual beginning with the slow withdrawal of European colonial forces which was to experience a substantial acceleration as a result of the consequences of World War II with the decisive weakening of the European nation-states. The returnees from former colonies to the
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motherlands contributed to the former colonial empires being more present in
European metropolises than ever before.125
9. A WORLD IN CHANGE AGAINST THE BACKGROUND OF EUROPE
DEPRIVING ITSELF OF POWER: THE RISE OF THE US AND
SOVIET RUSSIA MORE AS AN EASTERN PERIPHERAL POWER
In 1889, the last large Indian Territory was opened for settlement contrary to all
of the treaties that had been concluded. With Oklahoma, the end of the internal
expansion of the United States was sealed, an expansion which took place completely at the cost of these indigenous cultures, whereby the heedless American
claim for territory upon the lands of the Indians was also not called into question
by any European power. From then on, American industries pressed massively
upon the world market which, as a result of the previous imperialist division of
the globe by the Europeans, had remained for the most part inaccessible to the
United States, particularly since even after the Spanish-American War (1898),
the United States itself had not been able to participate in it. The participation
in the First World War in 1917 and the Allied victory in 1918 then made possible
the American political rise to an economic world power and consequently also
enabled the breakthrough of American imperialism that had been calculated upon
the long term,126 which was followed first by a short-term boom that was due to
wartime production and the European peace agreement and then by a depression with a twelve percent unemployment rate. The crisis in American industry
was recognizable from the point in time when it lacked markets for its expansive
sales. Pushed by its citizens in the tradition of private self-initiative and economic
self-reliance, US industry in the 1920s achieved the transition from a quantitative
expansion to a qualitative one. Its industry reached a new level of the production
of larger quantities of goods – production on the assembly line symbolized by
the name Henry Ford. But after an unprecedented but brief boom, even this new
qualitative expansion pushed up against an internal limit. There were no more
sales. Thus with the crash of the New York Stock Exchange, the United States was
also the source country for the world economic crisis after the so-called “Black
Friday”, October 24, 1929. In contrast to the national indebtedness of Russia in
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1917, what was concerned in the United States was the debt of the citizens of its
own country, above all else the very rich.127
In the wake of the end of World War II, the hour of the United States rang
anew. The resurgence of the absolute world economic power followed with the US
dollar as the global reserve currency against the background of Bretton Woods
(1944), the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (or GATT, 1947), and the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) with the World Bank in Washington.128 The
USSR was excluded from or remained outside of all of these institutions.
In the heartland of Russia, it became recognizable in the course of 1917 that
the bourgeois government of Alexander Kerensky could not achieve peace without annexation, nor did it really desire it. Russian imperialism and the war against
Germany first of all united circles of Russian society that were still drifting apart.
For the first time, Constantinople was within reach. But as long as Russia waged
war, no land reform could take place. Then the soldiers, most of whom were farmers, also wanted to hastily return home so as to not come up short with the land redistribution. And whoever was against that had to be for the war. The Bolsheviks
were in this predicament on the basis of Lenin’s April Theses and his imperialism
theory, but they were capable of demanding the takeover by the councils and setting their sights on the socialist revolution. In the course of the autumn months of
1917, more and more Bolsheviks were elected in worker and soldier councils, and
in October, the putsch against the Mensheviks followed. But that month did not
turn into the signal for worldwide revolution, nor were the capitalist world powers
successful with the war of intervention in 1918–20 against the Bolsheviks and
Trotsky’s Red Army in sufficiently supporting the “counterrevolutionary” forces
and reversing the results of October and November 1917. With the failure of the
western military intervention, it became clear that even with all of its economic dependence, Russia was not simply an eastern peripheral power, but rather a
growing political great power. In this role, concessions were indeed made to the
national movements on the western border, but the core of Russian potential remained in the hands of the Bolsheviks. The victory in the civil war of 1918–20 by
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the revolutionary “Reds” against the “Whites” who were loyal to the tsar and the
absence or failure of socialist revolutions in Western Europe in 1919–20 moved
the Communist Party into a position in which it could no longer hope for cooperation in solidarity with the proletariat of an advanced country. The party and the
state bureaucracy then made themselves into the historical subject of the pressing
national tasks, in particular with the catching up with industrialization, which
was compelled with extreme brutality and the use of force.129
What was concerned was now a “socialism in one country” setting aside the
ambition of worldwide revolution, which was not astonishing. The Russian civil
war had been waged with full hardness and extreme brutality against the civilian
population. The image was shaped by devastation and cannibalism. This war that
was waged from within and from outside cost the lives of several million people.
The intervention by the Entente and other powers still contributed substantially to the intensification and prolongation of the bloody struggle: American, Canadian, Czech, Finnish, French, Italian, Japanese, Polish, and Serbian units had
intervened in the battle against the Bolsheviks or had fought on the side of the
“Whites”.130 The failure of the Western intervention and the internal Russian victory of Bolshevism in the civil war thereupon increased the feeling of the threat of
Communism in the West and overshadowed many attempts for a democratically
based postwar order in Europe, particularly since it was not only reactionary and
revisionist counter forces that could be more strongly formed, but also upper class
and liberal ones in the defense against the “Bolshevik danger”. No less a person
than the founder of the Paneuropean Union, Richard N. Coudenhove-Kalergi,
called Bolshevism a “European cultural catastrophe”.131
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1924: Josef W. Stalin on the top of power after Wladimir I. Lenin’s dead

At the beginning of the twentieth century, Russia and China shared a common
lot, namely, being confronted with anti-monarchist revolutions, even though they
were supported by different political forces – on one hand by convinced communists, on the other hand by xenophobic nationalists. While the radical changes
in China were hardly able to unleash any effects upon the political development
of Russia, the Russian February Revolution and the October Putsch of 1917 had
effects in two ways upon the political changes in China. First, the overthrow of
the tsar was accompanied by the temporary end of Russian expansion to the east.
On the other hand, in May 1924 the Soviet leadership declared all unequal treaties
that tsarist Russia had concluded with the emperor of China to be invalid. On July
17, 1924, the USSR and the Republic of China mutually recognized each other
and established diplomatic relations for the first time. The agreement was cheered
by Beijing as the first treaty under international law that China had signed since
the Opium Wars (1839–42, 1856–60) on the basis of complete equal rights with
a foreign power. Second, the political events in October in St. Petersburg fueled
the awareness and dissemination of Marxist ideology in China. These trends contributed to the founding of a new political movement, namely that of the Communists, who were to subsequently decisively shape Chinese history. Mao Zedong
is reported to have said, “It was the cannon shot of the October Revolution [sic!]
that brought Marxism to us.” For the Chinese Communists, the takeover by the
Bolshevik rebels was at the same time motivation and stimulation. In July, they
founded the Communist Party of China (CPC) in Shanghai. Mao was one of twenty-one founding members. The existence of the CPC provided Moscow with the
possibility of exercising influence upon the political development of China, even
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though Stalin’s Asia policy was ambiguous or, to word it in a more neutral way,
it was set up on multiple tracks. Mao’s victory in 1949, which was to completely
revolutionize China’s world, was not yet foreseeable, but Moscow’s policy had
certainly helped lay the groundwork for it: as early as 1924, the Communist Party of the Soviet Union had offered financial and military support not just for
the Kuomintang government of Chiang Kai-shek, but also for Mao’s CPC. Stalin
therefore placed his bets on both the nationalist Chinese side and the Communist
Chinese side.132
10. INTERIM CONCLUSION
What continued to have an effect from the years of World War I and the immediate postwar period from 1914 to 1919–20? As in a burning lens, we find the events
and structures of the developments from 1919 to today bundling with lasting relevance. In the most recent representations and research, great focus is placed upon
the year of the end of the war, 1918,133 and “the greatest of all revolutions” – what
is meant is the November revolution in Germany.134 After the weighing of several
aspects and further findings, it can be determined, however, that as early as the
previous year, broad reaching decisions that affected world history were made
and thus the setting of the course in a lasting way followed.
According to Hans Rothfels, the double event of 1917 – with the revolution in
Russia and the entry of the United States into World War I with its declaration of
war against the German Reich on April 6, 1917 and against Austria-Hungary on
December 7, 1917 – made it the epoch year of European and global contemporary
history.135 That continues to hold true. This double event was tied to the end of the
old order in Europe. The first of the four great empires mentioned above was to
cease to exist – although two among them achieved a time-displaced neo imperial
reconstruction with different life spans: the Greater German Reich (1938–45) and
the Soviet Union (1922–91). Through the entry of the United States in the First
World War, its ascent and then its resurgence to a global economic power in the
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wake of World War II was made possible with the dollar as the reserve currency,
which dissolved the British sterling block relatively noiselessly.136
For the remaining years from 1918 to 1920, seven aspects may be extracted
that have had decisive effects for the ensuing decades of the twentieth century and
lasting consequences all the way up to the present:
a) The ideas of Immanuel Kant gave way to those of Thomas Hobbes: the
broad reaching non fulfillment of the promises of Wilson’s Fourteen Points
stands for the early disillusionment and sudden disappointment of an idealistically conceived world order with the failure of the League of Nations
and the collapse of the international system (1939–45) as well as the triumphal march of the realist school (Hans Morgenthau137) and the neo realism
(Kenneth Waltz138) of the political science school of International Relations
in the sense of the priorities of national egoism and state self-interests.
b) The United States did not shy away from the tradition of the imperial United Kingdom, which was able to defeat the Portuguese, Dutch, and Spanish
colonial empires, the empire of Napoleon, and the Deutsche Kaiserreich.
The United States also did not shy away from a clash with hegemonic competitors or imperial rivals (Spain, the German Reich, Nazi Germany, even
the British Empire and the Soviet Union). Yet in the end, the question is
raised as to whether Washington will still be able to cope with the challenge of the new world power China, particularly since in this case, the
leitmotif of US policy to push against expansion on borders as well as the
combination of the global-imperial demand and the promise of democracy
(“to make the world more safe for democracy”) threatens to hardly function
any more.
c) Decolonization that was already thought of and attempted in the wake of
the First World War was curbed and stopped. But the colonies remained
on the agenda of unequal relations within the framework of the mandate
administrations of the League of Nations of the not yet beaten but already
shattered European colonial powers within the context of Europe depriving itself of power in World War I. Against the background of its self-destruction in the Second World War, this then had the consequence of failed
European re-colonization after 1945.139
Stephen E. AMBROSE, Rise to Globalism. American Foreign Policy since 1938, New York –
London 7th edition 1993, 151–170.
137
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d) The idea of world revolution receded behind the idea of a national socialism. The struggle that was left open between Lenin and Trotsky and then
decided by Stalin between “permanent [world] revolution” and “socialism
in one country” in favor of the second option remains current in its transformed and secularized form in the China of the Communist one party rule
and a booming state capitalism. Thus limits were also placed, though, on
“socialism in one country”. While the victory march of democracy was
likewise subjected to limitations, the triumphal march of capitalism seems
to be purely unstoppable. In contrast, the hyphenated national socialism
(Nazism) as the “people’s community” (“Volksgemeinschaft”) antithesis
to Marxist-socialist ideas of class struggle and to the christian social corporative state concept could not be asserted over the notorious twelve years
of the so-called “thousand year Reich” – not least because of an absence of
credibility and a lack of chances at realization.
e) The reduction in ideological clout through the worldwide split of the left
– against the background of the divergences between Karl Marx-Friedrich
Engels and Eduard Bernstein-Karl Kautsky as well as the contrast between
Karl Liebknecht-Rosa Luxemburg and Friedrich Ebert-Philipp Scheidemann – led to a lasting weakening of the workers’ and trade union movement up to this very day.
f) The half-hegemonic dilemma of Germany (Ludwig Dehio140) is and remains an element of continuity in European history: what followed after
1918 was the misleadingly predicted but in the end not at all so incorrect
“downfall of the Occident” (“Untergang des Abendlandes”) (Oswald Spengler141), the at times thwarted rise of Germany but in the end its prevented
breakthrough to a military and political world power, a defeat which in turn
can be made up for with the global economic export power of the Federal
Republic of Germany. Germany climbed back on the path once again and
thus achieved European and global power.
g) The region of East Asia with China and Japan lingered in a sort of holding
pattern after 1918. After recognition was rejected by the Western side in
Hildesheim – Zürich – New York 2018, 461–517; IDEM, Geschichte des Völkerrechts in Krieg
und Frieden, Tübingen 2013, 421–463.
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1919 and the political breakthrough was delayed, two antagonistic imperial
alternative plans followed: firstly, the wartime empire of Japan in the first
half of the twentieth century, which was to fail and be razed to the ground
in both symbolic and practical terms by the two American atomic bombs,142
but on compensatory and reconstructing paths after 1945 was to become a
global world power in the economic respect. And secondly, China starting
in the 1980s ascended in a step-by-step fashion to be a worldwide economic
empire in the twenty-first century – with tendencies that the whole world
could see just through the two Silk Road projects alone of infrastructural
and economic strides in the direction of the West.143
Thus in 1917 and 1918–19, not only were the lines of development of European
history reflected, but also broad sections of world history from continents that at
first seemed to exist separately next to each other but were to write more and more
reciprocal, connected, interconnected, and integrated global history.
Within this larger framework, the relationship of the small state of Austria
from a disintegrated to the gradually unifying continent may appear to be more
comprehensible and understandable. After the old greater area of the Habsburg
Monarchy collapsed and was lost, it was the long-lasting yearning for belonging
to a greater area once again which was to find expression in the desire for a community Europe and, in the end, in the form of membership in the EU. Were there
really actually ever alternative options to this? That will be the subject of the
following chapters which will attempt to illustrate Austria’s arduous and winding
path to a united Europe.
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II. A LOST CAUSE: AUSTRIA BETWEEN
CENTRAL EUROPE, PANEUROPEAN DREAMS,
THE “ANSCHLUSS” TO NAZI GERMANY AND IN
EXILE ABROAD 1918/19–45
1. THE END OF THE EUROPEAN GREAT POWERS AND A MAN
WITH HIS VISION
The history of the integration and unification of Europe was often a result of
breaks and rifts closely connected with political concepts that ended up reorganizing the continent. An overview of these attempts is presented in an illustration,1
which shows that these plans were developed for the most part against the background of far-reaching changes that were characterized by crises and splits: the
end of the First World War in 1918 has been viewed as a twofold radical change
which consisted of both the internal and external revolutionizing of the world of
nation-states. The collapse of the Concert of European Powers (1815–1914) went
hand in hand with the fall of four monarchies, the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy,
the German Empire (Kaiserreich), the Ottoman Empire, and Tsarist Russia as
well as their transition to both democratic-republican and authoritarian and dictatorial political systems.2 Austria’s foreign policy was greatly influenced by all
of these crucial developments. Its foreign and domestic policy had been operating
in the shadow of the question of Anschluss and the virulent scenarios of civil war
since 1918–19.
Count Richard Nikolaus Coudenhove-Kalergi’s ideas on “Paneurope”3 were
reflexes to the triple crises of the years from 1917–19 which arose from a crisis
1

2

3

See Graph 1: Attempts at the Reorganization of Europe and Suggestions for its Integration and
the documents 1–13 in the appendix “Documents”.
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in European political systems and a crisis in ideological orientation, in the wake
of which was also an economic crisis. The system that resulted from the Paris
Peace Treaties of 1919–20 offered only partial answers and unsatisfactory solutions to these questions and these problems, providing an opportunity for Cou
denhove-Kalergi to present his ideas. Who was this man?
Coudenhove-Kalergi4 came into the world on November 17, 1894 in Tokyo,
where his father Heinrich served as an Austrian diplomat. His mother, Mitsuko
Aoyama, came from a wealthy Japanese family. Years later in Japan, she was
called “the mother of Europe”. For Coudenhove, she represented “Asia” and his
father “Europe”. Looking back at his childhood, Coudenhove remembered that
his thinking was not based upon nations, but rather upon continents. Europe was
Coudenhove-Kalergi’s “nation”. Two years after his birth, the family moved into
Ronsperg Castle (Pobežovice) in the Western Bohemian forests. After the death
of his father in 1906, Richard attended the Augustine Grammar School in Brixen
(Bressanone), after which the family moved to Vienna, where the young count
became a pupil at the Theresianum (1908–13). Richard did not feel at ease either
there or within Viennese social circles, since “his ideas about the questions of life
and politics were too different from those of his rank.”5
After graduation, he began studies in philosophy at the University of Vienna,
from which he graduated in 1917. During his student years, he married the famous
Viennese actress Ida Roland in 1915. His marriage to a divorced woman who was
not a member of the nobility and who was thirteen years older led to a temporary split with Coudenhove’s family. Instead of being a member of a conservative
caste, he turned into a modern man, a child of the twentieth century.6
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1915: Coudenhove-Kalergi with his wife Ida Roland

His leanings towards social democracy could hardly be denied. Nevertheless, his
aristocratic manner of education continued to come out in his thinking, since he
wanted to create a new form of state in which “the best, the brightest, and the
most intelligent” would be in power. This neo-aristocracy would take the place
of democracy which, in his opinion, was only an interlude between “the feudal
aristocracy of the sword” and “the social aristocracy of the spirit”.7
Later on, he confessed, “My ideas have always been aristocratic and never
democratic.”8 For his entire life, Coudenhove would never be able to shake the
“negative” image of wanting to create a conservative Europe. His admiration for
Charles de Gaulle, especially in the 1960s, confirmed the view of many critics
that he wanted to create a conservative-reactionary Europe that was more exclusive than inclusive.9
In fact, behind the Paneuropean idea was the notion of saving Western or European culture – Coudenhove saw two major threats as dangers for Europe after
1918–19: Soviet Russian Bolshevism and the American economic power and mass
culture – although not on the basis of the Reich’s idea or the restoration of the
Habsburg multinational state, but rather on the basis of the sovereignty of the new
7
8

9
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131.
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nations.10 Here one can learn an early first lesson from Coudenhove’s thinking:
starting from the fact that there is always a certain individuality of every European nation-state that has to be respected, they would only be strong enough in
world politics when standing together.
Coudenhove called upon all conservative Paneuropeans to be republicans,
since the peace for Europe that was hoped for lay only in republicanization.11
Having formally become a Czechoslovak citizen as a result of the end of the First
World War – although with feelings that were patriotic towards Austria and, at
the same time, European – he developed an early plan of “excluding” Vienna, the
former center of the multinational state, from Austria and making it the seat of
the League of Nations on international and neutral territory.12 Although this plan
remained only a draft, the founding of the Paneuropean Union would nevertheless take place with its headquarters in the Hofburg of Vienna. Coudenhove soon
recognized that the League of Nations was too weak to ensure peace in Europe,
and thus he conceived of a new plan that would lead to the formation of a “United
States of Europe”.13
For Coudenhove-Kalergi, Vienna was not merely a capital of a small Alpine
Republic like Berne in Switzerland, but rather the capital of a former multinational empire with a major cosmopolitan European tradition. From such a place,
Paneuropean activities could and should be initiated. This is a second lesson we
can learn from his thinking: multiethnic structures of a former empire provide a
good basis for European proposals and solutions.
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2. THE UNWANTED STATE:
AUSTRIA’S REORIENTATION IN THE WAKE OF THE PARIS
POSTWAR ORDER 1919–21
After the end of the Habsburg Monarchy, Austria’s foreign policy moved back and
forth between different orientations: tendencies towards a Greater Germany and
or some Central European alliance, the loan policy of the League of Nations under
the formal preservation of independence, and strategies of national emancipation
and Austrian survival up to the consciously selected conceptions of a sovereign
state. “Neutrality” and concepts of neutralization as alternatives to the Anschluss
policy or plans of a Danube Region policy were also considered and publicly discussed, but they did not come to fruition.14
In February and March 1919, the French newspapers Le Temps and Le Journal des Débats published several articles that also appeared as excerpts in Austrian daily journals. While the catholic conservative Reichspost considered the
alternative favorably, and even supported it, the liberal Neue Freie Presse saw
behind the attempts in the press to wrap Austria in “the chains of neutralization”,
the intention to impede the Anschluss to Germany. Other papers also criticized
the proposal with similar arguments. In subsequent consideration, it was emphasized that what was dealt with here was not just the politics of the French press,15
but rather serious deliberations by the Quai d’Orsay, that is, the French foreign
ministry. The assessments by French Foreign Minister Stéphen Pichon at a press
conference on March 16, 1919 were equivalent to an official offer of neutrality
by France.16 To what extent a neutrality for Austria that was guaranteed by the
League of Nations would have been negotiable and could have been realized at
all is difficult to say. The opportunity was not made use of, and the initiative sank
in the sand.
14
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1918–1938

July Agreement
July 11, 1936
Bilateralization of Austrian-German relations
Principle of “non-interference” – dependence

Rome Protocols
March 17, 1934
Three party agreement with Italy and Hungary
Preference agreement

Anschluss
March 11–12, 1938
End of Austrian independence
February 12, 1938
Berchtesgaden Agreement
Seyß-Inquart (Nazi Party) becomes Interior Minister
Stresa Conference (United Kingdom, France, Italy)
April 11–13, 1935
Consultation agreement on Austria upon the
violation of territorial integrity
Rome Accords between France and Italy
January 7, 1935
“Independence Guarantee” for Austria
July Putsch by the Nazis
July 25, 1934
failed, Dollfuß murdered,
Schuschnigg new chancellor

Government dictatorship: March 4, 1933: dissolution of parliament
Lausanne Protocols
July 15, 1932
Renewed recognition of the prohibition of the
“Anschluss” in exchange for new international
loans, four year financial control by the League of
Nations
Hague Conference 1930
End of reparations
Plans for an Austrian-Czechoslovak customs
union fail
Geneva Protocols
October 4, 1922
In return for the granting of a loan, Austria commits
to state independence
Four years of financial control by the League of Nations

German-Austrian Customs Union Project
March 19, 1931
Schober-Curtius Agreement after protest by France
and the Little Entente failed and Hague arbitration
ruling

Anschluss plebiscites in the provinces of Tyrol and
Salzburg in 1921 with 99% of votes

Federal State of the Republic of Austria October 1, 1920: Adoption of the constitution
Signing of the Treaty of St. Germain
on September 10, 1919
Prohibition of annexation and of the name “German
Austria” and obligation for independence

Provisional national assembly
declared on November 12, 1918
“German Austria” is a component of the “German
Republic”

End of the Imperial and Habsburg Monarchy: November 11, 1918: Abdication of Emperor Karl I.
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At the peace negotiations in Paris, the neutrality issue did not play any decisive
role. What followed was the forced signing of the Treaty of St.-Germain-en-Laye
on September 10, 1919, which the victorious powers described as a peace treaty,
while Austria’s social democrat and State Chancellor Karl Renner had attached
importance to only signing a “State Treaty” in order to say no to the question of
the continuity of the young First Republic to the Habsburg Monarchy as well as to
protect against the legal consequences and the demands that were associated with
it by the Allied and Associated Powers.17

1919: “Peace negotiations” in St. Germain, Karl Renner (sitting, fourth from left)
with the members of the delegation

The Treaty of St.-Germain is to be understood within the context of the collapse
of the dual monarchy of Austria-Hungary and a new order in Central Europe that
17

Hans HAAS, Österreich und die Alliierten 1918–1919, in: Saint-Germain 1919. Protokoll des
Symposions am 29. und 30. Mai 1979 in Wien, Wien 1989, 11–40; Robert KNIGHT, The Renner State Government and Austrian Sovereignty, in: Kurt Richard LUTHER – Peter PULZER
(Eds.), Austria 1945–95. Fifty Years of the Second Republic, Aldershot 1998, 29–46; Siegfried
NASKO, Karl Renner. Zu Unrecht umstritten? Eine Wahrheitssuche, Salzburg – Wien 2016.
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had become necessary.18 What was commendable was the inclusion of the statutes
of the League of Nations and the International Labour Organisation (ILO). A burdensome effect resulted from the fact that the principles described in a memorandum by Hans Kelsen from October 1918, which was oriented towards state law in
order to rescue the monarchy and to avoid political and economic chaos, were left
out of consideration. This was also due to Czech resistance on October 20. It was
germane that the Republic of “German-Austria” (“Deutschösterreich”) that had
been proclaimed by the provisional national assembly on October 30 was regarded as the sole legal successor of Cisleithania as a power capable of waging war.
Numerous disadvantages were derived from this with territorial, military, financial, economic, transport, and cultural regulations. Among them, the historian
from Vienna Arnold Suppan lists the disadvantaged drawing of borders in the
Bohemian countries, South Tyrol, the Canal Valley (Kanaltal), Lower Styria, and
on the northern border of Lower Austria. The extreme restrictions included the
future Austrian armed forces, the unilateral securing of financial claims by the
victorious powers and their citizens, the unilateral most favored nation treatment
and freedom of movement for members of the Entente Powers and the new nation-states within Austrian territory, and the excessive demands by the “successor states” for the restitution of archival materials, library materials, and cultural
assets. These could have been reduced. In spite of many approaches at setting up
reciprocity with the obligations of the successor states, the comprehensive treaty
work of Saint-Germain-en-Laye was not able to create any stable new order in
Central Europe.19
The prevailing need of the people and the threatening collapse of Austria
moved Renner to visit Paris, Prague, and Rome in 1919–20,20 and his successor,
18
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20

Arnold SUPPAN, Die imperialistische Friedensordnung Mitteleuropas in den Verträgen von
Saint-Germain und Trianon, in: Helmut RUMPLER (Hrsg.), Die Habsburgermonarchie und
der Erste Weltkrieg (Die Habsbrugermonarchie 1848–1918 XI/1/2, Teilband 2: Vom Vielvölkerstaat Österreich-Ungarn zum Neuen Europa der Nationalstaaten), Vienna 2016, 1257–1341.
See different judgements on the Paris Treaties: (more or less positive) Fritz FELLNER, Die
Friedensordnung von Paris 1919–20 – Machtdiktat oder Rechtsfriede?, in: Heidrun MASCHL
– Brigitte MAZOHL-WALLNIG (Hrsg.), Fritz FELLNER. Vom Dreibund zum Völkerbund.
Studien zur Geschichte der internationalen Beziehungen 1882–1919, Wien – München 1994,
305–319; Arnold SUPPAN, Österreich im Schatten von Saint-Germain 1919, in: Außenpolitische Dokumente der Republik Österreich 1918–1938 (ADÖ), Bd. 2: Im Schatten von
Saint-Germain, 15. März 1919 bis 10. September 1919, hrsg. v. Klaus KOCH – Walter RAUSCHER – Arnold SUPPAN, Wien 1994, 9–29: 29; (negative) Arnold SUPPAN, The Imperialistic Peace Order in Central Europe: Saint-Germain and Trianon 1919–20, Wien 2019; (more
or less positive) Klaus SCHWABE, Versailles. Das Wagnis eines demokratischen Friedens
1919–1923, Paderborn 2019; (exaggerated positive) Marcus M. PAYK, „Frieden durch Recht?“
Der Aufstieg des modernen Völkerrechts und der Friedensschluss nach dem Ersten Weltkrieg,
Berlin 2018.
Stefan MALFÈR, Wien und Rom nach dem Ersten Weltkrieg. Österreichisch-italienische
Beziehungen 1919–1923 (Veröffentlichungen der Kommission für Neuere Geschichte Österreichs Vol. 66), Wien 1978.
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Chancellor Michael Mayr,21 visited Paris and London in March 1921.22 Renner
undertook everything in order to improve Austria’s relations with its neighboring
states. With respect to Czechoslovakia and Italy, on the one hand, this took place
in the wake of secret agreements. With regard to the kingdoms of Yugoslavia and
Hungary, on the other hand, relations turned out to be far more difficult. As a
result of the decision in their favors in the matter of the Sudeten Germans and the
South Tyroleans, both Prague and Rome, respectively, were able to demonstrate
that they were content with respect to Austria. It was still necessary to resolve two
questions of territorial dispute with the neighbors on the Southeastern border of
the republic: Southern Carinthia with Bad Radkersburg/Radgona, and the Burgenland with Ödenburg/Šopron.23
The First World War left many European countries devastated. Austria in particular suffered from the lack of food and fuel leading to widespread child malnutrition. 78 % of all Austrian children under 15, and 92 % of those in Vienna,
were affected. The American Relief Administration provided on average 300,000
hot meals a day to school children over a period of several years. Over 200,000
children were sent to Switzerland, the Netherlands and Scandinavia to escape the
famine in Austria. According to the historian Franz Adlgasser an estimated one
million descendants of children benefited from this relief program.24
After Austria joined the League of Nations on December 16, 1920, the foreign
service in Vienna still had to deal with the propaganda for an Anschluss to (a kind
of unification with) the German Reich. Thus the Anschluss movement and the
agitation for a Greater Germany in Tyrol, Salzburg, and Styria were then to not
only put Chancellor Michael Mayr in a difficult position in the spring of 1921 in
terms of foreign policy, they also caused him to act with resignation with respect
to domestic policy.25
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Above all else, the desire for Anschluss was greatly shaped by the Austrian
social democracy in 1919. It was the so called “socialist Anschluss euphoria”.26
After the rejection of the state unification of Austria with the German Reich,
there were attempts on the level of the Austrian provinces with overwhelming
votes in the form of plebiscites, such as in Tyrol on April 24, 1921 (98.5 %) and
on May 29, 1921 in Salzburg (99 %) in favor of an Anschluss to Bavaria.27 The
Entente Powers reacted absolutely negatively and threatened to halt food imports
if further referenda, which were already planned in Carinthia and Styria, were to
take place. Economically and politically Vienna was completely dependent upon
Paris and London.28
The irritation about the Anschluss votes in 1921 demonstrated Austria’s inferior international position in a drastic way. The provisions of the Treaty of SaintGermain-en-Laye that were perceived as overwhelming, the locking out of Austria from the monarchy’s traditional supply areas and markets, the striking lack of
capital, and nationalistic and prohibitive tendencies by the new neighbors greatly
hindered the Alpine Republic from moving from being an object of the Paris postwar order to a participating subject.29
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3. IGNAZ SEIPEL AS A POLITICAL KEY FIGURE AND THE GENEVA
LEAGUE OF NATIONS LOAN 1922
Iganz Seipel was a catholic priest and earned his doctorate in theology in 1903.
He taught moral theology at the University of Salzburg from 1909 until 1917. In
October 1918, he was appointed Minister of Labor and Social Affairs in the last
Cisleithanian cabinet under Prime Minister Heinrich Lammasch.30
Seipel served as chancellor from 1922 to 1924 and again from 1926 to 1929,
followed by a shorter period also acting as foreign minister in 1930. After 1918,
Austria had only limited freedom of political action. It was financially and politically dependent upon the League of Nations powers, above all France, Great
Britain, and Italy. As a result of the already mentioned Geneva Protocols under
the condition of a twenty-year ban on an unification with its neighbor to the north,
Germany remained in the background – either consciously or unconsciously.31
For Seipel, the 1922 loan from the Geneva-based League of Nations with a
twenty-year ban on Anschluss was not a final resolution, but rather only a beginning to the clarification of the foreign policy and international status of Austria.
For Seipel, this had to do first and foremost with the preservation of territorial
integrity that is, preventing the country from being divided up. In any case, independence should not lead to “slamming a door shut through which one day,
the path towards a freer, greater future can lead.” In his opinion, Austrians were
“people of a large state” („Großstaat-Menschen“) and not willing to tend to an
Austrian national consciousness in a small space.32
On September 6, 1922, Mayr’s successor, the christian social and Federal
Chancellor Ignaz Seipel, spoke before the assembly of the League of Nations. Although it was being held in a quiet, matter-of-fact manner, it was also filled with
30
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drama with the appearance of the speaker in a black priest’s cassock, which was
unusual within diplomatic circles, although it ended up falling on the scrapheap.
Seipel concluded his address with an urgent appeal that could have been understood as a warning:
“I openly confess: before the people of Austria perish in its blockade, it will do everything to
shatter the barriers and chains that constrict it and press upon it. The League of Nations should
see to it that this takes place without the peace being disrupted and without the relations between Austria and its neighbors being strained!”33

It seemed almost too late to protect the young republic even before the definitive
collapse. The League of Nations had understood the message about what was in
play in Central Europe: right after the conclusion of the session, an “Austria Committee” was set up within its framework which immediately tackled consultations
on the solution of burning economic issues. After four weeks, Seipel gave another
speech before the League of Nations on October 4, 1922. The delegates already
knew what radiance accompanied Seipel, the “man in the cassock” (Klaus Koch)
who climbed to the podium to applause in order to emphasize once again the determination with which Austria was capable of behaving:
“Today, thank God, we can say that the League of Nations has not failed. The grand idea that
an authority formed from the nations themselves is there – which, if a people is in greater need
than it can help itself with alone, effectively calls the others to assistance, and which thus also
once and for all again peacefully settles difficulties for which the past is to blame – this grand
idea lives!”34

And on the same day, a comprehensive treaty that was divided into three parts
was signed between Austria, the United Kingdom, France, Italy, and Czechoslovakia which found its way into political and historical usage as the “Geneva
Protocols” of October 4, 1922.35
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The first protocol guaranteed the political independence, territorial inviolability, and sovereignty of Austria, and the second formed the framework for the
economic and financial reconstruction of Austria on the basis of a credit of over
650 million gold crowns under the condition of a financial audit by the League of
Nations. Finally, the third protocol contained the reform and rehabilitation program on the basis of which the budget consolidation of Austria was to take place.36
It was none other than the later initiator of the Schuman Plan for the fusion
of German and French coal mining and steel production, the Frenchman Jean
Monnet as Deputy Secretary General of the League of Nations (1920–1923), who
already played an important role in the Geneva regulations for Austria: In the
initially hopeless 1921–22 situation, Monnet proposed a solution that was as simple as it was plausible: The Entente powers Italy and Czechoslovakia were to
join France in publicly expressing their support for preserving the inviolability of
Austrian sovereignty within the framework of the Saint-Germain-en-Laye Peace
Treaty. The respective states agreed to Monnet’s proposal and issued an identical
declaration on October 4, 1922. Nothing stood in the way of a loan of 130 million
dollars from the Bank of England. It was Monnet who had suggested this credit.
He had taken this initiative and put forward the proposal, because victors and vanquished had to come together after the war for a common action. This agreement
was connected with the rigorous savings in the Austrian budget demanded by the
League of Nations. This, however, was intended to help the young state to get off
the ground financially. According to Klaus Schwabe, Monnet’s approach is an
early example of his tactics, which he should apply again and again in later years,
i.e. to create a framework for a seemingly hopeless international controversy and
a politically deadlocked situation, thus enabling a settlement of disputes.37
As a result of the Geneva Protocols, Austria received the indicated loan from
the governments of the United Kingdom, France, Italy, and Czechoslovakia, for
which Austria had to pledge the revenues from customs duties and the tobacco
monopoly. Connected with this was a financial audit through June 30, 1926 by the
Dutch lawyer Alfred Rudolph Zimmermann as the General Commissioner of the
League of Nations (1922–26).38
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1924: Ignaz Seipel, with Edward Albert Filene, Emmerich Edler von Pflügl, Dr. Nyini,
Alfred Grünberger in a park in Geneva

The Geneva Protocols were to be equivalent to a State Treaty. In addition to granting substantial financial assistance to Austria, they established state independence in accordance with Article 88 of the Treaty of Saint-Germain-en-Laye, with
which a twenty year renunciation of Anschluss could also appear to be “voluntary”. This development was completely in the interest of France,39 namely, keeping Austria politically and economically separate from the German Reich. This
was an element of continuity in the Allied Austria policy from 1919 to 1955.40
The Geneva Protocols of 1922 required the Alpine Republic to continue to
maintain its independence and placed the rehabilitation action under the supervision of the League of Nations. That which was cheered by the christian social
citizenry as the great saving of Austria from state bankruptcy gave rise to the
sharpest criticism among representatives, members, and supporters of the Greater
German People’s Party (Großdeutsche Volkspartei, GVP) and the Social Democratic Workers’ Party (Sozialdemokratische Arbeiter Partei, SDAP). The loan was
rejected as an “incapacitation” of Austria. There was even a desire to bring Seipel
before the Austrian Federal Constitutional Court. The Geneva Protocols, which
39
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were interpreted as the “worst humiliation” before the “enemies” of the “German
people”, led to a categorical rejection of any participation in the government on
the part of the social democrats, who thus also continued to exclude themselves
from the formulation of Austrian foreign policy. The European discussion about
the status of the Alpine Republic was in any case continued for a longer period of
time. However, as a further consequence of the economic disintegration and political chaos in Central and Eastern Europe, Austria remained particularly affected
and therefore extremely susceptible to crises.41
After the monetary rehabilitation of the crown, the Austrian Federal Government more intensely introduced a trade policy in the sense of free trade with the
help of trade treaties on the basis of the most favored nation clause.42 Up until
the Great Depression of 1929–1931, Vienna did not resort to any protectionist
measures. Through 1929, the economy of the Alpine Republic was oriented both
towards the cheap import of food, fuel, and raw materials and to the facilitated
export of industrial products and the promotion of the nation’s capital as a trade
center. After the Portorož Conference that was held at the health resort city on
the Istria peninsula of the Adriatic coast of Slovenia from October 29 to November 23, 1921, the Federal Government invited the signatory states of the trade
policy protocol from the conference to conclude trade treaties as early as December 22, 1922. In Portorož, the “successor states” to Austria-Hungary fundamentally reached an agreement on the liberalization of their economic relations.
Moreover, the League of Nations was requested to put the possibility of customs
preferences between Austria, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary on the agenda of the
next meeting of the Austrian Committee. However, the League of Nations was
only willing to support the efforts of the Alpine Republic at the improvement of
trade treaty agreements.43 It quickly became very clear that France did not have
41
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any great interest in the creation of a Danube area that was once again strong,
economically integrated, and under possible German-Austrian dominance.
4. THE PANEUROPEAN DREAM AND CENTRAL EUROPE IDEA AS
VISIONS BETWEEN BROAD-REACHING DEPENDENCE AND THE
BRIEF ATTAINMENT OF SOVEREIGNTY 1923–30
In his monumental work on Austria’s relations with the Kingdom of the Serbs,
Croats, and Slovenes (the SHS state), which went on to become Yugoslavia, from
1918 to 1938, the Viennese historian Arnold Suppan described Austrian foreign
policy as a sequence of different dependencies. Only between July 1928, with the
successful lifting of all finance policy controls, and May 1931, with the collapse
of the Austrian bank Credit-Anstalt (CA) did it possess freedom of action with
regard to foreign policy. Before that, the state was dependent upon the Western
Powers and the countries of the “Little Entente” – Czechoslovakia, Romania, and
Yugoslavia – for supplies of food and coal, it had to comply with the strict provisions of the Treaty of Saint-Germain-en-Laye, and starting from 1922, it had to
fulfill the rigid conditions of the loan from the League of Nations in Geneva. With
the Credit-Anstalt crisis, the state was robbed of its supremacy in financial policy,
and starting in 1932–33, it fell into various growing new political dependencies,
specifically upon the Fascist Italy of Benito Mussolini and upon the Nazi Germany of the former Austrian, Adolf Hitler.44
After 1918–1919, the predominant majority of Austria’s political forces considered the political or at least the economic Anschluss of Austria to the German
Reich as an integral component of the country’s future prospects.45 In the end,
the country came apart through the “Anschluss” of 1938 to Hitler’s Nazi “Greater
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Germany”. Austria’s membership in the League of Nations, which dated back to
December 16, 1920, did not offer sufficient protection against this.46
As one of the most important politicians of the Austrian First Republic and as
the great opponent of the socialist and Austro-Marxist Otto Bauer,47 Seipel finally
achieved the end of the postwar inflation. In 1924, Seipel survived an assassination attempt that was perpetrated by a deranged spinning mill worker by the name
of Karl Jaworek, although he was badly injured and resigned, but continued to
function as the chairman of the christian social parliamentary group. His second
chancellorship was characterized by the fight against Austro-Marxism and the
exclusion of the Social Democratic Workers’ Party. In the “Citizens Block”, the
christian social party members, the Landbund, and the Greater German Party
members joined together under the leadership of Seipel into an anti-Marxist unity
front. After the fire at the Palace of Justice and the massacre of workers in Vienna
on July 15, 1927, Seipel’s policy strengthened antidemocratic and fascist forces
such as the Heimwehr movement. In this way, Seipel became the avatar of social
democracy, which called him the “prelate without leniency” (“Prälat ohne Milde”). He came under increasing pressure in terms of domestic policy and stepped
down once again. In 1930, he was just briefly the foreign minister in the cabinet of
Carl Vaugoin. His proposal to form a Grand Coalition was rejected by the social
democrats (the SDAP).48
An in-depth study has not been carried out in Austrian historiography on the
foreign policy of the second Seipel government against the background of the
tense domestic policy with a view towards the dramatic events concerning Schattendorf and the fire at the Palace of Justice July 15, 1927. During this phase of political radicalization and the escalation of violence, Seipel appeared to be a hawk
and a rabble-rouser of the upper-class camp in domestic policy, but he enjoyed a
reputation abroad as a moderate, diplomatic statesman of the European format.
What remained in lasting memory was the deliberate and commanding manner
in which he achieved action for Austria by the League of Nations in Geneva.
He received recognition abroad because of his balanced course in foreign policy, which consisted primarily of Austria maneuvering unscathed through all of
the speculation on European alliances, without creating friends that were all too
close or definitive enemies that were all too decisive. It was, however, possible for
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criticism to be made that this success had been achieved at the cost of a foreign
policy that was, to a large extent, defensive. What appeared certain, though, was
that Seipel considered a solution to the question of Anschluss to be achievable and
sensible only within the total European context. The Paneuropean movement that
was initiated from Vienna was also important enough for Seipel to appear in its
executive department and to participate actively in it.

1923: Bookcover Coudenhove Kalergi:
“Europe awakes”

1923: The founder of the Paneuropa Union
Richard N. Coudenhove-Kalergi

Coming back to Coudenhove as another he made a breakthrough with his book
Paneuropa. This was printed by the publishing house of the same name that he
had founded in Vienna in 1923. What did “Paneurope” signify in the eyes of Count
Coudenhove-Kalergi? In short, it was a call for all European politicians to set up
a conference of representatives from twenty-seven governments from Portugal
to Poland, creating a two chamber system with a “House of States” (Ministers’
Council) and a “House of the Peoples” (House of Deputies) pushing the concept
of a customs union and a common European army for defense purposes. Coudenhove subsequently sought a European politician of stature who would turn his
idea into the leading theme of European foreign policy. Both Czechoslovak Prime
Minister Thomáš G. Masaryk and Benito Mussolini declined. In February 1923,
in accordance with Giuseppe Mazzini’s “Giovane Italia” and “Young Europe”,
Coudenhove had already publicly appealed to the Duce to convene a European
conference in the name of youth!49
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Beginning in April 1924, the journal Paneuropa was published ten times a
year by its own publishing house as the official organ of the Paneuropean Union.
The main author was Coudenhove, who took a position on all current political
themes. In 1925, the newly founded Paneuropean headquarters moved its office
to the prestigious rooms of the Hofburg in the Adlerstiege area which had been
made available to it by the federal government and from which it established
connections with the other institutions and committees throughout all of Europe.
His strategy of also seeking out possible proponents for Paneurope at the socialist
international level and in the catholic church fully paid off first in Austria: on one
hand, he won over the christian social Ignaz Seipel; on the other hand, the social
democrat Karl Renner.50
In 1926, Coudenhove made his idea very public on the occasion of an international congress in Vienna. It was attended by over two thousand participants
from twenty-four countries.51 The Austrian Chancellor Rudolf Ramek declared
that the paths and goals of the Paneuropean movement (an international court
of arbitration, protection of minorities, and free trade) were met with full understanding – Austria pursued the same goals.52 Beginning with the “recognition of
the solidarity of interests”, new ways would have to be sought in order to prevent
a catastrophe such as had occurred between 1914 and 1918.53
This first Paneuropean Congress took place in the Wiener Konzerthaus from
October 3–6, 1926. The letter of invitation stated: “Only personalities who fundamentally acknowledge the necessity and possibility of European unification
will participate in the Congress. The question of the necessity and possibility
of Pan-Europe will not be discussed at the Congress. Only the question of the
appropriate methods to achieve this common goal.” The delegates elected Coudenhove-Kalergi as President of the Union. The honorary presidency consisted of
Edvard Beneš, Czechoslovakia’s Foreign Minister, Joseph Caillaux, later French
Finance Minister, Paul Löbe, President of the German Reichstag, Francesco Nitti,
former Italian Prime Minister, Nicolaos Politis, former Greek Foreign Minister,
and Seipel. Coudenhove-Kalergi presented his programme: Dismantling the borders between the states of Europe, creating a confederation of states, equality
and understanding among peoples as a basis for peace as well as freedom and
prosperity.
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1926 October 3: Congress of the Paneuropa Union in Vienna, from left to the right:
Elemér Hantos, Richard Reisch, Henri Ricard, Jean-Marie Musy, Richard N. Coudenhove-Kalergi, Karl Buresch at the speaker’s desk, Paul Baudoin and Manuel Saitzew

1926 October 3: Congress of the Paneuropa Union in Vienna
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The first Paneuropean Congress in Vienna starting on October 3, 1926 took advantage of the less tense and comparatively more relaxed relations between Paris
and Berlin which, with the Locarno Pact of October 16, 1925, had achieved a
political high point that would not be repeated in the period between the wars.54
As a result of the Congress, French Foreign Minister Aristide Briand became the
international honorary president of the Paneuropean Union in 1927. Coudenhove
first had to push Briand about going public with his support of the founding of the
“United States of Europe” until the latter finally did so at the tenth meeting of the
League of Nations in Geneva in 1929.55

1929: Aristide Briand, French Statesman, fore father of the “European idea”, French Prime
Minister, declared the establishment of “United States of Europe” and recommended the idea of
a European Union to the League of Nations Assembly
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In spite of the success of Coudenhove’s initiatives, in June 1928 Seipel gave the
founder of the Paneuropean Union a curt refusal56 when the latter approached
him with the proposal to convene a comprehensive European security conference.
Coudenhove-Kalergi was in no way thinking of a small and national Austrian policy, just as he also did not pursue an anti-German policy. References to a rejection
of the Anschluss movement are not found with him, but it may be assumed that
he attempted to comprehend this as a part of a European unification. In the beginning, Coudenhove still attributed some significance to the League of Nations, but
he nevertheless plainly viewed its worldwide plans as failed. He would have much
preferred a European alliance. With his attempt with Seipel, Coudenhove in any
case also connected the consideration of the realization of the security conference
with the idea, which was greatly discussed at the time, of moving the League of
Nations to Vienna,57 which ultimately was not to be achieved.

[1926] Coudenhove-Kalergi After Paneuropa [“Nach Paneuropa”], Zeitungsdruck o.D.
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5. THE DEPARTURE OF IGNAZ SEIPEL AND THE FADING OF THE
IDEA OF “CENTRAL EUROPE”
Seipel’s political position remained conflicted. It moved between the hope for
Austria’s independence and the publicly expressed view that “no combination
would be possible without Germany” (“keine Kombination ohne Deutschland”).
Some contemporaries like Franz Hieronymus Riedl saw him therefore as a pioneer of Greater German thinking.58 Seipel thus allowed the “question of Anschluss” to appear to be a possible option, but he remained committed to Austrian statehood within the context of the idea of Central Europe. He consciously
accepted the prohibition against Anschluss by the Allies from St. Germain and
Versailles, knowing full well that it would not be possible to change this during
his time, let alone to realize it immediately. Seipel appeared to take on a Greater
German orientation in phases, but he declared his support for Austria. And finally, increasingly dissatisfied with the existing form of government, he stood up for
a professional order with an authoritarian-presidential form of rule. On July 16,
1929, in a speech at the University of Tübingen before catholic students, he stood
up for the Heimwehr as a “people’s movement” for freeing democracy from the
“rule of the parties”. His policy did in fact contribute to new self-confidence with
Austrians, but he led the country to the brink of civil war and, in the end, also to
the bloody confrontation with the forces on the left. After a trip to Palestine, he
fell ill and died on August 2, 1932.59
As the German-American historian Klemens von Klemperer – who was born
in Berlin in 1916, studied at Harvard and in Vienna, and then emigrated to the
USA and taught there at Smith College – emphasized, the maneuvering room for
action with Austrian foreign policy after St. Germain was only very small. Yet
even under these difficult conditions, Seipel, as a “master of the political chess
game”, was able to create a certain radius of action. The Paris peace framework
was no longer capable of reestablishing the balance of power in Europe, but the
power vacuum that grew out of this for Austria opened up the “path for maneuvering”. As a result of the fluctuating political situation in Europe after 1918–19,
which was also left open up to a certain point, there was no urgent need for action
for Austria, and according to Klemperer, there was even all the more “the necessity to not over-hastily commit oneself to one side or the other”. The politician of
the catholic Zentrumspartei and former chancellor of the German Reich, Joseph
Wirth, spoke once in 1928 of his conception of “apparent passivity” with a view
towards preserving alternative options. It was also the primary goal of Seipel’s
policy to achieve and ensure Austria’s ability to act while simultaneously keeping
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open the foreign policy orientation, while rash determinations had to be avoided.
That also ruled out a risky policy of attempting to play one power off against
another.60
Which conceptions of Europe actually existed for the Central and Eastern
parts of the continent beyond Austria? In the treaties that were negotiated in Locarno, Switzerland from October 5 to 16, 1925, Belgium, France, and Germany
agreed upon the continued existence and the safeguarding of the western border
of Germany, which had been guaranteed by Great Britain and Italy.61 Germany thereupon also joined the League of Nations. Since the Locarno Treaties in
any case did not bring any guarantee for borders in Central and Eastern Europe,
Czechoslovakian Foreign Minister Edvard Beneš aired his idea of an “Eastern
Locarno”. A first milestone along this path towards improving relations with Austria was offered by the signing of an arbitration agreement on the occasion of the
visit to Vienna by Beneš. The meeting agenda for the political discussions of the
Austrian chancellor with the Czechoslovakian foreign minister on March 4–5,
1926 contained four indications. The first was the maintaining of foreign policy
thus far, and the second was the respecting of treaties and friendship with all
neighbors. Thus if a “policy of Anschluss” were to be spoken of, this would constitute a “gross misunderstanding” or “conscious slander”. The third indication
was that with the exception of Italy, foreign relations were thoroughly satisfying:
“If the policy of violence there is already a great strain in and of itself for an
Austria – and Europe – which is in need of calm, then this strain will become
even more tangible for us through Italian actions in South Tyrol, since in addition, we are immediate neighbors.” Fourth, Austria’s territory was on one hand
already sufficiently guaranteed, specifically through Saint-Germain-en-Laye and
in Geneva; on the other hand, the guarantee of foreign territories by Austria was
“senseless” from a lack of corresponding instruments of power.62
The driving forces against the background of the idea of Central Europe and
a conception of alliance that was oriented in that direction resided in Prague, and
they were repeatedly troubled by worries of German-Austrian Anschluss or even
plans for a Habsburg restoration. The Czechoslovakian President Tomáš Garrigue
Masaryk and his foreign minister and leader of the “Little Entente”, Edvard Beneš,
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were the exponents of an anti-German policy in Central Europe. On the occasion
of a meeting of the League of Nations in Geneva in March 1927, Masaryk had
presented to the German Foreign Minister Gustav Stresemann from the German
People’s Party (Deutsche Volkspartei, or DVP) the plan “that the states which
had earlier belonged to the Austrian monarchy associate with each other economically, the way it had been before. They belonged with each other and had to be
connected with each other once again. In so doing, agreements could in fact be
reached between Austria and the German Reich which, without giving Germany
the political supremacy, ensured its cultural influence in Austria and created for
it such a strong fortification that Austria would represent, to a certain extent, the
avantgarde of Germany.” This new tone that was to be understood along the lines
of a sense of belonging had a peculiar effect, particularly since the information
from Prague reached Vienna, where before 1918 there had been struggles for so
long regarding the maintaining of the Austro-Hungarian Empire.63
Engaged with bringing clarity within the “labyrinth of the various Czech plans
for Central Europe” (Klaus Koch) was the outstanding authority on Czechoslovakia and the Austrian envoy in Prague, Ferdinand Marek. As a result of his excellent relationships with the entire top echelon of the Czech leadership, he also noted
only slight differences of opinion which possibly eluded other diplomats. When
drawn concretely to the question of a Central European alliance, he expressed
that he could discern three orientations: first, the conception of Foreign Minister
Beneš, the goal of which was the closest possible cooperation between Austria
and Czechoslovakia, from which a conglomerate of states was to be formed to
which Yugoslavia, Hungary, Romania, and also Poland were to be added:
“The primary occupation of this new Central Europe is agriculture; those which are the richest
in industry are Czechoslovakia and Austria. After the war, the definite agricultural states in
any case also made the effort to industrialize their economies, even though the industrialization of the agricultural states was rather damaging in the long run, it caused unhealthy greenhouse industries. The high protective tariff is not a benefit either to the agricultural states or to
the industrial states, which are reliant upon exports and have to fear retaliation.”64
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There were also, however, completely different worries that prevailed in Paris. “Is
Austria really to disappear from the map?” wondered French Foreign Minister Aristide Briand with visible discomfort about the danger that, in his view, was in existence of a threatening Anschluss on the margins of the League of Nations meeting
in Geneva, to then be informed by Seipel not without satisfaction that no one could
be prevented from coming out in favor of the Anschluss. On the other hand, the
curt and succinct recommendation from the Italian representative to the League
of Nations, Vittorio Scialoja, was, “Go ahead and do the Anschluss, just don’t talk
about it!” only to then add in a toned-down manner that Austria was closer to Italy
than it was to Germany, which in turn brought about the biting reply from Seipel
that Austria would rather be bullied by Prussians than by its neighbor to the south.65
The heading, which Klemperer used as the motto for Seipel’s foreign policy was
“In Search of a Total Central Europe Policy 1923–29.” Austrias’s chancellor was
conscious of the necessity for the restoration of a supranational framework for the
postwar order that was weighed down by many new minority issues when he attempted to keep the ideas of Central Europe as a still living “unity in the consciousness of the European peoples”. The independence of Austria had not been a goal per
se, but rather an associated effect of the reconstruction of a framework for peace in
Central Europe. Seipel’s innermost considerations repeatedly revolved around the
question of a “restored monarchy”, a “Central European empire”, and a “Greater
Austria”, which reflected the “Greater Germany” in its sense.66 Political Catholicism
should also play its proper role within the framework of these options.
What was the state of Austria’s mutual relations with the Curia in Rome? Seipel
himself was the most prominent political representative of the roman catholic church
in Austria. He had an extremely important and reliable representative in Rome. The
Innsbruck pope historian, university professor and director of the Austrian Historical
Institute in Rome, Ludwig Pastor, was Austrian envoy to the Holy See from 1920
until his death in 1928. He had extraordinary good relations with Pope Pius X and
his successor Benedict XV, but above all with State Secretary Pietro Gasparri. Pastor
had direct access to the innermost Vatican circle of power as well as to Pius XI. From
1923 the Vatican was represented in Vienna by a personality of comparable profile:
Enrico Sibilia maintained a close relationship with Seipel and represented the pope
in Vienna until 1935. Sibilia was also a political promoter of Chancellor Engelbert
Dollfuss (see below). The activity culminated in the Concordat of 1933 and found its
climax in the authoritarian christian corporative state (“christlicher Ständestaat”),
whose strong supporter Sibilia was in the sense of a forced recatholization of Austria.
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While Sibilia acted and reported unilaterally like a counter-reformist church politician in the sense of the Vatican, Pastor was loyal to the pope and wrote reports more
differentiated from Rome. All other aims of the Pope were subordinated to the struggle against bolshevism, Marxism and socialism. Conservative authoritarian tendencies were welcomed and supported by the Holy See, and democracy was judged
negatively susceptible to socialism. As Andreas Gottsmann argues, by its one-sided
positioning the roman catholic church had completely failed as a balancing factor in
Austria and had morally discredited itself by its partisanship. The Vatican diplomacy
thus supported domestic radicalisation and reinforced foreign policy differences.67
As much as Seipel’s domestic policy was an elementary component of this precarious system, his foreign policy had an undeniable European dimension.
In 1929, the Neue Freie Presse commented upon Seipel’s exit from the political
stage as a “loss of the view into the European”. At that time, the resigning chancellor had already distanced himself from the supranational ambitions for Austria and
had concluded that the neutrality of Switzerland could be useful for his country as
a model.68 However, this option would only become a reality twenty-five years later.
Seipel’s behavior remained sphinx-like in this “life-or-death matter” that existed for many Austrians. He did not commit himself to be either for or against the
Anschluss. Out of political calculus, he spoke of it – whether it was about Germany and the Greater Germany coalition partner explaining the difference between
“Anschluss” and “annexation” or with a view towards other countries – in order
to leave the further destiny of Austria in uncertainty. If Klemperer’s judgment is
followed, then the Anschluss “was to turn out to be only one final last resort in
Seipel’s political strategy if the higher role for Austria turned out to be unworkable” and the European system of power would not assure minorities in Europe
“any satisfactory guarantees” for their survival.69
Gustav Stresemann, a proponent of Germany’s reconciliation with France,
died immediately after the Geneva meeting of the League of Nations, causing a
further setback to the policy of French-German cooperation. In 1929, “Black Friday” at the New York Stock Exchange led to the Great Depression, an economic
crisis of worldwide proportions, associated with a political radicalization of international relations that seemed to not allow any new venture in integration policy.70
In Germany, the Nazi Party scored its first electoral success.
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6. JOHANNES SCHOBER AS A POLITICAL KEY FIGURE AND
AUSTRIA’S RESERVED ATTITUDE WITH RESPECT TO THE 1930
“EUROPE”-MEMORANDUM OF ARISTIDE BRIAND
The Austrian Republic was a state that was not really welcomed by its people.
They did not want to trust the new small entity in times of crises. But the socalled “First Republic” profited from two strong politicians in the government:
Ignaz Seipel and Johannes Schober. Schober, the non-partisan advocate of Greater Germany who was a sympathizer of Emperor Charles I (1916–18), was loyal to
the new state, and from 1918 to 1929, he served as the last imperial police chief of
Vienna. As such, on June 14, 1919 he ordered the arrest of the leading Austrian
communists, who were connected with the soviet movement of Béla Kun in Hungary and who had planned an armed uprising. Mass protests followed the next day
which demanded the release of those who had been imprisoned, and they ended
with twelve dead and eighty severely injured. The nightmare of a soviet republic
was scared off for the time being.71
As head of Interpol, which was founded in 1923 in the course of the International Police Congress in Vienna, Schober was also known outside of the country. He served as Austrian chancellor in 1921–22 and again in 1929–30, also as
foreign minister in 1929–30 and as a member of the Austrian Parliament (Nationalrat) from 1930 to 1932. He was held responsible for the bloody suppression
of the worker protests in Vienna in the wake of the Schattendorf jury trial (the
Heimwehr and Frontkämpfer militias had fired upon workers in this village in
Burgenland but were found not guilty by a jury) which ended with the fire at the
Palace of Justice on July 15, 1927 and the halting of the transit strike on July 19.
Eighty-five demonstrators and four policemen were killed, and hundreds were
injured. These events led to a polarization and a deepening of differences between
the political camps. Schober worked in agreement with the christian social Chancellor Ignaz Seipel. “Workers’ murderer” and “bloodhound” were the accusations
by the socialists and communists; “strong man”, “stronghold of the republic”, and
“savior of the Fatherland” was what his followers called him. Schober completed the constitutional reform of 1929, which resulted in a strengthening of the
presidency. As a junior partner of the Christian Social Party (Christlich Soziale
Partei), the weight of the Greater German People’s Party (Großdeutsche Volks
partei) (1920–32) in the governing coalition was not great. Only Schober formed
a point of reference for the continuous representation at the personal and political
level. In 1930, Schober, as a representative of the Greater German People’s Party,
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formed for the first time, along with the liberal Landbund (a rural federation active in Styria, Carinthia, and Upper Austria), the “National Economic Block”
(Nationaler Wirtschaftsblock), which came to be known as the “Schober Block”.
With this, he achieved an election success with 428,000 votes and nineteen seats
in the parliament. The expectations by right-wing extremist circles to be able to
instrumentalize Schober for a coup d’état were in any case not met. Even if he
was a patron of the citizens Heimwehr militia, Schober was not to be won over
for a putsch. As chancellor, he acted moderately and sought solutions to problems
with legal means, but he was not able to prevent the migration of the greater
german-nationalistic camp to the Heimwehr and to Nazism. As foreign minister,
Schober achieved the abolition of the reparation payments due to the Saint-Germain-en-Laye Treaty on January 20, 1930 (see below), which helped to reduce the
negative effects of the world economic crisis.72
In 1930–31 Schober, along with German Foreign Minister Julius Curtius,73
developed the project of a German-Austrian customs union, news of which, however, prematurely reached the public as a result of an indiscretion, provoking the
resistance of France and Czechoslovakia and ultimately failing. Along with the
attempt that was ventured to counteract the provisions of the Geneva Protocols,
this initiative along with the German Reich formed an exception to Austrian foreign policy, since the first two alternatives – Anschluss or the Danube Federation
– had been “barricaded” in the 1920s, as the Central European politician Ignaz
Seipel had put it.

1930 February 6: Signing of the Treaty on Friendship and Arbitration,
Italy-Austria, Benito Mussolini-Johannes Schober
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During the years in which sovereignty increased, Chancellor Johannes Schober
achieved a great success when, in January 1930 in The Hague, he attained the
definitive cancellation of all financial obligations for Austria that had arisen from
the Treaty of Saint-Germain-en-Laye, whereby the Allied general right of lien
(Generalpfand-Recht) to all Austrian goods and receipts was lifted. In addition,
on February 6, 1930, Schober signed a friendship and arbitration treaty in Rome
with Italy which was supposed to improve Italian-Austrian relations that were
strained because of the South Tyrol issue and otherwise were no less complicated. The Italian Prime Minister and head of the Fascist government, Benito
Mussolini, had in any case also made clear to Schober how the balance of power
between Rome and Vienna would be played out when he demanded of Schober
“not to disarm the Heimwehr before he had achieved everything and especially
before he had fumigated Vienna, because otherwise his power would be at an end
immediately”. The consul who had been placed in the Political Department (Politische Abteilung) of the Foreign Service (Außenamt) at the Ballhausplatz, Norbert
Bischoff, had advised Schober before his trip to Rome to steer a “course of neutrality”, since Austria formed a “bridge from Germany to Italy”. He went on that
“the only neutral land connection between France and its Eastern allies” led over
Austrian territory, and all of Austria’s neighbors had to be interested in a “nerve
center that was free of interference” in Central Europe. According to Bischoff the
Czech idea of a restoration of the dual monarchy under Slavic leadership that was
enlarged by Romania and Serbia “of course did not come into consideration” for
Austria, firstly “because we cannot have ourselves separated from Germany – but
then also with regard to the sharp opposition by Italy”. When Schober personally
asked about a new League of Nations loan in Paris and London, he was explicitly
referred to the necessity of Austria’s independence.74
France’s foreign minister, in a total of fourteen cabinets, Aristide Briand came
out as Europe’s leading politician in favor of closer European cooperation. As
early as September 5, 1929, he had put forth his plan for Europe before the tenth
general assembly of the League of Nations in Geneva. He was generous when he
at least acknowledged Austria having “deep relations with Germany”, while the
British Foreign Office accepted the wording “one people in two states”. However,
74
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when Briand presented his memorandum on May 17, 1930 with the proposal for
the creation of a “European League” of States within the framework of the League
of Nations, the Ballhausplatz reacted with hesitation and instructed its diplomatic
representatives accordingly.75

1930–1980: First Day letter on the occasion of the remembrance
50 years ago of the memorandum of Aristide Briand

With his memorandum, Briand set a new mark for the solution of the difficult
economic and political situation in Europe in the end. As the memorandum reads,
“The need to build a lasting system through treaties of an established community for the creation of a reasonable order in Europe actually already emerges from the preconditions for the
security and welfare of the peoples who are compelled by their geographical location to partnership in a de facto community in this part of the world.”76

On the occasion of Briand’s presentation, Coudenhove-Kalergi opened the second
Paneuropean Congress in Berlin on the same day. The memorandum that was
celebrated by Coudenhove as the establishment of a “European Union” through
a European security and alliance system on an economic basis and under the
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maintenance of territorial integrity, as well as Briand’s insistence upon the territorial status quo, gave the impression that the issue was primarily France’s security,
that is, a policy that was to block the possibility of new political developments77
such as a German revision of its Eastern borders.78
Aristide Briand’s attempts at a Europe policy in 1929–30 were the expression
of a French crisis of supremacy in Europe: the safeguarding of the territorial status
quo on the continent no longer seemed guaranteed, in view of growing German
demands for revision. It also represented a crisis in the stability of the European
system of states and a crisis of subduing with regard to the German potential that
was once again achieving a better position.79 Because what was meant from this
proposal was the attempt at French hegemony in a united Europe, Briand’s plan
for a Paneurope ran into recognizable rejection, in particular with the German
and Italian governments. Things were viewed similarly at the Ballhausplatz. No
advantage was viewed in the Briand plan, and consequently the reply note of
July 5, 1930 was reserved in tone.80
It stated that while Austria did not want to be left on the sidelines if the creation of a European union proved to be advisable, the essential message of the reply
note was characterized by reserve, skepticism, and hesitation. For that reason, the
Foreign Ministry in Vienna shared the criticism of the Farnesina and of Wilhelmstraße in interpreting Briand’s idea in such a way “that in the continuation and
concretization of the current French security policy, it contained nothing other
than the desire to perpetuate the territorial status quo of Europe from 1919 at the
treaty level.” As Secretary General of the Foreign Office Franz Peter informed
the Austrian envoys and chargés d’affaires, that meant “doing an injustice to a
statesman of the rank of Briand if he was really to be expected to seriously pursue
the natural dynamics of the life of the European peoples in a policy that stood in
such hopeless conflict”.81
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Furthermore, the Federal Chancellery ensured the anxious foreign minister
of the Reich once again in June that of course the old wording “No combination
without Germany, every possible combination with Germany!” continued to remain valid and that in Austria, no activity whatsoever by France was to be sensed
in the direction of a Danube confederation.82
The Briand memorandum and the replies to it on the part of the European
governments were also discussed at the September meeting of the League of Nations in Geneva. Chancellor Schober – who under the decisive influence of the
former Austrian envoy in Berlin, Richard Riedl, and who had already long held
the opinion that only a customs union with Germany could protect and invigorate
the Austrian economy – caused a considerable sensation with his speech of September 11.83 In it, Schober spoke for an “organic and synthetic” pathway towards
Paneurope:
“In the opinion of the Austrian government, if they are not already simultaneously applied to
all of Europe, new methods should first be tried where relationships of the same kind and needs
that complement each other press for them. If such trade policy campaigns that are restricted
to several groups of different states are implemented with success, then the connection of the
groups among each other will be possible in the near future.”84

The speech by the chancellor met with broad agreement and subsequently also
received the recommendation of the League of Nations.85 During the conference,
the head of the Austrian government engaged in personal meetings and discussions with the most important European foreign ministers.86 Briand expressed
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to Schober that the economic reconstruction of Europe would require at least a
year. Already as a result of the agricultural bloc between Romania and Yugoslavia, “territorially limited economic agreements between the participating states
would have to be managed with full enthusiasm” in order to at least locally create
a remedy for economic need.87
It was in particular the British foreign secretary Arthur Henderson, who in 1934
was to be awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for his work as Chairman of the Geneva
Conference on Disarmament, who gave his consent to Schober’s considerations.
According to this consent for the time being “groups of interested states ought to
be formed and connections could then once again be created between individual
members of these groups, and in this way, to the extent that a Paneurope could at all
be realized, the goal that was striven for by Briand could more likely be reached.”88
To a much lesser degree than at the Ballhausplatz, the inclination at Wilhelmstraße was to lend support to proposals for a united Europe under French leadership. Completely in contrast to this, at the German Foreign Ministry (Auswärtiges
Amt) under the new Undersecretary Bernhard von Bülow, the desire for the resumption of a conception to increasingly exercise German influence in the Danube region gained the upper hand. Within that context, von Bülow had in sight not
only a customs union with Austria, but also the Anschluss of the Alpine Republic.
The customs union was conceived as a first step in order to thus have an effect as
if through a magnet upon Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, and Romania,
and in fact even upon the Baltic states of Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania, and
consequently to also put Poland under pressure. In addition, von Bülow appeared
to speculate even more and, in so doing, to desire an economic amalgamation of
Europe under German predominance. In the Auswärtiges Amt, there was thus a
retreat from Gustav Stresemann’s cautious, moderate policy that had been set in
agreement with France, thus accepting in exchange the provocation of France.
But the German Foreign Minister and Catholic Center Party (Zentrumspartei)
politician Julius Curtius decided to twist the Briand Plan “in a Machiavellian
show of strength”, as it were, and to gloss over the customs union as “a German
contribution to the construction of the European Union”.89 This was an action in
which Schober also should have joined.90
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7. THE CURTIUS-SCHOBER CUSTOMS UNION PROJECT
AND ITS FAILURE 1931
For Coudenhove-Kalergi, the founder of the Paneuropean Union with headquarters in the Hofburg in Vienna and according to Anita Ziegerhofer the “Ambassador of Europe”91, it was clear that the unification of the continent could only
be realized in a step-by-step fashion. It was therefore not astonishing that on the
whole, he assessed the project in 1931 between Schober and Curtius that was
intended for a German-Austrian customs union92 just as positively as the one between Yugoslavia and Romania in 1930. He was served by the model of the German Zollverein from 1834.93
The idea of a customs union met with the approval of Austria, which had been
impoverished by the consequences of the war, as well as that of its neighbor, the
German Reich. Through this regional agreement, Coudenhove hoped for the beginning of a new order for European economic relations. In contrast to the Geneva Protocols of October 4, 1922, the text of the draft treaty for the economically
ambitious and politically risky plan no longer offered the guarantor powers of the
League of Nations any possibility to object as had been the case with the clauses
that existed therein with which Austria had committed to abstain from any economic or financial relationship with Germany which would have been suitable to
directly or indirectly affect Austria’s independence.94
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Between March 3 and 5, 1931, secret discussions started between Schober and
Curtius in Vienna without the involvement of or consultation with the victorious
powers of the First World War. Austria’s vice chancellor wanted to differentiate
“between the material content and the tactical necessities”. Starting out from this
consideration, the draft would have to contain conditions that would be “suitable
for dispelling misgivings that could be raised by the other side.” What also counted for him was the duration of the treaty and the assurances for the independence
of Austria. For Schober, the question was raised as to how to break the matter to
the governments in Paris, Rome, London, and Prague, whereby he also thought of
the instrumentalization of the Paneuropean idea: “We absolutely have to strive for
placing the entire thing within the framework of regional preparations for Paneurope.” He correspondingly wanted to avoid the term “customs union”: “The more
clever and free of objections to form we set about with this, the more obstacles
we have remedied all at once.” He proposed concluding the Vienna consultations
with a protocol on the regulation of joint trade relations rather than with a treaty.95
There was, however, a difference of opinion between Berlin and Vienna in the
matter of how to proceed and the time sequence. Originally, the intention at the
Ballhausplatz was to only bring the plan before the League of Nations towards
late April and early May, but the German side pressed for a swift campaign and
a quick clarification: Curtius wanted to already discuss the matter at the next
meeting of the “European Study Committee” in Geneva. He was already counting
on a shock effect, whereby he also thought of stressing the Paneuropean scenario
in order to exert moral pressure: “If the others put up resistance to us, then they
are abandoning the Paneuropean idea. If the resistance, which will be intense, is
otherwise to be overcome, then we have to go before the Court of Justice in The
Hague. I am determined to run this risk because it is now a rarely favorable moment to do so.”96
While the idea of the customs union met with approval in the USA and, in
part, in the United Kingdom and was viewed positively, the “Little Entente” was
in disagreement. Czechoslovakia reacted with sharp disapproval, which was not
shared to that extent by Yugoslavia and Romania. At their meeting in Bucharest
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on May 5, 1931, the three states did decide, though, to take a contrary position to
the German-Austrian plan.97
In France, Briand viewed himself as threatened in his domestic political position by the German-Austrian matter that was arranged in the manner of an attack.
His critics teased him as a fatal dreamer who would put up too little resistance
against the Germans and, in comparison to Raymond Poincaré in Locarno, had
acted much too accommodatingly with respect to them. In Vienna, this mood that
prevailed in France was characterized as a “relapse into the psychotic wartime
state of mind from the first years after the war.”98
In the end, the formula for independence from the Geneva Protocols of 1922
was to bring a technical end to the customs union project. Added to this was the
detonation of the economic crisis with the collapse of the Credit-Anstalt (CA),99
which made new foreign financial resources necessary, in particular those from
France, Austria therefore withdrew the plan on September 3, 1931, and thus before
the arbitration ruling by the Court of Justice in the Hague two days later.100
In any case, the text was formulated by the diplomats and state judges of both
countries so skillfully that the results of the vote by the judges of the International
Court of Justice with regard to the violation of the Geneva Protocols with respect
to the prohibition against Anschluss that was contained in the Treaty of St. Germain, turned out to be rejected by the closest possible margin: eight to seven.101
Even though it is primarily the task of judges to examine conformity with legal
principles and with the law, some of them were apparently not lacking the political capacity to think in dimensions of historical developments and to take into
consideration the necessity of recognizing dynamic forces and, to the greatest
degree possible before their radicalization, of integrating them into conceptions
that were created on a voluntary basis with equal rights.
Giving up on the customs union with Germany brought Austria the advantage
of new loans, and thus the premature indiscretion, which was the real cause for
the failure of the project, was to not only be a disadvantage for the Alpine Republic. The premature revelation of the plan that had previously been worked out secretly took place remarkably enough through the newspaper Neue Freie Presse in
Vienna. Within that context, it is not to be completely ruled out that the German
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side was deceived in that respect by the Austrian side.102 In actuality, though, the
customs union project failed as a result of Briand’s action with his memorandum
of May 17, 1930 and his plan of October 1, 1930 for a closer connection between
the European states (“L’organisation d’un régime d’union fédérale européenne”),
and therefore the forming of a “European Union” with French dominance in Europe, associated with the control of Germany, prepared a “first class funeral”
(according to Curtius).103 The Viennese historian and expert of France, Thomas
Angerer, summarized this as follows: “The customs union plan ruined Briand’s
policy of understanding with Germany, it cost him the expected success with the
presidential election, and it brought a definitive end to the Locarno era.”104
We may add that the protest of France and the Little Entente against the customs union project ruined not only Briand’s policies but also those of Beneš.105
The Austrian historian Adam Wandruszka, who taught in Cologne and Vienna, assesses that the project of the German-Austrian customs union, which “in
and of itself [was] a good, healthy, and forward-looking idea that anticipated that
of a European community, failed because of the lack of preparation and an abundance of resistance, especially from France and the Little Entente, even before the
first steps towards its realization.”106
This, however, requires a modification in its first part. The customs union project
which was stimulated even further by the failure that was becoming apparent of a
European economic agreement in 1930–31 – the collective efforts by the League
of Nations for freer trade and freedom from tariffs had collapsed like a house of
cards in the face of the economic crisis – is to be judged rather critically from the
perspective of integration policy. The German historian Matthias Schulz, who
On the criticism from the Austrian side of the customs union idea: Frank WITTENDORFER,
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teaches in Geneva, sees in the plan not only the politically destabilizing character, the extreme threat to the postwar order in Europe of Versailles/St. Germain
(1919) and Locarno (1925), and the lack of willingness on the part of Germany to
cede any sovereignty whatsoever in the customs union, but also no constructive
approach for Europe in the economic aspect. A stimulation of trade between Germany and Austria, as well as of the market expansion and specialization of both
national economies by the industry, and the increase in prosperity that was capital-intensive in Germany and rather labor-intensive in Austria was in fact to be
expected through increased trade, but effects that diverted from trade also could
not be left out of consideration.
Graph 3
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Austrian Foreign Trade with Countries in the Danube Region
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If the customs union were to have been a contribution to European economic
agreement, then it would have had to have been conceived in such a way that the
effects that created trade would be maximized and those that obstructed trade
were minimized, that is, with the inclusion of as many states and as low of tariffs
as possible. In the Auswärtige Amt, though, the plan was motivated above all else
with consequences that obstructed trade in an advantageous manner for Germany, such as keeping Polish coal out of Austria, which could then be substituted
by the formation of a customs union through Silesian coal shipments, or by the
creation of a new market area for Bavarian agriculture with hops and hogs, whereby Czechoslovakia and Poland had to accept disadvantages. It was not without
reason that as soon as the plan became known, Warsaw feared losses in the sale
of hogs and coal. In addition, the German tariffs were supposed to be adapted for
the customs union, that is, Austria would have given up its customs autonomy
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and Germany’s high degree of protectionism would have to be transferred both to
Austrian agriculture and heavy industry. At that point, Austria itself did in fact
have high protective tariffs for grain, but through the integration into the German
market, it would have been subjected to a pricing system that lay far above world
market prices because of the high degree of protectionism, and as a result of this,
it would have been confronted with bread and animal feed becoming more expensive and the situation of laborers worsening. The idea of the reconstruction of
the European economy therefore played as good as no role in the customs union
project. A trade bloc that was protectionist towards the outside would have been
the result, and this construct would not have been transferable to a customs union
that could be expanded in the future to include France and Czechoslovakia. In
any case, it has to be stated that France was not willing for anything resembling a
customs union or for initiatives that were in the slightest liberalizing or stabilizing
in trade policy. If from Berlin’s perspective, the joining of Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Yugoslavia, or Romania had been conceivable, then that was primarily in
the sense of a “German Central Europe”, a European system of preferences with
the Southeastern European states joining under German predominance, but not
as a starting point for a European customs union. The German Foreign Ministry
therefore also rejected the Austrian desire to have Italy participate in the negotiations. In addition, a substantially larger association would have been necessary in
order to be able to trigger effects that created trade which could have contributed
to a revitalization of the world economy. Both the Austrian and German markets
were short in purchasing power and capital, but when viewed in political terms,
Matthias Schulz concedes a conceivable “rise in trust” with the success of the
project that at the very least could have been connected with positive growth effects in both countries.107
Five reasons may be cited for the failure of the customs union: first, the revisionist policy of Berlin that was already unleashed before Hitler; second, Austria’s dependence on foreign credits and French support measures for the Credit-
Anstalt; third, the political radicalization that was associated with the effects of
107
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the world economic crisis on the banking industry; fourth, fears that the secret
negotiations between Germany and Austria on trade and customs treaties would
lead to a political Anschluss and would give rise to a possible risk of war; and
fifth, in 1931 the Paris-Prague access turned out to be even stronger than the
Berlin-Vienna axis. According to Walter Rauscher, this had to do with “a Europe
that more than ever was rent by the egoism of nation-states,” and “a toughening of
the fronts in the issues of reparations, Anschluss, and disarmament, and a further
radicalization in the German Reich, where the foreign policy setback additionally
emboldened the extreme right to be up in arms against the ‘Weimar system.’”
Curtius did not politically survive the defeat and resigned on October 3, while
Schober was able to retain his office. Like the christian social politician and Chancellor Karl Buresch and the entire Austrian foreign policy apparatus, he saw the
brief “years of sovereignty” for the young republic at an end in the economic need
which had seized Europe.108
After the collapse of the banking system in 1931 and the entering into force
of the one-year Hoover moratorium, named after US President Herbert Hoover,
on July 6, 1931, various expert commissions arrived at the conclusion that even
after the expiration of the moratorium, Germany would not be capable of paying
its reparations. The convening of a new reparations conference thus became apparent. That was originally set for January 18, 1932 in Lausanne, but it had to be
postponed until June. Shortly before the beginning, the German government of
Heinrich Brüning from the Center Party resigned in late May 1932, followed by
the cabinet of Franz von Papen.109
The success of the Hitler Party in Germany strengthened Mussolini in his
decision to replace Foreign Minister Dino Grandi and to take over the post of
Foreign Minister himself in the summer of 1932. Grandi’s efforts had gone in the
direction of not exporting the fascist model to Austria, but of building a bourgeois-conservative-monarchical antipode in the sense of roman catholic culture
against Germany’s ambitions. Grandi, however, already had to realize during his
stay in Vienna in June 1930 that decisive circles of Austrian politics and the Heimwehr (Johannes Schober, Ernst Rüdiger von Starhemberg and Carl Vaugoin) still
believed in the Anschluss. The customs union project developed between Berlin
and Vienna in 1930–31 finally destroyed Grandis’ plans, which since then Austria
no longer regarded as a bilateral but as a European problem, for the solution of
which France was needed in order to proceed in agreement with him. Mussolini, however, deviated from this and carried out a revisionist turn by supporting
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Gyula Gömbös in Hungary, who represented Austria’s independence but did not
want to bet on an anti-German card.110
In agreement with Mussolini, Chancellor Schober succeeded in 1930 in handing over the lead of the Heimwehr to Prince Ernst Rüdiger von Starhemberg. After
a period of restraint, the Italian interest in the Heimwehr flared up again in 1932
after the formation of the Dollfuss government, especially as it supported him
even after Mussolini’s intervention. Despite divergent currents, the Heimwehr
tended to push in an anti-German and pro-Austrian direction. When in Hungary
Mihály Károly, a well-known of Starhemberg, followed István Bethlen in October 1932, an Italian-Hungarian action was soon considered in order to promote
the establishment of an authoritarian regime in Austria. Budapest played an important role in establishing contacts between the Duce and the Heimwehr, which
were important at the level of aristocratic and officer circles. While Budapest
acted as a paramilitary mediator between Rome and Vienna, in the case of Yugoslavia this was the very opposite. The tensions between Rome and Belgrade
increased when Italy supported the Heimwehr in Austria and encouraged its entry
into the Dollfuss government.111
The extent of the CA crisis had devastating consequences not only for Austria
but also for Europe’s economy. The Austrian banking system had already been
shaken by the crisis since the collapse of the monarchy in 1918. The Allgemeine
Bodencreditanstalt and the state-owned Postsparkasse repeatedly undertook rescue operations. The Credit-Anstalt, Austria’s largest bank, had taken over the
heavily troubled Anglo-Austrian Bank and already at the beginning of October 1929 the liabilities of the now insolvent Bodencreditanstalt. The stock market
crash in New York turned the CA itself into a rescue operation. In May 1931 it
had to admit a loss of 140 million Austrian Schillings for the previous year and
declare bankruptcy. As the CA looked after many Austrian industrial enterprises, its restructuring was necessary for the state. Against this background, a new
League of Nations bond and a CA law had become mandatory. Some of the losses
were borne by the state and others by the Bankhaus Rothschild and the Oesterreichische Nationalbank. The Social Democrats pleaded for a nationalisation of
the bank, but did not get through. A second CA law allowed a power of attorney
to assume the liability of their debts. This was followed by cuts in civil servant
salaries, payroll taxes and increases in coffee and tobacco duties. The CA rescue
swallowed up one billion Schilling until 1933. One year later Federal Chancellor
Dollfuss merged the CA with Wiener Bankverein to form the Österreichische
Creditanstalt-Wiener Bankverein, which resembled an emergency nationalisation.
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The gross national product from the last boom year 1929 to its low in 1933 fell
by more than 22 % in real terms, industrial production by 38 %. The construction
industry and transport suffered losses of 53 % and 29 % respectively. Only agriculture, forestry and energy production were able to maintain their levels. The
bankruptcy of CA caused a shock because the bank held a leading position in
Central and Eastern Europe. The crisis also spread to the German capital market.
The collapse of the Dresdner Bank and the Darmstädter National Bank followed.
The deflation policy of Reich Chancellor Heinrich Brüning missed the rescue
target. The German unemployment rate rose to six million. It paved the way for
the national socialists to power. With the CA crisis, Austria lost its financial sovereignty again and from 1933 on became increasingly dependent on the politics of
Benito Mussolini and Adolf Hitler.112
8. THE SOLUTION OF STATE DEBTS AND REPARATIONS
QUESTION, TARDIEU PLAN, A NEW LEAGUE OF NATIONS LOAN,
HITLER IN POWER, AND THE “ROME PROTOCOLS” 1932–34
After the signing of the Young Plan regulating the German reparation issues on
June 7, 1929, the Paris conference of experts recommended that “in the interests
of international harmony and cooperation, the outstanding financial questions
arising from the war should be settled within one year”. At the end of September 1929, the Austrian government sent Finance Minister Viktor Kienböck and
the head of the section in the Financial Ministry (Sektionschef) Richard Schüller
to Paris in order to defend the position of “the complete liquidation of the financial
questions of the Treaty of Saint-Germain”. However, the decision on the Austrian
question was reserved for the Hague Conference in January 1930. Italian delegates in The Hague finally agreed to the Austrian proposals. An agreement had
already been reached with Greece on compensation for their ships sunk during
the time of its policy of neutrality. One dangerous threat for the conclusion of an
agreement with Austria was the fact that the states of the Little Entente made a
package deal between the Austrian, Belgian and Hungarian questions and kept to
it at all costs. In the end an agreement with Hungary could be reached in the last
moment and it became possible to resolve the Austrian question as well. The main
content of the convention reads as follows:
“The financial obligations of Austria resulting from the Treaty of Saint-Germain are definitively cancelled. As a result, the right of lien which has been assigned to all Austrian goods
112
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and income by this agreement for reparations and other encumbrances shall cease to be valid.
The relationship between Austria and the Reparations Commission shall cease upon the entry
into force of this Agreement. All public and private claims and counterclaims arising from
the Treaty of Saint-Germain which have not yet been regulated shall be mutually waived.
Administrative debts, claims under the Bucharest Treaty and all other special claims have thus
been eliminated. Only the arrangements concluded earlier between Austria and the Signatory
Powers will remain in force. This concerns the dispute over the Postal Savings Bank, social
security and insurance companies, pension agreements, etc. The liquidation of Austrian ownership by the Signatory Powers will cease with the entry into force of the Convention. The
claims of Germany, Hungary and Bulgaria against Austria, which had to be ceded to the Allied
Powers under the Treaty of Saint-Germain, will be cancelled by those Powers. The Convention
therefore means Austria’s complete liberation from the financial burdens and obligations of
the Peace Treaty.”113

Repayment of the Habsburg Monarchy’s national debts had been imposed on all
successor states in accordance with their tax revenues. As far as state assets such
as railways, barracks, etc. were concerned, they were left free of charge on the
basis of the thesis of the legal continuity of Austria and Hungary, while the other
successor states were to replace them. The proceeds were added to the reparations to be paid. Austrian private property was initially to be confiscated in all
enemy states as well as in the “successor states” and the proceeds credited to the
Austrian reparations account. At Austria’s request, however, this provision was
discarded from the final version of the peace treaty. Concerning reparations, the
Allies asserted their financial interests against the minor allies with regard to the
“liberation contributions” to be paid by them, which indirectly exonerated Austria against their claims. The Austrian Reparations Commission (Österreichische
Reparationskommission) never determined the amount of reparations to be paid.
As a result, the coupled compensation sums for state property and the liberation
113
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contribution from the Austrian side did not come into play. The creditors definitely waived Austrian reparations in 1930. In addition, the Austrian Reparations
Commission was primarily concerned with the financing of financial assistance
for Austria.114
For lack of coalition alternatives or because of political options that were undesired, the prevailing topic on the formulation of a future new order for Europe
in the years from 1931 to 1933–34 was once again “Central Europe”. In the early
1930s, Austria was at the center of numerous ideas of an economic-political federation. After the failure of the customs union plan with Germany because of
the diplomatic and political resistance by France and Czechoslovakia, in early
March 1932 French Prime Minister André Tardieu made an attempt by presenting
a comprehensive plan for the economic renovation and reformation of the entire
Danube region. This provided for a regional grouping of Austria and Hungary
with the states of the Little Entente – Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, and Romania
– on the basis of a system of mutual preference tariffs.115
Just like many plans, what at first appeared to be the case for a Danube federation and what attempted to be reminiscent of the closed economic area of the
Habsburg Monarchy turned out under critical analysis to be a political instrument
of French security policy in Central Europe. This was characterized by the maintaining of the Paris postwar order in the Danube region. The goal of the Quai
d’Orsay consisted on one hand of preventing an Anschluss of Austria to Germany
and, on the other hand, of establishing a cordon sanitaire around a German policy of expansion in Southeastern Europe. The term served as a designation for a
security cordon made up of independent states which, essentially at French urging, was to be formed between the Soviet Union and the German Reich. France
viewed the “successor states” of the Habsburg Monarchy not only as a buffer
or a protection zone against the USSR, but additionally as potential allies that
would be an obstacle to renewed German expansion in Central and Southeastern
Europe. The logical and natural ally was Czechoslovakia, which was satisfied
through the system of the Paris Peace Treaties, in the anti-Habsburg revisionist
alliance of the Little Entente.116
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The “Tardieu Plan” was named after the French prime minister who had just
taken office. It substantially determined the discussion on Central Europe during
the first half of the year. Its essential features were reminiscent of the plan constructif which French Foreign Minister Aristide Briand had proposed in September 1931 as a response to the German-Austrian customs union project.117
Remarkably enough, the German Reich was not included at first, and this only
then occurred rather halfheartedly as a result of British diplomatic pressure, although it could not change the sharp condemnation of the plan by Berlin. Italy,
which stood in direct competition to France’s efforts at hegemony in the Danube
region, did not wait long to flat-out reject the Tardieu Plan. Shortly before this,
Great Britain had presented its own initiative on the formation of a Danube customs union and thus likewise received a rejection. It also reacted in a reserved
manner to the plan from Paris but proposed a Great Powers conference in London
to deal with the economic problems in Central Europe.118
Andreas Gémes made it clear that with the Tardieu Plan the debate on the
structure of Central Europe reached both a climax and an end in 1932. Its failure
ended a phase in which there was still hope for cooperation in the face of the rampant revisionism of the Paris post-war order. The subsequent Roman Protocols of
March 1934 (see below) were no longer a Central European integration project,
but were clearly aimed at the Little Entente (Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia and Romania) in terms of trade policy. It was also a “fragile alliance”. Austria, as Gémes
argues, was primarily an object of Great Power politics, and at no time could it
convincingly associate itself with the idea of a Danube federation. All Vienna’s
hopes lay in Rome, which was aware of its secondary role in the Danube region
after France and Germany, and yet Italy was still able to achieve its goals at the
beginning of the 1930s: The German-Austrian customs union project (see above)
of 1931 was rejected by France, while the Tardieu Plan of 1932 was rejected by
Germany. Italy attempted to fill the vacuum created in the Danube basin with
Austria and Hungary, but this was not to be a resounding success. With the rejection of the Tardieu Plan and its replacement by bilateral treaties, the way was
clear for German economic penetration of the Danube basin itself. In the longer
term, Italy could no longer offer Austria any political and economic guarantees,
as Gémes makes clear in a transparent and comprehensible manner.119
In view of the situation that was both unsatisfactory and undecided, there was
hardly any other option that remained for Austria than to take out new loans within
the framework of the League of Nations. The new Treaty of Lausanne of July 15,
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1932 at least granted Austria a new League of Nations loan in the amount of 300
million schillings. The term was to be twenty years and was once again tied to a
prohibition against Anschluss set for the same period. While the Geneva bond had
been guaranteed by Great Britain, France, Italy and Czechoslovakia, the situation
was somewhat different for Lausanne: Instead of Czechoslovakia, Belgium joined
the guaranteeing powers. Austria was obligated to avoid unification or a customs
union with Germany. The controller, Meinoud Rost van Tonningen120 from the
Netherlands, was in office through August 5, 1936. In the parliament, this loan
was approved with the closest conceivable majority of eighty-one votes to eighty.
The government, under the leadership of the christian social Chancellor Engelbert
Dollfuss, who had held the Federal Chancellery since 1932, also possessed a majority of just one vote. In the end the 306 million schillings in funds that came in
during the middle of 1933 from the Lausanne loan were used for the repayment of
floating Austrian foreign debts and for the repayment of liabilities of the Federal
Government and the national railway to the National Bank.121
In 1932, the solemn opening of the third Paneuropean Congress took place
in Basel. Coudenhove announced the founding of a “European party”, but its
realization failed due to a lack of interest. The count’s increased agitation against
the Soviet Union caused misgivings on the part of the Austrian social democrats,
which led to a split between the party and the Paneuropean movement. This meant
the end to the “supra-partisanship” that was so highly praised by Coudenhove,
and it initiated a crisis in the movement.122
The political change in Germany with Hitler coming to power on January 30,
1933 had made a change necessary in the direction of goals. Coudenhove argued Austria could still only rely upon France, the Little Entente, and Italy. His
ambition was now increasingly dedicated to winning over Benito Mussolini for
the idea of Paneurope and convincing him to cooperate with France in order to
form a “Paneuropa en miniature”. As a further result, it would have provided the
basis for a future membership of Germany. Coudenhove first met Mussolini in
May 1933. The Duce was quite positive about the idea, but it in no way complied
with his “Panlatin” idea, let alone with the Realpolitik conditions.123
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1933 April 15: Reception in Rome, from left to right Josef Rehrl (Governor of Salzburg),
Federal Chancellor Engelbert Dollfuß, the “Duce” Benito Mussolini, and the second man left of
Mussolini in the background Emmerich Czermak, Austrian Minister of Education, and the
third only with side and half covered face and beard Italy’s Air Marshal Italo Balbo

When Hitler was appointed Chancellor of the German Reich, Coudenhove played
everything on the Austrian card – with all of its political consequences. This decision was also to be that of the Austrian Federal Government – since the Austrian
Chancellor Engelbert Dollfuss assumed that “without the help of Europe, Austria
was lost” and that “everything depended upon declaring to the Great Powers that
in Vienna, they would defend their own security and their own future.”124
After the death of his predecessor Seipel, Dollfuss took over the honorary
presidency of the Paneuropean Union. With Coudenhove, he made Paneuropean
plans which no longer dealt with the political unification of Europe, but rather
with its economic unification.125
With the ban of the Paneuropean Union in Germany in 1933, the priorities
of the movement also changed. Through the political events, Coudenhove was
compelled to substitute the priority of policy with the priority of economics.
One expression of the new profile was the Paneuropean Economic Conference
in December 1933 held at the Vienna Chamber of Commerce. The result was the
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creation of a Paneuropean Economic Bureau which was to see to the preparation
for the founding of Paneuropean Economic Headquarters. The next conference
was set for February 1934 but had to be postponed as a result of the outbreak of
the civil war.126 A further lesson that can be learned from Coudenhove-Kalergi: a
certain flexibility concerning European politics and economic integration had to
be one decisive precondition for subsequent political integration.
With his resistance against Nazi Germany which started in 1933, Dollfuss
(who was killed by Austrian Nazis on July 25, 1934127) very decisively put his
support behind Fascist Italy.128 Along with Hungary, he concluded the “Rome
Protocols” on March 17, 1934. The Austrian chancellor and the Hungarian Prime
Minister, Gyula Gömbös, had gone to Rome for this purpose for the signing of
these treaties. In the view of the Ballhausplatz, “agreements that were reached in
Rome with Italy and Hungary should in no way be directed against any state or
a group of states. Rather, they should offer the latter to the greatest degree possible the opportunity to participate in active building work which, after the many
fruitless theoretical discussions about the various European economic plans, the
three governments had recognized at this point as being completely essential and
urgent in the interests not only of the three states themselves, but rather of all
Central Europe and the European community.”129
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1934 February 7: Engelbert Dollfuss, Austrian Federal Chancellor, surrounded by politicians,
with Gyula Gömbös, the Hungarian Prime Minister

In spite of all of the lip services, it could not be missed that the “Rome Protocols”
– which, aside from their economic declarations of intent, paraded the mutual
friendly relations between the three states and wished to see their policies coordinated – were oriented under the leadership of Fascist Italy on one hand against
Hitler’s German Reich but, on the other hand, also against France, the Little Entente, and a restoration of the Habsburgs. Official announcements were also not
able to change much about this. According to them, the political protocol of the
Rome agreements “would in no way contain commitments that went beyond our
friendship treaties with Italy and Hungary”. As was stated in the Vienna discussion points (“Sprachregelung”) for foreign affairs, “as they lay within the nature
of a friendship treaty,” Austria’s friendship treaties with Italy of February 6, 1930
and with Hungary from 1923 and 1931:
“[…] would involve the voluntary, mutual obligation towards a friendly initial contact concerning those matters that jointly interested both of the states. Of course, such friendship treaties
are often simply signed and remain a piece of paper, that is, they are not implemented in practice, as a result of which it goes without saying that they are worthless. The federal government
has now reached the viewpoint that solemn statements of a political friendship not only have
to be signed, but also applied if they are to represent any value whatsoever. That is happily the
case with regard to our friendly relations under treaty with Italy and with Hungary.”130
130
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The agreements were without question first and foremost made in order to promote the consolidation of this Central European bloc of the three systems which,
as halfway or fully fascist, were closely related. The Ballhausplatz repeatedly
attempted to appease the existence of such a bloc under Italian leadership, but
it could not seriously challenge anyone who believed that the “Rome Protocols”
were anything other than a “product of an authoritarian-oriented Central Europe
policy under the aegis of Mussolini” (Walter Rauscher). After the elimination of
Austrian social democracy under the designation “Austromarxism” and the continued national socialist threat, the authoritarian-reactionary dictatorship government in Austria, with all of its efforts, had not given the impression of allowing
too close of a connection to arise, but in the end, it did in fact rely to a greater and
greater degree upon the support of Fascist Italy.131
As far as the relationship between Italy and Hungary is concerned, neither Budapest nor Rome had come together because of mutual affection or even friendship, or because of the motivation of a historical-cultural bond. The cooperation
was based on negative objectives, namely the fight against the defenders of the
Parisian post-war order and the formation of a coalition of revisionists. The Duce
saw Hungary as an instrument for weakening the Little Entente as well as a means
of repressing the State of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, the Yugoslavia named
after 1929. In Mussolini’s view, however, German revisionism should be stopped
by cooperation with Vienna. Hungary saw the joint action with Italy as an opportunity to implement its own revision programme. In 1933 Mussolini explained
to the Heimwehr leader Starhemberg that an all-German solution for the Danube
basin was just as unacceptable as a pan-slavic solution, because this region was
Italy’s main region of interest. An Italian renunciation of this would degrade his
Freundschaftsverträge oft bloß unterzeichnet und bleiben ein Stück Papier, d. h. sie werden in
der Praxis nicht gehandhabt, wodurch sie selbstverständlich wertlos sind. Die Bundesregierung steht nun auf dem Standpunkt, dass derartige feierliche Bekenntnisse einer politischen
Freundschaft nicht nur unterzeichnet, sondern auch angewendet werden müssen, wenn sie
überhaupt einen Wert darstellen sollen. Dies ist erfreulicherweise hinsichtlich unserer vertraglichen Freundschaftsbeziehungen zu Italien und zu Ungarn der Fall.” Dok. 1440: Gesandter Hornbostel an alle österreichische Missionen, Weisung, March 23, 1934, in: ADÖ, Bd. 9,
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country to a peninsula on the edge of Europe. To define Austria and Hungary
as Italy’s natural partners in the Danube region revealed a fundamental contra
diction in fascist foreign policy, i.e. to want to realize status quo preservation on
the one hand and revisionism on the other at the same time. The avoidance of Austria’s annexation to Germany was hardly compatible with Hungary’s certainly not
anti-German revisionism.132
The formation of an authoritarian bloc in Central Europe did not necessarily
strengthen the inclination by the Western democracies to continue to stand for
the continued existence of the “independence” of Austria. In the event of a violation of Austrian territory, the European victorious powers of the First World War
showed that they were only willing to carry out mutual consultations but were not
compelled on their part to act against it politically, that is, to intervene militarily.
That produced the results, which were sobering for Austria, from the Stresa Conference from April 11 to 14, 1935 under the participation of Great Britain, France,
and Italy (see below).
The beginning of a closer Austrian-Italian cooperation took place after Hitler’s
“seizure of power” in Germany, so that Dollfuss’s scope for action against Mussolini was gradually limited. Thus there was an obvious connection between the
political changes in Germany and the abolished parliamentarism and the authoritarian change of course in Austria. This was also the view of the Italian envoy
in Vienna, Gabriele Preziosi. Italy’s subsequent representative Eugenio Morreale
was Mussolini’s resolute public defender of Italian support for Austria’s independence, so that he had to be withdrawn from Vienna by Mussolini in the course
of the German-Austrian July Agreement of 1936 (see below). A trend reversal
had long been underway this year. In the wake of February 12, 1934 – which the
Viennese historian Helmut Wohnout regarded as a turning point – and the establishment of the “authoritarian government dictatorship” (a term that the author
mentioned before had long since coined for science), the Duce was primarily concerned with eliminating social democracy under the auspices of Austromarxism,
which sympathized with France and the Little Entente, and which ran counter to
Italy’s foreign policy interests. After the national socialist murder of Dollfuss,
Mussolini had no influence on his successor in the sense of Starhemberg. The
brief phase of the “domestic hegemony of the Heimwehr” (Wohnout) was fading.
The Duce seemed to agree with Schuschnigg as the new federal chancellor. This
also had consequences with regard to the passing of the zenith of the Heimwehr
movement as a domestic factor in Austria, for which after 1934 there was no
longer such strong Italian backing as before.133
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9. AUSTRIA ON THE DEFENSIVE AGAINST NAZI GERMANY: THE
INEFFECTIVENESS OF “PANEUROPEAN” RESISTANCE AGAINST
THE JULY AGREEMENT 1935–36
After the failure of the German-Austrian customs union in 1931 and the further
League of Nations loan from Lausanne in 1932, an intensification of the relationship between Austria and the German Reich began, starting from the mid-1930s.
Shortly before that, there were final attempts at a solution which were discussed
in an alternative manner: during the first half of 1935, there were once again discussions of a series of various plans for a Central Europe or a Danube Federation
for the solution of the Austria question in the sense of an internationalization of
the problem. Beneš was relatively certain that as a result of the Stresa Agreements
1935, Hitler would not move into Austria without resistance which, in any case,
was a faulty assessment. Nevertheless, Beneš additionally spoke out in favor of
a Central European non-intervention pact in order to provide the states with the
time to get out of their critical situations. Within that context, he had French support and British goodwill. He found understanding for Austria’s treaties with Italy
and Hungary, whereby he also wanted to win over the latter through trade treaties.
But he did not accomplish any of these matters. A trade treaty by Czechoslovakia
did not succeed either with Hungary or with Austria, because Austria’s ties to the
“Rome Protocols” were stronger. Furthermore, within the Danube region, political interests were too different, as were the economic relationships of demand.
These had recently degenerated into a “simple shell of a common destiny for
Central European” (Klaus Koch).134
Hitler’s intention to alienate Italy from the so-called Stresa Front of April 1935
together with France and Great Britain was to be fulfilled in the following year.
Mussolini gave up his reservations against the German Reich in view of the
League of Nations sanctions and German support for the Italian-Abyssinian War.
The failure of a major breakthrough in the Hoare-Laval negotiations135 and the
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formation of the French popular-front government precluded an agreement with
Fascist Italy, so that the Duce could no longer stop Hitler’s ambitions to turn Austria into a “German state”. Hitler understood Mussolini’s “mare nostro” policy
as a traditional Roman concern as long as he was given a free hand in Austria
and for the Danube region, which was increasingly dominated by Nazi Germany.
Gömbös had, however, declared in Vienna in 1935 that he was betting on the
German card, while Hitler pretended to be “completely disinterested” in Austria. Under these auspices the “Axis” Berlin-Rome began to form. With the July
Agreement of 1936, Hitler began a new attempt to “annex” the country, especially
since he thought that the heavyweight of Italian foreign policy would in any case
move towards the Mediterranean. As the German historian Joachim Scholtyseck
makes clear, Austria’s position was already “fragile” in 1936. On October 25 a
new European “Axis” was launched with Germany, around which, as was noted,
“all those European states can move that are inspired by the will for cooperation
and peace [sic!]”.136
The dependence of the neighbors to the north increased. The agreement of
July 11, 1936 with the German Reich was to turn out to be Janus-headed. On
one hand, Berlin recognized the “complete sovereignty” of Austria which, in the
secret gentlemen’s agreement, obligated Vienna on the other hand to orient its
policy according to German interests. The Austrian Federal Government was “in
general, and in particular with respect to the German Reich, always to keep to
that fundamental line which corresponds to the fact that Austria admits to being
a German state.” The Rome Protocols of 1934 and their amendments of 1936
as well as Austria’s position towards Italy and Hungary were in fact to remain
unaffected. But in the wake of the July 1934 putsch by the Austrian Nazis, instructed by Hitler,137 Austria had to grant amnesty to arrested members of the
Nazi Party, which had been banned since 1933.138 Individual German newspapers
were permitted in Austria once again, although the Völkische Beobachter was
exepted from this. The ban on the Nazi Party continued to be in force, but it was
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administered more loosely. The thousand mark barrier (“Tausend-Mark-Sperre”)
for Germans entering Austria, which had been in force since 1933,139 was lifted
on August 24, 1936.140
While the successor of Dollfuss and new Chancellor Kurt Schuschnigg thereupon hoped to have safeguarded Austria’s independence and security with a policy of rapprochement towards Nazi Germany via the July Agreement 1936, this
turned out to be fatal in the medium term, since it was to pave the way for the
annexation into Hitler’s Greater German Reich in March 1938.141
As an ideology of defense, the authoritarian corporative state (Ständestaat) of
Austria strongly associated itself with respect to the outside world with Coudenhove-Kalergi’s idea of the Paneuropean Union and thus also appeared to broadly
identify with it. The objectives of the Paneuropean Union and the “authoritarian regime dictatorship” (“autoritäre Regierungsdiktatur” according to Helmut
Wohnout142) of the Ständestaat seemed to become congruent: the preservation of
the country’s independence under the care of Austria’s “European mission” in the
Danube region. To that extent, there was a coinciding of interests from what it was
possible to have the effect of establishing identity for Austria, but it also led to
further domestic radicalization and polarization between the government and the
opposition (communists, social democrats, and national socialists).143
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With the term “Paneurope”, Seipel’s successors attempted to keep up appearances and continued a so-called “policy of keeping options open”. These were
first Engelbert Dollfuss (in office 1932–34), who was fatally injured in the Federal
Chancellery during the failed putsch by the National Socialists on July 25, 1934
and tragically died, and thus then Kurt Schuschnigg (1934–38). In spite of all of
the efforts, every different option that was considered only as an approach (plans
for a Danube Federation and a customs union with Czechoslovakia or Hungary)
repeatedly fell under the shadow of the position that was the serious dictum of
Seipel: “no combination without Germany”. This stance paralyzed the Ballhausplatz diplomacy for long stretches of the development in the period between the
two wars and resulted in the establishment of an actual absence of options as well
as inflexibility from which the policy of national socialism under the leadership
of Adolf Hitler profited. And – in spite of all the Paneuropean escape maneuvers
by the Austrian government – against the background of the seductive idea of
“Greater Germany”, this purposefully headed for the fateful bilateralization, isolation and becoming a satellite of Austria as the further destiny of the state, which
inevitably had to lead to a strangulation.
Coudenhove’s relationship to the authoritarian Austrian regime, which was a
dictatorial government, and its highest representatives developed into complete
identification without criticism. He had acknowledged Dollfuss as a man who had
fought against “two overpowering fronts” at the same time and had won “because
he found the courage to believe in Austria when half of the world had given up
on it. Because he fulfills his duty: his Austrian, his European mission. Because
in this world of general doubts he remains a believer.” This “statesman” earned
the thanks of Europe “beyond all party perspectives because he had not only
saved Austria’s independence but, along with it, the peace on our continent.”144
Aside from the experience of Austria’s dictatorship, a further lesson would be:
maintaining the interests of small countries can be a guarantee for safeguarding a
functioning political system in Europe.
The murder of Dollfuss in July 1934 was most sharply condemned by Coudenhove, and at the same time he acknowledged his achievements. “Before him,
Austria was a state, but only through him did it become a nation.” The “glowing
patriot” was at the same time “an enthusiastic early fighter for the idea of Paneurope. Dollfuss was a Paneuropean as a believing catholic, as a leader of farmers,
and as a genuine Austrian.”145
der Geschichte der christlichen Demokratie in Österreich, hrsg. v. Helmut WOHNOUT, 2
(Wien – Köln – Weimar 1998), 143–193.
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At this time, Coudenhove-Kalergi’s goal was the formation of a Paneuropean
defense bloc with Austria, Fascist Italy, France, and the Little Entente against the
Nazi threat. Such a conception was, however, only partially covered by the ideas
of the Chancellors Dollfuss and Schuschnigg and ran counter to the practical constraints of their policy: the “Rome Protocols”, a trade and security policy alliance
with Italy and Hungary, and the 1936 July Agreement with Nazi Germany were
the pivot points and crucial points of Austrian foreign policy in the 1930s through
which the interests between the Paneuropean Union founder and the Federal Chancellery diverged starting in 1936–37. The wish was for Coudenhove-Kalergi’s Paneuropean Union to contribute to repelling the influence of Nazism and to immunize
Austria against German influence. The idea of Paneurope took on a significance
in the interest of the state. As a result of the clear indications and the expressed
support of Dollfuss and Schuschnigg, the Paneuropean Union also experienced an
increase in esteem in the christian conservative and upper-class societal spectrums
of Europe. At the same time, though, the rift with social democracy widened,
from which unsurmountable problems with acceptance and legitimation resulted
for Coudenhove and his Paneurope project during exile and the postwar period.146
Plans which Coudenhove had forged with Dollfuss were taken up and partially
realized by his successor at the Ballhausplatz, Kurt Schuschnigg. He took over
the honorary presidency from Dollfuss, and under Schuschnigg’s aegis, the fourth
Paneuropean Congress took place from May 16 to 19, 1935 in the conference hall
of the parliament building.147
It was no accident, the chancellor emphasized, that Vienna was developing
into the center of a movement that was attempting to “break down barriers that divide us”, and it was taking on the task of “assembling the available forces willing
to build and to use them to save Europe.” In this fact lay “a recognition of Austrian individuality”.148 This is once again a further lesson which can be learned from
Coudenhove’s ideas: small states are very pro-European, and even more European than larger ones. Small states need Europe, and they also need integration for
safeguarding their territorial integrity and their political independence as a kind
of protection against threats from outside and from larger countries.
If the balances of power in Central Europe at that time are examined,
then Schuschnigg’s expressions appear to be led by the “principle of hope”.
– Christian PROSL (Hrsg.), Österreich 1934 – Das Spiel mit dem Feuer. Versuch einer differenzierten Betrachtung. Ergebnisse des 19. Wiener Kulturkongresses vom 4./5. November 2014, Wien 2015, 53–65.
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Coudenhove-Kalergi thanked Federal President Wilhelm Miklas “for always
having emphasized that the mission of Austria and Vienna was not limited to the
destiny of the country’s territory, but rather it bore a European character.” There
was a “deep common destiny between the Austrian federal state of today and the
European league of states of tomorrow.” Miklas replied that “a free, independent,
and economically consolidated Austria” was also “an indispensable precondition
for a peaceful, unified, and blossoming Europe”. With a view towards potential
aggressors, he added, “Therefore, whoever lays a hand on Austria and Austrianism at the same time lays a hand on Europe.”149 In 1935, the establishment of the
Paneuropean Economic Headquarters150 in Vienna was another positive result.
The Paneuropean Union remained politically oriented and had anchored nine
points in its program, which could be seen as major goals:
a) the European league of states with the mutual guarantee of equal rights,
security, and independence of all of states of Europe;
b) a European court of justice for the settling of all conflicts between European states;
c) a European military alliance with a common air force to safeguard peace
and symmetrical disarmament;
d) the step-by-step creation of a European customs union;
e) the common development of European economies;
f) a common European currency;
g) the fostering of the national cultures of all European peoples as the basis for
the European cultural community;
h) the protection of all of the national minorities of Europe against denationalization and repression; and
i) the cooperation of Europe with other groups of peoples within the framework of a worldwide league of nations.151
In 1936 Coudenhove seems to have been indecisive about the final form of Europe’s future political structure. He vacillated between a league of states and one
federal state. The count began with the principle of a political unification which
would be followed by a customs union at the economic level. Coudenhove also
Original quotation: “daß er stets betont habe, die Mission Österreichs und Wiens beschränke
sich nicht auf das Schicksal des Bundesgebietes, sondern trage europäischen Charakter”; “in
den stürmischen Zeiten der Krise und Kriegsgefahr einen neuen und entscheidenden Auftrieb
zu erleben”; “tiefe Schicksalsgemeinschaft zwischen dem österreichischen Bundesstaat von
heute und dem europäischen Staatenbund von morgen”; “ein freies, selbständiges und wirtschaftlich konsolidiertes Österreich […] unerläßliche Voraussetzung […] für ein friedliches,
einiges und blühendes Europa”; “Wer sich daher an Österreich und dem Österreichertum vergreife, vergreife sich zugleich an Europa.” – Die Kongressteilnehmer beim Bundespräsidenten, in: Neue Freie Presse, May 18, 1935.
150
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recommended cooperation between different regional treaty systems in Europe,
such as, on the one hand, the Little Entente founded in 1921–22 by Czechoslovakia, Romania, and Yugoslavia and, on the other hand, the Rome Protocols concluded by Austria, Hungary, and Italy in 1934. These regional pact systems would
be part of the framework of a larger Paneurope. The count defined Paneurope as a
foreign policy program. With internal matters, Coudenhove had made neutrality
the highest principle.152 The economic question is another crucial dimension of
the interwar period.

May 15, 1934: Nine-point programme of the Paneuropa Union
(Decision made by the Central Council)
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1937 April 22: Meeting of Kurt Schuschnigg with Benito Mussolini and Galeazzo Ciano. The
picture shows Kurt Schuschnigg and Guido Schmidt after their arrival in Venice with Mussolini

1937 April 22: Mussolini, Ciano, Schmidt, Schuschnigg

How can the question of foreign capital and investments in Austria in the 1920s
and 1930s be answered? With Saint-Germain-en-Laye it should be assured that
Italy and its companies were equated with Austrian companies. The Italian capital interests in Austrian heavy and metalworking industry, however, ended to a
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large extent in 1921 with the withdrawal from the Alpine Montan Gesellschaft
and in 1924 with the collapse of the financial empire of speculator Camillo Castiglioni. Previous research has judged Italy’s financial strength to be too weak
for an important capital export in Austria. The attitude of Austrian government
circles and the public towards Italian interests after the First World War was also
not particularly open-minded. German capital was more welcome at that time.
In the energy sector, there is a single example of a permanent capital investment
by an Italian group that existed from the 1920s to 1939. In the insurance sector,
there were two phases of Italian equity participation. A great deal of interest in
the immediate post-war period was followed by a rapid withdrawal. In the 1930s,
Italian capital increasingly competed with German interests. Competition was
strongest at Alpine montan and the Danube steamship company (Donau-Dampf
schiffahrts-Gesellschaft, DDSG). However, as the Innsbruck economic historian
Franz Mathis has shown, the penetration of German capital into the Austrian
economy was not as strong as had long been assumed. It did not play a decisive
role in the “Anschluss” of 1938.153
10. THE SHORT ROAD TO “ANSCHLUSS” 1937–38
In 1937, under the honorary chairmanship of the Austrian Undersecretary for
Education Hans Pernter, the Paneuropean Union organized the first “European
Education Congress” in Vienna with the prominent participation of Western European representatives.154
Chancellor Schuschnigg could see the writing on the wall in a meeting with the
Prime Minister of Czechoslovakia, Milan Hodža, on September 27, 1937, who reported to him that, according to his information, SS Reichsführer Heinrich Himmler
in Nazi Germany was pushing over and over again to pursue an “activist radical
direction”, especially with regard to Germans outside the borders. A conflict was to
be provoked on the German-Czechoslovak border in order to use it, depending upon
the type of resistance, as a case for intervention. With regard to Austria, Himmler
was of the opinion that it would be advisable “to provoke a small uprising” in a
city on the Austrian-Bavarian border and to then set up a Nazi government in that
place. It would then be occupied with small contingents of troops that would subsequently be pulled out immediately after the protest by third parties. That would
force the announcement of elections, and the argument would then be made that
Gertrude ENDERLE-BURCEL, Italienische Kapitalbeteiligungen in Österreich 1918 bis 1938,
in: GUIOTTO – WOHNOUT (Hrsg.), Italien und Österreich im Mitteleuropa der Zwischenkriegszeit, 477–506; Franz MATHIS, Deutsches Kapital in Österreich vor 1938, in: Thomas
ALBRICH – Klaus EISTERER – Rolf STEININGER (Hrsg.), Tirol und der Anschluß. Voraussetzungen, Entwicklungen, Rahmenbedingungen 1918–1938 (Innsbrucker Forschungen zur
Zeitgeschichte 3), Innsbruck 1988, 435–451.
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the government in Vienna was not capable of carrying out direct general elections,
which is why a Nazi government had to be set up to keep the peace and order and
to then call the election. These elections would then end up with 99 % in favor of
the Anschluss. The information came from Switzerland and, in part, from military
circles. Hodža got this information from his Foreign Minister Kamil Krofta, who
had obtained it from the British and French in Geneva.155
Schuschnigg thought of an agreement with Hitler until the end. At the Berghof
on the Obersalzberg near Berchtesgaden on February 12, 1938, the Austrian Federal Chancellor met with the German Reich chancellor and commander-in-chief
of the Deutsche Wehrmacht. The meeting had been arranged by Franz von Papen. Intimidated by the presence of high, armed and uniformed military personnel, Hitler continued to put pressure on Schuschnigg by increasing his demands.
Schuschnigg saw himself forced to make further concessions, among other things
by further acceptance of the “national opposition” in Austria and the inclusion
of “catholic national” and national socialist circles in the government (Edmund
Glaise-Horstenau, Oswald Menghin and Wilhelm Wolf), so that Austrian national socialists now appeared openly on the streets of Austria and claimed for the
“Anschluss” to Hitler’s Germany. Schuschnigg was in a politically hopeless situation due to Mussolini’s lack of any support. The Italian protective power no longer
existed. France was distracted by domestic politics. Great Britain had already
written off Austria. Schuschnigg saw himself under so much pressure that he put
everything on one card after his return. Within the framework of a large-scale
rally of the “Fatherland Front” (Vaterländische Front) in the Tyrolean capital Innsbruck, Schuschnigg on March 9 with the slogan “Men it is time!” (Mander s’isch
Zeit!) called for a referendum on the independence of a “christian, German and
corporative” Austria. All preparations for the plebiscite on March 12 should be
made as a matter of urgency. As a result, Berlin increased its diplomatic and political pressure, above all via telephone blackmail attempts by Hermann Göring156
against Federal President Wilhelm Miklas, to appoint the Austrian national socialist Arthur Seyss-Inquart as Schuschnigg’s successor. Miklas initially resisted
Dok. 1179: Unterredung Bundeskanzler Schuschnigg mit tschechoslowakischem Ministerpräsidenten Hodža am 27. September 1937 in Baden Aufzeichnung (streng geheim), AdR, NPA
Tschechoslowakei / Geheim I/III Z. 43977/13 [Wien,] 27. September 1937, in: Außenpolitische
Dokumente Österreichs (ADÖ) Bd. 11: Im Schatten des Nationalsozialismus. 27. Juli 1936
– 27. September 1937 (Österreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften/Philosophisch-Historische Klasse, Institut für Neuzeit- und Zeitgeschichtsforschung), hrsg. v. Klaus KOCH – Elisabeth VYSLONZIL, Wien 2016, 252–256: 253.
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On the decision-making process within the National Socialist leadership, see Georg Christoph
BERGER-WALDENEGG, Hitler, Göring, Mussolini und der “Anschluß” Österreichs an das
Deutsche Reich, in: Viertelsjahrshefte für Zeitgeschichte 51 (2003), 2, 147–182: 152–163, 180–
182 who does not doubt Göring’s role as an active, urgent and radical “Anschluss” politician,
but can refute Hitler’s role as a “weak dictator” as too hesitant and hesitant. Both were quite
decisive in the process of forcing the “Anschluss”.
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Göring’s insolence and unreasonableness, but it was Schuschnigg who capitulated
on the evening of March 11. In a radio address by RAVAG (Radio Verkehrs AG),
he made it somewhat misleading for the Austrian armed forces (Bundesheer) to
withdraw “without substantial resistance”. In order not to “shed German blood”
again, he announced his resignation and the surrender of his government with
“We give way to violence” (“Wir weichen der Gewalt”) and “God protect Austria” (“Gott schütze Österreich!”).157 In order to prevent the referendum, Hitler
had already made all preparations for a military intervention on March 9.158
The machine was set in motion on March 12, 1938. Wehrmacht troops moved
into Austria amid great jubilation. In the subsequent days, the Nazis carried out
their own way of “Anschluss”. Hitler’s and Göring’s efforts were directed not so
much towards the realization of an ‘old Greater German’ dream as towards the
considerable gold and foreign exchange reserves of the Austrian national bank
(Österreichische Nationalbank). They were in a great hurry due to the lack of
foreign exchange and the high indebtedness of the German Reich.159

1938 March 12: Rally at the Heldenplatz. There is a large crowd in front of the Hofburg.
Numerous swastika flags are attached
On Schuschnigg‘s policy of all or nothing see RAUCHENSTEINER, Unter Beobachtung, 141–152.
Erwin A. SCHMIDL, Der „Anschluß“ Österreichs. Der deutsche Einmarsch im März 1938,
Bonn 3rd edition1994; see also Document 13 in the appendix “Documents”.
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The Treaties of Versailles and St. Germain had in fact prohibited a fusion or unificiation of Austria and Germany, but over time, they had lost significance, and thus as
early as 1936–37, there was no longer any effective agreement between the European
powers for the protection of the integrity of Austria. Above all else, Italy had to give
up as a result of the Abyssinian War of 1935–36160 and the increasing dependency on
Hitler’s position as a self-appointed protecting power for Austria since July 1934.
The German ultimatum to Vienna, the invasion by the Deutsche Wehrmacht,
and the Nazi measures of terror in Austria severely strained the international image of Nazi Germany and caused a diplomatic protest by the French and the British in Berlin which, however, had only a declamatory character. Only a few states
raised a formal protest at the League of Nations against the Anschluss, which was
accepted as de facto.161
The liquidation of Austria and the authoritarian Ständestaat (1934–38) hardly
received any critical condemnation – except from the Soviet Union, which protested in Geneva and proposed collective measures against Hitler. The behavior
of the Western Powers in those days in March of 1938 in the end disclosed their
powerless position and broad reaching lack of interest in an independent Austria
and was, among other things, also a consequence of their flawed treatment of
Austria during the period between the wars. Aside from objectives of domestic
and economic policy, the “Anschluss” was the first step in Hitler’s foreign policy planning with regard to the Great Powers and preparation for the invasion of
Prague. The political intervention in Austria at first embarrassed German diplomats and demonstrated their inability to credibly justify the Anschluss on an international level. The jubilation that began and the clear result of the pseudo-plebiscite of April 10 then went on to make further official German reactions to the
critical echo in other countries superfluous. The “Anschluss” was internationally
accepted.162
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All of that had a past history which dated back to the end of the First World
War. The Western Powers of Great Britain and France, which in 1919 prohibited
“German Austria” (“Deutschösterreich”) from joining a democratic and federal
German Reich and also hindered a customs union between the two states, only
made diplomatic protests in March 1938. The Times of London recalled Scotland,
which had united with England in 1707. Italy avoided any protest whatsoever. On
March 11, Hitler had informed Mussolini by letter about his “decision to at this
point restore order and peace in my homeland of Austria”, thus exaggerating the
domestic situation in Austria. Even though the letter was only drafted after the
marching orders for the Wehrmacht, Mussolini was able to feel himself informed
in advance, as had been agreed in the Axis alliance. The Anschluss was essentially considered to be more or less valid, de facto, and recognized under international
law – in spite of diplomatic letters of protest in Berlin by Great Britain and France
which, however, like the USA then transformed their embassies in Vienna into
consulates. Only Mexico, Chile, Republican Spain, China, and the Soviet Union
protested. On March 18, 1938, the Soviet Foreign Minister Maxim Litvinov called
on the USA, the United Kingdom, and France for “collective measures” within
the framework of the League of Nations which, however, had already been greatly
weakened, that is, international sanctions against Nazi Germany – but without
success. In September 1938, Josef Stalin once again via Litvinov seemed to be
attempting to achieve a concerted action – again with no result.163 The system of
international relations had collapsed and the League of Nations was dead.164
According to Andreas Gottsmann an independent and democratic Austria was
not a goal of papal diplomacy. The “Anschluss” to Nazi Germany was little more
than regretted, for in the Roman State Secretariat this had already been seen for
years as an inevitable step, so that one was practically already prepared for the
disappearance of Austria from the political map of Europe. The roman catholic
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church of Austria was thus abandoned by the Vatican, so that it was not surprising that in 1938 the Austrian episcopate under Cardinal Theodor Innitzer tried
to reach an agreement with Hitler. Only this self-denunciation awakened papal
diplomacy. The Austrian bishops were then sharply criticized internally by Rome
for their pro-“Anschluss” attitude, but also in Rome a rethinking began, which
after 1945 contributed to a repositioning of the church in state and society.165

1938: In the course of the “Anschluss” of Austria, Nazi party formations are set up to
confirm the Brenner border between Italy and the “Greater German Reich”

Already in November 1937 it became clearer than before that Mussolini’s Italy was
no longer prepared to protect Austria’s independence, although the “Anschluss”
in March 1938 was to appear as a severe political defeat for the Duce, especially
since it had to fear the growing influence of its Axis partner in the sphere it also
claimed in the Balkans and in the Danube region. The year 1939, with the end of
Czechoslovakia, paved the way for German supremacy in Europe and, at the same
time, definitely destroyed Italy’s decisive role in Central Europe – the result of a
brutal friendship.166 After 1914 in Europe, the lights went out for the second time.
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Before the European war was started by Hitler and Stalin in order to annex,
divide and destroy Poland and this international conflict was to expand into another world war, Hitler and Mussolini had spoken a word of command on the
South Tyrolean question. The decision to resettle the South Tyroleans in 1939
had a longer history, both from the point of view of national socialist Germany
and from the perspective of Fascist Italy, dating back to the 1920s, as Federico
Scarano knows. The decision, however, did not emerge until the end of the 1930s.
Indications by Hermann Göring to the German ambassador in Rome, Ulrich von
Hassell, that a transfer of the South Tyroleans could help to eliminate difficulties
for the “Berlin-Rome-Axis” are documented for 1937. Hassell, known as a critic
of the national socialist regime and a friend of the South Tyroleans, was recalled
from Rome in February 1938 at the request of Foreign Minister Galeazzo Ciano.
In order to thank Mussolini and to give him satisfaction for the incorporation of
Austria by Nazi Germany, according to the Auswärtiges Amt a compensation had
to be made. The solution to the South Tyrolean problem offered itself for this. On
March 24, 1938, the head of the “Volksdeutsche Mittelstelle” (VOMI), SS-Obergruppenführer Werner Lorenz, submitted proposals for the complete assimilation
of the South Tyroleans in Italy or their resettlement to an Eastern area still to be
conquered by the Germans. One high point in support of this radical solution was
Hitler’s visit to Rome from May 3 to 10, 1938, which contributed to an accelerating development. The “Führer” referred “to the Alpine border erected by nature
between the two of us”, which was to be regarded “forever as an inviolable one”.
In Berlin on June 23, 1939, the resettlement of the South Tyroleans was agreed between Heinrich Himmler (Reichskommissar für die Festigung deutschen Volks
tums) and Bernardo Attolico, the Italian ambassador, among others. The resettlement was to start in 1940, but was only a partial success for the “Axis” partners.167
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11. FROM EUROPEAN WAR TO WORLD WAR II AND LONDON AS
AN EXILE CENTER 1939–1945
In the years from 1939 to 1941, the European war and its widening into World War
II led to Europe’s depriving itself of power with the additional consequence of the
decline of the old colonial powers.168 During this period, Winston S. Churchill’s
British French union project of 1940 was the expression of a severe crisis in British policy on the balance of power: as a result of Czechoslovakia being crushed
(1938–39) and Poland being divided by the Germans and Soviets (1939), and in
view of the successful attack by the Wehrmacht on France (1940), Europe’s system of states seemed to be on the brink of disintegration. In order to avert this, a
close connection between Britain and France was necessary, but this was doomed
to failure.

1940ies “The United States of Europe realized by Adolf Hitler” –
Spanish Anti-Nazi Propaganda Postcard – Austria is missing
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1942: Hugo Gellert – Free World or Slave World: “This is a fight between a free world and a
slave world. Just as the United States in 1862 could not remain half slave and half free, so in
1942 the world has to make its decision for a complete victory one way or the other.”

A further attempt by Churchill with his proposal for a Council of Europe in 1943
was an initiative aimed at the defense against threatening marginalization and a
visible expression of the crisis of existence of Great Britain’s position as a world
power: with a view towards the growing power of the United States and the Soviet Union, the global influence of the United Kingdom no longer appeared to be
a given; indeed, there was the threat of a loss in the position of power of world
policy-setting among the “Big Three”.169
During World War II, London served as the principal emergency point of escape for continental European exiles. This is where plans developed and treaties
were concluded which contributed to the overcoming of the Nazi dictatorship in
Europe and the reorganization of the world of European states. At the initiative of
the head of the Polish government-in-exile, General Władysław Sikorski (1881–
1943), the Polish, Czechoslovakian, Norwegian, Belgian, Dutch, Luxembourgian,
Greek, and Yugoslavian governments-in-exile as well as the Committee of “Free
France” met for consultations. In 1942, their consensuses included insight into
the obsolescence of the principle of the nation-state, the willingness to give up
sovereignty in part, the creation of internal sovereignty by means of democratic
constitutions, the impossibility of restructuring a federated Europe without the
169
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inclusion of the Soviet Union and the USA, and the recognition that the maintenance of peace was a worldwide political problem.170 The most famous agreement
was the treaty of September 5, 1944 between the Benelux states which ultimately
led to a customs, economic, and monetary union in 1948.171
While in 1919–20, European powers determined the peace treaties in 1945
it was already two external European powers that made the decisions in Yalta
and Potsdam: the USA and the USSR. At this point, the United Kingdom was
now just a junior partner of the United States, and its decline on the world political stage was preprogrammed. The USA superseded the United Kingdom as
the “colonial power”. The renunciation of nationalistic fantasies of power was
the basis for a step-by-step, newly established institutional work of unification
in Western Europe. When considered rationally in the face of the presence of
the Red Army in Central and Eastern Europe, only a joining together of Western
European states seemed possible. This was one of the starting points of Western
European integration.172
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12. “EUROPE” A SUBORDINATE TOPIC IN THE AUSTRIAN
EXILE BY KEEPING ALIVE – “PANEUROPE” AGAIN OR SMALL
EUROPEAN SOLUTIONS? – NO AUSTRIAN GOVERNMENT-INEXILE AND OUTLOOK
In the Austrian émigré community, the political tensions from the period of the
First Republic remained almost completely intact: republicans, socialists, and
communists positioned themselves against monarchists; democrats against advocates of an authoritarian course; socialists of all shadings against communists,
etc. As a result of the change in basic political conditions, many emigrants were
compelled to repeatedly change their countries of asylum, where for the most part
they were detained in internment camps as “enemy aliens” or else deported.173
The heir to the throne, Archduke Otto von Habsburg, was able to assist with
some Austrians in the USA being freed of this status as enemy aliens,174 but they
nevertheless had to live under difficult existential conditions or else did not receive work permits. At the beginning of the Second World War, mass internments
took place of German and Austrian refugees, as did the compulsory elimination
of exile centers.
The assessment of the Western policy of appeasement by Neville Chamberlain and Edouard Daladier with respect to Nazi Germany (1937–38), which culminated in the Munich Agreement, and the Hitler-Stalin Pact of non-aggression
(1939–41) led to deep debates among the political exiles.
Aside from that, the question of Austria re-attaining independence represented one of the central points of conflict. This controversy was the main focus of
the debates and pushed the issue into the background as to whether Austria should
enter into European associations or confederations within bilateral or multilateral
frameworks.
The Anschluss of Austria to Nazi Germany meant not only the end of the Paneuropean Union, but also a break in Coudenhove’s life. In the night of March 11,
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1938, Coudenhove succeeded in fleeing to Czechoslovakia,175 but the escape did
not mean the end of Paneuropean activities. On the contrary: Berne was now
the “technical” headquarters of his movement, Paris was the political center, and
the journal Paneuropa appeared under the title Europäische Briefe (“European
Letters”).176
After the annexation of Czechoslovakia in 1939, Coudenhove became a French
citizen, which he was to remain until his death. He escaped through Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Italy into Switzerland, from where in 1940, passing through
France he emigrated to the United States.177
Because of the fact that at this time, a Franco-German coalition on the basis of
an equal partnership was not possible, he worked tirelessly for the establishment
of a Paris-London axis. His friendly relationship with Churchill dates back to this
time. Only when Hitler marched into France did Coudenhove and his wife decided to flee to the United States of America.178
After the announcement of the Atlantic Charter on August 14, 1941, Coudenhove-Kalergi composed a memorandum entitled “Austria’s Independence in the
light of the Atlantic Charter” and sent it to Winston S. Churchill and Franklin
D. Roosevelt. In it, he took up the goals of the charter and recommended himself as head of the government-in-exile. Otto Habsburg, for whom Coudenhove
functioned as a foreign policy adviser, was informed about this plan. He must
have approved it. In addition, this Paneuropean, who was respected in nearly all
political circles, seemed to him to be the most suitable personality to convene
this government-in-exile. But convincing the social democrats of that proved to
be impossible. For them Coudenhove’s demonstrations of sympathy for the Dollfuss-Schuschnigg state was unforgivable.179
In the meantime, Churchill and Roosevelt had distanced themselves from
Coudenhove’s memorandum. He also failed in the impossible task of forming a
common platform with all Austrians in exile. He therefore dedicated himself even
more to the formation of a Paneuropean Committee and the preparatory work of
a congress.180
In contrast to the period between the wars, this time Coudenhove did not attempt to win over the masses for Paneurope but rather, as he had learned from
experience, he went to US President Roosevelt directly. But Roosevelt would not
receive Coudenhove, despite the intervention by both the influential American
diplomat William Christian Bullitt and Nicholas M. Butler. With the isolationist
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climate of American foreign policy (1938–1941), Coudenhove could not really be convincing about Paneurope, and even the discussions with Secretary of
the Treasury Henry Morgenthau were fruitless.181 Only John Foster Dulles, who
would later go on to become Secretary of State, showed interest in Paneurope.182
As early as January 1941, the count had presented Nicholas M. Butler with his
request to foster research on a future framework for peace in Europe,183 as well as
the “Atlantic Union”184 which Coudenhove supported. He formulated a total of six
points for this union project, which demonstrates a more global way of thinking:
a) In order to save Europe for Western civilization, the United Kingdom
would have to receive complete support.
b) Western civilization, that is, America, Europe, Africa, and Australia, should
be connected through a union of all English-speaking nations. The basis of
this union should be formed by a Panamerican and Paneuropean organization.
c) World peace and world security should be ensured by an American military with uncontestable power.
d) In order to attain general prosperity, all artificial obstacles with respect to
international trade and traffic had to be remedied.
e) In order to facilitate international understanding, those states which did not
have English as their native language had to learn it as their second language.
f) The struggle against materialism, violent overthrow, and totalitarianism
should be taken up through the emphasis of the values of a common Western civilization: idealism, heroism, and personal freedom.185
In nearly all of the exile states, the various foreign organizations made efforts to
be recognized as Austrians rather than Germans. Since the “Anschluss” had been
accepted de facto, they had been registered for the most part as the latter. Against
the background of the problems that were outlined, the contribution of the Austrian exiles to the postwar planning in Europe was a modest one. Conservative and
catholic resistance and exile groups for the most part hung on to ideas of a Greater
(monarchic) Austria, the socialists wanted to maintain the “Anschluss” freed from
the Nazis, and the communists propagandized within the framework of the Communist International (Comintern 1919–43) on the national struggle for liberation
and the restoration of an independent Austria. Only small, isolated communist and
radical left groups demanded a Soviet Austria or Council Austria (“Sowjet-Österreich” or “Räte-Österreich”) or a Union of Socialist States of Europe.186 With the
181
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official emphasis on the reestablishment of an independent Austria, monarchist circles had their eyes on the idea of a restoration, and thus the return of the Habsburg
Monarchy.
If the attempt is made to trace and analyze plans for Europe or concrete proposals for Europe in the Austrian political emigration before and during the Second
World War, then the conclusion will be reached that questions of that kind were for
the most part a lower priority or else merely a secondary consequence of the debate
as to whether Austria’s national sovereignty was to be restored or whether it was
to continue to be a part of a larger whole. Furthermore, the debate surrounding the
ideological-sociopolitical issues eclipsed ideas of the future arrangement of both
Austria and Europe in terms of foreign policy and alliance policy under both national and international law. The fears about existence at the time as well as the partial
prohibition against being politically active made it difficult for the majority of exiles
to carry on an intense discussion of the post war problems of Austria.
With all of his Paneuropean considerations, Coudenhove-Kalergi did not underestimate how difficult it would be to overcome the resistance of the entrenched
bureaucracies of the nation-states in favor of a European union. The fact also did
not escape him that the internal debates on the part of the Austrian émigrés were
predominantly in the ideological and sociopolitical area. The discussion of Paneuropean ideas faded into the background and remained only an appendix to the
much more important dispute about the form of the future state and government
of the country and its portion within the European world of states. This concerned
whether it was to take shape firstly as a sovereign republic within its prewar borders (including South Tyrol, which was questionable, since Bohemia, Moravia,
parts of Silesia, and the Sudeten areas had already been lost by Austria after the
First World War), secondly as a part of a larger whole within a federal German
Reich that had been democratically transformed, thirdly as an autonomous state
within a system of states or an alliance of states or else a federal association – for
example, in a Danube Federation that was legally arranged and set up for the long
term (a union of states with community bodies?), or fourthly as the Habsburg-monarchist solution in the form of a restoration. Binding arrangements between the
different world view camps in exile about the future foreign policy and possible
alliance policy of a sovereign Austria occurred to just as small of an extent as did
a discussion about the totality of the future relations under international law with
states that were waging war (alliance combinations, neutrality, etc.).187
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policy for a supranational alliance organization of Europe was publicized by Karl
Gruber, who did not fit neatly into one ideology and who would later serve as Austrian foreign minister (1945–53), in his manifesto “The Politics of the Center” (“Politik
der Mitte”) one year after the end of the war. In it, the vision is propounded for a
Europe that is integrated supranationally and that is then itself integrated into an
Anglo-American and transatlantic combination.188 In this programme Gruber considered that a merger of states would only be possible at a global level. He described
a “purely European solution to the federal question” as “a priori impracticable”.189
One remarkably imaginative and in fact provocative contribution to the debate
among the émigrés on plans for Europe came from the pen of an Austrian exile.
The bestseller Union Now by the American journalist Clarence Streit was published
in New York in 1940.190 As a reaction to this, Leopold Kohr – the socialist exile,
economist, and philosopher from Oberndorf near Salzburg, who reported against
the Fascists and Nazis for Austrian and Swiss newspapers as well as the Paris news
agency Agence Viator during the Spanish Civil War and the Second World War and,
in so doing, also gave his support to Austria’s independence – published an article
in the left-leaning catholic New York journal Commonweal on September 26, 1941
entitled “Disunion Now”. In it, he proposed as the only realizable form of a European union, as it were, to divide not only Germany, but all of the European great
powers into their historical provinces, that is, to “swissify” Europe, i.e. to cantonize
it. The greater unit of Europe would only be formed from small states that were approximately the same size, from which state federations would come into existence
following the model of Switzerland, and thus from local and regional combinations
not between blood relatives, but rather between bordering neighbors, such as Pomerania-Western Poland, Eastern Prussia-the Baltic States, Carinthia-Veneto-Slovenia,
Austria-Hungary, Czecho-Slovakia, Baden-Burgundy, Lombardy-Savoy, etc. According to another message, the existence of democracy would only be guaranteed in
small units.191 Ernst Friedrich Schumacher a British economist of German origin and
Leopold Kohr helped coining the slogan “small is beautiful”, which had the decisive
influence upon Schumacher’s bestseller of the same name.192
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What may have seemed absurd and illusionary in 1941 and then for a long time
after 1945 now sounds – with a view towards Euregio, Arge Alp, Arge Alpen
Adria, or the “European Region of Tyrol-South Tyrol-Trentino” (in German “Europaregion Tirol-Trentino-Südtirol”) – far less utopian, even though these constructions still did not mean any separation from or dividing up of states and,
where possible, still indirectly rather supported their existence and helped to
ensure their staying together.193
As early as February 1942, Coudenhove inaugurated a “Research Seminar for
Postwar European Federation” along with the American political scientist Arnold
Zurcher at New York University. In 1944, this institution appointed him Professor
of History. As such, he advocated a European federation along parliamentary-
democratic lines whose completion ought to culminate in a federal state, the
“United States of Europe”.194
The first Paneuropean rally in the United States took place on the occasion of
the eightieth birthday of Aristide Briand on March 28, 1942 in the auditorium of
New York University.195 One year later, under the auspices of the same institution,
the fifth Paneuropean Congress was held from March 25 to March 27, 1943. The
preconditions were conceivably good, since a few days before Winston Churchill
had already signaled his approval for the creation of a united Europe, probably as
a result of an intervention by Coudenhove.196
The conference committees resolved to continue to meet until peace was attained in Europe. The most important activity of this congress was the drawing
up of a constitution for Europe after the World War. Its main principles were:
a) “Paneurope” declared its support for the principles of the Atlantic Charter.
b) Paneurope defined every European federation as being regional within a
worldwide postwar organization on the basis of constant cooperation between the four great united nations.
c) Until that time, Europe would have to cooperate with the United Kingdom,
the United States, and the Soviet Union in a friendly manner.
d) A European system could only be accepted if it were able to resist the threat
of German aggression and hegemony.
e) A united Europe had to be built on the basis of democratic principles.197
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But the plan of having Congress Committees meetings permanently could only
partially be fulfilled. Instead of the General Assembly, only the Board of the Paneuropean Conference met, which consisted of the three committee chairmen.198
The main task of the Legal Affairs Committee was a draft for a European constitution which was very strongly influenced by Arnold Zurcher. In 1944, the board
finally published a draft constitution that can be seen as a legal formulation of
minimal goals which the Paneuropean Union had already proclaimed before the
war.199
Returning to the failure of various political conceptions in exile the argument
over the future national and sociopolitical formulation of Austria went so far that
no Austrian government-in-exile came into being. Antifascist Austrian historians
like Herbert Steiner and Karl R. Stadler were not, however, of the view that one
would have come into existence if the immigrants had been “more unified”.200
Helene Maimann shares this assessment.201 What spoke against this was already
the lack of possibility for communications with the exiles in the Soviet Union, but
especially the fact that even after the Moscow Declaration by the Anti-Hitler-Coalition (UK, USSR, USA) of November 1, 1943,202 the Western Allies had not
bindingly committed themselves to the restoration of Austria within its 1937 borders. What was up for discussion was Austria as a part of a democratic Germany,
a Southern German association of states, or a Danube federation.203
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The further course of developments prevented all three variants. The first
would have brought the country under the dominance of a government that was
exclusively allied to the West with the prospect of a division. The second would
have divided Germany into three. And the third could in fact only have been
realized through a further war with the USSR. With its propaganda and policy,
Moscow was oriented towards the formation of an independent Austria, although
with a government that would be set up or approved by the Soviet Union.
In summary, it can be emphasized: In the cases in which pro-European thinking can be ascertained in Austrian exile, it was on the one hand the idea of the
“christian occident”, which was to be realized by the union of all European peoples, as well as plans for a Danube federation, which for example propagated the
“Comité Autrichien de Libération” in Paris. On the other hand, there was only
vague talk of a European confederation of states to which a future Austria would
join. The greatest significance for pro-European activities in the context of Austrian emigration can be attributed to the sphere of activity of Coudenhove-Kalergi. These included Otto von Habsburg, but also his brother Felix von Habsburg,
Martin Fuchs (later Austrian ambassador to Brussels and Paris), the former head
of the section of the Finance Ministry Richard Schüller and the national economist Ludwig von Mises. Apart from Coudenhove-Kalergi, it was mainly socialist
exiles who developed and disseminated European ideas. These included the London “Office of Austrian Socialists” (Auslandsbüro österreichischer Sozialisten)
under Julius Braunthal and Oscar Pollak, who attempted the intellectual and idealistic preparatory work for the reconstruction of the labour movement in Europe
and the Republic of Austria. In the first years of the war, they still advocated an
all-German socialist revolution after the First World War in the spirit of the old
Anschluss-idea, which was to encompass the entire continent. Braunthal initially preferred the economic unification of the Danube states, followed by that of
Europe.204
The christian social emigration found its most prominent representatives with
the members of the last Schuschnigg government with Hans Rott and Guido Zernatto. Before the end of the war Rott founded an Austrian christian social party in
New York in order to influence domestic political events. He did not pursue any
European ideas. His sole concern was to restore Austria as an independent state.
After his liberation, the Austrian population was to decide on the form of government, whereby the monarchists were not to be denied participation.205
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Telefunken in Berlin (1938–1945) and was also part of the inner resistance when
maintaining contacts with opposition groups in Austria. Via a Liechtenstein confident Silvio Schädler he could secretly establish connections with the Office
of Strategic Services (OSS) in Bern 1944–45 under the leadership of Allen W.
Dulles.206 He felt that the absence of an Austrian government in exile was a major
deficit for the initial situation of the Second Republic, which was newly founded
in 1945:
“It always proved to be a serious shortcoming, however, that we could not rely on any real
organized exile; not to mention an exile government. The Austrians had gone abroad with too
bitter mutual recriminations for it to have been easy to form a unified, patriotic front abroad.
Nevertheless, wherever Austria could unite, the exile groups also began to reflect on their
homeland.”207

Despite or precisely because of many disputes and disagreements, the Austrian
exile in London and New York was very productive and lively in terms of journals
and the press.208 The exile groups were indeed the ones which again and again
raised the issue of Austria in different ways and kept it in the minds of the Allies.
The internal arguments became so fierce at times that the governments of the
exile countries had to sit up and take notice. This, as well as the efforts by Coudenhove-Kalergi and Otto von Habsburg, contributed in no small part to the issuing of the Moscow Declaration of November 1, 1943 by the Anti-Hitler coalition
which, among other things, had proclaimed an independent Austria, even though
with it, the powers pursued completely different primary political goals than they
professed in it, namely, first and foremost the weakening of Hitler’s Germany.
The differences about Austrian independence – after the Moscow Declaration,
the socialists in exile here and there advocated an all-German revolution within
the framework of a European socialist revolution209 – demonstrated how lastingly
Michael GEHLER, Anpassung, Mittun, Resistenz und Widerstand. Oppositionsverhalten am
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the idea of a Greater Germany or other all-German ideas from the First Republic
continued to have an effect and how deeply it was anchored particularly in the
left camp210 – or, in other words, how little the idea of an “Austrian nation” was
established there.
In contrast to this, the Anschluss conception hardly continued to find any adherents in the upper class conservative and monarchist camp. During and after
the war, Coudenhove-Kalergi continued to hold on to the idea that had been developed in the 1930s of an independent Austria. With this, he was to be proven
right, while the political divergences in the Austrian exile about this issue turned
out to be anachronistic after 1945. They also became invalid after the end of the
war. The great socialist revolution in Europe did not take place; rather, decisions
fell to the victorious powers.
Coudenhove-Kalergi had created networks and made contacts with British
wartime Prime Minister Winston S. Churchill, who supported the idea of a Danube federation as a buffer zone against the Soviet Union, which would have granted Austria and Hungary a completely different status than in the period between
the wars, but the president of the United States thought completely otherwise.
After the rejection of an Allied invasion of the Balkans by Franklin Delano Roosevelt, a further advance towards the west by the Soviet Army was to be counted
on. The voice of the archenemy of “Paneurope”, the USSR, would have to take on
decisive importance for the future formulation of the Danube region. The demise
of the fascist dictators in any case brought about hope for more favorable signs
for part of the future Europe. Growing Soviet pressure compelled the Western
Allies to rethink their Central Europe policy that was only pursued halfheartedly
and to support the Austrian and Western German economies. On the other hand,
through the downfall of the Axis Powers including Japan, the USSR and its satellites had their forces freed up to support the communist-infiltrated liberation
fronts in the colonial countries in such a way that little by little, they became
active everywhere.
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1923: Map of Paneurope and the World – Coudenhove-Kalergi’s concept of Paneuropa was
based on colonialist-imperialist ideas, which is expressed by this map in his book.

There seemed to be a real opportunity for “anti-imperialism” in order to realize
Lenin’s maxim of the mobilization of the colonial “proletariat” as a further requirement of “world revolution”. The imperial idea and its defenders in Europe
then had to prove whether after the Second World War that had siphoned away so
much energy, they still possessed enough substance to resist the pressure of the
oppressed and enslaved peoples. Only limited help was to be expected from the
USA in this regard. If the European empires were not to hold and their greater
economic areas were to dissolve little by little, which was admittedly still uncertain, then once again favorable conditions resulted for a long-term legal, economic, and political connection, at least between the Western European countries in
the sense of a “Paneurope”, even if it were one that was greatly reduced. Then the
“Motherlands” of the older and former empires, such as the Netherlands, Belgium,
Italy, Spain, Portugal, France, and perhaps even Great Britain, would in fact have
been rather inclined to form a customs union for Western Europe, which Schober
and Curtius already wanted to initiate as early as 1931, even though it was only
intended for Austria and Germany, which was no longer a colonial power. As a
result of the consequences of the Second World War, better preconditions were to
result for German-French reconciliation, which was also repeatedly emphasized
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by Coudenhove-Kalergi211 and which in fact was the essential condition for the
founding of the later European Communities. Nevertheless, during the period between the wars, the founder of “Paneurope” had still been an advocate of a greater
imperial area, as in his view, the colonies still ensured the necessary sources of
raw materials for Europe, but the bell had rung for the end of the era of colonialism and imperialism for the European states.
In March 1945, Coudenhove summarized the guiding principles of the draft
constitution under the title “Declaration of European Interdependence”. He sent
this declaration with the signatures of sixteen representatives of the European
exiles to the US president and the United States Congress. The declaration contained the following points:
a) The requirement for a European council and a supreme court, as well as for
b) a joint European military force;
c) a declaration of civil rights,
d) a declaration of social rights, and
e) a step-by-step transformation of Europe into a single market with a common currency.212
The German Reich was to be liquidated as a central power; only after the end
of “Hitlerism” could Germany join the European federation. In addition to Coudenhove, the declaration was signed by, among others, Fernando de los Rios and
Franz Werfel.213 This action also went unheard and consequently had no result.
The fight about the division of Europe into spheres of interest increasingly
pushed aside Coudenhove’s ideas about a European constitution. He wanted to
prevent the division of Europe, since he envisioned in it a strengthening of the
Soviet Union. As a further result, a future Germany should function as the arbiter
between the West and the East.214
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1945 The four-month battle of Monte Cassino from January 17 to May 18 1944 was one of the most
loss-making battles of the Second World War. Around the city and the mountain of C
 assino over
100,000 American, British, French, Polish, Anglo-Indian, New Zealand, Algerian, Moroccan and
80,000 German soldiers were deployed, with 20,000 Germans and up to 55,000 Allies dying. In
Poland, the conquest of the ruins of Monte Cassino is considered a national symbol of the death of
thousands of Polish soldiers who died in exile on the side of the Allies for the liberation of Europe
from national socialism. Monte Cassino is a synonym for the futility of war and the destruction of
the monastery as a memorial to peace. The picture shows 1945 soldiers’ graves with white crosses
near Monte Cassino
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III. RECONSTRUCTION AGAINST THE
BACKGROUND OF ECONOMIC COOPERATION
AND TRADE LIBERALIZATION IN WESTERN
EUROPE 1945/47–53
1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION: THE FIRST STEPS OF WESTERN
EUROPEAN COOPERATION AND INTEGRATION – THE EUROPEAN
CONVENTION FOR HUMAN RIGHTS
In April 1945, the collapse of Nazi hegemony in Europe became evident. The
penetration of the Soviet Army into Eastern and Central Europe1 followed, and
consequently the Central and the Eastern parts of Europe were lost as they came
under communist and Soviet rule.2
On September 19, 1946, Winston S. Churchill, in his Zurich speech in the
cathedral courtyard of the university, proposed “the creation of the United States
of Europe”3 – although without the United Kingdom. “Unite yourselves” but not
“Let us unite” was the motto of the great world warrior who was actually not a
great European,4 particularly as his historical contributions up to now lay more
within the context of the destruction and division of Europe than in the reconstruction and unification of the continent.5 As far as the reconstruction work was
concerned, the Cold Warrior was in the opposition. He did not fully recognize in
time that Great Britain now was an instrument of the United States of America’s
1
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Europe policy, nor could he further exclude himself from Europe and therefore also
fall nearly hopelessly behind with respect to the integration of Western Europe.
For many Europeans, however, Churchill’s Zurich proposal was a glimmer of
hope, a gesture, and an impulse towards a “rapprochement” between France and
Germany. This axis that was so necessary for further development would, however, also have eventually come about even without his speech because there was
no alternative and because in the face of Anglo-American decision-making and
dominance, it was received by both sides of the Rhine as necessary.
On March 12, 1947, the containment doctrine presented by the US President
Harry S. Truman was tantamount to a kind of declaration of the Cold War on the
Soviet Union. It fueled the East-West confrontation in Europe in the first decade
after the war,6 and as a further consequence, the Marshall Plan, named after the
US Secretary of State George C. Marshall, contributed to an economic restructuring of Western Europe which, at the same time, led to a political split of the
continent.7 His announcement was also a response to the economic disintegration
crisis and thus to Western Europe’s threatening political crisis of existence.8

1947 June 5: Drawing of US Secretary of State George C. Marshall,
who gave the speech at Harvard: “Our policy is not directed against any country or doctrine
– but against hunger, desperation and chaos.”

The British historian Mark Gilbert does not reject the “realist” theory that integration was a clear and objective cost-benefit calculation, but he also attaches importance to the history of ideas and the long-term value debate in Europe in which
he sees something more than windy rhetoric. He sees the solution of the “German
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question” as a fulcrum of the successful integration and unification movement,
seeking a balance between American initiatives – the European Recovery Program (ERP) and the Organization of European Economic Co-operation (OEEC)
– and British proposals for closer intergovernmental cooperation, because that
resolution enabled a gradual and painful, but also lasting, transformation of former belligerents into partner states.9
After the announcement of the ERP by Marshall on June 5, 1947, which stood
against the background of the containment strategy of Truman against Soviet
communism, the purely intergovernmental OEEC was formed on April 16, 1948
in order to take over the coordination, distribution, and control of the Marshall
Plan as well as the liberalization of trade and payment transactions among the
seventeen Western European states.10 With the OEEC, the first Western European
institution was established.11

1948: Symbol of the Europe Congress of The Hague

The OEEC did not provide for a relinquishing of sovereignty, nor was it a Paneuropean organization. It constituted a decisive prejudice for the continued dominance of national governments in matters of Western European integration and
the economic division of Europe.12 With the embargo policy via the Coordinating
Committee for East West Trade Policy and then on Multilateral Export Controls
(COCOM) founded in Paris on November 22, 1949 and beginning its efforts on
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January 1, 1950 against the Soviet Union, the OEEC was also a participant in the
Cold War and a sponsor of Paneuropean disintegration. Its partners were Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Greece, Ireland, Iceland, Italy, Luxembourg,
the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the United
Kingdom, and the three Western zones of Germany that would later become the
Federal Republic, while Yugoslavia, Canada, and the United States were merely
associated. The British economy historian Alan S. Milward heretically designated
the beginnings of Western European integration as the “Rescue of the European
Nation-State”.13 Within this context, the OEEC was also an aid to the realization
of the Western European program14 for renationalization.
The Council of Europe, the next European institution, was founded on May 5,
1949. It lagged far behind the expectations of the European idealists and constitutionalists, who had hoped for a constitutional assembly. With its Consultative Assembly, the Council of Europe (Conseil d’Europe) with headquarters in Strasbourg
had only an advisory capacity without the power to make political decisions.15 The
signing of the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (ECHR) on November 4, 1950 was obligatory for all members.16
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1949: The predecessor building of the Council of Europe –
“La Maison de l’Europe” in Strasbourg constructed by the architect Bertrand Monnet

It had a history of its own. For the first time after the war, the Hague European
Congress of May 7–10, 194817 had called for a human rights charter for Europe.
The resolution of the Political Committee referred to this charter on several
occasions, including the right to political opposition and freedom of expression
and assembly. Other principles were laid down in the Council of the European
Movement. An international legal committee chaired by former French Justice
Minister Pierre-Henri Teitgen and reported by British lawyer and conservative
Sir David Maxwell Fyfe submitted a draft to the Committee of Ministers of the
Council of Europe on June 12, 1949. In the course of heated discussions and an
extensive process involving committees and the Consultative Assembly of the
Council of Europe, progress was made with the acceptance of education, property
and electoral law. A committee of experts drew up an additional protocol to deal
with the controversial issues of property guarantee, parental rights and political
citizenship, which had been left out of the Convention.18
The Council of Europe, in a broader sense the first European institution building, was the first institutional contact point for Austria’s European-conscious and
European policy-oriented politicians, especially since it was primarily oriented
towards cultural and scientific policy as well as human rights. These were all
17
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policy areas that were compatible with Austria’s orientation towards the West and
were not intended to provoke opposition from the Soviet Union.

1950: French Foreign Minister Robert Schuman

1950–1980: “We do not ally states, but unite people” – motto in memory of Jean Monnet

The initiative for setting up a European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) by
France’s Foreign Minister Robert Schuman reached back to ideas of Jean Monnet
on combining the coal and steel production of Western Europe.19 Published on
May 9, 1950 and targeted at sectorial integration, it argued for a “the realisation
of the first concrete foundation of a European Federation indispensable to the
19
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preservation of peace”20, but also served the integration and control of the Western German economic potential. Out of this, the ECSC aroses which, through
the surrendering of sovereignty by the membership, was to eliminate tariffs and
quantitative restrictions and ensure competition in the coal and steel sectors.21

1951 April: Last meeting of the ministers for the signing of the ECSC Treaty, Robert Schuman,
Jean Monnet, Konrad Adenauer and Walter Hallstein sitting on the right – opposite the Italian
delegation with Paolo Emilio Taviani and Carlo Sforza

After lengthy negotiations between Belgium, France, the Federal Republic of
Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands, the treaty was signed on April
18, 1951 and entered into force on July 23, 1952.22 However, the supranational
High Authority of the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) had only
conditionally practical success at the level of integration policy. Coal and steel
were too little. Their contribution lay in the branch-specific and institutional preparatory work for the later EEC and EU. By 1967, the High Authority merged
with the EEC Commission into the EC Commission. From the ECSC parliament,
the Common Assembly, the European Parliament emerged. The relevance of the
ECSC declined, as was conditional upon the development of new sources of energy and the end of the coal and steel crises.23
20
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At the security policy level, the Brussels Pact or Five Power Pact was founded
on March 17, 1948 (with France, the United Kingdom, Belgium, the Netherlands,
and Luxembourg) and was expanded on October 23, 1954 with Italy and the Federal Republic of Germany into the Western European Union (WEU). It was to be
responsible for, among other things, arms control.24
As early as April 4, 1949, the Atlantic Alliance that had much greater military significance, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), was created in
Washington.25 Its founding members were the United States, Canada, the United
Kingdom, France, Italy, the Benelux countries, Denmark, Norway, Iceland, and
Portugal. After Turkey and Greece (in 1952), the Federal Republic of Germany
was admitted to NATO in 1955.26 Its main purpose consisted of a “triple containment”: “To keep the Russians out, to keep the Americans in, and to keep the Germans down,”27 as the motto of NATO Secretary General Lord Ismay stated. With
Adenauer, the German politician and “Chancellor of the Allies” (according to his
adversary, Kurt Schumacher of the German Social Democratic Party) seemed to
be agreeable to German self-containment. The founding of the “alliance” constituted the overture for the failure of the European Defense Community (EDC) in
the 1950s.
The project of the ECSC (1950–52) was also closely connected with that of
a European Army (1950–54), proposed by the French Defense Minister René
Pleven.28 Both were the results of a crisis in France’s Germany policy, that is, the
problem of the management of the German economic and political potential that
could no longer be kept under control at the end of the 1940s and the beginning
of the 1950s. If France had not reacted with the Schuman and Pleven Plans and
had not begun to seize the initiative, then the course of America’s Germany policy
(cooperation and reconstruction through the integration of West Germany) would
24
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have come to fruition and France would have fallen behind with its concept (control and weakening through the integration of West Germany).29 Crucial possibilities for participating in the shaping of the Germany policy would then also have
been lost. Paris therefore modified its conception of Germany policy. This new
arrangement was provided with the ECSC and the EDC projects.30
The proposal by French Prime Minister René Pleven for the formation of an
integrated security structure was, however, to be rejected on August 30, 1954.31
The dismissal of the topic by the French National Assembly (Assemblée Nationale) meant the end for decades of a genuinely European defense policy and the establishment of the US military presence on the continent. Western Europe placed
itself under the protective umbrella of the United States, but in so doing, it also
made itself dependent upon America. Coupled with the European army was also
the project of a European Political Union (EPU), but this also should fail. After the
shock of August 30, the principle held true among supporters of integration to no
longer take away any topic of relevance from the agenda in the end, see also the
failed Constitutional Treaty of 2005, which could then be rescued and converted
into the Lisbon Treaty.
2. AUSTRIA’S RECONSTITUTION, VICTIM THESIS, GERMANOPHOBIA AND THE IDEA OF EUROPE
Shortly before the end of the Second World War there were already efforts to
rebuild Austria. A provisional state government under Karl Renner was formed
early on April 27, 1945, with the participation of the Christian Socials, Socialists
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and Communists. On October 20, it gained recognition from all four occupying
powers (Great Britain, France, the Soviet Union and the United States of America).32 Nevertheless, the government did everything it could to free itself from the
“Germany complex” and to politically emancipate itself from the German Reich
once and for all. This involved all of the consequences associated with that, including those of a problematic nature with regard to the unilateral dealings with
the Nazi legacy and the Austrian share in it, as well as with the assisting construction of the “victim thesis”.33 According to that, in 1938 the state of Austria had
supposedly been just a “victim of Hitler’s aggression”, but we have to differentiate
and elaborate this thesis more. Detached from the Austrian state, which lost its
existence in 1938, large sections of the Austrian population had welcomed and
approved the “Anschluss” without knowing what would happen to them and the
country in the following years. Strikingly many Austrians in relation to the population were actively involved in the deportation,34 persecution and mass murder
of European jews or in crimes committed by the Deutsche Wehrmacht, e.g. in the
Balkans.35
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Austria’s statehood after 1945 was burdened with a quadruple trauma: one arising from the myth of the “unviability” of the First Republic, another from the
dependence on foreign countries, a third from the civil war, and finally from the
end of national independence as a result of the “Anschluss” of 1938.36 Thus considerable difficulties existed with the strengthening of the underdeveloped idea of
the Austrian nation37 which was required for the reconstruction and consolidation
of the state after 1945. In spite of all the positive Austrian-specific nostalgia for
the Habsburgs, the centuries-long tradition of a cosmopolitan and transnational
alignment of the monarchy did not prove beneficial.
The root of the problem of the reconstituted state of 1945 was that the idea of
Austrian identity was interwoven with the German Reich and the incorporation
into Hitler’s Germany.38 The Austrian identity had basically developed more or
less first in the authoritarian state of the time through proclamation from above,
and, after 1955, it continued to unfold further. In contrast to Germany, which also
had to struggle with economic and political problems, what was most important
to Austria in the first half of the twentieth century was to have a state at all rather
than to worry about what form such a state should take.
This resulted in a flight to different extremes. The Viennese social historian Ernst
Bruckmüller held that Austria’s “(nearly) complete integration into the German
state” from 1938 to 1945 was followed by “the (nearly) complete flight from it”.
The common path of nation-building was at an end “before it had gone very far”.39
In contrast to the period from 1866 to 1945, after World War Two an “absolute
common consciousness” between Austrians and Germans no longer existed. Just
as after 1918, a consciousness of that kind as an urgent, basic idea was ruled out,
as Alfred Ableitinger had put forth a long time earlier.40
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Austria’s taking on of an historical role as a victim of Nazism41 was more than
just a tactic, but actually a strategy, and one which was not unwarranted. Laying
claim to victim status arose from the carefully thought-out deliberation that victims can be entitled at all times to the advantages of always being right and being
able to place blame on others. This strategy had as its basis two target groups:
firstly, it found application in hindsight to Austria’s role in the Nazi period and
thus with a view toward Germany.42 Furthermore, it was applied to the Allied
powers, and thus also with a view towards the primarily Western community of
nations, which had compelled Austria to its unwanted independence in 191943 and
from whose same protection it was abandoned in 1938.44 There were good reasons
for both points of view, even though historical reality turned out to be more complicated than the wishful thinking of national politics professed.
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The avowedly radical separation from Germany and the renunciation of
everything German to the point of the defamation, dispossession, and expulsion
of the “Reich Germans”, which matched a sort of “clean slate” policy, was another
important point.45 This was manifested by the introduction of the term “Language
of Instruction” (Unterrichtssprache) rather than “German” in the schools. This
was derided as “Hurdestanisch” in reference to Education Minister Felix Hurdes
(ÖVP).46 The hatred against everything German went so far that in 1946, Chancellor Leopold Figl declared that German tourists were “unwelcome”.47 Germans
became scapegoats for Austria’s own misdeeds and failures. Was this also an
expression of self-hatred (Ernst Hanisch)?48
Another goal was the demand to give up the Greater German concept in Austria’s foreign policy, that is, above all, in dealing with Germany, and the policy of
unequivocal repudiation of the Greater German concept in the domestic field.49
This aim served to build faith with the Four Powers and to once and for all repudiate the temptation for Anschluss.50
With the idea of an Austrian nation, as well as with the assistance of “Europe”,
the governments of the Grand Coalition of Leopold Figl from the Austrian
People’s Party (Österreichische Volkspartei, or ÖVP) and Adolf Schärf from the
Socialist Party of Austria (Sozialistische Partei Österreichs, or SPÖ) attempted
to move out of the shadow of Germany, and they thus definitively bid farewell
to the hyper-Germanness of the First Republic and the policies of Dollfuss and
Schuschnigg.51 This appeared to be necessary in light of historical experience.
And particularly for the victorious powers of the Second World War as well, there
was no question at all of a return to the status quo ante. There had already been
preparations present as early as the 1930s for this new Austrian policy after 1945.
On the other hand, before 1938 the idea of a Danube federation did not have any
great support either in Austria or in the “successor states”. It never really emerged
from the planning and discussion stages. Anti-revisionist conceptions that were
embodied by the Little Entente and ideas of revision both in Austria and Hungary
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had hindered substantive cooperation in the Danube region during the period between the wars. Then the “Iron Curtain” was to descend from Stettin in the Baltic
to Trieste in the Adriatic, as UK’s wartime prime minister and the Cold Warrior
Churchill, who was voted out of office in July 1945, formulated in his speech in
the United States at Fulton, Missouri on March 5, 1946.52
The absolute renunciation and complete detachment from Germany also went
hand in hand with a strong shift towards the European idea. As much as in Tyrol
and other Länder Reich Germans were undesirable after the end of the war and
were to be expelled (“abgeschafft”), a specific Austrian patriotism intensified.
In Austria, which had just been liberated by the victorious powers, there were
harsh measures and violent reactions against German citizens who remained in
the country – in 1945 there were still 346,000 and in 1955 only 18,600 of them
– who were treated ruthlessly, expropriated, disciplined and expelled with only
minimal luggage.53
Cultural and intellectual elites tried to combine this anti-German-patriotism
with the European idea. Austria’s search for an identity quickly found refuge in
“Europe”. “German” was replaced with “European”. In fact, leading Austrian
politicians had repeatedly maintained that Austria was at least as “European” or
even “more European” than other countries. The first chancellor of the Second
Republic, Leopold Figl, created the catch-phrase, “Austria is Europe, and Europe
cannot exist without Austria.”54
Among the European activities on the academic, intellectual, cultural and scientific level, the “Austrian College” (Österreichisches College) should be mentioned above all. Suggestions and initiatives were derived from discussions during the war period in the winter of 1942–43 between the patriotic brothers Fritz
and Otto Molden. Her mother was Paula von Preradović, who had written the
text for the Austrian national anthem. In Innsbruck in 1945 the “European Forum Alpbach” was founded together with the philosophy lecturer Simon Moser
under the sign of the Austrian College. Under the name “International University
Weeks” (Internationale Hochschulwochen), the first events took place only a few
months after the end of the war from August 25 to September 10, 1945 in Alpbach
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in Tyrol. Otto Molden had in mind a “spiritual renewal movement” („geistige
Erneuerungsbewegung“). The theme chosen was “Science and the Present”.55
He named an essential motive in an application for support to the Tyrolean
provincial government of November 20, 1950. It was about the fact that “in the
knowledge of the necessity of the selection of the best spiritual forces of Austria
and the continent, [a] selection [...] should be made according to the basic requirements of spirituality, universality and tolerance”. Molden set himself the goal
of “forming an elite of European people” („die Bildung einer Elite europäischer
Menschen“):
“Austria is to become the starting point and centre of a spiritually renewed Europe [...] Through
the cooperation of certain and carefully selected persons in a precisely balanced programme,
germ cells for a new European grouping are to be created [and the basis for] a pan-European
intellectual layer is to be laid.”56

Later, Otto Molden founded the European Federalist Party in Austria, which,
however, was not to play a role at the federal level or in the National Council.57
The Forum Alpbach, however, still has a firm place today as a meeting place for
high-ranking politicians and scientists from Europe and the world.
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3. THE SOUTH TYROLEAN CLAIM AND THE GRUBER-DE GASPERI
AGREEMENT: A BILATERAL BUT NOT A EUROPEAN SOLUTION
On April 26, 1915, the Triple Entente signed a secret treaty with Italy in London.
It was to receive the Tyrolean territory south of the Brenner for its entry into the
war against the Central Powers. After the collapse of the Habsburg Monarchy,
the Treaty of Saint-Germain-en-Laye 1919 divided the old crown land against its
will. The Trentino (“Welschtirol”) and South Tyrol came to Italy, which annexed
the whole area comprising both parts of the former crown land in 1920. After
the fascists came to power in 1922, the italianization of the population followed.
The resettlement of the South Tyroleans agreed between Mussolini and Hitler on
June 23, 1939 was intended to remove the obstacle still standing in the way of the
“Berlin-Rome Axis”, but due to the course of the war only part of the “optants”
were affected. The South Tyrolean People’s Party (Südtiroler Volkspartei, SVP)
demanded the right of self-determination immediately after the end of the war on
May 8, 1945, which the victorious powers rejected in a provisional decision at the
London Conference of Foreign Ministers on September 14, 1945. London urged
Rome to establish autonomy for South Tyrol. However, the final settlement was
only to be reached at the Paris Peace Conference in the following year.58
The unresolved South Tyrolean question made the relationship between the
two components of Austrian foreign policy – securing territorial integrity and
attaining sovereignty – transparent at an early stage. At first, Austrian attempts to
improve the situation of the German-speaking minority of the formerly Austrian
South Tyrol were not fully successful, because the first autonomy statute of 1948
was insufficient.59 The foreign ministers of the victorious powers rejected the return of South Tyrol to Austria on May 1, 1946 and confirmed this on June 24,
when they also rejected Gruber’s proposal for the “Pustertal solution” as a “minor
rectification”. He had made this move without consulting with the SVP leadership. The South Tyrolean Canon Michael Gamper had been horrified. Gruber
stood before the shambles of his politics and saw himself in a hopeless situation.60
However, a distinction must be made between the right to self-determination,
which was the sole responsibility of the South Tyroleans and which they demanded
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until the end of the negotiations, and a referendum, which Austria could demand
for them. This should be done in the best possible diplomatic and political way,
but which was not the case. Article 1 of the peace treaty with Italy set out its external borders. That was only to be decided at the Paris Peace Conference starting
from July to October 1946. As long as this issue remained unclear, the question
of South Tyrol was still open for the Italian Prime Minister Alcide De Gasperi. Gruber, who had already been put back, saw things differently.61 Austria’s
delegate in Paris, Lothar Wimmer, speaks in his diary on August 28 of a “tactical
error” and a “legal blunder” to have “made no formal demands” on the article 1.62
How did the negotiations come about at all? Austria’s diplomat Heinrich
Schmid and Italy’s Ambassador Nicolò Carandini led the groundbreaking negotiations on the bilateral agreement between Austria and Italy. Gruber’s first meeting with De Gasperi took place on September 5, 194663 at the Italian embassy in
Paris for the signing of the treaty, where the preliminary decisions were unanimously confirmed. Wimmer had noted with regard to British diplomacy that
“we should leave the whole procedure to them”. Oliver Harvey from the Foreign
Office criticized “the ambiguity of the text”. Wimmer continues to write in his
diary: “During the consultation it turns out that the English would have preferred
to make the text themselves.” – “Why didn’t we clamp them anymore?”, Wimmer
noted in his diary. The British were surprised at the English version of the agreement and wanted to add further details. But it was already signed. Gruber had
again acted too hastily. The omission explains why the word “parification” is in
the agreement, which is not English. But London was relieved to have the problem off its back. Carandini received a special praise from British diplomat Hector
McNeil: “You can have a job at the Foreign Office any time.” Wimmer learned
from a British confidant on September 7 that Gruber had “not known how strong
his position was”.64
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1946 September 5: The Italian christian democrat and
Prime Minister Alcide De Gasperi who was responsible for signing
the Paris Agreement, which did not allow South Tyrol its own autonomy

The September 5, 1946 accord signed by Gruber and De Gasperi65 was supposed
to be concluded in a spirit of “European cooperation”.66 But the vague text gave
only too little cause for optimism, because also the collective memory of the fascist oppression of the South Tyroleans was still very present. As soon as the ink
was dry under the two page document, there was already a dispute about the
territorial delimitation of the autonomous area, because its inclusion in an extended region “Trentino-Alto Adige” threatened with an Italian majority of 5:2
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and corresponding restrictions for the South Tyroleans. A permanent conflict was
inevitable.
What was the background to this agreement, which Austria’s Foreign Minister
Bruno Kreisky later called a document of “a unique Austrian weakness”67? Vienna
did not receive its State Treaty until 1955. The 36-year-old Tyrolean Karl Gruber,
inexperienced in foreign policy 1945–46, was simply overwhelmed with the task
of bringing South Tyrol back. When he believed he could see that the victorious
powers were not in favor of an integral solution, he felt premature – before a final decision was made – with generous economic concessions and hasty territorial concessions (“Bozner” and “Pustertal” solutions). Although he briefly embarrassed De Gasperi, he morally discredited the whole issue and had to withdraw
consistently. I called this “withdrawal in installments” (“Rückzug auf Raten”).68
In view of the Soviet occupation with dismantling, expropriation and kidnapping, Gruber saw Austria’s viability in danger and only in connection with the
West and Italy as partners his chance of survival. He therefore approached De
Gasperi so far that the agreement resembled a gift to Italy. In fact, it was a success of British diplomacy that allowed the minority problem to be solved bilaterally, thus evading political and moral responsibility for the London secret treaty
of 1915. The Austrian expectations of De Gasperi as a bearer of hope based on
his old Austrian past and good knowledge of South Tyrol were a fatal error. De
Gasperi shied away from negotiating directly with Gruber before the Paris Peace
Conference and sent only the negotiator Nicolò Carandini. The priorities of the
South Tyrolean delegation for the peace conference were: first, self-determination
and return to Austria. Should this not be possible: secondly, a free state and the
Liechtenstein model as a transitional solution, as proposed by the US diplomat
and later Secretary of State Dean Acheson; thirdly, otherwise autonomy, albeit
only for the province of Bolzano as a minimal solution. But it should not even be
the third solution, but the feared regional autonomy together with the more or less
Italian speaking province of Trentino.69
More could have been achieved for independent autonomy: Austria was also
geo-strategically important for the West. Gruber did not take advantage of the
British offer to clarify the text of the treaty. He did not use his room for manoeuvre vis-à-vis Italy. It was greater, especially since De Gasperi feared the admission of a referendum in South Tyrol even during the Paris Peace Conference. This
demand was the strongest political weapon Austria had in its hands. Gruber gave
it away prematurely and thus gambled away the right for self-determination by the
South Tyroleans as a means of exerting pressure in the negotiations. De Gasperi
had deliberately postponed the same demand of a plebiscite for Trieste in order
67
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to keep South Tyrol and integrate it into a special autonomy with Trient. The fact
that many Trentino citizens in 1945–46 had an unexpectedly strong reputation
as “Tyroleans” and tended towards Austria was reason enough for De Gasperi
to abandon the cause of Trieste and Istria for the rescue of South Tyrol and the
preservation of Trentino.70
The Paris Treaty was subsequently implemented with a post-fascist rather than
a real European spirit. De Gasperi did not act as the much praised “European”,
who he only became later in the early 1950s.71 He prohibited a mention of the
Ladins in the Paris agreement as well as an arbitral regulation proposed by the
Innsbruck international lawyer Eduard Reut-Nicolussi. Gruber did not attach importance to this either. Thus genuine protection of minorities was hardly possible. The Trentino people themselves did not want to accommodate South Tyrol.
Years of futile efforts to improve the inadequate autonomy granted in 1948, which
the South Tyrolean journalist Claus Gatterer called a “façade”, and consequently
the bombing attacks of the 1960s, followed. The core thesis is therefore: with a
real and functioning Magna Charta for South Tyrol, i.e. genuine autonomy, there
would have been no bombing attacks at all.
Why is the Magna Charta thesis for the Paris Agreement (Rolf Steininger)72
not convincing? Five points have to be kept in mind:
a) The Gruber-De Gasperi agreement became an appendix to the Italian peace
treaty. This is referred to as – “internationalisation” and “anchoring in international law”. But this did not help for a long time. No state in the world
was interested in assuming any obligations. In the Cold War Realpolitik
was made. International law remained on paper. Italy did not feel bound
by the agreement as it wanted to revise the hard peace treaty imposed on
it. The Western signatories certainly did not persuade Rome to abide by
the agreement. They preferred the intergovernmental settlement to being
drawn into the conflict.
b) South Tyrol could insist as much on international law as it wanted. It depended above all on the good will of Italy, which did not exist until the end
of the 1960s, so that more and more self-assertion remained in demand.
c) The all-decisive concern – namely the question of the autonomy for South
Tyrol – was and is treated by Italy as an inner-Italian matter – to say otherwise is misleading. Rome and Trento still determine the question of the
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region “Trentino-Alto Adige” and overrule Bolzano. Vienna or even Innsbruck had and have no say here.
d) Austria’s contractual partnership was of little use, especially since it was
neither able nor willing to fulfill its role as a protective power until the
State Treaty of 1955. Lothar Wimmer already noted in Paris on August 21,
1946 by expressing the thoughts of his “boss” Gruber: “Tyrolean interests,
especially South Tyroleans, are not identical with Austrian interests.”73
Austria as “protective power” (“Schutzmacht”) was then unintentionally
forced into this role after 1955, especially since the disloyalty of the Italian
contracting party became obvious and thus undeniable. This did not prevent Rome from continuing to claim that it had long since fulfilled the Paris
Agreement, which was not the case.
e) A precise autonomy agreement would not have made it necessary for Austria to take action before the United Nations 1960–61 and two South Tyrol
resolutions. But more than an attempt was necessary.
Interim Conclusion: autonomy means self-government. Magna Charta means
“Great Charter of Freedoms”. For South Tyrol it was neither one nor the other.74
The designation “Magna Charta for South Tyrol” is therefore an exaggeration,
an embellishment and a palliation of the agreement, as it helped to prevent the
South Tyroleans from having their own autonomy. In fact, it was nothing more
than a fragile crutch that forced the South Tyroleans to stand on their own two
feet. The Paris Agreement was much more a means to the end of a Magna Charta
for Trento. Because De Gasperi was to succeed in integrating his closer compatriots in Trentino into a concept of autonomy that was attractive to them, thus giving
them a preferential special autonomy in the central state of Italy and dominating
(Majorisierung) the South Tyroleans.
One point was certainly an advantage for the South Tyroleans: On the basis of
the Paris agreement, Austria was able to facilitate the resettlement of those South
Tyroleans who opted for the former German Reich (“Optanten”) and, in part, but
the agreement was not a strong argument for an effective autonomy for South
Tyrol alone, which had moved into the distant future, although it became part of
the peace treaty with Italy. The thesis of contemporary political actors of the Paris
Agreement as the “maximum of the possible” is in any case untenable. In light
of the legitimate South Tyrolean demands, it was a minimum of the minimum
because there was no self-government for South Tyrol, which was the real failure.
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Italy’s unwillingness to compromise turned the accord in the 1950s and 1960s
into anything but a success story, especially from the Tyroleans’ viewpoint.75
Gruber’s yielding South Tyrolean policy in 1945–46 was followed by a minimal result. In Paris, therefore, not the maximum of the possible was achieved, but
the minimum of the minimum. Gruber was not a traitor, but a failure.76
The accord should have elevated the South Tyrol question to the status of an
international problem. However, in practice Austria was left to fight for the rights
of the German-speaking South Tyroleans through bilateral talks with Italy: The
latter insisted on the purely domestic character of the matter. This impasse was
only overcome in 1960 and 1961 when Austria appealed to the United Nations
(UN). Despite this political tension, cross-border contacts were allowed to grow.
The 1949 little treaty (“Accordino”) agreed upon by Austria and Italy made traffic
of goods easier within the old historic crown land of Tyrol, including both the
Italian-speaking Trentino and the Austrian parts of Tyrol and Vorarlberg.77
The ongoing disputes over South Tyrol interfered with Austrian policy concerning European integration issues. The difficulties generated by Italy’s intransigence over South Tyrol autonomy increasingly nourished doubts on the part of
Austria as to the “European quality” of its negotiation partner, its allies, and the
whole Western European integration process. Continuing resistance on the part
of national bureaucracies and officials led the Austrian Foreign Ministry to admit
the limited political possibilities of Western European integration. As a consequence, it seemed more advisable to trust Austrian solutions. Therefore, the Figl
and the Raab Governments gave priority to the rebuilding of the nation-state.
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4. THE MARSHALL PLAN AS A PRIORITY BEFORE THE
STATE TREATY – DIFFICULT BALANCE IN TIMES OF SOVIET
OCCUPATION AND COMMUNIST OPPOSITION – KEEPING THE
“SPECIAL CASE”
The existential question of how, following its miraculous return to existence
after 1945, Austria could be both pro-Western and, at the same time, alliance-free
and neutral was answered with a new policy of keeping options open: in reality, the
country oriented its social, cultural, and economic system in a Western d irection
to a large extent, which was very essentially connected with the European Recovery Program (ERP), the so called Marshall Plan.78
In June 1947, the Austrian Council of Ministers approved through circulation
of a resolution the request by Foreign Minister Karl Gruber to express “Austria’s
great interest in the Marshall Plan”,79 and in July 1947, a unanimous decision was
reached to accept the invitation to the conference in Paris and participate in the
ERP.80
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Shortly before, negotiations had been going on since the beginning of the year
about the Austrian State Treaty. This happened when the Moscow Conference of
Foreign Ministers from March 10 to April 24, 1947 concerning the negotiations
on the State Treaty was not brought to a conclusion. That has been described as
the starting signal for Austria’s policy of Western European integration.81 Starting
from the autumn of 1949, the negotiations on the State Treaty no longer made progress, even though with the exception of a few articles, it was ready to be signed.
In contrast to the Western Zone of Germany, for Austria there was “no alternative policy of the divided organization of the Western Zone”, as Gruber had
emphasized in 1947 in a secret internal note at the Ballhausplatz, because the
Soviet Union occupied the industry in the East and the Western Powers only had
the “scenery”. The consequences of this alternative policy would be “disintegration” and “the end of Austria”. The country therefore did not desire a State Treaty
“at any price” for the country, but rather one “in which its vital interests would
be ensured”.82
With this, it was stressed that no absolute priority existed for the State Treaty,
but rather for the safeguarding of matters of concern that were important for the
life of the entire state. The attaining of funds from the ERP was to be more important for the time being than a forced concluding of the State Treaty that would
also have inflicted considerable burdens on the country, but the wrestling with the
funds from the ERP had less to do with Europe than with the individual state. The
Marshall Plan was not necessarily to make Austria more European, but above all
else more independent. The government did not meet the requirements to the full
degree. With regard to the American request for greater cooperation and trade
liberalization among the ERP countries, one of the matters of primary concern of
the Marshall Plan,83 Vienna first of all reacted by continuing to wait.84
Austrian foreign policy always had to take into account the Soviets’ motives
in concluding the State Treaty, which had a retarding effect on Austrian interests
in participating in the development of Western European integration. Against the
background of the Russian attitude, Vienna did not make a binding statement as
to its participation in the customs union.
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From a top secret situation assessment by Gruber for Chancellor Figl, “On
the Development of the Western Union”,85 it is to be deduced that lively interest
existed for a concretization of European cooperation.86 Figl occasionally behaved
pro-European in the sense of a united Greater Europe,87 but he refrained from
any active policy of integration out of political and military considerations. That
is also clearly shown by Gruber’s assessment: for Austria as with countries in a
similar position, with Sweden and Switzerland intended, it would be more advisable if a part of the “political cooperation” would be carried out within the
framework of the Marshall Plan organization, where it could be viewed, as it
were, as “a natural addition to the economic cooperation”. Because of this, the
“so-called ‘neutrality policy’” (Gruber) as such should not and must not be given
up.88 Therefore, an implicit Austrian policy of neutrality already existed before
1955, but it was not discussed externally and officially until 1952.
The period of the beginnings of the Marshall Plan and the attempts to implement it in Austria in 1947–48 were tantamount to a high wire act in both domestic
and foreign policy. One of the early pioneers in the study of Austrian integration
policy, the Munich historian Florian Weiß, correctly spoke of a “difficult balance”. Moreover, one of the best authorities on the prior history, background, consequences, and reception of the ERP – the Cold War expert from the University
of New Orleans, Günter Bischof – spoke of “risky business” for Austria.89 The
country was to master the difficult balancing act, while Germany was neither in
that position geo-strategically nor did it possess the political will.
At the beginning of the ERP project, which was launched by Marshall on
June 5, 1947, and during its implementation, the country of Austria, which was
occupied by the Four Powers, had to be “Walking the Tightrope”,90 as Jill Lewis
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titled this exciting chapter on the history of the beginnings of the Second Republic. With regard to domestic policy, it was necessary to ward off the increasing
political attacks from the KPÖ which, starting from the autumn of 1947 had been
completely set to the course of Cominform and brought into line by Moscow.
With respect to foreign policy, it was necessary to be prepared for the bloc confrontation that was forming in Europe and, if necessary to prevent it, but as the
German historian Hans-Jürgen Schröder correctly emphasized, the ERP was in
fact “a step towards the division of Europe” which was “played down” or “completely denied” by US diplomacy and propaganda. It is therefore not surprising
that the Western European publics had to be won over, convinced, and also correspondingly recruited for the American economic reconstruction program, particularly since it was to be encumbered with the mortgage of the division of the
continent which, however, was accepted in Washington as a practical exchange.91
Austria was to become a silent participant and beneficiary of this epoch-making historical process. The potentials for confrontation that existed both with regard to domestic policy and between Russian and Western occupation were moderated by Vienna very early on. It succeeded in the feat of bringing off an attempt
at a re-conciliation and easing of tensions in a microcosm in the beginning and
heightening Cold War in Europe in the phase of 1947–53. It did this by being able
to obtain and receive funds from Marshall Plan aid for the entire area of the state,
and thus also for the Soviet-occupied areas in the Eastern part of the country. That
was a unique special case in integration policy which underscored the special
situation of this country.
On April 16, 1948, in spite of all of the misgivings from the opposition and
intense criticism on the part of the Communists, who left the government, Austria
signed the agreement for the Organization of European Economic Co-operation
(OEEC) in Paris,92 which followed a bilateral treaty with the United States. Austria
started out from the priority of “integrity before integration”, as Viennese historian Thomas Angerer had put it. It did so through its membership in the OEEC),
which was currently also referred to in German as the Europäischer Wirtschaftsrat,93 which was responsible for the distribution of Marshall Plan funds.94And the
country successfully claimed and asserted its special status from the beginning
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of its membership onward for the entire effective duration of the ERP from 1948
through 1953.95

1948 July 2: Signing of the bilateral agreement on economic cooperation between Austria
and the United States in the conference room of the Foreign Office at the Ballhausplatz,
f. l. t. r. US Representative John G. Erhardt, Vice Chancellor Adolf Schärf,
and Foreign Minister Karl Gruber.

1948 July 2: Facsimile document of the signing of the bilateral agreement between Austria
and the USA on aid for goods or economic cooperation with the signatures of
Adolf Schärf, Karl Gruber and John G. Erhardt.

It was necessary to get through the crisis year of 1948 in order to ensure a place
in the OEEC. What was important within that context was that this international
organization would not take on any military dimension, and that Austria would be
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treated as a “special case” in the economic area. The foreign minister clarified the
seriousness of the situation to the Austrian Council of Ministers on April 6, 1948:
“In the West, a large movement has come into existence, a safety organization because of
the Russian advance and the stopping of it. One means for this is the Marshall Plan, and in
addition to this, the military character has also been revealed, especially with the Brussels
Conference, which is reflected in the sub clauses. An attack against a state that was a party
to the treaty would immediately signify a cause of war. The sole military power in Europe is
really just England, but France will also make its efforts in the military respect, and these have
already been massively set in motion. In America, as well, the arming is underway. How long
it is that the military organization in the USA will last cannot be estimated, but within that
context, the year 1948 will pass by. During the Paris negotiations, great efforts were underway
to coordinate the military agreements with all Marshall Plan states and to also expand them.
In any case, that was rejected at first; the goal is to create real solidarity for the security of
every citizen. Any direct or indirect attack would trigger a war. Only a system such as this will
guarantee the peace in the long run. Then further agreements will come and reason will also
hopefully once again return in the East. Without a doubt, a certain role will also be assigned
to Germany, and Germany will once again be included in some form. The occupation will in
any case last for years there.”96

Gruber should be wrong about this. While the allied troops were to remain in
Austria for years, they were present in Germany for more than half a century as
allies. That remained practically the same to this day.
Austria needed the protection of the West, but it was in any case in a different
geopolitical situation than Germany. The “special case” manifested itself through
96
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Hinsicht seine Anstrengungen machen, die bereits gewaltig im Zuge sind. Auch in Amerika
ist die Aufrüstung im Gange. Wie lange die militärische Organisation in den USA dauern
wird, läßt sich nicht abschätzen, doch wird das Jahr 1948 dabei vorübergehen. Während
der Pariser Verhandlungen sind starke Bestrebungen im Gange gewesen, die militärischen
Abmachungen auf alle Marshallplan-Staaten abzustimmen auf diese auch auszudehnen.
Das wurde allerdings zuerst abgelehnt; das Ziel ist, eine wirkliche Solidarität zur Sicherheit
eines jeden Bürgers zu schaffen. Jeder direkte oder indirekte Angriff würde einen Krieg
auslösen. Nur ein solches System wird auf die Dauer die Ruhe garantieren. Dann werden
weitere Abmachungen kommen und wird man auch im Osten die Vernunft hoffentlich wieder
eintreten lassen. Zweifellos wird auch Deutschland eine gewisse Rolle zukommen und wird
man Deutschland wieder in irgendeiner Form einschalten. Die Besetzung wird dort allerdings
Jahre bleiben.” Stellungnahme und Vortrag Grubers an den Ministerrat, 6 April 1948. ÖStA,
BKA/AA, AdR, MR-Material 6.4.1948, MR-Protokoll, 106. Sitzung und Vortrag an den
Ministerrat, Zl. 145.726-Wpol/48, partially deviating positions to the special case thesis are to
be found in: Günter BISCHOF, Der Marshallplan in Österreich. War Österreich ein „Special
Case“ im Europäischen Wiederaufbau-Programm? in: Stefan KARNER (Hrsg.), Festschrift in
Memoriam Karl W. Hardach, Graz 2016, 163–174.
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a series of special features that were not only unique but were also atypical with
regard to the allocation and structure of the aid for other Marshall Plan recipient
countries. The bilateral ERP agreement that was concluded with the United States
provided an expiration as late as June 30, 1953, and thus beyond the normal duration of the Marshall Plan from 1948 to 1952, and it was then extended by yet
another half year. In the Council of Ministers, Gruber qualified the treaty as neither “changing the law” nor as “political”, in order to get around the ratification
and consequently the requirement for the attainment of consent on the part of the
Allied Council. This was also anchored in the treaty text in that way,97 which was
arranged as a simple agreement on administration (“Verwaltungsabkommen”).98
The Soviets did in fact protest in the Allied Council in Vienna against the
“unprecedented meddling in the internal affairs of Austria” by the practical
American foreign trade policy, and the KPÖ called the country an “appendage on
the Bizone” (that was the combination and merger of the British and American occupation zones in West Germany which took place in 1947).99 In the end, though
the decision by Austria, which was to be indicated as autonomous and already as
sovereign, was accepted by the Soviet side. In contrast, the KPÖ railed against
the Federal Government in Vienna and described its members, especially Gruber,
as servants of “US dollar imperialism”. The Marshall Plan, which intensified the
impending division of Europe, was, however, not a “program of enslavement and
colonization”, as the Austrian communists attempted to whip up. According to
the Austrian historian Wilfried Mähr, it was a deal between two parties to a treaty
from which each reaped its own specific benefits. It fulfilled different functions:
in addition to job creation for US industry in the period of the postwar recession and the reactivation of the European market for American overproduction,
the ERP also took on geopolitical strategic significance for the realization of the
containment policy by the Truman administration: attempts at communist penetration west of the Iron Curtain were to be prevented.100 The program was also to
be viewed as a financial protection of the American political trusteeships over its
European members.
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5. AUSTRIA UNITED WITHOUT CUSTOMS UNION WHILE EUROPE
WAS DIVIDED
In the run-up to the signing of the Gruber-De Gasperi Agreement for the solution of the South Tyrol autonomy issue, an Austrian-Italian customs union project
had been proposed in the summer of 1946.101 The British Foreign Minister Ernest
Bevin had initiated and proposed this plan, which had already been worked out in
the 1920s and 1930s by Italy and Austria and publicly proposed for the relieving
of tensions in the border regions of both countries. The KPÖ immediately and
emphatically declared itself to be against this initiative.102
Because of the Soviet veto that was to be expected in the Allied Council, in the
end the risk for the Ballhausplatz was just too great. Austria did not enter into any
customs union that was comparable, for instance, to the Benelux countries (1944–
1948). Austria was also not involved in the envisaged customs union negotiations
between France, Italy, the Netherlands, Belgium, and Luxembourg (FINEBEL)
or France, Italy, and Luxembourg (FRITALUX). But these were ultimately not
achieved and were only to be realized with the signing of the Treaties of Rome on
March 25, 1957 and their entering into force on January 1, 1958.
Since the Marshall Plan did not contain any obligation to participate in customs
unions, in 1948 the Austrian foreign minister could run the risk of formally joining the ERP. In spite of full participation in the ERP and the associated European
Payment’s Union (EPU), the Austrian state policy doctrine of recovering freedom
of action that was temporarily set aside took priority over involvement in supranational European political integration. After 1945, Austria first and foremost
pursued a policy of nation-state restoration and, in the best case only secondarily,
Western European and integration policies. As long as the OEEC did not develop
into an instrument of NATO, the state policy priority of “integrity before integration” (Thomas Angerer103) remained without threat. That lay completely in line
with the Western-oriented policy of Gruber, who 1949 functioned in the OEEC
Council as a Deputy General Secretary or Vice President.104
In 1948, when the United States pressed for increased cooperation and further
liberalization of trade among the OEEC countries, Vienna reacted with dilatory
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measures. It regarded talks about customs unions as premature and emphasized
that Austria felt unable to take part in any discussions about such advances before
the State Treaty was safely “under lock and key”.105
With the adoption of the Marshall Plan, was Austria’s economic orientation
towards the West already definitively decided? For the Federal Chancellor, this
question should remain open for the time being. On April 18, 1948, Leopold Figl
made the following statements on the ERP on the radio: “We are the Easternmost exponent in Central Europe of the states involved in this plan [...] We are
[...] convinced that close economic cooperation will also result with our Eastern
neighbours [...].”106 This, however, proved to be unlikely.
It is therefore not surprising that the Austrian Communist Party (Kommunistische Partei Österreichs, or KPÖ), strongly Cominform-oriented and experiencing little support from Austrians, was extremely critical of all signs of
Western orientation. The Viennese press paid considerable attention, for example,
to Count Carlo Sforza’s speech given in Bolzano in September 1948. There, the
Italian foreign minister suggested a possible customs union between Italy and
Austria. Comparing this proposal with Mussolini’s similar plan in 1934 – the economic arrangements of the Rome Protocols between Italy, Austria, and Hungary
– Austrian Communists argued that Sforza’s idea was obviously part of the “market-hungry” Marshall Plan. The latter desired “annexation of Austria to the Western bloc” and “the end of Austrian trade with the East”. The communists warned
that the realization of such a plan would shatter hopes for an Austrian treaty and
destroy the country’s independence.107 The communist press Österreichische
Volksstimme advanced that a customs union would draw Austria into the West’s
free economy with its inflation and unemployment and away from the traditional
Danube trade area,108 but it should not underestimated how much pressure this
small party, strongly supported by the Soviet Union, could bring to bear. Its arguments did leave an impact on the public. It is noteworthy that Gruber finally had
to distance himself from this project of a customs union with Italy. Vienna was
Undated Notice Informationen über amerikanisches Verlangen nach stärkerer Zusammenarbeit
in Europa [1948]. KGA, Box 22; according to GRUBER anything should be avoided, which
could give a pretext for the Russians to prolong the occupation, Confidential report, August 16,
1946. KGA, Box 22, Folder P-B, 1949–50. He therefore did not want any information published
by the Western side dealing with the possibility of negotiations concerning custom unions in
Western Europe including Austria.
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forced to be extremely reluctant to pursue plans of a customs union in order not to
unnecessarily irritate the Soviet occupation power.

November 9–10, 1948: During a visit to Rome –
Alcide De Gasperi and Karl Gruber – the signatories of the Paris Agreement

In 1948, Gruber confidentially informed the US American Embassy in Vienna
about the following: Austria strongly favored the intra-European customs union
and would find it particularly attractive, since it permitted Austrian union with
Italy, France, and Switzerland. Nevertheless, he felt that he had to avoid discussion of this as long as the Soviet occupation continued. As US diplomat John G.
Erhardt reported, Gruber feared that any Austrian move along these lines would
cause the Soviets to refuse to resume treaty negotiations. According to the American representative, the Austrians, however, were eager to further develop commercial relations with Italy. A trade and financial delegation was expected to visit
Rome in October.109
In a top secret note of December 1948 “On the development of the Western
Union [sic!]” for Chancellor Figl, Vice-Chancellor Schärf and the Austrian envoys
in Paris, London, Brussels, Washington and Rome (significantly not for the one
in Moscow!), Gruber noted the following: “Very difficult problems” would exist
if the cooperation “takes place within the framework of a military combination
that Austria cannot join”. That would lead “to a pure object of political decisions”
for both, the East and the West. It was “absolutely necessary” to prevent this. As
a conclusion, what emerged from this concept – which appears to be ambivalent
but in actuality is in and of itself very consistent and conclusive – is that: Austria
could “not participate in military alliances”. Therefore, it was desirable if those
could be founded “outside of the OEEC”. Along those lines, the broadening of the
109
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base and the inclusion of Italy would be an important precondition “for the fruits
of these security arrangements to also be of greater effectiveness for Austria”. If
it should come down to the formation of a European parliament or a council of
ministers to which Austria would also belong, then “for us, care must be taken to
constitute these future institutions in a non-military and more economic manner
and devoid of any aggressive character”.110
At the Ballhausplatz, there was secret sympathy for the Western security arrangements for Western Europe.111 With the existing Austrian so called “neutral
position” that was already present before 1955, that was therefore the case, since
on one hand, it represented an obstacle to integration, but on the other hand it
seemed necessary in order to not provide the Soviet occupying power112 any opportunity for intervention. For Austria as a Central European country, participation in the ERP became a necessity in terms of state policy in order to ensure its
continued existence. Within that context, it was necessary to carry out a balancing
act with both domestic and foreign policy: on one hand because the Austrian
Communist Party continually and massively criticized the “Marshallization” of
Austria, which amounted to an “enslavement of the country” through “dollar imperialism”; on the other hand because the posture of the USSR remained incalculable, although it had made clear early on that it would prevent an involvement
of, for example, Poland or Czechoslovakia in the US reconstruction program for
Europe. Because of its tolerating of Marshall Plan assistance, Austria was a “special case” for the Soviet Union with its occupation zone in the East.
6. NO NATO MEMBERSHIP BUT A “CLANDESTINE PSEUDOALLIANCE PARTNER” OF THE WEST
In spite of the involvement in the ERP, Austria’s state policy doctrine of reclaiming freedom of action maintained its priority over participation in the institutionalized integration process in Western Europe. That had already taken on military
dimensions early on since the Dunkirk Treaty of March 4, 1947, which provided
for a British-French military alliance against Germany, and the Brussels Treaty of
March 17, 1948, which also included the Benelux countries.113
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The presence of Soviet troops in the Eastern part of Austria necessarily prohibited any considerations by the Austrian government of joining a Western military alliance. Such an option would have brought with it the acute risk of tearing
the land in two. Austria could not get involved with any experiments here, a policy that in fact was pursued by the Chancellor Konrad Adenauer of the Federal
Republic of Germany (FRG). Within that context, a paradox is to be divined: West
Germany’s “policy of strength” led to the reinforcing of the division of Germany,
while Austria’s policy, which represented one of weakness, led to the achieving
of complete state unity and freedom. This comparison is a clear indication and
provides a good example of the “leverage of the impotent”, as Günter Bischof
described it for decades.
Political obstacles remained, such as the political and military implications of
the ERP. On top of that, it was necessary to let caution prevail. On November 2,
1948, the foreign minister vividly outlined to the chancellor the dilemma of Austria’s Marshall Plan policy:
“As a participant in the Marshall group [sic!], Austria finds itself in a unique situation because
it is the only country that is occupied by the Russian occupying power, a situation which has
caused the foreign ministry a great deal of headaches and which is also still of decisive importance today for the overall destiny of Austria. The general interest of the Soviet Union is to sabotage the Marshall Plan, and through this, the sword of Damocles of the economic division of
the Eastern Zone constantly hangs over us, an effect whose avoidance, it goes without saying,
is among the most important tasks of foreign policy [...] Achieving a maximum in dollar aid
without at the same time promoting the tearing apart of Austrian national territory presupposes a high standard in the knowledge of internal procedures and the possible repercussions with
the various governments and occupying powers. The more the Marshall Plan attains political
significance because of the Russian opposition – which, with the armament tendencies in the
West, is particularly to be expected – the more these aspects are especially to be observed.”114

Original quotation: “Österreich befindet sich als Teilnehmer der Marshallgruppe
[sic!] in einer einzigartigen Situation, dadurch, dass es das einzige Land ist, das von der
russischen Besatzungsmacht besetzt ist, eine Lage, die dem Auswärtigen Dienst sehr viel
Kopfzerbrechen verursacht hat und die auch heute noch für das Gesamtschicksal Österreichs
von ausschlaggebender Bedeutung ist. Das allgemeine Interesse der Sowjetunion ist es, den
Marshallplan zu sabotieren, wodurch dauernd das Damoklesschwert der wirtschaftlichen
Abtrennung der Ostzone über uns hängt, eine Wirkung, die zu vermeiden selbstverständlich
zu den wichtigsten Aufgaben der Außenpolitik gehört ... Ein Maximum an Dollarhilfe zu
erreichen, ohne gleichzeitig die Zerreißung des österreichischen Staatsgebietes zu fördern, setzt
ein hohes Maß an Kenntnis der internen Vorgänge und der möglichen Rückwirkungen bei den
verschiedenen Regierungen und Besatzungsmächten voraus. Je mehr der Marshallplan wegen
der russischen Opposition politische Bedeutung erlangt, was besonders bei Rüstungstendenzen
im Westen zu erwarten ist, umso mehr werden diese Gesichtspunkte besonders zu beachten
sein.” Karl Gruber an Bundeskanzler Leopold Figl, 2 November 1948. Schreiben Zl. 188.147ERP/48. Archiv des Karl-von-Vogelsang-Instituts (AKVI), Konvolut Gruber-Akten, Ordner
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Added to this was another aspect which helps to illustrate the image of the “special
case”: the preference for Austria through an extraordinarily high amount of US
assistance funds, in spite of the large Soviet occupation zone. Political necessities
compelled this enormous support and gave rise to the United States’s economic
stabilization and consolidation of this geo-strategically important border region
in Western Europe that was also susceptible to crises. Even if the term “special
case” is also to be understood as part of a skillful self-representation and, within
that context, is likewise to be illuminated in a critical manner and correspondingly analyzed, this was not merely a staging, but rather was thoroughly in harmony
with reality. Austria was the only country that was occupied by the USSR and
nevertheless received Marshall Plan funds as a whole. Against the background of
the Cold War in Europe that was emerging, that condition on one hand seemed to
signify a considerable potential for conflict,115 but on the other hand, it also made
the continued maintaining of the balancing act with occupation policy necessary
and went on to encourage the maintaining of the economic unity of the country.
Although the planned transatlantic alliance project of NATO was received at
the Ballhausplatz with great interest, Austria kept its distance from the Western
bloc formation. On the other hand, the significance of Italy’s NATO membership
was acknowledged. As long as the OEEC did not develop into an instrument of
the military alliance that was founded in Washington on April 4, 1949,116 Gruber,
who continued to bear in mind the risks of integration for the integrity of the
state, could remain unconcerned. Rapprochement between the OEEC and NATO
would inevitably have required Austria’s withdrawal from the OEEC as a result of
the intensification of the Cold War that took place with the Korean War that had
already flared up (1950–53).117
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Although certain aspects can be deduced from diplomatic correspondence, it is
impossible to draw a complete and authentic picture of NATO headquarters’ plans
for Austria because of the fragmentary nature of the available data. Some representatives of the military establishment of NATO may have believed that Austria
would be a “secret ally”. They may have harked back to the days when Austrians
and Americans worked together to organize and equip the “B-Gendarmerie”, a
kind of nucleus concerning a future Austrian army. Different Western secret services were also very active in Austria.118 According to the NATO Chiefs of Staff,
in March 1951 an Austrian treaty was only acceptable if it could be assured that:
a) Austria would not become a Russian satellite.
b) Military intervention would not be required to maintain its independence.
118
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c) Austria would cooperate with the Western Powers and not remain neutral
in [case of] war.119
Concerning the effects of NATO’s plans in Austria, in July 1951 Denis Allen from
the British Foreign Office reported to the British representative in Vienna, Harold
Caccia, that there was no need for anxiety about NATO planning overlooking
the “special circumstances” governing the presence in Austria and the Western
troops stationed in Austria. British policy should of course strongly oppose any
arrangements that might prejudice the quadripartite machinery. In any case, the
Supreme Headquarters of the Allied Powers Europe (SHAPE) of NATO was well
aware that the Western troops had to follow the quadripartite control agreement,
“therefore, Austria [had to] be considered as a case by itself.”120
Allen informed Caccia about the following: “[It] is only in the event of war that
the troops in Austria [would be] committed to SHAPE.”121 As to the NATO Status
Agreement, he outlined, “We are assured that there is no question of its application to Austria. It governs the position of the troops of one NATO Power when in
the territory of another, and could not, therefore, apply in Austria.”122 Reasons of
publicity underlay the argument that the Western troops were not part of SHAPE.
There is no doubt that the intention existed for the Western troops in Austria to
“come under the Southern European Command (SEC) of SHAPE if war [broke]
out, but it [was] most important that this should be kept secret”.123
According to Ferdinand Graf, who served as Austrian Undersecretary of the
Interior in 1954, the creation of an Austrian army would be a necessary precondition for the Allied troop withdrawal. The workforce would pose no problem,
but the provision of arms would depend on American assistance. In principle,
the socialists would have agreed to forming an army and to appointing Graf as
minister of defense. Preliminary steps had already been taken to separate army
planning from the Ministry of the Interior and to entrust him with all defense
issues. Graf added “that a secret understanding between the proposed Austrian
army and NATO would be desirable”.124
Still, the Western Powers were not really convinced that the Austrians would
be very good allies. Even in 1955, the British Foreign Office supposed that an
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attack on Austria from the East was unlikely as long as the Russians were showing interest in international détente and that the country would only be attacked if
a world war broke out. A secret draft, “The Future Austrian Army,” contained the
following: in such a case, no Austrian force could hope to defend the country for
more than a few hours. Austria having shown willingness through its resistance
would then have “to resign itself to yet another occupation from which it might
hope to eventually be liberated by a victorious North Atlantic Treaty Organization”. Concerning morale, British observers mentioned that neither the Austrian
government nor the people would be
“[…] in a mood to take their defence responsibilities with real seriousness. Indeed it [was]
depressingly true that at the moment there [was] in Austria little evidence of that robust will
to independence and that spirit of patriotic determination to which Napoleon referred when he
wrote: The moral is to the physical as three to one.”125

The lack of such spirit ran the risk of dangerously prolonging the military vacuum
in Austria. In the long run, it was evident that the Western Powers’ help, especially US support, was needed in creating a satisfactory defense force.126
Yet such “behind-the-scenes” activities should not be misinterpreted. They
do not imply that Austria abandoned its attempts to achieve a balance between
the interests of the East and the West. On the contrary, Austrian rearmament was
supposed to convince the United States military services that there would not be
a strategic vacuum in the center of Europe. For the US governments, geostrategic
goals and security interests in the 1940s and 1950s were paramount and much
more important than questions of economic integration.
The pro-Western orientation of the Austrian public and the (modest) military
build-up in Austria were pre-conditions for the final acceptance of the State Treaty and “neutrality” by the United States.127 In the later stages of the treaty negotiations 1954–55, the United States seemed to need more persuasion than the
Russians. Karl Gruber could have been right in arguing in these years that the key
to the State Treaty was the Pentagon and not the Kremlin.128
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We do not know exactly what role Austria was supposed to play concerning
US plans for the defense of Europe. In that regard, the shifting balance between
conventional warfare and nuclear deterrence would need consideration. The
German military historian Bruno Thoss has noted in this context, that “there
would be hardly any operational Bundeswehr units worth mentioning in southern
Germany for years to come” and he continued to say: “A coherent NATO defense
in the Alpine region was therefore unthinkable during the entire build-up phase
of the Bundeswehr.”129
It might therefore be a myth that Austria’s self-chosen neutrality in 1955 could
only be achieved under NATO’s “protective umbrella” and that it had been able to
assert itself over the decades. The Federal Republic was indispensable for NATO
because it was a matter of defending Central Europe. However, the alliance was
not particularly well positioned here, because for a long time the Bundeswehr was
conventionally in no good shape. It took decades until the 1980s to become effective. So there can be no question of a protective umbrella for Austria for the Cold
War weddings and thus no question of a security policy “free-rider” for Austria.
Against this background, the thesis of Austria as a “secret ally” of NATO seems
even more questionable.130
NATO’s security situation in 1954–55 was far more complicated than the
quickly written hypotheses of the Federal Republic’s integration into the West as
a prerequisite for Austria’s independence and an alleged paternity of Adenauer for
the State Treaty allow.131
Wien. US-Großmachtpolitik und Österreich 1953–1963, Wien 1997, 39–49, 57–91, 272–278;
Karl GRUBER, Freunde im Westen, in: Erich BIELKA – Peter JANKOWITSCH – Hans
THALBERG (Hrsg.), Die Ära Kreisky. Schwerpunkte der österreichischen Außenpolitik,
Wien 1983, 97–117.
129
Bruno THOSS, Österreich in der Entstehungs- und Konsolidierungsphase des westlichen
Bündnissystems (1947–1967), in: Manfried RAUCHENSTEINER (Hrsg.), Zwischen den
Blöcken. NATO, Warschauer Pakt und Österreich (Schriftenreihe des Forschungsinstitutes für
politisch-historische Studien der Dr.-Wilfried-Haslauer-Bibliothek Salzburg 36), Wien – Köln
– Weimar 2010, 19–87: 62–77 and 76–77.
130
Interview with the former Bundeswehr Colonel Ralph THIELE, January 14, 2019 (audio
recording in the possession of the author); even in the mid-1980s there was neither interest nor
the possibility for the Federal Republic of Germany to form a “NATO protective umbrella”
for the Alpine Republic, as Austria’s Defense Minister Friedhelm Frischenschlager was able
to find out during a visit to Bonn in 1984 to his counterpart, the Federal Defense Minister
(1982–1988) Manfred Wörner, who would later become NATO Secretary General (1988–
1994). He probably knew for sure what he was talking about. Message from Dr. Friedhelm
Frischenschlager to the author in the Diplomatic Academy in Vienna November 15, 2018; see
also chapter VI, Subchapter 5, footnote 102.
131
This hypothesis, put forward from a purely Bonn and Western point of view that Austria’s nonalignment and neutrality was quasi only possible “in the slipstream of NATO” as well as the
founding of the Federal Republic of Germany and its membership in NATO as a basic prerequisite
of Austrian neutrality’ argued also by Matthias PAPE, Ungleiche Brüder. Österreich und
Deutschland 1945–1965, Köln – Weimar – Wien 2000, 233, 250, 275 does not go far enough.
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At any rate, Washington had reason to assume that the Austrians were
“pro-Western” to the extent they could politically afford it. Austria’s reaction to
NATO being able to use Austrian airspace in case of emergency may be a case in
point.132 The Western orientation that was fostered was a means of maintaining
Austria’s territorial integrity and of more rapidly achieving national sovereignty. It was Austria’s intent to demonstrate to the Western Powers that even after
the withdrawal of the Western troops, it would remain both capitalist-oriented
and culturally Western-oriented. On the other hand, the best solution would leave
room for Austria to participate in European economic cooperation. This was to
be tested after 1955 when the ECSC moved on towards the founding of the EEC.
Regarding the question of a “pro-Western” attitude and neutrality existing in
tandem, it was obvious that the Austrian solution was different from the German
one because Vienna did not press for an “either/or”133 appeal, but rather made
an “as well as” decision.134 The leaders of the country became neutral in spite of
being Western-oriented and hoped to be integrated into the West in the distant
future.
In the wake of the East-West conflict in Europe, there was not only a “militarization of the Cold War” (Vojtech Mastny135), but also a “militarization of the
Marshall Plan”.136 Whether the Austrian participation in the Marshall Plan was
a dance to the tune of the foreign powers’ has not yet been decided by historical
research for a long time. As far as Austria is concerned, the ERP appears to have
Rolf STEININGER, Germany, Austria and Neutrality 1952–1955, in: Arnold SUPPAN –
Gerald STOURZH – Wolfgang MUELLER (Hrsg.), Der österreichische Staatsvertrag 1955:
Internationale Strategie, rechtliche Relevanz, nationale Identität – The Austrian State Treaty
1955. International Strategy, Legal Relevance, National Identity (Österreichische Akademie
der Wissenschaften, Philosophisch-Historische Klasse, Historische Kommission, Archiv
für österreichische Geschichte 140), Wien 2005, 475–501: 499, with the upside-down thesis
“Without Adenauer no State Treaty” (!), also tends to this abbreviated thesis of Pape. Despite
all collegial criticism, the so called ‘NATO umbrella’ was certainly not a disadvantage for
Austria for psychological reasons, especially since occupation troops of the Western Powers
were still stationed in the Western zones of Austria, which would have been under NATO
command in the event of war, as well as a specific Austrian opportunism had played a role, but
in view of the reasons of the Austrian “annus mirabilis” (1955) to focus solely on Bonn and
NATO does not go far enough.
132
RATHKOLB, Historische Bewährungsproben; Letter from the Ambassador to Austria
(Matthews) to the Assistant Secretary of State for European Affairs (Elbrick), September 17,
1958; Memorandum of Conversation, Subject: Austrian Matters, 8 December 1958, both in:
FRUS, 1958–60, Vol. IX, Washington Government Printing Office 1993), 782–785, 794–796:
796; RATHKOLB, Washington ruft Wien, 278–279.
133
Ludolf HERBST, Option für den Westen. Vom Marshallplan bis zum deutsch-französischen
Vertrag, München 1989, 117–126: 122.
134
GEHLER, Zwischen Neutralität und Europäischer Union, 414–416.
135
Vojtech MASTNY, Stalin and the Militarization of the Cold War, in: International Security,
Vol. 9 (Winter 1984–85), 3, 109–129.
136
BISCHOF, Der Marshall-Plan und Österreich/The Marshall Plan and Austria, 53–55.
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been a deal between two unequal partners. A deal that was, however, of benefit
to both. By including Austria in the ERP, the United States provided the precondition for Austria to maintain its economic and monetary union which, on the
other hand, allowed Austria’s economy to be Western-oriented and to contain
communism. After the ERP ended for Austria in 1953, Austria also received additional funds from the Mutual Security Agency (MSA) and the Military Assistance Program (MAP), the funds from which were used in a targeted manner for
military purposes in the Western zones.137
Added to this, it did not occur because the large and medium-sized powers
both within and outside of the OEEC took the small states into consideration.
Within that context, the American military and intelligence historian James Jay
Carafano drew attention to the fact that even if State Department and military
officials recommended completely integrating Austria into NATO, the United
States never considered pressing the country to follow the transatlantic alliance,
particularly since Soviet reactions to such an action were to be feared. Austria
itself also reacted with hesitation and in the end refrained from openly declaring
itself for NATO, although its creation and development were nevertheless keenly
observed.138 Instead of a “secret ally of the West”, as the historians Gerald Stourzh
and Günter Bischof 139 had put it, I think it would be better to speak of a so-called
“clandestine pseudo alliance partnership” of Austria with the West, because it
was no secret for the Eastern intelligence services and the Austrian communist
press that there was an ongoing arming of the Western zones by the Western
occupation forces, especially those of the US.140 A partnership also requires reciprocity. The so-called NATO umbrella has already been critically questioned in
this subchapter.
BISCHOF, Österreich – ein „geheimer Verbündeter“ des Westens?, 425–430, 437–449:
437–438.
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Aufzeichnung zur bevorstehenden NATO-Gründung im Bundeskanzleramt/AA, 4 February
1949. ÖStA, AdR, BKA/AA, II-pol, International 2, Zl. 80.947-pol/49; James Jay CARAFANO,
Waltzing into the Cold War. The struggle for occupied Austria, Texas A & M University Press
College Station 2002, 139.
139
Gerald STOURZH, The Origins of Austrian Neutrality, in: Alan T. LEONHARDT (Eds.),
Neutrality. Changing Concepts and Practices, Lanham – New York – London 1988, 35–57:
39–40; Günter BISCHOF, Österreich – ein geheimer „Verbündeter“ des Westens? Wirtschaftsund sicherheitspolitische Fragen der Integration aus der Sicht der USA, in: GEHLER –
STEININGER (Hrsg.), Österreich und die europäische Integration, 451–477: 463–476; Oliver
RATHKOLB, Austria and European Integration after World War II., in: Günter BISCHOF –
Anton PELINKA (Eds.), Austria in the New Europe (Contemporary Austrian Studies 1), New
Brunswick 1993, 42–61: 47–48; On the Cold War’s “militarization” and Austria as a “secret
ally” [also for good reasons with quotation marks] of the West, 1951–1953 see STOURZH –
MUELLER, A Cold War over Austria, 179–194.
140
Michael GEHLER, Österreichs Außenpolitik der Zweiten Republik. Von der alliierten
Besatzung bis zum Europa des 21. Jahrhunderts, 2 Bde, Innsbruck – Wien – Bozen 2005,
84–89.
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7. THE ERP: FROM A CARE AND CRISIS PROGRAM TO
A REHABILITATION AND MODERNIZATION PROGRAM –
EFFECTIVE COUNTERPARTS AND JOINING
THE EUROPEAN PAYMENT’S UNION
What was much more important for the Austrian Government than the idea of
“Europe” and, in the end, decisive was in fact the question “What does Austria
get from the Marshall Plan?” as is unmistakably stated in a pictorial supplement
to the Wiener Kurier141 of August 17, 1949. The unity of Europe was not to be
realized directly through the Marshall Plan, as it in fact was even connected with
the de facto economic and political division of the continent.142 Although a divided Europe, even one with ERP assistance, became more and more a reality,
for the Austrian government this meant achieving the independence of their own
country.
As much as “the building of Austria” was represented within the framework
of the recruiting for the Marshall Plan around 1950 as “a contribution to the unity of Europe”,143 it was first and foremost not about Europe, but rather about the
country itself: a propaganda poster by the ERP administration as an appeal for
participation in US aid in reconstruction made this clear. It includes the wording
“Participation in the Marshall Plan... and your production for an independent Austria” (“Beitrag im Marshall-Plan ... und Deine Produktion für ein unabhängiges
Österreich!”).

1948: ERP Propaganda Poster “... and your production for an independent Austria”
Wiener Kurier, Bildbeilage, August 17, 1949, reproduced in facsimile in: LACKNER –
RIGELE – PILZ, Österreich baut auf. Rebuilding Austria, 111.
142
HEERING, Der Marshall-Plan, 30–38.
143
Reproduced in facsimile in: LACKNER – RIGELE – PILZ, Österreich baut auf, 67, also see
Hans-Jürgen SCHRÖDER, Marshall-Plan-Werbung in Österreich und West-Deutschland, in:
BISCHOF/STIEFEL (Hrsg.), 80 Dollar, 315–342.
141
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The British economic historian Alan S. Milward can thus be completely confirmed with his thesis of the “European Rescue of the Nation State”,144 because
in his view, the “reconstruction of Western Europe” was conceived within the
framework of European integration first and foremost for the renovation of the
European nation-state.145
But were the independence of the state and the rebuilding of its economy actually to be attained at the same time? Were the comprehensive American economic
aid and participation in the Marshall Plan to be achieved with the acceptance of
the Austrian State Treaty? The reconstruction process had priority and was a
precondition for the attainment of the political goal of sovereignty. The participation of all of Austria in the ERP was the immediate objective. The failure of
the Moscow Conference of Foreign Ministers in the spring of 1947 cleared the
way for the Marshall Plan for Austria and ensured Western goodwill for the later
negotiations on the State Treaty. Vienna could comply with Western mentalities
and demands for solidarity in the sociopolitical and economic spheres without
difficulty for reasons of usefulness, but it could not comply with political or even
military demands. In this area, the Ballhausplatz could not deviate from the principle of a formal freedom from blocs, a quasi-implicit policy of neutrality which
it had maintained since 1945. The sovereignty that was to be striven for could in
fact only be a conditional one, as the integrity of the country could in no way be
put on the line with the superpower to the East, but rather could only be achieved
through a combination of patience and initiative. It was necessary to wait for the
point in time when all of the occupying powers were willing to give their consent
for the concluding of the State Treaty.
The ERP functioned according to the principle of give and take between two
partners – although they were unequal: one in need of aid and one providing
aid – that were integrated into a complex process from which both profited at the
same time. On the American side, this included the delay in the concluding of
the State Treaty because neutralizing and sovietizing tendencies with regard to
Austria also threatened to spread to Germany.146
The ERP cannot be taken into consideration in isolation either historical, political, or in economic terms. From 1945 to 1947, it was preceded by a series of programs that also included American support programs for Austria. Governmental
Aid and Relief in Occupied Areas (GARIOA) supplies, United Nations Relief and
Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA) aid, congressional assistance, interim
aid, and extended interim aid had all been available beforehand.147
Alan S. MILWARD, The European Rescue of the Nation State, London 1992.
Alan S. MILWARD, The Reconstruction of Western Europe 1945–51, London 1984.
146
Michael GEHLER, Modellfall für Deutschland? Die Österreichlösung mit Staatsvertrag und
Neutralität 1945–1955, Innsbruck – Wien – Bozen 2015, 19–65; see documents 24, 26 and 27
in the appendix “Documents”.
147
See the table in MÄHR, Der Marshallplan, 248–249.
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Instead of providing reconstruction, renovation, and modernization, or “recovery and rehabilitation”, as was the stated objective of the administration of US
President Harry S. Truman, the Marshall Plan for Austria in a first phase from
1948 to 1950 was a care and crisis program (“relief”).148
Günter Bischof last drew attention to the speech of Paul G. Hoffman of the
ECA administration in Washington before the OEEC in Paris on October 31,
1949. It placed the economic integration and the political unification of Europe
without reservation in the centre of attention. Hoffman’s plea for “the integration
of Western Europe” appeared no less than 15 times in his speech. According to
Bischof Hoffman was filled with “missionary zeal”. His talk is also understood as
a reformulation of Marshall’s Harvard speech.149
The later head of the Austrian Institute of Economic Research (Österreichi
sches Institut für Wirtschaftsforschung), Franz Nemschak, retrospectively emphasized very plainly and clearly in 1955, above all else with a view towards the
Americans and the Marshall Plan, “Without the generous aid from abroad, Austria would have been pushed into the deepest misery for an unforeseeable period
of time from which if we could at all have worked our way out, it would have been
slowly and under the greatest privations and troubles.”150 Bischof supplements
this and summarizes, “On the whole, it indeed consisted of a combination of the
modernization of Austrian industry during national socialism, the Marshall Plan,
and the work of the Austrians which made possible Austria’s economic viability
that was in question before the war.”151
Within that context, the country first had to become conscious of its status as
the “victim” or to also officially complain about this status and have it recognized,
in order to receive this extraordinary and enormous aid, which then also put it in
BISCHOF, Der Marshallplan und Österreich, in: Zeitgeschichte 17 (1990), 11/12, 463–474:
466.
149
Günter BISCHOF, Das Wirtschaftswunder: Marshallplan, Staatsvertrag und Österreichs Weg
nach Europa, in: IDEM – Hans PETSCHAR, Der Marshallplan, 228–277: 247–248, rightly
draws attention to this important speech by Paul G. Hoffman in: ibid., 314–317, but overlooks
(footnote 38, 328) in his reference to a lack of it that my monograph (Der lange Weg nach
Europa Österreich vom Ende der Monarchie bis zur EU, Bd. 1: Darstellung, Innsbruck –
Wien – München – Bozen 2002) and the edition (Der lange Weg nach Europa. Österreich von
Paneuropa bis zum EU-Beitritt, Bd. 2: Dokumente, Innsbruck – Wien – München – Bozen
2002) were concerned exclusively with Austria’s attitude and not with American positions on
European and integration projects.
150
Original quotation: „Ohne die großzügige Hilfe des Auslandes wäre Österreich auf unabsehbare
Zeit in tiefstes Elend gestoßen worden, aus dem wir uns, wenn überhaupt, nur langsam, unter
größten Entbehrungen und Mühen, hätten herausarbeiten können.“ Quoted in BISCHOF, Der
Marshall-Plan und Österreich/The Marshall Plan and Austria, 12.
151
Original quotation: „Insgesamt handelte es sich wohl um eine Kombination von Modernisierung
der österreichischen Industrie während des Nationalsozialismus, Marshall-Plan und Arbeit
der Österreicher, welche die vor dem Krieg angezweifelte wirtschaftliche Lebensfähigkeit
Österreichs ermöglichte.“ Ibid., 63; BISCHOF, Das Wirtschaftswunder, 228–277.
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the position to move from being an object of the powers that, to a large extent,
was limited in its actions during the years from 1918 to 1938 to becoming a subject that was increasingly capable of acting. Chronologically in between lay the
Marshall Plan (1948–1953), which provided Austria with funds and possibilities
for its later independence, also allowing it to move independently and confidently
within the international arena.
In April 1952, Adolf Schärf stated that there was an inseparable connection
between job creation, securing livelihoods, democratization and economic development and emphasized the importance of the ERP:
“Austria owes Marshall Aid the continued existence of its industry and thus also the existence
of several hundred thousand people who would otherwise not have had the opportunity to live
in their homeland [...] Marshall Aid, in addition to the sense of freedom of the broad masses of
the working people in Europe, has done much to preserve democracy.”152

The country profited from the OEEC not only economically, but also politically.
For the young socialist and later Undersecretary in the Foreign Office (1953–59)
Bruno Kreisky, it represented as much as an “elementary school of European
politics” in which he could get to know the differences of opinion between British
and French economic policymakers.153
In the most intense phase of the negotiations for the State Treaty (1947–49),
Austria reacted to American demands for increased cooperation and trade liberalization within the ERP countries by waiting. Moreover, spurred on by the
behavior of the Soviet occupying power, Vienna also did not provide any binding
declarations about participation in customs unions and declared that it could not
join such an organization. Sounding things out or announcements with regard
to military combinations remained exceptions. Even a cautious integration policy did not remain without negative consequences: integrating and disintegrating consequences alternated in subsequent years, including signs of the growing
maneuvering room in Austrian foreign policy.
The consequences of the ERP were twofold, but predominantly positive – the
Marshall Plan had two sides. On one hand, the ERP made an existentially significant contribution to the reconstruction and renovation of the Austrian economy.
The country had received total payments in the amount of more than a billion
dollars from the United States and the second-highest per capita rate of all ERP
recipients. Austria thus greatly profited from the Marshall Plan. In comparison
to other ERP participant countries, it was able to considerably increase both its
production and its standard of living. What was significant in this regard was the
Original quotation: “Österreich verdankt der Marshallhilfe den Fortbestand seiner
Industrie und damit auch die Existenz für einige hunderttausend Menschen, die sonst
keine Lebensmöglichkeit in der Heimat gehabt hätten [...] Die Marshallhilfe hat neben dem
Freiheitssinn der breiten Massen des arbeitenden Volkes in Europa viel dazu beigetragen, die
Demokratie zu erhalten.” Quoted in: BISCHOF – PETSCHAR, Der Marshall Plan, 8.
153
Bruno KREISKY, Im Strom der Politik. Der Memoiren zweiter Teil, Wien 1988, 163.
152
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use of moneys from the so-called “counterpart funds” in schillings. Those were
proceeds from ERP aid or the schilling amounts that Austrian importers had to
pay to a special account of the alliance for goods that were received from the US
aid program. These had to remain within the country, but their release could be
decided by the United States within the framework of a mission of the Economic
Cooperation Administration (ECA) in Vienna. Through March 31, 1955, 51.8% of
the counterparts amounted to industry investments (see graphs 7 and 9 on pages
210 and 211). Leading the way was the electricity industry, followed by iron and
steel production, the paper industry, the iron and metal processing sector, and coal
mining. ERP funds also financed approximately 80% of the investment expenditures for the Kaprun power plants.154
With the release of the counterpart funds, the United States also had a means
of controlling the Western European economies, but also of stabilizing the political systems in its hands. This could also be applied in a negative and positive way
to Austria.155

1950: “All our flags to the mast” – propaganda poster
for the European Recovery Program of the Marshall Plan

There was both a close connection and a repeated interplay between the policies of Western orientation, national independence, and territorial state unity. If
See Figure 12, in: Michael GEHLER, Der lange Weg nach Europa. Österreich vom Ende
der Monarchie bis zur EU, Bd. 1: Darstellung, Innsbruck – Wien – München – Bozen 2002,
143; Georg RIGELE, Der Marshall-Plan und Österreichs Alpenwasserkräfte: Kaprun, in:
BISCHOF – STIEFEL (Hrsg.), 80 Dollar, 183–216.
155
On delays in the distribution of counterpart funds, tensions in the ÖVP-SPÖ coalition and the
overthrow of the government Figl II see BISCHOF, Das Wirtschaftswunder, 231–239.
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one policy could not be pursued, then another one was taken up. The respective
general conditions always determined the extent to which a specific policy could
be carried out. After the State Treaty negotiations had reached a deadlock at the
end of 1949, Austria joined the European Payment’s Unions (EPU) in 1950 as an
associated founding member. As an EPU member, Austria also enjoyed a special
position when the United States, between 1950 and 1952, used “initial positions”
and “special resources” to meet the deficits vis-à-vis the EPU.
Graph 6:
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In 1953, shortly after Raab had come into office, Austria became a full EPU member, able to benefit from the multilateral clearing accords that went on under its
auspices. Austria was also included in the Bretton Woods system by becoming a
member of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development in August 1948. In October 1951 Austria was
also admitted to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).
In economic terms, Austria first of all reaped great benefits not only from
the advantages of trade liberalization with exports, but also from quantitative
restrictions for all of the goods imported from the countries participating in the
ERP. From the very beginning onward, the country was a net debtor among the
ERP countries, while the German Western zones in the years starting from 1947
and the Federal Republic of Germany starting from its founding on May 23, 1949
were net creditors to the remaining European states.156
In the 1940s and 1950s, Western orientation meant for Austria not only European balance of payments, but also global trade liberalization. Austria, which
for the time being was regarded as a net debtor, could also become associated
with a sub-organization of the OEEC, the European Payment’s Union (EPU). The
acceptance as a full member took place on July 1, 1953 after the settlement of its
payment balance in the EPU. Starting from that time, Austria was able to take
advantage of multilateral clearing, an international balance of payments.
8. WESTERN EUROPEAN ORIENTATION THROUGH
TRADE LIBERALIZATION VIA THE OEEC AND GATT
As mentioned before, on October 19, 1951, Austria also joined the GATT which
had been concluded in Geneva on October 31, 1947 for the support of foreign
trade and worldwide trade liberalization. Fears that an occupying power, meaning
the Soviet one, could raise objections turned out to be unfounded. Interestingly
enough, the USSR also tolerated the membership of Czechoslovakia in GATT.157
What was to be decisive with the GATT provisions was that if one member
were to make tariff concessions to another, then as a result of the “most favored
nation treatment clause”, the other members would also be entitled to this –
although excepted from this would be customs unions such as the later EEC. The
agreement furthermore defined the reduction of tariffs and the partial removal of
MILWARD, The Reconstruction of Western Europe 1945–51, 18, 103 (Table), 177, 205–206,
332, 354 (Table), 360–361, 422; Werner ABELSHAUSER, Wirtschaft in Westdeutschland
1945–1948, Stuttgart 1975; IDEM, Hilfe und Selbsthilfe. Zur Funktion des Marshallplans
beim westdeutschen Wiederaufbau, in: Vierteljahrshefte für Zeitgeschichte (VfZ) 37 (1989), 1,
85–113.
157
Numerous interesting references from one who expericed them in: Rudolf MARTINS, Von
der Souveränität zur Globalisierung im Erlebnis eines Diplomaten. Wien – Zürich – Genf –
Zagreb, Wien – Köln – Weimar 1998, 15–17, 24–35, 35–43: 24, 27–28.
156
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other trade barriers, in particular the so-called “preferential tariffs”. The Soviet
Union and its other satellites did not belong to GATT.
In mid-1953, the trade liberalization comprised merely 35% of Austrian imports. In December, the OEEC insisted upon an increase to 75%, which turned out
to be possible to be reached through the course of 1954. Finally, in 1956, 90% was
surpassed.158 The complete breakthrough in the normalization of Austrian trade
was only achieved in the late 1950s. Vienna demanded and successfully maintained its status as a “special case” with respect to the other states in the OEEC
between 1948 and 1952–53, which was based upon international cooperation and
was thus an intergovernmental organization. As an OEEC debtor, Austria enjoyed
a position as an exception because the deficits with respect to the EPU, which was
to take care of a multilateral balance of payments and consequently the non-bilateralization of economic relations, was paid from 1950 to 1952 by the United States
with “initial positions” and “special resources”. The thesis of Austrian historian
Manfried Rauchensteiner of the “special case” of Austria – which had a “head
start to statehood” (Vorsprung an Staatlichkeit),159 as the subtitle of a contemporary book by Foreign Minister Gruber already stated – experienced confirmation
in terms of foreign trade, trade policy, and integration policy.160
“Do not put yourself in the forefront” (“Nicht sich in den Vordergrund stellen”)
and “move on soft paws” (“Auf sanften Pfoten gehen”) were Gruber’s instructions
on July 8, 1947 for his representatives with the Preparatory Committee of the later
OEEC in Paris, as Florian Weiß was the first to ascertain them:
“General behavior: do not put yourself in the forefront, avoid standing out in a disengaged
manner, in general hold the middle line, in critical situations abstain. ‘Move on soft paws,’ be
conscious that in any case, everything is associated with a great risk, but seize opportunities
that present themselves [...] With requests that are directed towards the entry or the consultation of the USSR, provide the greatest possible support, as well as with those requests that are
oriented towards cooperation with the East.”161
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WEBER, Austria, 53.
Continuing to be considered as a standard work: Manfried RAUCHENSTEINER, Der
Sonderfall. Die Besatzungszeit in Österreich 1945 bis 1955, Graz – Wien – Köln 1979, 127.
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WEBER, Austria, 49–59.
161
Original quotation: „Gesamtverhalten: Nicht sich in den Vordergrund stellen, degagiertes
Hervortreten vermeiden, im allgemeinen mittlere Linie halten, in kritischen Situationen
sich der Stimme enthalten. ‘Auf sanften Pfoten gehen’, sich bewußt sein, daß das ganze
ohnedies für uns mit großem Risiko verbunden ist, aber sich bietende Chancen ergreifen.
[...] Bei Anträgen, die auf den Eintritt bzw. die Heranziehung der UdSSR gerichtet sind,
möglichste Unterstützung gewähren, ebenso bei Anträgen, die auf Zusammenarbeit mit dem
Osten gerichtet sind.“ Amtsvermerk über die Besprechung beim Herrn Bundesminister für
die Auswärtigen Angelegenheiten betreffend die von Gesandten Vollgruber auf der Pariser
Konferenz über den Marshallplan einzunehmende Haltung, July 8, 1947. ÖStA, AdR, BKA/
AA, Amerika 2, Zl. 108.194-pol/47 (GZl. 107.652-pol/47).
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What is remarkable is that with all of the reserve, Gruber knew very early on
to correctly assess the forward-looking integration policy dimension of the ERP
in its long-term dimension. Within that context, he was fully aware of the significance of Austria’s involvement from the very first day of the ERP onward,
as emerges from a speech concept from April 1948. In it, there was already the
notion of a “European economic community”:
“The Marshall Plan, in which the generous willingness to help by the American nation mani
fests itself, gives us an important element for the planning of our economic reascent. In
addition, it creates for the European economic community, which at this point will be realized
in steps, significant possibilities such as the development of trade and communication. Once
a Europe is realized for long stretches, with a currency, without tariff borders, and with an
amalgamation by design into an economic center, then the gate will have been opened to a new,
progressive future for all Europeans.”162

There was not just a single connection between Austria’s preservation of integrity,
attainment of sovereignty, and expectations of integration, but rather a recurring
interplay. If one of them were not possible, then, under the corresponding basic
conditions, the other was tackled and pushed forward. When the negotiations over
the State Treaty were put on hold from January 1950 through August 1953, Austria joined the EPU as a founding member in September 1950, even though it was
only an associated one. In June 1951, the Austrian Parliament (Nationalrat) had
approved the membership in GATT.
The degree to which Vienna adapted its foreign and domestic policy to the occupation powers has not been examined systematically regarding all time periods
and institutional spheres of early Western European integration. Still, it can be
assumed that Austria’s policy of Western orientation (not Western integration163)
was to a large extent carried out in coordination with the Western Powers, especially the Anglo-Americans. The question of Austria’s membership in the Council
of Europe provides an example.164 Here, though, Austria, insisted on making the
Original quotation: „Der Marshall-Plan, in dem sich die großzügige Hilfsbereitschaft
der amerikanischen Nation manifestiert, gibt uns ein wichtiges Element für die Planung
unseres wirtschaftlichen Wiederaufstiegs. Darüber hinaus schafft er der europäischen
Wirtschaftsgemeinschaft, die sich nunmehr stufenweise verwirklichen wird, bedeutende
Möglichkeiten, wie die Entwicklung von Handel und Verkehr. Wenn einmal über weite
Strecken hinweg ein Europa verwirklicht ist mit einer Währung, ohne Zollgrenzen und mit
einer planvollen Zusammenfassung zu einer wirtschaftlichen Mitte, wird sich das Tor in eine
neue fortschrittliche Zukunft für alle Europäer geöffnet haben.“ Manuskript einer Rede des
HBM Dr. GRUBER, April 11, 1948 in Meidling – Oe.V.P. Karl Gruber Archiv, Karton 5.
163
On the Marshall Plan and Austria’s integration into Western Europe, see BISCHOF, Das
Wirtschaftswunder, 246–249: 246, whereas – in contrast to the FRG – Austria should better
referred to as “Western orientation”; see also Josef LEIDENFROST, Karl Gruber und die
Westorientierung Österreichs nach 1945, in: Lothar HÖBELT – Othmar HUBER (Hrsg.),
Für Österreichs Freiheit. Karl Gruber – Landeshauptmann und Außenminister 1945–1953
(Innsbrucker Forschungen zur Zeitgeschichte 7), Innsbruck 1991, 101–119.
164
See document 22 in the appendix “Documents”.
162
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final decision of membership itself, despite benevolent counseling on the part of
the Anglo-American Powers.

1949: George C. Marshall and Ernest Bevin at a meeting of the OEEC

9. RETURN TO EUROPE: COUDENHOVE-KALERGI’S
EUROPEAN PARLIAMENTARIAN UNION
When Coudenhove returned from the United States of America to Europe, he
changed his Paneuropean strategy and attempted to exert pressure on the governments by mobilizing the members of national European parliaments.165 The
count first planned the founding of supra-partisan committees for a European
federation in the European parliaments. After that, parliamentary delegates were
to be invited to a congress which, as a further consequence, was to develop into a
preliminary European parliament. The preliminary parliament would finally have
to transfer its mandate to a European constitutional assembly which was to be
elected by the citizens of the European democracies.166
In July 1947, from Gstaad in the Bernese Oberland, Coudenhove organized a
first meeting of members of national parliaments. The European Parliamentarian
Union (EPU)167 was then founded and called to a congress in Gstaad in September 1947. The requirement was put forth to convene a European constitutional
Richard N. COUDENHOVE-KALERGI, Geschichte der Paneuropabewegung 1922–1962,
Basel – Wien 1962, 17–18.
166
POSSELT, „Ich bin seit dem Zusammenbruch meines österreichisch-ungarnischen Vaterlandes
ein überzeugter europäischer Patriot“, 398.
167
Again see Martin POSSELT, Richard Coudenhove-Kalergi und die Europäische ParlamentarierUnion. Eine parlamentarische Bewegung für eine „Europäische Konstituante“ (1946–1952),
I-II Bde, Dissertation Karl-Franzens-Universität Graz 1987.
165
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convention with the goal of drafting a federal constitution. In the resolution, it
was determined to bring a European regional group to life as soon as possible,
to establish a community of nations under the name of the “United States of
Europe”, and to quickly convene a European constitutional assembly that would
draw up a European constitution.168 The desire was to prove to the world public
that a supranational parliament could work constructively.
How could all this succeed in the sign of an East-West occupied Europe and
nation states lying on the ground, all of which tried to revive and reconstitute
themselves? In the post-war years from 1947–48 Coudenhove-Kalergi placed his
hope in a kind of pincer movement that would lead to the unification and constitution of Europe: With the help of the US economic reconstruction programme
on the one hand and by mobilising the representatives of the national parliaments
on the other, the goal of a federation for Europe within the framework of a constitutional process through a European assembly was to be achieved. Coudenhove-Kalergi called for this and invited with congresses in Gstaad and Interlaken/
Switzerland, from which further actions and initiatives should originate.
This was preceded by a survey to European parliamentarians about the creation of a European federal state which was carried out in 1946–47. In Austria,
these surveys started on October 15, 1947.169 But only 23% of the members of the
Nationalrat and only 19% of the Federal Council (Bundesrat) responded to Coudenhove-Kalergi’s question “Are you in favor of a European Federation within the
framework of the United Nations?” Expressed in absolute figures, the result was
as follows: Of a total of 165 members of the Nationalrat, only 40 answered and
38 with “yes”, while two answered “no”. Out of 48 members of the Bundesrat,
only ten answered and nine with “yes”, while one said “no”. Although 95% of the
Nationalräte and 90% of the Bundesräte voted for a European federal state and
were in favor, the numerical participation was extremely low.170
The result of the survey at the place where the Paneuropean Union was founded must have been disappointing for the old Austrian Coudenhove-Kalergi. He
could only speculate about the weak response. It was probably the primary interest of the members of parliament in establishing Austrian statehood, the difficult
economic situation and the oppressive political conditions of the four-power occupation especially with Soviet armed forces in the East of the country, the polarized mood since the rejection of the Marshall Plan by the Soviet Union and the
Austrian Communist Party and, against this background, the concern about a too
clear commitment to the free West. Many Austrian parliamentarians were simply
168

COUDENHOVE-KALERGI, Ein Leben für Europa, 303.
Dok. Nr. 10: Ergebnisse der Parlamentarier-Umfrage Coudenhoves (Graphik, in: POSSELT,
Richard Coudenhove-Kalergi und die Europäische Parlamentarier Union, Bd. II, 520.
170
Dok. Nr. 9 a-h: Ergebnisse der Parlamentarier-Umfrage Coudenhove-Kalergis (Listen), in:
POSSELT, Richard Coudenhove-Kalergi und die Europäische Parlamentarier Union, Bd. II,
512–518: 9-g-h: 517–518.
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not interested in European issues at all, as could already be seen in the politically
organised emigration. But there were also major exceptions.
One of the most committed and convinced European federalists from Austria
was the ÖVP politician Eduard Ludwig, who was active in the different European
movements immediately after the Second World War.171 He had been significantly
involved in the development of the Austrian Federal Press Service (Österreichischer Bundespressedienst) and was its director from 1921 to 1936. In the meantime
he also had acted as an extraordinary envoy and authorized minister (außerordentlicher Gesandter und bevollmächtigter Minister) in 1924. From 1936 until
the “Anschluss” he belonged to the State Council (Staatsrat), served as president
of the Austrian Press Chamber (Bundespressekammer) and from 1937 to 1938
also as a member of the Bundestag. After the “Anschluss”, he was imprisoned in
the Dachau concentration camp and in various prisons until 1943. After the end
of the war he became a member of the ÖVP and acted also as a member of the
Nationalrat until 1949. From the very beginning he was a member of the Council
of the European Parliamentarian Union (EPU) and since 1949 also a representative of the Austrian Parliament and from 1953 of the Federal Government to the
Council of Europe as well as chairman of the Austrian Parliamentary Council of
the E
 uropean Movement.172

1949: Book Publication European Movement and the Council of Europe

At the EPU Congress in Interlaken on September 1–4, 1948, supranational desires
were formulated with respect to the Council of Europe that was to be founded, but
171
172

STEINER, Österreich und die europäische Integration, 143.
Eduard LUDWIG, Österreich und das neue Europa, Wien 1948.
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these remained unfulfilled when it did come to life on May 5, 1949. In the end,
the creation of the Strasbourg institution resulted in a real loss of significance of
the EPU. Coudenhove was disappointed because he had hoped that the Council of
Europe would develop into a European federation of states. Through the founding
of the Council of Europe, the activities of the EPU seemed to have been ended.
The members of the parliament would no longer meet at privately organized congresses, but rather in the official Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe.
But when the third EPU Congress met in Venice a few weeks after the founding of
the Council of Europe, the decision was made to keep the EPU alive “as a bridge
between the national parliaments and the Assembly of the Council of Europe”.173
Only Eduard Ludwig from Austria took part in the first Congress of Parliamentary Delegates in Gstaad, Switzerland, on September 6–8, 1947.174 The situation
was different at the second EPU Congress in Interlaken on September 1–4, 1948.
Eight delegates from Austria took part: Hans Brachmann (SPÖ), Gustav Kapsreiter (ÖVP), Otto Lehner (ÖVP), Eduard Ludwig (ÖVP), Hans Maurer (ÖVP), Hans
Pernter (ÖVP), Bruno Pittermann (SPÖ) and Otto Tschadek (SPÖ). As a former
minister, Ludwig was listed as chairman of the Foreign Policy Committee of the
Austrian Parliament. He also served as chairman of the Austrian Committee of
the EPU and member of the Council of the European Parliament (“Conseil de
l’Union Parlementaire Européenne”), while Pittermann appeared as the second
representative.175 This was followed by the third EPU Congress from September
19–22, 1949 in Venice, which was already dominated by the established Council
of Europe. In Venice, the Interlaken Plan was to be implemented and questions of
European currency and defense debated. An Austrian parliamentary group was
not represented.176
The fourth EPU Congress in Constance on September 18–21, 1950 was attended by a larger Austrian representation: Karl Brunner (ÖVP), Max Eibegger (SPÖ),
Eugen Fleischhacker (ÖVP), Ferdinanda Flossmann (SPÖ), Franz Grubhofer
(ÖVP), Lujo Tončić-Sorinj (ÖVP), Ludwig Klein (SPÖ), Eduard Ludwig (ÖVP)
and Bruno Pittermann (SPÖ).177
173

Ibid., 319.
Dok. Nr. 12: Délégués Parlamentaires ayant participé à la Conférence de Gstaad, R.
Coudenhove-Kalergi, Vers un Parlement de l’Europe, Gstaad (Dez.) 1947, 15, in: POSSELT,
Richard Coudenhove-Kalergi und die Europäische Parlamentarier Union, Bd. II, 522.
175
Zur Verfassung für Europa und zum „Aktionsplan von Interlaken“: POSSELT, Richard
Coudenhove-Kalergi und die Europäische Parlamentarier Union, Bd. II, 341–352.
176
Ibid., Bd. II, 414–423; The Interlaken Action Plan was also signed by two South Tyrolean
politicians, Karl von Braitenberg and Otto von Guggenberg. Dok. Nr. 23: Ergebnisse der
Unterschriftensammlung für das Programm der EPU (Interlaken-Plan) 1949–50, in: ibid., Bd.
II, 575–579: 575, 579.
177
Dok. Nr. 27: 4ième Congrès Parlementaire Européen Constance, Liste de présence, in:
POSSELT, Richard Coudenhove-Kalergi und die Europäische Parlamentarier Union, Bd. II,
596–600: 598, 600.
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Parallel to the EPU, the members of the National Council Max Eibegger (SPÖ),
Anton Frisch (ÖVP), Franz Grubhofer (ÖVP), Gustav Kapsreiter (ÖVP), Hans
Maurer (ÖVP), Franz Prinke (ÖVP), Peter Strasser (SPÖ), Lujo Tončić-Sorinj
(ÖVP) and Federal Councillor Karl Lugmayr (ÖVP) were represented in the Austrian Parliamentary Council of the European Movement chaired by Pittermann.178

1947: Duncan Sandys, Churchill’s son-in-law, the leading exponent of the
British “United Europe Movement”. Sandys was one of the earliest,
most devoted and most consistent of Great Britain’s ‘Europeans’, provided, with Churchill,
much of the inspiration of the United Europe Movement was founded early in 1947

In the subsequent period, a union was formed between Coudenhove’s EPU and
the “European Movement” of Winston Churchill’s son-in-law, Duncan Sandys.
Both associations had long been in competition with each other, and they finally merged in 1952. Coudenhove was elected to the honorary board, along with
Konrad Adenauer, Winston Churchill, Alcide De Gasperi, Robert Schuman, and
Paul-Henri Spaak. However, the “Parliamentary Council” of the European Movement that had come into existence through the merger was not able to achieve any
political success.179
In the 1950s, Coudenhove once again pleaded for the formation of a German-French union as the nucleus for a European amalgamation. A union pact
would replace the peace treaty.180 Charles de Gaulle at that time favored French
hegemony not only over Germany, but also over Europe.
SCHÜTZ-MÜLLER, „Europa“, 83–85.
Martin POSSELT, Pionier im Kampf um Paneuropa. Die ersten fünf Jahrzehnte der Bewegung,
in: Paneuropa Österreich 1922–1992 – 70 Jahre Paneuropa, Wien 1992, 16–23: 23; Richard
COUDENHOVE-KALERGI, Weltmacht Europa, Stuttgart 1971, 150.
180
“Memorandum der Deutschen Bundesrepublik und der Französischen Republik zur Frage
der Gründung einer Deutsch-Französischen Republik”, Bern, 20 September 1955. Archiv
178
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1956 September 5: Parliamentarians’ Congress of the European Movement,
Robert Schuman and Richard N. Coudenhove-Kalergi

In the struggle to mobilise European parliamentarians, Coudenhove-Kalergi finally had to recognise the limited possibilities of activation. His original
euphoria and his broader optimism did not materialise. The realities should look
quite different, as Martin Posselt has analysed:
“The parliamentarians proved far too much to be part of their respective national political systems to subordinate themselves to extra-parliamentary doctrine and movement – which would
have been a prerequisite for the implementation of the Interlaken Plan. The EPU parliamentary
groups were ‘intergroupes’ of classical style, loose intergroup discussion circles whose members did not feel in the least bound to the decisions of the international EPU congresses or even
to instructions from the Gstaad headquarter. On the other hand, parliamentarians were much
more dependent on their governments and party headquarters than Coudenhove had initially
assumed. Here he had to correct his integration theory, derived from the constitutional theory,
to the political reality.”181

der sozialen Demokratie der Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung (AdSD), Bonn, Nachlaß Fritz Erler,
Korrespondenz 1955–1956. Organisationen 2, 160 B, 1–5: 4–5.
181
Original quotation: „Die Parlamentarier erwiesen sich viel zu sehr als Teil ihres jeweiligen
nationalen politischen Systems, um sich einer außerparlamentarischen Doktrin und Bewegung
unterzuordnen – was aber Grundvoraussetzung für die Verwirklichung des Interlaken-Planes
gewesen wäre. Die EPU-Parlamentariergruppen waren ‚intergroupes‘ klassischen Stils, lose
interfraktionelle Gesprächskreise, deren Mitglieder sich nicht im geringsten an die Beschlüsse
der internationalen EPU-Kongresse oder gar an Weisungen aus der Gstaader Zentrale
gebunden fühlten. Hingegen war die Abhängigkeit der Parlamentarier von ihren Regierungen
und Parteizentralen ungleich größer als von Coudenhove zunächst angenommen. Hier mußte
er seine aus der Verfassungstheorie abgeleitete Integrationstheorie an der politischen Realität
korrigieren.“ Quotation in: POSSELT, Richard Coudenhove-Kalergi und die Europäische
Parlamentarier Union, Bd. II, 471; Dok. Nr. 19: ibid., 554–561.
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10. THE HAGUE CONGRESS AND CAUTIOUS APPROACH TO THE
COUNCIL OF EUROPE
The Hague Congress from May 7–10, 1948 was attended by around a thousand
representatives from leading social and political strata of the Western European states. Austria was represented by twelve personalities. Among them were
above all members of the Nationalrat, Ludwig, the former Minister of Education
Hans Pernter (ÖVP), the industrialist, art patron and politician Gustav Kapsreiter
(ÖVP), the members of the Farmers’ Association (Bauernbund) the agriculturist
and journalist Hans Maurer and the farmer Josef Rupp (ÖVP), the railway official
Ferdinand Geisslinger (ÖVP) and Franz Gschnitzer (ÖVP) acting also as rector
of the Leopold Franzens University Innsbruck, as well as the Secretary General
of the Economic Association (Wirtschaftskammer) Fritz Eckert (ÖVP) and the
industrialists Franz Balder, Josef Hack, Otto Goldebrand and the Styrian economist and industrialist Günther Kiesling. Among the participants were above all
ÖVP politicians. European socialists generally participated far less because they
feared that the congress led by Churchill would be too conservative-reactionary
and wanted a united Europe under socialist leadership.182 Ludwig, however, was
authorized by the SPÖ leadership to speak on their behalf, as Bruno Pittermann
later confirmed.183
The work in the Hague Congress was mainly carried out in three committees. The Austrian delegation leader Ludwig participated in the Political Committee under the leadership of the French socialist Paul Ramadier. Kapsreiter and
Kiesling were represented in the Economic and Social Committee, chaired by
the Belgian christian democrat Paul van Zeeland, while Gschnitzer and Pernter
were involved in the Culture Committee, chaired by the emigrated national-liberal Spanish diplomat and writer Salvador de Madariaga.184
Despite his basically pro-European-federalist attitude, Ludwig was realistic
enough not to overestimate the importance of the Council of Europe for European
integration policy. He took part as a private person in the meetings of the Consultative Assemblies in Strasbourg as early as in the founding year of the Council
of Europe. He met with leading representatives of other Western European states
(the countries of Central and Eastern Europe were not represented). With Georges
Bidault, François de Menthon, Robert Schuman, Pierre-Henri Teitgen and Paul
van Zeeland, Ludwig was able to discuss the difficult occupation-political situation of Austria. Back in Vienna, he reported to Federal Chancellor Figl on August
15, 1949:
STEINER, Österreich und die europäische Integration, 152–153; SCHÜTZ-MÜLLER,
„Europa“, 65–66.
183
SCHÜTZ-MÜLLER, „Europa“, 4.
184
Ibid., 66.
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“It would really be the biggest mistake, with the meeting of the Assemblée Consultative, to
consider the work for a coming Europe already secured. Even if we have gathered in Strasbourg a number of deserving, even famous parliamentarians, it is a formal success, but not yet
a material success.”185

With the establishment of the Council of Europe on May 5, 1949, all members
had agreed on the admission of Austria as a full member at any time. Vienna felt
it could apply without embarrassment. The British Foreign Minister Ernest Bevin
pointed out that it might be sensible for Austria to wait until the treaty situation
had been resolved and the occupying forces withdrawn.186 The US Secretary of
State Dean Acheson agreed with Bevin’s view that this was “not [an] opportune
time for [a] decision on admission [of] Austria to the Council of Europe until [the]
result [of] current treaty negotiations [was] known”.187 There is no question that in
the long run, Bevin wanted Austria to be a member of the Council of Europe. He
personally had written to Acheson that he did not believe “that in middle Europe
time is on our side”:
“It may be, but I should feel much happier if a way could be found to get the Russians, and
ourselves as well, out of Austria. It is true of course that the Russians may be in Hungary, but
we shall also be in Germany. If the Russians are out of Austria and Austria is brought into the
Council of Europe, I have a very profound conviction that we shall save that salient. Otherwise,
left too long, it will go, and our position in Europe will be weakened.”188

According to one of the founders of Western European unification, the Belgian
Foreign Minister and Prime Minister Paul Henri Spaak, Austria would have been
welcome right from the very beginning in the Council of Europe, but difficulties
that arose from it, above all else with the occupation regime in the East, must
have been known to the Belgian socialist. In Vienna, the motto was that accession
before the concluding of the State Treaty was not possible.189
Concerning the relations between the OEEC and the Council of Europe, in
light of Swedish proposals considered by the Council of the OEEC in 1951, Gruber
Orginal quotation: „Es wäre wahrhaftig der größte Fehler, mit dem Zusammentritt der
Assemblée Consultative die Arbeiten für ein kommendes Europa schon als gesichert
zu betrachten. Selbst wenn man in Straßburg eine Reihe verdienter, ja sogar berühmter
Parlamentarier versammelt hat, so ist damit ein formaler Erfolg, aber noch kein materieller
Arbeitserfolg gesichert.“ Ibid., 73.
186
Dismantling and security, Times, November 5, 1949.
187
Top secret telegram Acheson, November 1, 1949. National Archives Record Administration
(NARA), Suitland/Maryland, Record Group 84, Vienna Embassy, Box 2.
188
Ernst BEVIN to Dean ACHESON, October 1, 1949, Top Secret. NARA, RG 59, 741.61/10–149.
NND 760050.
189
Bericht Zl.337-A/49 “Aussprache mit Herrn SPAAK über die europäische Union” der
Österreichischen Gesandtschaft in Brüssel von Lothar WIMMER an Karl GRUBER,
September 30, 1949. ÖStA, AdR, BKA/AA, II-pol, International 2, Zl. 87.668-pol/49 (GZl.
80.108-pol/49).
185
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favored closer association between the two organizations, since this would enable
Austria and Switzerland to be connected to the Council of Europe.190
In November 1951, the Austrian Foreign Ministry accepted an invitation
to send a delegation of observers to the meetings of the Council of Europe in
Strasbourg. There, the Austrians were even allowed to take the floor during plenary sessions even though they did not have voting rights.191
The Federal Government decided in favor of an interim solution by sending parliamentarians to the Council of Europe, as the Nationalrat wished. Karl
Gruber explained the official position in the Wiener Zeitung on November 8, 1951,
after Strasbourg had already issued an invitation to full membership of Vienna:
„The medium form, in which the Austrian Parliament is represented in Strasbourg rather than
the Federal Government, is currently the most appropriate form of our relations because, while
emphasizing that we belong to Europe, it also shows that our political situation at present only
recommends representation in Parliament“.192

On November 24, 1951, Austria was granted observer status at the Council of
Europe with a permanent delegation in Strasbourg and the right to speak at the
General Assembly, but remained without full membership or voting rights. This
meant that the Federal Government had achieved the current maximum of what
was possible. However, this did not prevent the Consultative Assembly of the
Council of Europe on December 11 from recommending the admission of Austria
to the Committee of Ministers. But Austria was still a few years away from this.
It still took some time before the less euphoric Federal Chancellor Julius Raab
decided to approve Austrian participation in the Council of Europe. Three years
later he appointed twelve parliamentarians as observers to participate in the proceedings of the Consultative Assembly.193 But just like Raab, Gruber felt bound
I. MALLET to W. D. ALLEN, March 9, 1951. UNKA, FO 371/93603, CA 1071/22; Outward
saving telegram FO to Vienna (concerning 4 raised points by Austrian Minister WIMMER),
March 31,1951. TNA, FO 371/93617.
191
Wolfgang BURTSCHER, Österreichs Annäherung an den Europarat von 1949 bis zur
Vollmitgliedschaft im Jahre 1956, in: Waldemar HUMMER – Georg WAGNER (Hrsg.),
Österreich im Europarat 1956–1986. Bilanz einer 30jährigen Mitgliedschaft, Wien 1988,
40–46; ANGERER, Integrität vor Integration, 179–181, 190; Thomas ANGERER, Besatzung,
Entfernung ... Integration? Grundlagen der politischen Beziehungen zwischen Frankreich
und Österreich seit 1938–45, in: Friedrich KOJA – Otto PFERSMANN (Hrsg.), Frankreich –
Österreich. Wechselseitige Wahrnehmung und wechselseitiger Einfluß seit 1918, Wien 1994,
82–102.
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Original quotation: „Die Mittelform, daß in Straßburg nicht die Bundesregierung, sondern das
österreichische Parlament vertreten ist, stellt augenblicklich die angemessenste Form unserer
Beziehungen dar, weil wir damit zwar betonen, daß wir zu Europa gehören, aber auch zeigen,
daß unsere staatspolitische Lage derzeit nur eine Vertretung im parlamentarischen Rahmen
empfiehlt.“ Quoted after SCHÜTZ-MÜLLER,, „Europa“, 91–92: 92.
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to approach the matter of European federation with reserve.194 He argued that
Austria was a small power whose territory remained very exposed to the menace
from the East and that the ideas about European integration were still fluid. The
countries represented in Strasbourg were at first unable to reach agreement on the
kind of association to be formed. Some insisted on a political framework, others
preferred a functional federal type approach. In view of these differences, Austria
asked for a set of concrete proposals and had to reserve judgment until they had
been worked out.195
British policy recognized that Austria would be a suitable member of the
Council of Europe and was prepared, whenever circumstances permitted, to
support its candidacy and sponsor a respective invitation.196 But in 1951–52 the
Austrian government did not wish to accept full or even associate membership as
the Federal Republic of Germany had. It feared that such move would antagonize
the Russians and diminish the chances of obtaining the State Treaty.197
As a result of an invitation from November 1951, the next year Vienna sent
at minimum a parliamentary observer delegation to Strasbourg to the Council of Europe which enjoyed the right to speak before the General Assembly.
The p riority treatment of the State Treaty198 did not allow the diplomacy of the
Ballhausplatz either a complete participation of the country in Western European
unification or even an overly hasty economic, political, or military integration or
even integration in supranational institutions to appear to be worth striving for.
An immediate and active integration policy would have on one hand granted an
apparent recovery in freedom of action only in the short term. On the other hand,
it would have in any case meant doing without the freedom that had in fact only
partially been won in the formation of its own economic policy ideas, in particular
in relations with the East, which in any case was absorbing approximately one
fifth of Austrian exports. As has already been mentioned, in view of the presence
of Soviet troops, Vienna could not get involved too much with any experiments
with regard to Western alliances. In spite of all of the restrictions and obstacles,
Austria pursued a noiseless policy towards Western Europe which already stood
out early on, even though perceptible reservations also had to be articulated again
and again externally with a view towards the Soviet Union that was observed to
be distrustful.

See document 20 in the appendix “Documents”.
Gruber’s statements during his visit to Rome, British Legation to the Holy See to FO, March
18, 1952. TNA, FO 371/98045, CA 1011/1.
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Possible Austrian Membership of the Council of Europe and the European Coal and Steel
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11. REORIENTATION OF AUSTRIAN TRADE, THE “SECRET”
HANDLING OF THE COCOM LISTS, OBSERVER STATUS AT THE
DANUBE COMMISSION AND THE ECSC
Since the history of integration was also a history of disintegration, the participation in the ERP had its own economic logic. In other words, there was a tremendous reallocation of trade relations after setting up the ERP. The share of trade
conducted with Soviet-dominated Eastern Europe declined and Austria had to
accept US restrictions on the export of technology to the East.199 This constituted
a burden to Austrian economic policy, for the country had reached the highest
European share in trade with the Soviet satellites, although it never amounted to
more than 15 percent of its entire foreign trade, the USSR included.200
In order to receive economic assistance from the US, Austria had to accept
the measures worked out by the OEEC’s Coordinating Committee (COCOM). In
1951, Gruber secretly told the American Ambassador, Walter Donnelly, that there
should be no publicity concerning Austria’s cooperation with the West in restricting exports to the East.201 On that occasion, Gruber took a pro-American line that
implied strong Western orientation of Austrian trade.
From 1953 onwards, Austria’s positive balance of payments allowed the country to follow OEEC rules and start to liberalize its trading policy. In 1960, 26.8
percent of Austria’s total exports went to Germany,202 16.6 percent to Italy, and
two thirds to OEEC countries. Some 40 percent of imports came from Germany
and 70 percent from Western Europe.203
During the Cold War, Austria’s economic links to Eastern Europe were progressively reduced. Eastern imports were reduced to 8 percent in 1955, compared
with 32 percent in 1937. In spite of the Soviet firms “Uprawlenje Sowjetskim
Imuschestom w Awstrii” (USIA), Austrian exports to the East decreased from 28
percent in 1937 to 8 percent in 1955. These were Soviet-owned firms, formerly
“German property”, in Eastern Austria. Imports from OEEC countries rose from
40 percent to 75 percent; exports from 53 percent to 71 percent.204 In the long run,
this re-orientation of Austria’s foreign trade was only the continuation of a trend
L. M. MINFORD to E. H. DAW, May 17, 1951 Secret. UNKA, FO 371/93615, CA 1121/3.
Felix BUTSCHEK, EC Membership and the “Velvet” Revolution: The Impact of Recent
Political Changes on Austria’s Economic Position, in: Contemporary Austrian Studies, Vol. 1,
New Brunswick – London 1993, 62–80: 65.
201
Walter DONNELLY to Department of State, Top Secret, Memorandum of Conversation
[together with Foreign Minister GRUBER], May 11, 1951. NARA, Suitland Maryland, RG 84,
Box 3.
202
See also document 21 in the appendix “Documents”.
203
Jürgen NAUTZ, Wirtschaft und Politik. Die Bundesrepublik Deutschland, Österreich und
die Westintegration 1945–1961, in: GEHLER – STEININGER (Hrsg.), Österreich und die
europäische Integration, 149–177, here 161–165; see also Butschek, EC Membership, 62–75:
65–66.
204
Arno EINWITSCHLÄGER, Amerikanische Wirtschaftspolitik in Österreich 1945–1949,
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that had already started during the years between the wars and had been further
accentuated by wartime experiences (see graphs 3 and 4 on pages 103–104).
Graph 7:

Use of Counterpart Funds through March 13, 1955
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Graph 9:

Industry Financing through Counterpart Funding through
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Graph 10:

Foreign Trade1956
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ERP funds also made their way into the Soviet zone of occupation, although only
at a relatively small rate such as 18 percent in 1953,205 and they helped to overcome
the food crisis with all its attendant social problems. According to Ludwig
Kleinwächter, Vienna’s diplomatic representative to Washington, Austria in 1951
had received no less than US $789,851,000 from UNRRA, Interim, and Congressional Aid. From the ERP, it received US $152,332,000 in drawing rights and US
$80,000,000 in EPU initial positions. In the end, Austria had received a total of
over one billion dollars.206 This amount did not include sums donated by private
205
206

RATHKOLB, Austria, 45.
Strictly confidential letter from Ambassador Ludwig KLEINWÄCHTER, April 13, 1951 to
Minister Karl GRUBER. KGA, Box 22, Folder Ausw. Politik; see the dates and tables from
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charity organizations and those released by counterpart funds, let alone the large
part of payments the United States was entitled to under the terms of the occupation accord and which it had foregone. A considerable part of counterpart funds
could be used for reinvestment and thus for the reconstruction of the Austrian
economy.207
In Austria’s case, the ERP has to be analyzed in terms of a twofold function:
First, it was an instrument to start reconstruction in the Western zones. Second,
it was a means of compensation as to the significant losses incurred by the rigid
Soviet policy of exploitation in the Eastern parts of the country. According to Jörg
Fisch and Günter Bischof, between 1945 and 1960 Austria had to pay one to two
billion dollars in reparations to the Soviets (such as for dismantling industries,
reducing current productions, German assets or “property”).208
The Marshall Plan also helped to make Kaprun of mythic proportions (Georg
Pammer).209 Myths were and continue to be necessary in order to form a sense of
community as well as to reestablish and reunite young, humiliated, or split states
and nations. The Glockner-Kaprun power plant in the Hohe Tauern Mountains, as
it later came to be known, became the symbol of Austrian reconstruction or the
“power plant of Austrian reconstruction” (Georg Rigele).210
At US $130 per person, Austria, along with Norway, received the second-highest per capita distribution rate of all of the ERP recipient states – Iceland got the
highest rate at US $209, while the Western Zones of Germany or the Federal
Republic in comparison collected merely US $19 per person. Austria received
goods completely free of charge or obligation. During the first year of the ERP
(1948–49), the country received the highest proportion of the Marshall Plan at
14% of its Gross Domestic Product. Participation in the ERP in any case also
had an effect upon a reduction of trade with Central and Eastern Europe and the
obligation to work together with the US policy of embargo against the Soviet
Union and its satellite states. Even though Austria remained only associated with
the sub-institution of the OEEC, the COCOM, its provisions nevertheless had a
severe effect upon the country, since out of all of the OEEC members it had the
MÄHR, Der Marshallplan, 248–249; Manfried RAUCHENSTEINER, Österreich unter
alliierter Besetzung 1945–1955, in: Zeitgeschichte. Beiträge zur Lehrerforschung, Wien 1982,
311–325; WHITNAH – ERICKSON, The American occupation of Austria, 257–259.
207
Roman SANDGRUBER, Ökonomie und Politik. Österreichische Wirtschaftsgeschichte vom
Mittelalter bis zur Gegenwart, Wien 1995, 452.
208
The figures are different, compare Günter BISCHOF, Between Responsibility and
Rehabilitation: Austria in International Politics, 1940–1950, Harward University 1989, 317–
319, who speaks about two billion, while Jörg FISCH, Reparation nach dem Zweiten Weltkrieg,
München 1992, 226–233: 319 (Tabelle 25 für pro Kopf-Leistungen) mentions one billion. Both
have different historical sources.
209
Georg PAMMER, mythos kaprun, in: historicum 5 (1987), 29–35.
210
Georg RIGELE, Kaprun. Das Kraftwerk des österreichischen Wiederaufbaus, in: Wolfgang
KOS – Georg RIGELE (Hrsg.), Inventur 45/55. Österreich im ersten Jahrzehnt der Zweiten
Republik, Wien 1996, 311–328.
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highest share of trade with the Central and Eastern European countries that were
under Soviet influence and with the USSR itself. During the Cold War, this was
reduced even further. On the other hand, foreign trade with the OEEC countries
increased on both sides, i.e. import and export. Reference must be made, however,
to the fact that this shift in Austrian foreign trade from East to West had already
begun before the implementation of the Marshall Plan. This becomes clear when
the data from 1937 and 1946 are viewed in comparison.211
The “shadow of the German question” still hung over Austria in the form of
contentious “German Property”212 in Austria, on which the victorious powers had
claims according to the resolutions of the Potsdam Conference on August 2, 1945.
This question of German assets stalled the State Treaty negotiations for almost a
decade and resulted in tensions and conflicts not only between the Allies, but on
an international level as well.
Membership in the ERP and the OEEC further increased this Western orientation of Austria in terms of foreign trade policy that was already present. Within
this context, it must be recalled that with the end of the war, Austria also had to
pay what were practically “reparations” to the USSR, that is, dismantling, deductions from running production, and transfer fees for “German property” in the
amount of an estimated one to two billion US dollars, and thus the ERP funds
were interpreted as reparation policy compensation.213
The renowned economics expert Hans Seidel has, however, presented a balance and made the figures that were estimated by Bischof more precise. A “negative real transfer” from goods that were extracted and services that were claimed
(occupation costs, quasi-reparations) by the occupying powers in the country and
transfers out of the country were counterbalanced by “positive real transfers”
from foreign aid. Within that context, he came to the following conclusion: “The
foreign aid was not much larger than the sum of the goods and services which
the occupying powers claimed or those that were transferred as quasi-reparations
to the Soviet Union. The burdens were concentrated on the first years after the
war from 1945 to 1947. The occupation costs and dismantling that were crucial
up to that point since 1945 amounted to 60% of the total amount of 1.8 billion
dollars. This total burden which was ‘exactly’ indicated as 1.832 billion dollars
was in comparison to 1.920 billion dollars from foreign aid. Seidel maintains that
“Including the quasi-reparations, the total burdens exceeded those that resulted
from the State Treaty in the first decade after the war by a factor of four.” The
resource transfer consisted of the following four components: burden costs, reparations in the form of dismantling after the end of the war, reparations on running
Felix BUTSCHEK, Die österreichische Wirtschaft im 20. Jahrhundert, Wien 1985, 97.
Waltraud BRUNNER, Das Deutsche Eigentum und das Ringen um den österreichischen
Staatsvertrag 1945–1955, Dissertation, Universität Wien 1976.
213
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production, that is, from the Soviet USIA operations, and transfer fees and compensation for damages in conjunction with the State Treaty.214
The data from Seidel are just as appreciated but refined and specified, and
they are also approached by the earlier assumptions by Bischof that were also
based upon files. When the former are taken into consideration, then for Austria
there can be a discussion of, in particular, Soviet measures of disintegration and
primarily Western-American efforts at integration. With regard to burdens or
alleviations, these probably came down to a zero sum game in terms of integration policy. In the end, this helped to ensure the status quo and thus, above all else,
the territorial integrity, and it helped to safeguard the consolidation of the state.
When Gruber visited Yugoslavia from June 19–24, 1952, he was told that
Belgrade would welcome Austria’s participation in the Danube Commission set
up in 1948 (which was communist-dominated). Austria had sent his Ambassador
Felix Orsini-Rosenberg to Belgrade as an observer. There, Austria realized that
Josip Broz Tito intended to leave Cominfom and that Yugoslavia would become
a partner with which Austria could enjoy normal relations. Gruber did not commit himself. Still, the British Foreign Office thought that Austria was attracted
by the possibility of opening up the navigable length of the Danube to Austrian
traffic.215 Eight years later, the Raab government decided to join (see Chapter IV.,
Subchapter 15).
ÖVP top circles, in view of the coming coal and steel union, wanted to be well
prepared. On April 11, 1951, a few days before the signing of the ECSC Treaty
by the BENELUX countries, France, Italy and the Federal Republic of Germany,
Karl Gruber suggested the creation of a “Committee on the Schuman Plan” in the
Bundesparteileitung of the People’s Party, headed by the President of the Federal
Economic Chamber (Bundeswirtschaftskammer), Julius Raab, and the Minister
for Trade and Reconstruction, Ernst Kolb, “since it can be assumed that Austria
will also accede to the Schuman Plan in the course of time” (“da anzunehmen ist,
daß im Laufe der Zeit auch Österreich demselben beitritt”).216 So far what Gruber
foresaw. The Treaty of the ECSC was established on April 18, 1952. However, it
was some time before Austria could seriously consider joining the ECSC. Gruber’s intention, however, is highly remarkable and an Austrian observer post was
to be established in Luxembourg one year after the entry into force of the Paris
Treaty. It had its own intricate history.
Austria’s relations with the ECSC had begun to move in 1952. On February 29
Austria’s diplomatic representative in Bonn, Josef Schöner, expressed the wish “to
Hans SEIDEL, Österreichs Wirtschaft und Wirtschaftspolitik nach dem Zweiten Weltkrieg,
Wien 2005, 390–401, 465–476 and the table „Vergleich der Besatzungskosten und der QuasiReparationen mit der Auslandshilfe“, 467 as well as explanations: 467–468.
215
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come into closer contact with the Schumanplan Organization”, to which he was
replied that this was “welcome”. In April 1952, Austria – deliberately – presented a
memorandum to the Dutch government rather than to the federal German government, expressing the hope of obtaining observer status at the High Authority and
encouraging bilateral customs arrangements with the ECSC. The Dutch expressed
their fundamental sympathy for the proposal. The issue was further discussed on
August 2 between the Austrian Minister of Trade, Josef Böck-Greissau, and the
Federal German Minister of Economics, Ludwig Erhard, who undertook to support
Austria’s “association wishes”. The meeting led to a discussion in the Allied Council. While the British and U.S. representatives had no objections, the Soviet representatives objected to the violation of the Allied Control Agreement and the Council’s decisions on the implementation of the separation of Austria from Germany.217
Paris was also alarmed. On September 3, 1952, on the occasion of the visit of
the French State Secretary Maurice Schumann, an official statement appeared
according to which Austria, as a country producing iron and steel, could “claim”
to “establish contact with the ECSC”. It was therefore “fair [sic!] for Austria one
day to be able to directly represent its interests in this Community”.218
Minister Böck-Greissau was now able to take the well thought-out step further. He is said to have asked Erhard to have his country’s interests represented
by the Federal Republic of Germany at the High Authority. What then happened
was to be expected and anything but undesirable: at the final press conference
Schumann made it clear that France did not agree with this proposal, which led
to the desired result that the suspicious French had to speak out for their own
Austrian representation at the High Authority in Luxembourg. Schumann then
stated unequivocally that France would welcome such a thing.219
In April 1953, the Provincial Governor of Upper Austria Heinrich Gleissner
stated on the subject that it was not yet possible to enter the Montan Union. However, he pointed out that the large steel exports should not be endangered, because
otherwise 2,000 workers would have to be dismissed.220
Thus, on April 14, 1953, the Austrian Council of Ministers finally decided to
send a permanent mission to the High Authority, headed by Carl Bobleter, former
“Ergänzende Aufzeichnung, betr. Beziehungen Österreichs zur Montan-Gemeinschaft”,
Bad Godesberg, May 18, 1953, Anhang II B-, Nr. 1337/53, Dr. Sahm. Politisches Archiv des
Auswärtigen Amtes (PA AA), Abt. 3, Deutschland-Österreich 1952–1953, AZ. 752–05/55,
Bd. 2, cf. on the relationship between Austria and ECSC based on French file material
fundamental: ANGERER, Integrität vor Integration, 182–192: 183–185.
218
Wiener Zeitung, September 3, 1952.
219
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1952; Kölnische Rundschau, September 3, 1952; cf. also “Ergänzende Aufzeichnung, betr.
Beziehungen Österreichs zur Montan-Gemeinschaft”, Bad Godesberg, May 18, 1953, Anhang
II B-, Nr. 1337/53, Dr. Sahm. PA AA, Abt. 3, AZ. 752–05/55, Bd. 2; see also document 22 in
the appendix “Documents”.
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consul in Düsseldorf. On May 19, two independent Austrian observers were accredited in Luxembourg following the unanimously positive attitude of the member states.221 They were the Vorarlbergian christian democrat and diplomat Carl
Bobleter (ÖVP)222 and the Viennese socialist, diplomat and pedagogue Fritz Kolb
(SPÖ).223
The Austrian communist press warned against joining Western “power groupings” such as the ECSC. In the British Foreign Office, Geoffrey Harrison recognized that it would be “a delicate task for the Austrian government to strike a
happy medium”.224 Still, Austrian policy succeeded in doing so. As a producer of
iron and steel, Austria took a lively interest in the Schuman Plan since 36 percent
of its steel exports went to members of the “black pool”.225
When the French christian democrat politician Maurice Schumann, then undersecretary of state for foreign affairs, visited Vienna in September 1952, he suggested sending an Austrian delegation to the High Authority in Luxembourg. In
principle, the Austrian government regarded this as a good idea and was anxious
to go ahead, but would only do so once it was quite sure that such a delegation
would be welcomed by all High Authority members.226
Austria’s remaining chief concern was to ensure that the operation of the common market would not have an adverse effect upon its own coal and steel industries
or upon its commercial relations with ECSC countries. The common market could
not be set up until the six countries concerned obtained exemptions from their obligations to accord most favored nation treatment to the other contracting parties
belonging to GATT. Austria was represented in the working party established by
GATT to consider the terms on which the necessary waiver could be granted. This
enabled Austria to ensure that its interests were adequately protected.227
See the chronology in the appendix; ANGERER, Integrität vor Integration, 191–193.
Wolfgang WEBER, Eine Überlieferung zu Carl H. Bobleter im Britischen Staatsarchiv und
weitere diplomatiegeschichtliche Quellen mit Österreich-Bezug im Londoner Public Record
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The Western Allies reacted in different ways to Vienna’s policy of Western
orientation. Integration research has yet to work out more systematically the details of the differences between Washington, London, and Paris regarding the
various issues over time. It is, however, clear that French diplomacy considered
Soviet security interests more seriously with respect to concrete Austrian political
steps than the British Foreign Office and the State Department did. France, the
weakest of occupying powers, also welcomed the insistence on Austrian integrity. It preferred it to military and political integration into the West. Paris did not
foster any experiments, but it had given priority to the maintenance of the status
quo. Such a policy was motivated by the obvious fear that a partition of Austria
would result in the Western zones of occupation being eventually merged with
Germany. For the same reason, France, with the exception of some of its military
representatives, did not object to a future Austrian policy of neutrality, which
according to Antoine Pinay should not lead to a political isolation of Austria.228
Informal participation in Western European integration was welcomed as long
as it did not hamper, but rather promoted, the government’s and the Austrian nation’s consolidation. Formal membership or association was impossible. Still, as
early as before 1955, Vienna already endeavored to at least be officially represented at the ECSC and to reach special bilateral agreements with the High Authority
in Luxembourg. With this, Austria hoped to enjoy the rights of an ECSC member
states’ status without formally joining this organization.

1953, June: “The European Coal and Steel Community is the first
expression of the Europe that is being born”, Drawing of Jean Monnet

228
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When Chancellor Raab visited Paris in the autumn of 1953 along with Gruber
and Kreisky, it became apparent to both the Austrian and French leaders that “full
Austrian participation” in the ECSC was “highly desirable and ultimately necessary”.229 There was also agreement at that time that formal Austrian membership
would be unwise because of “violent Soviet opposition”. A suggestion for Austria
to make secret agreements with individual ECSC member states to treat Austria
as if it were a member without formally adhering to the organization resulted in
the decision to explore this possibility further.
As early as 1952, Austria had already entered into secret special agreements
with Italy (especially Umberto Grazzi, responsible for trade). These agreements
had two objectives: first, to establish a bilateral “special regime” that would bring
about a free trade zone covering approximately 50% of all trade, and second,
Rome’s representation of Austrian interests at the High Authority.230
However, behind the façade of good will in Paris and Rome, there were
apparently significant differences. French leaders gained the impression that the
Austrians were “neutralist” in their international approach. According to the
American Deputy High Commissioner, Charles W. Yost, there was a deep-rooted
suspicion that Austrian efforts to seek a Modus Vivendi with the Soviets could
lead them to abandon any wholehearted cooperation with Western European
organizations.231
Despite Austria being part of the ERP and the EPU, the political doctrine of
regaining freedom of action still took priority over forced participation in the
integration process and ECSC membership. In the end, the trade-off between
territorial integrity and economic cooperation with the Western Powers paid off.
In retrospect, the decision to cautiously approach integration into the Council of
Europe and the ECSC in 1954 can be viewed as a kind of crucial “down payment”
to the Soviets. In October 1954, when unilateral negotiations with the ECSC
failed, Austria ceased its efforts to obtain a “special arrangement” with the High
Authority in Luxembourg.232
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12. A POLITICAL APPENDIX OF GERMANY AND GROWING
ECONOMIC DEPENDENCY 1949–53 – THE UNRESOLVED GERMAN
QUESTION AND THE AUSTRIAN EXAMPLE
Anyone doing research on Austria’s policy regarding Europe always has to keep
in mind, not actively analyze, the country’s relationship with Germany. In this
respect, it is extremely interesting to investigate the connection between the solution of the Austrian question and the German one. The latter resulted in the division of Germany (1949–1989), the integration of the two German states into
their respective political and military “blocs” as well as the Federal Republic of
Germany being integrated into Western Europe.
For whatever reasons it was proclaimed, the Moscow Declaration of November 1, 1943233 by the Anti-Hitler Coalition on the re-establishment of Austrian
independence,234 offered various political chances both in letter and spirit which
Austria was willing to take. Not exactly to the joy of the Germans,235 what those
at the Ballhausplatz complained of as “victim status” and “occupation theory”
offered the possibility of maneuvering the country away from the wake of the
Third Reich. This would exempt Austria from demands for reparations and claims
for compensation by victims of persecution, their relatives, and exiles after the
Anschluss. A policy of rectification in the international arena in the manner of
the Federal Republic of Germany never came into question for Vienna, and there
were no Allied objections against it. Demands for restitution by representatives
of Jewish interests were only partially fulfilled,236 but these were the only ones
for which payments were made. With regard to restitution to Israel, Austria was
able to get away with not paying, under the countenance of the West and with the
far-reaching help of the Federal Republic of Germany behind it which was willing
and able to pay.
In contrast to Austria, which was left off to the side as a “negligible quantity”,
Germany was given primary value in the euro-political calculus by the Western
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Powers, primarily the United States.237 For America, it could be comforting that
as long as Austria remained both “alliance-free” yet ideologically and economically oriented to the West, its potential for the West would not be lost. And, what
was decisive, Soviet influence would, for the most part, be removed.
While Austria possessed a meaningful “lead towards statehood” (“Vorsprung
an Staatlichkeit”) over Germany, as Manfried Rauchensteiner238 has asserted in a
legendary dictum, it was also treated only as an appendage of the German question in the foreign policy agenda of the powers. Austria therefore continuously
had to complain about a fair amount of being relegated to the lower rungs of the
international ladder. From 1947–49, it became the victim of Germany once again.
This time, it was the victim of inter-Ally disagreements in the handling of the
German question. It did not escape criticism that this fact stood in contradiction to
the liberation postulate of the Moscow Declaration, but public criticism had little
effect. Austria’s politicians could not have known in 1947 that this 1943 Allied
document was a product of wartime psychological propaganda interests.239
But the Austrian representatives quickly recognized the extent of the linkage
of the two topics (the Austrian and German issues), both in political and legal
terms. The Foreign Ministry repeatedly made known its stand that the clearing
up of the Austrian question was an opportunity for a geopolitical reduction of
tension. The completion of the Austrian treaty would unleash “a wave of trust”
and would assure the world the pause that it needed to tear down mistrust and
animosity.240 Foreign Minister Gruber argued again and again in this way, for
example, in 1948–49 and again in 1953. This argument is understandable: at the
Ballhausplatz, the opinion prevailed that the Austrian question was much more
easily solvable than the German one. A German agreement would not substantially alter its situation as long as a stronger common political basis could not be
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found between the superpowers. The consequences of the bogged-down German
situation were clearly evident to Vienna.241
A splitting up of Austria would make viability extremely questionable and
therefore ought to be prevented, but supremacy of Germany in Europe also
seemed less than advantageous. Two dangers were faced: firstly partition and
secondly Anschluss. Both were closely connected and both needed to be averted.
When John Foster Dulles spoke internally in favor of such an alternative policy in
1947,242 which basically amounted to an avoidance of the ban on Anschluss which
was ultimately established, Vienna reacted with rejection. Getting into a situation
comparable to the threatened partition of Germany was in no way desirable for
Vienna.
In the estimation of the Austrian foreign minister, the formation of the German
“Bizone” had “led to a deterioration of the cooperation in the Allied Control
Council of Berlin”. That “lack of coordination of views, which disturbed international relations,”243 was looked upon as one of the primary reasons for the delay
in concluding the State Treaty. Because of this, the clearing-up of the German
question had to lay in Austria’s best interests. Once the German question was
solved, the Austrian solution would inevitably have to follow. Up to that point,
Austria had suffered from the fact that its problem was attributed remarkably little significance on the international political agenda. Despite repeated attempts by
the Austrian foreign service to change this, in the economic and political power
constellation the Austrian question was at best rated secondary.
The insignificant position of the Austrian question was also the focus of
Vienna’s repeated criticism of the Allies’ policy regarding Austria, since this position differed radically from the intention voiced in the Moscow Declaration. The
latter had implied the reestablishment of Austrian independence.244
While Vienna increasingly made the theme of State Treaty a piece of its diplomatic initiatives from 1947 to 1949,245 the term “Peace Treaty” disappeared more
and more from the vocabulary and the political agenda of West German politicians. While on the Austrian side, the occupation forces continued to have a certain common interest in the maintaining of state unity and of the Allied Council,
and along with it an important platform for Four Power discussions – what the
French called le quadripartisme246 – the conflicts of interest among the Occupation Powers in Germany heightened, culminating to such an extent, in the form of
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the “Berlin Blockade” of 1948–49,247 that the framework for partition was already
laid. In this tense situation, the Ballhausplatz officially put forth the thesis that
the German and Austrian situations could not be compared. A “huge difference”
existed between Vienna and Berlin. Austria had first of all a single currency and
secondly a recognized government, “so that a partition of Austria could only succeed if the government were eliminated by force.” With the Western Powers, the
Austrian foreign minister saw the intention to eliminate the Berlin crisis,248 from
which he perceived no inclination on their side “to give up the rehabilitation of
West Germany”. For Austria, the solution would be “to push forward with the
policy of stalling for time in the long term” which made sense for two reasons:
firstly, the more distant the war was, the better the treaties would be, and secondly, if the world’s political situation were not to change, Gruber argued, Austria
would always remain in a dangerous position.249 The more time passed, the more
likely it was that change would occur on an international level. Despite all public
reassurances, the Ballhausplatz was in crisis. The Western Allies also took into
consideration the possibility of a Berlin-style airlift in the event of a possible
blockade of Vienna.250
The official comments of Austria approved of the founding of the new Western
German state, the Federal Republic of Germany. At an Austrian People’s Party rally in Salzburg on May 9, 1949, the foreign minister expressed his hopes
“that Germany will once again become a valuable and important member of this
European community, built upon a political realism which alone can bring the
capability of a people to lasting, fertile accomplishment”.251
The founding of the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) did not simplify for
the time being the linkage of the Austrian and German questions in regard to the
policies of occupation and sovereignty. Austria’s foreign minister did not fail to
point out that the present situation was “degrading” to the Austrian people. “What
is even more disturbing” was that the Allied policy in Germany indicated to the
Austrian youth:
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“To observe events in Germany with even greater mindfulness than those in Austria, because
it is repeatedly hammered home to them by the Allies that what is occurring in Germany will
also determine their destiny. This perhaps undesirable result is diametrically opposed to the
principal idea of the Moscow Declaration.”252

Both problems – the Austrian and the German one – remained interwoven not
only because of past developments, but also because of present interdependencies.
As long as the German question was not resolved in favor of a definitive alliance
with the Western Allies, Austria had to remain patient. “Germany first” in accordance with “to keep the Russians out, the Germans down, and the Americans
in” as confessed by Lord Lionel Hastings Ismay253 remained valid. So the consequence of this kind of “triple containment” was “Austria second” and for Vienna
“to keep all in and Austria alive”.
From 1949, the Western Powers determined Austrian policy toward Germany
to a much greater extent than the USSR did. The latter maneuvered itself in Austria into a fruitless status quo attitude, in this way unintentionally playing into
the hands of the Western interests. While this occurred on occupation and foreign policy levels, on an economic level the Western Powers were unquestionably
more attractive than the East.
With the increasing “bilateralization” of trade relations, which, of course
took place within the framework of the OEEC – West Germany having become
a member one year after Austria – a gradual normalization of economic relations occurred with the return to the trade structure of the pre-war era. After an
agreement on the exchange of goods had been concluded between Austria and the
Bizone in August 1948,254 a trade treaty with the Trizone was signed in the same
month of the following year255 which went into effect on October 1, 1949. Before
these agreements, Austria’s Trade Minister, Ernst Kolb, had declared that in view
of the great need for goods, Austria had “the firm will to resume serious trade relations with Germany”.256 The new quota list provided that Austria would export
primarily timber, magnesite, textiles, and finished steel to West Germany, while
in particular coal, machinery, chemicals, raw steel, scrap metal, and electrical
equipment would be exported to Austria.257
Original quotation: “Die dortige alliierte Politik lehre – ‘was noch bedenklicher ist’ – die
österreichische Jugend, die Ereignisse in Deutschland mit größerer Spannung zu beobachten
als jene in Österreich, weil ihr von den Alliierten eingehämmert wird, daß die dortigen
Vorgänge auch ihr Schicksal mitentscheiden. Dieses vielleicht ungewollte Ergebnis steht im
diametralen Gegensatz zu den Ausgangsideen der Moskauer Deklaration”. Wiener Zeitung,
June 2, 1949.
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With a view towards the economic dimension of the relationship and the necessity of its resumption and intensification, the Austrian foreign minister put
forth that the danger of Anschluss could not be faced by erecting a “Chinese
wall”, but only by the “removal of unnatural and abnormal obstacles”.258
An Austrian Office for Foreign Trade was established in Frankfurt in 1949
under the direction of a trade delegate, Ludwig Riedl, with the purpose of finding
additional possibilities for Austrian exports, from the proceeds of which Austria
would be able to better finance imports from Germany. Austrian exports to the
FRG in the period from 1949 to 1954 grew from 40,000,000 German Marks to
400,000,000, namely, a tenfold increase, while during the same years German
exports to Austria grew from 205,000,000 German Marks to 667,000,000. The
expansion of the liberalization of trade then led to a further skyrocketing increase
of German exports to Austria.259
In spite of the normalization of foreign trade at the end of the 1940s and the
beginning of the 1950s, negotiations for an Austrian State Treaty still moved in
the wake of the unsolved German question, which was held hostage by the German policy of the Four Powers. Strong reservations in the Pentagon regarding the
future security status of Austria in the event of a withdrawal of Western forces
contributed to preventing the conclusion of the treaty in the latter half of 1949.260
Balancing East and West continued to be Austria’s basic policy. Restrained
relations towards the FRG were part and parcel of this. Even somebody outspoken
as Karl Gruber rarely commented on the German problem. In the late 1940s, Germany held a place of little prominence in his thinking, but later on he again recognized that the German model of separate development of the different zones of
occupation was a big threat to Austria’s territorial integrity. Gruber realized once
again that there might indeed be some incentives for the Western parts of Austria
to accommodate themselves with such a policy. However, he firmly rejected that
option and continued to argue for the interdependence of the Eastern and Western
parts of Austria. Even the Berlin Blockade of 1948–49 was perceived as a Soviet
attempt at resuming negotiations.261
Largely due to Soviet disapproval, formal diplomatic relations between Austria
and Germany were prohibited. According to Article 7 of the Control Agreement
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for Austria, Austria was only allowed to establish diplomatic and consular relations with the governments of the UN without prior approval of the Allied
Council. Austria had maintained some kind of political representation in West
Germany since 1948, at first in the form of liaison agents with the Four Powers in
Dusseldorf and Hamburg. Josef Schöner, the Austrian political representative in
Bonn held the unofficial rank of “Ambassador”. There were also other Austrian
representatives with diplomatic or consular status in the FRG.262
The Quai d’Orsay was always pleased to notice that Austrian foreign policy
was showing concern about the danger of Anschluss ideas. Because of the political
circumstances, Austria had to realize that apart from anything else, any talk of
association with Western Germany might have involved the danger of bringing
about the division of Austria. Vienna was therefore well advised to approach the
matter with great prudence.263
Austrian diplomacy had become aware early on of the existing dilemma.
Vienna had always insisted that the intractable question of the German Peace
Treaty should not be allowed to overshadow the negotiations for an Austrian State
Treaty. This aim seemed to be endangered by the political and military integration of the FRG into the Western Powers. Austria’s balancing act, which included
political distance from the FRG, was not rendered any easier by Konrad Adenauer’s “distaste” for neutrality.264
As long as this had a negative influence on the policy of self-interest and could
lead to a conflict of goals, Bonn was neither willing nor able to help Vienna out
of its dilemma. For West Germany, a rapid signing of the State Treaty coupled
with troop withdrawal and requiring Austria to be free from alliances was not
really desirable. Just such a lineup would have endangered Adenauer’s policy of
quick Western integration, especially with a view towards public opinion. On
the one hand, Vienna absolutely had to avoid the German solution in the form
of the splitting of its own country, and on the other hand, Bonn categorically rejected an “Austrian solution” to the German question. Years before 1955,
Adenauer saw “having wrung the neck of the dragon of neutrality” as “his greatest achievement”.265
Gruber’s original aim of developing Austria as a center of international confidence and cooperation in the sense of its bridging function between the East
and the West could not be realized because of growing political tensions at the
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beginning of the Cold War era (1947–1949), the Korean War (1950–1953), and the
unsolved German question (1945–1955).266
Basically, the question is whether Vienna considered the partition of Germany
to be fact and thus irreversible, or whether room was left for the possibility of
a German reunification. The material that is available today yields no absolute
answer. However, it appears that as early as 1947–48, the Ballhausplatz already
recognized that events were proceeding towards a division of Germany. At the
beginning of the 1950s, Vienna included in its deliberations the stronger and
stronger certainty of the fact of German partition, thus emphasizing even more
explicitly the incomparability of Austria with Germany. This seemed to happen
with the intention of excluding deliberations on the applicability of the “German
model”, which would have meant the end of its existence as a nation for the Alpine
Republic.
Neues Österreich, the publication of the Austrian democratic parties, warned
in September 1951 against those who erringly “hold up Germany as an example
and want to make us believe that Germany is already further along the road to
freedom than we are”. It called to mind three dangers: “the continuation of the
division and the split”, the perpetuation of the occupation “with its gigantic burden and restrictions on sovereignty”, and this overall situation resulting in “the
obligation to armament”.267
The German question and the “Stalin Note”268 dwarfed the Austrian question
again in 1952. The so-called “Abbreviated Treaty” drafted by the Americans on
March 12, 1952, despite French and British objections, did not succeed in reviving
Austrian State Treaty negotiations.269 Instead of being initiated and developed
months before the Stalin notes, immediately after the first Soviet offer appeared
on March 10, 1952, the abbreviated (state) treaty seemed to acquire a new function, namely, to be part of a defensive maneuver by the Western Powers and their
Germany policy.270
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In contrast to Adenauer’s policy, the Germany policy of the Soviet Union was
seen in Vienna as instructional to the Austrian situation.271 Stalin’s first note272 is
worthy of being mentioned here. In it, the Soviet dictator had proposed a blockfree, quasi-neutral (that seems to be a neutralized)273 and unified Germany with
a peace treaty,274 which in the West was hardly welcomed with open arms.275
Stephan Verosta of the Office for International Law of the Austrian Foreign Service wondered whether the Soviet proposal could not also be valid for Austria.276
Only a few well known but nonconformist West German Cold War historians,
such as Rolf Steininger or Wilfried Loth, were convincingly arguing for the seriousness of the first March 10, 1952 note.277 Determined opponents, on the other
hand, insist that for reasons of loyalty to West Germany, political fears, and public
expediency, among others, Stalin’s offer was unacceptable to both the West and
to Adenauer.278 That is, though, beyond argument and alters neither the gravity of
the note nor the fact that if attention had been given to the debated offers, then the
concept of Germany’s formation of a Western state and the integration of Western
Europe would have been foiled. That, however, was precisely in the interest of
the red dictator. This should not be so hard to understand. Where was the part
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supposed to be which was supposedly not serious? It remains to be discussed
however, whether in the case of Germany, “Austrian solutions” would have been
applicable. The fact remains that Moscow opposed the Western integration of the
FRG and instead offered a bloc-free status along with the institution of national
armed forces. None of this prevented Austria’s foreign minister from taking into
consideration just such a solution for Austria.279
In the end, the Soviet Union lost the “battle of the notes” (Anthony Eden) of
1952 not in Germany, but rather because of her stubborn and immovable policy
in Austria, which before 1952 and also, to some extent, up until 1955, would have
offered itself as a “display window” and demonstration object of the credibility of
a new, earnest policy towards Germany. This could have led to greater difficulties
with Adenauer’s policy towards the West than those which were present in the
spring of 1955 (see Chapter IV, Subchapter 3).
In addition, the Abbreviated Treaty can be viewed as an attempt to be successful in the anti-Soviet propaganda battle at a time when the Cold War had reached
its first peak. Originally, the Western Powers wanted to link the Austrian and the
German question when responding to Stalin’s offer to Germany. Adenauer actually prevented that. His alternative was for Austria to be entirely removed from
the Western agenda, which the Western powers agreed on. The Austrian Foreign
Service felt understandably offended by Adenauer’s interference. Vienna, however, continued to be interested in official friendly relations with Bonn. Gruber and
Adenauer managed to develop a functioning relationship based on the common
agreement that the German and the Austrian questions had to be negotiated separately. Both liked the Abbreviated Treaty, at least with regard to its propaganda
implications. Ideally, a solution of the German question would help Austria too.280
Gruber wanted Austria to develop close economic ties and friendly relations
with the FRG. He argued that the lesson to be drawn from the Anschluss movement was not to build a Chinese wall between Germany and Austria, but rather to
encourage the free flow of goods by removing all artificial and unnatural barriers
to trade and normal relations. This did not prevent him from emphasizing the
different mentalities that prevailed on both sides of the border. Germans were not
famous for either their patience or their moderation, he mused.281
Gruber expressed mixed feelings of admiration and caution regarding the FRG
when, in October 1952, he set out that “because of its industrial efficiency, diligence, and intelligence”, Germany should be entitled to “a special role in the
organization of the new Europe”. This was “the real, true, and natural task of the
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German people as one of the most superb conveyors of culture”. However, the
mistrust of some countries could be strengthened by the renewed, rapid ascent
of West Germany because “the balance between the Germanic and the Latin element would be affected” by it. Any suspicion concerning a movement favoring
Anschluss either led or financed by Germany would “destroy the hopeful role of
Germany within the union of European nations”. However, the West, at times,
had “exaggerated worries over Anschluss” and “sometimes ghosts were seen”.282

1953: Austrian Foreign Minister Gruber arrives in Bonn – from left to right:
Helga Gruber, Walter Hallstein, Konrad Adenauer, Karl Gruber, Ludwig Steiner

The FRG regarded Austria’s cautious policy of Western orientation benevolently
and was ready to support it. This contributed to Austria’s relationship with the
Western German state, which at that time was consolidating itself, being normalized and characterized by close economic exchange and a policy of being on
good terms with its neighbor despite all historically conditioned resentments and
skepticism. In that way, Gruber’s official visit to Bonn from May 19 to 20, 1953,
represented an important milestone in the normalization of Austro-German relations. Though planned under the Figl government, it was delayed when coalition
differences over the 1952 budget crisis proved insoluble and led to new elections
in February 1953, resulting in a new coalition under Chancellor Julius Raab.
The Austrian foreign policy that was officially applied was one of restraint
and “not mixing in”. It was emphasized that West Germany’s alliance policy was
“exclusively the affair of the Bonn government and that it had no influence upon
Austria’s foreign policy”.283
During his state visit to Bonn, Gruber argued that Austria should not pursue
any policy which would initiate a process of partition. Adenauer seemed to have
“Gruber: Deutschland – europäische Führungsmacht”, in: Salzburger Nachrichten, October 3,
1952.
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understood Austria’s position on a rational level,284 but he had no sympathetic
feelings towards his neighbor to the south. He was basically displeased by the
Allied cooperation there in the form of the Allied Council. This Austrian model filled him with dread in and of itself, let alone the troop withdrawal that had
occurred and the permanent neutrality that had been declared in October 1955
(see Chapter IV, subchapter 2). This was an absolute horror for him.
Two years before, a basic agreement had been achieved in Bonn: mutual
agreement was reached over “the different nature” of the two countries and the
“incomparability” of the two situations. Vienna counted on the existence of a system which was both stable and able to defend itself militarily, to which Germany
ought to belong. This excluded any suggestion of a German policy of neutrality.
Austria once again supported the “normalization”285 of relations and the intensification of economic cooperation with West Germany as a means to national
consolidation and the strengthening of territorial integrity, for which a political
“Anschluss” would clearly be harmful.286
After his return from Bonn, Austria’s foreign minister had gotten the impression “that the German government would not go through with an Anschluss”.287
Because of the negative experience of the Austrian people from 1938 to 1945, a
resurrection of “Anschluss” was seen by the Ballhausplatz as “an efficient and
lasting guarantee against any experiments in that area”.288
As a result of Gruber’s visit to Bonn, a permanent German trade delegation
arrived in Vienna in November 1953, led by Carl-Hermann Mueller-Graaf. Negotiations for the development of Austro-German trade were to be instituted. Only
exploratory conversations took place on the question of “German property” in
Austria. While Austria’s attitude towards the FRG was a friendly one, the Austrian government did not officially recognize the existence of the Eastern German
government. A branch of the Eastern German Chamber of Commerce was also
being set up in Vienna. Responsible Austrian representatives emphatically denied, however, that this would in any way be regarded an official representation.289
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Indeed, the connections remained limited to a relatively small volume of trade
with no effort being made to develop diplomatic or consular relations.290
During his Bonn visit, when asked by an American journalist whether Austria
would join NATO on completion of a Treaty, Gruber replied that he would advise
Austria against it. He further stated that the question was in any case one for the
Nationalrat to decide. He also said that the government would never present such
a question to the parliament until it knew the exact position of all the parties involved regarding the State Treaty.291
For the Soviets, the mass revolt of June 17, 1953 in the GDR represented their
fourth defeat in the Cold War, after the emancipation of Tito’s Yugoslavia in 1948,
the failure of the Berlin Blockade in 1949 and the rejection of Stalin’s far-reaching
offer of March 10, 1952. The amazing thing, though, is that even after the bloody
suppression of the popular uprising in East Germany, Gruber, within internal,
familiar circles, did not rule out a serious Soviet policy of German “reunification”.
It indicated that a return to a Four Power Administration – that is, an “Austrian
solution” for Germany – would be inevitable. This was not so difficult to realize.
The question was rather whether such a solution was politically desirable:
“In England and France, one thinks rationally and wants in any case to gain time. Right now,
the Russians attach importance to coming to an understanding with the West. But no one
knows what they really want. Their aim is to isolate Germany from the West, for which they
would be ready to pay a high price. Much will depend on the election results in Germany. If
Adenauer wins the election, the Russians will also come to an understanding with an Adenauer
government. Then the door would be open to a Four Power Conference. There would also be
the possibility of bringing about German unification, eventually by way of an interim joint
Four Power Administration.”292

There were two things which lay in Austria’s interest: firstly, a definitive decision
in the German question, which became apparent for West Germany in 1954–55,
and secondly, a broad-based reduction of tensions at the international level, above
all in order to revive the stalled negotiations concerning the State Treaty and to
eliminate the occupation which by this time was seen as hardly necessary.
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Vienna would already have been a suitable venue for an international conference in the 1950s, but the bloody suppression of the uprising in the GDR in 1953
brought the shadow of the German question back over Austria, even if the Russian
occupation element had tried to begin liberalization in its zone in Austria. How the
events of June 17 originated and proceeded was not only precisely analyzed by the
Ballhausplatz, but also examined with respect to any change of the Soviet attitude
towards Austria. The Austrian foreign minister pointed out that at this point, it became apparent that the advantage of Austria’s position was clearly an advantage for
the Great Powers as well: “They could liquidate their position without there being
the danger of an explosion and without having to deal with a loss of their prestige.”293
During the first half of the 1950s, West Germany’s foreign policy was characterized by a significant lack of alternatives294 as the “sovereignty” of the FRG was to be
exclusively realized within the context of the Western alliance. Austria, on the other
hand, was able to act in a relatively flexible way despite being occupied by four
powers because the country was not integrated into any of the power blocs. Austria,
for example, maintained contacts not only with the Western powers, but also with
the Soviets. It even tried to intensify them whenever there were signs of a chance to
talk about the withdrawal of troops and the independence of the country.
Both of the christian democrat politicians Austrian Chancellor Julius Raab
and Western German Chancellor Konrad Adenauer held opposing points of view
regarding foreign policy,295 and each consistently stuck to his own. There was
hardly much maneuvering room for either. In October 1953, Karl Gruber came to
the conclusion that if there were anything left that could be changed regarding the
German question it would take place in Austria, which was serving as a display
window.296 While still in office, Gruber was convinced that “the greatest chance
existed to improve the domestic position” because the Soviet Union sought a reduction in tensions and had a need “to better arrange its display window, in order
to influence public opinion partly in Germany and partly in all of Europe.” The
more this happened, the more this new line of Russian policy could “be favorably
used by us.”297 With this assessment, Gruber was wrong concerning 1954, but
correct for 1955.
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IV. ATTEMPTED PARTIAL INTEGRATION
AND FREE TRADE: APPROACHING THE
COUNCIL OF EUROPE, ECSC ARRANGEMENT,
AND EFTA MEMBERSHIP 1953–60
1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION:
THE TREATIES OF ROME AS THE “BASIC LAW” OF THE EU, AND
EFTA AS THE TRUNCATED EEC-SISTER
In one of his latest publications, Alan S. Milward called the most successful project of the integration of post-war Europe – “the one that gives it genuine power
and leverage in the world, which its commercial power and attraction binds to the
European Union (EU) most of the European states which are not members of it”.
He named the Rome Treaties its “founding charter”.1
On March 25, 1957, six States (Belgium, the Federal Republic of Germany,
France, Italy, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands), members of the European Coal
and Steel Community (ECSC) that had been created five years before, signed the
Treaties of Rome establishing the European Economic Community (EEC) and the
European Atomic Community (EURATOM) at the Capitol in the city on the Tiber.2 Looking at the ruins of the Forum Romanum, one of the fathers of the treaties,
1

2
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concerning this chapter see the documents 24 to 40 in the appendix “Documents”.
For research literature: Ingo WALTER, The European Common Market. Growth and Patterns
of Trade and Production, New York 1967; Enrico SERRA (Dir.), Il Rilancio dell’Europa e i
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and the Treaties of Rome, Actes du colloque de Rome 25–28 mars 1987 (Groupe de liaison
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the Belgian Paul-Henri Spaak, said to his chef de cabinet Baron Robert Rothschild
before signing the treaty, that a new empire had been established w
 ithout a single
shot being fired.3 Konrad Adenauer4 characterized the treaties eventually as the
most important event in post-war history.5

1955–1956: The Belgian socialist Paul-Henri Spaak
is regarded as one of the founding fathers of the community of six states
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Rom); Maria Grazia MELCHIONNI – Roberto DUCCI, La genèse des traités de Rome Paris
2007; Michael GEHLER (Hrsg.) (unter Mitarbeit von Andreas PUDLAT), Vom gemeinsamen
Markt zur europäischen Unionsbildung. 50 Jahre Römische Verträge 1957–2007. From Common Market to European Union Building. 50 years of the Rome Treaties 1957–2007, Wien –
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In 1954 ROTHSCHILD was appointed chef de cabinet of Paul-Henri SPAAK at the Belgian
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What was the historical background of this political event? The failure of the
European Defense Community (EDC) in 1954 happened when the French National Assembly had withdrawn the EDC, the European army project supported by
the US, from its agenda.6 This was the first intracommunity crisis. It once again
had to do with the controversial issue of how a maximum of security towards Germany could be achieved. France no longer viewed itself as being in the position
of solely and independently covering the German potential under the American
protective screen.7
After the end of the EDC, the ECSC foreign ministers meeting at a conference
in Messina resolved on June 2, 1955 to go a step further “towards the construction
of Europe”. The step should “first of all be taken in the economic field”. In addition, it charged a committee chaired by the Belgian socialist Paul-Henri Spaak
with the task of drawing up a detailed report “on the feasibility of both, a general
economic union and a nuclear energy union”.8 France and the FRG were the leading players. While Paris wanted to see the atomic energy community pushed,
West Germany stood behind the concept of the economic free market which, of
course, was not without its disputes domestically.9
In the end, the Spaak Committee was successful in linking both plans with
eachother and realizing them. On May 19, 1956, the ECSC foreign ministers conference in Venice approved the “Spaak Report” with the resolution to begin interstate negotiations. These negotiations by the ECSC states led to the founding of
the European Economic Community (EEC)10 and the European Atomic Energy
Community (EURATOM).11 They were aimed at horizontal integration which
was then expressed in the Treaties of Rome, which entered into force on January
1, 1958. Though, it was thanks to the well-coordinated and purposeful leadership
6
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of Spaak,12 who, within the framework of the Committee named after him, acted
as an honest broker and showed the way from Messina to Venice in 1956,13 and
with Pierre Uri and other collaborators led the integration policy out of its crisis
and paralysis in 1954.
The “Common Market”, with the successful Spaak Committee (1955–56) that
preceded it, was also a reflex to the French colonial power crisis and the additional associated crisis between the old and new world powers; that is, it was also a
result of the failed French policy of recolonization that had begun with Indochina
(1947–54), continued through the Suez debacle (1956), and finally concluded with
the Algerian War (1958–61). The Suez Crisis gave full expression to the dissent in
colonial policy between the old classic colonial powers (France and Great Britain)
and the new imperial superpowers (the USSR and the USA). The results were
consequences in Europe policy and integration policy.14
The USSR sharply criticized the Rome Treaties as an agent of “dollar imperialism” and “cartel capitalism”. In the first decade of Western European integration (1947–1957), Moscow had felt threatened by European unification and sought
to hinder it by various means. Even Vladimir I. Lenin had predicted that a united
Europe would be “either reactionary or not at all”.15 But the persistent efforts to
prevent integration not only had ideological reasons: Josef W. Stalin also feared
the creation of a strong bloc in Western Europe and the undermining of its own
rule in the Central and Eastern Europe. In response to the Marshall Plan, the Sovietization of Central and Eastern Europe was accelerated in 1948–49, and Soviet
warnings about Western Europe intensified. The irony of the story shows once
again that the integration of the latter was not slowed down as planned. While
Western Europe was thus more closely united by fear of “danger from the East,”
Moscow’s mistrust remained unchanged against the Western bloc formation.16
The EEC was attacked as an “American colony”, an “economic arm of NATO”,
and a conspiracy to revive the Western German war industry,17 which indeed had
started to boom due to the Korean War (1950–1953).
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The primary and supposedly economic and intergovernmental OEEC and the
partial supranational ECSC were initially supported by the United States mainly
because of their relevance for security policy. Until the mid of the 1950s, US Secretary of State John Foster Dulles feared that the Soviet Union would be able to
successfully neutralize Germany and thereby catapult the FRG out of the Western
integration process, whereas US President Dwight D. Eisenhower still in 1955 did
not seem to dislike this idea and also such considerations were circulating in the
US-State Department (see subchapter 3 below).18
In November 1952, however, much had already suggested that the Truman
administration would agree to the creation of a united Europe only within NATO.
The collapse of the “European army” project in August 1954 allowed Washington
to better appreciate the supranational component of the Schuman Plan, whose primary objective was the gradual overcoming of national European nationalism and
the recovery of the French economy. In any case, the new US President Dwight
D. Eisenhower was not impressed by the concerns of his administration against
the accession of a potential economic and power-political opponent in the form of
a ‘united Europe’. Ensuring a democratic, stable, and peaceful Western Europe,
which was a safe bulwark against all the temptations from the East prevailed
against all those who opposed supporting the unity of Western Europe in order to
prevent the United States from creating a potential competitor. It is worth noting
that since the early 1950s, the US had had to live with barriers to trade and other
restrictions of the ECSC countries, which they did not regard as unjustly discriminatory, and which led to repeated political tensions and political upheaval.
Ultimately, however, the political and, indirectly, the security-specific advantages
overrode the potential disadvantages for American trade policy.19 The German
historian Klaus Larres, therefore, does not consider the thesis of Alan S. Milward
and Federico Romero to be tenable, which in 1957–58 had already been a great disillusion with regard to European integration by the US disenchantment,20 Larres
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said, this was only beginning in the 1960s as a result of increasing political, trade,
and economic problems, a view which is shared also by Geir Lundestad. The
development of a uniform and strong Western Europe was politically more important than the possible political and trade disadvantages for the US, especially
with regard to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).21 However,
Larres also made it clear that the agreement of Western Europe and the West left
much to be desired from Washington’s point of view. Every opportunity needed
to be used to exclude the repetition of a separate European world policy, which
was detached from the United States, as it had been in the Suez Crisis in 1956 by
Great Britain and France.22
For Eisenhower and his “Crusade in Europe”23 against Communism and the
USSR, geopolitical considerations were decisive. In addition to economic and nuclear policy considerations, the Rome Treaties served the purpose of helping the
continent to regain its position with Soviet communism. Without the persistent
and active support of Western European integration since the days of the Marshall
Plan by the Americans, Europeans, especially Western Germans and French,
would not have succeeded in settling their national rivalries on their own.24
In contrast to the ECSC, transatlantic political networks played no great role
in the immediate preparation of the Rome Treaties in 1956–57. It was confirmed
by Pascaline Winand and Klaus Larres that the influence of the US was not as
strong as at the time when coal and steel were being negotiated.25 The thesis of
the US acting as an “external federator” of the Rome Treaties therefore had to be
weakened. The “Six” had negotiated on their own “reasons for action”.26
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Alan S. Milward argued that behind the French EURATOM proposals was the
wish that cooperation with the FRG on nuclear energy would provide financial
and technological support, at the same time allowing the control of German civilian nuclear developments.27
In the end a deal was made. West Germany got the Common Market in order
to create an economic community for mainly integration political reasons and
France got the EURATOM in order to finance its atomic energy industry for
civil ambitions as well as war purposes by the FRG.28 It was also a compromise
solution between French protectionist planification and the Germany ordo-liberal
tradition with the concept of a social market economy.
The initiator of the Schuman Plan, Jean Monnet, feared the social democrats in
Germany opposing the EEC-Treaty. We should therefore not forget an important
side effect of the implementation of the Rome Treaties (1958): They forced the
German SPD to give up their fundamental opposition against Adenauer’s policy of Western integration. On July 6, 1957 the German Bundestag approved the
Rome Treaties with the votes of the SPD.29
Austria was confronted with the results of the Rome Treaties sooner and later:
The FRG, France, Italy, and the Benelux countries set themselves the long-term
goals of economic growth, an increase in the standard of living, and closer and
closer political association and the short-term goals of the reduction of internal
tariffs, the creation of a customs union, free trade in goods, and the elimination
of quantitative restrictions. Added to this, common policies in agriculture, trade,
and competition were intended, as was the alignment of domestic legal provisions.
The elimination of internal tariffs, border controls, and distortions of competition
for the “Common Market” as well as the coordination of foreign trade, financial,
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and monetary policies were to reduce Europe’s lag in productivity, lead to a more
active industrial policy, and make possible the adaptation to social change.30
The EEC Treaty provided for the progressive abolition of all internal tariffs and the introduction of a common external tariff of the Six over a period of
twelve years. The potential adverse economic effects on Austrian trade with the
Six seemed serious, particularly because Austria’s trade was now mainly with
the FRG whose tariffs were on average considerably below the future common
external tariff and would thus have to be raised against third countries like Austria. Moreover, not least due to its disadvantageous geographical location, Austria
could not hope to compensate fully for any possible export losses in the EEC
market with greater exports to other “non-six” OEEC countries.31 Of course, the
EEC was intended to be much more than purely a customs union. The Treaties
of Rome implied additional functions for a future common, supranational policy.
This caused many problems for Austria, which more or less wanted to participate
fully in this process but could not.

1956: A huge new building is rapidly taking shape in Brussels:
The future Berlaymont Building, the seat of the first EEC Commission
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When the mandate of the ECSC is compared with that of the EEC, the EEC Commission already had less power than the High Authority of the ECSC. Paradoxically enough, this loss of supranationality, which happened hand in hand with
Charles de Gaulle’s rise to power in France in 1958 against the background of a
renationalization in the second half of the 1950s in Europe, was not to improve
Austrian’s possibilities of participating in integration, since waning supranationality within this European structure of institutions ought to have offered more
chances to this country which was insisting upon national sovereignty. Despite
the potential adverse economic effects of non-membership, the Austrian government never seriously considered during 1955–57 joining the EEC project as a full
member, particularly after it was reminded of Austria’s precarious security position on the Iron Curtain when the Soviet Union brutally suppressed the Hungarian
Revolution in autumn 1956 (see subchapters 6, 7 below).
The years from 1947 to 1957 constituted a decade of the general formation of
integration policy with substantial (French) obstacles. Without the colonial policy
debacle at the Suez Canal in 1956, France would indeed not have been able to
transcend itself and would have given its consent to closer cooperation with the
main loser of the war, Germany.32 Its division remained in political terms, but in
terms of trade and tariff policy, East Germany belonged to the EEC market.33
Hanns Jürgen Küsters34 summed up the historical decision of March 25, 1957 in a
number of points: The signing of the Treaties of Rome meant a quantum leap for the
European unification process. The main drivers were the unresolved foreign trade
problems. Trade barriers had to be reduced, free convertibility had to be established
among European currencies, and balance of payments deficits had to be eliminated.35
With the EEC Treaty, the member states undertook a change in the integration
method. They started off from the concept of additive partial integration to the
ECSC and now turned to the overall integration approach. It was a novelty to establish the “Common Market” with a customs union as a core, which was intended to incorporate all sectors of the economy where internal market-like conditions
prevailed and which gave supranational institutions a political competency.36
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The focus was on two considerations: The one more economic objective was
the institutional reduction of existing restrictions on international trade on the
territory of the member states, including the establishment of a common tariff, a
common trade policy with third countries, and the establishment of a system that
protected against competitive distortions. The other, more political intention saw
the EEC Treaty as a functional step, which would be followed by further constitutive acts. Thus the symbiosis was born for the community, a fate that continues
to be valid: deepening and expanding as parallel tasks of progressive political
integration.37
The decision in the EEC Treaty for the Customs Union concept and its speedy
realization, irrevocably contractually fixed by an end date within twelve years in
three stages of four years each (Article 8) was the decisive driving force for all
further integration efforts and implied the rejection of the concept of an industrial
free trade area proposed by Great Britain. The price was the political division of
Western Europe in trade relations in the 1960s.38
Liberalization effects within the Community and a consolidation of common
interests with non-EEC members were mainly the result of the “four freedoms”.
The Treaty provisions on transport policy (Articles 74–84), competition rules
(Articles 85–94) and trade policy (Articles 110–116) explicitly envisaged the establishment of common policies, which also constituted a kind of action plan to
deepen integration.39
The progressive development of the “Common Market” undoubtedly constituted strict competition rules and the broad coordination of the economic policies
of the states involved, but it was illusory to conclude, following the failed EDC
Treaty that such extensive Community intervention in the economic policies of
the member states would come. The maximum that was achievable was non-binding commitments to the coordination of economic policy and closer cooperation
to resolve disturbances in the equilibrium of their balance of payments.40
In the face of divergences in national interest, it was foreseeable that it would
become a herculean task to transform economic, monetary and social policies into
common policies and to deepen integration in these areas. Before the customs
union was set up, such an attempt appeared to have little chance at success. At
the Hague Summit of December 1–2, 1969, the Heads of State and Government
agreed to draw up a plan for the establishment of a monetary union and a single
currency.41 All in all, it became clear that the more sensitive the respective policy
37
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area, the more difficult the contractual codification of common policies and the
greater the need for integrative action was.
Agriculture and trade in agricultural products (Article 38–47) for which the
EEC Treaty also had a common agricultural policy (Article 39) were excluded
from strict competition provisions in the “Common Market”. In view of the state
intervention policy in agricultural trade, which was practiced by all Member
States over many decades, the real difficulty was to bring about the opening up
of national agricultural markets within the Community and, at the same time, to
reconcile some national protection of agriculture with other Member States and
third countries. The dynamics of the unification process would not be hindered in
the future. In the interests of all, the EEC Treaty laid down the instruments and
named the objectives of the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) (Article 38), but
the content remained open. On the basis of a proposal from the EEC Commission,
the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) entered into force in 1962. By doing so,
it enacted a free market for agricultural products within the EEC, recognized the
farm structures and natural regional differences in agriculture in the Member
States and sought a gradual adjustment of the situation. By allowing preferential
treatment of EEC products during marketing and a preferential price guarantee
against imports of imported agricultural products from third countries, the Commission carried out a protectionist policy with a high financial burden, which
guaranteed European farmers sufficient income, mitigated competition from
non-member countries products, and met the interests of the Member States.42
The EEC Treaty produced a very differentiated system of decision-making
among the Community’s institutions (Article 137–139), which, in view of the high
complexity and factual differentiation of the financial measures (Article 193–209)
took care of Community objectives, and individual government interests. The
dual system of Commission and Council cooperation in a network of complicated decision-making and reconciliation processes has, on the one hand, served
the interests of governments to retain the ultimate decision-making and legislative powers, and, on the other hand, the need for the application of the treaty
provisions by an independent body at a communitarian level, which represents
community welfare. The EEC Treaty, therefore, contains intergovernmental and
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supranational rules which, without the will of all parties involved, do not permit
a substantial further development of integration.43
From the outset the Treaties of Rome contained a democracy deficit. All the
participants had deliberately refrained from a direct democratic legitimation of
the Common Assembly by European voters. Certainly, at the time, the possibility
of the national legislatures being able to exercise decisive parliamentary control
over Community policies was underestimated. Thus, the Common Assembly had
by far the worst prerequisites of all its organs to expand its competencies in the
course of the progressive merger. Integration was first designed as a governmental process. The European Court of Justice (ECJ) alone maintained its position as
guardian of the treaties of all three communities and became increasingly aware
of its importance.44
While economic integration marched on, atomic energy integration remained
in the shadow of the EEC.45 Rationality reigned in this first decade of Western
European integration in the intentional division, control, and integration of
Germany and the establishment of the social market economy at the Western
European level. The “Common Market” of the Community of the Six developed
right away into an economic success story, but it also prejudiced the trade policy
division of Western Europe.
The attitude of Great Britain to European integration after 1945 is one of the
best explored topics of the history of integration. In self-exclusion, Britain was at
the forefront and not consciously present at the time of the formation of the EEC,
and even attempted to undermine the project through a large free trade zone,
which was supposed to fail. Regardless of the details of the EEC project, London
continued its classic policy of securing global political trade interests. The British
governments were informed of the ECSC and EEC projects in detail.46 This was
43
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at a time when half of the foreign trade was managed with the Commonwealth,
and the existing preferential tariff system had great economic importance. In the
middle of the 1950s, according to Wolfram Kaiser, a British interest in European
customs unions had been avoided since this would have destroyed the system
of “preferential tariffs”. He describes the thesis of Alan S. Milward that British
European policy was a rational “national strategy” as untenable. The reconstruction of bureaucratic opinion-making processes in the Treasury and Board of
Trade Ministries would not adequately explain the real motives for foreign and
domestic policy, especially “the socio-cultural embedding of decision-making by
politicians”. Kaiser sees decision-making and the decision-making process in the
British Government as quite rationally organized. In his opinion, however, far
more ideological models and normative assumptions about the value of the Commonwealth and Great Britain’s role in the world were decisive. In the face of unclear economic interests, it was geopolitical arguments within the government’s
discussion in the tradition of the Foreign Office, according to Kaiser, that spoke
against participation in supranational integration policy.47

1958 November 14: “Non” says the French Minister of Information, Jacques Soustelle.
He announced on behalf of his Government (Charles de Gaulle), that it would not be possible
to create the Free Trade Area on the lines proposed by the British Prime Minister Macmillan
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The long Free Trade Area (FTA) negotiations (see subchapters 11, 12 below) and
their details were hardly known at the time because the public was excluded from
them from 1956 to 1958. From the resolution of the OEEC Council of July 19,
1956 setting up a work committee, which included the possibility of the establishment of a Free Trade Area until November 14, 1958, when the French Information
Minister Jacques Soustelle declared that France could not agree, this integration
concept was part of the negotiations, but these were not taken up again after their
“adjournment”. Three sections, interrupted by three crises with turning points,
can be distinguished in the negotiation process: first, a “preparatory phase” from
the decision of the OEEC Council (July 1956) to the establishment of the Maudling-Committee in the autumn of 1957; second, a “technical” phase from the winter of 1957 until the spring of 1958, when the Carli Plan and the secret French
proposals appeared; third, a “political” phase from March 1958 to the end of the
negotiations and the aftermath of December 1958.48
Three crises should be mentioned: The first began with the submission of the
reports of the three working groups (“association”, “agriculture” and “developing
countries”) after the Committee No. 17 had determined that an Free Trade Area
was technically possible and desirable (January 1957). However, the three reports
showed disagreement and lack of coordination. A joint statement by the EEC
aspirants was not available, but the inviolability of the Treaties of Rome was emphasized. With the Maudling Committee, the crisis was supposed to be resolved
and the activities of the expert committees coordinated, but this was not achieved.
The second crisis was triggered by the “Carli Plan” (March 1958), named by the
Italian economist and Trade Minister (1958–59) Guido Carli, which was supposed
to be a compromise proposal, but failed and instead increased antagonisms about
the basic concept of the free trade area. This began the “political phase,” which
caused the failure of the negotiations. The third crisis began with the submission
of the “Ockrent Report” (May 20, 1958), named by the Belgian diplomat Roger
Ockrent, the long-awaited common position of the EEC countries. A proper discussion was thwarted by France, which demanded economic harmonization. This
ran contrary to the “Ockrent Report” as well as the Free Trade Area definition
itself, since France also did not want to allow external tariff freedoms, although
in July 1958 it had adopted an OEEC resolution. On the establishment of a Free
Trade Area with national tariff autonomy, a consensus had been prevented by
France, which handled a definite positioning of the EEC on the Free Trade Area
48
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in a dilatory manner and at the same time with the new demand of a “standstill”
on external tariffs, so that these were unacceptable for its negotiation partners.
With the French presence in the EEC, Charles de Gaulle wanted to secure the
political pre-eminence of the “Grande Nation” as well as his leadership role on
the Western continent. The UK saw only a loose economic structure in the Free
Trade Area without political implications, while maintaining its global economic
relations. France feared the economic competition from its OEEC partners, above
all the Nordic countries and the United Kingdom.49
During the Free Trade Area negotiations, France had committed itself along
with its OEEC partners in July 1958 upon the completion of the Ockrent Report
to the framework of the Sixth Community, principles, from which it withdrew in
October when the French representative spoke out against the national tariff rigidity of the Free Trade Area. The national tariff classification against third countries
was, however, the most important element of this self-understanding of free trade.
The EEC states did not want to jeopardize their own new business, which had not
been successful before 1957, via further OEEC negotiations. In addition, there
were well-founded fears that London wanted to destroy the EEC with the Free
Trade Area 1956–1957. This concern made it difficult to deal with the problems
of the economy. The nearer the date of January 1, 1959, came, when the first tariff
reduction within the EEC would discriminate non-EEC countries, the more pressure on the non-EEC countries were under. This fear increased mutual mistrust. It
was officially the UK that “postponed” the FTA-negotiations and this ended when
Reginald Maudling did not reconvene his committee.50
The British delegate, Sir David Eccles (President of the Board of Trade), was
accused of a lack of diplomacy because he provoked a Franco-British battle of
words at the OEEC Council meeting in December 1958. The main responsibility
for the FTA’s failure, however, was borne by France, and thus by de Gaulle, supported by the United States, to which the EEC owes its subsequent founding.51 It
lasted fifteen years when the UK could join the EC but it remained a special case
if not an awkward partner.52
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To sum up there existed also a link between the failure of the FTA-negotiations
and the implementation of the EEC-Treaty. This went hand in hand with the convertibility of the Western Europe’s currencies in 1958 paving the way for the
“Common Market” while the previous FTA-negotiations made a quick agreement
on founding the European Free Trade Association (EFTA) easier.53
The “non-six” therefore had to react. On November 20, 1959, with the initialing of the Stockholm Convention, the European Free Trade Association (EFTA)
followed. After the failure of the British project of a large Free Trade Area (FTA),
the smaller second economic area (EFTA) was thus formed together with Austria, Denmark, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom
(Finland was later associated) which, after the signing on January 4, 1960, entered
into force on May 3 of that year.54
EFTA was, for lack of anything better, only a substitute for the exclusive EEC,
which the neutral states either did not want to or could not join. After the failure
of the negotiations on an FTA, EFTA was the truncated sister of the EEC as well
as a purely intergovernmental organization while retaining the various national
foreign tariffs and the sovereignty of the member states, while the EEC states
strived for a “closer and closer political association”.55 The preamble to the Treaty
of Rome expressed the firm will “to lay the foundations for an ever closer union
among the peoples of Europe”.56
2. AUSTRIA’S POLITICAL PARTIES AND EUROPE – THE ROAD
TO THE STATE TREATY AND THE CONSTITUTIONAL LAW ON
PERMANENT NEUTRALITY 1955
In spite of Austria’s strong Western orientation in terms of economics and the incorporation of Austria into the Western European trade and economic structures,
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the state of limbo and the conflict of aims between economic integration and
territorial integrity – that is, the existentially important connections on one hand
and the prevention of the country being torn apart on the other – were maintained
or else left open. This state of balance found its counterpart in the foreign policy
restraint with respect to the FRG that had been established in 1949, in spite of the
increasing foreign trade with it.57
In the wake of the stagnating State Treaty negotiations in the early 1950s this
brought along Austria’s strongest Western orientation to date (Gerald Stourzh).58
Within that context, interplays repeatedly took place between Austria’s policies
of integrity and integration.59 The objections by the occupying powers against
these methods remained ineffective particularly since the accusation could also
be made against them of a dilatory treatment of the State Treaty.
The intraparty decision-making process regarding the Western European integration process also has to be touched upon in order to analyze the general leanings of Austria’s political parties and their activities in post-war Europe.
Although the Austrian People’s Party (ÖVP) was prevented from pursuing an
active integration policy, it tried to compensate for this by focusing on a christian
democratic policy resembling the “International,” a multilateral party association.
In June 1946, after Gruber’s return from the Paris Conference of Foreign Ministers, the Strategic Services United (SSU) of the American War Department was
informed about Gruber having established close contacts with the French party
Mouvement Republicain Populaire (MRP). Gruber further stated that plans for
establishing an “International Peoples Party” were in progress and suggested that
57
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his press officer, Fritz Würthle, should become secretary of that organization.60
In 1947, the Nouvelles Equipes Internationales were founded in Chaudefontaine/
Belgium.61

1949: Robert Schuman during a speech to his catholic party Mouvement Républicaine Populaire

Higher and lower ranking politicians such as Georges Bidault (MRP), Robert
Bichet (MRP), François de Menthon (MRP), Jules Soyeur (PSC), Enrico Tosi
(DC), Jakob Kaiser (CDU), Fritz Schäffer (CSU), Heinrich von Brentano (CDU),
Konrad Adenauer (CDU), and Pierre-Henri Teitgen (MRP) met in the informal
“Geneva Circle” in 1947–48 organized by Victor Koutzine, who worked as special advisor to Bidault.62 Even there, ÖVP politicians tended to play the role of
observers rather than being active members.
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There was never any mention of a blueprint for European integration. Felix
Hurdes, Austria’s Minister of Education, relished emphasizing the ÖVP’s solidarity with Western christian democrats. In contrast, Lois Weinberger, vice mayor of
Vienna, cast longing glances at Southeastern Europe. Franz Grubhofer, representative to the National Council, formulated his typically Austrian version of “have
your cake and eat it too”: “Politically independent and economically opportunist,
Austria certainly considered itself to be definitely pro-European.”63 The above
might be an adequate summary of ÖVP positions in that time.
As early as the early 1950s, Swiss neutrality was already regarded as a potential model for Austria by although ÖVP politicians as diverse and hostile to each
other as Alfred Maleta and Karl Gruber. Both tried to adapt Swiss neutrality to
Austria’s needs, which were different from those of Germany, at least in the way
they were perceived within the CDU/CSU.64
Compared with the ÖVP, the SPÖ65 also regarded neutrality and the State Treaty as more crucial than Western integration. Burying the anachronistic concept of
class struggle, the SPÖ found it easy to accommodate itself to the conception of
the Marshall Plan. While the socialists advocated membership in the Council of
Europe, they were skeptical with regard to the ECSC, above all in the event that
it might develop into military cooperation. The SPÖ leadership was not, however,
generally opposed to a Western alliance. In fact, unlike its Western German sister
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party, it welcomed the EDC as much as the Treaties of Paris (1954) providing
FRG’s joining to NATO.66 Still, it ruled out any kind of Austrian membership.
Alluding to the People’s Party’s expectations concerning the treatment of the
State Treaty at the Berlin Conference in February 1954, according to Vice Chancellor Adolf Schärf (SPÖ), the Socialist Party had never expected any better result.
The protest demonstration against the Soviet Union’s attitude in Berlin organized
by the Vienna Socialists and the socialist majority in the trade unions as well as
the part played by the SPÖ representatives, Schärf and Bruno Pittermann, at the
Conference of European Socialists held in Brussels on February 27–28 rendered
the differences in foreign policy between the SPÖ and the ÖVP transparent to the
latter. The resolution on socialist policies in Europe included a passage implying
general approval of the EDC plan. The People’s Party press service professed that
by voting for such a resolution, Austrian socialists had undermined Figl’s Berlin
“no alliances” declaration. Schärf replied that he and Pittermann in fact abstained
during the voting on this particular passage. They only voted for the resolution as
a whole because it contained a demand for the completion of Austrian independence. He added that the Berlin Conference did not fail on the “neutrality” issue
but rather on the question of the continued presence of foreign troops in Austria.
The Socialist press supported Schärf by deriding the People’s Party as “neutralists”67 and by recalling earlier suggestions of the unreliability of the People’s
Party in the anti-Communist fight. The attacked party argued that the socialists
were even more irresponsible than their non-neutral attitude, as Brussels might
suggest, for they were engaged in intrigues with the unreliable German socialists, who were involved in the struggle against Adenauer’s policy of rearmament.
But the Austrian socialists told their German associates that the EDC should be
accepted.68 As a result, the following conclusion may be reached: if after 1955,
integration was supposedly to present a threat to neutrality, before the signing of
the State Treaty it was feared to jeopardize the very integrity of Austria.
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1953: VdU poster calls for the “expansion of the economic area”

The right-wing opposition, the Freedom Party (FPÖ) and its predecessor, the
League of Independents (Verband der Unabhängigen/VDU),69 were all in favor of
Europe and its integration. This laid them open to the charge that the real reason
for supporting integration was their desire for a closer union with West Germany.
But could European integration be obtained without Germany? During the Cold
War years, the United States certainly welcomed the Freedom Party’s anti-communist stance. Freedom Party papers consistently supported Adenauer’s policy
of giving priority to Western integration at the expense of German unity. They
regarded the failure of the EDC as a setback, for both European integration and
the reintegration of the losers of World War II into the post-war world.70
This comparison reveals one basic difference: West Germany could only regain partial “sovereignty” with the help of the Western powers. Adenauer was
69
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aware of this fact from the very beginning. That implied closer contacts and reconciliation with France as well as close cooperation with US policy. On the other
hand, the Austrian Chancellors Figl and Raab (ÖVP) together with their coalition
partner Schärf (SPÖ) focused on normal relations with all four occupation powers. This insinuated the conviction that a peaceful and orderly solution of the
Austrian question – that is, to preserve unity and to attain independence –, could
only result from the cooperation of the Four Powers.
For the Four Powers, the German question in the first years after the war was
at the forefront because of its incomparably higher relevance,71 and that remained
the case until the middle of the 1950s.72 Meanwhile, on the Austrian side, the time
could be put to good use by getting a foot in the door of the Western institutions
of integration and cooperation organizations and keeping with them as far as possible and useful, even if only staying in step with them because in the years from
1952–54, it seemed not to be possible to achieve any breakthrough in State Treaty
matters.
For the West, the Russian proposal for Germany in the form of the Soviet offer
of March 10, 1952, with Germany’s reunification and reciprocal withdrawal of
troops in exchange for freedom from military coalitions with a national army and
a peace treaty, came as a complete surprise. Two days later, on March 12, 1952,
the Western Allied diplomacy immediately presented an “Abbreviated Treaty”
(Gruber called it Räumungsprotokoll) for Austria that had already been prepared
long before. It was likewise unexpected for Moscow and, with a view towards
the existing draft of a State Treaty it was far more unfavorable for the USSR. The
Western Allies quickly went on to make this an element of their Germany policy
when Stalin came out with his note.73
Both proposals offered a basis for negotiations and material for propaganda.
Both appeared to be unacceptable to the other side. While the Western side was
compelled to react to the Stalin note, the Eastern side remained silent on the
“Abbreviated Treaty”, which blocked the concluding of the State Treaty through
1953–54 and thus excluded Austria having an effect as an example for Germany.
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As a result of this, though, there was no damage to the relations between Vienna and Bonn. The Western integration of the FRG was accepted by the Ballhausplatz as thoroughly positive, and with regard to the parties, it was perceived as
more significant by the SPÖ than by the ÖVP. The “Abbreviated Treaty” that was
first propagated by the federal government in Vienna, supported the play by the
Western powers in the battle of Germany notes against Stalin, while the Austrian
demand that occurred later for the separation of the two issues was in agreement
with Adenauer.74
If the FRG did not want to accept Stalin’s offer, a learning process was developed for Austria. According to research, during this period Moscow did not pursue either a policy of neutrality for Austria or a policy of a model case for Germany.75 There is, however, evidence against the former.76 A lack of flexibility paired
with geostrategic intentions for the safeguarding of the Eastern Bloc is cited as
decisive reasons for the Soviet stance.77 But in any case, the KPÖ had propagated
a neutrality solution for Austria since 1949–50,78 which is why the question is
raised as to whether this could have occurred on its own authority and without any
instructions from or approval by Stalin. The fact is, however, that in its Germany
policy in 1952, with a view towards freedom from blocs or coalitions, the Kremlin did not give any indications that concerned Austria or that could be useful to
it. Therefore, without the USSR having made proposals regarding Austria that
were the same or similar to the German question, there were deliberations at the
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Ballhausplatz as to whether the Stalin note could also be directed at their own
situation or else how it could be used to solve their own problem.79
Foreign Minister Gruber (in office until 1953) immediately formulated principles of “genuine neutrality”. Vienna learned a lesson from the Soviet note on
Germany and began to prepare itself for freedom from alliances.80 Indications of
a change in the Kremlin’s views increased after Stalin’s death on March 5, 1953
and the German government, under the overall control of Adenauer, decided upon
“total integration” (Hans-Peter Schwarz)81 into the Western alliance, even in the
case of early reunification (a binding clause).
It was only at that point that the essential preconditions were present for the
occupying powers for the solution of the Austria question on the basis of the
“freedom from alliances”. After 1945, Austria had continued to consistently stay
away from military alliances and did not allow military bases of any alliance on
its territory. Therefore, the Austrian delegation visiting Moscow from April 11 to
15, 1955 was prepared to proclaim a policy of non-alignment and to want a territorial guarantee according to the Swiss model of 1815.82
During the Moscow negotiations, the Austrians were ready to agree with the
Russians concerning permanent neutrality according to the Swiss model, that is,
to accept it in order to achieve a swift signing of the State Treaty and the withdrawal of Russian troops. Neutrality did not, however, prevent Austria from practicing political and “economic independence”.83
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1955 May, 15: The Icon of the Second Republic –
Figl shows signed State Treaty on the balcony of the Upper Belvedere

1955: Painting of the Belvedere scene on the occasion of the signing of the State Treaty
at the entry of the Prater-Riesenrad Vienna
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The trip to the capital of the USSR with the Moscow memorandum of April 15,
195584 was the key to the signing of the State Treaty on May 15 in Vienna85 and
consequently to “unity and freedom” (Gerald Stourzh). It was a “Four-PlusOne”-Decision, when the foreign ministers of the former four victorious powers
(Antoine Pinay/France, Harold Macmillan/United Kingdom, Vyacheslav Moltov/
USSR and John Foster Dulles/USA) and Austrian representatives came together
in the Vienna Belvedere Castle in order to confirm that document with their signatures. After that procedure Austria’s Foreign Minister Leopold Figl stood up
and said laudley: “Austria is free!” (“Österreich ist frei!”).86
Soon after the signing, tacking between neutrality and participation in Western European economic cooperation was, however, rendered much more difficult
as a result of the decision in principle by the six ECSC Member States at the
Messina conference in early June 1955 to proceed with horizontal integration in
the form of a customs union. Therefore, it was obvious for Austria to maintain
its economic independence by remaining a member of the OEEC and having observers in Luxembourg (ECSC) and representatives in Strasbourg (Council of
Europe).87 Such positions might lead to further Western orientation, in particular
to moderate economic Western integration.
It was not at all emphasized in the State Treaty that military neutrality with
the continuation of Western economic orientation would be the formula, which
on one hand was desired by the Soviet Union and on the other hand was accepted.
The Federal Constitutional Law (Bundesverfassungsgesetz) of October 26, 1955
was adopted by the Austrian Parliament (Nationalrat) – against the votes by the
Austrian Freedom’s Party. The law was as precise as short:
„Article I.
(1) For the purpose of the permanent assertion of its external independence and for the purpose
of the inviolability of its territory, Austria freely declares its everlasting neutrality. Austria
shall maintain and defend this neutrality by all means at its disposal.
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(2) In order to secure these purposes, Austria will not join any military alliances in the future
and will not permit the establishment of military bases of foreign states on its territory“.88

It was to express Austria’s voluntary commitment to “permanent neutrality”,89
although it was Soviet demands that were the cause of this, as Chancellor Raab
detailed in the Council of Ministers after the Austrian delegation’s trip to Moscow
on April 19, 1955:
“The most essential thing with the negotiations was the neutrality declaration. We did in fact
attempt to avoid this. The Russians also did not want for the impression to be given that any
pressure had been exerted. For this, a constitutional law on our part was indeed necessary
which had to be adopted. In any case, Austria will have to make efforts for recognition [author’s emphasis].”90

This ambivalence was recognized by the Representative of the German federal
government in Vienna, Carl-Hermann Mueller-Graaf, but he only delivered a monocausal explanation:
“The neutrality that was taken on in 1955 was a dubious creation [sic!] for its inventors, because aside from its precondition, which in any case was the most essential one, of world balance (that existed with the help of the Federal Republic of Germany), the other preconditions
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for neutrality – namely the fundamental attitude and the capability for defense – were at first
lacking.”91

The precondition and everything that was crucial for this, though, which
Mueller-Graaf could neither admit nor recommend to his superior at the German
Foreign Ministry (Auswärtiges Amt) in Bonn, was that the political will for being
free of alliances and for neutrality was decisive for the “Austria solution”. The
avoidance of any new edition of a “policy of Anschluss” was likewise important,
be it an economic union or a political one, since Article 4 of the State Treaty prohibited it. Against this background, a policy of rapprochement with the Western
European institutions and participation in integration was to be pursued in which
the FRG played a more and more driving role. This was to become one of the most
difficult tasks in Austrian foreign policy in the coming two decades (1953–73).
Since October 26, 1955 with the enactment of the Federal Constitutional Law
concerning Austria’s ‘permanent neutrality by the Nationalrat, this policy had
been accompanied by the maintenance of and focus on “permanent neutrality”.
Vienna was forced to repeatedly examine whether the integration objectives did
not violate its international status and Austrian Constitutional Law.92
On one hand, the “Austrian solution” of 1955 represented a success of Soviet
policy because the NATO powers withdrew from Western Austria. But on the
other hand, the application of the Austrian model would have brought into question all Western European steps towards integration and would have endangered
any further progress. This aim could not be obtained by the USSR. In this way the
State Treaty was a compromise solution.
The Soviets recommended Austria’s membership in the United Nations (1955)
and they accepted its membership of the Council of Europe (1956).93 These steps
were the first test of Soviet willingness to agree on the new Austrian foreign
policy regarding neutrality. This policy, in fact, turned into continued Western
orientation accompanied by careful military neutrality.
After 1955, Austria remained a “special case” because of its status as a “neutral” country. The crucial point is that the Soviets did accept the aforementioned
91

92

93

Original quotation: “Die 1955 übernommene Neutralität war für seine Erfinder ein fragwürdiges Gebilde, weil außer ihrer – allerdings wesentlichsten – Voraussetzung, dem (mit Hilfe der
Bundesrepublik bestehenden) Weltgleichgewicht, die anderen Voraussetzungen für Neutralität, nämlich Gesinnung und Verteidigungsfähigkeit, zunächst fehlten.” Bericht Nr. 20/60 VSV
aus Wien, February 1, 1960 – Pol 203. Politisches Archiv des Auswärtigen Amtes (PA/AA),
Ministerbüro, Band 54.
Michael GEHLER, 17. Juli 1989: Der EG-Beitrittsantrag. Österreich und die europäische
Integration 1945–1995, in: Michael GEHLER – Rolf STEININGER (Hrsg.), Österreich im
20. Jahrhundert. Ein Studienbuch in 2 Bde, Bd. 2, Wien – Köln – Weimar 1997, 515–595:
525–564.
See Document 199 report written by Roger LALOUETTE to Antoine PINAY, Vienne, April
18, 1955, Documents Diplomatiques Francais (DDF) (1955), Tome I, (Paris: Imprimérie
Nationale, 1987), 461–463.
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Austrian policy of political and “economic independence”. The Soviet safeguard
was Article 4 of the State Treaty that stipulated that any type of political or economic union with Germany was prohibited (Anschluss-Verbot).94

1955 January: The new Viennese waltz Moltov-Raab with the envious
Adenauer in the background is recognized early by caricaturists

If earlier on, Germany’s foreign policy was strictly US-oriented, it also caused
a delay in Austria’s State Treaty between 1952 and 1953. This was no longer
true for the time between 1954 and 1955.95 On the contrary, the developments of
1954 and 1955 were to prove that Austrian national independence also could be
won because of West Germany’s integration into the West. Austrian territorial
integrity and Western German integration were not only compatible they were
complementary and closely interdependent. The FRG’s forthcoming membership
in NATO on May 5 led to a new approach as to Russian policy towards Austria.
Since the Berlin Conference of early 1954, the Soviets had made their agreement
to the Austrian State Treaty explicitly conditional upon a definitive solution of
the German question. All that changed when Molotov indicated on February 8,
1955 that the two questions might indeed be pursued separately.96 This ought to
94
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be taken into account when talking about the “Austrian model” as a possible hint
concerning a solution of the German problem.
3. THE AUSTRIAN SOLUTION AS A MODEL FOR GERMANY? –
REJECTION BY ADENAUER AND ONLY A SLIGHT RELAXATION
FOR CENTRAL EUROPE 1955
In considering the Soviet Union’s Germany and Austria Policy in 1955, it is necessary to differentiate between the first and second half of the year. Otherwise, it is
easy to lose sight of differences between the – alternating imminent and existing
– “two-state theory” and two-state rhetoric for Germany as a result of a Western
policy of accomplished facts and the intransigence of Adenauer’s emerging twostate policy and two-state practice. The latter options were not yet definitively
established until the middle of 1955. The status quo was consolidated in Central
Europe by the autumn of 1955,97 which led to unsatisfactory results in terms of the
maximum objective of the Soviet policy on Germany, the “split against its will”.98
In the research, it has been argued for 1952 as well as for 1955 that with Austria,
the Soviet Union was not pursuing a model plan for Germany.99 That conclusion is
opposed by another argument: “The Austria question was also always part of the
German question for Soviet foreign policy.”100 Apparently, in the Kremlin there
was clarity about the fact that Soviet concessions to the Western powers in Austria affected the expectations of Germans: “Above all, the population in the Soviet
Zone of Occupation/GDR looked at what the USSR did in Austria”.101
So what were the Soviet Union’s intentions with respect to Germany and
Austria in 1955? As long as the GDR had no peace treaty not to speak about
Germany as a whole, it was still up for grabs, and there was sometimes the vision
in the Kremlin of an open, Soviet-friendly Germany united from east to west, à
la Weimar Republic. In January 1955, Austria’s Ambassador in Moscow, Norbert
Bischoff, saw the first and overriding goal of Russian policy in the shift or even
Bruno THOSS, Der Beitritt der Bundesrepublik Deutschland zur WEU und NATO im Spannungsfeld von Blockbildung und Entspannung (1954–1956), in: Hans EHLERT – Christian
GREINER – Georg MEYER – Bruno THOSS, Die NATO-Option. Anfänge westdeutscher
Sicherheitspolitik 1945–1956, Bd. 3, hrsg. v. Militärgeschichtliches Forschungsamt, München
1993, 3–234: 171–188.
98
Wilfried LOTH, Spaltung wider Willen. Die sowjetische Deutschlandpolitik 1945–1955, in:
Tel Aviver Jahrbuch für deutsche Geschichte XXIV (1996), 283–297.
99
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prevention of the ratification of the Paris Agreements with NATO West Germany.
According to him, the Soviets would consider the situation in Europe as “very
serious” and “still hold their old basic notions of the desirable solution to the
German question”, a “united, peace-loving Germany (i.e. not intent on territorial gain in the East), non-militaristic, and of course, not in a military alliance
with America”; in Soviet Foreign Minister’s Vyacheslav Molotov own words, an
“improved Weimar Republic”. In such a Germany, the KPD (Communist Party
of Germany) would “only play a rather modest role”. Nevertheless, this solution
instead of a division of Germany would be decidedly preferable.102
After a talk with the Germany expert in the Soviet Foreign Ministry, Vladimir
Semyonov, Bischoff grasped the Soviet main objectives, namely increasing resistance to ratification of the Paris agreement in West Germany, delaying its
ratification, and perhaps even preventing it. Semyonov (later on Soviet Ambassador to Bonn 1978–1986) was so clear that no doubts existed about the Soviet
intentions.103

1955 April: Fishing in the Large Four Power Pond

According to the words of Semyonov, Bischoff had spoken of Soviet diplomacy,
which was distinct from Soviet propaganda and Soviet policy. The Soviet positions
in the Germany question moved in this multidimensional, partially independent
„ein geeintes, friedliebendes (d. h. nicht auf Territorialgewinne im Osten ausgehendes), nicht
militaristisches und selbstverständlich nicht in einem Militärbündnis mit Amerika stehendes
Deutschland; nach Molotows bekanntem Ausdruck: eine verbesserte Weimarer Republik“, see
Report No. 6/P “Zur jüngsten Deutschland-Erklärung der Sowjetregierung” (“About the recent Germany-Declaration of the Soviet Government”, Austrian Embassy Moscow, Norbert
BISCHOFF to Leopold FIGL, January 18, 1955. ÖStA, Archiv der Republik, BKA/AA, II-pol,
Zl. 319.725-pol/55 (GZl. 319.014-pol/55).
103
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AdR, Nachlass Norbert BISCHOFF, E/1770: 157, see also GEHLER – AGSTNER (Hrsg.), Einheit und Teilung, 245–247: 246.
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three-level system: Kremlin policy held a concrete and realistic political solution
for Austria in April and May 1955 in the debate on the German question, thus creating a lasting thorn in the side of the FRG, although after the Geneva summit in
July, the Eastern integration of the GDR was to have gotten higher priority. Until
then, the “neutralization” of Germany by Soviet policy was still expected in the
West, especially since Soviet diplomacy suggested ways of dropping the Socialist
Unity Party (SED) regime. The central function of Austria as a model case for
both Soviet policy and Soviet diplomacy was still the prevention of Western German NATO integration. Moscow seemed to still be open to the Geneva Summit
from July 18 to 23, 1955 to provide the Pankow puppet system with a Western
Allied troop withdrawal from Germany within the framework of free elections.
Below the politics and diplomacy of the USSR were the actions of the occupation
authorities in both countries deploying and pursuing propaganda activities and
the aspirations of Sovietization, which could be mitigated as required or disavowed and stopped by the policy as in East Germany in the spring or in Austria
from the summer of 1953. Still, in the first half of the 1950s, Sovietization was
relatively ineffective in practice. Neither the companies and economic structures
of Austria nor those of Germany were as strong and convinced communist as the
comrades would have liked. The help of the Soviet Union and the support of the
CPSU for the Communist Party of Austria and the SED remained ambivalent,
calculating, and half-hearted, however the parties varied in significance. In 1953
after the 17 June uprising, in the case of the GDR, Moscow was ready to replace
the SED leadership. In May 1955, the Austrian Communist Party was perceived
by the Kremlin as a negligible size, meaning that it was seen as marginal, close to
Soviet occupation policy on the respective Austria and Germany policy, but this
is only one dimension of the complex and multi-Soviet attitudes, postures, and
positions.
Soviet diplomacy aimed deliberately at Western diplomacy, especially that of
France. Soviet (foreign) policy was guided by pragmatic considerations and realizable objectives, but it varied due to inconsistency and indecision. After Stalin’s
death, it was flexible and open, although inconsistent due to uncertain leadership
constellations. At the same time, Soviet propaganda remained dogmatically fixed
ideologically as an instrument of the Cold War, and the Western public, especially
that of West Germany, aimed at delegitimizing and disempowering its ideological
enemies, which would not succeed. Anti-communism was a dominant and manifest element of continuity of the political cultures in both Germany and Austria.
According to research, the SED, which brought Moscow into play as a seemingly independent actor, always followed detailed instructions.104 If this finding is
true, then the dedicated recommendation of the Austria model for the solution of
104
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the German question by Walter Ulbricht in April and May 1955 can be understood
as a desire and a vision for the future from the Soviet side.105

1955 May 15: Special postage stamp State Treaty

The model case function of the Austrian-Soviet treaty preparations, the Inter-
Allied and Austrian negotiations of the treaty, and the Austrian implementation
of the agreements in the period before and after May 15, 1955 attracted a broad
and long-lasting debate at all levels of Western demoscopy, diplomacy, politics,
and journalism. The “Austria example” of the German question (bilateral preliminary investigations in Moscow, quadripartite negotiations on troop withdrawal
for freedom from alliances) was taken to be quite conceivable internally and at
the semi-public level, a viable and reliable way to solve the German question, to
be taken into consideration and further debated even after ratification of the Paris
agreements. Given the reference to missing convincing Soviet files, notes on the
prevention of West German rearmament, and striking a balance between the advantages and disadvantages of a neutral Germany in Moscow,106 the question is
raised as to whether this necessity existed, even if internally it was all too clear
and obvious. Clearly, this was being considered in the State Department. There,
even after the FRG had joined NATO in July 1955, at the level of the Office
of Intelligence Research it was still believed that a neutralized, Western-oriented Germany was quite possible and feasible without jeopardizing its own positions.107 The assumptions were clearly outlined:
GEHLER, Modellfall?, 732–737.
RUGGENTHALER, The Stalin-Note, 186.
107
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Box 12, Folder Germany. Final Version: Intelligence Report No. 6993, July 12, 1955, see also
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“A unified German state combining the present Federal Republic of Germany and the Soviet
Zone will be set up by four power agreement. Reunification will occur while the CDU-CSU
exercises leadership in the Bonn government. The structure of the reunited Germany will be
determined by a constituent assembly chosen on the basis of nation-wide free elections. The
future all German government will have full power of decision in regard to the problems created by reunification and to future internal political, social, and economic policy. However, the
terms of reunification will specify that Germany will have a neutralized status – i. e. it will be
prohibited from joining either a Western or an Eastern alliance system, although it may form
part of an overall European security system and will have limited defense forces.”108

The document is highly interesting when drawing its conclusions concerning the
outcome of possible free elections of a quasi neutralized Germany:
“Free all German elections would give an overwhelming majority of votes and parliamentary
seats to the moderate conservative parties and the social democrats. Assuming that the Communists were successful in gaining the support of zone segments of east German youth, and
given the greater discipline of Communist voters, it may well be that the KPD would gain a
higher percentage of votes in a united Germany than it did in the Federal Republic; nevertheless the party would still remain a minor group of possible 5 to 7 percent of the electorate. [...]
It is difficult to predict whether the social democrats or Chancellor Adenauer’s Christian Democratic-Christian Social Union (CDU/CSU) would emerge as the strongest political party in a
united Germany. Considering that the 18,5 million Germans in the Soviet zone and East Berlin
are overwhelmingly protestant and have traditionally supported either the social democrats
or the parties of the nationalist right, the belief has been widespread that the Socialists would
emerge as the strongest party in a united Germany. However, the experiences of the East
Zone population during the last two decades may have disturbed the traditional pattern und
reduced the political significance of denominational and socio-economic lines of division. The
experience with a regime which leaned heavily on Marxist symbols, the distaste for a planned
economy, and the suppression of the workers under ‘Unity Party’ rule may well have created
anti-Marxist political tendencies among some segments of the east German working class,
which could redound to the electoral disadvantage of even the moderate SPD. Should Adenauer still be chancellor at the time of reunification, the enormous increase of Adenauer’s prestige
as Germany’s ‘Second Bismarck’ would led added strength to his party. With the CDU/CSU
claiming full credit for the achievement of reunification it may well be that it would emerge as
the leading party of a united Germany. [...]
The government established as a result of all German elections – either a CDU/SPD coalition
or a Grand Coalition comprising the SPD and all parties of a center and moderate right, or a
combination on the model of the present Bonn-Government, would be ideologically oriented
towards the West and would reflect the anti-communist and anti-Soviet-outlook of the overwhelming majority of the German population.”109

Even if Germany would be ‘neutralized’ its Western orientation would remain
and secret ties to the NATO would be established, the document argues:
“However, within the limits imposed by its neutralized position, Germany would probably
incline as far as possible to the West. In the United Nations and other international bodies the
108
109
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pattern of German voting would probably favor Western positions. In so far as international
restrictions permitted, the Germans would seek complement NATO strength in Europe and
improve the Western strategic position. Again, depending on the degree of four-power supervision, they might even attempt covert contacts with the NATO powers in order to work out
informal understandings concerning overall Western defence planning.”110

In the academic debates on the “model case”, there has been no distinction between the approach and the solution itself. In the spring of 1955, the Soviet Union
still sought a four-power conference not only on Austria but also on Germany.
The result was open. For the Soviets, it was neither a conference on the FRG nor
a conference about the GDR. At first, and then up through the spring of 1955, the
USSR still wanted to negotiate the Austria question at such a conference, together
with the whole of Germany.111 For Adenauer’s Western integration this policy
was highly dangerous, and for Austria it was stressful until the end, even as the
Ballhausplatz succeeded in maneuvering itself out with a fateful package deal.
The central problem of the security needs of the Soviet Union lay not in relation
to Austria, Finland, and Yugoslavia, but in the far more tangential Germany question. By way of four-power control, this initially seemed solvable. To even think
of an arrangement, let alone reach one built confidence and, closely connected to
this, a minimum level bilateral contact was a precursor for quadripartite control.
Austrian diplomacy had grasped that in the spring of 1955. The Soviets demonstrated this symbolic and psychologically important scenario with satisfaction to
the FRG and the Western world. It was about the credibility of the policy in the
specific example, that a bloc in Europe could be overcome by granting neutrality.
To obtain “Unity and Freedom” (Stourzh) in the 1950s, there was no way
around a quadripartite arrangement, as the Soviet Union would show clearly and
convincingly in the case of Austria. The scenario was also to play out right in
front of Bonn. The fundamental insight into a quadripartite solution was not ruled
out by Austria’s government leaders. They succeeded. The FRG leadership was
above all in favor of partial-state freedom, not entire state unity, which marked
the difference between Bonn’s policy and that of Vienna. The fact that negotiations had to take place with all four powers – assuming that there was interest in
an integral solution – was the main realization of the Austria solution in 1955.
Premature disclosure to the GDR without an agreement on the withdrawal of
Western troops from Germany was not to be expected from the Kremlin leadership, as it might have been conceivable even under Lavrentiy Beria by redeeming
the policy of “building socialism” (“Aufbau des Sozialismus”) in the GDR in the
spring of 1953 and appeared possible.112 Anything else would be a considerable
110
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loss of prestige two years later, if not a capitulation by the USSR before its ideological enemies, the West, as was determined internally in the CPSU General
Secretary Georgy Malenkov in January 1955. This was also in line with the GDR
leadership.113 This had to be a contradiction to the “model case” thesis: “Double
or multiple strategies with different timeframes were part of the armamentarium
of Soviet policy, and ideological justifications always came for each step in any
direction.”114
Germany was and remained a central element of Soviet policy in Europe. That
is why it was still seen as a whole in 1955. Therefore, Moscow at first had no
forced interest in establishing diplomatic relations with West Germany before the
summer of 1955, especially since the issue would have been raised of the international recognition of the GDR. This step was taken after the Geneva Summit.
The special emphasis on the “two-state theory” by Khrushchev only happened
afterwards.115 Consistently and logically, the formal establishment of diplomatic
relations with the GDR by the Soviet Union continued after Adenauer’s visit to
Moscow from September 8 to 14, 1955 and the establishment of diplomatic relations with the FRG.116
If starting from the end of 1954, start-up planning for the Warsaw Pact was
brought to bear in the case against the Austria example, it must be pointed out
that the existence of the envisaged pact system had been made dependent from
the Soviet side upon the continuation of NATO. The solution to the question of
German unity was to be addressed by Moscow in the case of the involvement of
Germany in the Atlantic alliance.117
The Soviets unsuccessfully continued to harbor thoughts of a reunited but neutral Germany, that is, to apply the “Austrian solution” to Germany. The German
social democrats saw the signing of the State Treaty as greatly encouraging those
forces that were trying to ease tensions between the East and the West. The SPD
press chief, Fritz Heine, argued that the Austrian example illustrated that connecting the problem of unity, through free elections, with negotiations on a system
of collective security definitely promised success. Bonn should then bring pressure to bear on Western powers to negotiate for reunification. Withdrawal from
the bloc policy of the Paris Treaties was, however, an important precondition for
that.118
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In a remarkable speech in Warsaw on May 11, 1955 – a few days before the
establishment of the Eastern security pact – the Soviet Minister President Nikolai
Bulganin had stated that the establishment of a united, free, and democratic Germany was not only necessary but also to be implemented readily with good will.
He pointed to the case of Germany as the necessary renunciation of remilitarization, and he criticized the lack of good will of the Western powers for making
acceptable proposals.119 This position was and remained a touchstone of Soviet
policy on Germany from 1952 to 1955.
Before the Paris Agreements entered into force on May 5, 1955, there were still
opportunities not only to discuss Germany as a whole, but also for negotiation.
With this, the USSR was not interested in the West. The inclusion of the GDR in
the Warsaw Pact system remained analogue to the integration of the FRG into
NATO. The establishment of the Warsaw Pact and the launching of the GDR were
not actions, but rather reactions with offensive elements, or “countermeasures”120
by the Soviet Union after NATO’s founding and the scheduled entry of the FRG
into the Atlantic alliance. The GDR remained “in military terms, spared for the
time being”. It had no place in the Unified High Command of the Warsaw Pact,
its position there was reserved as a subsequent regulation. In terms of assistance
agreements between member states, it was suspected, and not wrongly, that there
was also discrimination towards the Eastern part of the country. It was only in
January 1956 that the Soviet Union and its “brother states” decided on the integration of the armed forces of the GDR into the common military alliance.121
The USSR was already on the defensive in 1955 with regard to security policy.
It responded to the Germany question in the first half of the 1950s far more often
too late and acted on neutrality policy offensively.122 The “model case” could remain reserved as a future scenario in view of the irrefutable realities established
through the course of 1955. Realpolitik thus could no longer be applied from the
summer of 1955 onward.
The classic State Treaty historiography for a long time has ignored and then
also denied the model question for Germany traditionally as well as tendentially
and, in so doing it has been modeled on a German military historical interpretation that saw “not the function of a model case for Germany, but rather a test case
for relaxation of tensions”.123
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This was not a contradiction, nor, unlike Germany policy, was it a maximal
target of Soviet Austria policy. The contentious issue in any event has been left
open because of a lack of compelling evidence. At the end of the title of the corresponding chapter in Gerald Stourzh’s last German written book, there was also
a question mark: “Soviet Austria Policy in the Spring of 1955 and Its Motivations:
The NATO Defense ‘Model Case’ for Germany or More?”124
The question as to whether the Soviet leadership considered the Austrian solution to be a model for Germany, despite the results achieved there, cannot be categorically denied. On the contrary: with certainty, Soviet political intentions for
Germany in its Austria policy cannot be ruled out during the first half of 1955.125
It turns out that in the studies on the history of the Austrian State Treaty, the
question of whether the Soviet Union with its Austria policy (beyond Germany)
possibly (still) wanted more. This approach was therefore based on earnest intentions by the Soviet Union, and it ruled out disruption and deception maneuvers, as
was clearly evident in the examples of Finland, Yugoslavia, or Austria. This “controversial issue” has already been referred to in individual articles based on files
from the French Foreign Ministry 1955 which have not been systematically used
thus far by the researchers. The idea that Soviet Austria policy in 1955 was mainly
about Germany is based on a paper from the Quai d’Orsay and the assessments
derived from it.126 After further reading, it appears that the Soviets possibly wanted far more than just a chance at Germany using Austria.127 They also wanted a
concession recognizing the seriousness of their policy, which in practical terms
also amounts to an admission, suggesting that for the USSR, what was concerned
was not primarily the Alpine Republic, but rather following a policy with regard
to Austria and pursuing other, even more important global concerns.128
Thus, it appears that for the British and the Americans in 1955, the risky and
disruptive State Treaty was not urgent in view of the Western integration of the
FRG coupled with “freely” chosen and self-proclaimed neutrality. From the Soviet point of view, it appeared to be primarily a means of achieving various other
purposes – a “model case” for entirely different reasons. The following results
are certain for the Germany policy dimension of the Austria policy of the Great
Powers in 1955:
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a) Relevant circles of French diplomacy saw in the Soviet Union’s Austria
Policy a target direction that was “only aimed at Germany”.129
b) In the Anglo-American camp, the view predominated that the USSR meant
Austria to be a model case for Germany, which was a “dangerous solution”
– including for the Soviet Union itself.130 Western assessments of the Stalin
notes from the spring of 1952 were similar.131
c) Adenauer himself saw Moscow’s Austria policy as opposed to the Western
integration of the FRG. He saw it as a great danger. The “model case” and
its effects were taken seriously by him. In a negative way, the German
Chancellor, as well as the Western European powers, viewed the “model
case” as a threatening alternative to his Western integration course, meaning a prejudice for the Allied policy towards Germany. The four should not
be discussing and negotiating about Germany over his head. That was the
underlying cause of his anger over Austria, which had indeed already been
negotiating with the Four Powers since 1954.
d) The model of the “Austria solution” consisted among other things of the
sudden appearence of bilateral agreements in Moscow from April 11 to
15, 1955 and the rapidly conducted quadripartite negotiations in Vienna
from May 2 to 13, 1955, first at the ambassadorial level and finally at the
foreign minister level. The Soviets wanted to negotiate even more in March
1955, namely at the ministerial level and taking into account the German
question.
e) The approval that was publicly expressed by U.S. President Eisenhower for
a belt of neutral states in Europe on May 18, 1955 and his sympathy that he
expressed for armed neutrality according to the Swiss model (such as at the
Berlin Conference of Foreign Ministers in February 1954) as well as related
fears of a redeployment of US troops from Europe were the real reasons
for Adenauer’s frustration and the core of his anger.132 The unfavorable
treatment of West Germany in the question of the control of German assets
in the State Treaty only added to his hostile and contemptuous attitude towards forthcoming neutral Austria.133
f) With the Austria solution, Moscow attempted to provide evidence of its
goodwill and a confidence-building measure to contribute to the relaxation
GEHLER, L’unique objectif, 263–264; STOURZH, Um Einheit und Freiheit, 467.
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of tensions rather than merely contributing to uncertainty, which meant
reducing confrontation and conflict potential.
In this regard, it was only logical that the possibility entered the central
question of Soviet security policy in Europe, the German question was included and should be part of such a solution.134
In April and May 1955, the idea was launched of neutral zone countries
for Europe, which the USSR played via Western media. What was open
and contentious in this case was whether Germany was part of this “belt of
neutral states”.135 This was indeed doubted (Stourzh), but could neither be
falsified nor refuted, according to which the Soviet Union “ostensibly said
Austria, but really meant Germany”136 especially since in 1955, the German
question for Moscow was still a key problem for economic, political, and
military development at the center of Europe. It was also still essential to
the security interests of the Soviet Union after the founding of the Warsaw
Pact on May 14, 1955, especially after the situation had worsened with the
FRG having expressed its intention to join NATO.
In any case Moscow wanted to stimulate German opposition to Adenauer’s
Western course in the first half of 1955 and thereby indirectly delay the
“rearmament” of Germany, which had played a role in 1952. This can be
viewed as part of the intended “model case” effect on the one hand as well
as a cheeky “attempt to interfere” against the Western Bloc involvement of
the FRG, and it can also be understood on the other hand as a constructive
contribution to an amicable settlement of the question of Germany between
East and West in order to contribute to creating a European security system. This, however, was to be created only twenty years later after Austria’s
State Treaty and neutrality: the Helsinki Final Act and the CSCE follow-up
process represented a comprehensive change in political and military strategy in the West during the Cold War.137
Had Adenauer given a hint to the largely controlled press by the Federal
Government in Bonn138 that, according to the Allensbach Demoscopic Institute, the impressionable and wavering mood in Germany would possibly
be rapidly changed?139
The “Austria solution” was much less about “uncertainty” in the West for
the Soviet leadership140 with the governments and populations the same
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as in 1952 than a policy with strong elements of confidence building. The
“model case” did not have to automatically and necessarily have to mean
the “neutralization” of Germany, as was argued by hysterical contemporaries in defensive positions in Germany or later historians stuck in their
views.
l) Despite all mental reservations and resistance, the Kremlin showed itself
to still be quite open-minded about the idea of a reunified, neutralized or
even neutral Germany, above all at the Geneva Summit from July 18 to 23,
1955,141 but significantly less so at the Foreign Ministers’ Conference from
October 27 to November 16, 1955.142
m) If it was in the Soviet interest to inaugurate a policy of relaxation (“peaceful coexistence”), the Kremlin needed its central focus on the conflict in
Central Europe in terms of defusing and neutralizing the German threat.
That was the “big” solution143 in the sense of an intermediate zone-aligned
state from the North through Central Europe to the Balkans. It would be
possible to not reach for Germany beginning in the neighborhood and in
peripheral zones: Austria, Yugoslavia, and Finland could be added logically in such a concept that did not make Germany absolutely essential.
n) The fact that only a “small” solution was possible for the Soviet Union in
the second half of 1955 with Austria’s permanent neutrality did not primarily relate to an unwillingness to negotiate about Germany in Moscow’s
policy, as described by contemporary witnesses and as a result by historical
research as well, but rather mainly because of the West having continuously rejected Soviet proposals for alliance and freedom for Germany since
1952.
o) In terms of the integration of the GDR into the Eastern alliance and economic system and placing blame for the division of Germany on the West,
Stalin was probably successful.144 The Austria solution was merely a small
“Stalin Note from the year 1955”145 and only a small victory within the great
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political defeat of Germany with regard to the maximum performance by
the Kremlin.
But what was the Soviets’ objective with regard to Austria? Were they only in
favor of Austria’s national sovereignty in order to weaken a future Germany, or
was their Austrian policy a means for other ends? Geoffrey Harrison of the British Foreign Office noted that Soviet motives for signing the State Treaty were not
clear. According to him it seemed probable that “their main aim, now that they
must accept failure to prevent the ratification of the Paris Agreements, is to impede the re-armament of Western Germany under these Agreements by raising
in Western Germany the hope that Germany could be reunited if a settlement
on the Austrian lines were accepted.”146 Consequently, the British Foreign Office
informed its Ambassador to Vienna Geoffrey Wallinger:
“Nevertheless, the idea of neutrality as such has an appeal which the Soviet Union will know
how to exploit in left-wing circles in most European countries, and although the Austrian
solution is not in our view seriously thought of by the Russians as a precedent for Germany,
the Russians may well revert to it from time to time in order to influence neutralist opinion in
Germany.”147

To sum up it seems to be clear that Austria’s example in Soviet foreign policy
from the years from 1952 to 1954 was not a model for Germany.148 But the Western proposal of the “Abbreviated Treaty” on March 12, 1952 made every even
theoretically conceivable Soviet Austria model case impossible as a policy for
Germany (1952–1953). In most cases, the relationship between Germany and the
Austria-question were not included in long-lasting and extensive research on the
Soviet Germany policy. Thus torn from this context and only as a sporadically
occurring hint, it is not surprising in the context of the preparations in 1951 for
the presentation of the Russian Note from March 10, 1952, that in all advisory
bodies in Moscow participants agreed that “for Germany, the Austria model – democracy internally and neutrality to the outside – could not be used”.149 Austria so
designated and serving as the pattern was at this time, however, not even neutral,
but took over this status only by the Constitutional Law on October 26, 1955.
The real intentions of the foreign, European, and Germany policies of the late
Stalin era (1952–1953) and the first years after his death (1953–1955) have remained in semi-darkness, since the balance of power in the Soviet Union was
muddled at this time and the opinion-forming and decision-making processes in
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the Kremlin were mixed. Consequently, they were and are not unique for making historical reconstructions. What the red dictator and his successors, Beria,
Malenkov, Bulganin and Khrushchev (1953–1955), planned in detail, in theory,
and in practical fact wanted, is not yet continuously and unequivocally certain on
the basis of sources.
As far as Peter Ruggenthaler’s main thesis is concerned: We still do not know,
despite many Stalin biographies, enough about his policy towards Germany and
what exactly his “concept” of neutrality – except only functional, instrumental
and negative thoughts but not a real concept – was, even though it is repeatedly
argued to draw all too exclusive, valid, and far-reaching conclusions.150
It is still far from everything clear. Much is still interpretation despite the
newly revealed sources and some remains speculation. The partial opening of
Soviet archives and their use, for example, by German and Austrian historians of
the past 25 years has provided insightful secondary and sometimes, temporarily
relevant individual results, but not the “definitive proof” of the sincerity or insincerity of Soviet policy on Germany in the first half of the 1950s. The “definitive
evidence” practically does not exist. There is virtually none – despite such decidedly dramatic book titles like “Stalin’s Big Bluff”151 or previous and forthcoming
judgments regarding the “legend of the missed opportunity”.152
Unlike historians who have assumed the alternatives of Western integration
policy and represented this hypothesis incessantly, it can be argued that in German and European policy development until the year 1955, the opportunity and
scope still existed for an Austrian solution to the German question in East and
West (bilateral preliminary investigations, quadripartite negotiations with troop
withdrawal for alliance freedom), options that could have shaken the foundations
of Adenauer’s policy more heavily than they already had anyway. It was far less
the lack of enforceability of an alternative policy of neutrality by the Western
Allies – there were still points of contact with the strongest power of the Western
This impression is confirmed after reading the contemporary history literature with differing and fluctuating judgments: Alexei FILITOV, The Post-Stalin Succession Struggle and
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Three, the United States, to take a turn – but rather the lack of will of the German
Federal chancellor himself.
The development up to the Geneva Conference of Foreign Ministers was still
open, and the situation was not irreversible. In 1955 the twelve divisions of the
Western German army had not yet been established, and the Nationale Volks
armee (NVA) neither justified nor was part of the Warsaw Pact. For the Soviet
leadership in Germany, the question of the possibility of a reversal existed in that
year had Adenauer and the West showed signs of giving in. The “model case”
was publicly cast as a “trap”, “allurement” or “propaganda maneuver”, and on
the other hand rated internally as a conceivable, possible and legitimate option,
but perceived as a “dangerous” and “risky” solution. However, which policy operates without danger and risk, especially when it is about a divided nation during
the Cold War and determines the fates of millions of people behind the “Iron
Curtain”? Such a risk-free policy could neither be had nor made. The policy of
Western integration was dangerous and risky for Adenauer too. It took not only
the maintenance of the established confrontation and military potential in Western and Eastern Europe and thus a nuclear war into consideration, but also the
continuation of the division of Germany for an indefinite period – In the end, this
would take 40 years.
In contrast Austria’s government and top diplomats were in favor of unity and
liberty – with some exceptions and opponents in their own country as well as a
few representatives from the parties – and took the risk of a possible negotiated
settlement with the Soviet Union – despite concerns, worries and warnings from
London, Paris, and Washington, and the prophecies of doom in Western journalism. Vienna would win. Bonn did not even want this and thus saved its own status
as a Western state. The West was relieved that Adenauer unswervingly stuck to
his course, which in itself was clearly evident in advance, but above all, it proved
Soviet policy was not working intensively beyond Austria, although Soviet diplomacy endeavored to achieve this, still at the first Geneva Conference but then
afterwards the signs were to let the matter drop.
The Dutch Foreign Minister Joseph Luns was convinced that had Moscow’s
Austria initiative come three months earlier, i.e. parallel to the Soviet Government statement of January 15, 1955, on the recent approval of free elections for
the whole of Germany under international control, meaning also under UN supervision, the conclusion of the Paris Agreements could thus have been disrupted.153
Though the Kremlin leadership was again very late with the proposals for the
settlement of the German question in 1952 as in 1955, even to reach maximum targets that were in its interest. That was the result of differing and inconsistent interpretations together with a lack of determination in the Kremlin itself. Although
after 1955 the Soviet Union tried to make the GDR acceptable at the international
153
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level, one can hardly ignore that a non-aligned and unified Germany would have
been the better solution for Moscow than a NATO-integrated FRG with the Western European powers and a nuclear-armed U.S. in the background. There can be
no doubt about this maximum goal of Soviet leaders but there can be doubt about
their faith that they could turn the German question to their advantage.
Until the Geneva Summit and Foreign Ministers‘ Conference in July and the
autumn of 1955, the Soviet interest was still to negotiate on Germany as a whole
and that, of course, under the conditions repeatedly mentioned by the USSR on
the German question, just as they had also clearly acted on the Austrian precedent, their goal was to lead by example and decide quickly and credibly in the
first half of 1955: military alliance or alignment/neutrality, national armed forces,
and having free elections at the national level in Austria (1945, 1949 and 1953),
which took place without problems. If it was in the Soviet interest to inaugurate
a policy of relaxation (“peaceful coexistence”), the Kremlin needed its central
focus on the conflict in Central Europe in terms of defusing and neutralizing the
German threat.154 That was the “big” solution155 in the sense of an intermediate
zone-aligned state from the North through central Europe to the Balkans.
Although Moscow could not reach the initial maximum objective of preventing West Germany’s entry into NATO with the Austria solution having been
achieved, it demonstrated a permanent “good example” by agreeing to Austria’s
neutrality. Indeed, this became a model for its “peaceful coexistence policy” for
the period from end of the 1950s through the 1960s. Austria was not only praised
and recommended by Moscow, it was also repeatedly prompted and encouraged
to bring its good offices to bear in solving the German question and the Berlin
Crisis,156 which was what Austria also tried to do many times under Julius Raab
and Bruno Kreisky as well between as the Austrian Ambassador to Moscow
Norbert Bischoff and his German colleague Hans Kroll.157
Adenauer was the key figure in the question of rejecting of the Austria-model in 1955. He also had a party-political and electioneering motif based on the
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historical, religious and cultural differences with the protestant East of Germany:
Many of the root areas for SPD voters were in the GDR. With the “Soviet Zone”,
Germany as a whole would have become, if not social democratic, still more
protestant than the FRG. That argument could not be waved away, which French
Foreign Minister Robert Schuman already knew in 1952.158

1952 May: A Foreign Ministers’ Meeting took place between
Anthony Eden, Robert Schuman and Dean Acheson

Two decades later in 1978, Kreisky recalled his memories of confidential discussions with Adenauer when at his visit to London he told the British Prime Minister
James Callaghan who had asked him what the Western attitude should be, “if the
two Germanys revive the issue of reunification”. The Austrian Chancellor replied:
“As a Catholic, Adenauer had never favored reunification since he knew that a Catholic majority would be unobtainable in a united Germany. For years, everybody had talked about
unification but very few really believed in it. If it became a real issue, the German people might
rally to it; but it was unlikely to figure as an issue at, for example, the next General Election in
the FRG. The FRG was now richer and more influential than ever before and had no reason to
wish for change.”159

As a result of the solidifying division of Germany, it was becoming increasingly
unlikely that either the idea of the Austrian model or the neutralization of Germany would occur after 1955. In spite of that, these ideas were not entirely dead.
They could always be revived by the Soviets as a possible solution.160 Even in the
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1980s and in 1989–90, this was the case.161 But the rejection came immediately
from both Bonn and the West. This reflects the decisions of the early years of
East-West German postwar history: the division of Germany by the Soviets, provoked through their actions in their region (1945–46), and the Berlin Blockade
(1948–49), and then decided by the West (1948–49) and pushed through together
with Adenauer. It is clear that reversing the West’s Germany policy decisions
from the time before 1955 became increasingly difficult. There were alternative
options and solutions like alliancelessness, neutrality and neutralization, but they
were ignored or refused. The founding of the GDR was not only a result of the
founding of the FRG by the Western Allies (1948–49) but also the GDR’s continued existence was a result of the refusal of Adenauer to negotiate about a neutral
Germany (1952–55), especially since he did not pursue reunification as a priority.
The price was the division of Germany and Europe.
4. NO “SECRET ALLY” OF THE WEST: SPECIAL CASE ONLY ON
LIMITED BASIS AND ALLEGATIONS ABOUT “NEUTRALISM”
Austria’s declared “permanent neutrality” of October 1955 was not self-chosen,
but rather a solution desired by the Russians, who continued to allow Austria’s
economic Western orientation.162 Austria had been balancing between the East
and the West before 1955. Thus, it was not difficult for Vienna to continue with
Michael GEHLER, Eine Außenpolitik der Anpassung an veränderte Verhältnisse: Österreich und die Vereinigung Bundesrepublik Deutschland-DDR 1989–90, in: Ingrid BÖHLER
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that policy and to pay the price of an enforced renunciation of integration into
Western Europe. In 1955, it officially became a neutral country. Despite its often
reiterated policy of non-alignment, it can be argued that it played the part of a
pseudo secret ally of the Western powers. Vienna’s cooperation with them in setting up the so-called B-Gendarmerie a precursor of the Austrian Federal Army
seems to have been one of the US demands for the conclusion of the State Treaty.
A military vacuum in the Alpine region was to be avoided.163
The real significance of this conventional type of rearmament of the Austrian
Western zones during the early atomic age and the policy of nuclear weapons
has not been sufficiently reflected upon. It would be misleading to interpret the
rearmament of Western Austria primarily as a policy of confrontation produced
by aggressive militarists, anti-democrats, and cold warriors, in other words, by
a “continuous fascist line”.164 Without any doubt, politicians such as Figl, Raab,
and Gruber shared anti-communist inclinations, but after 1945, this was not on a
real fascist basis, but rather on a democratic one. Otherwise, they probably would
not have been supported by the West, especially by the USA. Anti-communism,
combined with fascist intentions165 and plans to carry on the Cold War at Austria’s
expense, were hardly harbored by those who knew about the rearmament (Adolf
Schärf, Oskar Helmer, Karl Gruber, Leopold Figl, Ferdinand Graf). Christian
Stifter argues that official Austria had a say in the rearmament processes. Thus, it
was not only given orders. In the end, it was achieved that the country was neither
divided nor put under NATO’s Supreme Command. Austria became neutral and
therefore, at least at the formal level, was independent in terms of security policy.
The predominant interest appears to have been safeguarding Austria’s security
and possibly finding an instrument for gaining more concessions from the Soviets
in the sense of keeping to the State Treaty.
The Soviet occupation and the geographical distribution of the rearmament
only in the areas not occupied by the Soviets rendered the hypothesis of Austria
being a “secret ally” doubtful. Furthermore, the question of how concerted the
rearmament in the Western parts of Austria really was might be of secondary importance. But one question remains: on which side would the Austrian government
be in case of war? The Soviets must have known for which ideological position
Austrian officials would have opted and that it would have taken the necessary
political and military precautions. Therefore, Austria’s role as an “ally of the West”
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was and remained not a very “secret” one. With regard to cases where Austrian
politicians assumed this attitude, the question arises to what extent they really
played a role. The same applies to the neutrality issue. But one thing is also clear:
the Anglo-American powers, France, and the FRG were all interested in Austria’s
policy of “neutrality” on the condition that is was at least Western-oriented. When
the German Ambassador to London, Hans von Herwarth, intended to discuss this
issue with the Foreign Office in November 1955, the British position was clear:
“We must, of course, do all in our power to persuade the Austrians to regard their neutrality
as being strictly limited to military neutrality as defined in their Constitutional Law; and that
for the rest we regard the spiritual, cultural, economic, and political traditions of Austria as
linking her with the West.”166

During the first months after the signing of the State Treaty, Austrian ministers
and political leaders of the main parties emphasized that the above reflected their
attitude. But there had also been a tendency towards “a much more far-reaching
neutralism”. According to Ivonne Kirkpatrick, Herwarth was quite satisfied with
the answer and did not address the matter of Austrian neutrality being guaranteed.167 Although temporarily considered by the West, for example, after the signing of the State Treaty and during the Hungarian upheaval in 1956 (see below),
Austrian neutrality has actually never been guaranteed by any side.
The Austria solution with the State Treaty and neutrality, which ensured unity
and freedom, permitted “only” continued Western economic orientation, and thus
it also involved “a renunciation of Western integration that at times was forced
and at times was voluntary”.168 This seems to have had specific consequences in
the Western perception of Austrian political behavior. Geoffrey Wallinger, the
representative of British foreign policy in Vienna, gained the impression: “[We]
are in for a long struggle to prevent Austria’s neutrality from degenerating into
neutralism.”169 Towards the end of the 1950s, US policy sensed a growing tendency towards neutralism in Raab’s foreign policy. It seemed to express itself in the
membership of the Danube Commission.170
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If within the framework of the ERP, Austria enjoyed the status of being a special case, this continued only on a more limited basis after 1955. It was only more
conditionally a special case with regard to integration policy. In the second half of
the 1950s, the OEEC already had doubts about this thesis and exerted pressure for
liberalization. And the High Authority of the ECSC no longer completely bought
this special case argument. Within that context, the argument of the “State Treaty” continued to hold weight because its Article 4 prohibited any form of political
or economic unification with Germany.171
There were both external and industrial impediments to the paths to integration solutions, that is, obstructive circumstances at all levels, if one thinks of the
considerations of the Soviet Union as a former occupying power and signatory
power of the State Treaty, but also of the socialist objections with regard to the
protection of nationalized industry and the specific interest of Austrian business
in trade with the East. It was therefore not always the USSR that appeared as the
adversary and opponent of Austrian integration. With regard to continued intergovernmental integration, the possibilities for the Soviet Union to object also in
any case had their limits: it lay within the logic of the situation that for the maintaining of its economic independence that was also desired by the USSR, Austria
would have to continue to belong to the OEEC, should maintain its observer status
with the Council of Europe and the ECSC,172 and intensify its relationship with the
United Nations or even become a member and join the Council of Europe. However, the continued Soviet demand for Austrian distance with respect to the EEC
and the ECSC remained, out of which a new integration policy dilemma arose.
As a result of these combinations, Austria was a foiled candidate for models of
supranational integration. Out of the “voluntarily” chosen neutrality grew a “voluntary” renunciation of integration. Austria was foiled in its community-based
integration policy because it neither could achieve it nor wanted to.
5. THE ROAD TO STRASBOURG, THE ACCESSION TO THE
COUNCIL OF EUROPE AND THE QUESTION OF
JOINING THE DANUBE COMMISSION 1953–56
In early November 1953, the decision of the Socialist Party Congress made apparent that possible Russian objections should not be allowed to hinder an action
of national interest. Karl Czernetz advanced that in a world-wide dispute Austria
would have to remain politically neutral. He added that this did not prevent them
from having an opinion and expressing it. Shortly before the beginning of the
ruft Wien, U.S.-Großmachtpolitik und Österreich 1952-1962, Wien – Köln – Weimar 1995,
287–289, 289–293; see also document 33 in appendix “Documents”.
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Berlin Conference in January 1954, the question of membership in the Council
of Europe was considered again. In an Austrian Parliament debate, the socialists
demanded that Austria become a full member of the Council of Europe. The
People’s Party, especially Raab, was more timorous because applying for membership of the Council of Europe could provoke strong Russian protests and might
spoil the small chance of ending the occupation.173 Thus Raab was against raising
the question at that time. Figl and other People’s Party leaders were concerned
about the possible effects of the parliamentary resolution to join the Council of
Europe on the forthcoming Berlin Conference.174
On January 27, the European Committee of the Austrian Parliament voted
unanimously for the government to be asked to examine the possibility of full
Austrian membership in the Council of Europe. The American Embassy in Vienna
reported that the speaker of the Parliament, Felix Hurdes, would direct the request
to the cabinet without prior parliamentary debate. The embassy knew that the
People’s Party was embarrassed about the “precipitous Socialist action and, while
supporting the resolution, would seek delay of cabinet action until after Berlin”.
The ÖVP government leaders tried to stop the Socialists’ pushing for Council of
Europe membership. In the end, the leading SPÖ proponent, Bruno Pittermann,
concurred with the ÖVP.175 Consequently, the parliamentary initiative was halted
in early 1954. The Socialist members of the Cabinet now agreed on cooperating
with the People’s Party, in other words, to not do anything with the resolution “for
the time being”.176
According to Pittermann, the SPÖ wanted to postpone the resolution to a later date. If, for example, further developments at the Berlin Conference seemed
favorable concerning some Austrian initiative, the resolution would have been a
handy tool for the Cabinet. Pittermann thought that the People’s Party had similar
ideas about the possible future use of the resolution. Yet he added that even if the
ÖVP hesitated to make appropriate use of the resolution in the Cabinet, the socialist Cabinet members might be able to enforce agreement on taking active steps
with regard to joining the Council of Europe.177
British foreign policy-makers had to accept the Austrian decision to approach
membership in the Council of Europe cautiously. However, they did not regard it
the best solution. Patrick F. Hancock from the Foreign Office stated, “The more
G. W. HARRISON, Austrian membership of the Council of Europe, Confidential. TNA, FO
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we can get Austria into Western Europe, the better.” He admitted that in the Allied Council, the Russians would without a doubt object to Austria joining the
Council of Europe. He concluded that if the other three members of the Allied
Council approved of Austria joining, the measures could not be held up for more
than thirty-one days. The reason for this lay in the Council’s procedures, according to which only unanimous disapproval constituted a veto.178
It can be assumed that despite their differing positions on Austria’s integration policy, the two parties of the Grand Coalition concurred concerning the
wish for Austrian membership in Strasbourg after the State Treaty was accomplished. Despite Raab’s objections, the leading members of the two parties, Bruno
Pittermann, Karl Czernetz, and Ernst Koref from the Socialists and Lujo TončićSorinj, Barthold Stürgkh and Franz Gschnitzer from the People’s Party, decided
to revive public interest in joining the Strasbourg organization in the 1950s. Raab
often referred to the Council of Europe jokingly as a “talking shop” and did not
believe it was worth having any kind of a dispute or even words with the Russians
over a subject of such marginal interest to Austria.179
Yet even in July 1955, one of the best British Foreign Office experts on Austria,
Geoffrey Harrison, doubted whether this was the right moment to press on with
Austria’s membership in the Council of Europe. In his opinion, it would be wise
to wait until the State Treaty had come into effect and the complete withdrawal of
all foreign troops from Austrian soil had been achieved.180
Ultimately, neutrality was the price Austria paid for generating the Russians’
withdrawal. In return, Russia once again supported Austria’s membership in the
UN, but Moscow very reluctantly accepted Austria being a member of the Council of Europe. This move could almost be interpreted as a kind of “catching up”
regarding Austrian integration policy.181 At first, Chancellor Raab could hardly be
persuaded to approve an Austrian application for membership in the Strasbourg
organization. To him, Austrian membership was not worth even a mild brush with
the Russians.182
In the Nationalrat, Koref pointed out that neutrality would be no obstacle to
joining the Council of Europe because it was not a military body. Indeed, Sweden had been a member of the Council of Europe since 1949. Tončić recalled
that Austria’s special observer status, secured through the personal initiative
of Paul-Henri Spaak, had been intended to last only as long as Austria was an
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occupied country. Now that Austria was completely free, it should regularize its
status. The prevailing attitude had been: “come in”, “get out”, or “become a real
observer like Canada”. Yet the fervent advocates of accession to the Council of
Europe held different views.183
Tončić argued that if Austria joined the Council, Russia might expect a “corresponding gesture in its direction”. He mentioned the possible Austrian recognition
of communist China. The British Ambassador to Vienna, Geoffrey Wallinger,
supposed Tončić’s thinking might in part have been influenced by the views of the
industrial wing of the People’s Party, which insisted that nothing should be done
regarding foreign affairs that might hamper the development of what they believed would be highly profitable trade with the Soviet satellite countries. Tončić
also wanted to reassure those who feared that there would be strong Russian objection to Austria joining the Council by demonstrating that it would be neither
difficult nor costly for Austria to buy off respective trouble.184
In December 1955, the People’s Party representative Tončić had spoken about
a gesture towards the East. This occurred against the background of Austria’s
intention of joining the Council of Europe. It did not seem of any interest to the
British Foreign Office that Austria joined the Council of Europe until the outcome
of the contemporary negotiations about the Danube Convention, regulating shipping on the Danube, was known. Such a step might result, as G. A. Crossly from
the Foreign Office advanced, afterwards: “[It] might feel less able to resist Soviet
pressure to join the Eastern Danube Convention and this would prejudice our
chances of negotiating a compromise solution on the Danube.”185
What Austria would decide was an open question to the Western powers. Still,
Vienna seemed to know that its participation in the Danube Convention would not
be a good solution with regard to Western political interests. The Western powers
could not prevent Austria from joining the Danube Convention, but they hoped
that convention would support Austria’s policy of Western orientation. The State
Department remarked that it trusted Austria to at least be able to use its adherence
to the Danube Convention as a bargaining counter to secure Soviet acquiescence
in its membership of some Western organizations. The Quai d’Orsay turned over
the idea of suggesting to Austrian officials “That they should make some gesture
to the West in the event of their decision to give way to the Soviet request that
Austria should be member of the Rhine Commission. That might appropriately
fill the bill.”186
In the end Moscow did not oppose Austria’s entry into the Council of Europe
(April 16, 1956) in spite of the fact that it went forward in contrast to the Swiss
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“model”. Soviet Foreign Minister Vyacheslav Molotov instructed his ambassador
in Vienna not to react positively but “not to refuse” Austrian membership in the
Council of Europe, although this was seen by the Soviet Union as part of the
“Western military bloc” and Switzerland was not yet a member.187

1953–1963: Luxembourg first day cover with postage stamp commemorating the
10th anniversary of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR)

With the same motivation as for accession to the Council of Europe, Austria
signed the Council of Europe’s Convention on Human Rights of 1950 on December 13, 1957. Ratification followed on September 3, 1958188 in times of the 5th
anniversary of the ECHR’s general ratification. But the full implementation of the
ECHR was delayed in Austria. Its position in relation to state law was controversial. It was not until 1964 that the ECHR was given constitutional status. Since
then the Austrian Constitutional Court (Verfassungsgerichtshof) has applied it as
well as the fundamental rights in the Basic Law of the Monarchy on the General
Rights of Nationals of December 21, 1867. The Federal Constitutional Law still
has no catalogue of fundamental rights of its own. Thus, the ECHR with the
aforementioned Basic Law and the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU
(as an appendix to the Lisbon Treaty in force in 2009) is the main component of
Austrian fundamental rights legislation – thanks to Europe.189
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It is important to note, that in the 1970s and 1980s beside the European Free
Trade Assocation (EFTA) the Council of Europe became the most important
European institution for Austria, because the State Treaty and permanent neutrality made it not easier to join the European Communities. Austria’s continious commitment within the framework of the Council of Europe can be seen in
the fact that it provided the secretary generals of this international organisation,
which encompasses the entire continent, three times: the Foreign Minister under
the ÖVP sole government under Josef Klaus, Lujo Tončić-Sorinj exercised this
function from 1969 to 1974. The Austrian diplomat, former ambassador in Moscow and ÖVP parliamentarian Franz Karasek from 1979 to 1984 and later on the
ÖVP member of the Nationalrat, Walter Schwimmer from 1999 to 2004. Presidents of the Consultative and Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe
were the Socialists Karl Czernetz (1975–1978) and Peter Schieder (2002–2004).190

awareness in his country. According to JAGSCHITZ the much quoted “anti-fascist basic consensus” was an elite project after 1945. He argued that Austria has no developed democracy,
especially since authoritarian, monarchistic and nostalgic elements “play into everything”.
JAGSCHITZ complained of a lack of “democracy guards” who were independent of groups
or dominant opinions in order to be able to say something without sanctions. There were too
many hidden authoritarianisms and repressions in professional life, at school, at university and
in politics, see “Österreich ist keine entwickelte Demokratie”, Warum wird Österreich seine
Vergangenheit nicht los? Historiker Gerhard Jagschitz sieht die Ursachen nicht in zu vielen
Altnazis, sondern in einem Demokratiedefizit und falscher Polit-Inszenierung, https://kurier.
at/politik/inland/oesterreich-ist-keine-entwickelte-demokratie/309.491.772 (October 3, 2019).
– The author of this book himself experienced such conditions during his time as a director
of the Institute for Modern and Contemporary Historical Research (2013–2017) within the
framework of the strictly hierarchical organized Austrian Academy of Sciences in the spirit of
Late Josephian High Baroque. There was also a frightening opportunism and an equally weak
resistance against those thought structures and behaviour patterns by fully established colleagues of universities in high permant positions. An other time consuming factor was the problem how to cope with intrigues. One of the main task to fullfill in that institution was very well
described by the historian Helmut Rumpler (1935–2018), who once upon a time said: „Um in
der Österreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften erfolgreich bestehen zu können, müssen
Sie drei Fähigkeiten besitzen: „Intrigen rechtzeitig erkennen, sofort bekämpfen und sogleich
neue schmieden!“ Authenticial information given by scientific collaborator (name is known
by the author), October 11, 2019. This important advice reached the author regretfully too late.
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6. THE HUNGARIAN UPRISING 1956 AND SOVIET SUPPRESSION:
THE AUSTRIAN BACKGROUND
After the spontaneous uprising in the GDR on June 17, 1953,191 the Hungarian
uprising of October and November 1956192 was a further desperate attempt within
the Soviet satellite system to fight against the military and political might of the
Soviet Union. One of the roots of the events dated back to the death of Stalin on
March 5, 1953, when the first signs of erosion were evident in the system of satellite states. Beginning with the memorable 20th Party Congress of the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union, when Nikita S. Khrushchev, in his so-called “secret
speech” of February 25, 1956 settled up with Stalin’s regime of terror, things began to bubble in Hungary more actively than before. After that Congress and the
announcement of “democratization”, the expected loss of power of the Hungarian
Communist leader Mathias Rákosi began in the course of destalinization, finally
leading to his resignation at the end of June 1956.193
On June 30, unrest had already begun in the Polish trade city of Poznan. Workers and students rebelled against the government. The People’s Army and State
Security Service succeeded in restoring order with brutal violence. Over forty
lives were lost. The situation only calmed down in mid-October with the confirmation of Władysław Gomułka as head of the Polish Communist Party and the
withdrawal of the Soviet divisions to their garrisons. In addition to the crisis situation in Warsaw, the appropriation of the Suez Canal by President Nasser, an ally
of the USSR, threatened to lead to war in the Middle East. On October 24, 1956,
a secret summit took place in Moscow of all Eastern Bloc country party chiefs.
However, the head of the Hungarian Communist Party, Ernö Gerö, did not want
to leave Hungary because of the tense situation in Budapest. The evening before,
on October 23, a student demonstration that had begun peacefully had developed
Compare the introduction “Das Krisenjahr 1953 und der 17. Juni in der DDR in der historischen Forschung” by KLESSMANN and STÖVER as well as the contributions by Christian F.
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into an armed uprising against the Communist regime. Gerö called on the Soviet
military attaché for Moscow to restore peace and order. Defense Minister Georgij
Shukov spoke with Party Head Khrushchev, who at first hesitated to give the order to intervene. Once the Soviet Ambassador to Budapest, Yuri Andropov, also
raised the alarm, Khrushchev was ready to fulfill Gerö’s request. As desired, the
Hungarian government issued a written request for Soviet intervention, whereby
the Soviet Army marched into Budapest in the morning hours of October 24.
The idea of handling the situation in Hungary with a full-class demonstration of
military might was a completely erroneous assessment. The demonstrators were
not discouraged by the intervention of Soviet troops, and the turmoil escalated
into a people’s uprising and a battle for freedom. On October 28, the Soviet leaders Anastas Mikoyan and Mikhail Suslov gave Imre Nagy a “free hand” as new
premier. In the firm belief that Moscow would not renounce him, he reached an
understanding with the rebels and on November 1 he proclaimed an independent
Hungary that was neutral according to the Austrian model but socialist. Nagy
obviously thought about an adaptation of ways and means concerning the 1955
“Austrian solution”. Austria’s legation in Budapest reported in a telegram to the
Ballhausplatz, “Nagy tries to find an arrangement with the Russians according to
the Austrian style – negotiations had reached some progress.”194

November 4, 1956: The last moments of Soviet oppression in Budapest
with a new wave of Russian armour starts to roll into the revolutionary city

But in reality, the USSR played a Machiavellian double game – it used Nagy’s
popularity with the masses to win time in order to test the waters of foreign
194
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reaction regarding an intervention and to take the further military precautions
that they considered necessary.195 While the revolutionary and freedom-oriented Hungarians believed that they had successfully asserted themselves, Marshall
Ivan Koniev, commander-in-chief of the Warsaw Pact, was ordered to Budapest
on October 30. The war in the Middle East that had broken out the day before and
the political disinterest of the USA provided the impetus to the Soviet leaders for a
second intervention on November 4. Nagy and his reform communist government
were deliberately deceived by the USSR. Khrushchev and Tito had already agreed
from the beginning of November to fight the Hungarian “counterrevolution” and
to dispose of Nagy. Belgrade suggested the Hungarian communist Janós Kádár
as the new head of the government and declared itself ready to lure Nagy into the
Yugoslavian embassy and to isolate him there until the Red Army had Budapest
under its control. By the middle of November, the military uprising in Hungary
had been quashed. On June 16, 1958, Nagy and his cohorts were executed in Budapest. Between 1956 and 1961, over four hundred people were executed while
approximately twenty thousand men and women received heavy prison sentences.
The Hungarian dream for freedom through neutrality lasted only two weeks
in the autumn of 1956. Sixteen Soviet divisions controlled the country. The application of the Austrian model lay in the interest of neither the West nor the East,
nor was Austria’s neutrality mature enough to be recommended. But the events of
the 1956 Hungarian revolution have to be seen within the context of the country’s
changing relationship with its Western neighbor. The end of the occupation of
Austria was closely associated with the withdrawal of Soviet troops from Hungary. Austria therefore functioned as a ”model case”. Its State Treaty and neutrality
were decisive in triggering revolution. The Hungarian government had declared
its withdrawal from the Warsaw Pact and its neutrality. The world’s gaze focused
even more upon Austria and its behavior. The country that had just been granted
freedom by the occupying powers stood before its first trial, above all else with a
view towards its declaration of neutrality in October of the previous year.
As long-term causes for the uprising, different reasons were listed in a situation report for the Austrian Foreign Service (Außenamt): the extremely low
standard of living; terror by the state police that had been going on for years; the
exploitation of the working class by a virtual slave driver system; the economic
exploitation of the country by the Soviet Union; the stationing of Soviet troops on
Hungarian territory for an indefinite period of time; the systematic pillaging of
farmers; the recklessly carried out class struggle; the relaxed access to publicity of
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the Hungarian intelligentsia since the beginning of destalinization in March 1956,
and the replacement of Rákosi by ‟the hated and feared left-extremist, Gerö”.196

1956–1958: Commemorative postcard for the executed Hungarian reform communist Imre Nagy

An Austrian look at the composition of the freedom fighters and rebels tellingly
throws light on the attitude of the classes towards communism: the protest movement was dominated by university and high school students as well as by the
working class youth of state artisan, trade, and industry institutions who had been
thought of by the party as the “elite school”. Workers joined in only hesitatingly
in the course of the days of battle. Hungarian troops supplied the fighters with
weapons and ammunition, but they themselves remained passive. Only individual
Honved volunteer brigades joined the rebels. Participation by the bourgeois circles
was as good as nil. The majority of the masses filled the streets and demonstrated,
but they did not actively get involved in the battles. With regard to the character
of the events, informative details were provided. The report, which dated however, from the end of October, though, only spoke of a “revolt”. The outbreak, the
course of events, and the degree did not seem to indicate a “levée en masse”. Thus
it was in no way an action which was planned or one which had been prepared
for a long time, but rather a spontaneous outbreak by the embittered which would
explain them taking the law into their own hands and the lynching of party functionaries and officials of the state security apparatus.197
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There existed a clear relationship between the Austrian solution of 1955 and
the revolutionary events in Hungary in 1956.198 Because of that, the thesis of the
French diplomatic representative to Vienna, François Seydoux – according to
which even though the neutral Alpine Republic could not serve as a model for
Germany, it could be a Trojan horse regarding Central and Eastern Europe199 –
seems to have found very swift confirmation, almost representing a threat to the
existence of the USSR and its satellite system. If the Austrian government officially had to be reserved in the case of Germany regarding the recommendation
of an Austrian “model case”, then it found itself in an even more difficult situation
with respect to the revolutionary events in Hungary, both with regard to the execution of Austrian neutrality and the question of its transferability to Hungary.
Julius Raab hoped that the efforts by the Hungarian freedom fighters would lead
to the liberation of their country.200
7. CONTRIBUTING TO NATIONAL AND NEUTRALITY
IDENTITY BUILDING: AUSTRIAN REACTIONS TO THE
REVOLUTIONARY EVENTS IN HUNGARY
After the outbreak of the uprising and the first intervention by Soviet units on
 ctober 23–24, and following an extraordinary session of the government on
O
Sunday, October 28, Raab felt compelled to issue an unequivocal appeal to the
USSR requesting that the government of the USSR cooperate so that the military
clashes would be broken off and the flow of blood would stop. The Austrian government favored a normalization of conditions in Hungary such that through the
reestablishment of liberty in accordance with human rights, the goal of European
peace would be strengthened and ensured.201
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events in Hungary, we are not having very pleasant times. But I hope that when all is said and
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envoy Timoshenko on October 28. Figl pointed out that as a neutral country and a
neighbor of Hungary, Austria felt obliged to urgently appeal to the USSR to reestablish normal conditions and to promote peace in Europe. Lapin replied that the
measures that the Austrian government took on the border were understandable,
but that the appeal had a “strange tone” to it. According to Lapin, the Hungarian
government had “asked the USSR for help”, the government of Nagy existed,
and it had already begun its work. Agreements would be reached. This matter
was purely between the Hungarians and the Soviets. Figl replied that Austria was
greatly worried that the fighting would go on and that Hungarian units would flee
to Austrian territory. Because of that, Austria’s security would be threatened. If
Soviet units were to come across the border, Austria would have to insist that they
would also have to lay down their weapons. The Soviet government would have
to order its troops to respect neutral ground.202
Vienna continued to react prudently and cautiously in order not to provoke
the USSR at all. A planned Hungary debate in the parliament did not seem to be
opportune, although Raab’s declaration was supposed to be repeated. Because of
the Suez Crisis, which had escalated with the outbreak of the War in the Middle
East on October 29, the international situation was complicated even further.203
The Political Department of the Austrian Foreign Ministry recommended:
“Our protection lies in our neutrality. The Political Department takes the liberty to once again
warn against declarations by Parliament which could give the impression in Moscow that with
the uprising in Hungary, our neutrality had been swept away. In contrast to this, the Political
Department would consider it extremely valuable if the chancellor were to make the intended
declaration to Parliament today, since it would again clearly emphasize the position of the
Austrian government. Thus far, Austria has clearly done more than the entire Western World
put together. Our task now will be to continue this assistance, but silently.”204

“Vertraulicher Aktenvermerk“, Platzer, October 28, 1956. ÖStA, AdR, BKA/AA, II-pol,
 ngarn 3 C, Zl. 519.701-pol/56 (GZl. 511.190-pol/56).
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es jetzt sein schweigend weiterzuhelfen.” Information für den Herrn Bundesminister betreff
”Beabsichtigte Ungarndebatte im Parlament”, October 30, 1956. ÖStA, AdR, BKA/AA, II-pol,
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Was the Hungarian Revolution conceivable without Austria’s freedom that was
gained in 1955?205 What kind of effects did the Hungarian crisis have on Austria?
Regarding the first question, the distinction has to be drawn between general aspects and those that are Austria-specific: the Hungarian uprising was part of the
general development that began with the death of Stalin in 1953 and continued
with the spread of Titoism in Soviet satellite nations, unrest and disturbances
caused by the soccer final that was lost in the 1954 World Cup, the “new look“” of
Soviet policy (“peaceful coexistence”) under Khrushchev’s leadership, high expectations connected with the “spirit of Geneva”206 in 1955, and the demonstration
of Western unity through West Germany’s membership in NATO and the founding of the Western European Union (WEU). All of these steps were decisive for
the blood bath in Budapest. The “Austrian example” represented at minimum a
very great temptation and a strong attraction for the political opposition of Rákosi
as well as for discontented intellectuals and huge segments of the population.
Vienna showed “how the Russians can be gotten rid of”. That represented a strong
stimulation to the people of Hungary, who wanted political change.
To answer the second question, ten points of interest can be mentioned:207 first,
the opposition against strengthening the Austrian army was weakened – the need
for an active defense force was established;208 second, tensions in the coalition
government were reduced;209 third, the Communists were heavily attacked, isolated, and finally lost, and by 1959 they did not get one single seat in the parliament;210 fourth, the two positions of “neutrality” versus “Western allegiance” were
brought closer together with a significant increase in value of the former. The
Swiss envoy observed the rapid change in how Austrians themselves perceived
the new foreign policy status:
“What at that time was the price paid for regaining this sovereignty – that is, the neutrality of
the country – is now virtually regarded as a gift from heaven, since according to widely held
opinion, this neutrality of Austria facilitates its historical role as a mediator between East and
West. However, this neutrality does not prevent it from raising its voice for freedom and justice
and against the regime of terror which currently is subjugating Hungary.”211
See the statement by RAUCHENSTEINER, Die Zwei, 340.
See the extended edition of Wilfried LOTH, Die Teilung der Welt. Geschichte des Kalten
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Fifth, Austria could play a very active role at an early stage in its membership
in the United Nations; sixth, self-confidence and national pride were enhanced –
thus, Austria’s management of the Hungarian crisis served to strengthen political
self-consciousness. In addition to 1955 (gaining national freedom), 1956 (defending the new political status) was another milestone for the Austrian nation-building process after 1945. On November 12, 1956, the young diplomat Franz Karasek
wrote to Raab about his impressions of the events in Hungary:
“When an Austrian thinks today how just a few years ago we ourselves had been the recipient
of alms (from the UNRRA to the Marshall Plan), then Austrians should now be even more
conscious of how prosperous they are. This is convincing proof of the prosperity which our
country has achieved under the leadership of you and your colleagues. We could also finally
show ourselves as givers to our poor neighbors in a situation of distress and thus feel even
happier than during that time when we ourselves were on the receiving end.”212

Karasek also mentioned that “Austrian neutrality is politically an enormous point
of attraction for the peoples in the Eastern prison”, as was shown by the attempt
by Nagy’s government “to cling to neutrality as a sheet anchor”213; seventh,
Austria’s own status was convincingly defended even though the people had not
known what shortcomings in crisis management there had been. The military had
made it self partially independent from politics. The feeling of being left alone
was thus also present; eighth, a Western guarantee for neutrality did not exist, but
many verbal assurances were given to Austrian diplomatic representatives that a
violation of Austria’s territorial integrity would mean World War III; ninth, there
was a stronger awareness of the necessity for an Austrian policy towards Central
Europe and the East. All of a sudden, Austria was much more conscious of the
existence of its Central European neighbors. Up until then, no noteworthy contact
with these countries had existed. There existed an isolated, almost cut-off situation; and tenth, the further development of neutrality as a “model” for this area
appeared as a conceivable consequence, if not a necessary one.
“Austrian solutions” – that is, the political aims and diplomatic methods of
Raab, Figl, Kreisky, etc. in the spring of 1955 which had become possible through
the consent between the ÖVP and the SPÖ – definitely could (theoretically) have
served, in the interest of a path for negotiations, as a model for the solution of the
die zur Zeit Ungarn knechtet, zu erheben.” FELDSCHER to Eidgenössisches Department,
December 12, 1956. Bundesarchiv Bern (BAR), E 2300 Wien, Vol. 58–60.
212
Original quotation: “Wenn man heute als Österreicher denkt, wie wir noch vor wenigen Jahren
selbst Almosenempfänger gewesen sind (von der UNRRA bis zum Marshallplan), so dürfen
sich die Österreicher nun umsomehr ihrer eigenen Wohlhabenheit bewußt geworden sein. Ein
schlagender Beweis des Wohlstandes, den unser Land unter Deiner und Deiner Mitarbeiter
Führung erreicht hat. Endlich konnten auch wir uns in einer bedrängten Situation unseres
armen Nachbarvolkes als Gebende zeigen und dabei mehr Glück empfinden, als seinerzeit, da
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German or later the Hungarian question. This is indirectly confirmed by fears
and/or hopes that were repeatedly voiced by respected Western diplomats and
politicians especially concerning possible results. When the “Austrian solution”
came out, the German chancellor categorically rejected the idea of creating a
neutral belt. Adenauer, one of the strongest allies of the Americans in Western
Europe, feared that this would be the end not only of Germany, but of the continent, too.214 The Austrian miracle provoked his hysterical reaction. In contrast to
Adenauer, Hungarian politicians, especially Imre Nagy, were eager to attain the
Austrian status of neutrality.
A decade after the years of crisis 1956–57, the Austrian Federal Chancellor
Josef Klaus began to open a new chapter in the book of Austro-Hungarian relations with his state visit to Budapest in May 1967. This event was also marked
by “100 Years of Compensation Austria-Hungary 1867–1967”. János Kádár may
have been given the opportunity by Moscow to enter into closer relations with
“neutral” Austria.215
8. IN THE SHADOW OF HUNGARY 1956 AND
THE STATE-SUBSIDIZED NATIONALIZED INDUSTRY:
NO AUSTRIAN ECSC MEMBERSHIP DUE TO
EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL PRESSURE
Austria’s relationship to the ECSC fluctuated depending upon the different positions within the Grand Coalition: sometimes it was ambitious, sometimes it
was patient and restrained to the point of disapproving before then once again
showing renewed interest. The patterns of behavior that were alternating were
also connected with the changing relations that were filled with tension between,
on one hand, the Western European integration that was developing and, on the
other hand, Austrian sovereignty that was being striven for or being exercised.
It was within this area of conflict that Austria’s foreign policy navigated after
1945. With the option of “neutrality” that had been successfully selected, the dilemma of Austria’s foreign policy and “Europe policy” seemed to be resolved as
of 1955, whereby the government seemed to continue to be offered restraint and
See “Briefwechsel Bundeskanzler Adenauers mit Bundespräsident Heuss und dem designierten Außenminister v. Brentano, Adenauer an Heuss”, May 22, 1955, in: Klaus A. MAIER
– Bruno THOSS (Hrsg.), Westintegration, Sicherheit und deutsche Frage. Quellen zur Außenpolitik in der Ära Adenauer 1949–1963 (Ausgewählte Quellen zur Deutschen Geschichte der
Neuzeit, Freiherr vom Stein-Gedächtnisausgabe, founded by Rudolf BUCHNER and continued by Winfried BAUMGART XLII), Darmstadt 1994, 188–189.
215
In the same year, Professors Friedrich ENGEL-JANOSI and Miklós KOMJÁTHY agreed on
the publication of the edition of the Austrian and Austro-Hungarian Minutes of the Council of Ministers (1848–1918), which have produced over 30 volumes but are still incomplete.
Information to the author by one of the experts on Central Eastern European History, Arnold
Suppan, June 23, 2019.
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renunciation with regard to supranational integration, just as with the ECSC in
1953–54, as a prior concession with respect to the Soviet policy on the State Treaty. At first, Austria was no longer granted observer status by the High Authority
of the ECSC in Luxembourg. After a “difficult phase of rapprochement”, the Austrian government came to a decision starting from May 1953 on a standing delegation for the observation of the proceedings in the ECSC. In order to achieve “a
non-institutionalized special status with respect to the Coal and Steal Community” (Florian Weiss), Austria called upon all third countries to renounce the automatic application of the most favored nation clause for all other GATT countries.
The hope for an exceptional arrangement – that is, receiving a so-called “special
waiver” – was not, however, fulfilled.216
The High Authority drew attention to the mode of third country negotiations
under the ECSC Treaty, which implied a five year transition period, and it signaled its willingness for concessions only regarding the intensity of the consideration of Austria with regard to the customs duties sector. For the High Authority,
there was also to be no negotiating with regard to reciprocity with customs duties, liberalization in the stainless steel sector, and in particular to provisions for
competition. When the customs duties negotiations with the ECSC failed in the
autumn of 1954, Vienna halted attempts in December to achieve a special trade
policy arrangement with Luxembourg.217
In 1954–55, it was necessary for the Ballhausplatz to concentrate upon concluding the State Treaty, which was at the center of Austrian foreign policy. The
nation-state solution took priority over participation in integration by only one
part of the state – the exact opposite of the policy pursued by the FRG. The Second Republic acted differently: Austria’s unity and freedom were to be ensured
first before getting involved with experiments in Western integration that could
threaten the completeness of the state. Raab and Figl practiced the precise opposite of Adenauer’s policy and his later Foreign Minister Heinrich von Brentano.
Against this background, Austria’s behavior with respect to the ECSC was very
intentionally kept vague and indefinite.218
During the phase after the signing and entering into force of the treaty (1951–
52), it was necessary on the part of the ECSC to wait for the establishment and
consolidation of this new supranational community. There were reservations
starting out from this with respect to a Western industrialized state which up until
that point had neither clearly defined its foreign policy status nor clarified for itself
its relationship with the community that was coming into question and – with the
WEISS, “Gesamtverhalten: Nicht sich in den Vordergrund stellen,” 43–44.
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exception of short-term, more or less vague tendencies towards rapprochement –
in the best case desired “only” an “association” which was not at all provided for
under the ECSC Treaty.
After 1955, as a result of its declared permanent neutrality, Austria operated
in a way that was in fact less dramatic but fundamentally a continuation. The
renunciation of supranational ECSC integration was the price for the goodwill
on behalf of the most threatening occupying power and later signatory power
of the State Treaty, the USSR. Before the “Common Market” entered into force,
Austria repeatedly viewed itself as being induced to reach an arrangement with
the individual states of the ECSC or else, after the concluding of the State Treaty,
to soon reach a settlement with the High Authority of the ECSC in Luxembourg.
By remaining outside and in view of the “Common Market” that was planned by
its states to go beyond the ECSC area, the risk increased of the disintegration of
the European market for the Austrian iron and steel industry. It was necessary to
prevent this, and that led to a passive integration policy of comprehension. Even
though Austria did not at all wish to cede elements of national sovereignty, it
had to make concessions in trade and customs duties policy to this new ECSC
institution, the High Authority, in order to acquire advantages for itself with regard to integration policy.
The Coal and Steel Union was to supply French steel production with coal,
replace the Ruhr Statute, which was unfavorable for West Germany, and “europeanize”, i.e. control and integrate German steel production that could be used
for military purposes. The Federal Republic hoped for equal rights. The partial
integration, limited to special economic sectors, was not forward-looking. No
major impetus for integration came from the ECSC. The Treaty, however, went
beyond the regulatory policy of the OEEC. It had stricter competition rules. There
was supranational control of shortages and, in the event of overproduction, direct
intervention at the European level. The economic and functional balance sheet
of the ECSC was modest: Apart from a “regulated” coal supply, it did not have
a significant impact on the future economic development. It took place in the
Western part of the continent mainly within the framework of the GATT, IMF
and OEEC, which pioneered the abolition of quotas and payment transactions.
The political-psychological importance of the ECSC lay above all in the control
of the armament potential of Germany and the creation of security and confidence
for France. The ECSC also laid the foundations for the structure of the institutions with a High Authority (the later Commission), one Court of Justice (the later
ECJ), a Council of Ministers and one Common Assembly (the later European Parliament), as they still exist today within the EU framework. The ECSC remained
important for steel-producing countries such as Austria.
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1956: “Austria’s possible accession to the Coal and Steel Community”,
report by Carl Bobleter to the Federal Chancellery – Facsimile
(ÖStA, BMfHuW, Bestand EGKS).
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In Austria itself, there were economic, sociopolitical, and later political and legal
misgivings about the ECSC with respect to the country’s neutrality which had
only recently been accepted and acquired. But these only surfaced gradually, and
in the beginning, they still did not play any prominent role at all, which explains
the intention for accession to the ECSC of Raab and Figl in 1956 that was also
stated publicly. Austria’s admission to the Council of Europe, which the Foreign
Minister (1954–1959) acknowledged in a speech to the Consultative Assembly
on April 16, 1956, the day of Austria’s accession, could therefore be described
as a European highlight of Leopold Figl’s term of office. Among other things, he
stated that it was compatible with the new foreign policy status of his country:
“We see no contradiction between the obligations arising from this neutrality and intergovernmental and interparliamentary cooperation in non-military matters. Article 1 of the Statute of
the Council of Europe expressly states that military matters shall remain beyond the competence of the Council once and for all. This will also enable neutral Austria to participate fully
in the work in Strasbourg. [...] Today we have become a full member of the Council of Europe,
and I do not think I would be wrong to solemnly declare on behalf of the Austrian Federal
Government, the Austrian Parliament and the entire Austrian people that we will use all the
knowledge from the past and present available to us to serve the great European idea.”219

The Swiss envoy to Austria reported of Figl’s casual remarks on the sidelines in
Strasbourg, “that although the Moscow Memorandum referred to the model of
Swiss neutrality, there could be no generally binding ‘model’ in this context. The
neutrality of each country must develop independently.” State Secretary Kreisky
added that “Austria had consciously assumed different neutrality from the examples of Switzerland and Sweden, precisely that neutrality sui generis.”220
While the Foreign Minister was repeatedly euro-enthusiastic, not to say euro-phoric, the Chancellor reacted cool and reserved. Raab’s reserves against an
overly prominent European policy are well known. His aversion to the Council of
Europe is documented from his own mouth even later on: “As Federal Chancellor
Original quotation: „Wir sehen keinen Widerspruch zwischen den Verpflichtungen, die aus
dieser Neutralität entspringen, und der zwischenstaatlichen und interparlamentarischen Zusammenarbeit auf nichtmilitärischem Gebiet. Artikel 1 des Statuts des Europarates bestimmt
ausdrücklich, dass die militärischen Angelegenheiten ein für allemal der Kompetenz des Rates entzogen bleiben werden. Dadurch ist auch für das neutrale Österreich die Möglichkeit
gegeben, an den Arbeiten in Straßburg in vollem Umfang teilzunehmen. [...] Wir sind mit
heutigem Tage vollberechtigtes Mitglied des Europarates geworden, und ich glaube nicht fehlzugehen, wenn ich für die österreichische Bundesregierung, für das österreichische Parlament
und das gesamte österreichische Volk die feierliche Erklärung abgebe, dass wir in jeder Form
die uns zur Verfügung stehenden Kenntnisse aus Vergangenheit und Gegenwart in den Dienst
der großen europäischen Idee einsetzen werden.“ Bundesminister, Dr. h. c., Dipl. Ing. Leopold
FIGL, Das Bekenntnis Österreichs zu Europa. Ansprache in der Beratenden Versammlung des
Europarates am 16. April 1956, dem Tag des Beitrittes Österreichs zum Europarat, in: „Österreich frei“. Dokumente II., hrsg. v. Bundesministerium für Unterricht, Wien 1956, 153–154.
220
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I have always neglected the Strasbourg Council of Europe and described it as a
‟political craft workshop” (“politische Bastelstube”). Nothing comes of it.”221
In October 1956, Foreign Minister Figl told journalists in Strasbourg that
Austria could also participate in a Western Atomic Energy Community – EURATOM was being negotiated within the framework of the six states of the Coal
and Steel Community at this time! – provided that this would pursue peaceful
interests.222 In the same month, he and Federal Chancellor Raab publicly spoke
out in favor of the fundamental possibility of Austrian ECSC membership. On
October 23, at a press conference in Strasbourg, Figl confirmed the hints that
had been made in the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe by the
representatives Barthold Stürgkh (ÖVP) and Karl Czernetz (SPÖ), according to
which Austria was considering membership in the ECSC. That was also precisely
what Pravda had conjectured. Figl went on to say that the government in Vienna
was presently studying “at what point in time the possibility for full membership”
would exist. Austria, “as a free country, would not be subjected to any restrictions, and its neutrality was of a purely military nature”. In a speech at the same
location, Figl also welcomed the proposed close cooperation between the Council
of Europe and the OEEC.223
The spontaneous outbreak of unrest in Hungary and the ensuing security
measures took Austria’s political and military leaders by surprise. Austria was
not sufficiently prepared for an attack against its territory. The Federal Army
(Bundesheer) had only been built up in the very beginning of 1956, and the first
conscripts (Präsenzdiener) reported for duty in October. There was a lack of both
experience and knowledge in how to deal with the various different problems
caused by an uprising in a neighbor state. During the first stage of the crisis, there
was even a lack of ammunition. The command structure within the Ministry of
Defense was not clear; units received different orders. On one hand, Austrian
Defense Minister Ferdinand Graf (ÖVP), acted on his own, on the other hand,
he verbally asked his government what to do. No mutual agreement existed between the Chancellery and the head of the military. Therefore, Graf made ad hoc
decisions. In the course of the second Russian intervention in Hungary, he gave
the order to fire if Soviet troops crossed the Austrian border, and this order was
carried out. But it seemed to be clear that Austria’s military was too weak to adequately protect the borders. An effective control of airspace did not exist. It was
fortunate that no real danger existed and the Red Army kept its distance from
Austrian territory. Only a few border violations took place. The Austrian army
“6. Arbeitssitzung J. Raab-Buch”, March 27, 1962. AJRGV, Karton Außenpolitik.
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did their best to secure the territorial integrity of the country. In April 1957, the so
called safeguarding deployment (Sicherungseinsatz) ended.224
In the course of the uprising in Hungary, the Austrian Federal Government
organized comprehensive shipments of aid and the transport of medical supplies.
The Austrian representative to Budapest, Walter Peinsipp, could only reestablish
telephone contact with Vienna on October 30, and he stated that the distribution
of the aid by the embassy meant “real propaganda for Austria.”225
As early as October 28, the Federal Government made a courageous appeal
to the USSR to stop the fighting and bring an end to the bloodshed. Austria advocated “a normalization of conditions in Hungary with the goal that with the
reestablishment of freedom with respect to human rights, European peace would
be strengthened and assured.” For the Swiss observer, this call was “right at the
limit of all that was possible for a neutral state”.226
When euphoria still prevailed due to the successes of the freedom fighters and
rebels in Hungary and Chancellor Raab had just returned from his visit to Bonn
where he seemed to be publicly in favor of the ECSC. But being back he told the
ÖVP Parliamentary Club that he had always taken the view that Austria’s task
did not lie with the ECSC, but with the East. On November 5, 1956, he said in
the ÖVP club that it was his conviction that the small states would have to unite
in future: “We will continue on our way for the benefit of our state and the whole
christian occident.”227
In the author’s opinion, these two quotations speak for the thesis that Raab
saw a specific “Eastern task” for Austria and a future foreign policy role for him.
Therefore, even before the Soviet invasion of Budapest, he really could not have
easily been in favor of Austria joining the ECSC.
On November 9, the Austrian delegation to the United Nations presented a
resolution to initiate large scale assistance for the Hungarian population in
need. It was accepted by the General Assembly by a vote of 67 in favor with 8
abstentions.228
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Austria’s attitude towards the revolutionary events was, on one hand, proof of
courageous and self-confident behavior. It was the only Western nation that had
called upon the USSR to grant Hungary the right of self-determination, and envoy
Peinsipp was considered “the hero of Budapest” by Hungarians. He went to all the
hospitals and distributed penicillin. In a telephone call from envoy Haymerle, it
was mentioned that, “At times, it is only possible to do this in a hail of bullets.”229
On the other hand, it is demonstrable to what a great extent the Austrian government was on the defensive in the course of further developments beginning in
November. This could only partly be made up for by spontaneous denials of corresponding accusations and evidence of submissiveness. In the autumn of 1956,
Austrian foreign policy was formulated against the background of the crisis in its
neighboring country.
In the course of the Hungarian crisis and the second military intervention of
the Soviet Union, the Federal Government felt compelled to withdraw its application for membership in the ECSC,230 which had already been announced by Raab
and Figl. Pravda later admonished Vienna with a warning about neutrality, while
Izvestia stringently warned against participation in that community.231 With this
action that was without a doubt remarkable, the Federal Government had tried
to sound out the existing maneuvering room regarding integration policy232 and,
with the projected application for membership for 1957, had tried to push to the
furthest limit.
The announcement in October 1956 that Austria would attain ECSC membership in 1957 can be interpreted as Austria’s intention to participate with respect to
a “common market”, and the EEC was in fact more important to Austria than the
ECSC. The second Russian intervention was still to follow with strong attacks in
the media against neutral Austria. The fact remains that the maneuvering room
for foreign policy was very limited against the background of the massive accusations coming from the East regarding an alleged violation of neutrality within the
context of the events in Hungary. Furthermore, if Vienna had pushed its ECSC
application request, this would have been grist for the mill for the critics of Austrian neutrality. This had to be avoided if at all possible. Therefore, no adherence
to the application to the ECSC followed.233
Report of a telephone conversation HAYMERLE-MOLDEN/BALVANY, November 11, 1956.
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According to the author, Austria at that time had no realistic chance of becoming a member of the six nation community, that is, neither the ECSC nor the EEC.
The economic community was only in its formative stages following the ECSC
Member States Conferences in Messina (1955) and Venice (1956). Participation
in negotiations could not seriously be considered, though the course of events was
carefully observed.
In spite of assurances to the Austrian government, the Hungarian government
accused Austria of having smuggled arms, ammunition, and “Horthy fascists”
under the cover of the Red Cross.234 Austria was accused of a violation of neutrality primarily because of the content of Austrian broadcasts and press reports and
the behavior of its political parties. Austria’s representative to the United Nations,
Franz Matsch, corrected the actual situation in the Hungarian debate before the
UN. There was no military organization of Hungarian immigrants in Austria,
and the Austrian delegation to Budapest distributed only food and medicine, not
weapons.235 In the face of these strong and unfounded attacks, the recommendation of the “Austrian model” on the part of the Federal Government was ruled
out at once. Peinsipp, however, let the Ballhausplatz know “that the broadcasts of
Viennese Radio have been anything but helpful during these times,” although he
preferred to speak about this verbally.236
Pravda joined the official Hungarian criticism of Austria. It asked the question, “What are the obligations of a policy of neutrality?” and referred to an article
that appeared in the November 10 issue of the ÖVP press organ Kleines Volksblatt
with the title “Neutrality of the State – but Not of the Heart” (“Neutralität des
Staates – aber nicht des Herzens”) which could not have described the Austrian
mood and position better.237
The author agrees with Thomas Schlesinger238 and Manfried Rauchensteiner239
that the events in Hungary in 1956 were the real test of Austrian neutrality on the
first anniversary of the end of the occupation. From the very beginning of the uprising, the federal government took reasonable care not to overstep the bounds of
neutrality in any way that could be interpreted as an intention to influence, instigate, or further stimulate the Hungarian revolution. Vienna was in a very difficult
File “Telephongespräch mit der Gesandtschaft Budapest seit der zweiten russischen Intervention”, November 14, 1956. ÖStA, AdR, BKA/AA, II-pol, Ungarn 3 A, Zl. 520.419-pol/56
(GZl. 511.190-pol/56), to Horthy see Catherine HOREL, L’amiral Horthy, régent de Hongrie,
Paris 2014.
235
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position and under enormous pressure. Just before the outbreak of the events in
Hungary, Austria had announced its application for ECSC membership.240 Thus,
Vienna did not want to have further additional troubles with the USSR at this
time. The General Assembly adopted an Austrian draft resolution to provide UN
humanitarian aid to Hungary and to enjoin all parties involved to cooperate with
UN efforts to promote peace and ease suffering there.
After Austria’s pointed declarations of sympathy for the freedom fighters and
rebels in Hungary in the autumn of 1956 and the unambiguous declaration by the
government under Chancellor Raab supporting Hungarians having the right of
self-determination and calling for a halt to the violent acts against them, a massive press and propaganda campaign by the Soviet Union against Austria ensued.
In early 1957 Pravda made the accusation that Austria was considering plans to
join the ECSC and EURATOM. The prohibition against international communist
organizations, such as the World Federation of Trade Unions and the World Peace
Council, which had their headquarters in Vienna, was incompatible with the principles of neutrality. The admonishing and warning calls from Moscow were cause
for alarm,241 and they were covered with a view towards the entry in the Council
of Europe that had taken place the previous year.
The posture of the High Authority towards Austria likewise fluctuated, and
specifically between the inclination towards exclusivity (1952–1954/55) and the
tendency towards connection (1956), whereby France, the FRG, and Italy took on
very different positions towards Austria’s ambitions towards integration. While
Paris viewed such endeavors rather mistrustfully and as something to be controlled (in the 1950s), if not attempting to completely thwart them (in the 1960s),
the FRG was consistently well disposed. And Italy was willing to make concessions on a case-by-case basis – if the South Tyrol question did not disturb things.
In contrast to Sweden, Switzerland, or other “outsider” countries, the ECSC fundamentally viewed Austria as a special political case that was also specific to that
community, and it therefore also attempted to be accommodating to that country
at times. The “special case” existed not only in Austrian thinking, but also in the
outside perception of the country.
Austria’s absence of membership in the ECSC could be justified with various reasons. The lack of integration policy could in fact be substantiated more
easily with reasons of wage and price policy, that is, with practical constraints
of social and domestic policy in the sense of a sovereign Austrian decision, and
consequently it could be portrayed as an act of national self-determination. In
ANGERER, Integrität vor Integration, 193–194; IDEM, ‟Exklusivität und Selbstausschließung. Integrationsgeschichtliche Überlegungen zur Erweiterungsfrage am Beispiel
Frankreichs und Österreichs”, in: L’Élargissement de l’Union Européenne. Actes du colloque
franco-autrichien organisé les 13 et 14 juin 1997 par l’Institut Culturel Autrichien et l’Institut
Pierre-Renouvin, Revue d’Europe Centrale 6 (1998), 1, 25–54: 41–46.
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contrast to this, the argument of political constraint from the outside with a view
towards Soviet repression that was to be feared – which was made tangible and
comprehensible much more easily for the ECSC states – would have spoken much
more to the weakness of Austrian sovereignty and to heteronomy. For that reason,
depending upon the area of interest, different arguments were put forward for
staying distant. Their validity was not always present. The arguments could be
exchanged, based upon the opportunity. From case to case, and depending upon
the point of view, they were instrumentalized in different ways and pushed forward in order to not have to speak about the real obstacles.
Aside from the feared Soviet reservations, Thomas Angerer pointed out the
excessive prices for steel in the ECSC, which allegedly caused Vienna to back
off. They were 20 to 30% above the highly subsidized domestic prices, which
favored the finished goods industry, and had this membership occurred, wages
and prices in other business sectors would also have increased. On top of this,
there were also considerations in the partnerships between labor and management. The protectionist misgivings were also very important, although not newer
than the Soviet objections.242
The Austrian journalist Alexander Vodopivec used the pointed formulation
that the SPÖ had fought against the influence of the High Authority in Luxembourg because of the “dogma of immaculate nationalization” (“Dogma der unbefleckten Verstaatlichung”). The quotation refers to 1956, because Vodopivec
repeatedly advocated the thesis that a special position for Austria before Messina
and Venice would have been (easier) to negotiate. This is also relevant in so far
as in 1956 Figl announced his candidacy for ECSC membership publicly on the
occasion of his lecture in the Council of Europe, which the socialists, among others, then failed to do.243
The exclusivity of the ECSC therefore played just as much a roll as tendencies towards self-exclusion on the part of Austria. The nationalization of Austrian
industry with the laws of July 26, 1946 and March 26, 1947 is also to be understood as an immediate prequel to the renunciation of supranational integration.
It preceded Western European integration and determined Austria’s integration
policy through the end of the Cold War, even if the Soviet-managed (USIWA)
companies could only be incorporated into the Austrian economy after 1955 and
a considerable privatized potential for industry was present in the Western zones.
But the nationalized industry played an important role both in the 1950s and in the
1960s that is not to be underestimated because they made favorable developments
up to around 1965. They were under the great influence of the SPÖ, especially
from the Minister of Nationalized Companies, Transportation, and the Electric
Industry, Karl Waldbrunner. Although Soviet veto positions against Austrian
242
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rapprochements with the ECSC and the EEC/EC later on played a role, there was
interaction with internal affairs that were instructive and sometimes also indirect
or unconscious. Within this context, Thomas Angerer is to be agreed with: the
reasons for which the Austrian government made use of its maneuvering room for
action “to not participate directly in integration came not from misgivings about
neutrality, loyalty to the State Treaty, and considerations about the Soviet Union,
but rather from the very beginning onward, they were also of a domestic policy
nature”.244
Added to this was the fact, to which the Innsbruck economic historian Franz
Mathis had already referred, that with regard to the increase in production in the
decades after the war and the maintaining of production figures, the Austrian iron
and steel industry was “most highly successful” with the exception of slight losses
during the years of the global steel crisis. The success was ensured by repeated
improvements in the production processes and in the products themselves.245
According to the author, the external constraints were in fact more decisive
for Austria’s renunciation of supranational integration up to the 1950s than was
the internal resistance, which could be gradually overcome politically or else it
ended up being possible to get around it. The domestic political impediments (the
consideration of the nationalized industry, the social partners, the wage and price
structure, and the state policy of subsidies) against the desires for liberalization
and requirements for the modernization of the Austrian economy did in fact continue to be present, but they probably would have fallen away earlier if there had
not been the external resistance, which included more than just the veto positions
of the Soviet Union.
9. THE MIKOYAN VISIT 1957: CONTRARY TO RAAB’S
RECOMMENDATION, NO MODEL CASE POLICY BY THE USSR
With regard to the political dimension of the Hungarian crisis, the concept of
neutralizing Europe, which was recommended by diplomats and officials of
Soviet diplomacy in 1955, produced negative effects for Moscow’s foreign policy. With respect to the uprising in Hungary in 1956, this concept was to be seen
244
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as a dangerous threat that could destabilize the entire system of Soviet satellite
states. Austria was aware of the widespread effects that its neutrality policy had
for Central and Eastern Europe and was therefore afraid of exporting its political
status. Just as in the case of the German question in 1955, it did not lie in Vienna’s
interest to recommend the “Austrian solution” for Hungary in 1956. Hoping to
guarantee its own neutrality, the political elite were nowhere close to recommending the “Austrian model” to the Hungarians. The country had no experience with
its new political status. Austria’s neutrality was too young and too little rooted in
the political culture to serve as a well-developed export good.
The question as to whether Austria should support the Hungarian claim for
neutralization was not part of official statements in 1956. There are two phases to
be examined. In November and December 1956, Raab left the question open, and
on January 20, 1957, he made a cautious public statement. In a radio speech, he
added a few sentences: “The proposal which was recently made to adopt a kind of
neutrality status for Hungary has to be considered. This could lead the country on
its way to a pleasant future development.”246
In addition, it can be confirmed by material from the State Archives in Vienna
that the Hungarians were stimulated by the Austrian solution of 1955. The thesis
of the “model case” should neither be exaggerated nor underestimated, but the
absence of Soviet troops on Eastern Austrian soil created an attractive and promising idea of a Soviet Army troop withdrawal from the satellite nations. Austria’s
freedom caused a kind of psychological stimulus. However, in 1956, Austria
was neither able nor willing to export its neutrality status to Central or Eastern
Europe. Chancellor Raab made the following remarks during the aforementioned
radio speech: “Any kind of neutrality would be gladly accepted by the Hungarian
population. Neutrality would pave the way for calming down the situation at the
demarcation line and would contribute to a political stabilization of Central Europe.”247 Raab added:
“Hungary borders directly on neutral Austria, and any form of neutrality would surely be
gladly accepted by the Hungarian people. However, the creation of a neutral state on both sides
of the ideological line of demarcation, which was referred to in Churchill’s speech at the time
as an ‘Iron Curtain’, would certainly contribute considerably to a general calming in Central
Europe, even more so since through such a construct, no one would have to feel that their security was threatened.”248
RAUCHENSTEINER, Die Zwei, 352.
Ibid.
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Raab’s speech of January 20, in which he also proposed that Hungary be given
“a type of neutral status”, caused the Austrian envoy in Warsaw to attentively
observe how his Polish dialogue partners would react. According to their assessment, the entirety of Raab’s speech could be understood in the final paragraph,
which included the following words: “Even though the present situation might
seem turbulent, chaotic, and threatening to some people, I believe that the moment has arrived precisely now to look for a lasting and peaceful solution.” These,
at least, were the words of the Austrian chancellor. Consequently, for Stephan
Verosta, Austrian envoy to Warsaw, only one solution was possible: “A lasting and
peaceful solution can only be reached when a still-to-be-defined part of Central
Europe – and the current people’s democracies absolutely must be considered as
part of Central Europe – is released from the East and West blocs.” Consequently,
Verosta could only have meant a neutralization of Central Europe as a peaceful
solution. It is difficult to imagine that he would not have spoken to his Polish
dialogue partners as instructed. Until such a solution was reached, the Russians
would have to maintain their sphere of influence, even at the cost of high material
and moral sacrifice. “The Russians also have to hold on to Hungary at all costs
until there is a solution for all of Central Europe,” Verosta analyzed.249 For him, a
revision of Russia’s Central Europe policy was not out of the question; rather, it
was definitely conceivable.250
According to other information, it was the USSR itself that prevented the release of Hungary from the Warsaw Pact, as Alois Vollgruber reported to Figl from
Paris: “France would gladly welcome a Hungary that was somehow neutral, as it
appears it would in general for all the nations of Central Europe with the exception of Germany. But as the most recent events have shown, Russia was not in the
least inclined towards such a solution nor even considering it.”251
In the run-up to the Vienna visit by Deputy Prime Minister of the Soviet Union, Anastas Mikoyan, it was clear that the question of Austria’s membership in
the ECSC could not be a topic of conversation. However, a phrasing was prepared
to justify the acceptance of Austria in the Council of Europe the previous year.
With regard to the Soviet’s position, Raab’s secretary, Ludwig Steiner, pointed
out,
Report Zl. 28-pol/57 “Gomulkas Botschaft zum ungarischen Nationalfeiertag” by Stephan
VEROSTA to Leopold FIGL, March 19, 1957. ÖStA, AdR, BKA/AA, II-pol, Zl. 218.853pol/57 (GZl. 215.393-pol/57).
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“There are great worries about the unification of Europe into a common market. It doesn’t
matter what form this would take. They take for granted that Austrian membership could
not occur without political consequences for its neutrality. Statements by Austrian politicians
about a speedy Austrian membership in the common market, in a Free Trade Zone, or even in
the ECSC were always registered with great disapproval.”252

Considerations of a “model case” were implicitly proposed by the Austrians, but:
“Statements by the Russian dialogue partners have again and again left the impression that a
really constructive solution of the German question is presently unthinkable, since it appears
that at this point in time, the Russians lack the necessary internal equilibrium and prestige to
reach such a solution.”253

In connection with the quoted statements by Raab, the future of Austrian neutrality and “a possible expansion to countries in the Danube area” was also discussed.
It was also clear here, however, “that there are no constructive possibilities before
the Hungarian events are fully digested”.254
Moscow could not and would not react to Raab’s trial balloon – was it still
fixated on the German question, or oriented towards global issues? In January
1957, the Austrian legation counselor in Paris, Franz Karasek, held a discussion
with the legation secretary from the Russian embassy in Paris. After the usual,
well-known accusations against Austria for its behavior during the Hungarian
crisis, they both turned to more serious topics. Karasek asked what the reaction
was on the part of the Soviets to Raab’s suggestion “to grant Hungary a similar
neutral status”. His counterpart answered that Hungarian neutrality could only be
addressed when problem number one in Europe, which was the German question,
had been resolved. Karasek went on to ask whether the Soviet Union would also
agree to a reunification of Germany with the danger that after free elections, there
would not be a communist government but a democratic one. His dialog partner
replied that it would suffice if such a Germany would not participate in the Atlantic pact: “To go even further, if the Atlantic pact were to be renounced, then the
Soviet Union would even be moved to renounce the Warsaw Pact.” Karasek stated
Original quotation: “Große Sorge wird über den Zusammenschluß Europas zu einem gemeinsamen Markt gezeigt. Ganz gleich in welcher dieser Form dies geschehen soll. Sie nehmen als
gegeben an, daß ein Beitritt Österreichs nicht ohne politische Folgen für die Neutralität bleiben
kann. Äußerungen österreichischer Politiker über einen raschen Beitritt Österreichs zum gemeinsamen Markt, zur Freihandelszone, aber auch zur Montanunion wurden stets mit größtem
Mißfallen registriert.” Report Ludwig STEINER ad. Zl. 219.187-pol/57, April 13, 1957. Archiv
des Karl-von-Vogelsang-Instituts (AKVI), Vienna, Deposit Mikojan-Besuch.
253
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russischen Gesprächspartner [...] immer wieder den Eindruck“ erweckten, „daß gegenwärtig
an eine wirklich konstruktive Lösung der deutschen Frage nicht zu denken“ sei, da ihnen
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in an unimpressed manner that this kind of argumentation made him assume that
the Russian intervention in Hungary could be explained as “simply strategic”. His
counterpart blurted out an affirmative response which he then corrected. He then
returned to the subject of Austrian neutrality. It had shown that solutions were
reached with the Soviet Union when goodwill and consideration for the security
concerns of the USSR were present. However, Russia was surrounded by the USA
with atomic weapons military bases in Japan, the Philippines, the Baghdad Pact,
SEATO, and NATO. The relationship with the Soviet Union could be no different
if the fact of an armed Germany was adhered to. The USSR could imagine allowing a reunified Germany with armed forces of approximately 200,000 soldiers.
Such a Germany, “like Austria”, would have to exclude itself from any military
alliances.255
Thus, the Soviet representative had returned to the starting point of Karasek’s
question: the “model case” of Austria which was clearly meant for Germany for
the time being and seemingly applicable to Hungary only later. Was Soviet policy
once again getting in its own way? Those in the Kremlin were still too shocked by
the crisis scenario in Poland and the people’s uprising in Hungary. When Mikoyan
visited Austria in April 1957 – he had already intended to visit the country in the
autumn of 1956, but his trip to Vienna had to be postponed256 – he referred to
Raab’s radio speech of January 20. Mikoyan stated that Austria’s neutrality status
represents a “special case” and “under current circumstances is not repeatable”.257
This “message” was not a surprise for the Ballhausplatz.
Had Moscow learned its lesson from Austrian neutrality being, as the French
diplomat François Seydoux or the US Secretary of State John Foster Dulles once
referred to it, a Trojan horse for Central and Eastern Europe? With the Hungarian
uprising and the brutal suppression of it, a neutralization of the country was out of
the question for the USSR. “For the Russians, Hungary is the front and is treated
according to special rules and principles, and above all else it is looked on with
mistrust,” Peinsipp reported in August 1957.258
In the end of August 1956, the Hungarian government had eliminated the Iron
Curtain from the Western border of Hungarian territory. Peinsipp referred to the
process of normalization which set in between 1953 and 1956 between Hungary
and Austria and which was brutally brought to a halt with the bloody autumn
of 1956. When the envoy let Vienna know “the sad fact that for the foreseeable
future, we will no longer be in a position to influence the course of events and to
“Aktenvermerk” Zl. 10-Pol/57, Alois VOLLGRUBER to Leopold FIGL, January 29, 1957.
ÖStA, AdR, BKA/AA, II-pol, Zl. 216.654-pol/57 (GZl. 215.393-pol/57).
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support them in accordance with our wishes, as we did in the previous year up
until October 23,” he made it understood that some influence from Austria could
not be completely discounted.259
In the run-up to the visit by the Soviet Deputy Premier Mikoyan, a “total
language regime” was drawn up at the Ballhausplatz in order to correspondingly
protect themselves, which read:
“Austria has never made any secret of the fact that it feels its history, its tradition, and its entire culture tied to the West. In accordance with Article 1 of its statute, the Council of Europe
itself does not pursue any purpose other than creating a closer bond between its members for
the protection and furthering of ideals and principles that form their common heritage and to
support economic and social progress, specifically under the strict adherence to the principles
of the United Nations.
As a state located in the heart of Europe, Austria cannot exclude cooperating with the
realisation of these goals within the framework of an organization which has been established
in full conformity with the UN Charter.
Austria’s membership in the Council of Europe in no way affects Austria’s neutrality,
since in accordance with Article 1 d of the statute, matters of national defense do not fall within the competence of the Council of Europe. In addition, on the occasion of its accession, Austria expressly declared that this took place under the precondition that as always, no matters of
a military nature would be dealt with. It goes without saying that the Austrian government will
continue to be guided by this maxim.”260
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10. TOO LATE: RAAB’S PROPOSAL IN 1958 TO USE THE
“AUSTRIAN MODEL” AS A NEGOTIATION SOLUTION FOR
OVERCOMING THE GERMAN DIVISION
In December 1957, a dialogue partner of the Soviet embassy in Vienna, Yevgeny
Tarabrin who was a foreign intelligence officer under diplomatic cover, raised the
question to Raab’s advisor Ludwig Steiner as to “whether it were not possible that
Austria could support [italics in original] a peaceful solution to the German problem. Austria and particularly the Chancellor have proven that they could come
through the most difficult problems with the possibility of solution.” Steiner answered that for Austria’s part, “It would be difficult to pursue an initiative on its
own, but some kind of incentive should come from one of the two sides for it to
mediate. Of course Austria is very interested in a reasonable solution to the German problem. Perhaps a discussion about this question is possible on the occasion
of the chancellor’s visit” to Moscow. Steiner referred to proof of mutual trust (in
Austria’s case, this was the abolition of the demarcation line, the permission to
build the Autobahn, the solution of the peripheral communities question, etc.)
in order to create “the necessary climate” for discussions. In the future, Austria
would not be lacking in goodwill.261
Karl Gruber, who after his mission in Washington as an Austrian Ambassador (1954–57) now acted as special advisor to the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) in Vienna, held talks soon thereafter with the Soviet disarmament
specialist Leonid Mitrofanovich Zamyatin, Deputy of the Permanent Representative of the USSR to IAEA, who asked about Austria’s interest in a solution to the
German question. In accordance with Raab’s considerations, Gruber answered,
“General interest in peaceful relations, detoxification of the dangerous German
question, conviction that once Germany was at the negotiating table there would
be the chance to diminish the problem in the course of the year and to solve it.”
Zamyatin pointed out that the question of reunification was not a matter for the
Four Powers but for the two German states. The Soviet Union, though, was ready
to put “the preparation of a German peace treaty” on the agenda of the Four
Power Conference and also would have nothing against the establishment of a
Four Power Commission for that purpose. This information seemed to Gruber
to be “significant”, but it required “that the persons interested in this question to
adapt their language to this circumstance”. According to Zamyatin, the Soviet
Union currently wanted “to avoid anything […] that would give the appearance
that it was ready to sell out the Eastern German government”. Gruber further reported to Raab, “For the purpose of consideration, it is of course irrelevant which
name this commission receives. Its founding would in any case represent decisive
261
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progress in international relations and would furthermore confirm and support
your views.”262
In April 1958, Raab let Khrushchev know that the Austrian government would
welcome any initiative that “would bring about a general understanding between
the major powers concerning a moratorium on atomic tests”. The USSR had decided to temporarily and unilaterally cease tests of atomic and hydrogen bombs
starting from March 31. Raab emphasized, “Austria had concretely demonstrated
its readiness to actively contribute to the promotion of the peaceful use of atomic
energy through the hosting of the International Atomic Energy Organization.”
He made simultaneous assurances that Austria was making the effort “within
the framework of its possibilities to contribute at any time and everywhere to the
systematic tearing down of international mistrust that unfortunately was too frequently present today, to reduce tension among the peoples, and to pave the way
for a peaceful and flourishing coexistence of all peoples and nations.” Raab referred to similar declarations already issued earlier by the Austrian government.263
Suggestions regarding possible chances of an Austrian solution for Germany
had been inopportune from the side of the Ballhausplatz before the integration of
the FRG into the Western defense system. Austria subsequently saw the solution
of the German question coming less from its model case – that is, a neutral or neutralized Germany – than from negotiations leading to a Four Power solution which
should not exclude the possibility of a reunification of Germany. These were taken
in internal deliberations, and they came to light with the “Raab plan”.264
With this initiative, Raab presented the Austrian way as a model solution for
resolving the German partition in the form of a mediation attempt in February
1958 between Bonn and Moscow on the basis of an expert commission at par.
This commission was not to discuss more than a small number of clearly defined topics. The contacts went via Raab, Figl, Gruber, the German Ambassador
to Vienna, Carl-Hermann Mueller-Graaf; and the German Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Heinrich von Brentano. Possibly related to that was Adenauer’s proposal for neutralizing the GDR in March 1958 in exchange for renouncing reunification. In May 1958, Raab once again suggested a Four Power Conference for
the solution of the German question. According to Mueller-Graaf’s opinion, the
“Raab plan” concealed the idea of “bridging the gap between the Soviet claim
for negotiating the question of ‘two German states’ and the German or Western
refusal of such negotiations”. This was the idea of Vienna’s balancing policy between the blocs from the first decade after the war. According to Gruber’s view,
Karl GRUBER (Privat) to Julius RAAB, without date [spring 1958], Ibid.
“Amtliche Bekanntgabe”, April 24, 1958, ibid.
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Michael GEHLER, “Kein Anschluß, aber auch keine chinesische Mauer.” Österreichs außenpolitische Emanzipation und die deutsche Frage 1945–1955,in: Alfred ABLEITINGER – Siegfried BEER – Eduard G. STAUDINGER (Hrsg.), Österreich unter alliierter Besatzung 1945–
1955 (Studien zu Politik und Verwaltung 63), Wien – Graz – Köln 1998, 205–268: 265–266.
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the Four Power Conference should not negotiate with official representatives but
with “experts” from the FRG as well as from the so-called “GDR”. It should furthermore reach an agreement on some fundamental steps which should lead to
reunification. The concrete idea was an electoral law to form a basis upon which
a constituent assembly would have had to be convened. Regardless of the further
functioning of the two states, this assembly would have had to work out a joint
constitution later on. The necessity of an amnesty law was emphasized. This law
would have to grant amnesty to the rulers and the apparatus of the Soviet zone.
In this way, “golden bridges would be built for the Soviet zone”, obstacles would
be removed, and Soviet appearance would be kept up.265 In the end, the mediation
attempt was met with resistance in Bonn; the USSR as well as the GDR also spoke
clearly against this plan in public.266 Thus, in 1958, there was no more chance for
the “model case”.
Two important questions should be answered at the end of this chapter: could
the “Austrian solution” be seen as a “model” for a normalized situation in Central Europe or even a unified Europe, and if not, then why not? And: did the new
conjuncture of Austria’s neutrality have an influence on the country’s attitude
towards the applicability of the “model case”?
To begin with the first question, it must be pointed out that the idea of creating
a neutral belt of states remained theory. Neutralizing Central Europe as a first step
to weakening capitalism and strengthening socialism turned out to be counterproductive from Moscow’s point of view: from the very beginning, neutralization
concepts were connected with the risk of destabilizing Soviet communism and
weakening the USSR’s position within the satellite system. Soviet representatives,
Carl-Hermann MUELLER-GRAAF to Bundesminister Heinrich VON BRENTANO, February 27, 1958. Politisches Archiv des Auswärtigen Amtes (PAAA), Bonn; Aufzeichnung von
Carl-Hermann MUELLER-GRAAF, February 25, 1958 (sic! The document quotes it correctly: February 26). PAAA; Botschaft der Bundesrepublik Deutschland/Wien, Carl-Hermann
MUELLER GRAAF to Auswärtiges Amt, May 21, 1958, VS-Vertraulich, betr. “Raab-Plan”
– Politik des österreichischen Bundeskanzlers in der Frage der deutschen Wiedervereinigung”
(10 Seiten). PAAA, VS-Akten.
266
Cf. Rainer BOLLMUS, Die Bundesrepublik und die Republik Österreich 1950–1958, in: Christliche Demokratie 1 (1983), 3, 19–21; Karl SEIDEL, Bundeskanzler Raab und die Deutschlandfrage, in: Deutsche Außenpolitik 3 (1958), 755–759; cf. also Christoph K LESSMANN,
Adenauers Deutschland- und Ostpolitik 1955–1963, in: Josef FOSCHEPOTH (Hrsg.), Adenauer und die Deutsche Frage, Göttingen 1988, 61–79, here 65, 67–68; Matthias PAPE, Die
Deutschlandinitiative des österreichischen Bundeskanzlers Raab 1958, in: Vierteljahrshefte
für Zeitgeschichte 48 (2000), 2, 281–318, without the author making stringent and probably obvious connections between the constellations of 1955 and 1958 and making comparative considerations. Pape rejects all arguments in favor of a “model case” Austria for Germany from
the outset and thus does not engage in a more detailed, differentiated and reflected discussion.
Thus, the problem can also be solved by simply avoiding it. Neither Matthias PAPE nor Gerald
STOURZH asked themselves how they intend to reconcile their decision that Raab had not
considered or even rejected the 1955 model case of Austria to solve the German question with
his initiative of 1958.
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especially those who favored the Austrian solution of 1955, had to accept that the
so-called “model case” was much more suited to acting like a Trojan horse upon
their own political system than to weakening the positions of Adenauer and the
West. The shot backfired. So in the long run, the non-applicability of the Austrian
“model case” served Western and American political interests more than Soviet
and communist ones. The Western “policy of strength” was confirmed, although
without offering a real alternative to the population of Eastern Europe. The “roll
back” philosophy excluded a mutual troop withdrawal from Europe. Thus, the
defeat of the Hungarian revolution was a great victory for all the Cold Warriors
and for political status quo-oriented politicians.
Coming back to the second question: It was not so much the basic position
– that is the alleged or real incomparability of the questions (Austria-Germany
or Austria-Hungary) – that made such attempts impossible, namely establishing
direct contacts with the Kremlin before fixing the status of the FRG or the political status of Hungary. Rather, concrete political interests and a lack of preparation
and readiness on the part of decision-makers in Austria, the East, and the West
caused their failure. In this way, Raab overestimated in 1958 the possibility of
presenting the Austrian way of dealing with the USSR and of his country acting
as a mediator and a “model” for the solution of the German question. The chances
of bringing itself in as an active builder of confidence were only minimal. A semidétente like in the years 1953–55 did not exist, nor was there a more or less full
détente as was to come in the first half of the 1970s.
The Viennese contemporary historian Oliver Rathkolb267 has already brought
up the question of whether Austria’s policy towards the East in the 1950s and
1960s was that of an honest broker or that of a double agent. The overall situation
did not appear to be so sharp to the Ballhausplatz diplomats, added to which there
was not necessarily and not always a contradiction between these two extreme
points of view. In this author’s opinion, Vienna did both. Austria was oriented
towards the West in cultural, economic and political terms, and with regard to its
Ostpolitik, it was backed by the West. With regard to Hungary, Austrian foreign
policy was positioned to carry out a normalization of relations as far as cautious
rapprochement. In this way, it had indirectly contributed to a destabilization of
the Rákosi regime. In general, Austria’s maneuvering room was limited, though.
However much Vienna tried to pursue an active neutrality policy with strong
humanitarian aspects within the context of the Hungarian crisis268 and the mass
upheaval in the neighboring country, the recommendation for an application of its
own status was denied. In 1955–56, Austria had not yet progressed to the point
that it could recommend itself as a “model”. This changed in 1957–58: especially
Oliver RATHKOLB, Austria’s ‘Ostpolitik’ in the 1950s and 1960s: Honest Broker or Double
Agent, in: Austrian History Yearbook Vol. XXVI (1995), 129–145; IDEM, Washington ruft
Wien, 292.
268
RATHKOLB, Washington ruft Wien, 292.
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Raab tried to play a role as an honest broker, but with very limited success. Raab
and the Ballhausplatz had partly been prevented from doing so and partly hesitated on their own, recognizing the futility of the endeavor. A necessary reduction
in tensions in the political situation in Central Europe in the second half of the
1950s by means of a neutrality solution that would bring about an understanding
between East and West was not really possible, let alone desired.
The US Embassy in Vienna made very critical judgements about the Austrian foreign policy activities 1957–58 especially those pursued by Raab. This was
done not without arrogance:
“Despite their appearance of sophistication, the Austrian leaders are a rather naive and parochial lot insofar as world politics are concerned. This is particularly true of the chancellor, who
considers himself to be a European statesman, but who is handicapped in achieving this status
by his ability to say the wrong thing at the wrong time. Some of the People’s Party leaders have
forgotten the bitter experience of Soviet occupation and have discovered that the Soviet Union
is respectable. In trying to maintain a strict neutrality they hint that the objectives and morality
of the US and the Soviet Union should be judged impartially. This viewpoint has aroused considerable public comment in Austria, particularly giving rise to many rustic references to the
Potemkin villages which People’s Party leaders have seen in the Soviet Union.”269

11. THE BRITISH PROJECT OF A LARGE FREE TRADE AREA
1956–58
In the autumn of 1956, the British Ambassador to Austria, Geoffrey Wallinger,
reported to London that there had recently been much speculation in Austria on
the Commonwealth’s relationship to Europe and how the latter’s change would affect the European concept. This theme experienced a revival, for the talks between
Adenauer and Guy Mollet were made known to the public. Wallinger summarized
the Austrian reactions the following way: the Suez Crisis had thrown the divisions
in the European family into sharp relief and American policy was apt to take its
own course. If Europe was to survive in this world of geopolitical blocs, it was
necessary to form a European “third force” (“Europa als dritte Kraft”) between
Russia and the US. This “Third Force” might sound neutralist but could not be so,
“For American assistance [was] essential if Europe [was] to stand up against the
threat of Communism.”270
Yet Europe could not afford to depend on America’s apron strings, since
its future would then be contingent upon American domestic politics. Europe
therefore had to assert itself, but it could only do so if Britain came in. Without
Britain’s presence, neither France nor West Germany would be entirely reliable.
269
270

See document 33 in appendix “Documents”.
Geoffrey WALLINGER to Jack WARD, Confidential, October 5, 1956. TNA, FO 371/124085,
RR 1022/15, XC 14211.
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As to London’s attitude, the problem was that at this time, in UK’s thinking the
Commonwealth came first, the American alliance second, and Europe only third.
There had to be some reconsideration in the UK to give Europe new hope.
In this analysis by Wallinger, based upon media articles and upon conversations with Austrian politicians, Austria’s own future was not touched upon.
All the rather excited wishful thinking that was expressed carefully avoided
this question. For Wallinger, the reasons were clear enough: “The first one [was]
neutrality.”271
Since participation in any new European economic organization might leave
the Austrians open to accusations of breaching neutral behavior, the political
problem was “a potentially embarrassing one for them”. Wallinger earlier had
reported that Austria would probably be glad to participate with certain reservations purely based on internal economic considerations. The ambassador did not
doubt that all its political instincts would lead it to the same decision. Yet until
the pattern of the new European organization did not become “visible and until
Austria’s leaders [could not] fairly argue that participation [contained] non-strategic implications, it [was] clearly difficult for them to take any line with – or indeed
to give any guidance to – local political commentators.”272
As to “neutrality”, the British Foreign Office informed its ambassador that it
would of course be possible for the Russians to try to frighten the Austrians by
saying that any new free trade area in Europe would be a “military” grouping. It
could hardly be imagined that the Austrians were disposed to take this seriously,
particularly if the Scandinavians were also members. The problem that confronted Austria appeared to be the same that the United Kingdom faced. The establishment of a common market was doubted. Just like the UK, Austria had to “decide
whether it [stood] to lose more by staying out or by joining. Both countries [might]
decide that there [were] definite advantages in joining – and it [seemed] likely that
it would be more difficult for Austria to stay out than for the United Kingdom to
do so.”273
W. H. Young from the British Foreign Office made the following remark with
regard to self-interest: “Austria’s position has some similarity with our own.” But
self-interest would not be the only criterion there, and thus he added, “Our own
decision will be based, in part at least, on our estimate of the wider advantages of
joining any new association.”274
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1956–1958: The British Conservative Prime Minister Harold Mac-Millian
wants to vault the nascent EEC with a large free trade zone and thus make it obsolete

In a presentation to Raab of the “Mac Millan-Plan” for a large free trade zone
in Western Europe, Johann Augenthaler, the expert from the Ministry of Trade,
pointed out on October 29, 1956 after the Austrian announcement of the ECSC
application:
“The plan for a free trade zone also has the advantage for both countries [Austria and Switzerland] that participation is possible in spite of their neutrality, whereas Austria joining the six
country bloc which is in fact strongly tied to the NATO concept is still to be considered from a
political point of view with regard to the reaction of the Soviet Union.”275

The Austrian government welcomed with great relief the British initiative within
the OEEC in 1956–57 to create a wider industrial Free Trade Area (FTA) as a
trade roof above the EEC, a proposal that promised to avoid competitive disadvantages for Austrian export industry in a common market of the Six.276 According to the initial British plan, the free trade area would not involve the harmonization of tariffs and would be organized entirely along intergovernmental lines.
It would thus ideally safeguard Austria’s trade interests without provoking Soviet
opposition and diplomatic pressure.
Original quotation: “Der Plan einer Freihandelszone hat für beide Staaten [Österreich und die
Schweiz] noch den Vorteil, daß eine Beteiligung trotz ihrer Neutralität möglich ist, wo hingegen ein Anschluß Österreichs an den Sechserblock, der doch stark mit der Natokonzeption verknüpft ist, vom politischen Standpunkt im Hinblick auf die Reaktion der Sowjet Union noch
zu erwägen ist”, “Informationen für Herrn Bundeskanzler betreffend Mac-Millan-Plan der
Schaffung einer europäischen Freihandelszone”, Johann AUGENTHALER to Julius RAAB,
October 29, 1956. AJRGV, Sonderakten.
276
On the origins of Plan G for an industrial free trade area see Wolfram KAISER, Selbstisolierung in Europa – Die britische Regierung und die Gründung der EWG, in: Clemens A.
WURM (Hrsg.), Wege nach Europa. Wirtschaft und Außenpolitik Großbritanniens im 20.
Jahrhundert (Arbeitskreis Deutsche England-Forschung Veröffentlichung 19), Bochum 1992,
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1956: Extract of an undated “Information for the Federal Chancellor concerning the
Mac Millan Plan, the Creation of a European Free Trade Area” – (AKVI, Bestand Julius Raab)
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On January 29, 1957, the Austrian Council of Ministers approved Vienna’s participation in the proposed British Free Trade Area including all the former members
of the ERP. Accordingly, Figl presented the Austrian application to the OEEC
on February 12, 1957. A few weeks later the Austrian Ambassador to London,
Johannes von Schwarzenberg, talked to Hancock from the British Foreign Office.
Schwarzenberg spoke about Selwyn Lloyd’s proposal for a “grand design” policy277 concerning Europe and gave him the impression that, short of risking their
political neutrality, the Austrians would be prepared “to go a long way into Europe”. The Austrians would be particularly interested in the Wide Free Trade Area.278 Schwarzenberg seemed to hanker after a European organization into which
a reunified Germany could fit without being a member of NATO. He argued that
neutralist tendencies were bound to increase in Germany and that it might be a
good advice “to anticipate their victory”. Schwarzenberg’s idea – although not
really one that was elaborated – was that the grand design might be developed
while NATO’s importance was reduced to the point where both coincided and
could be consolidated. This led to a long discussion on the future of Germany and
the dangers of German neutrality. In the course of the discussion, the ambassador
remarked that he could see no reason why the Russians had agreed to the Austrian
State Treaty unless it was to pave the way for an eventually neutral Germany.279
The well known Austrian journalist Hugo Portisch reported on the occasion of
a book presentation in 2014 that he had been invited to the Federal Chancellery by
Julius Raab shortly after the signing of the Treaties of Rome (March 25, 1957) as
then editor-in-chief of the daily newspaper Kurier. He was completely surprised
when Raab told him: “We’ll join in. Now we’re joining the EEC.” When asked by
Portisch what the Soviet Union would say on the basis of the neutrality law and
after the Hungarian uprising, Raab merely replied: “We won’t ask them at all”.280
This nice story, however, partly contradicts archival evidence. According to the
author, at this time Raab was rather wait-and-see and cautious.
The German Economics Minister Ludwig Erhard’s criticism of the “Common
Market” project, who spoke of “small European inbreeding” („kleineuropäische
Inzucht“) of the six coal and steel union states, and of the view that trade policy
should not be put at the service of foreign policy, strengthened those political
forces in Austria which did not see the last word in the emerging core European solution of the EEC and thought of integration policy alternatives, such as
Macmillan’s British free trade zone policy, for Austrian Europe policy.281
See document 29 in appendix “Documents”.
See documents 29 and 31 in appendix “Documents”.
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In addition, the swiss federal role model was recalled. The Federal Minister
Hans Schaffner had given a lecture at the “swiss week” in Düsseldorf, in which
he explained that the Swiss Confederation could not join the Common Market for
reasons of neutrality and the tradition of undiscriminated and as free as possible
world trade.282
All these were clear pointers that made it seem advisable (especially for the
Austrian socialists) to exercise restraint in integration policy. The bourgeois conservative, christian democratic and much more integration-friendly coalition
partner, who wanted to give an address of sympathy for the “Common Market”,
saw things somewhat differently, but the SPÖ leadership quickly managed to prevent this.
After the signing of the Treaties of Rome on March 25, 1957, the Austrian
cabinet was still debating how to position itself on the EEC. Trade Minister Fritz
Bock (ÖVP) had prepared a declaration to the effect that the Federal Government welcomed the Treaty on the “Common Market” of the six Western European
states – EURATOM was interestingly not mentioned – with one addition clarifying the Austrian position: “The Federal Government regards this as the most
important prerequisite for the establishment of a free trade area encompassing all
OEEC states, the implementation of which the Austrian Federal Government will
endeavour to contribute to.” In the Council of Ministers, Bock said that this opinion was necessary because negotiations had so far only been conducted at official
level and “we had expressed a number of wishes”. Minister Karl Waldbrunner
(SPÖ) was “surprised” by this proposal:
“Although I believe that the free trade area project will be brought forward, I believe that we
should not take a position. This could be understood as advocating the common market of the
six Western European countries, which is actually a small European affair. In Germany, too,
there have been quite clear voices against it [...] and not from the opposition, but from government circles. Because this has a political touch, it would therefore be better not to take such a
position. I don’t think we can make a sympathy demonstration.”283

The socialist expressly asked Bock to distance himself from this declaration,
which prompted Bock to a less convincing reply: The free trade zone was “only
an affiliation to the customs organization [...]: without it there can be no free
trade zone at all”. Waldbrunner considered this to be a “wrong view”: “Precisely
“Die europäische Wirtschaftsintegration in schweizerischer Sicht. Vortrag von Hans
 CHAFFNER”, March 13, 1957 in Düsseldorf. Ibid.
S
283
Original quotation: „Obwohl ich der Ansicht bin, dass das Projekt Freihandelszone gebracht
werden wird, glaube ich, dass wir keine Stellungnahme beziehen sollen. Das könnte verstanden werden als ein Eintreten für den gemeinsamen Markt der 6 westeuropäischen Länder,
was eigentlich eine klein-europäische Angelegenheit ist. Es sind auch in Deutschland ziemlich
deutlich Stimmen dagegen laut geworden [...] u. zw. nicht von Seiten der Opposition, sondern
aus Regierungskreisen. Weil das eine politische Note hat, wäre es deshalb besser, keine solche
Stellungnahme zu beziehen. Ich glaube nicht, dass wir eine Sympathiekundgebung abgeben
können.“ Source see next footnote.
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because we have such different views on this, one should refrain from a declaration. Otherwise, we have always held the same view.” Bock then gave in: “So
since there is no unanimity, there can be no decision.” There was agreement only
to the extent that the concept of a free trade area had to be clarified.284
This brief but highly revealing debate in the Council of Ministers, in which the
socialist point of view was able to assert itself, showed how far one was now from
an ECSC accession debate that had still been conducted in Austria in October and
early November 1956. Waldbrunner’s plea for accession to a Large Free Trade
Area and his simultaneously decisive rejection of ECSC membership in April
1957 was now also a far-reaching consensus between the two governing parties,
although the Austrian self-exclusion was motivated differently.
The socialists had primarily social, wage and price aspects in mind, but also
sovereignty aspects. In the central newspaper of the SPÖ, Karl Ausch supported
this point of view with numerous arguments, length and breadth: the Coal and
Steel Community as a – “closed, uniform economic area had hitherto been limited to coal and steel”, “but is to be gradually extended to all products over the next
twelve to fifteen years”. A customs union will be formed vis-à-vis all other states
“within which it is no longer the individual governments but a supranational ‘high
authority’ that decides on common customs duties as well as on prices, tariffs,
investments and some other economic issues”. The “economic sovereignty” of
the ECSC Members is therefore “largely restricted”. Since the common market
for coal and steel already existed, “Austria would have to jump in immediately
with both feet in it.” Ausch asked about the advantages and referred to studies by
the Austrian economic research institute (Wirtschaftsforschungsinstitut, WIFO)
and the United Austrian Iron and Steel Factories (Vereinigte Österreichische Eisen- und Stahlwerke VÖEST) study by an authorised signatory with the following
findings: Joining the ECSC would “severely shake the whole structure of our iron
and steel prices”. Within the ECSC, there were strict price controls for coal and
steel as well as far-reaching fixings for export prices. Each company would be
free to fix its prices and sales conditions, but these prices would then apply uniformly to all customers within the ECSC. In addition, the domestic prices of the
Austrian iron and steel works were considerably lower than those of the ECSC
states: about 20% for rolled products and 25 to 30% for pig iron. Ausch added
in brackets with callsigns: “This is thanks to nationalisation!” Austria could indeed follow up these prices immediately upon accession. But the higher prices
would then also have to be charged to all Austrian customers, the iron processing
and construction industries. This increase in prices would have unforeseeable
284
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consequences not only for these companies but also for the economy as a whole.
The Austrian steelworks also granted a separate discount to the processing industry on the quantities of iron and steel processed for export orders, thus strengthening the competitiveness of these firms. However, the ECSC did not allow such
export concessions. Although Austria would not be obliged to increase its iron
and steel prices, all steel supplies to the ECSC countries would have to be calculated at the same low prices: “Today’s prices are much better than domestic prices. It is precisely these higher export earnings of the steel works which keep the
domestic price so far below world market prices.” Since 40% of all iron and steel
exports went to the ECSC area, “the loss would be intolerable for the plants”. In
addition to the serious question of price, Ausch cited a number of other obstacles:
special exemption tariffs of the federal railways (Bundesbahn) for ores, coal and
coke as well as refractory material had to be eliminated, resulting in additional
costs of around 15 million schilling. The economic editor of the Arbeiter-Zeitung
qualified the ECSC High Authority’s right to fix production quotas for the iron
and steel industry as “extremely questionable”, i.e. under certain circumstances
also to reduce the production capacities of companies. Then Ausch let the cat out
of the bag:
“Austria’s accession to the Coal and Steel Community would largely eliminate the influence of
its own government on the nationalised iron and steel industry and place it under the control
of a non-Austrian body, namely the ‘high authority’. In this way one of the most important
branches of the Austrian economy would be separated from Austrian economic policy. Such a
far-reaching renunciation of sovereignty seems to be out of the question.”285

Here the planned economy and socialism were mixed with fundamental demands
for sovereignty to form an inseparable unity. However, there were still “political
considerations that would argue against accession”, but that Ausch did not want
to get any closer to. He went even further: the “Anschluss [sic!] of Austria to the
Coal and Steel Community” was also “to be rejected in the long run”. Including
all goods in a “common market”, thus Austria would then be completely tied up
in customs policy, which was a “highly undesirable situation”: “Located on the
border between West and East, our country must try to expand and expand the
trade in goods in all directions.” This presupposed a certain degree of sovereignty in trade and customs policy, which is why Ausch affirmed a free trade area
but rejected the common market.286 The judgement could hardly be more critical
Original quotation: „Der Beitritt Österreichs zur Montanunion würde den Einfluss der eigenen Regierung auf die Verstaatlichte Eisen- und Stahlindustrie weitgehend ausschalten und
diese einer außerösterreichischen Stelle, nämlich der ‚Hohen Behörde’, unterstellen. Damit
würde einer der wichtigsten Wirtschaftszweige aus der österreichischen Wirtschaftspolitik
gewissermaßen herausgelöst. Ein so weitgehender Verzicht auf die Souveränität scheint wohl
ausgeschlossen.“ K.A. [Karl AUSCH]: Österreich und die Montanunion, in: Arbeiter-Zeitung,
April 4, 1957, 1–2.
286
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and distanced. That was therefore the official socialist party line that had already
emerged in March in the Council of Ministers in the debate between Bock and
Waldbrunner. This scenario was to be repeated at a higher level.
The development of Austria’s relations with the ECSC in the 1950s has yielded
revealing insights that can be summarised in this way: In determining Austria’s
relationship with the ECSC and vice versa, various incentives, motives, considerations, but also reservations, obstacles and resistances were decisive. In the phase
following the signing and entry into force of the treaty (1951–1952), the ECSC had
to await the establishment and consolidation (1953–1954) of this new supranational community. Despite remarkable feelings, Austria initially adopted a cautious
defensive stance, which only gradually changed in the direction of understanding
and cooperation. On this basis, the ECSC, for its part, had reserves vis-à-vis a
Western industrial state which, until then (1945–1955), had neither officially defined its foreign policy status nor clarified its relationship with the Community in
question for itself and, apart from brief, more or less vague tendencies towards
rapprochement, wanted at best “only” an “association” which was not actually
provided for in the ECSC Treaty. In Austria itself there were economic, socio-political and later neutrality policy and legal concerns. However, these only emerged
gradually and did not play a pronounced role in the beginning, which explains the
still vague position on the accession behaviour of October 1956.
Austria’s relationship to the ECSC fluctuated: first it was reserved, then partly
interested, partly wait-and-see, partly negative, and then again showing new interest. The patterns of behaviour that were taking over were mainly related to the
tense interrelationship between the developing Western European integration on
the one hand and the Austrian sovereignty that had to be striven for or exercised
on the other. Especially after 1945, the country found itself in this area of tension
in a less dramatic, but fundamentally persistent way, in an existential and perpetual neutrality after 1955. The renunciation of supranational ECSC integration was
the price for the goodwill of the most threatening occupying and later signatory
power of the State Treaty, the USSR. Whether Austria did not want to or could not
– after the establishment and functioning of the ECSC – it was repeatedly forced
to come to an arrangement with the individual states of the ECSC or soon after
the conclusion of the State Treaty to reach an agreement with the High Authority
in Luxembourg. The ECSC increased the danger of the European disintegration
of the Austrian iron and steel industry, which had to be prevented at all costs and
led to a policy of understanding and a kind of passive integration policy: although
Austria did not actually want to cede national sovereign elements, it had to make
trade and customs policy concessions to this new ECSC institution, the Haute
Autorité, in order to buy itself advantages in terms of integration policy. The compulsion to come to a modus vivendi with this supranational body was inevitable as
early as 1956. A decade later, a similar process was repeated: singular accession
to a partial community (EEC) was neither possible nor meaningful. Especially
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in view of the forthcoming merger of the Community institutions (1965–1967), a
parallel application was necessary for negotiations with the ECSC, even though
the way to the High Authority in Luxembourg was now to be via the Commission
to Brussels. Austria had hardly any other choice: it could only adapt continuously,
whether it wanted to or not.
Thomas Angerer has already correctly noted for the first half of the 1950s
with regard to the Council of Europe and the ECSC: Accession issues were “only
postponed, not abolished”.287 This also applied to other periods and draws attention to the long-term dimension and perspective of Austrian Europe as well as
integration policy.
The maintaining of the free trade area (FTA) candidates’ independence concerning trade and commercial policy was significant to Austria in 1957. The same
applied to Great Britain. In contrast, members of the EEC would not preserve the
aforementioned independence. In the event that it became part of the FTA, Vienna
expected certain difficulties in adaptation.288
Austrian diplomacy was familiar with the interests underlying the European
unity projects of spring 1957. The chances of forming a wide free trade zone
were assessed as realistic. In Vienna, expectations were not running high. The
reason for this lay in the international global situation and in the detailed reports
of respective diplomatic observers. There was obvious sympathy with Ludwig
Erhard’s ideas favoring a wide free trade area. Erhard was the FRG’s minister of
economy. Still, Vienna realized his difficult standing with regard to Chancellor
Adenauer’s “small European” policy.289
Austria and Sweden proposed informal talks with Switzerland, Norway, and
Denmark, but Berne reacted in a rather reserved way. Swiss diplomats remained
skeptical concerning the “relaunching of Europe”.290 Austria did not. The Hungarian Crisis of 1956 and Soviet’s intervention did not facilitate the enforcement
of an integration policy of widening free trade. It was the first and by no means
the last time that Austria’s attempts to bridge the gap between the hard core of the
Europe of the Six and its soft shell, the wide free trade area, were destined to fail.
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During the FTA negotiations, Austria demanded the recognition of its new,
higher customs tariff to serve as a basis for tariff reductions. Not fully competitive economic sectors had also be taken into consideration. There was particular reference to economic sectors in the former Soviet occupation zone. As a
neutral state, Austria was interested in concentrating the cooperation within the
nuclear energy sector in the OEEC. Vienna feared that an association with the
supranational EURATOM would have negative political repercussions regarding
relations with the Soviet Union since at that point EURATOM consisted only of
NATO states. Yet Vienna did not question its membership in the Council of Europe. The reason for this was the fact that the Strasbourg organization’s statute
explicitly excluded military issues.291
According to Carl Bobleter, Austria’s diplomatic observer at the High Authority in Luxembourg, EEC groups viewed the classical form of the wide free trade
zone desired by London as “a warmed-over OEEC”. Thus, it was easy for Vienna
to recognize that the birth of the free trade area should be postponed.292
Yet an interministerial committee of OEEC Member States made further negotiations possible.293 Austria took part in those negotiations. The committee was
led by Reginald Maudling, British minister without portfolio, appointed by London in August 1957. According to Vienna, the strategy of the “Six” was to force
the British to make a clear statement.294
The Soviet threat of possible intervention had been hanging over all integration attempts by the Ballhausplatz like the sword of Damocles. In addition to the
three Western Allies, the Soviet Union had also signed the State Treaty on May
15, 1955. This document explicitly prohibited affiliation with Germany, be it of
an economic nature or a political one. Furthermore, Moscow attributed central
importance to the preservation of permanent neutrality. On a diplomatic level,
the USSR did not oppose Austria’s aspiration to create a free trade zone. However, the news agency TASS published an article printed in Pravda which voiced
objections to Austria joining the FTA. That did not succeed in intimidating the
Ballhausplatz division of international law (Völkerrechtsabteilung). Its head,
Rudolf Kirchschläger, later foreign minister (1970–1974) and federal president of
Austria (1974–86), stressed that permanent neutrality was perfectly compatible
with membership in international unions of states, provided the latter were not of
a military nature. Kirchschläger referred to Rudolf Bindschedler, who was head
“Aufstellung – Information über die bestehenden europäischen Organisationen, Europabewegung/Konferenz in Rom vom Juni 1957 (Beilagenkonvolut)”, which reflects the point of view
of the Austrian Federal Government. Österreichisches Staatsarchiv (ÖStA), Wien, Archiv der
Republik (AdR), BKA/AA, II-pol, International 2 c, Zl. 220.825-pol/57 (GZl. 220.755-pol/57).
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of the legal service of the Swiss Political Department. In the Schweizerische Handelszeitung of September 27, 1957, Bindschedler discussed the above problem.
The conclusion he reached was completely in line with the standpoint of Viennese
experts in international law. The FTA would “in no way” restrict trade policy
concerning third countries. Its advantages could be granted to third countries
by each member state. Political and economic freedom of movement would be
preserved.295
According to Chancellor Raab and Foreign Minister Figl, both members of
the ÖVP, Berne’s attitude was pointing the way for Austria concerning neutrality
policy. The reason for this was Austria having committed itself in 1955 to following the Swiss pattern of neutrality.296 The Swiss model was relevant inasmuch as
it considered a customs and economic union to be incompatible with neutrality.297
Austria took the unequivocal thesis of the Swiss president very seriously. This
Swiss neutrality under no circumstances permitted joining the EEC or the ECSC.
The FTA seemed acceptable if each member kept its own customs policy and its
autonomous policy of trade and commerce with regard to third countries.298
Despite the EEC states’ poor response to the FTA, domestic politics widely
supported the project. It remained a thorn in the side only of the communists.
Thus, Neue Zeit, newspaper of the Communist Party, was eager to take up the
doubts about joining the FTA, partly voiced by the Institute of Economic Research
(Wirtschaftsforschungsinstitut or WIFO). Usually, the WIFO “met the coalition
government’s propaganda needs”. Although sales possibilities would be extended and the condition of mass production reduced costs, financially weak medium-sized firms would not be able to compete with large Western European enterprises. In view of the growing import pressure, the WIFO predicted difficulties in
adaptability and transition for the Austrian economy. The implied consequences
were, for example: the domestic industry’s loss of markets in Western Austria;
increased unemployment; possible drift of professionals to German-speaking
countries; and the hampering of economic relations with Eastern Europe. Such
arguments were all grist for the communists’ mills, since the latter advocated
“Abteilung VR, Einsichtbemerkung”, November 8, 1957. ÖStA, AdR, BKA/AA, II-pol, Zl.
225.642-pol/57 (GZl. 215.155-pol/57).
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the maintenance of protectionism.299 The realization of a “large area economy”
consisting of a market of 280 million people of which Austria could be part was,
of course, out of the question. The Austrian Communist Party bitterly opposed
such an economy.
While in the government headquarters, restraint prevailed with regard to a
policy of rapprochement towards the community that was all too geared towards
offense. The socialist parliamentarian Karl Czernetz did not mince words and, in
the official publication of the SPÖ, declared himself in favor of a connection to
the “Common Market”, whereby he saw no incompatibility between economic
integration and neutrality, which was defined in military terms:
“It cannot be called into any doubt whatsoever that participation in an economic community
would in no way contradict our obligation to neutrality. With these economic discussions, it
would have been better to not have at all begun to speak about the neutrality, which in fact has
an exclusively military character. No one in the world can prohibit us from participating in an
economic community because we have committed ourselves to military neutrality.”300

As far as the idea of a large free trade area was concerned, Czernetz on November
10, 1957 did indeed consider that to be “more comfortable” because it would impose fewer obligations. But he did not wish for there to be delusion about the fact
that “over the course of a few years, a functioning free trade area will have to take
on more and more measures and methods of a closer economic community”.301
The question of Austria’s possible EEC membership was a recurring theme in
domestic politics, especially as workers’ representatives did not want the matter
to be left to their own devices. At the 13th Congress of the Austrian Socialist
Party from November 21 to 23, 1957, Johann Böhm, President of the Austrian
Federation of Trade Unions (ÖGB), declared quite decisively that “we are facing
a common market which we cannot and must not evade unless we want to risk
our economy withering away completely”.302 But that was anything but easy to
achieve. Austria’s foreign policy status restricted its room for manoeuvre.
Neutrality also meant a loss of sovereignty. But as a result of its policy of balance that had been successfully pursued for an entire decade before 1955, it was a
price that Vienna could afford to pay. However, the continued Soviet demand for
“Was würde die Freihandelszone für Österreich bedeuten?“, in Neue Zeit, November 11, 1957.
Original quotation: “Es kann überhaupt nicht bezweifelt werden, daß die Teilnahme an einer
Wirtschaftsgemeinschaft unserer Neutralitätsverpflichtung in keiner Weise widersprechen
würde. Es wäre besser gewesen, wenn man bei diesen wirtschaftlichen Erörterungen gar nicht
begonnen hätte, von der Neutralität zu sprechen, die ja ausschließlich militärischen Charakter
hat. Niemand in der Welt kann uns die Teilnahme an einer Wirtschaftsgemeinschaft verbieten,
weil wir uns zur militärischen Neutralität verpflichtet haben.” – “Österreich braucht Europa”,
by Nationalrat member Karl Czernetz, in: Arbeiter-Zeitung, November 10, 1957, in: 10 Jahre
österreichische Integrationspolitik 1956–1966. Eine Dokumentation des Bundesministeriums
für Handel und Wiederaufbau, Wien [1966], 29.
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Austrian distance with respect to the EEC and the ECSC remained, from which
again and again an integration policy dilemma arose. This resulted from a sort
of “doctrine of incompatibility” (Thomas Angerer) between an (active) policy
of neutrality and a (supranational) policy of integration, as was explained by the
foreign policy spokesman of the ÖVP, Lujo Tončič-Sorinj, in December 4, 1957 in
the Austrian Nationalrat.303
He pronounced the following words, which amount to an incompatibility formula between permanent neutrality and supranational integration, which was entirely in the spirit of Bruno Kreisky:
“The economic activity of a state is in its external aspects incompatible with neutrality when
the extent of economic interdependence with other states limits the sovereignty of the neutral
state. Whether we like it or not, the essence of the neutral state is, if I can put it that way, absolute sovereignty. If we get into a development in which we have to give up this sovereignty
for some reason, then things are different. But then we can no longer maintain the statute of
neutrality. Neutrality is incompatible with the reduction of sovereignty, and so the extent of
economic cooperation with other states has crossed this border. It is quite possible for us to
cooperate on the free trade area, because the mere fact that we have customs autonomy vis-àvis third countries does not restrict our sovereignty in any way. But in the case of the planned
European Economic Community and the existing Coal and Steel Community, there are institutions – and I refer, for example, to the competence of the High Authority – which, although
they are beneficial to the participating States, do involve the abandonment of sovereignty in
certain areas of state competence. For this reason it is not possible for Austria to join the European Economic Community or the European Coal and Steel Community.”304

Thomas ANGERER, L’Autriche précurseur ou „Geisterfahrer“ de l’Europe intégrée? Réflexions dans la perspective des années 1950, in: Revue d’Allemagne et des pays de langue allemande 24 (1992), 553–561: 556.
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nicht: zum Wesen des neutralen Staates gehört die, wenn ich so sagen kann, absolute Souveränität. Wenn wir in eine Entwicklung hineingeraten, in der wir aus irgendeinem Grunde diese
Souveränität aufgeben müssen, dann sind die Dinge anders. Dann aber können wir nicht mehr
das Statut der Neutralität beibehalten. Neutralität mit Souveränitätsreduktion ist unvereinbar, daher ist das Ausmaß der wirtschaftlichen Zusammenarbeit mit anderen Staaten durch
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Kreisky also considered an unrestricted integration policy to be incompatible
with the neutrality policy, and in that respect, he held the line with Tončić-Sorinj.
Austria’s membership in EFTA was viewed by Kreisky as the only possibility of
retaining both the status of “perpetual neutrality” and the “treaty-making power”,
which was the power, the right, and the capability of the state to conclude by itself
treaties with third countries and to determine the content and purpose of such
treaties independently of obligations that had already been entered into under
prior treaties.
If the Austrian policy of permanent neutrality is analyzed within the context
of Western European integration, it takes on an extremely ambivalent and functional character. After 1955, it can be perceived as a method using neutrality to
gain a certain degree of independence in order to adopt or reject steps in the
direction of integration. Even in March 1958, the American Ambassador to Vienna, Henry Freeman Matthews, reported that the government’s position with
respect to the various groups and organizations aimed at fostering closer Western
European integration reflected the avoidance of connecting Austria to any group
or organization associated with security questions. Thus, Austria had no actual
intention of becoming a participating member in the ECSC, the Common Market,
or EURATOM. The Austrian Foreign Service officials explained this position by
claiming that the necessary partial delegation of sovereignty to the central organization by the Member States would be incompatible with Austria’s neutrality policy. A more probable explanation for Matthews, however, was that membership
in such groupings would almost inevitably affiliate Austria too closely with the
basic Western European security bloc. Hence, Austria would cooperate “only in
the looser and more general European organizations” such as the OEEC and the
Council of Europe, and it intended to participate in the proposed Free Trade Area.
According to Matthews, Austria’s attitude towards integration was, of course, not
solely dictated by political considerations. Economic factors played a large part,
too. However, as Matthews defined it, “the vehicle of neutrality was a convenient
one for Austria to use in explaining its actions in such affairs, and the Austrian
Foreign Ministry in particular has shown no hesitation in using the policy of neutrality to hide behind when its purposes are thereby served.”305
12. JOINING THE EEC AS AN ALTERNATIVE DUE TO
STAGNATING FTA NEGOTIATIONS 1958?
The integration policy position of Austria’s Undersecretary of State (Staats
sekretär) for Foreign Affairs, Bruno Kreisky, came out clearly. In his role as policymaker, he was dedicated and committed to the neutrality policy. It was he who
305
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pointed out that the obligations of a neutral state precluded the undertaking of any
commitments that might be binding in time of war, and this led to the complicated
question of how much sovereignty Austria ought to surrender in the interests of
integration. According to Kreisky, since the advent of the Common Market, the
aforementioned had acquired a certain urgency.
No neutral country could join the Common Market without very careful examination. Within this context, it must be kept in mind that the need to give the
“military alliance” of the six Member States a sound economic basis was at least
one of the considerations that had led to the formation of the Common Market.
For Kreisky, it seemed to be clear that for the time being, the FTA would represent
the appropriate degree of integration for neutrals such as Austria. The reason for
this was that the extent to which the seventeen potential OEEC members of this
organization were required to surrender sovereignty was fully compatible with
neutrality. The argument could be made here that a ruined or underdeveloped
economy could lead to economic dependence and that the end result of this might
well be the loss of sovereignty. Kreisky emphasized that neutrality was often
misunderstood and sometimes despised because it was equated with cowardice
and selfishness. In Austria’s case, however, it was no more than facing geographic realities. It would remain a decisive future factor as it used to be in the past.
According to a British observer in Vienna, it was justified to mention that the
Russian embassy lost no opportunity to lobby the Austrians against joining the
Common Market. At the same time, the embassy advanced that its government
“[reserved] its attitude” towards the Free Trade Area.306
In 1958, Austria was still supporting the British policy to form the FTA.
Vienna assumed that it would become a “total victim” of the “Six” in the event
that bilateral negotiations excluded Great Britain. The consultations with the
ECSC indicated that.307 The most important source of information regarding the
above assessment was the Ballhausplatz delegation at the ECSC. As early as in
December 1955, the delegation had already presented a basic secret document
and underlined the “dangers” that Austria was likely to face. After concluding the
agreement on tariffs with the ECSC (May 8, 1956), relations with the High Authority worsened considerably in 1957. In January 1958, further consultations had
not brought about any results for Vienna. The overall atmosphere characterizing
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the conclusion of the consultations was a negative one. Austria’s hope of harmonizing steel tariffs had been completely destroyed.308
The suitability of the OEEC margin of negotiations became ever more questionable. The socialist Arbeiter-Zeitung blamed the OEEC split on France. Fearing growing competition from the “non-Six”, the influential French Industrial Association disapproved of FTA. That concern was rather incomprehensible, since
other EEC Member States constituted the most dangerous competitors.309
Due to the stagnating FTA negotiations, in spring 1958 Chancellor Raab considered “joining the EEC” (“EWG-Anschluss”). Yet talks with Vice Chancellor
Bruno Pittermann from the Socialist Party resulted in the following: “Aside from
the economic point of view, such a step was politically impossible and hardly compatible with our neutrality.” For Vienna, Berne’s policy was in the end mandatory:
Switzerland decidedly opposed any efforts concerning EEC membership. Thus,
Austria risked “for the Soviets to start controversies using Swiss arguments”.310
According to the head of the Austrian delegation at the ECSC, Carl Bobleter,
the following result was reached in the spring of 1958: those few forces sympathizing with the FTA already started taking alternative solutions into consideration just in case failure was unavoidable. Influential EEC representatives dealt
with the question of “how England could be held responsible for the failure”. Austria should give up special desires and objectives. It should instead move heaven
and earth in order to realize the Free Trade Area by January 1959.311
The fact that from the very beginning of the negotiations, the Austrian Federal Government had strongly supported an FTA comprising all OEEC Member
States was emphasized in a memorandum which was approved by the Council of
Ministers on March 25, 1958. It was the Minister of Trade Fritz Bock (ÖVP)312
who requested this document on March 21.313
The support was due to economic reasons. The government was still determined to contribute to the realization of an FTA and published the memorandum
in April. Its content could be read as follows: “It could be perceived as the only
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real alternative to the division of Europe’s economy.” A division engendered by
the EEC treaty entering into force. “Such a split could only be avoided if any
discrimination between EEC states and the remaining OEEC states could be prevented. None of the OEEC members could afford to be held responsible for the
failure of this project. In such a case, Austria would have to restrict the present
freedom of trade.” Discrimination would lead to less inter-European exchange
of goods. It would also decrease production. The economic division of Europe,
“which could justifiably have to be called disintegration”, would have “serious
political consequences”. Once again, there was reference to the country’s “special
status”. There was particularly reference to the ten-year occupation and the economic exploitation of industrial areas by the Soviet Union in the Eastern parts of
the country. Those areas could not compete with those of Western states. The economic burdens specified in the State Treaty were also pointed out. With the FTA
in mind, Vienna formulated, inter alia, three objectives: firstly, the recognition of
the new customs tariff approved by the parliament as the basis for tariff reduction
in Austria. It was to enter into force on September 1; secondly, the preservation
of export restrictions for single goods for a certain period of time; and thirdly, the
taking into consideration of the difficulties in the Austrian agriculture sector.314
This memorandum could also be seen as a declaration of intent concerning
the limitation of damage: firstly, damage related to foreign policy in view of the
EEC treaty’s entering into force on January 1, 1958; secondly, a document to
represent Austria’s lack of real alternatives concerning integration policy; and
thirdly, as a kind of appeal to the other OEEC and EEC Member States’ sense of
“moral and European responsibility”. Vienna knew that chances of forming an
FTA were very low. This was due to Western European and international power
constellations.
The biggest political opponent on the continent to London’s integration was
France. In the late 1950s, the main goals for the United Kingdom were its special
relationship with the USA and the attainment of the status of a nuclear power with
America’s assistance.315 As a result, for some years (1949–57) London refused to
commit itself in advance. The EEC, on the other hand, did not want to dilute its
aims from the very beginning by agreeing to all sorts of opt-outs. It is interesting
that France, in fact, sometimes seemed to prefer Austria following the EEC rather
than pursuing the idea of a greater European solution. Even though the EEC was
likely to force the process of the intensification of economic integration between
Western Germany316 and Austria, French diplomats may have thought that with314
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in the EEC framework, they had a better chance of being able to control that
development.317
The Treaties of Rome with its formation of a European core area, the Community of the Six, seemed to spell the end of the wide free trade initiative. The
Community of the Six was, however, not the only cause for that: negotiating and
signing the project of a common market by the Six was the result of a lack of initiative within the stagnating OEEC. Between 1955 and 1956, the “non-Six” did
not stick with the “Six”, and between 1957 and 1958 they could no longer reach
them. In the end, the Maudling Committee negotiating the FTA was to fail due to
French opposition against a free trade area that only included industrial goods.318
13. SMALL FREE TRADE AS LAST RESERVE AND THE
FTA’S FAILURE AGAINST THE BACKGROUND OF
INCREASING GAULLISM IN 1958
What is meant by “increasing Gaullism” in this context? This deals above all with
the historical perception of a development in Europe, which did not exactly occur
unexpectedly or by chance in the second half of the 1950s. On September 29, the
Austrian diplomat Carl Bobleter wrote from Paris to his friend, the provincial
governor of Salzburg Josef Klaus, later to be Austrian chancellor (1964–70):
“The referendum took place in France yesterday. Almost 80% voted for de Gaulle, that is, for
de Gaulle and not for the constitution, since only very few were interested in the constitution...
De Gaulle’s rise to power is a sign of the malady of party democracy in all of Europe; on one
hand, a political consequence of the World War II Führer figures of Hitler, Stalin, and Eisenhower; on the other hand, in the eyes of the public the parliamentary party machine, which is
actually anonymous in most countries, has petered out.”319

With regard to the perception of political changes in France, this message is informative for two reasons: with reference to both democracy and Europe policy,
de Gaulle’s coming to power is viewed as a symptom of a development. The general’s success was interpreted as the weakness of parliamentary democracy in all
of Europe and the expression of a renaissance of the politics of a national Führer
personality. It was not difficult to guess what the consequences of that would be
for the integration process, which had originally been conceived by Jean Monnet
and Robert Schuman at a supranational level: the Treaties of Rome becoming an
instrument of maintaining and strengthening Gaullist French national interests,
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which was not favorable towards supranational institutions. De Gaulle’s policy
led to the establishment of the integration policy status quo regarding EEC Member States. Countries which were to apply in later years for membership and association felt the effects of this.
In April 1958, industrialists of the “non-Six” states formed pressure groups
to even promote “large” European integration. According to industrial associations in Great Britain, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Austria, and Switzerland, the
aforementioned form of integration was seen as an “indispensable supplement”
to the EEC. They recommended a treaty including all of the OEEC states as an
“interim solution”. The new integration construct should be named “Euromarket”.
This was a response to the discrediting of the term “Free Trade Zone”, which had
already taken place in some countries.320 At the same time, the Austrian Chamber
of Commerce emphasized the necessity for “integration”, that is, the realization
of the FTA.321
But in July 1958, Raab started to think about the creation of a small free trade
zone in the event of a possible failure of the Wide Free Trade Area. He provided
the Council of Ministers with a realistic report on the situation containing a remarkable conclusion: up to that point, other states had hardly backed the demand
to make coal and steel, so essential to Austria’s economy, a part of the FTA.
The agenda of the OEEC intergovernmental committee meeting, which was to
take place towards the end of the month, was still missing. France’s attitude concerning its five EEC partners also remained unchanged: the postponement of the
FTA entering into force, vis-à-vis the EEC, for two to four years; investigations
of branches; and a change in the term “FTA”. By granting France concessions,
its EEC partners endeavored to bring about a common statement regarding the
FTA. The purpose behind this move was to appear as a single unit. The other OEEC states represented individual negotiation partners with the EEC bloc.
This resulted in the EEC “more or less imposing the EFTA concept” on the other
states. Raab had cause for “serious fears” and recommended reinforcing Austria’s exchange of ideas with Switzerland, Denmark, Norway, and Sweden. The
objective was consultations regarding measures to be taken in the event of the
failure of FTA and to generate a special Free Trade Zone with the aforementioned countries. If reconciliation could be reached, those countries would have
to cooperate with Great Britain. From a realistic politics point of view, this was
the only way to establish a reasonably sufficient counterbalance to the EEC. This
kind of union was at least “tactically speaking extremely valuable”. It served to
strengthen the negotiating position of the EEC states objecting to the French FTA
concept. Such a community would furthermore bring the United States into the
arena, since the USA would not be interested in Europe dividing. Common action
would have more consequences than individual action taken by non EEC states.
320
321
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The Danish Foreign Minister, Jens Otto Krag, also held this opinion. During his
visit to Vienna, he advised to establishing contacts among officials for the time
being.322
Raab agreed that Switzerland, Denmark, Norway, and Sweden ought to cooperate. Such a formation would only be able to exist if London were to participate.323 The Council of Ministers approved his ideas.
Raab’s proposal amounting to the future EFTA solution supplied the Federal
Government with a realistic, integration policy standing if the FTA failed. According to Vienna, the Swedish compromise suggested by the Maudling Committee
was a necessary step to take. The proposal provided for the following: on January
1, 1959, all measures should be taken in cooperation with the EEC, including a reduction in customs by 10%. A basic decision concerning such a small Free Trade
Zone should be reached. The alarming state of the large FTA negotiations and the
expected discrimination following the realization of the Common Market were
the reasons for Vienna to consider that proposal to be crucial. The Ballhausplatz
already took a direct, bilateral association with the Six into consideration just in
case this initiative proved unsuccessful. It even used the bourgeois-conservative
newspaper Die Presse to state that the neutrals’ EEC membership would guarantee to Moscow “that this institution would not become dominated by NATO”.324
As long as the fate of the FTA was not sealed, Austria absolutely wanted to
stick to the project. Therefore, there was the desire to immediately want to find
out how the change in power in France impacted integration issues.325 Vienna
was certain that de Gaulle still held to the Treaties of Rome. Yet he viewed supranational institutions with “some skepticism” and preferred cooperation between
governments, but it was supposed that France still “almost unanimously disapproved of” the FTA plan.326
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In November, de Gaulle’s France officially rejected the project of the FTA,
causing its failure.327 The Arbeiter-Zeitung spoke of a “French dictate” to which
the non-Six would not bow.328 Herbert Thausing, chief executive of the Association of Austrian Industrialists (Vereinigung Österreichischer Industrieller or
VÖI), regarded the FTA as a failure because of the British-French conflict. France
thought that Great Britain intended to “be in two places at once”, in other words,
to simultaneously benefit from both the FTA and the Commonwealth.329
The association of Austrian employees and employers repeatedly emphasized
the FTA’s value. It seemed to prevent the imminent loss of foreign markets. This
particularly applied to markets within the EEC.330 Yet just the opposite threatened to become reality. The Ballhausplatz now pored over various concepts. EEC
membership was a “political question”, whereas an FTA comprising Austria and
the “Six” was “mere utopia”. There seemed to be no alternative to the FTA within
the OEEC system. With the exception of Denmark, the Scandinavian states would
not separate themselves from Great Britain. According to the social democracy-oriented Austrian diplomat Fritz Kolb, a small free trade zone around the EEC
could only consist of Austria and Switzerland. However, this was “unlikely from
a political point of view”. Austria’s association with the EEC would remain “a
purely institutional matter”. It did not make any significant reduction of customs
barriers possible. Kolb, diplomatic representative of the Austrian ECSC delegation in Luxembourg, referred to the model of Great Britain’s association treaty
with the ECSC advanced by Walter Hallstein. Yet this would only be a “costly
apparatus” for discussing “problems of general relevance”, Kolb argued.331
“Contrary to the negatively formulated internal assessments, Kreisky defined
the failure of the FTA negotiations as a temporary one. There was no need to
look for new solutions. In his opinion, the FTA had not yet come to a standstill.
A committing statement by all OEEC states would allow for a “comprehensive,
satisfying solution”.332
If the diplomacy of the Ballhausplatz did not gauge the abilities of the head
of the FTA negotiating team critically enough, what it experienced in any case
was a negative judgement by the German Minister of Economy about the Brit
(Maudling), whom he had dismissed as being in the wrong role, although he was
not light on criticism of his fellow countryman (Hallstein) who served as President of the EEC Commission. Erhard, an advocate of a wide free trade zone,
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would have very much liked to have seen an Austrian with a like party affiliation
as a speaker for the non-EEC nations. But Vienna could hardly take such an exposed position.
After the breakdown of FTA negotiations, Vienna learned that Erhard regarded Maudling as a “bad strategist”. According to Erhard, Maudling was “an intelligent man who unfortunately wanted to carry through the right things at the wrong
time”. The FTA “would never be realized” if Hallstein and Maudling were left on
their own. Both were capable of “ruining Europe economically”. Erhard was a big
supporter of a large Free Trade Zone for Europe and a strong public opponent of
a core Europe common market only with France, Italy, and the Benelux nations.
He stressed having assured Reinhard Kamitz “to fight to the death” as far as the
FTA was concerned. Kamitz was Austrian Minister of Finance and belonged to
the Austrian People’s Party (ÖVP). Erhard regretted that Kamitz was not able to
function as spokesman for the eleven OEEC states as had once been planned.333
The small Free Trade Area was a practical solution, but only a temporary one.
And it was the attempt to rescue that which could still be rescued in 1959–60,
since the British project (Harold Macmillan) of a greater Free Trade Area with
the inclusion of all of the OEEC countries arching over the EEC had failed in
November 1958 with the decisive resistance from de Gaulle. Kreisky had at the
time not been dissuaded from the idea of a greater Free Trade Area. Even after
de Gaulle’s veto, it was not dead for him, which he stated when he gave a report
on the results of the most recent conference of the Socialist International on the
European Free Trade Area on December 17–18, 1958 in Brussels. Afterwards, he
explained to the press:
“I am very happy that my two proposals were accepted. They said that the conference of the
SI has to take a clearly positive position on the Free Trade Area and that the socialist parties of
the countries of the Free Trade Area must form a contact committee. I do not believe that the
idea of the Free Trade Area is dead and that new solutions must be sought. What is important
above all else is that as soon as possible, we arrive at a new, fundamental, and generally binding declaration by all OEEC states that they desire a Free Trade Area; that the resolutions by
the EEC on the states that remain outside are extensively improved, and that the negotiations
on a Free Trade Area in the coming year be continued calmly... Even if a series of measures for
the EEC states will enter into force on January 1, and even if the concessions by the EEC to the
outsiders may only be not very satisfying, it should not be deduced from this that catastrophic
consequences are to be expected for the Austrian economy.”334
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During the negotiations for the project of the Wide Free Trade Area, Austria’s
interest in terms of its integration policy paralleled British interests to a large degree. By way of contrast, there was a conflict of interest with France. Concerning
the project of the Wide Free Trade Area, antagonism between France and Britain
as well as Adenauer’s reservations prevented a breakthrough in further negotiations at the end of 1958. The “Maudling Committee” failed in November 1958.
Added to this was the fact that for political reasons, Britain’s request that agriculture be excluded from the Free Trade Area was not acceptable to France, Italy, and
the Netherlands, since they depended upon agricultural exports.
14. WITH RESERVATION AND HESITANCE:
INVOLVEMENT IN THE “STOCKHOLM GROUP”
AND THE EFTA FORMATION IN 1959–60
The failure of the FTA was a missed opportunity for an earlier trade agreement in
Western Europe. The OEEC expert reports had shown that the problems between
free trade and customs union were not insoluble. An EEC surrounded by a larger
free trade area would have been equivalent to a premature European Economic
Area 35 years earlier. After the failure of the EDC and the EPC in 1954, the failure
of the large free trade area in 1958 was a second defeat for the idea of integration
for the Western continent alone in the 1950s. Further defeats were to follow, and
yet the integration process was always able to recover from the setbacks, learn
from the mistakes and crises, and draw appropriate lessons. The rapid formation
of the much more modest, small free trade area EFTA would not have been
possible without the detailed preparatory work and the meeting of the “non six”
of the Maudling Committee. However, the FTA negotiations in 1957/58 also
reflected the dilemma of European integration policy in an ideal-typical way, as it
continued until the end. German and French goals on the one hand and British
views on the other hand of a more closed and deepened or a larger and expanded
Europe were fundamentally at odds with each other.
OEEC-Staaten kommen, daß sie die Freihandelszone wollen; daß die Beschlüsse der EWG
über die außenstehenden Staaten weitgehend verbessert werden; und daß die Verhandlungen
über eine Freihandelszone im kommenden Jahr in aller Ruhe weitergeführt werden ... Wenngleich am 1. Jänner eine Reihe von Maßnahmen für die EWG-Staaten in Kraft treten wird und
wenngleich die Zugeständnisse der EWG an die Außenseiter nur sehr wenig befriedigen können, soll man daraus doch nicht ableiten, daß für die österreichische Wirtschaft katastrophale
Folgen zu erwarten sind.” Undersecretary Dr. KREISKY reports on the results of the latest
conference of the Socialist International, December 20, 1958, in: 10 Jahre österreichische Integrationspolitik 1956–1966, 50; Wiener Zeitung, December 20, 1958 and Document 8 Staatssekretär Dr. KREISKY berichtet über Ergebnisse der jüngsten Konferenz der Sozialistischen
Internationale, in: Michael GEHLER, Der lange Weg nach Europa . Österreich von Paneuropa
bis zum EU-Beitritt, Bd. 2: Dokumente, Innsbruck – Wien – München – Bozen 2002, 223.
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In January 1959, Switzerland reinforced its efforts to organize a meeting of the
“non-Six”. Such efforts had already become transparent the year before.335 That
conference was supposed to be of the kind that Geneva saw in 1958.336

1958: The first President of the EEC Commission is
the German christian democrat Walter Hallstein (1958–1967)

In February 1959, Vienna hoped for the EEC to have developed clear ideas with
regard to multilateral association. Yet EEC Commission President Walter Hallstein
intimated that the Commission considered the FTA to not be feasible.337 On February 21, Norway organized a conference of the “non-six”. At this conference,
there was not much expectation of further contacts with the EEC Commission.
Most delegates shared the idea that “a politically dictated compromise” to resume
constructive, multilateral association-engendering negotiations was hardly promising. The aforementioned compromise complied with French attitudes. In Oslo,
an atmosphere was created that led to future cooperation “between the countries
participating in the meeting”. According to the British concept, the “seven nonSix” should take the initiative and create their own Free Trade Zone. This concept
was to “strengthen the forces within the EEC that were pressing for a satisfying
solution concerning a real multilateral European association within the EEC. It
should also render future negotiations with the EEC less difficult. Negotiations
aimed at achieving the aforementioned final goal.” The Austrians promised to
examine this proposal carefully.338
The Oslo conference can be defined as the birth of European Free Trade Association (EFTA). However, its procedure illustrated Austria’s hesitant and passive
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attitude. The driving forces behind the formation of the small free trade zone
were the United Kingdom, Sweden, Norway, and Switzerland. Vienna would only
accept this “less-than-ideal solution” if it did not exclude multilateral association.
For Austria, the so-called “outer free trade area” was not the “ultimate goal”. The
Free Trade Zone should balance the expected decrease of the exchange of goods
with the EEC by increasing the exchange of goods among the “non-Six”. On the
other hand, it should reinforce the idea that the willingness of the EEC Member
States to agree on an association with the “eleven” for the aforementioned project
was disadvantageous to EEC states.339
Aside from economic considerations, an EEC association was supposed to
have extremely negative effects on relations with Russia. That would be the case
particularly if Sweden and Switzerland took a “different road”. If they said yes
to the outer Free Trade Zone (EFTA), Austria would have to follow. That was in
accordance with a decision by the Austrian Council of Ministers made in July
1958. At that time, the Council had already been in favor of “the possibly opportune creation of an outer Free Trade Zone” and of Austria joining it. But it was
explicitly stressed that this “represented only one stage of a phase, the final goal
of which was multilateral association of all OEEC Member States”.340

1959 March 9: Austrian special postage stamp
“For Europe” on a First Day Letter
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In the spring of 1959, Austria’s standpoint was still the same: its objective concerning integration policy was the creation of a “large Europe”. Yet Vienna was
gradually forced to accept new ways and means, that is, an interim solution. In
May, the Ballhausplatz observed with interest that leading personalities of the
British economy were taking EEC membership into consideration.341 A Europe
of the “non-Six” without Great Britain’s economic potential was inconceivable
to Vienna. Thus, the atmosphere in London did indeed seem to justify Austria’s
present position of not accepting anything but a “Common Market”.342
On Ironworks Day (“Eisenhüttentag”) in Leoben on May 31, 1959, the general
manager of the Austrian Alpine Montan Society (Österreichische Alpine Montan-Gesellschaft), Josef Oberegger, declared that Austria was forced to look for a
quick removal of tariff barriers concerning steel and coal. The Austrian government should examine whether there were possibilities for a bilateral agreement
with the High Authority of the ECSC after the breakdown of negotiations in the
Coal and Steel Committee of the OEEC.343
Was Luxembourg ready for an Austrian ECSC association? In a note from
the High Authority for Albert Wehrer, Président du Groupe de Travail Relations
Extérieures, the question was from the ECSC’s point of view “if this is the right
moment chosen to be engaged in negotiations based on certain political interests”.
There was the belief “that the High Authority will not be able to profit from that,
even viewed from the good dispositions of our Austrian partner and the indisputable interest achieved with an agreement”.344 So in case of a bilateral association,
the Austrians seemed to profit much more from the ECSC than vice-versa.345
In the meantime, with Athens having applied in 1959 for EEC association (the
treaty was then supposed to be signed on July 9, 1961), the Greek example raised
the following question: as had been the case thus far, should Vienna stick to a
“collective solution” or as Athens had done, should it attempt bilateral negotiations with the EEC? OEEC Secretary General René Sergent commended the first
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alternative to countries such as Austria and Sweden.346 That was in accordance
with Kreisky’s idea of common action by the neutrals.

1959 July 20–21: Saltsjöbaden, near Stockholm,
where the future European Free Trade Association was formed

In the summer of 1959, Vienna regarded the following two facts as definite: first,
the EEC refusing the FTA, and second the EEC keeping to customs discrimination
outside the EEC. Therefore, the Stockholm Initiative should at least have made the
removal of trade barriers among “the excluded” possible. That was regarded as a
minimum goal. In a confidential report for Raab, Kolb – one of the Ballhausplatz’s
most important thinkers concerning integration policy of that time – defined the
EEC as “unnatural” for the following reason: trade relations between EEC Member States and the “seven”, excluding Belgium and Luxembourg, were better than
those among EEC Member States. Because of tactical reasons, Kolb advised Raab
to still officially promote the uniting of the two areas. Yet respective chances were
low, since France did not want to give up its leading position on the continent.347
Kolb’s critical analysis facilitated Vienna’s decision to agree on the communiqué of
the Ministers’ Conference of the “seven” in Saltsjöbaden near Stockholm on July
21. The communiqué recommended the formation of a small free trade zone.348
Vienna stressed not forming a trade policy organization that aggressively
fought trade policy. However, the Swedish-British initiative was directed against
346
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the export interests of the EEC states in general and against Germany in particular. About 22% of Germany’s exports went to EFTA.349 The EEC states were
well aware that Austria’s participation in the EFTA project was characterized by
“reservation and hesitance”.350
The idea of a small free trade zone did not spark great enthusiasm among
Austria’s leading political parties. Nonetheless, in the summer of 1959 the two coalition partners (ÖVP and SPÖ) unanimously decided that Austria should become
a member of EFTA in order to avoid isolation. They included the provision that
EFTA membership should not create any hostility concerning the EEC.351
Indeed, EFTA was no a self-purpose for Vienna, but rather a preparation for a
“large” integration solution. This also lay in the best interests of the other participating countries, but Austria pushed less for a rapid initiation of EFTA. The announcement of the project’s creation would already have served as a threatening
backdrop. It was also not in Austria’s foreign trade interests to allow itself to be
played off against the Western German sales and supply markets. The Austrian
Chamber of Industry and Commerce demanded, for example, “immediate negotiations” between the EEC and the “group of the seven”. It only accepted EFTA
on the following explicitly stated conditions: EFTA must not be a permanent solution or even be used as a weapon against the EEC. It should rather be considered
“a link concerning overall European integration”.352
The Austrian Federation of Industrialists (Vereinigung Österreichischer Industrieller, VÖI) functioned as a pressure group for an “entry into the EEC”,
condemned by the Austrian Communist Party. The VÖI Vice President at the
time, and later President (1960–74), Franz Josef Mayer-Gunthof, viewed EFTA
with reservations.353 In contrast, VÖI President Hans Lauda, General Manager of
Veitscher Magnesit, described this “link” as the Austrian “interest in life”. It had
to remain “the driving force behind the establishing of contacts between the EEC
and EFTA”.354
The Austrian journalist Otto Schulmeister of the bourgeois-conservative
newspaper Die Presse regarded the community of the seven disparagingly as “an
artificial construct” and “a counterbloc”.355 Some months earlier, the same pubSalzburger Nachrichten, March 4, 1961.
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lication argued that it could “never” be a substitute for “the customs union of
the Six”.356 The exports to the community of the seven amounted to only 12% of
overall exports. The VÖI and Trade Minister Bock argued along the same lines.357
Yet as early as in October 1957, Bock had already made the proposal to the Consultative Assembly in Strasbourg to aspire to a “small” solution instead of the
FTA, but his suggestion was not positively received.358
The socialist Kreisky also conceived of EFTA as a means to an end, at least for
the time being. Returning from his visit to Germany, he believed that the German
EEC representatives “were very reliable friends of the creation of a [large, M.G.]
Free Trade Zone or a similar multilateral organization”.359
Reservations about neutrality policy and socialist resentment of “the reactionary bourgeoisie” were observable. Probably because of tactical reasons to reassure
the left wing of his own party, Vice Chancellor Bruno Pittermann (1957–66), publicly referred to the EEC in July 1959 as “a tool in the hands of international cartel
capitalism”.360 Pittermann spoke at a party conference of the Vorarlberg SPÖ in
Bregenz and explicitly came out against the attempt by Austrian business circles
to also maneuver Austria into this “citizens’ bloc”. In so doing, he based his opposition upon the problem area of the Cold War and East-West confrontation: the
two power blocs in the West and in the East “maintained the boogeyman of the
other in their propaganda” which was necessary “to keep the peoples from turning
their attention more greatly to the economic development in their own country”.
In Europe, the attempt was undertaken above all else “to deflect away from the
new form of exploitation by cartel capitalism”. What was being carried out on both
sides at that time was “the exploitation of working people much less at the production site than on the markets”. In the East, the state also held the market mechanism
firmly in its hand. But the managers in the West would have recognized “that a
very perceptible resistance could be set up against them at the production site by
a closed organization of working people”. On the market, on the other hand, “the
resistance was not yet organized” and the individual was in many cases “the slave
of his stomach, his habits, or modern advertising methods”. In order to ensure its
profit, cartel capitalism required government power “both to keep the competition
at bay and to manipulate the customs duties and be able to protect the excessive
profits against the hands of the Treasury”. After weighing up the economic interests of Austria, Pittermann spoke out clearly for only an association with the EEC.
What was noteworthy in the end, though, was his tendency to prefer the “Common Market” because even though Austria geographically belonged to the EEC
Die Presse, March 20, 1959.
Österreich. Neue Tageszeitung, June 30, 1959.
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area, in the free trade zone it would be “nearly isolated”. Pittermann viewed an
association treaty based upon harmonized tariffs which would leave Austria with
“a certain autonomy in trade policy and economic policy” as a model for further
association treaties, since he judged the prospects for a quick multilateral solution
“very skeptically”. Obligations should not be taken on in either the State Treaty or
the Neutrality Law which would rule out an association.361
However, due to Austria’s economy being strongly intertwined with the EEC,
the former’s deep interest in intensified relations with the EEC did not subside.362
There were several reasons for reinforced contacts. Because of Vienna’s close
economic connections to the EEC it was interested in “keeping in touch” with
Brussels despite the reservation about the political concept of the Common Market. As early as at the end of July 1959, the Commission already examined Austria’s wish for an accredited representative at the EEC.363
In Vienna’s estimation in October 1959, the formation of the small free trade
zone had two consequences concerning the “Six”: first, the advocates of the
“large solution” were given an opportunity to renew their efforts; and second,
the “convinced small Europeans” were worried. This particularly applied to the
Netherlands and the FRG. But as to the EEC Commission’s attitude, Kolb talked
of a second “Hallstein doctrine”. If no notice were taken of the existence of a “political organization” (EFTA), there would be no need to negotiate with it. Thus,
Austria had to follow the Stockholm initiative. Austria had to contribute to the
building of a “flexible” and efficiently working central office.364
The subsequent budget debate in the Austrian parliament (Nationalrat) on November 5, 1959 revealed that Bruno Kreisky shared Fritz Kolbs’ ideas. To Kreisky,
the new Austrian Foreign Minister, Switzerland’s view of neutrality being incompatible with the EEC remained decisive. According to him, an EEC association was
“no solution”. Austria should rather “become part of an organization that might offer
better opportunities and that does not lead to total isolation”. But EFTA’s instrumental character was central to Kreisky: the negotiating position of the countries
belonging to the small free trade area vis-à-vis the EEC was “quite good”. Austria
should be and actually became the first and most ambitious proponent of negotiations
between the EEC and EFTA. Negotiations were to be started as soon as possible.365
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The US Embassy was exactly instructed by US Foreign Secretary Christian
Herter and the State Department when involving the Vice Chancellor in talks
about EEC, neutrality and State Treaty:
“If Vice-Chancellor Pittermann asks you specifically for the United States position as to
whether membership or bilateral association in the Common Market is in violation of Austrian
neutrality, you should state that we consider Austria competent to interpret its own neutrality
law. If he asks whether such association or membership would be in violation of the State
Treaty, you should recall that the Secretary told the Senate Foreign Relations Committee in
connection with the ratification of the Austrian State Treaty that we believe the Anschluss
provision (Article 4) ‘would not apply to going into an organization in which Germany was
one of many members’.”366

Domestic criticism instigated by political motivations was inevitable: Josef
Dobretsberger, part of the opposition, deemed Austria’s foreign policy trying to
build a “connection” to the EEC via EFTA to be an illusion.367 Josef Krainer, provincial governor of Styria (1948–71), accused Kreisky of being too “receptive”
to the negative attitude the Russians displayed towards the EEC. He regarded
Pittermann’s derogatory remarks as “a stab in the back concerning neutrality policy”.368 Kreisky countered by pointing out that the EEC was not exclusively economy-oriented. It was above all “a political community”. He referred to Adenauer’s
statements implying the chances and limits of “the outsiders’ association.369 The
foreign minister’s reserved attitude was, however, to change.
In November 1959 there was a debate in the ÖVP Parliamentary Club. Austrian
Federation of Trade Unions Vice-President and Austrian Workers and Employees
Federation Chairman Erwin Altenburger stated that the government “had to deal
with the flooding of Austria by German capital”. This quotation was made in
the context of the emotionalised debate about the demonstrative appearance of
student fraternities and German national associations at the Schiller celebrations
on the occasion of Friedrich Schiller’s 200th birthday around November 10, 1959
in Vienna. Raab took very little notice of this, briefly took Altenburger off and
moved on to the next item on the agenda.370
In the late autumn of 1958, the governments of the United Kingdom, Denmark,
Norway, Austria, Sweden, and Switzerland had announced the start of a series of
conferences, which within a year brought about the foundation of the EFTA. The
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initialing of the Stockholm Convention of November 20, 1959371 made clear that
the formation of a second large economic area in Europe could not be stopped.
Fritz Bock expressly stated on November 26, 1959 in the ÖVP Parliamentary
Club that Austria could not participate in the EEC with regard to its neutrality,
because each of the member states renounced a part of its sovereignty. In addition,
however, he had to say that EFTA was not an “end in itself”, but a “bridge of the
small to Europe”.372
In lieu of declarations of intent in the EFTA treaty text, some delegation representatives such as Kreisky and Danish Foreign Minister Jens Otto Krag called for
“an immediate unequivocal initiative” by EFTA for negotiations with the EEC. It
was finally agreed to reduce industrial tariffs between the parties to the treaty by
20% starting July 1, 1960 and then in eight additional stages by 10% each such
that by January 1, 1970, the last barriers for industrial goods would drop away.373

1960 March April: One of the first meetings of the Ambassadors of the EFTA Council at the
Bâtiment Electorale in Geneva, Carl Bobleter (Austria) at the front of the table,
Manfred Scheich (Austria) to his left, Hägglöff (Denmark) 2nd from the back right,
Oliver Long (Switzerland) 3rd from the front right, Geoffrey Baker (UK) 2nd from the top left
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1960: EFTA Conference with a group photo of the ministers from left to right Carl Henrik
Nordlander (Sweden), Gunnar Lange (Schweden), José Gonçalo Oliveira (Portugal),
Bruno Kreisky (Austria), Eduard Hartmann (Austria), Fritz Bock (Austria),
Reginald Maudling (UK) and his secretary (second from the right in the background),
Jens Otto Krag (Denmark) and Skarg (Norway)

The EFTA Treaty was signed on January 4, 1960.374 On March 8, 1960 Trade
Minister Bock reported to the ÖVP Parliamentary Club that the EEC had “roundly rejected Austria’s request for a special position. It would reserve the right to
leave EFTA, even if no association with the EEC was established, but with the
significant admission that “our economy would not be able to keep up with the
pace set in the EEC”.375 For Bock, a juxtaposition between EFTA and the EEC
was also much too little. At an after-dinner speech at a meal with the ministers
of the EFTA countries, he remarked about the results of the EFTA Conference in
Vienna in March 1960:
“We can say that everything occurred from the EFTA states which is opportune in the sense of
a future whole European solution. How this solution will look in detail will have to be decided
with the upcoming negotiations in Paris. But I would like to clearly emphasize that coexistence
between EFTA and the EEC would be too little for us. It is not coexistence, but rather actual
cooperation that has to remain the goal.”376
Jean KOMARONI, Allgemeine Fragen der Europäischen Freihandelsassoziation (EFTA).
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The EFTA Treaty, which closely resembled the original “Sir John Plan” from the
head of the British Delegation John Coulsen, provided only for a weak secretariat
in Geneva for administrative purposes. The Council has only to take unanimous
decisions.377
The signed document conveyed the EFTA members’ willingness to do what
they possibly could in order to prevent the economic division of Europe and to
start negotiations with the EEC. Some delegation members asked for a direct negotiation initiative. Yet they were not successful. Danish Foreign Minister Krag
could have imagined a more concrete “invitation”. Kreisky and the Swiss representative, Max Petitpierre, concurred with their Danish colleague.378
While the Austrian foreign minister argued against a one-sided EEC connection out of caution and for considerations of international law and foreign policy,
aussehen wird, darüber werden die kommenden Verhandlungen in Paris zu entscheiden haben.
Ich möchte aber deutlich hervorheben, daß uns eine Koexistenz zwischen EFTA und EWG
zu wenig wäre. Nicht Koexistenz, sondern wirkliche Zusammenarbeit muß das Ziel bleiben.”
Bundesminister Dr. BOCK: “Nicht Koexistenz, sondern Zusammenarbeit zwischen EFTA
und EWG!”, March 14, 1960, in: 10 Jahre österreichische Integrationspolitik 1956–1966, 72.
377
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378
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which in reality were considerations of his Germany policy, the Austrian lobbying
groups pressed for greater willingness for integration by the government. Specifically the EFTA Convention, which for them was only preliminary, remained unsatisfactory, in particular for the Federation of Austrian Industrialists (VÖI). On
November 17, 1959, it had sent a statement on the last version of the EFTA treaty to
the Foreign Ministry to the attention of Ambassador Erich Bielka-Karltreu. Since
1948, he had been head of the economic policy department (Wirtschaftspolitische
Abteilung, or Wpol) in the former Austrian Federal Chancellery/Foreign Ministry
(BKA/AA), which in July 1959 had been transformed into a section of the Foreign Ministry. A few days earlier, the VÖI had also sent its position as a petition
to the Ministry of Trade. It was noted with satisfaction that the desire for a clear
assessment of the goal of achieving a multilateral association within the OEEC
area and above all with the EEC be expressed more clearly in the newly drafted
preamble, which was emphasized by Article 36 that later would read as such.
The desire for “building bridges” resounded once again. In any case, it became
more and more “absolutely desirable” for the VÖI to more strongly articulate this
goal of “building bridges” with EFTA, which represented “the most important
precondition for Austria’s accession”. What was called for was an indication that
the negotiations in this regard be picked up “as soon as possible”. The fact that the
industrialists were anything but satisfied with EFTA membership becomes apparent with the assessment of the treaty’s withdrawal clause in which the possibility
of withdrawing from EFTA is regulated. According to the Viennese Schwarzenbergplatz, where the headquarters of the VÖI were located, it was “seriously to be
taken into consideration to reduce the period of notice, which had been set at one
year” which, however, Bielka described as “impossible”. Furthermore, there was
the fear on the part of the VÖI that the commitment to EFTA would represent an
obstacle to “a bilateral rapprochement of Austria with the EEC”. This view was
also not shared by the Foreign Ministry. An action of that sort, such as in the form
of an association treaty, was “not prohibited”.379
On November 20, 1959, with the initialing of the EFTA Convention380 by the
Conference of Ministers in Stockholm, the formation of the second largest economic area in Europe after the EEC was no longer to be halted.381
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Die Presse made clear that the economic and political interest of the continental power France in EFTA was also rather limited. French Undersecretary Maurice
Faure and Minister of Finance Antoine Pinay considered multilateral negotiations
more difficult than bilateral ones. Faure referred to the hope for EFTA being able
to force the EEC into a union as “wishful thinking” equaling “self-deception”.382

1960: Ministers’ Conference (meeting) of the member countries of EFTA,
left hand Austrian delegation with Fritz Bock and Bruno Kreisky

The Stockholm Convention383 entered into force on May 3, 1960.384 There was a
surprising effect to the speed of the process with which the “club of the dissatisfied” was organized, as the “Outer Seven” were disparagingly called in France.385
The Austrian government initially hoped, as did the British, that the creation
of EFTA would provide enough counter-pressure on the Six to induce them to
agree to renewed negotiations about multilateral association within a wider FTA,
but the time was not ripe between the two European groups, EEC and EFTA,
rather than between the EEC and individual countries, as had been the case in
between the OEEC in Paris.386
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The USA’s official attitude concerning the formation of the Common Market
had been one of enthusiasm. They had welcomed it. This was not true for the formation of EFTA. For the US, the Common Market offered advantages because of
its political character. In contrast, EFTA was a mere trade organization.387 Consequently, the Kennedy administration argued against bridging the integration gap
in Europe because of fears of a weakened position of the EEC in the East-West
conflict.
Vienna, however, continued to maintain cautious contact with the European
Communities despite intensified East-West tensions. In a letter dated on March
11, 1960, Austrian Foreign Minister Bruno Kreisky informed the President of the
Commission of the European Atomic Energy Community (EURATOM), Etienne
Hirsch, that the Austrian Federal Government had decided to install an Austrian
delegation to EURATOM headed by Austria’s Ambassador to the EEC, Ernst
Lemberger.388 This observer position remained until Austria formally joined this
partial community (Chapter VII, Subchapter 15).
The Kremlin’s open opposition with regard to EURATOM and EEC389 seemed
to render the latter more attractive than EFTA in the eyes of many.390 Yet it is
not necessary to concur with Felix Butschek who says that it was only for political reasons that the Austrian government preferred EFTA membership in the
1960s.391 It was also a question of ideological conviction, especially to high-ranking politicians such as Pittermann or Kreisky for whom a forced policy of Western integration was incompatible with Austrian neutrality policy.392
Kreisky, the new Minister of Foreign Affairs, viewed Austria’s EFTA membership as the only way to maintain the status of permanent neutrality as well as
full sovereign treaty-making power. On the other hand, EFTA was designed to
help remove trade barriers between the “Six” and the “non-Six”. Many of those
involved, especially the Austrian People’s Party politicians, continued to hope
for an eventual linkage between EFTA and EEC. In fact, Minister for Trade and
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Reconstruction (Handel und Wiederaufbau) Bock suggested incorporating the
wish for future links to the EEC in the preamble of the EFTA Treaty.393
Leading ÖVP politicians in particular – who had close links to export-oriented business in Austria, which became increasingly concerned about possible
Austrian exclusion from the EEC market after the breakdown of the FTA-negotiations – initially hoped that EFTA would provide a bridge to the EEC and a
wider economic solution acceptable to all sides. Minister Fritz Bock (1956–68),
with support from Austrian industry, was successful in getting this common aim
enshrined in the preamble of the EFTA Treaty.394

1960 January 4: Minister of Trade Fritz Bock signs the EFTA Treaty
(10 Jahre österreichische Integrationspolitik 1956–1966, Wien, 1966)

The maximum goal in this idea for Kreisky, who soon thereafter would take over
as foreign minister, was “building a bridge” to the EEC – that is, “the speedy
organization of a multilateral association for the remedying of trade barriers and
for the development of closer economic cooperation between the members of the
OEEC” – whereby it was also expressed that EFTA in its founding phase was more
a means to an end than an end in and of itself. During his visit to Bonn in March
1960, Kreisky made clear to the German Foreign Minister Heinrich von Brentano
that in his view, “the Anschluss [of Austria] to the EEC would indirectly mean
393
394
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an Anschluss to Germany”[!]. In addition to the political homicide argument,
Kreisky also put forward economic reasons: Austria’s weak economy “would be
reduced in its independence”. Its economic independence “had to be maintained,
though”, and in that regard, Germany had to “understand Austria’s particular sensitivity”. The ÖVP and the SPÖ, which represented 90% of the population, were
in favor of the country’s independence:
“The view that we were forced into our position regarding entry in the EEC through a massive
intervention by the Russians is not correct. No Russian interventions have taken place in Austria since 1955. Our relations with the Soviet Union are good and we have every occasion to
maintain these good relations […]
If Austria were to join the EEC, the Soviet Union would not consider that to be a casus belli,
but the SU [Soviet Union] probably would not conclude any further treaties with Austria and
would presumably also not permit the atomic explosion control authorities [sic! the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)] to come to Vienna, upon which Austria is placing great
value. It is an axiom of Austrian foreign policy to have the trust of both the West and the SU.
This axiom cannot be gambled with because of reducing tariffs by a couple of percentage
points. For the same reason, Austria also cannot get closer to the idea of a bilateral association
with the EEC.”395

With these remarks, Kreisky very indirectly highlighted to Brentano the serious
differences between Western German and Austrian integration policies, which
Austria’s foreign minister understood to be a contribution to the formation of an
Austrian national identity.
The main reason for initial Austrian support for EFTA membership was the
hope that Austria could thus continue to enjoy the advantages of economic interdependence and of political independence at the same time, minimizing any
legal obligations and avoiding a commitment to long-term political integration. In
the early 1960s, though, neutrality and EFTA membership also began to acquire
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several secondary domestic and external functions, in any case for leading SPÖ
politicians. This is particularly true for Kreisky.396
15. ALTERNATIVE INTEGRATION CONCEPTS:
BILATERAL CUSTOMS TREATY, EFTA EXTENSION,
AND GREECE AS AN EXAMPLE – KHRUSHCHEV’S VISIT
AND THE DANUBE COMMISSION
Austrian officials and politicians did not content themselves with being part of
EFTA. A secret discussion between EEC Commission President Walter Hallstein
and Wilhelm Taucher on the question of a bilateral customs union-treaty in December 1959 delivers proof of that. Taucher was a former Austrian OEEC representative, an economic expert, a close collaborator of Styrian Provincial Governor Josef Krainer (ÖVP) and professor at the University of Graz. Hallstein was
asked to define EEC association. The Commission’s President took a “very clear
position”, at least as far as Austria was concerned, and made clear that “in such a
case, what was concerned was not, for instance, admission for Austria in the customs union of the EEC, but rather the creation of a new customs union between
the EEC on one hand and Austria on the other.” For Taucher, this determination
was “of extraordinary consequence,” because for Austria, only those commitments would arise from association that would come about jointly in the new customs union agreement. Austria would therefore have the possibility “of fully and
completely implementing its aspect of neutrality”. Hallstein recognized Austria’s
obligations that would emerge from this status on one hand as including freedom
from any political commitment with the EEC and, on the other hand, as maintaining the special trade treaty relations between Austria and the Eastern bloc in spite
of association. But this union would also mean that “Austria would only be affected by a whole series of very broad reaching conditions and commitments that the
EEC countries had to take upon themselves within the framework of the Treaties
of Rome to the extent that they would be jointly included in the new bilateral union treaty.” A second important determination concerned the question as to what
conditions were associated with entry in the EEC. Hallstein made it clear that
entry into the Common Market would only be open to those countries that were
located “within the common customs line,” otherwise the Common Market could
be indirectly disturbed at its most sensitive point through the certificates of origin.
Taucher got the impression that this had to be a result of France’s position, which
first of all desired “that the EEC form a unified, closed economic bloc and wishes
to avoid disturbances from the outside”. As far as a waiting period was concerned
with a view towards the realization of the common customs line, Hallstein replied
396
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that that would not be necessary since up to this point, things also worked within
the EEC with transitional measures of all sorts and that such transitional measures “were of course also possible for the two partners of the EEC and Austria”.397
Hallstein’s considerations were made public398 and not positively received;
neither by the EEC nor by EFTA. Hallstein’s action regarding Taucher was considered “clumsy and annoying”. He was rebuked for “EEC hegemony efforts”.399
Austria had to carefully avoid such tendencies being seen as German “hegemony
efforts”. Such doubt would render Vienna’s integration policy more difficult. It
would hamper improvements concerning an EEC arrangement: “German support
is explicitly not welcomed by Austria, because it means making things more difficult with Russia.”400
In the early 1960’s, Hallstein was mainly interested in clarifying Austria’s
point of view. He did not understand why Raab publicly announced ECSC membership in 1956 and later “strictly opposed any kind of EEC association”. Hallstein was told that the events in Hungary had led to the aforementioned position.
After the suppression of the revolt, Austria could no longer afford to function as a
“guinea pig” („Versuchskaninchen”).401
In the spring of 1960, Vienna was prepared for the Soviets to spoil integration policy issues. With regard to the Scandinavian states, Moscow had already
demanded strict observance of the most favored nation clause. Former trade and
maritime treaties had fixed the clause and the assurances of its mutual observance.402 According to Vienna, the Soviets would react as follows: Moscow would
not miss the chance to protest, because aside from Portugal, it had already concluded treaties with the “seven” – treaties that contained the most favored nation
clause.403
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Austria’s circle of conservative politicians was far less EFTA-oriented than
the respective circles in Sweden and Switzerland. Only on March 3 did the party
executive of the Austrian People’s Party, the chancellor’s party, finally make up its
mind about the Stockholm Initiative.At this time the latter had not yet come into
force. Thus, the enthusiasm about EFTA was rather limited. Several debates led
to the decision that the Austrian People’s Party “should” commit itself to EFTA.
It was good to know for People’s Party leaders that “EFTA represented just one
step towards total European integration”.404
At the EFTA conference taking place in Vienna from March 11 to March 12,
1960, the ministers of the “seven” emphasized that they were still striving for an
economically united Europe – a Europe that was to be free of trade barriers. Starting on July 1, 1960, customs were to be reduced by 20% as planned. The OEEC
Trade Committee appointed by Paris in January was supposed to find a solution
that would not prejudge the issue of multilateral association. Such a solution would
prevent Europe’s economic division and guarantee EEC-EFTA cooperation. For
the reorganized OEEC to still have a certain trade policy function was significant
to Austria. It should not degenerate into a “mere consultative organization”.405
The OEEC’s reorganization raised hopes on the Austrian side. The reason for
this hope lay in the Paris conference’s decision to entrust four experts with starting consultations with all governments. The conference took place on January 14,
and the consultations with Austria were on March 24. Austria stressed keeping
to cooperation with the OEEC states as well as to the collaboration with the USA
and Canada. The reorganized OEEC should play an active role in foreign trade.
It should also facilitate the implementation of agreements on preventing customs
discrimination. But Vienna regarded the experts’ trade policy proposals as insufficient. Not much was expected of the OECD, since the reorganization efforts
with regard to the bridge building that was hoped for with the EEC left much to
be desired. The Ballhausplatz could be glad that the EFTA agreement would enter
into force on May 5. Both governing parties (the ÖVP and the SPÖ) had been in
favor of it.406
The Austrian Freedom Party (Freiheitliche Partei Österreichs, FPÖ) was
turned down and the Austrian parliament (Nationalrat) approved the treaty. In
parliament in November 1959, Raab had already described EFTA membership
as “constitutionally correct”.407 He belonged to the group of those politicians who
were cautious as to integration policy. On the occasion of the Nationalrat meeting
Gedächtnisprotokoll über die 2. Sitzung des Bundesparteivorstandes [der ÖVP] March 3,
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discussing the approval of ratifying the EFTA Treaty on March 23, 1960, though,
Raab used his government declaration to proclaim that nothing could be said
against joining the EEC as far as neutrality obligations were concerned. Yet he
put forward politico-economic reasons such as: freedom of movement as to trade
with the East; the protection of enterprises unable to compete; and political reasons marked by the East-West conflict. According to the chancellor, it was not
legal motives, but rather economic and political ones that prevented Austria from
joining the EEC. For Kreisky, the Swiss model was the decisive obstacle for being
an EEC Member.408
Raab forcefully stated that “nobody [sic!] had ever seriously considered Austria’s full EEC membership”. He also emphasized that EFTA was no “self-purpose”, but rather a “means to achieving large European integration.” EFTA should
not become a bloc that “keeps to itself”. This perspective was explicitly expressed
in the preamble of the Stockholm Convention. It was also part of a special resolution. This resolution was made by the other ministers during the initialing process
at Austria’s request.409
In the spring of 1960, Vienna’s integration policy started being more Brussels-oriented than before. The reason for this lay in the EEC’s aspired “acceleration”, that is, the planned “bringing forward” of tariff reduction within the EEC.
This acceleration also manifested itself in the official accrediting of an Austrian
diplomat to the Common Market.410 On April 10, Vienna announced that it had
appointed its Brussels Ambassador Ernst Lemberger as Permanent Representative to the EEC and EURATOM.411 The Socialist Lemberger spent the war years
in French exile and worked for de Gaulle’s National Liberation Committee. He
was one of Kreisky’s close collaborators and acted on the foreign minister’s line.
Lemberger cannot be described as an integration policy hardliner.
In April, on the occasion of the presentation of Lemberger’s introductory letter
(Einführungsschreiben), Hallstein expressed his gladness about Austria “emphatically and continually” promoting cooperation between EFTA and EEC Member
States.412
Pursuing a strong integration policy, Vienna had to take into account an international debate on the “German danger”. The closer Austria would cooperate
with the EEC, the more the question of a possible new “Anschluss” would arise.
German advocates of the “core European” idea interpreted Vienna’s attitude and
the Austrian case the following way: a possibility for EFTA to not develop into
OSWALD, Wirtschaftliche Integration, 653–655.
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an isolated economic organization and to prevent a separate economic bloc, and
an opportunity to intensify EFTA-EEC relations. In other words, to use Austria’s
integration policy as a means to reduce cohesion within EFTA and to break it
down, in the long run.
The French EEC diplomat Jean-François Deniau did not want to deal with
the proposal of the EEC joining EFTA. Deniau was responsible in Brussels for
association issues concerning third countries. The proposal was made by Federal
Minister of Finance Reinhard Kamitz and by the British. Deniau stated that such
a construct was out of the question. He referred to the problems of rules on certification of origin (Ursprungsregeln). He emphasized that with regard to association
issues, a third country had to take the respective initiative. The EEC would not
take any action that might imply “the wish to destroy EFTA.” France would have
welcomed a bilateral Austrian association. Deniau was asked about the difficulties
regarding the Greek association negotiations. His response was: first, association
negotiations with Austria would be concluded within three months. Second, the
complex Greek case “must not serve as an example”.413 Austria might have directly pursued economic association with the EEC on a bilateral basis, as Greece did
in the early 1960s. De Gaulle might have responded positively to such an Austrian
approach at that time. Austria’s EEC association would have given France some
political control over the ever closer economic links between Austria and the FRG
and would have weakened Britain’s political position in Western Europe.414
The British seemed to consider boosting EFTA’s independence. In a meeting
with the Austrian Ambassador Max Chlumetzky-Löwenthal, the British Ambassador in Rome, Ashley Clarke, argued that EFTA had to extend its institutions. It
also had to consolidate its unity. This would necessarily result in political cooperation.415 Kreisky was impressed by this argumentation. At the Forum Alpbach on
August 31, 1960, he advanced that by becoming an EFTA Member State, Austria
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had overcome its economic isolation. It had gained freedom of movement regarding foreign policy. Thus, it was interested in both EFTA’s existence and its further
development. According to Kreisky, the EEC was a reality. The acknowledgment
of such reality was the principle of a better negotiation atmosphere regarding the
“Six” and the “Seven”. The “Six” must not be lead astray. The EFTA Member
States should be allowed to join the EEC members on their way. He proposed the
partial creation of common external tariffs. “Harmonizing talks on various comprehensive issues” should also reinforce EFTA’s standing.416
During its visit to the USSR in July 1958, the Austrian governmental delegation announced that Vienna would stick to the Belgrade Danube Convention
founded in 1948. Upon his return, Chancellor Raab declared that this action had
been taken by the Austrian delegation “on its own initiative” and that the government had been considering the step “for some time”. The response by American
diplomats was not favorable, since the measure was taken without prior consultation with the US, UK, or France, “whose ambassadors in Vienna had been assured by Foreign Minister Figl some months earlier that the Austrian government
did not intend to adhere to the Convention”.417
When Nikita S. Khrushchev visited Austria in 1960, he told the Austrians that
their neutrality would be violated if missiles from NATO bases in Northern Italy
targeted at “socialist countries” were sent over their territory. They should therefore speak out and engage in the “struggle for peace” by persuading the Italians to
remove those bases. Both the Americans and the West Germans made complaints
to the Austrian government about this violent language by Krushchev, when having verbally attacked the NATO members.418
Relations with the USSR always had to be taken into account when Austria’s
ambitions to put its relationship with the European Communities on a new footing
were at stake. Moscow sometimes was less interested in Austria’s State Treaty
than in its neutrality, which offered more reasoning to renounce Western nuclear
policy and, in particular, to distance itself from nuclear armaments.
On July 8, Khrushchev stated in Vienna that the USSR would not stand idly
by in the event that Austria’s neutrality was violated. In such a case, the Soviet
Union would make a decision in the light of the existing circumstances and would
take appropriate action.419 The Austrian Cabinet formally rejected Khrushchev’s
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concept of neutrality, which did not accord with Austria’s policy of keeping out of
all military alliances and preserving and guarding its neutrality by all means at its
command. It would also be Austria’s “unlimited and sovereign” right to decide for
itself whether its neutrality was threatened or violated and what counter-measures
to take in such a case.420
16. INTERIM CONCLUSION
With regard to contemporary plans for integration, Austria’s integration policy
from 1947 to 1960 can be divided into four phases which overlap with each other in part, specifically: firstly, the successful and productive involvement in the
European Recovery Program (ERP, 1947–53); secondly, the relatively ineffective
affinities for the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC, 1950–54); thirdly,
the failed project of the Large Free Trade Area (FTA, 1956–58); and fourthly, the
replacement solution that was realized with the European Free Trade Association
(EFTA, 1959–60).
The obligation at the behest of the member states to arrive at a tolerable agreement with the supranational body of the ECSC was already inevitable in 1956.
Something similar was repeated a decade later: a singular accession to one partial
community (the EEC) was neither possible nor sensible. Specifically with a view
towards the upcoming merger of the community bodies of the Commission and
the High Authority (1965–67), a parallel application was necessary for negotiations with the ECSC, even if the path to the High Authority in Luxembourg now
had to lead through the EEC Commission in Brussels. Austria hardly had another
choice: it really could only continuously adapt itself, whether it wanted to or not.
With a view towards the Council of Europe and the ECSC, Thomas Angerer already correctly determined for the first half of the 1950s that questions on accession were “only delayed, not extinguished”.421 That also held true for other periods
and draws attention to the, as it were, forcedly long-term perspective of Austrian
integration policy.
In the late 1950s and early 1960s, Moscow often spoke out against an Austrian
connection with the ECSC/EEC – and membership was not at all to be discussed.
Not least out of pragmatic and rational reasons, the Grand Coalition under Raab
and Pittermann pled for the small Free Trade Area EFTA, with not only ideological arguments (Pittermann) but also neutrality policy ones (Kreisky) being made.
In contrast to Pittermann, president of the Socialist International (1964–76),
Kreisky perceived the European Communities less from an ideological perspective than from a geostrategic standpoint as a political organization. He interpreted
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421
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it as “an attempt at French-German hegemony” and had reservations about the
federalist ambitions of EEC Commission President Walter Hallstein.422 With respect to the Communities, he viewed Austria on its own as too weak. Kreisky
therefore recommended a common action by the “non-Six”.423 Kreisky let the
British Ambassador know,
“that he regards Austria’s entry into EFTA as entailing a departure from Austria’s traditional
policy of close association with Germany and the formation of a new association with the
United Kingdom which it is his hope to develop vigorously in the political and cultural, as well
as in the commercial fields.”424

Generally speaking, Austria continued to pursue a policy that tried to combine a
larger and a smaller solution concerning the problem of Western European integration. There was mediation between the two solutions. This is the reason why
in January 1957, the coalition government welcomed the British project of a Wide
Free Trade Area (FTA),425 originally including all former ERP members, in order
to avoid economic disintegration within the OEEC. It also had the advantage of
preventing any objections Moscow might have on account of Austrian neutrality.
The speed of the founding of EFTA is not surprising given the basic conditions
and the prior history. The need for action was advisable in the face of the EEC
entering into force. Without the previous FTA negotiations (1957–58), EFTA presumably would not have been politically decided upon and constituted by treaty
so quickly, and thus in the end, the Macmillan project that was originally intended
for the torpedoing of the EEC actually brought forth something substantial.
For many Austrian politicians, EFTA was only an instrument for establishing
a closer connection to the EEC. The United Kingdom took into consideration both
active participation within the EEC and some kind of association agreement. The
US wanted to prevent a split within Western Europe and favored Britain joining the Franco-German axis.426 Moreover, Italy’s intransigence over the vexing
question of South Tyrol led Austria to appeal to the UN in 1960. This bilateral
problem was thus elevated to the international level that would have its further
consequences on Austrian integration policy.
One of the main reasons for the division of Western Europe into two trade
and economic areas lay in the tighter form of organization of the members of the
Communauté of the EEC, which was to lead to the emerging customs union of the
See document 22 in the appendix „Documents“.
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EEC and the common tariffs that were associated with it, the rapprochement of
the economic policies of the member states in addition to the intended free trade
of goods in the EEC, the common economic policy with respect to third countries
leading to the “Common Market”, common competition, transport, social, and
agricultural policies; and last but not least, the freedom of movement of immigrants, services, labor, and capital that consequently would guarantee all of the
advantages of the Single Market over the long term and thus a closed economic
area. The EEC was not far removed from these forms of “positive integration”,
though, and its head start in development with respect to EFTA which had been
founded later was in any case unmistakable, since the members had made the
effort to meet the demands that had been made, and lengthy negotiations for accession to satisfy special conditions and reservations no longer had to be taken
into consideration. The level of inhibition for a dynamic continued development
was substantially lower in the EEC than in EFTA.
Stephan Nonhoff described the founding of EFTA as a “compromise”,427 and
Franz Urlesberger called it a “stand-together alliance”.428 Descriptions such as
these express the balancing and defensive character of this sort of free trade policy. Austria’s advocacy for initiatives that were oriented in a “greater European”
manner were therefore also a role that occurred out of a lack of integration policy
alternatives and which grew out of a defensive posture that was forced, and therefore a good part of which was also taken against its will.
In the end, only minimal goals could be pursued with EFTA: the overcoming
of trade barriers among the countries that were excluded from the EEC. EFTA
was not regarded as a goal in and of itself by either the essential representatives of
the government or by the majority party, the ÖVP. Thus Vienna moved along the
same line as many other of the “Outer Seven”, as the seven non-EEC countries
and EFTA founders (Austria, Denmark, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland,
and the United Kingdom) were called.
The Stockholm EFTA Convention of 1959, which entered into force in 1960,
was to strengthen the supporters of a free trade zone in the EEC or else exert
counterpressure on its opponents. But in any case, those were unrealistic expectations. With the weak institutional structure in the form of EFTA, with its secretary-general in Geneva and its Member States in the Council that were geographically distant from each other, this was not achievable.
In the 1950s, the OEEC represented for Kreisky an “elementary school for European policy” in which he got to know the differences in the views of British and
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French economic policymakers.429 His integration policy was oriented towards the
British European principle of free trade and intergovernmentalism.
Kreisky’s hope with regard to Austria having a successful role as a mediator
between the “economic blocs“ of the EEC and EFTA foundered on differences
of opinion between and within both camps. However, the results of the visits by
Kreisky and Undersecretary Franz Gschnitzer to Bonn were indicated as “absolutely zero” in the regional German newspapers.430 Kreisky had to recognize that
the German Federal Government abandoned its recommendation of a multilateral
EEC-EFTA association (Erhard) and gave preference to the integration policy
connection with France (Adenauer).431
For Kreisky, the State Treaty and neutrality remained a means to the safeguarding of independence, above all from Germany, and to the building of an
Austrian-specific identity.432 The discreetly developing consciousness of neutrality, which was to grow in the 1970s under Kreisky, served as an abstract and, at
the same time, meaningful means to dissociate from Germany – both from the
NATO Member Federal Republic and from the Warsaw Pact Member GDR – and
to emphasize the particular function of Austria in the sense of a separate identity
as a country that prevented, balanced, and mediated conflict in struggles between
East and West.
In the end, Austria’s membership in EFTA was a “political reaction” to the
EEC and to threatening “European disintegration”, an “economic experiment”,
and a “temporary solution” after the defeat of the FTA plan to which Austria had
been prepared to give its partial support in 1956–57. Austria had functioned as a
forerunner of an initiative that was aimed at a Greater Europe, a role which had
been taken on out of a lack of integration policy alternatives and considerations
of international law and neutrality policy. It had also been taken on in view of the
pressure from special interest groups, such as on the part of the VÖI or even the
ÖGB, which was aiming at participation in the core-Europe solution. This role
arose out of necessity and therefore a good part of it was against its will.
The efforts failed because of the political realities of post-war Europe. They
also failed because of the application for EEC association that was made in 1961
within the framework of the neutrals and the subsequent policy of “going it alone
to Brussels” that was carried out from 1963 to 1967.
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V. FROM EEC ASSOCIATION APPLICATION TO
“GOING IT ALONE TO BRUSSELS” 1961–69
1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION: THE ADVANCING AND GROWING
EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES – A PRODUCT OF THE MERGER OF
INSTITUTIONS
A thaw occurred relatively quickly after the death of Stalin on March 5, 1953.
This also occurred within the context of the Hungary crisis that had been smoldering since that time (1953–1955/56) and the new course of confrontation that
had been set between West and East with the growing second crisis in Berlin
1958–1961. This caused Austria’s ambitions for ECSC/EEC membership – which
had been increased in the face of growing domestic political resistance, above
all on the part of the SPÖ and the trade unions – to be moved considerably to
the background and may be understood, starting from a process of reflection and
self-discovery, as an actual phase of profiling the Austrian neutrality. Added to
this were French ambitions for hegemony within the ECSC and the EEC under the
State President Charles de Gaulle (in office 1958–69)1 with growing reservations
regarding integration policy with respect to Austria,2 as well as Italian objections
above all else as a result of the South Tyrol conflict3 and, last but not least, European Communities reservations about the postulate of Austrian neutrality. These
aspects had as much of a formative influence upon Austrian integration policy as
internal resistance did.
The EEC arrived at economic progress and political setbacks. On January 1,
1959, tariffs were reduced for the first time by 10% in order to then continue being
reduced little by little until completely eliminated. In parallel to this, a common
external tariff was set up. In the multilateral General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT) tariff negotiations within the framework of the “Kennedy Round”,
the EEC lowered its external tariffs (with the exception of agricultural products)
by 35 to 40%, depending upon the product. They came to an end on June 30, 1967.
1

2

3

Maurive VAÏSSE, La grandeur. Politique étrangère du général de Gaulle 1958–1969, Paris
1998.
Birgit HALLER – Anton PELINKA, Charles de Gaulle und die österreichische Europapolitik,
in: De Gaulles europäische Größe: Analysen aus Österreich, Jahrbuch für Zeitgeschichte
1990–91, Wien – Salzburg 1991, 77–84.
Hubert SPECKNER, Von der „Feuernacht“ zur „Porzescharte“. Das „Südtirolproblem“ der
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The EEC of the 1960s moved in the shadow of de Gaulle, who sought with it to
perpetuate French hegemony on the continent and the exclusion of Great Britain
from the EC. It was a decade of progress for the integration of trade and tariff
policy and stagnation for supranationality policy.4
The “Fouchet plans” of 1961–625 were harbingers of a further intracommunity
and institutional crisis that were to escalate with de Gaulle’s veto of the United
Kingdom in 1963 and the “empty chair” policy in 1965–66.6 This crisis was defused through the exclusion of the United Kingdom from the community and the
maintaining of the dominance of France on the continent as the first among the six
EEC states at least for the time being. The crisis of the policy of the “empty chair”
practiced by Charles de Gaulle – who blocked decisions in the Council of Ministers for half a year because of the controversial matter of agricultural financing –
ended with the “Luxembourg Compromise” of 1966 with the establishment of the
possibility of a veto with matters of important national interest and the prevention
of the introduction of majority decisions.7

1967 March 25: Stamp commemorating the tenth anniversary of the signing
of the Treaties of Rome (EEC and EURATOM)
4

5

6
7
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On July 1, 1967, the “merger treaty” entered into force which provided for the
setting up of a common Council and a common Commission. From then on, the
partial communities of the ECSC, the EEC, and EURATOM formed the EC on
the basis of the existing treaties. On July 1, 1968, eighteen months earlier than
provided in the Treaties of Rome, the EEC customs union entered into force. The
internal tariffs were thus abolished and a Common External Tariff for trade with
third states was introduced. But the regulation of Common Agricultural Policy
(CAP) remained a problem.8
2. KREISKY’S SPECIAL WAY OF DEALING WITH EUROPE:
INTEGRATION AND NEUTRALITY POLICY IN ORDER TO BUILD
UP AUSTRIAN IDENTITY
Bruno Kreisky came from a liberal, upper-class Jewish family of Southern
Moravian origin. Born in Vienna on January 22, 1911 as the son of Max Kreisky,
entrepreneur and president of a company in the wool industry, he was already
engaged as a young college preparatory student in the social democratic youth
movement as early as 1926. Kreisky also belonged to the youth section of the
Paneurope movement of Richard Coudenhove-Kalergi and was familiar with his
writings.9
Kreisky began his studies in jurisprudence in Vienna. He joined the Social
Democratic Worker’s Party (Sozialdemokratische Arbeiter Partei, or SDAP).
After it was banned in February 1934, Kreisky committed himself in the underground against the dictatorship of Engelbert Dollfuss and Kurt Schuschnigg and
joined the banned “Revolutionary Socialists”. Apprehended in 1935, a prison sentence of several months followed. During the trial, he defended himself skillfully,
which attracted international attention. In 1937–38, he completed his studies. In
the wake of the Anschluss, he was taken into custody awaiting trial until the autumn of 1938. Under the condition that he leaves the country, he managed to get
to Sweden with the help of friends, where he worked as a journalist and a scholar
of business law in the cooperative movement. During his Swedish exile, Kreisky
was engaged in the Youth International and served as chairman of the Austrian
Socialist Group. In Stockholm, he befriended leading Scandinavian politicians
(among them Dag Hammerskjöld, Tage Erlander, August Fagerholm, and Hans
Hedtoft) as well as those who had fled Germany such as Willy Brandt.10
8
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For Austria’s development after 1945, the dissociation from Germany and
indeed from all Germans was essential. Austria’s continued existence, its proclaimed “victim status” (according to the Moscow Declaration of November 1,
1943), and its independence all played a crucial role in Kreisky’s thinking about
Austrian foreign policy. On the advice of friends as well as Austrian president
Karl Renner, Kreisky entered the diplomatic service in 1946 and was assigned to
the Austrian legation in Stockholm. In the early 1950s, he succeeded in returning
to Austria. From 1953 to 1959, he was Undersecretary for Foreign Policy. Kreisky
grew with these tasks and was repeatedly at the diplomatic mission or presentations in the FRG. He had constant contact with the Social Democratic Party of
Austria (SPÖ), in which he initially did not have any particularly powerful position. Starting in 1959, when Kreisky became foreign minister, a separate foreign
ministry was set up under him, while his fellow party member, the tactician Bruno Pittermann, was chairman of the SPÖ, vice chancellor, and responsible for
nationalized industry.11
Starting from 1955, the Austrian government was compelled for reasons of
neutrality policy to back integration policy solutions in order to find a clever balance of interests between options of a small or large Europe. The three existing
initiatives (FTA, EFTA, and a possible EEC association together with the neutrals) were possible because they were compatible with the neutrality status as a
sort of “middle path”. After entry in EFTA, Foreign Minister Kreisky presented
Austria’s policy with respect to integration matters as a strategy of “well-balanced
caution paired with a policy of firm determination”.12
This formula reflected the openness and indecisiveness in the foreign ministry
with regard to the question as to what position to take on the further course of
Western European integration. In Kreisky’s view, the “building of bridges” to
the EEC should take place in a multilateral manner through a framework treaty,
but EFTA should not be prematurely disposed of through a fluctuating Austrian
policy. In actual fact, it was not possible to create alliances, “but we can connect
with others for the attainment of limited goals”.13
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Kreisky also sought to orient Austria’s foreign policy more strongly towards
international matters.14 He brought the unresolved matter of South Tyrol between
Italy and Austria before the United Nations for the first time in 1959, intensified
the negotiations with Rome, and took a prominent stance on Austria’s role in
EFTA. The latter repeatedly led to differences of opinion with the upper-class
People’s Party (the ÖVP).15 With the end of the Raab era, it got closer and closer
to the EEC, which increasingly came to be understood as the first stage of the
political unification of Europe, from which the desire was to not be detached or
even left behind.
Kreisky’s strategy, first as foreign minister (1959–66), then as opposition
politician (1966–70), and finally as long-time chancellor (1970–83), repeatedly
consisted of a multilateral rapprochement that also found its way into the EFTA
preamble. But at first, and then for a long time, he was fighting a losing battle
with this strategy, particularly since Austria and the neutrals were anywhere but
at the top of the EEC’s list of priorities. It was from Kreisky as foreign minister
that the initiative emerged to prepare and coordinate negotiations with the EEC
along with the neutrals: in his view, neutrality seemed to be preserved the soonest
in the “pack” along with the Swedes and the Swiss. In the Moscow Memorandum of April 1955 which was agreed to with the Soviet leaders Bulganin and
Khrushchev, Austria was obliged by the USSR to a type of neutrality “following
the Swiss pattern”. Although there was no mentioning of the Swiss model in the
constitutional law in association with Switzerland, Kreisky therefore also well
believed that the USSR was offered few targets with its objections against and
reservations about Austria’s ambitions for integration in Western Europe and its
rapprochement to the EEC. The pattern of Switzerland was supposed to serve to
ward off verbal attacks from Moscow, but Switzerland could also profit internationally in an indirect way from the greater Western “sympathy” for the “forced”
Austrian neutrality. The foreign minister repeatedly emphasized the will for cooperation within EFTA, but the question had to be raised right away as to whether
the integration policy status quo in the form of the Stockholm Convention was
sufficient for the foreign trade area of interest of his country, particularly since
substantial parts of industry and business were pushing for additional initiatives
in integration policy. Not only did industry repeatedly recommend new activities
by the federal government, it also secretly sounded things out in Brussels. Within
14
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that context, the various provinces or federal countries (Bundesländer) of Austria
also continued to play a role that was not to be underestimated.16
For Kreisky, neutrality and EFTA membership would facilitate the ongoing
Austrian nation-building process in conscious demarcation from Germany. His
thinking on Austria’s role in Europe was strongly influenced by the Anschluss
syndrome. Even by the early 1960s, Kreisky continued to see the FRG, and particularly German economic penetration, as a serious threat to Austrian independence.17 Before his visit to Bonn, the British Ambassador to Vienna, Reginald
James Bowker, had advised the Foreign Office that to Kreisky, EFTA was a potent
political symbol in that it marked “a significant break from Austria’s traditional
policy of close association with Germany”. Kreisky would continue “to look to
the United Kingdom, as the strongest partner in the new association, for continuing support in carrying through a policy which is unpopular in many influential
quarters in Austria”.18
While Kreisky feared growing German influence in Austria, he had a pronounced liking for Britain, which only reinforced his enthusiastic support for
EFTA.19 Against this background, Kreisky must have seemed to the Austrian
middle-class and entrepreneurial circles to be an advocate of the theory of EFTA
as an end in itself and someone who regarded Great Britain as a guarantor power
against a new Anschluss by means of foreign trade policy. For Kreisky, it was a
major strategic aim to play up the dangers of economic dependence on the FRG
and – with the help of EFTA membership – to contain artificially the bilateral
economic and trade ties regardless of the potential adverse effects on the Austrian
economy.20
In the early 1960s, Kreisky strongly encouraged Austrian constitutional lawyers to develop a progressively narrower interpretation of neutrality that included
non-participation in economic organizations which might prevent Austria from
taking independent action in economic and trade policy at times of war.21 This
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was a theoretical construct that was also fashionable in Switzerland, but legal advisers in the British government, Austria’s key ally in the Western European trade
conflict, regarded this as far-fetched in terms of international law and entirely
politically motivated.22 For Kreisky, the progressive reinterpretation of the obligations of neutrality was a useful pseudo-academic cover for his main concern that
Austrian EEC membership was undesirable on political grounds and would be a
violation of the State Treaty’s prohibition against Anschluss.
In the early 1960s, Kreisky also played on the fear domestically that as the
Soviet Union treated the EEC as the economic wing of NATO, Austrian entry into
the EEC might provoke unpredictable Soviet reactions, possibly even including
military threats or measures.23 In reality, though, Kreisky did not believe in the
1960s that it would. On March 7 and 8, 1960, he made an official visit to the federal capital of West Germany, Bonn. He freely confessed to the German Foreign
Minister Heinrich von Brentano that, “if Austria joined the EEC, the Soviet Union
would not [author’s emphasis] regard this as a casus belli.”24
Later on, as chancellor, Kreisky was eager to develop austrian foreign and European policy with full regard to Soviet interests and sensitivities. Early benefits
of this strategy of accommodation included, at the political level, the prestigious
hosting of the summit between John F. Kennedy and Nikita Khrushchev in Vienna in the spring of 1961 and, at the economic level, the stabilization of Austria’s
protected trade with the Eastern bloc. In early 1960, Kreisky had admitted to
von Brentano that his real concern about the Russian reaction to possible Austrian EEC membership was that the Soviets would no longer conclude favorable
treaties with Austria and would not, for example, allow the international test control organization to be located in Vienna, “to which Austria attaches the greatest
importance”.25
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1963 June 23: US President John F. Kennedy visits occupied ally Konrad Adenauer in Bonn

It is noticeable how vigorously Kreisky tried to publicly increase the value of
EFTA after negotiations with the EEC failed to materialize in 1960. He advanced
that EFTA embodied remarkable economic potential. EFTA accounted for two
thirds of the EEC’s national income and three fourths of the EEC’s volume of foreign trade. It was neither a “community come about by chance” nor “a club of the
discriminated”. Kreisky again recommended an EFTA-EEC framework treaty,
which could consist of numerous supplementary, multilateral treaties.26 Therefore, according to contemporary critical Austrian observers, Kreisky seemed to
dissociate himself from his “strict EFTA self-purpose theory”.27 The foreign minister, however, was a practitioner of Realpolitik and knew only too well that in
the long run, Austria could not do without an arrangement with Brussels. His
basic position was to approach this process of rapprochement with caution without prematurely giving up EFTA membership. With regard to the question of
how intense this relationship with the EEC would be, he had a different position
from that of the majority party in the coalition government, although not in the
26
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basic matter of concern, namely, building a bridge to the EEC. This bridge building could only succeed if the supporting pylons were not destroyed, that is, by
maintaining EFTA. He increasingly aimed at “overcoming the division”. In truth,
previous thoughts and intentions were now explicitly expressed.
From 1960 onwards, trade within EFTA noticeably intensified: the beginning
world economy had already positively affected Austria’s foreign trade. Trade with
EFTA-states perceptibly increased whereas trade with the EEC remained about
the same. Yet, in absolute terms, exports to the EEC still dominated Austrian
foreign trade.28
But for the British observer it was clear:
“Dr. Kreisky has considerable personal sympathies with Sweden and the Scandinavian countries, very friendly feelings for the United Kingdom and a strong determination to lessen the
political and economic dependence of Austria on Germany. Furthermore, he and his predecessor had received from Russia strong indications that membership or association with the
Common Market would be regarded as incompatible with Austria’s neutrality obligations. It
appears also that Dr. Kreisky has a personal antipathy towards Dr. [Walter] Hallstein [...] Austrian supporters of EFTA regard it as valuable mainly as the means for coming to a multilateral
agreement with the Common Market [...] Dr. Kreisky himself has told H.M. Ambassador that
he regards Austria’s entry into EFTA as entailing a departure from Austria’s traditional policy
of close association with Germany and the formation of a new association with the United
Kingdom which it is his hope to develop vigorously in the political and cultural, as well as in
the commercial fields [...] Dr. Kreisky finds himself in a lonely and exposed position.”29

Indeed Kreisky, who stood alone with this position, also correspondingly did
everything he could to put EFTA in a good light and not appear to be an obstacle
to European economic integration. In an interview with the Sozialistische Korrespondenz on the occasion of the EFTA conference in Vienna in March 1960,
he made it known that its results proved that they “in no way impede an understanding between the two economic groupings in Europe, but on the contrary,
they wish to bring about this understanding.” EFTA had supposedly proven itself
“outstandingly” as a trade organization. The results of the conference supposedly showed that from the very beginning on, EFTA was a suitable instrument in
the efforts for the economic integration of Europe and demonstrated that Austria
should join EFTA. What was also supposedly proven was the correctness of the
argument that it would be incomparably easier for EFTA as an organization to
negotiate with the EEC than for each individual country to do so.30
As foreign minister (1959–66), Kreisky began an extensive travel program
that led him to, among other destinations, London, Paris, Warsaw, Brussels, and
28
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Belgrade. At a press conference in Warsaw on March 3, 1960, he warned against
an overestimation of the role that a neutral state could play between East and
West, in order to then add that in any case, Austria as a neutral country was
willing to mediate between East and West at any time, provided that both sides
would come to Austria. In June 1960, at an event during the “Kieler Woche”
summer festival in the provincial capital of the German State (Bundesland) of
Schleswig-Holstein, Kreisky spoke out in favor of cooperation in Europe between
“the political world of democracy and that of the communist dictatorship”. In a
speech to the Forum Alpbach, the former Austrian College, in September 1960,
he declared that through its alliance with the Small Free Trade Zone (EFTA),
Austria had overcome isolation in the economic area: EFTA had brought Austria greater freedom with respect to foreign policy. In October 1960, he argued
before the General Assembly of the United Nations in New York that a solution
could be found immediately for the South Tyrol problem if the request by the
(German-speaking) Austrian minority for autonomy were to be complied with by
the Italian government. In the same month, he also demanded autonomy for the
province of Bolzano in the UN’s Special Committee.31 Vienna’s integration policy
in the 1960s always had to consider Rome’s attitude. The reason for this was the
bombing attacks in South Tyrol32 in 1961. Rome did not perceive of the EEC and
EFTA structurally approaching one another as something feasible.33
Thus Kreisky argued bluntly with respect to the Germans that Austria’s entry
into the EEC would be tantamount to an “Anschluss”. Within that context, he represented the view that the Soviet Union would not consider Austria’s accession to
the EEC to be a cause for war (“not a casus belli”). Nevertheless, disadvantages
then resulted in the bilateral relations. Vienna needed the trust of both the West
and the East.34
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1961: The United Nations building in New York.
This year a resolution on the South Tyrolean question was passed for the second time

According to Kreisky, Austria’s problem with integration policy was not the
USSR, but rather Germany. The constraints on Austria’s foreign trade situation
were well known, but Kreisky subordinated this to obligations of the state and
those under international law for ideological and Austria-specific considerations.
Kreisky’s line found support from the Viennese international law expert Alfred
Verdross-Droßberg, who judged EEC membership, because of the obliging supranational ties, as incompatible with Austrian neutrality, although he approved of
participation in EFTA.35
The German diplomatic representative in Vienna, Carl-Hermann Mueller-Graaf, believed that he recognized an instrumentalization and spoke of a “political neutralism”. From Bonn’s perspective, Kreisky’s course was classified as
disturbing. He did, however, actually bring about sympathy for the American
policy of containment.36 Not only was the socialist Western-oriented, he was also
bound by a Western capitalist way of thinking, although for identity-specific considerations, he attempted to rid EFTA of its “negative” image. It supposedly did
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not come into existence out of sheer chance nor from a unification of the disadvantaged (a “club of the discriminated”).37
After the absence of direct negotiations with the EEC, Kreisky made the effort
to enhance the status of EFTA. It supposedly embodied a considerable economic
potential with significant possibilities for development including two thirds of
the national income and three fourths of the foreign trade volume of the EEC.
He recommended a general treaty between the EEC and EFTA which could consist of numerous supplementary treaties within a multilateral framework.38 When
this turned out to be less than realistic, he tried his hand at a concept of a sort of
“EFTA as an end in and of itself“ or an EFTA-EEC coexistence theory.39 This
view was an obstacle to intraparty resistance. Kreisky had to take into consideration that the Austrian Federation of Labor (Österreichischer Gewerkschaftsbund,
or ÖGB), as an influential pressure group, was working “with all its energy on
bridging the gap”.40
Membership in EFTA was in any case viewed by Kreisky as the only possibility for both, maintaining the status of “permanent neutrality” and keeping the
treaty-making power. The impending withdrawal of the United Kingdom from
the EFTA 1961/62 (see subchapter 4) was interpreted by Kreisky as a great danger
to its solidarity.41 He argued that the “Common Market” would be faced with “serious problems” as a result of British accession and the difficulties that would result from it (Commonwealth preferences and agriculture) as well as from the rapprochement of the remaining EFTA states. Kreisky characterized Great Britain as
the “mother ship” of the small free trade zone.42 He prompted common action by
the neutrals in the association issue, whereby Switzerland was to be authorized to
carry out unofficial, non-binding exploratory talks on behalf of the three neutrals
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with the EEC states. For the contact partners, he was thinking not of a larger EEC
partner, but rather a smaller one, that is, a Benelux country.43
The support by the FRG was limited by German-French amity and not continuously present. But for a long time, Kreisky had an ally in the German Minister of
Economy, Ludwig Erhard, who insistently warned against viewing the neutrality
of states as “guilt” or “shame” and punishing them for it.44
Kreisky’s fears that an individual treatment of Austria by the EEC could lead
to a separation from the remaining neutrals were not unjustified, since Paris,
where the key lay for the solution of all integration policy problems with a view
towards the enlargement of the Community of Six in the 1960s, treated Austria
as a “political special case”.45 Kreisky insisted upon the cooperation of neutrals,
while regardless of this, the ÖVP leadership, first and foremost Minster of Trade,
Commerce and Reconstruction Fritz Bock (ÖVP), continued to push for an agreement with the EEC because he feared an increasing isolation of Austria from the
Western economic system.46
Not only did Kreisky possess a constant interest in political questions in connection with Germany and the German issue, he was also increasingly oriented
towards global issues starting from the 1960s. In April 1961, he announced the
dispatch of “young ambassadors” to the developing countries of Africa. On June
15, 1961, he gave a lecture at the Free University of Berlin on the topic of “Reflections on the Ideal Foundations of Foreign Policy”.47
On July 1, 1961, he took over as chairman of the Council of Ministers of
EFTA as the successor to the then president of the British Board of Trade, Reginald Maudling. He was only able to imagine an association of Austria with the
EEC within the framework of a coordinated policy with Sweden and Switzerland. Thus, in June 1962, Kreisky declared that an association of Austria with the
EEC would not restrict Austria’s neutrality, which enjoyed his particular esteem.
Kreisky was also very active in the area of neighborhood policy. Thus, in Venice
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in August 1962, he agreed with Italian Foreign Minister Attilio Piccioni to adhere
to the method of bilateral negotiations in order to solve the South Tyrol problem.48
He also remained foreign minister in the second cabinet under Chancellor Alfons
Gorbach which was formed on March 27, 196349 after the elections of November
18, 1962. But the economic duties of the foreign ministry, above all the EEC negotiations, were transferred to Minister Bock. In September 1963, Kreisky declared
before the UN that Italy was obstructing a solution to the South Tyrol problem.
During a stay in India in November 1963, he spoke out at a press conference in
favor of the granting of the right of self-determination for all Germans.50
3. DIFFERENT PARTY POLICY APPROACHES TOWARDS
EUROPEAN INTEGRATION IN THE 1960S
The Austrian People’s Party was at most in favor of European integration. As we
saw briefly in the last chapter (Chapter IV, Subchapter 15) the Graz economics
expert and university professor, Wilhelm Taucher – a confidante of the Styrian
provincial governor, Josef Krainer (ÖVP) – already secretly sounded things out
early on with the EEC Commission President Hallstein as to what an association
with the EEC would mean in contrast to membership. He answered that EEC
association did not mean Austria joining the EEC, but rather the creation of a
new customs union between the EEC and Austria. This statement was “of utmost
importance” to Austria, since an association would only generate obligations as
engendered by the customs union agreement.51 Thus, the maintaining of total neutrality seemed likely.
In the meantime, the Tyrolean and Styrian Chambers of Commerce adopted clear resolutions with regard to the requirements for rapprochement with the
“Common Market” of the EEC that was forming. The president of the Vienna
Chamber of Commerce, Rudolf Sallinger,52 criticized the “inappropriately calm
stance of the Federal Government”. But the national Chamber of Commerce had
not yet arrived at an unambiguous statement.53
In January 1961, the Business Association (Gewerbeverein) made Chancellor
Julius Raab aware of the fact that Austria had only joined EFTA in order to be
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linked to the EEC as soon as possible. If that did not succeed, the so-called “EEC
open door” possibility should be considered “without any further postponement”.
Membership in EFTA should only took place “in order to jointly carry out the
building of bridges to the EEC as rapidly as possible”. A further distancing from
core Europe was to be avoided and the EFTA integration was to be “synchronized to the greatest degree possible” with that of the EEC. If the joint building
of bridges were to fail, then the policy of the so-called “open door” to the EEC
was to be taken into consideration without delay and “its own paths” were to be
followed.54 In other words, Austria should go it alone. Yet the Austrian Federal
Government could not afford such an offensive integration policy without provoking resistance both within the country and abroad. The enthusiasm about the
rapprochement of neutral Austria with the EEC was also restrained within the
European Communities.
Franz Nemschak, head of the Institute of Economic Research (Institut für
Wirtschaftsforschung, or WIFO), emphasized that Austria should only join the
free trade area under the condition that “EFTA only forms a bridge to the EEC
and the building of bridges takes place in a foreseeable period of time”.55 But the
Austrian Federal Government could not pursue an integration policy of exclusiveness without provoking foreign resistance, above all on the part of the Soviet
Union, but also domestic resistance, for example from portions of the SPÖ and
of the opposition in the form of the KPÖ. As the Salzburger Nachrichten reported, the Section V of the Federal Chancellery, which dealt with integration
matters, followed an “unambiguously pro-EFTA line” with the “secondary goal
of the expansion of Austria’s trade with the East”. The hopes of the influential
upper-class paper were oriented towards the policy of Austria’s new Chancellor
Alfons Gorbach (ÖVP, in office 1961–64), “because the fact that Austria’s habitat
lies within the EEC is undisputed”. The form – association, customs union (which
was to be preferred over all other variations), or bilateral agreement – was less
important or decisive than the result: “the surmounting of threatening customs
barriers that were growing higher and higher”.56
Vienna was aware of the actual chances of Austria’s rapprochement with the
EEC. A report written by Agostino Soldati, the Swiss Ambassador and diplomatic
representative to the EEC in Brussels (1959–61), became known. According to
this document, the Commission did not know at all what to offer Austria in the
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event that it were to be associated with the EEC. Such case was purely “hypothetical”. The EEC was not as “association-favorable” as it appeared to be.57
After Gorbach replaced Raab as Chancellor on April 11, 1961, the new generation within the Austrian People’s Party expressed itself. The “reformers” sympathizing with integration had more of a say. That increased Russia’s mistrust of
Austria. In the spring of 1961, Pravda again critically wrote about an Austrian
rapprochement with the EEC. Moscow diplomats expressed similar fears. There
was reference to an ÖVP meeting on the Semmering in Lower Austria. At that
meeting, the party’s “radical wing” demanded that Austria leave EFTA and join
the EEC. Franz Karasek (ÖVP), an Austrian diplomat in Moscow, referred to Gorbach’s statement that Austria observed treaty obligations. Austria did not intend
to give up the policy that it had pursued thus far.58
With the membership in EFTA, a temporary maximum in integration was
reached for the majority of the SPÖ representatives, but the “Europe wing” within
the party nevertheless demanded more. While after 1955, the ÖVP took on more
of the offensive in its integration policy and the majority of the party members
treated EFTA as only a sort of transitional solution on the path to an arrangement
with the EEC,59 the SPÖ leadership went on the defensive with more cautious
dealings in the questions of neutrality and EEC membership. On the other hand,
things looked different with the SPÖ lobbying groups. After the Austrian Federation of Trade Unions (Österreichischer Gewerkschaftsbund, or ÖGB) under Franz
Olah publicly approved of Austria’s entry in EFTA in November 1959 in spite of
internal resistance,60 it indicated that it was even more pleased with the planned
57
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EEC association within the trilateral framework. In January 1962, after having
applied for association with the EEC (see subchapter 5), the federations of trade
unions of the neutral states unanimously declared themselves to be in favor of
an association because EEC membership could not be taken into consideration.61
With the resignation of Chancellor Julius Raab in April 1961 because of health
reasons and the advance of the “reformers” in the ÖVP, the advocates in the party
were able to push themselves to the forefront with regard to a forced integration.62
The advocates for modernization now had better chances. As a result of intensified participation in integration, those forces also helped for a trend towards denationalization: the dominance of the public hand, which was not as great in any
country of the Community as it was in Austria, and the relevance of nationalized
industries as an instrument of the planned economy were to be reduced within the
framework of participation in a forced integration.63
This growing influence of the internal party modernizers, such as those around
Finance Minister Josef Klaus and the Provincial Governor (Landeshauptmann) of
Styria, Josef Krainer, both of whom, along with Karl Gruber, founded the socalled “New Austrian Society” (Neue Österreichische Gesellschaft, or NÖG) in
order to head for the destination of EEC membership. In contrast to this, the
SPÖ leadership around Vice Chancellor and Minister of Nationalization Bruno
Pittermann and Foreign Minister Bruno Kreisky put on the brakes, in spite of
the opinion of the trade unions and labor organizations. On the other hand, there
was total approval for EEC/EC association by the United Federation of Austrian
Industry (Vereinigung Österreichischer Industrieller, or VÖI) and the Chamber of
Commerce (Handelskammer), including for exceptional regulations or transitional provisions for the protection of the Austrian economy.64
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1962: Bruno Pittermann

Pressure was exerted on both parties by lobbying groups. As a result of greater internal unity and stronger party discipline, the SPÖ was successful in better taking
hold of and steering its special interest groups. There was a consensus between
the parties in the government about an integration that was expanded, improved,
and that went beyond EFTA. The path that was to be followed, the choice of methods, and the degree of the intensity of participation created material for conflict
and dissent, though. The skeptics dominated in diplomacy, including even ÖVP
members such as Carl Bobleter or Franz Karasek, but pronounced EEC opponents
such as Fritz Kolb (SPÖ) also got the ear of the foreign minister and the chancellor. The conflict surrounding integration policy between Kreisky and Gorbach
(with Raab, there had been no differences of opinion in principle) led to growing
tensions in the governing coalition. And with this, the party of the chancellor was
able to assert itself and win out against Kreisky. It did so both in the integration
question (the task of the protective umbrella of the neutrals, the forcing of a bilateral association when “going it alone”, and the ensuring of the competence of the
integration policy for Trade Minister Fritz Bock) and in the South Tyrol question
(no modus vivendi with Italy with autonomy that had been insufficiently provided). Thus in spite of a socialist foreign minister, the ÖVP supported the foreign
policy leadership in the struggle for public opinion.
The Austrian Freedom Party most clearly advocated an intensified rapprochement with the “Common Market”. The FPÖ’s petition of January 1961 to terminate the Stockholm Convention and begin accession negotiations with the EEC
was voted down by the ÖVP-SPÖ coalition in the Nationalrat.65 Remarkably different opinions also remained under the Grand Coalition politicians, too. Unlike
Kreisky, Bock was not an advocate of the EFTA self-purpose theory. He described
the EFTA Treaty as invalid if EFTA could not reach an agreement with the EEC.
This would in turn give rise to internal controversies. During the Nationalrat’s
debate on January 18, 1961, Lujo Tončić-Sorinj (ÖVP) declared his support for
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treaty fidelity only. In contrast, Karl Czernetz (SPÖ) demanded the consolidation
of EFTA.66
Critical voices multiplied in February 1961 within decisive circles of industry
and agriculture which were against remaining in EFTA. The export of agricultural and forestry products to the EEC amounted to more than 80% of the country’s
total,67 and thus the Farmers’ Association (Bauernbund), supported by Agriculture Minister Eduard Hartmann (ÖVP), demanded bilateral negotiations with the
EEC in the agricultural sector, especially with the FRG, particularly since that
complex had been left out of the EFTA treaty.68
As early as the founding of EFTA, reference had already been made to the
problem area of timber exports, of which 95% went to the EEC Member States.
In February 1960, bilateral agreements between the EEC and third countries had
already been shown to be not only possible, but also necessary. Hartmann had
already set his sights on an “agricultural building of bridges”.69
4. THE BREAKDOWN OF EFTA? FINDING COMMON LINES
BETWEEN THE NEUTRALS
In February 1961, Edward Heath, who, as Lord Privy Seal and convinced European on the British side, led the accession negotiations to the EEC, offered the
Western European Union (WEU) Council of Ministers a possible British EEC-association.70 Vienna welcomed this move. The Ballhausplatz interpreted it as a
“positive contribution to solving the European integration problem”.71
With the meeting between of the conservative British Prime Minister Harold
Macmillan (1957–1963) and the French State President Charles de Gaulle (1958–
1969), Austria reached the conclusion that France seemed not to envisage that the
British integration problem would be solved soon. Great Britain’s agriculture was,
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for example, closely linked to the Commonwealth. Great Britain obviously did not
want to spoil that link.72
In Switzerland in the meantime, the pressure from Austrian lobbying groups
was registered with worry, and the pacifying explanations by Kreisky during a
lecture in Brussels were then received “with satisfaction and relief”.73
According to Vienna, British and Scandinavian initiatives only could bring
about shifts in integration-political interests. Thus, Austria supported Gunnar
Lange’s point. Lange, the Swedish Minister of Trade, had told Heath that a firm
British negotiating position vis-à-vis the EEC could only be guaranteed if EFTA
were staying together.74
At the OEEC conference in Paris, the initiative to unite the EEC and EFTA
was approved by Switzerland, Austria, and Norway. Sweden had taken the aforementioned initiative in May 1961. The Danish were less enthusiastic about it.
Stockholm endeavored to bridge the gaps within EFTA, gaps that were caused by
the Danish who tried to sound out the EEC Member States.75
Kreisky feared that the British would prematurely leave EFTA. To him,
this represented a danger to EFTA’s cohesion.76 In a discussion with Kreisky,
Paul-Henri Spaak made clear that the imminent British EEC membership would
pose “difficult problems” to the Common Market, problems related to Commonwealth preferences and agriculture. Kreisky proposed emphasizing the characteristics which all EFTA countries shared. In this way, a framework treaty (Rahmenvertrag) to create a comprehensive European market could be concluded.
This treaty was to include all EFTA members. It was to make country-specific
arrangements possible. Kreisky suggested the neutrals’ common action regarding
the association question. The Swiss should be authorized to have “exploratory
talks” with EEC states on behalf of the three neutrals. He did not have a large
state (Großstaat) in mind, but rather a Benelux country. Spaak considered this the
best proposal. Belgium would welcome such talks.77 Spaak probably supported
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Kreisky’s request because EEC association would contribute to undermining and
dissolving the neutrality of the neutral states in the long run.78
As chancellor, Raab had understood for a long time to put off the various special interest groups that were pushing for rapprochement with the EEC,79 but his
political authority and physical strength were no longer sufficient at the beginning
of the 1960s. The “reformers” inside the ÖVP80 who were pleased with integration
allowed Moscow’s mistrust to grow. Pravda and Soviet diplomacy complained
about the Austrian initiatives for rapprochement to the EEC. An ÖVP conference
at Semmering was in the public eye, where in a manner analogous to the FPÖ
demanding withdrawal from EFTA, representatives of business and industry associations demanded accession with the EEC. Franz Karasek – who would later
be an ÖVP Nationalrat Member and who was formerly a secretary to both Figl
and Raab, a counselor to the legation to the Austrian embassy in Moscow, and
who would go on to be the cabinet chief of Josef Klaus – attempted to appease
the representatives of the Kremlin. He spoke of the view of a “minority group”
within the ÖVP and made reference to a determination by Gorbach that treaty
obligations would be adhered to, which included the State Treaty and the EFTA
Convention. Austria was not giving up the policy that it had followed thus far.81
In spite of the position as a result of the use of common language, which appeared to the outside to be unanimous, there were differences of opinion within
the Federal Government. Tensions increased between Chancellor Gorbach who,
in contrast to his predecessor, was pleased with integration and Kreisky, who
argued for a strict neutrality policy. For example, Gorbach rejected the opinion
represented by Kreisky that Austria should only take the steps in neutrality policy
which Switzerland had already taken,82 while Kreisky favored a joint approach
by the three neutrals. The chancellor, on the other hand, saw neutrality to not
be an obstacle for association with the EEC as he explained before the meeting
of VÖI members,83 but in that regard ran up against the reserved position of the
USA. Gorbach described as incorrect “the opinion that has been expressed by the
irresponsible side” that Austria should only take those steps in neutrality policy
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which Switzerland also undertook.84 As a result of increasing domestic pressure,
above all from the ÖVP, Kreisky was compelled to deal with the modalities of
rapprochement with the EEC.
After the ratification of the bylaws of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) – which, in contrast to its predecessor organization the OEEC, defined its area of responsibility as going beyond Europe and thus
internationalized it, and which was also more oriented towards collaboration with
the countries of the “Third World” and “Fourth World” and their development –
Austrian hopes were directed at the new US administration.85 For Kreisky, the
OECD was in retrospect only a “talking club” which “operated like a convoy” in
which the slowest ship determined the course.86
Eventually what Kreisky had been afraid of for a long time occurred: The
British government decided in the summer of 1961 to apply for EEC membership.
This finally put an end to the search for a multilateral solution to the trade conflict
between the EEC and EFTA.87 The Austrian government decided then to coordinate a policy of future EEC association policy with the European neutrals.
After difficult negotiations at the EFTA Council of Ministers’ Conference in
London, the members finally agreed on unity and common action concerning the
issue of EEC negotiations. The conference took place on June 27–28.88 On June
21, the Austrian Parliament had already unanimously accepted and thus had emphasized “Austria’s particular interest in Europe’s economic integration”.89
The notices that had been provided by London and Copenhagen on July 28,
1961 in the EFTA Council of Ministers in Geneva that membership applications
would be made to the EEC did not only mean the end for the time being of a multilateral building of bridges between EFTA and the EEC for the remedying of the
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economic divide in Europe,90 it also had the effect – aside from the intensifying
of the Austrian domestic debate on the further course of integration policy – of
changes in the course of the foreign policy of the remaining EFTA countries.
It is interesting to note that in 1961 Vienna, did not intend to apply for association with the ECSC. Despite remarkable pressure coming from the Austrian iron
and steel industry (Vereinigte Österreichische Eisen- und Stahlwerke, or VOEST)
to associate with the ECSC or to look for a bilateral trade agreement for reasons
of domestic affairs and foreign policy, the Austrian Government kept particular
restraint vis-à-vis an Austrian ECSC arrangement. In August 1961, the High Authority of the ECSC in Luxembourg saw a possible change of the government’s
position: the reasons for the expected alteration were public opinion; (the economy) realized that EFTA membership is “economic nonsense”; the British initiative to join the Community was highly regarded; the growth of the Austrian steel
industry within the framework of the Austrian economy (increase in capacity of
26% in 1960).91
The applications for full EEC membership that were then made on August 9
and 10, 196192 by two EFTA members, the United Kingdom and Denmark, respectively, increasingly also put Sweden and Switzerland in a tight spot. While the
Stockholm Convention appeared to have reached its end and remained sensible
only as an EEC arrangement, Kreisky attempted to hold on to the EFTA group.
As a result of the British decision to make an application for EEC membership,
the EEC advocates and EFTA opponents in Austria got a powerful boost. The
foreign minister was in a difficult position. At the Ballhausplatz, the development
continued to be observed with mixed feelings. Since the cohesion of EFTA was
becoming more and more questionable, for Kreisky the “protective umbrella” of
the neutral countries was all the more necessary for the legitimization of Austria’s
EEC interests.
If Austria was to have taken the “Swiss model” seriously after 1955, then it
would have been above all else within the context of its integration policy, in
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particular under Foreign Minister Kreisky in the early 1960s. At his suggestion,
coordination took place among the neutrals in order to agree upon a common line
for carrying on negotiations with Brussels.
Concerning the question of Austria’s EEC membership, the position of the
EEC Commission was already clear: “Austria’s inclusion in only one of the communities is excluded by the Six (neutrality) [...] The Six represent the theory that
admission is obligatory and is to be seen in a simultaneous action with all three
communities to any that apply for one community alone.” The question of an
Austrian EEC association was another case. The Council of Ministers’ attitude
seemed to be divided: “Some governments are in favor, some may be against
(Italy)”.93
In spite of these assumptions, the neutrals started to coordinate integration
policy at the end of the summer of 1961. Austrian, Swedish, and Swiss officials
met then in Geneva from October 9 to 12 in order to continue the work that had
been begun in September in Vienna.94 The points that were discussed were: trade
policy with respect to third countries, the ensuring of supply and trade freedom
in the event of war, the right to terminate, the transfer of national sovereignty,
participation in institutions with majority decisions for carrying out obligations,
the neutrality policy as a recognized basis including in times of peace, and a type
of withdrawal clause.95
They continued the work started in Vienna in September that was related to
the declaration by the EFTA members to plan to be part of the European market. This had already been sanctioned by the Austrian Federal Government. In
Geneva, specific interests of the neutrals (foreign trade policy regarding third
countries, freedom of action and trade policy in case of war, treaty-making power, participation in institutions with majority decisions, the policy of neutrality
being recognized as basic international policy in time of peace, as well) and a
sort of cancellation clause concerning EEC obligations were further discussed.96
The meeting of the three ministers of the EFTA neutrals in Vienna unanimously
sanctioned those principles on October 19.97
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In the view of the neutrals, it was in any case completely decisive “that neutrality did not represent any obstacle to participating in economic integration by
means of an association in a suitable form and fulfilling the measures that were
necessary for the functioning of an integrated European market.”98 Thus the diverging views of Foreign Minister Kreisky and Trade Minister Bock were preliminarily brought to a common denominator.
5. THE NEUTRALS’ COMMON EEC ASSOCIATION APPLICATIONS
As the new chair of the EFTA Council, in October 1961 Kreisky presented the
first annual report of the small free trade area before the Consultative Assembly
of the Council of Europe and reminded it that all members should have the possibility of participating in the “Common Market” from a certain point in time. He
once again recommended a “framework” in which an integrated Europe could
thrive which would take into account all of the legitimate economic and political
interests of Western Europe.99
At a secret meeting at the Tegernsee Lake in Bavaria with the President of the
EEC Council of Ministers, the German Minister for Economy Ludwig Erhard
(CDU) and his Undersecretary Prof. Alfred Müller-Armack, Kreisky emphasized
the necessity of simultaneously starting British membership negotiations and the
neutrals’ association negotiations. According to Erhard, for Kreisky to have already informed Spaak about the special problems of the neutrals was “very positive”. Both Germans were of the opinion that the Treaties of Rome should not be
substantially changed. That would open possibilities for the negotiations to fail.
Brussels employed more than two thousand officials. Thus, Kreisky regarded the
expected argument that it was impossible to start negotiations simultaneously as
implausible. Erhard and Müller-Armack shared Kreisky’s fears. They stated that
the aforementioned argument had already been considered by the EEC. Kreisky
proposed preliminary talks, that is, a “working party” consisting of representatives from the EEC and the neutrals.100
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1961: Ludwig Erhard, German Minister of Economic Affairs and President of the EEC Council of
Ministers, welcomed the opening statement of the British position made to the ministers of the
Community countries by Edward Heath on October 10, 1961 in Paris:
“Europe without Britain would be like a torso without a head.”
Erhard also welcomed the neutral’s association applications on December 15, 1961

Erhard acknowledged the chances for a “certain multilateralism in procedural
matters” and guaranteed support. The EEC Council of Ministers would reserve
the right of decision-making with respect to the Commission. The father of the
German “economic miracle” felt that it was “very fortunate” that Kreisky had
already informed the Belgian Paul-Henri Spaak about the particular problems of
the neutrals. But Erhard unambiguously explained that a form of collaboration
between the EEC and the neutrals that was different from that of the association
was “hopeless”. For him, with the British application for accession, the “dream
of a small Europe was definitively over”. If, against expectations, this application
were to fail, then in Erhard’s words that would represent a “European tragedy”
and a “proof of shortcomings”. Kreisky subsequently agreed to meet with the
German Vice Chancellor and Minister of Economy “whenever and wherever”.101
The more the British EEC membership negotiations progressed, the more the
Ballhausplatz diplomacy considered Austrian EEC association. With a view towards the recurring Soviet inquiries – the Soviet Ambassador in Vienna, Victor
Avilov, inquired in the summer of 1961 about the Austrian position, which the
upper-class press immediately began keeping tabs on – Karasek warned that these
were to be evaluated neither as an isolated appearance nor as a chance decision,
101
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but rather much more as a consequence of “a completely determined fundamental policy”. According to Karasek, it would have been “an error” to assume that
Moscow would accept “a shift in power in Europe in favor of NATO without
a reaction”. There would be no reason why the Kremlin would not act against
countries such as Austria “with all weapons that it had available” in order to halt
the economic concentration in Europe that was forming by itself, in which “the
Germans play the leading role” and from which the Soviet Union would only
have disadvantages. According to Karasek, the periodically occurring Soviet interventions “mirrored a particular basic political attitude”. There was no plausible
reason for the Kremlin not to use “all weapons available” to keep Austria from
concentrating on and fostering European economy “dominated by Germany”. In
order to achieve the association “with the greatest possible protection of the relationships with the Soviet Union,” Karasek recommended a series of proposals
for the use of common language and a code of conduct: Karasek proposed four
ways of achieving association with the Common Market without destroying Austro-Soviet relations: first, to demonstrating that work was continuing with the
other neutrals; second, examining the term “association treaty”; Karasek found
the term “not well chosen” (“not very lucky”). He suggested replacing it with the
considerably less binding term “arrangement”. Third, coordinating integration
policy; There should be more coordination between the two governing parties
(ÖVP and SPÖ) concerning integration policy. And fourth, being more discreet as
to public talks and declarations.102
Agriculture Minister Hartmann (ÖVP), who was especially interested in integration matters, above all in the area of agriculture, received Karasek’s report
“conscientiously”. He considered the recommendations to be remarkable and the
term “arrangement” to be “worthy of consideration”. In order to make Austria’s
“integration position” easier with respect to the Soviet Union, he prompted Chancellor Gorbach to emphasize France’s “leadership role” in the EEC more than before.103 The Chancellery followed Karasek’s recommendations, whereby the last
piece of advice with a view towards the intensified efforts with German-French
rapprochement was not lacking an explosive nature.104
At the same time, the Soviets presented an Aide-Mémoire. This conveyed, in
a “friendship-like manner”, Moscow’s doubts about Austrian integration policy.
There was reference to the EEC’s political aspect, its close connection to NATO,
and the Federal Republic’s leading role. Vienna reacted in a calm way. It referred
“Highly confidential” information of the BMfAA from October 24, 1961 starting from Franz
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to a second Aide-Mémoire of October 2 that reflected the purely economic interest of Austria approaching the EEC as planned. When meeting the Soviet Ambassador Avilov, Kreisky emphasized that an exclusively economic agreement with
the EEC would not affect Austria’s obligations with regard to its foreign policy
status. Here, Austrian interests relating to trade policy were at stake.105
In December 1961, Kreisky wrote to Erhard. After thoroughly examining the
EFTA-declaration of July 31, he informed Erhard about Austria aiming for an “as
well as” solution. On the one hand, this could only be “an exclusively economic
agreement with the EEC”. An agreement should do justice to the maintaining of
permanent neutrality and bilateral agreements. On the other hand, EEC integrity
was not to be impaired. According to Kreisky, Article 238 of the EEC Treaty of
Rome should provide the basis for the Austrian request. Austria could afford such
step, since Sweden and Switzerland had also decided to start negotiations with
the EEC.106
In the course of the negotiations for British accession to the EEC that were
taken into consideration for 1962, not only did the question of EEC association
for the neutrals become more pressing than ever, it was activated further.107 In
Brussels, Austria and the other neutrals submitted the application for economic
association under Article 238 of the EEC Treaty on December 15. The request
itself did not contain the term “association”.108 The proposals made by Karasek
in October proved to be some good advice for Austria’s integration policy. The
official language was: Austria “demande l’ouverture de négotiations en vue de la
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conclusion d’un accord de character exclusivement économique, tendant à donner
à l’Autriche la possibilité de collaborer à un marché européen élargi”.109
When Austria deposited its “request for association” with the EEC,110 Ambassador Ernst Lemberger (SPÖ), who was accredited with the EEC, delivered
a letter from Kreisky to the President of the Council of Ministers, German Vice
Chancellor Erhard, in which corresponding to a resolution by the Austrian government of December 12, the request was made to commence negotiations on an
association with that Community.
In August, in his capacity as chairman of EFTA, Kreisky had submitted the
declaration by the EFTA Council of July 31 in which the EFTA Member States of
EFTA expressed their willingness to test ways and means with EFTA “that could
make everything possible for them to participate in a comprehensive European
market”. Kreisky explained:
“In the intervening period, the Austrian government has for its part carefully examined whether and in what way Austria could enter into an economic agreement with the European Economic Community that exclusively served these endeavors while taking into account the maintaining of its permanent neutrality and its bilateral agreements and also making possible the
fulfillment at any time of the obligations that are associated with them but, on the other hand,
does not in so doing affect the integrity of the European Economic Community. It arrived at
the view that such an agreement is to be realized, whereby Article 238 of the Treaty of Rome
could offer the implementation of this.
I have therefore been authorized to propose to you for this purpose the commencing of negotiations, whereby I believe that Sweden and Switzerland, which have likewise resolved to propose to the European Economic Community the commencement of negotiations, will have to
discuss with the European Economic Community problems of the same sort and to solve them
with regard to their neutrality as Austria. In addition, certain particular economic problems of
Austria have to be the subject of these negotiations.
I express the hope that the commencing of such negotiations can take place at a point in time
which would offer the guarantee that Austria can also simultaneously participate with all of the
other member states of the European Free Trade Association in an expanded European market.
I am convinced that with the corresponding mutual understanding, this goal is to be reached
which would contribute to the raising of the standard of living and the increase in the economic
power of the European states and thus also to the expansion of the economic relations between
all of the states.
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Mr. President, please accept the expression of my greatest respect.”111

Remarkably enough, the petition also mentioned only the request to create a connection with the EEC, but not with the ECSC. While the leading exponents of the
private iron and steel industry had worked towards an arrangement with Luxembourg, the political leadership of the nationalized industries showed little understanding for integration with the ECSC and clearly asserted themselves against
private industry and capitalist forces. That could only be in order for the foreign
minister. Through skillful arguments, Kreisky in actuality attempted to counter
Soviet objections that had been formulated in Pravda on December 1, 1961 by
seeming to strive for the impossible (a multilateral EFTA-EEC association) in
order to then, through actual giving way and apparent retreat, achieve the possible
(association together with the other neutrals under the quasi-protective shield of
neutrality).
6. RUSSIAN AND US OBJECTIONS – EEC, FRENCH, AND ITALIAN
RESERVATIONS
The Soviet Aide-Mémoire of December 12, 1961 referred “in a friendly way”
to the political character of the EEC, its close connection with NATO and leading role of the FRG. Vienna had underlined the purely economic interests of the
planned EEC rapprochement that were presented in the EEC association application. Kreisky emphasized to the Soviet Ambassador Avilov, who was provided
with a copy of the letter to Erhard, that the foreign policy obligations that had
been entered into of the “concluding of an exclusively economic agreement with
the EEC” would not be affected.112
The Austrian dilemma of EEC association, which had already publicly come
to light as early as 1961, made it possible to rudimentarily recognize how slight
the chances actually were for the integration of the neutrals between 1962 and
1963 as long as the British request for EEC membership had not been negotiated.
In the spring of 1962, it was clear that a common approach by the EFTA members
could hardly be realized. British diplomacy signaled in the direction of Berne,
Stockholm, and Vienna that the different starting positions of the neutrals made
See the original quotation in Document 41 in appendix “Documents”; Note des Bundesministers für Auswärtige Angelegenheiten Bruno KREISKY an den Präsidenten des Ministerrates
der EWG, December 15, 1961, in: Hans MAYRZEDT – Waldemar HUMMER, 20 Jahre österreichische Neutralitäts- und Europapolitik (1955–1975), Dokumentation (Schriftenreihe der
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it practically impossible for London to wait further with accession until all of the
EFTA countries had worked out their relationships with the EEC. At the Ballhausplatz, the development was now viewed “with some anxiety”.113
Kreisky’s fears that an individual treatment of Austria by the EEC could lead
to a separation from the remaining neutrals were not unjustified. Paris, where the
key lay for the solution of all integration policy problems with a view towards the
enlargement of the Community of Six in the 1950s and 1960s, continued to treat
Austria as a “political special case”. Gorbach learned from his OECD delegation
that with this argumentation, the attempt was made “to entice Austria to leave the
neutral boat of three and, in so doing, to achieve a further split among the EFTA
Member States”. The inner political circle around Charles de Gaulle had been
strengthened by the Soviet ideas of an EEC rapprochement by Vienna in its will
“to undertake something positive” in the association question for Austria, while
“a greater and greater lack of understanding” was to be noted for the “insistence
by Switzerland upon the traditional standpoint of neutrality”. Austria’s OECD
representative, Carl Bobleter, got the coherent impression that in Brussels, Article
238 would be used to exclude those countries that would not consider association
to be a transition to full membership.114 That was also true by and large for Austria’s position in and of itself, but added to that were also Austria-specific and
historically motivated sensitivities with regard to the relationship to the FRG.
With all of the conceivable objections and reservations, such a treaty could
have led to a long negotiations procedure with many clauses, but Brussels already
had enough delicate points to resolve within the Community such as the formulation of the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), the clarification of the matter
of the EEC budget, and the transition towards majority decision making in the
Council of Ministers envisioned under the treaty.
In January 1962, the Austrian, Swedish, and Swiss trade unions unanimously
came out in favor of an association because EEC membership could not be taken
into consideration. They regarded full EEC membership of their countries as impossible but association as realizable.115
Yet the so called “Birkelbach” report was very critically written and generated
much debate. Willi Birkelbach was an SPD Member of the German Parliament
(Bundestag) and a member of the European Parliament. He told the Austrian legation counselor in Bonn that he had not spoken against the neutrals’ EEC association. Yet the Political Commission of the European Parliament wanted to point
out the dangers ensuing from the participation of more countries in the EEC.
It could weaken the EEC and harm its dynamic development. The association
Highly confidential official note of March 1, 1962, Zl. 63343–6/pol 62 (GZl. detto). ÖStA,
AdR, BMfAA, II pol, International 2 c.
114
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should be a give and take. It must not be a tariff preference granted by one side
only. Birkelbach said that during the present stage, the EEC had to concentrate on
its own strengths. According to him, the political commission viewed “political
neutrality” as “amoral with regard to our time”. This was in accordance with
John Foster Dulles’ statements based on Hallstein’s concept. It also concurred
with the perspective of George Ball, who acted as US Undersecretary of State
for European Affairs in the US State Department. In this regard, Birkelbach particularly alluded to Swiss reservations concerning their neutrality. By neutrality,
they actually meant sovereignty. In Austria’s case, the aforementioned reservations were valid. The State Treaty and neutrality rendered Austria’s position “a
particular one”. Therefore, a “special solution” had to be found.116 The German
Social Democrats like Fritz Heine and Erich Ollenhauer sympathized with the
Austrian issue in 1955 (see also chapter IV. subchapter 3, “model case”117), since
they would have acted similarly if they had been in a similar situation. Birkelbach
recommended that the Swiss argument to consider sovereignty should not be fostered too much.118
It is interesting to note that some specific Soviet claims against Austria’s integration policy backed Vienna’s negotiation position with respect to Brussels: indeed, the country had concluded some favorable trade and commerce treaties with
the East. Siegfried Gahler from the Direction for Foreign Affairs of the ECSC,
noted in March 1962: “For Austria, the insistence by the Eastern Bloc upon most
favored nation status represents support for its negotiation goals with the EEC (in
direct opposition to the interests of the West).” On the other hand, Gahler noticed
that Vienna realized the important implications stated in the Birkelbach report.
Therefore, the Brussels attitude towards Austria was ambiguous. Accordingly, the
EEC Commission followed a middle course with regard to the Austrian “association policy”.119
In the spring of 1962, Prof. Ulrich Meyer-Cording, the closest collaborator
of Alfred Müller-Armack, propounded Bonn’s hesitating attitude towards the
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neutrals’ EEC association. The neutrals should water down Birkelbach’s assertions that the neutrals wished to “take the pick of the bunch”. The neutrals should
underline that they intended to observe their obligations. They should be granted
a certain amount of freedom of action. Yet that would probably be confined to
times of war and crisis. As to Vienna, the Austrian Ambassador to Bonn, Josef
Schöner, stated that the German Foreign Office (Auswärtiges Amt) could not be
counted on for support. Not all of the neutrals’ reservations concerning neutrality
were considered valid.120
During a lecture in Berne, Chancellor Gorbach emphasized that full Austrian
membership of the EEC was unthinkable for neutrality reasons. Gorbach acted in
accordance with the objective of focusing upon the characteristics that the neutrals shared.121 Gorbach was, however, less Swiss-oriented than Kreisky. Indeed,
Vienna was pressing harder for an arrangement with Brussels than Berne did. Yet
in February 1962, Kreisky kept to Switzerland, Sweden, and Austria coordinating integration policy. The formation of a bloc by the three neutrals against the
EEC should not be the goal to be attained. Rather, a solution should be found to
“allow for a possibly overall participation in a comprehensive European market”.
Only the neutrals should be entitled to interpret neutrality. This had been approved of by the Austrian Federal Government on July 12, 1960 after the visit of
Khrushchev. In accordance with a coordinated approach, Kreisky was against the
“special case” thesis. Austria should not receive a special treatment. According
to Kreisky, this would endanger the collaboration with the neutrals. It was in the
nature of special cases to engender “pity and not active involvement”.122
As early as the spring of 1962, it became obvious that a common EFTA member action was hardly realizable. The British embassy in Vienna warned the Ballhausplatz that the disagreement among the neutral EFTA states would make it
impossible for London to keep its promise (London promised on July 31 to only
join the EEC the moment all EFTA states had clarified their relationship with the
EEC). Such a development caused “concern”.123
Kreisky was aware that an EEC association which was set up purely bilaterally would also raise the delicate question of the relationship to the neighbor to
the north. He thus intentionally left aside the political dimension in that regard
BMfAA information highly confidential for Alfons GORBACH, February 14, 1962. AKVI,
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in public statements: the long shadow of Germany with its historically burdened
relationship with its “unequal partner”.124
Austria threatened to become a problem once again. With a view towards
Article 4 of the State Treaty (the prohibition against any political or economic
connection with Germany), Kreisky described the thesis that an association with
the EEC would have nothing to do with a bilateral Anschluss with Germany to
be “certainly legally justifiable”. On the other hand, though, Austria could not
take any action which would negatively affect its “political or economic independence”. Within that context, Kreisky made efforts to clarify the history and
made reference to the historical report by the International Court of Justice (ICJ)
of September 5, 1931 which declared the bilateral customs union between Austria and the German Reich, which had been agreed to at the time between Julius
Curtius and Johannes Schober, to be impermissible (chapter II, subchapter 7). He
therefore recommended seeing to it with the negotiation of the association treaty
that it takes into account Austria’s obligation to “qualified independence”.125
The differing attitudes of the Austrian Foreign Minister and Trade Minister as
to the content of the EEC arrangement negatively impacted Austrian integration
policy. Complications regarding foreign policy added to making integration policy complicated. Fritz Bock’s (ÖVP) and Bruno Kreisky’s (SPÖ) views diverged.
Since the end of the 1950s, a dispute had been smoldering in the relations between
Vienna and Rome which had already reached a virulent state with Austria proceeding before the UN twice (1960–61). In April 1962, Kreisky informed Gorbach about
the feared Italian package-deal diplomacy (Junktimierung) concerning the South
Tyrol issue. Because of this ethnic conflict which clouded bilateral relations, Austria
was “a particularly delicate problem” for Italy. According to the British Ambassador
to Rome, Ashley Clarke, Italy would have “enormous difficulties” accepting “Austrian association” as long as the South Tyrol conflict was not settled.126
At that time, Italy had not yet raised any basic objection concerning the neutrals’ EEC association. Yet its reservations as to structural association were evident. Italy’s Deputy Undersecretary for Foreign Affairs, Carlo Russo, accentuated
that association was seen as a transitional phase for states that could not join
the EEC for economic reasons. Yet such states could establish political relations.
By way of contrast, the three neutrals were entitled to immediately establish
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economic relations whereas political ones were impossible.127 Concealed behind
this well-considered and implied rejection was a completely different problem
area.128
In Paris, the Ballhausplatz gathered information on the state of negotiations
for British membership. French Foreign Minister Maurice Couve de Murville emphasized that they had not yet started. British EEC membership would provoke
various serious problems. Vienna expected the negotiations to take longer than
was generally assumed. Couve considered the efforts at association by the neutrals to be “premature” and “inexpedient”. When confronted with the negative
psychological consequences for the neutrals, he argued that there was no sense in
preliminary negotiations. Yet he would not hinder them. The Soviet Union would
make every effort to prevent the consolidation of the Common Market. Moscow’s
opposition against Austrian EEC association was obvious.129
Couve de Murville challenged the use of the term “preliminary negotiations”
that was proposed by Kreisky. Moscow’s resistance to an EEC association with
Austria was in fact supposedly clear.130 But it was also apparent how strong
France’s anti-Anschluss position was correlated with the Soviet area of interest
with regard to German-Austrian relations when the head of the Quai d’Orsay
made reference to the USSR’s stance regarding Austrian integration policy, which
for him did not appear to be unwelcome. Paris put forward Moscow’s objections
as a pretext.131
There was also no change in Washington’s position on the matters of European integration. In the view of the representatives of the United States, the EEC
should not be weakened by the EFTA neutrals. In addition, America’s policy towards Europe continued to follow matters of concern that were oriented towards
global questions – the periods of occupation were over.132
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For a long time, Austria had no longer been interested in the degree of matters
as they had been between 1945 and 1955. As a result of the East-West conflict,
Washington behaved towards a planned association of the EEC with the neutrals
all the more restrained, to the point of being rejecting,133 even though with respect
to Austria this had been less accentuated.134
A position from Washington that was more favorable than before was likewise
not to be expected. Special conditions should not be granted on the part of the
EEC to either Switzerland or Sweden. Thus it would be difficult for Austria to receive concessions that were not also granted to Berne. US Undersecretary George
Ball at least demonstrated understanding for Vienna in that respect when as a
result of its obligations under the Federal Constitution it had to follow the Swiss
position. As a result of the posture in the State Department with respect to an EEC
association with the neutrals which ranged from incessantly passive to disapproving,135 Austria’s last hope with integration policy rested only on Bonn. It was a
weak hope, but the difficult position of Economic Minister Erhard with respect to
the Francophile position and core-europe integration position of Chancellor Adenauer against the background of his rapprochement with de Gaulle were known
in Vienna.136
Added to the unfavorable foreign policy conditions were also divergences in
domestic policy. Trade Minister Bock preferred a bilateral agreement in which
the EEC and Austria would each grant each other the same tariff preferences.
With this, he came close to one of Ball’s proposals. But with that, Kreisky viewed
Austria as still being excluded from the “Common Market” but also especially
distancing itself from the other neutrals. With the integration question being left
out of public discussion, as was demanded by Bock, the problems were not solvable for him. “Secret diplomacy” had been “amply practiced” before 1918 and
again before 1938, which had led to “the well-known catastrophic consequences”.
Kreisky was apparently thinking once again about the customs union project of
1931, which had collapsed. On top of that, he considered a bilateral free trade
zone to not be very promising because even with all of its sympathy for Austria,
Brussels could not establish a precedent. The only approach to a solution would be
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“a mixed form between a customs union and a free trade zone” which could only
be achieved if there were a broad reaching willingness for concessions in other
sectors of integration in order to avoid a distortion of competition relationships.137
This should all take place to the greatest degree possible in conjunction with the
neutrals, but for the leading circles of the EEC, it was anything but desirable.
Austrian integration policy was characterised by the fact that at the end of the
1950s and beginning of the 1960s all fundamental government decisions were
taken unanimously. In the Foreign, Trade and Agriculture Ministries as well as in
the Federal Chancellery, the questions were discussed until a common formulation could be found. However, as Rudolf Kirchschläger, Head of the International
Law Department in the Foreign Ministry at the time, recalled, this unanimity was
not really there:
“However, this unanimity at government level and this commonality of formulations could not
hide the fact that there was a very large and deep disagreement between the two government
parties on the question of integration in particular, and above all on the obligations which
corresponded to Austria’s foreign policy status. Although Foreign Minister Kreisky and Trade
Minister Bock often appeared together at EFTA Council meetings, for example, they were in
fact representatives of different integration concepts, despite the unanimity of the decisions
taken. This fact was one of the continuous elements of Austrian integration policy, whereby
Foreign Minister Tončić basically continued Kreisky’s attitude, especially with regard to the
question of interpreting neutrality, under even more difficult conditions. As far as I had insight
into these disputes – and I think I had this insight to a very large extent – I was nevertheless
able to note with satisfaction that these factual preconditions never degenerated into personal
enmity or disregard.”138
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Switzerland only in September. Stockholm and Vienna underlined that they
would maintain their neutrality and that they were only interested in an economic
agreement with the EEC. Against the background of the neutrality standpoint, the
inclusion of a suspension clause rendered majority decisions within the independent association organs acceptable to Austria.139
In May 1962, the EEC Council of Ministers decided to start a hearing procedure (pourparlers) with an Austrian delegation, but not to open a formal round of
negotiations.140 After intense study of the Treaties of Rome, one of its architects,
the Belgian Paul-Henri Spaak, was in the meantime convinced that it definitely
permitted the full membership of the three neutrals! In the treaty text, there were
no provisions whatsoever that contained political commitments. However, the
Austrian diplomats Kurt Waldheim, former mission chief in Ottawa and Political
Director in the Foreign Ministry (1960–62), and Hans Reichmann, Ambassador
to the Council of Europe in Strasbourg (1958–63), reminded the Belgian atlanticist and socialist that in the end, the treaty amounted to “political integration”,
which he himself knew full well. It is curious to note that the Austrian diplomats
tried to explain to Spaak that the final goal of the Treaties of Rome was political
integration. Spaak thereupon recommended a clause that could free the neutrals
of all political ties, whereupon the reply was made to him that this path, too,
could not be traversed. Though, to Waldheim and Reichmann, this was not a
solution. In particular, the neutrals could not take on the provisions of the Treaties
of Rome concerning the “EEC institutions”, which then in any case provoked a
sharp reaction from Spaak. A community without common and supranational
institutions was simply sacrilege for the Belgian Foreign Minister, Secretary General of NATO (1957–1961), and Chairman of the Spaak Committee (1955–1956),
who had smoothed the way for the Treaties of Rome of 1957 and who thought
within the spheres of European high bureaucracy and supranationality as well as
transatlantic solidarity. Spaak replied that Sweden’s trade minister Gunnar Lange
had already made a similar argument and demanded the treaty-making power,
which had “shocked” him. For the Belgian, it was simply inconceivable how ideas
of that sort could arrive at an association. That would be “unacceptable” for the
EEC. If Austria were to hold to such a demand, then it “did not even need to come
to Brussels at all”. What was concerned was “not just a customs union, but rather
an economic union”. Spaak warned against both forced negotiations and too extensive, special regulations. He therefore warned against provisions of exceptions
that were too broad reaching and ensured that he would not take a position against
the Austrian desire after the rapid start to negotiations. He advised waiting until
139
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the issue of Britain joining the EEC was resolved.141 That was a political lesson,
that is, a course in supranational integration policy for the Austrian diplomatic
corps.
The French Head of State viewed things differently, as he was no advocate
of supranationality, but rather seemed to stand for the “Europeans of the Fatherlands”, which was not the case. At the state visit by Gorbach and Kreisky in June
1962 in Paris, Charles de Gaulle expressed his interest in a sovereign Austria.
He solemnly promised “to support the country better than before 1938” and expressed his disappointment that Vienna still had not developed any concrete plans
for EEC association, but in any case he showed understanding for Kreisky’s argument that coordinated action would be necessary in conjunction with the other
neutrals. In view of the uncertain question of association, Austria’s foreign minister wanted to continue to see activities within EFTA intensified.142
On the occasion of his official visit to the Soviet Union in early July 1962,
Gorbach, in accordance with the principle under international law of pacta sunt
servanda, confirmed that Austria would stand by the obligations into which it entered which grew out of “permanent neutrality”. The chancellor spoke not only in
the name of the Austrian Federal Government, but expressly also for the Austrian
people. The existing foreign policy would be continued.143
In his introductory speech, Party Chief Khrushchev touched upon the question
of an EEC accession and made reference to the alleged words of Adenauer that one
of the main goals of the Community was the implementation of a common NATO
policy in the military area of Europe. With that, it was substantiated what the
Soviet Union had always asserted. It was therefore taken note of with satisfaction
that Austria would not stray from the path of neutrality.144 Gorbach endeavored
to not go into further depth on the topic with a view towards Germany’s policy.
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The allusions by the Soviet Prime Minister with a view towards Austria’s ambitions for integration did not occur without a concrete background, but in May
1962, the three neutrals once again emphasized their intentions for association.145
In late summer, the Ballhausplatz realized that France seemed more inclined
towards the neutrals’ association than towards Britain joining the EEC. Here the
question of the so-called “EFTA loyalty” arose again. This time, the neutrals’ loyalty to Great Britain was at issue. According to the Swedish diplomat Hubert de
Bèsche, de Gaulle would continue to deal with London’s request in a dilatory way.
He wanted the opposition in France against Britain to increase.146 If British membership in the EEC proved impossible, then the Ballhausplatz absolutely wanted
to safeguard EFTA’s existence.
The EEC Council of Ministers thereupon requested that the neutrals substantiate their petitions in greater detail, which Austria and Sweden then did in July
1962. Switzerland delayed until September. Through the citation of a suspension clause, Vienna believed that it could safeguard the neutrality standpoint with
majority decisions by association bodies. That which was envisioned included a
secretariat and an arbitration commission.147
With this delicate point of the maintaining of neutrality, institutional difficulties were still to be expected. Furthermore, as long as the economic policy of the
EEC was still in a state of development, Vienna could only be granted a right of
codetermination (involvement in the legislative process of the Community) with
difficulty within the framework of an association council, and in fact not at all
afterwards. Added to that were Austrian demands for freedom of action with
regard to trade policy and the protection of the production of certain goods were
important for supply during times of war. In the verbal declaration before the EEC
Council of Ministers on July 28, 1962, Austria finally agreed to the principle of
the dismantling of internal tariffs. It also declared its willingness to harmonize to
a broad degree the external tariffs with the common tariffs of the EEC and in the
future to coordinate customs and trade policy “to the greatest possible degree”
with the EEC.148
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Kreisky had explained in great detail to the representatives of the EEC Council of Ministers and the Commission the declaration of July 28, 1962 in the spirit
of the continuation of the Austrian Association Agreement in Bock’s absence.
The president, the Italian Undersecretary of State Carlo Russo and the ministers Maurice Couve de Murville (France), Eugène Schaus (Luxembourg) and Jan
Willem de Pous (Netherlands) as well as the Secretary of State Rudolf Lahr (Federal Republic of Germany) took note of his remarks without comment from the
EEC side, and only envisaged a reaction for late autumn after oral presentation of
the Swiss position in September.149
Kreisky avoided the term “association”, spoke only of an “arrangement”, and
emphasized that the State Treaty and neutrality would not represent obstacles
for Austria participating in economic integration if the EEC took it into consideration. Walter Hallstein gave his consent to carrying on negotiations together
with the three neutrals, but he made it clear that the negotiations with the British
accession to the EEC would have priority. With all of the prime importance of
the United Kingdom, EEC exports to Switzerland, Sweden, and Austria made up
19% of the total exports to third countries, and this was in comparison to 12% of
the imports.150
As a result of the British primacy, it had become clear that an association of
the three neutrals would have to continue to be delayed because of the difficulties
between the French and the British that were known to the Foreign Ministry in
Vienna. Kreisky continued to insist upon the alliance of the neutrals, while regardless of this, the ÖVP leadership, first and foremost Bock, continued to push
for an single agreement with the EEC because it feared an increasing isolation
of Austria from the Western economic system. In a polished exposé, drawn up
by the Foreign Policy Committee of the ÖVP for the party leadership, reference
was already made to the danger of being “economically and politically pushed
towards the East”. The greatest possible use for the local economy should be extracted from Western European integration, and specifically for the strengthening
of the policies of sovereignty and neutrality. The willingness for conceding sovereignty and for participating in supranational institutions was already present.
At the latest in the second half of 1962, the neutrals became completely aware
that the question of association was of only secondary importance for the EEC,
particularly since the Commission had neither conceived a doctrine nor developed precise legal categories for this, so to speak, special construction of an
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alliance-free economic participation with non-membership. What also remained
unambiguous was the view in the EEC that an association ought to lead over the
long term to membership. So had the neutrals been tilting at windmills for years?
The conference in Oslo on October 22, 1962 progressed as expected by Vienna.
It was of enormous political benefit. EFTA solidarity was reinforced. Rumors that
Great Britain attempted to “break out” were efficiently countered.151 A breakup
of the small free trade zone with the simultaneous failure of the EEC association
project would in fact have been tantamount to a worst-case scenario in trade policy for Vienna. In any case, that is how things were viewed in the foreign ministry. For the France of de Gaulle, though, a possible British accession to the EEC
continued to be associated with the danger of creating a gateway for the USA into
the “Common Market”, which would have thrown de Gaulle’s concept of Europe
into the dustbin.152
7. DE GAULLE’S UK VETO
At the beginning of 1963, all Austrian dreams of early EEC association negotiations were dashed. On January 14, Charles de Gaulle announced in a public declaration within the framework of a press conference his veto against Britain joining
the EEC.153 The French Ambassador to Vienna, René Brouillet, did not want to
see any negative effects of the veto upon Austrian association efforts. Brouillet
argued that de Gaulle had been “completely sympathetic” towards EEC association during the Austrian state visit in Paris. He had also promised to support
Austria.154 Brouillet, a confidante of the French State President as a former cabinet
director, made visible efforts at putting things in relative terms. He asserted that
the general merely had doubts as to whether it was possible for London “to accept
all of the provisions of the Treaties of Rome without reservation”. He did not wish
to recognize any disadvantageous effects for candidates for association because
for Austria, “in no way would the same conditions apply as for Great Britain”.
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Brouillet therefore requested avoiding all too brusque comments in the newspapers, to which the Vienna side made reference to the freedom of the press that
existed in Austria.155 Brouillet’s strategy was too simple and too hastily developed
in order to be credible to Vienna. He obviously wanted to downplay de Gaulle’s
words as the French Ambassador Roland de Margerie did in Bonn.156
In his declaration of January 14, de Gaulle referred to the relevant British association as “a substitute” for British EEC membership. Yet he was not very specific
about this alternative solution. The Ballhausplatz noticed and paid close attention
to de Gaulle’s’ statement. However, no respective French initiative was planned,
which was not very satisfactory for Austrian integration policy.157 Vienna considered it unlikely for de Gaulle to modify his line in the foreseeable future. Even
pressure from the outside would not make a difference.158

1963 January 14: General de Gaulle held one of his periodical press conferences.
The question, he stated, was whether “Great Britain can, at present, place itself, with the Continent, and like it, within a tariff that is truly common, give up all preference with regard to the
Commonwealth, cease to claim that its agriculture be privileged and, even more, consider as null
and void the commitments it has made with the countries that are part of its free trade area. That
question is the one at issue. One cannot say that it has now been resolved.
Will it be so – one day? Obviously Britain alone can answer that.”
Verschlußakt “Gespräch mit dem französischen Botschafter”, January 15, 1963. ÖStA, AdR,
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Not only did the veto by de Gaulle159 shock the Community of the Six,160 it also
meant the end of the planned joint EEC association of the neutral states of Austria, Sweden, and Switzerland. The idea that de Gaulle could modify his course
with respect to the British under external pressure within a foreseeable time was
considered to hardly be possible in the Austrian foreign ministry.161 In view of the
impending negotiations on the government, Kreisky did not want to express himself further, but he spoke of a “serious crisis” of European integration. While the
Foreign Minister advised restraint, Trade Minister Fritz Bock pushed for “going
it alone”. He hardly wanted to believe in the political end of the desired EEC association, but a postponement seemed inevitable. The Swiss Ambassador was not at
all unhappy about this,162 while Soviet Deputy Foreign Minister Valerian A. Zorin
expressed the view that as a result of the Elysée Treaty between Germany and
France that had been signed on January 22, 1963, the EEC had allegedly become
an alliance with a “clear political front”. The supposedly economic character of
the EEC had thus “finally receded into the background” which would supposedly
have repercussions on the efforts by the neutrals at association.163 For the Ballhausplatz, this political argument could hardly be refuted.
On January 30, Zorin told the Swiss Ambassador in Moscow that due to the
so called French-German treaty of friendship, the EEC had developed into an
alliance characterized by “obvious political objectives”. The alleged economic
nature of the EEC had “definitely been pushed into the background”. This would
have consequences on the neutrals’ efforts at association. The argument that
these efforts were an economic arrangement with an economic community was
no longer valid. Berne as well as Stockholm did not perceive Zorin’s reproach as a
mere verbal maneuver. The Ballhausplatz therefore took careful notice of Zorin’s
assertion.164
Austria’s diplomatic representation to the Soviet Union, with Heinrich von
Haymerle in charge and Franz Karasek as his second-in-command, had no easy
task dealing with those responsible in the Kremlin.165 The embassy often gave
warnings to Vienna using the same argument which had been delivered to it in
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Moscow, namely, that the Bonn-Paris axis had created a revision of alliances and,
above all, new conditions for Russia, once more an indication that the anti-British
attitude of de Gaulle was weakening the integration policy position of the neutral
countries.166
Thus, as Haymerle, the head of the mission, saw it, the Franco-German Treaty
or Elysée Treaty of January 22 – which, among other things, provided for regular
consultations between Paris and Bonn on all foreign and security policy questions of common interest167 – rendered Austria’s integration policy more difficult. Karasek also argued, for example, that the Soviet thesis up to that point,
according to which the EEC represented the economic substratum of NATO, had
“temporarily had the rug pulled out from under it” because of de Gaulle’s coup de
force “slamming the door in the face of the Britons”. However, the idea that the
Common Market would function as an instrument of “Franco-German collaboration” in which the Germans would play a leading role was, to the Soviet way
of thinking, a much more uncomfortable one. At this point, Moscow would bring
up the question of “Anschluss” with all its harshness. The marked ritardando of
the march tempo of Sweden and Switzerland was yet another difficulty, as was
the hardly refutable thesis that Bonn was acting as the “warmest supporter” of
an Austrian participation in the EEC, which was criticized in Pravda on April 9.
Karasek thus suggested avoiding an institutional affiliation with the EEC and
being content with the minimum of an economic-political arrangement, which
would have been declared “provisional”. A “full association” could only come
into play with the full backing of Switzerland and Sweden.168 Karasek’s words
sounded like a prophecy. It was to come true. Switzerland’s and Sweden’s demonstrative “slow down” regarding its Brussels objectives and Bonn as the “most
fervent advocate” of Austria becoming part of the EEC were facts.169
On January 28, 1963, the negotiations between the EEC and the United Kingdom were officially broken off. Austria’s Ambassador Josef Schöner cabled from
Bonn to Vienna that the German economist and Undersecretary for European
Affairs (1958–63) Alfred Müller-Armack was stepping down and that the intracommunity crisis went much deeper than was admitted from the official side.
With a view towards the association issue, he emphasized that the time for action
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in Brussels was not yet ripe.170 That statement was formulated in an extremely
optimistic, if not euphemistic, manner. De Gaulle had spoken in an indefinite
form of a possible association of the United Kingdom as a “substitute solution” for
accession. This was in fact registered in Vienna, but it was less encouraging when
inquiries arose for which a concrete French initiative was not planned.171
The Austrian long-time Christian Democratic Youth official and representative of the Nouvelles Equipes Internationales (NEI), Rudolf Lewandowski, argued for taking the initiative to deepen the relationship with France, starting in
Austria. De Gaulle’s so called concept of a Europe made up of independent nations was more in accordance with Austria’s principal of neutrality than was a
concept of a supranational Europe which was totally integrated at political and
economic levels.172 Even though this proposal had both spiritual-ideological and
practical-political grounds, the general’s status quo-oriented budgetary policy
hardly matched Austria’s foreign trade policy and domestic economic interests.
The Ballhausplatz was not especially pleased with de Gaulle’s anti-British position, since it brought multilateral rapprochement to a halt for the time being.
The timing of the general’s veto was bad because the national parliamentary elections created an interim situation. They had been moved forward to November 18,
1962, and the ÖVP had won a considerable mandate with 81 seats versus 76 for
the SPÖ and 8 for the Freiheitlichen.173
Kreisky continued to prefer the neutrality framework and to remain in EFTA,
he recommended close cooperation with Sweden and Switzerland, and he was
opposed to a unilateral abrogation of the Stockholm convention. Bock, on the
other hand, pushed further for a bilateral solution with the EEC,174 and thus they
became sharply at odds over the direction of integration. The ÖVP claimed the
position of foreign minister, and they wanted both security with respect to Austrian exports to the EEC and reforms in the area of national industry.175
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1958–1967: Walter Hallstein

1967–1970: Jean Rey, successor of Walter Hallstein as President of the EC Commission

Vice Chancellor Bruno Pittermann (SPÖ) entered the hotly debated, ongoing internal discussion. His interview with the German news magazine Der Spiegel
on January 23, 1963 provides an example of an equivocal method of speaking,
just as when politicians intentionally avoid quarreling with those who hold other
opinions, particularly if it involves differences within their own party. First of
all, he posed the question as to which was of greater value: discrimination in
trade policy or neutrality. In order to maintain neutrality, he would accept the
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fact that Austria’s economic situation would worsen in comparison with the rest
of Europe. Pittermann’s statement, which generated differing reactions and also
brought internal party differences to the surface,176 signified that given the choice
between association with the EEC or neutrality, he would favor the latter. He actually spoke during the aforementioned interview as if the possibility of association
were self-evident. Somewhat later, he countered the interviewers by saying that
no one had starved within neutrality. With regard to all other matters, it should
be given precedence. When it came down to it, Pittermann did not want to give a
response to the question of whether Austria should play a similar role in the EEC
to that of Finland in EFTA, that is, striving for association.177 With this, he gave
his support to Kreisky’s warning about hasty bilateral negotiations with the EEC
and his criticism of “going it alone”. However, Chancellor Gorbach, along with
his Minister of Trade, had already decided on bilateral talks with Brussels, which
led to great worries in Switzerland over the breakup of the Geneva institution.
Kreisky was Berne’s last hope, although his position was in danger of weakening. He assured the ambassadors from the EFTA countries that a departure from
EFTA was out of the question, at least, not for any government to which the
SPÖ belonged. He and his party stood faithfully by EFTA. Sooner or later, the
ÖVP as well would come around to the same position – in spite of Bock. What
made things more difficult was that Hallstein agreed with the Austrian Minister
of Trade’s proposal, while the Belgian Jean Rey, who was responsible for external relations of the EEC Commission (1958–1967), in particular for the difficult
GATT and EFTA negotiations, had rejected it.178
8. AUSTRIA’S “GOING IT ALONE”, THE DIVISION OF THE
NEUTRALS, AND FIRST HEARINGS IN BRUSSELS
The negotiations within the Austrian coalition were grating. Only after four
months was a compromise reached, which Hermann Withalm and the reform
wing of the ÖVP did not favor, which is why the pragmatist Josef Klaus left the
government. In the course of the vote of November 18, 1962, the scope of Minister of Trade Bock’s portfolio was broadened to include questions of integration,
which Kreisky must have experienced as a setback. With this, the chances for further EFTA loyalty sank and there were many good arguments for “going it alone”.
On February 12, 1963, the Austrian cabinet came together at the lowest common
denominator: a professing of loyalty to EFTA in Geneva and merely exploratory
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EEC talks in Brussels. At the conference of the EFTA Council of Ministers in
Geneva taking place from February 18 to 19, the EFTA Member States reaffirmed
their goal: “To collaborate in order to create a huge, unified, and open European
market.”179

1963: First day cover with reference to Switzerland, which joined the Council of Europe this year

Unlike Austria, Switzerland and Sweden suspended their EEC association application while Austria kept to its request. It intended to renew its application.180
With a view towards renewing the application for association of February 26,
1963, the resolution by the Austrian Council of Ministers thereupon represented
a paradigm shift in Austrian EEC policy: the result was carrying out negotiations
alone with Brussels.181 In March, Austria lodged a diplomatic protest with the
EEC nations with the goal of initiating “informative discussions”.182
In the years 1961–63, Kreisky was still too weak politically to carry his particular vision of Austria’s future role in Europe and the world with the larger
coalition partner, the ÖVP. Apart from a few europhiles, EFTA membership and,
after 1961, EEC association necessitated by the changing external circumstances
was as far as most social democrats, not just Kreisky, wished to go. Kreisky thus
strongly supported the modified European strategy, according to which the EFTA
neutrals would coordinate their European policies closely during the negotiations
in Brussels in order to achieve the common aim of multilateral EEC association.183
De Gaulle’s historic veto blocked Kreisky’s policy of cooperation with the
other neutrals. The veto divided the three neutrals with regard to their integration
Archiv der Gegenwart, February 19, 1963, D 10427.
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policy. The EEC was able to benefit from such a situation. In March 1963, EEC
Commission President Hallstein announced that the Commission would support
the Austrian application. Austria would be a “special case” that required a “special solution”. In this way, any prejudging concerning further association cases
would be avoided. He advised the Austrian EEC Ambassador Ernst Lemberger
not to talk of an “Austrian association desire” but of “a request to solve economic
problems between Austria and the EEC,”184 which had already been previously
practiced by Kreisky verbatim. In this way, Hallstein indirectly advocated that the
neutral states give up common maneuvering and thus accommodated the Ballhausplatz with harmless statements about neutrality.
Berne did not officially withdraw its application. Yet in the spring of 1963,
Austria and Switzerland took different roads with regard to their integration policy. Friedrich Traugott Wahlen, member of the Swiss Federal Council (Bundesrat),
was “very concerned” about Austria renewing its EEC association application.
He even used the phrase of Austria “breaking up EFTA”. Switzerland obviously
did not understand why for Austria concerning its EEC-EFTA policy, “a bird in
the hand was not worth two in the bush”. The fact that a veto by de Gaulle could
give a boost to EFTA did not seem unimaginable, but the Swiss saw this completely differently with respect to Vienna. Wahlen made known that he was “very
worried”. He spoke of a “fragmentation of EFTA”.185
Within the ÖVP, Bock was particularly concerned about the economic dangers
of a long-term exclusion from the EEC market and pressed again and again for a
more active association policy, if necessary on a bilateral basis and without close
rapport with the other EFTA members. Bock was strongly supported by the ÖVP
modernizers around Josef Klaus, Finance Minister during 1961–63 and later on
chancellor during 1964–70, who regarded a closer relationship with the EEC as
one element in their strategy for the domestic economic and political modernization of Austria.
The differences between the ÖVP and the SPÖ erupted into the open when de
Gaulle’s veto against British EEC membership clarified that there would be no
wider solution, comprising the EEC and all EFTA countries, for the foreseeable
future. Up to that point, the corporatist decision-making structures and the established Grand Coalition policy-making patterns, based on the lowest common
denominator between the two parties, had excluded the possibility of a substantial
innovation in Austria’s Europe policy. However, the breakdown of the Brussels
negotiations, which led to sharply increased pressure from the Austrian export industry for a unilateral approach to the EEC, in conjunction with slight ÖVP gains
in early national elections in autumn 1962, facilitated a change of course. In an
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internal coalition tradeoff, Kreisky, not least in order to secure his position as foreign minister, ceded ministerial responsibility for European integration matters to
Bock. The renewed Grand Coalition now decided against the advice of Kreisky,
but with his reluctant cooperation, to pursue the association option independently
in bilateral talks with the EEC.186
In fact, de Gaulle’s veto on one hand caused a revival of the EFTA feeling of
solidarity, but on the other hand, it also brought on the division of the neutrals
with regard to integration policy and a noteworthy reversal of the positions of
1961–62. The Austrian rapprochement with the EEC was not unwelcome to the
advocates of a core Europe. Olivier Wormser, the General Director for economic
matters at the Quai d’Orsay, expressed himself in favor of Austrian association.
Paris’ attitude was “favorable” towards the association of continental European
nations, as was shown by the summary of the results of the démarches in the
Chancellor’s office.187
This development now threatened to cause Great Britain to seriously fall behind Austria in integration policy. Because of Vienna’s intentions to hold bilateral
discussions with Brussels, there were worries not only in London, but in Berne
and Stockholm as well. On April 9 in Brussels, the Swedes even lodged a diplomatic protest with the Austrian representative against the break of solidarity
among the neutrals. While Great Britain had made its membership application
with the backing of the other EFTA members that was not the case with Austria
“going it alone”. In London, a Soviet intervention was even reckoned upon, that
is, the convening of a Four Power Conference according to the regulations of
the State Treaty,188 in order to declare themselves opposed to Austria’s “going it
alone”.189
After France as the strongest political power of the Common Market had rejected Britain’s request for EEC membership, Vienna, with its desire for a bilateral association, appeared to be next in line. The fact that Austria, with respect
to the policy of integration, wanted to be in the game did little to please Great
Britain. What was the most that the Ballhausplatz had to fear from a Soviet initiative? Because of the requisite unanimity, a prohibition of association would have
placed the three Western Powers in a delicate position. It cannot be excluded that
Russia saw a veto as too great of a risk and thus decided to wait and see. Because
of de Gaulle’s rather open attitude, Vienna was able to expect that a unanimously negative decision would not be reached. However, the Soviet Union still had
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a completely different ace in the hole: it could undoubtedly exert its negative
influence in the form of restrictions on Austria’s exports to Eastern European
countries. In addition, the demand to maintain the transfer payments for the former “German assets” in the form of petroleum still played a role here. After the
hiatus of Sweden and Switzerland, Austria’s decision to “go it alone” was all the
more controversial,190 since now the Soviet Union could concentrate its reproach
on Austria alone.
From February to April 1963, nineteen direct Soviet statements were received
by the Ballhausplatz, where they were interpreted as “warnings”. In broadcasts
over Soviet Radio, the debated question was the subject approximately twenty
times between January and April 1963, and it was also dealt with three times in
Pravda during the same timeframe.191
The Swedish Ambassador, Sven Allard, let it be known in Vienna in March
that the TASS declaration on the continued desire for association,192 in which an
association with the FRG and NATO was described as an abrogation of the State
Treaty,193 had to be taken seriously, especially since Moscow always used this
method in decisive moments. It was obviously desired that Austria would once
again issue a clarification on the question of integration.194
In spite of all the reproaches and warnings that came from Moscow, the Soviet representatives never said how they would react and what concrete measures
would be undertaken if Austria intensified its relationship with the EEC. The
semi-official Neue Österreichische Tageszeitung retorted, after the usual affirmation to adhere to the State Treaty and neutrality, that the TASS declaration
appeared to be even less “justified”, since “there was still no association treaty,
there was not even a draft in existence which could offer something concrete to
examine.” Interference in internal matters was protested against. The accusations
would feed the suspicion that it was “unacceptable interference in the internal
politics of Austria” which contradicted the Soviet-proclaimed principle of “mutual non-interference”.195
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The question was raised as to whether the quixotic battle would continue.
Against the international and euro-political background, Austria’s “going it alone”
since February 26 had to be seen as a bold undertaking. If it did not succeed,
then the failure could be blamed upon the insistence and inflexibility of the EEC.
That which was feasible could be pointed out in a clear way to the supporters of
integration within the country, and they could be convinced of the necessity of
remaining in EFTA.
Bock’s offensive integration policy greatly contributed to the mistrust of and
loss of faith in Austria among the other EFTA states no matter how often Kreisky
stressed Austria’s loyalty to the small free trade zone. In contrast, Hallstein welcomed the position of those who supported rapprochement with the EEC, especially with a view towards the upcoming next phase of the EEC customs reductions which would further affect Austria. In spite of Soviet opposition, “some
agreement with Austria” would have to be reached. As Hallstein pointed out to
the British representatives, the aim of the EEC was to avoid “Austria being driven
into the arms of the Russians”.196
Belgium’s Foreign Minister Spaak was not very enthusiastic about Austria’s
“go it alone” and spoke of a “premature individual action”. Further reactions were
similarly not so enthralled, and thus Kreisky could be satisfied that things did in
fact keep to his line of not threatening the harmony with the other EFTA partners.
At least at their Council of Ministers meeting of May 9–10, 1963 in Lisbon, the
EFTA states showed their understanding for the fact that because of the disproportionately strong trade policy connection of its economy to the EEC, Austria
had “a particular problem”. What caused disquiet, though, was the demand that
was made by the EEC Commission and by France that in the event of association,
Austria had to withdraw from EFTA. In the middle of July 1964, the case of Austria was even called “the key question for EFTA” at the EFTA Council meeting
in Edinburgh. Its possible withdrawal threatened to bring with it a domino effect
for the remaining partners of the free trade zone, leading to the dissolution of
EFTA.197
The initial rounds of secret talks between the Commission and Austrian government representatives took place on May 3–4 and July 8–9, 1963 in Brussels.
As Rolf Steininger argues, they were not even exploratory discussions, but only a
type of “hearing” for the Austrians,198 who explained their stance in accordance
with the line established together with the other neutrals in 1961–62. The Commission was disappointed when a customs union was rejected by Austria. With
respect to the all-decisive question as to whether Austria, in forging an agreement
Quoted according to STEININGER, Österreichs „Alleingang“ nach Brüssel, 591.
Ibid.
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with Brussels, intended to leave EFTA, the evasive Austrian answer was that it
was still too early to decide.199
Bock remained without a doubt the most clear-cut supporter of “going it
alone”,200 since, out of all the EFTA states, Austria’s economy had met with the
greatest discrimination against its exports. The ÖVP integration politician, who
was known as a “maximalist”, was of the opinion that Austrian interests with
respect to EEC could also be pushed through in isolation from the other neutrals,
that is, without a corresponding multilateral approach.201 This generated a harsher
discourse on the “domestic” foreign policy: the socialists increasingly criticized
Bock and his alleged tendency to want to terminate EFTA membership even before a possible EEC arrangement.202
As the SPÖ leadership under Kreisky argued, though, the premature abandonment of EFTA membership should not take place without first having the security
of a conclusion of an agreement with Brussels. Bock did not ignore the duties of
neutrality, though he interpreted them in an independent, reductionist and minimalist manner, because in the EEC participation that was sought, there was not
to be found a serious collision with the duties of neutrality which was defined in
purely military terms.203
Although Austria was prohibited from having a direct economic agreement
with Germany, it was not forbidden from entering into a Western European economic association in which Germany “just happened” to be a member and whose
leadership clearly lay in the hands of France, a former ally of the USSR in the
battle against Hitler’s Germany. The Soviet Union, though, was free to persuade
France to exclude West Germany from the EEC. Naturally that was unthinkable on the part of the Soviets. These speculative deliberations demonstrate that
Bock’s philosophy of integration was less illusionary and that the USSR’s position
on the neutrality question was less strong than they had appeared. It is astounding
that in this matter, Austria apparently had the whip hand with the powerful Soviet
Union.
According to British assessments, fed by information from Kreisky, Bock was
in favor of leaving EFTA, if this were to be the requirement for an EEC arrangement. If in a further round of talks scheduled for November, the Commission were
to insist on a firm answer, then it should be made clear that this was the viewpoint
of the Austrian Federal Government which, however, Kreisky rejected as being
STEININGER, Österreichs „Alleingang“ nach Brüssel, 590–594: 592.
Reinhard MEIER-WALSER, Die Außenpolitik der monocoloren Regierung Klaus in
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rash. During the exploratory discussions, such a concession must not be made; it
could always be thought about in the end. In actuality, the decision was left open
and Bock apparently had to give in. This event illustrated that in 1963, there was
no fundamental disagreement between Bock and Kreisky on integration policy,
but only a divergence in the question of methods and tactics.204 The arguments
between them later became sharper,205 to such an extent that Bock even threatened to resign,206 perhaps a sign that his position had become weaker? Experts
considered an EEC association while maintaining EFTA membership in any case
as out of the question. A free trade zone would weaken the Community from
within and was therefore unacceptable to the EEC, as Franz Nemschak stated in
October 1963.207
In the first half of November, further talks between Vienna and Brussels ended
without result. In December, the last round for the time being took place, in which
the Commission representatives once again did not receive an answer as to whether the EFTA membership would be eliminated if an agreement with the EEC were
to be reached. Once more, it became clear that what Vienna wanted most was to
belong to both organizations, but it did not want to close out its options.208
9. THE CHANGING OF THE GUARD IN THE CHANCELLERY:
THE EEC AS HIGHEST PRIORITY AND
JOSEF KLAUS’ PANEUROPEAN COMMITMENT
After only three years in office, Gorbach, who had appeared too static, no longer
enjoyed unlimited confidence within the ÖVP at the Klagenfurt party reform convention on September 19–20, 1963. After putting it to a vote, which was won by
Josef Klaus over the Minister of Education, Heinrich Drimmel, it was settled that
the Salzburg reformer would be the successor to Gorbach. The new party chairman, who had distinguished himself as the head representative of the course of reform, wanted to inaugurate a new era detached from Raab in Austria. Chancellor
Klaus and Vice Chancellor Pittermann were to form the last coalition government
(1964–66) made up of the two major parties for years.
Confidential common report and application for the Austrian Ministers’ Council Zl. 503.988Vb/47/63, concerning “Die Aufnahme künftiger Besprechungen mit der EWG”, Vienna, June
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In April 1964, Klaus also took over the function of head of the government.
His cabinet was, in part, newly formed, but Bock remained as minister of trade.
Klaus, who newly came into office after the removal of Gorbach, embodied the archetype of the missionary and the administrator in a single person.209 For foreign
policy matters, he definitely showed interest, but no particular ambitions. With
integration policy, he behaved in his own words basically rather restrained,210 but
at the same time he emphasized that “the central goal for our [Austria’s] economic
policy [is] being ready for Europe.”211
On April 2, 1964, the Austrian Council of Ministers stated that the settling of
the relationship with the EEC was “the highest priority in the foreign policy arena”. All efforts had to be undertaken in order to eliminate the disadvantageousness of Austrian exports, as had already occurred because of discrimination. In
his inaugural speech, Klaus attempted to water down the Kremlin’s bald threat
by making it known that Austria would declare its support for the principles of
the Treaty of Rome; although in consideration of neutrality and the State Treaty,
the sovereignty of treaties over trade policy, the right of abrogation, the situation
regarding pertinent Austrian institutions under international law, and a certain
self-sufficiency all had to be guaranteed. It was on this basis that negotiations
began one year later between Brussels and Vienna.212
It was emphasized on April 2, 1964 in the government declaration of the Klaus
cabinet that the settling of “our relationship” to the EEC was “the most pressing
task in the foreign policy arena”. This priority was justified on a purely economic
and foreign trade policy basis. Since approximately half of Austrian exports went
“to the markets of the EEC,” all efforts had to be undertaken to eliminate disadvantages for Austrian exports, as had already taken place through the discrimination on the part of the EEC. The “discussions” with the EEC Commission up to
that point had permitted a broad reaching clarification of the Austrian position.
The Austrian Federal Government approved of the principles of the Treaties of
Rome but placed great value upon a series of points. What followed was then
first the preservation of the supremacy of the trade policy treaty, second the right
to withdraw from the agreement that was to be reached, third the creation of
common institutions that had to be in conformance with Austria’s position under
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international law, and fourth the ensuring of self-supply to a certain degree. Klaus
substantiated the matters of concern once again with the discrimination against
Austrian exports and declared his support for the fundamental principles of the
EEC. Neutrality remained unmentioned by him. In the end, he assured that as
long as the content of the EEC arrangement was not fixed, Austria would join in
shaping the further development of EFTA within the framework of the Stockholm Convention “in a loyal way”. With the declaration of the government, Klaus
attempted to diminish the unveiled threats from the Kremlin. He also made it
known that Austria would indeed declare its support for the Treaties of Rome, but
that with an agreement with the EEC – in consideration of neutrality and the State
Treaty – the four cited conditions had to be fulfilled.213
It was clear to Bock that Austria could not accept an association under the
EEC’s conditions with the consequence of a later membership. He emphasized
that for a long time, talk of an arrangement, which would equal a “treaty sui generis” was not just simply empty words. This would neither represent an immediate membership in the EEC nor result in it at a later date.214 Bock again favored a
special solution which would be represented by a sort of mixed form somewhere
between a free trade zone and a customs union,215 while Kreisky preferred a mixture between association and trade agreement.216 There was no debate about the
goal; only which policy would best attain it was what gave them headaches.
A pure EEC association treaty was not favored by Kreisky. Asked in a conversation with members of the Industrial Armed Forces College Group in the United
States what the attitude of the USSR would be towards an Austrian association
with the EEC, he made clear being aware about Khruhshevs political position in
the Central Committee. The Foreign Minister had no intention to weaken it, especially when remembering Austria’s crucial experiences with the Soviet leader
in 1955:
“Minister Kreisky said that if a perfect association were worked out between Austria and
the EEC he would be very pessimistic about the Soviet reaction. He knew from personal experience and from what he had been told by high Soviet officials that Premier Khrushchev’s
“Regierungserklärung des Kabinetts Klaus vor dem Nationalrat,” in: 10 Jahre österreichische
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personal prestige was engaged in Austria. Following the Berlin Conference of 1954 Foreign
Minister Molotov said an Austrian peace treaty could be signed provided some Soviet troops
remained in Austria. Austria refused to accept this condition on the grounds that the continued
presence of troops from the Occupying Powers would ensure Austria’s involvement in every
East-West crisis. In the spring of 1955 Mikoyan took over negotiations with Austria regarding
a treaty and agreed to the withdrawal of all Soviet troops. This concession was obviously made
on Khrushchev’s orders over Molotov’s objections. Consequently, it would not be wise for Austria to take any step which would be a personal affront to Khrushchev and which would play
into the hands of Khrushchev’s opponents in the USSR.”217

In 1964, both an EEC association and an EEC arrangement were out of the
question for the Soviet Union. Ambassador Victor Avilov listed the following
reason: the Soviet Union had made incredible sacrifices during the Second World
War in order to be victorious over Germany. It would do anything in order to
prevent Germany from strengthening again. Thus, it should be no surprise if it
were Moscow’s desire to prevent any strengthening of the EEC which was under
German influence. The Commission was fully aware of these Soviet objections.218
It was no accident that the Soviet Deputy Foreign Minister, Vladimir Semyonov,
who was very kindly disposed towards Vienna, tried to bring to mind the Swiss
model in order to put the brakes on Austria’s ambitious integration policy. The key
problem of the Soviet’s Europe policy was still the German question, which was
unresolved and endangering their security. After internal assessments, it seemed
certain that agreements of a purely trade policy nature would be considered “if
they only took into account the economic requirements mentioned,”219 in spite of
all the loud warnings and despite all verbal protests which were to be expected in
such a case on the part of the Soviets. Anything else that went beyond that would
be both questionable and dangerous.
On May 28, the EEC Commission approved a report by the General Secretariat about the Austrian association question which contained nothing new. The
report said that this type of integration was a “special form of organic connection
with the community”. However, the only nations which ought to enter into association should be those who wanted to join later. Leaving EFTA was seen as imperative in order for Austria to have association with the EEC. The position taken
by Vienna of putting the immediate implementation of the Community’s laws on
the back burner was rejected by Brussels.220
See document 48 in appendix “Documents”.
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The EEC Commission’s report of June 3, 1964 was generally favorable towards Austria. But further talks with Brussels quickly met with resistance from
the other EEC members. They feared that a special provision for Austria would
lead to further future precedents which, in turn, could lead to a dilution of the
structures and intentions of the yet-to-be-created EC.221
British observers did not rule out that Austria would leave EFTA and that
France would then intend to weaken the British position in the small Free Trade
Zone. In a note from the end of November 1964, the Soviets once again made
it unmistakably clear that Austria’s entry into the EEC in whatever form would
signify a turning point in Vienna’s policy which had been in force up to that point
of permanent neutrality. This would have consequences for the country’s independence and for European security. London found that in the interest of the consolidation of EFTA and not least in its own interest, the Soviet interference was
helpful. The US representatives had the impression that the Britons had “helped
this along”, as Rolf Steininger ascertained.222
When accused of this, the British denied it. Such a policy was not lacking in
frivolity and perfidy, since it took a considerable risk at the expense of a small
country. It also showed, however, with what means Great Britain had engaged
in compensating for its sinking influence in Europe and for France’s growing
position of power within the EEC through a correlation in the form of EFTA.
The Ambassador of the United Kingdom to Vienna, Malcolm Henderson, had already deliberated in July 1964 about how he could sway Moscow towards a more
firm (aggressive) attitude with regard to Vienna. He considered a break in trade
relations and sanctions against Austria in the Danube Commission and other institutions to be well within the realm of possibility. He (wrongly) saw in the SPÖ
reliable comrades of the Soviets with respect to the question of neutrality and to
ties to EFTA.223
The British policy towards Europe continued to not be free of ambiguities and
contradictions: on one hand, London clamored for EFTA solidarity; on the other
hand, the United Kingdom felt compelled to collect import tariffs, thereby violating the Stockholm Convention. The Austrian side did not miss the opportunity to
publicly make reference to this type of policy.224
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The small free trade zone was without alternative for Austria in the years
1959–60. In a speech to the Federal Council on July 3, 1964, Bock stated that Austria’s refusal to participate in EFTA would have threatened double discrimination:
“Participation in EFTA was based on the two known grounds: Since participation in the EEC
was not yet possible then and has not yet become possible today, we did not want to be subject
to double customs discrimination and, moreover – this is stated in the preamble of the EFTA
Treaty – EFTA was set up for the purpose of finding a bridge to the EEC. If this purpose has
turned out to be unattainable to this day, then that is another matter. But at that time it was the
good will and the intention; Austria could have been severely criticized for not participating in
an organization which is trying to find a bridge to the Paneuropean solution. That would have
been a real accusation against Austria.”225

Austrian integration policy was severely dampened during the state visit of Klaus
to Berne in July 1964. The Swiss made the existing differences clear. Minister of
State Wahlen pointed out:
“The associated must accept the EEC regulations more or less without change, even if an
association council were to be set up. A certain showing of solidarity would be inevitable, but
having an actual say in matters is out of the question. Every narrow liaison which is related to
a show of solidarity is unacceptable for us. I don’t need to point out your position with respect
to the Soviets. I could not imagine paths for Switzerland which would leave out the parliament, even in part, above all, not an exclusion of the people as sovereign. Our position for the
immediate future is to wait and see. That does not exclude talks, for example about questions
of traffic, without any intention to bring about a general solution. We are observing your continuing efforts with great interest. We have the common welfare to protect and we hope that
in the future we will also be able to remain in closest contact with you in order to protect this
welfare.”226
Original quotation: “Die Beteiligung an der EFTA erfolgte aus den zwei bekannten Gründen:
Da eine Teilnahme an der EWG damals noch nicht möglich war und bis heute noch nicht
möglich geworden ist, wollten wir keiner doppelten zollmäßigen Diskriminierung ausgesetzt
sein, und außerdem – das steht in der Präambel des EFTA-Vertrags – wurde die EFTA zu dem
Zweck gegründet, eine Brücke zur EWG zu finden. Wenn sich dieser Zweck bis heute als unerfüllbar herausgestellt hat, dann ist das eine andere Sache. Aber damals war es der gute Wille
und war es die Absicht; man hätte Österreich daraus einen schweren Vorwurf machen können,
daß es sich an einer Organisation, die sich bemüht, eine Brücke zur gesamteuropäischen Lösung zu finden, nicht beteiligt. Das wäre ein echter Vorwurf gegen Österreich gewesen.” Fritz
BOCK, EFTA oder EWG? Rede vor dem Bundesrat am 3. Juli 1964, in: IDEM, Der Anschluß
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The Swiss Ambassador Edwin Joseph Stopper made clear that the associated
neutral state would run the risk of being in conflict with third party countries
because of the protectionist policy of the EEC. It would further have to accept the
far-reaching decisions of the EEC, which would be equivalent to satellite status.
In the minutes of the Austrian negotiations, the Swiss diplomat’s reproach of its
neighbor is even more drastically expressed than in the gentle, reserved Swiss
version:
“You would not enter into a customs union relationship with voting rights, but rather in a sort
of customs integration relationship. This overall picture is not favorable to a policy of neutrality. Furthermore, you are taking a big risk with sanctions from the EEC, which would impose
them if the decisions of the EEC were not to be followed. In the case of a Europe-wide solution,
this danger would be greatly reduced. These altered circumstances can hardly be prevented
by formal constructs. Because Europe-wide integration has not been realized, things have
changed considerably. The question is whether, with this state of affairs, a continuation of
neutrality policy is possible.”227

The remarks of the state representatives on the exemplary and, for Austria, ideal
neutrality left no doubt in their clarity and left the Austrians with considerable
misgivings. In any case, it is noteworthy that Klaus was more concerned about
following the obligations of neutrality after his stay in Bern, and he repeatedly
remarked that they would remain “poor, if need be, but neutral”.228 The position
of poverty, however, did not add up with the Swiss example. According to Rolf
Steininger, the Swiss are said to have indicated, and would have even made public
if necessary, that Austria’s policy no longer had anything to do with neutrality in
general, let alone with Swiss neutrality.229
With regard to internal policy, the opponents of a departure from EFTA sought
to capitalize upon the visit to Switzerland by the advocates of EEC association,230
even though Bock, as well as Kreisky, spoke now of a “special type of treaty”.231
Zukunft mit Ihnen in engster Fühlungnahme bleiben können, um diese Güter zu wahren.” “1.
Fassung der Arbeitssitzung in Bern”, July 7, 1964. StBKA, Deposit Integration, Box 1274.
227
Original quotation: “Sie würden nicht in ein Zollunionsverhältnis mit Mitbestimmung, sondern in ein Zollanschlußverhältnis treten. Dieses Gesamtbild ist nicht günstig für die Neutralitätspolitik. Sie übernehmen weiters ein großes Risiko mit den Ausgleichsmaßnahmen der
EWG, die diese verhängt, wenn man den Entscheidungen der EWG nicht folgt. Bei einer gesamteuropäischen Regelung wäre diese Gefahr viel geringer. Diese veränderten Verhältnisse
kann man kaum mit formalen Konstruktionen verhindern. Die Dinge haben sich weitgehend
dadurch geändert, daß die gesamteuropäische Integration nicht verwirklicht wurde. Es ist die
Frage, ob bei dieser Sachlage eine Fortführung der Neutralitätspolitik möglich ist.” Ibid.
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The Foreign Minister called it an “arrangement sui generis”,232 whereby he had
actually found his way back to a sort of “special case” thesis which up till then he
had discarded in consideration of the association of neutrals. In any case, the Neue
Zürcher Zeitung recognized sufficient problems with foreign and domestic policy
regarding Austria’s “going it alone” in whatever form, in order not to disturb the
accustomed peace.233
The continuity of Austrian foreign policy remained ensured – with all of
the flexibility and openness for new options – as the American Ambassador in
Vienna, James W. Riddleberger, registered the principles of the Ballhausplatz in a
discussion with Klaus’ cabinet chief, Franz Karasek, and reported to Washington
in December 1964:
“The basic principles of Austrian foreign policy are: 1) the preservation of its independence
and the protection of its territorial integrity; 2) maintenance of the liberal way of life which
is based on Western democracy; 3) continuing relations, based on mutual confidence, with all
countries, particularly with the great powers; 4) Austria´s foreign policy must be considered as
a contribution to the maintenance of a lasting peace in Europe and in the world; and 5) Austria
must without reservation respect its treaty obligations since the policy of a neutral land must
be foreseeable.”234

Riddleberger recognized the dilemma of Austrian foreign policy with the example of integration policy:
“Austria is not able, because of its legal position, to contribute to the overcoming of the political crisis within the Western alliance. There is no obstacle, however, to demonstrating that
Austria belongs to Europe. In the efforts to do everything so that Austria’s ties with the West
are not loosened, the determination of Austria’s economic relations with the Common Market
is the most acute problem.
The reservations that Austria has made concerning the conclusion of an arrangement with
the EEC make it clear that participation in the military or even political integration of Europe
is excluded. Participation in the economic dynamism of Europe is, however, an essential
prerequisite for the maintenance of a free and independent Austria. With the exception of the
South Tyrol problem, there has been no foreign policy problem since the conclusion of the State
Treaty that has been of such significance as the EEC question.”235

In his report on the “discussion on Austria’s foreign policy”, Riddleberger
concluded:

“Notiz bezüglich österr.-italienische Außenministertreffen (EWG-Österreich)”, May 25, 1964.
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“Austria will in no way take lightly the Soviet concern about an Austrian EEC arrangement,
and will examine with deserved seriousness Soviet objections. Austria has, however, pledged
itself without reserve to a continuation of its good neighbor policy and visible progress has
been made in this direction in recent years so that nobody can have any doubts about the maintenance of our previous foreign policy course.”236

The Austrian chancellor thought on a large scale. In his speech, that drew great attention, “We are Citizens of Europe” on January 26, 1965 before the Consultative
Assembly of the Council of Europe in Strasbourg in which he uttered the phrase
“Civis europeaus sum”, he appealed to the members in the sense of his concept
of a “Greater Europe” but at the same time also made reference to neutrality as
“the basis of our state existence” including, among other things, as “the condition
for a Central Europe on the Danube free of tensions”. Klaus went on to exhort to:
“Eastern Europe is Europe, too. Europe does not end at the eastern borders of my country. The
city of Vienna is not to be regarded, as the former Federal Minister Dr. [Heinrich] Drimmel
rightly said, as the western railway station of the West. The European house of the future
would have to be perceived by us Austrians as an unfinished, stuck building if there were a
central facade and a western wing, but the eastern wing remained unfinished.”237

Klaus knew about the obstacles, difficulties and resistances that would stand in
the way of a larger and more comprehensive Europe. He therefore appealed all
the more emphatically to the parliamentarians of the Council of Europe who were
present. Klaus continued before the Strasbourg organization:
“Strive for a European formula that is composed as not too small and not too narrow, strive for
a European formula in which there is no ‘exclusivity’, strive for a European formula in which
a place is available for all European peoples. The neutral states also do not wish to see themselves pushed into the role of internal immigrants. The solution should not be ‘the isolation of
the neutrals’ when the other Europeans are thinking of the creation of the Europe of tomorrow
[...].
Today, neutrality and independence are the fundamental principles of our state existence,
the essential precondition for crisis-free relations with the Great Powers, the solid basis for
good neighborly relations, the condition for a Central Europe on the Danube that is free of
tensions.”238
236

Ibid.
Original quotation: “Auch Osteuropa ist Europa. Europa endet nicht an den östlichen Grenzen
meines Landes. Die Stadt Wien ist nicht, wie es der seinerzeitige Bundesminister Dr. [Heinrich] Drimmel richtig gesagt hat, als Koppelbahnhof des Westens anzusehen. Das europäische
Haus der Zukunft müsste von uns Österreichern als ein unvollendetes, stecken gebliebenes
Bauwerk empfunden werden, wenn es zwar eine mittlere Fassade und einen westlichen Trakt
gäbe, der östliche Flügel aber unausgebaut bleibe.” Othmar KARAS, Österreich, ÖVP und
Europa: „In Vielfalt geeint!“, in: Reinhold LOPATKA – Gernot BLÜMEL – Dieter HALPER
(Hrsg.), Für Österreich. 70 Jahre Österreichische Volkspartei. Eine Erfolgsgeschichte, Wien
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Josef Klaus was anything but a small European. Rather, he can be described as a
Danube European and a Greater European.

1965 January 26: Speech by Josef Klaus to the Council of Europe in Strasbourg
Lujo Tončić-Sorinj sitting on the left side of the panel, third from left side

It was not only the new policy of the functionalism of the striving state reformer
and the government policy of the Volkspartei that were characterized by a certain
ambivalence, but also the integration policy of the 1960s, with which there were
very different opinions in Klaus’ team. It was first of all to behave hesitantly and
differently, then constantly intensify and push too far, to then peter out. It finally
failed through its own maximalist demands because on one hand as a result of exaggerated hopes and expectations, it could not be put off by the considerable obstacles, and on the other hand, those also could not be remedied. At first, though,
it was not to look that way. The Klagenfurt Manifesto of 1965 by the ÖVP, which
streben Sie nach einer europäischen Formel, in der ein Platz für alle europäischen Völker vorhanden ist. Auch die neutralen Staaten wünschen sich nicht in die Rolle innerer Emigranten in
Europa versetzt zu sehen. Nicht ‚Isolierung der Neutralen’ darf die Losung heißen, wenn die
übrigen Europäer an die Schaffung des Europas von morgen denken [...] Die Neutralität und
die Unabhängigkeit sind heute die Grundlage unserer staatlichen Existenz, die unerlässliche
Voraussetzung für krisenfreie Beziehungen mit den Großmächten, die solide Basis für gute
nachbarschaftliche Beziehungen, die Bedingung für ein von Spannungen freies Mitteleuropa
an der Donau.” Brochure speech by Josef KLAUS, “Wir sind Buerger Europas”, delivered on
January 26, 1965 before the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe in Strassbourg,
Vienna ND, 8–9.
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behaved as the collective bourgeois party, represented a clear separation from the
SPÖ.239
Austria’s relations with the EEC on a treaty-based “arrangement” ran from
1962 to 1964 and then from 1965 to 1967 through different hearings, probes,
and exploratory talks. They remained ambivalent and their outcome remained
uncertain, in spite of the “benevolent” position towards the outside by France as
a signatory power of the State Treaty and a founding member of the EEC. Austria
attempted to put its best face upon the Gaullist concept of Europe, which desired
to leave the sovereignty of the individual states fundamentally untouched and
thus also offered a guarantee for the cooperation of an integrated Western Europe with the Central European and Southeastern European states. De Gaulle at
first seemed to leave the existing Community untouched and only balked at the
forced expansion and its further deepening. Through the “empty chair policy”
(1965–66) with France’s representative staying away from the EEC Council of
Ministers, the general in any case shook up the position of the EEC Commission
and, in particular, the stance of its President, Walter Hallstein, in the second half
of 1965. This concerned the issue of the self-financing of the EEC as well as the
Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) which affected French agriculture. France’s
Foreign Minister Maurice Couve de Murville was missing at the meetings of the
EEC Council of Ministers and as a result of this, de Gaulle prevented the ability
of the Community to pass resolutions. The transition to majority decisions in the
Council was then prevented in the “Luxembourg Compromise” of January 29,
1966 through the assertion, or the pretext, of “national interests”. Thus, de Gaulle
made attempts against the scheduled and agreed-upon progressing of integration
and for the reduction of supranationality.240
10. NEGOTIATIONS WITH BRUSSELS ON A SPECIAL
ARRANGEMENT
On March 2, 1965, the EEC Council of Ministers gave the Commission a mandate to open official negotiations on the removal of trade impediments, on the
regulation of customs on trade between Austria and third party countries, and
on the harmonization of community policy with that of Austria (economic and
agricultural policy). This encouraged Bock, and he approached the problem of
the compatibility of community policy with the State Treaty and with neutrality
239
240
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with new optimism. He emphasized that neutrality had to be considered and that
Austria would reserve the right to enter into customs and trade agreements with
third party countries. The President of the Commission assessed the chances of
an agreement being concluded first between the EEC and Great Britain as low.241
With satisfaction, Bock handed over the notes of his talks with Hallstein to the
foreign minister, who appeared to have had difficulties establishing relationships
with Hallstein. Kreisky’s influence was waning, since at this point in time he
had to fear a bilateral agreement between Austria and the EEC and a departure
from EFTA. He implicitly criticized the French position, since it gave the Britons
no possibility of entering the EEC and left the “outer seven” with only the alternative to choose between the EEC and Britain. Faced with this choice, Kreisky
in 1965 still appeared to opt for EFTA, which he thought still had chances to
survive after the crises of 1963–64, as he stated in a speech in Switzerland. The
foreign minister, who was still in office, did not, however, advocate an unlimited
theory of EFTA as an end in and of itself as had often been insinuated, but rather
returned to his old idea of a general agreement with derivative treaties. He admitted, as well, that years earlier, the time had not yet been ripe for it.242 He also
considered de Gaulle’s vision of a “Europe all the way to the Urals” as equally
unripe. The anglophile Kreisky branded these ideas as illusions, especially with
a view towards the fact that not even the organization of a common market in
democratic Western Europe was succeeding. Kreisky saw Europe-wide projects
as most likely to be realized within the framework of the Economic Commission
for Europe (ECE) of the UN, seated in Geneva. Although this could have led to
better cooperation in Europe, it was “however, still not the integration of Europe
from the English Channel to the Urals”.243
The integration policy status quo was also criticized by the ÖVP. Kreisky’s
successor, Lujo Tončić-Sorinj,244 accurately recognized that the tendency to
maintain the economic union was stronger than the efforts to create supranational
structures. He saw the main obstacle for the cooperation between the EEC and
EFTA as the strict rejection of the concept of free trade by the EEC.245

“Schreiben des BMfHW an das Büro des Herrn BMfAA”, May 11, 1965 with insert “Gedächtnisnotiz über einen Besuch von Bundesminister Dr. Fritz BOCK bei Präsident HALLSTEIN,”
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What was the form of the negotiations carried out between the Community
and Austria from 1965–66? Within the framework of the first negotiation mandate that the Council of Ministers granted the Commission leading to six rounds
between March 19, 1965 and February 1966 on the reduction of trade barriers,
what was discussed was the harmonization of Austrian tariffs with the Community, the inclusion of the agricultural sector, trade with the East, the harmonization
of economic policy, the neutrality policy, and the question of institutions, with
rapprochement and even agreement being achieved in some areas, and in other
areas the existing problems at least being identified. Bock referred to reservations about treaty-making power and the right to withdraw that had already been
brought up by Kreisky at the hearing on July 28, 1962.246
The Commission basically recognized both of these claims. What remained
open, though, was what could be done against it in the event that these reservations were to be abused as pretexts. A reciprocal abrogation and suspension
clause also appeared to present no difficulties. In the customs question, there was
a consensus that within a period of four years, the internal customs would be
eliminated and the EEC tariffs would be assumed by Austria. The Commission
agreed to the accelerated reduction of EEC customs (décalage) desired by Austria.
With regard to the assumption of the EEC tariffs, the commission demanded the
extension to the EFTA Member States that was a step-by-step increase in customs duties towards them. It was not possible to solve either this set of topics or
the question of EFTA membership, however, because of differing points of view
within internal Austrian politics. The revocation of trade liberalization within the
sphere of EFTA did not appear to be economically unproblematic.
A withdrawal from EFTA was out of the question for the SPÖ. Once again,
the Commission considered double membership to be a problematic precedent for
other aspirants and a threat to the customs union in and of itself.247
The differences in opinion in integration policy in the Grand Coalition limited
Austria’s room for maneuvering, but it was astounding how far they were able to
go and the extent to which they were able to achieve agreements with Brussels
within the framework of the rounds of negotiations.
Notes from the second President of the National Council, Karl Waldbrunner,
after the National Council elections of March 6, 1966 show that under the conditions of the ÖVP for the continuation of the Grand Coalition, the EFTA resignation
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was apparently also a point of discussion upon, although Foreign Minister Bruno
Kreisky vehemently spoke out against it.248
Following the victory of the ÖVP in the National Council elections, the EEC
question was an issue in the coalition negotiations. According to the ideas of the
ÖVP if a future treaty between Austria and the EEC was to be concluded the
EFTA membership was to be put up for discussion. According to Karl Waldbrunner’s notes in the SPÖ party executive board on March 31, it emerges that a
proposal of the People’s Party from March 30, was aimed at the SPÖ assuming
the obligation to provide the necessary 2/3 majority for the desired agreement
with the EEC and “to decide on any necessary withdrawal from EFTA with the
ÖVP”.249
The People’s Party leadership was still very serious about the conclusion of
the EEC Treaty. When it would come into being, this should also be coupled
with leaving EFTA, especially since an ever closer relationship with the EEC was
hardly compatible with EFTA membership. After weighing up all argumentations
and interpretations, this was a contingent provision and not a demand on the SPÖ
to withdraw from EFTA at all costs, but only if it were necessary in the course of
the agreement with the EEC which was still to be negotiated.
This EFTA aspect was not such a relevant topic. It is mentioned by several participants in the negotiations as well as the possibility of a division of the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs. On March 31, the SPÖ Executive Committee received several
requests to speak on this subject, which were absolutely opposed. Fourteen days
later, on April 14, Kreisky, who had advocated a continuation of the coalition,
said, after the ongoing debates, that it might be possible to talk about it.250
It didn’t help anymore. Negotiations with the SPÖ on a coalition of a “new
style” finally failed, and the SPÖ opted for opposition. Federal President Franz Jonas appointed the new cabinet of the ÖVP sole government under Josef Klaus on
April 19, 1966. As a result of the national parliamentary elections in March 1966,
the ÖVP had achieved an absolute majority (85 against 74 of the SPÖ) and could
govern without a coalition partner. For the first time in the Second Republic, it
formed a single-party government. Trade Minister Bock moved up to Vice Chancellor. Klaus pushed for the strived-for participation in the Common Market, not
only in consideration of economic policy in the sense of removing customs barriers and of improving the Austrian export situation, but also because he linked
integration with the possibility of creating European political unity.251 His advisor
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was Franz Karasek, who was his Cabinet Chief (1964–66) and later Secretary
General of the Council of Europe (1979–84). Even before the formation of the
single-party government, Karasek had influenced the foreign policy deliberations
of the chancellor252 and was able to contribute with his experiences in Moscow.
Regardless of unambiguous ideological premises, such as neutrality as the
foundation of Austrian independence for dissociation from Germany, Kreisky’s
integration policy attempted to remain based upon fact. As a realistic practitioner
of neutrality policy – in contrast to the advocates of more broad reaching integration – he was to end up being correct with his rejection of the “going it alone”
and the adherence to the league of neutrals. But during the period of opposition
(1966–70), the SPÖ was provided with ammunition against the course of integration pursued by the single party ÖVP government.
In an interview that was granted to the Swedish daily newspaper Svenska Dagbladet in May 1966, Vice Chancellor Pittermann explained that matters of disarmament and the European market policy would represent the dominating topics at
that year’s congress of the Socialist International (SI). As far as Austria was concerned, he did not count upon a rapid development in the direction of rapprochement with the EEC, if there in fact could be any talk at all of any “development”
within a foreseeable time period. He did not believe that the new single-party
ÖVP government currently had the possibility to push the matter of rapprochement with the EEC forward. In actual fact, the matter lay at the time with the
EEC, and its Council of Ministers was not very flexible at all. In the conversation
with the same newspaper, Kreisky explained that at the SI congress, he would
speak in favor of the introduction of substantial discussions between the EEC and
EFTA. He did not believe in a mechanical connection of one EFTA country after
another to the EEC, and he therefore also did not want to say that the making of
contact which he urged would bring about results, but rather that a discussion
should at least be started. Starting out from the result of the Nationalrat elections,
Kreisky was of the opinion that the difference in position of the two main parties
on the integration question could be expressed in such a way that the ÖVP wanted
to go as far as possible and the SPÖ wanted to not go any further than necessary.
In spite of the fact that the ÖVP was leading the country in a single-party government, he did not believe in a rapid rapprochement with the EEC. The difficulties
were too large and numerous.253 With regard to multilateralism with respect to
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the methodology of integration, Kreisky would turn out to be correct in the long
term: The EU accession process in 1993–94 (see chapter VII, subchapters 14, 15)
likewise ran within a framework of multilateral negotiations and retroactively
confirmed Kreisky’s view.
The first mandate to sound things out in the EEC Council of Ministers was
in fact under the chair of the French foreign minister and came about upon his
request. But France’s position in the second half of the 1960s was no longer
as friendly towards association as the integration-happy circles in Austria had
wished. It almost seemed as if France wanted to hold to the State Treaty and neutrality more than Austria did.254
With regard to the integration policy of the Grand Coalition (1961–1966) and
the single-party government of Klaus (1966–1970), it is to be emphasized that
the policy for the creation of an arrangement with the EEC/EC led only to partial
successes, that is, two mandates for concrete negotiations and then eight rounds
of negotiations, specifically from March 1965 to February 1966 and then from
December 1966 to February 1967, but not to a definitive conclusion. The negotiations between Brussels and Vienna – that is, between the Council and representatives of the EEC Commission on one side and an Austrian delegation on the other
– ran up against objections and hesitation with Belgium, France, Italy, and the
Netherlands. This was because with a special settlement with Austria, they feared
further cases of precedents and saw the danger of a dilution of the intentions and
structures of the Community. The EEC was still a young construct, as well as
one that was not yet sufficiently solidified and developed. It already had very contentious intracommunity problems to solve, such as the financing of agricultural
markets and the issue of future decisions in the Council of Ministers – that is, the
transition to majority decisions – which de Gaulle opposed with all his power, and
successfully so. Austria wanted too early and too much.
The negotiations between Austria and the EEC/EC of 1966–67 revolved
around industrial products, agriculture, industrial goods, and trade with the East.
They dragged on because disagreement predominated as to what degree the agricultural products should be included, and because France all of a sudden picked
a fight with a discussion about the harmlessness of special agreements by the
EEC with third countries. Even with its being concluded, the possible association
treaty would have had more of the character of a free trade zone than that of a
customs union. Nevertheless, the leadership team of the ÖVP, which had been in
a single-party government since 1966, attempted to continue supporting the process of rapprochement with the Community.
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1966: Talks between Foreign Minister Lujo Tončić-Sorinj, Trade Minister Fritz Bock
(both sitting in the middle) and Ambassador in Brussels Johanna Monschein (1965–1968)

The Ballhausplatz did well know that no support by the United States could be
expected. When Tončić-Sorinj sounded out the position of US Secretary of State
Dean Rusk, he received a warm reception but no substantial reaction. According
to The Economist Rusk expressed his understanding for Austria’s position but
emphasised that “no American backing could be expected”: “Any step towards
seeking an arrangement with the Common Market would have to be taken on
Austria’s own responsibility; the United States could not commit itself by offering
advice”. Rusk warned Tončić-Sorinj “against making light of the Russian threats”.
He pointed out “that the United States would not be in a position to cope with a
serious dispute in Europe”.255 This statement has to be understood in the context
of the still ongoing Vietnam War (and the United States’ involvement in it).
What was known publicly was also the case internally. A “strictly confidential” communication for the State Department stated, that
“it is necessary that the treaty between Austria and the EEC be in fact of a special nature […]
[and] would not set a precedent for other industrialized European countries desirous of concluding a similar arrangement […] the US Government hopefully expects that the conclusion
of an arrangement would not create unrest in an area of Europe which is fortunately peaceful.
255
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The US Government hopes therefore that the conclusion of a special arrangement between
Austria and the EEC would not create new tension with Moscow.”256

Austria’s “going it alone” was pursued further, even though the EEC Council of
Ministers did not allow itself to be pressured concerning a further mandate for
negotiations. This mandate was not to occur until December 7, 1966. The Foreign
Minister Lujo Tončić-Sorinj (1966–68) was more hesitant towards the desire for
an EEC arrangement than was Bock because of his much narrower interpretation
of the obligations of neutrality, much to the displeasure of his party colleagues.
Like his predecessor Kreisky, he emphasized the possibility of a Europe-wide
solution as a result of enhancing the status of the Council of Europe. He had
in mind here cooperation between the EEC and EFTA,257 which also implied a
coordination of Europe policy with the other neutral states in order to take into
account the obligations resulting from Austria’s status under international law by
reserving the right to neutrality. In the long run, this ought to have led to a special
arrangement with Brussels within the framework of a greater free trade zone258 –
similar to the plan of the Maudling Committee (1956–58). This idea was, in fact,
to be revived,259 but for the time being it played no role in the Realpolitik.
Vice-Chancellor Fritz Bock gave a lecture at the Council of Europe on 25
January 1967. With regard to the prospects for deepening European integration
he said, that
“the completion of European economic integration also means an economic advantage for
Eastern Europe and for the rest of the world. That is why it makes sense to keep inviting the
Eastern European countries not to look at these European integration efforts with sneering
eyes, but rather to look at them from the perspective of the advantage they themselves derive
from them.”260

Besides Klaus, Bock also articulated himself as a great European. In this consequence he repeatedly advocated a “bridging” between the EEC and EFTA and
did not forget to think about the middle and the east of the continent in his conception of Europe.

See document 67 in appendix “Documents”.
“Rede des Außenministers Lujo Tončić-Sorinj vor der Beratenden Versammlung des Europarates in Straßburg”, May 3, 1966, in: MAYRZEDT – HUMMER, 20 Jahre österreichische
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On February 2, 1967, the round of negotiations with Brussels was concluded261
and even the otherwise hesitant Tončić assessed the possibilities of concluding
a special treaty with the EEC as favorable. As mentioned, the second (partial)
mandate for negotiations was granted to the Commission on December 7, 1966
and was clouded by doubts on the part of the French, according to whom there
should basically be a discussion about whether a comprehensive agreement with
third countries served a purpose at all before concluding negotiations. Trade regulations for industrial goods, trade with the East, and the eventuality of agriculture
harmonization were discussed in two rounds of negotiations.262 The special status
was recognized, that is, the maintaining and further development of Austria’s
trade with the East. For this purpose, Vienna was supposed to be granted customs allocations, while shifts in freight traffic patterns with domestically-produced products and goods subject to rules of origin (Ursprungsregeln) were to
be prevented, and the community was to be granted a protection clause. Whether
Austria would have been allowed to take preventative or corrective precautions
autonomously in the event of a decrease in trade with the East was, however, controversial and remained unresolved. No agreement was reached concerning the
inclusion of agriculture, since the harmonization of agricultural policy desired by
Austria caused resistance by the EEC. A harmonization of economic policy with
a view, as well, towards a future EC system of laws was only supposed to occur to
such an extent as would be necessary for the prevention of a distortion of competition and shifts in freight traffic patterns. According to Maximilian Oswald, the
envisioned treaty would only have represented a de facto customs union, because
although Vienna intended to go along with future modifications of the tariffs
autonomously, it was not ready to give up its freedom of structuring customs and
trade policy (treaty-making power). With the inclusion of forms of economic policy, however, traces of an economic union would have been present. From a legal
point of view, the form of the negotiations amounted to a free trade agreement.
In spite of a basic agreement with a view towards an association council appointed on the basis of equal representation and an independent court of arbitration,
the question of institutions was not solved in a satisfying manner. According
to the Viennese interpretation, resolutions by this Council with a law-changing
character would have required the consent of the Austrian Parliament. From the
Commission’s perspective, this would have brought about delays which otherwise
could have been avoided, it would have promoted legal uncertainty, and it would
have conceded an indirect veto to Austria. In the long run, this construction could
“Fünfzehnter Bericht der Bundesregierung über den Stand der wirtschaftlichen Integration
Europas für die Zeit vom 1.1.1967 bis 31.8.1967 (section ‚Österreichs Verhältnis zur EWG und
EGKS‘),“ in: MAYRZEDT – HUMMER, 20 Jahre österreichische Neutralitäts- und Europapolitik (1955–1975), Teilbd. I, 414–417.
262
“Streng vertraulicher Bericht an den Ministerrat, EWG-Österreich; Ergebnis der 8. Verhandlungsrunde 30.1. bis 3.2.1967”. ÖStA, AdR, BMfHGI, Sektion II., AV 65.110-I/4/67 (60.003/67).
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only have been manageable if Austria renounced this veto, if it had gone along
with all Austrian legal acts being linked to those of the community, and if it
had incorporated the community’s corpus into Austrian law. In May 1967, Vienna, through an Aide-Mémoire, pressed for the acceleration of the granting to
the Commission of a concluding mandate for negotiations.263 But that was not to
be (see below.) All the same, considerable ground had been won and the door to
the Common Market was now ajar.264 Thus, the path towards Europe seemed to
become more promising and even to lead to a good end.
11. AN OBSTRUCTIVE FRENCH-SOVIET INTERPLAY
The fact that Austria’s leading politicians resisted both the clear warnings and
the subliminal threats by the Kremlin concerning rapprochement with the EEC –
even if Moscow almost always left open what would occur in the individual case
and whether an intervention would have to be reckoned with – evoked admiration,
respect, and sympathy in the West. However, resistance against an all-too-formal
commitment by Austria to what, since 1967 following the Merger Treaty, was
now called the European Communities (EC) and its institutions came not only
from Moscow, but also from London and Rome, and above all, from Paris. With
regard to the issue of integration, the United Kingdom, Italy, and France did not
act as Austria’s partner or as its “friends”, if there even is such a thing in the world
of European politics and international relations. They were and remained the last
sentinels of their (legitimate) own (national) interests.
Vienna was, however, able to soften the hard and negative position of the
USSR. In the mid-1960s, Moscow had in fact continued to set itself up to be disapproving of an EC association, but no longer had that position towards a bilateral
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“Documents”.
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trade treaty with the maintaining of the obligations from the State Treaty and
neutrality.265
During a state visit by Klaus and Tončić-Sorinj to Moscow from March 14 to
21, 1967, the USSR representatives in the end reacted in a more concession-friendly manner when at an informal and unofficial level the discussion was even of a
toleration of a free trade zone arrangement. The Austrian side sounded out the
issue of the envisaged arrangement with the “Common Market”. However, for
the time being, the representatives of the Federal Government experienced alternating hot and cold feelings, since the Soviet position on Austria’s integration
policy that ranged from irritated to completely disapproving at first appeared to
be clear. The Austrian Foreign Minister still vividly remembered the visit to Leonid Brezhnev “at which, in really insulting form, [the latter] determined that the
Soviet Union would never recognize any closer arrangements between Austria
and the EC”. Nevertheless, a monocausal interpretation with a view towards the
Russian veto policy is not appropriate. For Tončić, at that time it was already “perfectly clear that not only the Soviet Union, but also France did not want to permit
a strengthening of Germany’s position in the Danube region”.266
During a one-on-one meeting at a late hour during the state visit in Russia,
Michael S. Voslensky, “a visitor, who was not part of the government”,267 an intermediary of the General Secretary of the Soviet Communist Party for Central
European Affairs, explained to Tončić that the Soviet Union could never accept:
“[…] the Federal Republic of Germany getting Austria under its economic control, which
would represent the beginning of a massive economic penetration of the Danube region all the
way to the Soviet border. Within that context, the economy would be nothing other than the
forerunner for political infiltration through which the entire balance in Central Europe, which
had been so laboriously created, would be destroyed.”268
See the document 65 in the appendix “Documents”; Memorandum of Conversation
Mr. HINTON – TONČIĆ, Austria and the Common Market, State Department, November 8,
1966. NARA, RG 59, Bureau of EUR Affairs, Box 23, Folder 8 (EEC/ECIN).
266
Letter from Prof. Min. a.D. Lujo TONČIĆ-SORINJ of September 13, 2000 to the author.
267
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in Mitteleuropa zerstört würde.” Vertraulicher Brief des Generalsekretärs des Europarates
Lujo TONČIĆ-SORINJ an den Generalsekretär, a.o. u. bev. Botschafter Dr. Walter WODAK,
Straßburg, July 19, 1972. StBKA, Karton 1266; the information from this document goes beyond that of TONČIĆ’s memoirs, also see TONČIĆs wording in: Transformation, 273 et seq.;
LUIF, Neutrale in die EG?, 97; KLAUS, Macht und Ohnmacht in Österreich, 250–262, in fact
mentions the question of EEC rapprochement that was discussed in Moscow “in the matter
itself, I am for the time being running up against granite”, 252, 261, but not the free trade zone
variant named by Tončić.
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Any participation by Austria in a customs or economic community would mean
a violation of the State Treaty, “not to mention at all of the permanent neutrality”.
Upon the question from the minister as to what further development was to be
conceived, Voslensky declared that “the Soviet Union could, however, show a
certain although hesitant, understanding for an arrangement on the basis of a free
trade zone.”269
What was meant was a free trade zone with the EC (!), and this statement
alone already had the effect of being very remarkable. But within the people’s
party, such a step did not trigger any enthusiasm with the strong EC association or
EC accession wing of the ÖVP. There was no desire to just be satisfied with that
which could not, however, be implemented.270
Austria’s Europe policy that was on the offense and which sought more than
just a free trade zone, if not even full accession, ran up against, among other
things, Community member France, which apparently took a position with respect to Austria that was identical to that of Moscow. In that regard, Tončić-Sorinj
later gave another instructive indication:
“A certain similarity between the Russian or Soviet policy and that of France was present in
historical, geopolitical elements. That, in fact, took place between France and Russia several
times in history and continued to have an effect. That is also how it was in this matter. The
Soviet Union did not want for this Austria to fall completely under the dependence upon or the
influence of the West, and France also did not want that, because in its opinion, such dependence would mean a dependence upon Germany. And that gave rise to a concordance of political
positions without that having been agreed upon expressis verbis.”271

Though, it became clear that the Soviet Union would not accept that the FRG
could have Austria under its economic control. In such a case, the economy would
be nothing less than the precursor to political infiltration through which the equilibrium in Central Europe would be damaged. The inofficial Soviet concession
of a free trade zone with the EEC was already remarkable. The offensive variety
of Austria’s Europe policy – which strived for more than a free trade zone, if not
269
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even for full membership – was rejected above all by the EEC member France,
which apparently took up a position that was in accordance with Moscow vis-àvis Austria.272
With the state visit by Georges Pompidou and Maurice Couve de Murville in
Vienna from September 13 to 16, 1967, the French representatives actually declared themselves to be against a solution that went beyond the concept of a free
trade zone.273
The discussions in the meantime focused upon a “special treaty” (“Vertrag
besonderer Art”) between Austria and Brussels, since within the EEC, the association with a country that in the end was not desiring accession had been fundamentally rejected. These discussions formed the starting point for protracted
negotiations with the “Common Market” which it was not possible to conclude
towards the end of the ÖVP single party government and which could only be
brought to a conclusion at the beginning of the Kreisky government (1970–1983).
Even more obvious than France’s reserved position was the stance of Italy which,
in the summer of 1967, moved into open rejection. This had a specific past history.
12. AN ADDITIONAL FACTOR: DIFFERENCES AND TENSIONS
WITH ITALY – THE ESCALATING SOUTH TYROL CONFLICT
1966–67
Aside from the question as to what relationship Austria should take up with the
EEC/EC, since the mid of the 1950s the unresolved problem of autonomy for
South Tyrol, a problem which was becoming more and more virulent, formed a
challenge that consistently grew larger and more serious for the Ballhausplatz. As
early as 1959, Vienna had decided to bring this subject before the United Nations,
whose General Assembly appealed to both states in a unanimous resolution on
October 31, 1960274 to solve the escalating conflict through bilateral negotiations.
Among the main problems was the amalgamation of the provinces of Trento
and Bolzano into the region of “Trentino-Alto Adige” in the wake of the Italian
Lujo TONČIĆ-SORINJ, „Gehen wir den Weg nach Europa“, in: Helmut WOHNOUT (Hrsg.),
Demokratie und Geschichte. Jahrbuch des Karl von Vogelsang-Instituts zur Erforschung der
Geschichte der christlichen Demokratie in Österreich 2, Wien – Köln – Weimar 1998, 34–58:
47–48.
273
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constitution of January 1, 1948. This threatened to pull the rug out from under the
autonomy that had reluctantly been granted to the German-speaking population
by creating a five to two Italian majority along with an increased influx from the
South. It embodied a restrictive interpretation of that which had been concurred
upon from the Gruber-De Gasperi Agreement of September 5, 1946 (see chapter
III, subchapter 3),275 which therefore could hardly be regarded as a kind of Privilegium Maius or a Magna Carta (Rolf Steininger) for South Tyrol.276
Moreover, the delay in the return of resettled South Tyroleans277 by an intransigent government in Rome without any European spirit as well as official harassment by the Italian and neo-fascist and post-fascist dominated administration in
Rome as well as in Bolzano brought patriotic and radical elements into the arena
on the part of Tyroleans from both north and south of the Brenner Pass.278
They organized themselves against the Italian central state, supported by parts
of the Bergisel Alliance (Bergisel-Bund, or BIB), which had been founded in
1954 in Innsbruck, and they were inspired by the Andreas Hofer celebrations in
1959 and a kind of liberation committee of South Tyrol (Befreiungs-Ausschuß
Südtirol, or BAS).279
A series of bombings of electrical power pylons and monuments, the peak of
which was reached with the “Night of Fire” (“Feuernacht”)280 of June 11–12, 1961,
brought the province to the attention of the Italian and international media,281 even
though Austria, having gone before the United Nations, had already internationalized the subject. The attacks, which at first were directed at property,282 and the
With regard to British files: Rolf STEININGER, Los von Rom? Die Südtirolfrage 1945–46 und
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disproportionate reactions by the Italian forces of law and order strained the negotiations between Rome and Vienna which, in any case, were not making headway.
A “Commission of Nineteen”283 with seven representatives from the South
Tyrolean People’s Party (Südtiroler Volkspartei, or SVP) was established by Rome
on September 1, 1961. Its task was to recommend measures to the government for
the expansion of the autonomy for South Tyrol.
In spite of this unresolved question, Rome suggested official, bilateral preparatory talks. Without placing a linkage on the solution of this problem, the
diplomats from Italy wanted, however, to know for certain whether it was “war
or peace” with Austria. The answer to this question was a major headache for
Vienna, since foreign policy had been almost completely absorbed by bringing
the South Tyrol question before the United Nations twice in 1960–61, and maneuvering room with respect to the policy of integration had thus been considerably limited. In any case, West German Undersecretary of the Auswärtige Amt
Rudolf Lahr made known to all who would listen that Rome had shown a “very
reserved” attitude regarding Vienna’s reinvigorated request, since the Austrians
were too angry with Italy (“trop méchant contre l’Italie”). The attitude at the Quai
d’Orsay did not bode well either. From the director of the multilateral economic
department, François Valéry, it was learned that “in Brussels a negative atmosphere must be expected for several months” and that “Austria at this point in
time cannot act”.284 The political director, Charles Lucet, at least assured that an
entangling of the application for association with the South Tyrol question would
be seen as “absolutely unfounded” and “inadmissible”.285 At the same time, Lahr
emphasized that the FRG would “most warmly” support any step by Austria in
the direction of the EEC.286 However, Lahr could only give the “cheap advice” to
“wait and see”. The latest development was a “potent injection for EFTA”, which
apparently was successfully revived.287
The special inner-Italian “Commission of the Nineteen”288 only achieved results in 1963–64. Kreisky understood Austria’s role as the protecting power for
South Tyrol as a means for fostering Austrian identity and for dissociation from
Germany.289 On the basis of the results from that commission, Kreisky and his
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Italian counterpart and Socialist, Giuseppe Saragat, came to an agreement in Geneva on May 25, 1964 on the formation of a mixed commission of experts. Their
consultations brought forth a comprehensive Italian offer in December 1964 in
Paris, above all else with a view towards an international arbitration commission
which, however, the leaders of the SVP around the Party Leader and Provincial
Governor Silvius Magnagno as the dominant political power in South Tyrol and
the Tyrolean Provincial Governor Eduard Wallnöfer in Austria rejected as insufficient in terms of autonomy rights.290
Although Kreisky had established an agreement with Saragat, who held the
equivalent post and belonged to the equivalent party in Italy, not only on the handling of the South Tyrol question291 but also on the Italian approval of the question
of an EEC arrangement, that was to fundamentally change with Foreign Minister
Lujo Tončić-Sorinj coming into office in the Klaus single-party government and
with the renewal of the “freedom fighters” in South Tyrol, called “terrorists” by
the Italian state.
Consequently, Vienna could no longer be willing to conclude an agreement
with Rome without the assent of the South Tyroleans. Both South Tyrol and the
rest of Italy were caught up in further waves of bombing attacks which reached a
highpoint in 1966 and from which the SVP resolutely had to distance itself. The
attacks made the secret negotiations more difficult between Italy and Austria on
better conditions for a solution to the conflict.292
A good level of harmony with Rome was essential for Vienna in terms of foreign trade: in 1966, Austrian exports to Italy made up around 11% of total exports,
while in comparison, exports to all of the EFTA states constituted only 18%.293
Although the strained political relationship with Italy as a result of the bombing
attacks in South Tyrol did not affect the mutual streams of goods and trade, during the next year it would intensify at the political level and put a premature end
to Vienna’s hopes for integration.294
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Finding out the subtleties and nuances of the more or less differing positions
in Austrian integration policy between Bock and Kreisky for the period before
the sole government of Josef Klaus is anything but easy. Bock was in a different
position from 1966 onwards. Let him speak to Kreisky himself, as he did during a
speech in the Parliament on June 7, 1967, when he returned to the formula he had
originally found together that Austria was fundamentally committed to the principles enshrined in the Treaties of Rome, “as long as neutrality and the Treaties of
Rome are again respected”:
“As far as the relationship with EFTA is concerned: I know Minister Kreisky says at every
opportunity: when we both – he and I – constructed this formula, we each would have understood it differently. I have to tell you the truth about that: this may have been the case with
Dr. Kreisky at the time this formula was written down. In any case, at the time – I am in no other position today – I was only able to understand one thing: There is no doubt that participation
in two preferential systems is the most desirable, the most convenient solution for any state.
But the fact that Austria has excluded other solutions could and can only mean that if I do not
enforce double participation, because that is not possible, I will have to do it with participation
in one preferential system, either in EFTA or in the EEC. However, since this declaration was
made towards the EEC, where we were asked how we should deal with this problem, the other
solution can only be that: If the treaty with Brussels which we are seeking brings us everything
we think can be achieved and what we want to achieve, then it will be up to the Federal Government and the Parliament to decide which of the two preferential systems we belong to in the
future: whether we stay with EFTA or whether we conclude the treaty with Brussels, which as
things stand – Dr. Kreisky has known this for many years – because double participation is not
possible, would mean the termination of our EFTA membership.”295

When double membership in EFTA and the EEC proved to be illusory, Bock
tended all the more in the direction of the EEC, which Kreisky, as an opposition
295

Original quotation: “Was das Verhältnis zur EFTA betrifft: Ich weiß Herr Minister Dr. Kreisky sagt bei jeder Gelegenheit: Als wir beide – er und ich – diese Formel konstruiert haben,
hätten wir jeder etwas anderes darunter verstanden. Ich muß zur Steuer der Wahrheit sagen:
Das mag zum Zeitpunkt der Niederschrift dieser Formel vielleicht bei Herrn Dr. Kreisky der
Fall gewesen sein. Ich jedenfalls habe damals – ich bin heute in keiner anderen Lage – nur
eines verstehen können: Daß die Teilnahme an zwei Präferenzsystemen für jeden Staat die
wünschenswerteste, die bequemste Lösung ist, steht außer jedem Zweifel. Daß Österreich aber
andere Lösungen ausschließt, konnte und kann doch nur heißen: Wenn ich die doppelte Teilnahme nicht durchsetze, weil das nicht möglich ist, muß ich mich mit der Teilnahme an einem
Präferenzsystem, entweder an der EFTA oder an der EWG, begnügen. Da diese Erklärung
aber in Richtung EWG abgegeben wurde, wo wir gefragt wurden, wie wir uns zu diesem
Problem stellen, kann die andere Lösung nur die sein: Wenn uns der Vertrag mit Brüssel, den
wir anstreben, alles das bringt, was wir für erreichbar halten und was wir zu erreichen wünschen, dann wird es Sache der Bundesregierung und des Hohen Hauses sein, zu entscheiden,
welchem der beiden Präferenzsysteme wir künftig angehören: ob wir bei der EFTA verbleiben
oder ob wir den Vertrag mit Brüssel abschließen, der so wie die Dinge nun einmal liegen – das
weiß Herr Dr. Kreisky seit vielen Jahren –, weil die doppelte Teilnahme nicht möglich ist, die
Beendigung unserer EFTA-Mitgliedschaft bedeuten würde.” Fritz BOCK, Das Nein der SPÖ
zum Integrationsbericht. Rede im Nationalrat am 7. Juni 1967, in: IDEM, Der Anschluß an
Europa. Gedanken, Versuche, Ergebnisse, St. Pölten 1978, 53–58: 55–56.
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politician, did not want to accept. The politically escalating question of South
Tyrol should come to his aid.
As early as October 1966, Italy had carried out a clear policy of power and disproportionate threats vis-à-vis Austria by means of a virtual “war of notes” that
was only to find an end three years later. A further deterioration of the strained
relations took place as a result of a peculiar attack which according to Tončić
brought relations between the two countries to “their lowest point since 1945”:296
on June 25, 1967, four members of the Italian military (a captain of the Carabinieri paramilitary police, a paratrooper lieutenant, a noncommissioned officer, and
an Alpini soldier) seemed to be killed there by land mines which had allegedly
been planted by unknown persons at an electrical power pylon that had previously been blown up at the Porzescharte/Cima Vallona close to the Italian- Austrian
border in the northern part of the province of Belluno. To this day, it has not been
possible to completely explain the mysterious event. There is much, though, to
speak for arranged or fabricated machinations on the Italian side.
Austrian military historian Hubert Speckner provided more clarity to the maze
of events and confusion of the information or disinformation policy of the Italian
authorities on this “occurrence”. Contemporary observers already arrived at the
conclusion that there was something odd about this “attack” and that the official
Italian version of events could not add up. Speckner came to the conclusion that
the responsibility, and in particular the intentional killing of the four victims –
which was not even possible on the Porzescharte – by the alleged assassins and
members of the BAS, Peter Kienesberger, Erhard Hartung, and Egon Kufner, was
to be ruled out, and if that were the case, then Italian bodies coming into play
– at a rigged and perfidious level – was far more probable. Francesco Gentile,
Mario Di Lecce, Olivo Dordi, and Armando Piva had been the first victims of
what Speckner called the “strategy of tension” that was tested by Italy in South
Tyrol in the 1960s against the background of the instrumentalization of anticommunism which subsequently led to severe bombing attacks with innocent civilians in Italy.297
The Austrian proposal to set up an international commission of experts in
order to contribute to a clarification of the case was rejected by Italy. Rome replied that the battle against the “terrorists” who found cover on Austrian soil
had already been demanded repeatedly but had remained unanswered by Austria.
Italian Christian Democrat and Foreign Minister Amintore Fanfani thereupon ordered the Italian delegation at the High Authority of the ECSC in Luxembourg on
296
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Even if no definitive and ultimately valid evidence of intentional Italian manipulation could be
presented, the amount of findings that were established are so overwhelming that in spite of
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June 28, 1967 to oppose the start of negotiations between the ECSC and Austria
(on December 15, 1966, due to the Merger Treaty the Austrian federal government had also made a corresponding request to be admitted to the ECSC)298 until
Austria proved that its state territory “was no longer serving as an operations
base for terrorists who carried out attacks in Italy”. On June 30, 1967, it became
known that Italy’s representative in the Committee of the Permanent Representative (COREPER) of the EEC Council in Brussels had demanded a removal from
the agenda of the Austria negotiations for the Common Market. According to dpa,
on July 1, Fanfani instructed his ambassadors in the EEC states that Italy would
not permit Austria’s negotiations with the ECSC and the EEC until Vienna could
prove that its territory did not serve the preparation and glorification of acts of
terror or the accommodation of the South Tyrol attackers. The upcoming Italian-Austrian negotiations on assets in Rome were cancelled.299
In the presence of Tončić, Vice Chancellor Bock received the ambassadors
of the Netherlands and Belgium and the French and German chargés d’affaires
in Vienna and presented the “worries of the Federal Government” with regard
to the Italian position on the negotiations with the ECSC. He delivered a memorandum in which it was declared that the Italian position was “unjustified”. He
reported that within the Federal Government, clarity existed that with an Italian
veto, the resumption of negotiations with the EEC would also have to be taken
into account. The “Austrian-Italian malaise” was “not a matter of the economic
integration of Europe”. No blame was to be ascribed to the Federal Government
with regard to the attack, particularly since it had “always energetically and publicly condemned” the attackers. Bock expressed the hope that the other states in
the Community would share Austria’s view. Tončić rejected the creation of a link
between economic integration and a different political problem. If this method
were to be raised to the level of a general pattern for action, then the process of
European unification would be substantially impeded.300
Not least because of the massive public pressure as a result of intense reactions
in the press, the government in Rome got very worked up into a position towards
Austria that was borne by great emotionality. In actuality, two different issues
that were not associated with each other were brought into connection with each
other: the “domestic Italian matter” of South Tyrol, as the government in Rome
had argued for more than a decade after the conclusion of the Gruber-De Gasperi
Agreement of September 5, 1946, and Austria’s desire for an EC arrangement.
Archiv der Gegenwart, December 15, 1966, 12876.
Quoted after Archiv der Gegenwart, July 5, 1967, 13277 et seq.; for combining the South Tyrolean question with Austria’s EEC ambitions see Manfried RAUCHENSTEINER, Unter Beobachtung. Österreich seit 1918, Wien – Köln – Weimar 2017, 358–363.
300
Archiv der Gegenwart, July 5, 1967, 13278–13279; “Weisung des Bundesministeriums für Handel, Gewerbe und Industrie an die Österreichischen Botschaften Paris, Den Haag, Brüssel und
Luxemburg”, July 4, 1967. ÖStA, AdR, BMfHGI, Sektion II, Karton 7484, AV 70.255-I/4/67
(60.003/67).
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With this ‟package deal”, Rome demonstrated to the public a policy of strength
with respect to Austria and did not give its neighbor to the north, which ended
up with the short end of the stick in terms of integration policy, any other chance
except to be subjected to Italy’s standpoint. Rome also did not allow any further
discussion. In so doing, Italy practiced a policy of veto à la de Gaulle on a small
scale, particularly since the other five EEC states were not granted any opportunity to either yield or mediate. Just like de Gaulle in 1963 via the UK, this represented a unilateral act of blockading negotiations which would have represented a
further step towards Europe’s unification. The question is thus also raised which
Tončić had already presented in the Austrian Council of Ministers: whether with
the actions by Italy, the goal was not primarily being pursued of driving Austria
out of the bilateral negotiations on South Tyrol autonomy, of sinking the matter
back down to the d omestic level, of italianizing it, and thus of leading to a unilateral solution.301 There is much which in fact speaks for this.
But one fact remained and supported the Austrian position: even if they could
not have any support granted to Austria, the signatory powers of the Italian peace
treaty did not want to and were not able to convince the Ballhausplatz that the
pressure on Italy to realize the Gruber-De Gasperi Accord was unlawful.

1966: Federal Chancellor Josef Klaus and ÖVP Secretary General
Hermann Withalm and Alois Mock in the background as Klaus’ Head of Cabinet

The Austrian journalist Alexander Vodopivec did not hold back on criticizing the
Klaus government regarding its South Tyrolean policy when he stated:
“Klaus overlooked the connections between the extremely strained Austrian-Italian relations
caused by a series of severe bombing attacks in South Tyrol and Italy’s stance in the Austrian
integration negotiations in Brussels. The idea of appointing the Tyrolean Dr. [Franz] Hetzenauer as minister of the interior and the University Professor Dr. [Hans] Klecatsky as minister of
301
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justice for federalist reasons was not put into any connection with the foreign policy effects by
Klaus or his advisers. Italy saw the appointment of two Tyroleans to the ministries responsible
for prosecuting the bombers as a deliberate provocation. The then Italian Foreign Minister, Mr
Fanfani, therefore vetoed the continuation of talks between the EEC Commission and Austria, which was not inconvenient for the French because of the Soviets’ constant interventions
against the negotiations between Austria and the EEC.”302

Interior Minister Franz Hetzenauer of the North Tyrolean ÖVP found himself
in an extremely delicate position of having to make understood to the Provincial Governor Wallnöfer the deployment of the armed forces on the provincial
borders that had been decided upon by the federal government.303 While Vienna
despairingly wrestled with damage control and Vice Chancellor Hermann
Withalm (ÖVP) futilely made contact with Democrazia Cristiana (DC) circles
in Italy, Hetzenauer posted the army as assistance to the gendarmerie units using
the code word “Southern Border Unit” (Grenzeinsatz Süd)304 and ordered control
and security measures in order to make a show, with this symbolic act, of having
comprehended the elements that had been dangerously classified as extremist.
Wallnöfer demonstrated insight for the procedures that were necessary at the state
policy level, even though he personally stood up for the attackers and gave them
opportunities to settle in Bavaria.305
With regard to the prevention of acts of terrorism on its national borders,
Austria could not guarantee the impedance of criminal actions by private persons,
even with the best will in the world towards Italy. Rome made the withdrawal of
its veto dependent upon proof that terrorists could no longer act against Italy from
Original quotation: “Klaus übersah die Zusammenhänge zwischen den durch eine Serie
von schweren Strengstoffattentaten in Südtirol aufs äußerste gespannten österreichisch-
italienischen Beziehungen und der Haltung Italiens bei den österreichischen Integrationsverhandlungen in Brüssel. Die Idee, aus föderalistischen Gründen den Tiroler Dr. Hetzenauer
zum Innenminister und den in Innsbruck lehrenden Universitätsprofessor Dr. Klecatsky
zum Justizminister zu bestellen, wurde von Klaus, aber auch von seinen Beratern, in keinen
Zusammenhang mit den außenpolitischen Auswirkungen gebracht. Italien sah in der Berufung
von zwei Tirolern in die für die Verfolgung der Sprengstoffattentäter zuständigen Ministerien
eine gezielte Provokation. Der damalige italienische Außenminister Fanfani legte daher ein
Veto gegen die Fortführung der Gespräche zwischen der EWG-Kommission und Österreich
ein, was wiederum den Franzosen wegen der ständigen Interventionen der Sowjets gegen die
Verhandlungen zwischen Österreich und der EWG nicht ungelegen kam.” Alexander VODOPIVEC, Die Quadratur des Kreisky. Österreich zwischen parlamentarischer Demokratie und
Gewerkschaftsstaat, Wien – München – Zürich 1973, 275.
303
Interview with Minister a.D. Dr. Franz HETZENAUER on May 24, 1994 (audio recording in
the possession of the author).
304
Josef RIEDMANN, Das Bundesland Tirol 1918 bis 1970. Geschichte des Landes Tirol,
Bd. 4/II, Bozen – Innsbruck – Wien 1988, 1283 and GEHLER, Die österreichische Außen
politik unter der Alleinregierung Josef Klaus 1966–1970, 251–271: 258–260, 270.
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Austria. What was demanded therein was difficult to fulfill, and the Palazzo Chigi was aware of this only too well, since even within the country itself, right-wing
and left-wing radical terrorism could not be dealt with. The suspicion that even
honorable heads of government were in collaboration with Mafioso organizations
was later to be confirmed. Astoundingly, and even paradoxically, Austria was less
unyielding towards an Italy which had to be evaluated as a rather central issue of
power structure, it proved to be less inventive and imaginative with regard to a
quick-witted retort to legitimate as well as pseudo-legal arguments, and it showed
itself to be less determined in unmasking ambiguities and insincerity than it was
towards the USSR, which also merely demanded the following of obligations of
neutrality based in law and had decisively made an effort to reconstruct Austrian
sovereignty. Thus, a setback in Austrian foreign policy emerged which, however,
was limited to the area of economic policy.
Viewed in this way, what emerged was a setback in Austria’s integration policy that was actually far less because of Soviet reservations and in reality more as
a result of Italian intransigence, but this setback remained restricted to the sectors
of trade and business. The intention that was announced by Klaus on television
on August 11, 1967 to “europeanize” the South Tyrol issue if necessary, since Italy had opened up this possibility on its own through the EEC package deal, was
not without a reaction from Rome. Furthermore, the Chancellor had criticized
the Italian refusal to participate at the Viennese Fair as well as the circumstance
that Fanfani had not honored the Austrian measures of goodwill. In a declaration
by the Farnesina that was published in the Italian press on August 16, 1967 – in
an allusion to a public declaration by Bock, who had tossed out the question of
calling in the Council of Europe regarding the Italian veto – it stated that within
this context, the fact was being overlooked that the EEC Council of Ministers
passed its resolutions unanimously. Austria would only be wasting time, since the
unanimity could not be realized without Italy.306
It was like receiving greetings from the veto mentality à la de Gaulle. The
door to the “Common Market” had been slammed shut, Austria’s path to Brussels
had been hopelessly blocked by Rome, and Bock’s integration policy of being on
the offense had failed. In the mid-1960s, the federal government had wrongly
imagined “a positive conclusion” with the EEC to be “closer than ever”, since the
questions regarding the matter it self had been quickly discussed between 1965
and 1967 and had in part already been negotiated. Klaus asked in retrospect,
though, whether “once again, the weight that Italy carried as a NATO and EEC
partner was greater than that of the neutral Austria.”307
This question is clearly to be answered in the affirmative. But that alone does
not explain everything. In retrospect, there was no question for Tončić-Sorinj
that “the Italian veto of Austria’s relationship with the European Community at
306
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the time had great repercussions.” But “it would be a mistake to believe that we
had taken one step forward with regard to the arrangement between Austria and
the EC if there had not been this veto”. Many other things still would have had to
change first, “and that in fact took many years”.308
In January 1968, Bock, who was having personal problems with Chancellor Klaus and who preferred to leave the government,309 was replaced by Leo
Mitterer as Minister of Trade. Bock lost his position as Vice Chancellor as well.310
His positions of integration policy were no longer capable of carrying a majority
even within the ÖVP. At the same time, Kurt Waldheim followed Tončić-Sorinj,
who was hapless with the difficult South Tyrol question, as Foreign Minister
(1968–70). He saw the participation of Austria in European political collaboration
for fundamental reasons as a part of an overall concept of foreign policy which
ought to increase Austria’s security.311
In the 1960s, Austria’s foreign policy compared with former times experienced the greatest orientation towards the West in the entire Second Republic
to date in the sense of the rapprochement with the EEC/EC. As a result of the
Merger Treaty of 1965, which entered into force in 1967, the ECSC, EEC, and
EURATOM had in the meantime all merged together into the European Communities (EC). Nothing changed as a result of this in Austria’s heightened policy of
rapprochement of 1966–67, just as the reservations of the USSR could not sway
Vienna in its pushed course towards integration. Astonishingly, and in fact paradoxically, Austria was less insistent with a view towards its unyielding behavior
towards the Soviet Union in contrast to that with respect to Italy in the South
Tyrol policy. It made fewer efforts in the reply to arguments from Rome that
were not free of legal ambivalence. In following its integration policy, Vienna
remained much more obstinate in any case with respect to the USSR, even though
the Soviet Union in fact fundamentally only demanded legal responsibility with a
view towards Article 4 of the State Treaty and the adherence to the obligation to
neutrality that was established in the Austrian constitution.
The year 1968 was at least as groundbreaking as the year a decade before. In
1958, the Large Free Trade Area had failed and Austria had to concentrate quickly
on a small solution in the short term. In 1968 the path to EC association had
become completely impossible and in the medium term only customs and trade
agreements with the Communities remained as a way out.

Letter from Lujo Tončić-SORINJ to the author, September 13, 2000.
Interview with Fritz BOCK, March 3, 1992.
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1967: First Day letter on the European Free Trade Association
with the seven founding members and associated Finland

Austria’s policy of pushed integration had spread itself too thin for different reasons: first, Great Britain was disgruntled because of the attempted “desertion”
from EFTA, which it would concede to no other country prior to itself; second,
France, in spite of good will and friendly declarations, did not want to allow any
exceptions to the EEC rules of the game and sympathized with the status quo of
Austrian neutrality in order to not encourage the penetration of the German economy even further; third, the USSR had legal grounds which were most convincing, as has already been outlined; fourth, Belgium’s Foreign Minister Spaak had
been disquieted by the evasive Austrian attitude regarding the question of EEC
institutions and the demand for “treaty-making power”; fifth, Switzerland and the
other neutrals were indignant because Austria, of all countries, as the newcomer
in “the holy field of neutrality”, so to speak, allowed itself “risky escapades” with
an all-too-free interpretation and seemed to drift off in the dangerous wake of
“non-alignment”; sixth, Italy combined in a “Machiavellian” way the non-combinable, leading to a veto that had never before existed, in order to compensate
for its frustration over the continuing bombing attacks in South Tyrol, which had
resulted from its own noncompliance with the treaties that were binding under international law; and seventh, the FRG remained the only advocate as an economic
giant and a political dwarf. The chancellors Ludwig Erhard312 and Kurt-Georg
Kiesinger together with Foreign Minister Willy Brandt313 were the warmest supporters, although they also had to show consideration towards their EEC partner,
Italy.
On Federal Chancellor Erhard pursuing an Austria policy independent of Paris: RATKA, Die
österreichischen Assoziierungsbestrebungen, 135–136.
313
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1969 March 28: State Visit of German Chancellor Kurt Georg Kiesinger
in Vienna invited by Austrian Chancellor Josef Klaus

This demonstrates that the bombing attacks in South Tyrol – even those which
had purely terrorist motives in the second half of the 1960s – were able to have
an influence on the Austrian negotiations only to the slightest extent, if at all.
The Western Powers were tired of the topic and were aware of the questionability
of the Italian veto, which could not be supported by arguments of economic or
integration policy. It was rather the case that the interests of the leading nations
involved stood in opposition to the wishes of Austria. Therefore, repercussions
could not fail to fall on the shoulders of the person chiefly responsible for this
policy. Fritz Bock had attempted the possible in order to diminish the disadvantages for the Austrian economy which resulted from the EFTA connection. But
circumstances were just too strong.
A last word on the South Tyrol bombing attacks, which are still controversial
today: For South Tyrol and South Tyroleans in the 1960s, the attacks initially
brought more unfreedom than freedom and more suffering than improvement – if
one thinks of the relatives of the women and children of the “freedom fighters”. In
the central state of Italy, autonomy could not have been bombed with dynamite.
That was more possible with persistent diplomacy, tough negotiation tactics and
cohesion of the South Tyrolean population. However, the attacks in South Tyrol in
the 1960s were more than a clear warning signal for Italy. There was still a state
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of alarm for Italy with regard to this border region, which had remained controversial due to Italy’s lack of granting a functioning autonomy. The immigration of
Italians from the south of the country to this “dangerous” and “unsafe” province
subsequently decreased noticeably. If there had been a causal connection with the
explosions, then the assassins would have achieved a folk-political and population-securing goal, even if not their self-determination-political concern. In this
respect, their efforts were not useless.314
13. OVERSHADOWING AUSTRIA’S INTEGRATION POLICY DUE
TO INTERVENTION AND THE SUPPRESSION OF THE “PRAGUE
SPRING” BY THE WARSAW PACT 1968
After the crisis year of 1967 with Italy, a crisis year followed in 1968 in the ČSSR.
The invasion of Czechoslovakia by the Warsaw Pact countries during the night
from August 20 to 21, 1968 for the suppression of the Prague Spring315 triggered
in many Austrians if not the impression of the danger of immediately impending war, then that of a dangerous threat for their own country. In this situation,
Chancellor Klaus emphasized in a radio address the “permanent neutrality” as the
result of a consistent policy of independence which had won the trust of all of the
signatory powers of the State Treaty and that of the neighboring states.316
With the evaluation of the events, the Ballhausplatz, which appeared surprised
and acted distraught, kept a low profile. At first, not a single word of regret was
expressed about the intervention, let alone condemnation. Tončić-Sorinj’s successor, Foreign Minister Kurt Waldheim (1968–70) acted very cautiously, orienting
himself towards the “tread softly” principle (see chapter III, subchapter 4)317 of his
Michael GEHLER, „… dass keine Menschenleben geopfert werden sollten – das war der
Plan.“ Die Bozner „Feuernacht“ und die Südtirol-Attentate der 1960er Jahre, in: Michael
GEHLER – René ORTNER (Hrsg.), Von Sarajewo zum 11. September Einzelattentate und
Massenterrorismus, Innsbruck – Wien – Bozen 2007, 205–256: 255–256.
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former boss in the foreign ministry, Karl Gruber. The case at that time had to do
with a very careful rapprochement with the nascent Marshall Plan organization in
order to not provoke any negative Soviet reaction (chapter III, subchapter 4) and
furthermore with an attitude of waiting not only in the direction of Prague, but
also with respect to the EC, above all in consideration of the position of the USSR.
At this point, Waldheim emphasized that Austria strictly rejected interference in
intra bloc clashes. At his initiative, two passages were deleted from Klaus’ first
position on the occupation of the ČSSR which had referred to very courageous
and clearly condemning declarations by Raab against the Soviet suppression of
the revolutionary forces during the Hungarian Crisis of 1956.318 Security measures
were in fact taken once again at the country’s Eastern borders. But the Ballhausplatz was overtaxed, and the crisis management functioned only at an unsatisfactory level. Its hesitant and maneuvering position contributed not unsubstantially
to uncertainty in the population and to a loss of image in the Klaus government.319
After the Hungarian refugees320 from 1956 (180,000 at the beginning, although
a far smaller number remained in Austria, approximately 25,000), Austria now
also had to provide assistance to Czech and Slovak immigrants. But out of around
160,000 refugees, the majority returned again, and only approximately 10,000
remained in Austria.321
Away from the decision-makers on Ballhausplatz, the mood among the Austrian population towards the “Prague Spring” was almost euphoric. The ORF-
television director, Helmut Zilk, and his Prague colleague, Jiri Pelikán, had
already begun the “City Talks” (“Stadtgespräche”) between the two metropolises
several years earlier. Austria’s Ambassador Walter Wodak had already warned
from Moscow since May 1968 that the Kremlin would not stand idly by and watch
carefully the reformist innovations in Czechoslovakia. At the beginning of July,
Ludvik Vaculik’s “Manifesto of 2000 Words” was published in translation in
the Austrian daily newspaper Die Presse. In Moscow this was regarded as a last
proof of “counterrevolution”. Despite certain diplomatic and military warnings,
the Ballhausplatz was just as surprised as the Western world was on August 21.
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But Yugoslavia’s head of state Josip Broz Tito had already warned Alexander
Dubček a week earlier. Despite all criticism of the hesitant behavior of the government under Federal Chancellor Josef Klaus, it immediately made funds available
for fugitive dissidents, which was continued later on under Federal Chancellor
Kreisky (1970–1983).322
The crisis in the ČSSR resulted in a new accentuation of Austrian foreign
policy. As Reiner Eger wrote, a remarkable learning process became evident with
the political leadership. In the interpretation of the obligations that were associated with “permanent neutrality”, value was now no longer placed only on the
military character, as had been the case before. The opinion crystallized that in
times of peace, the policy of neutrality was already to be practiced in such a way
that an involvement in impending or future cases of conflict could be prevented.
The demand for an increased reduction in the military, civilian, economic, and
spiritual defense of the country was borne by all parties in the parliament. As a
result of the relaxation of the mood of crisis, though, the measures that had been
taken into consideration were not realized.323
The international law expert from the Karl-Franzens-University of Graz,
Konrad Ginther, had analyzed that the statements from politicians during the
Klaus era amounted to a qualification of the traditional concept of neutrality in
the sense of the emphasis on military neutrality in the meaning under international law. In a speech on November 14, 1968 in Vienna, Kurt Waldheim uttered
clear words when he rejected the term “military neutrality” as “an all too simplifying interpretation”, thus setting himself apart from the conception of neutrality
of his predecessor, Tončić-Sorinj, as well as that of the chancellor. As a result
of Waldheim’s pronounced manner after the “Czech crisis”, the Ballhausplatz
oriented itself towards the emphasis on and activation of multilateral relations by
means of the propagation of a security policy that was directed globally through
the involvement in a worldwide policy of an easing of tensions and the active
participation in international aid work. With this, a further precondition was met
with Austria’s involvement within the circle of UN troop contingents in place of
enforced armed forces policy.324
The foreign ministry visibly cut back on the involvement with EC rapprochement. What was also modified was the understanding of neutrality, that is, the
simple equating of “permanent” neutrality with military neutrality was rather
avoided, and it was more a neutrality oriented towards foreign policy activities
that was emphasized.
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In actuality, during the Austrian EEC “going it alone” policy between 1963
and 1967, a rather reductionist interpretation of the neutrality status was in effect.
In the wake of the Italian veto on EC negotiations, the increasing hopelessness
of a swift arrangement with Brussels, the Czech crisis, and the intervention by
the countries of the Warsaw Pact in Prague, a form of Austrian neutrality policy
that was based more on offense began to be initiated in the sense of permanent or
“perpetual” neutrality. This was to reach a breakthrough in the Kreisky era that
began starting in 1970. Its roots are therefore to be traced back to 1968.
In the wake of the suppression of the Prague Spring and the communist policy of “normalization” that ensued, an intensification of Austrian-Soviet relations
followed under Klaus and Waldheim in spite of, or as a result of, fundamental differences on the EC issue with Moscow. The new Austrian “Eastern policy” could
have built upon the approaches that were already present with Julius Raab’s policy. Along the path of the solution of the Austrian question of 1955, there was an
attempt for it to be seen as a model for Germany (see chapter IV, subchapter 3),325
emphasizing the special position of Austria as well as its formative and peacemaking role in the East-West conflict. In Klaus’ view, this is where “the seeds
were sown for the later policy of détente of the seventies” within the framework
of the CSCE process.326
In contrast to the rulers on the other side of the Iron Curtain, the emphasis
upon the specific significance of the “East” – which, according to Klaus’ ideas for
Austria, played a not insignificant role with regard to foreign, trade, economic,
and cultural policies – made a certain gain in prestige possible, a problem area
with which West Germany’s Eastern policy was confronted and had to live, from
Willy Brandt and Walter Scheel to Helmut Kohl and Hans-Dietrich Genscher.
The suppression of the Prague Spring had consequences at the domestic level
in Austria not only with respect to security, but also regarding party politics. Except for the absence of a guarantee for the neutrality on the part of the State Treaty
signatories as in 1956, what was then also missing was an official or semi-official
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commitment to security – such as in the case of the Hungary crisis by the USA
– for the sovereignty of Austria. This caused the consciousness to grow of the
insufficient structures of a comprehensive defense of the country, as well as the
knowledge that the declaration of neutrality alone would not sufficiently protect
it in the event of a crisis. The low status, and in fact the latent weakness, of the
capacities for defense led to the already mentioned revaluation of neutrality. It
was distinguished, prominently exposed, and subsequently superelevated, which
served as a means of compensation for the military defense of the country which
fundamentally hardly existed. A prominently exposed position of neutrality appeared in this way to be the best security policy and a guarantee for preserving
the peace. The problem area of Austrian security was skillfully concealed with
the stylization of an “active policy of neutrality”.
Within the KPÖ, there were already intense debates even before the Prague
Spring.327 The victory of “tank communism” (“Panzerkommunismus”) then
signified the final decline of the Austrian communists, who had excluded their
figurehead Ernst Fischer,328 the former Undersecretary of Education in the cabinet
of the provisional Renner government (1945) when he had begun to flog the
„Brezhnev Doctrine“.329
With “August 1968” (the crisis in the ČSSR lasted until November), Austria’s
opportunities for European integration policy sank, as it were, to rock bottom. As
a result of massive Soviet objections, Vienna abandoned its efforts to achieve a
treaty sui generis with the EC.330
The efforts by the Ballhausplatz were also put on ice, however, because of the
unresolved problem area of the enlargement of the EC, as the United Kingdom
had to continue to wait to be accepted. As a result of the Italian veto on negotiations from the summer of the previous year that was maintained throughout
1968, what remained to Foreign Minister Waldheim was only the possibility of a
cautious and tentative policy of “the small steps”.331
Against this background, Austria intensified its multilateral commitment.
Through intensified nurturing of relations in the neighborhood and increased collaboration with the United Nations, the country’s foreign policy experienced a
“globalization” which had first been introduced not in the era of Chancellor Bruno
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Kreisky,332 but rather with approaches as early as the single party government of
Klaus.333
14. PAVING THE WAY TO BRUSSELS BY SOLVING THE SOUTH
TYROL CONFLICT 1969 AND COUDENHOVE-KALERGI
BACK TO AUSTRIA
After further secret Austrian-Italian consultations and negotiations by the Foreign
Ministers of Italy and Austria, Pietro Nenni and Aldo Moro on the one hand and
Kurt Waldheim on the other hand, it was possible for a “package” of solutions be
agreed upon (120 points encompassing measures that Rome was prepared to grant
South Tyrol) along with an “operations” calendar – a schedule for the step-by-step
realization of the “package”, which signified a fundamentally new arrangement
for South Tyrol autonomy.
After they had been approved by the SVP on November 22, 1969, Waldheim334
(who had assumed the path to solution from the calendar which had been mapped
out by his predecessor, Tončić-Sorinj, who himself had been unable to reach an
agreement with Fanfani) came to an agreement with the apparently more sympathetic Moro on November 29–30, 1969 in Copenhagen over the settlement of
the South Tyrol question.335 This also resulted in the removal of the Italian veto
in Brussels on December 8, 1969. It was to be expected that Italy would not be
able to maintain its veto for an unlimited period of time. A country that was so
important for through traffic and transit such as Austria could not simply be left
out of the European economic alliance without incurring the displeasure of all involved. In 1965, the million Deutsch Mark in transit to and from Austria in terms
of metric tons was surpassed for the first time, as was announced on the occasion
of the Austria Week in Hamburg in October 1966.336
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In the long run, the “state of war” between Rome and Vienna was therefore
not justifiable. The agreement with Italy along with the removal of its veto at the
meeting of the EEC Council of Ministers in Brussels opened up the possibility for
Austria to reach agreements with the EC, a goal which had clearly taken priority
over South Tyrol. This was possible because in spite of the bombing attacks, the
international agreement had already begun to emerge in the 1960s, and with the
renewed and improved Second Autonomy Statute for South Tyrol (Province of
Bolzano) of 1972, which was founded in the wake of the historic compromise
between Austria and Italy of 1969, a provisional settlement of the dispute was
present, one which was de facto even though it did not yet have the blessing of
the UN. After the conclusion of the South Tyrol negotiations, Rome in any case
emphasized that these had merely been “sounding things out” and that the measures of the “package” as well as the arrangement of the autonomy were purely domestic Italian matters. After the acceptance of the “package” and the operations
calendar, though, Austria, on the other hand, repeatedly declared that it continued
to remain the “protecting power” (Schutzmacht or guaranteeing power) for South
Tyrol, with which reference was made to Italy’s obligations. Austria’s hesitant and
not always liberal policy towards minorities337 with respect to the Croatians in the
Burgenland and, above all, the Slovenians in “national” Carinthia338 stood out in
contrast to the successful conclusion of the South Tyrol “package”.339
In the 1960s, Coudenhove once again pleaded for the formation of a German-French union as the nucleus for a European amalgamation. A union pact
would replace the peace treaty. He took Imperial and Royal Austro-Hungary as
his model. Founded in 1867, it created a common empire out of two neighboring
peoples and showed the way in many aspects: ministries of foreign affairs, war,
and finance were in common and were responsible to “delegations” that consisted
of representatives from the parliaments in Vienna and Budapest. Austro-Hungary
had formed both a customs union and a monetary union. The Austrian army was
responsible to the Austrian government, and the Hungarian army to that of Hungary. The greater part of the army, though, was joint. All armies had a common
general staff and a common supreme command. Only the collapse of the Central
Powers divided Austria and Hungary, thus bringing about an external end to this
union. It was only for the arrangement of the state executive that, in Coudenhove’s
opinion, a new form had to be sought in the case of Germany and France. If this
were not possible, there would always be the opportunity of allowing the two
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state presidents to “alternate” in this function.340 But it seemed very questionable if Austro-Hungary from the nineteenth century could serve as a model for a
closer German-French cooperation. Adenauer had no great liking for Austria, and
his later counterpart Charles de Gaulle favored French hegemony not only over
Germany, but also over Europe.
Coudenhove returned to Vienna in 1962. The occasion was the celebration of
the fortieth anniversary of the existence of the Paneuropean Union, which was
organized at the birthplace of the movement. The count spoke about the reunification of Europe and thus addressed the main goal of the Paneuropean movement:
the overcoming of the differences between West and East, between the defense
alliances of NATO and the Warsaw Pact. In contrast to the anti-Bolshevik agitation of the Paneuropean Union between the wars, he now supported the friendly
cooperation between Europe and the Soviet Union but still made reference to the
threat of communism. The tenth Paneuropean Congress in Vienna took place
at the beginning of October, precisely forty years to the day after the first Pan
european Congress. It would be the last one for Richard Coudenhove, and current
topics such as European monetary union, political union, and the expansion of the
European market were discussed, as well as “spiritual unity”, “scientific cooperation”, and the “fundamental revision” of the “Yalta system”, the latter of which
Coudenhove viewed as being in crisis.341
At first, Coudenhove was of the view that the matter of neutrality had become
obsolete as a result of the existence of the atomic bomb. Austria therefore had
to “conduct an active policy of peace”, that is, “fight against the Cold War and
its continuation, the atomic war”. Coudenhove then developed ideas and suggestions for overcoming the Cold War on the part of Austria. In 1963, he presented
a memorandum in which the thesis was proposed that the Federal Government
could only keep its obligations to the people through “active neutrality” that is,
getting involved in world politics in order to keep the peace. “Passive neutrality”
would not protect the Austrian population from annihilation in a Third World
War. Prior to this, Coudenhove had proposed Klessheim Castle near Salzburg to
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the Four Powers as a meeting place for a “Second Congress of Vienna”.342 The
count also suggested the establishment of a “Paneuropean cultural institute” in
Vienna which would establish contacts across the Iron Curtain between Western
and Eastern Europe in order to foster the unity of a divided Europe at the cultural
level. It was no accident that the tenth Paneuropean Congress took place again in
Vienna from October 7 to 10, 1966.343

1969: First day cover of the Paneuropean Union

In the autumn of 1969, Coudenhove sent a memorandum entitled “The Path
towards the Unification of Europe” to the governments of the Federal Republic of Germany, France, the United Kingdom, and Italy. In it, he recommended
negotiations between the “European Market” (EC) and the “Free Trade Zone”
(EFTA), a project which would deviate from his original ideas. The future “European customs union” would have to be free of political and military connections:
“This suggestion would make it possible for Austria to join the customs union
[EC] without the commitment of giving up its neutrality.”344 Was this possible?
Vodopivec noted the title changes during the 12-year negotiations attentively:
“[It] begun with the intention of association with the EEC, i.e. partial accession without full
membership. Then they came to the term Arrangement. A word that Dr. Gorbach in the Kremlin defined for Khrushchev and Mikoyan: the arrangement with the EEC was what has to be
seen in the negotiations. After all, there was a talk of a ‘treaty of a special kind’ in order ultimately to negotiate an ‘interim agreement’ and a free trade area treaty.”345
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15. INTERIM CONCLUSION
To summarize, what were the reasons that Austria’s policy of “going it alone”
failed? Let us return once more to the outset:
First, the rejecting and firm position of the Soviet Union could, in fact, be
softened, but no formal breakthrough was achieved. In the 1960s, Vienna placed
its bets first on a multilateral approach and, as this was not realizable, finally on a
bilateral EEC association, since this appeared to be a “middle way” which could
be politically compatible with neutrality status. But that option was not accepted
by the USSR, even though a modification of its categorical point of view was not
excluded. As early as 1966, this already became apparent with the “concession”
of a “simple trade agreement” between Austria and the EEC. In 1967, during the
state visit by Klaus and Tončić, Moscow reacted in a manner which was even
more open minded to concessions when there was talk of tolerating a free trade
zone arrangement.346
Second, what made Austria’s efforts generally more difficult was the integration policy of the 1960s. It was characterized on one hand by a dwindling, that is, a
stagnating policy of supranationality and on the other hand by growing Gaullism
and increasing West German economic power above all, as well as by a newly
kindled rivalry between the superpowers and increasing Soviet and I talian suspicions. The demand to fulfill the obligations of neutrality was Moscow’s welcome
means for stemming Austria’s attempt to bring itself nearer to the EEC, a device
which Kreisky also employed both as foreign minister (1959–66) and as a member of the opposition (1966–70).
Third, as early as 1959–61, via the UN the international conflict with Rome
had already made its presence known because of the South Tyrol question, which
in 1966–67 began to escalate and led to a total blockade in negotiations with
Brussels. Moscow’s even insistence could not remain without consequences.
However, “going it alone” failed after eighth rounds of negotiations in 1967 not
only or primarily because of the objections of the USSR – which, although taken
seriously by the Austrian government, did not hinder it from negotiating further
with the Commission – but rather as a result of the Italian objections and because
of France’s reserve brought about by the Soviet stance (France being the only EEC
power which, at the same time, was a signatory of the State Treaty).347
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Fourth, the support of the West German “free trader” and anti-Gaullist Erhard
for the association applicant Austria did not alone suffice in rattling the political
priorities of the integration of Western Europe, namely, the strengthening of the
cohesion within the EEC, the question of membership for Great Britain, and the
long-term association of other states which desired membership. The foreign policy line-up was therefore decisive for the failed Austrian efforts at achieving an
arrangement with Brussels.
Fifth, it is not to be overlooked that domestic policy and inter-party debates
about the EEC/EFTA question played a negative role.
Sixth, the crises within the EEC also had a further hampering effect. Examples
of these which may be cited include: the problems involved in financing the common agricultural market, de Gaulle’s policy of “the empty seat”, and the resulting
so-called “Luxembourg Compromise” of January 28–29, 1966 which, with the
implicit establishment of the principle of unanimity, granted only scant maneuvering room for integration policy and which, things being the way they were,
allowed no opportunity for the expansion of the community.
Seventh, apart from the problems of association which have already been discussed above, the limited euro-political possibilities concerning the expansion
of the Common Market and the framework of negative international conditions
contributed to the failure of the policy of “going it alone”. During the years 1961–
63, the internal EEC point of view – apart from de Gaulle’s position – remained
relatively firm: to negotiate first with Great Britain, which represented the most
attractive applicant for membership. With this logic, Austria was only in the second row along with the other neutral countries behind the membership sought by
the United Kingdom, Denmark, Ireland, and Norway.
Eighth, beginning in 1963 with Austria’s “going it alone”, the Britons, with
the rejection of their own membership application, found themselves left behind.
Austria’s aspirations for bilateral negotiations were viewed in London with skepticism and disapproval. The EEC Commission, however, stuck to its priority of
negotiations with Great Britain’s application for full membership first. In addition
to the Commission’s “British first” policy, which the French State President was
twice able to thwart (in 1963 and 1967),348 de Gaulle in 1966–67 was able to see
few positives in a bilateral association between Austria and the EC since, in the
event of support for Austria, he risked souring the Franco-Soviet relationship.349
To this was added the fear of a strengthening of the “Germanic Bloc” through a
conceivable EC association with Austria or even membership in the Community.
Ninth, in 1967–68, Austria was confronted with a double crisis situation on its
Southern and Eastern borders: the tense diplomatic relations with Italy because of
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the dragging on of the promises of autonomy for South Tyrol and the onset there
of bombing attacks aggravated the already limited position on integration policy
even further. That was because of the objection against any EC negotiations with
Austria on the part of the Rome government on June 29 as well as the adherence
to de Gaulle’s veto of November 22, 1967 against the renewed British application
for EC membership on May 10 of the same year. Added to that were the events
in the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic with the intervention of the Warsaw Pact
nations on August 20, 1968 as a result of which Austria’s room to maneuver with
integration policy sunk to zero. Vienna was compelled to defer its ambitious efforts of the early 1960s and, for the time being, to dispense with the policy of
“going it alone”.350 In the end, it had overestimated its possibilities of integration
and had perhaps gambled too high.
Tenth, Austria’s diplomats recognized that the splitting of Western Europe into
EC and EFTA had as its basis the conflict of interest between West Germany
and France on one side and Great Britain on the other. This assessment was also
expressed in the domestic print media. Beginning in 1963, it became clear that
the demand to “forge the first link” was not so easy to bring about, neither within
the multilateral framework of the neutral states nor with the choice of “going it
alone”, let alone with the entire EFTA as an institutional whole.
The warnings by the Austrian embassy in Moscow were justified. Despite
preliminary rounds of negotiations, Austria’s “solo effort”, the so-called policy of
“going it alone to Brussels” (Alleingang nach Brüssel) failed. The main reasons
for that failure were the Italian veto caused by the South Tyrol problem, French
reservations, and continuing Soviet interventions. Insisting on Austria’s neutrality obligations was a welcome means for Moscow to impede Austrian integration
policy. As far as the South Tyrol question was concerned, the bilateral conflict
with Rome was already in the air. It caused the “EC link” to break down. Moscow’s persistence did not fail to be effective. Following eight rounds of negotiations, in 1967 Austria’s “going it alone” proved unsuccessful at this time.
Were the Austrian goals of integration after 1961 therefore unrealistic? Was
Vienna tilting at windmills? When answering these questions, the arrangement
of domestic politics and special interest groups must be taken into consideration,
since one of the aims was also to document, through “foreign policy activities”,
ambitions for integration policy with a view towards interest groups and voters
in Austria in order to directly appease, through symbolic politics, the lobbies and
pressure groups which were pushing for more integration. Therefore, the question
to be discussed is whether, from the point of view of the diplomatic and political
elite, the policy of integration had primarily a domestic political function and is
to be interpreted as a consequence of domestic necessities, or whether the priority
was to respond to a foreign (trade) policy predicament which required a change in
350
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the unsatisfactory status quo of integration policy. It is very likely that Austria’s
policy did both. It was certainly the expression of the frank desire for its economy
to become “Europe-ready” and to overcome the split in European economic policy, although the low probability of success was recognized.
Did the “going it alone” of the Klaus era pave the way for later agreements
with Brussels? Here, in the opinion of the author, the fact that Austrian integration policy acted as a signal is not to be underestimated, as there were hidden as
well as open clues about a weakening of or retreat from Moscow’s “hardline”
position and a greater accommodation by the Soviet representatives. As early as
in 1967, they already demonstrated, within the framework of internal discussions,
a greater openness towards an EC rapprochement in the form of a free trade zone,
which years before would have been totally unthinkable. It therefore cannot be
denied that the method by which the ambitious Austrian policy was conducted
with the EC and explained to the Soviets opened the door to a more conciliatory
attitude in the Kremlin regarding the creation of an economic Greater Europe. If
this opinion were to be backed up by further clues and evidence, for which Soviet
sources are still missing, this would have been by far the greatest success ever of
Austrian politics.
Carl Bobleter, who was Undersecretary in the Austrian Foreign Ministry from
1964 to 1968, retrospectively called Austria’s starting policy of “going it alone”
a “pioneer act”. But whether it was so advantageous appears to be questionable,
particularly since the state visit by Klaus and Kreisky to Paris in 1965 actually
did not have any breakthrough effect and consequently made the French position more uncompromising and, in the end, completely hardened.351 At a meeting
of “Aktion 20”, a science policy initiative of the ÖVP single-party government,
Bobleter explained,
“It was very difficult to represent Austria in the period of the super-Europeans [sic!] and those
holding on to supranationality with an iron grip in this Committee of Six. Because at that time,
the accusation was indeed heard: you are in fact neutral. A change occurred when the Fifth
Republic of France fought against supranationality [sic!]. For Austria – for a small, neutral
country – that was something positive [sic!]… The fact that Austria took its first step of making
the application for association was really a pioneer act in the sense of a European mission for
Austria.”352
Dr. BOBLETER: Nicht „Alleingang“ – Pioniergang zur EWG, 16. 3. 1965, in: 10 Jahre
österreichische Integrationspolitik 1956–1966, 242.
352
Original quotation: “Es war sehr schwer, Österreich in der Zeit der Super-Europäer [sic!] und
der eisernen Festhalter an der Supranationalität in diesem Sechser-Gremium zu vertreten.
Denn damals hörte man doch den Vorwurf: Ihr seid ja neutral. Ein Wechsel ist eingetreten,
als das Frankreich der Fünften Republik die Supranationalität bekämpft [sic!] hat. Das war
für Österreich – für ein neutrales, kleines Land ein Positivum [sic!]… Daß Österreich diesen ersten Schritt gemacht hat, das Assoziierungsgesuch zu deponieren, war wirklich eine
Pioniertat im Sinne einer europäischen Mission Österreichs.” Discussion articles in: Aktion
20. Symbiose von Politik und Wissenschaft, ed by the Österreichische Gesellschaft für Politik,
Wien – München 1967, 322–324: 323–324.
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A somewhat more critical flashback to the Austrian integration policy of the
1960s comes from the State Secretary for Transport and Nationalised Industry
in the Cabinet Klaus II (1966–67) and later Federal Party Chairman of the ÖVP
(1975–79) Josef Taus:
“In terms of economic policy, EFTA was founded as an auxiliary structure to give the British a
place. Then political movements developed at a very early stage in our country in order to enter
the EEC; but they all failed with their main concern. This was already the case in the Klaus
government and cost us a great deal politically as a people’s party. Much has gone wrong politically, although it was right in principle, but in 1966–67 it was just too early. At that time, in my
opinion, it was not yet possible. I strongly doubt, however, that greater networking within the
framework of European christian democracy would have changed anything about this failure
in the late 1960s and early 1970s, except that we had a few more meetings of party leaders.
Some things in foreign policy simply did not touch us because they simply did not affect us.
For example, what could we have said officially about NATO armament?”353

Though, Vienna still had to wait additional years for a partial success. Austria’s
integration policy of the 1960’s only showed its first signs of being fulfilled in
1972–73: ten years after de Gaulle’s historical veto against UK’s EEC entry, an
arrangement sought by Austria together with Sweden and Switzerland as well as
other EFTA countries came into force in the form of customs and trade agreements with the EEC and the ECSC.

353

Original quotation: “Wirtschaftspolitisch wurde die EFTA als Hilfskonstruktion gegründet,
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VI. STANDBY POSITION WITH NEW
APPROACHES: INTEGRATION POLICY 1970–86
1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION: THE “NORTHERN ENLARGEMENT”
AND EUROSCLEROSIS? COMMON LAW, DIRECT ELECTION, THE
EMS, AND THE “SOUTHERN ENLARGEMENT” 1969–86
The EC Heads of State and Government were aware of the necessity for new initiatives. Grand dreams of European unity have dimmed in the last years, buffeted
by resurgent nationalism. The former EEC Commission President Walter Hallstein (1958–1967) compared integration to a bicycle that falls over when it stops if
it is not constantly being pedaled forward.1
After a growing phase (1958–68), the Hague Summit of December 1–2, 19692
represented a break. The transition under treaty to the finalization of the Treaties of Rome was passed (the creation of an economic and monetary union and
the strengthening of community bodies). Against the background of the German
Mark that was gaining in purchasing power and the growing economic power of
the Federal Republic of Germany, post-de Gaulle France saw itself compelled to
call in a second controlling power for Germany.
It was a decision that was both political and rational. As a result of this, a breakthrough was achieved above all for the Northern Enlargement, but with a view
towards a more efficient coordination of political cooperation. And a consensus
could also be achieved regarding the financing of the Common Agricultural Policy and the strengthening of the authorities of the parliament. The negotiations for
accession with Denmark, Ireland, the United Kingdom, and Norway commenced
in 1970, made possible under the Georges Pompidou government after the resignation of the enlargement policy opponent, Charles de Gaulle (April 28, 1969).
1

2

“Integration is like a bicycle. [...] You either move on or you fall.” Quoted after Pulling Apart,
in: Time 2/14/1969, Vol. 93, Issue 7, 38; for this chapter see the documents 69–78 in appendix
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Jan VAN DER HARST, The 1969 Hague Summit: a New Start for Europe?, in: JEIH 9 (2003),
2, 5–9; Franz KNIPPING – Matthias SCHÖNWALD (Hrsg.), Aufbruch zum Europa der
zweiten Generation. Die europäische Einigung 1969–1984 (Europäische und Internationale
Studien, Wuppertaler Beiträge zur Geisteswissenschaft 3), Trier 2004; Jan VAN DER HARST
(Ed.), Beyond the Customs Union: The European Community’s Quest for Deepening, Widening and Completion 1969–1975 (Groupe de Liaison des Historiens auprès de la Commission
Européenne/European Liaison Committee of Historians), Brussels – Paris – Baden-Baden
2007.
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The accession treaties could be signed on January 22, 1972, with the exception
being Norway, where a national referendum failed (by 53%).3
With the neutrals (Austria, Sweden, Switzerland, and later Finland) and the
other EFTA states (Portugal, Iceland, and Norway), the EC concluded bilateral
free trade agreements. With these, there was no longer any application of the
common EC external tariffs for commercial or industrial products for these countries, and a free trade zone was possible for those goods. The Western European
trade gap thus came to an end. The accessions became final and conclusive beginning on January 1, 1973. The EC thus became a Community of Nine and was perceived more strongly as an international actor and participant. The EC also now
viewed itself in its world policy function. At the European summit in Copenhagen
on December 14–15, 1973, the Heads of State and Government of the future nine
members reaffirmed their desire to introduce the concept of European identity
into their common external relations.4
The negotiations for accession during the first round of enlargement (1961–72)
were the most prolonged and, in the case of the United Kingdom, the most problematic up to that point – de Gaulle’s reservations and obstructions just added to
this – particularly as the British were constantly making difficulties and continued to do so after attaining membership. They were closely linked with domestic
political controversies. The issues of the share of the EC budget and the membership fees but also the fishing policy provided the potential for conflict. In 1974–75,
the conditions for accession had to be renegotiated as the reelected Labour Party
of Harold Wilson demanded. In a June 1975 referendum, the British public voted
to remain in the EC. But to the very end, “Albion” remained a difficult partner
(specially reduced fees, distance from the social policy, maintaining of its national
currency, and a security policy that was euroskeptic and pro-american), and this
also held true in a slightly modified form for ‘stubborn’ Denmark. The negotiations with Norway showed that accession is not possible if it has to be based upon
a weak or fragile consensus of domestic policy. The example of Norway also
shows, however, that an economically well performing and independent country
that is a strong exporter does not need full EU membership, which also holds true
for Switzerland.
In the mid-1970s, the situation in Europe was characterized by increasing unemployment, the slowing of growth, and crises in various sectors, such as in the
textile industry, but especially in the iron and steel industry. The emotional state
of stagnation with regard to integration policy that prevailed in the EC as a result
of monetary, energy, and economic crises in the 1970s was again and again designated in an oversimplified manner as “Eurosclerosis” which, however, does not
3
4
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correctly characterize this decade. In the most turbulent postwar phase with the
collapse of the international monetary system, the escalating Vietnam War, and
virulent international terrorism, it was nevertheless possible to introduce the process of the reduction of tensions between East and West in Europe with the CSCE
final agreement and to scrutinize the cohesiveness of the EC states.5
For the new approach to integration policy, it was a decade of proving itself
and of the concentration of powers. The Werner Committee, named for the Prime
Minister of Luxembourg, Pierre Werner, was already working on a step-by-step
plan for a monetary union that was then to be picked up later and realized another
decade after that. From the 1960s to the 1980s, in a period of a putative standstill
in integration, the European Court of Justice (ECJ) had already played an important role in the broadening of the common corpus of legislation (acquis communautaire) with a multitude of decisions and judgements.6
The European Council was composed of the Heads of State and Government
and met two to three times a year on an extraconstitutional basis, that is, “above”
the EC. A Meeting in Rome on December 1, 1975, decided upon the direct and
immediate election of the representatives to the European Parliament. More than
twenty years had passed until the Community finally made up its mind to make
the decision that had already been taken into consideration in the Treaties of Rome
to begin partial democratization. From June 7 to 10, 1979, the citizens of the nine
EC Member States voted for the first time for the representatives in a general and
direct election. The principal winners were the socialists, the christian democratic European People’s Party (EPP) and the European Democrats (EPP-ED). The
Parliament’s modest authorities were expressed in the limited opportunities for
influence in the central areas of EC decision making (agricultural and trade policy). The representatives shied away from budgetary matters and the legislative
process, but not from debates with the Council, and they dealt with the ECJ and
its matters.7

5

6
7
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Ibid. 301, 1075 (footnotes 261–263).
For the path to direct election, see Wilfried LOTH, Europas Einigung. Eine unvollendete
Geschichte, Frankfurt am Main – New York 2014, 211–218.
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1978: Caricature of the German-French tandem Helmut Schmidt – Valéry Giscard d’Estaing

The economic policy objectives from the early 1970s remained current. The European Council met in Paris on March 9 and 10, 1979 and put into force the European Monetary System (EMS) which had already previously been conceived the
year before in Bremen. It was based upon four fundamental elements: a European
Currency Unit (the ECU), an exchange rate and intervention mechanism, and
mechanisms for credits and transfers. The United Kingdom did not fully participate in the EMS, which had to be borne by a corresponding convergence of
economic policy by the member states and furthermore required the support of
the economic potential of the less well-to-do countries of the EC. The EMS, the
nucleus of the later European Monetary Union (EMU),8 was the work of Helmut
Schmidt and Valéry Giscard d’Estaing, the Bonn-Paris axis, and a decision that
was both highly political and rational after the disintegration of the international
monetary system that was dominated by the dollar. The EMS was also a European
response to the monetary crisis of international proportions in the 1970s as a result of the United States’ military disaster in Vietnam and the resource and supply
problems in the energy sector. Keywords are the oil shocks of 1973–74 and 1979.9
It was also a result of an American lack of political interest in European attempts
at organization in connection with new outlines for world monetary policy.
After applications for full EC membership were made by Greece (in 1975)
and Portugal and Spain (in 1977), the EC, in the face of intentions for deepening
that had not yet been realized, was confronted with new desires for enlargement.
All three countries had only recently acquired a taste for democratic relations,
but because of the differences in development compared to the Community, they
posed a series of new problems for the EC, not only of a financial nature, but also
8
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with regard to the trouble-free functioning of the EC bodies. But within the community, too, the need for democracy was a given. Negotiations officially began in
July 1976, and on May 28, 1979, Greece and the EC signed the accession treaty
in Athens which provided for a five year transition period through the course of
which the Greek economy was to successively be adapted to the level of the EC.
For that purpose, the EC promised considerable financial means. The treaty entered into force on January 1, 1981.
On January 1, 1986, Spain and Portugal also followed as new EC members.
The community of the twelves created new challenges for the EC. Even if the
feared internal immigration of cheaper Southern European workers into the
heartland regions of Europe did not begin, the feared structural differences in the
economy and the enormous divide in prosperity between founding members and
newcomers would not be quickly equalized. In the end, the political motives of a
very rational nature – namely, with regard to the consolidation and stabilization
of the young South European democracies – were crucial, even though there were
misgivings because of the economic backwardness. The need for financing was
enormous, but the argument for democracy and order proved not only to have the
upper hand, but to be correct, as well.
2. CUSTOMS AND TRADE TREATIES WITH THE EEC AND
THE ECSC – THE SOVIET AIDE-MÉMOIRE AND
THE AUSTRO-RUSSIAN BILATERAL TRADE TREATY 1972–75
Austria’s “going it alone” to Brussels failed in the 1960s not primarily because of
objections from the USSR – which the Federal Government did indeed have to
heed, although they did not prevent it from continuing to negotiate – but rather as
a result of the Italian objection and of the hesitancy by France, which went back
to the Soviet opposition, as the only founding EEC Member State that was at the
same time a signatory of the State Treaty.10
The geopolitical location of Austria between the growing German economic
power and the states in the Danube region was more sensitive for both the Soviet
Union and France than both states could wish for with a strong connection of the
country to the “Common Market”, let alone that they would give their consent to
it. The ghosts of the past were still all too powerful: the “Customs Union” (1931)
as the economic scenario of intimidation, and the political “Anschluss” (1938) as
the political bogeyman of history. Added to this were misgivings about security
10
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policy, above all else on the part of Moscow because of the circumstance that all
six EEC founding members were also NATO members.
Consequently, it became clear that the Austrian call for a “building of bridges”
with the EEC in the 1960s was not so easy to realize, and in fact was fundamentally unrealistic, either within the multilateral framework with the neutrals
or along the path of “going it alone”, let alone with EFTA as a whole along the
institutional path. The negotiations for association did not fail only in terms of
basic foreign policy and international conditions, but also with Austria’s special
requests which the EC Commission could not accept: complete retention of treaty
making power with, at the same time, total utilization of the Common Market;
integration into institutions without being bound by their decisions, involvement
in the customs union with complete adherence to the bilateral trade relations with
the Eastern European countries. According to Thomas Ratka, the main reason for
“going it alone” was the failure of the multilateral solution in 1961. The reasons
for the failure were not to be changed by Austria. The decisive causes consisted
of the altered position of de Gaulle, the resistance by Italy, the view that was continuously held by the United States that the Common Market should in no case
be “diluted” by neutral countries, and conditions for association that ultimately
were untenable for both sides (the EEC and Austria). Ratka places this complex
first. The in many cases uncoordinated actions of the Foreign Ministry and Trade
Ministry (not only during the period of the Grand Coalition, but also during the
single-party government of Klaus), Kreisky’s course that was denounced by most
of the EEC countries and the United States as “neutralistic”, and his antipathy towards EEC Commission President Hallstein or Bock’s diplomatic clumsiness that
was present from time to time may have made individual negotiation steps more
difficult or may have delayed them, although according to Ratka, “all of these domestic policy and Austria-specific factors had no long-term effects on the success
or failure of the efforts towards an economic EEC arrangement”,11 which means
that the external circumstances were much more decisive and conclusive. Thus
the single party government of Klaus does not bear any “guilt” for not reaching an
association with the Common Market. There was no “loyalty towards EFTA” in
the political reality. France was first of all rhetorical with numerous reservations
and then, starting from 1966–67, the main opponent of an Austrian association
with the EEC. The neutral EFTA partners were incensed by Vienna’s “going it
alone”. Thus the undertaking lay beneath an extremely unfavorable star.
Josef Klaus spoke retrospectively of “hard times” that were to be gotten
through, in which there was no lack of “know-it-alls in their own country, and
11
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Soviet warnings that were delivered one moment more mildly and the next moment more sharply, and likewise of criticism from those neutral countries which
our going it alone did not necessarily please.”12 This is correct beyond all doubt.
Nevertheless, “going it alone” produced preliminary work for later agreements with Brussels. It led to a weakening and a reversal of the “hard” stance by
Moscow and to great accommodation by the Soviet representatives. In 1967, this
brought about receptiveness within the framework of internal discussions about
rapprochement with the EEC in the form of a free trade zone. But Vienna still had
to wait additional years for a partial success (see chapter V., subchapters 10–14).
The posture in the West with respect to Austria’s EEC arrangement, which
ranged from reserved to rejecting and contradictory, was at least as important as
the Soviet veto position, and in fact it was decisive and crucial for Austria’s failed
efforts. In addition, considerations of domestic policy during the period of the
ÖVP single party government were no longer as necessary as during the period
under the Grand Coalition (up to 1966).
In addition to Rome’s veto position (with a view towards South Tyrol), France’s
veto stance (with a view towards the USSR) was much more significant and of
greater weight. Italy’s matter of concern was a temporary and partial one, but in
the end France’s intentions were much more fundamental and lasting. Only the
departure of de Gaulle (1969) was to help once again broaden the horizons for
Austria’s integration policy. In spite of the widespread resistance that appeared to
be sheerly insurmountable, Klaus carried out decisive preparatory work with his
integration policy such that his successors could build upon it and correspondingly finalize it to a good degree.
During the years from 1960 to 1969, Austria had to deal with the split of Western Europe into the EEC and EFTA, which was based on one hand upon the
conflict of interests in terms of integration policy between the Federal Republic
of Germany and France and, on the other hand, upon the United Kingdom. Only
the departure of de Gaulle and the EC’s Hague Summit on December 1–2, 1969
created the preconditions for an interim agreement as well as bilateral customs
and trade treaties in 1972 which did in fact provide integration policy advantages
for Austria but did not establish any real equal rights for EFTA with respect to
the EC.13
The Hague EC Summit Decision of December 2, 1969 also took into account
the urgency of Austria’s integration intentions when, unlike the other EFTA states,
it was offered a faster option in the form of an interim solution. Fritz Bock also
saw this as recognition of the “solo approach” of the 1960s, but did not consider
the agreement as such to be optimal as far as Austrian economic interests were
concerned. In order to prevent the problem, he recommended that the Austrian
12
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agricultural market organisation be adapted to the existing structures in the EEC,
which would remove the obstacles to agricultural integration.14
With these agreements, Austria’s neutrality, which was viewed in the West as
“forced”, was once again also confirmed and established from the Western side.
This was much more important for Kreisky at that time. Even though Austria’s
striving for an EEC association in the 1960s was in many cases similar to a virtual
debate, one thing showed through clearly: the West was crucial in helping Austria
to take its obligations from the State Treaty and neutrality seriously, or more seriously. Western interpretations did not contribute to the defining and backing up of
the State Treaty and neutrality, but rather they had an effect upon Austria’s finding
itself in the 1960s – both within the international arena and at the domestic policy
level. Interpretations of the State Treaty and neutrality were not only assisted in
their formation by the West, they were also shaped by the treatment of Austria’s
striving for rapprochement with the EC. Thus, in addition to Austria’s genuine
efforts, there was also an outside influence upon Austria’s identity building and its
finding meaning at the state level and its foreign policy purpose, which the West
greatly influenced in the unconscious and not always directly intended acting in
combination with the East, that is, with the USSR.15
Nevertheless, the insistent policy of creating an arrangement with the EEC/
EC led in the Klaus era to a partial success: eight rounds of negotiations (from
March 1965 to February 1966 and from December 1966 to February 1967).16 It
did not, however, lead to a completion of negotiations, even though the Federal
Government towards the end of the ÖVP single -party government had pushed for
a provisional solution (“interim agreement”) with the two European Communities.17 Through these efforts, the constantly impatient circles of Austrian industry,
14
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business, and entrepreneurs could on one hand at least be convinced by the sincerity of Austria’s integration policy, but on the other hand they could also be put
off and placated.
In its relationship with the “Common Market” (the ECSC, EEC, and EC), Austria is to be understood as a model case for a policy that had to be on the lookout
for interim or transitional solutions because it was moving in conflict with different internal and external integration philosophies, integration policies, and integration principles. But at the same time, Austria is also an instructive case study
in the investigation into basic international conditions, that is, an indicator of the
effects of the Cold War on third countries with a view towards the integration
process which, to a large degree, was determined by the East-West conflict.
Through the course of his tenure as a foreign affairs politician, Kreisky had
developed a sort of “EFTA neutrality doctrine” in the 1960s that was to have a
meaningful effect on Austria’s still very young nation-building process. Within
that context, the “permanent neutrality”, associated with an intergovernmental,
relatively status quo-oriented integration policy, played an influential role. This
arose not just from political considerations, but also biographical and socialization-related developments and ideological motives. This posture in part overlooked trade policy and economic requirements of Austria’s domestic and foreign
economy and consciously accepted drops in growth. The real origin was the establishment of the doctrine of the incompatibility between (active) neutrality and
(supranational) integration (see chapter IV, subchapter 11).18 This had a political
influence of Kreisky’s personality as well as his sphere of colleagues – above all
the head of the International Law Department in the Foreign Ministry, Rudolf
Kirchschläger – which contributed to the establishment of this view. In the 1960s,
this “doctrine” was represented more domestically than as an offense at the international level.19 The continuation, cultivation, and strengthening of this construction took place in the 1970s in the Kreisky era (1970–83).20
The arrangement with the EEC and the ECSC was put into concrete terms
by Chancellor Bruno Kreisky, who had been in office since April 21, 1970 and
18

19

20

Thomas ANGERER, L’Autriche precurseur ou „Geisterfahrer“ de 1’Europe integree? Reflexions dans la perspective des annees 1950, in: Revue d’Allemagne et des pays de langue allemande XXIV (Octobre-Decembre 1992), 553–561: 556–557; IDEM, Exklusivität und Selbstausschließung. Integrationsgeschichtliche Überlegungen zur Erweiterungsfrage am Beispiel
Frankreichs und Österreichs, in: L’Élargissement de l’Union Européenne. Actes du colloque
franco-autrichien organisé les 13 et 14 juin 1997 par l’Institut Culturel Autrichien et l’Institut
Pierre-Renouvin, in: Revue d’Europe Centrale 6 (1998), No. 1, 25–54: 46.
In contrast to this overemphasis, see ANGERER, Exklusivität und Selbstausschließung, 46
referring to Michael GEHLER – Wolfram KAISER, A Study in Ambivalence: Austria and
European Integration 1945–95, in: Contemporary European History Vol. 6 (1997), 1, 75–99:
88 et seq.
Oliver RATHKOLB, Die Kreisky Ära in: Rolf STEININGER – Michael GEHLER (Hrsg.),
Österreich im 20. Jahrhundert, Bd. 2: Vom Zweiten Weltkrieg bis zur Gegenwart, Wien – Köln
– Weimar 1997 305–353.
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who officially emphasized that the EEC “in no way represented the economic
variant of NATO”.21 It was described by Foreign Minister Rudolf Kirchschläger
and Trade Minister Josef Staribacher in the form of a “free trade agreement”.
Austrian government politicians did not tire of emphasizing in the same sense as
the chancellor that the participation in economic integration was “desirable and
necessary” for Austria’s independence.22
Austria’s integration policy of the 1960s was rudimentarily fulfilled in 1972
under the SPÖ single-party government led by Bruno Kreisky, Foreign Minister
Kirchschläger, and Trade Minister Josef Staribacher in the form of customs and
trade treaties with the EEC and the ECSC along with Sweden and Switzerland
as well as other EFTA countries. Ten years after de Gaulle’s historic veto against
the United Kingdom, which had also negatively prejudiced Austria’s application
for EEC association, an arrangement that had been striven for along with Sweden
and Switzerland as well as the other EFTA countries in the form of customs and
trade treaties with the EEC and the ECSC entered into force in 1973, bringing the
neutrals together once again even more closely and, with the exclusion of these
countries from the “Common Market”, only changing something partially, namely in the trade policy, but not changing anything fundamentally, especially in the
institutions and community policy. Austria’s continued relationship with EFTA
and partial exclusion from the EC was desired and substantially borne not by the
East, but rather above all by the West.
Two agreements, each with the parts of the European Communities, the EEC
and the ECSC were signed. According to Article 113 of the EEC Treaty of Rome,
these were simple tariffs and trade treaties and therefore not association treaties
that had been striven for in the 1960s. In that respect, less had been achieved.
Thomas Ratka argued that Klaus’ successor, Kreisky, could then conclude bilateral agreements which, earlier on as foreign minister, he simply had not favored:
“Bilateral negotiations within a multilateral framework, focusing on a free trade solution without institutional integration, and without broad harmonization at the legal level. The irony of
destiny was that in the end, it was to leave for the Kreisky government the concluding of an
agreement with the EEC – even if it brought about a much lower level of integration than was
originally striven for.”23
21
22

23

Bruno KREISKY, “EWG keine Variante der NATO”, in: Arbeiter-Zeitung, October 8, 1970.
“Integration für Unabhängigkeit. Außenminister KIRCHSCHLÄGER vor dem Rat der
EWG-Verträge auch für Forschung”, in: Arbeiter-Zeitung, November 11, 1970; see also document 74 in the appendix “Documents”.
Original quotation: “Bilaterale Verhandlungen in multilateralem Rahmen, Fokussierung auf
eine Freihandelslösung ohne institutionelle Einbindung und ohne breite Rechtsharmonisierung. Die Ironie des Schicksals war, daß es schlussendlich der Regierung Kreisky vorbehalten sein sollte, ein Abkommen mit der EWG – wenngleich es eine viel geringere Integrationsdichte brachte als dies ursprünglich angestrebt war – abzuschließen.” Thomas RATKA,
Selbst- und Fremdperzeptionen der österreichischen „Sonderweg-Strategie“ in der europäischen Integration 1957–1972, Dissertation, Universität Wien, 2004, 265.
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1972 July 22: Signing of the bilateral customs and trade treaties between the EC,
Austria, Finland, Iceland, Portugal, Sweden and Switzerland

1972 22 July: Signing of the bilateral EC customs and trade agreements, sitting in the middle,
f.l.t.r. Minister of Trade Josef Staribacher and Chancellor Bruno Kreisky
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It was in that sense that on July 22, 1972, the free trade agreement or at least an
interim agreement was signed with two out of the three European constituent
communities24 which granted Austria, with its participation in Western European
integration, the safeguarding of its neutrality obligations. The interim agreement
provided for a beginning of customs reductions that was moved up by six months.
The governmental newspaper Wiener Zeitung assessed this concession as a sort of
a “long-service bonus” on the part of the Community and the scientific research
as a “reward” for Austria’s “going it alone”.25
The so-called “interim agreement” between the EEC and Austria provided for
a reduction in tariffs by 30% for industrial products with the exception of sensitive goods, starting as early as October 1, 1972, while the reductions in tariffs for
the remaining EFTA countries that did not desire accession were to only begin
in early 1973. The interim agreement with Austria was a preferential treatment
on the part of the EC since Austria was the only EFTA country to have constantly been applying for an arrangement with the EEC since 1961. The interim
agreement also provided for support of the exchange of agricultural products. In
correspondence with the free trade agreement, measures were agreed upon with
reference to Article 15 of the EEC Treaty on the support of trade with agricultural
products, which entered into force on February 1, 1973. As a result of a change
in the EEC’s cattle market regulations, the absorption was in the future calculated on the basis of free market prices, and thus they dropped considerably for
Austrian exports of beef cattle. Furthermore, Austria was entitled to a reduction
in tariffs for bovine production animals of Alpine and mountain breeds from the
then 6% to 4% and an increase in the GATT contingent for this group from 20,000
head to 30,000.26
The Austrian journalist Alexander Vodopivec commented on the conclusion of
the customs and trade agreements with the EEC and ECSC as follows in the sense
of a provisional conclusion and in the sign of a wobbling European integration
process:
24

25

26

“Unterzeichnung der Freihandelsabkommen zwischen der EWG und EGKS einerseits und
Österreich, Schweden, Schweiz, Finnland, Island und Portugal andererseits, sowie eines Interimsabkommens mit Österreich, July 22, 1972, in: Archiv der Gegenwart, Dokumentation
aus Politik und Wirtschaft 1. Juli 1931 bis 31. Dezember 1996”, CD-ROM pub. by Siegler &
Co., Verlag für Zeitarchive GmbH, St. Augustin 1997, July 22, 1972, 17221.
Quoted in: Waldemar HUMMER, Ziele, Methoden und Ergebnisse der österreichischen Integrationspolitik, in: Hans-Georg KOPPENSTEINER (Hrsg.), Der Weg in den Binnenmarkt
(Schriften zum gesamten Recht der Wirtschaft 23, hrsg. von Josef AICHNER – Bernd-Christian FUNK – Karl KORINEK – Heinz KREJCI – Hans Georg RUPPE), Wien 1991, 27–73:
46; Stephan NONHOFF, „In der Neutralität verhungern?“ Österreich und die Schweiz vor der
europäischen Integration, Münster 1995, 99–116.
Unterzeichnung der Freihandelsabkommen zwischen der EWG und EGKS einerseits und
Österreich, Schweden, Schweiz, Finnland, Island und Portugal andererseits, sowie eines Interimsabkommens mit Österreich, July 22, 1972, in: Archiv der Gegenwart, July 22, 1972,
17221.
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“With the signatures of Federal Chancellor Kreiskys and Trade Minister Staribacher under the
treaty with the European Community at the Palais Egmont in Brussels on 28 [sic!] July 1972, a
section of Austrian foreign and integration policy came to an end in which these moved spirally from a large to a small circle. European integration in the post-war period has not progressed
beyond its beginnings in the political sector, in the economic sector under many difficulties,
but still step by step, year by year.”27

Vodopivec made a balance sheet and outlook on the customs and trade agreements with the EEC and the ECSC:
“The treaty with Austria, signed in Brussels on 28 [sic!] July 1972, is only the first step on
a long road. The next phase of official negotiations with the EEC will be in 1976, when the
pragmatic solutions worked out up to then will also have to be anchored institutionally and
in international law. In addition, not only will social policy harmonisation be the subject of
debate until 1980, but closer cooperation between the European trade unions at the level of
the enlarged EEC and its associated countries will also be discussed. The Brussels Treaty was
the result of many years of preparation and an inevitable development since 1970. Its content
is the maximum of what could be achieved for Austria in the current constellation in Europe,
independent of the inner-Austrian majority relations.”28

In an article entitled “Abgesang der EFTA” (“The EFTA’s farewell song”) in November 1972, Bock stated in retrospect that all attempts to find an overall settlement with the Communities in the form of bilateral individual agreements had
failed, as had the Austrian attempts in the past. But it would have turned out,
“that the negotiations at that time between Austria and Brussels in the years 1965–1967 finally had two successes. The first is the interim agreement which has now been concluded.
Austria’s preference is for a period of six months, while the other is to be seen in the fact that
27

28

Original quotation: “Mit den Unterschriften Bundeskanzler Kreiskys und Handelsminister
Staribachers unter den Vertrag mit der Europäischen Gemeinschaft im Brüsseler Palais Egmont am 28. [sic!] Juli 1972 ist ein Abschnitt in der österreichischen Außen- und Integrationspolitik zu Ende gegangen, indem sich diese spiralenförmig von einem großen in einen kleinen
Kreis hineinbewegten. Die europäische Integration der Nachkriegszeit ist auf dem politischen
Sektor über Ansätze nicht hinausgekomen, auf dem wirtschaftlichen Sektor zwar unter vielen
Schwierigkeiten, aber doch Stück für Stück, Jahr für Jahr vorangekommen.” On the customs
and trade contracts in the chapter “Brussels and the consequences” see Alexander VODOPIVEC, Die Quadratur des Kreisky. Österreich zwischen parlamentarischer Demokratie und
Gewerkschaftsstaat, Wien – München – Zürich 1973, 266–278: 266.
Original quotation: “Der am 28. [sic!] Juli 1972 in Brüssel unterzeichnete Vertrag mit Österreich ist nur die erste Stufe auf einem langen Weg. Die nächste Phase offizieller Verhandlungen
mit der EWG wird 1976 fällig werden, wenn es darum geht, die bis dahin erarbeiteten pragmatischen Lösungen auch institutionell und völkerrechtlich zu verankern. […] Darüber hinaus
wird aber auch bis 1980 nicht nur eine sozialpolitische Harmonisierung zur Debatte stehen,
sondern auch eine engere Kooperation der europäischen Gewerkschaften auf der Ebene der
erweiterten EWG und ihrer assoziierten Länder ins Gespräch kommen. Der Brüsseler Vertrag
war eine Folge langjähriger Vorbereitungen und einer seit 1970 zwangsläufigen Entwicklung.
Sein Inhalt ist das Maximum dessen, was für Österreich in der gegenwärtigen Konstellation in
Europa, unabhängig von den innerösterreichischen Mehrheitsverhältnissen, zu erreichen war.”
Ibid., 278.
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these Austrian negotiations have contributed a great deal to the clarification and further development of European integration possibilities. The subsequent negotiations and the free trade
agreement with the remaining EFTA States which finally came into being were often based
on the findings and results of Austria’s bilateral efforts at the time [...] Now that on 1 January
1973 the ‘Global Agreement’ – here the expression of the past is repeated – enters into force,
it can be said that the establishment of EFTA at that time was sensible and therefore correct.”29

The agreements, which entered into force in 1973, essentially contained the complete elimination of the tariffs and trade barriers between Austria and the EEC
for commercial and industrial goods by July 1, 1977 and trade liberalization in
the agricultural sector. The Austrian side had originally demanded the complete
inclusion of the agricultural sector in the free trade zone which, however, was
rejected by the EC Commission and the EC Council of Ministers. In the so-called
“agricultural correspondence” (Agrar-Briefwechsel), it was possible for mutual
concessions to be agreed upon.30 Austria was granted “full freedom of action”
with respect to third countries, in particular those of Eastern Europe, and in the
case of neutrality, it was given both “the right to rescind at any time” and freedom
from political commitments “of any kind”. The consideration of the obligations
arose for the country out of the State Treaty as assured. Austria had thus asserted
the status that it had already assumed earlier as a “special case” with regard to
integration policy, which preserved the option of a further economic Western
orientation but above all formally maintained its political independence.31
But the settlements under the treaty could not be realized in the original sense
of the “building of bridges” – a term which of course has no meaning under international law –, that is, either in the sense of a multilateral association or through
29

30
31

Original quotation: “daß die seinerzeitigen Verhandlungen zwischen Österreich und Brüssel
in den Jahren 1965–1967 schließlich doch noch zwei Erfolge zeitigten. Der eine ist das nun
beschlossene Interimsabkommen, das Österreich eine zeitliche Präferenz von sechs Monaten
einräumt, der andere ist darin zu sehen, daß diese österreichischen Verhandlungen sehr viel
zur Klärung und Weiterentwicklung der europäischen Integrationsmöglichkeiten beigetragen
haben. Die späteren Verhandlungen und der schließlich zustandegekommene Freihandelsvertrag mit den Rest-EFTA-Staaten fußten vielfach auf den Erkenntnissen und Ergebnissen
der seinerzeitigen bilateralen Bemühungen Österreichs […] Nun, damit 1. Jänner 1973 der
‘Globalvertrag’ – hier wiederholt sich die Ausdrucksform von einst – in Kraft tritt, kann man
also sagen, daß die seinerzeitige Gründung der EFTA sinnvoll und daher richtig gewesen ist.”
Fritz BOCK, Abgesang an die EFTA, in: Berichte und Informationen, 24. 11. 1972, in: IDEM,
Der Anschluß an Europa. Gedanken, Versuche, Ergebnisse, St. Pölten 1978, 79–84: 80–81.
HUMMER, Ziele, Methoden und Ergebnisse der österreichischen Integrationspolitik, 46.
See the texts of the global and interim agreements as well a the accompanying documents
in: Hans MAYRZEDT – Waldemar HUMMER, 20 Jahre österreichische Neutralitäts- und
Europapolitik (1955–1975), Dokumentation, Teilbd. I (Schriftenreihe der Österreichischen
Gesellschaft für Außenpolitik und Internationale Beziehungen, Band 9/I), Vienna 1976, 499–
630; Archiv der Gegenwart, July 22, 1972, 17221 et seq.; also arguing in the sense of a special
case in integration policy is HUMMER, Ziele, Methoden und Ergebnisse der österreichischen
Integrationspolitik, 28.
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a free trade zone that encompassed all economic sectors.32 They were bilateral
tariffs and trade treaties, and thus not really a substitute for the de facto customs
union that was already envisaged in the 1960s which could have found their institutional expression in the path of an association and through the establishment
of an association council. If with the project of the Free Trade Area (FTA) of
1956–58, agriculture had in fact been left aside. Then Austria definitely imagined
and desired all the more the inclusion of that area in a “treaty sui generis” with
the Community which, however, the EC did not wish to allow. With the trade policy agreements that then resulted in 1973, the area of agriculture was in practical
terms left aside once again. It was only to be partially included and more or less
later.
Austria therefore did not achieve anything extraordinary. It was also possible for the other EFTA countries of Iceland, Sweden, Switzerland, Finland, and
Portugal to conclude tariff and trade treaties with Brussels. Norway only followed
later. In any case, the agreements led both Alpine republics, Switzerland and
Austria, back to a common line with regard to integration policy, after relations
were no longer free of conflicts starting from 1963 and even cooled off in phases.33
With the agreements, the EC at least accepted the concept of the free trade zone
in principle, with the exception of agriculture, as being advisable for a regional
preference zone on the continent, which led to an end of the dispute over methods
that had existed since the “FTA versus EEC” conflict at the end of the 1950s.
The formation of the “Free Trade Area” or the “Western European free trade
bloc”,34 even if it seemed to be a multilateral grouping – though not really viewed
in formal terms – had actually been realized in the form of seven bilateral free
trade agreements. The European free trade that was formed in 1972 encompassed
sixteen countries, also including Finland which was associated with the EFTA.
With approximately 300 million inhabitants and a total volume of $140 billion, it
was already the strongest economic area in the world, particularly as a result of
the trade power, the EC.35
32

33

34

35

To that extent, the judgment by Bruno KREISKY, Im Strom der Politik. Der Memoiren zweiter
Teil, Berlin – Wien 1988, 160–181: 167–168, is to be corrected, according to which in 1972
there was success in “bringing about the building of bridges which had been laughed at as
unrealistic” – this had been understood in the 1960s as including far more in terms of integration substance (such as the de facto customs union) and a strong connection of Austria with
the EEC/EC (association); Rudolf KIRCHSCHLÄGER, Integration und Neutralität, in: Erich
BIELKA – Peter JANKOWITSCH – Hans THALBERG (Hrsg.), Die Ära Kreisky. Schwerpunkte der österreichischen Außenpolitik, Wien – München – Zürich 1983, 61–95.
Hans-Christoph BINSWANGER – Hans Manfred MAYRZEDT, Europapolitik der Rest-EFTA-Staaten. Österreich, Schweden, Schweiz, Finnland, Island, Portugal (Schriftenreihe der
Akademischen Vereinigung für Außenpolitik 4), Zürich – Wien 1972.
As was the designation with HUMMER, Ziele, Methoden und Ergebnisse der österreichischen
Integrationspolitik, 36, 46–49.
Unterzeichnung der Freihandelsabkommen zwischen der EWG und EGKS einerseits und
Österreich, Schweden, Schweiz, Finnland, Island und Portugal andererseits, sowie eines
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After the tariff and trade treaties of 1972 entering into force in 1973 with the
EEC and the ECSC, the regional structure of Austrian exports as a percentage of
total exports through the course of the 1970s showed clear growth in the direction
of the EC, which exceeded the 50% mark, while exports to other areas (EFTA,
Eastern Europe, the OECD countries, industrialized countries overseas, and others) stagnated or tended to decline. All of those ranged below 25% and declined
further.36
Graph 12
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As long as Austria had no trade agreement with the European Communities, membership of EFTA was very useful and meaningful as a compensation.
From the time of the entry into force of the customs and trade treaties with the
EC (1973), trade relations with the EFTA States declined noticeably from 1975
onwards, while trade relations with the EC States increased simultaneously.

36

Interimsabkommens mit Österreich, July 22, 1972, in: Archiv der Gegenwart, 17221.
Renate KICKER – Andreas KHOL – Hanspeter NEUHOLD (Hrsg.), Außenpolitik und
Demokratie in Österreich. Strukturen – Strategien – Stellungnahmen. Ein Handbuch, Salzburg 1983, 262.
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This was even clearer, if not to say more glaring, with the relationships with imports. The EC area ranged substantially above half of all imports, while the other
areas mentioned above dropped off markedly. The data clearly show that in the
1970s, the market economies of the Western industrialized countries were among
the most important trade partners for Austria: 70% to 80% of imports and exports
came from these countries or were destined for them. Since the mid-1970s,
the import shares of developing nations and those of planned economies were
approximately at the same level, while the shares of centrally planned economies
in Austria’s exports were far above those of the developing nations.37 The Federal
Republic of Germany made up the lion’s share of this.38

37

38

Hubert ISAK, Österreichs Außenwirtschaftsbeziehungen, in: KICKER – KHOL – NEUHOLD (Hrsg.), Außenpolitik und Demokratie in Österreich, 259–289: 262–263.
Ibid., 263.
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The EC free trade agreement was not without consequences for Austria’s relations with the Soviet Union. On August 18, 1972, barely a month after the conclusion, the USSR reminded the Austrian Federal Government in an Aide-Mémoire
that the tariffs and trade agreements with the EEC and the ECSC could not and
should not in any way alter the obligations into which Austria had entered in 1955.
An official confirmation of this from the Austrian side would be “acknowledged
in a suitable way” by the Soviet Union:
“The Soviet government wishes to further draw the attention of the Austrian government to
the fact that the agreements that were signed by it with the EEC create unequal conditions for
the Soviet Union on the Austrian market and could be damaging to the mutually advantageous
Soviet-Austrian cooperation in the area of trade and business. It hopes that the Austrian side will
undertake corresponding measures in order to counteract such a development. In consideration
of that which has been presented, the Soviet side proposes carrying out negotiations as soon as
possible within the framework of the Joint Soviet-Austrian Commission for economic, scientific,
and technical cooperation for the settlement of issues that emerge in connection with the signing
and the envisioned entering into force of the agreement between Austria and the EEC.”39
39

Original quotation see document 76 in the appendix “Documents”; Sowjetisches Aide-
Mémoire, August 18, 1972, in: Archiv der Gegenwart, September 28, 1972, D 17367.
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In a separate Aide-Mémoire of September 20, 1972, the Federal Government took
up the Soviet suggestion and declared that it was pleased to be willing to also
officially confirm its standpoint with respect to Moscow that the agreement with
the EC “in no way could or should alter the extent of the rights and obligations”
of the signatory states of the State Treaty and the commitments that grew out of
the neutrality law.40
The Soviet Union did in fact express certain fears, but it neither raised serious
objections nor formulated a serious complaint in principle against the agreements,
particularly since these supranational commitments excluded above all else violations of the obligations of neutrality. What was essential with the safeguarding
of the free trade agreements with the Community with respect to Moscow was
40

HUMMER, Ziele, Methoden und Ergebnisse der österreichischen Integrationspolitik, 49;
Ludmilla LOBOVA, Die Außenpolitik und Neutralität Österreichs aus der Sicht der UdSSR,
in: Arnold SUPPAN – Gerald STOURZH – Wolfgang MUELLER (Hrsg.), Der österreichische
Staatsvertrag. Internationale Strategie, rechtliche Relevanz, nationale Identität/The Austrian
State Treaty. International Legacy, Legal Relevance, National Identity (Österreichische
A kademie der Wissenschaften/Philosophisch-Historische Klasse, Historische Kommission/
Archiv für österreichische Geschichte 140), Wien 2005, 916–917.
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a new Austrian-Soviet trade treaty of May 30, 1975 in which the USSR was to
receive the same advantages as the EC countries through the transfer or extension of the most favored nation clause. The agreement provided for “a significant
expansion of trade between the two countries”. The further development of trade
and economic relations ought to be supported “on the basis of equal rights and
mutual advantage”. A “continuous and substantial increase in trade between the
two countries with both traditional new goods” was to be striven for. Article 4
of the treaty reads: “Both governments shall continue to apply the same import
regime with the import of goods from the corresponding other country that they
apply with the import of analogous goods from any other third country.”41
This agreement had its own prior history. It first of all appeared that because
of Austria’s treaties with the European Communities, the USSR, in its AideMémoire of August 18, 1972, first and foremost viewed itself as obligated to make
reference to the adherence to the obligations that grew out of the State Treaty and
the neutrality law. But for Moscow, what was concerned was above all else trade
policy interests. The Austrian response of September 20, 1972 declared the Soviet political worries to be superfluous. The federal government furthermore expressed its interest in Austrian-Soviet cooperation and declared that it was ready
for talks with regard to the sector of trade and business.42
The Fifth Congress of the Austrian-Soviet Joint Commission took place from
January 30 to February 1, 1973. An agreement was signed on February 1, 1973
by Foreign Trade Minister Nikolai S. Patolichev and Trade Minister Josef Staribacher on the development of economic, scientific-technical, and industrial cooperation for ten years. It was stated within that context that the trade and payments
agreement of August 5, 1970 would develop favorably. For Austria, the delivery
of Soviet natural gas was of interest above all else. Further cooperation was envisioned in the sectors of the chemical industry, ironworks, and machine construction; the opening of a Soviet bank in Vienna was taken into consideration, and
an additional program on the development and deepening of the cooperation was
concluded43 which, upon the visit of Premier Alexei Kossygin, during July 2–5,
1973, was announced with Chancellor Kreisky on July 3, 1973 and the deepening
of Austrian-Soviet relations was also emphasized.44
On the occasion of a meeting of the Joint Austrian-Soviet Commission in
Vienna from May 25 to June 1, 1975, the new trade treaty that would be in force
for ten years was finally signed on May 30, 1975, which was therefore a long-term
41
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agreement on trade in goods and payment transactions between Austria and
the USSR with accompanying notes. Austria’s particular interest in including
mid-sized companies and expanding the palette of goods was expressed with this,
as was the desire for an increase in natural gas imports which Austria had already
been receiving since 1968. Austria compensated Soviet energy deliveries through
the export of pipes for petroleum and natural gas pipelines.45
In 1974, Austrian exports to the USSR already nearly doubled in comparison
to the previous year to 3.5 billion Austrian schillings, and Austrian imports from
the USSR grew the same year by 67% to 4.4 billion schillings. From 1974 to 1975,
exports grew once again by 7.1% (3.8 billion schillings) and imports by 25.3%
(5.5 billion schillings). This intensified trade policy was supported by the USSR
through the normalization of relations and additional “cooperation agreements”
with other Eastern and Central European countries.46
In this subchapter it should also be mentioned that Chancellor Kreisky sought
a balance both in his domestic minority policy and in the southeast European
neighbourhood policy. In 1972, he had triggered the highly controversial dispute in Carinthia over “place-name signs” (Ortstafelstreit) by urging the Austrian Parliament to pass a law quickly. It was a matter of setting up a number of
traffic signs with bilingual topographical inscriptions in German and Slovenian,
which triggered fierce protests on the local level. The Austrian Parliament, with
the votes of the SPÖ, passed the so-called local placards act (Ortstafelgesetz),
which, according to Article 7 of the State Treaty, provided for the establishment
of bilingual local placards in mixed-language towns in Carinthia. Illegal demonstrations and dismantling of the place-name signs (Ortstafelsturm) prevented
the implementation of the law at that time. Three years later in December 1975
Kreisky met Josip Broz Tito in Brdo, Slovenia, and calmed the bilateral emotional
distortions and irritations, including certain measures to promote the Slovenian
minority in Carinthia. After the escalation of the local sign conflict with its long
history in 1972, the conflict with Belgrade was resolved in October 1979. Yugoslav Foreign Minister Josip Vrhovec contributed to a breakthrough during his
official visit to Vienna by publicly advising the Slovenian minority to contact the
Austrian authorities directly as the best way to resolve their concerns. As a result,
the issue also disappeared from Yugoslavia’s foreign policy agenda.47 However,
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the conflict could only be resolved politically at the Austrian level in 2011 to a
certain satisfaction of the Slovenes. In July, the National Parliament (Nationalrat)
and the Federal Council (Bundesrat), where the provinces (Bundesländer) are
represented, passed a constitutional law on ethnic groups (Volksgruppengesetz),
signed by Federal President Heinz Fischer.48
3. PUBLIC OPINION AND AUSTRIA’S STANCE IN EUROPE –
COUDENHOVE-KALERGI: BRIDGING THE GAP BETWEEN
EFTA AND THE EC
The agreement with the EEC and the ECSC was neither spectacular nor especially popular. The broad public hardly had any knowledge of Austria’s relationship
with Western European integration. Results of surveys unearthed on one hand
hair-raising ignorance, but on the other hand also instinctively correct assessments from time to time. In a survey from 1970, one out of every one hundred
Austrians believed that the country was a member of COMECON, the economic
organization of the communist countries of Central, Eastern and South Eastern
Europe under the leadership of the USSR! Although more than two thirds could
name Austria’s membership in EFTA with certainty, there were also 14% who
assumed that Austria had already joined the EEC. Added to these results was a
well-known market research institute which carried out a survey on the position
of Austrians on a united Europe in general and on the EEC in particular.49
More than three fourths of the inhabitants of the Alpine Republic saw only
advantages or else predominant benefits in a united Europe, while one out of eight
Austrians feared having disadvantages from it. What was relatively common was
the idea of associating a united Europe with one country without borders in which
there would be no visas or passport formalities – “like in the monarchy”. Only one
third of those surveyed initially indicated that they were familiar with an organization or group which strove for a unified Europe as a goal, whereby the economic
organizations were the best known: while the EEC and EFTA were approximately
equally as well known with Austrians (with each of them being named spontaneously by more than 50%), organizations such as EURATOM, the OECD, and
the ECSC were only known as exceptional cases. Approximately 40% were not
at all able to name any economic organization, one fifth also could not give any
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indication as to whether Austria was at all a member in an organization or, if so,
in which one. Out of those who had already heard of the EEC, more than 80%
of them viewed its goals as being exclusively or predominantly in the economic
sector, with 5% presuming an objective of a political nature. One out of every nine
inhabitants of the country between Lake Constance and Lake Neusiedl did not
know what the EEC was good for or bad for. EFTA was in general attributed with
the same economic goals as the EEC, whereby in any case the latter was ascribed
with an implementation of its ideas which up to that point was better. EFTA was
associated with the image of being a stopgap measure, an association of countries
that had come about less from positive economic reasons than from negative political ones. The Austrians viewed the EEC as an economic organization which
most closely approached the idea of a united Europe. Along those lines, there
was hardly any thought of a full membership for Austria. Rather, the hope was
for a clever special treaty which would in fact ensure all of the advantages of a
large economic area but would eliminate possible disadvantages. Membership in
EFTA was indeed the best solution, but nevertheless the EEC would be preferred.
Accession to the EEC, which was hoped for in the next two or three years, caused
Austrians to expect a reduction in prices with an increase in the quality of goods,
a broader selection, and an impetus for the economy of the Alpine Republic which
was currently denied an international level. For small companies, the justification of their very existence was called into question for the future, which at least
theoretically was considered to be a process of recovery. Employees counted on
temporary retraining and then ensured jobs with an expanded labor market. Some
25% of those surveyed agreed that no one was against an EEC agreement. Approximately the same number presumed opposition from the Communists. One
fifth believed that there would be potential opposition from the Socialists, while
only one out of thirty viewed such an agreement as threatened by the ÖVP or the
FPÖ. The ambivalence in Austrian thought was demonstrated by the fact that
although a treaty with the EEC ought to grant the possibility of exporting inexpensively and importing cheaply, the chance to continue to briskly carry on trade
with the East, on the other hand, ought to remain untouched. A portion of those
surveyed even demanded a sort of monopoly for Austria with trade with the East.
Those who were very well informed were above all else the Austrian Communists, whose Central Committee Secretary Erwin Scharf warned of a menacing
loss in national sovereignty in the event of participation with the EEC.50
Chancellor Kreisky remained a pragmatist and a realist. He attempted to
achieve that which was feasible. Although open to visions, he engaged himself
less in European integration policy. An astute observer such as the journalist
Alexander Vodopivec emphasized:
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“The Treaty of Brussels [the free trade agreement of 1972] was a development that was the
result of many years of preparations that had been unavoidable since 1970. Its content is the
maximum of that which was to be achieved for Austria in the current line-up in Europe,
regardless of the majority proportions within Austria.”51

In light of the developments to that point as well as within the context of the competitiveness of the nationalized companies and industries, he went on to formulate
that the treaty with Austria that was signed in Brussels was “only the first step on
a long march”.52
Both free trade agreements from July 22, 1972 actually contained an “evolutionary clause”, that is, the possibility of a further development, a dynamization
of the relationship, to which the opposition during the Kreisky era, which was
more pleased about integration, understood to make reference.53 In contrast, association under Article 238 of the EEC Treaty had been abandoned and only tariff
and trade treaties were concluded under Article 113 of the EEC Treaty.54
It is remarkable that in the run-up to the reduction in tensions in Europe with
integration policy between the EC and the countries of EFTA, it was possible
for a problem area in domestic policy that was delicate for the official Austria to
be considered closed. On the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of the founding of the Paneuropean Union (1922–72), the historic handshake took place in
the Hofburg Palace in Vienna between Otto von Habsburg and Bruno Kreisky.55
Thus, the “Habsburg Cannibalism” by the socialists officially came to an end.
Under the patronage of the Federal Government, the official ceremony took
place on May 4, 197256 which expressed the recognition by official Austria of
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Richard N. Coudenhove-Kalergi and his Paneuropean Union. French President
Georges Pompidou and Chancellor Kreisky acted jointly as honorary presidents.
At the ceremonial assembly, the speakers included not only the President of the
Paneuropean Union, Chancellor Kreisky, and former ministers Otto Mitterer and
Gianmatteo Matteotti, but also the Vice Presidents of the Union, professor Henri
Rieben from Lausanne and John Biggs-Davidson, member of the British House
of Commons.57

1972 May 4: On the occasion of the 50th anniversary of the Paneuropa Union (1922–1972),
Bruno Kreisky and Otto Habsburg shake hands at the ceremonial act at the Vienna Hofburg

The basis of the Coudenhove initiative “The Path towards the Unification of
Europe” from the autumn of 1969 (see chapter V, subchapter 14) was the consideration that the political unification of Europe should be separated from its
economic unification which, according to Coudenhove’s conviction, would be
possible through negotiations between the EC and EFTA. He recommended the
convening of a conference of the thirteen participating governments in Vienna
“in order to examine this association”. The future of the community could only be
insured through a monetary union. Such a union would hardly be possible without
Switzerland, since the framework of an expanded EC would also be “unsuitable”
for a monetary union.58
The considerations named in Coudenhove’s memorandum took place in the
run-up to the Hague summit, which was to pave the way for the EC membership
of Great Britain, Ireland, and Denmark. The result was not only the expansion of
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the EC in 1972 to a community of nine nations, but also the already mentioned
series of free trade agreements with the remaining EFTA states.59
For the founder of the Paneuropean movement, the free trade agreement was
one further step towards European unification. A few weeks later, his committed
life for Europe came to an end: Coudenhove died on July 27, 1972 in the Schruns
district of the village of Montafon in the Austrian province of Vorarlberg.60 He
had, however, been able to experience the initial stages of Western Europe overcoming its trade policy division into the EC and EFTA.61
4. KREISKY’S FOREIGN POLICY PRIORITIES, EFTA SUMMIT IN
VIENNA 1977, CLOSE TIES WITH THE EMS 1978 AND ASYMPTOTIC
RAPPROCHEMENT WITH THE EC 1979–1983
The remarkable intensification of trade policy relations with the Soviet Union has
to be viewed against the background of the treaties with the EEC and the ECSC of
1972, which were to create a certain balance. With the free trade agreements, the
Federal Government had understood well to reduce neutrality policy and foreign
trade policy to a common denominator, whereby what was concerned was merely
forms of “negative” integration, that is, the reduction in trade barriers or intergovernmental economic cooperation. After Austria’s EC policy for 1972–73 had been
concluded with the tariff and trade treaties, the path was then clear for Kreisky’s
ambitions for a foreign policy of global questions, such as in the conflicts in the
Middle East as well as those between North and South and also between East
and West. But Europe was and remained a natural space with which Kreisky had
continued to deal.
As early as January 25, 1971, in a speech before the Council of Europe in Strasbourg, the chancellor had already formulated principles of a future foreign policy: what was to be striven for was rapprochement between Western and Eastern
59
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Europe which, however, must not represent any new edition of a “policy of appeasement”. Kreisky greeted the process of democratization of international relations and spoke in favor of the introduction of a policy of détente through the
preparation of a European security conference in the sense of the Consultative
Assembly of the Council of Europe.62 On top of that, he emphasized the role of
Austria as a mediator between East and West.63 He thus anticipated the emerging
process of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) of the
1970s which would experience its highpoint with the Helsinki Accords (August
1, 1975) but, at the same time, was to have its concrete beginning in non-binding
treaty terms.64
In the 1970s, there had been no public debates that were comparable to those
between 1959 and 1969 in Austria on the question of whether and to what extent
the country should join a Free Trade Area or the European Communities. Only a
few Europhile politicians and anxious diplomats asked about the integration policy “outsider” status of the country, such as the ÖVP foreign policy expert Lujo
Tončić-Sorinj.65
Added to this was the increasing value of exports in the economic area of
the “common area” of the EC after the concluding of the tariff and trade treaties
with the EEC and the ECSC. From the economic side, it was also argued against
this background that as a result of staying out of the EC during the period between 1960 and 1972, Austria had had to accept considerable losses in welfare
and growth which could then be made up for through the free trade agreements.66
By means of the tariff and trade treaties, the old positions of competition between the EC and EFTA were restored. Austria’s market shares grew as a result
of a non-discriminatory treatment on the part of the EC: it caught up in terms of
trade policy and continuously strengthened its own head start in growth year after
year. The free trade agreements also had the effect of a clear soothing of the economic split between the EC and EFTA. Austria’s trade flows, which had shifted
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to the EFTA countries from 1960 to 1972, ran once again in the traditional paths
to the neighboring states, which brought about an increase in welfare effects.67
The situation of the European Communities – as it became known starting in
1967 after the Merger Treaty (comprising the EEC, ECSC, and EURATOM) –
from 1972 to 198668 was characterized above all else by stagnation, which then
touched off decisive steps for the deepening of integration. This was also perceived in a simplifying and not completely correct way as “Eurosclerosis” and
called as such.69
In Austria, it was also viewed in that way, and this combination was fulfilled
to the extent that the status quo of Austrian integration policy through the second
half of the 1970s was by and large granted, even if the apologists of Kreisky’s
policy did not want to admit it. But it would have been misleading and a misinterpretation to assess Austria’s position vis-à-vis Western European integration as
completely static and unmoving, which was also not the case especially because
of investment and trade policy. Even while maintaining the status quo again and
again, it also remained adaptable, elastic, and in need of being dynamized if that
were necessary.
During the Kreisky era (1970–83), the active integration policy such as that
of Josef Klaus in the 1960s against the background of the so-called “Eurosclerosis” was undoubtedly pushed to the back burner in favor of an “active policy of
neutrality” and a foreign policy of internationalization and globalization. Kreisky
acted also as an engaged and exposed mediator in the Middle East conflict. In
addition, there was a growing appreciation of the problem of the North-South
conflict and the Third World with, at the same time, an aid policy whose financial
provisions were very weak. In European policy, the principles of a reduction of
tensions and cooperation were in effect before confrontation and integration. The
“active policy of neutrality” of Chancellor Kreisky that was exposed and profiled
was an important precondition for the more or less integration policy status quo
of the 1970s that was to be established in phases.
In the “long seventies”, the Austrian welfare and social state achieved a complete breakthrough. In this long-lasting phase, an increasing identification of the
people with their state set in, going hand-in-hand with a forcing and overemphasis
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of the “permanent neutrality”, which led to a dogmatization and mythologization.
Austria’s formation of its identity fed substantially upon this source. That formation of identity had much to do not only with identification, but also with dissociation and exclusion. Being neutral and not a NATO country as well as being
an EFTA advocate and not an EC Member State – both played a substantial role
with this national self-discovery. The “long seventies” were characterized above
all by changed relationships in domestic and social policies as a result of targeted
reforms and comprehensive changes in the law as well as an increasingly internationalized and more and more globalized foreign policy that was expressed in
the “policy of active neutrality” and the stylizing of Austria as a “bridge” for the
purpose of easing and dismantling the East-West conflict with a policy of a reduction of tensions within the framework of the CSCE.70
The thesis of the “bridge function” of Austria, that has seldom been criticized, can hardly be contradicted by the opposing thesis – which likewise is not
so convincing – of the alleged “secret ally of the West “(Gerald Stourzh, Günter
Bischof). It is much more the case that Austria had been and continued to be a
pseudo-NATO partner. In a certain way, though, Austria in the 1960s and 1980s is
to be designated as an “integration policy forerunner” for other European neutrals.
The foreign policy activity under Kreisky, which went far beyond the real
political significance of the country in Europe and in the world and which did
not have an adequate equivalent in military and security policy, came to an end
in the 1980s. The slight attention paid to the armed forces – the journalist of Die
Presse, Andreas Unterberger, called it the “ignored defense of the country [...] the
neglect of the military dimension of the security policy which fortunately had
no consequences”71 – triggered frustration and depression among the military
(Bundesheer), but it also meant great relief for the state budget, which did not at
all jive with the image of the chancellor as someone who was “running up debts”.
In the history of the Second Republic, the armed forces have played only a subordinate role. During the Kreisky era, it had merely a shadow existence.
Kreisky’s efforts at peace in the Middle East, which unavoidably could not reflect any very prominent pro-American or pro-Israeli policy, were made with the
knowledge that neutrality could have influence not just on one continent and that
neutrality policy also had to be formulated actively, on the offensive, and globally.
The Chancellor lent a specific tone to Austria’s neutrality status. He navigated a
course that was oriented towards worldwide ideas, one that was increasingly autonomous and detached from the United States or even partially critical of it. In
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this way, he was successful both within the framework of the CSCE succession
process to keep going it in Belgrade (1977–79) and to keep it together in Madrid
(1981–83) and for the first time also as a non permanent member of the UN Security Council (1973–74) in achieving a serious revaluation of Austria among
the majority of the smaller countries. In foreign policy terms, Kreisky attained a
high degree of international attention for Austria. Especially in the Arab world,
he achieved an elevated reputation for Austria which continues to have an effect
to this very day and upon which later Austrian foreign affairs politicians could
also capitalize.
With respect to the Soviet Union and its satellites, Kreisky’s policy took on a
posture that was only seemingly uncritical and opportunistic for reasons of trade
policy and from the need for a mediator role in foreign policy. The compliance
and support of the opposition and the reform movement in these countries were
also a matter of concern for Kreisky, above all with a view towards the CSCE
follow up process. Kreisky accepted the specific tone that he was able to give to
Austrian neutrality status step by step and the challenge that was associated with
it primarily with the Western superpower and with the accusation of “neutralism”.
Vienna had been profiled since August 23, 1979 as a meeting place between
East and West as well as between North and South in the sense of the building
of the United Nations international conference center, which Kreisky also understood to implement against domestic state and political resistance, in particular
on the part of the ÖVP. In addition, it was the “active policy of neutrality” which
above all else was expressed by a committed mediator role in the Middle East
conflict that led to the recognition of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO)
as the sole legitimate representation of the Palestinian people, that supported the
normalization of relations in this contentious area, and, with the Egyptian-Israeli
peace process (the Camp David Accords as the framework agreement in 1978 for
the Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty in 1979), was to lead to the first partial results
that pointed the way towards the future. On the other hand, the activation of an
international conscience for the North-South conflict and the partisanship for the
„developing nations“ that already began early on in the 1950s and would reach its
highpoint with the Cancún Summit in 1981, although no longer with the participation of Kreisky for health reasons, was less successful.72
With Kurt Waldheim – the two-time secretary-general of the United Nations
(1972–81) and sympathetic partner of Kreisky’s foreign policy, especially his
Middle East policy – and his election as Federal President in 1986, the circle of
the “long seventies” was closed. The “island of the happy”, as the pope called it
during a visit to Rome by President Franz Jonas, came from domestic political
balance in the wake of the passionate discussions on the controversial wartime
past of its head of state, Waldheim. This state of affairs lasted for a long time.
72
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It consisted of the most severe state crisis up to that point for Austria since 1945
with its greatest loss in international prestige. There had already been economic
crises long before.73
A first sensitive damper was put on the unreflected, because unlimited, optimism for growth by the “oil shock”74 which had been the main focus of consultations on December 15, 1973 during an EC summit. Threats of a boycott and
planned embargoes by the Arab main producing countries were associated with
the demand for Israel to withdraw from occupied territories under UN Resolution
242. The energy crisis resulted in inflationary trends and increasing criticism of
socialist economic policy and its chief exponent, Finance Minister Hannes Androsch. During the phase of the manifestations of world economic recession from
1974 to 1983, it nevertheless succeeded with a mixed policy of accidental combinations and anticyclical measures to protect the country from the influences of the
world economic crisis. This “mixed policy” was based upon the traditional social
partnership foundation of wage and price policy, combined with a hard currency
policy that was tied to the German Mark, with the nationalized industries as a
protected economic sector, and free large companies. Full employment was to be
preserved by means of public investments.75
A high level of employment and social peace first of all lent the “Austro-Keynesianism”76 of Kreisky’s molding a model character. In comparison to the states that
were affected by crises, Austria had high rates of growth with relatively positive
inflation and extremely low unemployment.77 In spite of that, the rate of economic
growth slowed markedly in the second half of the 1970s. The outdated or obsolete structures of the so-to-speak “unsinkable ship” of the nationalized industry (Verstaatlichte Industrie) that had been stylized into a myth were covered up
and maintained by economic and subsidy policies that were aimed at ensuring
73
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employment, while the national debt grew and served to the greatest degree for
the settlement of the budget deficit. Between 1974 and 1985, the country’s debt
grew from 10% of the gross domestic product to 38.5%, such that in this phase,
an Austrian “indebtedness Keynesianism” is to be spoken of.78
As it was already stated it would be incorrect to assume that Kreisky’s idea of
the European integration process would have been solely shaped by reservations
and that his policy would have been solely static with respect the EC over the
entire time period of his government from 1970 to 1983. The view is also wrong
that Austria’s relations with the EC would only have stagnated from the free trade
agreements of 1972 through the 1980s. But for Kreisky, though, there were clear
delimitations, which were the State Treaty and neutrality as well as in the end,
Austria’s sovereignty. He was not willing to touch these fundamental principles,
whereby we have arrived at the heart of the problem area. The foreign affairs
politician who was not immovable, including in matters of integration policy, was
and remained for the longest time out of passion an adherent of British politics –
although without having studied its accession as a pattern. Under Edward Heath,
the United Kingdom had come to a decision for an EEC/EC-oriented position and
formally executed membership in the EC but fundamentally kept a cultural-mental distance from Brussels and, as a former world power, remained interested in
larger international contexts. In contrast to the United Kingdom, another fact was
in any case to be taken note of by Kreisky: in the 1970s, Austria’s foreign trade
was characterized by the dominance of the intertwining with the EC area, above
all else with the Federal Republic of Germany, even though it was possible to
considerably increase the EFTA segment and it was only at the beginning of the
1980s that a declining trend became evident. Austrian exports to the countries
of Eastern Europe, a special matter of concern for Kreisky, represented between
10% and 15%, which continued to be a factor that was not to be underestimated
for Austrian foreign trade. Kreisky’s foreign policy and Europe policy, which he
oriented more towards international and global issues than to European ones, kept
its priority against too intense of a participation in European integration, and in
exchange it accepted, at least at times, reductions in growth in order to safeguard
neutrality and thus to assert sovereignty. Nevertheless, in the second half of the
1970s, there was also new emphasis, although Kreisky continued to place value
upon two fundamental constants: coordination with the other neutral EFTA members and its continued existence.
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1977 May 13: Austria does not belong to the “EU Nine”, and Kreisky is directing
the “seven dwarfs” on the occasion of the EFTA Ministers’ Conference in Vienna

At the chancellor’s initiative, an EFTA summit conference was held in Vienna on
May 13, 1977 at which the plea was on one hand for a ten point program for increased cooperation within EFTA and coordinated efforts at ensuring free trade,
but also an expansion of cooperation with the EC.79
This EFTA meeting is noteworthy with a view towards the situation of the specific Austrian motive. In the run-up to the conference, Kreisky had asked about
intentions which were clarified internally. There were various problems with
EFTA countries regarding their economic relations with the EEC – for example,
with Austria in the sector of agriculture. Even though Austria had to distance
itself from full membership in the EC for reasons of neutrality law, the interest
still existed to “intensify to the greatest degree possible” the economic relations.80
In April 1977, the Austrian Council for Foreign Affairs was convened as the
result of a request from members of the ÖVP in order to get acquainted with the
position of the Federal Government with regard to the EFTA summit in Vienna, in particular regarding the question of whether larger activities were planned
within the framework of EFTA. Kreisky made reference to the fact that the policy with respect to the EC had already been discussed within EFTA at the level
of Heads of State and Government. EFTA had supposedly developed into a full
free trade zone, the building of bridges to the EC had likewise been realized in
the form of a Free Trade Area, and this development would be concluded during
that year. For that reason, it had been advisable to think about further development, and from this, the suggestion resulted to discuss the further development of
79
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economic relations with the EEC. In a dialogue with Josef Taus, Kreisky made it
clear that there were various problems with EFTA countries regarding their economic relations with the EEC (for example, in the mentioned sector of agriculture)
with which it “appeared to be desirable to seek a certain coordination”. Further
developments had likewise supposedly taken place within the EEC, which is why
a test needed to be carried out as to what extent a strengthening of integration
was possible. A corresponding clause had already been provided in the treaties
between the EFTA countries and the EEC. In addition, there were issues that
“concern a greater area”. Just to name a few, what needed to be recalled were the
North-South dialogue, the economic aspects of the CSCE, and others. All of these
issues were to be discussed at the summit conference. The ÖVP opposition politician Josef Taus asked how the future of EFTA would be assessed. In his view, the
EFTA countries were “a leftover group of European industrialized states” which
is why the question was raised as to whether there was “still life” in EFTA. In his
reply, Kreisky made reference to “the significant trade volumes of EFTA countries” which were also the largest importers of goods from the EC area. On top of
that, the monetary position of the EFTA countries ought not to be underestimated.
Trade within EFTA had expanded greatly, which is why the position ought to be
started out from “that EFTA will endure”. New problems arose with countries
such as Portugal, Spain, and Greece. For Portugal, a certain compulsion existed
to come to an arrangement with the EEC because the rehabilitation of its economy
required such substantial financial means that the United States did not want to
be the only one available. As far as the other countries are concerned, there were
two different directions within the EEC. One of them advocated the economically weak countries of Southern Europe coming to an arrangement with EFTA,
whereby the EEC would take on certain obligations with respect to EFTA in order
to (in that way more easily) create a balance. The other direction favored the acceptance of those countries in the EEC for political reasons. EFTA was prepared,
for instance, to enter into a close relationship with Spain. Contacts with Yugoslavia were not to be ruled out, and in fact that country had an interest in freeing
itself from the dominance of the Eastern economic area. As far as the Austrian
position on this issue was concerned, it was not negative but rather “waiting” and
therefore “special activities were to be avoided”. It could be imagined that EFTA
would become a “loose run-up to a dense integration bloc”.81
In the European People’s Party (EPP), founded in 1976, there had been fundamentalists on the one hand, including above all the Benelux and Italian representatives, who only wanted to accept christian democratic and EC Member State
representatives, and on the other hand realists, above all from the CDU/CSU and
smaller christian democratic parties: these also wanted to accept British Conservatives, French Gaullists and Neogaullists as well as representatives of the EFTA
81
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member countries and the neutrals. The British were finally rejected by the EPP
as faction members, the ÖVP had not even been admitted as observers. Discussions in this regard had failed in the 1970s. The founding of the European Democrat Union (EDU)82 in Salzburg on April 24, 1978 at Klessheim Castle, including
the British conservatives and French gaullists, was a reaction to this. “They didn’t
let us play anywhere and that’s why we built our own sandpit”, Andreas Khol
explains retrospectively. With the help of this international christian democratic
party cooperation Mock advanced as mentioned to EDU President, the path to
later on EU accession could also be paved.83
Before the mid-1980s, when the policy of the European Communities (EC) got
into motion again, although not always recognizable for everyone in the public
sphere, that led to an activation of Austrian efforts at integration. Austria’s foreign
policy took on an EC orientation once again. That was also due to the fact that
Austria was connected as a result of the close linkage of its schilling currency to
the German Mark and the strong trade relations of both countries with the EC
area.
With these positions, Kreisky got to the heart of his stance. He carried out
a policy while waiting with respect to the EC that was open to rapprochement.
Additional findings have drawn attention to the fact that Kreisky wanted to make
relations with the EC more dynamic, particularly since there was pressure on
the part of the opposition. The former Trade Minister and Vice Chancellor Fritz
Bock, for example, had proposed that Austria had to consider strengthening its
political relationship with the European Communities. As Ambassador Hans
Winkler, who was later undersecretary and very active in the International Law
Office between 1977 and 1981, recalled, Bock argued that accession in spite of
neutrality ought to be possible. On instructions from Foreign Minister Erich Bielka, the head of the Office of International Law, Kurt Herndl, sent a letter to the
ex-politician in which he discussed in detail why such a step was not possible. The
idea of the incompatibility of “perpetual neutrality” with “supranational integration” had remained manifest during the Kreisky era.84
The successful conclusion of the currency discussions in Brussels on the creation of a European Monetary System (EMS) in December 1978, however, caused
Kreisky to immediately congratulate his German counterpart on the twelfth of
that month. At the same time, he tied the congratulations to a notion of integration policy that was important to Austria: Bruno Kreisky approached Helmut
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Schmidt85 in his function as President of the European Council and requested
participation for Austria. The newly created EMS had been set up in such a way
that countries “which do not belong to the Community can participate in this
system in some form which is still to be agreed upon”. Even though discussions
on the technology and the form of such participation would be reserved for the
issuing banks that were concerned, it nevertheless appeared that “a preliminary
clarification of problems that would arise for non-member states with the introduction of the European Monetary System [was] essential”. Austria had already
made known its interest in the program during the period of preparation for this
monetary system on the occasion of the annual meeting of the International Monetary Fund in Washington. The creation of a zone of stable exchange rates in a
large section of Europe was of great importance for Austria. The country had
actively contributed through its currency policy to date to restricting the international difficulties that had been in existence since the breakdown of the Bretton
Woods system to a bearable degree in the area of exchange rates and had “de facto
held the so-called ‘snake’ close by in its exchange rate policy for many years”. It
appeared to Kreisky to be all the more important to examine the conditions under
which Austria could “flexibly cooperate with the new system under the protection
of all of its legitimate interests”. In his opinion, Austria’s geographical location
and its economic interweaving with Europe made such cooperation “appear to
be useful for all parties”. But before the Austrian National Bank could enter into
meritorious negotiations on the modalities of Austrian participation in the EMS,
a prior discussion of the problems that were associated with Austrian cooperation
in the system was essential. Kreisky therefore requested Schmidt in the latter’s
function as President of the EC Council “to give Austria the opportunity to examine the issues that would result for both sides, whereby form and procedures [are
to be] coordinated with interests on both sides”.86
The German Chancellor reacted positively with a letter of December 20.
He was very satisfied about the fact that the EC had been successful “with this
monetary system in laying the cornerstone for a greater degree of currency stability, and specifically both between the individual currencies and internally in
each member state”. This development would supposedly be able to completely
change the quality of the Community. Kreisky’s reference to the geographical
location, the close economic interweaving of Austria with the EC, and the usefulness of a possible cooperation by Austria “for all parts”, was “fully shared” by
Schmidt. In the interest of mutual economic relations, he very much welcomed
85
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if Austria’s government could decide upon collaboration with the new system.
Schmidt immediately brought Kreisky’s letter to the attention of Finance Minister Hans Matthöfer as well as the President of the German Bundesbank, Otmar
Emminger. At the same time, Schmidt asked Matthöfer “to get into contact as
soon as possible with Finance Minister Androsch in order to discuss the problems
that are associated with Austria’s collaboration with the system”.
Schmidt harbored the hope “that these discussions can be concluded soon and
that the subsequent negotiations between the issuing banks can run successfully”.87 Thus political agreement had already been achieved in December 1978 at
the highest thinkable level between the Federal Republic of Germany and the
Republic of Austria regarding a linking of the schilling to the EMS and future
cooperation with it.
Kreisky’s contact went beyond the public perception. In the end, after the clarification of technical issues, it led to a broad-reaching involvement of Austria in
the EMS and – as a result of its schilling closely following or, indeed, even being
linked to the deutschmark (D-Mark) – ultimately being implicitly included in the
EMS, with the corresponding steps being implemented. Austria was thus a silent
participant, but with all the advantages of currency stability and security. Thus
with the currency policy, a certain sacrifice in sovereignty had already occurred
for the country, of which Kreisky was also aware.

1979 September 26: The linkage of the schilling to the deutschmark is a tacit element of Austrian
integration policy: the “Alpine dollar” is closely interlocked with the lovechild of the Germans

In October 1979, EC Commission President Roy Jenkins (1977–81)88 made an official visit to Vienna. On that occasion, Kreisky – with whom no arrangement had
been made on the part of his diplomats to discuss “European policy commitment
87
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and farsightedness” and who “had repeatedly seized initiatives within EFTA for
the purpose of developments in relations with the EC on simple free trade” – had
confidential concerns that were very noteworthy: “We have the economic maturity, the geographical preconditions, and also the political will for EC membership,
but there are the cited obstacles.” Kreisky alluded to the State Treaty, but also to
Austrian understanding of neutrality with a view towards the Swiss position: “We
therefore find ourselves in a certain dilemma. The Community ought to consider
how the present institutional regulations between Austria and it can be invigorated and how a greater degree of integration can be silently – or not so silently
– realized.” The path described by Kreisky was to be pursued in the next five to
ten years.

1962: Roy Jenkins as joung Labour M.P.		
1977–1981: Roy Jenkins, President
						
of the EC Commission

For the development of future relations with the EC, Kreisky described the lineup starting out from the Austrian area of interest:
“In the economic area, the particular problem of agriculture presents itself in other areas, such
as that of the currency. We are de facto within the convoy: our currency will always follow
along here. All other major areas of integration remain, such as labor policy, social policy,
science policy. Here, I present the idea that it would be thoroughly possible to systematically
create a less intense ring of integration around the EC: it would be less dense, but the net of
integration would nevertheless be stretched over it. That ought to be all the more possible if we
were not to create any genuine difficulties for the EC. On the merits, we are no less capable of
integration than the member countries, such as Belgium. Our participation could even improve
and accelerate processes of integration.
European Commission 1958–2014, London 2015, 133–149; N. Piers LUDLOW, Roy Jenkins
and the European Commission, 1976–1980. At the Heart of Europe, London 2016, 231–251.
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For us, that degree of integration is acceptable which is acceptable for the member states of
the EC, whereby a degree of obligation is possible up to the limit of that which would make
integration a de jure obligation, such as recognition of supranationality.”89

According to Kreisky, Austria belonged to Europe, ideologically, politically,
and economically. It would thus be possible to achieve a “de facto situation” which
“under the condition that the policy of détente in Europe moves along, would lead
to a very close association”. 90
If one were to look back at development 1973, then one would recognize “the
positive effects of the free trade treaties”, even if it again and again came down
to and continues to come down to difficulties on certain points. As far as the future was concerned, a separate dynamic was inherent to the free trade relations.
Kreisky saw the following tasks for expanded collaboration: first, the abolition of
non-tariff trade obstacles; second, a certain development in the area of agriculture, even if this was an extremely difficult problem for the Community; third,
much closer cooperation in areas such as transportation and the environment; and
fourth, the new issues with the Community enlarged to twelve members. With
the development of relations, though, it had to be kept in mind that “the already
so difficult decision-making process of the EC would not be further complicated”.
This process would become substantially more difficult with the enlargement. It
would therefore be necessary “to find flexible and pragmatic forms of cooperation
with the EFTA countries”.91
Kreisky also ascribed significance to the Council of Europe. To summarize,
he emphasized that contacts were to be continued and further developed with
Austria and the other EFTA countries “without them striving for membership”.
The EFTA countries could not be granted the same position as the member states,
89
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particularly since they also had other obligations of an institutional and financial
nature. 92
Jenkins reacted to the remarks by the chancellor without disapproving.
Kreisky, who registered with satisfaction that the Commission President was
moving completely along his own integration policy lines, concluded by saying,
“A great degree of integration will also impose a burden on us, of which we are
aware. That is something which the Community ought to also in fact consider,
and the EC will also derive advantages from a broad reaching rapprochement
with the EFTA countries. All of this has to be discussed with prudence.”93
In answer to the question by the integration historian to the witness to this
discussion, Manfred Scheich, as to what in retrospect was considered and perceived to be a greater hindrance to rapprochement with the EC, the State Treaty
or neutrality, the later Ambassador and Permanent Representative in Brussels
responded that it had clearly been the latter. Article 4 of the State Treaty was an
“aliud”, that is, when viewed in legal terms a benefit with which the debtor is not
indebted, but rather one that produces something else. It supposedly had nothing
to do with integration in and of itself. In any case, Kreisky had seen hurdles in
both the State Treaty and in neutrality. But Scheich emphasized his farsightedness
with integration policy, even if a clear limit had been drawn: the “de jure obligation” for the recognition of a decision made at the supranational level. Kreisky’s
view, which “went far beyond the state of the political consciousness of the other
EFTA partners”, had been defined as an “asymptotic rapprochement” with the
EC: “always closer and closer, but the lines never meet”. The evolutionary clause
starting out from the tariff and trade treaties of 1972 had been very consciously
used by him for the acceleration of the relationship with the European Communities. What Kreisky understood at the time by a “very close association” had
been approaching “without restriction the substance of cooperation with the institutional boundary of (at least not formal) submission, as it drew membership
towards itself under supranational aspects and mechanisms”.94
What remained was therefore the insurmountable hurdle that consisted of integrated policy, since “asymptotic” means “not coinciding”: a straight line, but also
rarely a curve, which approaches another one without coinciding with it. It was
the striving for rapprochement in the direction up to a certain point, without ever
completely reaching it.
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1955–1980: First Day Cover on 25 Years of the Signing of the Austrian State Treaty

During the official visit of Luxembourg’s Prime Minister Pierre Werner to Vienna
in 1981, the chancellor declared once again very consistently and convincingly
that as a result of its “permanent neutrality”, Austria could not accept the “principle of supranationality”. Therefore, “membership was also not striven for, but
there is the desire to have a part in European integration.”95 That was Kreisky’s
integration policy quadrature, as the journalist Alexander Vodopivec had once so
greatly formulated and combined it.96
It can be assumed that Kreisky desired further cooperation with the EC that
had already been proclaimed in 1977 with the further retention of EFTA. In that
respect, it could have represented only “negative” integration policy, that is, the
dismantling of trade barriers. Kreisky was concerned with a policy of intergovernmental cooperation starting out from a coexistence doctrine on integration
policy. But as Kreisky clearly explained to Jenkins, change could be brought
about through rapprochement if the policy of détente allowed it to happen. The
precondition for this construct was the maintaining of good bilateral relations
with Switzerland, which had remained relevant in terms of neutrality policy, and
with the Federal Republic of Germany, which was becoming more and more relevant in terms of integration policy.97 If the Germans had been attempting to
get closer to a solution of the German question since the late 1960s/early 1970s
with the help of the concept of “change through rapprochement” (“Wandel durch
95
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Annäherung”) that had been developed by Egon Bahr, this strategy on the Austrian side was the attempt to solve the European integration issues that had remained
open under the safeguarding of the holy principles of its own statehood: neutrality, the State Treaty, and sovereignty.
In the meantime, the further increase in oil prices starting in 1979 as well as
the overproduction that began to be perceivable triggered an international economic crisis which had a delayed effect upon Austria and only became clear in
the 1980s. By 1983, the unemployment rate had doubled to 4.4%,98 one factor that
contributed to the loss of the SPÖ’s absolute majority and Kreisky’s exit from the
political stage the same year. Against this background, not only did the need for
institutional reform exist, the question of Austria’s integration policy was also
raised once again.
5. SPÖ-FPÖ SMALL COALITION, LUXEMBOURG DECLARATION,
NO NATO PROTECTION AND NO NEW INTEGRATION POLICY BUT
INTIMATIONS 1983–86 – INTERIM CONCLUSION
Sweden and Austria had become full members of EFTA in 1960. But Finland
ended up waiting one more year due to its special relationship with the USSR
under the Agreement of Friendship Cooperation and Mutual Assistance (1948). It
negotiated association with the EFTA (FIN-EFTA) which provided access to the
industrial free trade area but excluded the government in Helsinki and its representatives from the decision-making bodies. When Denmark, Ireland, and the
United Kingdom joined the European Communities on January 1, 1973, Sweden
and Austria negotiated comprehensive Tariff and Trade Agreements including an
“evolutionary” clause providing for closer future cooperation and coordination
with the European Communities, with Austria even securing an interim agreement from October 10, 1972 until the new free trade treaties entered into force on
April 1, 1973. Finland was able to persuade Moscow and also signed a free trade
agreement with the EC, but without an “evolutionary” clause. When the Vienna
EFTA Declaration of 1977 was issued with the intention of closer economic cooperation between the EC and EFTA, Austria and Sweden emphasized it, while
Finland acted reluctantly. But due to the geopolitical and strategic realities of the
East-West conflict all three countries had to keep their status as neutrals in mind.99
In 1983 the Austrian elder statesman diplomat Heinrich Haymerle, who was
ambassador to Moscow (1960–64, 1970–74) and permanent representative of
98

99

SIEDER – STEINERT – TÁLOS, Wirtschaft, Gesellschaft und Politik in der Zweiten Republik, 9–34: 13–14.
Michael GEHLER, Finis Neutralität? Historische und politische Aspekte im europäischen
Vergleich: Irland, Finnland, Schweden, Schweiz und Österreich (ZEI Discussion Paper C92),
Bonn 2001, 39–45, 46–56.
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Austria to the United Nations in New York (1968–1970) described the role of
Austrian foreign policy in the early eighties:
“We continue to give priority to those problems that directly affect what happens in our living
space. The East-West relationship therefore remains at the centre of Austrian foreign policy
considerations. For politics, in no other country is maintaining the balance between the East
and the West of our planet as crucial as it is for Austria. For our status is a function of this
equilibrium thinking.”100

In view of the existence of both the Warsaw Pact and NATO, according to Haymerle
Austria’s security depended on the extent of the interest of these “power groups”
in the benefits of a policy of understanding and peacekeeping in the centre of
Europe and the role they played by Austria. Haymerle concluded consequently:
“The foreign policy line of perpetual neutrality – not non-alignment – inaugurated in 1955
will continue unchanged, Austria’s participation in the United Nations and other international
organisations in solving world political problems will continue unchanged, Austria’s ideological commitment to the Western democratic world will be maintained without restriction. On
this basis [...] Austria’s relationship with the Soviet Union has developed positively – and even
amicably.”101

From May 10–13, 1984, an official visit of the Austrian Minister of Defence
Friedhelm Frischenschlager to his West German counterpart Manfred Wörner
took place in Bonn, which clearly showed him that the so called NATO’s protective
umbrella for Austria, which was believed by contemporaries as well as accepted
by subsequent research, was probably more a myth than reality. Frischenschlager
remembers:
“In the course of this visit a so-called ‘four-eyes talk’ took place as usual. At this meeting, the
general security situation in Europe was discussed and, in particular, the situation of Austria,
which was obliged to ‘perpetual neutrality’ under international law in the event of a military
confrontation between NATO and the Warsaw Pact. The discussion also came to the popular
Original quotation: “Nach wie vor haben für uns jene Probleme Priorität, die das Geschehen
in unserem Lebensraum unmittelbar berühren. Unverändert steht daher das Ost-West-Verhältnis im Zentrum der österreichischen außenpolitischen Erwägungen. Für die Politik keines
anderen Landes ist die Aufrechterhaltung der Gleichgewichtssituation zwischen dem Osten
und dem Westen unserer Erde von so entscheidender Bedeutung wie für Österreich. Denn unser Status ist eine Funktion dieses Gleichgewichtsdenkens.” Heinrich von HAYMERLE, Die
Beziehungen zur Großmacht im Osten, in: Erich BIELKA – Peter JANKOWITSCH – Hans
THALBERG (Hrsg.), Die Ära Kreisky. Schwerpunkte der österreichischen Außenpolitik,
Wien – München – Zürich 1983, 143–193: 192.
101
Orignal quotation: “Unverändert wird die im Jahr 1955 inaugurierte außenpolitische Linie
der immerwährenden Neutralität – nicht der Blockfreiheit – beizubehalten, unverändert die
Mitwirkung Österreichs im Rahmen der Vereinten Nationen und anderer internationaler
Organisationen an der Lösung weltpolitischer Probleme fortzusetzen, uneingeschränkt das
ideologische Bekenntnis Österreichs zur westlich-demokratischen Welt aufrechtzuerhalten
sein. Auf dieser Grundlage hat sich [...] das österreichische Verhältnis zur Sowjetunion positiv
– und sogar freundschaftlich – entwickelt.” Ibid.
100
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and widespread opinion in Austria at the time that NATO would also intervene in Austria if
the Warsaw Pact also attacked Austria. Wörner presented this idea, which of course did not
coincide with the official and also not with my personal one, as militarily completely unrealistic. In my memory, this was approximately literal, because ‘in such a situation NATO or the
Bundeswehr urgently needs all available units to defend against the Warsaw Pact attack from
the CSSR or the southern GDR’. He backed this up with explanations of the configuration of
the NATO and Bundeswehr forces in Southern Germany at that time.”102

Such a NATO umbrella, should it ever really have existed, was no longer necessary since the Soviet Union was increasingly in a state of internal crisis, the new
CPSU Secretary General Mikail Gorbachev moved away from the “Brezhnev
Doctrine” and loosened access to the allied “brother states” more and more. With
Gorbachev, beginning his function in 1985 and starting reforms, the political
landscape changed in Central and Eastern Europe.

1985–1995: Jacques Delors, President of the Commission
102

Original Quotation: „Vom 10. bis 13. Mai 1984 fand ein offizieller Besuch des österreichischen Verteidigungsministers Dr. Friedhelm Frischenschlager bei seinem westdeutschen Amts
kollegen Verteidigungsminister Manfred Wörner in Bonn statt. Im Zuge dieses Besuches kam
es wie üblich auch zu einem sogenannten ‚Vieraugengespräch‘. Bei diesem wurde die allgemeine sicherheitspolitische Situation in Europa besprochen und insbesondere auch die Lage
des zu völkerrechtlicher ‚immerwährender Neutralität‘ verpflichteten Österreich im Falle einer
militärischen Konfrontation zwischen NATO und Warschauer Pakt. Dabei kam das Gespräch
auch auf die in Österreichs Bevölkerung damals weitverbreitete und populäre Meinung, im
Falle eines Angriffes des Warschauer Pakts auch auf Österreich würden dann auch die NATO
in Österreich eingreifen.
Diese Vorstellung, die sich natürlich nicht mit der offiziellen und auch nicht mit meiner persönlichen deckte, wurde von VM Wörner als militärisch völlig unrealistisch dargestellt. Meiner
Erinnerung nach ungefähr wörtlich, weil ‚in einer derartigen Situation die NATO bzw. die
Bundeswehr alle verfügbaren Einheiten dringend zur Abwehr des Warschauer Pakt-Angriffs
aus der ČSSR bzw. aus der südlichen DDR benötigt‘. Er untermauerte dies mit Erläuterungen
zur damaligen Konfiguration der NATO- bzw. Bundeswehr – Kräfte im süddeutschen Raum.“
Memorial Note [Gedächtnisniederschrift] Dr. Friedhelm Frischenschlager for the author,
September 25, 2019.
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At the same time the Communities also launched the Single European Act (SEA,
1985–87) and Jacques Delors, as the new Commission’s President (1985–95), developed plans for an Economic and Monetary Union (EMU). On June 14, 1985,
Jacques Delors presented his White Book on the creation of the Internal Market
with the elimination of all physical, technical and fiscal barriers, free movement
of goods, services, persons and capital by 1992. Delors’ further concept creating a single European market produced a dilemma for and put pressure on all
the EFTA members and neutrals. They either had to get access through closer
alignment with the Communities or else they would be faced with the threat of
exclusion. In the EC Commission, it became clear that the Single Market project
should also be made accessible for and opened to EFTA states. The aforementioned change in the political leadership in the USSR and the easing of tensions
in 1986–87 between East and West that was also ending the Cold War in Europe
left the neutral EFTA states more room for maneuvering. Within the Commission,
all these new developments coincided with the emergence of EC officials with a
special interest in the small free trade construct. Especially the Commission’s
Director-General for External Relations, Leslie Fielding (1982–87), was keenly
interested in EC-EFTA relations. He took special care to visit and discuss with
the EFTA Member States.103
In connection with the tenth anniversary of the EC-EFTA tariff and trade
agreements 1972–82, the EC Council made a reference for the first time to the
“special” nature of the EC-EFTA relationship and raised the question of how
the two could play a special role in preserving monetary and trade stability in a
changing world.104
At this time the Commission was chaired by the Luxembourger Gaston Thorn
(1981–1985), who succeeded Jenkins. France and Great Britain had opposed his
appointment, while his candidature was supported by smaller EC members and
the FRG. During his presidency he had to cope with a number of problems. Relations with UK were strained because of the British membership fees. There was
criticism from individual EC members about the Falklands War waged by Britain. In addition, there was resistance by the Europeans to the stationing of cruise
missiles and Pershing II missiles by the US. Economically, there were signs of
recession. However, Thorn was able to reach an agreement on the common fisheries policy and lay the ground for the accession of Portugal and Spain. Thorn was
able to consolidate the Commission’s position within the institutional framework,
so that good conditions were created for his successor.
For this and the following see Haakon IKONOMOU – Michael GEHLER, Der Beitritt
Österreichs, Finnlands and Schwedens (1995), in: Vincent DUJARDIN et al. (Hrsg.), Die
Europäische Kommission 1986–2000 – Geschichte und Erinnerungen einer Institution, Amt
für Veröffentlichungen der Europäischen Union, Luxemburg 2019, 559–574: 561.
104
Declaration of the EC Council of July 20, 1982.
103
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1983 July 18: Presentation of credentials to the President of the EC Commission,
Gaston Thorn receives Ambassador Manfred Scheich

Within that context, some things had already been accomplished in the external
integration policy. In 1982, an initiative had already come from EC Member State
Denmark to organize a joint meeting of ministers between EC and EFTA Member
States, which still had to wait two years to take place.105
Before Delors took office, it was the former EC Commission President Gaston
Thorn,106 a Luxembourg liberal politician, who had launched the idea of a joint
EC-EFTA ministerial meeting, marking a change in attitude on both sides as early
as the beginning of the 1980s. The breakthrough of a closer EC-EFTA relationship
came with a Luxembourg ministerial meeting on April 9, 1984, which appropriately followed the last elimination of tariffs and quantitative restrictions on trade
in industrial products between both trading blocs. The goal was to set new aims
for future cooperation. The Commission was at the forefront, having suggested
twenty-five sectors suitable for closer EC-EFTA cooperation back in mid-1983.107
That which Kreisky had indicated towards Jenkins in 1979 and planned for
was now to occur. On April 9, 1984, representatives of the EC and EFTA Member States met in Luxembourg and agreed to the creation of a “unified European

HUMMER, Ziele, Methoden und Ergebnisse der österreichischen Integrationspolitik, 50.
Klaus SCHWABE, Gaston Thorn (1981–1985): a forgotten President, in: Jan VAN DER
HARST – Gerrit VOERMAN (Eds.), An Impossible Job? The Presidents of the European
Commission 1958–2014, London 2015, 151–172.
107
COM (83) 326, June 6, 1983; on the Luxembourg Ministerial Meeting and the “Luxembourg
Process” see Markus GÄDEL, Vereint marschieren – getrennt schlagen! Die Schweiz, Österreich, Norwegen und Schweden zwischen EWR und Beitritt zur Europäischen Union, Berlin
– Stuttgart – Wien 2007, 110–112.
105
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Economic Area” (EEA) in order to bridge the trade policy gap between the two
organizations, at least in part.108
It was drawn up with the title “Program for the Second Generation of Coopera
tion between the EC and EFTA” and it provided for the following: “reduction in
protectionism (standards and technical impediments, border clearance, rules on
origin, unfair trade practices, state subsidies, and public orders)” and “increase
in cooperation (research, development, and technology; transportation; European
Monetary System)”. Within that context, the EC reserved the following “principles”: first, EC internal integration must not be hindered; s econd, the remedying of
technical and administrative hurdles had to take place in both integration alliances; third, all economic areas of the EC-EFTA cooperation had to in principle be
accessible; and fourth, the burdens were to be “equally and justly” distributed.109
The result of the EFTA-EC ministerial meeting was the “Luxembourg
Declaration” which aimed to “deepen and extend cooperation with the framework of, and beyond, the Free Trade Agreements”.110 This document also
provided for an upgrade in institutional links between Brussels and Geneva. The
Commission, having sole privilege in trade matters, wanted such institutional
ties, and after Luxembourg a new high level contact group of senior officials
from the Commission and the EFTA Member States met biannually. Moreover,
the Commissioner for External Relations would make a habit of meeting with his
EFTA ministerial counterparts once a year. In 1984 and 1985, the presidents of
the Commission would join as well: Thorn and Delors, respectively.111
In the 1960s, there had been an Austrian integration policy that was on the
offense (comparable to that which would later take hold in the second half of
the 1980s). With integration policy, as in any case appeared towards the outside,
Bruno Kreisky had remained tendentially oriented toward the status quo. Although at times he hinted at the idea that Austria’s affinity for the EC should be
arranged step by step in the sense of a multistage approach: first, an immediate
settlement for the remedying of the greatest trade difficulties; second, a “cross
between a free trade zone and a customs union”; and third, striving for “a close
relationship with the EEC”. The latter would “allow Austria the maximum participation in European integration” which, in any case, would only be possible “in
a more favorable European atmosphere”. The former Viennese political scientist
Heinrich Schneider and the jurist Gerhard Kunnert saw similarities in Kreisky’s
thoughts of approaching the Communities with the concept of the ÖVP member
Waldemar HUMMER, Annäherung zwischen EG und EFTA-Staaten: Außen-, Neutralitätsund Wirtschaftspolitische Problemfelder, in: Fritz SCHWIND (Hrsg.), Österreichs Weg in die
EG – Beiträge zur europäischen Rechtsentwicklung, Wien 1991, 7–52: 8, 13–14.
109
Ibid., 22–23.
110
Joint Declaration of the ministerial meeting between the European Community and its Member
States and the States of the European Free Trade Association, Luxembourg, April 9, 1984.
111
IKONOMOU – GEHLER, Der Beitritt Österreichs, Finnlands and Schwedens, 562.
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of parliament Andreas Khol (1985) which was made public in an abbreviated
version under “In the Triple Jump towards Europe: Cooperation – Association
– Union”. This was to come down to a middle-term program of rapprochement,
cooperation through a “Europe treaty”, and finally a broad reaching incorporation
in the integration with the interweaving into the community resolution process –
although without formal membership.112

1985: 25 years of EFTA – A postcard
112

Andreas KHOL, Im Dreisprung nach Europa: Kooperation – Assoziation – Union, in:
Europäische Rundschau (1985), 3, 28 ff.; “Entschließungsantrag betreffend die österreichische
Europapolitik No. 175/A vom 16. Dezember 1985, Beilagen zu den Stenographischen Protokollen des Nationalrats XVI Gesetzgebungsperiode II-3597”; Heinrich SCHNEIDER, Alleingang
nach Brüssel. Österreichs EG-Politik (Europäische Schriften des Instituts für Europäische
Politik 66), Bonn 1990, 195–197; Gerhard KUNNERT, Spurensicherung auf dem österreichischen Weg nach Brüssel (Schriftenreihe Europa des Bundeskanzleramtes, Sonderband), Wien
1992, 47–48.
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1985: During the time of the SPÖ-FPÖ Coalition Chancellor Fred Sinowatz (SPÖ) –
Helmut Kohl (CDU) and opposition politician Alois Mock

Under Kreisky’s successor, Chancellor Fred Sinowatz, Austria’s policy of “active
neutrality” in its national interest first of all maintained an even higher priority specifically against the question of a more active integration policy that went
beyond the customs and free trade agreements (Zoll- und Handelsverträge) of
1972. During the Small Coalition that was formed from 1983 to 1986 under Fred
Sinowatz (SPÖ) and Norbert Steger (FPÖ), concrete integration policy moved
very little, except for some abstract hints and non-binding statements in public.
The principal tendencies of the “long seventies” essentially continued to exist.113
Certain signs of an impending activation of Austrian policy towards Europe are
not, however, to be overlooked: Defense Minister Friedhelm Frischenschlager and
Vice Chancellor Norbert Steger of the Freedom Party of Austria (FPÖ), which at
that time was still clearly oriented in a liberal direction, and individual members
of parliament from the ÖVP already articulated the definite desire for a stronger
and close relationship or closer ties to the EC as early as 1983, 1984, and 1985.114
Heinrich NEISSER, Das politische System der EG, Das politische System der EG, Wien 1993,
216.
114
In that regard, see Waldemar HUMMER, Von den Freihandelsabkommen Österreichs mit
EGKS und EWG (1972) zum Beitrittsantrag zu den EG (1989), in: IDEM (Hrsg.), Österreichs
Integration in Europa 1948–1989. Von der OEEC zur EG, Vienna 1990, 69–113: 102–103, who
already sees an activation of the Europe policy under the Small Coalition.
113
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But these individual voices did not bring about the recognition of any consensus in the Small Coalition – on the contrary, there was rather a confirmation of the
line thus far of the emphasis on the integration political status quo. Among the interesting articulations was the verbal contribution of the foreign policy spokesman
of the FPÖ, Frischenschlager who, on March 1, 1983 before the Austrian Society
for Foreign Policy, spoke out for a maximum rapprochement of Austria with the
EC that was to be compatible with perpetual neutrality which also included the
possibility of full membership. In a speech on the occasion of the inauguration of
the convention center in Dornbirn, Vice Chancellor and, at the same time, Trade
Minister Steger spoke out for EC accession for Austria in a long-term perspective.
In December 1984, a fundamental consensus was recognizable for the first time
between the two “party foreign affairs politicians”, Peter Jankowitsch (SPÖ) and
Andreas Khol (ÖVP) – as the Salzburg political scientist Christian Schaller called
them – when, within the framework of a university panel discussion, they agreed
regarding the advocating of EC membership for Austria that was to be striven for
in the long term. However, the incumbent Foreign Minister Leopold Gratz (SPÖ)
immediately distanced himself publicly, that is, before the Austrian Parliament
(Nationalrat), from the statements of his fellow party member Jankowitsch after
the EC ambassadors had lodged a complaint with him and had referred to possible
Soviet “repercussions” with a view towards the position of the USSR. On June
2, 1985 the FPÖ decided in its new party programme to strive for Austria’s EC
membership with a reservation of neutrality,115 which two years later, the international law experts Waldemar Hummer (University of Innsbruck) and Michael
Schweitzer (University of Passau) considered to be completely tenable in an expert report that was closely watched.116

Christian SCHALLER, Die innenpolitische EG-Diskussion seit den 80er Jahren, in: Anton
PELINKA – Christian SCHALLER – Paul LUIF (Hrsg.), Ausweg EG? Innenpolitische Motive
einer außenpolitischen Umorientierung (Studien zu Politik und Verwaltung vol. 47), Wien –
Köln – Graz 1994, 27–269: 237–239, from which the cited statements by politicians from the
1980s was quoted. Schaller offers the most profound overview and the best analysis of this
subject area.
116
Waldemar HUMMER – Michael SCHWEITZER, Österreich und die EWG. Neutralitätsrechtliche Beurteilung der Möglichkeiten der Dynamisierung des Verhältnisses zur EWG
(Eigentümer und Verleger: Vereinigung Österreichischer Industrieller, Schwarzenbergplatz
4, A-1031 Wien Austria), Wien 1987; with regard to the HUMMER-SCHWEITZER expert
report: Christian SCHALLER, Die innenpolitische EG-Diskussion seit den 80er Jahren, in:
Anton PELINKA – Christian SCHALLER – Paul LUIF (Hrsg.), Ausweg EG? Innenpolitische
Motive einer außenpolitischen Umorientierung, Wien 1994, 227–269: 237–239. SCHALLER
offers the most profound overview and analysis on this subject.
115
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1986 July 15: EC Commission visit by Austria’s Foreign
Minister Peter Jankowitsch, third from right side.

1986: Visit of Fred Sinowatz to Jacques Delors’ EC Commission in Brussels

It is noteworthy that Austria’s politically organised youth campaigned very early
for Austria’s accession to the EC and vehemently demanded it, while government policy was still considering it and only decided to do so years later. Othmar
Karas was Vice-Chairman of the Austrian Federal Youth Council from 1980 to
1990 and Federal Chairman of the Young ÖVP, a member of the Federal Party
Executive Committee and Vice-President of the Young European Christian Democrats (YEPP). From 1983 to 1990 he was also an active member of the National Council and was already committed to a “Europe without borders” in 1983,
supported a motion for a resolution (Entschließungsantrag) of the ÖVP in the
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National Council in 1985 and demanded a referendum for EC accession from
Foreign M
 inister Mock as early as 1987.117
One of the most active advocates of integration was the Foreign Policy Spokesman of the ÖVP, Andreas Khol. Along with Peter Jankowitsch (SPÖ), he aroused
a domestic policy debate on EC accession in November 1985.118
As early as December 16, 1985, the People’s Party tabled a motion for a resolution, the so-called ‘Europe motion’, proposing participation and requesting more
intense collaboration with the EC.119 The so-called “Europe application”, which
provided for involvement in the EMS and participation in the Home Market and
in the European Political Cooperation (EPC), indicated a future-oriented perspective of Austria’s integration policy. Remarkably enough, the government parties
of the SPÖ and FPÖ did not join in this application. Foreign Minister Gratz put
on the brakes and declared that he saw no need for a fundamental reorientation of
the EC policy. But he pled for a “pragmatic expansion” of relations with the EC.120
Between the announcements of Vice Chancellor Steger and the demands by
the opposition ÖVP members of parliament with regard to concrete steps towards
integration in the phase from 1983 to 1986, it is in any case necessary to distinguish a development of an agreed-upon and substantial integration policy after
the formation of the Grand Coalition starting in 1987.
With the change of the chairmanship from Norbert Steger to Jörg Haider in the
FPÖ at the Innsbruck party congress on September 13, 1986, the element in favor
of accession among the Freedom Party initially strengthened, which the new coalition government, formed by the SPÖ and the ÖVP, also knew how to put under
pressure in European politics.121
Against the background of political and economic crises (the
Frischenschlager-Reder affair, the Austrian wine scandal, losses in the billions
and speculative transactions with the nationalized industries, and the Waldheim

Interview with Othmar KARAS, June 3, 2019; to the motion for a resolution of the ÖVP
(A ndreas Khol) concerning the Austrian European policy of December 16, 1985 see also
KUNNERT, Österreichs Weg, 47–48.
118
Michael GEHLER, 17. Juli 1989: Der EG-Beitrittsantrag. Österreich und die europäische
Integration 1945–1995, in: Rolf STEININGER – IDEM (Hrsg.), Österreich im 20. Jahrhundert.
Ein Studienbuch in 2 Bänden, Bd. 2: Vom Zweiten Weltkrieg bis zur Gegenwart, Wien – Köln
– Weimar 1997, 541–542.
119
Gregor LEITNER, Der Weg nach Brüssel. Zur Geschichte des österreichischen Beitritts
antrages vom 17. Juli 1989, in: GEHLER – STEININGER (Hrsg.), Österreich und die
europäische Integration von 1945 bis zur Gegenwart, 91–113: 93.
120
Quoted after SCHALLER, Die innenpolitische EG-Diskussion seit den 80er Jahren, 238–239.
121
The best documentation comes from SCHALLER, Die innenpolitische EG-Diskussion seit den
80er Jahren, 227–269: 266–271; nuanced and legally profiled documented as well as argued
Kunnert, Österreichs Weg, 47–48 and on EC policy of the Grand Coalition: ibid., 64–76 as well
as to the motives and backgrounds of political actors: SCHNEIDER, Alleingang, 91–136.
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debate122), the ÖVP, which was gaining in popularity, took up its pro-Europe
course.123
In terms of foreign policy, the about-face in integration policy in 1989 was
only cautiously suggested before 1985. The realization and implementation with
regard to domestic policy still needed time. As the stronger of the two conglomerations, the EC invited the states of EFTA on September 15, 1986 “to take parallel
measures as far as possible for the realization of the EC home market”.124
At that point in time, Austria was already wrestling with the question of proceeding with a greater offensive towards participation in the Home Market and
thus replacing the (autonomous) “reproduction model” with an “involvement
model”. In domestic policy terms, the close of the Kreisky era (1983–86) was
helpful for this inasmuch as the ÖVP demanded a more intense Western Europe
policy.125
Free trade had already been established between Austria and the EC in 1984.
EFTA appeared to have arrived at the end of its development. Trade with the
East had stagnated because the indebtedness of the Eastern European countries
to A
 ustria was too high. The possibilities for internal trade outside of Europe
appeared to be exhausted to a large extent. Added to this was the fact that EC
internal trade was slowly closed off – in 1985, the planned realization of the Home
or Single Market concept was already interpreted by the “White Book” from the
EC Commission under Jacques Delors126 – and discrimination was to be feared
by the Austrian side.127 Associated with this was increasing integration policy
pressure from the outside.
It is noteworthy that the younger generation of the political spectrum more
or less clearly pushed for EC accession. Within the People’s Party this included the Young ÖVP with Othmar Karas. A remarkable tandem was represented
by Andreas Khol (ÖVP) as an opposition politician and Peter Jankowitsch from
the ruling SPÖ party, both of them considered Austrian EC membership to be
overdue.
Michael GEHLER, „…eine grotesk überzogene Dämonisierung eines Mannes…“. Die
Waldheim-Affäre 1986–1992” in: IDEM (Hrsg.), Politische Affären und Skandale in
Österreich, Innsbruck – Wien – Bozen 2007, 614–665; IDEM, Die Affäre Waldheim. Eine
Fallstudie zur Instrumentalisierung der NS-Vergangenheit zur politischen Vorteilsverschaffung 1986–1988, in: Geschichte in Wissenschaft und Unterricht 69 (2018), 1/2, 67–85; Georg
Christoph BERGER-WALDENEGG, Das große Tabu! Historiker-Kontroversen in Österreich
nach 1945 über die nationale Vergangenheit, in: Jürgen ELVERT – Susanne KRAUSS (Hrsg.),
Historische Debatten und Kontroversen im 19. und 20. Jahrhundert (Historische Mitteilungen
der Ranke-Gesellschaft Beiheft 46), Stuttgart 2002, 143–174.
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SCHALLER, Die innenpolitische EG-Diskussion seit den 80er Jahren, 43–45.
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“Antwort der Kommission auf die schriftliche Anfrage Nr. 922/87 von Herrn van Aerssen vom
23. 7. 1987, in: ABI. 1988, Nr. C86, 27”, quoted in: HUMMER, Annäherung, 23.
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HUMMER, Annäherung, 42–44.
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1985: Visit of Vice-Chancellor Norbert Steger to the EC Commission in Brussels, on his left
Ambassador Manfred Scheich

Once again, young people drew attention to their pro-European commitment. The
Young Industry also played a notable role in the pre-decision process on the way
to the EC membership application. Its Federal Chairman, Christoph Leitl, who
later became President of the Austrian Economic Chamber (Wirtschaftskammer
Österreichs) (2000–2018) recalled this:
“In November 1986, at its Federal Conference, the Young Industry for the first time called
for [EC] accession, in the presence of President Waldheim and former Commission President
Gaston Thorn. This demand has met with a great response, has met with approval from the
industry (vote in June 1987 with 80:20 per accession) and the Chamber of Commerce, has
received support from two federal provinces (Upper Austria – resolution of the provincial
parliament per EU accession with the votes of the ÖVP and FPÖ against the SPÖ! – and
Vorarlberg) and this led finally via Alois Mock and Franz Vranitzky to a complete change
of political opinion. Contrary to the prevailing doctrine, the jurists Michael Schweitzer and
Waldemar Hummer considered such a step compatible with Austrian neutrality.”128
128

Original quotation: “Im November 1986 hat die Junge Industrie bei ihrer Bundestagung erst
mals die Forderung nach einem Beitritt erhoben, dies in Anwesenheit von Bundespräsident
Waldheim und des früheren Kommissionspräsidenten Gaston Thorn. Diese Forderung hat
großes Echo ausgelöst, Zuspruch von Seiten der Industrie (Abstimmung im Juni 1987 mit
80:20 pro Beitritt) und der Wirtschaftskammer gebracht, Unterstützung durch zwei Bundesländer (Oberösterreich – Landtagsresolution pro EU-Beitritt mit den Stimmen der ÖVP
und FPÖ gegen die SPÖ angenommen! – und Vorarlberg) und [hat] schließlich über Alois
Mock und schlussendlich Franz Vranitzky zu einem völligen Umschwung der politischen
Meinung geführt. Entgegen der herrschenden Lehre haben die Rechtswissenschaftler Michael
Schweitzer und Waldemar Hummer einen solchen Schritt mit der österreichischen Neutralität
vereinbar angesehen.” See the chapters “Supporters of accession” and “The breaking of the
taboo of 1989”, in: Sophia MARSCHNER, Die Geschichte und Entwicklung der Europäischen
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Under the Small Coalition with Sinowatz-Steger (1983–86), the basic lines of the
Europe policy from the Kreisky era were more or less confirmed. Only in the
wake of the Grand Coalition coming into office in 1987 did the emphasis shift
back in the direction of a forced integration policy under the impression of external changes, including in view of the Single European Act (SEA) that was
passed by the EC (which entered into force in 1987), the Home Market that had
been striven for, and the end of the Cold War, as well as the internal predicament
as a result of an escalating crisis in the nationalized industries and a great need
for reform in the institutional and sociopolitical area. What followed was another
“going it alone” towards Brussels. It seemed to be the old, very familiar position
when Austria applied for EC accession on July 14, 1989 with the reservation of
neutrality. The desire was expressed for an agreement with that which was in and
of itself incompatible.
6. INTERIM CONCLUSION
Kreisky set out his foreign policy goals in a speech to the Council of Europe on
January 25, 1971.129 Priority was given to the détente in Europe before European
integration. This was a prerequisite for Austria’s further-reaching relations with the
EC. Like Klaus, Kreisky also wanted a contractually binding relationship with the
EC. But in contrast to Klaus, Kreisky continued to believe that it was important to
proceed jointly with the EFTA states. He was satisfied with the customs and trade
agreements (1973), which also included an evolutionary clause. The USSR reacted
moderately, but demanded equal trade rights. As long as the antagonistic ideological blocs existed in Europe, Kreisky considered the integration policy status quo to
be only slightly different. Austria’s position between these different worlds was to
be answered by a policy of “active neutrality”. This did not rule out long-term considerations of a very strong rapprochement with the EC, but full membership was
out of the question for Kreisky.130 His association with the EFTA states also prevented him from doing so. The SPÖ–FPÖ Coalition 1983–1986 essentially maintained
this continuity, although the EC internal market project increased the pressure.
Union. Unter besonderer Berücksichtigung des Weges Österreichs in die Europäische Union.
Eine dokumentierte Analyse (Europäische Hochschulschriften Reihe III: Geschichte und ihre
Hilfswissenschaften Bd. 1084), Frankfurt/Main et. al. 2011, 139, extended: 155; according to
Markus GÄDEL the young industry already demanded Austria’s accession to the EC in 1985:
GÄDEL, Vereint marschieren – getrennt schlagen!, 123.
129
Dok. 6: “Rede von Bruno Kreisky vor dem Europarat über Sicherheitskonferenz und Prinzipien der zukünftigen Außenpolitik, January 25, 1971”, in: Michael GEHLER, Der lange Weg
nach Europa. Österreich von Paneuropa bis zum EU-Beitritt , Bd. II: Dokumente, Innsbruck
– Wien – München – Bozen 2002, 434-435.
130
In a stimulatingly one-sidedly supercritical book review the Kreisky employee and (close to
the SPÖ) diplomat Thomas Nowotny sees things differently, in: Contemporary Austrian Studies Vol. 16, New Brunswick – London 2008, 307–317: 313
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VII. THE SECOND “GOING IT ALONE” IN TIMES
OF ENDING THE COLD WAR: NEGOTIATIONS
WITH BRUSSELS AND EU ENTRY 1987–95
1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION: SINGLE EUROPEAN ACT, HOME
MARKET, GERMAN UNITY, AND THE MAASTRICHT TREATY
With the beginning of the 1980s, a concerted German-French integration policy
began that was once again inspired by very political and rational considerations.
The main players were François Mitterrand, Jacques Delors, and Helmut Kohl.
On June 19, 1983, the European Council, meeting in Stuttgart, signed the “Solemn
Declaration on European Union”, and on February 14, 1984, the draft treaty for
the founding of the “European Union” was adopted by the European Parliament,
signaling a mood of euphoria.1
On January 7, 1985, Delors took over the presidency of the EC Commission.
On December 3, 1985, the European Council agreed in principle about the “Single
European Act” (SEA) for the consolidation of the treaty basis of the EC in the
sense of the Stuttgart Declaration. The “EC 92” Home Market concept that was
launched by the EC Commission starting in 1985, the SEA of February 17–18,
1986 that entered into force on July 1, 1987, the Cecchini Report that was submitted in 1988 (“The Cost of Non-Europe”) in which the cost of the non-completion
of the Home Market was calculated, the “Delors Package” which provided for
a reform of the financing system, the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), the
increasing of the Structural Fund of the EC, and the three-stage “Delors Plan”
for the creation of an Economic and Monetary Union (EMU) all made the new
quality of the integration intentions clear.2
The process of German reunification in 1989–90, which led to the unity of the
German state on October 3, 1990, disquieted and alarmed the other EC partners.
On December 9–10, 1991, the Heads of State and Government meeting at the summit in Maastricht agreed to the creation of an economic, monetary, and political
union with the revaluation of the Western European Union (WEU) and a Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP). The treaty was signed on February 7,
1

2

Michael GEHLER, Europa. Ideen – Institutionen – Vereinigung – Zusammenhalt, Reinbek/
Hamburg 2018, 325–335, for this chapter see documents 79–86 in the appendix “Documents”.
Iibd.; Wilfried LOTH, Helmut Kohl und die Währungsunion, in: Vierteljahrshefte für Zeitgeschichte 60 (2013), 4, 455–480.
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1992 and turned out to be a success. It was to form a more solid framework for
the control of the enlarged Germany. The old Germany-policy motive for the existence of the ECSC and EEC was once again a driving force.3
Starting in 1987–88, officials of the EC Commission and Commissioners visited the capitals of the EFTA neutrals Helsinki, Stockholm, and Vienna with increasing frequency. The Commissioner for Single Market Lord Arthur Cockfield,
a British Conservative;4 the Commissioner for Industry, Karl-Heinz Narjes,
a German CDU member;5 the Commissioner for Financial Affairs, Henning
Christophersen, a Danish liberal and later on Vice President of the Commission;6
the Commissioner for External Relations and Trade, Willy De Clercq, a Belgian
liberal;7 and last but not least Commission President Jacques Delors8 were the
most prominent figures. Two messages were sent by the Commission to government members of Austria, Sweden, and Finland: the relationship of the EC with
EFTA should be based on the “Luxembourg Declaration”, and new initiatives,
especially membership applications, should wait until the Community had finished the Delors project of the Single Market program.9
3

4

5

6
7

8

9

Michael GEHLER, Die Unvermeidbarkeit einer politischen Entscheidung. Europa und
die deutsche Einheit: Bilanz und zukünftige Forschungsaufgaben, in: IDEM – Maximilian
GRAF (Hrsg.), Europa und die deutsche Einheit. Beobachtungen, Entscheidungen und Folgen,
Göttingen 2017, 791–830.
https://doverhistorian.com/2013/06/01/arthur-cockfield-creator-of-the-european-single-market/
(called up June 2, 2019).
Karl-Heinz NARJES, Europäische Integration aus historischer Erfahrung. Ein Zeitzeugengespräch mit Michael GEHLER (ZEI Discussion Paper C 135), Bonn 2004.
https://www.altinget.dk/artikel/henning-christophersen-doed (called up June 2, 2019).
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meps/de/1296/WILLY+C.E.H._DE+CLERCQ/history/5
(called up June 2, 2019).
N. Piers LUDLOW, Jacques Delors (1985–1995): navigating the European stream at full
flow, in: Jan VAN DER HARST – Gerrit VOERMAN (Eds.), An Impossible Job? The
presidents of the European Commission 1958–2014, London 2015, 173–196; see also
http://aei.pitt.edu/74376/1/BIO_-_EN-MULTI_-_van_der_Pas.pdf (June 2, 2019).
Many attempts at closer cooperation came from De Clercq and his team. From January 1985
onwards, Nikolaus VAN DER PAS joined De CLERQ’s cabinet. He was given special responsibility for relations with the EFTA countries, later to become Head of Unit for ‘Relations
with EFTA’, responsible for the negotiations on the European Economic Area (1990–1993) and
Director for the Swedish accession negotiations and the EEA in the ‘Enlargement’ Task Force
(March 1993-March 1994). For this and the following see also Haakon IKONOMOU – Michael
GEHLER, Der Beitritt Österreichs, Finnlands and Schwedens (1995), in: Vincent DUJARDIN
et al. (Hrsg.), Die Europäische Kommission 1986–2000 – Geschichte und Erinnerungen einer
Institution, Amt für Veröffentlichungen der Europäischen Union, Luxemburg, 2019, 559–574:
562–563; also published in English: IDEM, The accession of Austria, Finland and Sweden
(1995), in: Vincent DUJARDIN et al. (Eds.), The European Commission 1986–2000 – History
and memories of an institution, Publications Office of the European Union, Luxembourg, 2019,
515–527; Lise RYE, Integration from the Outside. The EC and EFTA from 1960 to the 1995
enlargement, in: Haakon A. IKONOMOU – Aurélie ANDRY – Rebekka BYBERG (Eds.),
European Enlargement Across Rounds and Beyond Borders, Routledge 2017, 203–204.
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Gregor Woschnagg, who was deputy to the Austrian EC Ambassador Manfred
Scheich from 1987 to 1996, still likes to remember the times of Austrian membership in the small free trade zone, but at the same time he explained also why it
could not develop further to a higher level of integration:
“EFTA was a cozy club. It was always very pleasant because the EFTA meetings never lasted
long. EFTA at the ministerial meetings worked through all its functions when the meetings
sometimes lasted 1 1/2 to 2 hours. Then there was another one hour press conference and then
there was always a dinner with lots of fish, because we often met in Scandinavia. You were
allowed to dance with big Icelandic ladies after dinner. That was always very nice and amusing. EFTA would have developed further if it had had the courage to switch from unanimity to
qualified majority voting. My Swiss colleague Franz Blankart said: ‘That is out of the question
because the Nordic states of Finland, Norway, Sweden and Iceland form a bloc in EFTA. They
would always outvote Switzerland and Austria’, which was not at all wrong in the analysis.
That is why EFTA always proceeded stubbornly according to the principle of unanimity and
the battles for fisheries were about the worst we had experienced in EFTA.”10

Woschnagg recalls a dispute in EFTA in which Austria’s representatives were
able to mediate:
“Once when I was far too young I had to lead a working group: ‘Liberalisation of trade in fish’.
I was the chairman, the other Scandinavians wanted a neutral. At that time Thomas Wieser
was in the EFTA Secretariat. Together we tried to settle a dispute where Iceland and Norway
had accused Sweden and Finland of unfairly obstructing the fish trade. This gave rise to wild
emotions that I would never have expected from the Scandinavians. Thomas Wieser had solved
this because he had a brilliant idea. He contacted the OECD secretariat and from there he determined an analysis of subsidy coefficients. This brought us to the actual level of national subsidies by adding everything together. The Norwegians were accused of subsidising too much.
They subsidised too honestly. We have deducted the sum from the budget. With the Swedes,
they have hidden the subsidies everywhere in road construction, port construction and in the
10

Original quotation: “Die EFTA war ein gemütlicher Klub. Es war immer sehr angenehm,
weil die EFTA-Sitzungen nie lange dauerten. Die EFTA bei den Ministertagungen hat all
ihre Funktionen abgearbeitet, wenn die Sitzungen manchmal 1 1/2 bis 2 Stunden gedauert
haben. Dann gab es noch eine Stunde Pressekonferenz und danach hat sich immer ein Abendessen mit viel Fisch angeschlossen, weil wir oft in Skandinavien tagten. Da durfte man mit
grossen isländischen Damen nach dem Essen tanzen. Das war immer sehr nett und amüsant.
Die EFTA hätte sich weiterentwickelt, wenn sie den Mut gehabt hätte, statt dem Einstimmigkeitsprinzip auf qualifizierte Mehrheitsentscheidungen zu wechseln. Mein Schweizer Kollege
Franz Blankart hat gesagt: ‘Das kommt nicht in Frage, weil in der EFTA die nordischen Staaten Finnland, Norwegen, Schweden und Island einen Block bilden. Die würden immer die
Schweiz und Österreich überstimmen’, was in der Analyse gar nicht falsch war. Daher ist die
EFTA immer stur nach dem Einstimmigkeitsprinzip vorgegangen und die Schlachten um die
Fischerei waren ungefähr das Schlimmste, was wir in der EFTA erlebt hatten.” Interview with
Gregor WOSCHNAAG at the Forum Alpbach, August 2010 (audio recording in the possession
of the author); Franz BLANKART was a Swiss diplomat. He represented Switzerland’s economic policy interests in Europe at these times and was involved in free trade and insurance
agreements between the EC and Switzerland. From 1986 to 1998 he was Chairman of the Federal Office for Foreign Trade. He witnessed Switzerland’s negative vote against the EEA on
December 6, 1992.
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military. I then had the task of communicating this and said to Anita Gradin, the Swedish
Foreign Minister at the time: ‘We have seen that Iceland and Norway subsidise as much as
Sweden’. She was very outraged: ‘My people didn’t tell me that’. Of course they didn’t dare
to calculate that. The same applied to the Finns. Anyway, we were able to settle the dispute in
Scandinavia. That took a year.”11

Woschnaggs conclusion on the further role of EFTA in comparison to the EC was
already clear at an early stage:
“I was never really convinced that EFTA was an alternative. It just wasn’t fast enough. There
is also the problem in Brussels. It’s not the big ones that eat the small ones, it’s the faster ones
that eat the slow ones. EFTA has been too slow, but has fulfilled its constant mission well.”12

In the late 1980s, contacts were strengthened “at a speed which had never been
experienced in the past in EFTA’s relationship with the Community”. But the
Luxembourg process produced only meager results: the 1987 Convention on
the simplification of formalities in goods trade, and the 1988 Convention on the
jurisdiction, recognition, and enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial
matters.13
11

12

13

Original quotation: “Einmal habe ich als viel zu junger Mann eine Arbeitsgruppe leiten müssen: ‘Liberalisation of trade in fish.’ Ich war der Vorsitzende, die anderen Skandinavier wollten
einen Neutralen. Damals war Thomas Wieser im EFTA Sekretariat. Wir haben zusammen versucht, eine Streiterei zu schlichten, wo Island und Norwegen Schweden und Finnland beschuldigt hatten, dass sie unfair den Fischhandel behindern. Da entstanden wilde Emotionen, die
ich bei den Skandinaviern nie vermutet hätte. Gelöst hatte das dann Thomas Wieser, weil er
eine brillante Idee hatte. Er hat sich an das OECD-Sekretariat gewandt und von dort eine Analyse über Subventionskoeffizenten ermittelt. Wir sind dadurch auf den tatsächlichen Stand
der nationalen Subventionen gekommen, indem alles zusammengerechnet wurde. Die Norweger wurden beschuldigt, zu viel zu subventionieren. Sie haben zu ehrlich subventioniert. Wir
haben die Summe aus dem Budget herausgerechnet. Bei den Schweden haben sie die Subventionen überall im Straßen-, Hafenbau und beim Militär versteckt. Ich habe dann die Aufgabe
gehabt, das mitzuteilen und habe zur damaligen schwedischen Außenministerin Anita Gradin
gesagt: ‘Wir haben festgestellt, dass Island und Norwegen genauso viel wie Schweden subventionierten.’ Darauf ist sie sehr empört gewesen: ‘Das haben mir meine Leute nicht erzählt.’
Das haben sie sich natürlich nicht getraut herauszurechnen. Das Gleiche galt dann auch für
die Finnen. Jedenfalls haben wir den Streit in Skandinavien beilegen können. Das hat ein Jahr
gedauert.” Interview with Gregor WOSCHNAAG at the Forum Alpbach, August 2010 (audio
recording in the possession of the author); Thomas WIESER is an Austrian economist. After
being active for EFTA (1985–1989), he worked for the Austrian Federal Ministry of Finance.
He was involved in the introduction of the euro and the creation of the ECB. From 2012 to 2018
he was head of the Euro Working Group.
Original quotation: “Ich war nie wirklich davon überzeugt, dass die EFTA eine Alternative ist.
Sie war einfach nicht schnell genug. Es gibt auch das Problem in Brüssel. Dort fressen nicht
die Großen die Kleinen, sondern die Schnelleren die Langsamen. Die EFTA ist zu langsam
gewesen, hat aber ihre ständige Mission gut erfüllt.” Ibid.
Lise Rye, Integration from the Outside. The EC and EFTA from 1960 to the 1995 enlargement, in: Haakon A. IKONOMOU – Aurélie ANDRY – Rebekka BYBERG (Eds.), European
Enlargement Across Rounds and Beyond Borders, Routledge 2017, 203–204. Quotes according to Entretien avec Nikolaus Van der Pas par Michel Dumoulin à Bruxelles le 9 juin 2010,
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1988 April 4: Visit by the EC Commissioner for Trade and External Relations
Willi de Clercq at the opening of the EC Embassy in Vienna,
from left to right Alois Mock, Wolfgang Wolte, de Clerq and Manfred Scheich

No less than the Commission’s officials and the Commissioner had fear of the
so-called “free trade trap”. De Clercq was reported having said at an EC-EFTA
meeting in January 1988:
“The EEC is not and should not just be a free trade area. EFTA and the EEC are, finally, different types of institutions even though we are close and very friendly neighbours […] We have
to solve our own problems and no one outside is going to interfere in our decision making.”14

It was also Delors’ intention until finishing the Single Market on January 1, 1993
that the “widening” of the Communities should not endanger its “deepening”.15
Therefore, the modest results of cooperation between the EC and EFTA frustrated the representatives of the EFTA countries, although in November 1988, the
Austrian government informed the partners of the Stockholm Convention “that it
would keep open its option of joining the EC”.16

14

15
16

HISTCOM.2, EUI and “Meeting at Ministerial Level”. Geneva, 28 and 29 November 1988, C/
SR, EFTA, respectively.
See the quote according to Willy De CLERQ: EFTA warned on EEC Free Trade, in: The Guardian, February 2, 1988, 23.
An early statement to this effect: Commission Press release MEMO/88/66, May 2, 1988.
Rye, Integration from the Outside, 204.
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1993: Presentation of the letter of credentials of Manfred Scheich to
Commission President Jacques Delors

Due to these incompatibilities, the project of the European Economic Area (EEA)
was initiated by Delors when he gave a speech on January 17, 1989 to the European
Parliament. Delors emphasized the prevalence of “deepening”, stressing that the
EFTA countries were “attracted […] by the prospect of enjoying the benefits of a
frontier-free market,” while the Community was, in fact, “a frontier-free economic
and social area on the way to becoming a political union entailing closer cooperation on foreign policy and security”.17
One year before, it had been De Clercq’s arguing during a meeting with
EFTA ministers in Geneva in November 1988 that there had been an institutional manifestation of the Commission’s balancing act between, on one hand,
very close cooperation with the EFTA members and, on the other hand, closing
the door on both enlargement and the “free trade” trap. Nevertheless, the EEA
marked a significant step towards deepening EC-EFTA relations.18
Delors was correct to propose the EEA because most of the EFTA members
wanted full access to the Single Market and they therefore agreed with his initiative. The EEA negotiations started in June 1990. The only problem arose when
the European Court of Justice (ECJ) in 1991 argued that a joint EEA court would
17

18

Jacques DELORS to the European Parliament, January 17, 1989, https://www.cvce.eu/de/
obj/speech_by_ jacques_delors_strasbourg_17_ january_1989-en-1583f5cd-7814–4cf6-ab8d6af60d5bf6f1.html (called up June 2, 2019); on Delors’ initiative for a “European Economic
Area”: SCHEICH, Tabubruch, 53–54; on the EEA issue from the idea to the entry into force
of the Agreement: Markus GÄDEL, Vereint marschieren – getrennt schlagen! Die Schweiz,
Österreich, Norwegen und Schweden zwischen EWR und Beitritt zur Europäischen Union,
Berlin – Stuttgart – Wien 2007, 112–119.
Speech by De Clercq at the Commission/EFTA Ministerial Meeting, Geneva, November 29,
1988 (Commission press release SPEECH/88/96).
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be incompatible with the treaty and would undermine the autonomy of the EC
legal order, as EEA Court interpretations might taint future ECJ interpretations
of internal EC law.19
In the meantime, EFTA members adopted a large part of the acquis communautaure in exchange for market access. This can be called a special form of
pre-accession preparation. But that is not the whole story. On another level, Austria was part of an historical development which paved the way not only to Brussels but also to the opening of the East.
2. AUSTRIA-GDR:
A SPECIAL RELATIONSHIP IN TIMES OF THE COLD WAR
The “Protocol on German internal trade and connected problems”, signed on
March 25, 1957 by the FRG and the other five EEC founding members and annexed to the Treaties of Rome, already gave the GDR direct access to the FRG
market, and thus to the Common Market. This document confirmed that trade
between the FRG and the GDR was “a part of German internal trade” (but also
included a safeguard clause, since any EC Member State could “take appropriate measures to prevent any difficulties arising for it”). The GDR, therefore, had
always had a particular status with respect to the EC. The FRG’s border with the
GDR was not an EC external border. Because of the existing “interzonal trade”,
both West Germany and East Germany were very keen for this arrangement to
continue.20
The founding document of the West German state, the Fundamental Law
or constitution (Grundgesetz), already made it clear that the Bonn government
regarded itself as the sole representation of all Germans (“Alleinvertretungs
anspruch”). This position was later justified by the “Hallstein Doctrine” that
aimed at preventing diplomatic recognition of the GDR. Austria adhered to this
19

20

Marise CREMONA, “Enlargement as Foreign Policy: A Research Agenda”, in: IKONOMOU
– ANDRY – BYBERG (Eds.), European Enlargement Across Rounds and Beyond Borders,
45–46; see document 82 in appendix “Documents”.
Engelbert WASHIETL, Österreich und die Deutschen, Wien 1987; Gabriele HOLZNER, Verfreundete Nachbarn. Österreich – Deutschland. Ein Verhältnis, Wien 1995; Matthias PAPE,
Ungleiche Brüder. Österreich und Deutschland 1945–1965, Köln – Weimar – Wien 2000; Rolf
PFEIFER, Eine schwierige und konfliktreiche Nachbarschaft. Österreich und das Deutschland Adenauers 1953–1963 (Forschungen zur Geschichte der Neuzeit, Marburger Beiträge 7),
Münster – Hamburg – London 2003; Michael GEHLER – Rudolf AGSTNER (Hrsg.), Einheit
und Teilung. Österreich und die Deutschlandfrage 1945–1960. Eine Edition ausgewählter Akten. Festschrift für Rolf STEININGER zum 70. Geburtstag, Innsbruck – Wien – Bozen 2013;
Michael GEHLER, Modellfall für Deutschland? Die Österreichlösung mit Staatsvertrag und
Neutralität 1945–1955, Innsbruck – Wien – Bozen 2015; Michael EBERT, Bonn – Wien. Die
deutsch-österreichischen Beziehungen von 1945 bis 1961 aus westdeutscher Perspektive unter
besonderer Berücksichtigung der Österreichpolitik des Auswärtigen Amtes, Berlin 2003.
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West German policy maxim and recognized the GDR only after the settlement
of German-German relations in the Basic Treaty (Grundlagenvertrag) of 1972.21
Both Vienna and East Berlin aimed at improving their relations which had been
burdened during the period of non-recognition – especially in the humanitarian
sector. Despite the specific situation resulting from the division of Germany, the
GDR was incorporated into Austria’s Ostpolitik and as in the case with Hungary,
Vienna also began to act as a diplomatic “ice breaker” (Maximilian Graf) for the
SED regime. Pankow honored this support in several ways. Within a short period
of time, a good relationship developed which many Austrian politicians desired to
maintain, even after the fall of the Berlin wall.22
A first sign of this special Austria-GDR relationship during the Cold War was
a Consular Treaty in 1975 which, to the big displeasure of Bonn, recognized the
East German citizenship.23 Three years later, Chancellor Bruno Kreisky was the
first Western head of government to visit the GDR.24 In 1980, Erich Honecker
paid his first state visit to the West, when he officially visited Austria. Both visits constituted important steps in the deepening of economic relations. Since
Honecker’s visit took place at the early stages of the final years of the Cold War
with German-German relations becoming more and more tense, Austria’s dealings with the GDR caused severe dissatisfaction among FRG politicians. The
development of Austrian-East German economic relations had already overtaken
the intensity of political relations. According to the Viennese historian Maximilian
Graf, the concept of “large-scale orders in return for loans” was the main reason
21

22

23

24

On Austrian-East German relations 1949–1972, see Maximilian GRAF, Austria and the GDR
1949–1972. Diplomatic and Political Contacts in the Period of Non-recognition, in: Arnold
SUPPAN – Maximilian GRAF (Eds.) From the Austrian Empire to Communist East Central
Europe, Vienna 2010, 151–177; Rolf PFEIFFER, Die DDR und Österreich 1949–1972. Beziehungen in den Jahren offizieller Beziehungslosigkeit, Aachen 2015. On Austrian–West German relations, see Matthias PAPE, Ungleiche Brüder. Österreich und Deutschland 1945–1965,
Köln – Weimar – Wien 2000; Rolf PFEIFFER, Eine schwierige und konfliktreiche Nachbarschaft – Österreich und das Deutschland Adenauers 1953–1963, Münster – Hamburg – London 2003; Michael GEHLER – Ingrid BÖHLER (Hrsg.), Verschiedene europäische Wege im
Vergleich. Österreich und die Bundesrepublik Deutschland 1945–49 bis zur Gegenwart, Innsbruck – Wien – Bozen 2007; Michael GEHLER – Rudolf AGSTNER (Hrsg.), Einheit und
Teilung. Österreich und die Deutschlandfrage 1945–1960. Festgabe für Rolf STEININGER
zum 70. Geburtstag, Innsbruck – Wien – Bozen 2013.
On the bilateral relations in general, see Maximilian GRAF, Ein verdrängtes bilaterales Verhältnis: Österreich und die DDR 1949–1989–90, in: Zeitgeschichte 39 (2012), 2, 75–97; and the
impressive monograph by IDEM, Österreich und die DDR 1949–1990. Politik und Wirtschaft
im Schatten der deutschen Teilung (Internationale Geschichte 3), Wien 2016.
Enrico SEEWALD, Die Aufnahme der diplomatischen Beziehungen zwischen der DDR und
Österreich, in: Jochen STAADT (Hrsg.), Schwierige Dreierbeziehung. Österreich und die beiden deutschen Staaten (Studien des Forschungsverbundes SED-Staat an der Freien Universität
Berlin), Frankfurt 2013, 81–135: 102–118.
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for the expanding economic ties. Austria provided loans to the GDR, and in return
its nationalized industries received large-scale orders from East Germany. Since
20% of the GDR’s national debt consisted of Austrian loans, it is obvious how important Austrian loans had been for keeping the GDR solvent. In 1982, they were
even decisive. One of the results of Vienna’s support for East Berlin was the subsequent conclusion of annual economic agreements that fostered Austrian exports
and contributed to securing jobs in its nationalized industries. In economic terms,
both sides became “partners” during the 1980s.25
Not least due to the diversification of the international relations of the GDR
and the intensification of German-German diplomatic, economic, and political
relations in the 1980s, Austria’s vanguard role in the diplomatic arena turned
superfluous. Nevertheless, the intense mutual visiting diplomacy continued.
Economic relations faced a certain decline by the mid-1980s, but they recovered
by the end of the decade when the crumbling GDR imported huge amounts of electric energy from Austria. However, the overall level of the Austrian–East German
relationship failed to reach the quality of Austria’s relations with Hungary. Various
forms of cooperation and human contacts remained on a very low level; mutual
tourism and the possibility to travel abroad hardly existed. Hence cooperation and
exchange going beyond the fields of diplomacy, politics, and economics showed
only modest results. As late as 1989, the East German regime still imported
Austrian consumer goods worth a billion Austrian shillings intended as “election
sweeteners” in the run-up to the communal “elections” in May. After public protests against the fraud results of the “elections” arose, Austrian diplomacy noticed
that the time was ripe for a change in the East German leadership, yet this was
only expected to take place at the next SED party congress, at that time scheduled
for May 1990 at the earliest. For years, Austrian diplomats had claimed that the
GDR was stable, but as economic problems became more and more apparent, this
judgment eroded.26
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1989: German-German family meeting in Hungary on holidays:
The car difference between the Federal Republic and the GDR is apparent

Against the background of the beginning transformation processes in Poland
and Hungary, the Austrian Foreign Ministry concluded, “Generally, the GDR is
facing the problem that political reforms are tending to endanger its identity as a
nation-state.”27 Further protests followed the regime’s support of the Tiananmen
Square massacre in Beijing on June 4, 1989. Additionally, the number of people
demanding their right to permanently leave the GDR grew constantly, not least
due the provisions of the final document of the Vienna CSCE Follow-up concluded on January 15, 1989.28
27
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1987: Chancellor Franz Vranitzky on a autograph card

1987: Foreign Minister Mock in the office behind him a painting of Leopold Figl

This flow increased and searched for an outlet and finally found it at the Austrian-Hungarian border. The effects of the dismantling of the “Iron Curtain” in the
spring of 1989, and finally the official opening of the Austrian-Hungarian border
on September 11–12, 1989, have been explained imperfectly without taking the
long-term developments of bilateral Austrian-Hungarian relations into account
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(see subchapter 3 below), but all of this caused unintended consequences. Immediately after the opening of the border between Austria and Hungary, Chancellor
Franz Vranitzky began to try to arrange a private meeting with Honecker, but as
developments accelerated, he refrained from doing so.29
In September 1989, with the exception of one farsighted Austrian diplomat,30
almost all the other officials from the Ballhausplatz did not believe or ignored that
German “reunification” would soon be on the agenda.31
The subsequent ousting of Honecker and his old guard in October was perceived as “a step to save the GDR from total decay”. In the same breath, many observers from Vienna argued that in the future, the SED regime state could become
“an even more important partner for Austria”. Those hopes did not wane even
when it became obvious that demonstrations and popular unrest were even more
on the rise. The new short-lived GDR regime of Egon Krenz and the “change”
(“Wende”) that he had announced were increasingly named “opportunistic” in
the reports by the Austrian embassy in East Berlin. At the same time, Austrian
diplomats did not expect that the current opposition would be able to play a lasting
political role.
3. AUSTRIA AS A DIPLOMATIC “ICE BREAKER” FOR THE EAST, A
SPONSOR OF THE CSCE FOLLOW-UP MEETINGS IN VIENNA, AND
A GATE OPENER WITH HUNGARY OF THE IRON CURTAIN 1989
Austrian-Hungarian relations had been full of troubles since 1956. Starting with
the mid-1960s onwards, the relationship gradually turned into a “masterpiece
of European détente” (Maximilian Graf). The remaining main obstacle was the
common border at the “Iron Curtain”. The communist leadership in Budapest was
searching for rapprochement with the West, especially with Vienna. In general, it
decided upon a gradual softening of the frontier regime. Even remaining “iron,”
the area was demined until 1971. Regional cooperation in the sectors of culture,
29
30
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sports, and science grew steadily and Austria continuously aimed at making the
common border more permeable. By the beginning of the 1970s, mutual visiting
diplomacy had increased by leaps and bounds. In this sense, Vienna acted as a
diplomatic “ice breaker” (Graf) for Hungary. Most strikingly, in 1976, Austria
became the first Western country to officially receive the leader of the Hungarian
Communist Party, János Kádár. After achieving closer relations and obtaining
loans, a treaty on the abolition of mutual visa requirements even entered into
force in 1979. That was an exceptional step by neighbors with a direct border on
either side of the “Iron Curtain”, and it led to a remarkable increase in East-West
tourism. Starting from the early 1970s, therefore, the GDR Foreign Office was
alarmed, as the example of the Austrian–Hungarian border could be held up as
a role model for the settlement of the German-German border by the West. East
German officials largely ignored any mention by the FRG of the Austrian-Hungarian example as a role model for German-German relations. When the Austro-Hungarian treaty on the abolition of visa requirements entered into force in
1979, East Berlin kept a close eye on how travel between Austria and Hungary
developed.32
In the meantime the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe
(CSCE) had started with meetings of foreign ministers, and the negotiations ended with the signing of the Helsinki Final Act on August 1, 1975 by the Heads of
States of Government of thirty-three member states from Europe, Canada, and
the US, which were the signatories. Three relevant issues were the focus of the
CSCE: Basket 1 especially embraced questions of security in Europe. Basket 2 focused on cooperation in terms of economy, science, technology, and the environment, while Basket 3 included questions of civil and human rights, and especially
exchanges of information and culture.33
32
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Baskets 1 and 3 were highly controversial, but the so-called “neutral and
non-aligned” (N+N states) acted successfully as mediators.34 Both sides in the
East-West conflict considered the Final Act to be a success. The Warsaw Pact
members got confirmation of the inviolability of their borders and territorial integrity. The West could expect advancements regarding human and civil rights
within the Eastern Bloc countries. The Helsinki Final Act from August 1975 compelled all CSCE member states to cooperate, and it also strengthened Western
influence in the Eastern societies with its support of civil rights groups. Finally, it
also facilitated the transformation process of the post-Stalinist regimes in Central
and Eastern Europe.
However, the first follow-up meetings in Belgrade 1977–79 and Madrid 1981–
83 brought no success.35 The Soviet intervention in Afghanistan 1979, the NATO
Double-Track Decision in the same year, the boycott of the 1980 Summer Olympic
Games in Moscow, as well as the implementation of martial law 1981 in Poland
produced new confrontation between East and West. The danger of a breakdown
of the entire CSCE process grew.36 It was possible to avoid these serious threats
thanks to mediations by the neutrals.37
Starting in the middle of the 1980s, the CSCE follow-up process served to
support the Secretary General of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union,
Mikhail Gorbachev, and his reform policy.38 In this connection, the CSCE Vienna
Follow-up Meetings from 1986 to 1989 contributed to a further development in
the effort to reduce tensions between East and West, which was shown by the fact
that talks on the conventional European armed forces were now part of the CSCE
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process, as the Austrian foreign ministry emphasized in a review in 1992.39 In
addition, the so-called “human dimension mechanism” was established to allow
permanent monitoring of the implementation of agreements.40

1987 July: Alois Mock visits the Prague Archbishop František Tomášek

Austrian Foreign Minister Alois Mock referred to the significance of this meeting: he described the results of the CSCE Vienna Follow-up Meetings twenty-five
years later after the Helsinki Final Act as a “second major breakthrough”41 in
the relationship between East and West and also with regard to the treaty on the
global reductions of Intermediate Nuclear Forces (INF).42
The Austrian People’s Party (ÖVP) had supported the Austrian CSCE course
from the very beginning, while the christian-democratic and conservative transnational party platform European Democratic Union (EDU) had been rather
skeptical about the CSCE process in the 1970s and the first half of the 1980s.43
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This changed, however, in the course of the Vienna negotiations as the interaction between Moscow’s efforts at achieving political change and the possibilities
of reaching concrete agreements within the CSCE became increasingly apparent.
Alois Mock played a considerable role here, being the Chairman of the ÖVP from
1979 to 1989 and Foreign Minister from 1987 to 1995. From 1979 to 1998, he
also was president of the EDU and thus played a central role in the orientation of
numerous christian-democratic, liberal-conservative, and conservative political
parties in Europe.44
The EDU was founded in Salzburg in 1978 and attempted to create an equivalent to the European People’s Party (EPP) that was brought into being as a faction
of christian democrats in the European Parliament and consequently with the
intent of creating a broader base. With her seat in Vienna the EDU combined
many christian-democratic parties from the European Communities as well as
christian-democratic and conservative parties from outside. A player such as the
EDU has to be considered in the sense of political network research and networking studies, as well as for a better understanding of the diplomatic and political
decision-making process during that crucial years of the end of the Cold War
1987–89. In addition to the EPP, it was the intention of the CDU and the CSU to
include the British conservatives and the French civil groups in the EDU party
alliance, but they ran into the categorical rejection by the Italian, Belgian, and
Dutch parties, even though the EDU included these excluded ones.45
Before 1989, the christian-democratic and conservative parties acted at the
individual and bilateral levels vis-à-vis Central and Eastern Europe (CEE). For
the first time in 1989, the EDU was able to adopt a Paneuropean policy, which
allowed freely chosen christian-democratic parties a previously unknown degree
of freedom with parties and peoples of the CEE countries. Europeans were now
able to directly make European party policy. The EDU spoke for the christian-
democratic and conservative parties in Western, Central, and Eastern Europe. A
stronger coordination started in the spring and summer of 1989. At the time of
Hungary’s transition to democracy, the EDU via Vienna provided assistance to
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its Hungarian supporters. In June 1989, the European Committee of the EDU met
in Budapest.46
The EDU set up fact-finding missions to Hungary, Poland, and the Soviet Union; it searched for candidates for EDU membership and the founding of future
christian-conservative political parties; it looked for forms of institutionalized relations; it coordinated future EDU members in the various European institutions,
especially the Council of Europe; and it also developed guidelines for economic and technical assistance programs for the CEE countries. The observations,
perceptions, and judgments of the political developments in the CEE countries
by EDU groups were dependent upon the fast-occurring revolutionary events,
including incalculable and unpredictable outcomes.47
The focus of Mock’s foreign policy was clearly marked by the fact that as early
as before 1987, he had already been particularly involved with developments in
Central and Eastern Europe, including as head of the cabinet of the former chancellor, Josef Klaus. Since the early 1980s, his party has fostered close contacts
with dissidents and opponents of regimes beyond the Iron Curtain.48
From 1979, Mock’s party colleague and the Vice Mayor of Vienna Erhard
Busek, who would go on to become Vice Chancellor, also regularly travelled to
meet with opposition members throughout Central and Eastern Europe and established contacts with dissidents in, among other countries, Poland, Hungary and
Czechoslovakia.
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1990: Czechoslovak President Václav Havel receives Alois Mock in Prague

Since taking office as foreign minister, Mock advocated changes in the political
and human rights situation in Austria’s Eastern neighbors. He openly questioned
the position of the communist states that the discussion of domestic human rights
issues meant interference in internal affairs. While travelling to those countries,
he met prominent opponents such as Václav Havel and Andrei Sakharov.49
More than his predecessors Rudolf Kirchschläger, Erich Bielka-Karltreu,
Willibald Pahr, Erwin Lanc, Leopold Gratz, and Peter Jankowitsch, who were
non-party members or members of the Austrian Socialist Party (SPÖ), Mock not
only focused on “silent diplomacy”,50 he also tried to negotiate problems such as
humanitarian cases on the sidelines of political meetings. He therefore viewed the
CSCE process as an opportunity for fundamental resolutions.
In 1987, Mock succeeded Peter Jankowitsch, a social democrat, in the Austrian
foreign ministry. This did not change Austria’s fundamental foreign policy line,
for example with regard to demands in the area of human rights. Shortly after
taking charge of the office, Mock pushed the idea of getting new and better results of the CSCE follow-up in Vienna rather than in Belgrade or Madrid. Austria
would also help to achieve good results especially on conventional disarmaments.
Mock was in favor of this issue being part of the whole CSCE process because
the negotiations on the Mutual and Balanced Force Reductions (MBFR) had been
a complete failure. He also emphasized the productive impact of the N+N states,
in order to contribute to progress on the issue of conventional disarmament. But
the head of the Austrian delegation at the conference, Rudolf Torovsky, made it
49
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very clear that at the very beginning, the neutrals had no common position on disarmament and security issues. There were slight differences between the Swiss,
Swedish, Finnish, and Yugoslavian delegations. Other questions seemed to be of
more importance to them. Austria then took the lead in that respect in order to
push the idea of conventional disarmament.51
The CSCE Vienna follow-up Meeting started on November 4, 1986 and was
finished with the 162nd plenary session on January 15, 1989. Two years of negotiations52 by thirty-five CSCE member states brought a well-balanced and substantial final document. This was a rather surprising result. A few months earlier, in
March 1988, the head of the German delegation, Ekkehard Eickhoff, stated that
the Vienna Conference “is far away from major progress”.53 What was meant by
“progress” and what was so controversial?

1991: Exchange with US Secretary of State James Baker, Alois Mock
and Secretary General of the Foreign Ministry Thomas Klestil
at the CSCE Meeting in Berlin, second from left Henry Kissinger.

The USA made progress dependent upon Soviet concessions with regard to human rights, while the Warsaw Pact member states defined progress with respect
to a conference on conventional disarmament in Europe. Additionally, there was
also fundamental dissent within the West. While the FRG wanted to strengthen
a catch-all approach embracing all elements of political, military, economic, and
51
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humanitarian components, the US, France, and Great Britain were mainly interested in the realization of human rights. There was also a fundamental conflict
between Hungary and Romania regarding the treatment of minorities. Mock repeatedly stimulated the CSCE process in these critical phases with personal telephone conversations with colleagues.54 But with respect to Basket 2 on East-West
economic cooperation in the field of science, technology, and the environment,
there were no concrete proposals made or substantial results reached in Vienna.55
The breakthrough concerning regulations in Basket 3 was finally reached in
the last months of negotiations. The N+N countries were active coordinators in
special working groups and made a significant contribution to the success. On
December 18, 1988, they presented a new draft for the final document, which
had been prepared in May 1988 and was then accepted by all CSCE participants.
None of the thirty-five except Romania had serious objections against that draft.
Strangely enough, the disagreements did not go along the East-West line. When
looking at the issue of disarmament and the proposed East-West conference on
the economy, there were clear differences within the Western group of states.
With regard to disarmament, there were differences between the US and France,
for example, concerning the conference on economic issues differences between
US and EC Member States. It is also worthwhile to mention that both of the German states played a constructive role. The FRG as well as the GDR (more or less
under political pressure by Gorbachev) were ready to compromise. This is also
a reason why Vienna could represent both progress and success. It is remarkable
to note that subjects with the greatest difficulties brought about the biggest progress. First, the mandate about a new conference on conventional disarmament in
Europe and second, a mixture of mutual concessions and the economic weakness
of the East contributed to a balanced and substantial outcome. Optimism about
East-West relations being on a good track seemed to be justified.56
At the end of 1988, Mock was finally convinced that a compromise could be
found on the remaining controversial issues, and he invited the foreign ministers
of the CSCE states to Vienna for a final meeting in mid-January 1989. British
Foreign Secretary Geoffrey Howe later thanked Mock for taking this risk.57
Most of the politicians who participated were very satisfied with the results.58
The United States Secretary of State George P. Shultz considered the Vienna
Follow-up Meetings to be a new beginning of the CSCE process. Compared to
the final results of Helsinki and the beginning of negotiations in Vienna, a great
54
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WREDE, KSZE in Wien, 126.
LEHNE, The Vienna Meeting of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe,
1986–1989, 173.
BRUNS, Mehr Substanz in Ost-West-Beziehungen, 3.
Zwischen EG und Menschenrechten, in: Die Presse, January 18, 1989.
Das abschließende Dokument des KSZE-Folgetreffens in Wien vom 15. Januar 1989; Der Abschluß des Wiener KSZE-Folgetreffens. Erklärungen der Außenminister, in: Europa Archiv
44 (1989), 6, D165-D194.
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amount of progress had been made.59 Mikhail Gorbachev also argued that the
final document of the Vienna Follow-up Meeting was a great success in terms of
results, goals, and foreseeable consequences.60
In his closing speech, Mock emphasized the agreements on human contacts
in particular and described the final document as a “document of open minds”.
In his view, it was also a “document of change” and showed the changed attitude
of some states regarding human rights. In addition, the mutual responsibility that
was set out in the final document was also central.61

1989 June 27: Cutting off the last remains of the Iron Curtain at the Hungarian-Austrian border
by the Austrian and Hungarian Foreign Ministers

Because of the Vienna CSCE follow-up, Austrian–Hungarian relations in the
meantime also diversified and intensified in the late 1980s. Due to the constant
Austrian insistence on local border traffic in 1987, it appeared on the agenda of
the Hungarian Politburo. After an intense discussion, the Hungarian Politburo
removed local border traffic from its agenda, but it decided that in the future, the
frequency of journeys to the West should not be regulated by the Hungarian state.
The effects of the new travel regime were immense: by 1988, millions of Hungarians crossed the border in order to shop in the West. The “Iron Curtain” ultimately
was outdated, and after the change in Hungarian leadership in 1988, it quickly
59
60
61

Allgemeine Zufriedenheit mit Wiener Konferenz, in: Die Presse, January 18, 1989.
GORBATSCHOW: Großer Erfolg, in: Der Standard, January 18, 1989.
Viel Lob in den Bestandsaufnahmen, in: Die Presse, January 18, 1989.
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disappeared. Upon his first official visit to a foreign country, the reform communist and newly appointed Hungarian Prime Minister Miklós Németh traveled to
Austria in February 1989, where he announced that the border security system
would be removed. As early as May of the same year, the dismantling of the “Iron
Curtain” already began.62

1989: Flyer as a call for participation in the Paneuropean picnic on
August 19 at the Hungarian-Austrian border
62

Michael GEHLER, Bonn – Budapest – Wien. Das deutsch-österreichisch-ungarische
 usammenspiel als Katalysator für die Erosion des SED-Regimes 1989–90, in: Andrea
Z
BRAIT – Michael GEHLER (Hrsg.), Grenzöffnung 1989: Innen- und Außenperspektiven und
die Folgen für Österreich, Wien – Köln – Weimar 2014, 135–162; IDEM, Austria, the Revolutions in Middle and Eastern Europe and German Unification 1989–90, in Wolfgang MUELLER
– Michael GEHLER – Arnold SUPPAN (Eds.), The Revolutions of 1989: A Handbook, Wien
2015, 437–466; Andreas OPLATKA, Der erste Riß in der Mauer. September 1989 – Ungarn
öffnet die Grenze, Wien 2009, 30–37; Maximilian GRAF, Die Welt blickt auf das Burgenland.
1989 – die Grenze wird zum Abbild der Veränderung, in: IDEM – Alexander LASS – Karlo
RUZICIC-KESSLER (Hrsg.), Das Burgenland als internationale Grenzregion im 20. und 21.
Jahrhundert, Wien 2012, 135–179.
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1989: The Paneuropean Picnic on August 19 as a miniature model
at an exhibition in Budapest 2018

The staged cutting of the fence by Mock and his Hungarian counterpart, Gyula
Horn, on June 27, 1989, which interestingly enough was an Austrian idea, popularized this process. It immediately encouraged increasing numbers of East
Germans to use this apparent gap in the “Iron Curtain” to flee to the West. Without the level of Austrian-Hungarian relations that had been reached over the prior
two decades, such a famous picture with worldwide attention would have been
impossible. Even the Paneuropean Picnic on August 19, 1989, headed by Otto
von Habsburg and Imre Pozsgay with the mass flight of more than six hundred
East Germans was an initiative that originated from the new border-crossing possibilities between Austria and Hungary starting in 1988. The rest of the story
is well known: throughout the summer months, West German embassies were
filled with East Germans not willing to return to the GDR. Since the number
of East German citizens trying to escape via Hungary constantly increased, the
Hungarian government, in close coordination with German Chancellor Helmut
Kohl, decided to open the borders for all East Germans on September 11, 1989.
Budapest’s decision was closely communicated first with Bonn, and second with
Vienna. Within the following few weeks, around fifty thousand people from the
GDR used Austria as their transit country on the way to West Germany. The
opening of the border significantly contributed to the progressive loss of power of
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the SED regime.63 From the beginning of August to the end of October, according to estimates by the German border guard (Bundesgrenzschutz), some 54,000
GDR citizens had crossed the Hungarian-Austrian border into the Bundesrepublik. More than 50,000 GDR citizens used the route via Czechoslovakia to the
Federal Republic of Germany during the period from November 1 to 9.64
The offical opening of the Austrian-Hungarian border on September 11 did not
start from Vienna, but in consultation with Kohl from Németh, who already had
practiced an insurance policy with Gorbachev in March 1989 and sounded out that
1956 would not be repeated. Nevertheless, at every further step Budapest looked
to Moscow – after cutting through the border fence on June 27, after August 19
and after September 11.

1991: Alois Mock at a meeting with Otto von Habsburg
June-August 1989: Exchange of letters between the Foreign Ministers of Hungary and Austria
(Gyula Horn and Alois Mock) after the symbolic cutting of the Iron Curtain at the Hungarian
Eastern border (see following pages)
63

64

Michael GEHLER, Three Germanies. West Germany, East Germany and the Berlin Republic, London 2011, 198–200; Maximilian GRAF, Das Paneuropäische Picknick im Kontext.
Wie Österreich zum Tor in die Freiheit werden konnte und welche Folgen dies hatte, in:
Stefan KARNER – Philipp LESIAK (Hrsg.), Der erste Stein aus der Berliner Mauer. Das
paneuropäische Picknick 1989 (Veröffentlichungen des Ludwig-Boltzmann Instituts für
Kriegsfolgenforschung, Graz – Wien – Raabs 30), Graz 2019, 33–59. On the refugees in the
West German Embassies, see Katarzyna STOKŁOSA, Die letzte Fluchtwelle aus der DDR im
Jahr 1989. Aus den Berichten der westdeutschen Botschaften in Budapest, Prag und Warschau,
in: Zeitschrift für Ostmitteleuropa-Forschung 64 (2015), 1, 40–80.
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4. THE EC APPROACH BY A NEW GRAND COALITION
The SPÖ-ÖVP coalition government formed in 1987, which has been activated as
a rehabilitation and renewal community since January 1665 soon began to steer its
course towards EC accession. In a special “Labour Conventions” (Arbeitsüber
einkommen) on the formation of a joint federal government it was emphasised
that participation in the further development of the European integration process
was of “central importance” for Austria, and in the Government Declaration of
December 1, 1987 the option of full accession with due regard for neutrality was
envisaged for the first time.66
An interministerial working group had been set up to deal with questions of
European integration and the Austrian chances of “equal participation” (“gleichberechtigte Teilnahme”).67 It was made possible by a decision of the Austrian
Council of Ministers of February 3, 1987. It consisted of the Federal Ministries,
the Liaison Office of the Länder, the Austrian National Bank, the social partners
and interest groups. Their task was to compare EC regulations and Austrian legislation, to identify the resulting “need for action in the field of integration policy”
and to draw up concrete proposals for measures.68
65

66

67

68

Hermann WITHALM, Quo vadis, ÖVP?, in: Österreichische Monatshefte (ÖMH) 43 (1987),
2, 6–7, aimed above all at a renewal of the party and saw in the Grand Coalition “perhaps
even a last chance” for the reorganization; cf. Herbert DACHS, Von der „Sanierungspartnerschaft“ zur konfliktgeladenen Unübersichtlichkeit, in: SIEDER – STEINERT – TÁLOS
(Hrsg.), Österreich 1945–1995, 290–303; Wolfgang C. MÜLLER, Die neue große Koalition in
Österreich, in: Österreichische Zeitschrift für Politikwissenschaft 17 (1988), 321–347; Otmar
LAHODYNSKY, Der Proporz-Pakt. Das Comeback der Großen Koalition, Wien 1987; HUMMER, Ziele, Methoden und Ergebnisse der österreichischen Integrationspolitik, 62.
Hans MAYRZEDT, Österreich und die handelspolitische Spaltung Westeuropas (1957–1972):
EWG und EFTA als getrennte Integrationssysteme, in: HUMMER (Hrsg.), Österreichs Integration in Europa 1948–1989, 49–68: 62 (Footnote 14) und Waldemar HUMMER, Von den
Freihandelsabkommen Österreichs mit EGKS und EWG (1972) zum Beitrittsantrag zu den EG
(1989), 104–105; Zum “global approach” als Qualitätssprung in der österreichischen Integrationspolitik Manfred SCHEICH, Der Tabubruch. Österreichs Entscheidung für die EU, Wien
– Köln – Weimar 2005, 33–39; on the relationship between Austria and the EU and the individual stages of Austrian integration policy, see Franz CEDE – Christian PROSL, Anspruch und
Wirklichkeit. Österreichs Außenpolitik seit 1945, Innsbruck – Wien – Bozen 2015, 86–91.
Interview with Ambassador Manfred SCHEICH on May 29, 1998 in Salzburg; the interview
has been printed and can be read at: Manfred SCHEICH, Das Brechen eines politischen Tabus
– Österreichs Weg in die EU, in: Robert KRIECHBAUMER (Hrsg.), Österreich und Europa. Beiträge zu Geschichte und Politik der Europäischen Einigung um die Jahrtausendwende
(Schriftenreihe des DDr. Herbert Batliner Europainstitutes/Forschungsinstitut für Europäische Politik und Geschichte), Wien 2000, 16–29: 23–24; On the demand for “equal” participation and the opening of the accession option: SCHEICH, Tabubruch, 41–42; on the report
of the “Working Group on European Integration” and taking the accession option see ibid.,
47–52.
Gregor WOSCHNAGG, Die EU-Beitrittsverhandlungen Österreichs, in: Albrecht ROHRACHER – Markus ZEMANEK – Wolfgang HARGASSNER (Hrsg.), Österreichs europäische
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The new government pursued EC participation with remarkable determination
since 1987–88, while the formation of opinion among associations and the population was less rapid. Despite the Grand Coalition renaissance and the ambivalent
democratic remembrance of the period 1945–47 to 1966,69 the question arose as
to how much the erosion process of the “camp parties” (“Lager-Parteien”) had
already progressed.70
On the other hand, a forced integration policy only seemed possible under a
concerted coalition government, whereby the question arises as to whether the
SPÖ’s attitude to the European Communities really changed so fundamentally
between 1983 and 1987 or whether this was not much more connected with the
change in the leadership and chancellorship or what were the differences between
the party leadership? How can the change from Fred Sinowatz to Franz Vranitzky
be explained and how can Alois Mock’s assumption of the external portfolio be
interpreted?
The change at the political top had a much stronger effect on the change in
Austrian integration policy than changes in the cadre of officials or at the party
base, both of which were still relatively stable in the 1980s. Sinowatz was more
the status quo-oriented executor of the Kreisky era, while Vranitzky, as a banking
expert, was more understanding of the demands of the economy and the modernization needs of the country. By approaching the EC, the new Chancellor pursued
a course of “capitalist modernization” with the primacy of market efficiency, relativizing the social democratic model71 of a “mixed economy” with regulation and
correction of the private market by a nationalized sector under Keynesian control.
This represents a turning point in the SPÖ programme and the orientation of the
political system of the Second Republic, which also found its ideological-political
expression in the growing desire to join the EC. But there were other reasons
for the increased will to integrate. It was obvious that the new Grand Coalition
government was faced with domestic tasks that could hardly be solved. Particularly the issues of budget consolidation, the new conception of nationalized industry,
the Österreichische Bundesbahnen (ÖBB) and tax reform, the organization of the
health care system and job security were among the most pressing concerns.

69

70
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Zukunft. Analysen und Perspektiven, Wien 1996, 129–142: 129.
The historical genesis of the political “camps” and the foundation of a “camp theory” can
be read at Adam WANDRUSZKA, Österreichs politische Struktur, in: Heinrich BENEDIKT
(Hrsg.), Geschichte der Republik Österreich, Wien 1954, 289–485.
Fritz PLASSER – Peter A. ULRAM – Alfred GRAUSHUBER, Vom Ende der Lagerparteien,
in: Österreichische Zeitschrift für Politikwissenschaft 16 (1987), 241–258; Fritz PLASSER,
Das österreichische Parteiensystem zwischen Erosion und Innovation, in: Anton PELINKA –
Fritz PLASSER (Hrsg.), Das österreichische Parteiensystem, Wien 1988, 53–78.
Melanie A. SULLY, Continuity and Change in Austrian Socialism, New York 1982; Josef CAP,
Sozialdemokratie im Wandel, Wien 1989; critical: Ralf DAHRENDORF, Die Sozialdemokratie ist am Ende ihrer Kunst, in: Die Zeit, March 27, 1992.
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In terms of foreign policy, it was necessary to overcome the increasing feeling of “isolation” of Austria in the course of the endless discussions about the
federal president and his war past. Alois Mock, the new foreign minister close
to Waldheim, was vice chancellor and ÖVP party chairman until 1989. He had
already gained importance at the party leaders’ conference of the European
Democrat Union (EDU) in the summer of 1979 with the assumption of the chairmanship of the international working group of christian democratic and conservative parties. As far as foreign policy was concerned, he was able to make a name
for himself in the spring of 1983 when the International Democratic Union (IDU)
was founded with the decisive participation of the ÖVP, when he was elected
chairman.72
These aspects were not insignificant for the EC accession policy of the Austrian
Federal Government, since Mock, through his involvement in the EDU and the
IDU in the 1980s and 1990s, secured growing christian democratic European and
international interest, understanding and solidarity for Austria’s renewed “solo
attempt” to Brussels. The EPP Group had yet to wrangle for approval of EC accession. Ultimately, the European christian democrats in the European Parliament should also speak out in favor of the enlargement of the Union alongside the
socialists.
The fact that the Foreign Ministry, until then led by the SPÖ, was “sacrificed”
to the coalition partner in 1986 triggered severe bitterness and real anger in the
passionate foreign politician and former Austrian Chancellor Bruno Kreisky, who
as a result of this decision resigned his honorary chairmanship and all party offices of the SPÖ. His criticism of the allocation of the external portfolio to the ÖVP
was to be subsequently justified to a certain extent.73
As always, the top representatives of the People’s Party preceded the social
democrats in integration policy. The public turn of ÖVP top representatives in their
attitude towards the EC and Austrian membership took place as early as 1987–88.
In 1987, however, for example, the vice-chancellor made the following comments:
“We cannot force the farming community into the crisis situation in which mountain farmers find themselves in the EC by full membership.”74 In September 1988
Mock’s judgement was quite different: “Austria’s alpine agriculture can expect a
lot from the EC. What the EC is doing for mountain farmers is considerably more
than what we are doing.”75
72
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Alexander DEMBLIN, Die ÖVP in internationalen Organisationen – EDU, IDU,
in: Österreichisches Jahrbuch für Politik ‘83, Wien – München 1984, 243–255.
Hubertus CZERNIN, „Das gescheiterte Experiment“, in: profil, February 3, 1992, 11.
Original quotation: “Wir können nicht den Bauernstand durch eine Vollmitgliedschaft
in jene Krisensituation hineindrängen, in der sich die Bergbauern in der EG befinden”,
in: Österreichische Monatshefte 7 (1987).
Original quotation: “Österreichs alpine Landwirtschaft kann sich viel von der EG erwarten.
Was die EG für die Bergbauern leistet, liegt nämlich beträchtlich über dem, was wir tun”,
in: Tiroler Tageszeitung, September 8, 1988.
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In July 1987 Economics Minister Robert Graf still said that Austria did not
want full membership any more than Switzerland and Sweden.76 Two months
later his verdict was completely different: “Non-accession is out of the question,
because then the Austrian economy would be ‘broken’ anyway.”77
Agriculture Minister Josef Riegler said in July 1987: “I assume that we will
not have full membership of the EC in the foreseeable future. From the point of
view of agriculture, that is the right thing to do.”78 He was basically not wrong.
In January 1989, however, he made a categorical statement: “An application
for EC membership from the Federal Government is absolutely essential for
agriculture.”79
The members of the Parliament also swayed. As late as March 1987, Andreas
Khol called for “a special treaty between Austria and the Communities [...]
without it becoming a full member”.80 In October he already announced that “we
cannot get by with our single market, we need the EC”.81 A traditional advocate
of neutrality such as Ludwig Steiner initially found it particularly difficult to cope
with the changed circumstances. In 1984 he had still stated clearly: “As long as
the Treaties of Rome are fully in force, Austria’s accession to the Community
is not possible.”82 In May 1988 he said the opposite: “Participation in the EC
internal market is indispensable and compatible with neutrality law and political
conditions.”83
In the last request to speak, an important keyword appeared which explains
the many turns of events. Against the background of the determined implementation of the Single Market project by the Community with the target of “EC ‘92”,
many motives can be understood from these “turncoats”. The remarkable ÖVP
turn towards a forced EC accession policy therefore took place only a relatively
short time before the application. It is necessary to reflect on the constellation
within the party, i.e. to differentiate between the diplomatic service on the one
hand and the national and provincial political level on the other. At the beginning
of the 1980s, the pro-Europe line among the ÖVP foreign policy experts was still
76
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Kurier, July 23, 1987.
Original quotation: “Ein Nichtbeitritt kommt nicht in Frage, denn dann wäre die österreichische
Wirtschaft ohnedies ‘kaputt’”, in: Tiroler Tageszeitung, September 11, 1987.
Original quotation: “Ich gehe davon aus, daß wir in absehbarer Zeit keinen Vollbeitritt zur EG
haben werden. Aus der Sicht der Landwirtschaft ist das richtig”, in: Wochenpresse, July 31, 1987.
Original quotation: “Ein EG-Beitrittsantrag der Bundesregierung ist für die Landwirtschaft
unbedingt erforderlich”, in: Kurier, 25. 1. 1989.
Die Presse, March 7, 1987.
Original quotation: “Mit unserem Binnenmarkt kommen wir nicht aus, wir brauchen die EG”,
in: Tiroler Tageszeitung, October 17, 1987.
Original quotation: “Solange die Römer Verträge volle Gültigkeit haben, ist ein Beitritt Österreichs zur Gemeinschaft nicht möglich”, in: Kurswechsel 2 (1989) zit. n. FOEHN (Frühjahr
1990), Heft 13/14, 59 from which the other quotations are also taken.
Original quotation: “Die Teilnahme am EG-Binnenmarkt ist unerläßlich und mit den neutralitätsrechtlichen und politischen Verhältnissen vereinbar”, in: Die Presse, May 26, 1988.
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weakly represented. It consisted mainly of the influential parliamentarians Fritz
König and Andreas Khol as well as the Young ÖVP under Othmar Karas. Ludwig
Steiner and Alois Mock belonged to the skeptics who first had to be convinced.
Steiner’s vision of Europe’s future was based on the Council of Europe and the
CSCE and its potential for development. According to Khol, Steiner belonged to
the “Ostler”, i.e. like Kreisky to the generation of State Treaty. The international lawyer Prof. Felix Ermacora, Andreas Khol and Fritz König were among the
“Westerners” in the ÖVP. Originally, an EC-critical line prevailed in the Foreign
Ministry: from 1985 onwards, monthly rounds of talks were held with rather
younger ÖVP- or ÖVP-officials from the foreign ministry to convince them of
the new Europe line. Khol speaks of “around 15 Young Turks”, including Hans
Brunmayr, Franz Ceska, Thomas Mayr-Harting, Manfred Scheich, Winfried
Lang, Gregor Woschnagg, Gerhard Wagner and Gerhard Ziegler, among others,
who were originally “all anti-EC” and were to act years later as central actors in
Austrian diplomacy for the realisation of EU accession. They were then “rewarded” with ambassadorial posts and mission tasks.84
Manfred Scheich, who since 1987 on behalf of Mock has been increasingly on the EC accession path, was regarded by the older generation of Ballhausplatz diplomats as a renegade and quasi “EFTA traitor”. He felt this from the
“neutrality advocates” and special Austrian patriots, such as Erich Bielka-Karltreu, Christoph Conaro, Alfred Missong and Rudolf Kirchschläger. Eva Nowotny,
who works around Chancellor Vranitzky’s environment, followed the EC activity
in the foreign ministry under Scheich with a critical eye.85
Among the provincial governors, Martin Purtscher (Vorarlberg), Alois Partl
(Tyrol) and Wilfried Haslauer (Salzburg) were the strongest EC supporters of the
pro-EC change in the party. At the ÖVP board meeting in Maria Plain/Salzburg
on January 8, 1988, a pro-EU line was established. Khol recalled the surprising
and rapid formation of opinion in the interview with contemporary witnesses,
“[...] where Mock talked about joining the EC, [he as] party leader, and he did not say his opinion first, but said that everyone at the table should say his opinion, and the seating arrangement
was such that to his right Purtscher sat, then Partl, Haslauer, and Purtscher started and said,
so for him it is clear: Accession – forget neutrality, Partl said, yes, it was always his opinion,
and so was Haslauer, and then suddenly – this has gone around in the round table procedure –
there were more and more and nobody spoke against it, Sallinger buzzed something, and then
there was a unanimous decision. That was quite funny. If Mock had introduced and said, ‘and
I am against it for these and those reasons’, then it would have been quite different, but he did
84
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not introduce it, but let it go around like that, [that] was very strange, Steiner was completely
speechless, that it went like that, so that was the change in the European course, which was still
very controversial until 1989.”86

With the formation of the Grand Coalition in January 1987 under the socialists
and Chancellor Franz Vranitzky (in office 1986–97), Austria’s foreign policy was
taken over from the upper-class/conservative side by Alois Mock and essentially
concentrated on Western European interests. Mock had a very good working relationship with German Chancellor Helmut Kohl, who very early on, was favorably
disposed to Austrian integration matters. In the debate about the controversial
wartime past of Austrian President Kurt Waldheim and within the context of the
“year of commemoration” (or “year of misgivings”) of 1988 in memory of the
fiftieth anniversary of the “Anschluss” of Austria to the Nazi German Reich of
Adolf Hitler, Kohl attempted to give encouragement to the land in the Alps as a
note reveals:
“By way of introduction, Chancellor Kohl mentioned psychological difficulties that Austria
views itself as currently facing and considers the disparagement of Austrian efforts at reconstruction after the World War to be a great injustice. Damage to the progress with the path that
has been pursued since the State Treaty cannot be allowed. To the extent that there is a possibility for action for him in this area, he is pleased to be prepared to be helpful. As far as the further
development of the European Communities is concerned, Chancellor Kohl is of the view that
in ten years, a completely new situation is conceivable. He assumes that a further increase in
members will go hand in hand with a distancing from the fundamental ideas of the Treaty of
Rome. Above all else once it assumes the EC presidency, the Federal Republic of Germany will
emphatically endeavor to bring the plans that are necessary for the realization of the Single
Market to a decision. But he in any case harbors doubts as to whether the political integration
process will move forward within the intended framework. In that regard, he assumes rather
the formation of a political nucleus which, in addition to the Federal Republic of Germany
and France, could comprise an additional three to four countries. This tighter grouping would
need to be formed on the basis of an annex or a specific interpretation of the Treaty of Rome.
Security cooperation ought to indeed be the main focus of a political nucleus of the EC. In view
of these perspectives for the further development of the Communities, it would be important
for Austria to not build up any further barriers with respect to the EC. On the other side, the
EC should open or keep open all gates with respect to Austria. In that regard, he is willing to
86

Original quotation: “wo der Mock geredet hat über den EG-Beitritt, [er als] Parteivorsitzender,
und er hat nicht als erstes seine Meinung gesagt, sondern hat gesagt, es soll jeder am Tisch
seine Meinung sagen, und die Sitzordnung war so, daß rechts von ihm der Purtscher saß, dann
der Partl, der Haslauer, und der Purtscher hat angefangen und hat gesagt, für ihn ist also klar:
Beitritt – Neutralität vergessen, der Partl hat gesagt, ja er war immer schon dieser Meinung,
und der Haslauer auch, und dann waren plötzlich – das ist im Rundumverfahren herumgegangen – immer mehr und niemand hat dagegen geredet, der Sallinger hat was gebrummt, und
dann war ein einstimmiger Beschluß da. Das war ganz komisch. Wenn der Mock eingeleitet
und gesagt hätte, ‘und ich bin aus den und den Gründen dagegen’, dann wäre das ganz anders
gewesen, aber er hat nicht eingeleitet, sondern hat es so herumlaufen lassen, [das] war sehr
merkwürdig, der Steiner war völlig sprachlos, dass das so gelaufen ist, also das war die Änderung des Europakurses, der bis zum Jahr 1989 noch sehr umstritten war.” Ebd.
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be accommodating to Austria in every relationship. In an allusion to the commemorative year
of 1988, Chancellor Kohl said spontaneously that in view of these upcoming reminiscences,
‛backbone should be shown’ in order to continue to appear credible.”87

1987: The Grand Coalition was not always united – Chancellor Franz Vranitzky,
Foreign Minister Alois Mock and Vice-Chancellor Erhard Busek
87

Original quotation: “Bundeskanzler Kohl erwähnt einleitend psychologische Schwierigkeiten,
denen sich Österreich derzeit gegenüber sieht, und hält die Geringschätzung der österreichischen Aufbauleistungen nach dem Weltkrieg für ein großes Unrecht. Man dürfe sich in der
Fortsetzung des seit dem Staatsvertrag eingeschlagenen Weges nicht beeinträchtigen lassen.
Sofern es in diesem Bereich für ihn eine Handlungsmöglichkeit gibt, ist er gerne bereit hilfreich zu sein.
Was die Fortentwicklung der Europäischen Gemeinschaften betrifft, ist BK Kohl der Ansicht,
daß in 10 Jahren eine durchaus neue Lage vorstellbar sei. Er gehe davon aus, daß eine weitere
Zunahme an Mitgliedern mit einer Entfernung von den Grundideen des Römervertrages Hand
in Hand gehen wird. Die Bundesrepublik werde, vor allem wenn sie demnächst die EG-Präsidentschaft übernimmt, nachdrücklich darum bemüht sein, sämtliche für die Verwirklichung
des Binnenmarktes erforderlichen Vorhaben zur Entscheidung zu bringen. Er hege allerdings
Zweifel, ob der politische Integrationsprozeß im vorgegebenen Rahmen vorangehen wird.
Diesbezüglich gehe er eher von der Bildung eines politischen Nukleus aus, der neben der Bundesrepublik Deutschland und Frankreich weitere 3–4 Staaten umfassen könnte. Diese engere
Gruppierung wäre auf die Grundlagen eines Annexes oder einer spezifischen Interpretation
der Römerverträge zu bilden. Im Mittelpunkt eines politischen Nukleus der EG sollte wohl die
Sicherheitszusammenarbeit stehen. Angesichts dieser Perspektiven für die Weiterentwicklung
der Gemeinschaften wäre es für Österreich wichtig, keine weiteren Abschottungen gegenüber
der EG zu errichten. Auf der anderen Seite sollte die EG möglichst alle Tore gegenüber Österreich öffnen bzw. offen halten. In dieser Hinsicht sei er bereit, Österreich in jeder Beziehung
entgegenzukommen. In Anspielung an das Gedenkjahr 1988 meint BK Kohl spontan, daß
man angesichts dieser bevorstehenden Reminiszenzen ‛Rückgrat zeigen’ sollte, um weiterhin glaubwürdig zu erscheinen.” Gespräch Bundeskanzler Helmut KOHL mit Vizekanzler
Dr. MOCK in Bonn, October 6, 1987. Stiftung Bruno Kreisky Archiv (StBKA), Privatpapierbestand Franz Vranitzky, Box Staatsbesuche, Mappe Offizieller Besuch des HBK in der BRD,
November 4, 1987.
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1988 July 15: The direction that the coalition is marching is correct, but not the order of the
deployment: while Foreign Minister Mock pushes, Chancellor Vranitzky tries to put on the brakes

As a result of the massive international criticism of Austria’s selected Head of
State Waldheim (in office 1986–92),88 there was the threat of a diplomatic exclusion and foreign policy isolation of Austria. Against this background, it was
possible to see efforts at EC accession as a sort of a way out, an attempt at relief,
and a counteroffensive.89
Within this context, it is already remarkable that Waldheim did not get an
invitation from any of the twelve EC countries nor was he able to receive a visit
from a European head of state or head of government in Vienna during his tenure
in office. A formal agreement on the boycott probably did not have to exist, but
informal arrangements did; otherwise, this proscription that lasted six years could
hardly be explained. Thus, every possibility was taken away from the president
to promote and actively support Austria’s request for EC accession through visit
diplomacy by use of his authority in the form of his function as head of state of
the republic. There were only negotiations between the Council of the EC/EU
with Austria starting from February 1993 when Waldheim’s term in office had
come to an end. This context was not completely decisive, but it also had not been
totally of minor importance. It was possible for the isolation of the president to
be compensated by increased foreign policy and visit diplomacy by Chancellor
Vranitzky, which in turn generated a potential for conflict between the Foreign
Ministry and the Federal Chancellery. In any case, Vranitzky and Mock did not
understand each other so well. That was sensed by the closest employees and confidantes of the head of the government and the foreign minister, Eva Nowotny and
88

89

Michael GEHLER, “... eine grotesk überzogene Dämonisierung eines Mannes...” Die
Waldheim-Affäre 1986–1992, in: IDEM – Hubert SICKINGER (Hrsg.), Politische Skandale
und Affären in Österreich. Von Mayerling bis Waldheim, Wien – Thaur – München 1995, 2nd
edition 1996, reprint: Innsbruck – Wien – Bozen 2008, 614–665.
For this chapter, also see documents 79–86 in the Appendix “Documents”.
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Manfred Scheich, respectively. In spite of all of the dissonances, petty jealousies,
and tensions, there was a clear decision-making process, and specifically earlier
with the ÖVP than with the SPÖ. But the chancellor was already ahead of his own
party, which only managed to force itself to make a decision in the spring of 1989:
“In 1988, the intention to make a decision matured,” Vranitzky stressed to himself
personally, looking back at the desire for EC accession.90
After the ÖVP had already brought about a clear decision for accession within
the party in January 1988, it was not until April 3, 1989, a few months before the
presentation of the applications for membership, that the SPÖ federal executive
board decided by 50 votes to four to go to Brussels, while the FPÖ repeatedly reaffirmed its absolutely positive attitude towards accession. It had already
enshrined the EC membership option in its programme of June 1–2, 1985.91
While the ÖVP leadership had been steering an ever clearer and stronger
course towards EC accession since the beginning of 1988, the SPÖ leadership
hesitated and hesitated on this issue for a long time, not least because of concerns
about the traditionally EC critical party base and the neutrality loyality of its
supporters. The question of the application for membership was therefore repeatedly debated in the inner circle of the Grand Coalition in 1988–89. The nature,
content and timing of the issue threatened to give rise to conflict. Mock answered
the questions whether the reservation of neutrality in the submission of the contribution application at the request of the coalition partner was so emphasized, and
whether this reservation was a concession to the SPÖ leadership, in an interview
with contemporary witnesses on September 24, 2001:
“I would say that the majority of socialists had reservations about going into the EC without
reservation, the trade unions less. Later, the SPÖ also nominated people from their ranks for
EU posts. Franz Vranitzky, as a person was certainly in favor of the EC, but wanted to avoid
an internal war. The situation was that we almost didn’t send the letter. Neutrality was one of
the four demands Vranitzky insisted on, otherwise the Vranitzky-Mock government would no
longer have existed.”92
90

91

92

Interview with Dr. Franz VRANITZKY, 6 April 2006 (audio recording in the author’s
possession); Michael GEHLER, Paving Austria’s Way to Brussels: Chancellor Franz Vranitzky
(1986–1997) – A Banker, Social Democrat, and Pragmatic European Leader, in: Journal of
European Integration History 18 (2012), 2, 159–182: 165–170. Günter BISCHOF – Anton
PELINKA – Ferdinand KARLHOFER (Eds.), The Vranitzky Era in Austria (Contemporary
Austrian Studies, Vol. 7), New Brunswick 1999. This volume is important for a better under
standing of the Vranitzky years, but interestingly enough without any article about international relations, foreign policy, or European integration policy.
HUMMER, Ziele, Methoden und Ergebnisse der österreichischen Integrationspolitik, 63;
SCHARSACH, EU-Handbuch, 40.
Original quotation: „Ich würde sagen, dass die Mehrheit der Sozialisten Bedenken hatte, ohne
Vorbehalt in die EG zu gehen, die Gewerkschaften weniger. Aus ihren Reihen wurden später
auch von der SPÖ Leute für EU-Posten nominiert. Franz Vranitzky war sicher persönlich für
die EG, wollte aber einen internen Krieg vermeiden. Es war dann so, dass wir den Brief fast
nicht abgeschickt hätten. Die Neutralität war eine jener vier Forderungen, auf denen Vranitzky
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In the interview Mock immediately provided the reasons for his insistence, especially since the application for membership could still be submitted in Brussels
in early summer of 1989. A few months later, the upheavals in the Eastern and
Central European states and above all in East Germany followed. Looking back,
Mock argued: “I think there would have been a great danger that the Austrian application for EU membership would have been delayed for a longer period, perhaps one or two years.”93 From this point of view, the application for EC
membership did not come too soon, but just at the right time.
For Mock, the question of EC accession was a real coalition issue. If the
socialists had been stalling, he would have been prepared to terminate the
marriage with the Socialists.94
The decision of the SPÖ leadership was taken at the meeting of the federal
party executive on April 3–4, 1989. The agreement was tied to clear conditions:
Austria should have Brussels expressly assure it that it would maintain its perpetual neutrality. It should also maintain its social and environmental standards.
Furthermore, Austrian agriculture should not suffer any disadvantages. Finally,
the transit problem should be solved.95
With the safeguarding of neutrality and the emphasis of the reservation in the
application for accession of July 14, 1989, the influence of the Chancellor was
weightier than that of Mock. Vranitzky made it known within the party on April 3
that neutrality was irrevocable. In the manuscript of his speech, there is an underlined passage relating to this at the beginning:
“[…] Permanent Neutrality – An Indispensable Good
Within that context, one unshakable principle holds true for the Socialist Party: the legal and
political requirements that result from the permanent neutrality of our country are not negotiable. Because Austrian social democracy sees more in permanent neutrality than an abstract

93

94

95

bestand, sonst hätte es die Regierung Vranitzky-Mock nicht mehr gegeben.“ Alois MOCK,
„Bei meinem Treffen in Moskau im Herbst 1989 wurde das Thema Integration vorerst gar
nicht angeschnitten“, in: Michael GEHLER – Andrea BRAIT (Hrsg.), Am Ort des Geschehens
in Zeiten des Umbruchs. Lebensgeschichtliche Erinnerungen aus Politik und Ballhausplatz
diplomatie vor und nach 1989 (Historische Europa-Studien 17/Teilband 3), Hildesheim –
Zürich – New York 2018, 383–410: 397.
Original quotation: „Ich glaube, die Gefahr wäre groß gewesen, dass es zu einer längeren,
vielleicht ein- bis zweijährigen Verzögerung des österreichischen EU-Beitrittsansuchens
gekommen wäre.“ Ibid., 398.
In an interview Edith MOCK could remember that her husband had seriously considered
questioning the coalition five times because of the hesitant behaviour of the coalition partner
in the case of the application in Brussels, Interview with Edith MOCK, July 17, 2019 in Vienna
(audio recording in the possession of the author). – Ultimately, it was thanks to Vranitzky that
the breakthrough in the Socialist Party took place in April 1989. The reservation of neutrality
in the application for membership was decisive. Without this, neither the socialist base nor the
party leadership would have been able to change their minds (the strongest resistance came
from the neutrality advocates Heinz FISCHER and Erwin LANC).
GÄDEL, Vereint marschieren – getrennt schlagen!, 131.
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formula under international law which refers only to military cooperation. It sees in it the
living and current political task to work in Europe beyond the existing borders towards a reduction of tensions, the building of trust, and cooperation and thus to contribute to stability in
all of Europe. And as a member of the EC, Austria cannot pursue any other policy. Austria’s
possible application for membership therefore poses the question to the EC as to whether it is
willing to ensure those freedoms to Austria with a commitment under treaty which allow us
to look after our political function as a permanently neutral state, even if the EC as such either
temporarily or in principle wishes to pursue a different path than Austria does. Closely linked
to this is the question of that political identity which the EC increasingly wishes to obtain for
itself. Will it develop in the future into greater unity and stronger centralism, or into more
liberalism and plurality?
Permanent neutrality and the safeguarding of it are without a doubt the central issue with the
negotiations which will follow an Austrian application. The SPÖ is aware that the safeguarding
of neutrality and membership are not directly compatible. But it assumes that they can be made
compatible with the corresponding political will on the part of the EC. The Socialist Party
in any case stands unconditionally by its most important foreign policy and security policy
self-understanding and would not accept it if a more narrow involvement within the circle of
Western European states had to be acquired at the price of new, additional barriers with respect
to other states.”96

96

Original quotation: “[...] Die immerwährende Neutralität – Ein unverzichtbares Gut
Dabei gilt ein für die Sozialistische Partei unverrückbarer Grundsatz: Die rechtlichen und
politischen Erfordernisse, die sich aus der immerwährenden Neutralität unseres Landes
ergeben, sind nicht verhandelbar. Denn die österreichische Sozialdemokratie sieht in der
immerwährenden Neutralität mehr als eine abstrakte völkerrechtliche Formel, die sich nur auf
militärische Zusammenarbeit bezieht. Sie sieht in ihr den lebendigen und aktuellen politischen
Auftrag, in Europa über die bestehenden Grenzen hinweg auf Entspannung, Vertrauens
bildung und Zusammenarbeit hinzuwirken und damit zur gesamteuropäischen Stabilität
beizutragen. Auch als Mitglied der EG könnte Österreich keine andere Politik verfolgen.
Der allfällige österreichische Mitgliedsantrag stellt also der EG die Frage, ob sie bereit ist,
Österreich mit vertraglicher Bindung jene Freiräume zuzusichern, die es gestatten, unsere
politische Funktion als immerwährend neutraler Staat selbst dann wahrzunehmen, wenn
die EG als solche zeitweilig oder prinzipiell einen anderen Weg gehen will als Österreich.
Damit eng verknüpft ist die Frage nach jener politischen Identität, die die EG zunehmend für
sich selbst gewinnen möchte. Entwickelt sie sich in Zukunft zu mehr Geschlossenheit und
stärkerem Zentralismus oder zu mehr Liberalismus und Pluralität?
Die immerwährende Neutralität und ihre Absicherung ist zweifellos die zentrale Frage bei den
Verhandlungen, die einem österreichischen Antrag folgen werden. Die SPÖ ist sich bewußt,
daß Wahrung der Neutralität und Mitgliedschaft nicht unmittelbar vereinbar sind. Sie geht
jedoch davon aus, daß sie mit dem entsprechenden politischen Willen seitens der EG vereinbar
gemacht werden können. Die Sozialistische Partei steht jedenfalls bedingungslos zu ihrem
wichtigsten außen- und sicherheitspolitischen Selbstverständnis und würde es nicht akzeptieren, wenn ein engeres Mitwirken im Kreis der westeuropäischen Staaten um den Preis neuer
und zusätzlicher Barrieren gegenüber anderen Staaten erkauft werden müßte.” “Österreich in
Europa”. Bericht des Parteivorsitzenden, Dr. Franz VRANITZKY an das Parteipräsidium und
den Bundesparteivorstand, April 3, 1989. Stiftung Bruno Kreisky Archiv (StBKA). Privatpapiere Bundeskanzler Franz Vranitzky, Karton EG-Regierung.
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The Chairman of the SPÖ also expressed himself in the same form at a lecture to
comrades on March 31, 1989.97 In notes for the executive committee and the chairman of the party, Vranitzky emphasized in a speech that the SPÖ should be “internationalist”, Europa should develop, and within that context the socialists “should
not be on the outside”. Europe stood “between the blocs of America and East
Asia”. The internationalization of interests would also have to include the labor
side. The structures of the nation-state were too narrow. In a period of a reduction
of tensions, “integration would become more and more important”. There would
be “less room” for Austria’s “bridge function”. The East was also seeking participation in integration. The SPÖ had “always been for integration [sic!]”. Vranitzky
made reference to the OEEC membership since 1948, belonging to EFTA since
1960, the free trade agreements of 1972, and the cooperation between the EC and
EFTA with the keyword of the 1984 Luxembourg Declaration. The Single Market
concept of 1985 with the four freedoms was a “new dimension of integration”
and the “new challenge” in which there was the desire to participate: this would
have different effects depending upon sector and region. In general, though, the
advantages would predominate. In reference to a study by the Austrian Institute of Economic Research (Österreichisches Institut für Wirtschaftsforschung,
or WIFO) in Vienna, he noted that participation in the Single Market would mean
greater economic growth, higher employment, and better price stability. And the
necessary adaptations would need to occur even without accession. Along those
lines, Vranitzky was also aware of a psychological element: with the internationalization, a “breaking up of encrusted structures” would also be possible. With a
view towards the social partner, he emphasized,
“All of this leads to the conclusion that from the economic and social view, a comprehensive
participation of Austria with equal rights in the Single Market is sensible. Through this, the
preconditions are improved for economic growth, an increase in income and employment, and
the possibilities of attaining the quantitative goals of welfare.”98

The Austrian provincial governors had also come out in favor of full participation in the Single Market. At that time, membership was the clearest form of
97
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Dr. Franz VRANITZKY, Vorsitzender der SPÖ an “Liebe Genossin! Lieber Genosse!,”
March 31, 1989; “Österreich in Europa. Bericht des Parteivorsitzenden an das Parteipräsidium
und den Bundesparteivorstand am 3. 4. 1989”, 1–19: 11–12. Stiftung Bruno Kreisky Archiv
(StBKA). Privatpapiere Bundeskanzler Franz Vranitzky, Karton EG-Regierung; also see
Austria’s EC membership as “Klarste Form der vollen Teilnahme am Binnenmarkt. Die
Festlegung der SPÖ auf eine Europa-Position”, in: Neue Zürcher Zeitung, April 7, 1989.
Original quotation: “All dies führt zu dem Schluß, daß aus wirtschaftlicher und sozialer Sicht
eine umfassende und gleichberechtigte Teilnahme Österreichs am Binnenmarkt sinnvoll ist.
Dadurch werden die Voraussetzungen für wirtschaftliches Wachstum, eine Erhöhung der
Einkommen und der Beschäftigung, wie auch den [sic!] Möglichkeiten, die quantitativen Ziele
der Wohlfahrt zu erreichen, verbessert.” Notizen für Präsidium, Parteivorstand [April 1989].
Stiftung Bruno Kreisky Archiv (StBKA). Privatpapiere Bundeskanzler Franz Vranitzky,
Karton EG-Regierung.
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participation and “thus worth striving for”. Under Point 3 “Austria – Specifics”,
it was noted what had to be “negotiated in any case” and which points would
precede possible EC accession:
“1. Transit: has already reached an unbearable degree, solution independent and before
accession.
2. Preservation of our social standards. Goal is a social Europe for laborers.
3. Preservation and elevation of our environmental standard.
4. No restrictions on our asylum policy or the border transport with our Eastern neighbors.
5. No clearance sale of our land – real property transactions.
6. Agriculture – no separate Europe treaty, but also no clearance sale of our farmers.
7. Change in some basic principles of the constitution unavoidable. Democratic principle,
principle of separation of powers, principle under the rule of law, federalist principle. Referendum necessary.”99

1989: Franz Vranitzky, Guardian of Neutrality and of her compatibility with the EC
99

Original quotation: “1. Transit: Hat bereits jetzt unerträgliches Ausmaß erreicht, Lösung
u nabhängig und vor einem Beitritt.
2. Erhalt unserer sozialen Standards. Ziel soziales Europa der Arbeitnehmer.
3. Erhalt und Ausbau unserer Umweltstandards
4. Keine Einschränkungen unserer Asylpolitik und des Grenzverkehrs mit unseren östlichen
Nachbarn.
5. Kein Ausverkauf unseres Landes – Grundverkehr
6. Landwirtschaft – kein gesonderter Europavertrag, aber auch nicht Ausverkauf unserer
Bauern.
7. Änderung einiger Grundprinzipien der Verfassung unausweichlich: Demokratisches
Prinzip, Prinzip der Gewaltentrennung, rechtsstaatliches Prinzip, föderalistisches Prinzip.
Volksabstimmung notwendig.” Ibid.
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Under Point 4 was neutrality “from which we will not move away”
“- Neutrality is not only military and under international law, but also political. No moving
away and no reinterpretation. This has to already be made very clear in a membership application and later in the negotiations.
– Safeguarding of neutrality and EC membership are not directly compatible today. But we
assume that they can be made compatible with the corresponding will on the part of the EC.
– Expressed regulation in the accession treaty or provided on the occasion of the signing,
binding on both parties under international law, declaration by Austria with reference to its
permanent neutrality as an essential precondition of an EC membership, must be a goal of
accession negotiations. Possibly also a change in the EC primary law.”100

Last but not least, Vranitzky also came to speak of the domestic policy dimension
in the application for accession that was striven for:
“- To the greatest degree possible, this important question should not be determined by considerations of domestic policy. Nevertheless, a ‛qualified application for accession’ – that is, an
application for accession with precisely defined conditions, for whose fulfillment the SPÖ will
push – seems to be the most promising path.
– With no application made: risk of new elections under the title of a campaign about Europe,
with which the SP[Ö] runs the risk of becoming an anti-Europe party.
– Provisos [author’s note: safeguards, precautionary measures] are easier to argue for than an
application for accession.”101

Continuing to carry on the neutrality policy was an important matter of concern
for the SPÖ chancellor, who also demanded and promised this with domestic
policy. The reservation of neutrality was meant seriously and was of substance.
Original quotation: “- Neutralität ist nicht nur militärische und völkerrechtliche, sondern auch
politische. Kein Abrücken und keine Neuinterpretation. Dies muß bereits in einem Beitrittsansuchen und später in den Verhandlungen ganz klar gemacht werden.
– Wahrung der Neutralität und EG-Mitgliedschaft sind heute nicht unmittelbar vereinbar. Wir
gehen jedoch davon aus, dass sie mit dem entsprechenden Willen seitens der EG vereinbar
gemacht werden kann. [sic!]
– Ausdrückliche Regelung im Beitrittsvertrag oder eine aus Anlaß der Unterzeichnung abgegebene, völkerrechtlich beide Teile bindende, Erklärung Österreich mit Bezugnahme auf
dessen immerwährende Neutralität als maßgebliche Voraussetzung einer EG-Mitgliedschaft,
müßte Ziel von Beitrittsverhandlungen sein. Eventuell auch Änderung des EG-Primärrechts.”
Ibid.
101
Original quotation: “- Diese wichtige Frage sollte möglichst nicht von kurzfristigen innenpolitischen Überlegungen geleitet sein. Dennoch scheint ‘qualifizierter Beitrittsantrag’, also
Beitrittsantrag mit genau definierten Bedingungen, auf deren Erfüllung die SPÖ drängen
wird, der erfolgversprechendste Weg.
– Bei keiner Antragstellung: Gefahr von Neuwahlen unter dem Titel eines Europawahlkampfs,
bei dem die SP[Ö] Gefahr läuft, zur Anti-Europa-Partei zu werden.
– Kautelen [Absicherungen, Vorsichtsmaßnahmen, Anm. M.G.] lassen sich besser argumentieren als Beitrittsantrag.” Ibid.
100
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Both parties then emphasized its significance and adherence in the SPÖ-ÖVP
agreement of June 26, 1989:
“Both parties emphasize the significance of the permanent neutrality of Austria as a living
contribution of our country to security, stability, and cooperation in Europe. For Austria, the
safeguarding of its permanent neutrality even in the case of EC membership is indispensable
and must therefore be correspondingly ensured under international law in the negotiations
with the European Communities.
Agreements under international law into which Austria enters within the context of membership in the European Communities must not prevent Austria from completely fulfilling its
obligations that originate from the status of neutrality. The necessary maneuvering room for
political action must be protected so that Austria as a member of the European Communities
can continue its neutrality policy which also lies in the interests of all of Europe.”102

As necessitated by Austria’s intensifying policy of rapprochement towards the EC,
and necessitated by the continued isolation of its controversial Federal President,
the chancellor moved more and more into the foreground as an actor with respect
to foreign policy. He acted as, and had the effect of being, a sort of “Waldheim
substitute” and was not unessential in the formulation of Austrian foreign policy
within both the European framework and the greater international one. During
this period, an intensified “Western Europeanization” of Austria’s foreign policy
followed with a correspondingly strengthened policy of EC accession that was to
lead to the “equal participation” in the EC. In addition to practical constraints in
the regulatory policy and challenges with Europe policy – keyword: “EC 92”, the
Single Market project of Commission President Jacques Delors103 – this foreign
policy was also a consequence of changes in foreign trade policy. In addition, it
was to lead the country out of its increasingly marginalized situation. The formation of the Grand Coalition in 1987 also had to be understood as the expression of
the desire to patch up the party politics split that had come into existence in the
Original quotation: “Die beiden Parteien betonen die Bedeutung der immerwährenden Neutralität Österreichs als einen lebendigen Beitrag unseres Landes für Sicherheit, Stabilität und
Zusammenarbeit in Europa. Für Österreich ist die Wahrung seiner immerwährenden Neutralität auch im Falle einer EG-Mitgliedschaft unabdingbar und muß daher in den Verhandlungen
mit den Europäischen Gemeinschaften völkerrechtlich entsprechend abgesichert werden.
Völkerrechtliche Vereinbarungen, die Österreich im Zusammenhang mit einer Mitgliedschaft
bei den Europäischen Gemeinschaften eingeht, dürfen Österreich an der vollen Erfüllung der
ihm aus dem Status der Neutralität erfließenden Verpflichtungen nicht behindern. Der notwendige politische Handlungsspielraum muß gewahrt werden, damit Österreich als Mitglied
der Europäischen Gemeinschaften seine auch im gesamteuropäischen Interesse liegende Neutralitätspolitik fortsetzen kann.” Die immerwährende Neutralität in der Parteienvereinbarung
zwischen SPÖ und ÖVP zur weiteren Vorgangsweise in der Integrationspolitik, June 26, 1989.
Stiftung Bruno Kreisky Archiv (StBKA). Privatpapiere Bundeskanzler Franz VRANITZKY,
Karton EG-Regierung.
103
Piers N. LUDLOW, Jacques Delors (1985–1995): Navigating the European Stream at Full Flow,
in: Jan VAN DER HARST – Gerrit VOERMAN (Eds.), An Impossible Job? The Presidents of
the European Commission 1958–2014, London 2015, 173–196.
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wake of the Waldheim debate after a highly emotionalized election campaign104
and, in the sense of a consensus-oriented show of strength, the desire to take the
historic step towards membership in the European Communities.
The reasons for the desire for EC accession were varied. Both internal and external factors were taken into consideration as a whole which challenged this policy and in fact forced it: the EC “Single Market” project which appeared attractive,
having been announced in 1985; the noticeable end of the Cold War, which was
already tangible starting from 1986–87; the USSR’s policy of criticizing the EC,
which in association with the end of the Cold War became far less present and
more and more diminished under Secretary General of the Soviet Communist
Party Mikhail Gorbachev, who began striving for a cooperation agreement between COMECON and the EC and achieved it in 1988; the growing consciousness
of Ballhausplatz diplomacy and policy of a threatening marginalization of Austria
in international relations which was already recognizable before the Waldheim
debate; and the foreign trade policy situation that was becoming more and more
unsatisfactory with a view towards Austria’s membership in EFTA. Added to this,
though, were also numerous Austrian domestic factors: the Single Market was
viewed as a possible answer, if not the only realistic one, to pressing issues on the
need for the structural reform of the social and political system, but also as a vehicle for the modernization of the Austrian economy with a view towards requirements for privatization. Added to this, export interests in Austrian business also
played a role that was not insignificant, in particular the Federation of Austrian
Industry (Vereinigung Österreichischer Industrieller). Within that context, it was
necessary for these circles to break the resistance of neutrality advocates and the
nationalized industries.
An expert report by the Austrian professors of international law Waldemar
Hummer of the University of Innsbruck and Michael Schweitzer of the University
of Passau, which was commissioned by the VÖI and is not to be underestimated with regard to its effect upon the integration discussion, declared all at once
that full EC accession with a reservation of neutrality was legally possible.105
Up to that point, that had been regarded as inconceivable for Austria’s diplomacy and policy, and it unmistakably caused a spectacular break with the doctrine
of international law that had prevailed up to then, that is, the official Austrian

Michael GEHLER, Die Affäre Waldheim. Eine Fallstudie zur Instrumentalisierung der
NS-Vergangenheit zur politischen Vorteilsverschaffung 1986–1988, in: Geschichte in Wissenschaft und Unterricht 69 (2018), 1/2, 67–85; on Kurt Waldheim and the US watchlist decision
see RAUCHENSTEINER, Unter Beobachtung, 426–430.
105
Waldemar HUMMER – Michael SCHWEITZER, Österreich und die EWG. Neutralitätsrechtliche Beurteilung der Möglichkeiten der Dynamisierung des Verhältnisses zur EWG
(Eigentümer und Herausgeber: Vereinigung Österreichischer Industrieller), Wien 1987.
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one (Karl Zemanek,106 Alfred Verdross,107 Rudolf Kirchschläger,108 Stephan
Verosta,109 and Felix Ermacora,110 but likewise also Waldemar Hummer), that had
declared Austria’s neutrality to be incompatible with full accession to the EEC/
EC.111 Within that context, it should not remain unmentioned here that in contrast
to Hummer’s view at that time, the thesis of compatibility had already been presented earlier on in Schweitzer’s postdoctoral thesis at the University of Mainz.112
According to Austrian diplomat and later Ambassador Alfred Längle, who was
active at the Austrian mission in Brussels from May 1983 to October 1987, the
expert report from the two professors113 “got everything rolling” among Austrian
diplomats. The effect was sweeping: two recognized international law experts
had, as it were, given the “green light”, that is, considered the compatibility of
EC accession with neutrality to be possible. That “tremendously” helped to dispel
reservations.114
The Hummer-Schweitzer report, which no longer saw any substantial obstacles
with neutrality law or policy, remained disputed, particularly since legal experts
could not agree about the possibility of Austria’s participation in the European
Political Cooperation (EPC) and with the Common Foreign and Security Policy
(CFSP) that was provided by the Maastricht Treaty. Critics saw difficulties above
all else with export restrictions or bans regarding war materials in the case of the
involvement in a conflict of another EC or EU member, which could contradict
Karl ZEMANEK, Wirtschaftliche Neutralität, in: Juristische Blätter 81 (1959), 10–11,
249–251.
107
Alfred VERDROSS, Die immerwährende Neutralität der Republik Österreich, 2nd edition
1966; Idem, Die immerwährende Neutralität Österreichs (Sonderheft der Schriftenreihe
Politische Bildung), Wien 1977.
108
Rudolf KIRCHSCHLÄGER, Der österreichische Status der dauernden Neutralität und seine
Rückwirkung auf das interne Recht des dauernd neutralen Staates, in: Verhandlungen des
Dritten österreichischen Juristentages, Wien 1967, Bd. 2, Teil 2, Wien 1969, 5–23.
109
Stephan VEROSTA, Die dauernde Neutralität. Ein Grundriß, Wien 1967.
110
Felix ERMACORA, 20 Jahre österreichische Neutralität, Frankfurt am Main 1975.
111
See Manfred ROTTER, Soll Österreich der EG beitreten? – Zur Multidimensionalität einer eindimensional gestellten Frage: Österreichische Zeitschrift für Politikwissenschaft
17 (1988), 169–181; Waldemar HUMMER, Annäherung zwischen EG und EFTA-Staaten:
Außen-, Neutralitäts- und Wirtschaftspolitische Problemfelder, in: Fritz SCHWIND (Hrsg.),
Österreichs Weg in die EG – Beiträge zur europäischen Rechtsentwicklung, Wien 1991, 7–52:
46; for the problem area of the Schweitzer-Hummer expert report, see Stephan NONHOFF,
„In der Neutralität verhungern?“ Österreich und die Schweiz vor der europäischen Integration,
Münster 1995, 76–85.
112
Michael SCHWEITZER, Dauernde Neutralität und europäische Integration, postdoctoral thesis, Universität Mainz 1975, published: Wien – New York 1977.
113
Waldemar HUMMER – Michael SCHWEITZER, Österreich und die EWG. Neutralitätsrechtliche Beurteilung der Möglichkeiten der Dynamisierung des Verhältnisses zur EWG
[Eigentümer und Verlag: Vereinigung Österreichischer Industrieller], Wien 1987.
114
Interview with Consul General Alfred LÄNGLE, July 15, 1998 (audio recording in the
possession of the author).
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the principle of free trade in goods, as well as with unilateral export embargoes
against a non-EU party at war.115
Even if the expert report had been intended as a sort of ice breaker f unction which
then ended up being far-reaching, the forming of opinions and decision-making
within the government in this regard went on to develop with no lack of tensions
and frictions. In the Foreign Ministry, the expert report was significant above all
else for the younger members of the diplomatic corps.116
In the internal debate at Ballhausplatz, pro-integration diplomats had to find
a common basis for discussion with professors of international law, especially
with those scholars who stressed the priority of permanent neutrality over EC
membership and its incompatibility. Gregor Woschnagg remembers:
“Professor Karl Zemanek has, in my opinion, rightly led the title of ‘Pope of Neutrality’. He
wrote a lot about it and was also an advisor to the Foreign Ministry. In the end we had to
convince him. This happened because Zemanek appeared every week in the Foreign Ministry.
We went step by step through the Treaty of Rome and every argument was discussed. There is
one thing I remember very well. It was about the question: If there is a case of war in Europe,
then as a neutral state we would have to ban the transport of war material or grant it to both
sides. But how can we do that if we no longer have border controls? I came up with a somewhat
dizzying idea at the time. If that is the case, we will put up a sign in three languages on every
Austrian road along the motorway: According to this or that law, the transit of war material
through Austria is strictly prohibited. Zemanek looked at me a little suspiciously and I looked
at the ground, embarrassed. It was of course a windy solution, but it finally went through.”117

See Gerhard KUNNERT, Österreichs Weg in die Europäische Union. Ein Kleinstaat ringt um
eine aktive Rolle im europäischen Integrationsprozeß, Wien 1993, 168–171, 318–328.
116
Interview with Consul General Alfred LÄNGLE on July 15, 1998 (audio recording in the
author’s possession).
117
Original quotation: “Professor Karl Zemanek hat meiner Meinung nach zu Recht den Titel
geführt, der ‘Neutralitätspapst’ zu sein. Er hat viel darüber geschrieben und war auch Berater
des Außenministeriums. Am Ende mussten wir ihn überzeugen. Das geschah dadurch, dass
Zemanek jede Woche im Außenministerium erschienen ist. Wir sind Stück für Stück den Römervertrag durchgegangen und jedes Argument wurde diskutiert. Eine Sache ist mir noch sehr
gut in Erinnerung. Es ging um die Frage: Wenn es einen Kriegsfall in Europa gibt, dann müssten wir als neutraler Staat den Kriegsmaterialtransport verbieten oder beiden Seiten gewähren.
Aber wie kann man das, wenn wir keine Grenzkontrollen mehr haben? Mir ist damals eine
etwas schwindelige Idee eingefallen. Wenn das der Fall sein wird, dann werden wir an jeder
österreichischen Straße an der Autobahn eine Tafel in drei Sprachen aufstellen: Laut diesem
oder jenem Gesetz ist die Durchfuhr von Kriegsmaterial durch Österreich streng verboten.
Zemanek hat mich etwas misstrauisch angeschaut und ich habe verlegen zu Boden geschaut.
Es war natürlich eine windige Lösung, aber sie ging letztlich durch.” Interview with Gregor
WOSCHNAGG at the Forum Alpbach August 2010 (audio recording in the possession of the
author); Karl ZEMANEK, Austrian lawyer, diplomat and lecturer in international law at the
University of Vienna, the Diplomatic Academy and the Austrian National Defence Academy
in Vienna has also served as Austrian Ambassador to the United Nations.
115
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Woschnagg complements it:
“I’m a great admirer of Professor Zemanek. There were many time-consuming discussions
about every detail. He said after a whole year: ‘Ok. My conclusion is that it is a political
decision. I am an expert in international law. I actually have to say that I would have to rewrite
some books today, but I realise that it is a political decision. That was for the government
to decide.’ Another advisor to the Foreign Ministry, Stephan Verosta, also an international
law expert, said when I talked to him about it for a long time: ‘I’m not changing my mind’.
Zemanek said in his wisdom – that was greatness of him – ‘Ok. The world is changing. It is
feasible. It’s a political decision.’ That’s why I take my hat off to him.”118

1992: Wolfgang Schüssel and Alois Mock signing the EEA Agreement
118

Original quotation: “Ich bin ein großer Bewunderer von Professor Zemanek. Es waren viele
zeitraubende Diskussionen um jedes Detail. Er hat nach einem ganzen Jahr gesagt: ‘Ok. Meine Konklusion ist, dass es eine politische Entscheidung ist. Ich bin Völkerrechtler. Ich muss
eigentlich sagen, dass ich heute einige Bücher umschreiben müsste, aber ich sehe ein, dass
es eine politische Entscheidung ist. Das musste die Regierung entscheiden.’ Ein anderer Berater des Außenministeriums, Stephan Verosta, auch ein Völkerrechtler, hat gesagt, als ich
mit ihm lange darüber gesprochen habe: ‘Ich ändere meine Meinung nicht.’ Zemanek hat in
seiner Weisheit gesagt – das war Größe von ihm – ‘Ok. Die Welt ändert sich. Es ist machbar.
Es ist eine politische Entscheidung.’ Deswegen ziehe ich meinen Hut vor ihm.” Interview with
Gregor WOSCHNAGG at the Forum Alpbach August 2010 (audio recording in the possession of the author); Stephan VEROSTA is the author of “The International Position of Austria
1938–1947”. In 1953 he became head of the International Law Department in the Foreign
Office, succeeding Rudolf BLÜHDORN. From 1956 to 1961 he was ambassador in Warsaw,
from 1962 to 1980 he taught as professor at the University of Vienna as successor of Alfred
VERDROSS-DROSSBERG. As foreign policy advisor to Foreign Minister Leopold FIGL,
Verosta played a decisive role in the drafting of the Austrian State Treaty of 1955. Verosta was
an advocate of the thesis of the “occupatio bellica” of Austria in 1938 as opposed to the assertion of a legally valid annexation. Verosta is regarded as one of the founders and exponents of
Austria’s victim thesis.
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The year 1987 marked the beginning of the “persuasion work” at the domestic and foreign policy level for the second solo run towards Brussels after the
previous effort in 1963–67. The accession policy then took clearer and clearer
shape starting from the spring of 1989. Acceptance into the coveted Community
that was not realized rapidly was compensated for in 1992 by the interim solution
that was initiated by EC Commission President Delors of the European Economic
Area (EEA), a multilateral association relationship with the EC. The EEA was
an integration policy step in the direction of a Western European community.
Within that context, the EC made it clear that it only wanted to accept those
states in negotiations for accession that had previously ratified the EEA treaty.
That was also a clear message, that is, a rejection of the swift acceptance of the
candidate countries from Central and Eastern Europe. It is for that reason that
Austria also immediately joined in EEA negotiations with the European Communities, but it also did not allow itself to be diverted from its application for EC
accession. It had been quickly recognized in Vienna that the EEA would not offer
any s ubstitute for full EC membership. After the EEA entered into force, Austria
did in fact enter this larger association on January 1, 1994 along with Finland,
Iceland, Norway, Liechtenstein, and Sweden, but exactly one year later, the accession into the European Union was to take place. In that respect, the EEA was
an important preliminary step towards acceptance in the EU when on January 1,
1994, Austria was able to take on a majority of community law. Other issues had
been clarified in advance in the course of the EEA negotiations in order to shorten
the accession negotiations with the EU. The negotiations for accession with the
EC for Finland, Sweden, Norway, and Austria were thus also the shortest in the
history of the enlargement of the Communities. They lasted just more than a year,
from F
 ebruary 1, 1993 to March 30, 1994.119
Since 1989, the Chancellor's accession policy had been concentrated on the
transnational level. The SPÖ Federal Chairman strengthened contacts with leading social democrats in governments. Thus Vranitzky contributed to the formation of a consensus among them that the EEA, initially favored by Delors, should
only be regarded as an intermediate stage for EC accession. The convergence of
positions and the cooperation among four EFTA states was reflected in an informal network of heads of government that met Vranitzky frequently sometimes
in the Alps: Gro Harlem Brundtland (Norwegian Labour Party), Gösta Ingvar
Carlsson (Sveriges socialdemokratiska arbetareparti, SAP) and Paavo Tapio
Lipponen (Finnish Social Democratic Party) acted on a common line in overcoming national differences. They achieved attention and recognition with other EC
member state party representatives. Through concerted action, they were successful in making the matter of accession into a central theme in both the Party of
European Socialists (PES) and the Socialist International (SI), and had success in
119

Christopher PRESTON, Enlargement and Integration in the European Union, London – New
York 1997.
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gaining support. Numerous initiatives and invitations took place for consultation
on and the coordination of common positions (Letter from Franz Vranitzky to the
author, March 19, 2007).

1990: The coordination of EC accession objectives with the Scandinavian Socialdemocrats
worked, f.l.t.r. Hans Jochen Vogel (FRG), Gro Harlem Brundtland (Norway), Franz Vranitzky
(Austria) and Gösta Ingvar Carlsson (Sweden)

In the final phase of the 1980s, a cautious policy of rapprochement with the EC
had already set in with an expressed reservation of neutrality (1987–91) which
was then superseded by an intensified policy of accession with the growing
willingness to put neutrality up for consideration (1991/92–1994), although in the
end, the adherence to it remained.
Austria’s integration policy from the formation of the Grand Coalition under
the leadership of Vranitzky and Mock from 1987 to 1995 was a very complex
process. First of all, a considerable Europeanization of Austrian policy began
which manifested itself through broader reporting on Europe in the media, the
consequence of which was also an internationalization of the public debate. This
was then followed by an adaptation that was purposefully striven for to the corpus
of legislation of the Community and a harmonization with the acquis communautaire, which was to become increasingly more important than the national legislation. Furthermore, with the intensified integration process, there was a necessary
impetus for reform of the political system which, over the long term, would lead
not only to a change in Austrian institutions, but would also already contribute to
budget reforms that had become urgently necessary.
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1989 July 14, The Letter to Brussels dated with the French national holiday
and the original signature of Alois Mock

5. THE LETTER TO BRUSSELS WITH PRESERVATION OF
NEUTRALITY – RESERVATIONS BY EC AND EFTA MEMBERS
The Austrian application for EC inclusion was intentionally dated by Mock with
the French national holiday, July 14, 1989,120 because France held the Presidency
of the Council of the EC in the second half of the year. Three days later, the
120

On the application for membership and its gradual development: SCHEICH, Tabubruch,
6 5–73; according to Markus GÄDEL, a pragmatic European policy by Austria led to an early
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application for accession was presented in Brussels. Along with the explanatory
remarks and foundation by the foreign minister, he gave an ambivalent picture.
The letter itself was brief and concise, although the reference twice to the
safeguarding of neutrality had to be eye-catching:
“Mr. President:
On behalf of the Republic of Austria, I have the honor to submit Austria’s application for
membership in the European Economic Community pursuant to Article 237 of the Treaty
establishing the European Economic Community.
With the submitting of this application, Austria assumes that its internationally recognized
status of permanent neutrality which is based upon its National Constitutional Law of October
26, 1955 will be preserved, and that as a member of the European Communities as a result of
the accession treaty, it will be capable of meeting its legal obligations that arise from its status
as a permanently neutral state and of continuing its neutrality policy as a specific contribution
towards the maintaining of peace and security in Europe.
Mr. President, please accept the expression of my greatest respect.”121

1989 July 17: Presentation of the “Letter to Brussels” by Alois Mock to the French
Presidency of the Council of the European Communities, Foreign Minister Roland Dumas
application for membership: IDEM, Vereint marschieren – getrennt schlagen!, 122–139; for
additional details on Mock’s Europe and integration policy: Martin EICHTINGER – Helmut
WOHNOUT, Alois Mock. Ein Politiker schreibt Geschichte, Wien – Graz – Klagenfurt 2008,
167–204: 188–189.
121
Original quotation see document 79 in appendix “Documents”, Schreiben Außenminister
Alois MOCK an den Ratsvorsitzenden der Europäischen Gemeinschaften, Roland DUMAS,
Wortlaut der österreichischen Anträge um Aufnahme in die Europäischen Gemeinschaften,
July 14, 1989. Facsimile in: EICHTINGER – WOHNOUT, Alois Mock, 188.
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Upon precise examination of the relevant passages from the explanatory
declaration by Mock on the occasion of the submitting of Austria’s membership
application to the ECSC and the EEC to French Foreign Minister Roland Dumas,
it emerges that there was a mixing of elements of discontinuity and continuity.
Trade cooperation, economic cooperation, and the ensuring of peace were at the
forefront, even though it was expressly emphasized that Austria’s interest was
not based “only upon economic considerations”. However, “a clear goal [is kept]
in mind to not be excluded from the integration process of the Community, but
rather to participate in it in the broadest possible form”. Reference was explicitly
made to Austria’s membership in the OEEC, the Council of Europe, and EFTA,
and attention was even drawn to the loyalty to the small free trade area up to
accession – there was no question of an early withdrawal.122
It was emphasized under Point 4:
“Austria is interested to a particular degree in the success of the European work of unification and peace and wishes success for the European Communities. As a member state, it will
of course be willing to exercise the solidarity which such a work of unification requires. As
a highly developed industrial country, Austria will be a so-called ̔ net payer̕ because of its
gross domestic product. It will contribute to the efforts at intensified economic and social
cohesion.”123

In Point 5, reference is explicitly made to Austria’s neutrality:
“Austria’s neutrality is its specific contribution to the maintaining of peace and security in
Europe, a contribution which finds its parallel in the preamble to the EEC Treaty and which
reads, ‛To preserve and strengthen peace and liberty.’”124

In the eighth point, the continuity of Austria’s Europe policy is emphasized:
“This application for accession also fits in with the continuity of Austria’s integration policy.
Austria has repeatedly shown its commitment to participate at the maximum degree in the
process of European integration in its various phases of development: with the founding of the
OEEC (the Organization for European Economic Co-operation), then in the Council of Europe
‟Erklärung von BMA Dr. Alois MOCK anläßlich der Überreichung der österreichischen Beitrittsansuchen, July 17, 1989”, in: Gerhard KUNNERT, Spurensicherung auf dem österreichischen Weg nach Brüssel (Schriftenreihe Europa des Bundeskanzleramtes, Sonderband), Wien
1992, 64–65; see in extenso document 80 in appendix “Documents”.
123
Original quotation: “Österreich ist am Gelingen des europäischen Einigungs- und Friedenswerkes in besonderem Maße interessiert und wünscht den Erfolg der Europäischen Gemeinschaften. Als Mitgliedsstaat wird es selbstverständlich bereit sein, die Solidarität zu üben,
die ein solches Einigungswerk erfordert. Als hoch entwickeltes Industrieland wird Österreich
aufgrund seines Bruttonationalproduktes ein sogenannter ‘Nettozahler’ sein. Es wird zu den
Bestrebungen für eine intensivierte wirtschaftliche und soziale Kohäsion beitragen.” Ibid.
124
Original quotation: “Die Neutralität Österreichs ist sein spezifischer Beitrag zur Aufrechterhaltung von Frieden und Sicherheit in Europa – ein Beitrag, der seine Entsprechung in der
Präambel des EWG-Vertrages findet und die lautet: ‘Frieden und Freiheit zu wahren und zu
festigen.’” Ibid.
122
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and in EFTA (the European Free Trade Association); and above all else through the concluding
of the Free Trade Agreement with the European Communities. Within that context, Austria is
keeping a clear goal in mind to not be excluded from the integration process of the Community,
but rather to participate in it in the broadest possible form.”125

Mock’s overall argumentation also in fact explains the hesitant behavior of the
EC Commission that was geared towards deepening of integration, as well as the
cool, reserved, and indeed almost negative conduct of French diplomacy and Belgian policy. The classic advocates of a deepening of integration had to be irritated
with such an Austrian way of thinking that indicated inertia and protection. They
continued to have a problem with the Alpine Republic being regarded as a “special case” applicant for accession, and there was no trace of genuine joy.
A reaction from Moscow was inevitable, but it turned out to be very moderate and occurred relatively late, namely only in the following month. In an Aide
Mémoire from the USSR of August 10, 1989, understanding was shown for the
economic reasons that moved Austria to make the application for EC accession,
but at the same time, it expressed the hope that for Austria, “the preservation of
permanent neutrality to its full extent both in the legal and political dimension”
would have priority “over all other considerations”. It was furthermore expected
that the provisions of the State Treaty would be adhered to. Permanent neutrality
was not only called “the most valuable political possession of the Republic of
Austria”, it also represented “a big factor of stability, of trust, and of mutual understanding in all of Europe”.126
The new reform-oriented policy of Gorbachev (Glasnost and Perestroika),
which had become gradually recognizable starting from 1985 and which also
made the increasing appearance of crises in the USSR clear, as well as the process
of erosion of the position of power of the Soviet Union that began from 1989 to
1991, without a doubt allowed Austria’s Federal Government to be more engaged
and committed in its EC ambitions. Earlier misgivings and considerations of
Moscow’s position gradually ceased to apply, particularly since the Soviet Union
Original quotation: “Dieser Beitrittsantrag ordnet sich auch in die Kontinuität der österreichischen Integrationspolitik ein. Österreich hat sein Engagement, maximal am europäischen
Integrationsprozeß in seinen verschiedenen Entwicklungsphasen teilzunehmen, wiederholt
bekundet: so bei der Gründung der OEEC (Europäische Organisation für wirtschaftliche
Zusammenarbeit), dann im Europarat und in der EFTA (Europäische Freihandelsassoziation);
und vor allem durch den Abschluß der Freihandelsabkommen mit den Europäischen Gemeinschaften. Österreich hat dabei das Ziel vor Augen, nicht vom Integrationsprozeß der Gemeinschaft ausgeschlossen zu werden, sondern an ihm in weitest möglicher Form teilzunehmen.”
Ibid.
126
Aide-Mémoire der Sowjetunion zu den österreichischen EG-Beitrittsansuchen, August 10,
1989, in: KUNNERT, Spurensicherung, 562; see document 81 in appendix “Documents”;
on the first work on the formulation of a neutrality clause in an application for membership:
SCHEICH, Tabubruch, 63–64; on August 20, 1989, the Soviet Union, through its Ambassador in Vienna, expressed reservations about Austrian EC membership see CEDE – PROSL,
A nspruch und Wirklichkeit, 90.
125
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showed greater understanding and accommodation for Austria’s EC intentions.
This new trend was already heralded during the visits by Mock and Vranitzky to
Moscow in September and October 1988 in the meetings with Nikolai Ryzhkov,
Chairman of the Council of Ministers from 1985 to 1991 and thus head of the
Soviet government.127

1988 September, 11–14: Visit of Foreign Minister Mock with an Austrian delegation to Moscow, far
left, Gerhard Ziegler, third from left Herbert Grubmayr, Martin Eichtinger, Alois Mock, unknown,
Emil Staffelmayr, Thomas Mayr-Harting, Manfred Scheich, second from right Gennadi Shikin

It is significant to note that the Federal Chancellor and the Foreign Minister
paid separate visits to Moscow at such a short notice. This seemed to convey a
certain harmony, but in fact did not necessarily speak for mutual trust. On the
contrary, there was jealousy, resentment and mistrust between the Federal Chancellery and the Foreign Ministry on the question of foreign policy action and
competences, especially in matters of European integration. What is striking in
this case, however, is that both Mock and Vranitzky did not have to perceive the
signals from Moscow for Austria's EC request for accession as negative.

127

On the visits of Foreign Minister MOCK and Federal Chancellor VRANITZKY to Moscow
in September and October 1988: SCHEICH, Tabubruch, 55–62; to the end of the Soviet Union
starting in 1989 see Helmut ALTRICHTER, Russland 1989. Der Untergang des Sowjetischen
Imperiums, München 2009, 307–388.
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1988 September, 11–14: Visit of Foreign Minister Alois Mock in Moscow,
together with the Soviet Foreign Minister Edvard Shevardnadze

In the wake of the revolutionary events in 1989 in Central and Eastern Europe,
the reservation of neutrality for the official Austria appeared to be more and more
questionable. Brussels also no longer insisted upon a formal revocation, and thus
Vienna was able to pull back to a standby position without a greater loss of face.
The condition remained, though, to not make neutrality a subject of debate in
future negotiations for accession. A pragmatic solution emerged: the issue should
be tackled in a “practical” manner and not treated as a “philosophical problem”.128
With regard to neutrality, what dominated therefore in the 1990s was not mentioning it, along with the special language regime of the integration policy vocabulary
of the Ballhausplatz.129
In comparison to the Soviet Aide Mémoires up to that point, international law
experts were able to recognize a tone that was serious but not “sharp”. They even
believed that they were able to derive from them the hope “that the USSR could
definitely take note of a new assessment of the function of Austrian neutrality under the changed basic conditions of a common ‘European house.’” On October 26,
at a press conference during a state visit in Finland, Gorbachev declared that relations with Austria were “wonderful” and were characterized “by great dynamics,
by trust, and versatile cooperation”.130 He then answered another journalist with
a remarkable formulation: “Let me still answer your question of how we would
Dokument 39: Protokoll über die EG-Informationsreise/Brüssel verfaßt von Dr. Helmut
Wohnout, October 19–21, 1992, in: Michael GEHLER, Der lange Weg nach Europa. Österreich
von Paneuropa bis zum EU-Beitritt, Bd. 2: Dokumente, Innsbruck – Wien – München – Bozen
2002, 526–532: 532.
129
Der Standard, November 9, 1993, 1, 2, and 5.
130
Waldemar HUMMER, Ziele, Methoden und Ergebnisse der österreichischen Integrationspolitik, in: Hans-Georg KOPPENSTEINER (Hrsg.), Der Weg in den Binnenmarkt (Schriften zum
gesamten Recht der Wirtschaft 23), Wien 1991, 27–73: 69–70.
128
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stand if some countries make some decision as to how its relations should be in
the direction of an organization: that is it’s right, that is it’s right.”131
That was a sensational assessment and a clearly tangible modification of the
Soviet point of view. During Vranitzky’s visit to Moscow on September 30, 1991,
Gorbachev, still before he completely lost power, declared to the Austrian Chancellor, “I view this step [EC accession] as a sovereign step by Austria – as a normal element of the European process. You can decide freely and by yourself what
you want and when you want to have it.” That was, as Gerhard Kunnert calls it,
the “highpoint” of the Soviet statements that commented in a well-meaning way
on the course of Austrian integration.132
In contrast to Austria, Switzerland, which had once figured as the model for
Austrian neutrality, had in the meantime found itself in a national identity crisis,
had behaved more obstinately in negotiations with Brussels up to that point, and
in so doing had emphasized its national independence and neutrality more strongly,133 which also earned it less sympathy in Brussels than the “special case” of
Austria did. The sensitive topic of neutrality, which the Washington Post quoted
from the mouth of an Austrian official as being the “crux of the matter”,134 was
still to take care of that.
The reservations that were expressed in the sounding out on the part of the EC
with respect to the wording of the requests that was selected by Austria were also
to remain later on to their full extent. At the meeting of the Council that took place
in Brussels on July 17, 1989, the immediate handling of the Austrian applications
for accession was initiated by German Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher,
but his Belgian counterpart, the former head of government and current Foreign
Minister Mark Eyskens, withheld his assent with reference to the “neutrality
passage” that was contained in them. His proposal, which was made publicly
and according to which the EC could enter into negotiations with the USSR on
the possibility of being flexible with Austrian neutrality, was received in Vienna
as a foreign policy affront. Eyskens was thus intimating that Austrian neutrality
also lay in the interest of the Soviet Union. Disapproving reactions from Austria
KUNNERT, Österreichs Weg, 213.
Original quotation: “‛Ich sehe diesen Schritt [EG-Beitritt] als einen souveränen Schritt Österreichs an – als ein normales Element des europäischen Prozesses. Sie können selbst und frei
entscheiden, was Sie und wann Sie es haben wollen.’” That was, as Gerhard KUNNERT calls
it, the “‛climax’ of the statements – commenting well-intentioned on the Austrian integration
course.” Ibid., 214.
133
Thomas SCHWENDIMANN, Wien drängt, Bern wartet ab. Unterschiedliche Integrationskonzepte Österreichs und der Schweiz zwischen 1985 und 1989, in: GEHLER – STEININGER
(Hrsg.), Österreich und die europäische Integration, 267–290; IDEM, Herausforderung Europa. Integrationspolitische Debatten in Österreich und in der Schweiz 1985–1989 (Europäische
Hochschulschriften XXXI/236), Bern – Berlin – Frankfurt am Main – New York – Paris –
Wien 1993, 198–268.
134
Robert J. MCCARTNEY, Neutral Austria Seeks Political, Economic Balance. In Weighing
Decision to Join Economic Community, in: The Washington Post, July 22, 1988.
131
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were the consequence.135 Eyskens made the reservations clear: if Austria insisted
upon “permanent neutrality”, there could be problems.136 The leading politician
of the Flemish Christian Democratic Party (CVP) even demanded to first arrange
meetings between the EC and the USSR before the discussion by the EC Council
of Ministers. In an interview in Die Presse with Otmar Lahodynsky, he made
clear,
“What irritates me a little is the declaration by the Austrians that their neutrality status is
definitive and untouchable. They have shown no willingness for flexibility at all there. Our
position is not at all unfriendly towards Austria. But we Belgians want the EC to become a
sort of ‘United States of Europe’. For that reason, we want as many guarantees as possible that
Austria will not obstruct that process. Perhaps there could be an evolution in their neutrality
status […] With Gorbachev and the development in the relations between West and East, it
would be worth a try to have discussions with countries outside of the EC in order to test the
possibility of a flexible neutrality. The European Community could enter into negotiations
about it with the Soviet Union.”137

Vranitzky had the reply made immediately that Austria would not carry out
negotiations with any country about the neutrality that it had chosen for itself.
Vice Chancellor Josef Riegler (ÖVP), who in the meantime had taken over for
Mock in this function, also categorically rejected the comments by the Belgian,
who had not acted in coordination with his government.138
But the Belgian side felt more than warned by Austria’s desire for accession
with the reservation of neutrality, it was fundamentally most deeply disquieted.
On July 26, Juan Cassiers, who acted as Belgian Ambassador to the OECD in
Paris, consulted with Eyskens, attempted to reflect upon the motives and circumstances, and above all tried to discuss possible consequences.
“L’attitude lucide et ferme que vous avez adoptée à l’égard de la candidature autrichienne à la
Communauté m’a beaucoup réjoui. La diplomatie occidentale, par ailleurs heureuse, a, souvent
de la peine à marquer des bornes; soit manque de clarté de vues, soit sens de la conciliation
Salzburger Nachrichten, July 19–20, 1989.
Das österreichische Beitrittsgesuch an die EG, July 17, 1989, in: Archiv der Gegenwart, July 17,
1989, 33573.
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Original quotation: “Was mich ein wenig irritiert, ist die Erklärung der Österreicher, daß ihr
Neutralitätsstatus definitiv und unberührbar ist. Sie haben da überhaupt keine Bereitschaft
zur Flexibilität gezeigt. Unsere Haltung ist überhaupt nicht unfreundlich gegenüber Österreich. Aber wir Belgier wollen, daß die EG eine Art ‚Vereinigte Staaten von Europa‘ wird.
Deshalb wollen wir soviel Garantien wie möglich, daß Österreich diesen Prozeß nicht behindert. Vielleicht könnte es eine Evolution in Ihrem Neutralitätsstatus geben. [...] Mit Gorbatschow und der Entwicklung in den Beziehungen zwischen West und Ost wäre es den Versuch
wert, mit Ländern außerhalb der EG Gespräche zu führen, um die Möglichkeit einer flexiblen Neutralität zu testen. Die Europäische Gemeinschaft könnte darüber mit der Sowjetunion
in Verhandlungen eintreten.” “Wir haben nichts gegen Österreich.” Belgiens Außenminister
Mark EYSKENS hat aber Angst vor der Neutralität, in: Die Presse, July 20, 1989.
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porté à l’extrême, nos pays ont souvent tendance à se laisser entraîner, d’un pas à l’autre, à des
mesures dont l’effet accumulé est de dénaturer leurs propres projects à long terme.
La période actuelle est à bien des égards le pendant de celle que nous avons connue de 1945 à
1950. Ce qu’un certain nombre d’hommes ont construit alors pour faire face à des circonstances dramatiques doit être remanié pour répondre à un changement radical de circonstances.
Nous pouvons nous en réjouir, car l’évolution en URSS et en Europe de l’Est marque le succès
de notre politique. Pour assurer notre avenir, il nous faut cependent procéder à une nouvelle réflexion fondamentale, et définir à nouveau les lignes directrices de notre action à moyen terme.
Un tel exercice n’aurait guère de conséquences s’il demeurait limité au domaine intellectuel:
c’est en mettant publiquement en avant certains principes d’action susceptibles de rallier des
appuis qu’il trouvera son effet pratique.
Votre action dans l’affaire autrichienne s’inscrit bien, me semble-t-il, dans une telle perspective. Elle m’encourage à vous faire part de quelques observations d’ensemble sur les développements en cours en Europe [...].”139

If Cassiers is followed, then the Europe policy and international developments of
1989 were found in an open situation that was comparable to that of the period
in the prior history of the formation phase of the Schuman Plan in the years from
1950 to 1952. What was concerned was a decision on direction – a further, continued supranational integration of the European Communities or else making it
relative, putting on the brakes, and stagnation, if not even a threat to it. Belgian
diplomats and politicians obviously feared that EC integration could be called
into question at its very core by a neutral Austria as a future EC member. Cassiers
also attached a memorandum for Eyskens in which his considerations had gone
through further refining. In the reply from Eyskens to Cassiers, it became clear
which fears were present in connection with the “Austrian affair”, even in the
Belgian foreign ministry and its leadership:
“Je vous remercie également pour l’appui que vous me témoignez dans l’affaire autrichienne. Je crois que la Communauté est placée devant un choix crucial. D’aucuns envisagent
l’hypothèse d’une finlandisation de l’Europe par Autriche interposée. Il est évident, qu’opposés en ces termes, nous nous trouverions devant la bifurcation la plus fondamentale de la
politique o ccidentale depuis la fin de la deuxième guerre mondiale.”140

For Eyskens, the Austria case was a fundamental question for the policy of the
West, but also for the European Communities. Old fears of neutralization arose
Personal letter from J. CASSIERS to Mark EYSKENS, July 26, 1989. Katholiek Documentatie- en Onderzoekscentrum voor Religie, Cultuur en Samenleving (KADOC), KU
Leuven, Archief Papier Mark Eyskens; also see Mark EYSKENS, Buitenlandse Zaken en
de Oost-West-kentering 1989–1992, Tielt 1992, 122–126; interview by the author with Mark
EYSKENS in Leuven, March 1, 2005 (audio recording in the author’s possession). In so doing,
he made it clear that the Austrian request had arrived with surprise and the reservation of
neutrality was not to be reckoned with in that form. The fears with regard to the consequences
had been too great, particularly since the Soviet Union was still insisting.
140
Ministère des Affaires Etrangères, Mark EYSKENS an Monsieur J. CASSIERS. Ambassadeur
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again, and there was even talk of the possibility of a “Finlandization”! According
to Eyskens’ conviction, in the face of the applicant for EC accession with an explicit reservation of neutrality, Western policy was faced with a parting of ways.
These considerations explain quite a bit with a view towards his recommendation
and reservedness as indicated above.
Even though Eyskens subsequently put his interpretation into relative terms
and even withdrew it, it nevertheless led to irritation and a delay in the handling
of the Austrian applications for accession to the ECSC and the EEC. It was not
possible to examine them before the summer break, and thus the purpose was
served. Even though the Council had already instructed the Commission on July
28, 1989 to examine the application for accession and then to draw up its opinion in the form of an “advisory note”, at the request of Belgium the European
Political Cooperation (EPC) was engaged in parallel with the examination of the
possible effects of Austrian neutrality upon the European Communities. At the
first autumn meeting of the Council on October 15, 1989, the Council then came
out in favor of the priority of multilateral EC-EFTA rapprochement within the
framework of the “Delors process” for the formulation of an EEA, from which the
desire became apparent to handle Austria’s immediate requests for accession at a
lower priority.141
6. EC COMMISSION, THE COUNCIL, OTHER APPLICANTS,
FORMER OCCUPATION POWERS, AND AUSTRIA’S EC
APPLICATION
Even after Austria had applied for membership, the enlargement issue was to continue to not be a primary goal for the European Communities for years. Due to the
Turkish application by the government of Turgut Özal in 1987 and the imminent
prospect of an Austrian bid, the Commission made clear that “as regards the dialectic between enlargement and building on existing structures […] priority must
be given to the latter”.142
The Council of the European Communities avoided the subject entirely until the Maastricht European Council meeting in December 1991. In spite of the
tremendous geopolitical changes underway in the East, the European Council’s
meeting in Madrid on June 26–27, 1989 decided to give the green light to Delors’
project launching the first stage of the Economic and Monetary Union (EMU)
based upon his committee’s work, which had been set up at the European Council
Waldemar HUMMER, Österreich und die Europäische Union – Beitritt, Rechtsübernahme,
Mitwirkung, in: Robert KRIECHBAUMER (Hrsg.), Österreich und Europa. Beiträge zu
Geschichte und Politik der Europäischen Einigung um die Jahrtausendwende (Schriftenreihe
des DDr. Herbert Batliner Europainstitutes Forschungsinstitut für Europäische Politik und
Geschichte), Wien 2000, 66–144: 76; see document 82 in appendix “Documents”.
142
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meeting in Hanover on June 27–28, 1988, as well as to preparing an Intergovernmental Conference (IGC) to discuss the subsequent stages.
On October 26, four months before the opening of the EEA negotiations and
three weeks after the reunification of Germany, Stockholm announced its interest in EC membership. The official application by the Swedish government was
submitted on July 1, 1991. The Commission then had to consider three questions
involving decisions in principle:
(a) Should the EC complete institutional reforms, particularly securing more
qualified majority voting, before new members could be admitted?
(b) Should it work towards a solution in which the two first applicants – Austria
and Sweden – were admitted, while later applicants would have to wait?
(c) How would it address the issue of the applicants’ neutrality in the face of a
new Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP)?143

1991 February 15: Alois Mock visiting the German Chancellery Bonn
in conversation with State Minister Lutz Stavenhagen

At the European Council meeting in Maastricht in December 1991, when the EC
members discussed the prospects of enlargement for the first time, the positions
were very different. The applications were simply taken not of and the ball was
passed onto the Commission, which was instructed to produce a report on the
143
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implications of enlargement upon the future development of the European Union
before June 1992. A task force was set up for that issue under the leadership of
Vice President Frans Andriessen.144
When then the Finnish government made its decision to also apply for full
EC membership on February 27, 1992 and submitted it on March 18, the topic of
neutrality became prevalent. From the Commission’s perspective, two questions
arose: (a) whether Sweden, Finland, and Austria could accept the acquis communautaire, and (b) what the later Director of the Task Force for Enlargement
(1993–94) Graham Avery noted on February 24, 1992:
“The important question concerns the Community itself: how great is the risk that new members who are, or have been, ‘neutral’ will block progress towards European security and defence
policies? Whatever lip-service may be paid before accession, will they revert to traditional attitudes, and frustrate the development of the Union in this respect? This is an extraordinarily
difficult judgement to make, for it depends on a series of political factors which are interlinked
and hazardous to predict.”145

The rapid geopolitical changes of the late 1980s and early 1990s in Central and
Eastern Europe led the Commission to announce its opinions on the membership
applications of Austria and Sweden on July 31, 1992, and Finland on November 4,
1992, especially concerning the question of neutrality. The Commission’s opinion
on Austria’s application contained the most reserved language, as its neutrality
was enshrined in the Constitutional Law of October 26, 1955 and was explicitly
referred to in its EC application. The Commission opinion on Austria’s application explicitly stated that it did not accept that Austria could exempt itself from
certain treaty obligations due to its neutrality, while at the same time noting that:
“Political deliberations on this matter will also have to take account, however, of the changes in
the meaning of the very concept of neutrality in the European context, in the wake of the events
in Central and Eastern Europe and the USSR since late 1989, and also of current developments
in Austria itself in this connection.”146

This was a clear statement. But the Austrian break with neutrality did not occur in
1989, but rather gradually, slowly, and de facto from 1992–93 onwards. Until the
very end of negotiations, due both to constitutional and domestic considerations,
Austria would maintain that “there is no contradiction between the obligations of
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GEHLER, Der lange Weg, Bd. 2, 566.
HAEU_GJLA 268 1992 Neutrality. Brussels, 24 February 1992 – Commission: Directorate-
General External Relations – Note for the attention of Mr. Günter BURGHARDT (Sec. Gen.):
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an EU Member State and the key elements of neutrality, and Austria will therefore
join the European Union as a neutral state”.147
Stockholm learned the Austrian lesson taught by the Commission: unlike Austria, Sweden made no specific reference to neutrality in its application, but the
Swedes intended to keep their traditional policy, and they particularly reserved
their position with respect to possible defense options.148
During the fall of 1991, though, Swedish Prime Minister Carl Bildt rephrased
Swedish neutrality so as to align with full participation in the CFSP in contrast
to Austria. Bildt’s and the Austrian statements were “visibly somewhat ahead
of domestic public opinion”, but the Commission did not want to make an issue
out of it. A certain amount of fudge was necessary to keep the show on the road
while geopolitical developments in Europe took their course and the likely future
evolution of the CFSP became clearer. The August 1992 Commission’s Opinion
(‟Avis”) on Sweden’s application was thus markedly more positive and detailed
than the corresponding one on Austria.149
When the Commission’s Opinion on Finland’s application came out in late
1992, most of the topics that could have caused trouble had been resolved by
themselves, while Helsinki as a later applicant was able to learn from and model
itself on the statements by and experiences of the Austrians and Swedes. Accordingly, the Commission’s Opinion was milder in tone than the previous two while
still referring to “specific and binding assurances”.150
How the former occupying powers did react, which before 1955 still drove
together through Vienna as the “Four” in the legendary Jeep? While Moscow signaled mildly formulated but continued rejection, a friendly echo was to be heard
from Washington and London with regard to new Austrian initiatives for integration that were to be expected. In contrast to the 1960s, the USA as a signatory
power of the State Treaty officially interpreted an EC membership of Austria as a
“[...] zwischen den Verpflichtungen eines EU-Mitgliedsstaates und den Kernelementen der
Neutralität kein Widerspruch besteht, und Österreich somit der Europäischen Union als neutraler Staat beitreten wird”, Dok. 11: BKA (GZ 405.707/68-IV/5/94)/BMfAA (GZ 220.500/244III.2/94) Vortrag an den Ministerrat betrifft: Österreich-EU: Beitrittsverhandlungen; Bericht
der Bundesregierung an den Nationalrat sowie an den Bundesrat über das Ergebnis der Beitrittsverhandlungen, 15. 3. 1994, Kapitel 24, in: GEHLER, Der lange Weg nach Europa, Bd. 2:
Dokumente, 641–643.
148
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2019). It included Bildt’s statement of October 4 1991, for instance, that the term ‘policy of
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strengthening of the Western alliance and therefore lying within its interests. But
the desire was also emphasized with this issue to avoid a greater confrontation
with the USSR.151
During the process of EC application for membership, the heads of mission of
the four State Treaty Signatory Powers were fully in line with the Ballhausplatz
integration course: Herbert Grubmayr in Moscow, Thomas Klestil in Washington, Walter Magrutsch in London and Wolfgang Schallenberg in Paris. The advisory services of constitutional lawyer Gerhart Holzinger and international lawyer
Karl Zemanek were also very helpful.152
As in the late 1950s and the early 1960s, the United Kingdom once again
figured as an ally of Austria with regard to Europe policy. In May 1992, Foreign
Secretary Douglas Hurd made it plainly understood that London clearly gave priority to expansion over deepening, which very much accommodated Vienna’s
desire for accession. With special reference to Austria, Sweden, and Finland, he
spoke prophetically of a first wave of new EC members in 1995. As a potential net
payer, Austria was also interesting for the other debtor countries for reasons that
were not completely unselfish.153
Austria’s desire for accession was perceived far less positively in Paris. Older
representatives of the fourth signatory power of the State Treaty were at minimum afraid of a shift in the internal balance of the Community in favor of the
German-speaking element, if not there being a case of old fears of “Anschluss”
even resurfacing again.154 The question of French agreement to Austrian policy
regarding its EU membership was first and foremost a result of decisions at the
political level.
The neo-gaullist Prime Minister Jacques Chirac (UDR/RPR, in office
1986–88) expressed himself as one of the first representatives to be in favor of
it, while the diplomatic representatives reacted with reservations and hesitated
to the very end. Andreas Khol reported an incident within the framework of a
meeting of politicians of the European Democrat Union (EDU) and diplomats
before the submission of the EC application for accession when, during a dinner
in Paris, Chirac signaled his support for Austria’s request for accession still relatively early, while the conservative foreign minister without party affiliation,
Jean-Bernard Raimond, who was sitting at the same table turned completely pale
because of Chirac’s open confession. This occurrence was indicative of the conflicted situation of the French mood. In Khol’s assessment, Raimond’s dismay
The reactions on the “outer front” as it is called by SCHEICH, Tabubruch, 43–45; MCCARTNEY: “Neutral Austria Seeks Political, Economic Balance.”
152
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was for the following reasons: Chirac’s reaction ran counter to the line held by the
Quai d’Orsay. In the latter, the European balance of power had traditionally been
thought of and it was not possible to be free of the fear that Austria would be “the
second German voice” and would strengthen the position of Germany. But the
socialist State President François Mitterrand was also put into a fundamentally
positive mood by Chancellor Helmut Kohl with reference to Austria. During the
negotiations for accession, the French Foreign Ministry subsequently remained
rather disapprovingly reserved with regard to the Austrian matter and operated
correspondingly. Mock and Khol reacted in their way and on various occasions
they spoke consistently in French in order to psychologically improve the climate,
which did in fact help. Alain Lamassoure (EPP) as France’s minister for European affairs was subsequently only able to react and, with the Transit Treaty, only
cause difficulties, but in any case he could no longer halt political decisions with
the accession process. As a confidant of Giscard d’Estaing and a UDF liberal, he
was a representative of ‛Eurofederalism’ – which the Gaullists basically never
were – but with his position he was, in turn, somewhat accommodating to the
matter of Austrian accession. At the time of the presentation of the application for
accession, France held the presidency of the Council. The socialist Roland Dumas, who was a respected attorney until his corruption affair, held that function.
He was on one hand an advocate of a strong and sovereign Europe, but on the
other hand he was also of an Austria-friendly mind as a result of a biographical
connection. He had been employed for many summers as a language teacher in
Mayrhofen in the Zillertal valley in Tyrol. Personal aspects played a role in international and foreign policy that was not insignificant.155
7. IN THE SHADOW OF THE GERMAN QUESTION –
IN TERMS FIRST OF THE GDR ENLARGEMENT OF THE
EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES AND THEN OF AUSTRIA
The German question, which intensified in the autumn of 1989, meant that out
of necessity, the GDR leadership became more interested in forging closer links
with the EC. Commission President Delors, however, had concluded relatively
early on that events were moving towards German unification. On October 17,
at the College of Europe in Bruges when referring to the German question, he
pointed out that “the right to self-determination is applicable to everyone,” and he
already predicted a Europe strengthened by a reunified Germany.156
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There was prominent coverage in the SED newspaper Neues Deutschland of
the visit to the GDR on November 1–2, 1989 by Martin Bangemann, Commissioner for the Internal Market, Industrial Affairs, and Relations with the European Parliament. Bangemann was in East Berlin at the invitation of the GDR Minister for Foreign Trade Gerhard Beil. He also met with, among others, Egon Krenz,
the new chairman of the GDR Council of State (Staatsrat). Both Beil and Krenz
expressed their intention to further develop “political and economic relations
between the GDR and the EC on an equal basis and to a mutual advantage”.157
Given the establishment of the Single Market, they called for more extensive
and deeper economic cooperation and for the conclusion of a trade agreement
between the GDR and the EC. Bangmann reported on the preparations for the
Single Market project. The intention was not, he said, to close off the market
to third countries. Harmonization of technical standards and provisions should
make it easier for third countries to market their goods “as long as these met the
new requirements”. Krenz confirmed that the GDR would do its share.158 He had
heard from Beil that 80% of the GDR’s foreign trade with non-socialist countries
was with the EC,159 which made it clear how important this issue was for the SED
regime.160 After his return to Brussels, Bangemann spoke out very clearly in favor
of an “immediate launch” of negotiations for a trade agreement between the EC
and the GDR.161
The political situation changed completely following the opening of the East
Berlin boarders to West Berlin. Even after the “fall of the Berlin Wall”, both
Austria and the GDR aimed at keeping their good relations alive. Many Austrian
politicians, economists, intellectuals, and journalists were highly skeptical of a
possible German “reunification”; the latter not least due to the dark chapters of
shared Austrian and German history. To name but the most prominent of all: the
“Anschluss” in 1938.162
“EG entsandte Vizepräsident der Kommission in die DDR. Gespräch zwischen Gerhard BEIL
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The newly formed GDR government, led by Prime Minister Hans Modrow163,
was meanwhile sending out positive signals to Brussels. Only a few days after
November 9, the Modrow government spoke out in favor of the GDR becoming a
member of the EC – admittedly over the long term.164
Following the opening of the Berlin sector borders, the EC bodies and the
member states had to adopt a clear position for the first time, regarding the
German question. In an interview he gave to Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen (ZDF),
in response to a question about whether he could imagine an EC with two German
members, Delors said:
“Anything is possible. It is not up to me to choose. It is up to the German people to weigh up
the pros and cons, and, in the light of events, of the historical possibilities, to make their own
sovereign choice, as a reflection of their right to self-determination.”165

Nevertheless, the day after the fall of the Berlin Wall, the Commission stated that
relations between the EC and the GDR would be a “special case”, even at that
early stage referring to the possibility of recourse to Article 23 of the Basic Law
(Grundgesetz) of the FRG.166
The process of narrowing the gap between the GDR and the EC involved moves
from both sides. On December 4, Commissioner Frans Andriessen, responsible
for external relations, visited East Berlin. In the meantime, the European Council in Strasbourg emphasized its intention to imminently give the Commission a
mandate to negotiate with the GDR, with a view towards concluding a trade and
cooperation agreement.167
Austrian politicians and media welcomed the so-called “fall of the Berlin
Wall” on November 9, 1989, immediately followed by a sorrowful discussion
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about possible German ‟reunification”. In principle, official Austria recognized
the right of self-determination for the East Germans, and the Austrian foreign
ministry communicated this stance to the country’s diplomatic representations
all over the world the day after the wall came down.168 Foreign Minister Mock
confirmed his positive attitude towards German ‟reunification” in various public
statements.169
The position of Chancellor Vranitzky was more reluctant. As early as November 24, 1989, he paid an official visit to the GDR, which contributed to the
international recognition of the new regime led by Modrow. In the midst of the
final days of the Cold War in Europe, Austria once again became a diplomatic
“ice breaker” (Graf) for an East German regime. Still, Vranitzky’s motivations
for this step cannot be definitively judged. Among them, and most possibly the
strongest, was the desired continuation of the profitable economic relations and
the conclusion of yet another annual agreement with the GDR. We now know that
the Austrian chancellor visited East Berlin on a short-notice request by Modrow.
The long-term architect of Austrian-East German relations, Gerhard Beil, initiated this request. Vranitzky later on claimed in an interview that he had agreed on
the visit after a telephone conversation with Helmut Kohl, who encouraged him to
travel to East Berlin. Kohl’s foreign policy advisor, Horst Teltschik, also recently
remarked that the visit by the Austrian chancellor was “not very helpful” for the
West German plans for dealing with the GDR.170
In any case, while preparing for the visit, East German state security analyzed
the Austrian position towards the question of “reunification” in every detail, and
in a razor-sharp manner, it discerned the different attitudes of Mock and Vranitzky.171 In his conversation with Modrow, the Austrian chancellor stated that Austria viewed German ‟reunification”:
“[...] Primarily as a decision that has to be made by the German states and would also respect
this decision. On the other hand, one needs to take the paneuropean context into consideration,
and in this sense, the decisions of the CSCE on the stability of Europe as well [...].”172
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With the future of the GDR being everything but certain, Vranitzky moved on in
further developing the bilateral relationship.
Austrian diplomacy perceived the reactions of the victorious powers of World
War II and other European states as reluctant and in many cases opposing German
“reunification”.173 With the announcement of the Ten Point Plan by Chancellor
Kohl on November 28, 1989 and especially during his visit to Dresden on December 19, it became obvious that the train to German reunification was gathering
speed. While Mock unconditionally supported the policy of his christian democrat colleague, statements by the Austrian socialists remained skeptical or even
sorrowful. At that time, the international discussion on the German question was
highly controversial and the outcome seemed uncertain. Against this background,
and in spite of the domestic situation in East Germany, Modrow pressed for a return visit as soon as possible. Not least because of several statements by Austrian
diplomats and especially representatives of the Austrian economy who claimed
to be in favor of a further existence of the GDR, East Berlin was convinced that
Austria was “against [a] swift reunification”. Despite its ambiguous statements
about the future of the GDR, Austrian diplomacy was aware of the troubled situation which the East German state had to face: the people had no confidence in the
current leadership, the round table negotiations seemed to lead nowhere, and an
overthrow of the Modrow regime seemed possible.174
The EC Commission continued giving the topic of the GDR priority. The initial
message coming from Brussels was that its membership would not be a problem
in principle, but only a technical issue.175 Upon a proposal by the Commission, the
Council gave the Commission a mandate on December 21 to negotiate a trade and
cooperation agreement with the GDR. Negotiations should follow according to
the same pattern as those with any other third country, with material support for
its economic and political reform process. The EC was also willing in principle to
extend the support measures it had granted to Poland and Hungary under the program “Poland and Hungary Aid for Restructuring of the Economies” (PHARE) to
other reform-minded countries, including the GDR. Suitable forms of association
should be developed, since it was not yet possible to predict how events would
unfold in Central and Eastern Europe and in the GDR, and therefore no specific
commitments had yet been made.176
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On January 17, 1990 Delors gave a striking speech in the European Parliament in which he reaffirmed the GDR was a “special case” among those states
wishing for closer cooperation with the EC. He referred to three possible future
developments:
(a) Association-agreement;
(b) Accession as an independent state (as an exception, given the accession
requests from Poland and Hungary and the agreement not to take on any
new members before completion of the Single Market); or
(c) Integration of the GDR into the EC as a result of German ‟reunification”
(via article 23 of the Basic Law/Grundgesetz).177
The last proposal from Delors paved the way for a discussion in the EC Foreign
Affairs Council the same month.178 There were so many arguments against independent membership for the GDR that by January, accession of the GDR to
the EC seemed already completely unrealistic, although East Berlin continued to
support this option.179
As for Delors, he was one of those who would have preferred deepening before
widening, if events had not taken such a rapid turn. Thus he and Bangemann began to support German unification. The Commission expected unification of the
two Germanys to act as a driver for further integration and greater commitment
of the new Germany to the EC.
As early as on January 26, 1990, Modrow was already welcomed for his desired return visit to Austria. On this occasion, further economic treaties were
signed and both sides agreed on suspending travel restrictions. In his conversation
with the East German Prime Minister, Vranitzky still stated that Austria aimed at
independently developing its relations with the GDR and thereby contributing to
the democratization process. On German ‟reunification”, he said:
“If the Germans decide on a reunification of both states, it has to be accepted. However, Austria is interested in a general framework that does not endanger Europe or destroy the existing
equilibrium. Too fast of a flow of events, though, would bear such a risk. Everything has to be
assessed under European aspects.”180

The conversation of Foreign Minister Mock with his East German counterpart Oskar Fischer on the same day took a remarkably different shape. Some
days before traveling to Vienna, Fischer had learned from a conversation with
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Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze that Mikhail Gorbachev agreed in
principle with German “reunification”.181
Fischer thus stated “that it will come to reunification; but reunification has to
be embedded in the overcoming of the division of Europe”.182 Mock was probably
the first Western foreign minister to be informed about the change in the Soviet
position in such a straightforward manner. As a further consequence, Moscow’s
consent to German reunification was primarily dependent upon the question of
NATO membership for united Germany and the German financial reward.
Negotiations on the trade and cooperation agreement between EC and GDR
began on January 29. Just a few days later, the Modrow government sent the
EC Commission a memorandum on economic reform in the GDR, indicating its
willingness to make changes by opening up the economy.183 The aim of Modrow
was to achieve an outcome before the parliamentary elections on March 18; this
could then be pointed to as an impressive economic achievement, and as an act of
political recognition of the GDR as an independent state.184 The trade and cooperation agreement, initialed on March 13, was solemnly signed on May 8,185 but it
had already been overtaken by the political developments in Germany and never
entered into force.186
Given the speed of political events in Germany, Bonn was unhappy with the
ten-year duration of the agreement. It would have been preferable to conclude
such an agreement with a democratically elected GDR government.187
The German chancellor then took a decisive initiative: on February 6, 1990,
Kohl publicly proposed that negotiations should start at once with the GDR on
“concluding a monetary union with economic reforms”. The economic affairs
minister presented a three-stage plan for currency, economic and social union
with the GDR by 1992.188
The EC Commission thereupon set up a working group to look at the
envisaged German currency, economic and social union. On February 8, the
“German-German Development Group”, open to all the members of the Commission and headed by Vice President Bangemann, met for the first time. The task
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that it set itself was to follow the rapprochement between the two Germanys and
identify its implications for the Community. In order to do so, the group decided
to base its work on the hypothesis that the GDR and the FRG would unite in the
near future on the basis of article 23 of the Basic Law. In addition, it set itself the
objective of Europeanizing a process that had essentially been inter-German up
to that time.189
Around the same time, the Commission’s Secretariat-General began detailed
and nuanced work on possible activities and Community policies in relation to
the already expected “reunification” of Germany. The list of issues to be dealt
with included questions relating to the EC institutions, the Community budget,
the still existing Coal and Steel Community, consumer protection, the structural
funds, social policy, the currency, economic convergence, and last but not least
competition law. In this regard, references were already being made to “German
reunification”.190

1995 April 18: Inaugural visit of the Permanent Representative
Manfred Scheich to the President of the European Parliament Klaus Hänsch

At the urging of the Commission, on February 12 the European Parliament set up
a “temporary committee to examine the impact of the process of reunification on
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the European Community”.191 Klaus Hänsch, member of the European Parliament
and later on its president (1994–97), remembers the outstanding cooperation
between that committee and the Commission:
“On the Germany question, there has very clearly been a strong and very healthy cooperation
with the special working group on German unification in the parliament. We tried to get a
common view […] on what was necessary to integrate Eastern Germany to the Community
and this worked, as I have seen it and as it has been reported to me, in a very, very strong and
healthy way.”192

On February 16, Delors, also in the parliament, complained that the Commission
received regular information from the Federal Government, but was not consulted
by it. However, he welcomed Kohl’s proposal to the Irish president of the Council
for a special summit on April 28 in Dublin. The FRG government, he said, should
publicly express its support for continued European integration.193
It would not be long before close consultations did take place with the
Commission. The high official of the Commission, Carlo Trojan, who was
Delors’ chief negotiator on German unity, recalls the increasing contacts between
Brussels and Berlin:
“At that time, we had a lot of discussions with German authorities about the preparation of the
monetary, economic, and social union. As a matter of fact, we even had the full Commission
meeting with Chancellor Helmut Kohl in March 1990. So the Commission was very much
involved in the preparation of what became the State Treaty [Staatsvertrag].”194

The Commission was then working on the basis of a three-fold strategy:
(a) Closer relations between the GDR and the EC;
(b) Support for Kohl’s unification policy, and
(c) Calling upon him to make further progress towards greater integration of
the FRG into the EC.
Developments were moving ahead at breathtaking speed, and the reformist East
German regime was desperately trying to keep pace. On March 16, 1990, two days
before the first free elections to the GDR parliament, the Commission received a
note from the Modrow government suggesting the launch of exploratory talks on
the formal integration of the GDR into the EC, with a view towards possible full
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accession.195 This option, however, was clearly contrary to the declared interests
of the EC Member States.196
For the purpose of drawing up two reports that it had undertaken to write
ahead of the special summit of April 28, the Commission set up two new working
groups that would supplement the work of the “German-German Development
Group”. That group was tasked with looking at the implications of German currency union upon the Community. A second group, headed by Vice President
Henning Christophersen, would mainly consider issues associated with economic and monetary union; and a third group, working under Vice President Frans
Andriessen, was charged with studying relations with the Eastern countries in
general including aspects of “external relations”.197
On April 19, the Commission adopted a communication that was to form the
basis for the discussions to take place several days later in Dublin. Following the
reading of this communication by President Delors on April 28, the heads of state
and government of the twelve member states reached a unanimous agreement on
a common approach to German “reunification”: the GDR’s membership in the
Community did not require formal accession but would be effective as soon as
“reunification” was legally established, without amending the treaties and would
be subject to the necessary transitional provisions.198 The issue of whether or not
to amend the treaties had obviously been debated, as Christiaan Timmermans,
former deputy director-general of the Commission’s Legal Service, remembers:
“I remember a debate I had before the Legal Affairs Committee of the European Parliament
with Jean-Paul Jacqué from the Council’s Legal Service. He argued that according to principles of international law, the Treaty should first be amended, more particularly the treaty
article defining its geographical scope of application. I defended the thesis of mobile frontiers.
Members of the Union are the states. If for one reason or another, a Member State’s territory
extends, the Treaties will automatically apply also to the new geographical parts. The latter
approach, which was under the circumstances of course politically much more attractive, was
followed.”199

Once the framework had been established, the Council also accepted the integration plan in three stages proposed by the Commission. The first stage, an “interim
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adjustment stage”, was to begin with the introduction of inter-German monetary
union and would be accompanied by economic and social reforms in the GDR.
This novel and unprecedented stage was to be followed by a transitional stage,
beginning with the formal reunification of the two Germanies, and a final stage
corresponding to full application of the acquis communautaire.200
Delors also proposed that the EC should grant immediate financial support to
the GDR. Kohl expressed his satisfaction that German unification was running in
parallel to European integration, but he at once turned down the offer of immediate financial support: his EC partners, he said, would not have to bear the cost of
uniting the two Germanies.
The decision of the Dublin Summit was clear: the EC Member States gave
their approval to German unification and to a speedy integration of the GDR into
the EC. Following the success of the European Council, a task force was formed,
headed by Trojan, who represented the Commission in Berlin. That task force,
created “to handle specific files with a view to preparing the ‘accession’ of the
GDR and the relevant legislative proposals,”201 was given the task of “monitoring
the unification process, drafting reports to the Council and the Parliament, organizing the work and adapting the acquis”.202 Trojan recalls:
“We had to go through 45,000 pages of legislation in order to see which technical adaptations
were necessary [...] And secondly, we had to figure out if the GDR-Länder would be automatically part of the Union once they would become part of the Federal Republic, and how far we
needed transitional measures. […] One of the main difficulties was external policy and notably
commercial policy because our lawyers were of the opinion that once Eastern Germany would
automatically be integrated through article 23 in the EC, that all the external liabilities of the
DDR would become liability of the […] European Community. So we had to have an idea of
all the external commitments of the DDR, and I’ve been a number of times to East Berlin.
Eventually they sent a truckload of all the contracts – three thousand treaties they had. But
we were really lucky because all the treaties were part of five years plans – it was the system
of the Comecon – and… practically all the treaties finished at the end of 1990. So, it was not
a real problem.”203
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According to Christiaan Timmermans, “The Task Force succeeded in completing
the technical groundwork in a very short period of time, allowing the Commission to timely submit the necessary legislative proposals.”204
By the spring, the position of the GDR had largely converged with that of
the EC. On May 16, the new and freely elected GDR Prime Minister, Lothar de
Maizière, gave a speech to the European Parliament in which he underlined his
agreement “with the aims, values, and ideas of Western European integration”.205
During a meeting with Delors, De Maizière made himself absolutely clear: “We
wish to be sufficiently involved in the negotiations between the EC Commission and the Federal Republic on any necessary amendments and transitional arrangements to ensure that the particular interests of the GDR are safeguarded.”
A whole series of proposals were listed, including “extension to the GDR of the
network of EC advisory bodies”, and “official GDR representation to the EC”.206
De Maizière was clearly asking for the GDR to maintain, as far as possible, its
own autonomous and independent position; a request, however, which would not
be granted. Indeed, since at least February, Delors had been openly supporting
Kohl’s approach and had thus been against the integration of the GDR as an independent thirteenth member of the EC.
Within the context of the domestic developments in the GDR and the changing international climate, Austria’s Chancellor Vranitzky gradually modified his
hesitating attitude and finally warmly welcomed German ‟reunification”, since it
was obvious that Austria would need the support of united Germany to become a
member of the EC.207 Austria had been aiming at full membership in the EC since
1989. For one year, when the revolutions and transformation processes in Eastern
Europe were already on their way, Vienna officially had already applied for EC
membership. The Austrian application was largely met with sympathy, but no
concrete roadmap existed yet.208 After having promoted the idea of Mitteleuropa
(Central Europe) for years,209 against the background of the revolutions of 1989
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and with regard to European integration, Vienna wished to not to be seen as part
of Eastern-Central Europe, but – in spite of being neutral – as an integral part
of the West. When after the fall of the Wall, a close (or an even closer) relationship of the GDR with the EC in the near future was under discussion, Austrian
diplomats followed these developments with mistrust. The events and processes that led to German ‟reunification” soon overtook any considerations in this
direction. As early as in April 1990 in the course of high-level diplomatic negotiations, Bonn already showed its confidence in Austria’s position towards German
‟reunification” and assured the Austrians of German support for the country’s EC
ambitions, but in the same breath suggested that at the moment, a pushy attitude
would be inappropriate.210
The Commission had multiple contacts with the FRG to prepare the German
Staatsvertrag. This interstate agreement between the two Germanys was signed
on May 18, 1990 and called for the creation of a “currency, economic, and social
union” between the FRG and the GDR, entering into force on July 1.211
Based on a Commission communication from the end of June 1990, a report on
the German State Treaty was presented to the European Council, which showed
that around 80% of Community law had already been introduced in the GDR.
The first stage of German ‟reunification” could therefore begin. Trojan’s main
task was now to prepare for the inclusion of the GDR in Community secondary
legislation. Technical adjustments to Community law and transitional arrangements would be necessary for a maximum of three years, particularly in the areas
of security, structural policy, quality standards, and environmental provisions.
Towards the end of August 1990, the Commission presented the necessary legislative proposals for adjustments and transitional measures for the GDR, with January 1, 1991 as the stipulated target date for German ‟reunification”. One round
of negotiations on the German ‟reunification” treaty took place in Bonn, and
another in Berlin in August. Trojan took part on behalf of the EC, as did Dietrich
von Kyaw as foreign office coordinator. 212
Unified Germany almost unconditionally supported Austria’s at times rocky
negotiations for EC membership 1993–94. One of the staunchest opponents was
France. It is reported that in the end, Mitterrand accepted what in his view was
yet another German country joining the European Union.213
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When in the course of a promotion tour for the Austrian EC application,
Vranitzky visited France, Great Britain, and Ireland in May 1990 he met first
with Mitterrand and later with Margaret Thatcher. While French-West German
dissonances over German ‟reunification” had been already overcome214 and the
conversation between Vranitzky and Mitterrand focused solely on European integration,215 Thatcher touched the German question. The British prime minister
and the Austrian chancellor agreed that West German leadership underestimated
the tasks at issue in a unified Germany, especially with regard to economics. Both
kept a certain skepticism which in that regard was justified.216
Against the changing international background and with the results of the
East German elections after March 18, 1990 to be understood as a plebiscite for
German ‟reunification”,217 the Austrian position became rather obsolete. Thus a
discussion of the Austrian diplomatic perceptions of the Two-Plus-Four process
or other matters in detail would not make sense in this context. Nevertheless,
the final months of the Austrian-East German relationship consisted of remarkable episodes, such as the financial relations of the Austrian and East German
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communists218 or the visit of the yet new East German Prime Minister Lothar
de Maizière to Austria in July 1990.219 Instead of discussing this swan song of
Austrian–East German relations, it is important to provide some remarks on how
German ‟reunification” affected Austria’s ambitions of joining the EC.
In September, as it became clear that ‟reunification” would take place earlier
than expected, the Commission was granted certain delegations of power sanctioned by an interinstitutional agreement. Trojan recalls the exemplary cooperation between the institutions:
“They decided that the Einigung would be on the 3rd of October, and we couldn’t possibly finish our work before the 1st of October and then we came up with a trick. […] The Commission
got a mandate from the Council and the Parliament – the cooperation procedure was still there
– that for a period of three months, until the end of 1990, all the technical legislation, transitional measures etc. could be established by the Commission, and that eventually after the
three months it would be adopted in the normal procedure by the Council and the Parliament.
And that was only possible because of the full collaboration of the European Parliament.”220

On September 28, 1990, GDR negotiator and Secretary of State for Europe Petra
Erler, with the support of Bangemann, signed an agreement which, in addition to
the three billion promised by the EC to the GDR for the next three years, would
result in the inclusion of the GDR in the PHARE program. This would provide
40 million euros to clean up the Elbe and establish EC information centers in
Eastern Germany.221 Erler’s obtaining of this EC aid was an achievement of the
de Maizière government. European solidarity had shown that the new German
federal states (neue deutsche Bundesländer) were not solely dependent on “West
German graciousness”, but that East Germany could also feel itself to be part of a
unified Europe, “a thought which had been completely alien in the GDR”.222
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8. THE DISINTEGRATION OF YUGOSLAVIA AND AUSTRIA AS
PIONEER OF THE RECOGNITION OF THE INDEPENDENCE OF
CROATIA AND SLOVENIA 1991
In the Europe of the 1980s and 1990s, the Balkans was to remain Austria’s most
important neighbourhood and political crisis region and at the same time a historically burdened place of remembrance. Until the First World War it resembled a
powder keg. Conrad von Hötzendorf, the Chief of Staff of the Austro-Hungarian
monarchy, had repeatedly considered the possibility of a preventive war against
Serbia. Within four decades, wars either started directly in the Balkans (1912–13,
1914–1918) or states in this region joined the major warring nations and excessive
violent clashes followed (1941–1945). In both world wars, Austrians were particularly involved in violent battles and criminal acts in these regions of Europe. A
fourth Balkan war in the 20th century could not necessarily be ruled out in 1991.
The maintenance of peace was therefore the first task of Austrian foreign policy
vis-à-vis Yugoslavia.223
Against this background, the controversy arose as to whether earlier recognition of the secessionist partial republics and the resulting confirmation of new inter-state borders would promote the peace process or reverse it. The international
response to this had to take into account the now peaceful reorganisation of relations between the Western European states within the framework of the European
Communities by the European Union, which was in the process of being established and from which the Balkans as a common European area of responsibility
could not remain excluded in the future.
A number of questions thus arose: what position would the protectors of Serbian hegemony, in particular France, who were among the EC Member States,
take in the event of their loss? It could no longer be ruled out that Yugoslavia and
Serbia could be reduced to their pre-World War I borders if secession efforts were
made. But how would the Soviet Union, also threatened by disintegration, behave
as Serbia’s traditional protective power in this respect? These were aspects that
Austria had to take into account in its policy.
223
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Relations between Austria and Yugoslavia developed after 1945 between
asymmetry, convergence and cooperation.224 The economic situation in Yugoslavia
deteriorated more and more in the course of the 1980s, which was also connected
with the rigid conditions of the communist one-party system, whose leadership
found cuts in economic structures and democratic and reformist steps precarious
for its own power-political and social position.225
Austria’s Foreign Minister Mock began his function in the tradition of Bruno
Kreisky’s policy of bringing Yugoslavia closer to Western European integration.
In the years before 1989 he had initiated a joint initiative with Norway to set up an
EFTA Fund for Yugoslavia. Through the economy, further liberalisation should
lead to the democratisation of Yugoslavia. Mock also endeavoured to include Serbia in the Danube Working Community (Arbeitsgemeinschaft der Donauländer),
which was founded in 1990. From 1987 he began to draw the attention of the
international community to the imminent danger of disintegration of Yugoslavia.
Mock was particularly concerned about the intensifying national differences.
This was all the more reason for him to support Yugoslavia through institutions
such as the EC, EFTA and the International Monetary Fund. If the country were
to weaken further, he feared a “very dangerous destabilization” of this region of
Europe.226
The developments towards democratic structures were different in the partial
republics. Belgrade was not ready for such reforms. As a result, the leaders of
the communist parties in Slovenia, Croatia and Kosovo were no longer inclined
to follow the new nationalist and centralist leadership of the Communist Party
of Serbia. As Faruk Ajeti makes clear, it was not Tito’s death in May 1980 but
the policy of the new Serbian Communist Party leader Slobodan Milošević that
was responsible. He had made himself independent of his political foster father
Ivan Stambolic. In addition, a nationalist memorandum of the Serbian Academy
of Sciences was published in 1986, which placed a heavy burden on social, economic and political relations in Yugoslavia. The state dissolution process was
accelerated by violent clashes between Kosovo Albanians and Serbian security
and military forces.227
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On the occasion of the 600th anniversary of the Battle of Amselfeld on June
28, 1389, one day after Mock and Horn had cut through the last remains of the
“Iron Curtain” at the Hungarian-Austrian border, Milošević confirmed Serbia’s
“historical claim” to Kosovo. According to his program, “Yugoslavia” was everywhere where Serbs lived and were buried. These events and his policies were not
without effect.228
Against this background, Mock was all the more concerned that Yugoslavia
would no longer exist in its present form. Belgrade did not seem willing or in a
position to take its problems into its own hands in a constructive manner and
solve them in a positive way. This impression was reinforced by the abolition of
Kosovo’s autonomy in 1989 and the dissolution of the provincial parliament in
July 1990. At Ballhausplatz, the impossibility of holding elections throughout
Yugoslavia in 1990 was seen as a further setback. The central government in
Belgrade was to continue to be led by a communist party.229
Discontent and displeasure therefore increased in Slovenia and Croatia, where
the demand for free elections became ever louder. Moreover, Ljubljana and
Zagreb were no longer prepared to accept the transfer of resources from their
own economically more successful republics to the poorer republics of the South.
The escalating social and political developments in Slovenia and Croatia in 1989–
90 and Austria’s military measures with the deployment of the Austrian Armed
Forces in 1991 have already been discussed in detail elsewhere.230
Soon after the beginning of the fighting, the Austrian foreign ministry turned
its attention to the question of the consequences under international law to be
expected if the independence efforts of the republics were to be recognised. The
civil war-like development in Yugoslavia was based on the assumption that the
rights of the central government in Belgrade would be violated if the secession
tendencies of Croatia and Slovenia were recognised.231
The Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) provided for
a mechanism that could be set in motion by one country when there was “danger
of default” in another. Belgrade’s ruthless approach and massive repressive policy
against the Kosovo Albanians since the late 1980s and the rigid fronts between
headquarters in Belgrade and the centers of the partial republics prompted Austria
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to initiate the mechanism of the CSCE. On August 15, 1990, Austria, together
with other states, initiated the first stage of this procedure. After this step was unsuccessful and Belgrade did not change its position, Vienna was the only state to
initiate the second stage of the CSCE mechanism on March 28, 1991. At the subsequent international meeting in Belgrade, Vienna presented a 13-point “register
of sins” and attempted to call Yugoslavia to account. Belgrade, however, accepted
the matter calmly, probably also because of the silence of the international community, which did not join the Austrian initiative. The climate between the central
government and the constituent republics, especially the republics of Slovenia and
Croatia, which were striving for independence, deteriorated increasingly.232
It is remarkable to note how Austria under Mock tried to contribute to a relaxation of the situation by urging, insisting and mediating. It was on May 4, 1991
that he first suggested the deployment of peacekeeping troops. The idea reached
the UN level via the EC. On May 6, Mock put forward another proposal to prevent the increasingly obvious civil war in Yugoslavia. He suggested the formation
of a “European council of wise men” of independent statesmen and pursued the
following goal: “In the search for a peaceful and consensual solution, the Council should assist the parties to the conflict in word and deed, work out concrete
proposals for solutions and contribute overall to calming the tense situation”.233
The suggestion met with approval both among EC states and in Slovenia,
Croatia and Bosnia-Herzegovina, but was rejected in Belgrade as “interference
in internal affairs”.234
For the Austrian Federal Government, the Yugoslav central government remained the primary point of contact. At the same time, however, contacts with
the governments of the republics were intensified. Austria had expressed to
Belgrade that it would respect and positively evaluate the democratic decisions of
the republics. This was also expressed at the official independence celebrations in
Slovenia on June 25, 1991. The provincial governors of Styria, Carinthia, Upper
Austria and Vienna were present in Ljubljana. Even if no representative of the
Federal Government took part in the celebrations, the gesture of the four provincial governors expressed Austrian sympathy for the Republic of Slovenia.
A final attempt to find a peaceful solution to the crisis consisted in submitting a new proposal to the Berlin CSCE Conference with Austria’s assistance.
He should reform the Yugoslav constitution by international constitutional experts in such a way that a peaceful coexistence of the Balkan peoples in an entire
232
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Yugoslavia would become possible. The proposal was again rejected by Belgrade.
The answer was: “One can manage the crisis oneself.”235
Austria’s reaction to the political developments in Yugoslavia and the escalating military events on its border continued to be to draw the attention of international organisations to the trouble spot. The Foreign Ministry’s motto was:
“Standing between visionless realism and unrealistic visions, it is necessary to go
half way or the whole way so that the partners can follow.”236
The course of developments in Slovenia was to prove increasingly irreversible
from June 25, 1991. Mock was more active than any other foreign minister in
Europe. He took the view that the first step had to be taken in order to internationalise the crisis and therefore demanded a declaration from Belgrade on June
27 on the extraordinary military operations that took place in the southern neighbouring country and were perceived as threatening for Austrian security within
a period of 48 hours.237
Memories of the summer of 1914 were awakened, especially in French and
British perceptions. In 1991, however, Austria did not want to make an ultimatum
like that of the imperial government – even if such an impression could be created
in Belgrade, Paris and London – but, in view of the bloody development, wanted
to work towards the consistent application of Chapter II, item 17 of the Vienna
Document on Confidence- and Security-Building Measures (CSBM) of the CSCE
of November 17, 1990. Yugoslavia’s response to the Austrian request for a declaration was again poor: The Austrian ambassador had only been informed in
general terms that Yugoslavia’s neighbouring states had no cause for concern.
This prompted Mock to move to the second stage and to demand a meeting of all
CSCE States within the framework of the Vienna CSCE Conflict and Prevention
Centre, which had already taken place on July 1, 1991. In addition, the Secretary
General of the Austrian foreign ministry, Thomas Klestil, travelled to the United
States to inform Secretary of State James Baker about the situation in Slovenia.238
The Ballhausplatz was ahead of other European countries in their Yugoslavia
policy with its rushing ahead – intentionally or unintentionally. More serious was
the fact that Austria (with Germany) had found itself in a competitive situation
with the EC and the initiative of the German Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich
Genscher, who referring to the decisions taken by the CSCE Council only on
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June 19 and 20, 1991 in Berlin concerning a “Mechanism for Consultation and
Co-operation in Urgent Situations” invited to further talks in Prague on July 3.239
Although Austria also supported his initiative, it had not initiated it itself,
since in view of the inconsistent attitude of the EC states and the hesitant attitude of the USA, no chance was seen of obtaining a majority for it. In addition
to activating the CSCE mechanism, Austria was actively involved in drafting a
declaration on the deployment of CSCE observers to the crisis region. Due to
Austrian intervention, both Slovenian and Croatian representatives were able
to attend this meeting. Genscher had to take note of this and again follow the
Austrian foreign minister.240
Ambassador Manfred Scheich remembers that the Yugoslavia policy had been
agreed between Mock and Genscher, so that it was to be assumed that the two
sides acted on common lines. There was a good and professional relationship
between the two counterparts.241
Austria’s proposal to set up a group of experts to travel to the crisis region has
not yet reached a consensus. Only at the CSCE Conference convened in Prague
should it be possible to implement this demand. Austria provided suggestions not
only in the CSCE context, but also in the UN Security Council. After no immediate solution to the problems in Yugoslavia was to be expected in the first week
of July 1991 after the CSCE meetings in Vienna and Prague, the Austrian Federal
Government dealt on July 3 with the question of the extent to which a convening
of the UN Security Council could be conducive to a settlement of the Yugoslavian conflict. The consultation of the other Security Council members, however,
delayed the initiative, which was also supported by the Austrian opposition, by
weeks, so that a final referral of Yugoslavia to the UN Security Council could not
be achieved until August 7, 1991.242
Both the ÖVP and the two opposition parties (FPÖ and Greens) were in favor
of recognising Slovenia and Croatia under international law, while the social
democratic camp was undecided and argued differently: for Federal Chancellor Vranitzky the question of recognition did not arise: Austria was bound by
“diplomatic customs and rules of international law” and, moreover, the question
of recognition was “overvalued”. Much more important than formal recognition would be advocacy for the protection of human rights and assistance for
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those affected. The Chairman of the Foreign Policy Committee in the Austrian
Parliament, Peter Schieder (SPÖ), even said that immediate recognition would
only harm the cause of the two republics. On the other hand, leading members
of the ÖVP were in favor of an early recognition of the secessionist republics.
They had already drafted a resolution at a federal party conference in which they
expressed their “sympathy, solidarity and support” for the Slovenian and Croatian democrats towards Yugoslavian “tank communism”. During a meeting convened to coordinate the government’s work and dominated by the Yugoslav crisis,
Vice-Chancellor Erhard Busek (ÖVP) also spoke out explicitly in favor of recognition, which led to a discussion between the federal chancellor and the foreign
minister at short notice. This course of recognition met with little understanding
from the coalition partner SPÖ, while the opposition parties in parliament reacted positively. The reluctance of the chancellor party had an effect: the decision
on recognition was postponed by the federal government with the argument that
such a step had to be taken in harmony with other states in order to give the necessary expression to the recognition. This attitude was sharply criticised by the
opposition parties. FPÖ chairman Jörg Haider accused the federal government of
“shying away from recognising the sovereignty of Slovenia and Croatia. For the
Yugoslav central government and unitary state, this was an invitation to further
military intervention.”243
At the Austrian Parliament meeting on July 8, several motions were tabled
by the opposition faction for the immediate recognition of Slovenia and Croatia.
However, the coalition parties insisted on “taking into account Austria’s international position” and “examining the EC position”.244
Ambassador Hans Winkler, who has been at post in Belgrade since 1981, still
remembers July 4, 1991, when he was on a Balkan mission and wanted to greet
the US-American ambassador there, who fended him off with the argument “that
blood was sticking to Austrian hands”. In response to Winkler’s amazement and
counter-question, he explained that the early recognition had caused a shaken degree of guilt in Austria. Winkler argued that all the principles of international law,
i.e. a state with a constitution, the right to self-determination, etc., were in place.
However, as he recalls, the recognition was not an international law decision, but
a political decision taken “with a pure conscience of international law”. There was
no need for legal acrobatics. Winkler’s memory points to a central divergence of
interests: At that time, Americans, British and French had still worked towards
the peoples of Yugoslavia agreeing on a constitutional reform. From Austria’s
point of view, especially from Mock’s perspective, it was already too late for this.
In the end, he was to assert himself in the tug-of-war with Vranitzky, who reacted
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passively, on the question of recognition. There was agreement with the Federal
Republic of Germany in this approach.245
The fact that Austria was a non-permanent member of the UN Security Council in 1991–92 must be taken into account as an essential background for its Balkans activities.246 For Austria’s neutrality, the exercise of which and its policy
were characterised by deviations from the classical concept and the Swiss pattern,
recognition raised concerns under international law if it could be understood as
interference in the internal affairs of the state of Yugoslavia. A ban on intervention was self-evident. It also included not only the use of military power, but also
non-military interference or interventions, e.g. by diplomatic means. Since the
prohibition of intervention is valid and binding for the UN in its relations with
the member states, Yugoslavia was protected according to Article 2, Paragraph 7
of the Statute of the United Nations against any intervention in matters which by
their nature belong to the internal jurisdiction of the state. Only if general international law allowed interference under certain conditions could it be allowed. After
the UN Security Council Resolution 713 of September 25, 1991 had imposed
initial measures such as an arms embargo against Yugoslavia, it was concluded from the following military intervention that Austria’s policy of recognition,
which correctly assessed the measures to be expected from the UN, was in spite
of the contrary Article 2, paragraph 7 and although this ranked before the right
to self-determination. Even the CSCE Final Act of August 1, 1975 confirmed the
ban on intervention. The UN was then at odds with its principles by disregarding
it. The question of whether the promotion of human rights is one of the obligations
under international law under the UN Statute or whether, in fulfilling this responsibility, the states do not have the right to disregard the prohibition of intervention
should also become controversial. In particular, the “humanitarian intervention”
came into disrepute because not only human rights but also political interests always play a role. The attentive observer of this interpretation of the UN functions
could not escape the potential danger that was emerging. But there was still the
possibility of a veto in the Security Council.247
If one also considers that Austria had to think of its own Slovenian and Croatian
minorities in the country, even though statistically they had only a marginal influence on decisions of Austrian Yugoslavia policy, Austria nevertheless took a position that was questionable under neutrality law in the course of the Yugoslavian
crisis in 1990–91 and the armed conflicts in 1991–1996.248
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Alois Mock declared in a foreign policy debate in the Austrian Parliament
Council on July 8, 1991249 that he was guided by a single interest, namely that the
southern neighbours, the peoples of Yugoslavia, should be enabled to shape their
future in accordance with the principles of self-determination, democracy, the
rule of law, human rights and the market economy – and that they could do so in
the spirit of the greatest possible unity. In his view, this also justified the recognition of Slovenia and Croatia. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs made a clear effort
to do so. Mock went on to say that recognition was “a lever for greater internationalisation of the crisis”. The conflict between the peoples of Yugoslavia could no
longer be qualified as a domestic matter.250 Chancellor Vranitzky then replicated:
“I do not ignore the primarily psychological effect that such a measure would have on the
Slovenes. But we must also be aware that after a recognition step we would no longer be dealing with an internal conflict in Yugoslavia, but with a conflict between two states in which
Austria, as a neutral state, would behave in the strictest application of the law of neutrality and
the policy of neutrality. In any case, our room for manoeuvre should be seriously considered in
view of our role as mediators, so that no ambiguities or illusions remain. It must also be borne
in mind that recognition by Austria alone would not solve either the internal problems or the
international problems. It is important to find a political solution, to act as far as possible in a
European consensus and thus to facilitate the necessary steps.”251

Already on the occasion of the declarations of independence of Croatia and
Slovenia, Mock had issued a declaration on June 25, 1991 in which he stated: “The
declarations of independence correspond to the democratically expressed will
of both peoples and must be respected.” The Austrian Ambassador to Belgrade
Walter Siegl’s assertion followed suit:
“The use of massive military force against Slovenia and subsequently against Croatia, and in
the latter case the escalation at the level of comprehensive destruction, including civilian targets, made it clear that there was no longer any basis for a common Yugoslavia.”252
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Original quotation: “Ich verkenne durchaus nicht die in erster Linie psychologische Wirkung,
die eine solche Maßnahme für die Slowenen haben würde. Wir müssen uns aber auch darüber
im klaren sein, daß wir es nach einem Anerkennungsschritt dann nicht mehr mit einer inneren
Auseinandersetzung in Jugoslawien, sondern mit einem Konflikt zwischen zwei Staaten zu
tun hätten, in dem Österreich als neutraler Staat zu striktesten Anwendung des Neutralitätsrechts und der Neutralitätspolitik verhalten wäre. Unser Handlungsspielraum wäre jedenfalls
im Hinblick auf unsere Vermittlungsrolle ernsthaft zu bedenken, damit hier keine Unklarheiten oder Illusionen im Raum stehen bleiben. Man muss sich auch darüber im klaren sein, daß
mit der Anerkennung durch Österreich allein weder die inneren Probleme noch die internationalen Probleme gelöst wären. [...] Wichtig ist es, eine politische Lösung zu finden, soweit als
nur irgenwie möglich in einem europäischen Konsens zu agieren und damit die notwendigen
Schritte zu erleichtern.” Ibid, 357–358.
252
Original quotation: “Die Anwendung massiver militärischer Gewalt gegen Slowenien und in
der Folge gegen Kroatien, und im letzteren Fall die Eskalation auf der Ebene umfassender
249
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Austria was thus the first European state to internationalise the conflict through
bilateral contacts in the face of the crisis. No other state was initially prepared to
follow suit. While the first fighting had already broken out in Slovenia and the
Yugoslav ambassador had been informed about Austria’s concerns, Chancellor
Vranitzky, who in a declaration of June 25 on the day of the celebrations of independence in Slovenia and Croatia had reacted in a rather reserved manner, could
no longer avoid acknowledging the seriousness of the situation and pointing out
blatant misjudgements in Western state chancelleries.
The second war against Croatia began with the attack of the Yugoslav Federal
Army on July 15, 1991. Artillery, tanks and air force were deployed in September.
Ambassador Gerhard Jandl, then a member of the Austrian Security Council delegation in New York, writes:
“In the summer of 1991, on behalf of Foreign Minister Mock, we began considering and exploring whether and how the Security Council could be concerned with the Yugoslavian problem.
The first talks were not very encouraging: there was hardly anyone who thought that invoking
the Security Council for Yugoslavia was a good idea; many UN members even vehemently
opposed our considerations and accused Austria of wanting to exacerbate the crisis with such
a step. After all, Yugoslavia is a sovereign state, indeed a founding member of the UN and
the leader of the Non-Aligned Movement; therefore, an ‘internal’ issue of Yugoslavia should
not be brought before the UN, because it would be contrary to the Charter and, moreover, an
unheard-of step vis-à-vis the highly respected country. Understandably, Yugoslavia used its
good contacts, especially with the Third World, to polemicise against Austrian intentions. Especially in the Third World there were [...] almost panic fears of possible border changes, which
is why the sympathy for Belgrade was great and for Agram and Ljubljana small. The same
applied [...] to some European countries, namely those with minority problems and tendencies
towards independence at home. Official Yugoslavia managed, to some extent, to sell its acts
of war against Croatia and Slovenia as a legitimate attempt to preserve the country’s unity.
Of course, it also left no stone unturned in its attempts to discredit Austria as a ‘promoter of
separatist tendencies’, with even diffuse and abstruse accusations of Austrian arms supplies
being made. In addition, the Yugoslav colleagues claimed that behind everything there was an
Austrian-German-Croatian conspiracy against Belgrade, as known from the Nazi era, and that
Austria was planning to annex Slovenia to Carinthia. In fact, some UN delegates unfamiliar
with the Balkans believed this nonsense. In spite of the hostilities, we did not let up, and yet we
succeeded in triggering a process of reflection in some countries. Moreover, Belgrade’s military behaviour – Slobodan Milošević was already President of Serbia – had become aggressive
that more and more states were concerned about the impact on the whole region.”253
Zerstörungen auch ziviler Ziele, machten klar, dass es keine Basis für ein gemeinsames Jugoslawien mehr gab.” Salzburger Nachrichten, 4. 7. 1991.
253
Original quotation: “Im Sommer 1991 begannen wir im Auftrag von Außenminister Mock
mit Überlegungen und Sondierungen, ob und wie der Sicherheitsrat mit dem Jugoslawienproblem befaßt werden könnte. Die ersten Gespräche waren nicht sehr ermutigend: es gab
fast niemanden, der die Anrufung des Sicherheitsrats wegen Jugoslawien für eine gute Idee
hielt; etliche UNO-Mitglieder sprachen sich sogar vehement gegen unsere Überlegungen aus
und beschuldigten Österreich, die Krise mit einem derartigen Schritt noch verschlimmern zu
wollen. Schließlich handle es sich bei Jugoslawien um einen souveränen Staat, ja ein Gründungsmitglied der UNO und die Führungsmacht der Blockfreien-Bewegung; also dürfte eine
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Nevertheless, the time was not yet ripe for a clear position in the sense of recognition. The question was therefore dealt with dilatorily by the Federal Chancellery.
At a meeting of the Foreign Affairs Council on August 26, the foreign minister’s
request for recognition of Slovenia and Croatia was able to meet with a certain
consensus, at least with the addition that such a step would require agreement with
other states in order to gain the necessary weight. On September 3, Mock formally brought the question of the recognition of the northern Yugoslav republics as
independent states before the Austrian Council of Ministers for the first time, but
no agreement could be reached between SPÖ and ÖVP representatives.254
During a visit by the Austrian Foreign Minister to the United Nations General Assembly in New York on September 19, Mock, through the Austrian UN
Ambassador Peter Hohenfellner, had a letter sent to the Chairman of the United
Nations Security Council (UNSC), in which the deteriorating situation in Yugoslavia was expressly pointed out and a UNSC meeting on Yugoslavia was requested because of threats to peace and security in this region. Subsequently, at the
instigation of the French President of the Council, the first informal consultations
of the members of the Security Council took place the following day. On September 25, 1991 their opinion was reflected in the Security Council Resolution 713
(1991), which inter alia adopted the binding decision to impose an arms embargo
on Yugoslavia and called on the Secretary General of the United Nations to offer

‚interne’ Angelegenheit Jugoslawiens nicht vor die UNO gebracht werden, weil dies der Charta widerspräche und überdies ein unerhörter Schritt gegenüber dem sehr angesehenen Land
wäre. Verständlicherweise benutzte Jugoslawien seine guten Kontakte vor allem zur Dritten
Welt, um gegen die österreichischen Absichten zu polemisieren. Gerade in der Dritten Welt
bestanden [...] nachgerade panische Ängste vor möglichen Grenzänderungen, weshalb die
Sympathie für Belgrad groß und für Agram und Laibach klein waren. Ähnliches traf [...] auch
auf einige europäische Länder zu, nämlich jene mit Minderheitenproblemen und Unabhängigkeitsströmungen zu Hause. Das offizielle Jugoslawien schaffte es bis zu einem gewissen Grad,
seine Kriegshandlungen gegen Kroatien und Slowenien als legitimen Versuch der Erhaltung
der Einheit des Landes zu verkaufen. Es ließ natürlich auch nichts unversucht, Österreich
als ‚Förderer separatistischer Tendenzen’ zu diskreditieren, wobei sogar diffus-abstruse Vorwürfe österreichischer Waffenlieferungen in den Raum gestellt wurden. Außerdem behaupteten die jugoslawischen Kollegen, daß hinter allem eine österreichisch-deutsch-kroatische
Verschwörung gegen Belgrad stecke, wie man sie schon aus der Nazi-Zeit her kenne, und daß
Österreich den Anschluß Sloweniens an Kärnten plane. Tatsächlich glaubten einige mit dem
Balkan nicht vertraute UNO-Delegierte diesen Unsinn.
Trotz der Anfeindungen ließen wir nicht locker, und es gelang doch, bei einigen Ländern einen
Nachdenkprozeß auszulösen. Außerdem war das militärische Verhalten Belgrads – Slobodan
Milošević war schon Präsident Serbiens – derart aggressiv geworden, dass sich immer mehr
Staaten Sorgen über die Auswirkungen auf die ganze Region machten.” Gerhard JANDL, Österreichs Rolle im Kosovo-Konflikt, in: Österreichisches Jahrbuch für Internationale Politik
1999, 50–79: 58–59.
254
GEHLER, Österreichs Außenpolitik, 710.
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his assistance in the search for peace and to report back to the Security Council
as soon as possible.255
This approach should make it possible to draw the attention of the United Nations to this crisis region of world historical significance and to activate the Security Council in order to prevent the conflict from spreading. In a statement to the
Austrian Parliament Council on September 17, 1991, Mock expressly pointed out
the importance of this step under international law for the neighbouring regions
of Slovenia and Croatia. Again, however, it was not possible to win a majority
of decision-makers for such an act. At the request of Austria, the CSCE decided
in October 1991 to send a rapporteur mission to Yugoslavia, including Kosovo,
which was carried out in December 1991 and January 1992.256
On November 27, 1991, the activation of the UNSC had led to the adoption
of Resolution 721 (1991) in order to examine the question of the deployment of
peacekeeping forces.257
Exactly three months after the first attempt in the Austrian Council of Ministers, the second attempt was successful: it provided that Austria would take
this step in harmony with other European states and that a Special Council of
Ministers would be convened for the final decision, the foreign minister’s proposal of December 3, was accepted on December 10, 1991. Corresponding to
Security Council Resolution 721, Resolution 727 of January 8, 1992 provided for
the deployment of up to 50 officers as advance command and preparation for the
deployment of troops to Yugoslavia. In view of the clashes and fighting that had
been going on for months, this was only a minimum and actually came much too
late.258
The USSR, weakened by the coup of the generals in August and facing total
erosion, failed completely as a power factor in the escalating intra-Yugoslavian
crisis. In the second half of 1991, the United States and the majority of the EC
states still proceeded from the thesis of the state unity of Yugoslavia, i.e. the
maintenance of the entire Yugoslavia, which they considered to be enforceable as
a requirement for the stability of the region and only through external influence.
Austria and Germany, however, no longer shared this view at this stage and were
among the first countries to advocate recognition of Slovenia and Croatia, while
the UN Secretary-General still had great doubts about the correctness of this policy. On December 14, 1991, Javier Pérez de Cuéllar wrote a letter to Genscher, in
which it was stated:
Ibid, 709; JANDL, Österreichs Rolle im Kosovo-Konflikt, 59.
GEHLER, Österreichs Außenpolitik, 710; JANDL, Österreichs Rolle im Kosovo-Konflikt,
60, see also Erwin A. SCHMIDL, „Eisverkäufer“ im Feuer: Die EG-Beobachtermission im
ehemaligen Jugoslawien (ECMM) seit 1991, in: Österreichische Militärische Zeitschrift 32
(Januar/Februar 1994), 1, 41–50.
257
JANDL, Österreichs Rolle im Kosovo-Konflikt, 60.
258
GEHLER, Österreichs Außenpolitik, 706, 710.
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“I also assume that you have heard of the great concern expressed by the Presidents of Bosnia-Herzegovina and Macedonia and many others, namely that premature recognition would
lead to an extension of the current conflict in those sensitive regions. Such a development could
have serious consequences for the whole Balkan region and would seriously jeopardise my
own efforts and those of my personal envoy to secure the necessary conditions for the application of peacekeeping measures in Yugoslavia.”259

It was still questionable whether Slovenia and Croatia were to be understood
as subjects of international law. Did their recognition seem to be a way out of
this conflict? On December 17, 1991, only a few days after the UN Secretary-
General’s letter, the European Communities signalled the willingness of its states,
through the Council of Foreign Ministers, to recognise under international law all
Yugoslav republics which declared themselves independent. It thus expressed its
willingness to establish normal diplomatic relations with the recognized states
concerned. In doing so, they took the decisive step which also removed the final
obstacles to Austria’s efforts to obtain recognition. On the same day, during a
debate on the recognition of Slovenia and Croatia, Mock informed the cabinet
about developments and, after consultation with the chancellor, was able to pronounce political recognition for Slovenia and Croatia in the Austrian Parliament
on the afternoon of December 17, 1991. This recognition was implemented on
January 15, 1992 through a formal declaration by the federal government and the
dispatch of the letter of recognition. Thus, the government decision was effectively implemented on the same day in order to assist the two recognised states, as far
as diplomatic means made this possible, in achieving the necessary continuity of
law, for only through politically stable partial states did this area seem to find its
reorganisation. Slovenia and Croatia were able to set an example in this respect.
Would Serbia, however, be prepared to voluntarily renounce its hegemony to date
and would it be able to do without forced resettlement and ethnic cleansing? A
development should take its course in the Balkans which no foreign observer and
political advocate of the self-determination demand of the peoples living there
should be able to imagine to that excessive-bloody extent.260
Vranitzky, who was very sceptical or even against to early recognition of the
republics, describes his impressions against the background of his own experience of the almost compelling erosion process in Yugoslavia. He assesses the role
of Mock with a clear distance:
Original quotation: “Ich nehme auch an, dass Sie von der großen Sorge gehört haben, die
die Präsidenten von Bosnien-Herzegowina und Mazedonien und viele andere geäußert haben,
nämlich dass verfrühte Anerkennung eine Erweiterung des gegenwärtiges Konfliktes in jenen
empfindlichen Regionen nach sich ziehen würde. Solch eine Entwicklung konnte schwerwiegende Folgen für die ganze Balkanregion haben und würde meine eigenen Bemühungen und
diejenigen meines persönlichen Gesandten, die notwendigen Bedingungen für die Anwendung von friedenerhaltenden Maßnahmen in Jugoslawien zu sichern, ernstlich gefährden.”
GEHLER, Österreichs Außenpolitik, 710.
260
Ibid., 710–711.
259
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“I made an absurd experience after the short and relatively harmless Slovenia crisis had been
resolved: it was me of all people, who in all my encounters with Mikulić [Branko, who was one
of the leading communist politicians in Bosnia and Herzegovina], Marković [Ante, who was
one the most popular politicians in Yugoslavia], Tudjman [Franjo, a former communist, authoritarian and nationalist Croat politician leading his country to independence from Yugoslavia in
1991 and acting as State President until his death 1999] and others had always stood up for the
exhaustion of all conceivable means for peaceful crisis management, who was confronted with
a Yugoslavian demarche in which we were accused of interference, support for separatism,
arms deliveries and advocating the UN’s becoming active. However, this self-evident fact must
be contrasted with a certain ambivalence within Austria, which stemmed from the different
approaches of Foreign Minister Mock and myself. When I said that the disintegration of the
old Yugoslavia could no longer be stopped after Tito’s resignation, it was the result of my many
years of experience in dealing with Balkan issues. For Mock, disintegration was a wish, a goal.
[...] His only target and point of attack was Belgrade, for him the epitome of communism to
be fought. This attitude brought him ever closer to Belgrade’s most important opponent, the
Croatian President Franco Tudjman, with whom he was to have a close relationship of loyalty.
The fact that Tudjman himself had previously been a high CP official did not bother the fighter
against communists Mock.”261

Vranitzky makes it very clear with his judgment that Mock acted politically and
ideologically motivated. These feelings are underscored by further remarks, even
if in the end he also finds appreciative and conciliatory words for his opponent:
“Alois Mock could no longer witness [the agreement of] Dayton [of November 1995] as acting Austrian Foreign Minister; his successor Schüssel had replaced him in May 1995. Even
though I occasionally thought to myself that for my foreign minister the world only seemed to
lie on the Balkan peninsula, even though he subordinated almost every issue primarily to the

261

Original quotation: “Eine absurde Erfahrung machte ich, nachdem die kurze und relativ harmlose Slowenien-Krise beigelegt war: Ausgerechnet ich, der ich in all den Begegnungen mit
Mikulić, Marković, Tudjman und anderen immer für das Ausschöpfen aller erdenklichen Mittel zur friedlichen Krisenbewältigung eingetreten war, bekam es mit einer jugoslawischen
Demarche zu tun, in der man uns Einmischung, Unterstützung des Separatismus, Waffenlieferungen und Eintreten für ein Tätigkeitwerden der UNO vorwarf. Dieser Selbstverständlichkeit
ist allerdings eine bestimmte innerösterreichische Ambivalenz gegenüberzustellen, die vom
unterschiedlichen Zugang von Außenminister Mock und mir herührte. Wenn ich sagte, der
Zerfall des alten Jugoslawien war nach dem Abtreten Titos nicht mehr aufzuhalten, dann war
dies das Ergebnis meiner mehrjährigen Erfahrung im Umgang mit Balkanthemen. Für Mock
war der Zerfall ein Wunsch, ein Ziel. [...] Sein einziger Ziel- und Angriffspunkt war Belgrad,
für ihn Inbegriff des zu bekämpfenden Kommunismus. Diese Einstellung führte ihn immer
näher an den wichtigsten Gegenspieler Belgrads heran, den kroatischen Präsidenten Franjo
Tudjman, mit dem ihn ein enges Loyalitätsverhältnis verbinden sollte. Es störte den Kommunistenbekämpfer Mock dabei nicht, dass Tudjman früher selber hoher KP-Funktionär gewesen
war.” VRANITZKY, Politische Erinnerungen, 355–356; Alois Mock’s wife, Dr. Edith Mock,
had studied history and received her doctorate on the “annexation crisis” in Bosnia in 1908.
Mock also had historical Balkan knowledge and knew Karl Renner’s brochure on the nationality problem of the Habsburg Monarchy, (interview with Edith MOCK, July 17, 2019), see also
Ilse BAUMGARTNER – Wolfgang BAUMGARTNER, Der Balkan-Krieg der 90er. Fakten,
Hintergründe, Analysen, Zukunftsperspektiven, Berlin 1997, 68.
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logic of combating communism, many of his initiatives, especially at the level of international
organisations, have contributed to bringing about peace-building and humanitarian action.”262

Mock may also have had this concern in mind from the very beginning when
helping to overcome the Yugoslavian crisis. Ambassador Gerhard Jandl described
the much-discussed question in and outside Austria as to whether the premature
recognition of Slovenia and Croatia (together with Germany) had triggered the
Yugoslavian war as “simply absurd”. He countered this accusation with the chronology and came up with a counterargument:
“The war began in the spring of 1991, but Slovenia and Croatia were not recognised by Austria
and the EC until January 15, 1992. The recognition therefore cannot have triggered the war,
and its repeated delay had to be understood in Belgrade as the goodwill of the international
community towards its military actions against Croatia.”263

That’s a plausible explanation. However, in view of the above-mentioned developments, which still need to be researched in more detail with national and international archive material, there can be little doubt that Austria, with its foreign
and Balkan policy of 1990–91, which wanted to see itself as a crisis management
policy and conflict containment policy, contributed not only to the affirmation
and support of the self-determination efforts of the Slovenes and Croats and thus
also to the disintegration of Yugoslavia.
In 1991 Mock and Genscher were still under the impression of the non-violent
and peaceful freedom movements in Central and Eastern Europe in 1989–90.
They probably thought of similar scenarios. They certainly did not want bloody
riots and warlike conflicts, which experienced an uncanny unleashing with genocidal consequences in the Bosnian War 1992–1995. But the violent development
Original quotation: “Alois Mock konnte [das Abkommen von] Dayton [vom November 1995]
nicht mehr als amtierender österreichischer Außenminister miterleben; sein Nachfolger
Schüssel hatte ihn im Mai 1995 abgelöst. Auch wenn ich mir gelegentlich dachte, für meinen
Außenminister scheine die Welt nur mehr auf der Balkanhalbinsel zu liegen, auch wenn er fast
jedes Thema vorwiegend der Logik der Kommunismusbekämpfung unterordnete, haben viele
seiner Initiativen, vor allem auf der Ebene der internationalen Organisationen, dazu beigetragen, friedensschaffende und humanitäre Aktionen herbeizuführen.” Vranitzky, Politische
Erinnerungen, 365.
263
Original quotation: “Der Krieg begann im Frühjahr 1991, Slowenien und Kroatien wurden
von Österreich und der EG aber erst am 15. Jänner 1992 anerkannt. Die Anerkennung kann
daher den Krieg nicht ausgelöst haben, ja ihre mehrfache Hinauszögerung musste in Belgrad
geradezu als Wohlwollen der Staatengemeinschaft gegenüber seinen Militäraktionen gegen
Kroatien verstanden werden.” Austrian diplomats defended Mock (and themselves) like Gerhard JANDL, Österreichs Rolle im Kosovo-Konflikt, in: Österreichisches Jahrbuch für Internationale Politik 1999, 50–79: 60; argued alike also Albert ROHAN, Diplomat am Rande der
Weltpolitik. Begegnungen, Beobachtungen, Erkenntnisse, Wien 2002, 164–174; on Austria’s
role in the disintegration of Yugoslavia see also CEDE – PROSL, Anspruch und Wirklichkeit,
80–85: 84, who clearly state that the disintegration of Yugoslavia had internal causes and cannot be blamed on Austrian foreign policy.
262
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in Romania in December 1989 could already have taught the European political
leaders that different cultures of conflict resolution and correspondingly different
political manners prevailed in south eastern Europe.
The years 1991–92 marked Austria’s commitment to overcoming the Yugoslav
crisis by activating the CSCE mechanisms and advocating the independence aspirations of Slovenia and Croatia. During this period of waiting for Austria’s accession to the EC, the commitment in the Balkans was used by Austria to demonstrate that this was a first-rate area of responsibility for Europe which needed to
be stabilised. In agreement with Germany and its support, Austria exposed itself
as a pioneer for the independence of the Yugoslav republics, without being able to
assess the consequences of this political decision. With this partisanship, Austria
has already made a halfway farewell to neutrality. In addition, as a non-permanent member of the UN Security Council, it had already agreed to the transit of
US war material when it came to carrying out the UN “police action” against
Saddam Hussein and his occupation of Kuwait to manage the Gulf War (1991).264
9. THE EC COMMISSION’S “AVIS”,
MAASTRICHT AS A RESULT OF GERMANY’S UNIFICATION
AND THE CONSEQUENCES FOR AUSTRIA –
DISPUTE SETTLEMENT DECLARATION ON SOUTH TYROL
On October 16, 1989, the Commission initiated an “inter-service group” which was
composed of officials from all twenty-two Directorate-Generals. It was supposed
to draw up the advisory note on the Austrian application for accession.265 There
were noticeable reservations of an intra-community nature especially from the
Iberian countries. In their eyes, Austrian accession was disruptive to the balance
of power between northern and southern members, as it appeared that Austria
as an EC member would negatively affect their ability to assert themselves with
respect to the richer members of the Community. It was no secret that the Mediterranean countries did not desire the enlargement of the Community, and this
was less out of an aversion to Austria and the Scandinavians than out of the interest “to keep a distance from Eastern Europe”: “The latter are much poorer than
they [these countries] are and, in the case of accession, they would be the primary
beneficiaries of the subsidies from Brussels.”266
On the role of Austria in the Gulf War see KUNNERT, Österreichs Weg, 318–321.
Waldemar HUMMER, Österreich und die Europäische Union – Beitritt, Rechtsübernahme,
Mitwirkung, in: Robert KRIECHBAUMER (Hrsg.), Österreich und Europa. Beiträge zu Geschichte und Politik der Europäischen Einigung um die Jahrtausendwende (Schriftenreihe des
DDr. Herbert Batliner Europainstitutes Forschungsinstitut für Europäische Politik und Geschichte), Wien 2000, 66–144: 76, 82.
266
Archiv der Gegenwart, March 1, 1994, 38712.
264
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Considerable differences in the assessment of Austria’s desire for accession
were also to be recognized among the individual factions of the European Parliament, whereby with the exception of some of its French members, the socialist
faction was the first to fall in along a positive line. This stance was motivated
not least by the hope that a modern welfare state such as Austria would support
efforts in the direction of a strengthening of the social dimension of the Communities. Even though, British conservatives were quick to be won over for accession by Austria, the christian democratic faction that was richer in core Europe
fundamentalists, the so-called “European People’s Party” (EPP), for a long time
remained just as skeptical as the European liberals. This position of the factions
also did not remain uninfluenced by the expectation that was associated with the
classification of the Austrian members of the European Parliament to the individual factions of the parliament, whereby it was in particular the socialists and the
EPP that could count on a strengthening of their numbers.267

1991: Russian Troop Withdrawal from Hungary

In summary, the mood in the European Communities on Austria’s application
for accession can be assessed as not overwhelmingly positive. But this attitude
changed over the course of the 1990s. The decisive factor for the change was the
crises and revolutions in Europe which moved and shook the continent starting
in 1989. The collapse of the Soviet empire and the post-Stalinist regimes in North
Eastern, Eastern and Central Europe as well as South Eastern Europe, the end
of the communist dictatorship in the Soviet Union itself, and the end of the Cold
War that was associated with it created completely new basic conditions of security policy in Europe. The traditional division of Europe into East and West was
overcome and the rug was pulled out from under those who could not imagine
267

See Peter JANKOWITSCH, Österreich und Europa. Sozialdemokratische Grundsätze zum
künftigen Verhältnis zur EG, in: Europäische Rundschau (1988), 2, 3–14.
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a neutral Austria in an EU which also belonged militarily to the Western camp.
The turn of the former satellites of the Soviet Union to the economic and political
system of the free Europe had brought additional new, credible candidates for
accession to the Communities. Thus, the concentration on a Community that was
restricted to a few European core states lost in legitimation.268
The ‟reunification” of Germany which was fulfilled in 1989–90 was in any
case not an advantage in the beginning for Austria’s desire for accession, but
rather more an obstacle, or at least a delaying element.269 The EC Member States
looked with great interest at the German-German development, and also had their
eyes on Austria. Germany had become larger. Against this background, European politicians wanted to prevent another German-speaking country entering the
Communities. That meant a shift in emphasis in the attitude of the other Western European countries on Austria’s ambitions for EC accession. At first, a fixed
framework was supposed to be created in which Germany could be more strongly
integrated in terms of integration policy. Within that context, Austria’s desire for
accession was very inconvenient, particularly since in 1989–90, it was still open
as to whether the GDR could become the thirteenth member of the EC, which the
Federal Republic of Germany understood to prevent in harmony with the Delors
Commission (see chapter VII, subchapter 7).270
Austria did in fact continue to cultivate its traditionally solid relations with the
Federal Republic of Germany without, however, giving the impression of being,
as it were, a protecting power in Brussels. The Ballhausplatz was well aware that
the path to Brussels did not lead through Bonn, but rather through Paris,271 as the
Luxembourg liberal and former president of the EC Commission Gaston Thorn
(in office 1981–85) said to Alois Mock as early as 1987.

Also see Peter JANKOWITSCH, Österreich im neuen Kontext der Europa- bzw. der Weltpolitik, in: Österreichisches Jahrbuch für Internationale Politik 7 (1990), 41–50.
269
Michael GEHLER, Eine Außenpolitik der Anpassung an veränderte Verhältnisse: Österreich
und die Vereinigung Bundesrepublik Deutschland-DDR 1989–90, in: Ingrid BÖHLER –
Michael GEHLER (Hrsg.), Verschiedene europäische Wege im Vergleich. Österreich und die
Bundesrepublik Deutschland 1945–49 bis zur Gegenwart, Innsbruck – Wien – Bozen 2007,
493–530.
270
Michael GEHLER, Von der Befürwortung zur Verzögerung und Verhinderung: Österreichs
EG-Antragsgesuch, die Bundesrepublik und die Annäherungen der DDR an die Europäischen
Gemeinschaften 1989–1990, in: IDEM – Maximilian GRAF (Hrsg. unter Mitarbeit von Sophie
BITTER-SMIRNOV), Europa und die deutsche Einheit. Beobachtungen, Entscheidungen und
Folgen im gesamteuropäischen Kontext, Göttingen 2017, 295–347: 304–313, 317–319, 323–333.
271
Herbert KREJCI, Österreich und das „neue Europa“. Für eine aktive Außenpolitik ohne Missionsdrang, in: Europäische Rundschau (1990), 5, 19–22: 21.
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1983 July 18: Ambassador Manfred Scheich with Commission President Gaston Thorn

An advisory note on negotiations was presented on July 31, 1991, published the
next day on August 1, and granted by the EC Commission. It made clear that the
neutrality policy reservations that were expressly brought up twice in the accession application – even though purely in terms of extent, these did not take on
any prominent status in the “advisory note” – could become a crucial problem
of accession, particularly since even a “new defining of the neutrality status by
Austria” was addressed as a precondition for accession by the country, and explicitly at the constitutional level. The thesis that was put forward by Vienna that
the “permanent neutrality [...] contributes to the maintaining of peace and international security” and that Austria would therefore be freed of its obligations under
treaty was untenable.272
At official level, the ‟Avis” was drafted under the auspices of Robert Cohen,
Head of Directorate G in the Directorate-General I, who also chaired the Interservice Group, and Jean-Louis Dewost, Head of the Legal Service. Dewost had
not assumed that neutrality and EC membership were incompatible. He saw scope
for compromise. From the point of view of the Austrian EC representation in
272

Excerpt from a study by the International Law Department of the BfMAA: “Mitgliedschaft
Österreichs in den Europäischen Gemeinschaften und immerwährende Neutralität”, 21 November”, 1988, Blg C to III-113 BlgNR 17. GP, Quotation in: KUNNERT, Spurensuche, 34–40;
also see KUNNERT, Österreichs Weg, 182–185; see Paul LUIF, Austrian Neutrality and the
Europe of 1992, in: Günter BISCHOF – Anton PELINKA (Eds.), Austria in Europe (Contemporary Austrian Studies Vol. 1), New Brunswick – London 1993, 19–41: 33–34; HUMMER,
Ziele, Methoden und Ergebnisse, 67–68.
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Brussels he was regarded as a “friend of Austria”. But the final version of the Avis
was still dependent on the attitude of the commissioners and the commission
president himself. On the occasion of the presentation of Sweden’s application
for membership of the EC without any reservation as to neutrality, Delors had
stated that neutral applicants for membership were “a problem” for him, unless
one renounced that the Community would one day have a common defence policy. On July 31, the text was ready. Federal Chancellor Vranitzky gave Delors, by
telephone the assurance requested by Brussels that Austria’s neutrality would not
become an obstacle at the time of the future development of the Community into
a political union, including a Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP). In
practice, there was still a struggle until the evening before the formal handover of
the Avis to the Austrian EC Ambassador Wolfgang Wolte. He had a lot to do with
the “Introduction” and the “Conclusions” until the next day, August 1, 1991. The
part on Austria’s neutrality was the most sensitive point. Its special foreign policy
status presented the EC with a problem which “has so far been unparalleled in the
series of accessions”. The authors of the Avis saw two possibilities for solving the
problem: a redefinition of neutrality by Austria or an exception to the treaty enshrined in the act of accession, which was even less realistic; economically there
was no doubt on the part of the Avis that Austria was “a global asset”. Vranitzky
reacted calmly because the EC’s CFSP was a “future construction” and for him
it was an abstract debate. Mock also did not consider a reassessment of neutrality
necessary, as Austria would neither join a military alliance nor allow bases on its
territory.273
It was possible to conclude that the EC would not accept Austria’s reservations
about neutrality policy and that there would also be nothing to negotiate about it.
Originally (1988), the International Law Office of the Austrian Foreign Ministry
considered the opposite to be necessary274 – which was no wonder, since at that
point in time, the Soviet Union had in fact still asserted reservations. It was noted
with admiration in the Washington Post that Vienna rejected Moscow’s objections275 which, however, did not prevent the Kremlin from returning once again
to its standpoint: in September 1988, Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze had
declared neutrality and EC membership to be incompatible with each other.276
In Austria itself, the EC euphoria was to be limited. Starting from 1990, the
basic political and economic conditions changed worldwide. The fall of the Berlin
Wall in 1989, German ‟reunification” in 1990, the collapse of the Soviet ruble area
For the Commission’s “Avis” see KUNNERT, Österreichs Weg, 217–223, 218–223; see document 83 in appendix “Documents”.
274
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Brunswick – London 1993, 19–41: 33–34. HUMMER, Ziele, Methoden und Ergebnisse,
67–68.
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in 1991, the deteriorating economic dynamics, the recession in the EC countries
that became more and more tangible with growing unemployment, turbulence
in the European Monetary System (EMS) in 1992, and the failure of a European
security policy in view of the Yugoslavia wars all represented warning signs that
could not be overlooked.
Against this background, the objectives of the Union Treaty of Maastricht
which entered into force on November 1, 1993 as a common striving by the Heads
of State and Government appeared to concentrate the Europe-active and centripetal forces: on December 9–10, 1991, they had met in a summit conference in the
Dutch town which has since achieved fame by name and agreed upon the creation
of an economic, currency, and political union with the valorization of the Western
European Union (WEU) and the creation of a Common Foreign and Security
Policy (CFSP), and it was ultimately possible for this to be signed on February 7,
1992.277
Foreign Minister Alois Mock then provided an explanation on that same day
that Austria was willing to adopt the corpus of legislation of the Community, the
acquis communautaire, which had been recreated on the basis of this treaty. But
the ratification process extended through 1992–93 and threatened to delay the
accession of the other neutrals and Norway.278
A prerequisite for Austria’s accession to the EU was the clarification of a number of essential points for the extensive completion of South Tyrol’s autonomy.
Without an end to the bilateral conflict before the United Nations, which still
had to be regarded as open from 1960 to 1992, Austria could hardly have been
admitted to the EU, especially since Italy’s consent was dependent on it. It was
therefore no coincidence that Vienna signalled to Rome that it was giving in.
Time was pressing: tendencies towards self-determination in Yugoslavia, which
was threatened by disintegration, suggested analogies or precedents for South
Tyrol. Italy’s political system, dominated for decades by the Democrazia Cristiana
(DC), threatened to collapse due to the end of the Cold War and a deep corruption
swamp with abuse of office, bribery scandals, illegal party financing and criminal
ties (“Tangentopoli”, “Mani pulite”). This actually happened: The investigations
led to the end of the so-called Italian First Republic, with the collapse of the then
most important political parties, such as the DC or the Partito Socialista Italiano
(PSI). Just in time before on June 11, 1992, the Austrian Foreign Minister, Alois
Mock, after 20 years of negotiations on South Tyrol’s autonomy, handed over
Kiran Klaus PATEL – Michael J. GEARY – Carine S. GERMOND, The Maastricht Treaty:
Negotiations and Consequences in Historical Perspective, in: Journal of European Integration History (Special Issue) Vol. 19 (2013), 5–9, with many other articles on the Maastricht
Summit; with regard to bilateral summit conference diplomacy, see Alexandre WATTIN, Die
deutsch-französischen Gipfeltreffen im Zeitraum 1991–2002, Bonn 2003.
278
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europäische Zukunft. Analysen und Perspektiven, Wien 1996, 129–142: 130–131.
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the declaration of the end of the dispute to the Italian Ambassador in Vienna,
Alessandro Grafini. Eight days later Austria presented before the United Nations
Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali in New York the dispute resolution,
with which the controversy with Italy about the application of the Paris Agreement of 1946 relating to South Tyrol, opened in 1960 and 1961 before the UN, was
declared solved.279 The formal act was no longer even carried out at the level of
foreign ministers (Alois Mock-Gianni De Michelis), but only at UN ambassador
level between Peter Hohenfellner (Austria) and Vieri Traxler (Italy). This paved
the way for Austria’s EU accession negotiations with Brussels and Italy, which
were not expected to raise any objections. South Tyrol was also not mentioned in
the Austrian EU Accession Treaty later on. The question was regarded as solved
between Vienna and Rome.280
Compared to the original goals of both sides, much has been achieved for
the South Tyroleans. Italy has wanted to secure the Brenner border since 1945
and grant the South Tyroleans as little autonomy as necessary. The attempted
majorization of the German-speaking population was to fail. After the failure of
self-determination for South Tyrol in 1945/46, Austria tried to make the Brenner
border more permeable, to achieve as much autonomy for the South Tyroleans as
possible and to secure the ethnic substance of the German-speaking population.
In all three points Ballhausplatz diplomacy – supported by a persistent Tyrolean
and a tough South Tyrolean policy – has the necessary perseverance and patience.
The Schengen Agreement for both states (1997) contributed to a further normalization of relations. A Neighbourhood and Friendship Treaty seemed superfluous.
The Europaregion Tirol–Südtirol–Trentino with its own Brussels liaison office
from 1995 onwards represented a new dimension.
D 391: [Beendigung des Südtirolkonflikts zwischen Österreich und Italien] Österreichische
Streitbeilegungserklärung, Mai 1992, in: Hanspeter NEUHOLD – Waldemar HUMMER
– Christoph SCHREUER (Hrsg.), Österreichisches Handbuch des Völkerrechts, Band 2:
Materialienteil, 3. Auflage, Wien 1997, 546.
280
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in Südtirol, Bozen 1992, 105; Michael GEHLER, Das Ende der Südtirolfrage? Der lange Weg
zur Streitbeilegung und die Folgen von 1972 bis 2000, in: Gottfried SOLDERER (Hrsg.), Das
20. Jahrhundert in Südtirol. Zwischen Europa und Provinz, Bd. V: 1980–2000, Bozen 2003,
12–33; IDEM, Vollendung der Bilateralisierung als diplomatisch-juristisches Kunststück: Die
Streitbeilegungserklärung zwischen Italien und Österreich 1992, in: Siglinde CLEMENTI –
Jens WOELK (Hrsg.), 1992: Ende eines Streits. Zehn Jahre Streitbeilegung im Südtirolkonflikt
zwischen Italien und Österreich, Baden-Baden 2003, 17–82; IDEM, Compimento del bilaterialismo come capolavoro diplomatico-giuridico: La chiusura della vertenza sudtirolese fra Italia
e Austria nel 1992, in: Andrea DI MICHELE – Francesco PALERMO – Günther PALLAVER
(Eds.), 1992. Fine di un conflitto. Dieci anni dalla chiusura della questione sudtirolese, Bologna
2003, 23–119; IDEM, Österreichs Außenpolitik, 721–754; Andreas RAFFEINER (Hrsg.), 25
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1988: Alois Mock – Austrian UN Ambassador Peter Hohenfellner –
Austrian Ambassador to the US Friedrich Höss and the Expert on Human Rights
Kurt Herndl (back row) in front of the United Nations

Austria’s accession to the EU on January 1, 1995 also had consequences for the
lasting conflict theme with regard to neighborhood policy from prior decades.
After the Declaration of Settlement of Dispute that was provided before the United
Nations in 1992, South Tyrol’s Provincial Governor Luis Durnwalder (1989–2014)
of the South Tyrol People’s Party (SVP) with the most members in the province
called the EU accession of “the Fatherland of Austria” one of the most important
milestones for the history of South Tyrol: for the first time since 1919, the hope of
South Tyroleans that the dividing “border of injustice” at the Brenner Pass would
lose something of its hardness has been realized. There was now a realistic chance
of uniting everything that was spiritual, cultural, and human which had been
divided by injustice.281
For a long time, deepening had priority for the Community over enlargement,
up to the European Council meeting in Lisbon on June 26–27, 1992 which brought
along a change for the advocates of an enlargement to include the EFTA countries.
In parallel to the EEA membership, the accession scenarios were played through
in both Vienna and Brussels. Lobbying in the European Parliament was necessary in order to influence the opponents of enlargement. For Austria, the question
was raised as to the fundamental compatibility of the WEU with “permanent
281
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neutrality” and retaining it in a planned European Union, particularly since it
was planned for the WEU to become a mainstay of the new EU. Vienna sounded
things out in Brussels several times and also reaffirmed its membership application, specifically after the change from the EC to the EU.
With the transition from Community to Union, the Austrian application was
to retrospectively take on a completely different quality. The legal nature of the
future partner to the treaty was to fundamentally change. Austria’s diplomats had
to “subsequently adjust” and return again, and between 1990 and 1992 had to
submit Aide Mémoires to the Communities that were legally still in existence in
which, as Ambassador Manfred Scheich expressed it, basically “the application
for accession was rewritten”.282
Of consequence to the further development was the resolution by the Nationalrat of November 12, 1992, upon the request in the Foreign Policy Committee
by Andreas Khol (ÖVP) and Peter Schieder (SPÖ) of October 20, 1992, to identify “completely with the objectives of the Common Foreign and Security Policy
(CFSP) of the European Union” and to request the Federal Government “to ensure
that Austria can participate in the development of a system of collective security
in Europe”. However, this resolution did not represent a legally binding document.
There was no longer any discussion of the reservation of neutrality, which had
been a serious and decisive point in the integration and neutrality policy that had
been pursued up to that point and which was specifically in contrast to the application of July 14, 1989.283
The uncertain situation in Europe and the waning EC euphoria in the country
were used by the political opposition in a more and more conscious and targeted
fashion in order to maximize votes. In the summer of 1992, the FPÖ, which had
been led by Jörg Haider since 1986, and which had become increasingly rightwing populist, swung into a course that was emphatically anti-EU accession, even
though it had previously been one of its most glowing advocates.284 In view of the
shared mood in the population, this about-face took place primarily from a calculation based upon election tactics and power politics.285
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10. THE EC APPLICATION AS UNNOTICED HISTORIOGRAPHICAL
CONTROVERSY: CONTINUITY OR BREAK? ATTEMPTS AT
PERIODIZATION
On the whole, Austria’s application for EC membership was viewed not fundamentally but qualitatively as having been somewhat new: that which was fundamental consisted of the rapprochement with the EC, the interest in the Single
Market, and the desire to intensify the relationship with the Community. But it
was still predominantly based upon “old” ideas of integration or even “outmoded” views of the European Communities. That which was qualitatively new lay
in the willingness for complete participation in the Single Market project and for
involvement with a community that was becoming supranational “in the broadest
possible form”, whatever that may mean. But there was still no premonition of a
European Union à la Maastricht with the declared goal of common foreign and
security policy and an economic and monetary union and a transferring of the
schilling into a European community currency, let alone a discussion of it.
“With the application for accession, Austria expresses its wish to become a
full member or the European Communities and to take on all rights and responsibilities from the treaties,” Mock argued. The reservation of neutrality that was
expressly emphasized twice in the “letter to Brussels” can serve as a weighty
element of continuity and evidence of a tradition that continued up to the end.
The long shadow of neutrality still had a very strong effect, it lay over the letter to
Brussels of July 14, 1989, and it cast itself far beyond that date.
On February 1, 1993, negotiations began between Austria and the EC. Chancellor Vranitzky declared that his country would pursue them “without reservations” and would collaborate in solidarity in the dynamic process of the common
European project.286 Completely in contrast to the EC euphoria of party and government representatives which had in part been put on display, there were more
or less strong reservations against accession at the central levels of associations,
even in broad sections of the public.287 In view of the European security system
that did not yet exist and the economic crisis in the EU, the premature relinquishment of neutrality and an “all or nothing” accession policy on the one hand
seemed problematic, particularly since it was well-known that Austria as a “net
payer” would have to put in considerable sums. On the other hand, the community
of states was set up for political finalization. With a candidate for accession that
was seeming to be ready to adapt not only economically but also politically, even
though it was formally (still) “neutral”, the Community could expect a willingness for certain prior concessions and acceptance of principles that belonged to
the essence of this community and the realization of that which it had set as a goal.
WirtschaftsWoche, May 27, 1993, Nr. 22, 18–20: 19; see also document 85 in appendix
“Documents”.
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Austria’s integration policy is a prime example of a study in complete ambivalence.288 The letter to Brussels that was submitted on July 17, 1989 cannot be
understood as either a “break” or solely as “continuity”.289
A drastic change in the Austrian political system or even a revolution was not
associated with this date: too much had been formulated vaguely or left open in
the application for accession, too much had still been indefinite in both the political and economic development of the Community and the international and global
situation. During the period from 1947–48 to 1989, a clear, unreserved “Yes”
never existed from the Austrian side with respect to European integration and its
institutions, but there was also never an absolute and categorical “No”. The “Yes”
referred to market integration, the “No” to political integration. The application
for EC accession of July 14, 1989 that was formulated in its way was a compromise between old political methods, forms, and requirements and new economic and technological challenges. The inviolability of the principle of sovereignty
was implicitly held on to – the application and the cover letter did not mention a
word about the willingness for an abdication of sovereignty,290 which would not
have been advisable for either political or tactical reasons. Neutrality, on the other
hand, was expressly formulated as a reservation; within that context, its peacemaking and peace-supporting function for Europe were underscored, solidarity
and willingness for cooperation and integration were in any case accepted.
If this area of conflict is considered from the Austrian viewpoint, consisting of old (especially political) necessities and new (especially economic) needs,
then the mixed relationship between continuity and change showed itself, but so
did the constancy and the overweighting of the national political (and economic
policy) thinking of vested rights and the specific Austrian mentalities. That also
included the desire that was articulated towards the outside for maintaining the
neutrality policy.
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The internal and external events of European integration were already very
complex in the 1980s and 1990s. There was a longer run-up before Austria’s actual negotiations with Brussels. A division into periods that originated from one of
the former politicians and political scientists can contribute to more clarity. The
suggestion by Heinrich Neisser (ÖVP) of a division into phases can be taken up
in this context. He originally differentiated four phases, but then reduced that to
three in a publication:291 an “impulsive” or early phase which lasted from 1987
to 1989, having begun with the government declaration of January 28, 1987 in
which EC accession was designated as a goal, with which the starting signal was
given for the Europe policy discussion in Austria.292 This phase ended with the
application for EC accession of July 14, 1989 as a result of the resolution by the
Nationalrat of June 29, 1989 and the government decision of July 4. According
to Neisser, this was followed by “the suitability” or the preparation phase which
lasted from the submission of the application to the drawing up of the “advisory
note” (the certification of suitability) on the part of the EC Commission on July 31,
1991, while with the negotiated EEA Treaty of May 2, 1992, it was possible to find
a transitional solution up until the accession phase. The “accession negotiations”
then went from February 1, 1993 to March 1, 1994, followed by the “accession
process” from April 1, 1994 to January 9, 1995 (EU/EMS).293
It is also possible to consider the early adoption of the common corpus of
legislation of the European Communities and the European Union within the
framework of the negotiations with the EEA in 1990–1992 and its formal entering
into force on January 1, 1994 as a separate phase because of important parallel

Record of the lecture by Hon.-Prof. Heinrich NEISSER, Second President of the Nationalrat, on the subject “Der österreichische EU-Beitritt als Herausforderung für das politische
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developments between the second and third phases named by Neisser. In that
case, five phases result with the following features:
a) Intensification of the debate on the EC in Austria corresponding with
a 
Europeanization of Austrian domestic political discourses and the
articulation of the desire for participation (1987–89);
b) The evaluation of the candidate for accession by means of the advisory
note from the Commission (1989–91);
c) The anticipation and implementation of the acquis communautaire (from
1990–91 to 1994);
d) The communication in formal negotiations with the EC/EU (1993–94);
e) Complete integration into the European Union (starting from 1995).

11. FINISHING AUSTRIA’S EU ENTRY AGAINST
THE BACKGROUND OF THE MAASTRICHT UNION TREATY,
COMMON APPROACH WITH THE SCANDINAVIANS,
AND LOBBYING IN ALL OF EUROPE
The fulfillment of the convergence criteria for the guarantee of the conditions
for the Economic and Monetary Union (EMU) made budget reforms, economy
measures, and tax increases necessary. The ratification process of the Maastricht
Union Treaty was controversial above all in Germany, Denmark, and France. It
dragged on, and it threatened to delay the desires for accession by the neutrals
and Norway, until the meeting of the European Council in Lisbon on June 26–27,
1992 brought a turning point for an enlargement to include the EFTA Member
States. The Maastricht Treaty entered into force on November 1, 1993.294
With the broad reaching realization of the Home Market on January 1, 1993,
a main requirement of the deepening was fulfilled and the path was cleared for
negotiations with the applicants for accession (1993–94). On January 1, 1995,
Sweden, Austria, and Finland joined the EU after the shortest and least complicated negotiations for accession in the history of the Community, while Norwegian
voters once again rejected membership.295
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1995: Postcard with Finland, Austria, and Sweden becoming EU members

In its efforts at EC accession, the Austrian Federal Government was confronted with a dynamic multilevel construct which made flexible acting necessary: it
was first of all necessary to overcome resistance at the domestic, party politics,
and special interest group levels (1987–89) in order to achieve the application for
accession (1989). In addition, the critical and rather reserved EC Member States
were to be advised about the Austrian demands and above all to be won over
(1989–93), and the actual accession negotiations with the EC/EU were to be carried out in parallel to those with Finland, Sweden, and Norway (1993–94) in order
to then convince the Austrian people of the plan (1994). In Austria, the critics,
skeptics, and undecided, above all the adherents to neutrality, were to be observed
as “risk factors” for accession-oriented policy. Outside the country, there were
reservations from case to case with Belgium, France, and the Netherlands because of Austrian neutrality, but also because of Austria’s dealings with its Nazi
past and because of the FPÖ, which was acting in an increasingly right-wing
populist manner. The EC Commission reacted in a waiting and hesitating manner,
but for its President Jacques Delors, the deepening of integration was in fact the
matter that was more important than enlargement.296
The applications for accession that were made in Brussels by Austria (July 14,
1989), Sweden (July 1, 1991), Finland (March 18, 1992), and Norway (November 25, 1992) were formally addressed to the EC. As a result of the Maastricht
Treaty, over the course of the negotiations the applications had to pragmatically
be converted to the EU. In contrast to the other neutral candidates for accession,
Austria in 1989 had still assumed that the founding treaties for the three European
Communities (the ECSC, EEC, and EURATOM) contained provisions that were
296
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contrary to neutrality which would have to be counterbalanced or immunized by
a formal reservation of neutrality.297
As a result of the reservations expressed in this regard by Jacques Delors on
October 19, 1990, the Austrian Federal Government that was newly constructed
after the elections of October 7 viewed itself, in its government declaration, as
ordered “to make an unambiguous profession of the goals of political union with
the EC, including its security aspects”.298
After the legal character of the target of accession, the EC, had begun to be
transformed into the EU in the early 1990s, all applying states were compelled
to reformulate their applications in practical terms. If Austria had still originally
wanted to accede to the EC with a declared reservation of neutrality, then in the
case of the EU after Maastricht, that was no longer immediately possible in that
way.
Through the route of Aide Mémoires of February 1992 and June 1992,299 the
Federal Government already found a standpoint for clearing up the neutrality
problem with a view towards the skepticism and reservations of the EC states,
and it thus took a position which could be held continuously until a definitive
settlement. Foreign Minister Alois Mock clearly showed this position on the occasion of the opening of negotiations on February 1, 1993 in his explanation to
the ministers of the twelve EC Member States.300 The negotiations were then to
take place relatively swiftly and be concluded in early March 1994 officially only
towards the end of that month because of the Norwegians.301
What the expectations were that the Austrians had with a view towards the
negotiations and their final round was expressed by the leader of the delegation,
Manfred Scheich:
“At the moment in which the Council gives the green light for beginning formal negotiations,
they will lead to success and consequently to accession. The other thing is the question of
time, conditions, and modalities, but for me, accession was a given. The big political problem
was neutrality, but one of the big, difficult figures had receded into the background: namely,
Moscow. But also for that reason, I was convinced that we would find a solution. And we did,
too. With what other problems did we enter into negotiations? There was the big complex of
Waldemar HUMMER, Vom EWR zur EU, in: IDEM (Hrsg.), Die EU und Österreich, Wien
1994, 15.
298
Gerhard KUNNERT, Österreichs Weg in die Europäische Union. Ein Kleinstaat ringt um eine
aktive Rolle im europäischen Integrationsprozeß, Wien 1993, 317.
299
See the printed documents of the Aide Mémoires in: Manfred SCHEICH, Der Tabubruch.
Österreichs Entscheidung für die EU, Wien – Köln – Weimar 2005, 333–337, 340–343.
300
Dok. 43: Eröffnung der Beitrittsverhandlungen mit der Europäischen Gemeinschaft; Erklärung von Bundesminister Dr. Alois Mock, in: Michael GEHLER, Der lange Weg nach Europa.
Von Paneuropa bis zum EU-Beitritt, Bd. 2: Dokumente, Innsbruck – Wien – München – Bozen
2002, 546–549.
301
See documents 5–9, in: Michael GEHLER, Der lange Weg nach Europa. Österreich von Paneuropa bis zum EU-Beitritt, Bd. 2: Dokumente, Innsbruck – Wien – München – Bozen 2002,
566–608; for this chapter, also see the document 85 in the Appendix “Documents”.
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agriculture. But since the will was there to get through that, then we would also get through
it. Then we had the questions, which in part were overrated in the public and the media, of the
higher environmental standards, the acquisition of second residences by foreigners in certain
Alpine areas, and the Transit Treaty. The Transit Treaty was always difficult. But such historic
projects do not fail from either side, because the other side also wants success. The transit complex was difficult, because we basically, wanted a sort of lasting exception to the acquis. It was
really not so much the actualities, but rather the EC dogma that caused the great difficulties.”302

During the ongoing accession negotiations in 1993 and 1994, the positions of
the EU members on the matter of Austria hardly differed from each other. They
were predominantly positive and supportive, whereby the other applicants also
had to be factored in. From a list of the views in the Austrian foreign ministry, it
is to be deduced that no great difficulties were to be expected for the accession negotiations. Belgium had in the meantime taken on a “very positive” mood, since a
strengthening of the positions of the smaller EC Member States was expected. As
far as the further development of the EU was concerned, Belgium supported the
viewpoint that the deepening of integration could not be impeded, that is, that the
common corpus of legislation was to be taken over “including political finality”.
Transitional regulations would be acceptable, but exceptions would not, which
also concerned the EEA. For Denmark, the enlargement to the Nordic candidate
countries had “absolute priority”. Austria nevertheless appeared to be an “interesting partner” because of its social and environmental policies as well as because
of the ideas of subsidiarity and human rights. Denmark saw above all else the advantage of the “strengthening of the Nordic component” and “the moderation of

302

Original quotation: ”In dem Moment, in dem der Rat grünes Licht für die Aufnahme formeller
Verhandlungen gibt, werden sie zum Erfolg und somit zum Beitritt führen. Das andere ist eine
Frage der Zeit, der Bedingungen und Modalitäten, aber der Beitritt war für mich gegeben. Das
große politische Problem war die Neutralität, aber einer der großen, schwierigen Akteure war
in den Hintergrund getreten – nämlich Moskau. Auch deshalb war ich überzeugt, dass wir
eine Lösung finden werden. Das haben wir ja auch. Mit welchen Problemen sind wir sonst
in die Verhandlungen gegangen? Es gab den großen Komplex Landwirtschaft. Da aber der
Wille vorhanden war, hier durchzukommen, kommt man dann auch durch. Dann hatten wir
die Fragen, die zum Teil in der Öffentlichkeit und medial überbewertet wurden, die höheren
Umweltstandards, der Erwerb von Zweitwohnsitzen für Ausländer in bestimmten alpinen Gegenden sowie den Transitvertrag. Der Transitvertrag war immer schwierig. Nur scheitern an so
etwas historische Projekte nicht, von keiner Seite, denn auch die andere Seite will den Erfolg.
Der Transitkomplex war schwierig, weil wir im Grunde genommen eine Art bleibende Ausnahme vom Acquis wollten. Es war gar nicht so sehr das Faktische, sondern die EG-Dogmatik,
die große Schwierigkeiten bereitet hat.” Manfred SCHEICH, „Es gab keine wünschenswerte
Alternative für unseren Beitritt“, in: Michael GEHLER – Andrea BRAIT (Hrsg.), Am Ort
des Geschehens in Zeiten des Umbruchs. Lebensgeschichtliche Erinnerungen aus Politik und
Ballhausplatzdiplomatie vor und nach 1989 (Historische Europastudien 17), Hildesheim – Zürich – New York 2018, 747–855: 788, 797–798, 806–807.
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the peripheral situation”. In Copenhagen’s view, institutional regulations did not
need any interim adaptation.303
The Danes voted twice on the new Union Treaty that was signed on February 7,
1992 in Maastricht. After a first negative referendum, it was possible for subsequent
improvements to be implemented at the EC summit in Edinburgh in December
1992, which led to a positive vote in a second referendum in 1993. Even though
from these Danish experiences, a model or even an advantage could be derived
for Austria’s desire for accession, in Scheich’s view that was more than doubtful:
“I would say that such things like the Danes rather reinforce the position of the Union because
they have to maintain dogmas and the willingness to ‛dilute’, including with respect to others
– that is, applicants for accession – becomes smaller. I would say that the Danish post-Maastricht veto has certainly made the situation not easier for us. But a comparison of Austria with
Denmark is not relevant. Denmark was a member and what is concerned is new rules for the
community. Austria, as a candidate for accession, had to take on an existing rule acquis [...] I
always said, ‘Please don’t bring such indications, because that strengthens those like Delors
who is concerned with upholding the integrity and the dogma of the EC’.”304

After reconnaissance at the Ballhausplatz, the Federal Republic of Germany
came out in favor of the entire enlargement “with the greatest emphasis”. Bonn
recommended to Austria that it should restrict it positions to realistic demands
in areas in which that was indispensable: transitional regulations would be acceptable, but no permanent exception regulations were conceivable. In view of
the impending enlargement, Spanish demands were to be expected with regard
to the increase in the EC Cohesion Fund for regions lacking in infrastructure.
Since the visit to Vienna by Prime Minister Félipe Gonzales, the rather reserved
Spaniards had been more favorable towards Austria. In the case of France, the
position was similar. In the view of Paris, there should in any case be “no softening of the integration process”. In the French opinion, deadlines for transitional
periods should “be kept short”.305

[Undated] Gegenüberstellung, Positionen der EG-MS [Mitgliedstaaten] zu den laufenden Beitrittsverhandlungen [1993–94]. Bundesministerium für Auswärtige Angelegenheiten. I am
grateful to Ambassador Dr. Hans WINKLER for getting access to this document.
304
Original quotation: “Ich würde sagen, dass solche Dinge wie die Dänen die Haltung der Union
eher versteifen, weil sie Dogmen aufrechterhalten muss und die Bereitschaft, auch gegenüber anderen, d.h. Beitrittswerbern, zu ‛verwässern’, geringer wird. Ich würde sagen, dass
das dänische Post-Maastricht-Veto die Situation für uns sicher nicht erleichtert hat. Aber ein
Vergleich Österreichs mit Dänemark sticht nicht, Dänemark war Mitglied und es ging um neue
Gemeinschaftsregeln, Österreich als Beitrittswerber musste einen bestehenden Regel-Acquis
übernehmen. […] Ich habe immer gesagt: ‘Bitte ja nicht solche Hinweise bringen, denn das
stärkt jene wie Delors, dem es um die Aufrechterhaltung der Integrität und des Dogmas der
EG geht.’” SCHEICH, „Es gab keine wünschenswerte Alternative für unseren Beitritt“, in:
GEHLER – BRAIT (Hrsg.), Am Ort des Geschehens in Zeiten des Umbruchs, 807–808.
305
[Undated] Comparison , Positions of EC MS [Member States]; see footnote 303.
303
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Chancellor Franz Vranitzky has especially precise memories of the reactions
by Italy and France:
“Italy’s Prime Minister Bettino Craxi let me know through a confidant whom he sent to Vienna
to accede to the EC as quickly as possible in order to make German hegemony more relative.
As far as the German question is concerned – we’re just calling it that – Mitterrand was the
one and only person who needed a long time to tell me, ‘I support your plan.’ What was meant
was our plan to join the EC. During the preparation period, that is between 1989 and 1994
I had been in nearly all of the capitals of the EC countries every year in order to say again
and again, ‘We are well prepared, we’re doing this, we’re doing that, and so forth.’ That went
from González to Thatcher, all of whom said, ‘You [meaning Austria] are welcome.’ Just not
Mitterrand. For a long time, he said, ‘Yes, it’s good to hear that preparations are being made,
but in the end, the Austrian people know that all conditions have to be met.’ I estimate that it
was only in 1993 when, during a visit in the Elysée, he said to me, ‘D’accord, I support you
[meaning Austria].’ At that point in time, it was already in the final round. He then accompanied me downstairs in the Elysée, I still remember it well, and said, ‘Oh well, today I just
agreed to the third German state acceding.’ I was very indignant and told him, ‘We are not
the third German state. We are the first and only Austrian state.’ Whereupon he said: ‘Excusé!
Excusé! I didn’t mean it that way,’ but I think he did mean it that way.”306

While Vranitzky kept in contact with Mitterrand, Mock did so with France’s foreign
minister, Roland Dumas. Manfred Scheich does not remember “a  pronounced
resistance by France” on that level:
“I was with Mock several times in Paris with Roland Dumas. There were three or four meetings that were always very friendly. Of course, support of a different quality came from
Germany. But who was surprised? Mock had a very good relationship with Dumas. Dumas

306

Original quotation: “Italiens Ministerpräsident Bettino Craxi ließ mich über eine Vertrauensperson, die er nach Wien schickte, wissen, so schnell wie möglich der EG beizutreten, um
die deutsche Hegemonie zu relativieren. Was die deutsche Frage – nennen wir sie einmal so
– betrifft, war einzig und allein Mitterrand jemand, der lang gebraucht hat, um mir zu sagen:
‘Ich unterstütze dein Vorhaben.’ Gemeint war unser Vorhaben, der EG beizutreten. Ich bin
in der Vorbereitungszeit, also zwischen 1989 und 1994, jedes Jahr in fast allen Hauptstädten
der EG-Staaten gewesen, um immer wieder zu sagen: ‘Wir sind gut vorbereitet, wir machen
dieses, wir machen jenes und so weiter.’ Das ging von González bis Thatcher, die alle gesagt
haben: ‘Seid willkommen.‘’Nur nicht Mitterrand. Er hat lange Zeit gesagt: ‘Ja, es ist gut zu
hören, dass Vorbereitungen getroffen sind, aber letztendlich muss das österreichische Volk
wissen, dass es alle Bedingungen zu erfüllen hat.’ Ich schätze, es wird erst 1993 gewesen sein,
als er bei einem Besuch im Elysée mir gesagt hat: ‘D´accord – ich unterstütze euch.’ Zu dem
Zeitpunkt ging es schon in die Endrunde. Er hat – ich erinnere mich noch gut – mich dann die
Stiegen herunter begleitet im Elysée und gesagt: ‘Na ja, heute habe ich also zugestimmt, dass
der dritte deutsche Staat beitritt.’ Ich war sehr entrüstet und habe ihm gesagt: ‘Wir sind nicht
der dritte deutsche Staat, sondern der erste und einzige österreichische Staat.’ Darauf hat er gesagt: ‘Excusé! Excusé! Ich hab‘s nicht so gemeint’, aber ich glaube, er hat es so gemeint.” Franz
VRANITZKY, „Es gibt in der Politik sowieso keine Patentlösungen, wie auch 1989–90 keine
endgültigen Lösungen möglich waren“, in: GEHLER – BRAIT (Hrsg.), Am Ort des Geschehens in Zeiten des Umbruchs, 351–352; see also Alfred MISSONG, Frankreich – Österreich:
Von Klischees zu Verständnis, in: Europäische Rundschau 23 (1995), 2, 135–139.
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was Mitterrand’s foreign minister, and Chirac was the mayor of Paris. Mock’s relationship
with Jacques Chirac was a personal friendship. At that time, we were also with Chirac.”307

Even with all the sympathy and care, one thing was for sure: the special regulations
that had been granted to Denmark and the United Kingdom were not to apply
to the new member states. Like the Dutch, the Luxembourgers had a “basically
positive” attitude towards Austria’s matters of concern, as did Portugal, which
likewise desired the accession of smaller states. It was assumed that exceptional
regulations would be “restricted to that which was necessary” and that the institutional weight of the smaller member states would be maintained. Lisbon spoke
out against the packaging of enlargement with the reform of the institutions.
Luxembourg was of the opinion that numerical adaptations in the institutions
should suffice. Everything else could be handled at a revision conference in 1996.
Doubts existed about a future accession by Sweden and Norway, whereby in that
case, institutional questions would not at all be raised. The EEA should not automatically continue to apply. The United Kingdom greeted Austria’s matters above
all else as a result of its contacts in Central and Eastern Europe. The British goal
fundamentally consisted of the “creation of a decentralized, pragmatic Europe”.
Greece was likewise in a positive mood. The strengthening of the smaller member states was advocated by Athens, even though it harbored certain fears with
regard to a shift in the main focuses of the EU in the face of the “northern enlargement”. Ireland had an “unrestrictedly positive attitude” towards Austria for political reasons. It rejected fundamental institutional reforms, while Italy considered
institutional adjustments for the prevention of dilution to be necessary. Rome had
even more of a positive attitude towards Austria than for Sweden, Finland, and
Norway.308
Thus at first glance, this combination of accession negotiations appeared to
be nearly free of conflicts. But that was not really the case, since it was still
necessary to still “crack some very different nuts”.
With the EEA project, the EC Commission under Delors intended to fend off a
rush of new applications for accession in order to in that way prevent the EC Single
Market that was planned for 1992 from being threatened. But Austria would not
allow itself to be prevented from a “letter to Brussels”. Through the Maastricht
Treaty that entered into force on November 1, 1993, the Community which in the
Original quotation: “Ich war mit Mock mehrmals in Paris bei Roland Dumas. Es waren drei
oder vier Gespräche, die immer sehr freundschaftlich waren. Natürlich ist von Deutschland
eine Unterstützung anderer Qualität gekommen. Aber wer wundert sich? Mock hatte ein gutes
Verhältnis zu Dumas. Dumas war Außenminister Mitterrands und Chirac war Bürgermeister
von Paris. Mocks Beziehung zu Jacques Chirac war eine persönliche Freundschaft. Wir waren
damals auch bei Chirac.” SCHEICH, “Es gab keine wünschenswerte Alternative für unseren
Beitritt”, in: GEHLER – BRAIT (Hrsg.), Am Ort des Geschehens in Zeiten des Umbruchs,
801.
308
[Undated] Comparison , Positions of EC MS [member states].
307
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meantime had been renamed the “European Union” (EU) could provide a solution
to internal union problems. Thus the European Council meeting in Edinburgh in
December 1992 agreed to already begin negotiations for accession as early as the
beginning of 1993.

1992 March 14: Obstacle course at different heights:
Austria’s path to the EU leads through substantial negotiations

12. STARTING NEGOTIATIONS AND THE CFSP
The political connection and the transition in terms of time between the conclusion
of the EEA agreement and the beginning of the negotiations for accession with the
EC, in which four out of the seven EFTA countries were already taking part, are
worthy of note. At the beginning of the negotiations, there were already reasons to
assume that at the point in time at which the EEA treaty was to enter into force of
January 1, 1994, the results of the accession negotiations that were beginning on
February 1, 1993 could already be available for the most part. The declarations by
Mock were in any case aimed at creating as many agreements as possible between
the interests and positions of Austria and the EC.
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1993 March 17: In the Austrian Parliament from left to right:
Manfred Scheich, Emilio Gabaglio, Franz Fischler, Corrado Pirzio-Biroli

Among those subjects of negotiations that would turn out to especially be
obstacles were firstly agriculture policy, followed secondly by the content and
term of the transit (traffic) agreement that had been concluded by Minister of
Transport Rudolf Streicher between Austria and the EC which had been set at
twelve years, and followed thirdly by regulations on the acquisition of second
homes by EU citizens, and fourthly by regional policy. At no point did the permanent neutrality represent a serious problem towards the outside, but it was still
playing a role internally.
With regard to the start of negotiations, Chancellor Franz Vranitzky declared
that Austria would “proceed without reservation [...] and work together in solidarity on the dynamic process of the common European project.309

309

Michael GEHLER, 17. Juli 1989: Der EG-Beitrittsantrag, Österreich und die europäische Integration 1945–1995, in: Rolf STEININGER – Michael GEHLER (Hrsg.), Österreich im 20.
Jahrhundert, Bd. 2: Vom Zweiten Weltkrieg bis zur Gegenwart, Wien – Köln – Weimar 1997,
515–595: 549.
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Graph 17

The EU’s Most Important Trade Partners
1993 in billions of German marks

Import Export
USA
Japan
Switzerland
Sweden
Austria
China
Norway
Russia
Taiwan
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Saudi Arabia
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22
22
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Russia
China
Hongkong
Norway
Poland
Saudi Arabia

After the Nationalrat had explicitly declared its support for the goal of the
Maastricht Treaty on November 12, 1992 and requested the Federal Government
to ensure that Austria could participate in the development of a collective security
system in Europe, Austria’s neutrality seemed to no longer be such a large theme
for the upcoming accession negotiations, even though it continued to be completely valid under the constitution. In a contribution to the discussion, the chancellor even no longer firmly ruled out membership in the Western European Union
(WEU). In a memorandum for the Commission, Austria emphasized that it understood its application for EC accession of July 17, 1989 to be directed at the EU
and assumed that the accession negotiations would be carried out on the basis of
the Union Treaty. Meanwhile, there was no reference to neutrality status in either
of the cited Aide Mémoires in the course of the membership application.310
When Austria began and carried out the accession negotiations, the “newborn
project” of the Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) was, as Scheich
recalls, still “in its infancy”. Although there was not yet any compulsory acquis
communautaire with a view towards a new European security policy, the EU
members that were ambitious in that regard especially pricked up their ears and
were especially critical with a view towards the foreign policy that was to be
integrated specifically with respect to the consequences and effects of an accession by the neutrals. Against the background of the Danish presidency of the
Council of the European Union, the EU Member States adopted a fundamental
declaration precisely on February 1, 1993 which still dwelled upon changes that
were being sounded out and probed. The enlargement by Austria, Sweden, Finland, and Norway would have to foster the cohesion of the Union and improve
its possibility for an effective united front in foreign and security policy. The
310

On the incompatibility of neutrality and WEU accession, see KUNNERT, Österreichs Weg,
316–328: 333.
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candidates should therefore participate in an unhindered and committed manner
in the CFSP starting from the point in time of their accession and take on the goals
of the CFSP that were anchored in the Maastricht Treaty completely and without
reservations. Both the EU and the neutral candidates for accession had therefore
avoided openly addressing collisions and incompatibilities.311
During its presidency of the Council of the European Union during the second
half of 1993, the “key phase in the negotiations” (Scheich), Belgium took on and
accepted the Austrian version of the solution of the neutrality problem area. Vienna
desired a “tactful and undramatic” treatment of the CFSP chapter in the negotiations. But plain expressions of loyalty were not sufficient, since the Maastricht
Treaty entered into force on November 1, 1993. Between the Foreign Ministry and
the Constitutional Affairs Office of the Federal Chancellery (Bundeskanzleramt/
Verfassungsdienst) under the direction of Gerhart Holzinger, an understanding
was reached to “lead neutrality back” to its “core area”, which Ambassador Franz
Cede, as director of the International Law Office, had already developed as an
“avocado theory”, that is, a reduction of neutrality to non-participation in wars
and not belonging to military alliances as well as the prohibition of foreign military bases on Austrian territory.312
This core continuation seemed from Vienna’s view to be compatible with
the provisions of Title V on the CFSP of the Union Treaty of Maastricht. It was
precisely this element of the core continuation of neutrality that Austria planted
with the simultaneous emphasis to actively contribute to the further development
of the security policy structures of the EU. In the sense of the continuity of the
neutrality policy up to that point, the Austrian Federal Government continued
to reserve considering the definition of this foreign policy status of the country as exclusively its matter. In his declaration during the fourth meeting of the
accession conference of November 9, 1993 before the ministers of the EU states,
Foreign Minister Mock made a statement at the opening of the CFSP chapter
which will be quoted in excerpt form and which was tantamount to a declaration
of intent by Austria in the direction of the EU.

311
312

SCHEICH, Der Tabubruch, 77.
On Austrian Membership and Neutrality and the Federal Chancellery Constitutional Service,
6 September 1993, facsimile reprinted in: SCHEICH, Tabubruch, 381–383; Franz CEDE,
Österreichs Neutralität und Sicherheitspolitik nach dem Beitritt zur Europäischen Union,
in: Zeitschrift für Rechtsvergleichung 36 (1995), 4, 142–148; Josef AZIZI, Vorbereitung und
Begleitung des EU-Beitrittes Österreichs durch den Verfassungsdienst des Bundeskanzleramtes: Erfahrungsbericht eines verantwortlichen Mitarbeiters, in: Ludwig ADAMOVIC –
Bernd-Christian FUNK – Kerstin HOLZINGER – Stefan Leo FRANK (Hrsg.), Festschrift für
Gerhart HOLZINGER, Wien 2019, 35–68.
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“Austria assumes that the active involvement in solidarity in the Common Foreign and Security
Policy is compatible with its regulations under constitutional law. In view of the changed basic
political conditions in Europe, corresponding legal adaptations within the country are to be
carried out within the context of the accession by Austria to the European Union.”313

Correspondingly, with a view towards the future European foreign and security policy, the Federal Government had to carry out adaptations with domestic
law. With this, it was also stated that these modifications would be carried out
autonomously and not be the subject of negotiations with the EU. There were
very different positions on this among the permanent representatives. The
Belgian Presidency of the Council wanted to show how credible the professing
of the candidates to the CFSP was. The proof of the truth had to be provided by
Cede, Holzinger, and Scheich on December 3, 1993. The position of the Austrian
delegation was exactly along the lines of the statement by Mock on November
9, whereby that action was judged as completely harmless. The “solution” of the
neutrality policy problem was thus not yet achieved within the negotiations, since
the question of a formal “declaration” on the accession treaty still remained a
possibility. It concerned avoiding an interpretation according to which Austria
had to submit in advance to future EU decision making. After it was not possible
to completely clear up the point of controversy at the level of officials or diplomats, the Belgian Foreign Minister, the socialist Willy Claes, went to his counterpart in Vienna in order to solve the problem, which in the end was to succeed:
it was possible to tone down the draft declaration on the part of the Union, and
a corresponding passage on “existing and potential rights and obligations” was
deleted. At the proposal of the Belgian presidency, four days before Christmas
1993 the EU Council of Foreign Ministers accepted the declaration text that had
been agreed to in Vienna between Claes and Mock. In it, the unreserved confirmation of the common corpus of legislation took place, as did the determination
according to which the basic legal conditions in the acceding countries would be
in accord with the acquis communautaire on the day of their accession.314 Scheich
summarizes the walking on eggs as follows:
Original quotation: “Österreich geht davon aus, dass die aktive und solidarische Mitwirkung an der Gemeinsamen Außen- und Sicherheitspolitik mit seinen verfassungsrechtlichen
Regelungen vereinbar sein wird. Entsprechende innerstaatliche rechtliche Anpassungen werden angesichts der geänderten politischen Rahmenbedingungen in Europa im Zusammenhang
mit dem Beitritt Österreichs zur Europäischen Union vorzunehmen sein.” Quoted in: ibid.,
78–80: 80; on Austria’s participation in the CFSP and the solution of the policy of neutrality
see SCHEICH, Tabubruch, 77–82; on the EU proposal for a declaration by the candidate countries on the CFSP, see the facsimile printed document in: ibid., 389–391.
314
Dok. 11: BKA (GZ 405.707/68-IV/5/94)/BMfAA (GZ 220.500/244-III.2/94), Vortrag an den
Ministerrat betrifft: Österreich-EU: Beitrittsverhandlungen; Bericht der Bundesregierung
an den Nationalrat sowie an den Bundesrat über das Ergebnis der Beitrittsverhandlungen,
March 15, 1994, in: Michael GEHLER, Der lange Weg nach Europa. Österreich von Paneuropa
313
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“The politically, diplomatically, and legally complex topic of the compatibility of neutrality,
which was difficult for Austria in terms of both domestic and foreign policy – with its aspects
that were not only historical and political, but also emotional – and with the participation in
a Common Foreign and Security Policy of a narrow grouping of states, the majority of which
were and are members of a military alliance, was mastered. Thus, aside from the economic
issues that were still open in December 1993, which could be solved in the final round of
negotiations in March 1994, the path towards the EU was open.”315

In plain language, that means only that the delicate matter of neutrality was to be
clarified or “solved” before it would be possible to continue with the additional
economic matters for negotiation in the first months of 1994. Not only did the
Maastricht Treaty entering into force on November 1, 1993 with the future
envisaged CFSP bring up the issue of neutrality, it even made it explosive, that is,
it put it on the agenda as a subject of negotiations.
13. UPS AND DOWNS WITH DIFFERENT NEGOTIATION TOPICS
For all of the EFTA members, the fact that many of the issues had already been
resolved through the EEA negotiations meant that most chapters could be checked
off rather quickly. The EU aimed at completing the negotiations in February
1994, in order to have the applicants join by January 1, 1995. The choice was
partly motivated by the fact that this would allow the European Parliament to vote
before its elections in June 1994. In any case, it created a certain pressure to reach
agreement on the outstanding issues that still remained to be resolved in January
1994.316

bis zum EU-Beitritt, Bd. 2: Dokumente, Innsbruck – Wien – München – Bozen 2002, 611–651:
641–643, and the previously cited sentence, in: ibid., 642.
315
Original quotation: “Das politisch, diplomatisch und rechtlich komplexe, innen- sowie außenpolitisch für Österreich schwierige Thema der Vereinbarkeit der Neutralität – mit ihren
nicht nur historisch-politischen, sondern auch emotionalen Aspekten – und mit der Teilnahme an einer Gemeinsamen Außen- und Sicherheitspolitik einer engen Staatengruppierung,
deren Mehrheit Mitglieder einer militärischen Allianz waren und sind, war gemeistert. Damit
war der Weg in die EU, abgesehen von den im Dezember 1993 noch offenen wirtschaftlichen
Fragen, welche in der Abschlussrunde der Verhandlungen im März 1994 gelöst werden konnten, offen.” SCHEICH, Der Tabubruch, 80–82: 82; on the reaction of Austria, Sweden, Finland
and Norway to the CFSP, December 15, 1993, see the facsimile document ibid., 392–393; Note
from the International Law Office to Foreign Minister Mock concerning the EC proposal for
a declaration by the candidate countries on the CFSP chapter, drafted by Messages Cede and
Lehne, December 16, 1993, facsimile reproduced in: SCHEICH, Tabubruch, 394–395.
316
On the accession negotiations: SCHEICH, Tabubruch, 75–76, which occupy only very little
space in his book, obviously the domestic political struggle before and after was far more
difficult and more interesting for Austrian readers; IKONOMOU – GEHLER, Der Beitritt
Österreichs, Finnlands und Schwedens (1995), 559–574: 569.
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1994: People’s Party politicians among themselves
– Economics Minister Wolfgang Schüssel – Foreign Minister Alois Mock –
Vice-Chancellor Erhard Busek – Agriculture Minister Franz Fischler

With a delegation of leading politicians, including Minister of Agriculture Franz
Fischler, Minister of Transport Viktor Klima, Minister of Finance Ferdinand
Lacina, Minister of Economics Wolfgang Schüssel, Undersecretary Brigitte Ederer;
and the representatives of the Austrian Bundesländer, Provincial Governor Josef
Krainer Jr. of Styria, Provincial Governor Martin Purtscher of Vorarlberg, Vice
Mayor and Finance Councilor of Vienna Hans Mayr, the social partners Leopold
Maderthaner, President of the Chamber of Commerce, Rudolf Schwarzböck,
Chairman of the Conference of Presidents of Austrian Chambers of Agriculture,
Fritz Verzetnitsch of the Austrian Federation of L
 abor (Österreichischer Gewerkschaftsbund, or ÖGB), and Foreign Minister Alois Mock, the Austrian delegation
traveled to Brussels to conclude the negotiations for accession in February 1994.
The negotiations had formally begun exactly one year before.317 What was
still missing, though, was the concluding of ten out of the twenty-nine chapters of
317

On the accession negotiations see KUNNERT, Österreichs Weg, 328–335; Heinrich
 EISSER, Das politische System der EG, Wien 1993, 227–231; Gregor WOSCHNAGG, Die
N
EU-Beitrittsverhandlungen Österreichs, in: Albrecht ROHRACHER – Markus ZEMANEK
– Wolfgang HARGASSER (Hrsg.), Österreichs europäische Zukunft. Analysen und Perspektiven, Wien 1996, 129–142: 131; see also Reinhard RACK – Brigitta RENNER-LOQUENZ,
Die Beitrittsverhandlungen Österreichs mit der EU, in: Österreichisches Jahrbuch für Internationale Politik 10 (1993), 116–145; Paul LUIF, Österreich und die Europäische Union, in:
Herbert DACHS – Peter GERLICH – Herbert GOTTWEIS – Helmut KRAMER – Volkmar
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negotiation, including big “chunks”. The planned acceptance date of January 1,
1995 only seemed possible with intervention by leading politicians. The deadline
pressure came from the expiration of the term in office of the European Parliament in May 1994 and the time that was necessary to draw up the treaty texts.
For that reason, the negotiations at the political level had to be concluded by early
March at the latest318 and formulations of compromises and package solutions
with the other candidates for accession as well as exception and transition settlements would have to be found.
Scheich remembers well the leading and decisive figures on the Austrian
side. In his view, what was completely decisive was the cohesion of the Austrian
delegation:
“I can only speak about the final round and repeat personal impressions and not report about
every single agreement. I would say that on the social democratic side, it was Lacina and Vice
Mayor Hans Mayr, who were also present. The chancellor was not in Brussels, but he joined by
phone. On the ÖVP side, it was of course Mock, the provincial governor of Vorarlberg, Martin
Purtscher, was always very supportive, and Schüssel was helpful in the background. In the
end, it was a successful group work with the constructive cooperation of everyone.”319

On Vranitzky’s part, there was the closest contact with Lacina who, as Finance
Minister, had taken on an important position. Minister of Agriculture Fischler
likewise was among the first row in Scheich’s ad hoc listing of negotiating figures:
“Fischler was a central figure who up until recently was involved with the question of the entry of agriculture in the Single Market. He then swung in the direction of EC demands. I saw
Rudolf Schwarzböck suffering; as a representative of an interest group, it was even harder on
him. He was closer to the base and felt the immediate pressure [...] Fischler held the Austrian
position up until recently of a ‘transition period for full entry into the agricultural Single
Market.’ But when it suddenly came down to a promise, Fischler has a big political instinct,
and he swung. Schwarzböck was the one to hold his feet to the fire [...] The other side said,
‘The immediate assumption of the rules for the agricultural Single Market is indispensable.’
They said that the entire time. ‘Austria can no longer maintain border controls for agricultural
products, since entry in the Single Market is entry in the Single Market. Period.’ But then we
found a resolution. The negotiations were led by Fischler very skillfully, I have to say that.
And you’ve got to hand to Fischler the fact that we did in fact give in, but as a concession we
maintained degressive national compensation which we perhaps might not have received with
LAUBER – Wolfgang C. MÜLLER – Emmerich TÁLOS (Hrsg.), Politik in Österreich. Das
Handbuch, Wien 2006, 862–883: 872–874.
318
WOSCHNAGG, Die EU-Beitrittsverhandlungen Österreichs, 136.
319
Original quotation: “Ich kann nur über die Abschlussrunde reden und persönliche Eindrücke
wiedergeben und nicht von jeder einzelnen Abstimmung berichten. Ich würde sagen, auf sozialdemokratischer Seite waren es Lacina und Vizebürgermeister Hans Mayr, der auch präsent
war. Der Bundeskanzler war nicht in Brüssel, aber telefonisch eingeschaltet. Auf ÖVP-Seite waren es selbstverständlich Mock, Vorarlbergs Landeshauptmann Martin Purtscher war
immer sehr unterstützend und Schüssel in der Kulisse hilfreich. Letztlich war es ein erfolgreiches Gemeinschaftswerk unter konstruktiver Mitarbeit aller.” SCHEICH, „Es gab keine
wünschenswerte Alternative“, 804.
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an earlier withdrawal. Austrian landowners had pursued an unrealistic concept for a very long
time. As a result of this tough pursuit, though, they finally gained things that we otherwise
might not have received.”320

The head of the General Secretariat (1986–87) and the Department of Economic Integration (1987–96) in the Austrian Foreign Ministry as well as deputy to
Manfred Scheich with the EU accession negotiations, Ambassador Gregor Woschnagg, made it understood that the dramatic negotiations were “often on the
verge of collapse”.321
The negotiations in the area of agriculture had become difficult. As a result
of the growing financial infeasibility of the constantly growing agricultural subsidies, the EC ministers of agriculture had agreed on May 25, 1992 on a drastic reform of their current policy. The measures that were passed after that time
aimed at a radical reduction of price supports and for a compensation of that by
the introduction of transfer payments to farmers. With regard to the planned EC
accession of Austria, the reform of the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) meant
the obligation for the parallel adaptation of the order in the domestic agricultural
market. A first step towards the EC-compliant agriculture was to be achieved by
the amendments to the market system laws that were adopted by the Nationalrat
on June 24, 1992. The presentations by the government, which had been substantially expanded upon pressure from the EC in the subsequent negotiations, led to
the reforms that were envisioned turning out to be more significant than was at
first expected. While these measures had still cost taxpayers 31 billion schillings
Original quotation: “Fischler war eine Zentralfigur, die bis zuletzt an der Frage des Eintrittes
der Landwirtschaft in den Binnenmarkt gehangen ist. Er hat dann einen Schwenk in Richtung
EG-Forderungen gemacht. Rudolf Schwarzböck habe ich leiden gesehen, er als Interessensvertreter hatte es noch härter. Er war näher an der Basis und hat den unmittelbaren Druck
gespürt… Fischler hat die österreichische Position ‚Übergangszeit für den vollen Eintritt in
den agrarischen Binnenmarkt‘ bis zuletzt getragen. Aber als es plötzlich zum Schwur gekommen ist, ist er – Fischler hat einen großen politischen Instinkt – geschwenkt. Das Feuer unter
den Sohlen hat am meisten Schwarzböck aushalten müssen… Die andere Seite hat gesagt:
‚Sofortige Übernahme der agrarischen Binnenmarktregeln ist unabdingbar.‘ Das haben sie
die ganze Zeit gesagt. ‚Österreich kann nicht Grenzkontrollen für agrarische Produkte weiter
aufrechterhalten, denn der Eintritt in den Binnenmarkt ist der Eintritt in den Binnenmarkt.
Punkt.‘ Aber wir haben dann eine Regelung gefunden. Die Verhandlung wurde von Fischler
sehr geschickt geführt, das muss ich sagen. Und man muss es Fischler zuschreiben, dass wir
dann zwar nachgegeben, aber als Konzession degressive nationale Ausgleichszahlungen erhalten haben, die wir vielleicht bei einem früheren Zurückziehen nicht bekommen hätten. Die
österreichischen Agrarier hatten sehr lange ein unrealistisches Konzept verfolgt. Durch diese
zähe Verfolgung haben sie letztlich jedoch Dinge herausgeschlagen, die wir vielleicht sonst
nicht bekommen hätten.” SCHEICH, „Es gab keine wünschenswerte Alternative für unseren
Beitritt“, in: GEHLER – BRAIT (Hrsg.), Am Ort des Geschehens in Zeiten des Umbruchs,
805–806; on the accession negotiations, the problems in the “elephant round”, the “alternative
proposal” in a delicate situation and the “compromise at the last second”: Franz FISCHLER,
Erinnerungen. Aufgezeichnet von Peter Pelinka, Wien 2006, 81–86.
321
WOSCHNAGG, Die EU-Beitrittsverhandlungen Österreichs, 138.
320
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in 1991, that figure rose the following year by another 900 million. In spite of that,
Austrian agriculture was still far removed from that which could exist within the
“Common Market”. The amendments to the market system laws that were adopted in 1992 formed the basis for Austrian agriculture being more in compliance
with the EC. They provided for a reduction in grain prices by ten groschen per
kilogram, the abolition of watershed area and service area regulations in the dairy
sector starting from 1994, and more flexible producer milk prices.322
Agreement in the complex, time-consuming negotiations in the area of
agriculture was reached in the end with a compromise in which an immediate
opening of the market and the reduction of prices for agricultural products
was in fact provided, but the farmers were to receive four years of “degressive
compensation payments” in which the EU would also participate.323

1992: A bilateral Transit Treaty as a solution to the environmental
pollution caused by heavy traffic through Tyrol?

With regard to the planned referendum, the Austrian negotiating delegation had
striven to include the Transit Treaty concluded with the EC in 1992 in the negotiations and to insist upon an extension of the period of validity. Verbal assurances were made repeatedly from both the Federal Government and from the
EC Commission and representatives of the European Parliament that the further
validity of the Transit Treaty would also be emphasized in the event of accession. The acceptance of a corresponding unilateral declaration by Austria in the
treaty document was rejected by the Community, however, and thus an explicit
legal basis was withheld from Austria. Since with the realization of this plan for
an extension of the Transit Treaty within the framework of an accession treaty,
greater concessions would have been necessary in other negotiating points, this
322
323

KUNNERT, Österreichs Weg in die Europäische Union, 331.
GEHLER, 17. Juli 1989: Der EG- Beitrittsantrag, Österreich und die europäische Integration
1945–1995, 551.
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plan became “too expensive” and was dropped. In the key phase of the negotiations for EC accession, the Foreign Minister had reached the limits of his physical capabilities. With admirable commitment, Mock, who already severely had
the mark of his illness, persevered through marathon sessions that sapped the
strength and frayed the nerves – between February 25 and March 2, 1994, it came
to 103 hours. By his own calculation, he experienced “ninety-seven hours on the
work detail actually without an interruption”. Looking back, Mock added in that
regard, “It was a brutal strain.”324 As Mock’s closest confidante, Scheich reports,
“There were phases of fatigue that for some also had the character of physical exhaustion.
If there had been short circuits, under the circumstances that could have led to a temporary
breakdown. I would not view that so dramatically, though. Short circuits are never excluded. In
spite of everything, I would not consider them to be probable because the other applicants for
accession were all still there. The Finns and the Swedes were almost at the point of concluding,
and even the Norwegians were still there. A great deal still lay between “saying” and “doing”,
and we saw that.”325

Rumors were flying that the Foreign Minister had had a physical breakdown and
had already been taken to a hospital, which Mock himself intimated or never really explicitly denied.326 He had left the negotiations, which caused speculation.327
Lacina recalls,
“One problem was Mock’s illness. A situation occurred in which Mock was not fit for duty, and
Wolfgang Schüssel said that I ought to take over the leadership of the delegation, to which I
Alois MOCK, Heimat Europa. Der Countdown von Wien nach Brüssel, redigiert von Herbert
VYTISKA, Wien 1994, 189–190.
325
Original quotation: “Es gab Ermüdungsphasen, die auch für einige physischen Erschöpfungscharakter hatten. Wenn es Kurzschlüsse gegeben hätte, hätte es unter Umständen zu einem
zeitweiligen Abbruch führen können. Ich würde das aber nicht so dramatisch sehen. Kurzschlüsse sind nie ausgeschlossen. Ich würde sie trotz allem als wenig wahrscheinlich betrachten, weil die anderen Beitrittswerber alle noch dort waren. Die Finnen und Schweden waren
fast beim Abschließen, auch die Norweger waren noch dort. Zwischen ‘sagen’ und ‘tun’ ist
noch sehr viel gelegen und das haben wir gesehen.” SCHEICH, „Es gab keine wünschenswerte
Alternative für unseren Beitritt“, in: GEHLER – BRAIT (Hrsg.), Am Ort des Geschehens in
Zeiten des Umbruchs, 810.
326
MOCK, Heimat Europa, 190.
327
WOSCHNAGG, director of the Economic Section in the Foreign Ministry and later for many
years Austria’s Permanent Representative at the EU (1999–2007), let the reason for the absence
be known: Dr. Mock went to the old church Notre Dame du Sablon in the center of Brussels
and prayed there for the good conclusion of the Austrian EU negotiations. After half an hour,
he returned visibly strengthened to the Charlemagne building and with new elan successfully
plunged into the last round of negotiations for Austria. Original quotation: “Dr. Mock ist in
die alte Kirche ‚Notre Dame du Sablon’ im Zentrum Brüssels gefahren und hat dort für den
guten Abschluss der österreichischen EU-Verhandlungen gebetet. Nach einer halben Stunde
ist er sichtlich gestärkt wieder in das Charlemagne-Gebäude zurückgekehrt und hat sich mit
neuem Elan erfolgreich für Österreich in die letzte Verhandlungsrunde gestürzt.” Quoted in:
Martin EICHTINGER – Helmut WOHNOUT, Alois Mock. Ein Politiker schreibt Geschichte,
Wien – Graz – Klagenfurt 2008, 254.
324
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replied, ‘I won’t do that, it stays with Mock!’ But then it turned out that Mock had not passed on
to us the negotiations appointment. [German Foreign Minister] Klaus Kinkel suddenly showed
up and asked, ‘What’s going on with you guys, don’t you want accession?’ We didn’t know that
Kinkel had set an appointment with Mock and Mock wasn’t accessible. That was awkward,
especially because Kinkel had spoken in such a way as if he was our godfather, so to speak,
‘I’m doing everything for all of you and you just sit there and don’t do anything.’ Since everyone had been sitting and talking without interruption with very little sleep, everybody’s nerves
were rather raw.”328

Lacina and Schüssel had actually taken over the negotiations temporarily and
continued the activities of the head of the delegation. Mock himself even indicated
that in addition to Schüssel and Lacina, the former chairman of the Vienna branch
of the SPÖ and deputy to Zilk, Hans Mayr, as well as Scheich had an integrating
effect. In the last phase of the negotiations, there were assigned a “key role”:
“They took care of cohesion in the finish.”329 That had been called into question at
times and had to be guaranteed.
Where decisions were to be made, a mood of crisis prevailed. The return trip
was a possibility when the negotiations had reached an impasse. The journalists
who were present were bewildered when, in a nighttime press conference from
February 27 to 28, 1994 at the Avenue de Cortenbergh in Brussels, the headquarters of the Austrian Permanent Representative, the foreign minister spoke openly
about the possibility of a breakdown and a departure. Mock’s keywords, “I am
very happy that we cannot be forced to give way if we don’t want to” laid the path
for something serious. What followed, interrupted by long pauses, was a series of
disjointed and even muddled sentences from the foreign minister who had gone
beyond the limits of his physical capability and already severely had the mark of
his illness, only one of which addressed the concrete situation:
“We should be grateful to the citizens of the generation of the last thirty years
... It is often very cold in this area ... There can be a crisis ... The alternative of
departing is a possibility.” Mock then praised the patriotic unity of the delegation
visit. “It is not seen whether someone is from the ÖVP or the SPÖ,” to then at the
Original quotation: “Ein Problem war die Krankheit von Mock. Es ereignete sich eine Situation, in der Mock nicht einsatzfähig war und Wolfgang Schüssel gesagt hat, ich solle die
Leitung der Delegation übernehmen, worauf ich erwidert habe: ‘Das mache ich nicht, die soll
bei Mock bleiben!‘ Aber dann ist uns passiert, dass Mock den Verhandlungstermin nicht an
uns weitergegeben hat. Plötzlich taucht [der deutsche Außenminister] Klaus Kinkel auf und
fragt: ‚Was ist mit euch los, wollt ihr nicht beitreten?’ Wir wussten nicht, dass Kinkel mit Mock
einen Termin vereinbart hatte, und Mock war nicht ansprechbar. Das war unangenehm, vor
allem weil Kinkel so geredet hat, als ob er unser Firmpate wäre, sozusagen ‘Ich tu da für euch
alles und ihr sitzts da und machts nix.’ Da man ununterbrochen gesessen, geredet und wenig
Schlaf hatte, waren die Nerven bei vielen schon einigermaßen blank.” Ferdinand LACINA,
„Wenn dies vielleicht auch nicht von vielen Österreichern so erlebt wurde: 1989 war natürlich
ein tiefer Einschnitt in der Nachkriegsgeschichte“, in: GEHLER – BRAIT (Hrsg.), Am Ort des
Geschehens in Zeiten des Umbruchs, 469.
329
MOCK, Heimat Europa, 190.
328
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conclusion remark, “In spite of all of the difficulty, one day we will be a member of the EU.” With the journalists who were present, astonishment and confusion prevailed. Not one of them asked a question, as if they feared driving the
emotionally and physically exhausted man into total breakdown. Mock stood up,
and the press people who were awakened from their paralysis compared their
notes as to whether they had understood everything correctly. The ORF Brussels
correspondent for many years, Günther Schmid, had already previously recorded
an interview with Mock, but under pressure from Schüssel and Fischler, it was not
broadcast.330 Lacina recalled:
“In the last phase of the negotiations, one thing was particularly unpleasant: we had a very
clear message that there would be a longer transition period for the agricultural policy, which
was a perfectly agreeable story both from the budget and from the acceptance by Austrian
farmers. I had dealings with the agricultural policy inasmuch as I was the negotiating partner
of the corresponding minister of agriculture [...] When we got to Brussels and heard that a
transition period was out of the question, that was not very easy. The representatives of the
social partners and the president of the Chamber of Agriculture, Rudolf Schwarzböck, also
appeared. He said that he was going home immediately. But then I got very loud and said that
that was completely out of the question. Either we all go or no one goes. Since I otherwise
never get very loud, that left rather an impression on him. Fischler was not ungrateful to me for
that. We of course already received an offer from Brussels that was really good for the farmers,
namely, the degressive compensation payments. On the other hand, that meant that with the
budget, we would have to offer relatively high sacrifices. That was not so easy [...] We sat there,
the government delegation and the social partners. Schwarzböck said, ‛That’s unacceptable!’
It was not an easy situation. We were also doing our bit to attempt to convince the individual
commissioners that it would be terribly difficult with the Austrian farmers. At the time, I was
amazed that the discussion was taking place only between Schwarzböck and me and that neither Schüssel nor Fischler provided any commentary to it. Perhaps that was even better. For
them, it was certainly a difficult situation, since the ÖVP was the integration party and then
one of them suddenly refused.”331
Hans RAUSCHER, Franz Fischler – Provokationen eines österreichischen Europäers, Wien
1998, 37–38.
331
Original quotation: “In der letzten Verhandlungsphase war eines besonders unangenehm: Wir
hatten eine sehr klare Botschaft, dass es eine längere Übergangsfrist für die Agrarpolitik geben
werde, was sowohl vom Budget her als auch von der Akzeptanz durch die österreichischen
Bauern eine durchaus angenehme Geschichte war. Ich hatte insofern mit Agrarpolitik zu tun,
weil ich der Verhandlungspartner des jeweiligen Landwirtschaftsministers war… Als wir nach
Brüssel kamen und hörten, dass eine Übergangsfrist nicht in Frage kommt, war das nicht ganz
einfach. Es waren auch die Vertreter der Sozialpartner und der Präsident der Bauernkammer,
Rudolf Schwarzböck, vertreten. Der hat gemeint, er fährt gleich nach Hause. Ich bin dann aber
sehr laut geworden und habe gesagt, das kommt überhaupt nicht in Frage. Entweder wir fahren
alle oder es fährt keiner. Weil ich sonst nicht sehr laut werde, hat ihn das einigermaßen beeindruckt. Fischler war mir nicht undankbar dafür. Wir haben natürlich von Brüssel schon ein
Angebot bekommen, das für die Bauern recht gut war, nämlich die degressiven Ausgleichszahlungen. Das hat auf der anderen Seite bedeutet, dass wir beim Budget relativ hohe Opfer
bringen mussten. Das war nicht so einfach… Wir sind dort gesessen, die Regierungsdelegation
und die Sozialpartner. Schwarzböck hatte gesagt: ‘Das ist inakzeptabel!’ Es war keine einfache
Situation. Wir haben auch Unseres dazu getan, um zu versuchen, die einzelnen Kommissare
330
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On March 1, 1994, Mock let it be known in the Austrian daily newspaper Die
Presse that a crisis “where they went home was certainly a possibility”.332 Later,
he intimated that there were “moments where I considered breaking off the negotiations”, since from the EC side there were “demands that phase by phase were
unacceptable for the delegation”. He got the impression “that there was no willingness on the other side to reasonably take into account the vital matters of our
fellow citizens, the farmers, or our indispensable ecological demands in the issue
of transit traffic”.333
The chancellor was in hourly phone contact with Brussels. A failure of the
negotiations was threatened twice, as Franz Vranitzky recalls:
“Once because of agriculture and once because of the transit issue. Klima wanted to go home.
Mock called me about agriculture and threatened to go home. It was really very complicated,
because Mock was not healthy and basically Ferdinand Lacina was leading the negotiations
and Franz Fischler took over the topic of agriculture. Mock reported to me that they were being
treated badly and for that reason, he was considering leaving. Then I told him, ‘Absolutely not!
Please stay there and keep fighting!’ Thank God they did that.”334

With regard to the question as to whether the Austrian government delegation
wanted to leave Brussels without a conclusion to the negotiations and what kind
of consequences that would have had, Mock answered in retrospect,
“I didn’t know how the game would turn out. But bear in mind, what we had there was no
game. The opposition would surely have joyfully welcomed me home, and the coalition would
have been deeply disappointed. With breaking off the negotiations, the decisive question
would have been, how do we get back to the negotiating table? It was late February 1994 and
the elections had already been set for the autumn. In retrospect, it could have been said that the
davon zu überzeugen, dass es wahnsinnig schwierig wird mit den österreichischen Bauern.
Mich hat damals verblüfft, dass die Diskussion ausschließlich zwischen Schwarzböck und mir
stattfand und weder Schüssel noch Fischler irgendeinen Kommentar dazu abgegeben haben.
Vielleicht war das sogar besser. Es war für sie sicher eine schwierige Situation, denn die ÖVP
war die Integrationspartei und dann verweigert sich plötzlich einer von ihnen.” Ferdinand
LACINA, „Wenn dies vielleicht auch nicht von vielen Österreichern so erlebt wurde: 1989 war
natürlich ein tiefer Einschnitt in der Nachkriegsgeschichte“, in: GEHLER – BRAIT (Hrsg.),
Am Ort des Geschehens in Zeiten des Umbruchs, 468, 470.
332
Gilbert SCHARSACH, EU-Handbuch. Das große Nachschlagwerk der österreichischen
EU-Diskussion, Wien 1996, 339.
333
RAUSCHER, Franz Fischler, 35.
334
Original quotation: “Einmal wegen der Landwirtschaft und einmal wegen der Transitfrage.
Klima wollte abreisen. Bezüglich Landwirtschaft hat mich Mock angerufen und mit Abreise
gedroht. Das war überhaupt sehr kompliziert, weil Mock nicht gesund war und hauptsächlich
Ferdinand Lacina die Verhandlungen führte und Franz Fischler das Agrarthema übernahm.
Mock hat mir berichtet, sie würden schlecht behandelt und er erwog deshalb die Abreise. Ich
habe ihm dann gesagt: ‚Auf keinen Fall! Bitte dortbleiben und weiterkämpfen!‘ Gott sei Dank
haben sie das gemacht.” Franz VRANITZKY, „Es gibt in der Politik sowieso keine Patentlösungen, wie auch 1989–90 keine endgültigen Lösungen möglich waren“, in: GEHLER –
BRAIT (Hrsg.), Am Ort des Geschehens in Zeiten des Umbruchs, 359.
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decision to go home had been the right one. But things also could have turned out differently.
The level of commitment was in any case very high. You have to have luck.”335

In the negotiations for EU accession, the individual chapters were handled one
after another. At the end, there were four chapters left, including agriculture and
the transit issue. With the question as to which was the greatest obstacle on the
path towards Brussels, Mock answered unambiguously with agriculture.
“I seriously considered whether we ought not to break off negotiations and go back home.
I called Vranitzky and Busek, at that time the national party chairman of the ÖVP and vice
chancellor, and informed them of my misgivings. The negotiations were saved when Franz
Fischler and Ferdinand Lacina were able to agree with the EC side on a different financing
system – at five o’clock in the morning!
However, there were then new problems with the French with the transit chapter. The French
minister for European Affairs did not want to agree. The reason was probably a domestic
French matter. In any case, I had been desperately trying since the beginning of the key negotiations to reach Chirac, which after two days I finally succeeded in doing. He then spoke with
Foreign Minister Alain Juppé, who gave the instruction to agree. I had no interest in anyone
losing face, since in a few years, according to my deliberations, we would in fact be negotiating
again and then have to rely upon our discussion partners.”336

In retrospect, Scheich perceived the greatest obstacles to be three negotiation
subjects:
“In the negotiations themselves, it was the political and also semantic treatment or, if you will,
the manipulation of the neutrality issue. It was not about ‘undermining neutrality’, but rather
Original quotation: “Ich wusste nicht, wie das Spiel ausgehen würde. Allerdings: Das hier war
kein Spiel. Die Opposition hätte mich zu Hause sicherlich freudig willkommen geheißen, und
die Koalition wäre zutiefst enttäuscht gewesen. Bei einem Abbruch der Verhandlungen wäre
die entscheidende Frage gewesen: Wie kommen wir wieder zurück an den Verhandlungstisch?
Es war Ende Februar 1994, die Wahlen für Herbst bereits festgelegt. Im Nachhinein hätte man
sagen können, dass die Entscheidung heimzufahren richtig gewesen war. Aber es hätte auch
anders kommen können. Der Einsatz war auf jeden Fall sehr hoch. Man muss auch Glück
haben.” Alois MOCK, „Bei meinem Treffen in Moskau im Herbst 1989 wurde das Thema
Integration vorerst gar nicht angeschnitten“, in: ibid, 404.
336
Original quotation: “Ich überlegte ernsthaft, ob wir nicht die Verhandlungen abbrechen und
nach Hause fahren sollten. Ich rief Vranitzky und Busek, damals Bundesparteiobmann der
ÖVP und Vizekanzler, an und teilte ihnen meine Bedenken mit. Die Verhandlungen waren
gerettet, als sich Franz Fischler und Ferdinand Lacina mit der EG-Seite auf ein anderes Finanzierungssystem einigen konnten – um fünf Uhr morgens!
Allerdings gab es dann beim Transitkapitel neue Probleme mit den Franzosen. Der französische Europa-Minister wollte nicht zustimmen. Der Grund war wahrscheinlich eine innerfranzösische Angelegenheit. Jedenfalls hatte ich seit Beginn der Schlussverhandlungen verzweifelt
versucht, Chirac zu erreichen, was mir nach zwei Tagen endlich gelang. Er sprach dann mit
Außenminister Alain Juppé und dieser gab die Weisung, zuzustimmen. Ich hatte kein Interesse daran, dass irgendjemand das Gesicht verlor, denn in ein paar Jahren – so meine Überlegung
– würden wir ja wieder verhandeln und dann auf unsere Gesprächspartner angewiesen sein.”
Ibid, 404.
335
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we had to find a formula here that covered everything. In economic terms, it was the entrance
of Austrian agriculture into the Common Agricultural Policy. One other potentially explosive
issue in terms of domestic policy was still very important, namely, the Transit Treaty. That
was so difficult because what was in reality concerned there was not the transition periods, but
rather the release from a part of the acquis, of free travel. The Transit Treaty was already there,
it was only about including it in the membership. With this, we were at the edge of a violation
of one of the Four Freedoms. That was the great difficulty, and in that respect the results of the
negotiations were good, since we had been successful in including the Transit Treaty in the
membership.”337

Within this context, Lacina remembered things as exactly as Scheich did:
“The second big problem was the story with transit. Viktor Klima was very uncertain there
as to whether he could accept the regulations. Without the assistance of Vranitzky, I would
not have managed any agreement internally, and above all else it helped that Vranitzky was
in contact with Mitterrand and Mitterrand was in contact with Delors. The latter then found a
formulation that he arranged with me. He said he still did not know whether he could carry it
through or whether it would be acceptable for us, and I said, ‘That is acceptable for us.’ Afterwards, it was not very easy to convince Klima that it was acceptable. I would have preferred
that he would speak with Klima, but Vranitzky had named me as discussion partner for Delors,
though at the end of the day, it turned out well.”338

Original quotation: “In der Verhandlung selbst war es die politische und auch semantische
Abhandlung oder, wenn Sie wollen, Manipulation der Neutralitätsfrage. Es ging nicht darum, ‚die Neutralität auszuhöhlen‘, sondern wir mussten hier Formeln finden, die alles abdeckten. Ökonomisch war es der Eintritt der österreichischen Landwirtschaft in die Gemeinsame
Agrarpolitik. Eine potentiell innenpolitisch explosive Frage war noch sehr wichtig, nämlich
der Transitvertrag. Der Transitvertrag war deshalb so schwierig, weil es hier in Wirklichkeit
nicht um Übergangszeiten ging, sondern um das Ausklinken aus einem Teil des Acquis, des
freien Verkehrs. Der Transitvertrag war schon da, es ging nur darum, ihn in die Mitgliedschaft
mitzunehmen. Hier waren wir am Rande des Bruches mit einer der vier Freiheiten. Das war
die große Schwierigkeit und insofern war das Verhandlungsergebnis gut, denn es ist uns gelungen, den Transitvertrag in die Mitgliedschaft mitzunehmen.” SCHEICH, „Es gab keine
wünschenswerte Alternative für unseren Beitritt“, in: GEHLER – BRAIT (Hrsg.), Am Ort des
Geschehens in Zeiten des Umbruchs, 788, 807, 815.
338
Original quotation: “Das zweite große Problem war die Transitgeschichte. Da war Viktor Klima sehr unsicher, ob er die Regelungen akzeptieren kann. Ohne die Hilfe von Vranitzky hätte
ich intern keine Einigung hinbekommen und vor allem hat geholfen, dass Vranitzky mit Mitterrand in Kontakt war und Mitterrand in Kontakt mit Delors. Dieser hat dann eine Formulierung gefunden, die er mit mir abgesprochen hat. Er hat gesagt, er wisse noch nicht, ob er das
durchsetzen könne, aber ob das für uns akzeptabel sei und ich habe gesagt: „Das ist für uns
akzeptabel.“ Es war nachher nicht ganz einfach, Klima davon zu überzeugen, dass das akzeptabel ist. Mir wäre es lieber gewesen, er hätte das mit Klima besprochen, aber Vranitzky hat
mich als Gesprächspartner für Delors nominiert und das ist letzten Endes gut gegangen.” Ferdinand LACINA, „Wenn dies vielleicht auch nicht von vielen Österreichern so erlebt wurde:
1989 war natürlich ein tiefer Einschnitt in der Nachkriegsgeschichte“, in: GEHLER – BRAIT
(Hrsg.), Am Ort des Geschehens in Zeiten des Umbruchs, 469.
337
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Scheich confirms Lacina’s recollections:
“Klima was very cautious and had a hard time with the transit issue. We had to overcome some
very difficult situations, because as already mentioned, we as Austrians had indicated certain
compromises with respect to Kinkel which Klima took back again. But things still went well.
Although, it was hard until the very end.”339

Gregor Woschnagg, who took part in the negotiations in Brussels as Scheich’s
deputy, describes the controversial agricultural issue from his memory as follows:
“Franz Fischler initially defended the concept of the Ministry of Agriculture. I told him:
‘I now this concept, but I do not believe it is compatible with European law. We will have
to make a common agricultural policy’. At that Franz Fischler shoots at me: No, they would
have discussed it with the Directorate-General. Then I said: ‘I am sorry, but I am negotiating
with the Directorate-General for External Relations, which is in favor of [responsible for] the
accession negotiations and finds that this is not the case’. That is how we parted ways. I said:
‘So please, there are two ways, we can do it one way or the other. We can make these compensatory contracts, that is to say there is no agricultural material involved – a green border
– green financial controls’. The Ministry of Finance was enthusiastic about this. That enabled it
to keep the tariffs. Two days later there was a meeting at the ÖVP. They said: ‘Yes, but you got
a rubdown from Fischler’. Word got around quickly in Vienna. ‘You got a rubdown, of course
we make the compensation contracts. Of course we’ll do that. Do you understand that now?’
Then I said: ‘You can do it differently’. In the last round of negotiations in Brussels, the EC
side said: ‘That cannot be done by not adapting the common agricultural policy. You cannot
have exceptions in the internal market. You are part of it’. We had to change the system over a
weekend. Unfortunately, I was sitting in the back row when that took place and smiled. Mock
then said: ‘Stop smiling, I know why you are smiling.’”340
Original quotation: “Klima war sehr vorsichtig und hat sich in der Transitfrage schwergetan.
Wir hatten einige sehr schwierige Situationen zu überwinden, weil wir, wie schon gesagt, als
Österreicher gewisse Kompromisse gegenüber Kinkel angedeutet hatten, die Klima wieder
zurückzog. Aber es ist noch gut gegangen. Es war aber bis zum Schluss hart.” SCHEICH, ”Es
gab keine wünschenswerte Alternative für unseren Beitritt“, in: GEHLER – BRAIT (Hrsg.),
Am Ort des Geschehens in Zeiten des Umbruchs, 805.
340
“Franz Fischler hat zunächst das Konzept des Landwirtschaftsministeriums verteidigt. Ich
habe ihm gesagt: ‘Ich kenne dieses Konzept, aber ich glaube nicht, dass es europarechtlich
kompatibel ist. Wir werden gemeinsame Agrarpolitik machen müssen.’ Darauf schießt mich
Franz Fischler an: Nein sie hätten das besprochen mit der Generaldirektion. Da hab ich gesagt:
‘Es tut mir leid, aber ich verhandle mit der Generaldirektion Außenbeziehungen, die für die
Beitrittsverhandlungen [verantwortlich] ist und die findet, das ist nicht so.’ So sind wir auseinander gegangen. Ich sagte: ‘Also bitte, es gibt zwei Wege, wir können das so oder so machen.
Wir können diese Ausgleichsverträge machen, das heißt die Agrarmaterie ist nicht dabei –
eine grüne Grenze – grüne Finanzkontrollen.’ Das Finanzministerium war begeistert davon.
Dadurch konnte es die Zölle behalten. Zwei Tage später gab es eine Sitzung bei der ÖVP. Dort
hieß es: ‘Ja, da hast du aber eine Abreibung von Fischler bekommen.’ Das hat sich schnell in
Wien herumgesprochen. ‘Du hast eine Abreibung bekommen, natürlich machen wir die Ausgleichsverträge. Natürlich übernehmen wir das. Hast du das jetzt kapiert?’ Darauf habe ich
gesagt: ‘Man kann es auch anders machen.’ In der letzten Verhandlungsrunde in Brüssel hat
die EG-Seite gesagt: ‘Das geht nicht mit der Nichtanpassung der Gemeinsamen Agrarpolitik.
Ihr könnt keine Ausnahmen haben im Binnenmarkt. Ihr seid Teil davon.’ Das System mussten
339
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The positive assessment of Fischler is nevertheless certain for Woschnagg:
“He’s a smart man, a man up to every trick. That’s more than peasant’s cunning. I am a big fan
of Fischler. His people had persuaded him then that it would work. That was Harald Kreid. But
it didn’t work. They probably didn’t have the big picture. You had the Deputy Director-General
in the Agriculture Council tell you that. Perhaps they did not want Austrian competition. The
Bavarians also went to Austria because they were afraid that the Tyroleans would deliver their
milk to northern Italy. There were all kinds of particular interests there. In the past there were
always ‘milk bombers’ on the motorway. They no longer exist because the Tyroleans have
conquered the northern Italian milk market from the Bavarians. The Bavarians came and said:
‘Please don’t join us. The common agricultural policy is terrible’, without mentioning their
advantages. That had to be reversed at the time. That was not easy. Mock gave an interview:
‘It’s very cold in Brussels’. That was because of the change in agricultural policy. They wanted
to make the A and B quotas for sugar an advantage for the French and a disadvantage for the
Austrians.”341

There have therefore been considerations to break off the negotiations mainly
because of the open and controversial question of agriculture:
“The agrarian representatives wanted to fly away. I said to Mock: ‘Federal Minister, you must
not allow that to happen. They must remain in the negotiation room. If they are gone, they will
not come back’. It was also about the A and B quotas for sugar. Haider noticed this immediately
in Austria, I do not know where it came from. There is a beet sugar association in Austria. It
organised demonstrations in Vienna. Haider drove to Hohenau on the Czech border to a sugar
factory and said there: ‘This factory must be closed when we join’. There he gave a blazing
speech to 130 workers: ‘I will prevent this sugar beet factory from being closed’. (But this was
only closed in 2010). There have been discussions about that. [...] Martin Purtscher became
angry: ‘I hear about a sugar factory with 130 workers at the Lower Austrian border, do you
want to break off the negotiations? I said to Mock: ‘Federal Minister, you can’t break off the

wir über ein Wochenende umändern. Ich habe dann leider in der hinteren Reihe gesessen, als
das stattfand und gelächelt. Mock hat darauf gesagt: ‘Hör auf zu lächeln, ich weiß, warum
du lächelst.’” Interview with Gregor WOSCHNAGG at Forum Alpbach, August 2010 (audio
recording in the possession of the author).
341
Original quotation: “Er ist ein kluger, mit allen Wassern gewaschener Mann. Das ist mehr als
Bauernschläue. Ich bin ein großer Fischler-Fan. Seine Leute hatten ihm damals eingeredet,
dass es geht. Das war Harald Kreid. Aber es ging nicht. Die hatten wahrscheinlich den großen
Überblick nicht. Sie haben sich das vom stellvertretenden Generaldirektor im Rate der Landwirtschaft sagen lassen. Die wollten vielleicht nicht die österreichische Konkurrenz haben.
Die Bayern sind doch auch nach Österreich gegangen, weil sie Angst hatten, dass die Tiroler
ihre Milch nach Oberitalien liefern. Da hat es lauter Partikularinteressen gegeben. Früher hat
es doch immer die ‘Milchbomber’ auf der Autobahn gegeben. Die gibt es jetzt nicht mehr, weil
die Tiroler den oberitalienischen Milchmarkt von den Bayern erobert haben. Die Bayern sind
gekommen und haben gesagt: ‘Bitte tretet ja nicht bei. Die gemeinsame Agrarpolitik ist furchtbar’, ohne zu erwähnen, welche Vorteile sie haben. Das musste damals umgedreht werden.
Das war nicht einfach. Mock hat ein Interview gegeben: ‘Hier ist es sehr kalt in Brüssel.’ Das
war wegen der Agrarpolitikänderung. Da wollten sie auch die A und B- Quote bei Zucker zum
Vorteil der Franzosen und zum Nachteil der Österreicher machen.” Ibid.
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agricultural negotiations’. He said: ‘No, we can only interrupt them, but not break them off,
otherwise they will never come here again’.”342

Haider’s coup could finally be prevented.
The EU negotiators who were responsible, French Minister for European
Affairs Alain Lamassoure and Dutch Foreign Minister Hans von den Broek,
turned out to be the hardest adversaries. If the Austrians remained adamant, then
Lamassoure – who came from Savoy, a region which in his assessment would
be threatened by alternative traffic over the Alps – wanted to “annul” the Transit Treaty that was already concluded with its restrictions for heavy transport
passing through Austria. In the area of agriculture, the Austrian delegation was
confronted with the demand that the Single Market had to have immediate validity – and thus without the seven-year transition period that the Austrian side
originally strove for, that is, Austrian agriculture would immediately be subjected
to the lower price level of the EU.343

1994 February: Accession negotiations close to completion, on the left Commissioner for
External Relations Hans van den Broek and on the right Alois Mock
Original quotation: “Die Agrarvertreter wollten wegfliegen. Ich habe zu Mock gesagt: ‘Herr
Bundesminister, das darfst Du nicht zulassen. Sie müssen im Verhandlungssaal bleiben. Wenn
sie weg sind, kommen sie nicht mehr zurück.’ Es ging dann auch noch um die A und B-Quote
von Zucker. Haider hatte das in Österreich sofort mitbekommen, ich weiß nicht woher. Es gibt
einen Rübenzuckerverband in Österreich. Dieser hat Demonstrationen in Wien organisiert.
Haider ist nach Hohenau an die tschechische Grenze zu einer Zuckerfabrik gefahren und hat
dort gesprochen: ‘Diese Fabrik muss geschlossen werden, wenn wir beitreten.’ Er hat dort vor
130 Arbeitern eine flammende Rede gehalten: ‘Ich werde verhindern, dass diese Zuckerrübenfabrik geschlossen wird.’ (Diese ist aber erst 2010 geschlossen worden). Darauf hat es Diskussionen gegeben. [...] Martin Purtscher wurde zornig: ‘Ich höre wegen einer Zuckerfabrik mit
130 Arbeitern an der niederösterreichischen Grenze wollt ihr die Verhandlungen abbrechen?’
Ich habe zu Mock gesagt: ‘Herr Bundesminister, Du kannst nicht die Agrarverhandlungen abbrechen.’ Er hat gesagt: ‘Nein wir können sie höchstens unterbrechen, aber nicht abbrechen,
sonst kommen die nie wieder hierher.” Ibid.; Martin Purtscher was governor of Vorarlberg
from 1987 to 1997.
343
RAUSCHER, Franz Fischler, 38–39, 49 ff.
342
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As being mentioned beforehand the Foreign Minister stood before the consideration “to break off the discussions”. The idea that Austria had to come to terms
with “destiny” as a second class European country was for him in any case unbearable. Support “from many European capitals” (especially from Bonn, which
Mock did not expressly mention) was thereupon decisive for avoiding the breakdown of negotiations and the return home by the delegation. What it was that led
to the compromise in negotiations was formulated by Mock this way: “At the moment that the position of the EC on the agricultural price system and the Transit
Treaty became more flexible, the breakthrough was achieved.”344
There was flexibility also on the Austrian side. Franz Fischler made a proposal to Greek Foreign Minister and Minister for European Affairs Theodoros
Pangalos, who as President of the Council was leading the negotiations. The
proposal was for a flexible Austrian model for agriculture that amounted to the
immediate acceptance of the Single Market but included EU compensation payments to Austrian agriculture. This compromise model that Fischler brought in
helped to cut the Gordian knot. Against the background of the Single Market
that had entered into force, the position of the Union had already emerged in the
autumn and winter of 1993 to get through accession with regard to Austrian agriculture without long transition periods, while the Austrian delegation was still set
for that and had gone into the negotiations with that demand. As representative of
the farmers, Rudolf Schwarzböck of the Chamber of Agriculture braced himself
against this compromise solution. But in the end, it was possible to persuade him.

1994 March: “With united forces” or who was taken to the cleaners?
(Europe Courier March 1994, cover page)

As an expression of the chamber system and of the association-structured state,
the social partners also belonged to the negotiating team: not only the Chamber of
Agriculture, but also those members or representatives of the Federal Chamber of
344

MOCK, Heimat Europa, 190.
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Business and the Chamber of Labor as well as the Association of Trade Unions.
If one of them had not lent their support to the compensation, that indeed would
have been the end of the negotiations.345
In addition to the agricultural and transit policies, the regulation of the
emotional question of second residences was another obstacle for concluding the
negotiations. Tyrol in particular pushed for a satisfactory solution. The prohibition
against non-Austrians acquiring new second residences was supposed to remain
in force for five years after Austria’s EU accession, which was not achievable along
the normal paths of negotiations. In the end, Helmut Kohl yielded to T
 yrolean
346
demands in this issue.
14. FINISHING THE NEGOTIATIONS WITH GERMANY’S DECISIVE
SUPPORT AND THE ROLE PLAYED BY THE COMMISSION
The German Chancellor, who had always been fond of Austria, along with his Europe policy advisor Joachim Bitterlich and Foreign Minister Klaus Kinkel (FDP)
made special efforts for the Austrian accession candidate. Kinkel had arrived in
Brussels with the instruction from the German Chancellor to “push through” the
acceptance of the neutral states. He considered failure to be impossible: Austria
and the Scandinavian countries were “a stability factor” for the Union.347
Joachim Bitterlich, Director of the Foreign Relations Department in the Federal
Chancellery, reported that there was a clear mandate from Kohl to absolutely
bring the negotiations to a conclusion. He was instructed to accompany the Foreign Minister and to correspondingly “flank” him. The President of the Council,
Pangalos, already wanted to go home. But the transit problem was still open. “The
Austrians were constantly calling Paris, but no one picked up,” neither Eduard
Balladur nor Jacques Chirac nor François Mitterrand, as Bitterlich reports. Mock
was physically at the end of his rope and no longer capable of taking part in the
negotiations. Kinkel, who did not know how ill Mock was, acted gruff, treating
him poorly and offensively. As a result of a translation error of a sentence by the
German Foreign Minister with a view towards the resistance by the Spaniards
in the fisheries issue with Norway (“I’ll break the Spaniard’s leg”), the mood
threatened to hit rock bottom. Kinkel left the negotiating hall, Bitterlich had to go
get him back. Together, he and the Undersecretary for European Affairs, Brigitte
Ederer (SPÖ), put the brakes on the impetuous German Foreign Minister. It would

RAUSCHER, Fischler, 41–42, 44, 46–47; for the negotiations backed by the social partners see
KUNNERT, Österreichs Weg, 199–200.
346
Ibid.
347
RAUSCHER, Fischler, 51.
345
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only be successful in the night to negotiate the inclusion of the Transit Treaty with
the corresponding modalities.348

1997: Germany’s Federal Foreign Minister Klaus Kinkel (centre)
in conversation to Austria’s Permanent Representative Manfred Scheich (right),
State Secretary Werner Hoyer of the German Auswärtiges Amt on the left

While inside, brute force was being used on Kinkel, to the outside the impression
was being conveyed to the media that he had mediated as a “broker between
aspirants and the old and established”.349 In actuality, he vehemently warned
against the negative consequences of a failure of the negotiations with a view
towards the “EU Eastern Enlargement” which at that time had already been taken
into consideration, and he exerted massive pressure which, in the end, was very
helpful for Austria. Thus, concessions were also made to the candidates for accession which could be implemented in the EU round against the criticism of France,
Spain, and Portugal. There were also reservations again and again with the Dutch,
for example with Prime Minister Ruud Lubbers, who had already “spoken out too
much against German reunification”, causing Kohl to come out against him as the
successor to Jacques Delors as Commission president.350
Austria’s Ambassador Hans Winkler, later EU undersecretary, confirms
Bitterlich’s account when he recalls, “In the end, it was the Germans who banged
on the table in the decisive phases of the negotiations and achieved the concessions for us that we needed.”351
That was also confirmed in retrospect by Mock:
Information from Dr. Joachim BITTERLICH to the author at the Forum Alpbach, August 28,
2007; EICHTINGER/WOHNOUT, Mock, 255.
349
Welt am Sonntag, March 6, 1994.
350
RAUSCHER, Franz Fischler, 87.
351
Interview with Ambassador Hans WINKLER, December 6, 2002 (audio recording in the
possession of the author).
348
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“The two of them, both Kohl and Kinkel, supported Austria at all times. The Germans did in
fact have conflicts with Austria in those points that affected them directly, such as agriculture,
transit, and second residences, but they never introduced these topics in a conflictive manner.
A solution was always sought. Kohl accepted everything if it was relatively reasonable. Kinkel
was, I have to say, likewise very cooperative. That also holds true for Chirac and Juppé.”352

In the final phase of the negotiations for accession, there was a continuous, close,
and confidential arrangement and coordination by Austria with the Federal Republic of Germany. The relationship between Vranitzky and Kohl was even closer.353
The role played by the European Commission was also of importance especially when acting as a mediator. Graham Avery was director in the Task Force
for Enlargement headed by Director-General Steffen Smidt. The Task Force dealt
with the four EFTA candidate countries and Avery was especially responsible
for Austria. He argued that in the accession negotiations, the EFTA candidates
were “the least of our problems. The most difficult problem was to convince the
Directorates-General of the Commission, and then the member states, to agree
coordinated positions on the various areas of policy.”354
According to Avery, the Commission was not the real negotiator. Formally
speaking, it was the task of the Presidency of the Council to do this, but these
“formal rules for accession negotiations do not mean that the Commission’s role
is merely technical, or that it has no influence in guiding negotiations”. Avery
mentioned three aspects of the Commission’s influence: its right of proposal in
matters of Community competence, which shaped how the Presidency would
present and negotiate common positions. Secondly the Commission was instructed by the Council to “explore possible solutions to specific problems with the
applicant countries, when there seems to be an impasse in the negotiations,” although the Commission was particularly suited to solving problems of a technical nature. Last but not least, the Commission’s role with regard to the applicant
countries was often what Avery called “the friend who tells the truth”. This could
be viewed as a kind of diplomatic role, where the Commission sought to take into
account the interests of both the EU and the applicant countries. In this light, the

Original quotation: “Beide, sowohl Kohl als auch Kinkel, unterstützten Österreich zu jeder
Zeit. Die Deutschen hatten zwar in jenen Punkten, die sie direkt berührten – wie zum Beispiel
Landwirtschaft, Transit und Zweitwohnsitz – Konflikte mit Österreich, brachten diese Themen aber nie konfliktuell ein. Es wurde immer nach einer Lösung gesucht. Kohl akzeptierte
alles, wenn es einigermaßen vernünftig war. Kinkel war, das muss ich sagen, ebenfalls sehr
kooperativ. Das trifft auch auf Chirac und Juppé zu.” Alois MOCK, „Bei meinem Treffen in
Moskau im Herbst 1989 wurde das Thema Integration vorerst gar nicht angeschnitten,“ in:
GEHLER – BRAIT (Hrsg.), Am Ort des Geschehens in Zeiten des Umbruchs, 383–410: 405.
353
Information from Ass.-Prof. Dr. Thomas ANGERER, April 12, 2006 on the speeches by Dr.
Franz VRANITZKY and Dr. Helmut KOHL at the celebration of the tenth anniversary of EU
membership at the Redoutensaal in Vienna (2005).
354
IKONOMOU – GEHLER, Der Beitritt Österreichs, Finnlands und Schwedens, 573.
352
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Commission’s Opinion on the applicant countries served as a diplomatic instrument designed to prepare the ground for understanding between the negotiating
parties.355
Summing up the Commission’s role in the enlargement by the neutrals, three
aspects are important to note: in the case of the EEA, the timing of the opening of negotiations, and the handling of the issue of neutrality, the Commission
worked, with a great degree of success, to let the reform processes of the EC
and new policies of the EU come before enlargement. Secondly, the Commission
functioned as a hub of expertise for the EU side in the negotiations, but also as
a dumping ground for difficult issues that needed to be postponed. The member
states’ non-handling of the neutrality issue, while waiting for a report from the
Commission, is a proof of that interpretation. Thirdly, the Commission’s role was
like that of an informal interlocutor prior to or during negotiations. This was crucial in preparing the ground for compromises.356
On March 1, 1994 was to be the day of agreement. At the Commission meeting
hall at the big round table, it was possible to announce the accession of Austria
to continuous applause. In an intentional allusion to Leopold Figl’s proclamation
after the signing of the State Treaty in Vienna’s Belvedere Castle on May 15,
1955 (“Austria is free!”), Mock, who was rather recovered and visibly moved,
proclaimed, “Austria’s path to Europe is free!”357
Mock’s “little kiss” that he then gave Undersecretary for Europe Brigitte Ederer
in front of running cameras went down in the history of the Second Republic.
The Foreign Minister had arrived at the highpoint of his popularity.358 After the
balcony scene at the Upper Belvedere on May 15, 1955, a second heavily symbolic
image of the history of the Second Republic was thus created.
The results of the negotiations were above all else a bilateral process between
Austria and the EU. There was only limited contact with the other negotiating
partners. Lacina made reference to corresponding efforts:
“Well, at the time we tried to be in harmony with the Swedes, the Norwegians, and the Finns.
We were also in the Swedish Embassy, the trade minister was there, a social democrat. It was
of course the case that on one hand, cooperation was present, but on the other hand, there
was also competition. The one thing that was certainly the case: Mock absolutely wanted to
achieve accession. For me, it would not have been so urgent. For me, though, it was very hard
to imagine that Sweden, Norway, and Finland would achieve a positive result and we would

Graham AVERY, The Commission’s perspective on the EFTA accession negotiations (SEI
Working Paper No. 12), Sussex European Institute, Brighton 1995, 2, quoted in: IKONOMOU
– GEHLER, Der Beitritt Österreichs, Finnlands und Schwedens, 573.
356
Ibid., 574.
357
RAUSCHER, Fischler, 52.
358
EICHTINGER – WOHNOUT, Mock, 257.
355
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go home and have to say, ‘We’re going to keep negotiating!’ First of all, that would have lasted
a correspondingly long time, and I don’t know if afterwards our position would have become
stronger.”359

Scheich correspondingly added:
“For institutional reasons, there was no question of multilateral negotiations. We of course mutually informed each other and, as it were, consulted with each other, but in reality, everyone
traveled on their own bilateral track. And if so, then we consulted with each other in Brussels.
The others, I believe, had also long before decided about the inclusion of agriculture in the
Single Market, which was of interest to us.”360

In addition to Sweden, which had concluded its negotiations first – much to the
chagrin and disappointment of some of the Austrian delegation members and
diplomats, such as Wolfgang Wolte, since Vienna had already made its application as early as 1989 – and Finland (with Norway, there were still problems with
the fishery rights), Austria came to an agreement with the EU on March 1. After
an eighty-hour negotiating marathon – the schedules were kept to twenty hours
per day, as Sweden and Finland had already finalized – Mock, who was exhausted, unshaven, and heavily marked by the ordeal but relieved and happy, was able
to announce the positive outcome.361 The EU and Norway continued their negotiations a while longer, landing a deal on fisheries after some heavy legwork by
Germany. On March 30, 1994, accession negotiations formally came to a close
with Austria, Sweden, Finland, and Norway. The accession treaties were signed
on June 25.362
Original quotation: “Also wir haben damals versucht, mit den Schweden, den Norwegern und
den Finnen im Gleichklang zu sein. Wir waren auch in der Schwedischen Botschaft, da war die
Außenhandelsministerin, eine Sozialdemokratin. Es war natürlich so, dass auf der einen Seite
Kooperation vorhanden, auf der anderen Seite aber auch Konkurrenz dabei war. Was sicherlich stimmt: Mock wollte unbedingt den Beitritt erreichen. Für mich wär‘s nicht so dringend
gewesen. Für mich war aber sehr schwer vorstellbar, dass Schweden, Norwegen und Finnland
ein positives Ergebnis erzielen und wir nach Hause kommen und sagen müssen: ‚Wir verhandeln weiter!‘ Erstens hätte das ja entsprechend lange gedauert und ich weiß nicht, ob unsere
Position nachher stärker geworden wäre.” Ferdinand LACINA, „Wenn dies vielleicht auch
nicht von vielen Österreichern so erlebt wurde: 1989 war natürlich ein tiefer Einschnitt in der
Nachkriegsgeschichte“, in: GEHLER – BRAIT (Hrsg.), Am Ort des Geschehens in Zeiten des
Umbruchs, 472–473.
360
Original quotation: “Eine multilaterale Verhandlung kam institutionell nicht in Frage. Wir
haben uns natürlich gegenseitig informiert und, wenn Sie wollen, konsultiert, aber jeder ist in
Wahrheit auf der eigenen bilateralen Schiene gefahren. Wenn, dann haben wir uns in Brüssel
konsultiert. Die anderen haben, glaube ich, auch den Binnenmarkt-Einschluss der Landwirtschaft, die für uns interessant war, längst entschieden gehabt.” SCHEICH, „Es gab keine wünschenswerte Alternative für unseren Beitritt“, in: GEHLER – BRAIT (Hrsg.), Am Ort des
Geschehens in Zeiten des Umbruchs, 813.
361
Archiv der Gegenwart, March 1, 1994, A 38712; WOSCHNAGG, Die EU-Beitrittsverhandlungen Österreichs, 139; SCHARSACH, EU-Handbuch, 338–340, 347 (Anm. 562).
362
IKONOMOU – GEHLER, Der Beitritt Österreichs, Finnlands und Schwedens, 572.
359
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The further procedure – ratification both by the parliaments of the candidates for
accession and by the EU Member States – ran as scheduled, and thus the four
countries of Austria, Sweden, Finland, and Norway could become EU members
on January 1, 1995. The Austrian Federal Government did everything to adhere
to that date.
On April 28, 1995, Austria also acceded as the tenth member of the EU to
the Schengen Agreement, which at that time was not yet a part of the EU legal
system. In spite of misgivings and reservations on the part of some EU states,
including above all the Mediterranean countries which preferred a deepening of
the Community to an enlargement, the Austrian Federal Government pushed with
all its force for a swift agreement with Brussels. That was to be successful.
15. NEGOTIATION RESULTS
The biggest negotiation problems for all of the applicants were agriculture in general, and in particular transitional periods and aid for Nordic agriculture, structural and regional policy, budget questions, and demands from Austria and Sweden
for a gradual phasing-in of contributions to the common budget. Added to this
were two particular problems for Austria: that of the transit of heavy trucks and
second residences by foreigners. The EU prioritized concluding outstanding
chapters with Finland and Sweden first – the least troublesome applicants – in
order to create momentum and to put pressure on the other applicants Austria and
Norway.363

363

Ibid., 569.
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How could the developments of the negotiations from the side of the EC/EU
be seen and how are the results subsequently to be analyzed and interpreted? The
Austrian delegation had achieved a result that was regarded in the contemporary
perception as respectable,364 but which little by little and increasingly frequently
gave rise to criticism. Among the five most delicate points of the results from the
Brussels negotiations were the following negotiation subjects:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Agriculture,
Transit traffic,
Environmental standards,
Real property transactions
Neutrality
EURATOM

Regarding Point a):
The Commission was of great importance in finding a way to “co-finance” from
the EU budget the compensatory direct aid to farmers, without causing member
states, especially Germany and the United Kingdom, to become disgruntled. But
that would only help Austria, Finland, and Norway, where farmers faced a decline
in agricultural price support upon membership. Avery recalls that the role taken
by the Commission was crucial:
“The Commission’s elegant solution to this problem was to devise a ‘lump-sum’ payment to
each of the applicant countries from the agricultural section of the budget – an ‘agrobudgetary
package’ over the first four years of membership. It was described as ‘degressive’ compensation towards the costs for Austria, Norway, and Finland of adjusting to agricultural prices, as
well as the ‘adjustment effort already undertaken by Sweden’.”365

Now it was Austria’s turn. The Commission’s position was that the agreements
with Sweden and Finland would put pressure on the Austrian negotiators, as
they had to carefully choose in which battles to engage. As we know, their main
outstanding problems were transit, agriculture, and second residences. As far as
agriculture was concerned, Austria was faced with a fait accompli. After tough
negotiations, where Mock recalled that the government seriously contemplated
breaking off negotiations, an agreement was reached that was similar to what the

For MOCK, Heimat Europa, 191–193, the results of the negotiations were “even better than
expected.” In the light of further developments after Austria’s EU accession, this judgment
appeared in any case to be exaggerated. Also see the contemporary presentation by Manfred
SCHEICH, Das Ergebnis der Beitrittsverhandlungen, in: Tiroler Perspektiven 7 (1994), 1,
26–29; in contrast to this, see the critical and negative assessment of the results of the negotiations by the Viennese historian Gerhard JAGSCHITZ, Die EU ist nicht Europa, in:
WirtschaftsWoche, March 24, 1993, 30–31: 31 and the pros und cons, in: Europa Kurier (April
1994), Nr. 3, 8.
365
AVERY, The Commission’s Perspective, 8.
364
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EU had already agreed upon with Finland and Sweden.366 Falling in line with the
other applicants on agriculture, and having settled upon a transitional solution for
secondary residences, what remained was transit.
With the complex of issues surrounding agriculture,367 there was agreement on a “compromise model”. The farmers were in fact confronted with the
immediate opening of the market and the reduction of agricultural prices, that is,
the adaptation to the lower EU level, but they were to receive price compensation
premiums – “degressive compensation payments” four years after accession that
would be reduced every year.368 There are contradictory statements with regard
to the figures.369
In contrast to the original position, there was also to be cost sharing by the EU
in the compensation payments provided in the first four years after accession.370
Gilbert Scharsach names as the sum a total of 16.3 billion Austrian schillings.371
But after EU accession, there was a wait for this money for the farmers. The
report by the Austrian Federal Government about the results of the negotiations
sounds genuinely confident against the citied points of criticism:
“On the whole, it can be established that the entrance of Austrian agriculture into the Common
Agricultural Policy will not take place in an abrupt manner, since measures were supported
by funds from the EU, the Austrian states, and the country as a whole which will lead to a
long-term assurance of the existence of rural agriculture as well as the processing sector.”372
Alois MOCK, Heimat Europa. Der Countdown von Wien nach Brüssel, redigiert von Herbert
VYTISKA, Wien 1994, 190.
367
SCHARSACH, EU-Handbuch, 219–230.
368
Archiv der Gegenwart, March 1, 1994, 38712.
369
For the financing of transitional measures, an amount of 6.8 billion Austrian schillings was
originally provided, see WOSCHNAGG, Die EU-Beitrittsverhandlungen Österreichs, 140;
Dok. 1: BKA (GZ 405.707/68-IV/5/94)/BMfAA (GZ 220.500/244-III.2/94) Vortrag an den
Ministerrat betrifft: Österreich-EU: Beitrittsverhandlungen; Bericht der Bundesregierung an
den Nationalrat sowie an den Bundesrat über das Ergebnis der Beitrittsverhandlungen, March
15, 1994, Kapitel 15, in: GEHLER, Der lange Weg nach Europa, Bd. 2: Dokumente, 631–634.
Due to one information the discussion was of 36.7 billion schillings of direct transitional aid
for accepting the Single Market provisions on the part of the EU and Austria, see RAUSCHER,
Fischler, 53.
370
Dok. 22: “Die wichtigsten EU-Verhandlungsergebnisse.” Aufzeichnung, in: GEHLER, Der
lange Weg nach Europa, Bd. 2: Dokumente, 669–675.
371
For additional details on the results of the negotiations, see SCHARSACH, EU-Handbuch, 228
et seq.
372
Original quotation: “Insgesamt kann festgestellt werden, daß der Eintritt der österreichischen Landwirtschaft in die Gemeinsame Agrarpolitik nicht schockartig erfolgen wird, da
aus Mitteln der EU, der Länder und des Bundes Maßnahmen gefördert werden, die zu einer
langfristigen Existenzsicherung der bäuerlichen Landwirtschaft sowie des verarbeitenden
Sektors führen.” Dok. 11: BKA (GZ 405.707/68-IV/5/94)/BMfAA (GZ 220.500/244-III.2/94)
Vortrag an den Ministerrat betrifft: Österreich-EU: Beitrittsverhandlungen; Bericht der
Bundesregierung an den Nationalrat sowie an den Bundesrat über das Ergebnis der Beitrittsverhandlungen, March 15, 1994, Kapitel 15, in: GEHLER, Der lange Weg nach Europa, Bd. 2:
Dokumente, 631–634.
366
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Regarding Point b): With the issue of transit traffic,373 the Austrian position at first
seemed to have been granted. The agreement that had been concluded in 1992
between Vienna and Brussels for the entire area of the country was to compel
trucks from the EU to reduce pollution on Alpine roads by 60% starting from 1991
levels through 2004 through an “eco-point system”. At the same time, it contained
provisions for the expansion of the railway infrastructure and the support of combined transport: even though the Transit Treaty was in contradiction to the “free
movement” principle of the Single Market, it was to remain in force. According to
the first trusting press reports, if the goal of environmental relief were to already
be reached in 2001, then the treaty was to expire prematurely,374 but Austria was
to have a veto right with an automatic three-year extension.375
On March 1, 1994, on overtime, the EU and Austria locked horns on the transit question. The first hick-up came when the Belgian minister and the Austrians
landed an agreement en marge, which proved to be unacceptable to the rest of
the Council. The proposal was for a transitional period of three stages (3 times
3 years) where the passage of heavy transport through Austrian territory would
be limited through its system of so-called “eco-points”. The problem was how
the EU with Austria on the inside should decide on moving from one stage to
the next. For a while it looked as if Austria – the first of the four countries to apply for membership – would have to postpone accession. Late in the evening, as
pressure on both sides grew, the EU side engineered a “masterpiece of procedural
ingenuity”, where the passage from the second to the third stage would be based
upon a scientific study assessing whether the aim of the transit policy was reached
(reduction of pollution by heavy Lorries by 60%). If such reductions were not yet
achieved, the Council could adopt arrangements ensuring corresponding protection by qualified majority. If this was not agreed upon, the transitional period
would be extended for the three final years as well.376
Scheich confirms in retrospect the ambivalence on the transit regulation:

WOSCHNAGG, Die EU-Beitrittsverhandlungen, 231–247; Dok. 11: BKA (GZ 405.707/68IV/5/94)/BMfAA (GZ 220.500/244-III.2/94) Vortrag an den Ministerrat betrifft:
Österreich-EU: Beitrittsverhandlungen; Bericht der Bundesregierung an den Nationalrat sowie an den Bundesrat über das Ergebnis der Beitrittsverhandlungen, March 15, 1994, Kapitel
5, in: GEHLER, Der lange Weg nach Europa, Bd. 2: Dokumente, 626–628.
374
Welt am Sonntag, March 6, 1994.
375
Zum Verhandlungsergebnis im Detail: SCHARSACH, EU-Handbuch, 242–244.
376
IKONOMOU – GEHLER, Der Beitritt Österreichs, Finnlands und Schwedens, 571–572.
373
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“It was limited in terms of time, with the possibility of extension and recurring review of the
extension or of the alignment in road tolls. But for the EC, it was a violation in a core area of
the Single Market and a genuine restriction regulation. That was hard to digest for the EC,
not just for the sensitive Brenner zone, and above all with the possibility for extension. It has
to be taken into consideration that that was 1994 and it was valid for ten years. That was, as
mentioned, hard to digest with EC dogma. In spite of that, the overall dynamics that set in with
the negotiations in the end led to the goal.”377

In the wake of the accession policy of the Federal Government – which is to
be designated as disinformation – it was only recognizable for the population
through the development after the accession in 1995 that the transit agreement
was to become untenable in the form that was negotiated in 1992.378 There was
only one certainty that would become a fact for the suffering residents: the essential points could not be pushed through against community interests. The Transit
Treaty between Austria and the EU had entered into force on January 1, 1993, but
they would put whatever they wanted on paper: The heavy transport continued to
roll through Tyrol and even increased. When considered after the fact, the agreement therefore appeared like a deliberate agreement for show and a skillful chess
move by both the EU and the Federal Government – Gilbert Scharsach speaks
of political calculation for the safeguarding and implementation of their interests
that went far beyond the transit problems.379
In any case, there is hardly any other example in which the loss of Austrian
sovereignty that was being carried out through EU accession could be read more
clearly than in the oft-cited Transit Treaty and the failure of its implementation,
which was to become obvious at the latest towards the end of 2003. As an EU
member, Austria would never have been able to conclude such a treaty, but rather
only as a previously sovereign state.380 As soon as it was to enter into the Union,
the agreement that had originally been reached had to turn out to be a paper tiger,
as was already intimated in the avis from the summer of 1991. The EU likewise
Original quotation: “Sie war temporär auch befristet, mit der Möglichkeit der Verlängerung
und immer wiederkehrender Überprüfung der Verlängerung beziehungsweise des Einschwenkens in eine Wegekostenregelung. Aber es war für die EG eine Verletzung in einem Kernbereich des Binnenmarktes und eine echte Restriktionsregelung. Das war schwer verdaulich
für die EG, nicht nur für die sensible Brennerzone, v.a. mit der Verlängerungsmöglichkeit.
Wenn man das bedenkt, das war 1994 und galt für zehn Jahre. Das war, wie gesagt, von
der EG-Dogmatik her schwer verdaulich. Trotzdem, die mit den Verhandlungen einsetzende
Gesamtdynamik führte letztlich zum Ziel.” SCHEICH, „Es gab keine wünschenswerte Alternative für unseren Beitritt“, in: GEHLER – BRAIT (Hrsg.), Am Ort des Geschehens in Zeiten
des Umbruchs, 807.
378
WOSCHNAGG, Die EU-Beitrittsverhandlungen Österreichs, 140–141, still speaks even in
1996 of the “certainty that the 60% reduction in pollutants in the Transit Treaty will not just be
achieved, but has to be ensured permanently [sic!]”.
379
SCHARSACH, EU-Handbuch, 233–235, 241–243, 425.
380
Ibid., 247.
377
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found itself in a dilemma, since according to EC law, the acceptance of such a
bilateral treaty in Community law was not at all provided.381
What was later painfully missed in the accession treaty was a traffic concept
for all of Austria and a regulation for the support and providing of funds by the
EU for the expansion of infrastructures relating to this in the Eastern part of the
country, specifically with a view towards the impending EU “Eastern Enlargement”. As a result of the traffic policy, Austria and the EU were repeatedly headed
towards conflict situations and a policy of confrontation. While on the part of the
Commission, “no chance” was signaled for an extension of the Transit Treaty,
Austria insisted upon the adherence to the eco-point system which provided for
transit trips of freight trucks from EU countries across Austria. In 2000, it even
came down to a tug-of-war between Vienna and Brussels in the regulation of the
Transit Treaty, since the other EU states refused to reduce the number of ecopoints in compliance with the treaty. In proceedings before the European Court
of Justice, the ruling was in favor of Austria.382 But that was only one battle that
could be won, and the war on heavy transport went on. Within that context, Austria was to come under the EU as a whole and consequently in the end be subjected to the principle of free movement of goods.
Regarding Point c): In contrast to the representation in the official government report, the maintaining of the higher Austrian environmental standards were not to
be ensured in the negotiations. Austria received a grace period in order to join the
acquis communautaire. Associated with this was at least a declaration of intent by
the EU which in any case did not guarantee the Austrian level of environmental
protection. The diplomats knew this and had “some stomach aches” because of
the misleading and false declaration by the government with a view towards the
public.383
With the specified “environmental package”, a political compromise was
reached on December 21, 1993384 – more was in fact not to be achieved in view of
the EU’s exclusive negotiating power. The central point of the compromise was
formed by the following procedure: Austria and the other applicants for accession
were to maintain their stricter standards for the time being during a four-year
transition period. At the same time, the EU was obligated within that time period
to subject its own standards along with the new member states to a review with
the goal of “achieving common standards at the highest possible level”. After the
expiration of the grace period, Austria would take on the acquis “under the same
conditions” as the current member states. The principle of the review of Community standards as well as the fundamentally articulated intention to orient them to
Ibid., 340.
Brüssel will Transitvertrag nicht verlängern, in: Die Presse, June 19, 2001.
383
Useful indication from Ass.-Prof. Dr. Thomas ANGERER, University of Vienna, 1999.
384
In contrast, see WOSCHNAGG, Die EU-Beitrittsverhandlungen Österreichs, 136;
SCHARSACH, EU-Handbuch, 264–266.
381
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the level of the acceding states had to appear as new and novel. Austria and the
Scandinavians thus seem to have convinced the EU of the model character of their
environmental standards.385
Regarding Point d): With the issue of real property transactions, the second residences, it was above all the Austrian federal states (Bundesländer) of Tyrol and
Salzburg that were affected by provincial laws and maintained regulations that
explicitly discriminated against foreigners, such as the purchase of a home only
after five years of primary residence in Austria through 2000.386 With this, the
need of the local population for reasonable prices was covered as a priority, and
the Austrian landscape was protected against overdevelopment.387
Regarding Point e): As the negotiations commenced in February 1993, the EU
had made it clear that the CFSP and other new chapters introduced through the
new Union Treaty would be brought in only after this agreement had entered
into force. This solution – agreed at the Edinburgh European Council meeting in
December 1992 – meant that negotiations could begin early in 1993 even though
Denmark had voted “No” in its referendum on Maastricht. It also meant that the
issue of squaring the circle of CFSP and neutrality was postponed until November
1993, when the Maastricht Treaty entered into force. Therefore, a first breakthrough in negotiations came at a ministerial session in December 1993 when,
under the Belgian presidency, the neutrality of the applicants was reconciled with
the CFSP. When the question was raised and the EU presented a list of common
actions, positions, declarations and the like that was viewed as part of the CFSP
since it did not make up a formal part of the acquis, the applicants simply accepted it lock, stock, and barrel. But that did not solve the issue of what the neutrals
would do once they were in, and matters were not helped by the fact that there
was no consensus on the CFSP among the EC/EU Member States themselves.388
Dok. 11: BKA (GZ 405.707/68-IV/5/94)/BMfAA (GZ 220.500/244-III.2/94) Vortrag an den
Ministerrat betrifft: Österreich-EU: Beitrittsverhandlungen; Bericht der Bundesregierung an
den Nationalrat sowie an den Bundesrat über das Ergebnis der Beitrittsverhandlungen, March
15, 1994, Kapitel 1 und 13, in: GEHLER, Der lange Weg nach Europa, Bd. 2: Dokumente,
617–623.
386
Das wurde in Brüssel erreicht, in: Kurier, 3. 3. 1994; Gerda FALKNER, Österreich und die europäische Einigung, in: Reinhard SIEDER – Heinz STEINERT – Emmerich TÁLOS (Hrsg.),
Österreich 1945–1995 (Österreichische Texte zur Gesellschaftskritik 60), Wien 1995, 331–340:
336–337; Herbert DACHS, EU-Beitritt und die Bundesländer, in: Peter GERLICH – Heinrich
NEISSER (Hrsg.), Europa als Herausforderung. Wandlungsimpulse für das politische System
Österreichs (Schriftenreihe des Zentrums für angewandte Politikforschung 5), Wien 1994,
185–207.
387
Dok. 11: BKA (GZ 405.707/68-IV/5/94)/BMfAA (GZ 220.500/244-III.2/94) Vortrag an den
Ministerrat betrifft: Österreich-EU: Beitrittsverhandlungen; Bericht der Bundesregierung an
den Nationalrat sowie an den Bundesrat über das Ergebnis der Beitrittsverhandlungen, March
15, 1994, Kapitel 4, in: GEHLER, Der lange Weg nach Europa, Bd. 2: Dokumente, 624–626;
WOSCHNAGG, Die EU-Beitrittsverhandlungen Österreichs, 141.
388
IKONOMOU – GEHLER, Der Beitritt Österreichs, Finnlands und Schwedens, 568.
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Nevertheless, the agreement was important and symbolically significant, as it:
“[...] Cleared out of the way the question of ‛neutrality’ soon after the TEU entered into force,
and it defused what might have become a troublesome subject for some of the applicant countries, if the negotiations had focused on it in too public and protracted a way.”389

Regarding the latter, the choice of a special procedure played a role. Even though
Austria, Sweden, and Finland each had their distinct form of neutrality, and Norway, the fourth applicant, was member of NATO, the Presidency presented a joint
declaration, identical for all, which did not, in fact, mention the word “neutrality”.390 The declaration was the result of the patient efforts of the presidency and
the COREPER, in close contact with the applicant countries, and was purposefully collective and vague, according to Avery, so as not to single out Austria
publicly. The joint declaration, adhered to by both member and candidate states,
confirmed that they would all abide by the actual acquis of the CFSP, and it was
appended to the Final Act of the Accession Treaty.391 This was the welcomed fizzle of a potential bomb – a testimony to how far things had moved since Austria
had submitted its application.
Secretly, because officially, the unspoken success of the entire complex of negotiations was the result of it being possible for Austrian neutrality to remain
untouched in its core continuation, that is, undamaged and safeguarded, even
though at this point in time, that was not at all an explicitly communicated goal
of the government delegation to the outside. Neither of the two sides – neither the
EU Council or Commission nor the Austrian representatives – had an interest
in emphasizing this issue. The politically sensitive subject was intentionally left
out of the final rounds as a separate subject for negotiations, consciously given a
lower profile, and solved in a solomonic manner, and thus a possibility for a collision with the EU was avoided, as was a big, deep debate that would tear open the
trenches in domestic policy.392
Mock still remembered well the prior history of this domestically delicate and
explosive point in the Brussels negotiations. The positions continued to be: neither participation in wars nor the stationing of foreign military bases on Austrian
389

Ibid.
Graham AVERY, The Commission’s Perspective on the EFTA Accession Negotiations, 5.
391
Joint Declaration on Common Foreign and Security Policy (Declaration no. 1 to the Final Act
concerning the accession of the Republic of Austria, the Kingdom of Sweden, the Republic
of Finland and the Kingdom of Norway to the European Union), Official Journal No C 241,
August 29, 1994.
392
Written in somewhat of a journalistic style but very well documented is the prior history and
post-history of the Austrian referendum on EU accession in: SCHARSACH, EU-Handbuch,
193–218: 209–210; also see Franz HESCHL, Drinnen oder Draußen? Die öffentliche österreichische EU-Beitrittsdebatte vor der Volksabstimmung (Schriftenreihe des DDr. Herbert-
Batliner-Europa-Institutes Bd. 6), Wien – Köln – Weimar 2002, 353–367; with regard to the
transferring of the neutrality problem area without going into the referendum, see SCHEICH,
Der Tabubruch, 82.
390
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territory and no joining a military alliance. There was success in asserting the
view of the compatibility of maintaining neutrality with the assurance that had
been given of participation in the CFSP.393
The “break” in – or, to word it better, a rethinking of – Austrian security policy
did not in fact take place in 1989, but only later, that is, after some opening contributions to neutrality starting from 1990–91.394 The debate then intensified considerably starting from 1992–93,395 even though from the official side, the thesis of
compatibility – which was not shared by EU Commission President Delors – was
maintained up to the end. As mentioned, it stated that “no contradiction exists between the obligations of an EU Member State and the core elements of neutrality,
and Austria consequently will accede to the European Union as a neutral state”.396
The foundation of the Federal Government was not spared a certain
ambivalence:
“Starting out from the fact that accession to the European Union is compatible with the cited
core content of the neutrality of Austria, the federal government refrained from making neutrality the subject of accession negotiations. It did not strive for any exceptions or special regulations in the area of foreign and security policy, but it was also not willing to enter into any
obligations that went beyond the Maastricht Treaty. This line was based upon the firm view
that the interpretation of Austrian neutrality was not suitable as a subject of negotiations, but
rather had to remain exclusively left up to Austria.”397

MOCK, „Bei meinem Treffen in Moskau im Herbst 1989 wurde das Thema Integration vorerst
gar nicht angeschnitten,“ in: GEHLER – BRAIT (Hrsg.), Am Ort des Geschehens in Zeiten des
Umbruchs, 397.
394
Peter Michael LINGENS, Vier Gründe für den Beitritt zur EG. Warum Österreich gegenüber
der Vision eines vereinigten Europas nicht neutral sein sollte, in: Wochenpresse, June 15, 1990,
Nr. 24, 9.
395
See the informative article that also duly takes the prehistory into consideration by Heinrich
SCHNEIDER, Der sicherheitspolitische „Optionenbericht“ der österreichischen Bundesregierung: Ein Dokument, das es nicht gibt – und ein Lehrstück politischen Scheiterns, in: Informationen zur Sicherheitspolitik (März 1999), Nr. 16 [Sonderdruck aus: Erich REITER (Hrsg.),
Jahrbuch für internationale Sicherheitspolitik 1999, Hamburg – Berlin – Bonn], 27–96: 41–49,
87–88 (footnote 133).
396
Dok. 11: BKA (GZ 405.707/68-IV/5/94)/BMfAA (GZ 220.500/244-III.2/94) Vortrag an den
Ministerrat betrifft: Österreich-EU: Beitrittsverhandlungen; Bericht der Bundesregierung an
den Nationalrat sowie an den Bundesrat über das Ergebnis der Beitrittsverhandlungen, March
15, 1994, Kapitel 24, in: GEHLER, Der lange Weg nach Europa, Bd. 2: Dokumente, 641–643.
397
Original quotation: “Ausgehend davon, daß der Beitritt zur Europäischen Union mit dem erwähnten Kerngehalt der Neutralität Österreichs vereinbar ist, sah die Bundesregierung davon
ab, die Neutralität zum Thema der Beitrittsverhandlungen zu machen. Sie strebte im Bereich
der Außen- und Sicherheitspolitik keine Ausnahmen und Sonderregelungen an, war jedoch
auch nicht bereit, irgendwelche über den Maastrichter Vertrag hinausgehende Verpflichtungen
einzugehen. Diese Linie beruhte auf der festen Auffassung, daß die Interpretation der österreichischen Neutralität sich nicht als Verhandlungsgegenstand eignet, sondern ausschließlich
Österreich überlassen bleiben muß.” Ibid., 641.
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There was no “battle over neutrality” in the public, as Mock had originally
assumed:
“I, too, had expected that it would come to discussions for weeks. For Austria, the choice of
neutrality in 1955 had been a lucky find. But it was also necessary to see the relativity, which
was very big: when it would actually matter, how often would neutrality really have worked?
Viewed in historical terms, it could be said that the Swiss and the Swedes, whose neutrality
was classified under pragmatic aspects, had survived the war with its assistance, while the
national existence of the Luxembourgers, the Belgians, and the Dutch was not ensured by
neutrality.”398

Vranitzky assessed the results of the negotiations as positive:
“We came off very well. Even if only the worry area of agriculture is considered, which
was tied to an additional environmental protection program. Farmer representative Rudolf
Schwarzböck celebrated because the agreement brought a great deal to Austrian farmers. In
Europe, there was often unrest among farmers, but not at all with us.”399

With regard to the Transit Treaty, the outcome turned out differently. Vranitzky
recalls: Klima had the “successor syndrome”. He did not escape unscathed, and
his predecessor, Rudolf Streicher, told him afterwards that he had given things
away. Thereafter, Klima was very much filled with consternation and also offered
his resignation.400 The evaluation of the results by Scheich in retrospect, are as
follows:
“The result of the negotiations is membership. Negotiations for EC accession are not negotiations of the classic kind of do ut des, but rather it is the entry into an existing club, of course
under the conditions of the club bylaws, that is, the acceptance of the acquis, about which
nothing can or should be called into question, which is also understandable, because otherwise
Pandora’s box is opened. What can I do at all in the negotiations? Where there are pain points
that I have to justify, I can achieve transition periods and transition regulations. With the
Original quotation: “Auch ich hatte erwartet, dass es zu wochenlangen Diskussionen kommen würde. Für Österreich war die Wahl der Neutralität 1955 ein Glücksgriff. Aber man
musste auch die Relativität sehen, die sehr groß war: Wie oft hätte die Neutralität wirklich,
wenn es darauf angekommen wäre, funktioniert? Historisch gesehen, kann man sagen, dass
die Schweizer und die Schweden, deren Neutralität pragmatischen Gesichtspunkten untergeordnet war, mit ihrer Hilfe den Krieg überdauerten, während die nationale Existenz der
Luxemburger, Belgier und Niederländer durch die Neutralität nicht gesichert war.” MOCK,
„Bei meinem Treffen in Moskau im Herbst 1989 wurde das Thema Integration vorerst gar
nicht angeschnitten“, in: GEHLER – BRAIT (Hrsg.), Am Ort des Geschehens in Zeiten des
Umbruchs, 407.
399
Original quotation: “Wir haben sehr gut abgeschnitten. Allein wenn man das Angstgebiet
Landwirtschaft, das mit einem zusätzlichen Umweltschutzprogramm verknüpft wurde, betrachtet. Bauernvertreter Rudolf Schwarzböck hat jubiliert, weil das Abkommen den österreichischen Landwirten sehr viel gebracht hat. In Europa hat es oft Bauernunruhen gegeben, bei
uns war gar nichts.” Franz VRANITZKY, „Es gibt in der Politik sowieso keine Patentlösungen, wie auch 1989–90 keine endgültigen Lösungen möglich waren“, in: GEHLER – BRAIT
(Hrsg.), Am Ort des Geschehens in Zeiten des Umbruchs, 358.
400
Ibid.
398
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negotiations, it was above all else the neutrality issue that interested me, that was a qualitative
political problem of the determination of standpoint. Things such as environmental standards
and second homes, even if they had been made emotional topics by the media, were in the end
marginal, and there were experts for that. They did not move me internally. What was important there was just ‘making them go away’.”401

1994 March 1: Opening session for the final round of the accession negotiations in Brussels,
sitting from left to right Ferdinand Lacina, Brigitte Ederer, Alois Mock, Wolfgang Schüssel and
Manfred Scheich, standing from left to right Gregor Woschnagg, Tassilo Ogrinz, Franz Fischler
(Reinhard Rack behind), Josef Krainer junior (Helmut Tichy behind) and Hannes Farnleitner

401

Original quotation: “Das Verhandlungsergebnis ist die Mitgliedschaft. EG-Beitrittsverhandlungen sind keine Verhandlungen klassischer Art des ‚do ut des‘, sondern es ist der Eintritt in
einen existierenden Club, selbstverständlich zu den Bedingungen des Club-Statuts, das heißt
die Übernahme des Acquis, an dem nicht gerüttelt werden kann und darf, was auch verständlich ist, weil sonst öffnet man die Büchse der Pandora. Was kann ich in der Verhandlung
überhaupt machen? Ich kann, wo es Schmerzpunkte gibt, die ich rechtfertigen muss, Übergangszeiten und Übergangsregelungen herausholen. Bei den Verhandlungen hat mich vor allem die Neutralitätsfrage interessiert, das war ein qualitatives politisches Problem der Standortbestimmung. Dinge wie die Umweltstandards und Zweitwohnungen, wenn auch medial
emotionalisiert, waren letztlich marginal, dazu gab es die Experten. Innerlich haben sie mich
nicht mobilisiert. Hier war mir nur das ‘Wegschaffen’ wichtig.” SCHEICH, „Es gab keine
w ünschenswerte Alternative für unseren Beitritt“, in: GEHLER – BRAIT (Hrsg.), Am Ort des
Geschehens, 797.
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1994 March 1: Conclusion of EU entry negotiations, from left to right Manfred Scheich,
Alois Mock, Viktor Klima, Ferdinand Lacina, Brigitte Ederer, Wolfgang Schüssel,
Franz Fischler, Martin Purtscher and Josef Krainer

Regarding point f) EURATOM: since its accession to the European Union,
Austria has also become a member of the European Atomic Energy Community
(EURATOM). In its preamble, the EURATOM Treaty, which entered into force
on January 1, 1958, unequivocally provides for the creation of the conditions for
the development of a powerful European nuclear industry.402
Even before Austria’s accession to EURATOM on January 1, 1995, there were
negative opinions and considerable concerns about membership of EURATOM.
The Austrian Federal Government did not clumsily dispel these reservations
with various arguments: It was better to be present at EURATOM, because then
one could have a say. One would strive for a reform of the EURATOM Treaty.
As a member of EURATOM, one could have a say in nuclear policy in Europe.
However, the population’s negative attitude has not changed. The Austrian Federal Government should not succeed in using Austria’s membership of EURATOM
to develop an anti-nuclear policy at European level.403
The final conclusion of the historian is: if the desire was to carry out the negotiations successfully, to reach a conclusion, and that means nothing other than
to achieve accession, then a settlement was necessary between the various partners. In this case, unequal partners were concerned: four applicants for accession
were facing twelve EU members, represented by the Council as well as by the
Commission. There was no doubt that the results of the negotiations were the
consequence of many compromises. The starting situation as an applicant for
EU, EURATOM-Vertrag, konsoldierte Fassung, [PDF] euratom-vertrag konsolidierte fassung
– europa.eu (called up October 30, 2019).
403
https://www.bmi.gv.at › files › EURATOM_Text_Begr (called up October 30, 2019).
402
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acceptance along with three other candidates for accession and the corresponding
negotiating principle of the EU began from a stronger position, provided the provisions, determined the rules of action, defined the conditions for membership, and
was not prepared to negotiate bilaterally, but rather only as the alliance of states
(“package”) and only under the respect of these preconditions, as the applicants
for accession had to accept and take on the rules of the game of the Community,
above all else the common corpus of legislation. When measured against this, the
EU was able to act from a position of dominant political power that was better
in practical terms. To say that Austria would be “taken to the cleaners”, as contemporary caricaturists attempted to put on paper, is a view that is too one-sided.
16. DIFFERENT DOMESTIC REACTIONS
Supported by official government propaganda, it was possible for the results of
the Austrian negotiations to appear extremely “positive”. In contrast to the massive opposition by the Green Party and the Freedom Party, these findings did
indeed bring about a noticeable reversal in the mood for EU accession.404 This
was also aided by the celebration that was arranged by organizations such as
“Youth for Europe” at the Vienna Schwechat Airport upon the return home of the
delegation (which, however, was not comparable to the spontaneous enthusiasm
of the population on May 15, 1955) for the exhausted Foreign Minister Mock,
who had the mark of serious illness but who already figured in the public as
“Mr. Europe”.405

1994 March 2: Alois Mock speaks at the Parliament
404
405

Kurier, March 4, 1994; Der Standard, March 21, 1994.
SCHARSACH, EU-Handbuch, 389–398.
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Immediately after having negotiated through the night, Mock flew with the
delegation back to Vienna, even though the negotiations had gone beyond the limits of his physical endurance, in order to make a report to the Austrian Parliament
(Nationalrat). He wanted to ensure that the report went first to the parliament and
then to the public. In between, he had barely three hours to rest. On March 2,
1994, the foreign minister, speaking slowly but very determined and convinced,
emphasized the successes that had been reached in Brussels:
“In the first months of the negotiations, we already ensured that in the future, Austria would
still be a country in which atomic power plants would not be allowed to be either built or operated. We achieved Austria being able to maintain its higher environmental standards even
after accession to the European Union. We managed a guarantee for ourselves that Austria will
participate with full rights in the Common Foreign and Security Policy. After accession, the
Austrian neutrality law remains in place. I wish to call to mind that Burgenland was set as the
number one target region of the regional policy of the European Union, and therefore it goes
into the highest category for support. Perhaps I should particularly emphasize one example,
namely that Austria will be awarded four votes in the Council of Ministers of the European
Union.”406

He made reference to the fact that Germany, with eighty million inhabitants, did
not have more than ten votes in the Council of the EU. With four votes, Austria
would have 40% of the voting weight of the most populous country in the EU
which it would use in its own interest and in that of all of Europe. During the last
round of negotiations, it had been shown why it was that reports of negotiations
that were occasionally too hard were to be heard of presenting one’s own positions
“in a clear, not rough, and if necessary hard manner”. Mock expressed his conviction that the efforts had paid off.407
Chancellor Vranitzky argued in his typical way in a manner that weighed
things, was historically retrospective, sober, and at the same time foresighted and
forward-looking:

Original quotation: “Wir haben schon in den ersten Monaten der Verhandlungen sichergestellt, daß Österreich auch in Zukunft ein Land sein wird, in welchem Kernkraftwerke weder errichtet noch betrieben werden dürfen. Wir haben erreicht, daß Österreich seine höheren Umweltstandards auch nach dem Beitritt zur Europäischen Union beibehalten kann. Wir
haben uns Gewähr verschafft, daß Österreich an der Gemeinsamen Außen- und Sicherheitspolitik vollberechtigt teilhaben wird. Das österreichische Neutralitätsgesetz bleibt auch nach
dem Beitritt aufrecht. Ich möchte in Erinnerung rufen, dass das Burgenland zum Ziel 1-Gebiet
der Regionalpolitik der Europäischen Union fixiert wurde, also in die höchste Förderungs
kategorie kommt. Vielleicht sollte ich ein Beispiel besonders hervorheben, nämlich daß
Österreich im Ministerrat der Europäischen Union vier Stimmen zugesprochen erhalten wird.”
Foreign Minister Alois MOCK (ÖVP) (extract from a speech) in the Nationalrat on the results
of the negotiations with the EU, March 2, 1994, ORF-CD “80 Jahre Republik Österreich”
1918–38 und 1945–98 in audio documents.
407
Ibid.
406
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“With yesterday’s conclusion of the negotiations for accession, the gate to the European Union
is open for Austria. And this path for Austria into the united Europe is as old as the entire
Second Republic. Because this path leads from its integration at the time into the European Recovery Program, the Marshall Plan, to the founding of EFTA, from the negotiations
on association [sic!] in the 1960s and the signing of the free trade agreement through the
first Kreisky government to the concluding of the European Economic Area last year. All of
these efforts show that for Austria, it was always certain that peace, stability, and prosperity
could be established and protected only together with the democracies of Europe. I emphasize
‘together’ and ‘democracies’. The history of this century shows that it was the democracies
who did not wage war against each other. The developments in the east and southeast of our
continent since the collapse of communism only strengthened us even further in this consciousness. Because for the great challenges of our times, we can only find forward-looking
solutions together. This holds true for the safeguarding of the business location of Austria,
for the guarantee of our social network, as well as for the protection of the environment, for
the forward-looking transport and energy policies, and for participation in the next leap with
research and development.”408

If the desire was to not remain isolated and at the margins, then there was only
one decision, namely, “the clear professing for integration and the professing,
after accession to the European Union, to work together in solidarity and actively
for its dynamic further development”. If Austria participates in this European
dynamic and “introduces our creativity, our diligence, and our experiences into
the great European whole, then we will help to shape the great projects of the
turn of the millennium and can continue to play our historical role at the heart of
the continent.” Vranitzky made it understood that this would range beyond the
horizon of the EU. Nothing should lie further away than Eurocentrism or the idea
of a fortress EU cut off with a bulkhead.409
Original quotation: “Mit dem gestrigen Abschluß der Beitrittsverhandlungen ist für Österreich
das Tor in die Europäische Union offen. Und dieser Weg Österreichs in das vereinte Europa
ist so alt wie die gesamte Zweite Republik. Denn dieser Weg führt von der seinerzeitigen
Einbindung in das Europäische Wiederaufbauprogramm – Marshall-Plan – bis zur Gründung
der EFTA, von den Assoziationsverhandlungen [sic!] in den 1960er Jahren und der Unterzeichnung des Freihandelsabkommens durch die erste Regierung Kreisky bis zum Abschluß
des Europäischen Wirtschaftsraums im vergangenen Jahr. Alle diese Bemühungen zeigen: Für
Österreich stand immer fest, daß Frieden, Stabilität und Wohlstand nur gemeinsam mit den
Demokratien Europas erarbeitet und bewahrt werden können. Ich betone ‚gemeinsam’ und
ich betone ‚die Demokratien’. Die Geschichte dieses Jahrhunderts zeigt, daß es Demokratien
waren, die nicht gegeneinander Krieg geführt haben. Die Entwicklungen im Osten und Südosten unseres Kontinents seit dem Zusammenbruch des Kommunismus hat [sic!] uns in diesem
Bewußtsein nur noch gestärkt. Denn für die großen Herausforderungen unserer Zeit können
wir nur gemeinsam zukunftsweisende Lösungen finden. Dies gilt für die Absicherung des
Wirtschaftsstandorts Österreich, für die Garantie unseres sozialen Netzes, ebenso wie für den
Schutz der Umwelt, für die zukunftsweisende Verkehrs- und Energiepolitik sowie für die Teilhabe am nächsten Sprung bei Forschung und Entwicklung.” Chancellor Franz V RANITZKY
(SPÖ) (extract from a speech) in the Nationalrat on the results of the negotiations with the
EU, March 2, 1994, ORF-CD “80 Jahre Republik Österreich” 1918–38 und 1945–98 in audio
documents.
409
Ibid.
408
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The criticism from opposition leader Jörg Haider was already preprogrammed.
He listed above all else the problems that would be associated with a future EU
accession:
“There will be massive setbacks in Austrian markets where up to now Austrian companies
have achieved success with Austrian labor forces. There will be massive setbacks in those
markets where, as a result of the lack of the providing of capital and the poor preparation of the
Austrian economy, it will not be possible to make up for this greater competition by gaining
a share outside of the country. There will be problems with the financing of the 17 billion net
contribution burden that we have to finance, even if everybody knows that the government is
currently living on credit and, for instance, has to take out loans in the area of the social budget
and can’t even finance the normal services from receipts and contributions. And there will be
problems with transit which, however the Transit Treaty may be judged when the transition
period is over, including under the impression of the Swiss decision, will lead to the fact
that Austria in reality will become the ideal drive-through country for total European transit,
because even today, we’re already carrying 40% of the bypass transit that actually should go
through Switzerland over routes through the Austrian Alps. You also have to tell the people
that. You have to tell the people that after a transition period of a few years, the issue of the cost
of living will be expressed not only in price reductions with groceries, but will be expressed in
price increases for instance in the rent sector, in telephone charges, and in many other areas.
And you also have to tell the Austrian people that after a transition period with the removal
of the borders, the issue of the security of our country is not better clarified, because what the
thoughts are of how to solve the problem of immigration and how to solve the problem of the
fight against organized crime within the framework of the European Union in the future is in
a completely sorry state.”410

410

Original quotation: “Es wird massive Markteinbrüche in österreichische Märkte geben, wo
bisher österreichische Firmen mit österreichischen Arbeitskräften Erfolg gemacht haben. Es
wird massive Einbrüche auf diesen Märkten geben, die wir aufgrund der mangelnden Eigenkapitalausstattung und der schlechten Vorbereitung der österreichischen Wirtschaft auf diese
größere Konkurrenz nicht werden wettmachen können durch Anteilsgewinne im Ausland. Es
wird Probleme geben, bei der Finanzierung der 17 Milliarden-Nettobeitragslasten, die wir zu
finanzieren haben werden, wenngleich jedem bekannt ist, daß derzeit die Regierung schon auf
Pump lebt und etwa im Bereich des Sozialbudgets Kredite aufnehmen muß und nicht einmal
mehr die normalen Leistungen aus Einträgen und Beiträgen finanzieren kann. Und es wird
Probleme geben beim Transit, der, wie immer man den Transitvertrag beurteilen mag, der
wenn die Übergangsfrist vorbei ist, unter dem Eindruck auch der schweizerischen Entscheidung dazu führen wird, daß Österreich in Wirklichkeit das ideale Durchgangsland für den gesamteuropäischen Transit werden wird, weil wir ja heute schon 40% des Umgehungstransits,
der eigentlich über die Schweiz gehen sollte, über die österreichischen Alpenstrecken leiten.
Das müssen Sie auch der Bevölkerung sagen. Sie müssen der Bevölkerung sagen, daß nach
einer Übergangsfrist von einigen Jahren, auch die Frage der Lebenshaltungskosten nicht nur
in Preissenkungen bei Lebensmitteln zum Ausdruck kommen, sondern in Preiserhöhungen
etwa im Mietensektor zum Ausdruck kommen, Telefongebühren und bei vielem anderen. Und
sie müssen der österreichischen Bevölkerung auch sagen, dass nach einer Übergangsfrist mit
dem Wegfall der Grenzen, auch die Frage der Sicherheit unseres Landes nicht besser geklärt
ist, weil es hier völlig im argen ist, wie man das Problem der Zuwanderung und wie man das
Problem der Bekämpfung der organisierten Kriminalität im Rahmen der Europäischen Union
in Zukunft zu lösen gedenkt.” Jörg HAIDER (FPÖ) (extract from a speech) in the Nationalrat
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Haider’s insistently presented reservations relatively fell on deaf ears in the
Nationalrat. However, his warnings were not lacking in either justification or
substance. The chairman of the FPÖ had explained what the government actually should have told the Austrian people, but what it was to say not so clearly
and what it would later also pay for. With some of his points of criticism, the
opposition leader was absolutely right – his arguments still kept to the facts here,
completely in contrast to the abstruse and comical objections in the run-up to the
referendum on EU accession. With his purposeful EU criticism, he would go on to
also subsequently chalk up powerful increases in votes. Nevertheless, his increasingly fundamental opposition behavior did not always have a convincing effect,
especially within the context of the EU referendum. It could no longer prevent the
trend towards EU accession.
Johannes Voggenhuber, the Green Party fundamental opposition politician
and later passionate member of the European Parliament, spoke of “the giddiness
of the self-staged victory amid the hired applause of the EU-fanatic media” and
of a “treaty of conquest”. ÖVP parliamentary leader Heinrich Neisser managed
to object to Voggenhuber’s remarks, which in part were at times exaggerated and
at times excessive. He emphasized “how difficult it is to negotiate in an international process and to achieve success in the end”, and he completely correctly
characterized the results that were achieved in Brussels as “the result of political
negotiations”. What counted was “everything, the totality of the possibilities that
Austria received through this negotiating process”.411
The practitioner of Realpolitik spoke from this interpretation of the results from
Brussels which hit the mark. What was concerned was obviously the accession as
such. Everything else was of secondary importance.
On March 16, Norway concluded its negotiations as the last state, after Sweden,
Austria, and Finland.412 Thus, the beginning was reached for the accession process.
Further steps were to follow.
The self-sacrificing struggle by Alois Mock for a conclusion to the negotiations
in Brussels and the celebration by party-friendly circles for the returning delegation at Vienna’s Schwechat airport that was partly staged contributed to a growing
EU euphoria in Austria.413 Whether this stimulating trend would last until the referendum that was planned for June 1994 was not yet certain. After the conclusion
of negotiations in Brussels, the EU climate of opinion in the Austrian population
on the results of the negotiations with the EU, March 2, 1994, ORF-CD “80 Jahre Republik
Österreich” 1918–38 und 1945–98 in audio documents.
411
Dok. 7: Stenographic minutes from the Nationalrat, March 2, 1994, in: GEHLER, Der lange
Weg nach Europa, Bd. 2: Dokumente, 570–584, Original quotations: 577, 578, 582.
412
SCHARSACH, EU-Handbuch, 463.
413
See two different figures: “Euro-Funke sprang über: 56 Prozent für Beitritt, Kurier-Exklusivumfrage zu den Ergebnissen der EU-Verhandlungen in Brüssel,” in: Kurier, March 4,
1994; “Mehr als jeder fünfte Österreicher hat seine EU-Position geändert”, in: Der Standard,
March 21, 1994.
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in any case developed more strongly in the direction of accession. According
to a survey by the Social Sciences Study Society (Sozialwissenschaftliche
Studiengesellschaft) that was presented at a press conference by the Institute of
Trend Analysis and Crisis (Institut für Trendanalysen und Krisenforschung) before the conclusion of the negotiations 49% of those surveyed were in favor of full
membership and 34% were opposed. After the Brussels meetings, the figure for
those in favor rose to 53%, while the number of opponents dropped to 30%. With
the question of how a person would vote in the referendum if it were to be held on
the next Sunday, the number of supporters of accession lay at 49%. That figure
remained the same after the negotiations, but the number of opponents dropped
from 34 to 27%. With regard to how the EU negotiations themselves were carried
out, 17% of those surveyed characterized it as “very good” (the equivalent of an
“A”), while only 5% viewed it as a failure (an F”). For 28%, the meetings conducted by the Austrian government delegation were “good” (a “B”), 33% viewed
the conducting of the negotiations as “okay” (a C”), and 8% as not good (a “D”).
The results of the negotiations themselves were only assessed by more than 9%
as “very good”. Some 5% saw “a failure” here. The remaining distribution was
29% “good”, 33% “okay”, and 14% “not good”. With regard to the two delicate
topics of the “Transit Treaty” and “agriculture”, the skepticism of Austrians predominated. Out of 502 people surveyed during the period from March 2 to 5,
only 6% rated the transit results as “very good”, 16% as “good”, 23% as “okay”,
24% as “not good”, and a full 15% as “a failure”. The results were similar with
regard to agriculture. Here, only 4% gave an “A”, 18% a “B”, 27% a “C”, 21% a
“D”, and 13% an “F”. With regard to the question as to who came out better in the
negotiations for accession, 7% said that Austria was stronger, while 31% said they
thought that the EU had been better able to push through its interests. For 50%,
the results were “even”. The question as to whether Austria would be “welcome as
an EU member” was answered in the affirmative by 62%, while 29% answered it
in the negative. Some 9% answered here with “I don’t know”. Austrians were also
not very optimistic where their influence as an EU member was concerned: 37%
answered this topic with “Yes”, 44% with “No”, and 19% with “I don’t know”.414
17. FINAL COMPLETION OF THE ACCESSION PROCESS IN
BRUSSELS, STRASBOURG, AND VIENNA
After the United Kingdom had given way in its EU vote dispute, the path became
free for the formal completion of the accession negotiations with Austria, Sweden,
Finland, and Norway. The deputy negotiators assembled in order to conclude the
414

EU-Meinungsklima: 53:30 für Vollmitgliedschaft; Verhandlungsführung: Für 17 Prozent sehr
gut, für fünf Prozent ein Versager, March 9, 1994. APA, March 9, 1994. Material Präsident
Heinrich NEISSER, Ordner EU-Beitrittsverfassungsgesetz-Entwurf.
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last open chapters in the negotiations on the EU institutions and thus, at the same
time, to conclude the negotiations for accession. Austria was represented by Ambassador Manfred Scheich. Just as with the three Scandinavian countries, Vienna
had accepted the compromise on the future blocking minority in the EU Council
of Ministers meeting in the northern Greek city of Ioannina.
The treaty texts were supposed to be forwarded to the European Parliament for
ratification as soon as they were completed. The written consent of the twelve EU
governments on the Ioannina Compromise had reached Brussels. The Brussels
ambassadors of the twelve EU Member States first assembled as an “intergovernmental conference of member states” in order to approve the Ioannina Compromise. After that, the deputy negotiators of the four applicant countries were requested to formally conclude the negotiations. London had given way since after
statements by Prime Minister John Major, it had received concessions from the EU
Commission with regard to the application of the social clause in the Maastricht
Treaty. The Commission had previously still contested this. If a “blocking minority” of twenty-three votes (two large and one small member states) in the Council
of Ministers resulted in issues such as social policy, then within a “reasonable
period of time” a consensus solution was to be sought. The end of this “pause for
reflection” could be brought about either by the presidency of the Council of the
European Union or by a member state through a vote with a simple majority (half
plus one). After that, the contentious resolution could be passed with a qualified
majority of twenty-seven votes out of the fifteen EU countries at that time.415
In terms of content, the negotiations for accession were concluded in March
1994. After the agreement within the EU on the question of raising the blocking
minority in the Council of Ministers, an obstacle to EU accession was cleared
away and the path was one step closer for the EU vote.416
After the notice of the opinion by the Commission, the so-called avis, had
been provided to the Council and the accession negotiations had formally been
concluded, the European Parliament was next in line. On May 4, 1994, its members voted with 374 “ayes”, 24 “nays”, and 61 abstentions – with only 259 out of
the total 517 votes necessary for passage – for Austria’s accession policy with a
gratifying and surprisingly positive result.417 Both of the parties in the Austrian
government, the SPÖ and the ÖVP, had carried out intense lobbying activities
in both Brussels and Strasbourg which had now paid off. Misgivings and fears
in the run-up that the European Parliament could be the stumbling block for the
Austrian government’s EU plan turned out to be unfounded. A procedural motion
Abschluß der EU-Beitrittsverhandlungen am Mittwoch. Vier Bewerber akzeptieren
 bstimmungskompromiß, March 30, 1994. APA, 30 March 1994. Ibid.
A
416
Der Standard, March 30, 1994.
417
Archiv der Gegenwart, May 4, 1994, A 38937; Tiroler Tageszeitung, May 5, 1994; Die Presse, May 5, 1994; Hans-Peter OTT, Österreich in der Europäischen Union. Die Rolle des
Europäischen Parlaments bei der vierten EU-Erweiterung, Lahr/Schwarzwald 1995, 23–24.
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by around a hundred opponents to accession to delay the vote was rejected by a
clear majority. Foreign Minister Mock judged the clear results of the vote to be
an invitation to the Austrian people “to collaborate as a partner in the peaceful
cooperation of Europe”. He expressed his conviction that with the referendum on
June 12, 1994, the people would also give a positive answer.418

1994 April 9: The Austrians still hesitate to grab the EU bull by the horns.
On 12 June the decision on EU accession is made

It concerned above all else the results of all of the efforts thus far with regard to
rendering the accession negotiations correctly under constitutional law into the
Austrian legal system. From the point of view of federal constitutional law, it was
to be taken into consideration within that context that the accession treaty had as
its content full membership in the EU and thus also the acceptance of the entire
primary and secondary Community law which was immediately in force and
claimed priority over national law. Therefore, officials from the foreign ministry
as well as diplomats of both government parties had to work out and coordinate
with each other the content of a federal constitutional law on accession. It was
to be the basis for a decision on the referendum, it was to be formulated as brief
and as irrefutable as possible, and it should avoid further votes. A new definition
of neutrality was not intended – among other reasons to not provide any target to
opponents of accession. In addition, the Union should not be granted an implicit right of interpretation with regard to the compatibility of the maintaining of
neutrality with EU membership.419
The Federal Constitutional Law on Austria’s acceptance into the EU was
to grant the authorization for the concluding of the accession treaty and act as
Klares Ja für EU-Beitritt Österreichs, in: Tiroler Tageszeitung, May 5, 1994; EU-Parlament
sagt ja zu Österreich. Volksabstimmung ist nun letzte Hürde, in: Die Presse, May 5, 1994.
419
Dok. 4: Information für den Herrn Vizekanzler von Dr. Hamburger, February 24, 1994,
in: GEHLER, Der lange Weg nach Europa, Bd. 2: Dokumente, 564–565.
418
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the “trigger for the referendum”.420 In order to establish this referendum on that
law, the necessary two thirds of a supermajority was reached in the Nationalrat
without any problem on May 5, 1994. Some 140 members of parliament voted for
the treaty with the EU, among which were the united ÖVP, SPÖ, and the Liberal
Forum (LIF). With the exception of Monika Langthaler, the rest of the Green
Party members and all of the FPÖ members (35) voted against it.421 The Bundesrat
approved the law on May 7 by a vote of 57 to 11.422 Speaker of the Nationalrat
Heinz Fischer (SPÖ) acknowledged the results as a “prompt and positive reply” to
the decision in Strasbourg.423
18. THE EU REFERENDUM ON JUNE 12, 1994
As a result of the cited effects upon the Austrian constitutional system, it was
certain that with the accession treaty, a total change in the Federal Constitution
would be brought about and consequently would have to be subjected to a referendum. The fact that persuasion work still had to be done for a positive result
of a referendum had been certain for a long time. The parties in the government
had already agreed in 1989 in the coalition agreement that “the entire integration
policy line would have to be made visible through suitable public relations”.424
On the instructions of the Federal Government, a professionally organized
advertising campaign had already started at the beginning of 1992 which had
been unprecedented in Austria up to that point. The initial success of this endeavor was limited at first. The determination of the date for the necessary referendum
in the four accession countries was carried out after the consent that was expected
in Brussels. Since the strongest response was expected in Austria, the vote was
to take place there first. The remaining order was then Finland, Sweden, and
then Norway at the end. The Austrians were to once again mark the beginning,
whereby the hope resonated that the persuasive mood in one country would have
positive effects on the other populations.
One of the biggest hurdles in Austria’s efforts to join the EU was the task of
convincing the Austrian public that the government was doing the right thing.
The Austrian EU diplomat Gregor Woschnagg remembers:
Dok. 10: Protokoll der Sitzung des Fachausschusses Außenpolitik und Europa, March 11, 1994,
in: GEHLER, Der lange Weg nach Europa, Bd. 2: Dokumente, 609–610; AdG, March 15, 1994,
38757; on the legal aspects of the referendum, see KUNNERT, Österreichs Weg, 297–303.
421
Salzburger Nachrichten, May 7, 1994; Helmut WOHNOUT, Die Mitwirkungsrechte des
österreichischen Parlaments an der Willensbildung in der EU, in: Die Union. Vierteljahreszeitschrift für Integrationsfragen (1999), 1, 69–80.
422
WOSCHNAGG, Die EU-Beitrittsverhandlungen Österreichs, 141.
423
“1435 Minuten, 109 Redner und ein klares Bekenntnis zu Europa. Fischer: Parlamentarier
schufen gute Basis für 12. Juni”, in: Salzburger Nachrichten, May 7, 1994.
424
KUNNERT, Österreichs Weg in die EU, 334.
420
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“I was a great supporter of the referendum and had the task of accompanying and following
the referendum in the media in Vienna. I said: ‘We have to do this’. For Mock these discussions
were not pleasant. Most of the time they were based on Jörg Haider. I said to Mock: ‘Federal
Minister, if the referendum is negative, I will leave the Foreign Ministry because I have led
Austria in a direction that is not good for the people. I will then accept the result’. Mock did
not want to accept that. You won’t do that’ – I was repeatedly sent to unpleasant panel discussions when we organised the referendum. In the Foreign Ministry we had an action room – we
didn’t want to call it the war room – there we collected all the reports. In the Political Academy
of the ÖVP we wrote down together with Andreas Khol ‘100 questions about the EC’. This
book was written with people who were involved in public discussions. We sat together for
weeks and tried to formulate answers to all the questions. We had to answer even the stupidest
questions. Only in this way could we survive the discussions. I collected the questions and
then formulated the answers so that all the speakers in the different events could answer in the
same way. That was hard work. We worked for four weeks and then this book was there for all
the speakers. We then saw that it was necessary, because the opponents and disrupters of the
discussions came.”425

The positive attitude of the episcopate was also important. The support of the
Catholic Church for Austria’s accession to the EU by Archbishop Christoph
Schönborn of Vienna and Cardinal Franz König was beyond question. König
expressed that it should not only be about economic motives: Europe had been
“twice destroyed” by “false nationalism” and “false belief in progress”. In order
to prevent a repetition, “peace had to be secured in a large context”. He spoke
as Austrian and christian. His recommendation should have nothing to do with
party politics, but with a question of principle. He clarified the declaration of the
Austrian Bishops’ Conference that it was not the right of the bishops to recommend
425

Original quotation: “Ich war ein großer Anhänger des Referendums und habe die Aufgabe
gehabt, in Wien das Referendum medienmäßig zu begleiten und zu verfolgen. Ich habe gesagt: ‘Wir müssen das machen.’ Mock waren diese Diskussionen nicht angenehm. Meistens
gingen diese von Jörg Haider aus. Zu Mock habe ich gesagt: ‘Herr Bundesminister, wenn das
Referendum negativ ausgeht, trete ich aus dem Außenministerium aus, weil ich Österreich in
eine Richtung geführt habe, die nicht gut für die Bevölkerung ist. Ich werde das Ergebnis dann
akzeptieren.’ Mock wollte das nicht akzeptieren. ‘Das wirst du nicht tun’ – Ich wurde immer
wieder in unangenehme Podiumsdiskussionen geschickt, als wir das Referendum organisiert
haben. Im Außenministerium hatten wir einen action room – wir wollten ihn nicht war room
nennen – dort haben wir alle Meldungen gesammelt. In der Politischen Akademie der ÖVP
haben wir zusammen mit Andreas Khol ‘100 Fragen zur EG’ aufgeschrieben. Dieses Buch ist
mit Personen geschrieben worden, die an öffentlichen Diskussion beteiligt waren. Wir haben
uns wochenlang zusammengesetzt und versucht, auf alle Fragen Antworten zu formulieren.
Wir mussten selbst auf blödeste Fragen antworten. Nur so konnten wir die Diskussionen überstehen. Ich habe die Fragen gesammelt und daraufhin die Antworten formuliert, so dass alle
Referenten in den verschiedenen Veranstaltungen auf gleiche Art antworten konnten. Das war
Schwerarbeit. Wir haben vier Wochen gearbeitet und dann war dieses Buch für alle Referenten da. Wir haben dann gesehen, dass es notwendig war, denn die Gegner und Störer der
Diskussionen kamen.” Interview with Gregor WOSCHNAGG at the Forum Alpbach, April
1920 (audio recording in the possession of the author); see also Andreas KHOL, Fragen und
Antworten zu Europa. Mit aktuellen Informationen zum EWR (Standpunkte 27), Wien 1991.
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to catholics a “Yes” or a “No”. In the end, however, König’s further declaration
amounted to an unequivocal “Yes”:
“But we refer to the fact that after the two murderous world wars statesmen out of christian
responsibility designed and promoted the concept of a European integration, because to them
a lasting peace in Europe seemed possible only by growing economic, cultural and political
integration. [...] Despite all the necessary careful consideration of the pros and cons of further
integration, a conscious christian will take seriously the task and the chance to be active on the
construction site of Europe with the standards of the gospel.”426

The decisive question of the referendum – whether “the resolution passed by the
Nationalrat on May 5, 1994 regarding the Federal Constitutional Law on the accession of Austria to the EU should receive legal force” – was answered in Austria
on June 12 with “Yes” by 66.58% of the voters. With that, Austria’s enthusiasm
for Maastricht Europe was exceeded only by Ireland, which had voted for it by
68%. The causes for this fundamental agreement by Austrians, which in fact was
unexpectedly high in its extent, were very multilayered: “Europe” and the “EU”
had been cast positively by the government and the parties, and their advertising
campaign had also been correspondingly identified predominantly positively by
the people. According to surveys, what was very substantial was the hope that the
EU would bring not only “security” but also “economic prosperity” and “growth”
(39%) as well as the “fear of isolation” with a “No” (19%) and the generally positive attitude on European unity (17%).427
The united front of the government parties also played a role: the SPÖ and the
ÖVP formed an effective demonstrative unit at that time. Within that context, the
Grand Coalition behaved extremely statesmanlike. The concerted combination
and the insistent appeal to the voters were very beneficial.428
The President of the EU Commission Jacques Delors was visibly impressed
and expressed himself as relieved about the results of the Austrian referendum:

Original quotation: “Wir verweisen aber darauf, dass nach den zwei mörderischen Weltkriegen
Staatsmänner aus christlicher Verantwortung das Konzept einer europäischen Integration entworfen und gefördert haben, weil ihnen ein dauerhafter Friede in Europa nur durch wachsende
wirtschaftliche, kulturelle und politische Integration als möglich erschien. […] Bei aller gebotenen sorgsamen Abwägung des Für und Wider zur weiteren Integration wird ein bewusster
Christ den Auftrag und die Chance ernst nehmen, auf dem Bauplatz Europa mit den Maßstäben
des Evangeliums mittätig zu sein”, Quoted in: Anita ZIEGERHOFER-PRETTENTHALER,
Bauplatz Europa. Die österreichische katholische Kirche und die Anfänge der europäischen
Integration, in: Jahrbuch für Europäische Geschichte Bd. 9 (2008), 49–70: 53, 63–64.
427
Der Standard, June 14, 1994; for the following, see Michael GEHLER, Verfrühter Jubel? Vor
zwei Jahren stimmte eine überwältigende Mehrheit für den EU-Beitritt Österreichs, in: Extra.
Wiener Zeitung, June 14, 1996.
428
Ibid; FALKNER, Österreich und die europäische Einigung, 338–339.
426
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“The fact that the Austrian people places great value upon its national identity, is very proud
of its history and its cultural heritage, is also very proud of his spiritual movement, of achievements of personalities like Chancellor Kreisky and others, the fact that this people decides with
a two-thirds majority to join the European Union is a result of great significance, which shows
that the Austrians have recognized the essential. The construction of Europe should promote
peace and mutual recognition, but will also lend new radiance to the Europe that is threatened
with decline by far-reaching global changes. The Austrians have understood all of this. This
is, in my believe, an important historic experience.”429

It was in particular the most important media in the country that were “geared
towards accession”. They created a climate of opinion and a “persuasion pressure”
which the people could hardly escape.430

1994 June 12: Fate of EU membership ?
The “Krone” sparks Europhoric emotions
Original quotation see document 86 in appendix “Documents“; Kommissionspräsident
Jacques DELORS zum EU-Volksabstimmungsergebnis in Österreich, 12. 6. 1994, in: OTT
(Hrsg.), Österreich in der Europäischen Union, 206–207.
430
Peter MEIER-BERGFELD, Österreich nach der Volksabstimmung. Tunnel zur „Insel der
Seligen“, in: Das Parlament, June 17, 1994.
429
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1994 June 13: The commitment to the Union is clear

Viennese contemporary historian Gerhard Jagschitz can be agreed with when he
argued that equality was made difficult in the discussion,431 and in the finale of the
election events, there was no longer balance. Also decisive for the clear “Yes” was
the closing of ranks between the government and the newspaper with the highest
circulation in the country, the Kronen Zeitung, at the beginning of 1994.432
In the week before the referendum, a virtually perfect accession atmosphere
was staged on the part of the government via the media.433 Within that context,
considerable financial means were used in order to convince the people of the
country of EU accession through the use of advertising agencies.434 According to
research, it was amounts on the scale of over a billion schillings.435 The fact that
this campaign was in part also financed through the use of tax money was anything but unproblematic under democracy policy. The EU critics and opponents436
– who, viewed in sociological terms, did not form any homogeneous groups –
basically made things relatively easy for the governing coalition. They did not
behave in a unified way, nor did they bundle their arguments together. They acted
JAGSCHITZ, Die EU ist nicht Europa, 30.
Excellently researched by Josef ZANGERL, Die österreichische EG-/EU-Beitrittsdebatte und
die „EU-Sanktionen“ im Spiegel der „Kronenzeitung“ 1989–1995–2000, Master Thesis at the
University of Innsbruck, 2002.
433
SCHARSACH, EU-Handbuch, 361–385 and the characteristic details from the live interview
during the ORF press hour with Alois MOCK in the Innsbruck University Clinic with the
immediately subsequent return flight to Vienna, 395–396.
434
FALKNER, Österreich und die europäische Einigung, 338–339.
435
SCHARSACH, EU-Handbuch, 305–311: 311.
436
Ibid., 323–330.
431

432
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in part with diffuse assertions. One thing that was also decisive was that they did
not have any clear counter-concept as an alternative to non-accession.

1994: Manfred Scheich in conversation with
EU Commission representative Corrado Pirzio Biroli

What also contributed to the affirmation of the decisive question in the referendum was the fact that the EU showed a very Austria-friendly side. The representative of the EU Commission in Austria (1992–1994) – Corrado Pirzio-Biroli, a
Northern Italian who came from the cabinet of the former president of the EU
Commission, Gaston Thorn – played a large part in this. During the campaign, he
had sympathetically and skillfully gotten involved for accession, and in eloquent
German he not only represented the European Union in Austria, but also understood how to sell himself and thus “positively present” the matter. He was later
to become cabinet head (1995–2004) of EU Agricultural Commissioner Franz
Fischler.437
The Federal Government was also successful in cutting out topics that were
taboo or controversial. The topic of “neutrality” that was sensitive in this regard
as along with the critical factor of the relationship to the “big brother” to the
north and the “influence of Germany” – an emotion-filled point of discussion – as
well as the consequences to future security and currency policy in the event of
EU accession (the WEU, the CFSP, NATO, the Euro)438 were intentionally and
RAUSCHER, Fischler, 88; On Fischler’s role as Commissioner for Agriculture in the Santer
Commission and for Agriculture and Fisheries in the Prodi Commission, see FISCHLER,
Erinnerungen, 89–119, 121–165.
438
Wolfram KAISER, The Silent Revolution: Austria’s Accession to the European Union, in:
Austrian Historical Memory and National Identity (Contemporary Austrian Studies, Vol. 5)
New Brunswick – London 1996, 135–162: 151–152; Karl ZEMANEK, Österreichs Neutralität
und die GASP. Vortrag vor dem Europa-Institut der Universität Saarlandes, Saarbrücken,
den 17. Januar 1995 (Vorträge, Reden und Berichte aus dem Europa-Institut Sektion
437
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purposefully left out of the campaign on the part of the government before the
vote.
The tradition of the Austrian political culture also played a role as a factor with
a long-term effect. The “long shadow of the state” (Ernst Hanisch)439 in the sense
of belief in, and deference to, authority and a week civil society were also partially reflected in the results. This trend became recognizable in the fact that the loyalty appeal of the leading politicians caught on above all with the older voters.440
And around three fourths of SPÖ adherents and approximately two thirds of ÖVP
sympathizers followed the pro-EU line of their corresponding party leadership.441
Within this context, the effects of the history of mentality that still need to be
determined in greater detail were in play, as were historic-psychological effects.
What was concerned was managing the traumas that continued to have a lasting effect, such as the loss of great power status in 1918, the issue of the alleged
“non-viability” of the First Republic and its dependence upon foreign countries
after 1918, the obliteration of the state in 1938 through the “Anschluss” to Hitler
Germany, the presence and control of the Occupying Powers in 1945–55, and
the long-lacking reciprocated love with Austria being on the outside and the application with respect to the EEC/EC. These elements, which for the historian
are not easy to verify and are all the more difficult to weight, of the collective
Austrian political memory as well as the national self-perception that was also
connected with it formed not unsubstantial psychological elements in the general atmosphere and climate of decision before June 12, 1994. In addition, the
self-confidence of Austrians in the years before the referendum was not especially
distinct: the conscious turning away from the encrusted and sluggish-to-reform
“scandal republic” of the 1980s,442 but also the Waldheim debate that was perceived by many as annoying, insulting, and painful for the Austrian head of state
had injured the national view of itself and also caused a partial foreign policy
isolation of the country. Austria had appeared to be an international pariah, so to
speak. Both the vote that was supported by the federal government and the clear
pro-EU vote by the people would not have turned out so unambiguously without
this desire to overcome the feeling of being excluded and “having to remain on
the outside”. From the feeling of inferiority which specifically grew stronger in
the second half of the 1980s, resulting from subordination in power politics, the
path was then to be found back to the “historical greatness” within the framework
Politikwissenschaft 315), Europa-Institut Universität des Saarlandes 1995, 3–20; Erich REITER, Neutralität oder NATO. Die sicherheitspolitischen Konsequenzen aus der europäischen
Aufgabe Österreichs, Graz – Wien – Köln 1996.
439
Ernst HANISCH, Der lange Schatten des Staates. Österreichische Gesellschaftsgeschichte im
20. Jahrhundert 1890–1990, Wien 1994.
440
Kurier, June 14, 1994.
441
Der Standard, June 14, 1994; FALKNER, Österreich und die europäische Einigung, 338–339.
442
Michael GEHLER – Hubert SICKINGER, Politische Skandale in der Zweiten Republik, in:
SIEDER – STEINERT – TÁLOS (Hrsg.), Österreich 1945–1995, 671–683.
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of the partnership with the illustrious powers of the European Union. It was then
necessary to be substantially involved, whereby the imponderables that were associated with that could not at all even be estimated. What was to be dealt with
was a not always risk-free development of a greater area that offered protection,
the European community of states, which represented an economic policy factor
in the world and security policy value for the peaceful future of the continent.443
In a comprehensive analysis of the public debate on EU accession before the
1994 referendum, the Austrian sociologist and media scholar Franz Heschl identified a struggle between different myths that competed with each other. What
resulted within that context was a reduction in complexity through the formation
of myths. Speaking for the EU were “future”, “codetermination”, “inevitability”,
and “Europe” in the sense of a “departure”. On the other hand, the scenario of
“downfall” turned out to be ambivalent in the sense of a “woe if we don’t join”
versus “woe if we join”. The EU opponents went so far as a comparison with the
Anschluss, connected with the giving up of sovereignty and independence, but
also with “calmness” under the motto “I don’t need any EU.”444
What were concerned here were in any case not so much myths as “positive”
attitudes, clichés, perspectives, and ideas relating to the EU. And Heschl is to be
agreed with that these were not only more numerous, but also more efficacious
than the “negative aspects” and they correspondingly had more pull on June 12,
1994. What is to be realized with this is how much Europe policy voting capital
the Federal Government partially left unused and partially negligently lost after
June 12. It was then presented with the bill with the frustrations with the EU that
piled up in the later Eurobarometer measurements.
Hubertus CZERNIN – Andreas WEBER –Christa ZÖCHLING, Brüssel, nicht Berlin. Erstmals wendet sich Österreich dem Westen zu und nimmt Abschied von alten Träumen, in:
profil, June 14, 1994, Nr. 24, 24. With regard to the issue of Austrian identity, see also Ernst
BRUCKMÜLLER, Nation Österreich. Sozialhistorische Aspekte ihrer Entwicklung, Wien
1984; supplemented and updated: IDEM, Nation Österreich. Kulturelles Bewußtsein und
gesellschaftlich-politische Prozesse (Studien zu Politik und Verwaltung 4), Wien – Köln –
Graz 2nd edition 1996; IDEM Österreichbewußtsein im Wandel. Identität und Selbstverständnis in den 90er Jahren, Wien 1994; and Gerald STOURZH, Erschütterung und Konsolidierung
des Österreichbewusstseins – Vom Zusammenbruch der Monarchie zur Zweiten Republik,
in: Richard G. PLASCHKA – Gerald STOURZH – Jan Paul NIEDERKORN (Hrsg.), Was
heißt Österreich? Inhalt und Umfang des Österreichbegriffs vom 10. Jahrhundert bis heute
(Österreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften, Philosophisch-Historische Klasse, Historische Kommission), Wien 1995, 289–311. Finally, also see Peter THALER, The Ambivalence
of Identity. The Austrian Experience of Nation-Building in a Modern Society, West Lafayette,
Indiana: Purdue University Press, 2001.
444
See the chapter „Komplexitätsreduktion durch Mythenbildung“ bei HESCHL, Drinnen
oder Draußen?, 187–266; Helmut WOHNOUT, Staatliche Souveränität und EU-Beitritt
– ein Widerspruch? Eine Fallstudie am Beispiel Österreichs, in: Michael DIPPELREITER
– S. OSATSCHUK (Hrsg.), Österreich und die Ukraine im 20. Jahrhundert: Auf der Suche
nach Identität und Souveränität. Beiträge der internationalen wissenschaftlichen Konferenz
(Czernowitz 6. Oktober 2009), Czernowitz 2010, 398–425.
443
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According to Heschl, reductions in complexity occurred in the run-up to June
12, 1994, including through political advertising and activism. Like this author,
he also emphasizes the campaign by the Federal Government, the staging of a
hospital stay, and the sixtieth birthday of the foreign minister, and he makes reference to the festivals, celebrations, and parties that were held as well as the activities and “persuasion work” by politicians.445

1994: Congratulations on the 60th birthday of Alois Mock – Erhard Busek in the middle

The Tyrolean social critic Markus Wilhelm spoke not incorrectly of a “vote of
the people” (“Abstimmung des Volkes”) since the Viennese advertising agency
Demner & Merlicek had received the order in 1991 from the Federal Government
for carrying out a 150 million schilling campaign with regard to the referendum
that had become necessary on the envisaged EU accession.446 That correspondingly occurred, as was expected, and the political establishment was pleased
about the triumphal result of the referendum of June 12, 1994.
The consequences to domestic policy of the results were clear: the overwhelming result first of all saved greater domestic tensions. For the first time, FPÖ opposition politician Jörg Haider had to accept a massive defeat in a secret vote,
445
446

Ibid., 267–315, 317–352.
Markus WILHELM, Kauf dir eine Volksabstimmung. Ein paar nachträgliche Details zum
EU-Komplott, in: Foehn 14 (1997), Heft 23/24, 3–137: 34.
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above all in his own state of Carinthia and even in his home community of Bad
Goisern. Steering the traditional “Europe party” of the FPÖ onto such an uncompromising anti-EU course was not very credible. The SPÖ and the ÖVP had
reached a common historic goal, through which they also appeared connected
with each other for the next legislative period. Haider’s defeat also seemed to have
weakened the adherents to a black-blue coalition, and thus a Small Coalition.447
Austria’s 66.58% vote meant something positive for the further development
of European integration, namely three things: it was possible for the process of
unification to go forward in the sense of advocates for unification and enlargement
without the quality of the deepening being threatened, since what was concerned
with the accession candidate Austria was a highly industrialized net payer. The
EU could therefore stay its course which it had set after the Maastricht Treaty
and the conflicts about it. The path towards the further increase in the number
of members of the Community remained open: the possibility of a positive vote
by the Scandinavian countries had become more probable through the example
effect of Austria. With the foreseeable accession of additional EFTA states to the
Union, it was possible for the competition between the two integration policy
concepts for the economic policy arrangement of the continent, the free trade
zone principle and the Common Market principle, to be decided in favor of the
latter. With the impending loss of four states, the European Free Trade Association was threatened with a severe loss of substance. But the Norwegian people
rejected the negotiated package of its government and thus also EU membership.
EFTA has therefore still remained alive with Iceland, Switzerland, Liechtenstein,
and Norway. The consequences for domestic policy from the positive result of
the referendum in Austria came to light: with the “Yes” to the EU, nothing more
stood in the way of Austria’s accession in practical terms. The decision was made
valid by the Federal Constitutional Law of May 5, 1994. It was then necessary to
implement the positive result at the Community level.
19. THE “BAD SPIRIT OF CORFU”, THE SIGNING OF THE
ACCESSION TREATY, AND THE IMMEDIATE CONSEQUENCES OF
AUSTRIA’S EU ENTRY
The foreign policy and domestic policy hurdles along the path to Brussels had
been resolved, which was an achievement of Austria’s Europe policy. But soon
after the triumphant EU vote, a wrangling and quarreling for image and prestige
began that was motivated under domestic policy and party politics by selfishness,
447

According to the first analyses in the ORF special broadcast on the EU referendum on June
12, 1994 in Ö1 [recording in the author’s possession]; Vranitzky, Busek: Auch nach den
Wahlen Zusammenarbeit. Große Koalition soll fortgesetzt werden – Buseks klare Absage an
EU-Gegner, in: Kurier, June 14, 1994.
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competitiveness, and envy that was anything other than free and was completely
unnecessary. This struggle brought to light once again the usual political everyday life. Up to the end, it remained unclear who from the Austrian side was to sign
the accession treaty. Foreign Minister Mock, Chancellor Vranitzky, and President
Thomas Klestil were all under discussion.448
The irritations and quarrels arose above all from the overambitious Federal
President, who was also to be present at the Corfu Summit. Gregor Woschnagg
remembered the internal controversies with not exactly good feelings:
“Thomas Klestil has had a constitutional expert opinion written for him. Friedrich Koja wrote
it with the result: The Federal President represents the Federation externally. Under Austrian
law this is argued flawlessly. But in terms of European law it looks different. For the European
Council is not chaired by the Queen of England, but by the person who chairs the Council of
Ministers. The Federal President had to take note: ‘Unfortunately you do not preside over the
Council of Ministers’. That looks different under European law than under constitutional law.
Klestil was pissed off. He thought he could be the ‘gate crusher’ with the report. That shouldn’t
be the case. You have to look not only at the Austrian constitution but also at European law.
Koja spoke Klestil after the mouth. That was nice, but it didn’t help. It was wrong. The Council
is made up of heads of government or only one president, namely the French President. There
was still the Finnish gimmick, where one goes in and the other goes out. Fortunately, they have
now changed that. The Finns had this double-cross. Depending on the agenda, the President or
the Prime Minister marched in. Both cannot be present at the same time. Back to Austria: You
cannot develop a personal ambition and ignore European legal norms.”449

The EU Heads of State and Government met on June 24, 1994 on the Greek island
of Corfu. On that day, the meeting was above all else about the future president
of the Commission. Delors’ period in office was at an end. The treaties between
448
449

Chronologie des Konflikts, in: Der Standard, December 19, 1994.
Original quotation: “Thomas Klestil hat sich ein verfassungsrechtliches Gutachten schreiben
lassen. Friedrich Koja hat es mit dem Ergebnis verfasst: Der Bundespräsident vertritt den
Bund nach außen. Österreichrechtlich ist das astrein argumentiert. Europarechtlich sieht das
aber anders aus. Denn beim Europäischen Rat sitzt nicht die Königin von England, sondern
derjenige, der dem Ministerrat vorsitzt. Der Herr Bundespräsident musste zur Kenntnis nehmen: ‘Leider sitzt du nicht dem Ministerrat vor.’ Das schaut europarechtlich anders als verfassungsrechtlich aus. Klestil war stinksauer. Er hat gedacht, mit dem Gutachten könne er der
‘Gate-Crusher’ sein. Das sollte nicht so sein. Man muss nicht nur die österreichische Verfassung, sondern auch auf das Europarecht schauen. Koja hat Klestil nach dem Mund geredet.
Das war nett, half aber nicht. Es war falsch. Im Rat sitzen Regierungschefs beziehungsweise
nur ein Präsident und zwar der französische Staatspräsident. Es gab noch die finnische Spielerei, wo einer rein und der andere rausgeht. Das haben sie zum Glück jetzt geändert. Die Finnen
haben dieses Doppelspiel gehabt. Je nach Tagesordnung ist der Präsident oder der Premierminister hereinmarschiert. Beide können nicht gleichzeitig anwesend sein. Zurück zu Österreich: Man kann nicht einen persönlichen Ehrgeiz entwickeln und sich über die europäischen
Rechtsnormen hinwegsetzen.” Interview with Gregor WOSCHNAGG at the Forum Alpbach
August 2010 (audio recording in the possession of the author), Thomas KLESTIL was an Austrian diplomat, a member of the Austrian People’s Party (ÖVP) and Austria’s Federal President
from 1992 to 2004. Friedrich KOJA was an Austrian lawyer and professor of public law at the
University of Salzburg.
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the new acceding countries and the Union were also to be signed on the same
day, among which was the Austrian treaty. What was concerned was a multilateral agreement between the twelve EU members and all of the acceding states
consisting of the accession treaty and accession acts.450
The Austrians arrived on the lovely Greek island with the biggest delegation
and on different airplanes. After a tug-of-war that was played out in public over
the question as to who should sign the accession treaty, in the end it was negotiated
through the Grand Coalition and divided with a view towards rank among Franz
Vranitzky, Alois Mock, Ambassador Manfred Scheich, who had carried on all
of the negotiations with Brussels, as well as the section leader (Sektionschef) in
the Federal Chancellery, Ulrich Stacher, who all signed the treaty.451 The chancellor was very angry for understandable reasons that Mock, who wanted to let
Scheich sign, in a countermove refused a signature for Undersecretary for EU
Affairs Brigitte Ederer, who had provided good publicity for accession and was
very popular.452 For Vranitzky, Mock, as a “proven anti-Socialist”, was a “jealous
foreign minister” and an “EU foreign minister”.453

1994 June 24: Austrian delegation following the signature of the Accession Treaty, from left to right
(first and second row): Manfred Scheich, Alois Mock, Wolfgang Wolte, Franz Vranitzky, Brigitte
Ederer, Gregor Woschnagg, Ferdinand Lacina, Thomas Klestil, Ulrich Stacher, Karl Krammer
Archiv der Gegenwart, June 24, 1994, B/10 39010; Dok. 395: EU-Beitrittsvertrag, Vertrag über
den Beitritt Österreichs, Finnlands und Schwedens zur Europäischen Union, June 24, 1994,
in: Hanspeter NEUHOLD – Waldemar HUMMER – Christoph SCHREUER (Hrsg.), Österreichisches Handbuch des Völkerrechts, 2 Bde, Bd. 2: Materialienteil, Wien (3rd completely
revised edition) 1997, 4th edition, 2002, 549–550.
451
Der Standard, June 14, 1994 and June 24, 1994.
452
Franz VRANITZKY, Politische Erinnerungen, Wien 2004, 320–321.
453
Interview with Dr. VRANITZKY, April 6, 2006 (audio recording in the possession of the
author); on the “Western Europeanisation” of Austrian Foreign Policy (especially under the
direction of Alois MOCK) see KUNNERT, Österreichs Weg, 316–328.
450
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1994 June 24: Corfu, Signing of the EU Accession Treaty,
from left to right: Ulrich Stacher, Manfred Scheich, Franz Vranitzky and Alois Mock

1994 June: Return from Corfu, Edith and Alois Mock –
EU Commission Representative Corrado Pirzio Biroli – Ambassador Wolfgang Wolte
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Among the Austrians, therefore, a very irritated atmosphere and unpleasant
mood prevailed on Corfu which threatened to escalate – anything but appropriate
and dignified in dealing with the solemn occasion. Here, once again, the thinking in terms of rank that was so typical for the society culture and the political
mentality of the country and the priority acting in prestigious formalities, in the
exercise of official offices, and in the occupying of functions and positions asserted itself on this occasion in order to express, in a word, that the attainment of recognition, prestige, and acknowledgment was considered to be so necessary, while
the actual content of the matter of the success that had been achieved jointly was
to remain completely in the background. After the cited desires and covetousness
could not be completely satisfied at first, there were all the more irritations and
condemnations because the Federal President of Austria did not appear among the
invited guests, a place still had to be organized for him at the table, and a chair
had to be brought in.454 There could consequently be no discussion of a united
appearance by Austria on Corfu. An evil, petty-minded spirit had made itself
feel right at home. Viewed in this way, Austrian politics did not convey a pleasant
image.455 The pictures of the treaty signing also make this recognizable.
From then on, around six hundred officials took up their work in Brussels.
Things started in July. Austria was to be granted twenty-one seats in the E
 uropean
Parliament. From that point forward, Austria could also actively participate
in the Council with the Permanent Representative and take on the presidency there. Furthermore, the country was entitled to one commissioner and one
general director.456 As Mock had emphasized in parliament, in the EU Council of
Ministers Vienna had four votes, while in comparison, Germany only had ten.457
The fact that the FPÖ could take advantage of the problems with accession
that were still awaiting a solution, which Haider had counted on from the very
beginning, was to already be shown with the next Nationalrat election.458 In the
euphoria about the results of the referendum, hardly anyone wanted to see that the
17% Freedom Party would have an easier time winning many of the 33.4% of the
opponents to EU accession than the government parties would in keeping the high
degree of assent (66.6%). A crash was preprogrammed.
It was therefore sobering when the government parties that were floating in
the EU euphoria lost their two thirds majority in the parliamentary elections on
October 9, 1994 and the “new workers’ party” of Haider, which hardly shied
away from a means of mobilizing the protest voter potential for itself, achieved
Interview with Alois MOCK, September 24, 2001 (audio recording in the possession of the
author).
455
In that regard, also see: VRANITZKY, Politische Erinnerungen, 322–328.
456
Interview with Alois MOCK, September 24, 2001.
457
See Article 2, Section 12 to Article 12 in: EU-Beitrittsvertrag, 13 and 386; Europa in Zahlen
(eurostat), Brussels – Luxembourg 4th edition 1995, 41–42.
458
Peter MEIER-BERGFELD, Der Sieger heißt Jörg Haider, in: Das Parlament, October 21, 1994.
454
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a noteworthy success. The Freedom Party improved from 16.6% to 22.6%, while
the ÖVP and SPÖ had to accept big losses, whereby the decision was motivated
primarily by “proportional representation, secret dealings, officials at the Labor
Board lining their pockets, and the pussyfooting upper-class who were satisfied
with the role of always being second-best.”459
The election outcome that was negative for the Grand Coalition with the loss
of the two thirds majority, that is, the constitutional majority, also had to do with
the fact that the favorable mood about the June 12, 1994 referendum was very
quickly lost through small-minded quarreling that was carried out in public about
competences, external representation, and the implementation of EU resolutions.
Within that context, President Thomas Klestil also took on a role that was not
a happy one. Exaggerated personal ambition with regard to desires to leave a
political mark made the European quality of Austria’s political figures appear
dubious.460

1994 November 24: Protocol on the deposit of the instrument of ratification of the Treaty of
Accession to the European Union, signed by Austrian Federal President Thomas Klestil and
Italian State President Oscar Luigi Scalfaro.
459
460

Ibid.
Die Presse, July 8, 1994.
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On July 1, 1994, the Federal Republic of Germany finally took over the Presidency of the EU from Greece. The enlargement by Austria, Finland, Norway, and
Sweden was to be realized if at all possible by the end of the year: but the three
Scandinavian countries still had to wait for the outcome of their referendums.461
In the end, the Finns voted for the accession of their country on October 16,
1994 with a majority of 56,9%,462 the Swedes somewhat less on November 13 with
52.8%,463 while on November 28, 1994, the Norwegians rejected EU membership
with 52.2% opposed (only 47,8% were in favor of joining).464 The Norwegian
people had already voted against the EC accession of their country on September
25, 1972 with 53.5% against.465 But it was at least possible for three new members
to be gained by the European Union.

1994 December 9–10: The Austrian delegation to the European Council in Essen
during the German Council Presidency, among others from left to right Thomas Mayr-Harting,
Elisabeth Tichy, Franz Vranitzky, Alois Mock, Wolfgang Wolte, Brigitte Ederer, Fritz Höss,
Manfred Scheich, Ulrich Stacher, Josef Azizi and on the far right Peter Hohenfellner

The outcomes of the accession negotiations and the referendums were to have
the consequence that the Single Market was then expanded by twenty million
Godrun GAARDER, Domino: Kippt Helsinki auch die Steine in Oslo und Stockholm?, in: Das
Parlament, September 19, 1994.
462
Godrun GAARDER, Die Finnen sagten „Kyllä“-Ja, in: Das Parlament, October 21, 1994;
for the outcome of the Scandinavian referendums on accession, also see, among others,
Wolfram KAISER – Pekka VISURI – Cecilia MALMSTRÖM – Arve HJELSETH, Die
EU-Volksabstimmungen in Österreich, Finnland, Schweden und Norwegen: Folgen für die
Europäische Union, in: integration 18 (1995), 2, 76–87.
463
Godrun GAARDER, Ein Ja mit Zweifeln, in: Das Parlament, November 25, 1994.
464
Godrun GAARDER, Freude und Katerstimmung, in: Das Parlament, December 9, 1994.
465
WOSCHNAGG, Die EU-Beitrittsverhandlungen Österreichs, 142.
461
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more consumers. The parliaments of the remaining twelve EU states still in any
case had to agree to the EU enlargement, which in view of the aforementioned
increase in value for the EU was no longer improbable. The Federal Republic
of Germany was able to use the six months of its presidency to solidify the
enlargement by the EFTA countries and to urge the other EU Member States to
hurry with their corresponding efforts. This circumstance was to turn out to be
favorable for Austria’s EU accession policy.
In the meantime, the conflict in the country about the attainment of EU
competences continued, and it developed into a permanent conflict. The fact that
the Grand Coalition carried out political self-demolition with this in the run-up
to the parliamentary elections was not inconvenient for the opposition. What was
certain was merely that the foreign ministry would continue to be responsible for
the Brussels mission and specifically for the foreign and security policy. But the
question of the authority to issue directives remained disputed.
The arrangement of the new political architecture of Europe had taken place
in the first half of the 1990s above all else with a view towards the German
question which, more than even since 1989–90, had gained in relevance to the
current situation with an explosive nature.466 The concept that was presented in
early September 1994 by the chairman of the CDU/CSU German Parliament
(Bundestag) faction Wolfgang Schäuble (CDU) along with Bundestag member
Karl Lamers (CDU) of a “Europe of variable geometry” (“core Europe”) with
Germany, France, and the Benelux states as a hard core triggered controversial
debates.467 Within such debates, Mock emphasized that Austria should belong to
“core Europe” – completely in the sense of the idea of German Chancellor Kohl.
The deliberations of Schäuble with regard to a Europe of different speeds, which
was also shared by France’s Prime Minister Edouard Balladur, did not surprise
the Austrian Foreign Minister, but the timing of the debate did. He had expected
such a debate only in the run-up to the EU conference that was planned for 1996
which was oriented towards, among other things, security policy.468
When considered in purely geographical, monetary, and currency policy
terms, Austria’s hard currency policy and the close linking of the schilling to the
deutschmark were weighty facts that spoke for the country’s claim for a place
among the “core countries” of Europe. Mock’s reaction did also in fact disclose
a certain lack of alternatives and dearth of concepts in Austrian Europe policy in
the wake of the EC accession that had been applied for. References to Central and
In this regard, also see Frank BRUNSSEN, “Angst vor Deutschland” and German Self-
Definition, in: German Foreign Policy at a crossroads, debatte. review of contemporary
german affairs Vol. 2 (1994), 1, 48–63.
467
Der Standard, September 5, 1994; Klaus KINKEL, „Absage an den nationalen Sonderweg.“
Deutschlands Außenpolitik vier Jahre nach der Wiedervereinigung, in: Der Standard, October 3, 1994.
468
Der Standard, September 6, 1994.
466
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Eastern Europe were hardly to be noticed. The integration process was perceived
almost completely from Austrian areas of interest, that is, primarily in terms of
foreign trade policy and economics. With regard to the arrangement of the political architecture of Europe, in the past if there had been a contribution at all, then it
had only been a marginal one with neutrality policy, that is, integration policy.469
On January 1, 1995, Austria belonged not only to the European Union, but also to
the European Monetary System (EMS). Starting from the beginning of the year,
Vienna also participated in the meetings of the Western European Union (WEU)
which, as a supplement to NATO, was to be developed as the security policy
instrument of the EU. Ten EU states were WEU members, but the European neutrals were only observers.470
On February 3, 1995, Austria also joined as the twenty-fifth country in the
NATO agreement “Partnership for Peace” (PfP). After the Council of Ministers
had concluded a framework agreement with the Atlantic alliance on January 31,
1995, Foreign Minister Mock emphasized that joint maneuvers would be declined
for the time being for, among other things, reasons of cost. The limit of involvement was the neutrality law. This collection of issues remained disputed in the
Grand Coalition up to the end.471 On February 10, 1995, Mock signed the corresponding document in Brussels. The PfP did not contain any mutual assistance
obligation, but it created corresponding possibilities for individual cooperation
with NATO that were still to be designed by Vienna.472 The joining of the PfP, a
NATO cooperation structure, once again raised the question of permanent neutrality, which Austria’s politicians could hardly avoid without clear words and
unequivocal admissions. The decisive question as to what the freedom from alliances in Austrian policy was really worth remained open.

Critical in this regard: Gerfried SPERL, Außenpolitik als Therapie. Österreich braucht endlich ein klares Konzept für die Rolle in Zentraleuropa, in: Der Standard, September 6, 1994;
Ernst HANISCH – Theo FAULHABER (Hrsg.), Mentalitäten und wirtschaftliches Handeln
in Österreich, Wien 1997, and the few references to Europe policy or integration policy with
Manfred PRISCHING, Fortschrittsglaube und Zukunftsangst. Zu Komponenten der ökonomischen Kultur in Österreich, in: ibid., 135–182: 166–167; Fritz PLASSER – Peter A. ULRAM,
Veränderungen in den politisch-sozialen Spannungslinien in Österreich, in: ibid., 201–233:
228–229, and Anton PELINKA, (Im-)Migration und (Im-)Mobilität. Auf der Suche nach der
„kapitalistischen Zivilisation“, in: ibid., 235–246: 245.
470
Der Standard, January 12, 1995; very competent in questions of Austrian EU membership:
Paul LUIF, Österreich und die Europäische Union, in: Herbert DACHS – Peter GERLICH
– Herbert GOTTWEIS – Helmut KRAMER – Volkmar LAUBER – Wolfgang C. MÜLLER
– Emmerich TÁLOS (Hrsg.), Politik in Österreich. Das Handbuch, Wien 2006, 862–883:
874–877.
471
Der Standard, February 1, 1995.
472
Hans-Heinz SCHLENKER, Neuer Schritt in der Sicherheitspolitik, in: Salzburger Nachrichten, February 11, 1995.
469
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With the simple but catchy formula “We are Europe”,473 the Federal Government had promoted EU accession which, however, for shrewd and clear-sighted
citizens was quickly recognizable as a superficial advertising campaign by the
agency Demler & Merlicek.474 The rash assertion seemed to apparently be in the
future an ideal substitute identity for the state “victim ideology”475 which, in the
Waldheim debate, was badly stressed and greatly eroded. This solution that was
effective for advertising purposes for the referendum on June 12, 1994 had already previously been opposed by the populist catchy formula “Austria First” by
the FPÖ opposition under the leadership of Jörg Haider.
Before accession, the government awakened expectations in the country that
could hardly be met at the EU level and did not withstand the hard realities in
Brussels. Ideas of national vested rights continued to dominate the political rhetoric. It attempted to mislead about the “silent revolution” (Wolfram Kaiser)476
which had been in full swing in Austria since the EU accession in 1995.
The efforts and achievements that were associated with it were also recognized
abroad. On May 25, 1995, Vranitzky received the International Charlemagne Prize
of Aachen in the Coronation Hall of the city hall, the former imperial palace, as the
announcement read in part, “In acknowledgment of his many years of unwavering
commitment to the strengthening of Europe, in particular to the connection of the
regions of Eastern Europe to the European Union.” Additional reasons were Vranitzky’s efforts at the creation of internal Austrian consensus with regard to the EU
membership of his country, in particular the persuasion work in his own party, the
preparations for EU accession at the monetary and economic level, the declared
willingness for the involvement of Austria in solidarity with the European security
Thomas ANGERER, „Österreich ist Europa.“ Identifikationen Österreichs mit Europa seit dem
18. Jahrhundert, in: IDEM (Hrsg.), Österreich in Europa, in: Wiener Zeitschrift zur Geschichte
der Neuzeit 1 (2001), 1, 55–72: 55–56, 71 and Karin LIEBHART – Andreas PRIBERSKY,
„Wir sind Europa!“ Österreich und seine Nachbarn am „Goldenen Vorhang“, in: Ferdinand
KARLHOFER – Josef MELCHIOR – Hubert SICKINGER (Hrsg.), Anlassfall Österreich.
Die Europäische Union auf dem Weg zu einer Wertegemeinschaft (ÖZP Sonderband), Baden-
Baden 2001, 115–127.
474
“A concerted campaign for EU accession” in the years 1992 to 1994 calls it GÄDEL, Vereint
marschieren – getrennt schlagen!, 134–135.
475
Gerhard BOTZ, Nachhall und Modifikationen (1994–2007). Rückblick auf die
Waldheim-Kontroversen und deren Folgen, in: Gerhard BOTZ – Gerald SPRENGNAGEL (Hrsg.), Kontroversen um Österreichs Zeitgeschichte. Verdrängte Vergangenheit,
Österreich-Identität, Waldheim und die Historiker, 2. Auflage, Frankfurt – New York 2008,
574–635; IDEM, Lebenslüge – das stimulierende Prinzip … Eine Auseinandersetzung mit
neuen Verfechtern der österreichischen „Opferthese“, in: Europäische Rundschau 24 (1996), 1,
29–45; in this debate, however, the distinction between the Austrian state and A
 ustrians, who
made themselves available to the Nazi system and made injustice possible through their deeds
and committed crimes, was long overlooked or too little distinguished. The State of Austria
and its political representatives were indisputably victims of German military intervention and
Nazi arrest and persecution.
476
KAISER, The Silent Revolution, 135–162.
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architecture, his consistent opposition to the right-wing populist FPÖ of Haider
that clearly rejected EU accession, and the bridge function of Austria that was
experienced in view of the opening of the Iron Curtain in 1989.477
The Prime Minister of Finland, Paavo Lipponen, gave the tribute speech and
acknowledged the prizewinner.478 Vranitzky was honored by this high distinction.
On that occasion, he did not forget to emphasize the historical significance and
current value of Austrian neutrality: “And Austria will also actively bring these
experiences into the common foreign policy of the European Union. It is to be
clarified that the preservation of peace in the Union depends to a high degree
upon the social stability within, but also outside of, Europe.”479
With all Vranitzky’s merits in getting the SPÖ on track for EC accession, it may
be mentioned that Mock’s sacrificial commitment to Austrian EU membership
would also have deserved the Charlemagne Prize.
The Grand Coalition as its stable domestic political basis for the success of
Austrian integration policy from 1987 to 1995 was crucial. Markus Gädel states:
“Only in this way was it possible for the two ideological counterparts to agree
on this common goal. If one of the two major parties had been in opposition, it
would certainly have torpedoed such a government project for reasons of power
politics.”480 There’s nothing more to add.

http://www.karlspreis.de/index.php?id=12&doc=37
http://www.karlspreis.de/index.php?id=13&doc=37&r=2
479
http://www.karlspreis.de/index.php?id=13&doc=37&r=3 (all sources called up February 25, 2018).
480
GÄDEL, Vereint marschieren – getrennt schlagen!, 207.
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VIII. FROM EU MEMBERSHIP TO THE EU-14
SANCTION MEASURES 1995–2000
1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION: “EURO” AND EASTERN
ENLARGEMENT ARE COMING – ASSUMPTION OF THE WESTERN
EUROPEAN UNION TASKS
The Treaty of Maastricht that was signed on February 7, 1992 provided a timetable for integration through the end of the twentieth century, while the Treaty
of Amsterdam that was signed on October 2, 19971 attempted to introduce concrete steps in order to bring the EU “closer to the citizens” and to strengthen the
“European identity” both within and from the outside. It started up where the further development of the treaty basis of the EC (the Single European Act, which entered into force in 1987, and Maastricht, which entered into force in 1993) had left
off and continued on from there. The Treaty of Amsterdam included the Schengen
Agreement (the removal of internal border controls with the strengthening of EU
external borders) into the EU legal system and changed or supplemented the two
main European union treaties (the ECSC and the EEC) as well as the Union Treaty of Maastricht upon which the Community construction was based. In addition,
a “Stability Pact” at the Dublin Summit on December 13–14, 1996 was adopted
for the adherence to the budgetary discipline in the European Monetary Union
(EMU).2 Through this, it was possible to introduce the euro within the stipulated
period of January 1, 1999.
From that time forward, twelve states belonged to the euro zone (Austria,
Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands,
Portugal, and Spain introduced the euro as their official non-cash currency –
Greece followed in 2000). The strengthening of social and employment policy
and the creation of new jobs remained, however, a matter of concern that was only
realized to a small degree.
Through additional resolutions by subsequent Council meetings, smaller
partial successes were achieved. The Three Pillar Model that was established
in Maastricht remained as the structure: The first pillar comprised the supranational dimension with the EU Treaty and the expanded areas (EMU, social
1

2

Michael GEHLER, Europa. Ideen – Institutionen – Vereinigung – Zusammenhalt, Reinbek/
Hamburg 2018, 382–385; on this chapter see documents 87–92 in the appendix „Documents“.
GEHLER, Europa, 418–421, 673–677.
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policy, employment, vocational training, etc.); the second pillar concerned the
intergovernmental Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP), equipped with
a High Representative, the former NATO Secretary General Javier Solana and the
taking over of the “Petersberg Tasks” from the Western European Union (WEU)
which, in addition to peacemaking measures, also comprising “tasks of combat
forces”; the third pillar included the areas of justice and home affairs which, at
the time, were still intergovernmental areas but which, in the wake of September
11, 2001, were subjected to tendencies of integration such as a Europe-wide arrest
warrant and coordination with regard to the fight against terrorism.3
Amsterdam had already pointed the way for enlargement. On December 12,
1997, the European Council summit in Luxembourg began the accession process with the Northern European and Central and Eastern European Countries
(CEEC) as well as Cyprus, which led on March 30, 1998 to negotiations with a
first group of accession applicants (Poland, Hungary, the Czech Republic, Estonia, and Slovenia). The European Council in Helsinki on December 10, 1999
decided to expand the negotiations to include a second group (Bulgaria, Latvia,
Lithuania, Malta, Romania, and Slovakia), and these began on February 15, 2000.
With a view towards the approaching enlargement, the statements from the Treaty of Amsterdam about the “increased cooperation” (“flexibility”) represented
something new: opting out, which up until that point was regarded as an integration policy “sin”, had now turned into a permissible alternative option. Thus,
a paradigm shift in integration policy also took place and the United Kingdom’s
long-time goal in Europe policy was achieved. Enlargement received a clear priority over extension, or to put it a different way: enlargement proceeded more and
more at the expense of deepening, and in fact the latter was thus made virtually
impossible. After the introduction of the euro, great qualitative leaps in integration could also hardly be expected any time soon.4
The Treaty of Amsterdam entered into force on May 1, 1999. At the European Council in Cologne in June 1999, resolutions were passed that would set the
course for the strengthening of the Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP)
as well as a Common European Security and Defense Policy (CESDP) that was to
create the preconditions for taking over the tasks of security and defense policy
by the EU as a complement to NATO, which was to be brought about by taking
over the tasks of the Western European Union (WEU) and the quasi-merger of
the EU and the WEU.5
3
4

5

Ibid., 373–376, 382–385: 382.
Ibid., 473–492; on the Eastern Enlargement see beside document 87 also documents 90 and 91
in the appendix “Documents”.
On the foreign and security policy of the EU in the development from the European Political Cooperation (EPC), the Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) to the Common European
Security and Defence Policy (CESDP) see: Gernot STIMMER, Die Außenbeziehungen der
EU. Politik, Ökonomie, Sicherheit, Kultur, Wien 2019, 68–85.
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The EMU Stability Pact adopted in 1997 set a country’s budget deficit at 3%
and its debt at 60% of the GDP. The Commission was able to check compliance
and impose sanctions in the event of deviations. When Germany and France
failed to comply with these criteria, the Commission only issued warnings, but
the Commission stuck to the rule.6
2. COOPERATION IN INSTITUTIONS, BUT LIMITED ENGAGEMENT
The scope for shaping economic policy shifted more and more to the level of the
Union. These possibilities remained largely closed to Austria. According to the
economy historian Felix Butschek, this dimension remained “largely closed” to
the country.7 Helmut Kramer correctly stated in this context:
“The desire to actively participate in the European integration process played a secondary
role, at least for economic policy considerations. It was not so much designing and supporting
European solutions that motivated Austrian politics, but rather not being discriminated against
in the pursuit of national interests.”8

Butschek reinforced this verdict. Austria‘s EU commitment was initially due to
Mock and Vranitzky, which led to a positive referendum result:
“In principle, the relationship of the Austrian population to the EU remained distanced to broken. [...] The country’s activities were limited to technical cooperation, as it were, within the
Commission’s administrative apparatus. Political initiatives almost exclusively concerned the
representation of – supposedly – national interests.”9

How can we analyze and judge the relationship Austria-EU at the very early
stages of its membership? In a first phase, Austria strove to implement a policy
6
7

8

9

GEHLER, Europa, 367, 382, especially 455–456, 886.
On EU accession and EU policy see Felix BUTSCHEK, Vom Staatsvertrag zur EU. Österreichische Wirtschaftsgeschichte von 1955 bis zur Gegenwart, Wien – Köln – Weimar 2004,
135–143: 142.
Helmut KRAMER, Österreichs Wirtschaftspolitik im Rahmen der EU, in: Heinrich NEISSER – Sonja PUNTSCHER-RIEKMANN (Hrsg.), Europäisierung der österreichischen Politik. Konsequenzen der Mitgliedschaft, Wien 2002, 267–294: 275; for the weakening of a
pro-active political approach in Austria’s EU policy see IDEM, Austrian Foreign Policy 1995–
2015, in: Österreichische Zeitschrift für Politikwissenschaft 45 (July 2016), 2, 49–57: 51–53;
also: IDEM, Plädoyer für eine Reaktivierung der Außen- und Neutralitätspolitik Österreichs,
in: Thomas ROITHNER – Ursula GAMAUF (Hrsg.), Am Anfang war die Vision vom Frieden.
Wegweiser in eine Zukunft jenseits von Gewalt und Krieg. Festschrift zum 90. Geburtstag von
Gerald MADER, Wien 2016, 343–356.
BUTSCHEK, Vom Staatsvertrag zur EU, 142, see also Anton PELINKA, Innenansicht: Rollenbild und Rollenwahrnehmung Österreichs als Akteur in der EU, in: Heinrich NEISSER
– Sonja PUNTSCHER-RIEKMANN (Hrsg.), Europäisierung der österreichischen Politik.
Konsequenzen der Mitgliedschaft, Wien 2002, 17–36; Peter A. ULRAM, Einstellung der Österreicher zur EU, in: NEISSER – PUNTSCHER-RIEKMANN (Hrsg.), Europäisierung der
österreichischen Politik, 65–79.
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of adaptation to the union’s structure and adoption of the community’s rules of
the game (1995–99). The government had assumed roles and responsibilities for
nominating and appointing functional staff. The former Agricultural Minister
Franz Fischler (1989–1994) (ÖVP) became a member of the European Commission, responsible for agricultural matters (1999–2004) and later on also for fishery
policies (2004–2009).10
In addition, twenty-one Austrians assumed responsibilities as elected members in the European Parliament. But when it came to civil service positions,
they had a deficit, compared to other candidates for accession. In the Translation
Centre, it was not easy for candidates to get hired because the department responsible for German was already staffed by Germans. While there were 112 Finns
and 99 Swedes, there were only 15 Austrians, skewing the overall percentage of
EU civil servants of 605 Swedes, 592 Finns, and only 425 Austrians. In absolute
top EU functions, Austrians were quite rare: Günther Hanreich became the EUROSTAT Chief and as the Director General, the highest-ranking Austrian on the
Commission. Heinz Zourek, Austria’s first top EU civil servant, was the Deputy
Director General for Enterprise and Industry and later on Customs Union; in the
EU Council of Ministers, Hans Brunmayr served as the Director General for
Press, Communication, Protocols and in the European Parliament, Helmut Spindler was the highest ranking Austrian as the Director of the Translation Centre.11
The EU accession moved into the public consciousness with the first elections to
the European Parliament on October 13, 1996. Of the total votes cast, the ÖVP
garnered 29.6% with their top candidate, Ursula Stenzel, a former ORF TV host,
giving the party a slight edge over the SPÖ (29.2%), which had a rather disappointing result with their top candidate, Hannes Swoboda. Compared to the 1995
elections for the Nationalrat, the FPÖ achieved a considerable gain at 27.6% of the
vote; the Greens did well at 6.8%, while the Liberales Forum (LIF), with 4.2%,
did not live up to expectations.12

10

11

12

Die Institutionen der Europäischen Union/Österreicher in den EU-Institutionen, Homepage of
the Bundesministerium für auswärtige Angelegenheiten, http://www.bmaa.gv.at/eu/institutionen.html.de (called up February 22, 2002); interview with Hans BRUNMAYR, see “Reform
des Rates: Keine Rotation mehr – Präsidentschaften sind überfordert”, in: Die Presse, March
1, 2002.
Eva LINSINGER, “Viele Ausnahmen, viele Klagen, wenige Dienstposten”, in: Der Standard,
January 4, 2005.
Reinhold GÄRTNER, “Survey of Austrian Politics 1996”, in: Günter BISCHOF – Anton
PELINKA – Erika THURNHER (Eds.), Women in Austria (Contemporary Austrian Studies
Vol. 6), New Brunswick – London 1998, 300–306: 303.
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1995: Wolfgang Schüssel replaces Alois Mock – Benita Ferrero-Waldner becomes
State Secretary for European Affairs in the Foreign Ministry

While in Austria, the transformation process within the context of its EU membership continued at full speed, there was hardly any significant progress in terms
of integration policies for the EU as a whole. The Amsterdam Summit of June 17
and 18, 1997 failed to adopt any radical reforms of the EU institutions. Nevertheless, the official statement after a seventeen-hour negotiation marathon was that a
“significant step for the Eastern Enlargement” had occurred. German Chancellor
Helmut Kohl (CDU) and Austrian Chancellor Viktor Klima (SPÖ), the successor to Vranitzky who had resigned in 1997, agreed with this assessment of the
conference. This allowed the negotiations with Poland, Hungary, and the Czech
Republic to already commence as early as January 1, 1998. According to the
public representations by Klima and Foreign Minister Wolfgang Schüssel (ÖVP),
Austria succeeded in getting its essential wishes in Amsterdam, such as retaining
one commissioner per country, unanimous decisions in matters of land transport
and the water and energy sectors, and the management of regional development;
a new employment chapter, as well as the integration of social policies and of the
Schengen Agreement on the free movement of persons into the new EU Treaty.13

13

On the Eastern Enlargement see also document 87 in the appendix “Documents”.
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1997 June: Amsterdam European Council, Foreign Minister Wolfgang Schüssel,
Manfred Scheich and Federal Chancellor Viktor Klima

Austria had already acceded to the Schengen Treaty on April 28, 1995. At that
time, it was still being regarded as outside of EU law. In the Amsterdam Treaty,
the Schengen agreements were now to become part of the acquis communautaire;
that is, the internal border controls were to be reduced and removed, and the external borders “sealed”.14
After the EU-15 states had reached an agreement on career prospects for EU
citizens having priority for the EU agenda, which was underlined by the adoption
of an employment declaration for the stability pact, Klima emphasized that the
economic and currency union had also been made an “employment and social
union”. With regard to security policy, there were to be “constructive abstentions” as a “rational means of flexibility”, and no pressure to have to contribute
to the financing of a military EU action within the WEU framework after having
abstained during a vote on the latter. According to the Amsterdam Treaty, in the
future there was to be an “analytical unit” and a “High Representative” as the
“face of EU foreign policy”. It was reassuring for proponents of an Austria that

14

See also Andrea BRAIT – Andreas PUDLAT, Mentale Barrieren. Österreich, die EU und der
Osten, in: Indes. Zeitschrift für Politik und Gesellschaft (2012), 4, 38–45.
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was statutorily still neutral that the principle of unanimity had to be maintained
in all fundamental foreign policy decisions.15
3. PARTIAL ADAPTION OF AUSTRIA’S SECURITY POLICY, THE
FAILURE OF THE “OPTIONS REPORT” AND MAINTENANCE OF
CORE NEUTRALITY
The Maastricht Treaty (signed 1992, enforced 1993) and the Amsterdam Reform
Treaty (signed 1997, enforced 1999) had redefined the goals. At the end of the
1990s, a Common European Security and Defense Policy (CESDP) appeared possible only in a close alliance with NATO. This was primarily reflected in the fact
that numerous states were already active EU members of the Atlantic alliance.
This was also a new situation for the Austrian neutrality debate.16
When the Austrian application for EC accession had been made in 1989, the
European security and defense policy had not yet been well-developed, much less
communalized. The preservation of the permanent neutrality in the case of EC
accession had been much easier to represent by Austrian foreign policy and the
diplomacy of the Ballhausplatz than was the case during the accession negotiations in 1993–94, after the Treaty of Maastricht had already been ratified, and the
Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) had become formally an integral
part of the Union Treaty.
When the Austrian Federal Government decided to join the EU in 1995, as in
the corresponding Accession Treaty, it no longer introduced a reservation of neutrality. On the contrary, Austria has undertaken to participate fully and actively
in the CFSP and not to hinder its further development. For this purpose, Article
23f of the Federal Constitution Act (B-VG) was established as early as 1994. This
article does not impose any neutrality restrictions with regard to the CFSP and
the CESDP. Consequently, Austria‘s neutrality no longer excludes membership of
a European defence alliance.17
Since 1995, four formally neutral states – Ireland (already as early as 1973),
Sweden, Austria, and Finland – were members of the EU without having given up,
much less having formally renounced to their neutrality. But their foreign-policy
15
16

17

Hans-Heinz SCHLENKER, Machtkampf vertagt, in: Salzburger Nachrichten, June 19, 1997.
For the tensions between the preservation of Austrian neutrality and the challenge of European integration see: Waldemar HUMMER, Österreich zwischen Neutralität und Integration. Völkerrechtliche, europarechtliche und verfassungsrechtliche Implikationen einer Mitwirkung Österreichs in Systemen sicherheitspolitischer und wirtschaftlicher Integration, in:
Matthias PAPE (Hrsg.), Österreich – von der Monarchie zum EU-Partner (Schriften des Zentrum für Europäische Integrationsforschung – Center for European Integration Studies 12),
Baden-Baden 2000, 221–273; on the dispute over neutrality see PELINKA, Schüssel, 157–158.
Gerhard JANDL, Die gemeinsame europäische Verteidigung – was ist sie, und wenn ja, wie
viele?, in: Sicherheit und Frieden/Security and Peace 36 (2018), 4, 171–180: 173.
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status was considered obsolete now. While Finland and Sweden only claimed
“freedom from alliance”, they did not become members of a military alliance.
With these examples, it can be shown that the EC and the EU were much more
flexible, tolerant, open, and pragmatic than the vehement proponents of accession
and critics of neutrality had assumed and claimed before. The acceptance of the
quasi neutral states in the Union made this clear. This finding was also closely linked to the underdeveloped single European foreign, security, and defense
policy.
The Amsterdam Treaty and its adoption of the tasks of the WEU, which had
existed in such a way since 1955, into the legal acquis communautaire of the EU
seemed to have paved the way for a European alliance with NATO. The goal was
defining a single European defense policy that would have to be defined successively. As a prerequisite for the EU’s improved capacity to act in the military and
non-military realm, the Amsterdam Treaty incorporated the WEU’s “Petersberg
Tasks” into the CFSP. Until this point in time, they had been an integral part of
the WEU. These “tasks” had been declared in the “Petersberg Declaration”18 by
the WEU Council of Ministers – that is, their foreign and defense ministers, three
years before Austria joined the EU, on June 19, 1992. Defined were “humanitarian tasks and rescue missions, peace building tasks, as well as combat missions
(“peace enforcement”) during crisis resolution, including peacemaking measures”.19 The “Petersberg Tasks” included further points like expanding the WEU
as a defense component of the EU and as an instrument for strengthening the
European pillar of NATO, providing military units across the entire range of conventional troops for military tasks performed under the command of the WEU,
joint defense in accordance with Article V of the Washington Treaty (NATO) or
Article 5 of the WEU Treaty, but also for purposes of humanitarian tasks and
rescue missions, peacekeeping actions, and combat missions in crisis resolution,
including measures for “achieving peace”.20 Thus, the EU Treaty included an intensified offer of political solidarity, but no mutual assistance obligation.21
Engagement and imagination of the Austrian government lawyers were in
demand again. The resulting consequences were initially drawn by the political
18

19

20

21

They were named after the location of the conference place, the Petersberg near Bonn, where
the former Western allies’ military High Commissioners for the Federal Republic Germany
were located (1949–1955).
See Article 17, Section 2 of the Treaty of Amsterdam, http://www.eu-info.de/europa/eu-vertraege/6334/ and https://europa.eu/european-union/law/treaties_de (called up October 1, 2019).
Europa Archiv (1992), Folge 14, D 482; also reproduced in: Marc FRITZLER – Günther
U NSER, Die Europäische Union, Bundeszentrale für politische Bildung, Bonn 2nd edition
2001, 121.
José María GIL-ROBLES, Der Vertrag von Amsterdam: Herausforderung für die Europäische Union (ZEI Discussion Paper C 37), Bonn 1999; Franz-Josef MEIERS, Europäische
Sicherheits- und Verteidigungsidentität (ESVI) oder Gemeinsame europäische Sicherheitsund V
 erteidigungspolitik (GESVP)? (ZEI Discussion Paper C 79), Bonn 2000.
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system not in the form of actual practical security policy measures, but only conditionally, that is, primarily legalistically by means of the so-called “partial material derogation” of the Neutrality Law. Article 23f, which had been included in the
Federal Constitutional Act due to the Maastricht Union Treaty, was amended
within the context of the Amsterdam Union Treaty, where it was found that the
Republic of Austria fully participates in the decision-making of the CFSP and
CESDP, implements the decisions adopted, and is allowed to participate in the full
range of “Petersberg Tasks”. If up until that time, Austria’s CFSP engagement had
been visible in numerous declarations, démarches, and activities with regard to
human rights, arms control, peacekeepers, etc., the amendment of the constitutional provision with the new Article 23f made Austria’s participation in armed
deployments for peacekeeping also possible.22 This article entered into force at the
same time as the Amsterdam Treaty.23
1997 January 13: Negotiating
Group of the Intergovernmental
Conference on the new EU
Treaty in Amsterdam, Michel
Barnier (France) at the top, left
to Barnier: Steven Wall (UK),
the first left hand leaning on the
wall Manfred Scheich (Austria),
in the middle Marcellino Oreja
(Spain), second right below under Barnier: Jean Jacques Kasel
(Luxemburg), in the 
middle
standing at the wall Werner
Hoyer (Germany) and second
left below at the wall: Philipp
de Schoutheete (Belgium), far
below Nils Ersboel (Danemark)
Secretary General of the Council

22

23

“Materialien zur Verfassungsnovelle in Umsetzung des Amsterdamer Vertrages: Antrag
der Abgeordneten Dr. KOSTELKA, Dr. KHOL und Genossen 791/A, XX. Gesetzgebungsperiode”, May 26, 1998 und die Erläuterungen 1255 der Beilagen zu den Stenographischen
Protokollen des Nationalrates XX. GP, “Bericht des Verfassungsausschusses über den Antrag
791/A der Abgeordneten Dr. Peter KOSTELKA, Dr. Andreas KHOL und Genossen betreffend
ein Bundesverfassungsgesetz, mit dem das Bundes-Verfassungsgesetz geändert wird”, June
10, 1998 (Winfried SEIDINGER, Dr. Peter KOSTELKA) und Anlage “Bundesverfassungsgesetz, mit dem das Bundes-Verfassungsgesetz geändert wird”.
Ibid.
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The constitutional amendment due to a new EU treaty situation resulted in an additional dilution of the Neutrality Law, which was made possible in almost complete stealth by the Grand Coalition parties in parliament. The modification was
performed by means of an initiative motion from the governing parties (SPÖ and
ÖVP), that is, not by way of a government bill via the Council of Ministers. The
term “neutrality” did not appear in either the application or in the final report.24
The consequences were legally disputed; primarily to what extent neutrality
was materially cancelled by this, and how strong the remaining “residual neutrality” was. Those who opposed maintaining neutrality argued that due to Amsterdam, the very far-reaching obligations entered into had restricted the core
existence of neutrality to such an extent that practically nothing would remain of
it. The proponents of neutrality listed the facts that were still in effect of the core
existence of neutrality: that Austria had neither allowed “foreign troops” to be
stationed nor military bases of other alliances to be established on its territory, as
well as that the country had not entered into any mutual assistance obligation thus
far. In addition, it continued to not to belong to any formal military alliance. The
Austrian government had to act closely on the line of attitudes by the people. The
resistance within Austria against surrendering neutrality was too great. It was not
without reason that the consequences of accession for security policy were intentionally omitted from the government’s EU propaganda before the referendum
which – after the successful completion of negotiations in Brussels on June 12,
1994 – had yielded 66.6% “pro” votes.
When asked which contribution Austria should make if an European army
were created, the majority of the population tended towards medical units (96%),
civil defense units (90%), but clearly fewer towards mountain units (69%), engineering units (66%), and airspace monitoring (56%). Only 46% wanted ground
troops, and only 16% were in favor of making a financial contribution only. This
showed that the majority wanted a contribution, but one that preferably tended to
be in the civil arena.25
In the 1990s, a clear change was taking place in European and transatlantic security policy, a fact that Austrian foreign policy also had to acknowledge.
NATO was developing from a defense alliance into an “out-of-area” instrument,
as became clear in its fiftieth anniversary year (1949–99) during the Kosovo crisis
24

25

Ibid.; with regard to “human rights rhetoric” and with regard to NATO as a “militant human rights export machine”, see the thought-provoking: Kurt FLASCH, Schwert und Leyer. Krieg und Kultur in Deutschland im 20. Jahrhundert. Ein Rückblick, in: Hartmut LEHMANN (Hrsg.), Rückblicke auf das 20. Jahrhundert. Mit Beiträgen von Fritz FELLNER, Kurt
FLASCH, Jochen A. FROWEIN, Rita SÜSSMUTH und Rudolf VIERHAUS (Göttinger Gespräche zur Geschichtswissenschaft 11), Göttingen 2000, 15–34: 33.
„Welchen Beitrag sollte Österreich im Rahmen einer Europäischen Armee leisten? (10/2002)“,
quoted after Stefan SCHALLER, 25 Armeen oder eine? Die Einstellung der Österreicher zu
einer gemeinsamen Armee. Umfrage der Österreichischen Gesellschaft für Europapolitik,
2002.
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and the so called “Kosovo War” (see subchapter 5) and the aerial war against
Yugoslavia. Results of a survey conducted by the “Österreichische Gesellschaft
für Europapolitik” in October 2002 must also be seen against this background.26
Austrian policy could hardly succeed in convincing the public of out-of-area
military obligations and giving up permanent neutrality. The population’s will to
maintain neutrality in the classical style was stronger than the government’s wish
to transition to a clearly and significantly modified foreign and defense policy
profile.
Since 1995 Austria had also participated as a partner of NATO in the military
cooperation programme as well as in the political field of the Euro-Atlantic Partnership Council (EAPC). Within the framework of European crisis management,
Austria provided about 550 men for the Kosovo Force (KFOR). This was the
largest contingent of a non-NATO state and the third largest of all participating
countries. In addition, Austria also participated in NATO contingents in Afghanistan but with much more smaller entities.27
It remained a fact that NATO had accepted Austrian neutrality as well as
reached a consensus with Austria not to join the transatlantic alliance. According
to the Austrian diplomat and security expert Gerhard Jandl, NATO did not urge
Austria to join either. According to him, the CESDP was compatible with Austrian neutrality.28
Not completely dissociated from these findings and insights, Austrian security
policy attempted to orient itself to the challenges and requirements of the new
security and defense policy in Europe and the world, and to adapt to these, such
as participating in preparing to form the so-called “EU battle groups”. But this
was only one segment of a much wider range of trends. It found its expression in
a sort of standardization of (“permanent”) neutrality and “cooperative security”,
in strengthening the civil component of European and transatlantic security policy, the globalization of EU and NATO missions, the creation of an EU foreign
minister, and expansion of the “Petersberg Tasks”, as well as the emergence of the
CESDP as an integral part of the CFSP.29 This was how far the security policy had
developed by the beginning of the twenty-first century.
26

27

28
29

See the graphic „Sollte Österreich nach Schaffung einer gemeinsamen Europäischen Armee
seine Neutralität aufgeben? (10/2002)“, quoted in: Michael GEHLER, Österreichs Außenpolitik der Zweiten Republik. Von der alliierten Besatzung bis zum Europa des 21. Jahrhunderts,
2 Bde, Innsbruck – Wien – Bozen 2005, 960.
On action in the NATO alliance see Gerhard JANDL, Neutralität und österreichische Sicherheitspolitik, in: Gerald SCHÖPFER (Hrsg.), Die österreichische Neutralität – Chimäre oder
Wirklichkeit?, Graz 2015, 193–206: 202.
Ibid., 204.
Gunther HAUSER, ESDP and Austria: Security Policy between Engagement and Neutrality,
in: Günter BISCHOF – Anton PELINKA – Michael GEHLER (Eds.), Austrian Foreign Policy
in Historical Context (Contemporary Austrian Studies Vol. 14), New Brunswick – London
2005, 207–245.
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A coalition agreement between SPÖ and ÖVP of March 11, 1996 had already taken sides “in favor of Austria’s full participation in functional European
security structures”. In it, it was stated, “By acceding to the EU based on national
referendum, Austria has agreed to fully participate in the CESDP, and also in the
perspective of a common defense policy laid down in the EU Treaty. Austria [...]
will actively participate.”30
In November 1996, Austria had – as the first observer – entered a security
agreement with the WEU in Ostend with the participation of Foreign Minister
Wolfgang Schüssel and Defense Minister Werner Fasslabend (both ÖVP). This
agreement allowed the sharing of confidential papers, which until that time had
only been possible informally. Which documents WEU observers were to have
access to, however, remain a point of conflict.
The coalition agreement had accordingly provided for preparing an “options
report”, which acknowledged a need for making decisions and envisioned it being
useful to consider and evaluate various potential alternatives. Finally, as a result
“still before Austria assumes the EU presidency, but no later than during the
course of the first quarter of 1998”, a review of options was to take place, be reported to parliament, and then one option that matched the requirements was to
be made the basis for the future policy.
The Amsterdam Treaty was ratified after a lively debate by the Austrian Parliament (Nationalrat) on June 18, 1998, and entered into force on May 1, 1999.
The ÖVP – in particular Andreas Khol, the Chair of its Parliamentary Group, as
well as Foreign Minister and Vice Chancellor Schüssel – pushed an option for
WEU and NATO accession, while some of the SPÖ leadership such as Nationalrat President Heinz Fischer und Parliamentary Group Chair Peter Kostelka had
assumed clear defensive attitudes. The ÖVP prematurely had decided in favor of
membership in the Atlantic alliance on July 14, 1997, which the social democrats
interpreted as restricting the preparation leeway for the “options report”. Given
the mood in the public – in February of 1998, 65% of the Austrian population
were against joining NATO – and neutrality-friendly or neutralist SPÖ leaders
who could not be ignored and who were in favor of a system of collective security
for all of Europe, a “back-and-forth of the positions” ensued according to political
scientist Heinrich Schneider, that is, the continuation of the ambiguities that had
already been recognized before, characterized by a discrepancy between public
promises of solidarity and internal neutrality assurances.31

30

31

Koalitionsübereinkommen SPÖ-ÖVP, March 11, 1996, https://www.parlament.gv.at/PAKT/
VHG/XX/NRSITZ/NRSITZ_00053/SEITE_0135.html (called up October 1, 2019).
Ibid., 50–52; “Fasslabend: Neutral auch in WEU. Ja zu kollektiver Verteidigung”, in: Die
Presse, September 26, 1994.
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1997: Austria a security policy wrong-way driver in Europe?

The SPÖ did not consider membership in NATO; it did, however, show itself
ready to actively work on a common whole European security architecture, signaling that this would require a functional national defense. Participating in a “Partnership for Peace (PfP) Plus” (an expanded partnership) seemed imaginable to the
SPÖ under certain circumstances.32 For the ÖVP, the decision on joining NATO
had already been determined by the party leadership since the summer of 1997,
resulting in the key discrepancies around the “options report” (Optionen-Bericht),33 which was to fail not least for this very reason.
What was striking in this context was that Austria’s political elite had a tendency
to avoid publicly articulating and offensively debating the consequences of their
policy for neutrality policy. The Austrian political system from 1995 to 1998 was
neither willing nor able to take the appropriate steps for security policy resulting from EU accession. It proved true that “drawing things out” was a means of
Austrian politics. Otherwise, with a hasty military and security policy, the key
representatives of the Alpine Republic would have massively jeopardized their
existing policy of primarily economic integration. It was only by means of excluding and repressing the sensitive issue of neutrality, whose sympathy figures were
still very high in the populace, and making its discussion taboo that “this policy
of the undeclared undermining of Austrian neutrality”, as the political scientist
Anton Pelinka from Innsbruck University described it, was able to succeed.34
32

33

34

Resümee der sicherheitspolitischen Arbeitsgruppe der SPÖ unter Leitung des Nationalratsabgeordneten Alfred GUSENBAUER, March 18, 1998. www.spoe.at (called up February 15,
2001).
Ronald BARAZON, “Helm ab zum Offenbarungseid”, in: Salzburger Nachrichten, August 30,
1997; to the failure of the “options report” 1998 see HUMMER, Österreich zwischen Neutralität
und Integration, 270–271.
Foreword by Anton PELINKA, Für eine neutralitätspolitische Debatte, in: Klaus
HEIDEGGER – Peter STEYRER, NATO-Streit in Österreich. Handbuch zur Neutralität und
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However, in the course of the ratification of the Amsterdam Treaty in 1999, decisions were made that were relevant to Austria’s security policy. In the meantime,
this has become Article 23j of the Bundes-Verfassungsgesetz (B-VG) for the CFSP
and the CESDP in the Lisbon Treaty (see also chapter IX, subchapter 10). This
article was extended after the Amsterdam Union Treaty to allow participation in
“combat operations in crisis management”. However, no EU “battle groups” have
been used to date because there was no consensus in the European Council.35
And article 23f (yet 23j) does not impose any neutrality restrictions with regard to
the CFSP and the CESDP. Consequently, Austrian neutrality no longer excludes
membership of a European defense alliance.36
The new right-wing/conservative center-right government since 2000 consisting of ÖVP and FPÖ made an attempt to discuss the issues anew that had
been raised by the failed “options report” dating back to the times of the Grand
Coalition regarding a membership in a military alliance, and to develop the problem-solving skill; it was, however, not able to achieve a resounding success during its term in office (2000–05). Formally, Austria remained free from alliances;
in particular also because it was impossible to achieve the two thirds majority
necessary for repealing the Federal Constitutional Law regarding permanent neutrality in the Nationalrat.37
The European and international law expert from the University of Innsbruck
Peter Hilpold made it clear that an updated concept of neutrality can be a relevant
tool for making EU foreign policy compatible with United Nations (UN) law.
Neutrality and solidarity could complement each other in this way:
“With the Amsterdam Treaty, the so-called Petersberg tasks were incorporated into Union law.
With the amendment of Article 23f B-VG in 1998, Austria was urged to participate fully and
unreservedly in the performance of these functions, i.e. also to participate in ‘combat operations in crisis management, including peace-building measures’.”38

35

36
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Sicherheitspolitik, Thaur – Wien – München 1997, 10–12: 11; Markus GÄDEL calls it the
“creeping (rhetorical) erosion of neutrality”, IDEM, Vereint marschieren – getrennt schlagen!
Die Schweiz, Österreich, Norwegen und Schweden zwischen EWR und Beitritt zur Europäischen Union, Berlin – Stuttgart – Wien 2007, 133–135.
JANDL, Die gemeinsame europäische Verteidigung, 173; concerning the framework and the
conditions of Austrian security policy: IDEM, Die europäische Sicherheitspolitik und ihre
Strategien, in: Hubert ISAK (Hrsg.), Die Sicherheitskrise. Neue Herausforderungen für die
interne und externe Sicherheitspolitik der EU, Wien 2018, 65–86: 66–67.
JANDL, Die gemeinsame europäische Verteidigung, 173.
Fundamental on this phase of development: Anselm SKUHRA, Österreichische Sicherheitspolitik, in: Herbert DACHS – Peter GERLICH – Herbert GOTTWEIS – Helmut K RAMER
– Volkmar LAUBER – Wolfgang C. MÜLLER – Emmerich TÁLOS (Hrsg.), Politik in
Österreich. Das Handbuch, Wien 2006, 838–861: 854–858.
Peter HILPOLD, Solidarität und Neutralität im Vertrag von Lissabon, Wien 2010, 67.
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Hilpold noted that:
“The theory of the effects of permanent neutrality had proved his economic sphere to be untenable. Various considerations regarding an ‘economic neutrality obligation’ of the permanently
neutral have been shelved. The superstructure of neutrality policy was more strictly separated from neutrality law. Austria is still only obliged to ‘stay away from reciprocal defence
alliances’.”39

And Hilpold recommended:
“The Austrian Federal Government can tread a fine line between neutrality law and neutrality
policy, leaving the respective dividing lines open. To a certain extent, this self-commitment
can extend Austria’s freedom of action. With reference to the obligations arising from neutrality, the assumption of potentially conflicting obligations can be rejected.”40

4. AUSTRIA’S EU PRESIDENCY 1998
The preeminent political event after Austria’s accession to the EU in the 1990s
was the Presidency of the EU Council, which Austria was to assume as the first
country among the new EU Member States in the second half of 1998. It consisted
of a series of events and meetings at the highest level of government. According
to Foreign Minister Schüssel, this was the “baptism by fire of the Austrian EU
membership” after three years of belonging to the EU.41

1998 July 13: Austrian Presidency of the Council Foreign Minister Wolfgang Schüssel,
left Austria’s Permanent Representative Manfred Scheich
39
40
41

Ibid., 78.
Ibid., 83.
Wolfgang SCHÜSSEL, Schwerpunkte der österreichischen Ratspräsidentschaft der EU, in:
Europäische Rundschau (1998), 2, 10; see also IDEM, Offengelegt. Aufgezeichnet von Alexander Purger, Salzburg 2009, 61–73.
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The end result was not exactly stellar, but progress was made in a number of matters. In the area of science, the “Fifth European Framework Program on Research
and Technological Development” was completed for 1999–2002, urging cooperation between science and business, which was supposed to result in more competitiveness for both.42 In the beginning, the negotiations on the related budget were
tough, but eventually, an agreement was reached on €14.96 billion.43
New points were emphasized in European security policy, although not the
Austrian ones; namely, in particular regarding the WEU agendas within the
framework of the EU, by Labour leader and British Prime Minister Tony Blair,44
the so-called St. Malo Initiative – by 2003, troops were to be provided in division size up to 60,000 soldiers, including logistics, support services, as well as a
sea and air component. This army was to be deployable within sixty days, and
available for an operation of at least one year’s duration. This military component, to which Austria agreed at the conference in Pörtschach on October 24–25,
1998, was to be used to perform operations “in the upper range” of the “Petersberg Tasks”.45 Thus, a reorientation of European security and defense policy took
place. Here, informal agreements between France and the United Kingdom on the
issue of the contribution for collaboration in CFSP were achieved.

1998 October 5: Austrian Council Presidency, Foreign Affairs Council,
from left to right: Gregor Woschnagg, Manfred Scheich, Wolfgang Schüssel, Jürgen Trumpf
42

43

44

45

Wolfgang SCHÜSSEL, Über die österreichische EU-Präsidentschaft vor dem Europäischen
Parlament, in: Bundesministerium für auswärtige Angelegenheiten (Hrsg.), Außenpolitische
Dokumentation, Wien 1998, 25 and 30.
Hans BRUNMAYR, Die EU-Präsidentschaft Österreichs, in: Österreichisches Jahrbuch für
Politik 1998, 496.
Wolfgang BÖHM, Von der Fortsetzung eines Mittagessens zum Gipfel der neuen Mitte, in:
Die Presse, October 24, 1998; Margaretha KOPEINIG, Erste österreichische EU-Präsidentschaft. Zeit des Übergangs, in: Österreichisches Jahrbuch für internationale Politik (ÖJP) 15
(1998), 67 et seq.
Außenpolitischer Bericht 1999, published by Bundesministerium für Äußeres, Wien 1999; see
also document 89 in the appendix “Documents”.
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What is remarkable is that ever since the Austrian Council Presidency, in the area
of EU foreign and security policy, numerous EU Special Representatives have
been deployed against the backdrop of the unresolved problems in the Balkans
– in particular, in Kosovo. The German Bodo Hombach acted as the Coordinator for the adopted “Stability Pact for South Eastern Europe” (1999–2001), and
Kreisky’s former secretary and Austrian top diplomat Wolfgang Petritsch as the
“High Representative for Bosnia and Herzegovina” (1999–2002).46 Additional
Austrian government diplomats were Georg Reisch, the former EFTA Secretary
General (1988–1994), who was sent to Togo (1999), and Georg Lennkh, who led a
working group for a peace solution in Burundi (1998–2000). He was also engaged
as Special Ambassador for Africa (2005–2010), especially sent as Special Envoy
to Tschad (2006–2010). These engagements reflected the Balkans as a task of
Austrian foreign policy and European scope of responsibility, but also the global
dimension of foreign policy. At the initiative of the Austrian EU Presidency,
negotiations about military and non-military deployments were also intensified.
Actual objectives were to be defined by the European Council in Cologne that met
the year after.
Ultimately, the Austrian Presidency moved in the shadow of the German
national elections and the replacement of Helmut Kohl (CDU) by Gerhard
Schröder (SPD). It was not until the informal meeting in Pörtschach took place
that the German chancellor was able to appear. His participation resulted in the
negotiations not focusing much on issues, and thus also being unable to produce
much in terms of results. The knowledgeable EU reporter Wolfgang Böhm titled
his analysis “No Waves on Lake Wörter” in Die Presse.47

46

47

On Bosnia-Herzegovina and the High Representative Wolfgang PETRITSCH see Gerhard
JANDL, Österreich und die Krisen und Kriege auf dem Balkan, in: Michael GEHLER – Imke
SCHARLEMANN (Hrsg.), Zwischen Diktatur und Demokratie. Erfahrungen in Mittelostund Südosteuropa. Hildesheimer Europagespräche II (Historische Europa-Studien 10), Hildesheim – Zürich – New York 2013, 371–416: 387–390; see also document 92 in the appendix
„Documents“.
Wolfgang BÖHM, Keine Wellen am Wörther See, in: Die Presse, October 17, 1998.
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1998 December: European Council in Vienna,
Joschka Fischer and Gerhard Schröder with cigar

Different parties credited the Austrian government with having managed the diplomatic-political mega event in an excellent manner. However, the results of this
Council Presidency were disproportionate to the organizers’ effort and commitment, with the outcome having only very little to do with the specifically Austrian
foreign and integration policy, as is highlighted by a comparison between the past
Austrian EU Presidency and the subsequent German one in the first half of 1999.
EU Presidencies have been and are characterized not only by intra-Community,
objective constraints inherent to its structure, but above all also by unforeseeable
sudden domestic and foreign policy events and impacts, and are thus not always
very effective. The classic tug-of-war between the Commission and the Council
of Ministers played a rather secondary role in the two presidencies mentioned.
Instead, the results were impacted and prejudiced by domestic and foreign policy
factors or international events. While the German elections resulting in the loss of
the European politician Kohl limited the prospects of the Austrian Presidency, the
German Presidency was overshadowed by the soon-to-erupt intraparty conflict
between Chancellor Gerhard Schröder and Finance Minister Oskar Lafontaine,
the resignation of the Santer Commission, but above all by the military escalation
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in the Kosovo conflict, and the NATO intervention against the remainder of
Yugoslavia.48
And yet, there were also bright spots for Austria’s EU Council Presidency in
1998: twelve out of twenty-one chapters regarding the expansion of the monetary
union were completed, and the euro weathered its first test in an already precarious financial crisis. With regard to the EU’s “Eastern Enlargement”, it was
possible to continue the accession negotiations. While Vienna was less successful when it came to the so-called “Agenda 2000” – in particular, with regard to
agricultural reform – a start was nevertheless made on four dossiers, technical
regulations, transeuropean networks, pre-accession strategies for the candidate
countries, and the redesign of the EU Structural Funds.49

1998 Visit of Jacques Chirac to the Commission in handshake with Manfred Scheich
48

49

In that regard, also see Michael G. HUELSHOFF, Austria as European Council President:
A Comparative Analysis, in: GEHLER – PELINKA – BISCHOF (Hrsg.), Österreich in der
Europäischen Union, 67–83; Jürgen ELVERT, Helmut Kohl und die europäische Integration
1982–1992, in: Die Politische Meinung (April 2010), 485, 37–42: 29; Hans-Peter SCHWARZ,
Helmut Kohl. Eine politische Biographie, München 2012, 2nd edition 2014, 621–862; Michael
GEHLER, Jacques Santer (1995–1999): President of the Commission in times of transition, in:
Jan VAN DER HARST – Gerrit VOERMAN (Eds.), An Impossible Job? The Presidents of the
European Commission 1958–2014, London 2015, 197–222.
Michael GEHLER, Der lange Weg nach Europa, Österreich von Paneuropa bis zur EU, Bd. 1:
Darstellung, Wien – Köln – Weimar 2002, 427–428; see also documents 88 and 91 in the
appendix “Documents”.
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1998 EU Commission President Jacques Santer talks with the
Permanent Representative of Austria Manfred Scheich

Gregor Woschnagg, who served as Deputy Head of the Economic and Integration
Policy Section in the Foreign Ministry (1997–1999), notes as a significant result
of the first Council Presidency:
“The 1998 Presidency of the Council was an easier one in that not very much happened in
Brussels this year. It was incredibly exciting for us because it was the first time. Through
the Presidency of the Council, we were able to positively influence and prepare the Eastern
enlargement of the EU. In other words, we have always seen a conflict in Austria before: ‘We
against Brussels’. Now we could say: ‘We are the European Union, we are Brussels, we have
to see that it works well’. That was EU awareness. Secondly, we have modernised the Austrian
administration, which has not yet known emails throughout. Each ministry had received a
different computer program from the computer companies. The ministries could not communicate with reports from Brussels. We had to change these things quite radically. I complained
because there was a Communications Committee in the Federal Chancellery that did nothing
and allowed the various communications systems to grow alongside each other. The first Presidency of the Council extended the continuity of the administration.”50

50

Original quotation: “Die Ratspräsidentschaft 1998 war insofern eine leichtere, weil in diesem
Jahr nicht sehr viel in Brüssel passiert ist. Für uns war das wahnsinnig aufregend, weil es
das erste Mal war. Über die Ratspräsidentschaft haben wir die östliche Erweiterung der EU
positiv beeinflussen und vorbereiten können. Das heißt, wir haben vorher in Österreich immer
einen Konflikt gesehen: Wir gegen Brüssel. Nun konnten wir sagen: ‘Wir sind die Europäische
Union, wir sind Brüssel, wir müssen schauen, dass es gut funktioniert.’ Das war EU-Bewusstsein. Zweitens haben wir die österreichische Verwaltung modernisiert, die E-Mails noch nicht
durchgehend gekannt hat. Jedes Ministerium hatte ein anderes Computerprogramm von den
Computerfirmen aufgeschwatzt bekommen. Die Ministerien konnten mit Berichten aus Brüssel nicht kommunizieren. Solche Dinge haben wir ziemlich radikal ändern müssen. Ich habe
mich beschwert, weil es im Bundeskanzleramt ein Komitee für Kommunikation gegeben hat,
das nichts gemacht und die verschiedenen Kommunikationssysteme nebeneinander wuchern
lassen hat. Die Durchgängigkeit der Verwaltung wurde durch die erste Ratspräsidentschaft
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According to Gunther Hauser, the success story of the Austrian EU Presidency
in 1998 reads as follows: The adoption of the budget for 1999 (the last budget after the Delors II package of 1992) succeeded after difficult negotiations with the
European Parliament. The “5th Framework Programme for Research and Technology”, with a total budget of € 14.96 billion + 8 sub-programmes, was concluded. The decision on the infrastructure costs directive and the agreement on the
“EU-Switzerland land transport agreement” had been reached. A breakthrough
was achieved in concluding the overall package of seven bilateral sectoral agreements between the EU and Switzerland on air, land and passenger transport, agriculture, research, public procurement and the elimination of technical barriers
to trade, which facilitated Switzerland’s access to the EU internal market. The
so-called “Vienna Strategy for Europe” stipulated that the review of the effective
use of the new CFSP instruments, including the role of the High Representative
for the CFSP, should take place at the Helsinki European Council in December
1999. Dialogue between the EU and Iran had resumed. An Energy Framework
Programme focusing on renewable energy and energy efficiency has been developed. The previous EU energy policy programmes have for the first time been
combined into a coherent overall instrument. In security policy, a first informal
meeting of defence ministers took place in Vienna in November 1998 with a
brainstorming session of EU defence ministers. The term “European Security and
Defence Policy” (ESDP) appeared for the first time. During the Austrian Presidency, the first operational requests from the Union to the WEU, based on Article
J4(2) TEU, were made. In November 1998, the WEU decided to allow states with
observer status to participate in all Petersberg operations, not only those initiated
by the EU. In particular, the WEU was requested to send demining experts to
monitor demining operations in Croatia and to train Croatian specialists. The deployment of the Western European Union Demining Assistance Mission (WEUDAM) started in early 1999. The other missions to the WEU decided on at the
initiative of the Austrian Presidency related to the use of the WEU Satellite Centre in Torrejón to monitor the Kosovo verification mission and to increased police
deployment in Albania. During the Austrian EU Presidency, an informal meeting
between the EU Council President Wolfgang Schüssel and NATO Secretary General Javier Solana took place for the first time on December 8, 1998. The Vienna
European Council also called for particular attention to be paid to the development of a comprehensive migration strategy and recalled the need for comprehensive solutions to temporary protection and a “system of European solidarity in the
areas of asylum and immigration”. Negotiations on a Schengen association were
concluded with Norway and Iceland, so that the two agreements could also enter
into force after the entry into force of the EU Treaty as amended by the Treaty
of Amsterdam. On December 31, 1998, the euro exchange rates were irrevocably
geweitet.” Interview with Gregor WOSCHNAGG at the Forum Alpbach August 2010 (audio
recording in the possession of the author).
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fixed by national currencies with eleven participating countries (Belgium, Germany, Finland, France, Ireland, Italy, Luxemburg, Netherlands, Austria, Portugal
and Spain). in the final and third stages of Economic and Monetary Union (EMU).
This regulation on the fixing of conversion rates entered into force at 00:00 on
January 1, 1999, thus the euro becoming book money.51 Luxembourg Prime Minister Jean-Claude Juncker praised the Austrian Council Presidency: “This was a
very decent first work, so we are already looking forward to the second edition in
a few years’ time”.52

1998 December 31: EU Council Presidency of ECOFIN under the chairmanship of Austria’s
Finance Minister Rudolf Edlinger, on the right the Secretary-General of the Council of the EU
and following representative of the German Council Presidency Jürgen Trumpf,
on the left Manfred Scheich in the background in conversation with Hans Dietmar Schweisgut
51

52

Gunther HAUSER, Die österreichischen Ratspräsidentschaften 1998–2006 im Vergleich,
in: Maddalena GUIOTTO – Michael GEHLER (Hrsg. unter Mitarbeit von Imke
SCHARLEMANN), Italien, Österreich und die Bundesrepublik Deutschland in Europa/Italy,
Austria and the Federal Republic of Germany. Ein Dreiecksverhältnis in seinen wechselseitigen Beziehungen und Wahrnehmungen von 1945–49 bis zur Gegenwart/A Triangle Relationship: Mutual Relations and Perceptions from 1945–49 to the Present (Institut für Geschichte
der Universität Hildesheim, Arbeitskreis Europäische Integration, Historische Forschungen,
Veröffentlichungen 8), Wien – Köln – Weimar 2012, 509–544: 519–521.
SCHÜSSEL, Offengelegt, 72; on the results see Dokumentation der österreichischen Ratspräsidentschaft 1998: Gregor WOSCHNAGG, Österreich in der Europäischen Union – Zielvorstellungen des Ratsvorsitzes, in: Matthias PAPE (Hrsg.), Österreich – von der Monarchie
zum EU-Partner (Schriften des Zentrum für Europäische Integrationsforschung – Center for
European Integration Studies 12), Baden-Baden 2000, 131–204.
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1998 December 31: Birth of the euro – the day when the exchange rates for book money
were fixed on January 1, 1999, sitting from left to right Manfred Scheich, Hans Dietmar
Schweisgut, Rudolf Edlinger and Jürgen Trumpf, standing at the back third from left EU
Commission President Jacques Santer, in the middle between Edlinger and Trumpf, standing
slightly to the left Jean Claude Juncker and to the right the later first ECB President Wim
Duisenberg

Due to the change of government in Germany triggered by the Bundestag elections
on September 27, 1998, the then new German leadership was not able to take final
positions on relevant EU issues (e.g. agricultural reform/Agenda 2000). At the
beginning of 1999 it was the inner-party conflict between Gerhard Schröder and
Oskar Lafontaine, the resignation of the Santer Commission, above all the escalating military conflict in Kosovo and NATO’s intervention against the rest of
Yugoslavia that overshadowed the German Council Presidency.
In the European elections of June 13, 1999, the ÖVP and SPÖ saw gains (up
1% and 2.5%, respectively), while the FPÖ with its candidate Daniela Raschhofer
was not successful (down 4%) and the liberals suffered losses (down 1.7%) –
which meant the elimination of EP member Friedhelm Frischenschlager – while
the Greens were able to add votes (up 2.5%). Thus the ÖVP and the social democrats had seven seats, the Freedom Party five, and the Greens two seats in the
European Parliament, while the Liberal Forum (LIF) came away empty-handed.53
At the legislative and constitutional level, the challenge of adapting to the EU
structures had not yet found a convincing response in Austria. The opportunity for a comprehensive and systematic constitutional reform had not been taken
53

Reinhold GÄRTNER, Annual Review. Survey of Austrian Politics Austria 1999, in: Günter
BISCHOF – Anton PELINKA – Ruth WODAK (Eds.), Neutrality in Austria (Contemporary
Austrian Studies Vol. 9), New Brunswick – London 2001, 367–373: 370.
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in the initial years after EU accession. “The fundamental attitude remained the
same,” wrote Heinrich Neisser, despite the fact that the issue of constitutional
reform had been declared “a strategic concern ever since the Austrian request
for accession had been submitted in Brussels”.54 The constitutional law jungle
remained intact in Austria: The host of provisions, laws, and regulations was no
longer manageable. Consequently, the “Austria Convention” for reforming the
country’s constitution, which had become active under the leadership of Franz
Fiedler (2003–2005), did not result in a resounding success.
5. FURTHER ESCALATION OF THE KOSOVO CRISIS,
WAR AGAINST SERBIA IN 1999 AND
REVIEW OF AUSTRIAN BALKAN POLICIES
With Austria’s EU membership, the Austrian Balkan activities shifted to the corresponding bodies and organs of the Union, where they became a focal point in
the sense of a “regional approach” of Austrian cooperation.55
As Faruk Ajeti impressively pointed out, Austrian Kosovo policy was primarily based on stability policy motives with regard to the Balkans, in which Kosovo
was an essential factor. It was part of Austria’s South Eastern European policy in
the context of an “active policy of neutrality”, which was seen as a contribution
to conflict resolution and was to be implemented positively, especially within the
framework of EU membership. This Kosovo policy was effective because Austria was not only historically, culturally and economically linked to this conflict
region, but also because it was supported by a strong domestic political consensus (government, opposition, media, public). Since taking office, Foreign Minister Mock had promoted a new foreign policy, which can be characterised on
the one hand by a strong commitment for Austria’s EC/EU membership and, in
parallel, by a pioneering role in the conflict in Yugoslavia (see also chapter VII,
subchapter 8).56
Even though Vranitzky and Mock had different views on the question of
recognition of Slovenia and Croatia (1991), they adopted a common position on
Kosovo policy. The difference was that Mock was more active and committed,
especially with regard to the internationalization of the Kosovo issue and the involvement of international organizations, in particular through the attempts at
the first and second stages of the CSCE Human Dimension Mechanism. This
54

55
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Heinrich NEISSER, Verfassungsreform im Lichte des EU-Beitritts, in: Stefan GRILLER –
Karl KORINEK – Michael POTACS (Hrsg.), Grundfragen und aktuelle Probleme des öffentlichen Rechts. Festschrift für Heinz Peter Rill zum 60. Geburtstag, Wien 1995, 335–358: 337,
338, 342.
JANDL, Österreich und die Krisen und Kriege auf dem Balkan, 382–383.
Faruk AJETI, Die Kosovopolitik Österreichs in den Jahren 1986–1999, Ph.D., Universität
Wien 2019, 117–142; JANDL, Österreich und die Krisen und Kriege auf dem Balkan, 371–416.
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was followed by visits by the Kosovo leadership to Vienna. Mock was the first
foreign minister to receive Kosovo Albanian leaders at the Foreign Ministry on
several occasions, which meant an international political success for them. The
non-violence policy of the Kosovo Albanians under the leadership of the Kosovo
President Ibrahim Rugova (2002–2006) generated sympathy and enabled support
by Austrian politics and the public. During the Yugoslavian crises, Austria’s foreign policy was dominated by ÖVP representatives. In addition to Mock, Erhard
Busek and Andreas Khol and their function in the European Democrat Union
(EDU) deserve special mentioning. All three ÖVP exponents defended the right
to self-determination, and the question is whether Austria’s commitment was also
used as a lever to complete South Tyrol’s question of autonomy. In addition to
Vranitzky, Heinz Fischer and Peter Jankowitsch from the ranks of the SPÖ were
particularly noteworthy in Kosovo politics, who opposed human rights violations
there and held the opinion that the right to self-determination must apply to all
peoples of Yugoslavia. There was also a broad consensus in the Austrian government opposition in Austrian Kosovo policy (FPÖ, Greens and LIF) as well as in
the public and media.57
From 1989 to 1994 Austria submitted many proposals for a solution (calling
for preventive measures, mediation services, humanitarian aid, asylum offers for
Kosovo Albanian politicians, refugees and their families, recognition of diplomas
and certificates from the University of Prishtina). Since 1995 Wolfgang Schüssel
acted as new foreign minister.58 For him the Balkan questions were more than just
a human rights issue. Within the framework of the EU, Austria was concerned
with finding solutions to defuse the crisis in Kosovo and improve the political
and economic situation in south eastern Europe, such as the recognition of the
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY) by the EU Member States (April 1996),
active engagement in the implementation of the education agreement between
Belgrade and Prishtina (September 1996), Vranitzky’s mediation role in Albania
(March 1997) and the development of a Yugoslavia strategy (August 1997). When
the situation in Kosovo worsened dramatically in early 1998, Vienna responded in
March with concrete measures to improve the situation, such as the 10-point plan
to resolve the Kosovo crisis, the deployment of multinational forces in Northern
Albania, the participation of Austrian contingents such as the EU Observer Mission European Community Monitor Mission (ECMM), the Kosovo Diplomatic
Observer Mission (KDOM) and the Kosovo Verification Mission (KVM). Austria also dealt with the matter in international and European fora in the field of
crisis management and conflict prevention, such as the UN, the Contact Group,
NATO Partnership for Peace, Organization for Security and Cooperation (OSCE)
57
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AJETI, Die Kosovopolitik Österreichs, 117–145, 146–187.
Otmar HÖLL, Wolfgang Schüssel and Austrian Foreign Policy, in: Günter BISCHOF – Fritz
PLASSER (Eds.), The Schüssel Era in Austria (Contemporary Austrian Studies Vol. 18), New
Orleans – Innsbruck 2010, 159–181.
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in Europe, Council of Europe, Western European Union (WEU) and the Central
European Initiative (CEI). Austria had also actively participated in the formulation of sanctions against the political leadership in Belgrade. During the first Austrian Council Presidency from July to December 1998, the Kosovo crisis was one
of the most important focal points of Austrian foreign policy and CFSP work. At
the beginning of July 1998 an EU office was opened in Prishtina but without the
permission of the Serbian authorities. In July and August, at the instigation of the
Austrian EU Presidency, EU Troika missions to Belgrade and Kosovo took place.
Measures to send a forensic medical commission to investigate the war crimes
were taken in August 1998 and humanitarian working groups were established in
Geneva and Belgrade with the intention of coordinating aid for refugees with international humanitarian aid organisations (September 1998) and a refugee action
plan to overcome the humanitarian crisis (October 1998) was presented. The appointment of Austrian Ambassador Wolfgang Petritsch in Belgrade, as EU Special
Envoy for Kosovo was also relevant. Together with his US colleague Christopher
Hill, he was, according to Ajeti, “the face of the EU” in the negotiations between
the parties to the conflict. Petritsch’s diplomacy and willingness to communicate
both with the parties to the conflict and with Washington and Moscow contributed to the fact that he maintained his function as EU Special Envoy on the end
of the EU Presidency in the drafting of the Rambouillet Agreement. Austria took
numerous initiatives to relax the Kosovo Albanian party landscape and create a
joint negotiating team. The experienced top diplomat Albert Rohan acted as a
key figure, especially since he had been entrusted with the Kosovo question since
1990. The exposing of the alleged Serbian Plan “Horseshoe” (“Hufeisen-Plan”,
which remained unproven) by the Austrian military secret service and the passing on of the information to NATO played a decisive role for the members of the
transatlantic alliance in the preparation and legitimization of the military actions
against Belgrade. For the Ballhausplatz, the “Kosovo War” (which was a war
against Serbia) was “the fourth war of Milošević according to Ajeti. After the Serbian/Yugoslav delegation rejected the Rambouillet Agreement, NATO intervened
against the Former Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY).59
From March 24 to June 10, 1999, the conflict over the disputed province of
Kosovo escalated between a US-led coalition of states of the atlantic alliance and
the FRY. Because of the Serbian government’s crackdown on Kosovo Albanians
with its army, special police and paramilitaries, NATO reacted by attacking the
FRY to allow Albanian refugees and displaced persons to return to Kosovo. However, about 850,000 Kosovo Albanians were displaced in neighbouring countries
59

On the failed negotiations with Milošević: Albert ROHAN, Diplomat am Rande der Weltpolitik. Begegnungen, Beobachtungen, Erkenntnisse, Wien 2002, 201–209; on the role of
Milošević and the wars in former Yugoslavia, see JANDL, Österreich und die Krisen und
Kriege auf dem Balkan, 377–378; AJETI, Die Kosovopolitik Österreichs, 187–250; see also
document 92 in the appendix “Documents”.
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by mid-1999. It was a NATO military intervention without a mandate from the
UN Security Council. This was justified as a “humanitarian intervention” as reaction to human rights violations by Yugoslav security forces against the Liberation Army of the Kosovo Ushtria Çlirimtare e Kosovës (UÇK) in the Serbian
province, which has also been operating with means of terrorism since 1997 and
is populated by Albanians. Belgrade denied the violations and for its part referred
to separatist tendencies in parts of the Albanian population of Kosovo, which
would express themselves through the use of terrorist means and would have to
be combated. So much for the controversy of the military conflict. The aerial war
“Operation Allied Force” of the NATO was conducted without the deployment
of ground troops. Due to the protracted military conflict, more than 1,000 fighter
planes were deployed by 14 NATO Member States. Despite the oppressive superiority of the “air strikes”, NATO did not manage a military victory against the
Vojska Jugoslavije (VJ). The “Kosovo War” – actually a war against Serbia – was
also an information war. It was based on a military doctrine based on air warfare
with precision weapons and the highest technology at that time. The aim was to
force the enemy to wage his own war and to defeat him in a short period of time.
The “Kosovo War” was highly controversial due to the lack of control over events
on the ground and the high number of civilian casualties. According to UN Resolution 1244, the result of the war was the establishment of the administration of
the United Nations in the province, but at the same time also the confirmation of
Kosovo’s affiliation to the FRY.60
Despite the lack of approval by the UN Security Council for a military intervention, the “air strikes” were considered “legally compliant” from the point
of view of NATO and the EU, but this is doubtful. There was no mandate from
the Security Council of the United Nations for military intervention – China and
Russia vetoed it – so that a breach of international law can be assumed. This “humanitarian intervention” by NATO against Yugoslavia was supported by Austria
through Federal Chancellor Viktor Klima (SPÖ) and Foreign Minister Wolfgang
Schüssel (ÖVP) at the European Council on March 24, 1999. For reasons of neutrality, however, Austria was unable to grant NATO transit and overflight permits
for military equipment over its territory.61
After the withdrawal of the Serbian army and security authorities from Kosovo, an international civil administration United Nations Mission in Kosovo (UNMIK) and the stationing of multinational military presences under the leadership
of NATO Kosovo Force (KFOR) followed. The year 1999 was thus relevant for
both the EU and Austrian foreign policy in many respects. The “Kosovo War”,
which became above all a war against Serbia and led to further disintegration of
Yugoslavia after the internal erosion process, led to the foundation of the Stability
60
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Kurt GRITSCH, Inszenierung eines gerechten Krieges? Intellektuelle, Medien und der
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Pact for South Eastern Europe as a European project with the objective of bringing
about a perspective for the EU membership of South Eastern Europeans. Austria’s
contribution consisted in working towards the creation of a European peace and
stability zone, both in the EU context and within the framework of international
organisations. There were many reasons for this: Austria not only had a good
reputation, but also special expertise in South Eastern Europe. The early warning
function was often not taken seriously by the international community before the
crisis in Kosovo and Yugoslavia, although Austria’s foreign policy continued to
take numerous measures and took initiatives to internationalise the Kosovo issue
through the involvement of international organisations. In 2000 the Milošević
regime in Belgrade collapsed. The question of the future status of the Kosovo
region, however, remained unresolved for almost a decade.62
According to Ajeti, the Austrian public showed “great solidarity” in the Kosovo
crisis and provided “impressive humanitarian aid” through the willingness of the
population to donate. Through the reactivation of the “Neighbour in Need” (“Nachbar in Not”) fundraising campaign, in which numerous Austrian non-governmental and aid organisations were involved, it was possible to raise numerous
donations for displaced persons and refugees. This became particularly clear with
the reception of around 15,000 Kosovo refugees and the creation of an Austrian camp in northern Albania. Thus Austria was at the top of the EU Member
States with regard to the general willingness to help. Austria continued to adopt
this attitude even after the end of the “Kosovo War”, not only on a humanitarian
level but also on a military level with the stationing of a federal army contingent
of about 450 soldiers in the framework of the international peacekeeping force
in Kosovo (KFOR) and in reconstruction measures, development cooperation,
cultural, school and university services and economic investments. Austria’s role
was closely linked to developments in the Kosovo independence process. Status
negotiations between Kosovo and Serbia were held within the framework of the
“Vienna Talks”. Albert Rohan was deputy chief UN negotiator. In January 2008,
the unilateral declaration of independence and thus the solution of the former or
“rest” Yugoslavia, i.e. Serbia, took place. Austria recognised Kosovo as an independent and sovereign state in the same year. Since then, according to Ajeti, it
has maintained “friendly and close relations in all areas” with Prishtina. Austria
supported the young republic in its membership of regional, European and global
organisations. Vienna developed into “one of the most important and reliable EU
partners, committed to the success of the efforts of the Kosovar state and the
Western Balkan states as a whole with regard to EU membership”.63
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On the question of whether Yugoslavia had to disintegrate: ROHAN, Diplomat am Rande der
Weltpolitik, 164–173; AJETI, Die Kosovopolitik Österreichs, 285–302.
AJETI, Die Kosovopolitik Österreichs, 308–309.
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Since 2008, Austria has been involved in the Europeanisation of the police
and judicial systems of the new state in the EU’s largest civilian mission to date,
EULEX Kosovo. This took place with police officers, judicial guards, legal
experts, judges and public prosecutors, whereby personnel was then reduced. The
KFOR peacekeeping force, which was a NATO operation rather than a CSDP
operation, had been on the ground since 1999 and had a strength of up to 3,800
soldiers, including 430 members of the Austrian Armed Forces (Bundesheer),
making Austria the third largest provider of troops.64
As a conclusion of Austria’s Balkan policy, three points can be made: since
the disintegration tendencies of Yugoslavia in the second half of the 1980s and
the wars from 1991 onwards, this region has been a focal point of Austrian foreign policy,65 all the more since a waiting period of more than three years began
between autumn 1989 and the beginning of 1993 with regard to EC accession
negotiations. Austria’s involvement in South Eastern Europe did not diminish
when it joined the EU, but remained constant and sustainable. It now essentially
shifted to the level of the EU within the framework of the CFSP and its organs.
Ambassador Gerhard Jandl holds fast to this:
“We did not even try to point out our influence to the public in every initiative shaped by
Austria, because it was clear to us that this would have annoyed the other EU states and
reduced their willingness to accept our proposals. And so much of what was genuine Austrian
was ‘sold’ to the outside world as pure EU policy. Our considerations were that it would be
better to influence the foreign policy of the EU in the light of our interests and thus make it
more ‘Austrian’ in terms of content than to emphasize permanently the Austrian positions in
public but without implementing them.”66

During the Austrian Presidency in 1998, the issue of the Balkans was one of the
main concerns in relation to Kosovo. The same was true of Montenegro during
the second Presidency in 2006 (see chapter IX, subchapter 8),67 where the example of the Austrian representatives with their various functions illustrates how
present the country was with its expertise in stabilisation in this part of Europe:
64

65
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Gerhard JANDL, Und der Balkan beginnt doch in Wien! – 25 Jahre österreichische Balkanpolitik im Rahmen der EU, in: Lukas MANDL – Markus KROIHER (Hrsg.), Rot-Weiß-Rot in
Europa – 25 Jahre nach der Volksabstimmung zum Beitritt, Wien 2019, 113–124: 122–123.
Ibid., 114.
Original quotation: “Wir haben gar nicht versucht, bei jeder von Österreich geprägten Initiative gegenüber der Öffentlichkeit auf unseren Einfluss hinzuweisen, weil uns klar war, dass
wir damit die anderen EU-Staaten verärgert und ihre Bereitschaft verringert hätten, unsere
Vorschläge zu übernehmen. Und somit wurde Vieles, was genuine österreichisch war, nach
außen als reine EU-Politik ‘verkauft’. Unsere Überlegungen lauteten, dass es besser sei, die
Außenpolitik der EU im Lichte unserer Interessen zu beeinflussen und sie damit inhaltlich
‘österreichischer’ zu machen, als ständig öffentlich die österreichischen Positionen zu betonen, jedoch ohne dass sie umgesetzt würden”. Ibid.
On the question of Montenegro and its role on the agenda of the Austrian EU Presidency
2006 see JANDL, Österreich und die Krisen und Kriege auf dem Balkan, 394–396; see also
documents 91 and 92 in the appendix „Documents“.
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Erhard Busek as Special Coordinator of the Balkan Stability Pact (2002–2008),
Wolfgang Petritsch as EU Chief Negotiator at the (in the end failed) peace negotiations in Rambouillet and as High Representative for Bosnia and Herzegovina (1999–2002) as well as Valentin Inzko (2009 to last). Together with former
Finnish President Martti Ahtisaari, the former Secretary General of the Austrian
Foreign Ministery Albert Rohan was appointed Special Representative by the UN
in 2005 to mediate in the conflict over the future status of the Serbian province of
Kosovo under UN administration.68
To sum up: The example of the Austrian representatives with their various
functions illustrates how present this country was with its expertise on pacification and stabilisation in this area of Europe: Busek, Petritsch and Inzko. Since
2008, Austria has been involved in the project to europeanize the police and
judicial systems of the new state of Kosovo, the EU‘s largest civilian mission to
date, EULEX Kosovo. The participation was carried out by police officers, judicial watch officers, legal experts, judges and public prosecutors, with a reduction
in personnel. The KFOR peacekeeping force was not a CSDP operation, but a
NATO operation. It had been on the ground since 1999 and had up to 3,800 soldiers, including 430 members of the Austrian Armed Forces, making Austria the
third-largest provider of troops.69
The following story is a direct consequence of the Kosovo conflict with its
human rights violations.
6. THE CHARTER OF FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS AND
THE INTRODUCTION OF THE EURO 1999–2002
The Committee for Generating Fundamental Rights – suggested at Germany’s
initiative at the 1999 Cologne Summit, the so-called “Convention on Fundamental Rights” – had to be understood against the backdrop of the fact that according
to an European Court of Justice (ECJ) decision, based on an expert opinion of
68
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On the AHTISSARI Plan, see JANDL, Österreich und die Krisen und Kriege auf dem Balkan,
404–408, named after the former Finnish President as Special Envoy for the Status Process
and the former Secretary General of the Austrian Foreign Ministry Albert ROHAN as his
deputy, who had been conducting negotiations between Kosovars and Serbs since 2005, but
could not achieve a breakthrough in 2007. A compromise between „far-reaching autonomy“
(according to Belgrade‘s position) and independence (according to Pritschtina‘s position) was
not achievable, see also JANDL, Und der Balkan beginnt doch in Wien, 115–117, 117–118; On
the lessons of the Balkan conflict: ROHAN, Diplomat am Rande der Weltpolitik, 267–278;
Gerhard JANDL, Zur Bedeutung des Balkans für die österreichische Außenpolitik, in: wiener
blätter zur friedensforschung. Vierteljahreszeitschrift des Universitätszentrums für Friedensforschung (UZF) 160 (Oktober 2014), 3, 1–32, for Kosovo see: 10–12 and for Montenegro
and the Austrian Council Presidency 2006 see: 22–23; see also document 92 in the appendix
“Documents”.
JANDL, Und der Balkan beginnt doch in Wien, 122–123.
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March 26, 1996, under Community law, EU accession to the European Human
Rights Convention (EHRC) was not possible.70
As is known, the EU was not a legal entity of its own at that time yet. An
EU-specific fundamental rights order of its own had become necessary, as had –
but also with a view towards the EU enlargement – a re-conceptualizing of the
legal and value order system among the new and old members. These were the
“Copenhagen Criteria” adopted by the European Council on June 22, 1993, which
required – in the face of the CEEC – an institutional guarantee of stability “for
human rights, and the respect for and protection of minorities”.71
The attitude of the Austrian Federal Government towards the introduction of
the euro was almost unreservedly positive, apart from the Haider FPÖ opposition.
Foreign Minister Schüssel was fully behind the political decision of the German
Chancellor Helmut Kohl to strive for the European single currency. This led to
some irritations, as the head of the Ballhausplatz was unusually open about it.
The “Amsterdam breakfast affair”72 had its reason in a press conference, which
had been triggered in connection with allegedly insulting statements about the
German Bundesbank President “a real sow” („eine richtige Sau“73) and a Swedish
politician (“jerk”) on the occasion of a breakfast with journalists on the fringes of
the EU summit Amsterdam on June 17, 1997 in the Hilton Hotel. Hans Tietmeyer
had incurred the wrath of Schüssel, because Tietmeyer apparently did not want to
fully support the European monetary policy of Schüssel‘s party friend Kohl in the
questions of the convergence criteria and the euro, the Swedish colleague, when
it was a matter of environmental protection in the EU Treaty. Two ORF journalists and one of the Salzburger Nachrichten testified to these statements, which
Schüssel repeatedly denied at once. After the debate arose, Schüssel hastily flew
to Frankfurt am Main to the congress centre near the Deutsche Bundesbank in
order to have an arranged four-eye discussion with Tietmeyer. The German took
note of Schüssel’s clarification that there had been “false reports”. The President
of the Bundesbank signalled that he was moving on to the agenda.74
70
71
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Rudolf STREINZ, Europarecht, Heidelberg 5th edition 2001, 82.
Heinrich NEISSER, Auf dem Weg zur Grundrechtsgemeinschaft, in: JRP (2000), 264 et seq.
Peter PELINKA, Wolfgang Schüssel, Eine politische Biographie, Wien 2003, 149–151, without
naming the reason for the insult to Hans TIETMEYER.
In Austrian language usage this term is not really meant negatively. Rather a “real sow”
[“r ichtige Sau”] on the one hand is to be understood in the sense of a courageous and “dashing”
man, a person who is brash, daredevil and courageous, i.e. who dares to do something. On the
other hand, a term like “dirty pig” [“Drecksau”] would have been a real insult. Whether this
could lead Schüssel into the meeting for his defence seems impossible, however, since he denied until the end and denied having made this statement at all regarding TIETMEYER. I owe
these assessments and interpretations to the former Governor of Salzburg, Professor Dr. Franz
SCHAUSBERGER, October 10, 2019, who believes that SCHÜSSEL actually said these words
– in the very positive Austrian sense!
GEHLER, Österreichs Außenpolitik der Zweiten Republik, 803–806; for TIETMEYER’S role
in preparing for the introduction of the single European currency, see Joachim ALGERMISSEN,
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On June 3 and 4, 1999, the European Council issued the mandate in Cologne for
a convention that was to prepare a draft for a Charter of Fundamental Rights under the leadership of former German Federal President Roman Herzog (1994–99).
Heinrich Neisser, an ex-ÖVP politician and member of this convention, was in
favor of Austria having to “play a more visible role in the development of European ideas”. This appeal was not surprising, given the historical background of
a tendency for passivity in Austrian politics when it came to visions of Europe.
In its second plenary session on February 1 and 2, 2000, the committee named
itself “Convention”. At the EU Summit in Nice, the prepared charter was submitted, and on December 7, 2000, it was formally “welcomed” and “solemnly”
proclaimed by the Heads of State and Government. However, the charter only had
the status of a political declaration without being legally binding. For it to be legally binding, a formal process according to Article 48 of the TEU was necessary.
The charter was at least considered a source for legal decisions so that it already
carried de facto effectiveness.75
One core area of European integration in the second half of the 1990s was a
common currency policy. Austria’s participation in the EMS had begun early on
and had not created major problems. Since being an EU member, the country had
been fiscally responsible, which became clear when the euro was introduced.76
After the Treaties of Rome entering into force (January 1, 1958) and the launch
of the Single Market (January 1, 1993), the circulation of the new currency on
January 1, 2002 was another milestone in the history of European integration.
With the EEC, the Western European core region was joined into a customs union
with common agricultural, trade, industrial, transport, and competition policies.
From 1993 on, the “Four Freedoms” (free movement of persons, goods, services, and capital) allowed far-reaching realization of the Single Market within the
framework of the EC – the “Common Market” announced in the 1950s. By accelerating the EMS, the euro zone had been realized since 1999 and succeeded in
having cash circulate in 2002. Austria participated fully and wholly.
The EU Heads of State and Government had unanimously decided on May 2,
1998 that eleven members (Belgium, Germany, Spain, France, Ireland, Italy,
Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Austria, Portugal, and Finland) had met the required prerequisites (price stability, stable financial situation of public funds, stability of currency exchange rate, long-term capital market interest rates that had
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Hans Tietmeyer: Ein Leben für ein stabiles Deutschland und ein dynamisches Europa (Walter
Eucken Institut. Untersuchungen zur Ordnungstheorie und Ordnungspolitik 70), Tübingen
2019, 332–420, without mentioning the ‛Schüssel-affair’.
Augustín José MENÉNDEZ, “Finalité Through Rights”, in: Erik ODDVAR ERIKSEN – John
Erik FOSSUM – Augustín José MENÉNDEZ (Eds.), The Chartering of Europe, Baden-Baden
2003, 30–48: 41 et seq., 45–46.
In that regard, see the general integration history development as background in GEHLER,
Europa. Ideen – Institutionen – Vereinigung, München 2005, 272–314 as well as especially
with regard to Austria, IDEM, Österreichs Außenpolitik der Zweiten Republik, 945–991.
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to be no more than two percentage points above the average of the three member
states with the best price stability) for the introduction of the single European
currency as of January 1, 1999. In the case of Austria, the fixed euro exchange rate
defined on December 31, 1998 amounted to 1 euro = 13,7603 Austrian schillings.
In June 2000, the EU Heads of State and Government had agreed to admit Greece
to “euroland”, a somewhat problematic event since as was discovered later, the
Greek data were not accurate. The Danish population voted against accepting the
euro in a referendum on September 28, 2000, which was also impacted by the
EU-14 sanctions against Austria (see below),77 while Sweden with a referendum
also and the United Kingdom could not make up their minds whether they wanted
to be part of the euro zone or not. Denmark, Sweden, and the UK remained outside the Monetary Union. The Danish krone, Swedish krona, and British pound
all remained valid.
The series of euro bills, which had been selected in September 1996 by the
European Monetary Institute (EMI) from among different designs and which had
started circulating as of January 1, 2002, had been designed by Robert Kalina,78
a graphic designer working at the Austrian National Bank (the Oesterreichische
Nationalbank, or OeNB). Kalina’s “windows, doors, and bridges” conceptual proposal prevailed both before the jury of experts and with a survey of the public.
Contrary to the euro coins, which have a national face, special wishes from the
individual EU Member States for the design of the paper bills were precluded
from the start. The Austrian euro coins showed Bertha von Suttner, Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart, and a Edelweiss.
As of January 1, 2002, the euro was also used in Austria as a means for paying
cash. After two months of parallel circulation until the end of February 2002, the
coexistence of the different national currencies in Europe became a thing of the
past. For the fans of integration, the euro fulfilled a dream, while the European
states lost a symbolic instrument used to legitimize sovereignty: On that day,
twelve national currencies became history. As a “compromise”, the coins of the
new currency were to allow national symbolism.
Almost three years after the official start of the currency union in 1999, which
was characterized by the irrevocable definition of the conversion rates of the
participating currencies, the introduction of the euro in Austria went smoothly.
People essentially accepted the new currency positively. The parallel circulation
of euro and schilling currency need not have been set at eight weeks, as most
77
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Thorsten B. OLESEN, A Danish Perspective: The Austrian Affair in Danish Politics, in:
 EHLER – PELINKA – BISCHOF (Hrsg.), Österreich in der Europäischen Union, 551–573.
G
On the Euro, the design, the feedback and Robert Kalina see Barbara AULINGER, Vom Gulden zum Euro. Geschichte der österreichischen Banknoten, Wien – Köln – Weimar 2000,
286–293; Gregor WOSCHNAGG, Der Euro als Integrationsfaktor, in: Niederösterreichische
Nachrichten, September 26, 2001, also the homepage of the Bundesministerium für auswärtige Angelegenheiten, Die europäische Einheitswährung EURO http://www.bmaa.gv.at/eu/
euro.html.de (called up May 2, 2002).
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consumers adapted either immediately or relatively quickly to the new single
currency, This was due to very good education and targeted information, as well
as the comprehensive preparation of the population, but also to the great openness
and willingness to convert on the part of the paying citizens. The prices already
had to be marked in schillings and Euros by October 1, 2001. What turned out to
be the key was the fact that the dreaded price increases did not materialize initially – that did not come until later in certain sectors, but when it arrived, it did so
with a vengeance. Klaus Liebscher, the President of the Austrian National Bank
(OeNB), expressed his satisfaction about the preparations in December 2001. The
distribution of the bills and coins to the banks had already been completed, and
the return of the planned nearly 50% of the six billion schilling and groschen
coins were on target. Some 800 million coins had already been turned in early in
the course of donation campaigns. From December 15, 2001 on, consumers were
able to obtain the long-awaited euros for the first time. Six million coin starter
packs valued at two hundred schillings (a mix of thirty-three euro coins) were
already available for purchase at that time in post offices and at banks in Austria.
As currency, they became valid at midnight on January 1, 2002.79
In retrospect, the euro cash exchange went faster and more smoothly than
expected in Austria, at least from the point of view of the OeNB, according to
its director Wolfgang Duchatczek. The Alpine Republic along with the Federal
Republic of Germany, Ireland, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands formed the top
group of states where the introduction was the smoothest; the same applied to the
return of the schilling bills and coins through the banks to the OeNB. In contrast,
the currency exchange in Greece, Spain, and France went less smoothly, while
Italy experienced a chaos that attracted international attention.80 Aside from this
exception and a few countries that had more problems with the introduction of
the new currency, the introduction of the euro overall could be characterized as
successful.81
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Die Vorbereitung zum Euro verläuft in Österreich nach Plan. „Euro bringt keine Teuerungswelle“, in: Die Presse, December 12, 2001.
Euro-Bargeldtausch: Österreich rangiert in der Spitzengruppe, in: Die Presse, January 26,
2002.
Christian MANDL, Österreich als Partner in der Wirtschafts- und Währungsunion: eine
Zwischenbilanz aus der Sicht der Wirtschaft, in: Matthias PAPE (Hrsg.), Österreich – von der
Monarchie zum EU-Partner (Schriften des Zentrum für Europäische Integrationsforschung –
Center for European Integration Studies 12), Baden-Baden 2000, 205–219.
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7. THE STATEMENT BY THE EU-14 AND
THE SANCTIONS MEASURES –
HISTORICAL AND PARTY POLITICAL BACKGROUNDS
After the 1999 Nationalrat elections, four parties were represented in the Austrian
National Assembly (the SPÖ, FPÖ, ÖVP, and Die Grünen). For the first time in the
Second Republic (since 1945), the FPÖ and ÖVP formed a coalition government
in 2000 led by Chancellor Wolfgang Schüssel (ÖVP),82 who acted as head of government until 2007.83
This subchapter will focus on the motivations, attitudes, reactions, and consequences of the political and state representatives of the fourteen EU Member
States (hereinafter referred to as “the EU-14”) towards the emerging and completed formation of an ÖVP-FPÖ government in February 2000. In addition, it will
discuss the behavior of the EU acting as a structure with multiple institutions.84
The basic thesis which the author would like to advocate is that with the policy
of sanction measures, Austria itself was only superficially the issue, and the reasons for the measures by the fourteen EU Member States are not to be found primarily in the actions of the Socialist International as was rashly believed in Austria. Rather, the deep crisis of the German Christian Democratic Union (CDU) at
the end of 1999 and beginning of 2000 was decisive for the absence of mediation
in the path of transnational party cooperation and the lack of corresponding political support for the ÖVP-FPÖ government.
The threat of three sanction measures, which was entitled “Statement from
the Portuguese Presidency of the European Union on Behalf of XIV Member
States”, was issued on January 31, 2000 before the ÖVP-FPÖ government was
even formed.85
In this short proclamation on the Austrian government before it was formed,
the EU-14 acted in a sort of act of rule from above without argumentative reasoning. This could not function in an already communications-intensive and democratically structured society. In the long run, this questionable policy could not be
82
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On the domestic political constellation in Austria in 1999/2000: Andreas KHOL, Die Wende
ist geglückt. Der schwarz-blaue Marsch durch die Wüste Gobi, Wien 3rd edition 2001, 13–32;
33–51.
Heinrich NEISSER, The Schüssel Years and the European Union, in: Günter BISCHOF – Fritz
PLASSER (Eds.), The Schüssel Era in Austria (Contemporary Austrian Studies Vol. 18), New
Orleans – Innsbruck 2010, 183–204.
For a methodological and theoretical approach highly recommended is the study by Rebecka
ULFGARD, Norm Consolidation in the European Union: The EU14-Austria Crisis in 2000
(Acta Wexionensia No 75 – 2005 Political Science), Växjö – Gothenburg 2005, 149–166.
Homepage of the Portuguese EU Council presidency: http://www.portugal.ue-2000.pt
(called up February 2, 2000); Waldemar HUMMER – Walter OBWEXER, Österreich unter
“EU-Kuratel” (Teil I). Die EU als Wertegemeinschaft: Vom völkerrechtlichen Interventionsverbot zum gemeinschaftsrechtlichen Interventionsgebot, in: europablätter 9 (April 28, 2000),
52–58: 54; see document 93 in the appendix “Documents”.
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carried out against public opinion, particularly as there were no compelling reasons for maintaining the measures, in spite of the occasional statements of some
FPÖ politicians. On top of that, the threat and implementation of the “sanctions”
was anything but proof of the trust in the strength and resistance of the political
opposition within Austria.
The EU-14 announcement triggered paralyzing dismay and complete bewilderment in large sections of the Austrian public.86 Overnight, the EU’s “model
student” had turned into the EU’s boogieman.87 Austria had committed itself very
early on to the Paneuropean idea (see chapter II, subchapter 4) 88 under extremely
difficult fundamental conditions (the statutes of the League of Nations, the period
of occupation, the Cold War, neutrality, etc.) and in the face of resistance. The
country had made a contribution to peaceful and stable development in Europe
and had distinguished itself as a pioneer and forerunner for rapprochement
between the European Communities and other European nation states.89
On June 12, 1994, Austria voted for Maastricht Europe with the highest percentage of any continental European country (66.6%). The country joined the
EU on January 1, 1995 and shortly thereafter the European Monetary System
(EMS), the precursor to the Economic and Monetary Union (EMU), as a net payer. Thanks to its unbroken policy of European integration before 1989, it joined
the EU in an economically advanced stage.90
The attempt was made by the Grand Coalition — consisting of social democrats and christian democrats, under both of the SPÖ Chancellors Franz Vranitzky
(1986–97) and Viktor Klima (1997–2000) and the christian democratic Vice
Chancellors Erhard Busek (1991–95) and Wolfgang Schüssel (1995–2000) – to
86
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Joëlle STOLZ, L’Autriche en état de choc après la décision des Quatorze, in: Le Monde,
February 2, 2000, 2.
Waldemar HUMMER, Vom „Musterschüler“ zum Buhmann. Die EU als „self contained
regime“, in: Europäische Rundschau 28 (2000), 13–20.
Michael GEHLER, Richard Coudenhove-Kalergi, Paneuropa und Österreich 1923–1972, in:
Demokratie und Geschichte. Jahrbuch des Karl von Vogelsang-Instituts zur Erforschung der
Geschichte der christlichen Demokratie in Österreich, hrsg. v. Helmut Wohnout Bd. 2, Wien
– Köln – Weimar 1998, 143–193.
For a controversial debate on this see also Michael GEHLER, Der 17. Juli 1989: Bruch oder
Kontinuität der österreichischen Integrationspolitik?, in: Rosita RINDLER SCHERVE (Hrsg.),
Europäische Integration und Erweiterung. Eine Herausforderung für die Wissenschaften
(Biblioteca Europea 17), Napoli 2000, 91–98; Thomas ANGERER, „Alte“ und „neue“ Integration. Antwort auf Kritik an der These vom Bruch in der österreichischen Integrationspolitik
1989, in: ibid., 67–89 and the reply by Michael GEHLER, Der österreichische EG-Beitrittsantrag vom 17. Juli 1989: Mehr Kontinuität als Diskontinuität! Zur Fortführung einer Historikerkontroverse, in: Ernst BRUCKMÜLLER (Hrsg.), Europäische Dimensionen österreichischer
Geschichte (Schriften des Institutes für Österreichkunde 65), Wien 2002, 143–210.
Michael GEHLER, Der 17. Juli 1989: Der EG-Beitrittsantrag. Österreich und die europäische
Integration 1945–1995, in: Rolf STEININGER – Michael GEHLER (Hrsg.), Österreich im
20. Jahrhundert. Vom Zweiten Weltkrieg bis zur Gegenwart (Böhlau Studienbücher, Grundlagen des Studiums 2), Wien – Köln – Weimar 1997, 515–595: 555–558.
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adhere to the criteria for convergence in the form of austerity programs and tax
increases. These provoked criticism within the country. The influence of the FPÖ
opposition leader and right-wing populist, Jörg Haider, grew steadily91 – from 8%
in 1986 to 27% in 1999. But in 1997, the initiative for a petition for a referendum
against the euro (for which the later vice chancellor, Susanne Riess-Passer, was
responsible) was rejected by the people in relatively clear terms.92
Austria’s assumption of the EU presidency in the second half of 1998 demonstrated its capability of taking on this new role and, with it, the responsibility for
community policy.93 Austria needed “Europe” – within a short time, two identity-forming core elements of the Second Republic were removed: the victim thesis
was made questionable in the wake of the Waldheim debate,94 and “permanent”
neutrality seemed to become obsolete through the security policy in Europe (the
Common Foreign and Security Policy and, in a new manner, NATO).95 The “return to the European stage” seemed to offer a sensible replacement for them. But
this hope was deceptive.96
Overnight, the country was now to become a pariah.97 The “EU’s model student” was hit unexpectedly, unpreparedly, and undeservedly by the decision of
the fourteen other EU countries of January 31, 2000 threatening sanction measures in the event of the formation of an ÖVP-FPÖ government and later carrying
them out. In the history of the community, there had never been a precedent for
91
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Paul PASTEUR, Freiheitliches Österreich. Vom Nutzen des Erinnerns und Vergessens, in:
Le Monde diplomatique, March 17, 2000, http://monde-diplomatique.de/mtpl/2000/03/17./
text?Tname=a0197&idx=9; Walter LÜTHI, Der Mann der vielen Widersprüche, in: Der
Bund, February 2, 2000, 2; Reinhard OLT, Nicht rechtsextrem, aber seit Kriegsende meistens
von der Macht fern gehalten, in: Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, February 2, 2000, 3; Beat
A MMANN, Vom „Wesen“ der FPÖ – und Österreichs. Als wär’s kein Stück von mir, in: Neue
Zürcher Zeitung, August 26/27, 2000, 9.
Wolfgang BÖHM, Von der Schildlaus bis zum Euro: FP-Desaster mit Volksmobilisierung, in:
Die Presse, July 7, 2000, 6.
Kurt Richard LUTHER – Iain OGILVIE (Eds.), Austria and the European Union Presidency:
Background and Perspectives, Keele 1998.
Michael GEHLER, Die Affäre Kurt Waldheim. Eine Fallstudie zum Umgang mit der
NS-Vergangenheit in den späten achtziger Jahren, in: STEININGER – GEHLER (Hrsg.),
Österreich im 20. Jahrhundert, Bd. 2, 355–414.
Heinrich SCHNEIDER, Die österreichische Neutralität und die europäische Integration, in:
Michael GEHLER – Rolf STEININGER (Hrsg.), Die Neutralen und die europäische Integration 1945–1995. The Neutrals and the European Integration (Institut für Zeitgeschichte an der
Universität Innsbruck, Arbeitskreis Europäische Integration, Historische Forschungen, Veröffentlichungen 3), Wien – Köln – Weimar 2000, 465–496: 488–496.
On this topic see also Anton PELINKA, Europa und die österreichische Identität, in: Matthias PAPE (Hrsg.), Österreich – von der Monarchie zum EU-Partner (Schriften des Zentrum
für Europäische Integrationsforschung – Center for European Integration Studies 12), Baden-
Baden 2000, 75–83.
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such an action and thus it was unforeseeable. This made the Austrians very aware
of the growing political dimension of the EU, the loss of relevance of national
sovereignty, and the worries of the other member states with regard to the change
in government in the Alpine Republic. People there had simply gotten too accustomed to Haider. The sensitivity in other countries affected by right-wing populist tendencies (Belgium, France, etc.) was underestimated. The Austrian foreign
ministry had indeed expected negative reactions, but not to this degree. Even the
politicians appeared to be surprised. Critical comments had been counted on, but
not such punitive measures against a member state.98
Soon thereafter, there were doubts as to their permissibility and legality. The
measures appeared to be disproportionate, and in any case without legal basis.99
social democrats and members of the Green Party were at first in favor of the hard
stance of the EU-14. They attempted to justify the “sanctions”, and they also saw
in them a reason for the resignation of Wolfgang Schüssel, who was still foreign
minister at the time and the presumptive new chancellor.100
8. THE LONG SHADOW OF CONTROLS AND SUPERVISIONS –
“MAKING THE COUNTRY’S DECISIONS FOR IT” OR AN EXAMPLE
OF SMALLER STATES BEING INCAPACITATED?
Even if the so-called “EU sanctions” against Austria appear to be unique, acting
under “foreign orders” was nothing new in Austria’s foreign policy history. Vienna has learned to deal with them. “Supervision” has been in existence since 1918
and has thus been “tested”.101 In 1988, a study edited by Günter Bischof and Josef
Leidenfrost was published entitled with “A Country Having its Decisions Made
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by Others: Austria and the Allies 1945–1949”.102 Plausible objections to the term
‟Bevormundung” (having decisions made by others) were raised by the Viennese
modern historian Thomas Angerer. According to him, the catchword was merely
a good piece of political rhetoric and served the advantages of those who were
under occupation at the time.103
The coalition at the time made up of the ÖVP and the FPÖ was accused by
the opposition (the SPÖ and the Green Party) of only exploiting the “sanctions”
to distract from the unpopular austerity measures and to surreptitiously and
decisively push through restructuring measures. Did the attempt at historicizing
the Bevormundung-thesis come too soon? How sovereign had Austria really been
in its history and after 1955? Was it trustworthy? To what degree could it still be
influenced, how independent was it, and to what degree were decisions made for it
by other nations? Much that occurred in and around Austria during this time was
not new. It is necessary to look further back.
In the light of Austria’s history since 1918, the EU-14 boycott measures often
wrongly or erroneously cited in Austria as “EU sanctions” have not necessarily
been anything new. As Manfried Rauchensteiner has shown, the Alpine Republic
has repeatedly been viewed critically, patronised, bullied and controlled.104
In 1918, “German Austria” (“Deutschösterreich”) had unanimously declared
itself a “German Republic”, but this was undermined by the “painful peace”
dictated by the victorious powers of the First World War and signed by Chancellor Karl Renner in Saint-Germain-en-Laye on September 10, 1919 (See chapter
I, subchapters 1 and 5). When Tyrol and Salzburg proclaimed their accession to
Bavaria in 1921, the Entente banned the supply of food to the starving country
under threat.105
The loans arranged in Geneva in 1922 kept Austria under the thumb of the
League of Nations. A General Commissar, the Dutchman Alfred Zimmermann, was responsible for overseeing Austria’s redevelopment, that is, its budget
policy.106
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A certain economic stabilization was indeed achieved, but political calm
was not. Zimmermann provided for a 20-year ban on connecting to Germany,
which was repeated with the Lausanne Loan of 1932. When the Vice-Chancellor
of Austria, Johannes Schober, had previously negotiated a customs union with
German Foreign Minister Julius Curtius, there was a French veto. A narrow
judgement of the International Court of Justice (ICJ) decided by 8:7 votes in favor
of the incompatibility of the project with the Geneva Protocols (see chapter II,
subchapter 7).
With Theo Habicht, Adolf Hitler had an Austrian inspector (“Landesinspektor”) operating from Munich who conducted the Austrian NSDAP, which had
already been banned in Austria. From 1934, Franz von Papen served as envoy “in
special mission of the Führer” in Vienna. The Austrian Ständestaat was viewed
from the Western world in a critical manner. The Dollfuss-Schuschnigg regime
had basically liquidated social democracy and suppressed the labor movement.
Von Papen prepared the “July Agreement” of 1936, which led directly from the
1938 satellite to the stangulation of Austria. This was only a question of time,107 as
well as merely an expression of the inability of the Western Powers to find a lasting solution to the “Austria problem” in an acceptable manner. Now the former
Austrian supervisors of the 1920s had the “Anschluss” in another way.
In the “Ostmark” and the “Alpen- und Donaugauen”, the Anti-Hitler coalition
saw an important part of the war-waging Nazi Germany which had to be broken
away from the Reichsverband. The thesis of Austria as the “first victim of Nazi
aggression” was a means to this end.108
After the end of the war, Austria was thus supposed to be “liberated” and
“independent,” as the Allies had proclaimed the Moscow Declaration in 1943.
Their trust, however, was not especially deep. Memories of budget crises, the civil
war, and the “Anschluss” movement in the period between the wars were still too
fresh. Unity and liberty were thus still to be awaited after 1945. The “Alpen- und
Donaugaue”, so called since 1941, were divided into four occupation zones after
1945 – however, in contrast to Germany, the Allied Council in Vienna was not
called Kontrollrat and the occupation ended after ten years. However, this was
only associated with a permanent ban on joining Germany, subject to conditions
laid down in the State Treaty of May 15, 1955: The history of 1919, 1922 and 1932
repeated itself. Austria only achieved its State Treaty in 1955109 with limits to its
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sovereignty. On an international level, neutrality was only accepted in a “like it or
not” manner.110
There was a broad-reaching fear among Western heads of government and foreign ministries that the Soviet Union wanted to bring Austria into play as a “model” for Germany.111 France watched suspiciously (“Argus-eyed”) over the relations
with the northern neighbors and found itself in good company with the USSR,
which wanted to see a “prohibition against Anschluss” firmly written into the
State Treaty. This “unholy alliance” between Paris and Moscow was to continue.
Austria remained dependent on the European great powers and the superpowers
not only for their goodwill, but also economically, politically, and militarily.
The Austrian attempt at rapprochement with the EEC in the 1960s did not
trigger any joy, but rather much more uneasiness.112 When Austria aspired to an
EEC association in 1963, Belgium’s Foreign Minister Paul-Henri Spaak, one of
the fathers of the Treaties of Rome (EEC and EURATOM), studied the decision
of the ICJ concerning the customs union project with Germany from 1931 which
had fallen through – by a narrow eight to seven vote – because of an indiscretion.
He examined whether this would not mean annexation by the Federal Republic of
Germany.113 The specter of Anschluss continued in post war Europe.
In 1967 Italy vetoed an Austrian EC treaty. Bombing attacks in South Tyrol
and the “danger of a Greater Germany” served as the excuses. Association with
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the EC was blocked.114 There was relief not only in Moscow but in Paris. It was
not until five years later that Austria was to be granted merely simple customs and
trade treaties along with the other EFTA nations.
As a recipient of ERP aid, Austria had to comply with US embargoes against
the East within the framework of the COCOM lists. Should a Foreign Minister
like Erwin Lanc (1983–84) resist, so much pressure was exerted by the Reagan
administration that he had to leave.115
Vienna still remained dependent on goodwill from the East and the West.

2019: Still existing – the Building of the EFTA Office in Brüssel

In addition, in the 1980s the true involvement of many Austrians in the Nazi
system fully entered into international consciousness. This was the Austrians
that had voted for Kurt Waldheim as Federal President with an absolute majority
and had produced Jörg Haider, the German-national and Pan-German opposition
leader.116
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There is no head of state in the history of Europe whose whereabouts had to
be decided by an international commission of historians: it was about the war
past of Waldheim. On the day of the founding of the Republic in 1945, 27 April,
the USA imposed an entry ban on the former UN Secretary General (1972–1981)
in 1987 and put him on the “watchlist”. All protests against the violation of the
presumption of innocence helped nothing. In 1992 Waldheim renounced a second
term of office.
Neither François Mitterrand nor Jacques Delors was glad about Austria’s EC
membership application of July 14, 1989. What was actually on the agenda was
expanding the depth of the community. When Austria’s application to join the EC
was submitted with a reservation of neutrality, the Belgian Foreign Minister Mark
Eyskens recommended negotiations with the Soviet Union, which had insisted in
1955 on this “perpetual” status of the country, but against which the state leadership under Franz Vranitzky and Alois Mock protested. Austria became a member
of the EU in 1995. Five years later, the 14 EU partners boycotted Austria for forming a black and blue government. Does this mean one more unreliable member in
the European Communities and a disruptive factor with a view towards a union
with greater depth?
The policy towards Austrian EC membership had not been something to be
taken for granted, but it could only be realized with difficulty. The main advocates in the community were the West Germans. Helmut Kohl repeatedly had
striking formulations at hand for members of the Minister’s Council of Europe
which were also to be found in the final communiqué. There was strong resistance
against the “expansion towards EFTA”117 from the Benelux states, above all from
the Netherlands, especially with regard to the debate about the wartime past of
Kurt Waldheim.118
In this very difficult situation, Helmut Kohl maintained political solidarity
with Austria in its EC membership application. He was angry over the behavior
of the German Federal President, Richard von Weizsäcker, who had refused to
shake hands with Waldheim at the Salzburg Festival. After the watch list decision
by the United States against the Austrian president, in an EC Minister’s Council
meeting following previous discussions at the christian democratic party level,
Italy’s Foreign Minister, Giulio Andreotti, criticized the way Austria was being
treated as “outrageous”. Caution was necessary to see to it that the USA did not
treat all European states in that way.119
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The ÖVP followed a skillful double strategy in its policy towards Europe, which
was not lacking in explosiveness because of the Waldheim debate: the “friends”
on the outside were the prime ministers Poul Schlüter (Denmark), Rudolphus
F.M. Lubbers (Netherlands), Jacques Chirac (France), and Wilfried Martens and
Foreign Minister Leo Tindemans (Belgium); on the inside the necessary support
for the application for EC membership, the granting of the advice note, etc. was
assured above all by the German Chancellor, Helmut Kohl. There were regular
preliminary discussions between Kohl and Mitterrand before the meetings of the
EC Council of Ministers. Mitterrand coordinated these matters of concern with
the socialist representatives of the EC nations, Kohl did likewise with the christian democrats. It was here that Kohl as a rule was able to bring his European
party friends around to the line that he had agreed upon with Mitterrand.120
Reducing the Haider problem (“My opponents always make the same mistake:
they get all worked up about things that the people actually want”121) only to the
(right-wing) populism explains little.122 Indeed, it simply covers up too much. It
has an historical dimension and is also a question of rank and prestige in the power structure between Paris and Berlin.123 Fears of setting a precedent for Germany
were also a particular motive for the measures by the EU-14.
The founding members of the EEC (Germany, France, the Benelux nations,
and, somewhat with exception, Italy) took a very hard stance together in the Austria sanctions affair. These states apparently had a mental reservation against the
“latecomers to the community”. The development of the community had shifted from being a union that spoke primarily Romance languages (predominantly
French) to a German and English-speaking one. This had manifold consequences
with a view towards how positions were filled and towards personnel policy.
Was it ‟Bevormundung” because of fear and weakness? Or was it ‟Bevormundung” as a single harbinger of the incapacitation of the smaller states in
Europe? The question of “sanctions” fed old doubts about how reliable and responsible this Austria really was. A consolidated state in the middle of Europe
was brought into question and thus put the political destiny of the union at stake.
In 2000, Europe obviously suffered from a lack of statesmanship. The old
Kohl-Mitterrand axis would never have allowed such a rash action that threatened
Ibid.; VRANITZKY made clear vis-à-vis MITTERRAND, that Austria does not want to enter into the EC as “a third German state”, he represents “the first and only Austrian state”
(“den ersten und einzigen österreichischen Staat”), see chapter VII, subchapter 11; see also
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both the nature of Community cooperative solutions and the process of EU
Eastern enlargement. The completely ossified situation in the spring of 2000 was
also caused by stubborn, conceited, and vain politicians who were, at best, of only
average quality.124
But there was also a change in Community politics.125 Since the Treaty of
Amsterdam came into force on May 1, 1999, constitutional principles had been
in place according to Article 6 of the European Union Treaty. They included the
“principles of freedom, democracy, the respect of human rights, basic freedoms,
and the rule of law”. These principles are shared by all of the member states. Every
member state is also obliged to adhere to these principles and to respect them. It is
from this requirement of homogeneity that the thesis of a “community of values”
resulted, one to which all EU states ought to be obliged. From this perspective,
measures of intervention seemed to be necessary in the case of Austria.126
Austria was used as an example to clearly show that in the Europe of 2000,
there was a limit to national sovereignty. The argument of “meddling in internal
affairs” also originated during the age of nation-states. Even though there is a
prohibition against intervention under international law (Article 2, Paragraph 7 of
the United Nations statutes), a precept for intervention under EU law appears to
be emerging (in the case of a “grave and lasting violation” of the principles of the
Union Treaty, Article 7 of the treaty provides for a separate sanctions procedure
based upon Article 6, paragraph 1).127
Such a policy without a doubt requires some type of overseeing body, a controlling institution, or a supervising authority. The threat of sanctions from January 31 and the following sanction measures that were instituted can be interpreted
as deterrent actions. These are tolerable in the run-up to sanctioning as long as
their effect is limited and proportional. They should also be suited to the attainment of a goal. The EU-14, however, did not explicitly refer to Article 7, paragraph 1 of the Treaty on European Union. They did impose sanction measures
that could be defined as disproportional since the preconditions in the case had
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not yet been present. The EU-14 also had not provided for an “exit strategy” for a
lifting of the “sanctions”, which might be a sign of their exaggeration.128
Coquetry and shadow boxing were carried out completely consciously, and
the impression was intentionally given that the EU-14 was the entire union. In
Austria, the EU-14 members also gave the mistaken impression that they carried
all institutions of the European Union. There was much pretense. The Portuguese
EU Council President Antonio Guterres spoke “in the name of the fourteen”,
which caused irritation in British diplomatic circles. They could only speak in the
name of the fifteen or in their own name. The fourteen were not the EU, which
was a fact and had been correctly argued. On one hand, the attempt was made
to feign that the measures had come from “the Union”; on the other hand, in the
case of legal objections, only the bilateral level of the procedures was emphasized
without making reference to the full EU.129
With these measures of the individual EU Member States, a further americanization of European politics was indicated. “Integration by (self-)containment”
was already part of America’s policy towards Europe and Germany in the 1950s.
Waldemar Hummer spoke of the EU as a “self-contained regime”.130 “Humanitarian interventions” became conceivable not only in “out of area” operations
outside of the civilized community of nations against the so-called “rogue states”
of Saddam Hussein or Slobodan Milošević, but also within the community of
nations against “wrong politicians” such as Jörg Haider. The fact existed that in
this case, it was first and foremost a small state which was dealt with, one whose’s
supposed independence and freedom of action within the European Union could
be affected.
9. INTERNATIONAL REACTIONS:
THE WIDER CONTEXT OF THE MEASURES BY THE EU-14
From the very outset, there was not a unified line among the EU-14 because numerous states were not very taken by this path of action. From the beginning on,
there was no common front, in spite of the dropping out of the christian democrats. It was therefore foreseeable that these “sanctions” would not hold consistently in the long run and in the end had to become only grotesque and anachronistic. The massive degree of the agreed-upon reactions was noteworthy, as was
the fact that it was the Belgians and the French who were leading the polemic and
SCHORKOPF, Verletzt Österreich die Homogenität in der Europäischen Union?, 1042–1044.
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the charge in isolation Austria. But their policy was not merely polemics, namely
the policy of trying to contain potential coalition-building of the moderate center
with nationalist far right elements in their own countries.
The action against the Austrian government formation in the dead of the night
and the procedures by those who carried out the sanction measures did not fail
to ignore or even gently pressure the middle-sized and smaller partner states
(Ireland, Denmark, Finland, and Luxembourg).131 Therefore, not all of the EU14 Member States were in favor of these procedures. At a Holocaust Conference
in Stockholm from January 26 to 28, where heads of state and heads of governments from Europe were present, the head of the Italian government, Massimo
D’Alema, said that he was worried about the prospect of an ÖVP-FPÖ coalition,
but “I in no way want to meddle in the internal affairs of Austria.”132
Luxembourg’s Prime Minister Jean-Claude Juncker called the measures of
the EU-14 “exaggerated”.133 The Greek foreign ministry made known that the
developments in Austria were a cause for worry, but held that “hasty sanctions”
were “meddling in internal affairs” and represented “a dangerous precedent”.134
Athens formally and publicly distanced itself. The decision was thus arrived at
under false pretenses – the assent of the Greeks was still lacking. In addition,
there was the danger of appearing to be a “defender of Haider” if a united front
were not put up. Since the decision was made at the highest level of governments,
the foreign ministries normally entrusted with this task were passed over, just as
the parliaments were not consulted, leading to domestic criticism in Finland and
Denmark.135
Solidarity was provided by the Socialist International (SI) (it would have been
difficult to avoid such a stance), although its role should not be overestimated
and its pragmatic approach to the issue should be noted. In Austria, conspiracy
theories soon sprouted up.136 In any case, the topic involved prominent figures,
since the Portuguese President of the Council of the European Union, Antonio
Guterres (“After the participation of the FPÖ in the government, it will not be
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business as usual”) at the same time served as president of the SI.137 In addition,
socialists were in power in Europe: Nearly all EU states had heads of government who were social democrats (Great Britain, France, Germany, Italy, Greece,
Portugal, the Netherlands, Finland, Sweden, and Denmark.) Belgium had a liberal
premier. There were conservative prime ministers only in Spain with José Maria
Aznar, Ireland with Bertie Ahern, and Luxembourg with the christian democrat
Jean-Claude Juncker.
From February to April, it was a matter of concern for the SI to help a threatened fellow party in Europe and at the same time to distinguish itself at home with
its own electorate. When the measures did not prove to be helpful or useful for the
SPÖ, the socialist party and government representatives signaled their readiness
in May and June to consider the matter closed. Because of other motives, however, (from the very beginning, saving the SPÖ was not their concern) the French
Walloon alliance saw no reason to drop the sanction measures. The SI alone, not
taking into account the deviations from among the socialist parties in Europe,
would not have been able to carry through this action against Austria. It needed
additional elements, a personal reinforcing effect through personalities (Jacques
Chirac, Gerhard Schröder, Louis Michel, and José Maria Aznar). Aznar needed
to nail his colors to the mast against the background of the upcoming elections in
Spain on March 12. He could distance himself from the repeated accusations of
francoist wishful thinking (Velleitäten) and thus demonstrate an “antifascist” image. After the election, Aznar yielded in May with a more understanding attitude
towards Austria.138
In the cases of France and Belgium, political motives that were primarily
domestic were obviously at play. The fear of setting a precedent played a decisive role. By recognizing the participation in the government of the right-wing
populist FPÖ, negative repercussions were feared with a view towards the racist
French “Front National” and the secessionist “Vlaams Blok”.139 In contrast to his
predecessor, François Mitterrand, President Jacques Chirac had clearly distanced
himself from the policy of the Vichy Regime and had pursued a strong course of
exclusion against Jean-Marie Le Pen. Against this background, consistent reaction against Haider’s FPÖ was on the agenda.
The recommendation by the Bavarian Minister President Edmund Stoiber from
the Bavarian Christian Social Union (CSU) in the autumn of 1999 for an ÖVPFPÖ coalition and the deep crisis in the CDU at the end of 1999 and the beginning
Heinz Fischer as an Austrian social democrat was also in close contact with the President of the
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of 2000 fed the worry that the spark could leap over to Germany and establish a
populist party there to a similar extent alongside the christian democrats.140
It is necessary here to look back in history. The question of French agreement
to the EU’s policy towards Austria regarding its EU membership had been first
and foremost a result of decisions at the political level. The neo gaullist Prime
Minister (1986–88), Jacques Chirac (UDR/RPR), had originally reacted as one of
the first French politicians to be in favor of it, while the diplomatic representatives
remained reserved and hesitant to the very end. Chirac’s reaction ran counter to
the line held by the Quai d’Orsay. In the latter, the European balance of power
had traditionally been considered, and it was not possible to be free of the fear
that Austria would be “the second German voice”, strengthening the position of
Germany. The Socialist President Mitterrand, however, had arrived at a positive
attitude through the efforts of Helmut Kohl.141
The Schröder-Fischer government in Germany came out decisively against
the ÖVP-FPÖ government. It attempted to avoid the impression of behaving in
a historically insensitive and “politically incorrect” manner. Chancellor Gerhard
Schröder and Foreign Minister Joschka Fischer stood fully behind Jacques Chirac,
even though that went against German public opinion, which opposed sanctions.
How the problem was dealt with also touched on the question of rank and prestige in the relations between Paris and Berlin. The German government thus put
itself in a position of being a sort of political hostage of France’s policy vis-à-vis
Austria. The SPD was also a prisoner of the constellations of domestic and coalition politics. Schröder and Stoiber had a sharp verbal exchange in parliament
because of Haider. Chancellor Schröder, who emphasized that Haider must not
become “a German problem”, feared that the Bavarian premier could, like Haider,
exploit the Europe theme for the election.142 There were recognizable attempts
by the social democrats to push the CDU and CSU, parties that had traditionally
supported the European idea, into the right corner.
For Foreign Minister Joschka Fischer, being able to make his mark with respect
to Austria was advantageous. After having come out in favor of the intervention
Tony JUDT, Kontra: Die Reaktion der EU ist Heuchelei, in: Tages-Anzeiger, February 25,
2000, 65; Das uralte Schwanken: Frankreichs ambivalentes Österreich-Bild. „Wenn Paris nach
Wien blickt, schielt es mit einem Auge nach Berlin.“ Die Haltung der Elite hat historische, aber
auch innen- und europapolitische Gründe. Warum an der Seine so massiv auf die Regierungsbildung an der Donau reagiert wird. Erklärungen des Historikers Thomas ANGERER, in:
Die Presse, March 4, 2000, 8; L’affaire Haider divise les droites européennes, in: Le Monde,
February 3, 2000, 3; Winfried DIDZOLEIT – Jürgen HOGREFE – Olaf IHLAU – Walter
MAYR, Sperrfeuer auf den Alpenbunker, in: Der Spiegel 6/2000, 140–146: 142; see Arnaud
LEPARMENTIER, M. Schröder craint une ‘haidérisation’ de l’Allemagne en cas d’effondrement de la CDU, in: Le Monde, February 4, 2000, 3.
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in the “Kosovo War”, which caused extreme tension within the party, he could
now show himself in a favorable light to the party grassroots. With respect to
foreign policy, he recognized Germany’s responsibility. “Anything else would
arouse the suspicions of the EU partners,”143 he made clear, with a view towards
the ties to history. Fischer seemed to be a former classic 68er anti-fascist. Was this
why he was behind the sanctions?
The Swiss government distanced itself from the EU countries that boycotted
Austria. The Austrian government should be judged according to its actions and
“not because of any preconceived notions,”144 declared Foreign Minister Joseph
Deiss. Switzerland continued its traditional status in 2000 as the first nation to
which the head of the Austrian government made a foreign visit.
An especially problematic role was played by the Belgian Foreign Minister,
Louis Michel. He acted as a hard-liner in the policy of sanction measures against
Austria when he called upon his countrymen to not take any more ski vacations
in Austria, as that would be ‟immoral”.145 Up until June, Brussels was strictly in
favor of maintaining the sanctions and proposed a regulated procedure for similar
cases in the future.146
The Luxembourgers, however, acted with cautious hesitance, appearing to be
amenable to an exit strategy. The Dutch held back noticeably. And in spite of
the clear line taken by the foreign minister,147 the British side remained mostly in the background. Although Great Britain officially stood for the sanction
measures, it consciously hesitated and represented a position in the middle, while
Ireland advocated the development of an exit strategy and an end to the sanctions.148 The British policy towards Europe under Foreign Minister Robin Cook
had been involved in the forefront of the judgment against the FPÖ participation
in the government. After several weeks, however, London realized the counterproductive effects: The conservative and euro-skeptic press discovered Haider as
Der Standard, February 26/27, 2000, 2; Theo SOMMER, Europa leistet sich aus moralischen
Gründen eine große Heuchelei, in: Die Zeit, February 10, 2000, 1. The term “collective
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Brussels, in: Dolomiten, February 8, 2000, 3.
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a Europhobe. It treated him as “a useful stick” with which “the EU donkey could
be beaten”.149
The USA reacted critically and admonishingly, but far less disapprovingly and
harshly than the EU-14. Haider had been developing contacts in the United States
since 1994. A few weeks before the formation of the government, he had been in
Washington. He had had meetings in the State Department.150 Certain arrangements must have been reached there. The spokesman for the State Department
made it clear that the situation would be followed attentively.151
What was implicit was that the claims for compensation (for Jewish property
confiscated during the Nazi period and for slave laborers) had been linked to good
American behavior. The head representative of the interest groups, the attorney
Ed Fagan, was already in Vienna in February in order to carry on negotiations
with the government that were to be held with Maria Schaumayer (the former
President of the National Bank).152 Because of the international isolation and the
increased media pressure, Austria was without a doubt more ready to negotiate
and more willing to pay.153
France was strictly against any abolition of the sanction measures as long as
“the nature” of the FPÖ did not change. It was decided that during the course of
the EU Presidency that began on July 1, no member of the government would
be sent to Vienna and Chancellor Schüssel would only be met in Brussels. Italy,
however, spoke up for an end to sanctions through its spokesman, Foreign Minister Lamberto Dini. One reason behind this was also the increasing pressure from
the right on the center-left government. Spain, which in the beginning favored the
sharp course against Vienna, fell in with the group of countries that was looking
for a way out.154
German Chancellor Schröder publicly remained in favor of the sanctions, but
from government circles it emerged in May that the measures would not hold up
any longer. Fischer publicly pleaded for “reflection”. But with the matter of an
abatement of the sanctions, a trailblazing role for Germany was not to be expected, since the historical responsibility still weighed too heavily on its policy.155
Finland called several times for an abolition of the sanctions, but an initiative by Prime Minister Paavo Lipponen was treated as though it had never been
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presented.156 Sweden officially stood behind the sanction measures. They were,
however, seen as controversial even in the social democratic government.157
There were differing reactions from among the CEEC for membership in the
EU: Poland supported the sanctions, primarily for historical reasons.158 The Czech
Republic favored the measures, although only after the point in February when the
FPÖ made it known that its agreement with Czech membership in the EU would
be made dependent upon the abolition of the Beneš decrees.159 The President of
the Czech Parliament Václav Klaus had originally referred to the sanctions as “a
greater evil than Haider”.160 Slovakia showed understanding for the sanctions,
but it hesitated.161 Hungary, though, expressed itself from the very beginning in a
critical way towards the EU-14 policy and emphasized “the good neighbor policy” towards Austria. And while Slovenia hesitated, it expressed itself as skeptical
about the sanctions.162
Considerations of integration policy also surfaced during the debate. The
classic dialectic, according to which the EU could not take on greater importance
without enlargement,163 seemed endangered. France, as the traditional advocate
of a far-reaching EU,164 seemed to react here especially sensitively to Austria’s
anti-EU party.165
Possible measures of retaliation and selective vetoes by Austria could also no
longer be excluded. Theses such as that opponents of enlargement were being
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accused of being Haider supporters, that Austria was being instrumentalized as
a negative example for membership applicants,166 or that the FPÖ was being exploited as a scapegoat for a possibly unsuccessful Eastern Enlargement of the EU
are, however, reminiscent of attempts to paint conspiracy theories.
In the European People’s Party (EPP), founded in 1976,167 there had been on
one hand fundamentalists and representatives of the Benelux nations and Italy
who only wanted to accept christian democratic representatives from current EC
Member states and, on the other hand, realists supported especially by the CDU/
CSU and smaller christian democratic parties, who also wanted to accept British
conservatives, Gaullists and neo-Gaullists, and representatives of the EFTA
member states and the neutrals. The British were refused as members by the EPP,
and the ÖVP was not even granted observer status. Talks regarding this failed in
the 1970s.168
The founding of the European Democrat Union (EDU), which took place in
1978 with the inclusion of the conservatives and Gaullists, was a reaction to this
development. “No one would let us play anywhere, so we built our own sandbox”,
Andreas Khol explained. With the help of this international party cooperation
(former Foreign Minister Alois Mock advanced to the post of president of the
EDU),169 the way could be paved to Austrian EU membership.170
Those christian democratic parties of a smaller or centrist nature behaved
nearly true to form in a historically continuous manner with respect to the case of
the 2000 conflict with Austria. Luxembourgian and Belgian christian democrats,
French neo-gaullists, and Italian PPI politicians wanted to make critical gestures
against the ÖVP, while the large center-right parties in Europe with few opponents further to the right, such as the CDU/CSU, Forza Italia, or the Tories, acted
against such an ostracism of the ÖVP. The only exception was the Spaniards.
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Aznar even intended to throw the ÖVP out of the European People’s Party faction, but he did not go through with it.171
The absence of the CDU in the wake of the Kohl fundraising scandal upset
the political parties’ equilibrium in Europe at the end of 1999 to a large extent
and annulled a vital potential player. It was one decisive factor for the lack of
balancing and moderate voices in the case of the ÖVP’s formation of the Austrian
government with the Freedom Party. It was crucial in the EU-14 policy misfiring.
Kohl, as leader of the Christian-conservative camp, could have played a decisive
role in moderating the European response. His presence would have mediated in
the further diplomatic process and probably prevented the sanction measures. But
by the spring of 2000, the former chancellor and the CDU were unable to play a
part in foreign policy. After that time, solidarity with the ÖVP reemerged with a
certain delay within the framework of both the EPP and the EDU.172
Gestures of solidarity with the Freedom Party were made by the European
far right. Jean-Marie Le Pen congratulated Haider in spite of his attempts at
distancing. Messages of solidarity likewise were addressed by Umberto Bossi
and the Lega Nord. In the Anglo-American area, the right (Conservatives and
Republicans, respectively) remained open, since they had had fewer problems
with contact and in fact were far less amenable to a Europe that was too socialist.173
The international press reacted in a far more sophisticated manner than did
the European media world. The majority of public opinions in European countries
did not support the measures taken by the EU-14, with the exception of France,
the Benelux states, and Sweden.174 The decrease in approval of the FPÖ was only
hesitantly noted abroad, possibly also because of the fear of making the sanctions
measures appear unjustified or of encouraging a playing down of the “Haider
danger”.
In the wake of the EU-14 declaration, various bodies and institutions of the
European Union became active and made statements.175 On February 1, the
European Commission unanimously accepted a communication, including the
vote of the Commissioner for Agriculture, Franz Fischler (an Austrian), in which
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it noted the agreement of the EU-14, referring to it as a common statement. It
shared the worry expressed therein without addressing the procedure of the fourteen. It was interpreted as a political declaration of intent and as a preliminary
measure to Article 7 of the Union Treaty, as indicated by their reference to Articles 6 and 7 of the Union Treaty.176
In a resolution on the results of the parliamentary elections in Austria and on
the February 3 proposal for the formation of a coalition government between the
ÖVP and the FPÖ, which passed by a vote of 406 to 53 with 60 abstentions, the
European Parliament welcomed the intent of the statement by the fourteen and
was of the opinion that the inclusion of the FPÖ in a coalition government would
legitimize the extreme right in Europe. This action was also a preliminary measure to Article 7.177
On February 16, the “Committee of the Regions”, in a resolution on the coalition government in Austria, joined in the statement of the fourteen in an emergency session with an overwhelming majority. It stated that a party was participating
in the Austrian government which had declared itself in favor of “intolerance”,
“hostility towards foreigners”, “nationalism”, and “inequality”.178
Until the very end, there was controversy over whether the measures of the
 lima
EU-14 had been encouraged or requested from the Austrian side.179 Viktor K
was accused of having warned of the threat of Haider’s participation in the
government at the Holocaust Conference in Stockholm on January 26–28 when
he was still in office as chancellor. This was alleged to have left a lasting impression with the other partners because of the depressing atmosphere with respect to
the persecution of the Jews and their mass annihilation. But Chirac, Michel, and
Aznar were not at all present in Stockholm. Klima had certainly signaled consternation and worry in Stockholm,180 but his role should not be overestimated. The
not-so-distinguished socialist was really not in any position to give orders within
the SI or among European socialists.
A different level of importance may be attributed to the attitude of President
Thomas Klestil. He still clearly had on his mind worries about his country’s loss
of public image because of, among other reasons, his activity as ambassador to
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the USA during the Waldheim debate.181 He created an alarmist atmosphere before
January 31 and turned to hectic telephone diplomacy for assistance and understanding from abroad.182 It would, however, also be an overestimation of Klestil’s
power if it were asserted that the measures of the EU-14 had been “ordered” by
him.183 But his behavior had some influence on the publication in advance of the
threat of sanctions.184
Up until the formation of the government, he had put in intensive efforts
towards the prevention of a “Black-Blue” coalition and finally also spoke out in
favor of an SPÖ minority government. With the agreement of three provincial
governors (most likely Josef Pühringer of Upper Austria, Franz Schausberger of
Salzburg, and Wendelin Weingartner of Tyrol), he hoped to prevent the formation
of an ÖVP-FPÖ coalition, a plan which, however, did not succeed. Klestil had not
rejected the declaration by the EU-14, but rather had agreed with it and had demonstrated understanding for their action, thus compromising himself in a certain way
before the Austrian public. The hope of preventing the formation of the government with the advance notice of the attitude of the EU-14 was a miscalculation.
Because of the threat of sanctions, Schüssel was basically compelled to take the
bull by the horns. His withdrawal would have meant his political end, and the
ÖVP would have had to face either going back to the old coalition with the SPÖ
or else being in opposition.185
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10. SHORT-TERM AND MEDIUM-TERM EFFECTS
OF THE “SANCTIONS” POLICY
The threats of the fourteen EU states were not successful. The Austrian government
was formed in spite of them. The objective of the poorly thought-through ad hoc
decision was not achieved because the participation of the FPÖ in the government
could not be prevented. In the sense of a “preventive hammer blow”, however, a
powerful shock effect was achieved in the political establishment of Austria. The
leadership circles of the ÖVP and FPÖ had not counted on such rigorous gestures
of threats and isolation. In the course of the threat of sanction measures, the new
government declared itself ready to sign a preamble in addition to the declaration
of the government stating a clear commitment to the EU, to its mandate being
made more far reaching, and to its Eastern Enlargement.186
Ironically, the sanction measures were counterproductive by strengthening
Wolfgang Schüssel’s domestic stature. It also seemed to at least be the case that
Schüssel had been somewhat strengthened by the massive exertion of influence
from abroad on Haider, enabling him to free himself from the latter. Nevertheless,
he himself was the target of sharp attacks, such as from beseeching and admonishing appeals from the German Foreign Minister and Green Party politician
Joschka Fischer. These open attacks represented an unprecedented interference
in internal Austrian affairs by a prominent German Foreign Government official.
To keep faith with his electorate, Jörg Haider, as the FPÖ’s chief negotiator,
was forced to not give in to international pressure and to make his party’s participation in the government a reality, in spite of strong resistance in the media.
In so doing, however, he accepted disadvantages with regard to the assignment
of ministers. Schüssel could be seen as the secret winner of the negotiations on
the formation of the government – the controversial coalition partner received
the ministries that were less popular with the public (Finance, Social Services,
and Defense), while in the face of sensitive international public opinion, the more
popular ministries with public appeal (Interior and Foreign Affairs) went to the
ÖVP. The Freedom Party left foreign policy damage control up to the “Europe
party”, the ÖVP. This lent respect to Foreign Minister Benita Ferrero-Waldner
in foreign affairs and above all brought about an improvement of the domestic
image, thus representing a political bonus. She advanced to becoming one of the
most popular politicians in the government.
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Österreichs Zukunft im Herzen Europas. Die Präambel zum Regierungsprogramm von ÖVP
und FPÖ, in: Neue Zürcher Zeitung, February 5/6, 2000, 4; Declaration. Responsibility for
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2000 May 9: Charm offensive as a contribution to the lifting of sanctions

The short-term effects of the EU-14 national representatives – who appeared
to act in a unified manner – consisted of appeasements and clarifications by
representatives of the Austrian government, large-scale demonstrations against
the “Black and Blue” coalition,187 and, as a further consequence, the resignation from the FPÖ party chairmanship by Jörg Haider (announced at the end of
February 2000), who withdrew to his agenda as provincial governor.188
The EU-14 implemented the sanction measures once the government was
formed on February 4, 2000. In other words, they carried out their threats.
Anything else would have represented a political loss of face. The boycott was
more or less joined by the governments of Norway, the USA (which only informally demonstrated concern when recalling its ambassador), and Israel (which
withdrew its ambassador from Vienna); as well as by Canada, Costa Rica, and
Argentina a few days later.189
In the meantime, a debate had begun as to whether the “sanctions” were really
sanctions at all. Austrian critics who later denied that the measures were indeed
sanctions were the same who, back in February, claimed that these measures
against the “Black-Blue coalition” were not sufficiently sharp nor enough of an
ultimatum. Measured against the original intentions of the hard liners among the
union states, the measures against Austria should have been much stronger.
Mitchell G. ASH, Letter from Vienna: Haider, the FPÖ and Europe, http://www.aics.gorg/
IssueBriefs/ash.htm1; on the “sanctions” and the (unsuccessful) Thursday demonstrations see
RAUCHENSTEINER, Unter Beobachtung, 463–476.
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The measures neither were nor are to be overly dramatized, as the representatives of the Austrian government sometimes did, nor should they be minimized
and played down, as the Austrian opposition parties did in the wake of the ineffectiveness of the “sanctions”. There were calls for a boycott of Austrian goods
and services. Other actions which did take place included: the suspension of student exchange programs, the refusal to consider the participation of the Austrian Archaeological Institute in the Area II Pilot Project, the exclusion of Austria
from the opening ceremonies of “Brussels, European City of Culture” and of the
“Anti-Racism Office” in Vienna, and other accompanying actions such as the revocation by order of the Walloon government of an already agreed-upon loan from
a Belgian Museum for an exhibition about Charles V in Vienna, refusals to attend
the Viennese Opera Ball, cancellation of conferences by scientists, the refusal to
award honors to Austrians, cancellations of projects, obstruction of cooperation,
condemning resolutions, and so on. It was deemed to be an unfriendly act when
the “European partners” arrived at meetings in Brussels too late to have to greet
the Austrian representatives, or else when they left the hall whenever an Austrian
minister took the podium.190 This attitude was of no use to the purpose of the
Union; rather, it went against the values of the community, which were allegedly
supposed to include fairness, solidarity, and willingness for dialogue.
These measures, however, soon turned out to be unsuitable, disproportionate,
surreal, and comical. The arguments by supporters and opponents of the sanctions
were interchangeable, which was a sign of the rapid change in the development.
The argument that the “sanctions” in reality did not do anything and thus could be
neglected came in May and June from the opposition. If the same argument had
been made in February by an FPÖ sympathizer, it would have been judged to be
whistling in the wind. The medium-term effects were multiple, but from the point
of view of those who instituted them, they were mostly counterproductive.191
There were considerable protest actions and demonstrations within the country, especially in Vienna. But aside from these, in the general populace there was
rather an effect of solidarity for the national government that was under such
intense pressure.192
There was an unexpected strengthening of the position of the ÖVP party chairman and new chancellor, Schüssel, who had insured parity with the FPÖ after a
perfect strategy of mobilization of the ÖVP voters on October 3, 1999. The new
government team was virtually welded together because of unrelenting pressure
Waldemar HUMMER – Walter OBWEXER, Österreich unter “EU-Kuratel” (Teil II). Die EU
als Wertegemeinschaft: Vom völkerrechtlichen Interventionsverbot zum gemeinschaftsrechtlichen Interventionsgebot, in: europablätter 9 (30 June 2000): 93–101: 97–99.
191
Richard MITTEN, EU could strengthen Haider’s hand in Austria, in: Woodrow Wilson
International Center for Scholars (WWICS) News, http://wwics.si.edu/NEWS/mitten.htm
(April 5, 2000); on the counterproductive sanctions see also: PELINKA, Schüssel, 94–98.
192
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from abroad and the unrelenting mass demonstrations, especially in Vienna, in
February and part of March. Sanctions and protests were what bonded it together,
leaving shortcomings, unprofessional conduct, and weak points in the cabinet in
the background.193
The sanction measures, which as a rule hardly affected the average citizen,
further served as an exploitable maneuver of distraction from the unpopular laws
and measures by the government (austerity measures, reduction of pensions, and
cuts in social services). In addition, Haider received a massive amount of publicity on the international and world political scene that no public relations agency
could have provided him. For him, bad news was still news. He thus took over
from Kurt Waldheim as the best known Austrian politician throughout Europe
and the world.
The common argument (used by, among others, the advocates of the “sanctions”) that the measures were morally justified but politically questionable
proved to be ambivalent, if not inappropriate. With a debate over the EU’s values
as a basis, a questionable double standard that was applied in different ways was
recognizable. With regard to European policy this had never been so clear as with
the Haider situation and the Austrian affair.
With domestic policy, the measures also had the opposite effect, since the
Haider party could present itself as the safeguard of Austrian national interests.
At the same time, the opposition got into a dilemma with regard to how they
were perceived by the general public, namely, that they were confronted with the
accusation of having “betrayed Austrian interests” since in the beginning they
had justified and defended the sanction measures.
When the measures of the EU-14 increasingly proved to be problematic, missing the point, and ineffective, the opposition argued on the one hand that “the
sanctions” were really not sanctions, and on the other hand that they also wanted
to contribute to their being lifted. The contradiction was obvious. With the exception of the Green Party, which for a brief period received higher opinion poll
ratings, the opposition parties fell into a deep internal crisis. The Liberal Forum
collapsed in the face of a leadership vacuum and was about to dissolve, the dreadful state of the SPÖ’s debts came to light in its full extent, and the colorless successor to Klima, Alfred Gusenbauer, cut an unhappy figure during his image tour
in the various capitals of Europe, particularly since he was compelled to explain,
if not defend, the points of view of the advocates of the very sanctions whose
lifting was now his declared matter of concern.
The scenario of the sanction measures was a signal that went beyond Austria
with a view towards a debate on renationalization in Western Europe. Growing
discontent among the smaller countries towards the medium and larger powers
was articulated with respect to the procedures of the EU-14. In no way did they
193
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behave as if they were united, but they had been driven on primarily by France,
Belgium, and Portugal. Skepticism towards the weak euro was expressed in those
countries which did not yet belong to the EMS (especially Denmark).194
Criticism was increasingly raised on the upcoming reform of EU institutions,
which was to favor the large EU countries of Germany and France to the disadvantage of the smaller countries.195 The matter of the Eastern Enlargement of the
EU appeared more and more questionable – opponents of a more far-reaching and
enlarged EU found themselves on the upswing.196 The effect of EU-14 handling a
small member state like Austria really shocked prospective applicants in the East.
What will small Slovenians or Hungarians do if the “EU” doesn’t like some of
their leaders?
The EU-14 considered Haider’s repeated debonair statements about the Nazi
past as highly problematic. The sanction measures clearly tried to stigmatize such
an uncritical view of the Nazi past, especially since they came from an Austrian.
As in the Waldheim debate, it was the hope that ostracizing a prominent Austrian
would send a message to the Austrian population that such views were no longer
acceptable. To many Austrians and critics of the sanctions, such EU moralism
smacked of too much political correctness. While it was fairly easy to isolate
Waldheim after his election, it was much harder to boycott an entire country, as
the EU soon would find out. Austria was represented in the EU institutions and not
everyone was in the mood to ignore the presence of the Austrian representatives.
There were also noteworthy political and moral consequences to the sanction
measures: because of the transparency and superficiality of the spokesmen, the
stigmatization of the problem area dealing with the Nazi past in order to create
political advantages came more clearly to light than on previous occasions. The
political and moral ostracism and isolation of problematic interpreters of the Nazi
period no longer succeeded in such a consistent, believable, and convincing way
as it did, for example, in the Waldheim debate. That was also already interspersed
with attempts at instrumentalization, but these were not so easily recognizable at the time. Besides, an individual could easily be isolated, ostracized, and
prevented from traveling, but it was hard to boycott a member state that was in the
heart of the home market, particularly one whose mountain passes lay at crucial
crossroads of intra-european traffic and trade.197
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As pedagogically grounded and justified as the “preventive hammer blow”
might have appeared, the sanction measures, which were instituted on a national
basis because they were bilateral, must have appeared anachronistic, if not ridiculous. With integration policy, the EU-14 fell into one of Haider’s traps.198 Their
procedures were questionable with regard to democracy policy – the Austrian
government had indisputably come into existence through a democratic process.
The argument by sanctions advocates that the measures ought to affect the
government and not the populace did not catch on, since even individual citizens
could be affected by politics. Thus, the ÖVP-FPÖ government was able to reap
political rewards from the sanctions. The demonstrations against the government,
which later on waned markedly, did not, as had been interpreted by proponents of
the sanction measures, represent the opinion of average Austrians. The majority
of the latter rejected both the “sanctions” and the demonstrations against the
government.199
The goals of the protests (against xenophobia, racism, and animosity towards
foreigners) conveyed a justifiable, all too obvious concern. But they distracted
from the causes of and reasons behind the rise in popularity and continuing
success of Haider. In order to be credible, the protests should have been directed against the Austrian political system200 as a whole and its media culture that
produced, allowed, supported, and raised the status of Haider, rather than only
against its product, the FPÖ.201 The chief goal of the demonstrations – to make
the government resign – failed. Possible ways of confronting the Haider phenomenon were not indicated. The mass protests in the beginning did not weaken the
government. Quite the contrary – the cabinet held together even more tightly.
11. “THREE WISEMEN” AS A WAY OUT OF THE DILEMMA
Austria’s Permanent Representative in Brussels (1999–2007) Gregor Woschnagg
found the period of the EU-14 boycott measures particularly painful:
“As a pro-European, the sanctions really hit me hard. I could not imagine that this would
happen. I then tried to help legal positions to break through. I was called to the Austrian Council of Ministers three times and had to answer questions. Normally, an official never goes to the
Council of Ministers. I have tried to explain how an escalation can be prevented and of course
not everyone was interested in a de-escalation. As a diplomat, of course, you want to get out of
this without losing face. There was a minister, I am not saying his name, who insisted. He said:
Danni HÄRRY, Die Europäische Union in der Haider-Falle, in: Berner Zeitung, February 5,
2000, 2.
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‘I have an expert opinion from my lawyers. We can block all unanimous decisions’. I then said:
‘Yes. The English did the same with the BSE story, blocked all decisions and after six months
they said: ‘We can no longer stand it’ because they had to block their own decisions. Then
he said: ‘Yes, you can file a complaint with the European Court of Justice. Solidarity clause,
proportionality’. I said to him: ‘That is wonderful, but the ECJ will not decide it by summary
procedure. Courts are also judges who think politically. Then we will have normal procedures
and up to four years of sanctions. I would say that we have to get out of this earlier. Then
someone claimed that I was a diplomatic wimp. That is not funny, I tell you. So I basically
contributed to the fact that no counterescalation developed in Austria.”202

For some time, the ÖVP side demanded that a referendum be held in Austria
on the legality of the sanctions. Erhard Busek was commissioned by Schüssel
as Special Envoy for the Eastern enlargement and did not feel very comfortable
with this demand. He did not want that, but Ferrero-Waldner and Schüssel tried
to pull out this card and made this gesture.203 It wasn’t supposed to happen. In the
end, three wise men contributed with their report to getting out of the sanctions
dilemma.
The “Council of Wise Men”, which had been appointed in June and began
its work in July, had a difficult task before it.204 Its appointment represented the
expression of a failed policy and the increasing helplessness of the EU-14, which
were now at a complete loss. The group of states now faced the heap of rubble
Original quotation: “Mich haben die Sanktionen als Pro-Europäer wirklich sehr getroffen. Ich
konnte mir das nicht vorstellen, dass es so weit kommen wird. Was ich dann versucht habe:
ich habe versucht, juristischen Positionen zum Durchbruch zu helfen. Ich wurde dreimal in
den österreichischen Ministerrat gerufen und musste Rede und Antwort stehen. Normalerweise geht nie ein Beamter in den Ministerrat. Ich habe versucht zu erklären, wie eine Eskalation verhindert werden kann und es waren natürlich nicht alle an einer Deeskalation interessiert. Als Diplomat möchte man natürlich ohne Gesichtsverlust aus der Sache herausgehen.
Da war ein Minister, ich sage seinen Namen nicht, auch beharrlich. Er hat gesagt: ‘Ich habe
ein Gutachten von meinen Juristen. Wir können alle einstimmigen Beschlüsse blockieren.’
Da habe ich gesagt: ‘Ja. Die Engländer haben das bei der BSE-Geschichte auch gemacht, alle
Beschlüsse blockiert und nach einem halben Jahr haben sie gesagt: ‘Wir halten das nicht mehr
durch’, weil sie ihre eigenen Beschlüsse blockieren mussten. Wie kommen wir ohne Gesichtsverlust dann heraus?’ Dann hat er gesagt: ‘Ja, Sie können eine Klage beim EuGH einreichen.
Solidaritätsklausel, Verhältnismäßigkeit.’ Darauf habe ich gesagt: ‘Das ist ja wunderschön,
aber der EuGH wird das nicht per Schnellverfahren entscheiden. In Gerichten sind auch politisch denkende Richter. Dann haben wir normale Verfahren und bis zu vier Jahren Sanktionen.
Ich würde sagen, wir müssen da früher herauskommen.’ Dann hat einer behauptet, ich sei ein
diplomatisches Weichei. Das ist nicht lustig, sag ich Ihnen. So habe ich im Grunde genommen dazu beigetragen, dass sich in Österreich keine Gegeneskalation entwickelt hat.” Interview with Gregor WOSCHNAGG at the Forum Alpbach, August 2010 (audio recording in the
possession of the author).
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that had been its Austria policy. It had to indirectly admit its failure if it now
had to rely upon “wise men” and elder statesmen to help it find a way out of the
hopelessly muddled situation.
The civil rights and human rights situation has played and continues to play a
more and more important role with respect to the decisions of the EU Commission.
Respecting these rights has more than ever become a condition of membership for
new EU applicants. An example of this was the selecting of three so-called “wise
men” to examine the rights of minorities, refugees, and immigrants in Austria and
to report in detail on the development and the political nature of the FPÖ. This
task was conferred by the Portuguese Presidency of the Council of the European
Union upon Luzius Wildhaber of Switzerland, President of the European Court
for Human Rights in Strasbourg.
In reports on the readiness of candidates from CEE for EU membership, the
Commission regularly studied the situation of minorities in these countries, such
as the Russian minorities in the Baltic States or the Sinti and Romany peoples in
Slovakia, Hungary, or Romania. In the 1998–99 annual report of the European
Parliament, the existence of an extremist party in Austria had already been
referred to with apprehension. This existence could result in “a danger to the
maintenance of human rights, and to the fight against racism and hostility towards
foreigners”. Other EU members were also criticized, though. Belgium and France
were supposed to better protect their minorities.205
Wildhaber’s choices for the Austrian case were the former Finnish Prime
Minister, Martti Ahtisaari, the German professor of International law, Jochen
Frowein, and the former Spanish Foreign Minister and EU Commissioner,

Marcelino Oreja. The Council of the Wisemen began its work in July.206 The
choices were to prove to be good ones.
As much as the motives and intentions were justified and understandable, the
procedure followed by the EU-14 against Austria was not acceptable. The ostracism of the center-right government in Vienna was fragile from the beginning.207
Under the leadership of the conservative French State President, Jacques
Chirac, and the liberal Belgian Prime Minister, Guy Verhofstadt, European
governments referred for the first time to European basic values in order to place
a partner into a state of quarantine. This falsely assumed that the quarantine could
prevent the formation of a government. Well-meaning observers saw in this a
chance for the crystallization of a common canon of values. But they were later
Stichwort: „Drei Weise“, in: Das Parlament, July 28/August 4, 2000, 6; Stephan BAIER,
Minderheitenrechte, in: Dolomiten, July 1–2, 2000, 3; Christoph PAN, EU-Maßnahmen und
Frankreichs Rivalität mit Österreich. Frankreichs Volksgruppenpolitik gehört zu den rückschrittlichsten in ganz Europa, in: Die Presse, September 22, 2000, 2.
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disappointed because, as always, national interests still took precedence in the
Union and different standards were applied to states outside of the community.
While the Russian war of extermination in Chechnya was tolerated and Putin was
viewed as a far-sighted politician, Austria remained ostracized. This went hand in
hand with a loss of credibility regarding the policy of the members of the Union.
To rational observers, it was clear from the very beginning that the threepronged isolation (no bilateral contact, no support for Austrian candidates for
international organizations, and a diminution of the level of ambassadorial contact) could not be maintained in the long run. Boycott measures at the level of
international trade would have violated Common Market regulations. What was
meant as a shot across the bow or as a preventive hammer blow for the yet-to-besworn-in Schüssel/Riess-Passer government became a lasting punishment after
its formation. The longer the EU-14 nevertheless held to their sanction measures,
primarily for purposes of domestic politics, the more clearly the doubts and disagreements were evident among the isolationists. By summer, there was not a single diplomat in Brussels who did not consider the situation to be muddled after the
sanction measures had been applied. Among those who had second thoughts from
the beginning was EU Commission President Romano Prodi, who was noticeably
reserved. The questionable intervention208 did not have a favorable effect upon
the internal climate of the Union. With their “relapse into the gunboat diplomacy
of a bygone era”,209 the Heads of State and Government had damaged the idea of
“Europe”.
Considering the unique pressure in February and March, the Austrian
Government reacted very moderately and in a manner which was both loyal to the
Union and very determined in the rejection of the sanction measures. A “policy
of the empty chair”, like that of the French State President, Charles de Gaulle, in
1965–66, was out of the question for Vienna.210
The government, which was seen as politically incorrect, behaved highly
correctly in Brussels. Even the strongest critics of Haider could not prove any
violation of the EU treaty up to that point (Article 7 provides for sanctions only in
the event of a “serious and lasting violation” of basic rights by a Member State),
even if the governor of the province of Carinthia attempted to give vent to his
anti-European resentment.211 Thus, in June, the Viennese government was able to
break the diplomatic isolation in the EU after less than five months.212
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On September 8, the “three wise men” submitted their completed report
to Chirac.213 The preceding day, Bavarian Premier Edmund Stoiber, who had
demanded an end to the “sanctions” and demonstratively backed Austria, had
received a friendly welcome in Vienna – the first official visit by a high-ranking
politician from an EU country since the punitive measures had been passed.214
While in the end it was considered a certainty that the “three wise men” would
not find any culpability with Austria, their evaluation of the “nature of the FPÖ”
might remain controversial. In the report,215 the experts recommended the abolition of the sanction measures because they were “counterproductive”. Even
representatives of the Austrian opposition parties had certainly made clear during
several foreign visits in April and May that the sanctions were already “counterproductive” in Austria.216
According to the wise men, they had, however, raised the sensitivity towards
the “common values” of the EU states, and they had done this not only in Austria.
In the future, maintaining the sanctions would not have a beneficial effect because
it would “awaken nationalistic sentiments in Austria”. The government received
an overall positive evaluation. Its record was “in harmony with common European values”. The FPÖ, however, was defined as a right-wing populist party “with
radical elements”. The report referred to the use of terms that were nationalistic,
racist, and hostile to foreigners. FPÖ members of the government in fact no longer
use such language, but the party takes no measures against members who continue to employ such terms. Ferrero-Waldner was “not surprised” about the positive
contents of the report and was confident about the abolition of the “sanctions”. She
named the upcoming summit meeting in the middle of October as a possible date
for it. The opposition parties greeted the recommendation for the abolition of the
“sanctions”, but a declaration by the SPÖ and the Green Party stated that Austria
could not win back international trust.217
Justice Minister Dieter Böhmdorfer was the only Freedom Party member
of the government to have been mentioned critically in the report. He had not
sufficiently defended the values of the EU when Haider had made the suggestion
On the “Wise Men Report”, September 8, 2000 see Anita ZIEGERHOFER-PRETTENTHALER,
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of prosecuting members of the opposition (“traitors to Austria”). Böhmdorfer
attributed this to “the very skilled propaganda of some participants in public life”.
He obviously meant representatives from NGOs. Böhmdorfer said that he had
offered additional information that the wise men had not chosen to hear, just as
Haider had not been heard by the experts.218
The question of an immediate abolition or a limited suspension of the
“sanctions” was still not resolved. There was to be a signal in Vienna’s direction at
the latest at the EU extraordinary summit on October 13 and 14 in Biarritz. That
was to take place three weeks before the referendum on the euro in Denmark. For
the advocates of the euro in that country, the measures against Vienna had thus
far been a catastrophe.219
Even on the evening of the presentation of the “wise men’s report”, the
government of Austria demanded a rapid abolition of the “sanctions”. If this were
not to take place, then according to a government resolution, a referendum would
be held on the “sanctions”. This had already been brought into play long before by
the FPÖ, and had been accepted and even defended by Schüssel. Nevertheless, it
was controversial both within the country and abroad.220
Within the EU, there was the fear of anti-European demonstrations in Austria
resulting from it. In spite of declarations to the contrary, the project could have
contributed to the EU-14 yielding and might have caused the appointment of the
three wise men. In any case, the report helped to provide the EU-14 with an inevitable “way out” without losing face.
The reaction in Austria to the report was predominantly positive. All of
the political parties drew the conclusion from it that the “sanctions” had to be
abolished.221 The FPÖ celebrated the “quasi-acquittal”, and Haider said that it
was an “honor” to be referred to as a “populist”.222 The opposition pointed out,
however, that the FPÖ was not cleared by the report.223
The reaction in the EU countries varied. The head of the Italian government,
Giuliano Amato, had already made known on the day before the submission of the
report that he was sympathetic neither to the sanctions nor to Haider. He hoped
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that a solution could be found “as quickly as possible”, since the measures were
having a negative effect on relations between the states of the EU.224
Intensive telephone diplomacy was carried out during the weekend of September
9 and 10. British Prime Minister Tony Blair, among others, tried to talk Chirac into
accepting the recommendation of the wise men.225 The Prime Minister of Luxembourg, Jean-Claude Juncker, had already declared on Saturday that a large majority of the EU heads of government favored an end to the “sanctions”. The Finnish
Prime Minister, Paavo Lipponen, expressed his satisfaction over the report of the
wise men, and he hoped for a rapid common attitude of the EU-14.226
Italy’s Foreign Minister Dini and the Greek Deputy Foreign minister were
in favor of the abolition. The British government was ready for it, and the head
of the Danish government, Poul Nyrup Rasmussen, was also in favor of an end
to the isolation of Austria. However, the main driving forces behind the “sanctions”, Berlin and Paris, held back conspicuously and still delayed making a
hasty decision. The German government remained silent. Neither Schröder nor
Fischer wanted to comment on the report. They only said that the report would
be examined. The CDU and the FDP spoke of a “foreign policy Waterloo” and a
“disgrace” and demanded an apology from the government. Fischer replied in the
German Parliament, “Like hell I will!” The actions, according to him, had been
justified. The report, however, should be “correspondingly brought into action”.
They fully stood behind the French Presidency.227
As a result of pressure from the smaller and medium-sized states (Luxembourg,
Denmark, Finland, Greece, and Italy) and through the mediation of Great Britain,
the “big Europeans” and driving forces behind the “sanctions” (Belgium,
Germany, and France) finally had to give in on September 11 and 12.
On Tuesday, September 12 at 7:00 p.m., the EU-14 announced “the immediate
abolition of the sanctions”. In a contradictory and ambivalent communiqué by the
French Presidency of the Council of the European Union, a classic compromise
formulation on the safeguarding of the unity of the union, it was stated that the
EU-14 had taken note of the report. The “measures” had proven useful but could
now be abolished.228 It would be “counterproductive” if they were to be applied
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further. Austria had not violated “European values”. The development of the FPÖ,
however, was “uncertain”. This along with its “nature”, were reasons for “serious
concern”. A “special vigilance towards this party and its influence on the government” must thus be maintained. This “vigilance” would be practiced in common.
At the end of the communiqué, it stated that the procedures followed by the EU
should never again be repeated. The recommendation by the “wise men” for the
creation of a control mechanism in similar situations was judged to be a “useful
contribution to these deliberations”,229 but it was not acted upon concretely.
The Austrian government reacted with relief.230 Schüssel said that Austria had
regained its dignity. Federal President Thomas Klestil, who had tried in vain to
make contact with Chirac at the UN summit in New York, commented in an
unusually sharp manner that the passage referring to the “vigilance” towards the
FPÖ was dispensable.231 The hectic bustling around of the president was noticeable. His embarrassing efforts remained fruitless. Did Klestil have to “provide
compensation” to the Austrian public for something?
The USA did not change its position. From the very beginning, Washington acted independently from the EU line and wanted to continue to do so. The
official opinion did not change – the FPÖ participation in the government was
still “disquieting” and “a cause for concern”. Contacts would only be maintained
at the highest levels in the case of important “American interests”. However, the
Austrian efforts at introducing measures for the compensation of slave laborers
under the Nazis were seen as positive.232 Canada also decided to completely abolish its sanctions, which corresponded to the line of the EU-14, but said that it intended to keep “a watchful eye” on the FPÖ.233 Israel disapproved of the abolition.
It kept its diplomatic relations frozen. The ambassador who had been withdrawn
in F
 ebruary was not sent back to Vienna until 2003.234
12. INTERIM CONCLUSION
Summing up, the measures to isolate Austria had been primarily driven by
Belgium and France, with the hardliners Verhofstadt and Michel as well as
Chirac and his European Affairs Minister Pierre Moscovici. They were revoked
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in September 2000 at the recommendation of a committee of wise men comprising elder statesmen and a scholar. Politics on its own had not been able to find its
way out of the dilemma it had created for itself – the prospects for Austria were
far less promising than before. Due to the isolation, the radius for European policy
action was restricted. And aside from that, it had become clear that Austria was
no longer able to successfully act at the political level given its eroded neutrality
status and the remainder of its special historical role.
At the Nice EU summit of December 6–11, 2000, which was regarded as a
partial victory on the way to the Eastern Enlargement, it was possible – at the
suggestion of Belgium and Austria – to agree upon a regulated and legally guaranteed procedure for Article 7 of the TEU regarding how in cases similar to that
of Austria, the Union and its members were to act in the future. This was to
include an early warning system and a hearing process, involving or with the
consent of the Commission and the European Parliament, as well as the Council’s
obligation to regularly review the justification for its decision, taking into account
the issue of the proportionality of sanctions. This arrangement was at least one
lesson learned from the Austria case. To what extent such an agreement would
be implemented was to be a different matter. When the problematic Berlusconi
government was formed in Italy in May 2001, nothing happened that was comparable to the “Austria case”, once again confirming the double standard behind the
actions taken against Austria.
For Austria, the draft agreement of Nice resulted in a reduction from twenty-one
to seventeen seats in the European Parliament (during the general reduction of the
existing mandate numbers in the face of the scheduled “Eastern Enlargement” of
the EU) as well as an increase in Council member votes from four to ten weighted
ones (with a simultaneous increase in the total number of ministers on the Council
according to the motto “nobody lost anything”, where increases differed or were
not equal – with smaller states having lost some political weight in the process)
while, in the future, there were to be twelve Austrian representatives both on the
economic and social committees, as well as on the Committee of Regions.
Nice resembled a “parade of ‘big ones against little ones’” (Juncker).235 It is
probably not too farfetched to say that the relative failure of the negotiations was
also caused by the bad mood in the Union after the “sanctions” against Austria
had been announced. The case of Austria, though, was not the actual cause for the
differences in Nice, but how it was handled was indeed a symptom of the continued nation-state situation in Europe, which came to the fore at this EU summit.
In addition to the “speed with which the legal framework of the European
Union was abandoned” in the classical diplomatic tradition of “cabinet policy”,
for Gerald Stourzh, the imposition of the “measures” against Austria outside of
the EU Treaty standards and in disregard of values such as the rule of law, état de
235
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droit, which were expressly specified in Article 6 of the Amsterdam EU Treaty
were the decisive factor for harboring a good measure of skepticism with regard
to the EU’s prospects for development.236
In the case of Waldheim, there had been no explicit policy of exclusion in Europe in the sense of an “unfriendly act”. However, there may well have been informal arrangements about the refusal to issue invitations to the Austrian president
on the part of the twelve EC states. Interestingly enough, the USA, in complete
contrast to the Waldheim debate, was far less engaged in the Haider case than the
countries of Europe were. There was no watch list decision against him. He was
also much more difficult to latch onto than Waldheim. Haider was not someone
who consciously lived through the Nazi period or was a member of the wartime
generation. This could be massively worked over in the debate about the past of
the then sitting Austrian Federal President. In dealing with the Nazi past, Haider
could be seen more as a problematic case, having been born five years after the
end of the Second World War. His ethnocentric position with a view towards
a strict anti-immigration policy (a catchword for hostility towards foreigners) was
a bone of contention.237
Upon reflecting on the weeks and months after February 4, 2000 that were
inflamed by the media, the term “sanctions” proved more and more to be not
unproblematic and, indeed, actually misleading.238 Apart from the absent legal
basis, the punitive actions by the EU-14 could hardly be designated as “sanctions”
if one compares the policy towards Saddam Hussein or Slobodan Milošević. In
the Austrian case and in the end, they were on the whole “sanctions” of rather a
harmless sort. From a legal point of view, this can only be spoken of if the state
in question can be proven to have violated or broken a law. These would be the
preconditions for such measures, and they were not present in the case of Austria.
The threat of sanction measures was possibly based upon a fatal misunderstanding. A “democratically legitimized move to the right”239 in an EU country was
mistaken for a seizing of power by right-wing extremists and totalitarians. There
was and is no reason which could be taken seriously to speak of a “Haiderization”
of Europe at that time. The French and the Belgians fearing “Haiderization” of
Europe overreacted and Europe paid a high price for this overreaction – a loss of
faith in the institutions if one member state can be mistreated in such a manner as
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Austria has. With the “sanctions”, this very improbable political option was raised
to the level of a serious inner Austrian danger. A non European topic was made
into a topic through an unnecessary and overblown debate. A danger, which as
such did not exist, was discussed and discussed to the point that its existence was
believed in. The political isolation of Austria actually strengthened the supporters
of the center-right government of the country, if not Haider. The “bilateral” measures could only be abolished by the EU 14 itself.
The relapse into rule by the stronger nations probably caused damage to the EU.
The institutions of the EU did not have the say — that lay with the nation-states.
The EU Commission was powerless because the measures had been decided upon
and carried out outside of the framework of the EU (“intergovernmentalization of
EU policy through the back door”).240 It partly paralyzed the authorities in Brussels and contributed to great uncertainty among officials in dealings with Austria.
Actions of mediation by the Commission were rejected by Belgium and
France. The result was clearly negative. The sanction measures showed that decisions had been made without adequate consideration, that decision makers did
not plan enough and reacted spontaneously, and that there was a low level of professionalism in dealing with the problem. For a long while, the EU 14 had no idea
how to find their way out of a burdensome dilemma which they had created for
themselves and Austria. The appointment of the wise men weakened the position
of the Commission, which also could have reported on Austria. With regard to
the original intention of preventing the formation of the ÖVP-FPÖ government,
the sanction measures had already failed on February 4. In addition, the process
of integration was weakened in other ways, namely, the Eastern Enlargement of
the EU was viewed with a question mark. In the beginning of September, the
EU Commissioner for Enlargement, Günter Verheugen (SPD) spoke about the
possibility of a referendum in Germany on the Eastern Enlargement of the EU,241
an argument which, if it had come out of the mouth of Haider with respect to
Austria, would have been condemned lock, stock, and barrel. After irritation was
expressed by Fischer and Prodi, Verheugen immediately backed off, while the
FPÖ applauded the attempt by the social democrat.242
The discussion about right-wing populism in Europe243 which occurred
simultaneously with the policy of isolation towards Austria had no moderating
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effect upon extremist tendencies in other European states. Neo-Nazi excesses
against foreigners and murder attempts increased in Germany, blatant hatred of
foreigners was articulated in Spain against Moroccans, and animosity towards
foreigners, racism, and anti-Semitism intensified in France. A nationalist wave
threatened to come into existence.
The population of Denmark rejected the introduction of the euro on September
28 by a majority of 53.1%.244 The Austria case thus had a devastating effect for the
advocates of the European common currency. With the “Austria sanctions”, the traditionally Europe-friendly conservatives and liberals carried on a “propagandistic
guerilla war” during 2000 which generated strong antipathies against the Union in
the population. The weakness of the euro and a traditionally euro-skeptic atmosphere in Denmark took care of the rest. In the end, what were decisive were latent
nationalism and the fear of the loss of the welfare state.245 The rejection of the euro
by the Danes might have negative effects on the voting in Sweden and Great Britain, which up until now have not yet joined the monetary union.
The election triumph of the Vlaams Blok as the party that received the most
votes (33%) in Antwerp and Mechelen followed on October 8, 2000. The other
Belgian parties intensified their cordon sanitaire policy.246
In the struggle for more influence within the Union that took place immediately before the EU summit in Nice (December 6–11, 2000), the Austrian case played
a subordinate role.247 Unanimity was needed there, which is why the sanction
measures had to be lifted before the summit conference. However, this unanimity
was the overture to the struggle for power in the EU that flared up at full scale.248
The case study was well suited as an instrument for the demonstration of its
own power. In the case of Austria, the relapse to the national “law of the jungle”
damaged the Union. This was particularly the case since the attempt was made
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to abuse the Portuguese presidency of the Council of the European Union and the
“Union” itself for national interests and party politics. At the Ballhausplatz, they
called a spade: Fourteen European nation-states had acted as “sovereign” against
a union member and thereby attempted to exploit the EU framework — with few
prospects for success. In the long run, the institutions of the EU could not be
ignored.
The result was also negative for Austria. The international media reported intensively about the “sanctions” of the EU-14 states (fanned as well by one-sided reports
by parts of the Austrian press) but disproportionately less about their lifting and the
reasons for it. The image of a persecuted Austria was conveyed by the domestic
tabloids and led to muddled conspiracy theories and new victim theses.249
The pro-European mood among Austrians decreased considerably. In the
spring of 2000, only 34% of the Austrian population agreed that their country
had benefited from membership in the EU. In autumn 1999, that figure was still
45%.250 In comparison with the referendum on membership in 1994 (66.6%), the
level of approval dropped by half.
In addition, the fixation on the “sanctions” issue distorted the Austrian view of
the actual conditions in Europe even further. Austria was not as significant for the
EU partners as it appeared to be through the EU-14 measures, nor was a realistic
assessment of the events in the EU to be expected.251
The country had suffered an immeasurable loss of international prestige and
even greater damage in Europe to its political image than after the Waldheim
debate. If at that time, the president was seen as a “Nazi”, now an entire state
was seen as “Naziland” or “Haiderland”. According to Guenter Bischof, Austria’s
prestige suffered more in the US from Waldheim than the recent debacle. He
argued that there was no severe loss of prestige from any of these.252 That appears
to be an exaggerated judgement. For Anita Ziegerhofer-Prettenthaler it is clear
that Austria “had to accept an international loss of face” due to the sanctions.253
The renowned journalist Paul Lendvai described the threat of sanctions, which
hit the Ballhausplatz relatively unprepared on January 30, 2000, as a “slap in the
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face for Austrian diplomacy” (“eine schallende Ohrfeige für die österreichische
Diplomatie”).254 There’s nothing more to add.
With the sanction measures, Austrian representatives were excluded from informal consultations, preliminary discussions, and coordination that are very important for European committee work and which take place before the decisions by the
Council. This has to be viewed politically as grave and severely disadvantageous.
Austria actually became a “victim”255 of a new policy by the 14 EU states.
The state was to have been systematically isolated within Europe at the bilateral level. This actually succeeded only in the first months. The controversial
government only received visits from the heads of state of Kazakhstan, Tajikistan,
and Azerbaijan. Thus, the joy was all the greater when Stoiber flew to V
 ienna on
an official visit on September 7. Greeted by a red carpet at the airport, he was
awarded the “Golden Decoration of the Republic”, Austria’s highest order, for his
support in difficult times.256
The lifting of the measures signaled that the EU-14 could only carry out a policy that was in contrast to the public opinion in its countries for a limited time.257
In addition, Austria, whose international importance is far less self-evident than
is generally assumed within the country, was an example that made evident the
fact that in this action, self-interests clearly ranked above community interests.
According to Albert Rohan, General Secretary of the Austrian Foreign Ministry,
the country owed the relatively quick end to the EU-14 measures above all else to
its EU membership.258
The “sanctions” did not encourage the transformation of the FPÖ from being
a right-wing populist fundamentalist opposition to being a responsible governing party. The process of normalization which had set in within the party in the
course of taking over governing functions, which the “wise men” confirmed, was
not made easier. The “sanctions” changed the Haider issue from being an internal Austrian topic to a Europe-wide and worldwide one. In fact, Haider became
persona non grata throughout the entire world. He thus also might have been
distanced as far as ever from his dream of becoming chancellor. If this was also
a result of the sanctions, then the question must be raised as to whether the end
justified the means.
There is every reason to believe that the sanctions affair of the fourteen union
states with Austria was a unique event in the history of the community and will
not be repeated. After it became clear that small causes can have large effects,
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damage control had to take place quickly. The EU summit in Nice was positively
assessed in Germany and France (and rightfully so) as an important stage victory
on the path to the Eastern Enlargement of the EU. On the whole, however, the
results lagged far behind the expectations for integration policy. As a result of
the proposal by Belgium and Austria, a regulated procedure protected by law for
Article 7 of the EU Constitution was agreed to regarding how the Union and its
members should act in the future in cases similar to that of Austria. They are to
act with an early warning system and hearings with the involvement or agreement of the Commission and the European Parliament, with the obligation of the
Council to regularly examine the reasoning behind its decisions, and with the
consideration of the question of the proportionality of sanction measures. This
regulation would at least be a lesson that was drawn from the Austria case. To
what degree such an agreement or the Treaty of Nice will be implemented, if at
all, is admittedly another story.
In a brief outlook, a comparison with the “EU-14 sanctions” seems to make
sense due to the formation of a turquoise-blue government between the ÖVP of
Sebastian Kurz and the right-wing populist FPÖ under Heinz-Christian Strache
in 2017. Apparently in awareness and in memory of the politically unhelpful, even
counterproductive government boycott measures of 2000, there were practically
no comparable counter-attempts by the other EU states in case of the new rightwing conservative-populist coalition. In contrast to 2000, there was now already
a very strengthened trend of populist parties of all kinds in Europe. In the west, in
the middle and east, but also in the south of Europe, such tendencies were already
tangible with the United Kingdom Independent Party (UKIP), the Front National
in France, the Vlaamse Belang in Belgium, Fidesz and Jobbik in Hungary, the
Lega and Cinque Stelle in Italy, Siriza in Greece or Podemos in Spain. These parties fundamentally questioned the EU and, to some extent, the European single
currency, but were unable to achieve a major breakthrough in the direct elections
to the European Parliament in May 2019. But at least they questioned the Grand
Coalition of EPP and PES, which had been dominant for decades.
As it is so often the case, populists are damaging themselves. When it comes
to taking over governmental responsibility, lack of competence or even tangible
scandals come to light. These are sometimes triggered by their own immediate
environment. The affairs surrounding the infamous Ibiza video of May and
the problematic handling of party finances in December 2019 led to Strache‘s
expulsion from the FPÖ.
The author as a historian is not at all unhappy, indeed glad, that he no longer
needs to research and portray this history, because this kind of obviously evident willingness to corruption is a constantly recurring feature of the society and
political culture of his country.
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IX. IN THE SHADOW OF RENATIONALIZATION
2000–09
1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION: THE BIGGEST ENLARGEMENT
IN EU HISTORY IN SIGHT, IMPOTENT SECURITY POLICY, AND
THE NICE SUMMIT OF 2000 ON THE BRINK OF FAILURE
The EU’s agony over security policy continued to exist, however, as became clear
in the “Kosovo War” of 1999, in the wake of September 11, 2001 and the invasion
of Afghanistan, and in the Iraq Crisis of 2002–03. EU Europe was at the point of
setting up a defense agency which, however, was still very far removed from the
burden sharing that was demanded by the USA. The EU was prepared for defense
but not willing for attack, for which it was also not structurally capable. This
underscores its value as a peace project and its significance as a factor of balance
and stability as well as an exporter of justice and values.1
Characterized by the French President of the Council of the European Union Jacques Chirac as “an historic summit”, a conference of governments that
was important for EU “Eastern Enlargement” took place in Nice from December
6–11, 2000 after months of uncertainty about the will of member states for the
reform of EU institutions. Differences and rivalries in the crisis-plagued relations
between Germany and France as well as those between the larger and smaller
states played a role. They made up a part of the summit that was supposed to
provide the apparatus for the restructuring of the EU. Even though not all of this
was resolved, a new treaty did come into existence that laid the cornerstone for
new admissions. A crisis through the political drifting apart of the states was
prevented by the possibility of finding compromises, particularly as there was no
alternative to continued integration.2
After two Irish referenda (2001, 2002) the EU Treaty of Nice entered into force
on February 1, 2003. It continues to regulate the distribution of power, above all
else the all-decisive vote weighting of the EU states and the competences of the EU,
with which the future members were already taken into consideration. A conversion to majority decisions was provided, and the seats in the European Parliament
1

2
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were also redistributed. With Nice, however, the sweeping institutional reforms
that were necessary for the inclusion of ten new members did not take place. The
old structure with the Court of Justice, Commission, Council, Parliament, Court
of Auditors, and Economic and Social Committee remained untouched. Merely
on the sidelines, a Charter of Fundamental Rights that emerged from the “Herzog Convention”, named by its Chairman the former German Federal President
Roman Herzog (1994–1999), was solemnly adopted which, however, still has not
achieved legal validity. Through the setting up of a convention for the drawing up
of a Constitutional Treaty, these deficits in reform were supposed to be alleviated.
This was at the same time an indirect admission of the failure of the methodology of the conference of governments. The era of Kohl, Delors, and Mitterrand
was no longer followed by any strong European leadership personalities in the
subsequent decade. A lack of support in their own populations, thin majorities,
cases of corruption, tendencies towards renationalization, economic and growth
crises, an absence of successes in job security and employment policy, and competition against the background of the increasing pressure of globalization that
was expressed in a reaction of neo-liberal policy dominated the domestic political
picture in the European states.
The Constitutional Convention met in 2002–03, tellingly enough under a presidium that was composed of elder statesmen (Valéry Giscard d’Estaing, Giuliano
Amato, and Jean-Luc Dehaene), did indeed achieve a respectable compromise.
The inclusion of the aforementioned Charter of Fundamental Rights into the Constitutional Treaty, a simplification and combination of the existing treaties, the
EU as its own legal entity, more participation for the European Parliament, and
the possibility of a Europe-wide referendum were balanced by the principle of
unanimity in foreign policy, a two and a half year presidency of the Council, and
no substantial progress in integration in social and economic policy. Adherents
to a European social charter found this to be disappointing. In the end, the EU
Heads of State and Government finally decided on June 18–19, 2004 to establish
the Constitutional Treaty within the context of the acceptance of ten new EU
members (Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Poland, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Slovakia, and Slovenia) that had taken place on May 1 of the same
year. The treaty required the assent of all twenty-five member states to enter into
force. The debate over the Constitutional Treaty was overshadowed, however, by
the question of the high unemployment numbers in EU countries (25 million), the
discussion of the immigration of cheaper work forces from Eastern Europe, and
the highly controversial candidate for accession Turkey, with which negotiations
officially began on October 1, 2005.3
The process of ratification of the Constitutional Treaty was delayed in the face
of negative referenda in France on May 29, 2005 (54.87% voting against) and the
3
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Netherlands on June 1, 2005 (61.6% against in this case), and thus this treaty,
which has been set up purely under international law and which does not represent a real and classical state constitution whatsoever in the sense of national law,
has been put on ice. The Austrian and Finnish presidencies of the Council of the
European Union in 2006 were indeed able to ease the depressed mood somewhat
and prevent the Constitutional Treaty from being dropped altogether. Later on,
the German EU Presidency of the Council 2007 was no longer been able to draft
a precise schedule and could only hope to keep the treaty content alive and put it
up for discussion once again in 2008–09. The resistance against it was incessantly
strong in Denmark, the United Kingdom, and Poland. In France and the Netherlands, the treaty would have to be brought up for discussion once again.4
In spite of this setback and an absence of political leaders, the EU policy of
enlargement has itself demonstrated leadership. On January 1, 2007, Bulgaria
and Romania were accepted as new members into the EU that now numbers
twenty-seven – completely passing by the prevailing mood of euroskeptics and
naysayers on the part of populations who were against any further members. This
was the expression of the revival of the rationalist methods (top down) of Monnet
from the 1950s: a consensus of the elite, behind-the-scene negotiations, and decisions from above – without involving the people. But how long would these methods still be possible? The period from the middle of the 1990s to 2007 was a time
of harvest and bounty for the policies that were introduced in the previous decade
(the introduction of the euro, the “Eastern Enlargement”, and a Constitutional
Treaty that had at least been passed at the first stages with the attempt at a reform
of EU institutions), but because of the negative results of the referenda in France
and the Netherlands, the optimism concerning integration policy was severely
dampened. With it being, of all countries, two of the founding states, the EU met
with fundamental rejection, a rejection which – in light of August 30, 1954 and de
Gaulle’s policy of 1965–66 – is, however, nothing new. There have always been
setbacks. And EU integration has even thrived upon them.
2. NEITHER STRATEGIC NOR REGIONAL PARTNERSHIP
WITH THE CEEC – “VETO”-POLICY AGAINST THE
EU “EASTERN ENLARGEMENT” BY THE FPÖ
Austria’s negative experience with its political isolation during the EU-14 boycott
measures from January to September 2000 reinforced the recognition that the
young EU Member did not belong to either a “friendship group” (Benelux,
Northern or Southern Europeans) or it have any real partners. That is how the
project of a “strategic partnership” with the Central and Eastern European
Countries (CEEC) came up, which the new Foreign Minister (2000–04) Benita
4
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Ferrero-Waldner (ÖVP) championed. However, this concept would only have realistic chances of being accepted and approved by the states addressed if the project
were successfully kept free from the burdening legacy of the past and the current
conflicts of interest. This requirement referred primarily to domestic Austrian
concerns or requirements of party policy faced by Ferrero-Waldner who, with
her heyday during the “sanctions”, was confronted with her coalition partner,
the FPÖ. The “strategic partnership” she vehemently pursued, the goal of which
was to form a group with the Central European Free Trade Association (CEFTA)
accession candidates and future EU members, was – in addition to the handicap
of domestic policy and interparty disputes – fraught with two additional, foreign-policy conflicts: All of these – as Austria called them – “strategic partners”
counted among this partnership of convenience were already members of NATO
(Poland, the Czech Republic, and Hungary since as early as 1999), or wanted to
soon join this alliance (which had, however, meanwhile become questionable);
among them primarily Slovakia (with the Mečiar government), but also Slovenia.
This represented and still represents a non-negligible element of incompatibility. Against this backdrop, it was also obvious that Ferrero-Waldner was striving
to increase Austria’s security policy commitment. For a certain time, especially
between 2000 and 2003, she thought NATO membership was worth aspiring to.
She did not drop this position until the 2004 presidential elections pitting her
against the SPÖ candidate, the President of the Parliament Heinz Fischer. Within
the context of the “strategic partnership”, a particular question was posed, namely, how strong the interest of Poland, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Slovakia,
and Slovenia was in entering such a union with Austria within the future EU
framework.5
Another question that poses itself here is to what extent Austria’s claim to initiating and supporting such a project was free from old ideas of being a hegemonic
power as well as current overconfidence in its abilities. Obviously, Vienna had
problems getting used to its small-state status within the EU framework.
In addition, the historical experience with the former superpower in the East
and the historical developments since 1989 had also shown very clearly that the
CEEC were strongly focusing on the West with a view towards Brussels and
Washington, and thus also went beyond Austria, and therefore without any detours directly to the EC/EU and NATO. Austria was not able to offer mediation
services with regard to the Atlantic Alliance. Austria’s very European policy had
decisively contributed to this by the “Letter to Brussels” (1989) and its second
“going it alone”. Had the term “strategic partnership” only been a different word
for “Central Europe” or for a Central European/Austrian cooperation program?
Austria itself had already sworn off this idea more or less with its own EC accession application in 1989. It had further be asked whether the specific interests
5
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of the post-communist reform states would not be better served if they coordinated directly with the key decision-makers in the EU – France and the Federal
Republic of Germany – and built special relationships in particular with Paris
and Berlin. It was exactly when looking at the continuing problems and burdens
on the Austrian-Czech relationship with regard to the disputed Temelín nuclear
power station that it became doubtful whether Prague could see Vienna as an
“advocate” for its EU accession interests.6
When Slovakia was internationally isolated during Vladimir Mečiar’s term in
office and was boycotted by the EU states,7 there was no perceptible assistance
from Austria. It was exactly in the so-called issue of the EU’s “Eastern Enlargement” that there was a striking discrepancy in Austria – if Jörg Haider’s FPÖ
is ignored – with regard to the issue of consent between decision-makers and
the populace. With the exception of some in the FPÖ, politicians were generally
more pro-enlargement, while the broader masses tended to range from skeptical
to against.8
It was against this backdrop that the foreign ministry attempted to achieve
a positive association with the issue of “EU enlargement”, which was usually
called “Eastern Enlargement” in the public. In addition, there was the former
Vice Chancellor and Minister of Science and Research, Erhard Busek (ÖVP), a
man with experience in CEE, who had been reactivated by Chancellor Schüssel
(2000–2007) within the context of the sanction woes and had been engaged as
a Government Representative for EU enlargement (2000–02). While the many
efforts – primarily by Busek and the Foreign Minister Ferrero-Waldner, with her
department that was very active in expansion diplomacy and policy – contributed
to improvements at the level of information in the population, they were, however, countered by regular insinuations, objections, threats, and demands from
FPÖ representatives in order to prevent the EU accession of the Czech Republic
by means of a veto, or to link the issues of inclusion of the Czech Republic to a
referendum.
In late 2001-early 2002, the veto position of the FPÖ as coalition partner culminated in the issue of holding a referendum regarding the Temelín nuclear power
6
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plant, the technical equipment and safety standards of which had been repeatedly
questioned – and not just by the FPÖ. The background for this development was
Austria’s agreement with the Czech Republic that was achieved on November 29,
2001 in Brussels between Chancellor Schüssel and Czech State President Miloš
Zeman, with which the FPÖ felt left out. Based on the agreement, which had
been presented well in the media, and which was more about emotional feelings than technical issues, the Czech side agreed to safety conditions requested
by Vienna, as well as to legally binding inclusion in a protocol of the accession
agreement. EU Commissioner for Enlargement Günter Verheugen, who had acted
as a mediator, appealed to “all of the Austrian parties” to end the dispute after this
“breakthrough”. But Haider threatened to end the coalition after the “Brussels
compromise” due to the fact that Schüssel had negotiated without the participation of the FPÖ.
Austria finally agreed to a preliminary closure of the energy chapter, but it
reserved the right to return to this chapter in light of a peer-review mechanism,
a review process of Temelín by the EU, and of the measures taken by the Czech
government by the end of the accession negotiations. The EU partners only took
note of this statement; especially since it was assumed by Brussels that the transit
chapter would not be opened again. Above all, the right-wing/bourgeois government coalition, in the interest of its further existence, officially cared most about
the maintenance of the “zero variant”; that is, Temelín not beginning operation.
The “Melk Process” was supported by the European Commission. It had focused
upon an environmental impact study of the entire nuclear plant and a cooling-off
of the irrationally hyped and very emotional debate, rapprochement with the
Czech and Austrian positions, and an end to the blockades of the Czech borders.
It had been reinforced through secret negotiations between Agricultural Minister
Wilhelm Molterer and the Czech Republic’s Foreign Minister Jan Kavan. This
seemed to have come to completion in the form of the “Schüssel-Zeman Agreement”, which included an eleven-page agreement about stricter safety conditions
and standards for Temelín as well as a guarantee that the Czech Republic would
in the future be able to decide its own sovereign energy policy.9
With this intergovernmental agreement within the framework of the EU,
it had been agreed by the representatives of both countries that Austria would
accept the accession of the Czech Republic to the EU even with the controversial
Temelín nuclear power plant, and thus the “veto card” would be off the table. This
compromise was based on a safety package, but no longer on the “zero option”
or shutdown of the power station. Not even a long-term exit had been brought up,
which could be seen as a concession to the Czech position. With Schüssel’s promise not to block the closure of the energy chapter, any room for tactical maneuvers
and domestic political “small change” was gone. The promises, however, were a
9
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mere declaration of intent; the eleven-page final document from Brussels was not
binding for either side. In terms of international law, the Czech Republic’s EU
accession was to take final effect when the accession agreement was ratified by
the Austrian Parliament. The hunt for votes among Austrian anti-nuclear opponents, however, continued.10 For even after the Brussels agreement, and strengthened by the support of the Kronen Zeitung, the FPÖ continued to hold fast to its
idea – opposed by its coalition partner – of a referendum against the Temelín
nuclear power plant to be held in January 2002. And this was despite the fact that
the desired shutdown of the nuclear power plant was completely unrealistic, just
as the demand for a Europe-wide exit from nuclear energy was to be the work of
generations and would not happen overnight.11
During the year before, Chancellor Schüssel had already roundly repudiated
the FPÖ’s attempts to use the bilateral tensions over the Temelín nuclear power
plant and the Beneš decrees as reasons for demanding a referendum about the
Czech Republic’s EU accession. He spoke of “populist threats that sound good domestically, but are only damaging in terms of foreign policy”.12 Due to the debate
stoked by Haider against the “diplomats’ scam” and in favor of closing Temelín,13
“foreign policy became a pawn in the domestic dispute and the tactical calculations of individual politicians with regard to the elections,” and Austria’s foreign
policy image was once again jeopardized.
This discussion was not about a rational debate on the pros and cons of the
peaceful uses of nuclear energy as an energy source, but rather it was about a
cheap hunt for votes, awakening and mobilizing resentments, stoking fears, and
obtaining advantages in party politics over the Greens who feared for their energy
competence (their “no nukes” motto). The opponents of the FPÖ and the referendum on their part mobilized using the slogan “Veto: no thanks!” along with the
support of many prominent figures. The debate was very heated, above all, in
the areas close to the border in the Eastern part of Austria and in Vienna, while
the west of the country remained relatively isolated from this issue. Ultimately,
the referendum garnered 915,220 votes (for Haider) – 15% of the population had
signed on, while 85% attested by abstaining that veto politics were not a viable
path for them.14
After the referendum, the chancellor made clear that “without the core of the
Black-Blue coalition”, the EU enlargement “would not go forward,” threatening an
10
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end to the coalition. Vice Chancellor Susanne Riess-Passer insisted that the veto
card had to stay in the game, demanded that the Czech Republic close Temelín for
good, and pointed out the positive example of the Bohunice nuclear power plant in
Slovakia. The FPÖ responded first by threatening new elections, but then did not
wish to go through with it. In such a scenario, it had to expect losses, especially
since it had clearly lost all preceding state elections. Schüssel cited the 4.8 million legal voters who had not supported the referendum, which was the decisive
argument. Ultimately, the referendum remained without political consequences,
except for the fact that in February 2002, a kind of intra-party self-immolation
process began within the FPÖ, which the leadership skills of the party chairs
were able to douse, although just barely. In September, the FPÖ’s self-destruction
was to become irreparable, and new elections ensued. After internal disputes in
the FPÖ (the Knittelfeld FPÖ meeting), early elections were held in 2002, which
secured a landslide victory and a relative majority for the ÖVP with 42% of the
vote, and a continuation of the coalition with the FPÖ, which had fallen to 10%.
Turbulence in domestic and foreign policy would be the order of the day.
In pushing through common EU standards for nuclear power plants, Austria
was, however, not as successful at the EU summit in Laeken, Belgium as it had
initially been in the transit issue. But in the latter, a rude awakening was also
yet to come. While wording was included in the final declaration of this summit
according to which strict nuclear power plant safety regulations would continue
to have to be met, there was not a word about generating norms and standards,
which is what Vienna had demanded.15 These were exciting and turbulent years
in European policy for Austria that came with many domestic and international
irritations.
Austria held a top position when it came to EU legal actions brought against
member states. Since its EU accession and by the end of 2004, sixty-seven infringement proceedings had been brought against the Republic, such as because
of an increase in the Brenner toll. Compared to Finland and Sweden, Austria
had far more actions in conjunction with EU directives that had not been implemented: 358 reminders and twenty-three complaints had to be brought against the
country, while Finland received 242 such communications and two complaints
and Sweden got only 239 and just three. Relative to a country’s population, only
Greece and Ireland had more actions for treaty infringements initiated against
them.16
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3. THE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION AND
FIRST EU MISSIONS ABROAD
At the latest by the Nice Summit, the belief in the ability of state and government
leaders to reform the institutions of the EU had strongly decreased. The debate
revealed petty bickering over national interests. The common goal seemed to be
overlooked. The positive experiences with the Convention on Fundamental Rights
finally resulted in its procedure being applied to an even more ambitious project:
The drafting of an “EU Constitution” with a view towards the impending EU
enlargement. However, the Nice Summit was not able to deliver this, especially
since there was no consensus about the final stage (“finality”) of the integration.
The core question was whether the member states would, after the introduction
of the single currency, be willing to see a political integration of the EU that went
beyond the mere cooperation of the member states under international law, and
would include a kind of common foreign minister and a Commission President
elected by the parliament. With its consensus process for testing the acceptability
of results generated, the “Herzog Convention” for drafting the fundamental rights
charter (chapter IX, subchapter 3) proved to be a kind of “trial run for installing a
‘real’ constitutional convention for the European Union”.17
The draft of a European constitution, on which the Constitutional Convention
agreed, also provided for the convention procedure for future amendments to the
constitution (article IV-7). The convention was not allowed, however, to decide on
the constitution, but instead only to draft proposals. The actual amendment was
to occur by means of a unanimous process at the intergovernmental conference
and subsequent ratification by the national parliaments. The convention method
was something new, and it therefore had to be expressly highlighted because the
Council allowed a document of quasi-constitutional relevance to be drafted by a
committee where, however, members of national parliaments had an advantage
in numbers over members of the EU Parliament.18 What was special about this
was the close cooperation between national and government representatives who,
starting from the chair “in close coordination” with the vice chair, tried to achieve
acceptability among representatives of the people and those of the government –
not through voting, but by consensus.19
The newly formed “Convention on the Future of the European Union”, which
had received its official mandate at the Laeken EU Summit (December 14 and
15, 2001) and which had convened at the European Parliament in Brussels for the
first time on February 28, 2002, was a response to the modest results in terms of
17
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integration policy from the French Council Presidency and the Nice Summit. The
new Convention was to draft proposals on the future design of the Union, from
2002 to 2003. At the Royal Palace of Laeken near Brussels, former French State
President Valéry Giscard d’Estaing was appointed President, former Belgian
Premier Jean-Luc Dehaene and former Italian President Giuliano Amato were
appointed Vice Presidents. Austria had also indicated its preference for Giscard.
Initially the plan was for the Convention, which was comprised of 105 members,
to merely draft “options” for a new EU treaty. After unrest “from the base”, the
President, however, arrived at the opinion that the Convention should deliver a
single text instead of different proposals. It was not to be that easy for the national
heads of government to ignore such a text. From Austria, four members were
a part of the convention: Reinhard Eugen Bösch (FPÖ), Caspar Einem (SPÖ),
Johannes Farnleitner (ÖVP), and Johannes Voggenhuber (Grüne).20
It remained to be seen to what extent the reform proposals were to be realizable
with regard to creating a “European Constitution”, changing the rotation system
of the EU presidencies, better distribution and delimitations of responsibilities
within the European Union, clearer delimitation of competence between the EU
level and national states, a simplification of the union’s instruments, and direct
elections of the EU Commission presidents, which Chancellor Wolfgang Schüssel
had already suggested before the Nice Summit.21 With regard to the financing
of the EU, Schüssel suggested thinking about it, but did not want to commit to a
Europe tax. With respect to the large EU members, the Austrian head of government opined, “There is a hard fight to push the small states back.” The principle
should not hold true that “some are more equal than others”.22 In this instance,
Schüssel did not seem to be looking at the principle of quota equity. Indeed, within the political context of the work of the Constitutional Convention, the issue
was a more or less obvious wrestling match between large and small states. In
addition, Schüssel demanded a “direct legal path from the European citizen to
the European Court of Justice” for certain issues, as well as the union’s accession to the European Human Rights Convention (EHRC). The Austrian head of
government also criticized the complex structures and procedures within the EU.
It should not be allowed to “undermine” the Commission “as the large countries
20
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are trying to do” instead it should be “fully” supported. Vienna’s position with
regard to the future role of the EU was best described by the triad of “improved
international representation”, “more civil rights”, and “the equality of all EU
states”. Schüssel demanded that the EU reforms should bring simpler structures
and decisions.23
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However, the prospects of the Austrian proposals for the change and innovation process for the EU were not all that good, since the Commission “as the
protector of the treaties” was afraid of ending up on the losing side of the reform
efforts. Instead, the forecast was for an up-valuing of the European Parliament
and the necessity of more transparency for the work and decisions of the Council
of Ministers. The smaller EU states could not be interested in a weakening of
the supranational core of the union – the Commission – or in a reduction of the
number of commissioners. The accession candidates meanwhile worried about
being excluded from the EU reform because they were not able to participate in
the decision-making.24
23
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The 105 members of the Convention came from all fifteen countries, including
those of the accession candidates whose representatives could not vote. They were
to be familiarized with the integration process by participating.
On the presidium, the governments had a majority with Giscard, Amato, and
Dehaene, while in the plenary the members of parliaments did, with both the national and EP members. The presidium summarized the results from the working
groups and was ultimately supposed to define the constitution. There was no voting. This type of decision-making was called “consensus”, in which the president
had an almost omnipotent position, giving him a lot of leeway. This is also why
the role of the presidium was disputed. He was said to be willful, such as in the
process of interpreting some of the results from the working groups contrary to
the majority situation in the plenary. Critics saw in Giscard’s position a kind of
“predetermined breaking point” intentionally installed by the Council of the EU
in order to possibly make the Convention fail due to differences in opinion. This
view seemed to be supported by the fact that the power issues were left until last.
The wish to switch to voting was articulated. Otherwise, the representatives of
small states feared being “steamrolled”. The Greens saw regression, especially in
environmental policy.
The escalating dispute in the issue of Iraq in 2002–03 caused the work on
the Constitutional Convention to take a backseat. It was not only a disaster for
European statecraft and possibly one of the most severe crisis since the EU
existed, according to the Commissioner for Regional Policy Michel Barnier,25
but also a severe defeat for US diplomacy, which did not succeed in forging a
larger “coalition of the willing” for the special path in global policy. And with
this breach of civilization in international relations, it maneuvered itself into a
political isolation on the UN Security Council. China, Russia and France voted
against. The international community of states with the leading powers (China,
Canada, Russia, Germany, and France) spoke up against the Bush Administration’s violation of international law, particularly since the UN weapons inspectors
appointed by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), Hans Blix and
Mohamed El-Baradei, considered their work not yet completed and had still not
found any weapons of mass destruction in Iraq at that time.26
The refusal of the strongest EU states in continental Europe, France and the
Federal Republic of Germany, to join in the war against Iraq pursued by the USA
and the United Kingdom by participating directly contributed to severe irritations
in early 2003 as well as condemnations expressed in the media and in public. The
relationship between the US and France was particularly subject to severe tests.
25
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For the EU’s planned Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP), the Iraq
crisis and the dictum of US Defense Minister Donald Rumsfeld about the “old”
and the “new” Europe on January 22, 2003 at a press conference of the Department of Defense meant a split of the EU states. In one fell swoop, Europe was
divided in terms of security policy: The leaderships of the United Kingdom, Denmark, Italy, Spain, and Portugal did not have a loyalty problem with the EU, with
their foreign and security policies being coordinated, and with the new treaty
being conceptualized. The British alliance partnership with the USA, which was
relatively non-influential in political terms, was already a sign of the lack of uniformity and decisiveness of EU foreign policy and a breach of Article 11 of the
TEU, according to which the member states should direct the EU’s foreign and
security policy “actively and without reservation in the spirit of loyalty and mutual solidarity”. The signing of the Blair-Aznar “letter of the eight” by Poland,
the Czech Republic, and Hungary with a declaration of loyalty to the USA –
with Italy, the Netherlands, and Denmark joining in – worsened the split. French
President Jacques Chirac was irate that candidate countries which had not yet
acceded to the EU such as Poland or the Czech Republic were already distancing
themselves from the principle of a common European foreign policy to be defined
together and had sworn solidarity with the USA. Finland, Sweden, Austria, and
Ireland, in contrast, remained neutral. While Germany, France, and Belgium took
an official position against the intent of the USA and the UK to go to war, it also
became very clear that they had failed up until then to promote the security policy
renewal of Europe.
On the eve of the anglo-american military intervention of the “coalition of the
willing” in the Gulf region, Foreign Minister Ferrero-Waldner spoke up, pleading
for a “differentiated” neutrality of Austria within the EU. In the ORF press hour
(Pressestunde) of March 9, 2003, she saw only a “very small chance of averting
war”. The US troops were ready. “Bush will start the war.” All measures to give
peace a chance were being taken. “War is the very last means.” She also spoke
of a “differentiated” neutrality of Austria. Within the EU, however, an alliance
obligation should “not be a problem” and would not need to be subjected to a
referendum.27
The Iraq Crisis seemed to jeopardize the EU Convention’s work on the “constitution”. But in 2004, the treaty establishing a constitution for Europe, as is the
correct term, was to be ready for a decision, and also to bring a new “solidarity
clause” in the security policy area – the article I-43 (1), which took into account
the wishes of Austria and the other neutral EU members which were not part of
an alliance. Austrian security expert Gunther Hauser pointed out that in spite
of the fact that its neutrality was preserved, and in the light of this “solidarity
clause”, Austria could not be called a “free rider” in European security policy,
27
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since within the framework of the Council of the “Euro-Atlantic Partnership”
Austria had participated and was participating as a neutral and non-NATO state –
and has done so in the areas of both consultation and decision-making.
During the period from 2003 to 2009, which is dealt with in this book, Austria
participated in various EU missions with various troop contingents of very different
strengths. This was first the case with “EUFOR Concordia” from March 31 to
December 5, 2003. This was the EU’s first military operation. EUFOR Concordia
served as a peacekeeping operation to monitor the Ohrid Framework Agreement in the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (FYROM), now Northern
Macedonia. The mission was the result and first test of the “NATO-EU Strategic
Security Partnership” agreed in December 2002. The EU took over from NATO’s
operation Allied Harmony and deployed around 300 troops to provide security to
EU and OSCE monitors overseeing the implementation of the Ohrid Framework
Agreement, a peace settlement resolving the conflict between the government and
country’s ethnic Albanian community. After all, Austria was involved with the
deployment of up to 15 soldiers. Within the framework of “Operation Artemis”
from June to September 2003, staff officers from Austria (probably up to three)
were deployed. Artemis was an EU military action in support of the “Mission
de l’Organisation des Nations Unies en République Démocratique du Congo”
(MONUC) of the United Nations. The main tasks of the operation were to stabilize
the security environment and improve the humanitarian situation in the provincial capital of Bunia. The “EUFOR Althea” military operation, which started on
December 2, 2004, was a designation of the military component of an EU mission
under the CFSP. The operation was conducted in Bosnia and Herzegovina since
2004 as a successor to the Stabilization Force (SFOR) mission of the NATO Protection Force. In close coordination with the EU Special Representative (ESUR)
Valentin Inzko, Althea’s objective was to contribute through a military presence
to a secure environment in which the Dayton Agreement could be implemented in
order to prevent outbreaks of violence by the former parties to the conflict and to
enable national and international actors to fulfill their tasks. In addition, EUFOR
will contribute to the training and capacity building of the Bosnian armed forces.
Austria has deployed up to 300 soldiers within the framework of Althea. The
“Aceh Monitoring Mission” (AMM) was a civilian EU mission within the framework of the CFSP. From September 15, 2005 to December 15, 2006, it monitored
the implementation of the peace agreement between the Government of Indonesia
and the Free Aceh Movement in Aceh, Indonesia. In the course of the Aceh Monitoring Mission (EU with ASEAN), an officer from Austria was deployed. One or
two Austrian staff officers were involved in “EUFOR RD Congo” in 2006. The
EU military operation in the Democratic Republic of Congo supported the UN
mission already deployed there before and during the elections. The Operation
“EUFOR Tchad/RCA” from January 2008 to 15 March 2009 was an interim mission in support of the “Mission des Nations Unies en République Centrafricaine et
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au Tchad” (MINURCAT) with some 3,700 soldiers from 14 European countries.
Their mission was to improve the security situation for the people living there, in
particular refugees and internally displaced persons. This mission was conducted
with 160 soldiers from Austria.28
In the meantime additional army capacities were built up in Austria. The purchase of eighteen “Eurofighter” interceptors also had to be viewed within this
context – they were to patrol and protect not only Austrian airspace, but also
European territory, as well. But the key goal of Austrian security policy remained
strengthening the coordination of EU forces for international peacekeeping operations and facilitating the related effective cooperation within the CFSP. In its
report of June 2004, the army reform commission emphasized that the Austrian
forces were being converted from the territorial defense strategy, as had been
defined in the 1983 defense plan, into mobile deployment forces for international
peacekeeping missions. This resulted in a decrease of troop strength from about
110,000 to 50,000 men, including about 3,000 soldiers who were to be on standby
for international peacekeeping missions. Austria’s military and security policy
moved overall on a line of continuity from pragmatic neutrality to EU membership and performing the “Petersberg Tasks” and responsibilities for the “NATO
Partnership for Peace”.29
The results of the EU Constitutional Convention did not meet with unanimous
approval from the federal government. The Austrian Foreign Minister Benita
Ferrero-Waldner criticized EU Convention President Giscard d’Estaing unusually
sharply in the spring of 2003. He should listen more to the small EU members and
had oriented himself too much towards the large EU states. In some of the efforts
by large EU states, such as German or French ambitions regarding a dual presidency, she saw “the equal rights of the member states endangered”. The rotation
system for EU presidencies and the principle of one commissioner per member
state had to be maintained.30
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4. NO CONTINUATION OF THE TRANSIT TREATY
Towards the end of 2003, the Transit Treaty concluded with the European Communities that had been entered into force with 1992 expired without a replacement, as had become very apparent months in advance.31 The situation without
a treaty equaled a declaration of ecological bankruptcy. The EU “Eurovignette
Directive”, which had been introduced in the mix by politicians as a replacement
variant, which was to regulate truck tolls, and which would not be finally defined
until 2005 under British EU presidency was not able to have much effect, nor was
it convincing. In Tyrol, it resulted in unrestricted passage for heavy traffic. Then,
in 2003, Austrian transit policy faced the fallout. It became completely obvious
that there would be neither an extension of the Transit Treaty nor a new one.
Austria had to fully and completely submit to the Single Market principle of the
free movement of goods.

2002: Heavy traffic through Tyrol to the south on the ‟Europa Bridge”

From the very beginning, Austria’s transit policy was not open and honest with
the public. Nobody was willing or able to concede to themselves and the public
the impending obvious loss of sovereignty or the lack of options for countering this. The related disinformation policy of the Federal Government during the
1994 accession campaign contributed quite significantly to that fact. The Transit
Treaty was not a silver bullet – in the best case, it was a sedative, a placebo, or a
simulation exercise of the partners Austria and “the EU” seemingly having equal
rights. In realistic terms, the Transit Treaty had to be seen as just a transitional
solution. The governments of federal states (Bundesländer) were neither speaking
31
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with a single voice to Brussels nor acting in coordination. The concept for argumentation, which consisted ultimately of the equation “Brussels = scapegoat”,
did not work with regard to the public, nor was it able to convince the EU, let
alone change its opinion. State and federal politicians play acted a tug-of-war with
Brussels, replete with lots of gesticulation and symbolism. In actual fact, the EU
and Austria had been miscommunicating for years. Tyrol did not know how to
build a strong and influential lobby against the increase in transit traffic. It lacked
strategic partners. In addition, the anti-transit groups in Tyrol did not have a mass
basis. The blockades on the Brenner highway were not supported by the public to
such an extent that federal and state politicians would have felt forced to protest
more strongly, apply pressure, and intervene more massively.32
In November 2005, a change became noticeable. In a decision on transit traffic
on the Brenner axis, the European Court of Justice (ECJ) no longer granted the
principle of the movement of goods sole and irrefutable significance. The Tyrolean
Provincial Government under Governor (Landeshauptmann) Herwig van Staa
(ÖVP) and Provincial Councilor (Landesrat) for Transport Hannes Gschwentner
(SPÖ) had issued a sectorial driving ban in the Lower Inn Valley in order to improve the air quality there. It was unbearably polluted. The annual limit for nitrogen oxides had been exceeded in 2002 and 2003 – limits that had been specified
by the very EU. Certain goods such as waste, wood, stone, and cars were to be
forced onto the rails in this area. While the ECJ had lifted the “sectorial driving
ban” with the reasoning that it hindered the “free movement of goods”, the hauling companies had not been notified in time, the authorities should have reviewed
alternative transportation options, etc. For the first time, the highest judges made
fundamentally new statements: “A hindrance of the free movement of goods that
is generally incompatible with Community law may, however, be justified by
mandatory requirements of environmental protection the significance of which
the Court of Justice emphasizes.” This qualified the freedom of the movement of
goods, raising the fundamental question of whether the EU fundamental freedom
of the movement of goods or the fundamental right to health would carry more
weight. Regardless of the ECJ decision, the Tyrolean Provincial Government and
Federal Transport Minister Hubert Gorbach announced the issuance of a new
driving ban for trucks with specific goods. As early as November 2005, the European Parliament had already made a new decision regarding the truck toll tariff.
For the first time, the EP members on the Transport Committee implemented that
“external costs” would also be added into this toll, such as costs for health and
32
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environmental damage caused by the trucks due to exhaust gases and traffic jams.
For 2010, a draft bill was proposed by the EU Commission in which these cost
were to be included. But there was no euphoria about this in Tyrol. As early as
in 2001, at the EU Council of Ministers in Gothenburg, the European Parliament
had already demanded this from the EU Commission. The freight-hauling lobbies
were obviously more powerful. The active engagement in 2005 of Green members of the European Parliament such as Sepp Kusstatscher from South Tyrol and
Eva Lichtenberger from Tyrol resulted at least in the fact that lobbying against the
inclusion of the external costs was not successful that time.33 But the prospects for
limiting heavy traffic were limited. Since there was no interest on the Italian side
and that of the South Tyrolean government in raising fees on the Brenner Highway, since there continues to be a lack of transit awareness in Tyrol as a whole,
and since Alpine transit is not a conflict topic mobilizing masses in Tyrol or in
South Tyrol, the “land of mountains” will probably continue to be overrun.
5. THE FAILURE OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL TREATY
In February 2003, sixteen edited articles from the Constitutional Convention
were to be completed; primarily those that were to define the union’s “values” (democracy, freedom, human rights and rule of law). The integration of the Human
Rights Charter was confirmed. The sole responsibility of the EU for individual
policy areas – such as the coordination of the economic policy – was also included, as was the fact that EU law and the constitution should take precedence over
national law. This priority, the primauté du droit communautaire, already existed
due to ECJ decisions from the 1960s. The primary law of the EU was to retain
precedence over the secondary law of the nation-states. After initial resistance, a
“Social Europe” was also discussed. “Full employment” was to be integrated into
the constitution as a goal. The wording “employment as high as possible” was
dropped.34
The Convention had achieved individual areas of progress which had not been
expected due to the small amount of time available. But by the end of February
2003, it had not yet made any progress with regard to resolving the key power
issues. The clock was ticking, since results were to be presented by June 20, 2003.
The diverging positions of the EU states regarding the Iraq crisis had overshadowed the political debate of the Convention. The gulf between, on the one hand,
33
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the large and medium states and, on the other hand, the large and smaller EU
states regarding the issue of institutions came to the fore repeatedly after the EU14 measures against Austria: The former favored a Council President, or a dual
presidency to be elected for a longer period of time. The current rotating Council
Presidencies were to be abolished. The small states, on the other hand, considered a strengthening of the Commission’s competences necessary and desirable.
Within this context, it must be noted as a criticism that their demand for “one
commissioner per country”, which was sometimes politically motivated, did not
necessarily mean a direct strengthening of the Commission. Earlier, the rule had
been that a large state could have two commissioners, and a small state one. During the time of the Schüssel government – as another result of the EU-14 sanctions
– national concerns and interests audibly became a front-and-center concern in
Austrian EU policy, as well. Austria’s European policy became more vulnerable
beyond the opposition and open for populist positions and reservations about the
EU.
The results of the EU Constitutional Convention did not meet with unanimous
consent from the Austrian Federal Government. Reference has already been made
here to the criticism from the foreign minister. Ferrero-Waldner, known for her
NATO affinities and her unconditional loyalty to the partnership in the transatlantic alliance, expressed reservations regarding the planned EU Defense Summit
in Brussels on April 29, 2003, which had been intensely debated especially within
the context of the upheavals of the Anglo-American Iraq war. Belgium, France,
Germany, and Luxembourg were planning their own core European security and
defense initiative. Ferrero recommended that security policy issues were better
discussed at the EU Convention.35
Finally, at the Thessaloniki Conference on June 20, 2003, Convention President
Giscard d’Estaing submitted the draft of a Treaty establishing a Constitution for
Europe to the European Council in the person of the current Greek Prime Minister and European Council President Costas Simitis. The draft had four parts:
the basic organizational structure of the future EU, its definition, goals, responsibilities, and bodies; the Human Rights Charter; the revisions of the individual
provisions of the Treaties of the European Community (TEC) and of the Treaty of
the European Union (TEU); and ratification and final provisions.36
After the submission of the constitutional draft, it soon became clear that
the Convention had political weight, but no de jure competence, in particular
since it had only been installed as a working committee for preparing the treaty
35
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amendments. It could not, however, make binding decisions for the intergovernmental conference or make final decisions for the EU, especially since these
still needed to get the blessing of the Heads of State and Government. Ferrero-Waldner demonstrated with others that they were the “lords of the conference
of governments”.37
The European Council in Thessaloniki finally emphasized that the draft treaty
was a good “starting point” for the start of a future intergovernmental conference,
and that the latter should be completed soon. But disputed issues continued to
exist.38
The central issue of the debates in the context of the Italian Council Presidency
in the second half of 200339 revolved around the definition of, on the one hand, the
competences among the EU institutions and, on the other hand, of those between
the Union and the member states. As had always been the case, this was less about
creating an idealistically imagined “Europe” than about the real distribution of
power within the EU, and its external representation. The hotly debated reform
process of the institutions resulted in a draft that saw the European Parliament as
the winner, while the Commission was less satisfied. In addition to a tendency
towards more democracy – the parliament was given more “negative” rights while
the initiative for bills remained with the Commission – in terms of policymaking,
the principle of governmental cooperation (“intergovernmentalism”) was quite
well capable of standing its ground against supranational law. Overall, the result
was progressive, even if the nation-state reservations had a visible impact. One
example from the realm of security policy can make this clear.
Under the instructions of the black-blue Federal Government, the two Austrian
Convention members Hannes Farnleitner (ÖVP) and Herbert Eugen Bösch (FPÖ)
submitted proposals for the area of security policy to the constitutional debate.
The key discussion item here was the embedding of an EU obligation for military assistance. While this had originally been suggested by the Italian Council
Presidency, it had, however, been unsuccessful due to the concerns and reservations of neutral and non-aligned states of Ireland, Sweden, and Finland (and also
because the SPÖ representative Caspar von Einem and the Green one Johannes
Voggenhuber in the Convention were able to bring their influence to bear), despite the fact that this had originally been demanded by Chancellor Schüssel and
his government. The desired unconditional EU assistance clause became merely
a non-automatic one, that is, the solidarity requirements in the area of security
37
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policy could be made conditional upon national considerations and thus diluted.
It would allow Austria in case of war or defense to use a reservation with regard
to the single Common European Defense and Security Policy (CEDSP) even with
regard to another EU Member.40
The federal presidential election in 2005 had a significant impact on Austria’s
future position on European security policy. During the election campaign Heinz
Fischer always stood up for the maintenance of Austrian neutrality, as before,
while Ferrero-Waldner’s statements in this regard were vague, at least less decisive. Fischer was supposed to win the election and remained Federal President
from 2004 to 2016. The core neutrality remained completely untouched during
this period.

2019: The “old” EU Council building in Brussels
40
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According to the Constitutional Convention’s draft, the European Council was
from that point forward to meet every three months (quarterly), but only provide
general policy and priorities and no longer adopt laws. The Council President,
who was elected with a qualified majority by the European Council but equipped
with few competences and lacking the right to vote (thus, more of a representative
or administrative position), and who could not be a current head of government,
was to act in Brussels for two and a half years and represent the EU externally.
This aimed at abolishing the semi-annually rotating Council presidency for which
the EU countries took turns, and was strongly criticized by the smaller states
(Finland, Austria, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, and the Czech Republic). In their
opinion, this would jeopardize the institutional balance. The European Council’s
authority was strengthened, which seemed to lend the union and the character
of its policy a stronger intergovernmental expression.41 This structure, however,
rather resulted in more influence for the “big guys”.
Ferrero-Waldner seemed quite satisfied meanwhile with the majority of the
convention results. But in her opinion, some issues still needed to be “discussed”
at the Rome intergovernmental conference on October 4, as she made known
when interviewed by Margaretha Kopeinig from Kurier. Her criticism focused
mainly on institutional issues.42 Ferrero also expressed incomprehension for the
opinion that the “EU Convention” should not contain any reference to christian
roots, “I sometimes feel as if I were with Dr. Freud, to not even be allowed to integrate one’s own values, ideas, and foundations into the constitution.” While her
reference to the famous psychoanalyst Sigmund Freud remained unclear and incomprehensible, she was emphasizing and confirming the initiative of the Italian
EU president, who still wanted to integrate a reference to the christian roots in
the Constitutional Treaty.43 This attempt was, however, to be unsuccessful, just as
the god reference in the constitution’s preamble demanded by conservative forces
would not be able to find a majority.44
Ferrero-Waldner had had a list drawn up with thirteen amendment proposals
for the results of the EU Constitutional Convention. In first place was the demand
that even in the enlarged Union, each country should get one commissioner with
voting rights. German Foreign Minister Joschka Fischer criticized Austria at the
41
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EU foreign ministers meeting on September 7, 2003 in Riva as a “blocker” of
the Constitutional Treaty. He highlighted one of the issues: large countries were
affected by the rotation of the EU presidencies just as the small ones were. In
addition, there were only fifteen current commissioners. He indicated or threatened that if Austria insisted, the Federal Republic of Germany would demand a
second commissioner again.45
Late in the summer of 2003, Austria appeared to be the “ringleader of the
mini-states against the concentration of power by the EU superpowers France, Italy, Spain, Germany, and the United Kingdom,” as reported by Format. Together
with her Finnish colleague Erkki Tuomioja, Ferrero-Waldner coordinated the
marching orders. At the Rome Summit, the draft for the new EU Constitution
was put on the agenda at the insistence of Austria and Finland against the will of
the five large states. The strategic impetus of the “Austro-Finnish tandem”, which
was supported by eighteen more states – EU members and accession candidates
– consisted of the following demands: in spite of enlargement, each member was
to provide one commissioner. What was further wanted was clear coordination
of the foreign policy competences. The terms of the Commission President (five
years), the Council President (two and a half years), and the chairs in the technical
ministries (one year) were to be standardized. Chancellor Schüssel’s comment
was brief: “The EU constitution requires a lot of improvements.”46
In the debate on the “EU Constitution”, which in the end could only be a treaty
according to international law, Austria was particularly committed to acting and
performing together with like-minded small and medium-sized states. Traditionally, since joining the EU, Vienna had supported Germany's positions (expansion
and securing of the Schengen area, pacification of the Balkan area, inclusion of
the former Yugoslav republics and the states of South-Eastern Europe, stabilization of the euro zone and support for the Stability Pact on the EMU). As a result
of the EU-14 boycott measures conceived by the German side, Vienna was forced
to reorient itself towards Central Europe and to look for new strategic partners,
but this was not to be easy. It was to succeed better with the Benelux and the
Scandinavian countries.

45
46

“Joschka FISCHER kritisiert Ferrero”, in: profil, September 22, 2003.
“Österreich koordiniert den Zwergenaufstand”, in: Format, October 3, 2003.
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The agreement reached in Nice on the weighting of votes in the Council of Minsters (EU Council) remained a controversial issue. Thus, the EU functioned in
2003 and ultimately continues to function, especially as long as no new Union
Treaty enters into force. The Nice Union Treaty had specified that the majorities
were to be weighted according to the votes of the member states in parliament
(40%) and their populations (60%). As long as the future “constitution” did not
specify otherwise, the Council of Ministers was now to reach decisions with different qualified majorities. The considerable expansion into double majority decisions supported by the majority of member states (starting in 2009 or 2012 with
a majority of the member states, with more than 50% and then more than 60% of
the total population) was now provided, which could be read as the expression of
a quota technocracy that was supposed to make things more efficient. The basis of
legitimization was to be expanded with the majority of the states and three fifths
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of the total EU population – one might call it a doubling of legitimization. Thus,
it was also called a further step in democratization: in the future, as had been
the case thus far, the decisions of the EU would therefore be legitimized both by
the member states, but now also more by their populations. There was also to be
the possibility of a referendum, which could be initiated by at least one million
Union citizens.47 The official reasons and those published sounded positive in the
way that they were presented. But the Council of Ministers or the Council did not
reflect decision processes of direct democracy. The Council bodies did not really
have a democratic foundation; instead, they were intergovernmental instruments
of power.
The issue at hand was so controversial that the European Council of December
12 and 13, 2003 in Brussels failed to be a “Constitutional Summit”. Superficially, the uncompromising attitude of Poland and Spain seemed to be responsible
for this. As a matter of fact, there was a structural power conflict between large
and small EU states. Shortly thereafter, Schröder and Chirac threatened “increased cooperation” and a “core Europe”, that is, a “group of pioneers” of member states which were pro-integration and would proceed with new constitutional
steps.48 This attitude was both a consequence as well as a cause of the failure.
The background was more complex than the scapegoat theory: The EU summits
had already proven themselves as ineffective. Amsterdam (1997) did not bring a
breakthrough, Nice (2000) was a “bazaar”, and Laeken (2001), which installed
the convention, only confirmed the weak decision-making ability of intergovernmental cooperation and government decisions. This way of governing, which was
primarily driven by national interests, was an obstacle to further steps towards
integration. For years, a renationalization had been dominating the thought and
action of all of Europe’s Heads of State and Government. The new Germany,
which was one of the latecomers among the nation-states of the end of the twentieth century, was also part of this. At the head of this movement were the accession countries, which did not want to give up their young sovereignty as that they
had only recently obtained. In addition, mediocre politicians without European
leadership qualities were governing in Europe in 2003, either with decreasing
support in their own country, with weak majorities, or else encumbered by corruption affairs. They were defined by the pursuit of national prestige or personal vanity. A common vision for the Europe of the future was lacking, whereby
the question was raised as to whether this wish was not just an expression of
47
48

ÖHLINGER, Eine Verfassung für Europa?
Joachim FRITZ-VANNAHME, Ein, zwei oder drei Europas?, in: Die Zeit, December 17, 2003;
Christian SCHMIDT-HÄUER, Der Held der Neinsager, in: Die Zeit, December 17, 2003;
sharply critical: Heinrich SCHNEIDER, „Kerneuropa“. Ein aktuelles Schlagwort und seine
Bedeutung (Working Papers EI Working Paper 54), Europainstitut der Wirtschaftsuniversität
Wien, Februar 2004, 44. SCHNEIDER’s article is calculated at no longer making use of “core
Europe” profiles in the future integration policy.
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ideology or a misunderstanding. The lack of vision is not very surprising, particularly since states do not usually have altruistic visions, but rather they primarily want to promote and enforce their own interests. EU Commission President
Romano Prodi had neither the stature of a Jacques Delors nor the support in his
own country, where Silvio Berlusconi was the national leader. Finding a compromise among twenty-five states was considerably more difficult than in the old
EU of fifteen countries, which had already been laborious and difficult enough.
With the enlargement, the new EU was now dangerously close to seeing its institutional problem-solving capacity overtaxed. Due to a lack of financial options,
Germany’s ability and willingness to “buy” integration process in weaker EU
countries had also dwindled. As Germany’s economic muscle weakened, success
with integration also suffered. Some of the CEEC suffered from a traumatized
historical awareness consisting of a mix of a real inferiority complex and feigned
arrogance. Prague and Warsaw did not wish for a Europe in which the large countries dominated. For them, the further away the big guys were the better. They reflexively opposed desires for a German-French avant-garde, which had had their
obvious beginning during the EU-14 measures against Austria. In the context
of the Iraq war and the new French-German-Russian rapprochement (Jacques
Chirac-Gerhard Schröder-Wladimir Putin), Poland and the Czech Republic sided
with the USA. During this period, a profound crisis of trust had arisen among the
European states, which had also contributed to the negotiation crisis in Brussels
on December 12 and 13, 2003. The responsibility for the failed Constitutional
Summit lay not only with Poland and Spain, but with the entire EU governance,
including the convention leadership, which had paid only scant attention to the
small and medium-size states. A more careful and balanced culture of discussion
between old and new EU members would have been necessary. The countries that
had acceded to the EU later were yet to play an important role in this context.
Ireland had already been trusted in advance with being able to manage to get
the constitution adopted. The summit of the three large countries, on the other
hand, was to have a rather counterproductive effect. In order to overcome the
negotiation crisis, it was necessary to create trust. This was primarily the responsibility of the large states in the EU. Their mediation skills played a greater role
than those of the small ones. Without the large ones compromising, success could
not be expected.
On June 13, 2004, proponents of European integration experienced even more
disillusionment in Austria. After a shockingly lowbrow EU election campaign
characterized by national interests and demands, the results were not surprising:
14% of the votes in Austria went to Hans Peter Martin, former member of the
SPÖ and of the European Parliament, running for a “Hans Peter Martin List”
together with former ORF host Karin Resetarits. What was striking and, at the
same time, cause for unease about his success was the circumstance that Martin
won his victory almost entirely based on his argument that he was fighting the
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privileges of European Parliament members. But Martin’s success also had to be
seen against the background of the FPÖ’s dramatic losses in the 2002 Nationalrat
elections (going from 23% to 6.3%), which had resulted in a landslide victory for
the ÖVP. The right-wing FPÖ candidate Andreas Mölzer was able to win a seat in
the European Parliament based on preferential votes, while the FPÖ-nominated
moderate candidate, the journalist Hans Kronberger, was not able to find the necessary support. The SPÖ landed in first place with its candidate Hannes Swoboda
and 33.3%, followed by the ÖVP with 32.7%, while the Greens with their top
candidate Johannes Voggenhuber garnered 12.9%. The turnout was remarkably
low at only 42.4%.49
In the 2004 European elections, Voggenhuber received the most preferential votes (30,459) nationwide, and thus not only almost ten percent of the votes
of all Green voters, but also 50% more than the top candidates from SPÖ and
ÖVP, Hannes Swoboda and Ursula Stenzel.50 Voggenhuber was possibly the most
prominent Austrian EP member, who occasionally challenged, and sometimes
“over-stretched”, his own party with his energy and criticism.
In the FPÖ, a coup had taken place in this EU election. With almost 22,000
preferential votes or 14% of FPÖ voters, dueling fraternity member and right-wing
politician Andreas Mölzer soundly trounced the party’s top candidate, Hans Kronberger.51 The entry of Haider’s “policy advisor” Mölzer into the EU Parliament
seemed like the last footnote in the context of an almost completely pulverized FPÖ.
In the person of the investigative journalist Hans-Peter Martin, who had sharply
criticized EP members’ per diems and travel cost accounting, a form of criticism
that was more de-ideologized and intrinsic to the EU system won in the EP elections – a populism that neither questioned the EU fundamentally nor dreamed of
a “Europe of nations” with a core Europe dominated by German culture. It was a
populism that professed to achieve more transparency and less complexity, and it
wished to contribute to an improvement in the quality of politics in the long term
and, in so doing, could perhaps help the EU to win the people back.
Some 455 million EU citizens from twenty-five European states would get
a single constitution. These, or something similar, were the glad tidings from
the Heads of State and Government before the summer of 2004 began. Despite
the bracingly low europe-wide turnout for the European Parliament elections,
the Irish did not give up their integration impulse and managed to do something
during their presidency that had been thought nearly impossible as recently as
in December of 2003 or in the spring of 2004. After months of tug-of-war, the
49
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Reinhold GÄRTNER, Annual Review Austria 2004, in: Contemporary Austrian Studies
Vol. 14, New Brunswick – L
 ondon 2005, 417–420.
Gerald STOIBER, Wirbel statt grüner Solidarität. EU-Wahl. Die Parteispitze der Grünen
fürchtet offenbar, dass Johannes Voggenhuber über Vorzugsstimmen doch im EU-Parlament
bleibt, in: Salzburger Nachrichten, January 29, 2009.
Ibid.
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Heads of State and Government had agreed on a new EU Constitution late at
night on June 18, 2004 that was to make the enlarged Europe more democratic
and transparent – this under the skillful guidance of the Irish Prime Minister
Bertie Ahern, who had led secret individual talks with difficult partners (“confessionals”), combined and in parallel with multilateral negotiations.52 While the
convention draft was modified in central issues, Ahern still thought that this was
“fundamental progress for Europe” and a “milestone”. The concerns of the smaller countries regarding the Convention Treaty were alleviated. Poland wanted to
integrate a reference to God in the preamble at the last minute, but that did not
succeed. However, the status of churches was secured in Article I-51, and a reference to the religious heritage of the EU was included in the preamble. The most
important points consisted of the following results: the “one country – one commissioner” rule should be remained in effect until 2014, after which there should
be a reduction to two thirds of EU countries, which should mean a total number of
eighteen commissioners. After two periods, each country would then pause and
not provide a commissioner. The issues around determining a majority in the EU
Council were extremely controversial.53
The question of a reference to God in the preamble had already been very
controversial before in the debate about the Charter of Fundamental Rights. It
was particularly a demand of Poland, the churches and the EPP. But French representatives with their secular state view were against it. The proponents of the
reference to God professed their support for a supranational system of norms, to
which the legislator should also be bound, in order to reject any state totalitarianism. The opponents of the reference to God argued that a reference to Christianity
could be used to exclude Turkey from EU membership. Another point of criticism
was that non-religious people could feel excluded or discriminated. Finally, the
preamble of the Constitutional Treaty referred to the spiritual, cultural, and the
religious heritage of Europe, which settled the dispute.
The rules that were reached give an impression of the kinds of reservations
that had existed and how many hurdles had to be overcome. The Irish Presidency
of the Council resolved them. The compromise was finally the forming of “double
52
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In that regard, see in detail Gerhard ZETTL, Der Weg zur politischen Einigung über die
Europäische Verfassung unter der irischen Ratspräsidentschaft, in: GEHLER – BISCHOF –
KÜHNHARDT – STEININGER (Eds.), Towards a European Constitution, 489–508 as well
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ibid., 475–487.
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majorities” for making decisions, that is, fifteen out of twenty-five EU countries
and 300 million out of 450 million citizens. This would abolish the old rule of
weighting votes with qualified majorities on the Council of Ministers for the future, which the Nice Treaty still provided. At this point, the “double majorities”
were to come to bear, which have to comprise one vote per state with 55% of the
member countries and 65% of the populations (based on the current EUROSTAT
survey) in order to come to a decision. However, a blocking minority of 35.5%
(36%) would remain, which required a minimum of four states. Since three large
states would already reach 35.5%, the rule of four was introduced, that is, a smaller state would be necessary to form a blocking minority. What did that mean
in actual fact? According to the Constitutional Treaty that was adopted, simple
majorities practiced thus far (especially in the low policy area) would increasingly be replaced by qualified majorities, and therefore what had thus far been
the exception would become the rule. That would result in a switch: the qualified majorities should become the rule, and the simple majorities will be applied
only infrequently. The rule of unanimity would remain the exception. However,
if the Constitutional Treaty were to be ratified, this practice would not apply until 2010, which meant that the Nice rule with the weighting of votes (Germany
29, France 29, the United Kingdom 29, etc. and Spain 27, Poland 27, etc.) would
still be in effect until 2009. Exceptions from the future double majorities on the
Council would only apply for procedural issues, as well as for the appointment
of office-holders, where 65% of the populations, and not 55% of the countries but
rather 72% of them, would be required. Qualified majority decisions were not to
apply in the Common European Security and Defense Policy (CESDP). For sensitive issues such as justice, interior, foreign, and security policy, nineteen country votes of twenty-five would be necessary. The “liberum veto” would therefore
continue to exist in foreign and security policy – the link with NATO was emphasized and strengthened by the Heads of State and Government. The Fundamental
Rights Charter was to become an integral part of the Constitutional Treaty, the
EU’s legal entity as well as price stability were defined, defending the European
Central Bank (ECB) against attacks. The parliament received more competences
and would generally participate in decisions on European legislation. The number of EU members of parliament was limited to a total of 750 – with a view
towards the future accession candidates (Bulgaria, Romania, Croatia, and possibly also Turkey) with at least six and no more than ninety-six for individual
member states, which would mean a loss for Germany in the future. The influence
of the European Parliament was expanded, from the current 626 representatives
from fifteen countries to 732 representatives from twenty-five member states as
of July 2004. In the future, it was to decide together with the Council of the EU
(codecision procedure) in about seventy areas instead of the current thirty-four. It
was assigned the full budget right, and would also be allowed to “elect” the EU
Commission President, which consisted of a right to consent after prior selection
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and determination of the candidate by the European Council. The Commission,
which still had twenty members, was to be made smaller and consist of only fifteen voting commissioners (one president, one vice president = foreign minister,
and thirteen commissioners) and only ten non-voting consulting commissioners,
who have already been called “EU-nuchs” by critics of this proposal. “Foreign
Commissioner” Chris Patten spoke sarcastically of a “choir of castrati” (“Kastratenchor”).54 The European Parliament still did not possess a right to bring a
bill of its own, and thus continued to impress indefatigable critics as an appendix
or a second review instance. Despite the compromises of the intergovernmental
conference with regard to the “EU Constitution” – which was no more and no
less than a treaty based on international law – it had to be taken into account that
numerous states had lodged reservations about consent, that is, that the document
still needed intrastate blessings. In addition to the approval by the European Parliament, ratifications by the national parliaments were also required, which was
still to cause sufficient headaches, as Le Figaro quickly listed as a problem.55
In July 2004, despite a bad mood regarding the union in some of their populations, ten EU countries (Belgium, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Ireland, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Spain, and the United Kingdom) decided in favor of referenda on the Constitutional Treaty. France was also planning
a referendum,56 while the Basic Law (Grundgesetz) in Germany does not allow a
referendum. Simply it was the circumstance that some Europeans were allowed
to vote and some were not seemed problematic. Due to the lasting euroskepticism
in the United Kingdom, there were considerable doubts whether Tony Blair would
get consent for the EU Constitution, and whether it would ever even take effect.
The formal signing was scheduled for the same palace in which the Treaties of
Rome of March 25, 1957 were signed, at the Capitolio.57
The EU Constitutional Treaty was signed for Austria on October 29, 2004 by
Chancellor Wolfgang Schüssel and the new Foreign Minister, Ursula Plassnik.58
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2004 October, 29: Signing of the EU Constitutional Treaty in Rome, Austria’s Federal
Chancellor Wolfgang Schüssel and Foreign Minister Ursula Plassnik

German Chancellor Gerhard Schröder called it an “historic decision” and a
“milestone on the way to further European integration”.59 With the Constitution, Europe had become “more unified and governable”. France’s Head of
State Jacques Chirac called the accord “an important day for Europe”. British
Prime Minister Tony Blair expressed himself similarly. Spain’s President José
Luis Rodriguez Zapatero emphasized that a directorate had been prevented. For
Austria’s Chancellor Wolfgang Schüssel, the first single EU Constitution was
the “correct response to some skepticism about justified questions”. It provided
“added value” to citizens, such as defined equality of states, protection of minorities, fundamental rights, and improvements for internal security. Asked why the
accord had taken so long, he responded that it took time to integrate twenty-five
countries and to take all concerns and wishes seriously. The faster but undesirable
alternative would have been, “Two give orders, and the others must obey.”60
Compared to the Convention’s draft, the “constitution” that had now been
negotiated was a “victory of national idiosyncrasies”, and the criticism leveled
by the Austrian green EU representative and member of the Constitutional
59
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“Wir werden diesen Weg weitergehen”, in: Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, July 3, 2004.
Austrian Chancellor Wolfgang Schüssel, in der ORF broadcast “Journal zu Gast”, Ö 1, June 19,
2004.
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Convention, Johannes Voggenhuber was that “not a single step forward was
visible”. The “mish-mash of formulas” for majority decisions would result in
continuing the “alienation” between the EU and citizens.61

2004–2009: Commission Barroso I, 1st row left outside Commissioner Benita Ferrero-Waldner

At the end of June, a solution was found for succeeding Prodi. After a prolonged tug-of-war about potential candidates (Guy Verhofstadt, Chris Patten,
Costa Simitis, Javier Solana, and even Wolfgang Schüssel), the EU Heads of
State and Government nominated someone as the new Commission President
who had not played any role at all in the prior carousel of candidates at a special
summit in Brussels on June 28, 2004: Portugal’s Prime Minister José Manuel
Durão Barroso. Irish Prime Minister Ahern had made it known at the EU-USA
Summit that he was confident he could push Barroso through as a candidate,
with the European social democrats still registering concerns. The appointment
procedure was closely coordinated between Gerhard Schröder, Jacques Chirac,
Tony Blair, and representatives from other large and medium-size countries (the
United Kingdom, Italy, and Spain), again upsetting the smaller countries. The
new constitution would have provided for the parliament to be consulted; how
ever, since it was not yet in effect, this did not happen.
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“Kritik an EU-Verfassung: Für Voggenhuber hat ‘nationale Eigenbrötelei’ gesiegt”, in: News,
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2008 July 25: Small State Prize of the Herbert-Batliner-Europainstitut for Jean Claude Juncker,
together with Austrian Chancellor Alfred Gusenbauer and former Vice Chancellor Erhard Busek

Since the split of the FPÖ in the spring of 2005 – when all of its members of
the government and leading representatives such as Jörg Haider founded the
“Bündnis Zukunft Österreich” (the Alliance for the Future of Austria, or BZÖ),
and the ÖVP continued the coalition with the new party instead of with the FPÖ
– five parties were represented in the Nationalrat.
On May 11, 2005, Austria took an important step in integration policy. In
the eleventh year of its EU membership, the Nationalrat adopted the EU Constitutional Treaty almost unanimously, that is, with the votes of the ÖVP, SPÖ,
Greens, and of the split resulting from the FPÖ, the BZÖ, with only one opposing
vote. The sole “nay” vote came from representative Barbara Rosenkranz, who
had remained in the FPÖ and who wanted to protest, among others, “against
combat deployments of Austrian soldiers on foreign soil, and the oppressive EU
centralism”, calling the EU Constitution “a black day for the Second Republic”.62
In contrast, the majority of comments by domestic and EU politicians on the ratification of the EU Constitution were appreciative and celebratory. On May 25,
2005, the Bundesrat gave its consent to the ratification. After the Federal President Heinz Fischer (2004–2016) signed the EU Constitutional Treaty on June 14,
the r atification document was deposited in Rome on June 17, 2005.
However, the ratification of the EU Constitutional Treaty was to become questionable after it had been soundly rejected in referenda with 54.87% of the votes
against it in France on May 29, 2005, and even with 61.6% against it in the Netherlands on June 1, 2005. The French “non!” and the Dutch “nee!”, as well as
the disputed issues of the continuation of the EU Constitution’s ratification process, led the EU into one of the most severe crises in its history, after the French
rejection of the European Defense Community (EDC) on August 30, 1954, and
Charles de Gaulle’s policy of the “empty chair” in 1965–66.
62
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Initially, the assessment in Vienna went clearly in favor of continuing the
ratification process. At the Minoritenplatz, the new seat of the Austrian foreign
ministry, the French result was acknowledged with regret. The resulting difficulties were perceived realistically enough. The first assessment of the situation on
May 29, 2005, in conjunction with the instruction for the Permanent Representation of Austria in Brussels, was on the whole still relatively open and optimistic:
“Regrettable outcome, since the Treaty establishing a Constitution for Europe would be a
clear step forward compared to the Nice Treaty (more democracy and transparency, social
dimension of the Union; subsidiarity, Human Rights Charter; etc.)
–

France must now perform an analysis of the result.

–

It is necessary not to respond with undue haste [sic!]

–
From the Austrian point of view, there is no alternative to continuing the ratification
process in the outstanding member states. No member state can decide for others on this issue
[...]
It has become apparent that an EU-wide referendum would be a better procedure. While
Austria will continue to also repeat this suggestion in the future, it recognizes, though, that
this would require the creation of a single legal basis.”63

Shortly thereafter, the population of the Netherlands was to rebuff the EU
Constitutional Treaty even much more clearly than the French had done on May 29.
The fate of the “EU Constitution” appeared to be sealed since two founding members were already unable to show an affirmative referendum. The Europe-friendly
Luxembourg under Prime Minister Jean-Claude Juncker still held a vote – the
Grand Duchy’s population voted strongly in favor – but Denmark and the United
Kingdom suspended the referenda, pleading – as had been correctly anticipated at
the Minoritenplatz – for a “pause for reflection”, which was then also to become
the general EU position. The ratification process of the “EU Constitution” remained in a crisis that was to continue to last during the Austrian Council Presidency in the first half of 2006.
63

Original quotation: “Bedauerliches Ergebnis, da der Vertrag über eine Verfassung für Europa
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6. EU SCEPTICISM – NATO RESPECTS NEUTRALITY
Austria had been conducting comprehensive informational events, thorough discussions, and public campaigns for a debate about the future of the EU since
mid-September 2005. Austrians were to be motivated to share their thoughts, ideas, and suggestions via an interactive website (www.zukunfteuropa.at or on the
Europe-wide toll-free phone number 0800–22 11 11). In cooperation with the Austrian Chamber of Economy (Wirtschaftskammer Österreich) and the Association
of Austrian Industrialists (formerly the VÖI), now Österreichische Industriellen
Vereinigung (ÖIV), a “Europe bus” toured all of Austria. This “EU roadshow”
project was intended to better acquaint Austrian citizens with the EU. Advisors
and experts were available to gather and register ideas. It was not certain whether
such measures would actually work. The experience with campaigns had not been
very positive since the Austrian EU referendum of June 12, 1994 regarding the
results because people remembered the forecasts that did not materialize and no
longer believed the promises.
Due to the existing conditions, a profound change in awareness among EU
citizens was not to be expected in Europe. As long as the key TV and print media
primarily reported and published within national contexts, there was hardly any
chance for a broad European public sphere. This would have been a prerequisite
for a stronger EU awareness, but it would also have to be asked why this should
have existed, and to what end. The key problem was the latent contradiction between the policies of nation-state and EU interests, which was not subject to open
and honest discussion. As long as the issue of the EU’s finality remained unresolved, and the EU politicians themselves did not agree and were unable to state
clearly what it actually was that they wanted to achieve with the EU, the lack of
orientation, the unease, and the insecurity among the population were bound to
last.
Against the backdrop of the negative referenda on the Constitutional Treaty
in France and the Netherlands, Austria assumed an increasingly distanced and
reserved position with regard to the accession of Turkey. Within that context, the
growth of an EU-critical attitude in Austria’s population also played a hefty role.
Surveys conducted in October and November of 2005 among over a thousand participants in Austria showed that the mood in the population regarding the European Union and potential additional EU members had reached its low point. Before
the EU Council Presidency began, the “Eurobarometer” showed that Austrians
had the most negative attitude among all union citizens in Europe. Only 24%
of those surveyed had a positive image of the union, while the EU average was
44%. When asked whether EU membership was “a good thing” one out of two
EU citizien responded in the affirmative, while in Austria, only 32% shared this
opinion. These figures put Austria even behind the EU-skeptical Britons, 34% of
whom were of that opinion. In the lead was Luxembourg, due to its traditional
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pro-EU population, with 82%. Additional questions confirmed the negative trend
in Austria: only 35% believed that EU membership would bring “advantages”
for their own country. The only ones to be more negative on this issue were the
Swedes with 32%, while the EU-wide average was 52%, for whom membership in
the EU was linked to advantages. The most negative results came against Turkey:
80% of Austrians were against Turkish accession (part of which was also due to
traditional xenophobia), although there was still an absolute majority with 55%
against on average within the EU. Austrians were also clearly against a membership of Bulgaria (69%) and Romania (72%), while the EU average was in favor of
accession of these two countries.64
Salzburg was the most EU-friendly state in Austria: 59% of its population
thought the EU was a “good thing”. Only 14% thought so in Burgenland, however,
which had been an “Objective 1 Subsidized Area” (“Ziel 1-Fördergebiet”) since
1995. This is a remarkable result that allows the conclusion that EU frustration,
EU skepticism, and the rejection of EU enlargement cannot be eliminated just
by financial aid and structural subsidies alone. The Single Currency as well as
opportunities due to mobility and studies was after all considered a “positive”.
Some 64% of those surveyed also thought that the EU Constitutional Treaty
would have to be renegotiated or dropped.65
An historical study of this period will have to look further back, dig deeper,
define long-term causes, and assess their continued effects, that is, list a host of
factors for performing a comprehensive analysis, which was an analysis of the
failure, ultimately a declaration of bankruptcy of Austrian EU policy from 1995
to 2005. However, much short-term memory may be active in pollsters and those
who interpret them the historical background of those times needs to be recalled:
The European Union was painted in the brightest and most beautiful colors for
the Austrians before their accession. The government had expressed its intentions
and motivations very vividly and strongly, hardly providing any explanation of
the actual interests and underlying causes, as well as the potential and calculable
consequences of the EU accession, but instead, it had used focused propaganda
(“We are Europe”). They wanted to achieve a positive referendum result, to which
they are entitled and which was their understandable political concern. But in
so doing, EU accession was represented in a much too positive light, pushed too
64
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one-sidedly, and with too little honest and realistic information. Only some of the
promises became reality. EU accession was officially motivated with more income (the famous “Ederer’s Thousand” – the Undersecretary for Europe Brigitte
Ederer had forecast additional thousand schillings for each household in the event
of EU accession), more security, and greater prosperity, as well as the fear of “remaining outside”. But increased security and prosperity for the average citizen did
not subsequently materialize. Cuts and savings measures followed. In the face of
increased external threat scenarios and a lack of EU conflict management, unease
and insecurity prevailed – also and in particular due to the ever-increasing challenges of globalization. The relatively superficial flogging of the product in 1994,
which often resembled commercials for detergent, was recognized too late as an
advertising campaign on the part of the political class, with subsequent disgruntled reactions. There grew a feeling of resentment against the Vranitzky-Busek
coalition government because of this propaganda campaign. Jörg Haider’s FPÖ
was able to profit considerably from this potential for frustration from 1995–99
and finally – strengthened by this critical attitude towards the EU – make it into
the government. That the Haider-FPÖ of the years between 2000 and 2005, despite its original opposition to the EU in the key issues of integration policy (the
euro, EU “Eastern Enlargement”, austerity policy for meeting the Maastricht convergence criteria and the Stability Pact) cooperated with the ÖVP, and had to do
so, contributed significantly to the further frustration of the EU critics. Haider’s
populist anti-EU attitudes could barely be found anymore among the FPÖ members in the government, and were noticeably toned down. The fact that EU membership made neutrality doubtful, and damaged and jeopardized it, was a critical
issue which, while defused by declarations and rhetorically bypassed before the
referendum, was to become very apparent afterwards: a majority of the population assumed an oppositional attitude, responded with defiance, and took a stand
against attempts to abolish neutrality, which the politicians had to acknowledge.
The maintenance and continuation of neutrality was also reflected during a
memorable visit. NATO Secretary General Jaap de Hoop Scheffer expressed
respect for Austrians’ desire to maintain their neutrality when he visited Vienna
in early November 2005. He recognized the existence and significance of this
security policy instrument for the country, but he also expressed his satisfaction
about the continued willingness of the Austrian Federal Government to partici
pate in civil and other, not purely military tasks of the changed transatlantic alliance. De Hoop Scheffer agreed and was satisfied with Austria’s status as a neutral country due to, among other things, the active participation of the Austrian
army in NATO operations in Afghanistan and in Kosovo within the framework
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of the Partnership for Peace (PfP). He emphasized the official line of the Atlantic
Alliance, “NATO wholly respects Austria’s neutrality.”66
The Transit Treaty for reducing the harmful exhaust gases in the area of truck
transit across the Alpine routes, which had been signed in 1992 and included in its
entirety in the Accession Treaty in 1994, turned out to be a placebo and a paper
tiger. The heavy truck traffic through transit-plagued Tyrol kept increasing. This
is where the country’s loss of sovereignty was the most obvious. The EU – which
was associated with unwanted foreign trucks, while domestic ones were noticed
much less – just “barreled through it”, and many Austrian and Tyrolean felt run
over.
The measures in conjunction with the government boycott against the BlackBlue government in 2000 were seen as “EU sanctions” and also referred to by
this name. To this day, this misleading name is used in the media, and not just
in the Kronen Zeitung tabloid. This moniker has become a fixture in common
usage. The process was erroneously described as an “EU action” – when it was
actually individual EU Member States – and it was called inappropriate and unjustified, if not being perceived as outright humiliating and hurtful. As much as
the e nlargement by the CEEC in 2004 was to become a great expansion opportunity for banks, companies, and insurers, the much-cited “man in the street” noticed relatively little of these successes. Instead, he felt the increasing unemployment, company acquisitions, international competitors, and fiercer competition,
also followed by insolvencies of small and medium-size operations. Workers as
well as the unemployed feared the “Eastern Enlargement”, especially with a view
towards the impending influx of cheap labor.
7. RESERVATIONS AGAINST TURKEY AS A CANDIDATE FOR
EU ACCESSION NEGOTIATIONS
Just like other EU citizens, for Austrians as citizens of a European border country,
the tempo of the most recent EU enlargements had already felt too fast in the last
round. The consequences no longer seemed assessable. The speed of enlargement
policy had increased so much that the population’s ability to just absorb it no
longer existed. This brings us to Austria’s resistance against Turkey as the most
disputed accession candidate in the history of the EU.
The issue of Turkey’s acceptance as a full EU Member had already been on
the EU’s agenda for years and had also been at the center of sometimes passionate
and emotional debates in Europe. A relationship with the West and the European
Communities has already existed for a long time. Turkey had already joined the
66
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Council of Europe in 1949, the year it was founded. Since 1952, Turkey had been
a member of NATO, along with Greece. In 1959, Turkey made its initial membership application to the EEC. On September 12, 1963, an association treaty with the
“Common Market” was signed. When this document was approved, EEC Commission President Walter Hallstein believed, “Turkey is part of Europe”, referring
to the EEC as “Europe”.67 When a further military coup took place in Turkey in
1980, the EC foreign ministers demanded the restoration of democratic order.
After the political conditions had stabilized on the Bosporus, Turkey once again
submitted an application for accession to the EC on April 14, 1987. On December
11–15, 1995, after longer debates and despite concerns due to the human rights
situation in Turkey, the European Parliament voted 343 to 149 in favor of a customs union with Turkey that was to take effect on January 1, 1996. In the presence
of Austrian Chancellor Viktor Klima and Foreign Minister Wolfgang Schüssel,
the European Council confirmed in Luxembourg in 1997 that Turkey would be
eligible for EU accession. In December 1998, the Heads of State and Government
resolved at the Vienna EU Summit under Austrian Council Presidency, “The
European Council points out the great significance it accords to the extension
of the relationships and the continuation of the European strategy for preparing
Turkey for membership.”68
At the European Council in Helsinki on December 10–11, 1999, it was finally
decided to give Turkey candidate status. Klima and Schüssel also favored this.
The debate was characterized by a multitude of considerations of an economic,
geographic, social, politico-ideological, cultural, religious, security-policy, and
geo-strategic nature. Since 2002, the Justice Party (AKP) has been in power, supported by Islamist-conservative forces around the new strong man and poltician
Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, the former mayor of Istanbul, who has announced and
implemented a series of reforms. The 2002 Copenhagen EU Summit ended with
a disappointment for Ankara. While, after difficult negotiations, the enlargement
of the EU by ten countries had been decided upon, Turkey would continue to wait
in line. The desired date of 2003 for the start of accession negotiations was not
implementable. There was no decision from the fifteen member states to begin
accession negotiations with Turkey before the Union had grown to twenty-five
countries on May 1, 2004. In this larger group of states, Ankara feared that its
chances of getting out of the EU’s waiting room more rapidly would dwindle.69
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In the presence of the new Chancellor Schüssel and of Foreign Minister
Ferrero-Waldner, the EU Heads of State and Government had decided, “If the EU
Summit in December 2004 decides that Turkey meets the Copenhagen political
criteria, the EU will open accession negotiations with Turkey without delay.”70 It
would be correct to assume that the ten new EU members were not in any particular rush to give Turkey a negotiation date, due to the high financial cost to be expected. It would also be more difficult for Ankara to convince all twenty-five EU
members of Turkish EU membership than it already was with the fifteen old EU
states. After the summit in Copenhagen, the Turkish government felt mistreated.
And the EU had not had an open and fair debate with Ankara either until that
time; instead, it had acted in a sometimes condescending, even dictating manner
towards the aspiring accession candidate, raising expectations and making promises that it obviously was willing to fulfill only with hesitation, or even not at all.
Turkey reacted in a sensitive or even hypersensitive manner.71
EU Agricultural Commissioner Franz Fischler was of the opinion that Turkish
membership would be fraught with enormous difficulties. Based on his assessment, he did not think it would be feasible within the next ten to twenty years.
Against the backdrop of the Copenhagen EU Summit of December 2002, which
had postponed the response to Turkish accession until the end of 2004, he declared
that Turkish membership would not be financeable given the ten new EU Member
States. He referred to Romania and Bulgaria which were still in “Europe’s waiting room”. They would be among the largest countries to accede, and at the same
time, the two poorest ones. In ten years, Turkey would have 100 million inhabitants, 50% of whom would belong to the agrarian population. Growth in fundamentalism in Turkey would not, however, be either in the interest of the EU or that
of the countries along the North African coast. And only a small part of Turkey
was in Europe. Fischler was not firmly dismissive, but he did not see any prospect
for full membership within a foreseeable time. For him, the question was still
“completely open”. Preventing Islamic fundamentalism by means of European
integration was an offensive approach that would be important in the future with
a view towards the integration of the Mediterranean area. Finally, Fischler pointed out the circumstance of considerable significance that the EU did “simply not
agree” on the Turkey issue. Speaking freely and frankly in January 2003, he said:
“There are member states that are in favor of full membership for Turkey, others are absolutely
against it. In such moments, diplomatic instruments are resorted to. A formal position is withdrawn to: Turkey has candidate status, but it does not yet meet the criteria for accession. Now
a date has been defined for once again reviewing whether the criteria are met. Europe is in a
quandary here.”72
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This was a very realistic assessment by the very pragmatic Tyrolean christian
democrat.
While Valéry Giscard d’Estaing, President of the Constitutional Convention,
was of the opinion in 2004 that Turkish membership meant “a de facto end of the
EU”, Gerhard Schröder thought Turkey’s accession was “in Germany’s national
interest”. In contrast, Bavaria’s governor Edmund Stoiber (CSU) defined a clear
distance when he made known that “the acceptance of the country characterized
by Islam with a population of 70 million and with much less economic power
would overtax the integration capability of both Germany and the EU.”73
Closely linked to the issue of Turkish accession was and is the problem of
Cyprus. In terms of European policy, it was counterproductive and a complicated legal scenario that after the 2004 referendum on the reunification of Cyprus
conducted in the southern, greek-cypriot part that had a negative result, the island
was to remain divided. In de facto terms, only this part of Cyprus that is not
occupied by Turkish troops acceded to the EU on May 1, 2004. That additionally
complicated Turkey’s request to be admitted to the EU. The EU Commission did,
however, signal that it would provide the north of Cyprus with increased financial
subsidies in recognition of its positive vote.74
Was a “privileged partnership”, as demanded by then opposition politician
Angela Merkel (CDU), a realistic variant for Turkish EU integration? A sort of
European oriental economic area? A special partnership between Turkey and the
EU had already been rejected by many EU governments in the spring of 2004,75
not to mention by Ankara. But that also does not rule out that this construct might
be returned to again.
In the second half of both 2004 and 2005, the issue of beginning accession
negotiations with the EU candidate country Turkey was thoroughly discussed
in Austria. The decision of the EU Heads of State and Government of December 2004 had been made together with the Austrian Chancellor. It said that the
joint objective was accession, and the start of negotiations would be on October
3, 2005. After Schüssel had originally been positive and well-disposed towards
Turkey as a EU Member Candidate, still in the same month (December 2004) he
now wanted to achieve a political pact with all Austrian parties for a future Turkey
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referendum in his country after the negotiations would be completed, a political
agreement beyond the legislative term, regardless of whether the respective party
would then be in the government or in the opposition. The FPÖ emphasized its
position of setting up a legal framework for the referendum. While the SPÖ set
conditions – namely, to first hold the referendum and then to have the government
consent afterwards – the Greens immediately rejected the project. Interestingly
enough, the former Foreign Minister and newly appointed EU Commissioner for
Foreign and Neighborhood Affairs since 2004, Ferrero-Waldner, initially took a
different position than that of the ÖVP-FPÖ government regarding this issue, and
thus also contravened her former boss during the ORF Im Journal zu Gast by taking a position against a referendum in Austria on October 25, 2004, consenting at
most to a Europe-wide referendum. Later she noted that this was a matter that was
up to the member states. EPP representative Othmar Karas (ÖVP) also distanced
himself, calling a decision for a referendum “emotionalizing and nationalizing”
the debate. The international reactions came from opponents and proponents. The
foreign minister of the Netherlands called Schüssel’s initiative “not very fair” and
provided a soccer metaphor: It was like moving the goalposts during a match. The
Austrian chancellor’s ideas were not that far off from those of the Commission
President. In October, Barroso had suggested a Europe-wide referendum on the
Turkey issue, and had already agreed with Jacques Chirac on a referendum by the
French public.76
In the end, the government and the opposition in Austria were not able to agree
on a joint motion for a resolution on a binding referendum on Turkey, which once
again emphasized the motto of these years, “domestic policy controversy about
Black-Blue foreign policy”.77 The governing coalition’s own motion was adopted
with the votes of the ÖVP and FPÖ. It said, “Turkey’s accession to the European
Union is only possible on the basis of the direct democratic participation of the
Austrian people.” But this Nationalrat decision was not a legally binding order for
holding a referendum; it was only a political commitment of the parties.78
In the autumn of 2005, the controversy about the candidate country Turkey
continued to become more urgent due to the issue of approving the start of negotiations. EU Member Austria garnered days of international attention at the end
of September-early October because it initially balked. It seemed as though by
potentially blocking the accession negotiations, Vienna was practicing a highwire act without a net. A “Special Council” – in essence, a crisis meeting of
the foreign ministers – convened on Sunday, October 2, in Luxembourg. The
background was that Austria’s Permanent Representative at the EU in Brussels,
Gregor Woschnagg, had already blocked a decision among the level of EU ambassadors on September 29. The British Presidency of the Council thus saw itself
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compelled to call a meeting of foreign ministers, with Foreign Minister Ursula
Plassnik participating. In interviews with the Financial Times and the Herald
Tribune, Schüssel emphasized the definition of an alternative to Turkey’s full accession. It was not very clear to the public what intention and strategy the Austrian Federal Government was pursuing. This also resulted in misunderstandings in
reactions and interpretations.
To the outside, the demand for an alternative scenario looked like a one against
twenty-four position, Austria against the rest, even if other EU states were sympathetic to or even supported the Austrian policy. In any case, it was speculated,
though, and Schüssel was accused of wanting to wait for the regional elections
in Styria, scheduled for Sunday, October 2, in particular since the accession of
Turkey was anything but popular in Austria. There was a risk that the Styria
governor’s chair held by Waltraud Klasnic might be lost. If this was ever the intent of the head of the ÖVP Schüssel, it remained unsuccessful, as Klasnic lost
the elections even without the start of negotiations with Turkey and was to be
replaced by the SPÖ’s top candidate Franz Voves (2005–2015) soon after. Others
surmised that Austria had tied the issue of starting negotiations with Turkey to
those for Croatia, thus creating a link between the two, which was (understandably) definitively excluded and categorically denied by the foreign minister. But in
the aforementioned interviews with the Herald Tribune and others, the chancellor
had blamed the EU for having a “double standard” – as if Austria were not part of
the Union. The gist of what he had said was that if the Turks were seen as capable
of further efforts, this should also apply to the Croatians. It was in Europe’s interest to begin accession negotiations with Croatia “immediately”. At the same
time, UN Chief Prosecutor Carla Del Ponte was in Zagreb in order to determine
whether the Croatian regime under the head of government, Ivo Sanader, would
cooperate comprehensively with the UN War Crimes Tribunal in The Hague. And
just before that, this Swiss prosecutor, who otherwise had made such an intransigent impression, had also said that the extradition of the fugitive infamous former
Croatian general Ante Gotovina was not a condition for “comprehensive cooperation”. And the Croatia Contact Group had also convened again on the sidelines
of the crisis meeting of foreign ministers in Luxembourg. The United Kingdom’s
Foreign Minister Jack Straw, who was known as a tough negotiator, tried to remind Austria of the negotiation mandate adopted by the EU Heads of State and
Government in December 2004, which Schüssel had also supported. In it, though,
in addition to accession as a common goal of the negotiations, the latter had also
been described as an “open-ended process whose outcome cannot be guaranteed
in advance”. If the talks were to fail now, Turkey could then be offered to be
“linked completely with the European structures by the strongest tie possible”,
that is, it could be offered an alternative. From the Austrian point of view, such an
alternative should now be defined in October 2005. The hardening of the fronts
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could hardly have been more obvious. Brussels correspondent Michael Jungwirth
rightly spoke of Wolfgang Schüssel “playing poker”.79
At the same time, an Austrian delegation of Nationalrat members under the
leadership of its president Andreas Khol was in Turkey. Given the tense situation,
the group had to have mixed feelings, and due to Vienna’s blockade in Luxembourg, the reception by the Turkish side ranged from hesitant to cool.80
Then, there was a sudden turnabout: on October 3, the matter was decided.
The Berliner Zeitung led with “EU starting accession talks with Turkey. Austria
gives up its resistance”,81 while the headline in the Austrian daily Der Standard
was “Turkey: Austria Gives In.”82 But was that really the case? From the outside,
it looked as if Austria had completely folded with its demand to name a concrete
alternative. However, for giving in, it had received something that was really not
so minor. What happened, and what had been achieved?
The EU Member States had agreed on a basis for the talks. On the evening of
October 3, the Turkish government agreed to the negotiation framework. The opening ceremony was scheduled for that night in Luxembourg. After tough negotiations, failure had seemed imminent several times. Ultimately, Austria waived its
demand for the concrete naming of negotiation goals other than full membership,
which Turkey had flatly rejected. Germany’s Foreign Minister Joschka Fischer
saw “a great opportunity” for both sides, the EU and Turkey, and that Europe
had won. But there would be no decision on accession until the negotiations had
been completed. The head of the German EPP parliamentary group, Hans-Gert
Pöttering (CDU), never tired of repeating that for a national government led by
the CDU, “the privileged partnership” with Turkey would be a priority.83
Was Schüssel thinking of this phrase until the last minute, when he wanted
to name a concrete alternative? In the early German national elections, he had
pitched in and actively campaigned for the CDU’s candidate for the office of chancellor, Angela Merkel. His bet had obviously been on a clear victory of his party
affiliate, which was also likely given the results of polls. But the comfortable lead
of the CDU/CSU melted away and Schröder strongly caught up in an exciting
election campaign finish. As a result, the expected coalition of CDU/CSU and
FDP did not materialize. The failure of the christian conservative union parties in
Germany under Merkel’s leadership to achieve a solid election win also weakened
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Austria’s resistance against Turkey becoming a future full EU Member under the
British Presidency of the EU Council, which was traditionally pro-enlargement.
Thus, much was at play: once again, the ability to act, but above all, the credibility of the EU. In addition, the transatlantic relationships were also at issue:
US Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice spoke with Prime Minister Erdoğan on
the phone and signaled support for EU enlargement. Behind the scenes, UN Chief
Prosecutor Del Ponte was already waiting. As recently as in March 2005, she had
made the EU cancel accession talks due to the alleged lack of cooperation from
the Croatian government regarding war crimes trials. The Turkish delegation was
still waiting at the airport for the green light to fly to Brussels. After the Iraq war
(2003), the outstanding Constitutional Treaty decisions (2004), and its ratification
crisis in France and the Netherlands (2005), the EU was facing another stress test,
as Plassnik called it, which, however, had already turned into an existential test
quite some time before. It was all the more surprising, or amazing, how quickly
the Gordian knot was cut all of a sudden. The headlines in the Austrian daily
Der Standard were mostly critical: “Vienna Accepts EU Accession as Goal for
Turkey”,84 “Much Demanded, Little Achieved”,85 with Alexandra Föderl-Schmid
commentary, “Criticism of Vienna’s Negotiation Style in Brussels”,86 and another
story “Much Ado about Not Much in the Turkey Cliffhanger.”87 But let’s quote the
Berliner Zeitung here once again, which reported this in a rather neutral manner
(since the majority of Austrian media were not free from criticism, polemics, and
gloating in the face of Austria’s “folding” without sufficiently acknowledging the
trade-off):
“In the late afternoon, with the scheduled meeting with [Abdullah] Gül for
opening the accession negotiations having been postponed, all of a sudden
everything adds up in Luxembourg. As demanded by the EU, Del Ponte certifies
Croatia’s unrestricted cooperation with the Tribunal. The UN Chief Prosecutor
assures that she had not been pressured – a wish of the Austrians has been fulfilled, the path for accession talks with Zagreb is free. At the same time, Vienna
relinquishes its blockade in the matter of Turkey: Plassnik announces that she can
84
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“Wien akzeptiert EU-Beitritt als Ziel für die Türkei. Nach zähem Ringen lenkte Österreich bei
den EU-Beitrittsverhandlungen mit der Türkei ein. Österreich konnte nur die Forderung durchsetzen, dass die Aufnahmefähigkeit der EU als Kriterium im Mandat für die Verhandlungen
mit Ankara stärker hervorgehoben wird. Auch die USA schalteten sich in die Gespräche ein”,
in: Der Standard, October 4, 2005.
Alexandra FÖDERL-SCHMID, Viel verlangt, wenig erreicht, in: Der Standard, October 4,
2005.
Alexandra FÖDERL-SCHMID, Kritik in Brüssel an Wiens Verhandlungsstil, in: Der
Standard, October 5, 2005.
Eva LINSINGER – Barbara TÓTH, Viel Lärm um wenig im Türkei-Krimi. Kanzler Wolfgang
Schüssel bemühte sich Dienstag wortreich, das Verhandlungsergebnis zur Türkei als Erfolg zu
verkaufen. Das BZÖ spielte dabei nur teilweise mit. Die Änderungen sind in der Tat marginal,
in: Der Standard, October 5, 2005.
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live with accession as the goal of the negotiations. It would only be important to
take into account the Union’s ability to integrate new members – a criterion that
is already in the text multiple times. The EU has found its formula for the major
project of Turkey.”88
On the occasion of an event on October 5, 2005 within the framework of the
Austrian Embassy in Berlin, someone asked during the subsequent public discussion what the explanation was for the striking temporal coincidence between
the simultaneous start of the Turkish and Croatian accession negotiations, and
whether there hadn’t been a quid pro quo from the Austrian side. Ambassador
Christian Prosl responded just as diplomatically as solomonically, “It just turned
out this way.”89
Austria’s wish to also begin accession negotiations with Croatia, as Vienna
continued to officially deny any link between this matter and that of Turkey, was,
however, not the only relevant issue. While the demand for the explicit naming of
a concrete alternative for accession was dropped, the EU’s capacity for acceptance
was highlighted, and the fair distribution of the financing of the future enlargement was emphasized. When comparing the two text passages – the wording of
the decision from December 2004 with the new one from October 2005 – critics
found only cosmetic changes. The first version read:
“Enlargement should strengthen the process of continuous creation and integration in which
the Union and its Member States are engaged. Every effort should be made to protect the
cohesion and effectiveness of the Union. In accordance with the conclusions of the Copen
hagen European Council in 1993, the Union’s capacity to absorb Turkey while maintaining
the momentum of European integration is an important consideration in the general interest
of both the Union and Turkey. The Commission shall monitor this capacity during the process
of negotiations.”90

The new version read,
88
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90

Orignal quotation: „Am späten Nachmittag, der vereinbarte Termin mit Gül zur Eröffnung
der Beitrittsverhandlungen ist verschoben, passt in Luxemburg plötzlich eins zum anderen.
Del Ponte bescheinigt Kroatien uneingeschränkte Kooperation mit dem Tribunal, wie es die
EU verlangt. Es habe keinen Druck auf sie gegeben, versichert die UN-Chefanklägerin – doch
ein Wunsch der Österreicher ist erfüllt, der Weg für Aufnahmegespräche mit Zagreb frei.
Zeitgleich gibt Wien seine Blockade in Sachen Türkei auf: Plassnik verkündet, sie könne mit
dem Beitritt als Ziel der Verhandlungen leben. Wichtig sei nur, die Fähigkeit der Union zur
Integration neuer Mitglied zu beachten – ein Kriterium, das sich ohnehin mehrfach im Text
findet. Die EU hat ihre Formel für das Großprojekt Türkei gefunden.“ Ibid.
Original quotation: „Es hat sich halt so ergeben.“ Answer to a question from the public by
A mbassador Dr. Christian PROSL, Austrian Embassy Berlin, October 5, 2005; on the EU-
Turkey accession negotiations: Sophia MARSCHNER, Die Geschichte und Entwicklung der
Europäischen Union. Unter besonderer Berücksichtigung des Weges Österreichs in die Europäische Union. Eine dokumentierte Analyse (Europäische Hochschulschriften Reihe III:
Geschichte und ihre Hilfswissenschaften 1084), Frankfurt/Main et. al. 2011, 217–221.
“Dokumentation: Was Österreich wirklich erreichen konnte”, in: Der Standard, October 5,
2005.
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“As agreed at the European Council in December 2004, these negotiations are based on Article 49 of the Treaty on European Union. [emphasis in original] The shared objective of the
negotiations is accession. These negotiations are an open-ended process [author’s emphasis],
the outcome of which cannot be guaranteed beforehand [author’s emphasis]. While having
full regard to all Copenhagen criteria, including the absorption capacity of the Union, if Turkey is not in a position to assume in full all the obligations of membership it must be ensured
that Turkey is fully anchored in the European structure through the strongest possible bond
[author’s emphasis].”91

To quote Der Standard one more time: in this daily, the question was raised
whether Austria had given in or whether it had negotiated heroically. According
to the newspaper, a close analysis of the text showed “that Austria only achieved
cosmetic changes”.92
The hypothesis that Austria had given in – however much it may seem part
of the continuity in the face of previous EU decisions (Alpine transit, the Beneš
decrees, the Temelín nuclear power plant, etc.) – does not seem likely in the case
of the Turkey issue. While Austria had caved in, it had also stuck with positions.
And in the very dispute about the future cost sharing, Austria has pushed through
a new financial passage. In the conclusions from December 2004, it only said,
“The accession negotiations still to be initiated with countries whose accession might have
significant financial effects cannot be completed until the financial framework for the period
after 2014, together with financial reforms that may result from the latter, has been defined.”93

In the new text from October 2005, the following rather significant passage was
added upon Austria’s urging and insistence and which was directed at the British,
“All agreements are intended to ensure that the financial burdens are fairly shared
among the members.” 94 This passage regarding financing was new. Even if the
“British rebate”95 was not expressly mentioned, the word “fair” clearly referred to
fair play, thus also calling attention to a British virtue. This was a rather significant partial success on the part of Austria not only for itself, but also for other EU
Member States and the Union as such. Even if Austria did not succeed in questioning the accession of Turkey as a fundamental goal, it did call to mind positions
by reemphasizing them through its stalling, its tendency to refuse, and its obstinacy, and it called attention to the unresolved conflict of the British rebate and its
future questioning and lifting. The negotiations with Turkey began in 2005. Since
that time, it has not only become quieter in the media, but in the past five years,
91
92
93

94
95

Ibid.
Ibid.
Original quotation: „Die Beitrittsverhandlungen, die noch mit Ländern einzuleiten sind, deren
Beitritt erhebliche finanzielle Auswirkungen haben könnte, können daher erst abgeschlossen
werden, wenn der Finanzrahmen für den Zeitraum nach 2014 zusammen mit Finanzreformen,
die möglicherweise daraus folgen, festgelegt ist.“ Ibid.
Ibid.
GEHLER, Europa, 763.
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no progress worth mentioning has been made, either. A breakthrough was still far
away in 2008. In Turkey, the disappointment with the EU had continued to grow.
8. THE PROSPECTS FOR THE 2006 PRESIDENCY OF THE COUNCIL
OF THE EUROPEAN UNION AND THE SHADOWS OVER IT
As a country that had ratified the EU Treaty on May 11, 2005, Austria strove to
contribute to the resolution of the ratification crisis, even if there were soon critical
to oppositional voices to be heard not only from other EU partners, but also from
its own ranks of the coalition government. And yet, the Federal Chancellery and
Foreign Ministry tried out a mixed EU strategy consisting of a mix of de-dramatization while providing momentum.96
With initiatives such as “Europe is Listening” and a “Speaker’s Corner” at the
Ballhausplatz,97 the Austrian Federal Government tried to gather and transport
opinions, create and capture moods, and determine the reasons for the lack of
trust in the EU. In agreement with the Commission, the intent had also been declared to hold a conference on the future of Europe on May 9, 2006, the Union’s
Europe Day, drawing conclusions from the data gathered, and agreeing on a road
map with actual dates at the concluding Summit in June. Initially, the Constitutional Treaty did not seem to have been a priority concern of Austria, after the
government itself had not been able to agree on it. In contrast to Head of Government Wolfgang Schüssel, Vice Chancellor Hubert Gorbach did not think that
the Constitutional Treaty had been acceptable in its present form and had recommended renegotiation. The Federal President Heinz Fischer also pleaded for
amendment. The SPÖ demanded that the ratification process not be continued and
instead that the third part of the Constitutional Treaty be thoroughly reworked in
the areas of “economy” and “employment” at a new convention. There was reason
to believe that due to differences in opinion within the governing coalition and to
the impending 2006 Nationalrat elections, the subject would be postponed until
the Council presidencies of Finland and Germany.98
Since 1945, Austria’s foreign policy has contributed to the preservation of the
state and its international acceptance, and it has repeatedly achieved the goals that
it has set for itself (unity, freedom, independence, self-reliance, neutrality, UN
96
97

98

GRUBER – LANG – MAURER, Aufräumarbeiten und neue Impulse für Europa, 1–2.
“Europa hört zu – auch wenn es unangenehm ist. Außenministerin Plassnik eröffnet den
‘elektronischen Speakers’ Corner’ auf dem Ballhausplatz”, in: Die Presse, January 9, 2006.
GRUBER – LANG – MAURER, Aufräumarbeiten und neue Impulse für Europa, 5; on the
role of the Austrian Presidency Wolfgang SCHÜSSEL, Der EU-Vorsitz ein Dienst an Europa,
in: Gregor WOSCHNAGG – Werner MÜCK – Alfred PAYRLEITNER, Hinter den Kulissen
der EU. Österreichs EU-Vorsitz und die Zukunft Europas, Wien – Graz – Klagenfurt 2007,
48–57; Klemens H. FISCHER, Subsidiaritätskonferenz in St. Pölten, in: ibid., 130–147; see
also documents 95 and 96 in the appendix “Documents”.
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membership, and EU membership). Thus, with self-assurance and confidence, it
can go on to tackle tasks for the future, namely: being or becoming the contact
and mediator, if not the spokesman, for the smaller EU members; further europeanizing Central and Eastern Europe; viewing Southeastern Europe not only as
an area of Austrian economic interest, but also as an area of European responsibility; making a contribution to a differentiated and more finely coordinated EU
neighborhood policy that is adapted and balanced to the corresponding specific
situations of the affected regions and further developing the EU as a security union that is structurally not capable of attack but is ready for defense. Making EU
Europe not just into a cultural dialogue partner but also additionally into a cultural integration factor (which the USA is currently capable of doing only to a limited
degree), that is, finally: creating a distinctive image for the European Union in the
sense of a Pax Europa as a globally effective stability factor for peacekeeping and
security policy.
In spite of all of its efforts and its most intense endeavors, the Austrian EU
Presidency stood before a multitude of problems that appeared to be virtually
unsolvable, of which only three will be cited here: The “Lisbon strategy” in light
of officially 19 million (in reality, probably 30 million) unemployed in Europe,
hesitant consumer behavior, and a modest economic situation, that is, the goal
of setting sights for the EU to be the economically and competitively strongest
area in the world; Overcoming the difficult ratification crisis of the Constitutional
Treaty which was the expression of a three-part crisis:
a) EU states against EU states: the crisis in allocation;
b) EU states against EU bodies and institutions: crisis in regulation and
jurisdiction;
c) EU institutions and EU citizens: crisis of legitimation; against the
background of nationally organized structures and media cultures that are
dominated by nationally oriented publics, positioning the European Union
(and its complicated institutional structure that is difficult to comprehend
at a glance) as a reason for hope and a task for the future, and to make this
not only more democratic and closer to the citizen, but also more capable of
making decisions and acting.
For Austria’s foreign policy, the EU Council Presidency represented an enormous
challenge. It signified one of the most difficult tasks in its entire history, after
the State Treaty and its EU accession. Above all else, the country did not have
ten years to deal with it as it did in 1945–55, but rather only six months, which
considerably reduced or even greatly minimized the prospects for success.
Looking back on and in comparison to the first presidency, what in 1998
seemed to be an abundance of tasks now appeared being limited. At this point,
the problems that were to be solved were nearly unmanageable. The security
agenda was excessive. In the years since the French EU presidency in 2000, the
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EU Member States had given themselves too much time for the solution of the
problems that they faced. In addition to the lost time that could hardly be made up
for any more, there were enormous structural problems to be solved. The interests
of the twenty-five EU countries had to be coordinated plus the great questions
of world policy have to be answered, that is, “Metternich squared”. While the
1814–15 Congress of Vienna waltzed to success, the Austrian EU presidency was
merely spinning around. The diplomacy of the Ballhausplatz was at work today at
the Minoritenplatz and around the entire globe. A small country could grow with
the gigantic EU tasks. In any case, the limits of its foreign policy also became
recognizable. What was also crucial with this was not “what’s in it” for Austria,
but rather whether the EU makes progress, that is, whether it can win over the
Europeans.
Against the background of the awkward majority relationships of Austrian
domestic policy – since 2005, the governing coalition had no longer had a majority
in the Federal Council (Bundesrat) –, the Federal Government that was weakened
by the split of the Freedom Party, the continuing disagreement in central issues
of integration between individual members of the government, and the upcoming
national parliamentary elections in the autumn of 2006 that were already casting
their shadow, it had been and continued to be difficult to expect the 2006 Austrian
EU presidency to play the active and powerful role of an “honest broker”. Once
again, the primacy of domestic policy and the policy of national interest was dominating over matters of European integration, a fundamental dilemma with which
the European Union continued to be confronted.
Yet with all of the conflicts of interest, crisis conditions, and tensions, the EU
was a product of crisis. In the last fifteen years, there had been no shortage of
crises, and the development of the union had profited in no small measure from
this. The importance of the EU in the fifteen years between 1989 and 2004 had
grown enormously. On the whole, these were successful years for integration. The
creation of the Home Market, the realization of the euro zone, and the unification
of the continent as well as the Constitutional Treaty that was passed by twenty-five
states had all set up the EU as an international actor more than ever before.99
The EU of that time was far more than the EC of the 1980s. Its appearance to
the outside had strengthened dramatically, especially in Asia. In Japan or Taiwan,
the EU was viewed as a model for overcoming the Cold War in its own region.
What the EU was still lacking was its own status as a legal entity, as was provided in the “EU Constitution”. Further enlargements seemed only conceivable and
feasible with such a constitutional work having entered into force.
On January 1, 2006 Austria assumed the EU Council Presidency for the first
half of the year. The preparations for the EU Presidency were front and center
99

Sven GAREIS – Gunther HAUSER – Franz KERNIC (Eds.), The European Union – A Global
Actor?, Opladen – Berlin – Toronto 2013; Stefan FRÖHLICH, Die Europäische Union als
globaler Akteur. Eine Einführung, Wiesbaden 2014.
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of Austrian foreign and European policy from 2003 to 2005. It already became
apparent long before that the Austrian Federal Government was making efforts to
de-dramatize the debate about the EU crisis. At the same time it tried to minimize
the pressure of high expectations with regard to the so-called “EU Constitution”.100
It was clear that Austria would not be able to keep control of the politically
exploding EU agenda101 and deal with all of the issues completely within the short
period of six months. Thus a choice had to be made. A few days after the visit
of the EU Commission members in January 2006, a follow-up meeting with the
Commission President and the Chancellor took place: sixty topics were discussed.
Barroso and Schüssel agreed that the EU presidency would have two phases: the
issues of “employment” and “energy” were to be the focus until the spring summit
in March, and the second phase until the June summit would be mostly about the
debate on the “future of Europe”.102
It was not to be expected that Austria’s EU presidency would be able to resolve
the entire range of problems, aside from the fact that Austria only had limited
codecision rights. Small and medium-sized steps of progress were to be more
relevant; they would be prepared and achieved in the individual subject-matter
departments, such as the smoother management of the Schengen evaluation,103 the
implementation of the revised “Lisbon strategy”104 in sub-areas or in the area of
“Die Türkei darf nicht für ihre Fußballer büßen”. Österreich übernimmt 2006 den EU-
Vorsitz. Ein Gespräch mit Bundeskanzler Wolfgang SCHÜSSEL über die nächste Erweiterung, die deutschen Nachbarn – und eine Europasteuer, in: Die Zeit, November 24, 2005;
Eva LINSINGER, Österreich will nicht der „Wunderheiler“ Europas sein. Die Möglichkeit im
Chefsessel sind begrenzt: Diese Botschaft versucht Kanzler Wolfgang Schüssel zu trommeln –
ganz präsidial. Für heftige Attacken auf die SPÖ ist Klubchef Wilhelm Molterer zuständig, in:
Der Standard, December 22, 2005; Alexandra FÖDERL-SCHMID, „Europa neuen Schwung
verleihen“. Zum Auftakt der EU-Präsidentschaft sieht sich der neue Ratspräsidentschaft
Wolfgang Schüssel mit Forderungen nach einer Belebung des Verfassungsprozesses konfrontiert, in: Der Standard, January 2, 2006; Christoph PRANTNER, „Die Verfassung ist nicht
tot“. Für Ratspräsident Wolfgang SCHÜSSEL und Kommissionspräsident José BARROSO
sollen zwei Themen im Fokus des Wiener EU-Vorsitzes stehen: Bis März werde es um Jobs
und Wachstum gehen. Im Juni soll es eine Initiative geben, um die Verfassung wieder flottzubekommen, in: Der Standard, January 10, 2006.
101
Michael GEHLER, Die EU-Agenda explodiert. Trotz Lösung des EU-Finanzenstreits bleiben
Österreich als „honest broker“ viele schwierige Aufgaben. Gastkommentar, in: Die Presse,
October 1, 2006.
102
“Résumé-Protokoll, Thema: österreichische Ratspräsidentschaft 2006; 23. Sitzung der interministeriellen Lenkungsgruppe am 13. 1. 2006”, BKA/BMfaA, BKA-405.007/0004IV/5/2006; BMaA-3.18.45/0002-III.2/2006, Vienna, January 17, 2006, For the chancellor:
HEISS m.p.; for the foreign minister: STEINHÄUSL m.p.; on the tasks and priorities of the
Austrian EU Presidency in 2006, see WOSCHNAGG/MÜCK/PAYRLEITNER, Hinter den
Kulissen der EU, 105–113.
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consumer protection, or the management of the services directive. In these areas,
it ought to also be possible to make the EU visible for citizens faster than in the
upper reaches of global politics.105
An open dispute had erupted not only between the Austrian governing parties,
but also within the strongest party, the European People’s Party, about whether
the Constitutional Treaty was still alive. Hans-Gert Pöttering, the head of the
EPP’s parliamentary group, did not want to see this treaty being abandoned, and
he criticized the Dutch within his own party ranks.106
The “voluntary part” of Austria’s EU Presidency comprised issues that historically had been main concerns of Austrian foreign policy and European policy
of the 1990s. Austria was a proponent of the prompt accession of the “Western
Balkan” countries, an issue for which it could count on support from the states
of the regional partnership (the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia, and
Slovenia).107
It had already become apparent at the beginning of 2006 that the European
Council presidency would be overshadowed by exogenous political events, and
thus with regard to its essential concerns, it would only be able to act with limitations. First it was the dispute over the pricing and delivery of natural gas by Russia
to the Ukraine, then the smoldering and escalating conflict about Iran’s nuclear
arms program. Ariel Sharon’s comatose state and the surprisingly clear victory of
the radical islamist movement Hamas at the end of January in the elections in the
Palestinian territories caused the European Union to initially react speechlessly,
and then to question its financial aid to the Palestinian Autonomous Authority.108
Added to this were the weeks of dispute about the caricatures of the prophet Mohammed with sustained rioting and protests against facilities of the EU
and Western embassies. And finally in February, the avian flu also appeared in
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 uropean countries. All of these exogenous factors overshadowed and sometimes
E
distracted the Austrian EU Presidency from its own concerns.

2006: “Wolfgang’s Year”

Austria’s example again highlighted the structural weakness of the six-month
EU presidencies and clearly showed their limitations. The issues, which have become ever more complex and are thus also more difficult to resolve require a
greater energy effort and more time. In spite of all of the good intentions that
Austria showed initially in 2005–06 for overcoming the ratification crisis of the
EU Constitutional Treaty, it quickly ran into obstacles and limitations. In Finland,
the impending presidential elections also played a role. EU governance that was
more centralized, and designed for longer time periods and more leadership continuity in terms of personnel and policies, should have more chances for success
in the future. The fundamental dispute between more democracy and grassroots
legitimization versus more efficiency and leadership ability would probably end
in favor of the latter principles – despite all of the demands for a stronger inclusion
of EU citizens into the EU process for developing political intent. In order to be
taken seriously as a legal entity of its own – that is, to be capable not just of global
presentation, but also of competition – the EU would probably have to decide in
favor of more efficiency and leadership, whatever the reaction to that may be.
According to Gunther Hauser, the results of the Austrian Presidency in 2006
can be summarised as a further overall success. Despite mixed results, and the
abundance of results and partial results the outcome was impressive.109 Switzer109
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land paid CHF 1 billion to the new EU Member States over the next five years
for the granting of further bilateral agreements with the EU as compensation for
the economic and trade advantages of the big-bang EU enlargement (2004–07).
Switzerland and Liechtenstein had also concluded agreements on their association
with the Schengen and Dublin acquis. In the “European Sustainability Strategy”,
Austria had achieved that reductions in air pollutants from the transport sector
should be aimed for, in particular for greenhouse gases, but also for nitrogen oxides and particulate matter. The Commission’s proposal for an EU transport policy (revision of the EU White Paper) was much worse in comparison. However,
the ratification of the Alpine Convention by the EU did not take place. Austria was
able to convince Finland, but Italy refused ratification. The Alpine Convention
contains the obligation not to build any new transalpine transit routes and to introduce cost transparency in transport. Although the Austrian Council Presidency
had addressed climate policy with the USA, it had not initiated a discussion on
a post-Kyoto agreement and concrete reduction targets for greenhouse gases by
2020 and 2050. The setting of a target of 15% of renewable energy in the EU’s
primary consumption by 2015 was due not only to Sweden but also to Austria’s
request, but it was neglected to submit a proposal for longer-term targets by 2020
and 2050. Nor has the Austrian Council Presidency succeeded in stopping the EU
Commission’s pro-genetic engineering course.110
The flexible handling of the emerging topicality of energy policy led to a provisional settlement of the gas dispute between Russia and Ukraine. Together with
the Commission, Austria was able to work out the goals for a new energy policy for Europe, whereby it ensured that the energy mix could remain a national
competence. As a result, the “no” to nuclear power in Austria continued to exist.
In addition, Austria had achieved that energy efficiency and security of supply
should become central priorities of the new energy policy. A clear commitment
was also made to the prospect of accession for the Western Balkans – despite
many voices critical of enlargement. The agreement on the Multiannual Financial Framework (MFF) (2007–2013) put Community policies on a sound financial footing – growth and employment should be promoted even more, not least
by increasing funding for education, research and transport. At the same time,
the principle of budgetary discipline was also taken into account at community
level. At the European Council in spring 2006, the EU Member States had, on
the basis of Austrian proposals, further concretised existing target agreements of
 CHARLEMANN), Italien, Österreich und die Bundesrepublik Deutschland in Europa/Italy,
S
Austria and the Federal Republic of Germany. Ein Dreiecksverhältnis in seinen wechselseitigen Beziehungen und Wahrnehmungen von 1945–49 bis zur Gegenwart/A Triangle Relationship: Mutual Relations and Perceptions from 1945–49 to the Present (Institut für Geschichte
der Universität Hildesheim, Arbeitskreis Europäische Integration, Historische Forschungen,
Veröffentlichungen 8), Wien – Köln – Weimar 2012, 509–544: 538–544.
110
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the “Lisbon Strategy”, such as the simplification of business start-ups, the fight
against youth unemployment or the reduction of the proportion of early school
leavers. In addition, existing objectives were confirmed, such as ensuring sustainable public finances, further improving the Internal Market and reducing the
administrative burden on companies (keyword: “Better Regulation – Initiative for
Reducing Bureaucracy”).111
At the beginning of the presidency, agreement was reached on January 29,
2006 on the reduced VAT rate regime for labour-intensive services. In the area
of financial services, the implementation of the Financial Services Action Plan
(FSAP) was pushed ahead. In addition, a crisis simulation exercise was carried
out, which produced landmark results for the future management of financial
crises.112
In accordance with Article 122 of the Treaty, the decision of the ECOFIN
Council to admit Slovenia to the euro zone as from January 1, 2007 has been
confirmed. Slovenia was thus the first new member state to be certified as fully
complying with the convergence criteria. A Lithuanian application to join the
euro zone was rejected because it did not meet the inflation criterion. The Council deliberately wanted to set a precedent for further accessions to the euro zone
after the case of Greece and its not uncontroversial admission to the euro zone
had already become a notable case since 2002. The European Investment Bank’s
contribution to promoting growth and employment was increased and additional
funds agreed for research, technology, small and medium-sized enterprises and
trans-European networks (e.g. Brenner base tunnel). With the adoption of the infrastructure costs directive, the action against Austria before the ECJ for excessive Brenner tolls had lapsed. The Directive on Public Transport (Tenders) was
adopted in June 2006. Agreement was also reached on the Competitiveness and
Innovation Framework Programme (CIP). The principle of ‛Flexicurity’ (linking
economic flexibility and social security) – presented at the informal Council in
Villach – was established as a consistent policy strategy.113
At the meeting of the “European Employment” Committee in Bad Ischl on
February 8–10, 2006, the EU Member States and the Commission discussed the
follow-up to the informal “Employment and Social Policy” Council in Villach.
The aim was to prepare conclusions for the “Employment, Social Policy, Health
and Consumer Protection” Council on March 10, 2006 on the employment and
social policy part of the “Lisbon Strategy”. These Council conclusions were then
presented to the European Council on March 23–24, 2006. The goal of creating
two million additional jobs per year by 2010 was anchored at the 2006 spring
summit. The involvement of the social partners in the European decision-making process was ensured on the Austrian model at the informal social partner
111
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dinner on March 9, 2006 in Brussels in the run-up to the “Employment/Social
Affairs and Competitiveness” Council. Participants were EU social partners, the
Commission, representatives of the Austrian Presidency and of the next two presidencies from Finland and Germany. The agreement on the “Services Directive”
(Dienstleistungsrichtline) brought one of the most difficult projects of recent years
to a successful conclusion. This should significantly improve the conditions for an
internal market in services as well, while at the same time taking into account the
employment and social policy objections of broad sections of the population as a
result of the amendments to the Commission’s original proposal.114
EU environmental policy deteriorated during Austria’s EU Presidency. Austria
had undertaken quite progressive activities at EU level – first and foremost Environmental Minister Josef Pröll – but the success was limited. Only in nuclear
policy did Austria follow its own line. From the point of view of the Austrian
Presidency, one goal was achieved: a renewed “Sustainability Strategy” for the
EU was adopted in a compact and readable form, but only little progress was
made in EU environmental policy and therefore no breakthrough was achieved.
The discussion on the “Lisbon Strategy” versus the sustainability strategy remained open. Under the anti-nuclear policy, fourth-generation nuclear fission reactors should no longer receive EU support. However, the increase of EURATOM
funds from 1.4 to 4.1 billion euros was being objected to. On the subject of European tourism, Austria and Finland, as EU Council Presidencies, jointly hosted
a conference in Vienna on March 20–21, 2006 at which the EU-25, the accession
candidate countries, the EFTA/EEA states and the ‟Western Balkan” states were
represented. Austria focused on “Tourism and culture – Partnership for growth
and employment”, Finland on “Information and communication technologies –
Instrument for growth and employment in tourism”. The main topics were the
initiative for coordinated tourism policy at EU level during the semester break,
the activation of the new travel portal „Visit Europe” as a platform for EU tourists
(also in Russian and multiple Asian languages) and an initiative for enhanced
cooperation in the fight against the sexual exploitation of children in tourism.115
On the level of European foreign policy, a wide range of activities was developed.116 At the Euro-Mediterranean Trade Ministers’ Meeting in Marrakech on
March 23–24, 2006, chaired by Labour and Economic Affairs Minister Martin
Bartenstein, EU Trade Commissioner Peter Mandelson and Moroccan Foreign
Ibid., 540–541.
Ibid., 541–542; the website was www.visiteurope.com.
116
See on EU external relations during the Austrian Presidency in 2006 (EU-Japan Summit,
Tokyo, April 24, 2006; EU-Russia Summit, Sochi, May 25, 2006; EU-USA Summit, Vienna,
June 21, 2006; EU-Latin America and Caribbean Summit, Vienna, May 11–13, 2006, as well as
on the Western Balkans, the Cyprus Financial Assistance Regulation, the Middle East, EFTA
and Switzerland’s financial contribution, etc., see Interview with Günter VERHEUGEN, Die
EU ist offen für jede europäische Nation, in: WOSCHNAGG – MÜCK – PAYRLEITNER,
Hinter den Kulissen der EU, 216–244.
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Trade Minister Mustapha Machahouri, it was agreed to implement the economic part of the Five-Year Work Programme agreed at the Barcelona Summit in
November 2005, with the aim of creating a comprehensive “Euro-Mediterranean
Free Trade Area” by 2010. The main focus was on the official launch of negotiations on liberalisation of services and investment. Negotiations were opened with
seven Mediterranean partners (Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, Palestine and Tunisia).117 The events surrounding the so-called “Arab Spring” in 2011,
which was to be followed by a winter rather than a summer, made these intentions
far more difficult to realize.
The overall balance of the EU Presidency in 2006 gives an idea of the gigantic
effort that had been made, but also of the considerable return that had been
achieved at both Austrian and EU level: 263 out of 489 events held throughout Europe were held in Austria. A total of 52,000 guests were recorded, which
resulted in approx. 159,000 additional overnight stays. According to calculations,
the total value-added effect triggered in Austria amounted to around 88 million
euros. This was a share of 11.7% of the annual revenue from congress tourism.
Of this total value added, Vienna accounted for the largest share of around 60%,
followed by Salzburg and Styria with around 12% and 7% respectively. According to the Federal Ministry of Finance, the Austrian EU Presidency has recorded
costs of around 86.5 million euros for the state budget. Not all tasks could be
fulfilled. Not all objectives could be achieved. The future issues that remained
were the Constitutional Treaty, European energy policy, migration, enlargement
and the role of the EU as a foreign policy actor. The Federal Chancellor Schüssel
spoke out in favor of an “active phase of reflection” on enlargement and called
for “more flexibility”, for example in the sense of a “privileged partnership” for
Turkey, Ukraine and the Southern Caucasus states.118
Undersecretary Hans Winkler took stock of Austria’s second Council Presidency in July 2006. Austria had assumed the EU Presidency “in a pessimistic
mood” and it thus had the goal of “bringing more energy, more dynamism to the
European debate”. According to the Undersecretary, all of the government members as a team under the leadership of Chancellor Schüssel and Foreign Minister
Plassnik had “done great work”. He referred to positive poll results showing that
two thirds of the public was proud of the presiding country. In objective terms,
the most difficult issue of the Austria’s Council Presidency was the Constitutional
Treaty. Winkler summarized that the debate had been restarted, and a path presented successfully. Fundamental agreement was achieved “that the principles of
the constitution were not doubted by anyone”. The agreement reached on a services directive was listed as a further success, with the decisive impulse having
come from the European Parliament with which Austria had cooperated “closely
and constructively”. The compromise reached in the services directive was an
117
118
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expression of the “specifical European model of living”. Among other plus points,
Winkler counted the agreement on the financial framework for the subsequent
seven years. In addition, he mentioned the commitment to the “Western Balkan”
region. Winkler saw progress in the signing of stability and association treaties
with Albania and with Bosnia and Herzegovina, as well as the granting of candidate status to Macedonia. For Serbia, the European perspective was to continue to
exist. With the trip to Serbia, Foreign Minister Plassnik intentionally set a signal
on the last day of the presidency. Step-by-step rapprochement was required,
whereby it was necessary for all of the criteria for EU membership to be met.119

2004–2008: Austrian Foreign Minister Ursula Plassnik

Due to the decreasing defense budgets in the EU Member States, there continued
to be no alternative to an intense division of labor within the EU. As early as
ten years before, in the spring of 1996, French Prime Minister Alain Juppé had
already suggested that some European states should form a single army – at a
strength of 250,000 to 350,000 troops. This army should take its place with its
own general staff within the WEU. The EU Member States had greeted the Juppé Plan “with the most extreme reservation”.120 The European Security and Defense Policy (ESDF) had meanwhile gained in relevance. While the deployments
remained mostly small, they had a high symbolic value. The EU’s reputation
Position “Ein gut aufgestelltes Team hat konkrete Ergebnisse gebracht” by Undersecretary
Hans WINKLER, July 11, 2006. Press Office of the foreign ministry, see documents 96 und
97 in the appendix “Documents”; on the two Presidencies of the Council MARSCHNER, Die
Geschichte und Entwicklung der Europäischen Union, 202–203; on the results of the Austrian
Presidency in 2006: Gregor SCHUSTERSCHITZ, Raum der Freiheit, der Sicherheit und
des Rechtes, in: WOSCHNAGG – MÜCK – PAYRLEITNER, Hinter den Kulissen der EU,
252–265.
120
Johannes VARWICK, Die „Euroarmee“, in: Internationale Politik 9/2001, 47–54: 51.
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as a crisis management actor was increasing. During Austria’s 2006 EU Presidency, there were twelve ESDP operations. They ranged from military missions
such as the EUFOR Althea in Bosnia and Herzegovina to policing operations
such as in the Congo and in the Palestinian territories to deployments along the
Moldova-Ukraine border to truce observation missions in Aceh, Indonesia.121
The parliamentary elections on October 1, 2006 were the twenty-third national
elections in the history of the Republic of Austria. The ÖVP had selected Chancellor Schüssel as its top candidate. He was supported by a committee that included Claus Raidl, the General Director of Böhler-Uddeholm, his economic policy
advisor, Veit Sorger, President of the Association of Austrian Industrialists, and
Heidegunde Senger-Weiss, the owner of a shipping company from Vorarlberg.
During the election campaign, the ÖVP tried to gain points with slogans such
as “Secure. Austria” (“Sicher. Österreich”), “Austria. We’re doing fine here”
(“Österreich. Hier geht’s uns gut”), and “Austria. Stay better” (“Österreich. Bleibt
besser”). It attacked primarily the SPÖ and its Chairman, Alfred Gusenbauer, who
was said to lack business competence, with the “BAWAG affair” also b eing cited
(see below). The SPÖ went into the campaign with Gusenbauer as its top candidate. It pointed out youth unemployment and the pension problems – “Schüssel’s
sad result: pensions worth less and less” (“Schüssels traurige Bilanz: Pensionen
immer weniger wert!”). Another point of criticism was the purchase of the “Eurofighter” combat jets upon which the ÖVP-FPÖ Coalition had decided and which
would be cancelled if the SPÖ participated in the government. In that case, the
tuition fees introduced by the ÖVP-FPÖ Coalition in 2001 were also to be eliminated. After being in first place for a long time, the SPÖ began losing its majority
in polls starting from March 2006 onward in favor of the ÖVP. The main reason
was probably the affair around the Bank für Arbeit und Wirtschaft (BAWAG),
which drove into turbulence the main owner, the Austrian Trade Unions’ Association (Österreichischer Gewerkschaftsbund; ÖGB) that was dominated by the
social democratic union faction, resulting in intra-party disputes (the “BAWAG
affair”). On September 3, 2006, the SPÖ and the Liberales Forum (LIF) formed
an election alliance in order to prevent another government being led by the ÖVP.
The FPÖ entered the elections with party chair Heinz-Christian Strache as its
top candidate, and with the “Stay free Austria” (“Österreich bleib frei”) referendum initiated at the beginning of the year. That party, which tried to imitate the
policy contents of Jörg Haider, who was no longer a member, highlighted four
aspects: it was against Turkey’s EU accession, it rejected the (wrongly named)
121
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“EU Constitution”, it balked at an increase in Austria’s EU contribution, and it
demanded a tightening of the citizenship law, a “halt to immigration”, and a fight
against the “abuse of asylum”. Thus, the FPÖ program focused on issues that were
already sufficiently known, above all foreigners, with slogans such as “Social
state instead of immigration” (“Sozialstaat statt Zuwanderung”), “Home instead
of Islam” (“Daham statt Islam”), “Secure pensions instead of asylum for millions” (“Sichere Pensionen statt Asyl-Millionen”), and it also railed against the
EU with mottos such as “Homeland instead of Schüssel and Brussels” (“Heimat
statt Schüssel und Brüssel”), which had already proven attractive in the prior
year’s election in Vienna. A separate citizen’s initiative called “Save Austria!”
(“Rettet Österreich!”, or RETTÖ) enlisted support for the elections against an, as
it were, all-too-mighty European Union, demanding that Austria leaves the EU.122

2009: „Instead of EU Financial Mafia“: FPÖ Exponents
Andreas Mölzer and Heinz Christian Strache during the EU election campaign

In the parliamentary elections on October 1, 2006, the SPÖ and ÖVP won 68
and 66 seats, respectively, in the Nationalrat out of a total of 183. The SPÖ with
Gusenbauer won the most votes, with slight losses compared to the 2002 elections. Due to heavy losses, the ÖVP with Schüssel only came in second. While the
Greens with Alexander Van der Bellen received 532 more votes (~ 0.011%) than
the FPÖ with Strache, both parties had to share the third place in the Nationalrat
with 21 seats each. The new Haider party “Bündnis Zukunft Österreich” (BZÖ)
took 4.1%, thus putting them over the four percent threshold. They received
seven seats. The outgoing government under Schüssel, a coalition of ÖVP and
most recently BZÖ, had lost its majority in parliament. President Heinz Fischer
tasked Schüssel with the temporary continuation of government operations, and
Gusenbauer with forming a new government as the Chairman of the SPÖ and
candidate for the office of chancellor of the party with the highest number of
122
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2242854.hmtl (called up February 15, 2009).
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seats. An SPÖ-ÖVP coalition was considered the most probable variant, which
was also publicly supported by the president and, according to surveys, preferred
by the majority of the public. Teams of negotiators from the SPÖ and the ÖVP
met in October in order to begin preparing a coalition agreement. In the first
session of the newly elected Parliament, the SPÖ, Greens, and FPÖ submitted a
joint motion demanding a Parliamentary Committee of inquiry for investigating
the purchase of the eighteen Eurofighters, as well as the options for exiting the
Eurofighter agreement. The ÖVP and BZÖ voted against installing a committee.
They pointed out that the decision on this type was already four and a half years
old, and that there was not a single procurement process that had been discussed
and reviewed as thoroughly: fourteen urgent inquiries, nineteen motions for a
committee of inquiry (all of them rejected by the governing ÖVP-BZÖ majority),
as well as three reports from the court of auditors and six criminal complaints
that had been set aside by the public prosecutor for lack of suspicious action. The
motion was, however, passed with the votes of the parties that had previously
formed the opposition. Another motion for a parliamentary committee of inquiry
that was to investigate the office of banking auditors within the Finance Ministry
with regard to its supervisory obligation in the area of the BAWAG P.S.K. (the
BAWAG affair), the Hypo Alpe-Adria-Bank, and also Raiffeisen International
and its business in eastern Europe was also adopted against the votes of the two
still-governing parties. The ÖVP felt attacked by this procedure and cancelled
the government negotiations with the SPÖ for the committee of inquiry’s term,
stating a lack of a basis of trust for coalition negotiations. After weeks of this halt
in negotiations, the ÖVP party leadership decided on November 16 to resume the
coalition negotiations. On January 8, 2007, the SPÖ and ÖVP declared that the
negotiations had been completed and that a Grand Coalition had been formed.
The office of the chancellor went to the election winner, the SPÖ, and each party provided undersecretaries. Following the elections of October 1, 2006, the
Gusenbauer government, a coalition of the two parties with the most votes, the
SPÖ and ÖVP, was formed on January 11, 2007. As indicated, the SPÖ had 68
seats and the ÖVP 66 in the Nationalrat out of the total of 183. This coalition,
which followed the Schüssel II (ÖVP/BZÖ) government, was initially criticized
primarily by the opposition, left-wing, and SPÖ-affiliated organizations because
the social democrats were only able to push through very few demands from the
2006 election campaign. The government rarely came to an agreement on major subject matters. The parliamentary committee of inquiry – which had been
adopted by the SPÖ together with the Greens, the FPÖ, and the BZÖ as early as
during the coalition negotiations and which was vehemently rejected by the ÖVP
– regarding potential infractions committed by former ministers of the interior
became an ongoing source of conflict.
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9. GERMAN EU PRESIDENCY, THE BERLIN DECLARATION,
LISBON TREATY AND THE REMAINING NEUTRALITY 2007–09
After two small member states consecutively holding the presidency of the EU
Council in 2006 with Austria followed by Finland it was Germany’s turn in the
first half of 2007 as the most influential member state besides the United Kingdom, Italy, and France. The German EU Presidency, which was the twelfth overall in the history of the communities and the union, was saddled with high expectations and many hopes with regard to the EU reforms that had become necessary.
What took center stage was the stagnating ratification of the EU Constitutional
Treaty by all of the signatory states. The pressure to succeed was great, as the
subsequent EU presidency went to two rather small member states, Portugal and
Slovenia, before it would be France’s turn in the second half of 2008.123
Under the decisive leadership of German Chancellor Angela Merkel (CDU)
and Foreign Minister Frank-Walter Steinmeier (SPD), who got along well with
Austria’s Foreign Minister Plassnik, the impulse for the debate that had been developed by the Austrian Council Presidency, which had been continued by the
Finns, was successfully adopted by the German Presidency, resolving the controversial issue.
Within the framework of Germany’s Presidency of the Council, the European
Union formally agreed on far-reaching reforms. Chancellor Merkel, EU Commission President José Manuel Barroso, and the President of the European
Parliament, Hans-Gert Pöttering (EPP), signed the “Berlin Declaration” at a ceremony on March 25, 2007 at the occasion of the 50th anniversary of the signing
of the Rome Treaties. It was to make the union, which had grown to twenty-seven
states and 490 million citizens due to the accession of Bulgaria and Romania
on January 1, 2007, “more capable” of acting and “more transparent for its citizens”. For this purpose, a modern treaty was to be adopted by 2009. The Berlin
Declaration put people at the center. The EU’s history from the signing of the
EEC and EURATOM Treaty on March 25, 1957 to that very day was described as
a model for success. Among the accomplishments listed were peace and freedom,
the European model of society, solidarity, and equal rights; the Single Market,
and the euro. Perceived challenges for the future included globalization, the fight
against international terrorism, racism, and xenophobia; and climate protection.
In this declaration, the EU also agreed to implement internal reforms by the next
European elections in mid-2009. The controversial term “constitution” was not
mentioned anymore.124
http://www2.jura.uni-halle.de/edz/html/ratsprasidentschaft.html (called up February 15,
2009).
124
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In her speech, Merkel strongly advocated for resolving the crisis. “Failure
would be an historic lapse”, said the EU Council President. It would therefore be
important that the EU stood unanimously behind the goal to put the union on a
renewed shared basis by the 2009 European Parliament elections. The German
chancellor reasserted that she wanted to adopt a road map for the constitution by
the end of the German Council Presidency in June 2007. Within that context, she
expected the support of all Heads of State and Government. Barroso supported
Merkel’s appeal and called for strong institutions. Pöttering emphasized that the
substance of the Constitutional Treaty including the common values had to become legally binding by the 2009 European elections.
Merkel pledged a convincing commitment to Europe in her official speech,
speaking of her experience as a citizen of the former East German communist
state who had experienced the divided country, the Berlin Wall, and the victory
over the division of Europe close-up. She pointed out her personal conviction
that Europe had judeo christian roots. This was the chancellor’s response to criticism from former Cardinal Ratzinger, now Pope Benedict XVI. The head of the
Catholic Church, who had conservative right-wing and fundamentalist tendencies, had accused the EU of abandoning faith. The Berlin Declaration would lack
any reference to christian heritage.125
Czech President Václav Klaus criticized Merkel and the declaration, “There
is a lack of a democratic debate, a democratic discussion.” And further, “Unfortunately, this is really not how this should be done.” Individual governments had
not been integrated sufficiently. “It is very problematic for the Czech Government
to receive a text twenty-four hours before the start of this meeting,” he criticized,
but he also made it clear that his government, too, wanted to ratify an EU basis
text by 2009.126
In parallel with the meeting of the Heads of State and Government, a Europe
celebration began around the Brandenburg Gate. At the birthday party for the
fiftieth anniversary of the signing of the Treaties of Rome, the twenty-seven member states presented themselves to the public. In more than seventy-five tents, information about the “EU family” was provided, but there were also presentations
by other organizations such as the Franco-German and the Polish-German Youth
Offices. At the conclusion, fireworks in the European colors of blue and gold rose
into the Berlin night sky.127
BerlinerErklaerung.html (called up February 5, 2009); see also document 99 in the appendix
“Documents”.
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Ibid.
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The German Council Presidency became a success, especially since essential compromises for negotiating the new treaty had been made. The Board of
the Society for the Conferring of the International Charlemagne Prize of Aachen
decided on November 13, 2007 to confer this award on Angela Merkel in recognition of her commitment to European policy.128 One month later to the day, the
Heads of State and Government officially signed the new Union Treaty during a
summit at the Jerónimos Monastery in the Portuguese capital. Chancellor Alfred
Gusenbauer and Foreign Minister Ursula Plassnik signed the treaty for Austria.129
The goal of the treaty was to improve the decision-making processes within
the enlarged EU by reforming the right to vote in the Council, reducing the size of
the Commission, and strengthening the role of the national parliaments. In addition, it created the new posts of a Council President and a High Representative for
Foreign and Security Policy. The treaty had to be ratified by all of the twenty-seven member states in order to enter into force.
The Austrian Chancellor Gusenbauer did not see a necessity for a referendum,130 while the BZÖ and the FPÖ did. And even if the critics were protesting
ever so loudly, Gusenbauer was determined to sign the EU reform treaty. “Significant progress for Austria and Europe” was what he called the legal document
during a press conference, and he criticized that opponents of the EU who had
wanted to push an exit were abusing the treaty. He continued to reject a referendum on the treaty. Gusenbauer said that the fear that the new treaty meant a
“fundamental change in the Austrian Federal Constitution” was even less applicable here than to the Treaty on an EU constitution. The Austrian Chancellor
also pointed to the decision of the Danish government, which did not want to
hold a referendum. Gusenbauer received support from one of his predecessors,
ex-Chancellor Franz Vranitzky. While only the “torso of the constitution” was
left, the treaty was nevertheless a clear sign of life, said Vranitzky at an event
of the SPÖ’s future and culture workshops. While Vranitzky rejected a referendum, he did tell the government “to conduct itself as if there were a referendum”.
The politicians should “face the citizens”. And “According to the Eurobarometer,
sympathy figures for the EU are bad even without a constitution or reform treaty,”
said the ex-Chancellor. He called for a joint effort by all of Europe’s stakeholders,
as had been the case in 1994 before the referendum on EU accession. In contrast,
the BZÖ and the FPÖ remained staunchly opposed to the new reform treaty. BZÖ
leader Peter Westenthaler said that Gusenbauer’s signature was not legitimized.
In order to prevent the treaty in its form, Westenthaler called for the “non-partisan platform of a referendum”. He called the day of signing a “day of treason
See http://www.karlspreis.de/index.php?id=32&doc=68 (called up February 16, 2009).
http://cms.bmeia.at/aussenministerium/aussenpolitik/eu-reformvertrag.hmtl (called up February 19, 2009).
130
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home/politik/innenpolitik/341804/index.do (called up February 16, 2009).
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against Austria”. FPÖ head Strache declared that the fact that there would not
be a referendum was “scandalous from the point of view of constitutional law”.
Strache, who had demanded that Gusenbauer won’t sign the treaty, criticized that
Austria was h anding over nation-state responsibilities to Brussels.

2009: „Who’s looking at the pensions?“ EP election campaign of the Party of
European Socialdemocrats candidate Hannes Swoboda

2009: “In Christian hands” FPÖ Propaganda before the European Parliament Elections

By signing the Union Treaty in Lisbon, the ratification process was able to start in
all of the twenty-seven member states. If the treaty were to not be rejected in any
EU country by parliament or referendum, it was to enter into force on January 1,
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2009, and thus even before the European elections. But that was to remain dull
theory.
Right before the signing, the Human Rights Charter was signed in the European
Parliament by EU Parliament President Pöttering, Commission Head Barroso, and
Council President José Socrates. The ceremony was interrupted by an action by
unaffiliated delegates – among them the French right-wing extremist Jean-Marie
Le Pen and Austrian Hans-Peter Martin. They accompanied the signing with boos
and demands for a referendum. The Vice Chair of the European People’s Party
(EPP), ÖVP European delegate Othmar Karas, called it a “democracy scandal”
supported by Martin. It had not been a democratic dispute, or civil disobedience.
“That was a scene reminiscent of the last days of the Weimar Republic, when a
group of radicals tried to stifle democracy through Brussels.” The head of the
group of social democrats in the EU Parliament, the German SPD delegate Martin Schulz, compared the protests to “Nazi methods”. Martin himself called it the
“most spectacular protest in the history of the house”.131
Martin originally was an investigative journalist. He became known as co-
author of the book “The Global Trap. Globalization and the Assault on Prosperity
and Democracy”. The SPÖ nominated him as a non-party leading candidate for
the 1999 European elections, whereupon he became a member of the European
Parliament. He left the PES group in 2004 and was then without a faction. In
March 2004, he accused MEPs of enrichment and corruption through incorrect
travel expense. He filmed them and published a list of names. Martin was subsequently critized because of using “controversial disclosure methods”. In 2009 his
book Die Europafalle. Das Ende von Demokratie und Wohlstand appeared.
Karas, a native Danube European, has been a member of the European
Parliament since 1999. Until 2004, he was a member of the Presidential Office of
the EPP-ED group, where he served as economic spokesman from 2002 to 2004
and then as Vice-President and Treasurer until 2007. Until 2009 he was also also
Club Chairman of the ÖVP European Club and member of the ÖVP federal party
executive. In 2011 he became head of the Austrian delegation as successor of a
fellow countryman who had to resign due to a lobbying affair. In 2014 Karas was
the first ÖVP top candidate in the European elections and in 2019 he received
more than 100,000 personal preferential votes.
The new EU Treaty did not replace the existing treaties; it modified them.
The new treaty was to give the EU a new legal framework and the opportunity
to fulfill new responsibilities and to respond to the citizens’ concerns more than
before. According to the official representation, the treaty aimed at a gradually
more democratic and transparent Europe, in which the European Parliament and
the national parliaments were to be more influential and citizens would be able to

131
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better express themselves, in order to get a clearer picture of who was responsible for what. The competences of the directly elected European Parliament were
expanded with regard to legislation, the budget, and international treaties. By
expanding the codecision process in decision-making, the European Parliament
and the Council were to have de jure equality with regard to a significant portion
of EU legal regulations. The parliaments of the member states were to have more
opportunities to participate in the work of the EU. In the future, more attention
was to be paid to having the European Union take action only if better results
could be achieved at the level of the EU. Compliance with the principle of subsidiarity was to be better controlled, using a new regulation. Due to the tool of the
citizen’s initiative, one million citizens from different member states would have
the opportunity to call on the Commission to submit new proposals. By assigning
the responsibilities unambiguously, the relationship between the member states
and the European Union was to become more transparent. The EU Treaty of Lisbon also provided for the option of a member state to leave the EU (article 50).
The decision-making with a qualified majority in the Council was expanded to
new policy areas in order to favor faster and more efficient decision-making. From
2014 on, the qualified majority was to be calculated according to the double majority of member states and population, and it would thus be an expression of the
double legitimacy of the European Union. A double majority would be reached
if 55% of the member states having at least 65% of the population agreed. With
the Lisbon Treaty, there would also be the first election of a European Council
President with a term of two-and-a-half years. There was to be a direct link between the election of the Commission President and the results of the election for
the European Parliament. In addition, the treaty included new provisions for the
future composition of the European Parliament and a reduction of the size of the
Commission, as well as clearer rules for closer cooperation and financial rules.
The Lisbon Treaty was intended to increase the ability of the EU to act in areas
that would have priority for the Union and the citizens, especially in the areas of
freedom, security, and law, and particularly for fighting terrorism and crime. To a
lesser extent, this also applied to areas such as energy policy, public health, civil
protection, climate change, services of general interest, research, aerospace, regional cohesion, trade policy, humanitarian aid, sports, tourism, and administrative cooperation. The treaty integrated the Human Rights Charter into E
 uropean
primary law, and new instruments of solidarity were provided with better protection for European citizens.132

132

See also document 100 in the appendix “Documents”.
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10. THE SOLIDARITY CLAUSE OF THE LISBON TREATY AND
AUSTRIA’S CORE NEUTRALITY
In the Security and Defence Doctrine of December 2001, Austria declared its
s upport for the European principle of solidarity with a reference to the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) of the “indivisibility of security”. As the security situation became less and less transparent, security was seen
most meaningfully in the context of the UN, the EU, NATO, the Euro-Atlantic
Partnership (EAPC) and the OSCE.133
The Treaty of Lisbon also named and confirmed goals the EU had set itself. It
built on existing rights and introduced new ones. In particular, the treaty was to
provide legally binding status to the freedoms and principles stated in the Fundamental Rights Charter as well as their provisions. The treaty affected political,
economic, social, and citizen’s rights. It also provided for the European Union and
its member states to act together and in solidarity if a member state were to be the
victim of a terrorist attack or a natural disaster, as well as a catastrophe caused
by humans. The same applies in the case of problems in the area of energy. New
provisions for civil protection, humanitarian aid, and public health aim at making
the EU even more capable of acting in the event of an attack on the security of
European citizens. The Treaty of Lisbon was to allow Europe to be a “global
player”, that is, to concentrate all foreign policy instruments of the EU both in
developing new strategies as well as in decision-making. A new High Representative for the European Union for the Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP),
Catherine Ashton, who at the same time became Vice President of the European
Commission, was to increase the influence and visibility of EU foreign policy and
be supported by a separate European foreign affairs office in his or her work.134
Once the EU becomes a legal entity, its negotiation power would increase so
that it could act more effectively at the international level and become more available for third countries and international organizations as a partner. Through the
progress in the Common European Security and Defense Policy (CESDP), in spite
of the requirement for unanimity, increased cooperation would also be possible in
smaller groups of member states.135
In the Treaty of Lisbon, the EU had committed to its comprehensive obligation
to assist, which was defined in Article 42 (7) as follows:
“If a member state is the victim of armed aggression on its territory, the other member states
shall have towards it an obligation of aid and assistance by all the means in their power, in
accordance with Article 51 of the United Nations Charter. This shall not prejudice the specific

MARSCHNER, Die Geschichte und Entwicklung der Europäischen Union, 188.
GEHLER, Europa, 559.
135
http://europa.eu/lisbon_treaty/glance/index_de.htm (called up January 20, 2008).
133
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character of the security and defence policy of certain member states in case of an armed
attack.”136

Accordingly, the EU Member States must lend assistance in such a scenario, including with military means if those are “in their power”. Article 51 of the UN
Charter mandates collective assistance in case of an armed attack, with the type
of assistance being determined by each member state. In addition, according to
Article 222 of the Treaty of the Functioning of the EU (TFEU), the Union has
to mobilize “all the instruments at its disposal, including the military resources
made available by the member states, to prevent the terrorist threat in the territory
of the member states”.137
To what extent Austria’s neutrality would also be affected here was a question
that was not discussed in public. The government officially reserved the right to
determine the use and the manner of potential assistance.
Peter Hilpold considers the principle of “solidarity in the EU, neutrality in the
world” to be correctly understood, not as wrong as it is often presented:
“The obligation to provide assistance under Article 42 (7) TEU [...] is not a major problem [for
Austria], given the change in the Institute for Neutrality under international law. On the other
hand, participation in EU foreign combat missions without a UN mandate would be problematic. The neutrals could play a role in ensuring that the European Security Strategy 2003, which
provides for a consistent subordination to unlawful law and rejects unilateralism, is applied
effectively.”138

It turned out to be incorrect that the Treaty on European Union of Lisbon would
eliminate Austrian neutrality. Austria’s Federal President Heinz Fischer stated
unequivocally on April 28, 2008 that Austria’s neutrality would remain the same
after the entry into force of Lisbon. It is true that in the event of an “armed attack
on the territory of a member state” the EU Treaty obliges the other members to
provide all “assistance and support in their power” in accordance with Article
51 of the Charter of the United Nations. This was also in line with the idea of
Original quotation: „Im Falle eines bewaffneten Angriffs auf das Hoheitsgebiet eines
Mitgliedstaats müssen die anderen Mitgliedstaaten nach Artikel 51 der Charta der Vereinten
Nationen alle in ihrer Macht stehende Hilfe und Unterstützung leisten. Dies lässt den
besonderen Charakter der Sicherheits- und Verteidigungspolitik bestimmter Mitgliedstaaten
u nberührt.“ Quoted in: HAUSER, Die europäische Sicherheitsgemeinschaft, 480.
137
Ibid.
138
Original quotation: “Die Beistandsverpflichtung gemäß Artikel 42 Absatz 7 EUV stellt […]
kein großes Problem [für Österreich] dar, wenn man sich den Wandel des völkerrechtlichen
Neutralitätsinstituts vor Augen führt. Problematisch wäre hingegen die Mitwirkung an
EU-Auslandskampfeinsätzen ohne UN-Mandat. Den Neutralen könnte hier die Rolle zukommen darauf zu achten, daß die Europäische Sicherheitsstrategie 2003, die eine konsequente
Unterordnung unter das UN-Recht vorsieht und Unilateralismus ablehnt, effektiv zur Anwendung kommt.” On complementing and reinforcing each other’s neutrality and solidarity,
see Peter HILPOLD, Solidarität und Neutralität im Vertrag von Lissabon unter besonderer
Berücksichtigung der Situation Österreich, Wien 2010, 85.
136
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European solidarity and served the security of EU members. Fischer, however,
drew attention to three relevant reservations, which are “usually concealed” by
neutrality critics:
– tying this aid to the United Nations;
– the assistance does not have to be of a military nature, but is provided
according to the possibilities that are “in our power”;
– the Irish clause of the EU Treaty, according to which such measures take
account of the “special character” of Austria’s security and defence policy,
including Austrian neutrality.
Finally, Fischer added another plausible argument: “Probably the solidarity union
of 27 states in the European Union is the strongest guarantee and ‘insurance policy’ that the probability of a military attack on a member state of the European Union will be decisively reduced. This is the European Union’s peace dividend”.139
The Irish clause states that the Treaty of Lisbon does not touch or affect
Ireland’s traditional policy of military neutrality. Nor does the Treaty provide for
the creation of a European army or for the formation of a military association.
Ireland and any other member state should therefore also be free to take a decision on the possible participation in military operations in accordance with any
national legislation.140
The mutual assistance clause provided for in Article 42 (7) of the Lisbon Treaty
forms part of the preparations for a European defence (CESDP). As a result, EU
members are obliged to provide a partner with “all the assistance and support in
their power” in the event of an armed attack on its territory. This includes military means. As is the case for all member states, the obligation to provide assistance also applies to Austria, whereby, like other non-aligned states, it may also
refrain from providing military assistance on the basis of its policy of neutrality.
Through other means agreed with neutrality, however, it would have to participate
Original quotation: “Wahrscheinlich ist der solidarische Zusammenschluss von 27 Staaten
in der Europäischen Union die stärkste Garantie und ‘Versicherungspolizze’ dafür, dass die
Wahrscheinlichkeit eines militärischen Angriffes auf einen Mitgliedstaat der Europäischen
Union in ganz entscheidender Weise reduziert wird. Dies ist eben die Friedensdividende
der Europäischen Union.” – “Information zur Ratifizierung des ‚Vertrages von Lissabon zur
Ä nderung des Vertrags über die Europäische Union und des Vertrags zur Gründung der Europäischen Gemeinschaft‘ (“EU-Reformvertrag”) durch den österreichischen Bundespräsidenten vom 28.4.2008”; on this see: HILPOLD, Solidarität und Neutralität, 119–120: 119.
140
“Schlussfolgerungen des Vorsitzes zu der Tagung des Rates der Europäischen Union in Brüssel
vom 18./19. Juni 2009”, Quoted in: HILPOLD, Solidarität und Neutralität, 121–122: 121, see
also Gerhard JANDL, Die Neuerungen des Vertrages von Lissabon für die GSVP. Theorie und
Praxis, in: Gerhard HAFNER – Franz MATSCHER – Kirsten SCHMALENBACH (Hrsg. unter Mitarbeit von Lando KIRCHMAIR), Völkerrecht und die Dynamik der Menschenrechte.
Liber Amicorum Wolfram Karl, Wien 2012, 484–504; Gunther HAUSER, Neutralität und
Bündnisfreiheit in Europa. Sicherheitspolitische Herausforderungen für neutral und bündnisfreie Staaten in Europa zu Beginn des 21. Jahrhunderts (Wissenschaftliches Forum für Internationale Sicherheit e.V. 52), Opladen – Berlin – Toronto 2015, 23–28: 25–26.
139
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in support for an attacked member state. Neutrality law does not impose any restrictions on the obligation to provide assistance. The Irish clause in Article 42
(7) does not refer to the legal sphere, but to the political sphere. Account must
be taken of the “specific character of the security and defence policy of certain
member states”. Thus, Austria has the possibility, for reasons of security policy,
to refrain from making a military contribution in accordance with the assistance
clause, without, however, being obliged under neutrality law to distance itself
from such a contribution.141
The solidarity clause in Art. 222 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the
EU (TFEU) relates to the assistance obligation under Article 42. According to
this clause, the EU and its members have all means at their disposal, including
military means, to ward off terrorist threats on the territory of EU members or to
protect democratic institutions, populations and EU states from attacks. The same
applies to nature or man-made disasters. One obstacle to Austrian participation
in the solidarity clause is already to be found in the neutrality law and not only
in the neutrality policy as in the assistance obligation. There is no Irish clause, so
that it would not be possible to justify a dissociation on the basis of security policy
arguments.142
The so-called EU battlegroups are not covered by the Lisbon Treaty, but only
by a decision of the Heads of State and Government within the framework of the
European Council of June 17–18, 2004. These are two rapid reaction forces of
1,500 men each, composed of multinationals, ready for six months and deployable
within a few days. For Austria, these battlegroups were irrelevant because they
had never been deployed until the end. This was not due to the lack of international trouble spots, but rather to the lack of political will on the part of the Heads of
State and Government to deploy these groups.143
Despite all the changes at EU level in the field of foreign, security and defence
policy, the Austrian diplomat and security expert Gerhard Jandl, who is very critical of neutrality, also admits that there are still untouchable findings: The Federal
Constitutional Law on “Perpetual Neutrality” of October 26, 1955 remained unchanged until the end: Austria will not belong to any military alliances (Article 2,
1st half sentence) nor will it allow military bases of foreign states on its territory
(Article 2, 2nd half sentence).144
Another core element of neutrality is that Austria will not participate in any
military intervention that is not mandated by the UN. This also includes military
On the obligation to provide assistance and the consequences for Austria see JANDL, Die
Neuerungen des Vertrages von Lissabon für die GSVP, 488–490.
142
On the Solidarity clause and the consequences for Austria: ibid., 490–491.
143
On the battlegroups and other EU capacities: ibid., 492–493.
144
Gerhard JANDL, Die gemeinsame europäische Verteidigung – was ist sie, und wenn ja, wie
viele?, in: Sicherheit und Frieden/Security and Peace 36 (2018), 4, 171–180 and the distinction
between neutrality policy and law: 193–195: 194.
141
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interventions or wars of aggression which must be clearly assessed at the time
of the event, such as those – irrespective of subsequent legitimization and legal
constructions – in the case of the “Kosovo War” in 1999 and the Iraq War in 2003,
both of which were to be classified as contrary to international law.
Assumptions and assertions from the diplomatic or official side ten years later
were more than very questionable, according to which neutrality would no longer
have any meaning after the removal of the Iron Curtain, and thus the “end of the
beloved self-image as [...] neutral mediator” and demands for the continuation of
the policies of the time would be a “chimera”. This was pointed out by Austria’s
former Foreign Minister Ursula Plassnik. But her comment is not really convincing because after 1989–90 the conflicts had indeed not diminished outside the EU
and in its neighbourhood. The opposite is true: The Kosovo, Ukraine and Iran
conflicts – not to mention the confrontation with the Russian Federation – made
it seem advisable not to simply write off neutrality in an inconsiderate, hasty and
premature manner.145 Therefore, it is exaggerated to describe Austrian neutrality
as “hollowed out and meaningless”,146 especially of those who in vain had tried
to hollow it out and to make it meaningless in the past. The international lawyer
of the University of Graz Wolfgang Benedek made it better and therefore rightly
spoke of Austria’s “differential neutrality” since the Treaty of Lisbon.147
Despite all justified criticism of its overemphasis, Jandl, the sceptic of neutrality, had to admit in 2018: “In any case, neutrality has its historical merits and also
its justification today, insofar as each country is free to choose its own security
status – and there is probably a broad consensus in Austria that it should be maintained.”148True, true, how true, could only be said in conclusion.
There is no doubt that military deficit in the cooperation between EU-Europe
and the USA increased, due in part to the reserved position of the non-aligned and
neutral countries, but not least also due to the reserved European NATO partners
in the face of the US presidency of George W. Bush, whose foreign policy actions
were disputed. EU members were reducing defense budgets, but in the future, the
standardization of arms industries and coordination of capabilities were supposed
to take place within the EU. That remained, however, at “supposed to”. Austrian
Ursula PLASSNIK, Österreichs Außenpolitik vom Kalten Krieg zur EU, in: Europäische
Rundschau 41 (2013), 2, 3, 23.
146
Franz CEDE – Christian PROSL, Anspruch und Wirklichkeit. Österreichs Außenpolitik seit
1945, Innsbruck – Wien – Bozen 2015, 35.
147
Wolfgang BENEDEK, Österreichs Neutralität aus völkerrechtlicher Sicht, in: Gerald SCHÖPFER (Hrsg.), Die österreichische Neutralität – Chimäre oder Wirklichkeit, Graz 2015, 173–
175: 181.
148
Original quotation: “Auf jeden Fall hat die Neutralität ihre historischen Verdienste und auch
heute ihre Berechtigung, insofern es jedem Land freisteht, seinen sicherheitspolitischen Status
selbst zu wählen – und in Österreich besteht wohl ein breiter Konsens zu ihrer Beibehaltung”.
Gerhard JANDL, Die gemeinsame europäische Verteidigung – was ist sie, und wenn ja, wie
viele?, in: Sicherheit und Frieden/Security and Peace 36 (2018), 4, 171–180: 173.
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security expert Gunther Hauser confirms the assessment that “the EU will depend on falling back on NATO capabilities for quite some time”; that is, remaining dependent on the USA. In 2008, there were no plans yet in the EU to create
armed forces of its own. But plans for this had never completely disappeared from
the desk drawers of ministries and think tanks.149

2006 June 20: EU Council Presidency USA Summit, f.l.t.r. President George W. Bush –
Austria’s Federal Chancellor Wolfgang Schüssel – EU Commission's President
José Manuel Durão Barroso

11. RATIFICATION OF THE LISBON TREATY AND THE RELAPSE
INTO AUSTRO NATIONAL POPULISM
On April 9, 2008, the SPÖ, the ÖVP, and Greens voted for the planned EU reform
treaty in the Austrian Parliament in Vienna after eight hours of parliamentary
debate, and they voted against holding a referendum. This was said to not be
necessary under constitutional law. The FPÖ and the BZÖ railed against the treaty in rare harmony and demanded a referendum, but they remained a minority.
The treaty was adopted by a vote of 151 to 27. With President Heinz Fischer’s
signature of April 28, Austria formally completed the ratification of the EU Treaty
of Lisbon, thus accepting it along with Denmark. Commission President Barroso
welcomed the positive vote on the treaty in the Austrian Parliament (Nationalrat)
and in the Danish Parliament (Folketing). At that point, eleven member states
had accepted the Treaty of Lisbon: Hungary, Malta, Slovenia, Romania, France,
Bulgaria, Poland, Slovakia, Portugal, Denmark, and Austria. “The ratification
process is making good progress and I look forward to its successful completion so that the new treaty can take effect on January 1, 2009,” declared Barroso
confidently.150
149
150

HAUSER, Die europäische Sicherheitsgemeinschaft, 480.
EurActiv, April 25, 2008, http://www.euractiv.com/de/zukunft-eu/klares-eu-vertrag-
danemark-osterreich-deutschland/article-171935 (called up February 19, 2009).
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On May 13, 2008, the referendum campaign on the Treaty of Lisbon began
in Ireland. The Irish example was to show whether the confidence was justified.
But June 12, 2008 became a dark day for the new EU treaty: The result of the referendum was “No”. Despite all of the advantages which the new treaty seemed to
provide, 53.4% of Irish voters voted against it on June 12, 2008, with only 46.6%
voting in favor. Turnout at 53.1% was not as low as originally expected. With a total of 862,415 votes against it, the Treaty of Lisbon, which would have affected the
495 million EU citizens, was rejected by 0.175% of the Union’s population, thus
driving the Union into another crisis. Ireland was the only EU country in which
a national referendum had to be held to ratify the Treaty of Lisbon. That was due
to a decision by the Irish Supreme Court in 1987 that defined that an essential
change in an EU treaty would require amending the Irish constitution (which is
always done by way of a referendum) before the state would ratify the treaty. In
all other EU Member States, the parliaments were responsible for ratification. No
further major obstacles had been expected in this procedure, with the possible
exception of the United Kingdom.
The Irish “no” on the Treaty of Lisbon put the union into a state of confusion.
Heads of State and Government made contradictory statements. Different ideas
and suggestions were circulating. A contradiction arose between those who considered the treaty “dead” (this position was frequent among Czech politicians),
and those who called for continuing the ratification in the remaining eight countries as planned, in hopes that there would be a change in the mood in Ireland, too,
and a solution could be found. Slovenia’s presidency of the Council was coming
to an end in June 2008, and thus it would be up to the French Presidency to drive
the search for a resolution to the crisis. Irony would have it that it was France,
which had thrown the EU into similar chaos when its citizens rejected the “EU
Constitution” in 2005, to now hold the presidency. The French under State President Nicolas Sárkozy seemed to want to ensure the progress of the ratification
process. Meanwhile, proponents of integration spread their opinion that the referendum in Ireland could be repeated, as that had been the case when the Irish
rejected the Nice Treaty in 2001, only to approve it on a second try in 2002. Other
solutions were also suggested, such as the introduction of new opting-out options,
in order to make the Irish voters happy, or changes in the key provisions of the
treaty, such as the number of Commissioners. The Irish voters had expressed
their concern about the potential loss of their commissioner once the size of the
commission would be reduced under the Lisbon Treaty. The retention of the “one
commissioner per country” solution was floated as a potential compromise. It was
this variant and, among others, an assurance that Ireland’s neutrality would be
preserved which resulted in a preliminary compromise by the Heads of State and
Government at the Brussels Summit on December 11 and 12, 2008.
But first, crisis management was necessary. If the EU were not to swiftly
succeed in finding a fast way out of the crisis, weakening would result at the
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international level – especially in its cooperation with states such as Russia, given the military intervention in Georgia, and Iran with its nuclear arms program.
Indeed, one main goal of the treaty was lending the EU more political credibility
in the international arena. Due to the Irish referendum, all of this had been destabilized once again, which would have consequences not just for the perception
by others and the EU expansion process, but also for the European and integration policies of the member states. Another goal of the treaty was to improve the
union’s capability to integrate its new members. And yet, it was not to be expected that the EU would collapse due to the Irish veto, especially since it had also
functioned thus far under the Nice Treaty, even after expanding to twenty-seven
members. What did remain doubtful, though, was an affirmative answer to the
question as to whether the European politicians understood the citizens’ message,
or whether they would make the situation even more difficult in the run-up the
EU elections in 2009 by ignoring the citizens’ concerns. There were numerous
debates about whether each EU treaty had been far-reaching enough to justify a
constitutional amendment. Ireland had already conducted six referenda in conjunction with the country’s EU membership; one was already before the country
acceded to the European Communities as the so-called “third amendment” which
was required for accession (Referendum of 1972). That was followed by the referenda on the Single European Act (1987), the Treaty of Maastricht (1992), the
Treaty of Amsterdam (1998), and then the first referendum (2001) and the second
one on the Treaty of Nice (2002).151
Etymologically, “referendum” comes from Latin (re = “back” and ferre = “carry”). Decisions on a political issue are “carried back” from parliament or government to the population. Referenda were regularly recurring events. These are
votes on the bills drafted by the governments. Referenda are instruments of direct
democracy. Since voters can express their opinions directly, the results are linked
to a high degree of political legitimacy and binding force. Referendums have not
only domestic but also international and, in the case of history from the EC to
the EU, supranational dimensions. Their concrete form and practical relevance
depend strongly on domestic political priorities and the existing constitutional
framework of the respective member states. The historical example of “Brexit”
has made it clear how far referenda can be instrumentalized, i.e. abused, for domestic and party political as well as personal purposes, and how this can damage
the idea of Europe's unification. In the wake of renationalization (2000–09), there
had also been such signs in Austria.

151

http://www.euractiv.com/de/zukunft-eu/irische-referendum-eu-vertrag/article-172518 (called
up 2016), see also Sara BINZER HOBOLT, Europe in Question. Referendums on European
Integration, Oxford University Press 2009, 9, 233–250.
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2008 June 27: Propaganda by the “Krone” – Chancellor Gusenbauer and
SPÖ head Fayman support referendum for new EU treaty
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2008 June 27: Propaganda by the “Krone” – Chancellor Alfred Gusenbauer and
SPÖ head Werner Fayman support referendum for new EU treaty

On June 19 and 20, 2008, the European Council discussed the situation in which it
found itself due to the failed Irish referendum. A few days later, the SPÖ changed
its opinion. On June 26, it became known that the SPÖ had agreed with EU
representative Hannes Swoboda or with Alfred Gusenbauer and Werner Faymann
on conducting a referendum in the future in the event of a change in or revision of
the EU treaty. In a personal letter to Kronen Zeitung publisher Hans Dichand of
June 25, 2008, the party expressed this demand:
“Dear Editor:
The new EU Treaty of Lisbon has resulted in very controversial discussions in many states.
This treaty was also extensively discussed in Austria before its ratification in parliament. In
these discussions, unease with the European Union and its policies was articulated which must
make us all stop and think. This general unease was also expressed in the Irish referendum on
the Lisbon Treaty. The SPÖ respects the result of the Irish referendum without restrictions or
reservations.
In Austria, there is also currently a widespread skepticism towards the EU. After an overwhelming majority of Austrians voted for acceding to the European Union in 1994, today we
see a feeling of insecurity, and sometimes also rejection. Many people are disappointed and angry about what little progress the EU has made on its path towards social union. Many people
deplore the EU’s deficit in democracy and lack of transparency. And many people have the impression that the EU does not deal with their actual problems, but rather primarily with itself.
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We want to take these concerns seriously and make our contribution to a positive response
from the EU. As an active member, Austria should advocate for the EU becoming a real social
union. The effects of European decisions on workers and small and medium-size companies
must be much more greatly taken into account. The Austrian labor market, which is now developing so positivly again, must remain protected by transition periods. Within the context of the
fight against climate change, the transit problem must also finally be resolved.
In the Federal Government, the SPÖ will advocate for better dissemination of information that
objectively and comprehensibly presents the advantages and disadvantages of membership.
Based on continuous information and open discussion, we believe that future treaty amendments which affect Austrian interests should be decided by a referendum in Austria. Therefore, if an amended reform treaty should again be ratified by Austria, we want to convince the
coalition partners of this approach.
This also applies to a potential accession of Turkey which, in our opinion, would overtax the
present structures of the EU.
We want to work on a Europe that orients itself towards the needs and wishes of the people on
this continent, thus restoring the trust in this great work of unification.
Alfred Gusenbauer					
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Werner Faymann”152

Original quotation: “Sehr geehrter Herr Herausgeber!
Der neue EU-Vertrag von Lissabon hat in vielen Staaten zu einer sehr kontroversiellen Diskussion geführt. Auch in Österreich wurde dieser Vertrag vor der Ratifizierung im Parlament ausführlich diskutiert. In diesen Diskussionen wurde ein Unbehagen mit der Europäischen Union
und ihrer Politik artikuliert, das uns allen zu denken geben muss. Dieses generelle Unbehagen fand auch im irischen Referendum über den Lissabon-Vertrag seinen Ausdruck. Die SPÖ
respektiert das Ergebnis der irischen Volksabstimmung uneingeschränkt und vorbehaltlos.
Auch in Österreich besteht gegenwärtig eine weit verbreitete Skepsis gegenüber der EU.
Nachdem eine überwältigende Mehrheit der Österreicherinnen und Österreicher 1994 für
einen Beitritt zur Europäischen Union gestimmt hat, begegnen wir heute einer Stimmung der
Verunsicherung und manchmal auch Ablehnung. Viele Menschen sind enttäuscht und verärgert über die geringen Fortschritte, die die EU auf dem Weg zu einer Sozialunion erreicht hat.
Viele Menschen beklagen das Demokratiedefizit der EU und die mangelnde Transparenz. Und
viele Menschen haben den Eindruck, dass sich die EU nicht mit ihren tatsächlichen Problemen
beschäftigt, sondern primär mit sich selbst.
Wir wollen diese Sorgen ernst nehmen und unseren Beitrag dazu leisten, dass die EU auf
die Kritik positiv reagiert. Österreich soll sich als aktives Mitglied dafür einsetzen, dass
die EU zu einer echten Sozialunion wird. Die Auswirkungen europäischer Entscheidungen
auf Arbeitnehmer und klein- und mittelständische Unternehmen müssen wesentlich stärker berücksichtigt werden. Der österreichische Arbeitsmarkt, der sich nun wieder so positiv
entwickelt, muss durch Übergangsfristen geschützt bleiben. Im Rahmen des Kampfes gegen
den K limawandel muss auch das Transitproblem endlich gelöst werden.
Die SPÖ wird sich in der Bundesregierung für eine bessere Informationsarbeit einsetzen,
die die Vor- und Nachteile der Mitgliedschaft objektiv und nachvollziehbar darstellt. Auf der
Basis einer kontinuierlichen Information und einer offenen Diskussion sind wir der Meinung,
dass zukünftige Vertragsänderungen, die die österreichischen Interessen berühren, durch eine
Volksabstimmung in Österreich entschieden werden sollen. Sollte also ein geänderter Reformvertrag neuerlich von Österreich ratifiziert werden müssen, so wollen wir den Koalitionspartner von dieser Vorgangsweise überzeugen.
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This event was surprising insofar as Gusenbauer had clearly expressed himself
against such a referendum as recently as in December 2007, that is, he made a radical 180-degree turnabout on this issue. At first glance, this seemed to be a populist measure with a view towards a potential reelection fight. Austria’s paper with
the highest circulation, the Kronen Zeitung, had been advocating for a referendum
on the EU treaty in Austria for months already. Numerous sensationalist articles,
emotional letters to the editor, and appeals for demonstrations against the EU
were published daily. With regard to the circulation (relative to overall population,
one of the most sold newspapers worldwide) and the continuous, very one-sided
reporting on the EU, but also regarding the skeptical and opposed position of the
Austrian population towards the EU, this was just what the populism that could be
exploited for a party’s purposes had been waiting for. Thus, the social democrats
seemed to expect that they would be able to use future editions of the “people’s
megaphone” as an advertising tool for the SPÖ. The FPÖ had up to this point
advocated vehemently for a referendum, and it now got competition from the
social democrats.153 The Frankfurter Allgemeine called it a “letter of submission
from the leadership of the governing SPÖ” that would delight the media mogul Dichand.154 The same German quality newspaper finally gave the criticized
Gusenbauer his own large article, in which he was able to express himself on
why Europe should not be scared of Europeans, which listed a series of good and
plausible reasons for holding referenda and for the practice of direct democracy.155

Dies gilt auch für einen möglichen Beitritt der Türkei, der unserer Ansicht nach die derzeitigen
Strukturen der EU überfordern würde.
Wir wollen an einem Europa arbeiten, das sich an den Bedürfnissen und Wünschen der
Menschen auf diesem Kontinent orientiert, und damit das Vertrauen in dieses große
Einigungswerk wiederherstellen.
Alfred Gusenbauer Werner Fayman.” – Bundeskanzler Alfred GUSENBAUER und SPÖ-
Parteivorsitzender Werner FAYMANN an den Herausgeber der Kronen Zeitung, Hans
DICHAND, 25. 6. 2008”, in: Kronen Zeitung, June 27, 2008.
153
http://manfredkimmel.blogspot.com/2008/06/sp-eu-volksabstimmung.html (called up 2016);
see also Dieter A. BINDER, Populismus zu allen Jahreszeiten, in: Lutz MUSNER – Gotthart
WUNBERG – Eva CESCUTTI (Hrsg.), Gestörte Identitäten? Eine Zwischenbilanz der
Zweiten Republik. Ein Symposion zum 65. Geburtstag von Moritz Csáky, Innsbruck – Wien –
München – Bozen 2002, 72–85.
154
Erna LACKNER, “Der Onkel Hans, der kann’s. Wer Österreich regiert, bestimmen die Wähler
erst in zweiter Linie. Den Kanzler macht die ‘Kronen Zeitung’, was ein Unterwerfungsbrief
der Spitzen der regierenden SPÖ eindrucksvoll beweist. Der Zeitungszar Hans Dichand
f rohlockt”, in: Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, July 1, 2008, Nr. 151, 46.
155
Alfred GUSENBAUER, Bundeskanzler der Republik Österreich, Warum Europa die Europäer
nicht fürchten sollte, in: Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, July 10, 2008, 159, 10.
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2009: Party chairman Werner Faymann and Federal Chancellor Alfred Gusenbauer

In February and March 2008, demands from the SPÖ to support households affected by inflation with one hundred euros and to move the tax reform from 2010
to 2009, which the ÖVP rejected, had already resulted in a severe government
crisis. The news magazine profil also published a strategy paper of the ÖVP that
it had obtained unofficially, according to which the party had planned the dissolution of the coalition and new elections already in June. In retrospect, Gusenbauer
said his greatest mistake had been that he had underestimated the ÖVP’s calculations with regard to party politics. The latter had aimed its strategy at taking the
role of opposition within the government. For the ÖVP, the elections in October
2006 had been “an accident of history” that had to be corrected. That is why they
had tried to not let the SPÖ have any successes while in power.156
The partnership of convenience between the SPÖ and the ÖVP, which after
1945/47–66 und 1987–2000 had been governing again since January 2007, was at
its end after a year and a half. The Grand Coalition had been formed only after
difficult negotiations following the Nationalrat elections of October 2006. At a
press conference, Vice Chancellor and Finance Minister Wilhelm Molterer (ÖVP)
demanded immediate new elections. The election campaign was initiated with the
statement, “That’s enough!” on July 7, 2008 at a press conference. He named the
situation of his coalition partner as the reason. “I cannot allow the SPÖ’s crisis to
become Austria’s crisis” is how he justified the far-reaching step, blaming Chancellor Gusenbauer’s social democrats for having left the common path with the
government. Within that context, the Vice Chancellor pointed to the change in EU
policy. At the end of June, Gusenbauer had drawn the ÖVP’s ire by demanding
156

Gusenbauer zu „Traumjob Bundeskanzler“: „Wollte immer etwas machen, was der gesamten
Gesellschaft nützt“. EU-Volksabstimmungen können Europa stärken, http://www.ots.at/
presseaussendung.php?schuessel=OTS_20081127_OTS0073 (called up February 19, 2009);
Interview mit Bundeskanzler Gusenbauer in “Der Spiegel”, August 18, 2008, http://www.bka.
gv.at/site/cob_31296/currentpage_4/5910/default.aspx (called up February 19, 2009).
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a referendum on the EU treaties, and he had provoked a coalition crisis with this
surprising turnabout in European policy.157
How strongly the populist opinion climate against the EU was spreading in the
summer of 2008 in Austria can be seen in a statement from ex-Vice Chancellor
and EU Stability Pact Representative for South Eastern Europa (2002–08), Erhard
Busek (ÖVP). Knowing that Austrians would tend to brood and hesitate when
asked about exiting the EU, he recommended a referendum on the question, “Do
we want to remain in the EU, or leave?” The reason was unmistakable, “So that
there is finally definitive clarity, and the EU is no longer a subject of populism.
You’ve also got to say that then you’ll have to show your passport again at the
border. And of course, the euro will be gone, too, if we leave.”158
As harsh and surprising as this statement sounded from the staunch European
Busek, what was behind it was not just the wish for more clarity, but also the intent that the public, once made to choose, would ultimately decide in favor of Austria continuing to remain in the EU. Busek’s statement also had to be seen against
the backdrop that according to the Eurobarometer poll in the spring of 2008, only
28% of Austrians ascribed a positive image to the EU, which had caused alarm in
domestic policy circles. The turnabout of the SPÖ leadership in favor of referenda on future EU treaties had to be seen against this backdrop, in addition to the
experience of the Irish referendum. The 28% figure, which merely referred to the
external image of the EU, was quickly hyped in the media and in the public as an
issue of (non-)agreement, which was a one-sided and foreshortened interpretation
of the overall Eurobarometer results.159
With his tough statement “That’s enough!” Molterer wanted to address the
voters’ mood. At that time, the ÖVP was ahead of the SPÖ in the polls by up to
five points. The ÖVP then also used Molterer’s statement as an advertising slogan.
But their election campaign was mostly inconsistent. They wanted to build both
on Molterer’s person as well as on key statements. Werner Faymann and Alfred
Gusenbauer withdrew from public view for a while. While Gusenbauer was kept
out of the media for reasons of election strategy, Faymann had to reform and
reposition the SPÖ. The majority of the election campaign was fought between
the top candidates via the media; voters were hardly addressed directly. Due to
the outsourcing of negative campaign content to the Kronen Zeitung, whose publisher, Hans Dichand, was close friends with Faymann, the SPÖ was able to focus completely on campaigning with people. The ÖVP, in contrast, focused more
on conducting a more negative campaign against the SPÖ this time around. The
“‘Es reicht!’ Molterer ruft Neuwahlen aus”, in: Die Presse, July 7, 2008, http://www.diepresse.
com/home/politik/innenpolitik/396430/index.do?from=suche.intern.portal (called up February 19, 2009).
158
Quote by Erhard BUSEK, in: Dolomiten, July 15, 2008, 3.
159
“EU-Kommission fordert Handeln gegen österreichische EU-Skepsis”, in: Dolomiten, July 15,
2008, 162, 3.
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SPÖ issued a commitment to Austria’s neutrality and advocated a non-permanent
membership on the UN Security Council, as well as for expanding the civil foreign deployment capacities, the strengthening of workers’ rights, the expansion
of infrastructure, and increased research support at the European level. Finally,
it lodged the demand for a referendum in the event of future changes in the EU
Treaty. The ÖVP also expressed a commitment to the European Union, and it
advocated Croatia’s accession to the EU. The Greens also advanced a referendum
on changes in the EU Treaty, and they demanded the introduction of minimum
social standards at the European level, military deployments only on the basis
of international law, and leaving the EURATOM Treaty. The FPÖ committed to
neutrality, and it rejected the EU reform treaty as well as Turkey’s accession to
the EU. It demanded a referendum on changes in the EU Treaty and on Turkey’s
accession. In addition, it advocated the idea of leaving the EU and demanded a
reduction of the net payments to the EU. The BZÖ promoted financially strengthening the army and referenda on the EU Treaty and Turkey’s accession to the EU.
It also spoke out against nuclear power stations and genetic engineering technology in Europe.
The twenty-fourth Nationalrat election in Austria took place on September 28,
2008. Due to a change in voting rights in the previous twenty-third legislative period, the minimum voting age was sixteen for the first time. The legislative period
was extended from four to five years. According to polls, six different parties had
real chances to make it into the Parliament for the first time in the Second Republic. In addition to the parties already represented on the Bundesrat, these include
the Liste Hans-Peter Martin, which, however, at just 2.8% ultimately failed to
get over the four percent threshold. The Communist Party (KPÖ) ran nationally, and while it was able to double its share of the vote, it still only received a
little over 1%. The Liberale Forum (LIF), which had not been represented in the
Nationalrat since the 1999 elections, was able to send one delegate again thanks
to an election alliance with the SPÖ: its party head Alexander Zach. The SPÖ
with Werner Faymann, which had additional major losses of votes compared to
the 2006 election, garnered the most ballots. Due to even higher losses, the ÖVP
with Molterer again only took second place. In this election, both “people’s parties” had their worst results in the history of the Second Republic. Great gains
were made by the FPÖ (in third place), and the BZÖ under Jörg Haider (in fourth
place), which doubled its share of the vote and thus surpassed the Greens. But in
the early morning of October 11, 2008, Haider, who was driving his official car at
excessive speed (142 km/h or 88 mph), was killed in a major traffic accident after
having passed another car in the village of Lambichl in Carinthia. After fifty-six
days of coalition negotiations, the outcome of the Nationalrat elections resulted in
a continuation of the Grand Coalition, this time under the new Chancellor Werner
Faymann (SPÖ) and Vice Chancellor Josef Pröll (ÖVP).
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One remarkable change occurred in that Foreign Minister Ursula Plassnik was
no longer willing to be part of a future government. In an interview with Die
Presse, she explained why she gave up her “dream job”. In 2004, she had been
sworn in as Foreign Minister, and before that, she had been cabinet chief for
Chancellor Schüssel. Her decision was “a 100% self-determined process”. She
would support this coalition agreement “with the proviso, however, that for me,
the basis in the EU area is not sufficient”. The coalition agreement namely included a compromise formula according to which both parties would have to agree to
a referendum on the new EU treaty. When Die Presse journalist Christian Ultsch
said that she could have made sure as the foreign minister that such a referendum
would not be able to take place, Plassnik said that this was exactly what she was
not able to guarantee. While “a self-destruct mechanism had been included for the
case of voting against each other”, she had been convinced, though, that “a clear
commitment to parliamentary procedure for EU treaties” could have been included. And she had also suggested this. The text read, “The Austrian practice for EU
treaties that has been tried and true since 1995 will be retained for the coming
legislative term. Changes must be promptly approved in parliament.” However,
Faymann did not want to support this formula, which Plassnik called a “mistake”.
The SPÖ could have taken its demand to subject EU treaties to referenda and put
it on ice for five years in order to save face. “Politically, this moment at the start of
a new government, and given an economic and financial crisis of unknown extent,
is a limited opportunity. But some are obviously afraid to not join the populism
bandwagon.” Plassnik emphasized that she was not willing to “participate in a
government as a quality seal for European policy or as a fig leaf for a government in which some are not distancing themselves sufficiently from an alliance
with extremely EU-critical forces that is fruitless and wastes energy”. By acting
like this, “a flank has been exposed unnecessarily, and then also cemented in
a government agreement to boot”. She recommended looking towards the future and trusting the “sense of responsibility and the steadfastness of the new
government”. She added, “Weakening Austria’s predictability and reliability as
an international partner would be a grave mistake.” The woman who had served
the fifth-longest term as a foreign minister within the EU subsequently took up
her position as an elected representative of the people.160
With this attitude, Plassnik defied not only the populist tendencies of the
coalition partner, but also those in her own party. During her term in office and
to the very end, she remained unimpressed not only by criticism from the Kronen Zeitung, but also by party or coalition lines. She no longer wanted to be
160

PLASSNIK: „War nicht bereit, als Feigenblatt mitzuwirken“, in: Christian Ultsch im Gespräch
mit Ursula Plassnik, in: Die Presse, November 24, 2008; also see Reinhard OLT, Mittelgroß
und Mittelmaß und SPÖ und ÖVP einig über Regierungsbildung. Koalitionsvereinbarung
enthält „Selbstzerstörungsmodus“/Plassnik gibt Außenamt im Protest auf, in: Frankfurter
Allgemeine Zeitung, November 25, 2008, Nr. 276, 1, 2.
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foreign minister if foreign policy in the ÖVP could not be carried out according
to her ideas. In addition, the 1.90 meter (nearly six foot three inch) woman from
Carinthia probably also did not like the fact that she was no longer to have an undersecretary by her side. Given the overflowing EU agenda and the hardly manageable responsibilities in Austrian foreign and EU policy, this fact weighed especially heavy. Hans Winkler’s departure from the Ballhausplatz was a done deal.
With Plassnik’s withdrawal, Wolfgang Schüssel’s era in the ÖVP definitively
came to an end after his closest confidante was no longer going to be in the future
government. The background for Plassnik’s withdrawal was more complex than
could be gathered from the interview with Die Presse. The fact that the new ÖVP
party chair, Josef Pröll, might not have been a great Plassnik fan played a role,
but so did the pressure from the Kronen Zeitung against the foreign minister. And
her active EU policy had made a counterreaction from the party seem necessary.
She was succeeded by Michael Spindelegger (ÖVP), who was close to Lower
Austria’s governor Erwin Pröll, and whom Reinhard Olt called a “European” in the
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung. And not without reason: Spindelegger had been
active as a Europe expert of the Austrian Federation of Workers and Employees
(Österreichischer Arbeiter- und Angestellten-Bund, ÖAAB) since 1989, and then
sat on the Foreign Policy Committee of the Parliament. In 1995, he was among
the first Austrian representatives in the European Parliament. In October 1996, he
returned to the Nationalrat and became the ÖVP’s foreign policy spokesperson.
From January 2002, Spindelegger led the Austrian delegation of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe.161
In his speech before parliament of January 29, 2009, the new foreign minister stressed that, due to its participation in the currency union, Austria was
able to weather the current economic crisis better than other European countries
that were exposed to currency speculations. With regard to the Lisbon Treaty,
Spindelegger welcomed the second referendum scheduled in Ireland. That treaty
would allow Austria to have nineteen representatives in the European Parliament
in the future. Each country would also continue to provide one commissioner.
With regard to the widespread euroskepticism in the country, the foreign minister
said that he would have discussions with the public. He announced a “listening
tour” in the Austrian provinces. No one would profit from a demonization of “the
Europe project”. Everyone would profit from a successful project.162
The SPÖ leadership’s pivot to Kronen Zeitung level without a doubt signaled
a breach with the EU-positive position of the former Foreign Minister Plassnik
and the ÖVP. The SPÖ thus provided the ÖVP with a decisive reason to call off
See the portrait of Michael Spindelegger by Reinhard OLT, “Europäer”, in: Frankfurter
Allgemeine Zeitung, November 25, 2008, Nr. 276, 10.
162
Nationalrat: Europadebatte im Schatten des Wirtschaftskrise: Plenarsitzungen des Nationalrats, Parlamentskorrespondenz, January 21 2009, no. 21, http://www.parlament.gv.at/PG/PR/
JAHR_2009/PK0021.shtml (called up February 16, 2009).
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the coalition. As necessary and welcome as referenda were and may appear in the
event of a fundamental change in Austrian constitutional law, this demand also
carried a great deal of self-interest with it. Aside from this, it is also problematic
to base a country’s general position with regard to the EU on feelings and moods
in the public. These can obviously fluctuate, and they can change quickly. Thus
within the context of the 2008 banking and financial crisis, which escalated into a
global economic crisis, it was very obvious that many citizens of Europe viewed
the EU as a stable framework and the single currency as a solid anchor.
In February 2009, it was announced that Ireland’s largest opposition party
already wanted a second vote on the EU’s Lisbon reform treaty as early as April,
in order to counter the effects of the global economic crisis with an early referendum. Earlier, the Irish government in Dublin had scheduled a second attempt by
October. The financial and economic crisis, which had hit Ireland hard, as well,
seemed to make a faster and closer bond with the EU appear necessary, lest the
same scenario occur as in Iceland, which had been driven to the brink of bankruptcy by the global financial turbulence. The former French State President and
President of the Constitutional Convention also advocated for April as the new
date for the Irish referendum.163
On January 21, 2009, the Austria-specific results of the Eurobarometer survey
were presented at the EU Commission Representation in Austria. The country
report gave insight into the opinions against the backdrop of the global economic
crisis. A rising trend with regard to the EU attitude among Austrians had been
found. In the central Eurobarometer question of how they judged the membership
of their country in the EU, 39% now said it was “a good thing”, that is, a plus of
3%. Each increase was greeted with joy. The positive trend was greatest in the
question about the advantages of Austria’s EU membership: 47% saw an advantage. This was “an increase by eleven percent, that is a great increase,” stated
Richard Kühnel, the head of the Commission Representation. “In many areas,
we no longer come in last. Approval of Europe has increased, and especially in
the question about advantages provided by the EU, we in Austria had the greatest
increase in all of Europe.”164
With the new Faymann-Pröll Coalition Government and Foreign Minister
Michael Spindelegger, a new phase of Austrian European and integration policy
began. It would welcome Ireland’s second referendum on the Lisbon Treaty that
turned out to be positive and live to see it take effect in December 2009.

“Irlands Opposition will im April neues EU-Referendum”, in: Hildesheimer Allgemeine
Zeitung, February 16, 2009.
164
Präsentation des Eurobarometer-Länderberichts für Österreich, January 21, 2009. http://ec.
europa/austria/news/2009_01_21_eb-laenderbericht_de.htm (called up February 16, 2009).
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12. EU ECONOMIC INTEGRATION – THE “EASTERN FACTOR” OR
TRADE AND INVESTMENT EXPANSION TO THE CEEC
EU integration continued to affect primarily economic issues. From 1995 on, the
integration of Austria’s economy into the Single European Market (SEM) was
pursued further. It was shaken up and became more competitive. Its GDP grew
faster than before 1995, and price levels sank. Shopping trips from Innsbruck
over the Brenner Pass, or to Garmisch-Partenkirchen and Mittenwald for buying cheaper food in Italy or Germany, respectively, became a thing of the past.
Austrian productivity had increased since accession, and budget reform had progressed. An overhaul and consolidation of the national budget within the context
of EU accession had been successful. The European Union policy of liberalization broke up state monopolies such as telecommunications or the supplying of
energy. The opening of new markets resulted in an increase in Austrian exports,
along with a stronger orientation of the economy towards the CEEC. Austria’s
trade volume within the EU continued to increase, and economic growth profited
from membership in the single market. Austria’s international competitiveness
was strengthened. The country’s economic growth boasted positive figures. With
inflation at 2.3%, Austria ranked fourth after Sweden, France, and Germany with
one of the lowest rates in the EU. The number of exporters and importers had
more than doubled since the country’s EU membership began. Growth in exports
was more dynamic than in imports, but both increased.165
The opening up of the East through the developments of the disintegration
of the USSR, which was already becoming increasingly apparent in the second
half and especially since the end of the 1980s, was epoch-making for European history. A development that can be described as Paneuropean disintegration
from 1913–14 to 1989–90 came to an end. The so-called “successor states” of the
former Habsburg Monarchy experienced a kind of rebirth, as the economic historian Felix Butschek stated.166 Austrian inland regions have suddenly moved from
a peripheral location in Europe to the centre of the continent, as Anita Ziegerhofer
has made clear for the Styrian economy.167 Austria also served as a gateway and
door opener for expansion-oriented and international companies.168
Österreich in der EU – Zahlen und Fakten, Homepage of the Bundesministeriums für
 uswärtige Angelegenheiten, http://www.bmaa.gv.at/eu/fakten.html.de (called up on February
A
22, 2002).
166
On the rebirth of the “successor states” see Felix BUTSCHEK, Vom Staatsvertrag zur EU.
Österreichische Wirtschaftsgeschichte von 1955 bis zur Gegenwart, Wien – Köln – Weimar
2004, 121–134.
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Anita ZIEGERHOFER, 1995–2005. Die „Wende“jahre. Die steirische Wirtschaft profitierte
vom EU-Beitritt. Sie rückte von der wirtschaftsgeografischen Rand- in eine Zentrallage, in:
politicum. 70 Jahre steirische reformkraft 118 (Mai 2015), 81–92.
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For Austria and the eastward expansion as a gateway to the east for Chrysler, Coca-Cola,
Henkel and Siemens see MARSCHNER, Die Geschichte und Entwicklung der Europäischen
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The Mayor of Vienna and Provincial Governor Michael Häupl (1994–2018)
described 1989 as the “zero point of current development”. At the same time “the
history [...] had begun again in this time of our world region”. He underlined this
with three examples: Austrian entrepreneurs invested in CEEC, which benefited the domestic locations. In 2008 more people were employed in Austria and
Vienna than in 1990 and the country was still one of the richest in the world. For
Häupl, the “Eastern factor” is “for many people the unexpected ability to act and
shape things that the EU has demonstrated with enlargement”. This has made the
EU a political player.169
The “Eastern pioneers” of the Austrian economy were Herbert Stepic
(Raiffeisen International), Gabor Lehel (Vienna Insurance Group), Brigitte
Ederer (Siemens AG Austria), Elmar Wieland (Schenker AG), Franz Jurkowitsch
(Warimpex Finanz- und Beteiligungs AG) and the Vienna University of Economics
and Business Administration.170
Fritz Breuss of the Austrian Institute for Economic Research (WIFO) examined the Austrian economy since the opening of Eastern Europe, whereby he was
able to show how much Austria had benefited economically from it: increased
economic growth, acceleration of employment, increased participation in globalisation, steep rise in exports and foreign direct investment ratios as a percentage of
GDP as well as an improved trade and current account balance. Breuss assumed
that 100,000 to 150,000 additional jobs would be created and summed up the
development as “overall a great success, but not for all concerned”.171
Josef Wallner from the Vienna Chamber of Labour highlighted the “Eastern
factor” in Austrian labour market policy: Austrian workers benefited less from
enlargement. They were more affected by disadvantages and risks. Higher unemployment and wage pressures were characteristic. Wallner considers enlargement
to be politically necessary and economically sensible, even though it was overshadowed by an unsolved distribution problem.172
Michael Landesmann from the Vienna Institute for Comparative Economics
examined the “Eastern factor” as a challenge of East-West European economic integration. He pointed positively to the internationalization of the economy, especially to the widely diversified small and medium-sized enterprises. He negatively
evaluated the failures in the expansion of the transport infrastructure to the CEEC
and the lack of insights into the creation of an integrated research and science area
with Austria as a hub. Austrian policy was “completely misguided”, especially
Union, 214.
Dieter STIEFEL (Hrsg.), Der „Ostfaktor“. Die österreichische Wirtschaft 1989–2009, Wien –
Köln – Weimar 2010, 17–24.
170
STIEFEL, Der „Ostfaktor“, 41–78 und den Beitrag von Arnold SCHUH, Die WU als
„Ostpionier“, ibid., 79–93.
171
Fritz BREUSS, Die österreichische Wirtschaft seit der Ostöffnung, in: ibid, 115–157: 153.
172
Josef WALLNER, Der „Ostfaktor“ in der Arbeitsmarktpolitik, in: ibid, 193–209: 208.
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in dealing with labour market integration in neighbouring countries. According
to Landesmann, the 1990s were a time of missed opportunities due to a lack of
openness, sluggish reforms at universities and a lack of strategic action.173
Peter Zöllner of the Oesterreichische Nationalbank distinguishes between
three phases of opening up Eastern Europe to monetary policy, a pioneering phase
in 1989–98, a growth phase in 1999–2007 and a consolidation phase from 2008,
with the global financial crisis rapidly overshadowing the final phase (2009).174
Heinz Fassmann looked at EU enlargement in terms of East-West migration.
He noted that Austria had also benefited from EU enlargement in the area of
migration. More than 100,000 people were employed mainly in the social services
sector. They have inconspicuously integrated themselves into the work process of
society as a whole and have remained below the limits of political discourse.175
Using the case study of the Upper Waldviertel, the historian, political and
social scientist Andrea Komlosy examined the effects of the opening of the border
in 1989 in the entire complexity of this manageable region. This peripheral region
experienced a massive functional change, namely a loss of attractiveness as a
low-wage industrial location. It was only a selective springboard for companies
to South Bohemia without expanding highly qualified business areas. There was
a tendency towards a shrinking of rural agriculture. This resulted in a specialization of farms. Market niches had to be found, which also led to a positioning as a
region of ecological balance and cultural landscape conservation. The expectation
associated with the opening of the Iron Curtain that the Waldviertel would move
to a central location in Europe was not fulfilled. Periphery remained, although the
regional balance of power was reorganized.176
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12. EU Economic Integration – The “Eastern Factor”
Graph 26
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Summing up the economic effects of Austria’s EU entry we may state that
not only did the country become more important as a sales market, it was also
more attractive as a location for foreign investments in the economy. But Austria
itself also became an investor. Without EU membership, banks and companies
probably would have achieved neither such rapid growth nor such a strong presence in CEE. Overall, the Austrian economic system achieved relatively swift
integration into the EU region.177 Before the onset of the global economic crisis
in 2009, Austria exported about 20% of its exports to the CEEC, and 24% if the
Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) of the former USSR were included.
Thus, Austria had the highest CEE export share among the ‟old” EU states. Between 1988 and 2008, Austria’s exports to the CEE area of states rose from € 2
billion to a legendary € 28 billion. While total Austrian exports had increased by
325% since 1988, exports to the CEEC exploded by 1400%! Since 1988, Austria’s
annual trade surplus relative to the CEEC had increased enormously from € 200
million to € 8.3 billion, for a cumulative € 54 billion. Thus, the CEEC had made
177
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a significant contribution to the reduction of the Austrian trade deficit, which –
one year before the application for EU accession was submitted (1988) – had still
amounted annually to 2.5% of GDP. In 2008 alone, the year in which the banking
crisis had already resulted in a global financial crisis, Austria exported € 8 billion
more than it imported from CEEC, or a surplus of almost 3% of GDP. Thus, Austria’s GDP was about € 17 billion higher than without the opening to the East, and
financial experts calculated that this resulted in an increase in income for Austria
of 6% annually. It also included the creation of new jobs. Here, Austria also profited from the economic upswing in Germany in 2006–07.178
To sum it all up, this resulted in a reorientation of Austria’s foreign trade to
Eastern and Central Europe. Its economy again moved more to the center of
Europe. Austria held a very strong position in CEE, owning about ten percent
of foreign investments. The credit institutions played an essential role in this
giant trend. Compared to banks from national economies of the same size such
as Switzerland, Belgium, or Sweden, Austria’s banks held less foreign debt. They
focused primarily on Central and Eastern Europe. Other EU states also profited from the CEEC boom in the years before the financial and economic crisis.
The EU enlargement since May 1, 2004 created a value of about € 80 billion, of
which about € 33 billion was ascribed to Germany and about € 8 billion to Austria
(the highest share relative to GDP). Despite the negative trend during the global
economic crisis, slightly stronger growth was forecast in the euro zone beginning
in 2010. According to this, the GDP decrease in the CEEC was to be lower than
in the euro zone.179
In retrospect, the period from 2004–07 represented golden years for Austria’s
foreign trade, with growth rates, which were higher than those of, for example,
Italy. Austria’s economic return to the center of Europe was accomplished. Starting from 1918, the circle was to be completed eighty years later in 2008, with the
beginning global economic crisis ante portas. The small but open Austrian economy had become even more open in recent years and had expanded enormously.
It opened not only towards Germany, but above all towards the center and east of
the continent, where exports exceeded imports by far.
Thus, the CEE-oriented economy had completely left the Western Europe-
oriented politics of Austria behind. The collapse then seemed to be impending in
2009, which threatened to become the Austrian economy’s annus horribilis. In
2000, the country had experienced – and meanwhile left behind – its diplomatic
and political annus horribilis with the EU-14 sanctions. The Austrian economy,
far head already, was then to be confronted with a catastrophic scenario that was
Those were the analyses and surveys of assessments by Mag. Stefan BRUCKBAUER, Deputy
Head of Economics & Market, Analysis of the Bank Austria UniCredit Group from February
2009.
179
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much more massive in its consequences and effects, ultimately assuming global
dimensions.
Back to the so-called “golden years” after Austria’s EU accession: due to the
increasing competitive pressure and struggle for resources, in addition to winners
there were, however, also losers; that is, insolvencies of small and medium-sized
companies, layoffs, acquisitions, group mergers, a rollback in Austrian investments due to a further increase in German capital, etc. While Austria’s unemployment rate was one of the lowest among EU members, it had increased from 3.8%
to 4.3% between 1995 and 2005, even though at the EU level unemployment had
comparably fallen during the same time period from 10.5% to 8.1%.180
During the initial years of Austria’s EU membership, the foundations of the
Austrian social welfare state remained essentially untouched. Just as there continued to be no European Social Union and social policy continued to be mostly
within the scope of competence of the member states, the status quo in terms of
social policies was also confirmed in the case of Austria during the 1990s.181 EU
membership did not cause any severe social policy changes – except for the period
of the ÖVP-FPÖ (BZÖ) government, which focused on structural reforms, from
2000–05.182
13. INTERIM CONCLUSION
If we include the period of the ÖVP-FPÖ government (2000–05) and the foreign
policy of the years from 1989 onward that was largely based on the EC specifications and then existed within the EU framework, a short “eighties period”
(1983–87/89) of integration policies may be defined, followed by a long “nineties
period” (1989–2004). This is also supported by the fact that the EU’s “Eastern Enlargement” with ten new member states since 2004 created a largely new EU that
was no longer comparable with the ten year-old EU during the period from 1993
to 2003. This country that had made its way into the EU changed only hesitantly
in the 1990s with regard to reform policy. The awakening for changed institutional and new state structures did not commence more strongly until the beginning
of the twenty-first century.
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It is also a fact that the “long nineties period” constituted a process of adaptation and transformation for Austria with regard to the requirements of the EU.
In spite of all of the rationality and synergy of the dynamics of integration,
or perhaps specifically because of them, EU Europe has remained an integration
space with different velocities and concentric circles, that is, with a declining
slope of integration towards the outside but continuing to have a continuous attractiveness for the outside world. In somewhat more than ten years, the number
of EU members has nearly doubled (from fifteen to twenty-seven!). With nearly
500 million inhabitants, EU Europe is one of the largest concentrations of population with very high productivity and strong export performance. Yet the market
cannot dominate everything and be everything, just as integration cannot march
on without limit. The limits are incalculable, both within and towards the outside.
The stubborn sense of national identity continues to be more dominant and more
important than the sense of being a European citizen. Towards the outside, with a
view towards new candidates, receptiveness is at the point of coming up against
clear limits. With the exception of economic backwardness and excessive cultural
demands as a result of new applicants for accession, there exist incompatibilities
in the area of democracy policy, fundamental and human rights, and the rule of
law that open up in a dramatic manner. Although the attractiveness of the union
and covetousness on the part of new participants will continue to remain, the EU
is nevertheless the only regional integration area in the world that up to now has
understood how to combine modernity and democracy in a successful way. That
was the expression of extremely rational thinking and reasonable action.
The combination of modernity and democracy was and is the recipe for the
success of European integration with a view towards the freedom revolutions that
it also helped to provoke in 1989 in Central and Eastern Europe, the collapse of
Soviet communism, and the necessary Europeanization of the Balkans. EU Europe will probably also remain the successful model of the twenty-first century
– with a view towards the highly militarized USA that has become lacking in
democracy and the remilitarized Russian Federation with its authoritarian leadership. In Asia, therefore, it is not without good reason that the successful archetype
of the EU will have a further effect if not be used as a source of inspiration. As an
example of another continent may serve the much less developed African Union,
which is an attempt to learn from and copy the structure of the EU.
In 2019, the EU Commission described China as a “systemic rival”. This has
not yet resulted in a consistent and substantial EU-China strategy to absorb and
cushion the Chinese investment policy expansion towards the West. But for a
now “geopolitically” motivated Commission this would be urgently needed. As
long as there is no agreement among the EU Heads of State and Government, this
remains hopeless.
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1. THE LONG ROAD TO BRUSSELS: ATTEMPTS, FAILURES AND
SUCCESSES – EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL FACTORS
In the wake of World War I, four great European empires collapsed, and specifically,
in chronological order, the Russian Tsarist Empire (1917), the German Empire
of the Kaiser (1918), the Habsburg Monarchy (1918), and the Ottoman Empire
(1922–23). The political, economic, and psychological consequences for those
generations of people who were accustomed to living in those great empires over
centuries proved to be catastrophics. That was true in particular for the empire
on the Danube. It was not by chance that the “Paneurope” construct of ideas and
the movement accompanied by it which had been initiated by Count Richard N.
Coudenhove-Kalergi found very fertile ground in Vienna, where the collapse and
end of the Habsburg empire was felt especially bitterly in its capital. Added to this
was the forced Treaty of Saint-Germain (1919) as a foiled Austrian state treaty,
which had to be painfully perceived as the outcome of the bankrupt assets of the
empire on the Danube. The new republican order was a founding of a state against
its will (see chapter I).
It was not “Europe”, but rather the German Reich that was regarded as providing room for hope and a future, as was expressed in the Anschluss movement of
the 1920s. The victorious powers attempted to suppress this both with the Geneva
Protocols (1922) and through the Lausanne Loans (1932) and to cover it with a
prohibition against Anschluss of, in each case, twenty years (up to 1942 and 1952,
respectively). As a result of these dictates, the idea of “Europe” was not much
more popular in Vienna (see chapter II, subchapters 3 and 8).
While Ignaz Seipel flirted with the idea of Central Europe (Mitteleuropa),
Johannes Schober was more oriented towards the German Reich. “Paneurope”
remained a pipe dream. In contrast to that, the Central Europe project already had
something of a more realistic effect. It was, however, likewise doomed to failure
as a result of differences of opinion between the neighbor countries in the Danube
region that came into question with it in the area of conflict between a broad
reaching dependency of Austria upon the League of Nations and only restricted
sovereignty with a view towards Fascist Italy and Nazi Germany in the 1930s.
The loss of the Central Europe idea for Austria was also tied to Seipel’s departure
from the political stage in 1931–32. Interestingly enough, this also corresponded
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with the German-Austrian customs union project that was advocated by Schober
through the process of secret diplomacy (see chapter II, subchapter 7).
The German Reich also continued to remain a fixed point for Austria’s foreign
policy in the 1930s. While Berlin pushed for a bilateral customs union, Vienna
vacillated and remained undecided until an indiscretion there in the matter which
had been kept secret provoked international condemnation and caused the plan’s
downfall. France and Czechoslovakia immediately lodged a protest against
the customs union project. After the Briand Plan of 1930 was received by both
Germany and Austria with comments ranging from reservations to rejection,
the Tardieu Plan of 1932 for the formation of a confederation of all of the states
neighboring the Danube came too late to still have any chance at realization. Austria was already too closely tied to Rome, and it was then willing to move forward
in a consistent manner with the “Rome Protocols”, an alliance with both Fascist
Italy and revisionist Hungary. Italy’s Abyssinian War starting in 1935 put Austria
completely on the defensive, and the July Agreement with Nazi Germany (1936)
turned it into a satellite with only a limited lifespan (chapter II, subchapters 8, 9).
The Austrian exile comprised both the period of the authoritarian corporative
state (Ständestaat) (1934–1938) and Hitler’s totalitarian dictatorship (1938–45).
It gathered in Brno, Brussels, Paris, London, New York, and Moscow and was
correspondingly dispersed, disparate, ideologically heterogeneous, and politically
disunited, such that during all these years, no unified government-in-exile was
achieved. The debates revolved around greater German solutions and small Austrian constructs. For one group, and specifically the socialists, Austria should still
belong to a (socialist) German nation that had been freed of fascism in order to
realize the all-German revolution within a socialist Europe that had already been
hoped for back in 1918–19. For the other group, christian socials and monarchists,
a Danube federation, the Habsburg restoration, or a “Southern German league of
states” were topics, while the communists were the first to speak out for a separate
and independent Austria. But for all of the exile groups involved, Europe as a
topic was on the whole only a subordinate theme and consequently a second-class
one (chapter II, subchapters 11 and 12).
During the period from 1945–47 through 1953, decisions were made that
would set the course for the future. The first steps were taken in the direction
of cooperation with Western European governments. With the formulation and
propagation of the victim thesis in 1945–46, not only could the demand for the
return of South Tyrol be justified, good legitimization could also be found for receiving foreign aid (funds by UNRRA, GARIOA, Interim and Extended Interim
Aid, and the ERP). The integral South Tyrol matter could not, however, be pushed
through. Rather, there was only a questionable autonomy solution in 1948 which
was followed by decades of strife. The victim status of Austria that was successfully asserted also supported the special case thesis in terms of Western orientation policy. Its participation in the Marshall Plan had priority and in 1947–48, that
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was more important than the concluding of the State Treaty. The preservation of
a unified state in a divided Europe through the validity of the ERP for the entire
country ranked in significance ahead of the conclusive resolution of Austria’s international status. A search for balance that was always a difficult one along with
a tightrope act between East and West were necessary in order to maintain the
Four Powers consensus in Austria or not to threaten it. That also led to that fact
that membership in NATO had to in no way come into question and in the best
case, only a ‟secret” (pseudo) partnership with the West could exist in terms of
security policy (chapter III, subchapters 3, 4, 5, 6).
Towards the end of the war, Coudenhove-Kalergi returned from exile in the
US and settled at first in Gstaad in the Berner Oberland in Switzerland, where
he advocated for the idea of a European Parliamentary Union. In a sort of pincer
movement between American reconstruction aid and parliamentary involvement,
he hoped for the creation of a movement for a European constitution, which was
not to be fulfilled. In the meantime, the ERP mutated from a welfare and aid
program into a reconstruction and modernization program for Austria. Its Western orientation took place through the process of trade liberalization within the
framework of the OEEC starting from 1948 and of GATT from 1951. But the
ERP was also effective through the counterpart funds. Through its membership
in the European Payment’s Union (EPU), Austria had participated early on in a
multilateral balance of payments in Western Europe. Within that context, a clear
reorientation took place of Austrian foreign trade in the direction of the West and
the more or less secret handling of the US embargo policy against the East. What
was conspicuous and considered by France and the Soviet Union in an increasingly critical manner was also the interweaving of trade and economic policy with
the Federal Republic of Germany that was becoming closer and closer, which
was a result of the cessation of trade with Central and Eastern parts of Europe
and which threatened to turn Austria into an appendage of West Germany (chapter III, subchapters 7, 8, 9).
Against the background of the German question that had remained open
(1952–55), Austria, with the maintaining of the Four Powers administration,
appeared in contrast to be a good example for its solution. An initial cautious approach with the Council of Europe began early on: there was an Austrian observer
status in the Consultative Assembly by the Nationalrat starting in 1949 and then
by the Federal Government from 1953 with Eduard Ludwig (ÖVP) and Bruno
Pittermann (SPÖ). Austria also occupied the same position with the High Authority of the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) when with Carl Bobleter
(ÖVP) and Fritz Kolb (SPÖ), coalition representation that was proportionally balanced was also established in Luxembourg (chapter III, subchapters 10, 11).
During the period between 1953 and 1960, decisions were once again made
by the Austrian side that would set the course for the future and which would
carry significance up to the end of the 1980s. In contrast to later years, there
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was a party consensus on Europe policy that only diversified in the following
period. After the end of the Marshall Plan program in 1953, when new options
emerged for a concluding of the State Treaty, Austria stopped further steps towards integration with the ECSC in 1954. In the spring of 1955, Austria made use
of the window of opportunity for the finalizing and signing of the State Treaty
through a “One-Plus-Four” solution with the four occupying powers. The Austria
solution with the State Treaty and neutrality also triggered a multifaceted internal and international debate about the possibility of a model case for Germany
with which, however, Vienna behaved in a restrained manner: new complications were to be avoided, but before 1955 movement was in many cases in the
shadow of the German question, which was more important to the victorious
powers than Austria was. The calling into question and rejection of the Austrian
pattern for Germany by the Western powers, who internally did not dispute its
earnestness and possibility, obstructed an earlier reduction of tensions in Central
Europe which was only to take place in the first half of the 1970s. In any case, in
1955 Austria realized its state unity and independence. In contrast, the division of
Germany and the dependency upon the respective superpowers continued to exist
(chapter III, subchapter 12; chapter IV, subchapters 3, 4).
Even after 1955, Austria did not become a real secret ally of the West. Furthermore, it was to turn out to be unrealistic, and even illusionary, that in the event
of a hypothetical attack from the East, NATO would defend Austria. The intra-
german border had priority for the Atlantic military alliance. The Austrian army
was itself not NATO compatible, and thus there was no serious and substantial
talk of a “secret ally” (chapter IV, subchapter 4).
If Austria’s access to Strasbourg and the Council of Europe was still waiting
and hesitant in 1953–54, then after the concluding of the State Treaty, it was all
the more decisive, which already led to full accession as early as 1956. The uprising in Hungary that was suppressed in the autumn had immediate repercussions
on Austria’s Europe and integration policy. The wish by Chancellor Julius Raab
and Foreign Minister Leopold Figl that was briefly articulated for candidacy for
membership in the ECSC – including from considerations of domestic policy towards the coalition partner, the SPÖ – was to be withdrawn right away. Protectionist intentions for the defense of the nationalized industries and resistance on
the part of the socialists prevented early membership in the ECSC. In the shadow
of the Hungary crisis, there was no Austrian membership in the ECSC. Humanitarian refugee aid and the political support that was also provided with it for the
rebellious neighbor strengthened the Austrian feeling of self-worth, awakened
national self-awareness, and contributed towards the growing existence of a first
neutrality identity. Last but not least, what was concerned was also something
along the lines of a Central European responsibility for Austria. This was, however, shown limits right away by the Soviet Union when during his visit to Austria
in 1957, the Soviet Minister Anastas Mikoyan made a clear objection known to
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the recommendation that had been made by Raab shortly before for an Austrian
solution for a Central Europe free of atomic weapons. In the meantime, it had also
been realized in the Kremlin that Austrian neutrality could signify a Trojan horse
for the cohesion of the socialist camp in Central Europe. Attempts by Raab in
1958 for the solution of the German question were futile as he continued to have
the Austrian model case in mind to overcome the division of Germany (chapter IV, subchapters 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10).
The project that had been proposed by the British Prime Minister Harold
Macmillan for a large free trade area appealed to Vienna without it having been
remarked upon there that this endeavor amounted to a shattering of the plans
of the ECSC states to form a common, core-european market. When those negotiations got bogged down in 1957–58, the Austrian chancellor considered the
“EEC Anschluss” which, however, was in turn rejected by the socialist coalition
partner. Thus in 1959–60, only a small free trade zone remained as a last resort
(chapter IV, subchapters 11 and 12).
For want of a better alternative, Austria acted only with hesitation and restraint
in the “Stockholm Group” which led to the formation of EFTA. Participation also
took place under the condition of endeavoring to build a bridge to EFTA as soon
as possible. But that was not to be realized so quickly. Alternative variations that
in the end were not to get their chance were to be a bilateral customs union, an expansion of EFTA, and Greece as an example for an EEC association (chapter IV,
subchapters 13, 14 and 15).
Bruno Kreisky as foreign minister viewed EFTA, the State Treaty, and
neutrality in a productive, identity-establishing triangular relationship as a contribution towards political self-determination and Austria finding itself. But the
consensus at the domestic policy and party politics levels in integration issues
began to crumble: in the last years of the Grand Coalition (1963–66), the extent
of Austria’s rapprochement with the EEC became further disputed internally. The
FPÖ in the opposition even demanded withdrawal from EFTA. After the British
application for EEC accession in 1961, the worry in Vienna was great that EFTA
could break apart. The neutrals (Austria, Switzerland, and Sweden) each sought,
found, and made their own application for EFTA association. There were Soviet
objections and American reservations, but also intra community resistance, above
all from France and Italy. De Gaulle’s veto against British accession to the EEC
on January 14, 1963 then had the effect of EFTA continuing to hold together. In
contrast to Berne and Stockholm, though, which let their applications for association lie or withdrew them, respectively, Vienna stuck to its ambitions for an “EEC
arrangement”, which led to a split among the neutrals (chapter V, subchapters 2,
3, 4, 5, 6 and 7).
“Going it alone to Brussels” continued once again and was intensified in its
single-party government. For Chancellor Josef Klaus (ÖVP), the EEC had priority
over EFTA. Eight rounds of negotiations with Brussels had already led to tangible
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results when relations with Italy became aggravated in 1967 because of the South
Tyrol conflict to such an extent that Rome exercised a veto in both Brussels and
Luxembourg against Austria concluding a treaty with the ECSC and the EEC. In
the background, both France and the USSR also interacted against Austria having
too close of a relationship to the European Communities, such that the “going
it alone” had to fail. The suppression of the reform socialist movement of the
Prague Spring in 1968 also left Austria’s EC ambitions overshadowed and on the
sidelines. Only the South Tyrol compromise between Aldo Moro and Kurt Waldheim that was achieved in 1969 with the “package” and the “operations calendar”
smoothed the way for a solution with the EC (chapter V, subchapters 8, 9, 10, 11,
12, 13 and 14).
In the meantime, Coudenhove-Kalergi had returned to Austria and emphatically recommended building bridges between the EC and EFTA in order to overcome the trade policy split in Western Europe (chapter V, subchapter 14).
Against the background of the “Eurosclerosis” of the 1970s, which really
should not be designated as such, Austria attempted to take up the integration
policy of the 1960s. What was striven for here was no longer an association, but
rather merely bilateral tariff and trade treaties – in any case with an evolutionary
clause (chapter VI, subchapter 2).
The average Austrian was sometimes only very incompletely informed. There
were at times unrealistic presentations of EFTA and the EC. A broad public discourse was lacking. The Federal Government’s Europe policy and integration
policy in the first half of the 1970s that were more or less oriented towards the
status quo may have had their share in this diffuse and indifferent forming of
opinions. Chancellor Kreisky stuck to his foreign policy priorities: the profiling
of neutrality policy and the support of the policy of détente within the framework
of the CSCE with continuing membership in the Council of Europe and EFTA.
The Soviet Union therefore accepted the tariff and trade treaties which Austria
had concluded with the EEC and the ECSC in 1972, but only under the condition
of also receiving the same trade policy concessions, which was expressed in a
subsequent Austrian-Soviet trade treaty (chapter VI, subchapters 3 and 4).
Starting from the mid-1970s, a new accentuation of integration policy began
under Kreisky that went hand in hand with the intensification of relations with
EFTA and the participation in the European Monetary System (EMS) that succeeded in coordination with German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt. For Kreisky,
though, there was a limit that could not be exceeded: for him, “permanent” neutrality was no longer compatible with “supranational” integration. Thus as far as
Kreisky was concerned, there could also only be an “asymptotic rapprochement”
of Austria to the European Communities, that is, the broadest reaching rapprochement without the congruence of the two lines (chapter VI, subchapter 4).
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With the Small Coalition of the SPÖ and FPÖ (1983–86), there was not any
fundamental reorientation of integration policy. Rather, sensitive indications in
the direction of a stronger connection with the EC were to be selectively understood from Vice Chancellor Norbert Steger and Defense Minister Friedhelm
Frischenschlager (chapter VI, subchapter 5).
The Single European Act (SEA) and the Single Market Program of Commission President Jacques Delors then increased the pressure for a decision on integration policy and the need for action at the domestic policy level by the Austrian
government. The Grand Coalition starting in January 1987 under that was formed
under Franz Vranitzky and Alois Mock recognized the signs of the times and intensified the attempts at rapprochement with the Communities. The formula that
was coined by Ambassador Manfred Scheich of the “global approach” – that is, of
a “comprehensive rapprochement” with the European Communities – made the
rounds (chapter VII, subchapter 4).
Above all else, it was necessary to overcome the domestic policy hurdles, in
particular with the leadership circles of the SPÖ, until it was possible to submit
the “letter to Brussels” from July 14 on July, 17, 1989. That took place under the
expressed and very serious reservation of neutrality. Not least for that reason, the
application for accession was accepted in Brussels, but there were also reservations among member countries, while the EFTA states grumbled about Austria
“going it alone”. The reserve of Delors was explained by the prime importance of
his Single Market concept. The integration process was to first be deepened and
then broadened (chapter VII, subchapters 5 and 6).
The four former occupying powers accepted the application for accession in
different ways. While traditional enlargement-oriented Great Britain advocated
it and the USA was also positive about it, there were mixed reactions in Moscow and clear reservations and corresponding hesitancy in Paris (chapter VII,
subchapter 6).
After the “Fall of the Berlin Wall” on November 9, 1989, the matter of Austria
fell completely under the shadow of the German question and landed on an integration policy sidetrack. Only the summit in Maastricht in 1991 brought a solution to the German question through stronger integration of the reunited Germany
into the new construct of the “European Union”. Moreover, Austria still had to
wait until 1993 before the negotiations for accession could then also begin with
the EFTA partners Finland, Norway, and Sweden, which in the interim period
had also submitted their applications for membership (chapter VII, subchapter 7).
The question as to whether the “letter to Brussels” consisted of a break in or
the continuation of prior Austrian integration policy was decided in this book
more in the sense of continuity. Without the entire prior course of integration
policy from the 1950s through the 1980s that was indeed changeable yet tending
to be oriented positively, this application would not have been supported in terms
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of domestic policy and would not have been put forth consensually in terms of
coalition politics (chapter VII, subchapter 10).
The negotiations for accession took place together with the Scandinavians.
For Austria, it was a stroke of luck that the Common Foreign and Security Policy
(CFSP) was in fact already not concluded and had not yet entered into force at
the beginning of its accession negotiations and at the end also had not yet been
realized and practiced by the Community. Thus the core element of neutrality
could continue to be safeguarded and the hurdle of the CFSP could be cleared. A
large-scale and passionate battle over neutrality therefore remained outside of the
public debate (chapter VII, subchapters 11, 12 and 14).
In the case of Austria, the negotiations resulted in ups and downs: the most
difficult material had to do with agricultural policy, followed by the transit issue,
environmental standards, and finally the question of second residences. With the
path of compromise, it was possible for the Austrian matters of concern to be
solved (chapter VII, subchapter 13).
The representatives of the Grand Coalition accepted the results of the negotiations positively, while the reaction of the FPÖ and the Green Party ranged from
disapproving to rejecting (chapter VII, subchapter 16).
With a vote of 66.6%, the Austrian people went into the EU fully convinced,
while in Finland and Sweden, the results of the referendums came out more modest. But the Grand Coalition did not take advantage of the unique mood of euphoria in Austria with regard to union policy. Rather, it quarreled about questions
of prestige, such as whether the treaty should be signed by representatives of the
government or by the president, and when the head of state dropped out, then who
on the part of the government should be the one to sign it. In the end, four people
signed the treaty in order to keep the peace in the coalition. The unique success
story was ruined out of partisan, domestic policy interests as a result of various
intrigues and friction, squabbles about institutional competence, and personal
vanity and envy (chapter VII, subchapters 18, 19).
That was a not rare, but in fact nearly common pattern of the political culture
of a small and lovely country, but one that was also characterized by maliciousness, jealously, self-centeredness, and self-hatred.1
The first years of Austria’s membership in the EU moved completely along
the line of continuity of the application for accession of 1989 and the Europe policy that had previously been followed. In terms of trade policy, economic policy,
and monetary policy, there were efforts made at integration, but security policy
remained reserved as a result of the neutrality policy. The European Monetary
System was eagerly and formally joined and Austria became a full member. At
the introduction of the non-cash currency (1999) and with the preparation of the
real currency of the euro (2002), Austria participated fully and completely, while
1
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with the WEU, it held merely observer status, and with NATO, it stayed out or
else only belonged to the NATO Partnership for Peace (PfP) cooperation program.
Austrians were received into all of the bodies of the EU (the Commission, Parliament, ECJ, and ECB). Austria withstood its “trial by fire” of Presidency of the EU
in 1998. The country worked actively and committedly on the Convention for the
Charter of Fundamental Rights with Heinrich Neisser and Johannes Voggenhuber
(chapter VIII, subchapters 2, 3, 4 and 6).
The year 2000 brought a Europe policy blow to Austria. No one had considered it to be possible that fourteen EU partner states would put a ban on the state
after the ÖVP and FPÖ formed a government together. The government boycott
measures that were imposed (in Austria, they were in many cases referred to erroneously and exaggeratedly as “EU sanctions”, including by the Kronen Zeitung)
immediately maneuvered the boycotting governments themselves into a predicament, since there were inherent difficulties in putting an embargo on a member of
the Single Market. Thus the actions were limited to symbolic acts which at times
had to have a ridiculous effect like the exclusion of Austrian representatives from
the “family photos” or the abandoning of meetings (chapter VIII, subchapters 7,
8 and 9).
International reactions were mixed and tepid, such that it soon turned out that
there was no united front of the EU-14 against Austria, and in fact some of the
smaller states had to be compelled or convinced to join in. The short-term effects consisted of the controversial ÖVP-FPÖ government bonding together in
the sense of a national closing of ranks, with the majority of the population showing their solidarity with it. In the medium term, the EU-14 had to recognize that
their action was excessive and counterproductive. The Three Wise Men (Martti
Ahtisaari, Jochen A. Frowein, and Marcellino Oreja) led the EU-14 out of their
dead end, and aside from a few trivial matters, they were able to confirm in their
report that Austria’s government had not violated any European values and the
lifting of the boycott was to be recommended. But many Austrians felt injured by
the punitive action, and the country’s Europe policy was to suffer from this for a
long time thereafter (chapter VIII, subchapters 9, 10, and 11).
The year 2000 with the excessive, ineffective and though unnecessary EU-14
boycott measures and the Nice Summit that was characterized by many national
differences of opinion rang in a phase of the EU coming under the clouds of renationalization and populism. The biggest enlargement in the history of the Communities by the Northern, Central and Eastern countries (CEEC) of the continent
had already cast its shadow in advance. With the people of Austria, sympathy and
enthusiasm were limited, while the Ballhausplatz diplomacy helped to wrap up
the accession negotiations package with the CEEC.
The prevailing mood in the Austrian public at large that was skeptical about
enlargement did little to make the governments in Bratislava, Budapest, Prague,
and Warsaw more Austria-friendly. The initiative of a “strategic partnership”
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from Vienna that was oriented in the direction of Central and Eastern Europe
during the period of the EU-14 boycott was not accepted by them, and thus it had
to be weakened, lessened in importance, and scaled back as a “regional partnership”. Up to the end, Austria also did not find any acceptance among the Visegrád
Group with Poland, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, and Hungary (chapter IX,
subchapter 2).
In the convention for the drafting of a European constitution, Austria again
worked actively with Reinhard Eugen Bösch, Caspar von Einem, Johannes
Farnleitner and Johannes Voggenhuber. Both the Bundesrat and the Nationalrat
also ratified the “Constitutional Treaty” in Vienna which, however, was of no
help, since the people of France and the Netherlands rejected the constitutional
work by way of referendums in 2005 (chapter IX, subchapters 3 and 5).
It was not possible to renew the Transit Treaty with the EU which had a time
limit on it. In Austria, an increasingly skeptical mood against the EU became rife.
That was also tied to the substantial reservations against Turkey as a possible EU
Member, with which negotiations were officially to begin in 2005. With Foreign
Minister Ursula Plassnik, Austria at first still exercised a veto against the beginning of negotiations with Turkey and only relented when the Austrian demand to
also negotiate with Croatia about EU membership found acceptance (chapter IX,
subchapters 4 and 7).
The Austrian Presidency of the Council of the European Union in 2006 had
the effect of a productive pause for reflection after the failure of the “Constitutional Treaty” in France and the Netherlands. The subsequent presidencies of Finland
and Germany then achieved the result of the core of that treaty continuing to exist
and finding its way into the history of the EU as the Treaty of Lisbon (chapter IX,
subchapters 8 and 9).
In spite of this breakthrough, an Austro-national populism that became stronger and stronger against the background of the crisis of the nation-states rose up
throughout all of Europe, and this populism showed itself in Austria with the FPÖ
as one of the strongest parties which, in the end, once again managed to procure
responsibility in the national government (chapter IX, subchapters 6 and 11).
2. THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND IN LIGHT OF SUPERVISION
FROM OUTSIDE AND THE IMPACT OF “EUROPE” AND
INTEGRATION UPON NATIONAL IDENTITY BUILDING INSIDE
Austria’s relationship to Europe and to integration can be better explained and
understood against a greater historical background (chapters I and II).2 It was
not and is not an underdeveloped country on the periphery, but rather a highly
2
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industrialized state in the center of Europe. However, the question of its rising
again and its further existence after the Second World War was open. The country became free of the occupying powers in 1955 because the victorious powers
of World War II desired its detachment from Germany, because it had a Western
orientation in both social and economic terms and finally because it promised the
USSR to carry out a policy of “permanent” neutrality between West and East. For
a long time, this foreign policy status was only compatible with free trade, but not
with complete market integration. The permanent separation from Germany was
an indispensable necessity. For that reason, the country had to and ought to be
integrated into Europe and oriented towards its institutions as well as was in fact
possible (chapters III and IV).
In 1988, a study, edited by Günter Bischof and Josef Leidenfrost, was published
with the title in the sense of “A Nation having its Decisions Made by others”,
covering the relationsship between Austria and the Allies 1945–1949.3 Plausible
objections to the term ‟Bevormundung” (having decisions made by others) were
raised by the Viennese modern historian Thomas Angerer. According to him, the
catchword was merely a good piece of political rhetoric and served the advantages
of those who were under occupation at the time.4 But how sovereign had Austria
really been in its history? It is necessary to look back further.
The desire for the Anschluss with Germany in 1918–19 was widespread and
could hardly be tamed,5 but the First Republic was obliged to maintain its existence by the Treaty of Saint-Germain. The loans arranged in Geneva in 1922
and Lausanne in 1932 kept Austria under the thumb of the League of Nations.
A general commissar, the Dutchman Alfred Zimmermann, was responsible for
overseeing Austria’s redevelopment, that is, its budget policy.6 A certain economic stabilization was indeed achieved, but political calm was not.
With the agreement of July 11, 1936, Austria had already almost been made
into a quasi-Nazi satellite. The “Anschluss” was only a matter of time,7 as well as
merely an expression of Austria’s total dependence from outside and the inability
of the Western powers to find effective means against Nazi suppression as well as
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a lasting solution to the “Austria problem”. In the “Ostmark” and the “Alpen- und
Donaugaue”, the Anti-Hitler coalition saw an important part of the war-waging
Nazi Germany which had to be broken away from the Reichsverband. The thesis of Austria as the “first victim of Nazi aggression” was not an invention by
Austrians, but an allied interpretation and offer which lucky Austrians had and
could accept.8
After the end of the war, Austria was thus supposed to be “liberated” and “independent,” as the Allies had proclaimed close to the end of the Moscow Conference in 1943. Their trust, however, was not especially deep. Memories of budget
crises, the civil war, and the Anschluss movement in the period between the wars
were still too fresh. Unity and liberty were thus still to be awaited after 1945.
Austria only achieved its State Treaty in 19559 with limits to its sovereignty. On
an international level, neutrality was more or less accepted only in a “like it or
not” manner.10
The literature has correctly made it clear that the development of an Austrian
identity profited from the fundamental German identity crisis after 1945. Austria
was spared from a lasting occupation (even if that was also transformed by socalled “friendly troops”11), a divided country, and a wall through the former
capital.
The Austrian Second Republic demonstrated much more stability and prosperity than the First Republic. Economic stability and, in particular, political stability
were essential preconditions for the finding of the national self. Identity-building
cannot, however, be reduced solely to the socioeconomic success story. “Europe”
and “European integration” had an assisting function. The economic inter-weavings between Germany and Austria were thicker than ever and today are closer
than at any point in history, and thus they could be covered up by the European
Monetary System and the European Union and could be glossed over in a positive manner. Nevertheless, identifications by Austrians developed, ranging from
8

9
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d ivergent to very different – in part as a conscious dissociation from Germans
and Germany. Economic integration therefore went hand in hand with mental and
psychological division. The different political cultures contributed also to that
kind of separation.12
The foundation of Austrian identity often took place from above – it was animated, carried forward, and lived out through politics. The rejection of a German
identity was a conditio sine qua non. What necessarily followed from this was the
logic that Austria also had to try hard to avoid a wide-ranging policy of reparations like that of Germany, which otherwise would be equivalent to an admission
of guilt. With the complete support of the Great Powers, Austria freed itself from
the German question in 195513 that for a long time appeared unsolvable, while
economic relations with Germany strengthened year after year. In that regard,
“Europe” served as a helpful and effective substitute identity and as a new area
of the future, yet at the same time it also served as a mask for the close economic
ties with Germany. In the end, EU accession prevented Austria from taking on the
status of a client state or a satellite of Germany.
Our topic also covered aspects of the background, motives, and advantageous
factors in order to build an Austrian identity after the Second World War. Special
attention had been paid to the thematic areas of Europe and integration policy.
In-depth studies on Austrian identity and identities have been evident since the
1980s and documented and analyzed by Ernst Bruckmüller.14 There are various
reasons for this: as an indication of the revaluation of the writing of social history,
the rediscovery of the history of ideas, and the resumption of a policy of European integration as well as in light of the growing consciousness of new forms of
globalization, interest also grew in questions of identity.
After 1945, as an Austrian it was actually difficult, if not impossible, to present oneself simultaneously as a victim and also a German. One of the two had to
necessarily be omitted if it were desired to adhere to the other. Instead of someone
saying that he or she was German, had belonged to Germany, or was included in
the German cultural circle, Austria’s search for an identity quickly found refuge
in “Europe”. “German” was replaced with “European”.
In fact, leading Austrian politicians had repeatedly maintained that Austria
was at least as “European” or even “more European” than other countries. The
12
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first Chancellor of the Second Republic, Leopold Figl, created the catch-phrase,
“Austria is Europe, and Europe cannot exist without Austria.”15
This ideology was closely connected to the German question and the syndrome of the “Anschluss” of 1938. In order to counteract the suspicion of still
being “German” or Anschluss-oriented, Austrian foreign policy used “Europe”
as a means of identification which in turn allowed for a more intensive economic
link to Germany again. The political switch and the avoidance of selecting the
Germany complex as a central theme had their deep roots in the close economic
and financial intertwining that was becoming more and more intense with the
German sphere.
The Marshall Plan came into existence during this time and was inserted without problem into the building of the new political identity, being ideally supplemented with the victim theory: the country had been occupied; it had just been
liberated from Nazism, and was now being threatened by communism. The Soviet
Army was still in the Eastern part of the country. But it also had to be protected
against new fast action from Germany, and above all else, it was to be rebuilt
again. Participation in the Marshall Plan was therefore compelling. Although this
was understood as a contribution to European reconstruction, it first and foremost
served the gaining of political and economic independence. Within this context,
“Europe” was just a means to an end. The posters read: “ERP contribution in the
Marshall Plan – and your production for an independent Austria.” The thesis by
the British economic historian Alan S. Milward, according to which early European integration served the salvation and renovation of nation-states, can hardly
be proven more clearly with a contemporary document. It was the “European
Rescue of the Nation State”16 within the “Reconstruction of Western Europe”.17
The erosion of the victim status in the wake of the Waldheim debate 1986–88
and the drawing to a close of the Cold War in Europe in connection with German
unity, the application for EC accession 1989, the calling into question of neutrality, and EU membership 1995 were all big challenges that were posed to Austria’s
political identity.
The interest in that topic can be read from different publications at these times.18
As Peter Thaler has shown, the building of Austrian identity after 1945 was a project of elites. It included not only decision-makers, executives, and politicians, but
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also intellectuals, creative artists, and the literati.19 Historians also participated
in the nation-building process. They had considerable involvement as the architects of finding the national self; although their possibilities for the transformation
of the public consciousness remained limited, politicians received them. Figures
who could be named include Hugo Hantsch,20 Felix Kreissler,21 Friedrich Heer,22
Georg Wagner,23 Ernst Bruckmüller,24 or Gerald Stourzh.25 In addition to their
patriotism for Austria, they were also at the same time dyed-in-the-wool Europeans. These proponents of Austrian nation-building were convinced by their cause
and believed in it. The conservative and “anti-teutonic” journalist Alfred Missong
with the Österreichische Monatshefte is a prime example of someone who, starting from such approaches in the “corporative state,” began after 1945 to shape the
construct of the character of the Austrian people.
Public institutions, parties, media, and educational institutions employed
means of the delegitimation of opposing concepts of identity as an instrument of
Austrian nation-building. This was necessary above all to provide immunity from
post-Nazi, greater German, or even communist interpretations. The reduction of
the “Habsburg complex” from the official version of history that was successfully practiced in postwar Austrian policy and the politics of history that were
conveyed at the state level played a role in this which up until now has been
little noted. What was favorable for the building of an Austrian identity was the
socioeconomic development that was connected with the economic reconstruction after 1945, the Marshall Plan, the establishment of the social partnership in
the domestic policy, and the foundation of neutrality in foreign policy.
The influence of “Europe” and “European integration” has up until now received little attention in research on the Austrian identity development. With the
policy towards Europe, the most political of decisions and target measures likewise had an effect as catalysts for the finding of an Austrian sense. The membership in EFTA starting in 1960 and the EC free trade agreement beginning in 1972
marked a clear difference from West Germany with its membership in NATO, the
ECSC, and the EEC. Thus, there were possibilities for dissociation of the ideal
19
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type as well as possibilities for a different self-presentation on the international
stage, as well as in self-perception. Paths for the Europe policy and integration
policy that were followed differently or consciously selected as divergent were
and are to be perceived as a part of the finding of the national self and of the
building of a national identity.
Along its long road to (EU) Europe, Austria made use of this conscious dissociation of integration policy from Germany. Bruno Kreisky, who is not mentioned
by name one single time in Thaler’s study, can be listed as the model representative of Austria’s political elite. In contrast to Germany, he exploited the other
direction of Austria’s integration policy in a conscious distancing from its larger
neighbor. Within that context, matters of Austrian sovereignty and independence
always played a major role. In 1960, the year of Austria’s membership in EFTA,
Kreisky argued bluntly against the christian democrat German Foreign Minister Heinrich von Brentano as to why Austria could not and would not enter the
Common Market, specifically not because of the USSR, but rather because of
Germany! According to Kreisky the Soviet Union would not consider Austria’s
accession to the EEC to be a cause for war (“not a casus belli”), but such an
accession would be tantamount to an “Anschluss”. It was necessary to prevent
that. Austrian Neutrality was also a guarantee factor against (NATO) Germany
and “Anschluss” thoughts.
Up to 1989 and then beyond, Austria’s integration policy was constantly accompanied by the official emphasis of the desire for compatibility with neutrality.
With a view towards earlier phases (1947–56, 1961–72), continuities also predominated in this regard. After 1989–90, with the removal of the East-West conflict
and after Mikhail Gorbachev had not complained about Austria’s ambitions for
rapprochement with the EC, the chance for full accession offered itself without it
being necessary to take the Soviet Union into consideration as before. From 1989
to 1995, the path to Brussels led not only through Moscow – which would be an
overestimate of the USSR’s veto position – but above all through Paris and Rome.
Since the bogeyman of “Anschluss” no longer turned out to be an insurmountable
obstacle, and since the so-called “Declaration of Settlement of Dispute” in the
tiresome South Tyrol issue had been submitted to the United Nations in 1992, the
door to the Single Market could be completely pushed open for Austria. At the
same time Jacques Delors’ Single Market Project was ready to be achieved (1993)
which put pressure on Austria’s economy and policy attempting to enter the new
community with the “four freedoms” and developing towards a European Union.
External factors were therefore more motivating and more important for the
increase in Austria’s behavior towards integration as domestic policy needs. In
the case of Austria, what were concerned were predominantly government decisions that were led by external challenges and stimuli. Added to this was certainly also the insight into the growing necessity for domestic policy reform, tasks
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which, however, were only to be tackled long after EU accession in a dragging
and hesitant way.
Austria’s path to EU Europe was very long. Following along it was therefore
also strenuous, time-consuming, and energy-sapping. With the conception of the
application to be accepted into the EC, Austria predominantly concentrated upon
Western Europe. CEE fell out of the picture. The process of Austrian accession
tied many forces together and took nearly six years (1989–95) (chapter VII).
Once it had arrived in the European community of states, the country was
too preoccupied with its internal problems – preoccupied, on one hand, with the
dangerous political waste of the Grand Coalition and overdue bigger reforms and,
on the other hand, preoccupied with the processing of the results of the accession
to the European Union – to be able to look towards the outside securely and with
self-confidence and correspondingly to be able to move forward with ambition.
Austria was always and is in the center of Europe. It was a founding member
of the OEEC (1948–60) and an active member in the Council of Europe (since
1956). During its EFTA membership (1960–95), it was an important and reliable
partner (except the period from 1963 to 1967 and until 1989), even if in political
terms, above all from the ÖVP, the euphoria about the small free trade zone was
limited. Beginning from the 1950s up to 1995, Austria was abstinent starting out
from new and supranational political integration and therefore at the margin, so to
speak, of “core Europe”, but economically it maintained a connection to the European Communities from which it did not want and was not able to be completely
excluded. The decision that it made early on, in contrast to the other neutrals of
Europe, for full membership in the EC speaks to this.
The controversy as to whether the famous “letter to Brussels” dated on July
14 and presented on July 17, 1989 with Austria’s application for membership in
the European Communities (the EEC, ECSC, and EURATOM), was a break in
or the expression of continuity with the integration policy thus far of the Alpine
Republic – and reference is made here to the controversial debate with Thomas
Angerer26 – fundamentally touches the core of the relationship of tension between
26
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self-exclusion from and integration with the members that later came to the EC/
EU. The political dimension of the supranational small-Europe integration was
quickly perceived and its significance recognized early on by business people,
diplomats, and international law experts at the Ballhausplatz. The consequences
that resulted from this with a view towards the political “finality” of integration,
however, were not always seen, and if they were, then they were not emphasized
as long as the acceptance of Austria into the nascent Community or Union was
not yet achieved. It was also not the task of Austria’s accession-oriented policy in
1989 to give prominence to the ideas of the supranationality of the EC in order to
make the existing rift in integration policy appear even bigger than it already was
towards the outside for the EC states and in the Austrian public. Austria could
reckon on far better chances if it were emphasized how much it had “for ages”
been connected with the “Common Market” and along those lines had started out
from government collaboration and “international economic cooperation”.
Austria looked at the integration process predominantly from its economic
sides. Idealistic motives about Europe were in fact brought to the forefront from
time to time, but they did not decisively drive towards the EC or EU membership
in 1995. It was above all else economic, pragmatic, and rational considerations
that were principally shaped by factors of foreign trade, investment, business, and
regulatory policy and were also in part supported by ideological Western-oriented
and cultural aspects. External factors such as the diverse challenges of European economic integration were more decisive for the change than internal forces
were. Those were additional. It was the Single Market and the new community
form that transformed the EC into the EU which exercised the decisive expression of attractiveness. Austria’s political elite were not completely convinced by
the “Common Market”, and temporarily staying on the sidelines did not appear
to be extremely disadvantageous. Above all else, the security policy implications
were for a long time a deterrent, and they in part still continue to be so today.
The ambivalent behavior towards the military dimension of integration, under the
motto “NATO is good, but not for us”, extended like a leitmotif as an element of
continuity of Austrian policy from the Cold War through the twenty-first century
(chapters VIII and IX).
The prominent, profiled neutrality policy of Chancellor Bruno Kreisky was
an important precondition for Austria’s relatively constant integration policy
of the 1970s. In the 1980s, a policy of EC rapprochement then began with an
expressed reservation of neutrality (1987–91), which was supplanted by an intensified accession policy with the growing willingness to put neutrality up for
consideration (1992–94). But in the published and public debates before the EU
referendum of June 12, 1994, the security policy elements of Europe policy and
integration policy did not play a prominent role. That was no accident. When
Austria made its application for accession on July 17, 1989, there was neither
a Maastricht Union Treaty nor a Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP).
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During the negotiations for accession (1993–94), there was not yet any profiled
security policy acquis communautaire that was established by treaty. That would
in fact be suggested with the Maastricht Treaty (entered into force in 1993), but it
would really only change with the Amsterdam Treaty (entered into force in 1999)
(chapters VI, VII and VIII).
With the “friend of Austria” Chancellor Helmut Kohl (CDU) and Foreign
Minister Klaus Kinkel (FDP), the Federal Republic of Germany, a traditional
supporter of Austrian integration interests, brought its entire community policy
weight to bear in 1993 and 1994 – this time, in contrast to the 1950s and 1960s,
with complete success. In actuality, Austria in the 1990s was in no way a young
and opportunistic interested prospect – that is, one that was only late in acting –
but rather an old one that was experienced and consistent, and thus in light of the
historical developments, the application for EC accession was not at all surprising: during the political crisis in the neighboring country of Hungary in 1956, the
heads of the government around Julius Raab and Leopold Figl at times actively
contemplated candidacy for full membership in the ECSC, but then set it aside.
The application for EC membership was and is viewed by the author not fundamentally, but rather qualitatively as having been somewhat new: that which
was fundamental consisted of the rapprochement to the EC, the interest in the
“Single Market”, and the desire for an intensification of the relationship with the
Community; it was still predominantly based upon “old” ideas of integration or
even “obsolete” views of economic integration (further expansion of trade and
inclusion in sectors which thus far had not been considered, above all the agricultural sector, up to a customs union on the basis of cooperation between governments). That which was qualitatively new lay in the willingness for full participation in the “Single Market” and involvement in the Community that was becoming
supranational. The reservation of neutrality that was expressly mentioned twice in
the “letter to Brussels” was in any case a weighty element of the argumentation
of continuity, that is, an expression of lasting ideas of self-exclusion, a tradition
which lasted up to the very end.
In the years between 1987 and 1995, the politically determining and economically essential forces spoke out in favor of Austrian membership in the EC/EU.
The decisive motive forces were the Federation of Austrian Industrialists (VÖI)
and the leading foreign policy and Europe policy figures of the ÖVP. The social democrats which had been called that since 1991 (previously, they were still
named “socialists”) did not come out so vehemently in favor of accession, and
between 1987 and 1993, they acted more hesitantly in accession policy. In the
government campaign for EU accession in 1994, a broad reaching unified appearance by the parties of the Grand Coalition (SPÖ-ÖVP) and a broadly oriented
pro-EU vote of all special interest groups and indeed all groups that were relevant
in society was recognizable. Practically the entire media landscape came out in
favor of the country’s EU membership in 1994. With the assistance of the print
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mass medium with the largest circulation, the Kronen Zeitung, it was possible for
Austrian public opinion to be won over to a large extent for joining the Union.
The background of this swirl of agreement was a simple, at times one-sided and
superficial pro-EU mood that was generated, not to mention a relatively primitive government propaganda campaign which, in a superficial manner, convinced
many Austrians, and in fact talked them into voting “Yes”. In a similarly simplistic way, public opinion was stirred up and agitated against the EU by the same
tabloid media. The main point was to be able to raise circulation.
The mood of euphoria of 1989 is really not at all comparable with the situation
within the context of the worldwide economic crisis of 2008–09 and the crisis
decade up to 2017, that is, it is far too different. The cutting through of the Iron
Curtain by Foreign Minister Mock along with his Hungarian counterpart Gyula
Horn on June 27, 1989 and with Czechoslovakian Foreign Minister Jiři Dienstbier
on December 17, 1989 had a signaling function. This changed climate was one of
the essential political preconditions for the implementation capability of Austria’s
request for EC accession and the success of the accession negotiations in 1993–
94. There is no doubt today that the end of the East-West confrontation in Europe
in 1989–90 substantially improved Austria’s chances of joining the European
Communities because between 1989 and 1991, it was to be decisively successful
in softening the initially hard Soviet veto position. One has also to know that at
this time the Soviet Empire was still facing a process of erosion and implosion.27
In the end, the fading Gorbachev regime consented to the Austrian desire, which
previously had still been ruled out. The “permission” that was granted by the
great Soviet reformer to join the EC had not yet been conceivable in 1988–89, as it
was also not yet clear or decided if he would consent to German ‟reunification”.28
Neutrality was already being interpreted differently before the application
for accession and, as Thomas Angerer correctly puts it, it was used as a “multipurpose instrument” (“Mehrzweckinstrument”),29 that is, it was subjected to
a process of change. In that respect, there was only a seeming break with its
official desacralization in the 1990s which, in the partial misjudgment or overestimation of its function as a continued indispensable condition, broad portions
of the people viewed as unchangingly positive. In the official emphasis of the
27

28

29

Helmut ALTRICHTER, Russland 1989. Der Untergang des Sowjetischen Imperiums, München
2009, 307–388; Ignaz LOZO, Der Putsch gegen Gorbatschow und das Ende der Sowjetunion,
Köln – Weimar – Wien 2014.
Andreas HILGER, Die getriebene Großmacht – Moskau und die deutsche Einheit 1989–
1990, in: Michael GEHLER – Maximilian GRAF (Hrsg.), Europa und die deutsche Einheit.
Beobachtungen, Entscheidungen und Folgen, Göttingen 2017, 117–139.
Thomas ANGERER, Für eine Geschichte der österreichischen Neutralität. Ein Kommentar,
in: Michael GEHLER – Rolf STEININGER (Hrsg.), Die Neutralen und die europäische Integration 1945 bis 1995. The Neutrals and the European Integration 1945 to 1995 (Institut für
Zeitgeschichte der Universität Innsbruck, Arbeitskreis Europäische Integration, Historische
Forschungen, Veröffentlichungen 3) Wien – Köln – Weimar 1999, 702–708.
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compatibility of the maintaining of neutrality with EC/EU membership (1989–92
and then to 1995), the refusal to break this taboo (Manfred Scheich30) continued beyond July 17, 1989. This refusal had gone hand in hand with continuity in
thought and expressions. Remarkably enough, what was concerned with Austrian
advocates of EC/EU accession was gaining sovereignty, whereby for the majority of them, this consisted here of their contemporary perception of a new, still
visionary understanding of sovereignty (even though European federalism is actually a well-known concept, but it hardly had any roots in Austria and therefore
also no tradition): a “supranational sovereignty” that was to be exercised together.
If this argumentation is taken as the basis for the motivation for an EC/EU accession, then it revolves around matters of sovereignty that are understood nationally
which, so it seemed, was better practiced and more easily implemented within the
union than outside of it.
From Austria’s point of view, accession to the EU should fulfil a dual function:
on the one hand, it should help to shape the European integration process to an
ever greater extent and, on the other hand, it should bring about a corresponding national benefit for Austria. A trend reversal consisted in the reinterpretation
of interests specific to sovereignty. The argument now was that Austria could
gain more sovereignty within and not outside the EC/EU. With the application for
membership of July 14, 1989, a first cautious and slow approach to a change in
the political culture and mentality of diplomats and political elites was thus indicated. In my opinion, however, this only began gradually against the background
of the increasingly realized challenges and problems with the EEA (1989–1994),
which also accelerated the erosion of the “special case” argument. The Austrian
diplomat Franz Ceska formulated this in 1993:
“What we need, then, are not special favors, but integration as soon as possible as equal partners, so that we can participate in decisions as soon as possible and help shape our future.
Austria’s current de facto satellite situation is intolerable in the long run.”31

National interest policy seemed much more effective within the EC and national
identity much better preserved than outside:
“This Austrian nation will be able to assert its national identity as an EC member more clearly
and with more weight than in the semi-satellite situation in which our country currently finds

30

31

Manfred SCHEICH, Der Tabubruch. Österreichs Entscheidung für die EU, Wien – Köln –
Weimar 2005.
Original quotation: „Was wir also brauchen, sind nicht Extrawürste, sondern die möglichst
rasche Integration als gleichberechtigter Partner, damit wir möglichst bald mitentscheiden und
unsere Zukunft mitgestalten können. Der derzeitige, de facto satellitäre Zustand Österreichs
ist auf die Dauer unerträglich.“ Franz CESKA, Österreichs nationale Politik als EG-Mitglied,
in: Europäische Rundschau 21 (1993), 4, 89–93: 89–90.
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itself. It is membership that gives us the opportunity to assert our national interests in the EC
institutions under the common rules of the game.”32

Remarkably, the Austrian EC/EU proponents of accession were also very
much concerned in their argumentation with the gain of national sovereignty,33
whereby the contemporary perception was already of a new, still visionary understanding of sovereignty: a “supranational sovereignty” to be exercised jointly.34
Mock also anticipated this understanding and formulated it in good Austrian
way:
“Inside we are stronger! Outside the Union, the law of power continues to determine political
reality. In the interplay of interests, the strength of a country remains by far the most important
factor. Within the framework of integration, on the other hand, the law of power is opposed
by the community of law and partnership in the institutions. Of course, strength relations also
play a role here, but to a much lesser extent than outside integration.
As a non-member of the Union, Austria would have far fewer opportunities to assert its interests in the international power play. This is not least true in relation to the European Union,
which is an overpowering partner even for the smaller European non-member states.
As a member of the Union, Austria, on the other hand, would be able to play an active part in
shaping common policy – above all through alliances with like-minded Member States – and
would have the strong backing of the European Union against the influence of powerful external states. When deciding on EU membership, it is therefore first and foremost a question of
enabling the Austrians – and above all future generations – to play an active and effective part
in shaping the European future. Only in this way can our country take on a position in Europe
that it deserves.”35
32

33

34

35

Original Quotation: ‟Diese österreichische Nation wird ihre nationale Identität als EG-Mitglied
klarer und mit mehr Gewicht zur Geltung bringen können als in der halbsatellitären Lage, in
der sich unser Land derzeit befindet. Denn erst die Mitgliedschaft gibt uns die Möglichkeit,
unsere nationalen Interessen in den EG-Institutionen unter den gemeinsamen Spielregeln zur
Geltung zu bringen.” Ibid, 92–93.
Thomas ANGERER, L’Autriche précurseur ou «Geisterfahrer» de l’Europe integrée?
Réflexions dans la perspective des années 1950, in: Revue d’Allemagne et des pays de langue
allemande XXIV (Octobre-Decembre 1992), 553–561: 559–560.
Michael KREILE, Politische Dimensionen des europäischen Binnenmarktes, in: Aus Politik
und Zeitgeschichte, B 24–25/89, 25–35: 32–34; Tilman MAYER, Die nationalstaatliche
Herausforderung in Europa, in: ibid., B 14/93, 2. 4. 1993, 11–20; Karlheinz WEISSMANN,
Wiederkehr eines Totgesagten: Der Nationalstaat am Ende des 20. Jahrhunderts, in: ibid.,
3–10; Norbert BERTHOLD, Europa nach Maastricht – Die Skepsis bleibt, in: ibd., B 28/93, 9.
7. 1993, 29–38.
Original quotation: “Drinnen sind wir stärker! Außerhalb der Union bestimmt nach wie vor
das Gesetz der Macht die politische Wirklichkeit. Im Wechselspiel der Interessen bleibt die
Stärke eines Landes der mit Abstand wichtigste Faktor. Im Rahmen der Integration dagegen
steht dem Gesetz der Macht die Gemeinschaft des Rechts und die Partnerschaft in den Institutionen entgegen. Natürlich spielen Stärkeverhältnisse auch hier eine Rolle, aber in weit geringerem Maße als außerhalb der Integration. Als Nichtmitglied der Union hätte Österreich deutlich geringere Möglichkeiten, seine Interessen im internationalen Kräftespiel durchzusetzen.
Dies nicht zuletzt auch im Verhältnis zur Europäischen Union, die ja selbst für die kleineren
europäischen Nichtmitgliedstaaten einen übermächtigen Partner darstellt. Als Mitglied der
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If one takes this argumentation as the basis for the motivation for joining the EC/
EU, then it again turned to sovereignty issues, which could also be better practised and enforced as nationally understood within the Union than outside. In the
reference to concepts of sovereignty as such – disregarding their different nature
and quality – there was continuity again. It is obviously not and was not primarily
a question of the Community or the future Union, but of Austria, as Chancellor
Vranitzky expressed in his motion to the Council of Ministers on March 16, 1994
(with some reservations about the constitutional changes and legal obligations
which were to be made in his country):
‟Membership of the European Union would provide Austria with a considerable increase in
opportunities for participation at European level. In particular, Austria can influence the future
development of European law within the framework of EU membership.”36

In 1996, the Salzburg political scientist Herbert Dachs made a note of the iron
Austrian political message:
“We continue to make our own rules. We guarantee that things will go well – probably even
better. This message of preserving, guaranteeing and also licensing, which belittles the problems, remained dominant until very recently. It is only slowly that we are beginning to suspect
whether every political course is associated with incalculable risks and whether there might

36

Union könnte Österreich dagegen - vor allem durch Allianzen mit gleichgesinnten Mitgliedstaaten - die gemeinsame Politik aktiv mitgestalten und hätte gegen den Einfluß mächtiger
außenstehender Staaten den starken Rückhalt der Europäischen Union. Bei der Entscheidung
über die EU-Mitgliedschaft geht es daher in allererster Linie darum, den Österreichern – und
vor allem auch künftigen Generationen – eine aktive und wirkungsvolle Mitgestaltung der
europäischen Zukunft zu ermöglichen. Nur so kann unser Land eine Stellung in Europa einnehmen, die es verdient.” Document 29 “Die aktive Mitwirkungsmöglichkeit Österreichs in
der EU”, Konzept einer Rede von Bundesminister Dr. Alois Mock, 16.5.1994”, in: Michael
GEHLER, Der lange Weg nach Europa. Österreich von Paneuropa bis zum EU-Beitritt, Bd. 2:
Dokumente, Innsbruck – Wien – München – Bozen 2002, 695–697: 696–697.
Original quotation: “Die Mitgliedschaft in der Europäischen Union würde Österreich einen
beträchtlichen Zugewinn an Mitwirkungsmöglichkeiten auf europäischer Ebene sichern. Insbesondere kann Österreich im Rahmen einer EU-Mitgliedschaft gestaltenden Einfluß auf die
künftige Entwicklung des Europarechts nehmen.” Document 13 Antrag durch Bundeskanzler VRANITZKY, “Vortrag an den Ministerrat GZ. 671.800/19-V/8/94 betrifft Entwurf eines
Bundesverfassungsgesetzes über den Beitritt Österreichs zur Euripäischen Union, 16.3.1994
[...] die Bundesregierung wolle den beiliegenden Entwurf eines Bundesverfassungsgesetzes
über den Beitritt Österreichs zur Europäischen Union samt Vorblatt und Erläuterungen genehmigen und dem Nationalrat zur verfassungsmäßigen Behandlung zuleiten”, in: GEHLER, Der
lange Weg nach Europa, Bd. 2: Dokumente, 654–663: 656, see also Hanspeter NEUHOLD,
Strukturelle Veränderungen im internationalen System und das Völker- und Europarecht: der
rechtliche Niederschlag des Endes des Ost-West-Konflikts, in: Waldemar HUMMER (Hrsg.),
Paradigmenwechsel im Völkerrecht zur Jahrtausendwende. Ansichten österreichischer
Völkerrechtler zu aktuellen Problemlagen, Wien 2002, 5–41.
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not be serious disadvantages for the future (such as high budget deficits, to be paid off by our
children and grandchildren) in addition to major advantages for the present.”37

Continuity in the history of mentality can be seen in the national sense of grand
fathering and the only hesitant willingness to make far-reaching structural changes within, while the possibilities for shaping the European Communities were
beginning to be realised. In this respect, the reinterpretation of Austrian sovereignty interests could at first only be a cover for the traditional national and state
policy goals, which are more difficult to maintain. Despite the fact that further
detailed research is necessary, the following thesis can be formulated: The break
in European integration and foreign policy only took place at the earliest in the
course of EU accession in 1995 or in the following decades with the other Union Treaties (Amsterdam 1999, Nice 2003, Lisbon 2009) and their effects on the
Austrian social and constitutional system. A change in mentality thus only began
gradually and very hesitantly in the course of development, i.e. much, much later
than immediately after the application for membership in 1989.
With reference to the ideas of sovereignty as such – if their different natures
and qualities are set aside for the moment – continuity therefore existed for a long
time. What was concerned was not primarily the Communities or the Union, but
rather Austria. This represented a projection of nation-state interests and expectations upon Europe with a correspondingly high risk of disappointment, as was
also the case with other states. It didn’t even take Austria ten years to go from the
greatest EU euphoria to nearly total EU frustration. As had previously been the
case in 1989 and the following years, there was a feeling of the menace of being
excluded and the feared danger of loss. Both had a mobilizing effect and spurred
on Austria’s integration policy. Its policy of comprehension and involvement did
not, however, occur immediately and directly, but rather with a time delay. It
took place in a transition, whereby the project of the European Economic Area
(EEA) from 1992 to 1994–95 served as a springboard for the increase in quality
of integration.
As has already been mentioned, Austria’s path to EU Europe was very long.
It therefore also formulated itself as correspondingly energy-consuming. Since
the accession treaty, its foreign policy has predominantly been concentrated on
Western Europe, while Central and Eastern Europe were off the radar, which
explains why it was only rather late, although with great publicity effect, that the
37

Original quotation: “Wir machen uns auch weiterhin unsere Regeln selber. Wir garantieren,
daß es gut – wahrscheinlich noch besser – weitergeht. Diese die Probleme verharmlosende
Botschaft des Bewahrens, Garantierens und auch Lizitierens blieb bis in die jüngste Zeit dominant. Erst langsam macht sich heute die Vermutung breit, ob denn nicht doch jeder politische
Kurs auch mit unwägbaren Risiken verbunden sei und ob nicht neben großen Vorteilen für die
Gegenwart auch gravierende Nachteile für die Zukunft stehen könnten (wie etwa hohe Budgetdefizite, abzuzahlen von unseren Kindern und Kindeskindern).” Herbert DACHS, Österreich
kann nur Mit-Spieler sein, in: Salzburger Nachrichten, November 4, 1996.
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country began to be occupied with the Beneš decrees or with the controversial
Temelín nuclear power plant in the Czech Republic (chapter IX).
The case of Austria demonstrates, though, that neither economic effects nor
the setting up of political borders have to be critical for a process of nation-building. Through the diversification of the mass media as a result of privatization
and internationalization as well as new forms of intellectual exchange, the public
institutions of Austria have in any case lost the central position that they held over
the decades with regard to identity-building.
Austria’s national identity reflects a multiple reality. It discovered the ideal
conditions for its realization after 1945. Elite self-interest and public self-perception intermeshed with each other and led to an instrumental politicization and a
cultural reinterpretation. But with regard to the position of the country in Europe
and its relations, they also led to the integration process.
Christian democrats and social democrats saw their country anchored culturally and economically in the West. Politically, however, they preferred to be
neutral for a long time.38 When neutrality lost its logic with the receding Cold
War, though, they took the first real chance for a relatively uncomplicated entry.39
The changed international context, including the “fall of the Berlin Wall” and
the collapse of the Soviet Union, had a great impact on Austrian Europe and integration policy. The symbolic severing of the Iron Curtain by Foreign Minister
Alois Mock and his Hungarian counterpart Gyula Horn in June 1989 and with the
Czechoslovak Foreign Minister Jiři Dienstbier in December 1989 pointed the way
to the future and paved the way for the Austrian application for EU entry and the
accession negotiations in 1993–94.
The Austrian perception of “core Europe” also improved a great deal as the
threat of the Cold War receded. The elites increasingly recognized the need for
domestic structural reforms and began to regard the EC/EU “core Europe” as an
external modernizer for the Austrian economy which was increasingly characterized by growing budget deficits, high public deficits, and corruption scandals.
The debates about the Federal President Kurt Waldheim (1986–92) also facilitated
38

39

Michael GEHLER, “Politisch unabhängig”, aber “ideologisch eindeutig europäisch”. Die
ÖVP, die Vereinigung christlicher Volksparteien (NEI) und die Anfänge der europäischen
Integration 1947–1960, in: IDEM – STEININGER (Hrsg.), Österreich und die europäische
Integration, 291–326; Martin HEHEMANN, “Daß einzelne Genossen darüber erschreckt sind,
daß wir kategorisch jedwede Teilnahme an der EWG ablehnten.” Die SPÖ und die A nfänge der
europäischen Integration 1945–1959, in ibid., 327–345.
On the EFTA states in a comparative perspective, see Wolfram KAISER, Culturally Embedded and Path-Dependent: Peripheral Alternatives to ECSC/EEC “core Europe” since 1945,
in: Journal of European Integration History 7 (2001), 2, 11–36, here 14–33, 17, 19, 24, 25;
specifically about Austria: Thomas ANGERER, De “l’Autriche Germanique” à “l’Autriche
européenne”? Identités nationales et internationales de l’Autriche depuis 1918, in Gilbert
TRAUSCH (Ed.), La place et le rôle des petits pays en Europe au XXème siècle, Brussels
2003, 1–58.
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identity change. Due to his alleged war crimes in the Balkans during the Second
World War, which have still not been proven one way or the other to this day, he
received invitations only from Jordan, Pakistan, and the Pope.40
Underlying the Austrian EC application was also the old yearning to belong
to a powerful large economic bloc, a kind of substitute for the Habsburg empire.41 Added to this was chiefly the fear of being excluded from an economically
dynamic “core Europe”.
At the same time, the CEEC, which were no longer part of the Soviet sphere
of influence, were already queuing up in Brussels. Many Austrians feared that
if they continued to be passive, they could possibly end up behind the new CEE
applicant states, and this cleared away any remaining inhibitions about joining
“core Europe”.42
It is worth mentioning the circumstance that it was during this of all time periods that a certain politician in Austria achieved a noteworthy ascent: Jörg Haider,
the controversial FPÖ politician with a German national biographical and also
Nazi family background, a political product of the Waldheim debate, first of all
expressed himself very disapprovingly and contemptuously about the “Austrian
nation”, which he disqualified as a “ideological deformed child” (“ideologische
Mißgeburt”),43 only to then, remarkably enough, distance himself from other
remarks of that sort. His case study is noteworthy with a view towards the building of an Austrian identity that has grown and solidified. Haider had no further
opportunity to effectively call into question the idea of the Austrian nation – he
had to follow completely different paths in order to be successful in Austria as
a right-wing populist, namely, to play the Austro-nationalist card. With the motto “Austria first” and Austrian-nationalist catchwords, he was able to maximize
far more votes than with the “hyper-Germanness” that was so often quoted by
his critics. Haider was compelled to distance himself from this publicly. Within
that context, he also increasingly distanced himself from the EU (1993–1994). In
the end, however, his anti-EU position did not pay off in maximizing even more
votes, and that is the truly remarkable thing.
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Michael GEHLER, Die Affäre Waldheim. Eine Fallstudie zur Instrumentalisierung der
NS-Vergangenheit zur politischen Vorteilsverschaffung 1986–1988, in: Geschichte in
Wissenschaft und Unterricht 69 (2018), 1/2, 67–85.
Dieter A. BINDER, Pietas Austria? The Imperial Legacy in Interwar and Postwar Austria, in:
religions 8 (2017), 1–10; Pieter JUDSON, The Habsburg Empire. A New History, Cambridge/
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See also Michael GEHLER, Paving Austria’s Way to Brussels: Chancellor Franz Vranitzky
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Since accession, Austrian attitudes towards EU integration have remained
somewhat ambivalent.44 The government had used the simplistic catch-phrase
“We are Europe”45 to campaign for entry to the EU. A “European” identity
appeared in the future to be an ideal replacement for the ideology of Austria as the
first “victim” of Nazi Germany, which had been greatly strained in the Waldheim
debate. The government raised expectations in the country which, however, were
unrealistic. They created the impression that everything would improve once
Austria was in the EU, without Austrians having to face any harsh domestic reforms. The political elite thus attempted to distract from the “silent revolution”46
which Austria had been undergoing since 1995 as a result of EU accession.
Austria’s assumption of the EU Council Presidency in the second half of 1998
demonstrated its capability of taking on this new role and, with it, the responsibility for community policy.47 Austria needed “Europe” – within a short time,
two identity-forming core elements of the Second Republic were removed: the
victim thesis was rendered questionable in the wake of the Waldheim debate,48
and “permanent” neutrality seems to become obsolete through the security policy in Europe, the Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) and, in a new
manner, NATO.49 The “return to the European stage” seemed to offer a sensible
replacement for them. Was this hope becoming deceptive?
The outstanding European event for Austria was its EU Presidency in the second half of 1998. It took the role in stride as if it had been a long-standing member
state. The German general election in 1998 with the victory of the social democrat
Gerhard Schröder over Helmut Kohl and the resulting transition problems limited the scope of what the Austrian Council Presidency could achieve, however.
44
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On a first assessment, Günter BISCHOF – Anton PELINKA – Michael GEHLER (Eds.),
Austria in the European Union, New Brunswick – London 2001.
See on this ANGERER, „Österreich ist Europa“, 55–56: 71 and Karin LIEBHART – A
 ndreas
PRIBERSKY, “Wir sind Europa!” Österreich und seine Nachbarn am “Goldenen Vorhang”,
in: Ferdinand KARLHOFER – Josef MELCHIOR – Hubert SICKINGER (Hrsg.), Anlassfall
Österreich. Die Europäische Union auf dem Weg zu einer Wertegemeinschaft, Baden Baden
2001, 115–27.
Wolfram KAISER, The Silent Revolution: Austria’s Accession to the European Union, in:
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Studienbücher, Grundlagen des Studiums Vol. 2), Wien – Köln – Weimar 1997, 355–414.
Heinrich SCHNEIDER, Die österreichische Neutralität und die europäische Integration, in:
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That is also why the Vienna Summit of December 1998 was not very successful regarding the so-called “Agenda 2000” for the urgently needed reform of the
Common Agricultural Policy (CAP).50
At the same time, the long shadow of neutrality continued to leave its mark long
after Austria had joined the EU.51 The government could only agree on o btaining
observer status in the Western European Union (WEU) and participation in the
NATO cooperation program, Partnership for Peace (PfP).52 The SPÖ-ÖVP coalition failed to develop a consensus about a new security concept. While the ÖVP,
which had traditionally supported “Europe”, recommended NATO accession, the
SPÖ, which was initially more skeptical about Western integration and also has a
neutralist and pacifist wing, wanted Austria to remain neutral. Thus, Austria is to
this day not a complete and full military partner in common European or transatlantic defense and security policy. As a result of this, the EU’s ability to act on the
security front has been somewhat impeded.53
The sanctions by the governments of the fourteen EU partners which were
threatened on January 31, 2000 and imposed on February 4 after the formation
of a ÖVP-FPÖ Government came as a shock for the government.54 Austria has
appeared to be a politically unreliable partner in Europe, especially in relation to
the EU’s Eastern Enlargement which Jörg Haider abused for his populist political agenda. The fears regarding the FPÖ, which came to a head in the sanctions
policy, were historically and politically motivated, but the imposition of sanctions
was counterproductive.55 Despite the lifting of the isolation measures in September 2000, Austria’s perspective was far more introspective again than before. Its
50
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search for strategic partners among the CEEC, a product of the period of isolation
in 2000, was hardly a success. The “strategic partnership” had been renamed
“regional partnership”.56
In Austria’s years of membership (1995–2009), its governments made efforts
to fit into the EU structures. Austria participated fully in economic and monetary
union and in the introduction of the euro between 1999 and 2002. The country
fulfilled the convergence criteria of the Maastricht Treaty, and also joined the
Schengen Agreement. Once a member, from the very start the Austrian Government wanted to belong to the inner core of the EU. Austria’s economy became
more competitive, the gross domestic product grew more rapidly than before
1995, and prices more or less dropped. Productivity increased and progress was
made in reforming the state budget. The country became not only more important
as a market for foreign products, but also as a site for foreign direct investment.
As a result of the increased competition, there were, however, economic losers
as well as winners. On the whole, however, the Austrian economy was rapidly
integrated into the EU.57
Initially, the foundations of the Austrian welfare state remained unaltered a fter
Austria had become a member of the EU. When the ÖVP-FPÖ coalition was
formed in 2000, however, it carried through the first structural reforms,58 and a
major pension reform followed in 2003 – a belated recognition of structural problems that EU integration has made more urgent to solve.
Austria’s political path towards eventual EU integration was very time-consuming and exhausting after its application for membership of the EC. It concentrated mainly on relations with Western Europe. CEE became marginal, which
explains why Austria only began at a late point to concern itself with controversial issues of the so-called Beneš decrees on the expulsion of German speaking
population from Czechoslovakia after 1945 or the Czech nuclear power plant at
Temelín.
Austria has become integrated into the EU as a country with internal problems. It has largely been preoccupied with the political burden of the long-standing Grand Coalition and the resulting lack of more radical structural reforms,
and it has been too busy adapting to membership to turn its gaze outwards with
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self-confidence and play a more pro-active role in the EU. Nevertheless, Austria
was and still is at the center of Europe and economically integrated with “core
Europe”. From 2004, it was able to take on an important bridging function and
a mediating role for the integration of the new member states from CEE and for
their continuing “Europeanization”, something of central importance to the EU.59
The Haiders of this world come and go, (and the Straches also), but Austria’s
central position in Europe and its European consciousness remained.
In the end, the FPÖ of Haider collapsed as a governing party as a result of
the practical constraints of a policy that was increasingly oriented towards EU
Europe (the introduction of the euro or the “Eastern Enlargement” were intensely
combatted by him, but they had to be accepted in a manner similar to the Maastricht criteria which led to a neo-liberal economic policy and left no room for
a policy for the “little people”). It was not the sanctions of 2000, but rather the
inevitable requirements of Europeanizations that contributed to the destruction of
the H
 aider FPÖ.
A comparison of the two Council Presidencies (1998, 2006) shows that a
number of not inconsiderable successes have been achieved in areas such as the
conclusion of an interinstitutional agreement on the legal bases of budget lines
after 15 years (1998), the initial spark for the “creation” of the ESDP within the
framework of the first meeting of EU defence ministers (1998), the almost completed “Agenda 2000” (1998), the Road Map for the German and Finnish EU
presidencies in 1999 through the “Vienna Strategy for Europe” (1998) and the
Transit Agreement with Switzerland (1998), which finalised the overall EU package with Switzerland under Transport Minister Caspar Einem, combined with
Switzerland’s commitment to gradually open its borders to 40-tonne trucks and to
allow full transit in 2005. The route over the Brenner Pass was thus relieved. The
second series of bilateral agreements with Switzerland was unblocked (2006),
agreement was reached on the “Services Directive” (2006), the “Flexicurity Initiative” (2006) and the introduction of the “European Energy Policy” (2006) as
well as on the prospects for the continuation of the EU enlargement process with
the ‟Western Balkan” states (2006) despite enormous resistance within the EU.60
The second Austrian Council Presidency of the EU in 2006 occurred with
completely different circumstances than that of 1998. The EU Constitutional
59
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Treaty had previously been rejected during the year before in France and the
Netherlands. The matter of the EU budget was unresolved and the mood on the
whole was one of crisis. With the motto “Europe is listening” and closeness to the
citizens that was both demonstrated and practiced, the Austrian EU Presidency
that was both europe-conscious and self-conscious was successful in creating a
constructive working climate and thus keeping the topic of a new EU treaty alive.
The major future problems in the EU were not mastered by the Austrian presidencies, but new impulses were given for overcoming them.
3. ASSOCIATIONS, CONCEPTS, IDEAS, IMAGINATIONS,
IDENTIFICATIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES ON EUROPE
The long path to institutionalized Europe ended for Austria in 1995. From 1918
to that date, there was a changeful development of Europe associations, ideas,
images, identifications, and options61 that were neither promising nor realizable
for the country:
a) “Paneurope”, as personified by Count Richard Coudenhove-Kalergi with
the Paneuropean Union, was founded in Vienna in 1922. “Paneurope” was
the name of a greater European idea from Portugal to Poland. Even though
Coudenhove was regarded as a “republican by reason”, “Paneurope” symbolized a revitalized or reapplied Habsburg area concept for which there
was the desire to declare support after 1918–19 and which one could profess
– one which, however, remained an illusion. It did not happen by chance that
after the Second World War, the Paneuropean Union was occupied more
and more by monarchists and was presided over by Otto von Habsburg;
b) “Central Europe” (“Mitteleuropa”) as personified by Ignaz Seipel, was a
reduced concept of Europe starting out from the “Paneurope” idea, a reduced Habsburg-Danube area concept of the 1920s to which one could feel
attracted as a convinced Austrian, but which in political terms was likewise
unrealistic;
c) The Nazi idea of Europe as an economic community as the basis for the
Greater German Reich in connection with a Großraum policy (1938–45),
as personified by the Austrian economic expert Richard Riedl, may have
offered a certain substitute for the unachievable Paneurope and Central
Europe, but just like every violent hegemonic formation by force, worked
repulsively from above in Europe and was doomed to failure.
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d) After the Second World War, concepts of a “Small Europe” or a “Core Europe” that were fixated purely on Western Europe were in fact not rejected
by the Austrian side for rational reasons, since they could be profited from
indirectly. But as a result of the status of a separate country, they could not
and would not be participated in. The “Small Europe” or “Core Europe”
of the ECSC and the EEC which in fact was purely superficially approved
of, to which as a result of Austria’s past, could not be completely felt as
shared wholeheartedly – and neutrality was one more reason for not taking
part. Owing to Austria’s tradition as a Great Power that continued to have
a long-lasting effect, the Austrian political culture did not feel emotionally
attracted to these small Europe EEC concepts and certainly did not wholeheartedly adhere to them.
e) Ideas of a “Greater Europe”, which for the Council of Europe in Strasbourg
appeared as good as a done deal, created far more Austrian identification
with a Europe that was also to range far beyond the Iron Curtain. It is no
wonder that Austrian politicians such as Karl Czernetz, Lujo Tončić-Sorinj,
Franz Karasek, or most recently Walter Schwimmer made careers as presidents of the Parliamentary Assembly or as Secretary-Generals. Against the
background of the Cold War, however, Greater Europe was not realizable as
a result of the double division of Europe: first of all, Europe was politically
divided between West and East, and secondly, Western Europe was also
divided in terms of trade policy between EFTA and the EEC (1960–72).
f) Thus in the 1970s and 1980s, in the wake of the depressing experience
with the suppression of the Prague Spring in 1968, but also against the
background of the CSCE process, a new “Central Europe” discourse began
which in Austria was represented above all by the vice mayor of Vienna,
Erhard Busek, a colorful character of the ÖVP who, in contrast to that party’s politicians who primarily had their eye on the EC, took up the tradition
of Vienna’s christian social vice mayor during the period between the wars,
Ernst Karl Winter. With a view towards his contacts with and travels to
Central and Eastern Europe, Busek became active primarily at the level of
the activation of cultural and education policy and the support of the civil
society. He represented an anti-Naumann, a Central Europe with Vienna,
Prague, and Budapest – and without Berlin, that is, also on the basis of a
divided Germany, which not without reason gave rise to the suspicion and
resentment of German Chancellor Helmut Kohl.
g) In addition to “Central Europe”, there was the EC-Europe and later the
EU-Europe which, in the 1980s, appeared more and more to be without
an alternative, particularly since the project offered the small free trade
zone of EFTA only a little material for identity, although even the EC of
the 1980s or the EU of the 1990s was still received by the Austrian view
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as incomplete and in need of expansion. The “EU Europe” of 1995, to
which it was felt to belong, also appeared to be incomplete and in need of
enlargement.
At the start of the integration process, most Austrian political leaders did not support the EEC, or indeed Austrian membership. In the 1980s and 1990s, however,
an interesting paradigm shift occurred. The EFTA supporters of the 1960s and
1970s lost influence, increasingly changed their stance, and eventually supported
EC/EU entry.
In spite of all of the positive professing, Austria’s relationship to the EU remained ambivalent. With the simplistic but catchy formula “We are Europe”, the
Federal Government advertised for EU accession, which was easily transparent
as propaganda. This rash assertion hinted at a substitute identity for the neutrality
that was appearing to lose significance (1992–94) and the “victim ideology” that
eroded in the Waldheim debate (1986–88) as state doctrine. The solution that was
effective for advertising with the referendum was, however, opposed by the populistically catchier formula “Austria First” from the Haider FPÖ.
Before accession, the government awakened expectations in the country
which could hardly be implemented at the EU level and which did not withstand
the harsh realities in Brussels. Ideas of national vested rights continued to dominate the political policy and its rhetoric. It attempted to mislead about the “silent
revolution”62 which was in full swing in Austria since the EU accession in 1995.
As a result of EU accession, an intensified pro-supranational integration policy
was announced (the policy itself was and remained national) with an erosion of
neutrality that was consciously accepted, and indeed a destruction of it that was
attempted (starting from 1995), above all on the part of the ÖVP, which resolved
to join NATO in 1997 and thus was subjected to an historic mistake. The softening of neutrality did in fact take place gradually, but the intended membership in
the transatlantic alliance was not to be successful – the political opposition and
public opinion were too strong for it to be maintained. In the years following 1999,
the ÖVP leadership increasingly backed off of the goal of joining NATO. At the
latest by the Iraq War of the Bush II Administration in 2003, the subject was no
longer a topic. The out-of-area military intervention policy of the NATO leadership and the unilateral action by the USA were off-putting and salutary.
In purely monetary and economic terms, Austria was an absolutely reliable
partner from the beginning of its membership in the EU starting from January
1, 1995. In that respect, it had to be assumed that with the major enlargement
of the EU beginning on May 1, 2004, it could continue to provide bridgehead
functions and mediation services in the center of the EU in terms of economic
62
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and investment policy for the countries that were to be newly integrated and for
their continued westernization. From Austria’s geographically central location in
Europe, broad reaching consequences resulted for its policy and economy, whereby the latter was among the big winners from membership in the EU and from the
“Eastern Enlargement” (chapter IX).
The end of the First World War had more than just the political collapse of the
Austro-Hungarian Empire as a consequence. It was also tied to the loss of a large
european single market at the center of the continent. In the period between the
wars, a phase of protectionism and stagnation followed. After the Second World
War, Austria only experienced its (small) “economic miracle” after 1955, but it
remained excluded from the European market of the EEC. Added to this was the
trade policy division of Western Europe into EFTA and the EEC, which basically
continued into the 1970s and 1980s. Only in 1995 did Austria’s incorporation into
the EU Single Market of Western Europe follow. After EU accession and the EU
“Eastern Enlargement” of 2004, the Austrian economy was then oriented more
and more towards the CEE parts of the continent. The period from 2004 to 2007
was basically the golden years for Austria’s foreign trade and investment policy, with very substantial growth rates. The country’s small economy opened up
even more and expanded enormously. It opened up more strongly not just in the
direction of Germany, but above all else also towards the CEEC. At the latest in
2004, Austria’s economy in the Single Market had returned to the period before
the First World War. The year 1918 with devastating consequences in foreign
trade and customs policy was overcome by Austria with its EU accession and the
EU’s “Eastern Enlargement”. Its economy, which was oriented towards Central
and Eastern Europe, had thus completely hastened away from the policy that was
still greatly oriented towards Western Europe. With this, a larger trench has also
come into existence between economics and politics. The setback for Austria’s
economy then recognizably took place in the transition to 2009, which threatened
to become the annus horribilis in economic terms for the country.
The young EU Member provided the European Union not only with joy, but
also with headaches and worries. In the years starting from 2000, the impression
was reinforced that Austria could be a stubborn and difficult EU partner that was
unpleasant and annoying (above all with a view towards the matter of transit and
the EU Eastern enlargement). In both thematic areas that were highly stylized in
the media as “veto issues”, however, Austria in the end had to give in. The successes in neighborhood policy also had to remain modest. The key term here was
“strategic partnership”, which was then transformed to the more realistic “regional partnership” and in the end also proved to have more efficiency.
Both inside and outside of the EU, Austria has demonstrated both willingness
and capability for cooperation with small states and tendencies towards going it
alone with questions of integration and neutrality policy, that is, unilateralism. In
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that regard, it must be noted that the conceptions of cooperation were as a rule
associated with greater prospects for success than were those of “going it alone”.
What can Austria’s contribution to foreign policy and Europe policy consist of
in the future within the framework of EU Europe? Within the context of the Europeanization of Austrian foreign policy, Austria’s former ambassador in Moscow
and Brussels, Franz Cede, named seven points of orientation which, within this
context, it is worthwhile to list:
a) Foreign policy and domestic policy flowed into one another;
b) The status of Austrian neutrality receded (even though between 1999 and
2003, a sort of Renaissance took hold);
c) Austria’s role in Central Europe;
d) Southeastern Europe – a priority for Austrian foreign policy;
e) Human rights and humanitarian commitment;
f) Europe as a model for a way of life;
g) Pushing environmental protection and climate policy as a European task.
These points of orientation can essentially be shared. A comprehensible and convincing answer to the question that was previously posed can of course hardly
be provided today without a final balance sheet of Austrian foreign policy for the
years from 1945. This turns out to be ambivalent and contradictory, including because its objectives have changed and the successes are no longer so easily recognizable, let alone so simply measurable. Nevertheless, the balance sheet shows
a lot that is positive if that can be assessed as positive from the Austrian point
of view. Austria’s foreign policy and policy towards Europe have contributed to
the preservation of the Austrian state and its international acceptance, and it has
repeatedly achieved the goals that it has set for itself (unity, freedom, independence, self-reliance, neutrality, UN membership, and EU accession), such that with
self-assurance and confidence, it can tackle tasks for the future, namely:
a) Being the contact and mediator, if not even the spokesperson, for the small
and medium-sized EU members;
b) Further Europeanizing Central and Eastern Europe;
c) Viewing Southeastern Europe not only as an area of Austrian economic
interest, but also as an area of European responsibility (a politically mentioned and historically restricted horizon of the so-called “Western Balkans” is not sufficient for a comprehensive solution of the problems there);
d) Making a contribution for a differentiated and more finely coordinated EU
neighbourhood policy that is adapted and balanced to the corresponding
specific situations of the affected regions; and
e) Further developing the EU as a security union that is structurally not capable of attack but is also ready for external conflict resolution and international crisis prevention and at least for defense, and making EU Europe
into not just a cultural dialogue partner but also additionally into a factor
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of cultural integration (which the USA is capable of doing only to a very
limited degree), that is, finally:
f) Creating a distinctive image for the European Union in the sense of a Pax
Europa as a globally effective factor of stability for peacekeeping and security policy. In that way, Austria’s neutrality could and can continue to play
a useful role.

4. EUROPEAN INTEGRATION:
PROPOSAL FOR DIVISION INTO PERIODS WITH DIFFERENT
APPROACHES IN CONSIDERATION OF THE ROLE OF AUSTRIA
If the attempt is made to formulate an ordering and structuring of the history of
European unification, then different approaches result.
a) Seven Classical Approaches and Three Special Approaches
• First, the idea, concept, and space history approach (Paneurope, core Europe or Western Europe, whole Europe or Greater Europe, Zwischeneuropa
or Middle Europe, the Europe of concentric circles, the Europe of the variable geometry, of different speeds, etc.): In the course of the twentieth
century, Austria changed step and tacked between these different concepts.
• Second, the integration theory approach (idealism, constitutionalism, functionalism, neofunctionalism, liberal intergovernmentalism, constructivism): As an outsider, Austria fluctuated here between functionalism and
liberal intergovernmentalism.
• Third, the protagonist approach, above all against the background of the
“German-French engine” (Schuman-Adenauer, Brandt-Pompidou, Giscard
d’Estaing-Schmidt, Mitterrand-Kohl, Merkel-Macron): Austria’s most
active integration policymakers came above all else from the ÖVP. These
were Karl Gruber, Josef Klaus, Fritz Bock, and Alois Mock as the most
convinced advocates of Europe, but Bruno Kreisky and Franz Vranitzky
are also worthy of mention as a result of their pragmatic-realistic approach,
which were able to reduce advancing integration and permanent neutrality
to a common denominator.
• Fourth, the treaty history approach by signing and ratification (the Treaties
of Rome 1957–58, the Single European Act 1986–87, the Union Treaty of
Maastricht 1991–93, Amsterdam 1997–99, Nice 2000–03, Constitutional Treaty 2003/failed 2005, and Lisbon 2007–09): Since its membership,
Austria has supported all of the treaty intentions. It made an exception only
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with matters of atomic energy and with the obligatory mutual assistance
provisions with security and defense.
Fifth, the enlargement history approach (Northern enlargement with
Denmark, the United Kingdom, and Ireland in 1973; Southern enlargement with Greece 1981, Portugal and Spain 1986; the Eastern German
enlargement with the GDR 1990; the EFTA states of Finland, Austria, and
Sweden 1995; the Central Eastern European Countries [CEEC] and the
Baltic states with Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Hungary, the Czech
Republic, Slovakia, Slovenia, Malta, and Cyprus 2004; and the southeastern
European countries with Bulgaria and Romania 2007 and Croatia 2013): As
a latecomer, Austria itself was part of an enlargement in 1995. Otherwise,
Austria’s integration policy was fundamentally enlargement-friendly with
the exception of Turkey.
Sixth, the interdependency history approach: the dialectic between
Europeanizations and renationalizations (the Treaties of Rome and Gaulism
1958–68; Maastricht and nationalistic or [right-wing] populist counter
reactions 1991–99; the EU treaties, the introduction of the euro, the Constitutional Treaty, and the corresponding rejections by national referendums
in Denmark in 1992 and 2000, Sweden in 2001, Ireland in 2002, France and
the Netherlands in 2005, and Ireland again in 2008): Among the various
waves of renationalization since the middle or end of the 1980s, Austria was
also affected, the expression of which was the Austria-patriotic, right-wing
national, EU-critical FPÖ under Jörg Haider and Heinz-Christian Strache.
Seventh, the crisis history approach or the “challenge and response”
principle (the failure of the EDC in the French National Assembly 1954
and the departure towards or the new beginning with the Treaties of
Rome as a Relance Européenne in 1955–57; the boycott of the EEC Council of Ministers with the policy of the empty chair by de Gaulle and the
Luxembourg Compromise of 1965–66; the debate on the UK Rebate with
Margaret Thatcher in the 1970s; German unity as a crisis of the EC and the
Union Treaty of Maastricht as a response 1990–93; the ratification crisis of
the EU treaties 1991–92, 2001–02, 2005–06, 2008–09): In Austria, crisis
both within and outside of the Community were in many cases projected
upon the EU. But here, things did not boil down to a ratification crisis with
the EU treaties.
Eighth, the perception, reception, and intervention history approach:
external perceptions and attempts at influence with regard to the EEC, EC,
and EU, for example by the USSR or Russia gauged at various phases of
development (1952–57, 1958–73, 1974–91, 1992–2004, 2005–2019).
Ninth, the transatlantic approach.
Tenth, the hegemonic and imperial history approach.
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While the first seven approaches can be deduced from integration history and
its development as well as from the research to date, the latter three approaches
have still been studied very little. These may still be gone into in the end in the
sense of a division into periods with an Austrian-specific approach.
b) The Perception History, Reception History, and Intervention History
Approach of the Soviet Union and the Russian Federation
This approach will take place with regard to the Communities or the Union with
more intense consideration of the main political protagonists and can be realized
in five phases:
• First, the USSR under Stalin was in a negative action mode of total confrontation with the rejecting, combating, and undermining of the formation
of Western European integration (the ERP, OEEC, and ECSC) with the
mobilization of the communist parties in Western Europe within the context of Cominform as well as with the promotion of proposals for a freedom
from coalitions or a neutralization of Germany for the prevention of the formation of a Western Bloc (1947–53). During this phase, Austria’s posture
towards Western European integration projects in conformity with regard
to Soviet expectations and demands was characterized by clear restraint in
terms of integration policy.
• Second, the USSR under Khrushchev pursued constructive and more positive matters of concern with regard to a whole European security conference under the promotion of the superiority of the Soviet Union in system
competition with the West (as well as with the European Communities)
in order to not only catch up in the economic race but also to overtake
(1954/55–1964). In this phase, Austria was emancipated from its self-imposed restraint and was more courageous and took the offense more with
respect to integration policy.
• Third, the USSR under Brezhnev acted with pragmatic approaches in
order to change the direction of the non-recognition of the EEC/EC and
to view it as a political reality (1972–73). In addition, within the context
of a political reduction of tensions in phases and a resumption of arming
and military confrontations, it improved its position in repeated endeavors,
in particular with bilateral trade relations while making its own energy
sector available for Western countries (above all West Germany). It did
all of this, among other reasons, for the purpose of the consolidation of
COMECON, the modernization of its own system, the avoidance of further
trade discrimination, and the intensification of the competition between
the EC and the USA while preserving its status as a superpower within the
global East-West conflict (1964/65–1982/85). During this phase, Austria
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attempted to preserve its integration policy interests with the support of all
initiatives in Europe that bore a policy of tension reduction.
• Fourth, the USSR under Gorbachev signaled its willingness for intensified
economic cooperation (between the EC and COMECON) on a level playing
field and for the concluding of an agreement (1989) with the preservation of
the Soviet Union’s appearance as the second superpower, which was tied to
the indirect admission of the inferiority of its system all the way up to the
recognition of the symptoms of its own collapse (1985–1989/91). During
this phase, Austria made use of this opportunity of the unique weakness
of the Soviet Union to realize full accession to the EC, against which the
USSR under Gorbachev could no longer raise any opposition.
• Fifth, this was followed by East-West efforts for the creation of a whole
European framework for peace – with unclear assurances by the West that
were not covered by treaty to not carry out any expansion of NATO to the
East – under Gorbachev and their failure following the EU-Russia-Partnership Agreement (1990/91–2008) that had little economic substance, as well
as by the onset of symptoms of crisis with the political destabilization of
border areas and military interventions in neighboring regions under Putin
(2008–19), whereby this phase which is divided into two subphases is to be
researched more precisely in order to subdivide it in a more differentiated
fashion. In the first subphase, Austria was completely integrated into the
Single Market in terms of trade, economic, and monetary policy, but with
regard to security and defense policy, it kept to the line of freedom from
alliances and a weakened neutrality that was maintained only in formal
terms.63

c) The Transatlantic Approach
This can likewise be divided into five phases, and within that context, it turns out
to be less actor-centered than that Russian one:
• First, with the ERP, the USA acted as an economic midwife and political
initiator for Western European integration and, with NATO, as the security
policy guarantor and military power that was present in Western Europe
(1948/49–1957/58). Austria profited enormously from the Marshall Plan
funds, and it was also able to believe itself to be safe under the NATO
protective umbrella. The USA consequently became the decisive and most
important midwife for the Austria of the Second Republic in terms of foreign and integration policy. Without Austria’s participation in the Marshall
Plan, the continued economic orientation towards the West would hardly
63
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have been possible. The status of non-alignment had no restrictive or limiting effects. The multilateralism practised by the USA as the basis of the
international policy of the West also favored small and medium-sized states
such as Austria, sometimes even becoming actors in the economic integration process, which anticipated its political integration. The Marshall Plan
stood in stark contrast to the Soviet Union’s bilateral approach to torpedoing Europe’s Western integration.
Second, the USA went on to act as the keeper of continuity and the stabilizer of the Communities with the beginnings of competition at the economic and competition policy level (1958–72). In this phase, Austria was not
especially pressed by the USA to optimize its integration policy position or
to intensify its relationship with the Communities.
Third, against the background of increasing American disinterest in the
development of the EC, European efforts followed at a political reduction of
tensions in the East-West conflict as well as the maintaining of the security
policy status quo and finding its own monetary policy aside from the dollar
(1973–89). During this phase, Austria profiled itself along with the Finns,
Swedes, and Swiss as supporters and sentinels of the policy of détente in
Europe, which under Kreisky ranked clearly as coming before European
integration policy.
Fourth, this was followed by the security policy establishment of the
Western integration of the reunified Germany and EU Europe through the
NATO Eastern Enlargement (1991–2004), such that the Common Foreign
and Security Policy (CFSP: 1993–99) as well as the Common European
Security and Defence Policy (CESDP: 1999 et seq.) were to be understood
only as modest attempts at the emancipation of security policy from the
USA. During this period, Austria enjoyed broad reaching backing on the
part of the USA in order to strive for and realize full accession in the Communities. After tendencies towards rapprochement towards NATO (1996–
1997/98), there has been since 1999 (the ‟Kosovo War”) and at the latest
since 2003 (the Iraq War) great restraint on the part of Austria with regard
to the transatlantic alliance, which led to the establishment of Austria’s
alliance-free status.
Fifth, a drifting apart began between the EU and the USA with regard to
their interests as a result of tendencies towards alienation, irritations, and
efforts at emancipation against the background of the policies of George
W. Bush and the Trump administration (2001/02–2019 and continuing).
Within that context, Austria maneuvered in many cases, above all else as a
result of its foreign trade policy interests, between the East (Russia) and the
West (the USA).
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d) The Hegemonic and Imperial History Approach
This may likewise result from five phases:
• First, the ECSC can be understood as a core-Europe/late-Carolingian/regional-policy integration nucleus (1952–58). Austria formally excluded itself from these projects as a non-member, in order to create connections in
weakened and informal ways.
• Second, the EEC can already be interpreted as a trade policy and customs
union-specific regional power with hegemonic traits (1958–72). The trade
area of the Communities which had in the meantime grown larger exerted a greater force of attraction upon its surroundings, whereupon Austria
along with the remaining EFTA neutrals concluded tariff and trade treaties
in order to avoid greater economic disadvantages by remaining on the
sidelines.
• Third, the EC was a regional power that was expanded by the United
Kingdom and Northern and Southern Europe with global ambitions and
maritime dimensions (1972–92). During this phase, Austria could then no
longer avoid making its application for accession (1989) as the first of the
EFTA neutrals in order to safeguard its connection with the existing Single
Market as well as, in the end, to become a complete part of it.
• Fourth, the EU became a hegemonic power that was expanded by the center,
North, East, and Southeast of Europe with neoimperial and postimperial
traits (1993–2007). Austria’s economy profited enormously from the EU
“Eastern Enlargement” with which an opening resulted for it for new
investments and companies, as did a sort of return to traditional trade,
investment, and economic areas of the Habsburg Monarchy.
• Fifth, in the end, the EU presented itself as a multipresidential, pluricentric,
and postmodern empire against the background of crises in legitimation
and growth with smoldering problems at the peripheries of the Grexit and
Brexit debates (2008–19 and continuing). Austria experienced its membership in this phase with the highs and lows of assent, including in any case
within a greater trade, economic, and monetary area that went beyond the
borders of the former Habsburg Monarchy.

5. FIFTEEN CONCLUDING ASPECTS AND ONE FINAL RESULT
As a summarizing conclusion whilst referring to the foreword fifteen aspects may
be named:
First, Austria’s foreign policy, Europe policy, and integration policy are only
to be understood within a larger European and international context. Along those
lines, there was a high degree of dependence upon the big powers (the German
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Reich and the Federal Republic of Germany, France, the Soviet Union and the
United States) and other neighbouring countries (like Italy) and thus determination from abroad. That began with the control by the League of Nations in the
early 1920s up to the 1930s and continued with efforts at satellization through
Nazism which led to Finis Austriae in 1938.
Second, after 1945, the occupation of the capital and the country by the Four
Powers followed, and they continued to have an observing and intervening effect.
In fact, between 1945 and 1955, Austria did not succeed in making the Cold War
rise and escalate more strongly in its own country, which was the real political
achievement of the political elites of the Second Republic. What was helpful: Only
after the Second World War did Austria define itself as to a large extent convinced
about the idea of “Europe” and its possibilities for a unifying formation, whereby
starting in 1955, the State Treaty and neutrality weakened, hindered, and restricted
this acknowledgment up to the end of the Cold War (1987–1990) on the continent.
Third, unlike previous research, the years 1955 and 1956 were seen in this
book in a stronger context, on the one hand in terms of sovereignty and integration
policy, but also with regard to their implications for the question of Germany and
Hungary. 1955 was not only an act of emancipation from the occupying powers,
but also an expression of Austria’s independence from the German question. 1956
was the first independent foreign and neighbourhood policy action with the selfless help for the rebellious Hungarians. The years 1955–56 also marked the clear
boundaries between neutrality and sovereignty on the one hand and integration
and supranationality on the other.
Fourth, the State Treaty was first and foremost a means to an end for attaining
and ensuring state and national independence. The choice of “perpetual neutrality” in 1955 was a suitable means for the desired end of liberation from the Soviet
occupying power. It was anchored as a Federal Constitutional Law for external
acceptance and reinsurance in Moscow, and was subsequently so pronounced that
Austrian membership of the EEC had to be ruled out. While the ÖVP leadership
had to live with it, the SPÖ leadership was satisfied with it.
Fifth, while Austria’s policy of neutrality was still untested in the wake of the
Hungarian uprisings in the autumn of 1956, it was handled more consciously and
with greater familiarity during the “Czech crisis” of 1968, although many things
remained inconsistent and questionable. Neutrality was increasingly perceived
by the ÖVP as an annoying obstacle, especially since it was subsequently so
pronounced that only an Austrian EEC association seemed conceivable.
Sixth, in 1967–68 Austria experienced the limits of its ambitious EC integration policy and active neighbourhood policy with the escalation of the South Tyrolean question and the “Czech crisis”. Due to pretended bombing attacks in “Alto
Adige” Italy’s veto in Brussels and Luxembourg put an end to Austria’s already
practically agreed quasi association with the EEC and the ECSC. The project of
EC association failed in 1967 because also of foreign and community resistance.
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But with the beginning of the 1960s and especially in the 1970s, Austria’s latching on to or merely participating in European integration projects also served the
achieving and maintaining of a new Austrian nation-state ideology.
Seventh, in the Kreisky era (1970–1983), supported by three absolute majorities for an SPÖ sole government (1971, 1975, 1979), Austria’s policy of neutrality
experienced an exaggeration that pushed the idea of European integration more
into the background. Only customs and trade agreements (1972–73) with the
two partial European Communities, together with the other EFTA states, were
to be the pragmatic answers that determined Austria’s integration policy up to
the application for EC membership and the EEA Treaty (1989–1994). The greatly
upgraded neutrality policy was only reduced to a pragmatic and realistic measure
in the course of the 1990s (amendment of the law on the transit of war materials
1991, “material derogation” 1999).
Eighth, in the wake of the intensification of the Cold War in the course of
the Soviet military intervention in Afghanistan (1979), the (more or less strong)
Western boycott of the Olympic Summer Games in Moscow (1980) and the Polish
crisis (1980–1983), Austria maintained its policy of neutrality not always in an
unproblematic manner.
Ninth, until Gorbachev came to power in 1985, the country’s EC membership was unrealistic. It was only with his reform policy in the Soviet Union
that Austria’s accession to the EC became more conceivable and ultimately the
application for membership in 1989 became possible. Austria successfully tested
this question during visits of Vranitzky and Mock in Moscow in 1988.
Tenth, in the years 1987–1990 Austria combined its policy on Central Europe
and Germany with an increasingly accelerated EC accession option. It welcomed
and promoted the liberalization and opening efforts in Poland and Hungary to the
best of its ability, while judging the revolutionary developments in the GDR 1989
more cautiously but ultimately also supporting German unification in 1990. At
that time Austria was the first EFTA neutral to recognise the new opportunities
and major challenges of the planned EC Internal Market as well as the expanded
scope for action with the end of the Cold War between the USSR and the USA
in 1987–1990. As much as these years increased Austria’s chances of integrating
and self-confidently depositing its accession intentions in Brussels, the German
“reunification” and the Maastricht Union Treaty as a response to the German
question delayed Austria’s opportunities to enter into negotiations with the Communities earlier.
Eleventh, the key years 1991–92 marked Austria’s commitment to overcoming the Yugoslav crisis by activating the CSCE mechanisms and advocating
the independence aspirations of Slovenia and Croatia. The main motivation for
Austria’s foreign and European policy was originally a completely different one,
namely to advance the accession process to the European Communities, which,
however, was associated with a three-and-a-half year delay after the “fall of the
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Berlin Wall” and the finalization of the Maastricht Union Treaty (1989–1993).
During this period of waiting for Austria’s accession to the EC, the commitment
in the Balkans was used by Austria to demonstrate that this was a first-rate area
of responsibility for Europe which needed to be stabilised. In agreement with
Germany and its support, Austria exposed itself as a pioneer for the independence of the Yugoslav republics, without being able to assess the consequences of
this political decision. With this partisanship, Austria has already made a halfway farewell to neutrality. In addition, as a non-permanent member of the UN
Security Council, it had already agreed to the transit of US war material when it
came to carrying out the “police action” against Saddam Hussein’s Iraq after his
occupation of Kuwait.
Twelfth, since 1989, Austria has remained politically more Western than
Central Eastern Europe-oriented. The time from 1993 to 1994 were marked by the
almost total concentration of Austrian foreign policy on EU accession, which was
ultimately to succeed in 1995, but was not intended to strengthen or even improve
relations with its Central and Eastern European neighbours, who had to wait until
2004 to join the EU. Relations with them remained ambivalent. Membership in
the Central European Free Trade Area (CEFTA) of the Viségrad states Poland,
the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Hungary (“V4”) was not an option either for
these states or for Austria, although for geographical and economic reasons such a
membership was very obvious, especially for Vienna. In contrast to all “V4” that
joined NATO, Austria remained formally “neutral” in military terms. As an EU
member, Austria thus remained a case study of ambivalence. The EU and Austria’s membership could not force the government to touch the core elements of
the Federal Constitutional Law on neutrality: Austria still does not belong to any
military alliance, does not participate in any war and does not allow foreign military bases or foreign troops to be stationed on its territory. These three findings
remained incontrovertible, however much there was talk of critics of maintaining
neutrality, of ‘denial of reality’ and of an apparent ‘myth’. The so called myth
remained reality.
Thirteen, it was not until the application for EC membership in July 1989 that
a debate on Austria’s foreign policy status seemed to begin. But the debate did not
take place, especially since the nascent EU itself had not yet developed a legally
binding Common Foreign and Security Policy, which was to be decided by majority vote. Therefore starting from Austria’s membership in the EU there upon
served a safeguarded and strengthened Austrian nation-state for the ensuring of
its interests against the background of a forced effective internationalization of its
policy and an intensified globalization of its trade and economy.
Fourteen, leading representatives of the ÖVP (Foreign Minister Wolfgang
Schüssel and Defence Minister Werner Fasslabend) and even Federal President
Thomas Klestil tried in the years following Austria’s accession to the EU to put
Austria’s policy of neutrality to sleep and gradually kill it off by forcing Austria
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into NATO. They did not succeed. The SPÖ leadership around Franz Vranitzky
and Heinz Fischer successfully fended off this attack. Their position was covered
by the majority will of the population and the two-thirds majority in the Austrian
Parliament, a majority which did not exist for the ÖVP and which would have
been necessary for the revision of the Federal Constitutional Law. The dissent
in the Grand Coalition (SPÖ-ÖVP) was expressed in the failure of a common
security policy option report in 1998. The NATO option was therefore ruled out
and has remained so to this day. Within the framework of the Western European
Union (WEU), Austria had only an observer post until the end of this organization (2011). The NATO “Partnership for Peace” was joined in 1995, but Austria
remained far from the integrated alliance.
Fifteen, the years 1998–2000 were the highs and lows of Austrian integration
policy. The first Presidency of the Council in 1998 was very well organised, although the vote out of office of the great pro-European Helmut Kohl in Germany
limited Austria’s scope for action during his Presidency. One had to wait and see
what the new red-green government of the new Berlin Republic would bring to
the EU. On the other hand, the national boycott measures of the 14 EU “partners”
in 2000 against the formation of a black and blue government in Austria were a
severe psychological setback for all sides – a loose-loose situation They reinforced
the reservations of individual founding members against Austria and against the
difficult late comer. Austria’s European policy did not recover from this shock
experience for a long time. Criticism and skepticism therefore also remained a
not inconsiderable element in Austria’s domestic assessment of the action, which
was wrongly perceived as “EU sanctions”, from which a specific Austro-national
populism also profited.
On January 1, 1995 the new world of the still young and developable EU
opened up for Austria with far-reaching perspectives, above all for transnational
enterprises and the export-oriented economy. For Austrian citizens, new travel
opportunities to the new EU Member States in the north-east, the centre and the
east as well as the south-east of Europe were offered, also through more unrestricted payment transactions. There were new opportunities for exchange and
encounters, not least through cooperation in the field of research and science.
But the consequences of Austria‘s EU entry were not all the way “positive”: For
many Austrians, EU directives and regulations also created a feeling of external
control. The assessment of the so-called “EU sanctions” in 2000 revealed the
widespread ignorance and lack of familiarity with the structure, history, limits
and possibilities of the EU. Through disappointments experienced in real life, EU
membership also manifested an increased trend towards renationalization, provincialisation and seclusion of average citizens, which found expression in gains
by the EU-critical FPÖ under Haider and Strache. In many cases the EU was not
the cause of grievances, but the nation state itself. EU criticism and scepticism
can be explained less rationally, but more in psychological terms. In a paradoxical
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but understandable way a new and specific Austro-nationalism and an increased
traditional Austrian patriotism were also consequences of EU accession.
It remains to point out one final result: Official Austria was primarily interested in the economic integration of Europe. It therefore joined the euro zone without
any problems, having been pegged to the European Monetary System since the
1970s. Military options were left out. In terms of Europe policy and integration
policy, Austria repeatedly reacted more than it acted. Acting occurred when
that was primarily in the country’s own national concern, which carried with
it the consequence that it wasn’t seldom that a lack was seen in any impetus or
initiatives for Europe which went beyond Austria’s own self-interest.
On the whole, official Austria was basically pro-European, in a broader and
much more comprehensive sense than the ECSC and the EU. This was also
expressed in its active membership in the Council of Europe and the EFTA, as
well as in its approval of all decisions on integration history, from the Treaties of
Rome to Maastricht, Amsterdam, Nice and the Treaty of Lisbon. Despite all its
objections, obstacles, resistances and vetoes, Austria has continuously endeavoured not to exclude itself from the common decisions, but to participate in them
as far as possible and to profit from them accordingly. The balancing act between
safeguarding one’s own life and increasing participation in further development
from the Communities to the EU has always been relatively successful. In the end
Austria’s long journey from Saint-Germain-en-Laye to Lisbon can be seen as a
success story.
Let’s conclude with a British historian: Alan S. Milward has probably formulated the most powerful thesis to date on the history of European integration with
the ‟European Rescue of the Nation State.”64 This hammer thesis, which is heretical for Europe’s supporters of integration, is still valid especially for the 1950s
and the following period, but deserves to be expanded and modified further, especially after 1989. In the meantime, the EU Member States are concerned with
more europeanized nation states that are trying to survive in a globalized world.
In my opinion, it is now a question of the European Preservation of the Nation
State in a consolidated EU in times of globalization. It is possible that Milward,
the pioneer of integration history who died in 2010, would have agreed with my
words: “The European Preservation of the Nation State within a solidified EU in
times of globalization.”65
In our case study, this means: “Europe” and its integration had three functions
for Austria and its politics: firstly, it served to liberate itself from the complex of
64
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the German question and to emancipate itself in the 1950s; secondly, it helped
to reconstitute the Austrian nation-state from the 1960s and 1970s onwards; and
thirdly, the integrated Europe of the 1990s and today functions as a means of
safeguarding Austria’s interests in an increasingly globalized world.
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DOCUMENT 1
Speech by Chancellor Iganz Seipel before the Council of the League of
Nations in Geneva, September 6, 1922.
Meine Herren!
Mit einer gewissen Ergriffenheit erscheine ich heute vor dem Rate des Völkerbundes, um die Sache meines Vaterlandes Österreich zu führen. Ich gedenke
hiebei der Zeiten, in denen der Völkerbund, der damals noch nicht bestand, uns
Friedensfreunden ein ersehntes Ideal war. Wie haben neben den Besten der anderen Nationen auch wir Österreicher, die wir den Frieden liebten, uns um Heinrich
Lammasch geschart, für die Völkerbundidee unermüdlich geredet, geschrieben,
gekämpft! Wir taten dies alle um so mehr, als schon die damalige Zeit angefüllt
war von den gefährlichsten Konfliktsstoffen, die dann wirklich, noch ehe der
Völkerbund gegründet wurde, im Weltkrieg zu einem schrecklichen Ausbruch
des Völkerhasses führten. Dann allerdings, im Kriege und in der Nachkriegszeit,
haben scheinbar die Spötter recht behalten, denn die Völkerbundidee hatte den
Krieg nicht verhindern können. Die Spötter wollten auch recht behalten, als der
Völkerbund Wirklichkeit wurde. Ist er doch durch dieselben Verträge ins Leben
gerufen worden, die zwar dem Kriege ein Ende setzten, aber damit leider noch
lange nicht den wirklichen Frieden brachten. Konnte es doch scheinen, als ob dieser Völkerbund nur ein Instrument der Sieger im Weltkriege sein sollte. Aber es
dauerte nicht lange, so wurden auch Staaten, die im Kriege auf der Gegenseite gekämpft hatten, in den Völkerbund aufgenommen, unter den ersten auch wir. Und
jetzt stehe ich, der ich niemals an der Möglichkeit der Völkerversöhnung, niemals
an der Möglichkeit einer über die Selbständigkeit der Einzelstaaten hinausreichenden, die Welt umspannenden Völkerorganisation gezweifelt habe, vor dem
Völkerbund im Namen eines seiner Mitglieder, um für dieses Hilfe zu werben.
Nun mag es freilich scheinen, als ob die Aufgabe des Völkerbundes eine andere wäre, als einem notleidenden Staate Kredite zu vermitteln. Aber Österreich
kommt heute nicht zum Völkerbunde, nur um finanzielle Hilfe zu suchen. Deshalb wird der Völkerbund keineswegs seiner eigentlichen hohen Aufgabe untreu,
wenn er aufsteht und Österreich hilft; denn was wäre mehr die Aufgabe des Völkerbundes, als der Welt den Frieden zu sichern? Von Anfang an dachten jene
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erleuchteten Männer, die den Gedanken des Völkerbundes geboren haben, daß
es ihm gelingen müsse, Konflikte aus der Welt zu schaffen, die ohne ihn mit den
Waffen ausgetragen würden. Wenn das die Aufgabe des Völkerbundes ist, bedeutet es dann nicht noch viel mehr, wenn er solche Konflikte gar nicht entstehen
läßt? Ist es der Weisheit seiner Mitglieder nicht um so würdiger, vorbeugend Übel
zu verhindern, deren böse Folgen sie nachträglich nur mehr schwer aus der Welt
schaffen könnten? So aber verhält es sich jetzt mit Österreich. Wenn Österreich
der immer unheimlicher werdenden Entwertung seiner Währung nicht länger
standhielte, wenn seine Bevölkerung, die bisher zwar schon viel zu leiden hatte
– mehr vielleicht durch die andauernde Sorge um die Zukunft als selbst durch augenblickliche Not – wenn diese Bevölkerung nun wirklich durch Hunger und Kälte dezimiert werden sollte, wenn dann die Aufrechterhaltung der Ruhe und der
gesetzlichen Ordnung im Herzen Europas in Frage gestellt würde, hieße das nicht
nur, daß für die Weltproduktion und den Welthandel ein verhältnismäßig kleines
Absatzgebiet verloren ginge; es hieße nicht nur, daß den Völkern, die im Westen
wohnen, der kürzeste Weg nach ihren Absatzgebieten im Osten verlegt würde; es
hieße eines der besten und wertvollsten Kulturzentren der Welt zugrunde gehen
lassen. Es hieße aber auch den Friedensverträgen ans Leben greifen, wenn das
durch sie geschaffene neue Österreich sich als lebensunfähig nicht nur für den
Augenblick, sondern für alle Zukunft erwiesen würde, es hieße, ein Loch mitten
in die Karte Europas reißen; es hieße einen luftleeren Raum mitten in Europa
schaffen, der mit ungeheurer Saugkraft die Nachbarn erfassen und dadurch das –
auch abgesehen von Österreich – nur mit großer Kunst zwischen ihnen aufrechterhaltene Gleichgewicht stören müßte.
Der hohe Völkerbund ist durch die österreichische Frage vor eine ganz große
Aufgabe gestellt. Wenn er sich hier bewährt, wenn er die Autorität, die wir willig
anerkennen, auch wirklich besitzt, wenn er die Staaten und die Völker erfolgreich auf die Wege zu weisen vermag, die zur Erhaltung des Weltfriedens führen,
dann wird die Welt an ihn glauben, dann wird der Völkerbund, vor dem ich heute
spreche, der Völkerbund sein, von dem die Friedensfreunde der Welt so lange geträumt haben.
Aber, meine Herren, was gibt Österreich das Recht, so zu sprechen? Die Not
gibt ihm das Recht. Zum Beweise dieser Not will ich Ihnen einige wenige Zahlen anführen. 100 Schweizer Franken waren am 1. Juli 1919 567 österreichische
Kronen, am 1. Juli 1920, also ein Jahr später, 2702 Kronen, am 1. Juli 1921 12.200
österreichische Kronen, am 1. Juli 1922 360.000 österreichische Kronen. Die
tschechoslowakische Krone, die noch am 1. Juli 1920 nicht ganz 4 österreichische
Kronen wert war, war am 1. Juli 1921 10 österreichische Kronen, am 1. Juli 1922
304 österreichische Kronen, um schließlich einen Höchststand von fast 3000 österreichischen Kronen zu erreichen. Allen Mitgliedern der hohen Versammlung
ist es klar, daß diese in der Geschichte des Währungswesens nahezu einzig dastehende Entwertung die furchtbarsten ökonomischen Folgen nach sich ziehen muß
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in einem Lande wie Österreich, das zum größten Teil auf die Einfuhr der lebensnotwendigsten Artikel aus Ländern mit hochwertiger Valuta angewiesen ist. Wie
sollen wir in Hinkunft Getreide, Kohle und Zucker mit solcher Währung kaufen?
Vor zwei Jahren hatten wir mit dem damals noch herrschenden Warenmangel in
der Welt zu kämpfen. Es war dies eine Zeit, wo die hohen Mächte in voller Erkenntnis der traurigen Ernährungslage unseres Landes uns ihre Unterstützung in
der Form von Lebensmitteln zuteil werden ließen. Seither hat sich die Situation
vollkommen geändert. Das Ernährungsproblem hat aufgehört, ein Warenproblem
zu sein, und wurde ein reines Finanzproblem, allerdings mit der traurigen Wirkung, daß sich jetzt bei uns in Österreich aus diesen finanziellen Gründen schon
wiederum Warenmangel zeigt. Es ist lediglich der entsetzlichen Geldentwertung
zuzuschreiben, daß unsere Bevölkerung im Jahre 1922 wieder nicht in der Lage
ist, sich genügend mit den notwendigsten Lebensmitteln zu versorgen. Der Preis
des Brotes war in Österreich lange Zeit durch die vom Staate geleisteten Lebensmittelzuschüsse niedrig gehalten. Wir mußten selbstverständlich nach der aus
staatsfinanziellen Gründen notwendig gewordenen Aufhebung dieser Zuschüsse
mit einer starken Preissteigerung rechnen. Wir konnten aber doch nicht erwarten,
daß der Brotpreis sich in wenigen Wochen verdoppeln und allmählich eine Höhe
erreichen würde, die als gigantisch bezeichnet werden muß. Ein Laib Brot, der
im Frieden ungefähr eine halbe Krone gekostet hat, kostet heute 6600 Kronen.
Es braucht nicht ausgeführt zu werden, welch entsetzliche Wirkung ein derartiger
Preis auf die gesamte Volkswirtschaft ausübt.
Ein Kilogramm aus der tschechoslowakischen Republik importierte Steinkohle, das noch im Vorjahre 8 österreichische Kronen kostete, wird derzeit in Wien
mit ungefähr 700 österreichischen Kronen bezahlt. Diese unerträgliche Teuerung
ist keineswegs auf Lebensmittel beschränkt. Ein Hemd, das im Frieden für 8 österreichische Kronen erhältlich war, kostet heute mehr als das 30.000fache, das ist
an 200.000 österreichische Kronen.
Meine Herren! Diese wenigen Beispiele müssen ihnen klar vor Augen führen, daß kein Staat der Welt auf solche Weise weiterleben kann. Aber, werden
Sie fragen, meine Herren, hat man denn nicht alles getan, um dieser Not Herr
zu werden? In der Tat, wir können nicht leugnen, daß sich die Mächte, und insbesondere der Völkerbund, mit der österreichischen Frage eingehend beschäftigt haben. Hat doch das Finanzkomitee des Völkerbundes im Frühsommer des
vorigen Jahres mit uns einen förmlichen Finanzplan vereinbart, der tatsächlich
zur Rettung Österreichs hätte führen können. Die Voraussetzung dieses Planes
war bekanntermaßen die Zurückstellung der nach den Friedensverträgen auf den
österreichischen Aktiven lastenden Pfandrechte. Es war vorgesehen worden, daß
die Durchführung der von der österreichischen Regierung geplanten Finanzmaßnahmen, die in das Wirtschaftsleben tief eingriffen, Zug um Zug mit den damals zugesagten Krediten erfolgen sollte. Als die österreichische Regierung der
Schwierigkeiten innewurde, die sich unerwarteterweise der Gewährung der in
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Aussicht genommenen Kredite entgegenstellten, hat sie in Betätigung der Selbsthilfe – immer im Hinblick auf die zugesagten Kredite – die steuerliche Belastung der eigenen Bevölkerung mit starkem Zugriff erhöht. In weiterem Verfolg
unternahm sie es trotz ernster innerpolitischer Bedenken, den Abbau der Lebensmittelzuschüsse, die die Staatskasse in ungeheuerem Maße belasteten, in kurzen
Abschnitten radikal durchzuführen, und schließlich ging sie gänzlich von dem
bisher beobachteten Prinzip insoferne ab, als sie, den Grundsatz der Selbsthilfe in
den Vordergrund stellend, das Gleichgewicht im Staatshaushalte wenigstens für
einige Zeit selbständig herzustellen versuchte.
Unterdessen versäumte die Regierung nicht, immer wieder an allen möglichen
Stellen die Zurückstellung des Generalpfandrechtes zu betreiben. Da ihr aber ein
Erfolg dieser Bemühungen versagt blieb, stellte sie den Antrag, wenigstens das
Erträgnis einzelner Aktiven vom Pfandrechte zu befreien, jener Aktiven, die ihr
zur Gründung einer neuen Emissionsbank und zur Erlangung des von ihr angestrebten Mindestkredites unbedingt notwendig erschienen. Die Freigabe dieser
Pfänder hat sie endlich, allerdings auch wieder nach manchen unvorhergesehenen
Schwankungen und Verzögerungen vor wenigen Wochen erreicht.
Aber nun fing sofort ein neuer Leidensweg an. Der Ausgangspunkt der vorläufigen reinen Selbsthilfeaktion war nach dem vom österreichischen Parlament beschlossenen Finanzplan die bereits erwähnte neue Notenbank. Sie sollte mit den
Mitteln der Kreditinstitute unseres eigenen Landes gegründet werden und sie hatte vom Tage ihrer Errichtung an die Pflicht zu übernehmen, durch ihre Devisenpolitik die Krone vor einem weiteren Absturz zu sichern: Da fiel uns, wenn auch,
wie wir gerne annehmen, mit bestem Willen, das ausländische Finanzkapital in
den Arm. Es brachte, durch seine größten österreichischen Banken, die Anglobank und die Länderbank, die sich nach dem Kriege in englische und französische
Institute verwandelt hatten, an der neuen österreichischen Notenbank interessiert,
seinerseits jeden Akt unserer Selbsthilfe mit der Frage der Auslandskredite in
Verbindung. So mußten wir die vor kurzem abgehaltene Londoner Konferenz der
Großmächte mit unserer Sache befassen. Als diese Konferenz die österreichische
Angelegenheit neuerdings vor den Völkerbund verwiesen hatte, verlangten die
Verwaltungsräte der Anglobank und der Länderbank solche Abänderungen des
Statuts unserer neuen Notenbank, daß die Verhandlungen darüber, als ich vor
wenigen Tagen meine Heimat verließ, um nach Genf zu kommen, noch immer,
und zwar vor allem mangels eines endgültigen Bescheides aus Paris, nicht abgeschlossen waren. So wurde, unsere ganze Selbsthilfeaktion vom Ausland – wie
ich schon sagte und immer noch annehme, in durchaus guter Absicht – sabotiert.
Aber warum tat man dies? Offenbar deswegen, weil man sich trotz aller eingehenden Studien über die Lage Österreichs noch nicht klar wurde, ob Österreich
lebensfähig ist. Sie werden nun, meine Herren, hören wollen, was Österreich
selbst in dieser Frage sagt. Ich muß einige wesentliche Unterscheidungen machen. Wie Österreich aus den Friedensverträgen hervorgegangen ist, ist es für den
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Augenblick und für die nächste Zeit – wie auch unsere ungünstige ökonomische
Entwicklung zeigt – auf sich allein gestellt, nicht lebensfähig. Plötzlich aus der
engsten, jahrhundertealten Verbindung mit den Nachbarländern herausgerissen,
von den Gebieten, die es bisher mit den notwendigen Rohstoffen versorgt hatten,
abgeschnitten, muß unser Land und Volk sich erst auf eine neue wirtschaftliche
Basis stellen. Es hat auch noch zu viel von jenen Lasten auf sich, die früher das
ganze große Reich, aus dem es herausgebrochen wurde, zu tragen hatte. Aber dieses Land macht Anstrengungen, sich den neuen Verhältnissen anzupassen. Sollte
man diese Anstrengungen nicht nur nicht durch die schon in der Mantelnote zum
Vertrag von Saint Germain verheißene Auslandshilfe fördern, sondern gar noch,
wie es in der letzten Zeit geschehen ist, hemmen, dann könnte Österreich nicht
lebensfähig werden. Anderenfalls wird es aber in verhältnismäßig wenigen Jahren lebensfähig sein, weil es eine starker Intensivierung fähige Landwirtschaft,
weil es eine alte, nur durch den Krieg und dessen Nachwirkungen in den nötigen
Investitionen gehinderte Industrie und ein fast noch ganz unverbrauchtes Kapital
in seinen großen, freilich noch nicht genügend ausgebauten Wasserkräften besitzt
und dazu, was neben der ausgezeichneten geographischen Lage das wertvollste
seiner Güter ist, eine geschickte, arbeitswillige Bevölkerung hat, die nur in geordnete finanzielle Verhältnisse einzutreten braucht, um die Erschütterungen, die
die Revolution auch über sie gebracht hat, ganz zu überwinden. Allerdings gehört
meines Erachtens noch eine Sache wesentlich dazu, will man Österreich erhalten.
Es muß aus der unnatürlichen Absperrung, aus der Einschränkung des Verkehrs
und des Handels, die weder die Mahnungen der Brüsseler Konferenz noch die
Beschlüsse von Portorose ernstlich durchbrechen konnten, befreit werden; aber
dies braucht nicht nur Österreich, sondern ebenso stark das übrige Zentraleuropa.
Was verlangt nun Österreich vom Völkerbund? Durch die Londoner Konferenz ist die österreichische Angelegenheit abermals vor den Völkerbund verwiesen worden, hoffentlich, wie wir erbitten,, nicht wieder zu gründlichen, dadurch
aber allzu zeitraubenden Studien, sondern zu raschen Entschlüssen. Nach dem
Urteile der berufensten Finanzmänner brauchen wir außer den Sicherstellungen,
die wir nach der Freigabe der Pfänder selbst bieten können, finanzielle Garantien
aller oder einiger Mächte, damit wir Kredite von genügender Höhe bekommen,
um erstens das Abgleiten unserer Währung zum Stillstand zu bringen, das dem
Staate das Budgetieren, der Privatwirtschaft jedes Kalkulieren unmöglich macht
und die Teuerung täglich neu anwachsen läßt; um zweitens dem Staate die Übergangszeit, bis die von ihm selbst bereits ergriffenen oder noch zu ergreifenden
Maßnahmen der inneren Sanierung wirksam werden, zu ermöglichen, daß er
weiter lebe, um ihn drittens in den Stand zu setzen – negativ – die überflüssigen
Beamten und Angestellten abzufertigen und – positiv – seine Betriebe, die bisher
zwar passiv sind, aber aktiv werden können, durch die erforderlichen Investitionen ertragreich zu machen, und um viertens endlich die bereits erwähnten wahren und bleibenden Quellen eines bescheidenen künftigen Wohlstandes, die in der
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Verbesserung der Landwirtschaft, in der Wiederherstellung der Industrie und im
Ausbau der Wasserkräfte gelegen sind, zu erschließen.
Es ist uns gesagt worden, meine Herren, daß sowohl die Mächte, die sich mit
Garantien, als noch mehr die Vertreter des internationalen Kapitals, dass sich mit
Geld oder Kredit an der wirtschaftlichen Sanierung Österreichs beteiligen wird,
auf eine gewisse Kontrolle über die Verwendung der uns gewährten Kredite und
indirekt vielleicht auch über unsere staatliche Wirtschaft überhaupt nicht würden
verzichten wollen. Ich erkläre darauf freimütig:
1. Es erscheint uns unvermeidlich, ja selbstverständlich, daß eine solche Kontrolle verlangt wird.
2. Organ, Umfang und Art der Kontrolle müßten so beschaffen sein, daß durch
sie unsere staatliche Selbständigkeit nicht verletzt wird; denn es wäre für
unser Volk demütigender und daher politisch schwerer zu ertragen, trotz
nomineller Souveränität unfrei gemacht zu werden, als lieber gleich auf
die Unabhängigkeit zu verzichten, um dafür wenigstens den Eintritt in ein
großes Wirtschaftsgebiet und damit einen Anteil an der Souveränität eines
großen Staates einzutauschen.
3. Es ist unser eigener Wille, daß die Kontrolle der Kreditverwendung durchaus und sofort wirksam wird aus demselben Grunde, den ich eben für die
zwei Bedingungen aussprach; demütigend ist die Abhängigkeit, die nicht
zugleich Rettung bedeutet, während es töricht wäre, aus irgend welchen
Gründen des Scheines ein Heilmittel zurückzuweisen, das wirkliche Gesundung verspricht.
4. Die Kontrolle können wir selbstverständlich nur annehmen, wenn gleichzeitig die nötigen Kredite gegeben werden; denn es kann kein anderes
Recht geben, uns, einen unabhängigen Staat, zu kontrollieren, als die tatsächlich gewährte Hilfe.
Meine Herren! Ich habe zu Beginn meiner Ausführungen in kurzen, ernsten,
aber – wie ich versichern möchte – keineswegs übertreibenden Worten gesagt,
wie sehr die österreichische Frage im gegenwärtigen Stand ihrer Entwicklung
eine politische ist. Meine letzten Bemerkungen zeigen Ihnen, nachdem ich eine
Zeitlang von finanziellen Dingen gesprochen habe, wieder, wie wenig sich die
politischen Erwägungen von den finanziellen trennen lassen, ja wie sogar durch
die praktische Möglichkeit und den Wert aller Lösungsversuche deren politische
Kehrseite mitbestimmt wird. Die Erkenntnis, daß die österreichische Frage, d. h.
die Frage, ob unser Land politisch und auf die Dauer auch wirtschaftlich unabhängig erhalten werden kann, eine politische Frage ersten Ranges geworden ist, hat
mich bewogen, vor einigen Tagen mehrere unserer Nachbarländer zu besuchen,
um zu hören, was sie über Österreich denken, und weil ich nicht, ohne mit ihnen
gesprochen zu haben, vor den Völkerbund treten wollte. Meine Reise hatte aber
noch einen anderen Zweck. Ich gestehe offen: Ehe das Volk Österreichs in seiner
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Absperrung zugrunde geht, wird es alles tun, um die Schranken und Ketten, die
es beengen und drücken, zu sprengen. Daß dies ohne Erschütterung des Friedens
und ohne die Beziehungen der Nachbarn Österreichs untereinander zu trüben,
geschehe, dafür möge der Völkerbund sorgen!
Source: Wiener Zeitung, September 6, 1922, Nr. 202; Außenpolitische Dokumente der Republik
Österreich (ADÖ), Bd. 4: Zwischen Staatsbankrott und Genfer Sanierung, ed. by Klaus KOCH –
Walter RAUSCHER – Arnold SUPPAN, Vienna 1998, 373-378.

DOCUMENT 2
Count Richard Coudenhove-Kalergi, “Paneurope” (1923)
The greatest obstacle to the realization of the United States of Europe is the thousand year rivalry between the two most populous nations of Pan-Europe: Germany and France […]. The historic moment would have come for the two nations,
freed from their dynasties, to bury the ambitions and aspirations of their sovereigns with their thirst for glory, to find reconciliation in working together for the
reconstruction, union and progress of Europe […].
Source: http://civiseuropaeus.org/idea/paneuropa.htm (called up 2017)

DOCUMENT 3
“Gesandter Ferdinand Marek an Ignaz Bundeskanzler Seipel, Prag”,
December 10, 1927
Herr Bundeskanzler.
In meinem gestrigen Berichte Z1. 171/Pol. „Beneš und Svehla“ habe ich mich
mit der Person des ts.sl. Ministerpräsidenten befasst, ohne seine aussenpolitische
Einstellung zu erwähnen. Da Österreich hiebei eine grosse Rolle spielt und die
Ansichten Herrn Svehlas bei dem Einflusse, den er auf das politische Leben in der
Tschechoslowakei hat, für uns gewiss nicht ohne Bedeutung sind, möchte ich mir
erlauben, diesen Gegenstand etwas ausführlicher zu behandeln und gleichzeitig
meine jüngste Berichterstattung über die theoretischen Versuche in Bezug auf die
Lösung des mitteleuropäischen Problems zusammenzufassen und zu ergänzen.
Aus meinen wiederholten Unterredungen mit Herrn Dr. Krofta, Oberdirektor
Preiss, Generalsekretär Dr. Hodáč, dem Sekretär des Deutschen Industriellenverbandes Dr. Kislinger, mit Minister a. D. Dr. Schuster u.v.a., sowie mit Herrn Dr.
Beneš, sah ich immer wieder, dass zwei aussenpolitische oder besser gesagt, aussenpolitisch wirtschaftliche Konzeptionen bestehen, deren Exponenten einerseits
Herr Dr. Beneš und sein Anhang (darunter namentlich Dr. Hodáč) andererseits
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– allerdings noch theoretischer und eigentlich inoffiziell – Herr Dr. Krofta in Anlehnung an Ideen des Ministerpräsidenten Svehla sind. Abgesehen davon verfolgt
Herr Präsident Dr. Masaryk, der sich dabei des Oberdirektors der Livnostenská
Banka Dr. Preiss bedient, eine eigene Richtung, die sich allerdings sehr der Benes’schen Konzeption zuneigt.
I.
Die Konzeption Dr Beneš’s folgt dem französischen Plan nach Errichtung einer
Art von Donauföderation, wobei aber der Name beileibe nicht ausgesprochen
werden darf, sucht eine möglichst enge Zusammenarbeit der Tschechoslowakei
mit Oesterreich herbeizuführen, die gewissermassen die Urzellen bilden sollen
für ein späteres Konglomerat von Staaten, welches durch den Anschluss zuerst
Jugoslawiens, dann Ungarns und Rumäniens, vielleicht aber auch Polens, gebildet
werden soll. Über die nähere politische und wirtschaftliche Struktur dieses Staatenbundes erhalten wir Aufklärungen durch eine Artikelserie Vladimir Noseks,
die in dem von Dr. Hodáč redigierten Obzor narodno hospodárský (Volkswirtschaftliche Rundschau) erscheint und auf die ich – sicherlich nicht ohne Nebenabsicht – von Dr. Hodáč ausdrücklich aufmerksam gemacht wurde. Ich habe allen
Anlass anzunehmen, dass in dieser Arbeit die Anschauungen und Absichten des
Aussenministers niedergelegt sind und dass sie die tschechoslowakische Öffentlichkeit mit seinen Gedankengängen vertraut machen will. Deshalb möge es mir
gestattet sein, kurz die hauptsächlichsten Gesichtspunkte dieser Ausführungen
wiederzugeben.
Einleitend bemerkt der Verfasser, dass überall in allen Nachfolgestaaten die
Notwendigkeit eines wirtschaftlichen Zusammenwirkens und die Schädlichkeit
der Hochschutzzölle anerkannt und betont wird. Trotzdem werde aber nirgends
zur Behebung dieser Übelstände etwas unternommen und man entferne sich im
Gegenteil immer mehr voneinander. Vielleicht liess sich die egoistische Wirtschaftspolitik der einzelnen Staaten unmittelbar nach dem Kriege noch begründen, jetzt geht das aber nicht mehr, weil die weitere Entwicklung von Mitteleuropa
unbedingt nur durch gegenseitige Annäherung und Zusammenarbeit möglich ist,
die im Wege der Arbeitsteilung zur Schaffung eines grossen Wirtschaftsgebietes
einer gegenseitigen Interessensgemeinschaft führen würde. Europa hat die Wahl:
entweder eine weitere Politik des wirtschaftlichen Nationalismus, Schutzzöllnertums und Autarkie, oder engere Zusammenarbeit auf wirtschaftlichem Gebiet
im Geiste des wahren Internationalismus, des freien Handels und der Gegenseitigkeit. Der Verfasser will durch seine Ausführungen beweisen, dass nur die
zweite Möglichkeit im Interesse Mitteleuropas und somit auch im Interesse des
europäischen Kontinents als Ganzem liegt. Hiebei kann der Verfasser nicht verschweigen, dass diese wirtschaftliche Frage bis zu einem gewissen Grade auch
ihre politische Seite hat, da eine Zollunion in Mitteleuropa zwangsläufig auch zu
einer politischen Einheit führen würde, da sie eine gemeinsame Wirtschafts- und
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Finanzpolitik voraussetzt. Diese Eventualität ist zwar unter den heutigen Verhältnissen ausgeschlossen, es gibt aber keine Gründe, warum nicht eine Lösung
gefunden werden könnte, die eine wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit ermöglichen
würde, ohne die Souveränität der einzelnen Staaten zu bedrohen. Natürlich würde
auch eine solche Lösung eine bessere politische Verständigung unter den Nachfolgestaaten zur Voraussetzung haben. Für Österreich würde sie die definitive
Absage vom Anschlussgedanken bedeuten (!). Ungarn müsste sich für immer aller Träume über die Revision des Vertrags von Trianon begeben und mit der Kleinen Entente ein östliches Locarno abschliessen. In der Tschechoslowakei müsste
man die überflüssige Furcht vor dem Wiedererstehen der Habsburger-Monarchie
oder vor dem Entstehen eines pangermanischen Mitteleuropa ablegen.
Dieses System der wirtschaftlichen Zusammenarbeit will der Verfasser auf
das ausgedehnte Gebiet zwischen Deutschland und Russland bezogen wissen, das
Masaryk seinerzeit die europäische Gefahrenzone benannt hat. Es setzt sich zusammen aus sechs selbständigen Staaten, Polen, Tschechoslowakei, Oesterreich,
Ungarn, Jugoslawien und Rumänien, mit einem Flächeninhalt von ungefähr
1,250.000 km2 und mit 85 Millionen Einwohnern. Der Hauptberuf dieses neuen
Mitteleuropa ist die Landwirtschaft, am industriereichsten sind die Tschechoslowakei und Österreich. Es haben sich allerdings auch die ausgesprochenen Agrarstaaten nach dem Kriege bemüht, ihre Wirtschaft zu industrialisieren, doch sei
die Industrialisierung der Agrarstaaten auf die Dauer eher schädlich, sie schaffe
ungesunde Treibhausindustrien. Der hohe Zollschutz ist also weder für die Agrarstaaten von Vorteil, noch für die Industriestaaten, die auf den Export angewiesen sind und Retorsionen befürchten müssen. Eine enge Zusammenarbeit der
Nachfolgestaaten würde nicht nur diese Gefahren einer Hochschutzzollpolitik
ausschalten, sondern würde den einzelnen Ländern viele Vorteile bringen, die
die Vorteile der politischen Autarkie aufwiegen würden. Es würde ein grosses
Wirtschaftsgebiet mit der Möglichkeit eines grossen Absatzes entstehen, welches
nicht so empfindlich wäre gegenüber den Wirtschaftskrisen oder der Schutzzollpolitik des übrigen Auslandes, wie es heute die kleinen Industriestaaten sind. Es
würden sich übrigens Staaten annähernd gleicher wirtschaftlicher Entwicklung
verbinden und keiner müsste eine Hegemonie des andern fürchten. Es wäre einfach eine Vereinigung gleichwertiger und gleichberechtigter Völker und durch
diese demokratische Konzeption würde sich dieses Gebilde am meisten vom Projekte des deutschen Mitteleuropa unterscheiden. Über die konkrete und praktische Form dieser Zusammenarbeit will der Verfasser in einem späteren Artikel,
sprechen. Im Grossen [und] Ganzen würde es sich eigentlich um nichts anderes
handeln als um die Applizierung der Prinzipien des Völkerbundes, die im Grunde
die Vereinheitlichung, Pazifizierung und Konsolidierung der Nachkriegsverhältnisse durch die Zusammenarbeit aller Völker zum Ziele haben.
Es folgt nun eine detaillierte, mit vielem statistischen Ziffernmaterial belegte
Schilderung der wirtschaftlichen Struktur, Leistungsfähigkeit von Landwirtschaft
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und Industrie, der Ein- und Ausfuhr in den sechs genannten Staaten, woraus
immer wieder der Schluss gezogen wird, wie glücklich sich die einzelnen Länder untereinander ergänzen würden. Insbesondere seien es Oesterreich und die
Tschechoslowakei, deren industrielle Produktion enge zusammenhängt und sich
ergänzt.
Durch Untersuchung der Handels- und Zahlungsbilanzen konstatiert der Artikel, dass einzig und allein die Tschechoslowakei eine ständige aktive Handelsbilanz hat, während Oesterreich und Ungarn ständig passiv sind. Auf Grund des
statistischen Materials konstatiert der Verfasser, wie gross die industrielle Kapazität besonders der Tschechoslowakei ist, er muss aber mit Bedauern feststellen,
dass dieser Staat seine priviligierte Stellung, die er zufolge seiner geordneten
wirtschaftlichen und finanziellen Verhältnisse als Insel der Ordnung in Mitteleuropa in den ersten Nachkriegsjahren hatte, nach und nach verliert und immer
mehr den Druck der anderen mitteleuropäischen Staaten zu spüren bekommt, die
sich nach ihrer Erholung gegen die tschechoslowakische Ausfuhr verschliessen.
Mit Deutschland befasst sich der Verfasser insoferne, als er den in die Augen springenden engen Zusammenhang der polnischen und tschechoslowakischen Wirtschaft mit Deutschland konstatiert. Der wirtschaftliche Einfluss
Deutschlands auf Mitteleuropa sei überhaupt enorm, es stehe an erster Stelle der
tschechoslowakischen Ein- und Ausfuhr.
Im Hinblicke auf den Handelsverkehr der Nachfolgestaaten untereinander
müsse festgestellt werden, dass die Ausfuhr Oesterreichs und der Tschechoslowakei in die übrigen Nachfolgestaaten fortgesetzt sinkt, hingegen die Einfuhr aus
ihnen steigt, so dass sich die Bilanz zugunsten der Agrarstaaten, hauptsächlich
auf Grund ihrer Schutzzölle, entwickelt.
Was die Tschechoslowakei anbelangt, so betont der Verfasser, dass man deren ständig aktive Handelsbilanz keineswegs als ein Zeichen grossen Reichtums
werten dürfe. Der Staat musste die Überschüsse seiner Handelsbilanz zum Ausbau des Staates und seiner Währung benützen, zur Zahlung der Schulden an das
Ausland und zum Rückkauf inländischer Unternehmungen, die hauptsächlich im
Eigentum des Wiener Kapitals gestanden sind. Das Handelsaktivum war daher
nicht nur ein Zeichen industrieller Leistungsfähigkeit, sondern auch ein Zeichen
relativer Armut und Abhängigkeit. Auch heute noch überweist die Tschechoslowakei jährlich bedeutende Summen nach dem Ausland und insbesonders nach
Oesterreich in Form von Dividenden und Kapitaleinkünften aus industriellen
Investitionen. Vermittlergewinne und nur ein Teil der aktiven Handelsbilanz
kann für die eigene Emanzipation und die Bereicherung der eigenen Wirtschaft
verwendet werden. Die Tschechoslowakei sei keineswegs heute noch in jener
günstigen Situation wie früher und sie bleibe im Gegenteil bei der wachsenden
Konsolidierung der übrigen mitteleuropäischen Staaten hinter diesen zurück.
Die Tschechoslowakei sei bisher hauptsächlich ein Schuldner, Österreich in vielen Richtungen noch immer der Gläubiger der anderen Nachfolgestaaten. Der
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Handelsmittelpunkt dieser Staaten sei Wien und dieses werde sicherlich, noch
lange das finanzielle und Handelszentrum der Nachfolgestaaten bleiben. Wien
bedeute durch seine industrielle Leistungsfähigkeit und durch seine Anziehungskraft für den Fremdenverkehr für Oesterreich das grösste Aktivum. Soweit die
bisher erschienenen Artikel. Man kann mit Fug und Recht neugierig sein, wie
der Verfasser die formelle Zusammenarbeit der sechs mitteleuropäischen Staaten
praktisch lösen will.
Bemerkenswert ist, dass auch Polen in diese Kombination einbezogen wird,
obzwar Herr Dr. Beneš bisher scheinbar nie besonderen Wert darauf legte und
Dr. Preiss die Mitarbeit Polens direkt ablehnte. In diesem Zusammenhang dürfte
es interessieren, dass der neue polnische Gesandte in Prag eine fieberhafte Tätigkeit entfaltet und alles daran setzt, um Sympathien für Polen in Prag zu erwecken
und ein enges Zusammengehen der beiden Staaten zu fördern. Auch wurde mir
gestern von befreundeter diplomatischer Seite vertraulich mitgeteilt, dass Polen
nach dem Besuche Herrn Berthelots in Prag den Grossmächten und den Staaten
der Kleinen Entente ein Memorandum überreicht haben soll, worin die mitteleuropäische Frage mit besonderer Berücksichtigung Oesterreichs behandelt und
erklärt wird, dass eine Lösung des mitteleuropäischen Problems ohne Polen nicht
möglich sei.
II.
Die zweite, nicht französische Konzeption ist die Kombination mit Deutschland.
Hier war ich mir aus den Reden Dr. Kroftas, der weniger Wirtschaftler als politischer Beamter ist, nie ganz klar, bis zu welchem Grade eine wirtschaftliche Kooperation zwischen Prag, Wien und Berlin gedacht ist, ob sich insbesondere die
zwischen Oesterreich und der Tschechoslowakei oft befürwortete Zollunion auch
auf Deutschland erstrecken soll. Um in dieser Richtung klar zu sehen, versuchte ich die Ansichten des Ministerpräsidenten hierüber zu erforschen, was natürlich nur in indirektem Wege möglich war, da Herr Svehla selbst jeder ähnlichen
Unterhaltung, insbesondere mit Diplomaten, ängstlich aus dem Wege geht. Es ist
mir nun gelungen, Svehlas ehemaligen Sekretär, der auch heute noch mit den Ansichten des Ministerpräsidenten vertraut ist, unauffällig darüber auszuhorchen,
und ich habe Folgendes erfahren: Herr Svehla ist von Natur aus überzeugter Nationalist. Dieser Nationalismus geht aber nicht so weit, dass er nicht praktischen,
gerade herausgesagt, geschäftlichen Erwägungen zugänglich wäre. Der Ministerpräsident kalkuliert so: in Frankreich ist für die Tschechoslowakei nichts zu holen: Frankreich benütze die Republik zwar politisch, für die tschechoslowakische
Wirtschaft stehe es aber an Bedeutung weit hinter Deutschland und Österreich
zurück. Verdienen und Geschäfte machen, den Nationalreichtum zu mehren, könne die Tschechoslowakei nur mit Deutschland und in enger wirtschaftlicher Anlehnung an dieses. Deshalb müsse die auswärtige Politik der Tschechoslowakei
sich nach Deutschland und Oesterreich orientieren. Mit Oesterreich, mit dem man
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durch Jahrhunderte beisammen war und mit dem man gleichartige, oft identische
Interessen hat, kann und soll diese Zusammenarbeit bis zur Zollunion gehen. In
Bezug auf Deutschland könne man allerdings nicht so weit gehen, weil sonst die
wirtschaftlich schwächeren tschechoslowakischen Betriebe von der mächtigen
reichsdeutschen Industrie und deren Handelsorganisationen verschlungen und
vernichtet werden würden. Hier wären entsprechende Handelsverträge anzustreben. In Deutschland selbst ist es notwendig, Sympathien für die Tschechoslowakei zu erwecken und die freundschaftlichsten Beziehungen zu pflegen. Dies ist
die Aufgabe des Vertrauten Svehlas, des Gesandten Chvalkovsky, der sich dieser
Aufgabe bis jetzt mit Erfolg entledigt hat. (Vertraulich: hier schaltete mein Mitredner ein, dass man allerdings die Person Herrn Chvalkovskys nicht überschätzen dürfe; er habe im Aussenministerium auch viele Feinde, die sich keine Gelegenheit entgehen liessen, um ihm zu schaden. Präsident Masaryk sei ihm nicht
gewogen und würde nie seine Ernennung zum Aussenminister, von der öfters
die Rede war, vollziehen. Herr Chvalkovsky sei ein sehr guter Gesellschafter, der
sich durch Humor und Sprachenkenntnisse beliebt zu machen verstehe, er sei aber
kein ernster Arbeiter, jedenfalls kein guter Beamter, und verstehe sich mit seinen Mitarbeitern nicht, die jeden Moment ihre Abberufung verlangen. Er werde
gegenüber seinen Beamten oft heftig und grob, habe einmal seinen Legationsrat
einen Ochsen geheissen, ihm dann aber eine goldene Tabatiere zur Versöhnung
geschenkt.)
Herrn Dr. Krofta schätze der Ministerpräsident sehr, und er habe zu ihm, insbesondere in Bezug auf die Verwendung der dem Aussenministerium zur Verfügung stehenden Gelder volles Vertrauen; es sei auch wahrscheinlich, dass er
öfters mit Herrn Dr. Krofta über seine aussenpolitischen Ansichten spreche, doch
sei Herr Dr. Krofta mehr ein Mann Dr. Masaryks (nicht Dr. Beneš’s), dem er
außerordentlich ergeben ist.
Oesterreich spiele in der aussenpolitischen Konzeption des Ministerpräsidenten eine grosse Rolle und mein Mitarbeiter erinnerte sich eines Ausspruchs Herrn
Svehlas vom Ende des Jahres 1919, „wenn er wüsste, wie man Oesterreich eine
Viertelmilliarde Kč jährlich zuschanzenn könnte, damit es seinen Aufgaben im
Innern gerecht werden könne, so würde er es tun.“ Mein Mitredner habe darauf
(1920) noch als Sekretär des Ministerpräsidenten, einen Vorschlag ausgearbeitet, wonach Oesterreich dieser Betrag aus einem zwischenstaatlichen Kartell der
Spiritusindustrien im Wege einer Oesterreich günstigen Kontingentierung und
der daraus resultierenden höheren Steuereinnahmen hätte zukommen sollen, und
sowohl Herr Svehla als auch Herr Dr. Beneš wären mit diesem Antrag einverstanden gewesen. Schliesslich sei er aber an dem Widerstande des Finanzministers Dr. Rasin und der tschechischen Banken gescheitert, die eine wirtschaftliche
Vormachtstellung Wiens fürchteten. Diese historische Reminiszenz möge die
noch heute bestehende Einstellung des Ministerpräsidenten Oesterreich gegenüber beleuchten.
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In der weiteren Folge decken sich die Konzeptionen, Svehlas und Benes’s insoferne, als ersterer eine eventuelle Ausdehnung des oesterreichisch-tschechoslowakischen Wirtschaftssystems auf die anderen Staaten nicht ausschliesst, immer
aber das gute Verhältnis zu Deutschland als der wirtschaftlichen Vormacht vor
Augen hat und Frankreich vernachlässigt, während Dr. Beneš zwar auch die Notwendigkeit guter Beziehungen zu Deutschland gerne betont, sich aber in erster
Linie, zumindest politisch nach Paris orientiert. Noch deutlicher wird hier Dr.
Beneš wirtschaftlicher Vertrauensmann Professor Dr. Hodáč, der sich mitunter
in Vorträgen und Reden für die Ausschaltung Berlins aus der mitteleuropäischen
Konzeption direkt ausspricht. Allerdings ist Herr Hodáč ein ehrgeiziger Opportunist, der meines Erachtens auch anders könnte.
III.
Die Konzeption Masaryk – Preiss dürfte zwischen beiden eben geschilderten
Systemen die Mitte halten, ist meines Erachtens elastischer, beweglicher und
wird sich schon infolge der Stellung ihres Trägers Dr. Preiss dorthin wenden, wo
für die Tschechoslowakei das grössere Geschäft herausschaut. Natürlich fehlen
auch hier nicht, besonders beim Präsidenten der Republik, ideale Motive, doch
scheint man zu glauben, dass sich diese mit dem wirtschaftlichen Nutzen decken.
Auch hier ist der wirtschaftliche Zusammenschluss mit Oesterreich der Anfang
des Ganzen, der aber nicht unbedingt durch staatliche Verträge erzielt werden
müsste, sondern via facti durch Vereinbarungen (Kartellierungen) der beiderseitigen Industrien herbeizuführen wäre. Preiss würde sich scheinbar vorerst mit der
Kombination Österreich – Tschechoslowakei – Jugoslawien begnügen und vorläufig auf andere Staaten weniger Wert legen.
Alle diese Konzeptionen haben, wie aus dem vorher Gesagten ersichtlich, sehr
viel Gemeinsames, ja identisches und lassen sich eigentlich auf die zwei Formeln
zurückführen: mit oder ohne Frankreich, mit oder ohne Deutschland. Von einer
dritten Macht, die sicherlich zu all diesen Kombinationen nicht schweigen würde, von Italien, wird lieber nicht gesprochen und man zieht es vor, hier den Kopf
in den Sand zu stecken. Jedesmal wenn ich selbst auf die Haltung anspiele, die
Italien vermutlich bei einem Versuch der praktischen Verwirklichung all dieser
Probleme einnehmen würde, begegne ich ausweichenden Antworten.
In Bezug auf das Anschlussproblem gibt es bei den einzelnen Konzeptionen
ebenfalls gewisse Nuancierungen. Dr. Beneš sagt bekanntlich, Anschluss ist
Krieg; Dr. Preiss hält den Anschluss für unvermeidlich, wenn Oesterreich nicht
bald und gründlich geholfen wird, und er würde sich damit abfinden. Dr. Krofta
ist pflichtgemäss gegen den Anschluss, doch habe ich den Eindruck, dass er und
Herr Svehla im Ernstfalle an keinen Widerstand denken würden. Vielleicht ist
eine Unterredung von Interesse, die der Generalsekretär des deutschen Industriellenverbandes vor einiger Zeit mit den Herren Beneš und Preiss hatte und von der
er mir vor kurzem Mitteilung machte. Mein Mitredner sagte zu Herrn Dr. Beneš,
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ob er denn nicht sehe, dass der Anschluss Österreichs am Wege sei und wie er
sich vom Standpunkte der ts.sl. Interessen dazu stelle. Darauf soll Herr Dr. Beneš
erwidert haben, dass vom Anschluss keine Rede sei und dass er hiefür eine zehnjährige Garantie besässe. Der Anschluss würde also unbedingt verhindert werden. Als diese Antwort Dr. Beneš’s von meinem Gewährsmann, Herrn Dr. Preiss,
erzählt wurde, sagte dieser lachend, er sei überzeugt, es würde sich im Ernstfalle
kein Fuss in der Tschechoslowakei rühren und er glaube nicht, dass man den Anschluss in Wirklichkeit verhindern könnte.
Genehmigen Sie, Herr Bundeskanzler, den Ausdruck meiner vollkommenen
Ergebenheit.
Marek
Source: Bericht Nr. 172/Pol. (streng vertraulich). AdR, NPA, Tschechoslowakei/Geheim, Z.
25655/13; Dok. 891: Gesandter Marek an Bundeskanzler Seipel, streng vertraulich, December
10, 1927, in: Außenpolitische Dokumente der republik Österreich 1918-1938 (ADÖ), Bd. 6: Jahre
der Souveränität 16. Juni 1926 bis 11. Februar 1930, ed. by Klaus KOCH – Walter RAUSCHER –
Arnold SUPPAN, Vienna – Munich 2004, 188-194.

DOCUMENT 4
“Richard Coudenhove Kalergi an Bundeskanzler Ignaz Seipel”, Berlin,
May 1, 1928
Verehrte Excellenz!
Gestatten Sie, dass ich mich heute mit einer Anregung an Sie wende, die mir
für die Zukunft Europas, für die Stellung Oesterreichs und Wiens und für die
Entwicklung der Paneuropa-Bewegung von entscheidender Bedeutung scheint.
Es handelt sich darum, dass ich aus allen Unterredungen, die ich in der letzten
Zeit mit Politikern hatte, den Eindruck gewann, dass in diesem oder im nächsten
Jahre der Zeitpunkt für eine grosse europäische Konferenz gekommen ist.
Die Hauptursachen dafür sind:
1. dass jetzt nach den Wahlen aller Voraussicht nach in den wichtigsten europäischen Staaten stabile und aktionsfähige Regierungen sich bilden werden, die sich so weit auf die öffentliche Meinung ihres Landes stützen, dass
sie in der Lage sind, welttragende Entschlüsse zu fassen.
2. dass die Hoffnung, andere Teile Europas würden, dem Beispiel Locarnos folgend, analoge Pakte schliessen, unerfüllt geblieben ist. Weder die
Versuche, ein Balkan-Locarno, zu schaffen, noch die Versuche einer Donauföderation, noch die Versuche eines baltischen oder skandinavischen
Locarno haben zu irgendeinem Ergebnis geführt. Im Gegenteil: die Lage
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Südosteuropas ist durch die französisch-italienische Rivalität heute unklarer und bedrohter als. je.
alle politischen Verhandlungen des Völkerbundes sind, so weit sie versucht
haben, weltumspannend zu sein, gescheitert. Das Abrüstungsproblem ist in
einer Sackgasse, aus der es ebenso wie das Sicherheitsproblem nur gerettet
werden kann, wenn es sich bewusst auf Europa beschränkt.
infolge der schlechten Erfahrungen hat der Völkerbund selbst seine antipaneuropäische Einstellung aufgegeben und erkennt heute die Notwendigkeit regionaler Pakte auf geographischer Basis an. Es ist klar, dass unter
diesem komplizierten Ausdruck nur Paneuropa zu verstehen ist, auch wenn
das Wort selbst so weit wie möglich vermieden wird. Politis hat mich bei
unserer letzten Unterredung, die vor zwei Monaten in Genf stattfand, über
diese veränderte Stellungnahme informiert.
Das entscheidende Ereignis aber, das heute einen paneuropäischen Sicherheitspakt ermöglicht, ist die Wandlung in der Einstellung der östlichen
Entente-Mächte, die noch bis vor kurzem die definitive Anerkennung der
bestehenden Grenzen als conditio sine qua non für einen paneuropäischen
Sicherheitspakt forderten, die aber inzwischen diese Forderung fallen gelassen haben in der Erkenntnis, dass deren Annahme in absehbarer Zeit
weder von Deutschland noch von Ungarn zu erreichen ist. Sie begnügen
sich daher mit einem Sicherheitspakt, der eine kriegerische Änderung der
Grenzen ausschliesst, ohne die Frage der Verewigung der Grenzen an sich
zu berühren. Diese Einstellung der osteuropäischen Ententestaaten macht
zweifellos einen Sicherheitspakt mit Deutschland, vielleicht auch einen solchen mit Ungarn, möglich.
Die Kelloggnote hat die Gesamtfrage der europäischen Sicherheit und des
europäischen Friedens aufgerollt. Europa muss als ein Ganzes dazu Stellung nehmen. Der französisch-amerikanische Gegensatz darf nicht dazu
führen, dass der ganze Plan ebenso fallen gelassen wird, wie das Genfer
Protokoll, und wenn eine Einigung in dieser Frage zwischen den europäischen Staaten nicht erfolgt, so müsste der Kellogg-Pakt den europäischen
Frieden bedrohen, statt ihn zu sichern.
Die öffentliche Meinung ist heute in den meisten Staaten Europas so weit
vorbereitet, dass ein grosser europäischer Kongress die allergrösste Chance hätte, zu gelingen.

Das sind kurz einige Gesichtspunkte, die mir die Einberufung dieses Kongresses nötig erscheinen lassen. Ich bin überzeugt, dass Briand diese Sache auf jede
Weise unterstützen würde. Es käme vor allem darauf an, darauf hinzuweisen,
dass der neue Kongress das erreichen soll, was Briand schon auf der Konferenz
von Genua angestrebt hat, was aber damals nicht gelungen ist und nicht gelingen
konnte.
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Ich appelliere an Sie, Excellenz, mit der Bitte, die Frage zu erwägen, ob nicht
Oesterreich eine paneuropäische Konferenz nach Wien einberufen sollte. Es
scheint mir dies aus mehreren Gründen als das Gegebene:
1. Ihre Persönlichkeit hat das internationale Prestige und den internationalen
Kredit, die zu einem solchen Schritt nötig sind;
2. Alle Persönlichkeiten, Staaten und Gruppen, die mit dem Gedanken einer
Verlegung des Völkerbundsitzes nach Wien sympathisierten, werden heute
mit umso grösserer Entschiedenheit für eine paneuropäische Konferenz in
Wien eintreten, während die Gegner der Verlegung des Völkerbundsitzes
in diesem Falle gegen eine Konferenz in Wien nichts einzuwenden haben.
3. Die Frage, wo sich die internationalen Bestrebungen zum Zusammenschluss Europas zu einem Organismus kristallisieren werden, ist heute noch
offen. An sich kommen ausser Wien noch Brüssel, Haag, Genf, Prag und
Luxemburg in Frage. Wenn nun Wien diese Initiative ergreift, so hat es sofort in der gesamten Entwicklung einen Vorrang vor jenen anderen Staaten
und Städten, die für die Stellung einer paneuropäischen Hauptstadt kandidieren. Sobald die Frage einer paneuropäischen Konferenz auftaucht, wird
sicherlich der Versuch unternommen werden, dieselbe in Genf halten zu
lassen. Dies müsste jedoch in vollem Einvernehmen mit dem Völkerbund
vermieden werden, da es bei einer Genfer Tagung viel schwerer wäre, die
südamerikanischen Staaten sowie die japanische Ratsmacht auszuschalten
als in einer eigens nach Wien berufenen Konferenz der europäischen Völkerbundstaaten. Der offizielle Gegenstand dieser Wiener Konferenz müsste die gesamteuropäische Sicherheitsfrage sein. Aus diesem Kernproblem
werden sich von selbst die übrigen gemeinsamen Probleme ergeben. Vor
allem liesse sich darauf hinarbeiten, dass in Wien ein permanenter Gesandtenrat die Arbeit dieser Konferenz fortsetzt. Dieser paneuropäische
Gesandtenrat könnte sich zum Teil nach dem Muster der Panamerika-Organisation richten. Er würde sich, abgesehen von seiner rein europäischen
Organisation, vom Völkerbund damit unterscheiden, dass er nicht eine
periodisch zusammentretende sondern eine ständige Organisation von
Regierungsvertretern wäre. Dies hätte zur Folge, dass alle europäischen
Staaten ihre fähigsten Diplomaten nach Wien senden würden, sodass das
Wiener diplomatische Korps sich in einen europäischen Areopag verwandeln könnte. Wenn nun jede der europäischen Gesandtschaften in Wien
einen Finanz-Referenten, einen Militär-Attaché und einen Handelsattaché
unterhält, so könnten diese Attachés unter sich besondere Organisationen
schaffen, die den Kern paneuropäischer Organisationen bilden würden.
Aber alles das sind Zukunftsmöglichkeiten. Zunächst käme es lediglich darauf
an, eine grosse europäische Konferenz in der Form, wie sie zuletzt in Genua getagt hat, für den Anfang des Jahres 1929 nach Wien, einzuberufen und jetzt schon
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mit den führenden Grossmächten Europas, vor allem mit Deutschland und Frankreich, diesbezüglich in Fühlung zu treten.
Ich wäre Ihnen, Excellenz, zu grösstem Dank verpflichtet, wenn Sie mir Ihre
Ansicht über diese Anregung mitteilen könnten und begrüsse Sie mit dem Ausdruck meiner vorzüglichsten Hochachtung Ihr stets aufrichtig ergebener
Coudenhove Kalergi
Source: AdR, NPA, Österreich 15/54/Geheim Z. 22769/13; Dok. 915: Richard Coudenhove-Kalergi
an Bundeskanzler Ignaz Seipel, May 1, 1928, in: Außenpolitische Dokumente der Republik Österreich (ADÖ), Bd. 6: Jahre der Souveränität, 16. Juni 1926 bis 11. Februar 1930, ed. by Klaus
KOCH, Walter RAUSCHER and Arnold SUPPAN, Vienna 2004, 299-302.

DOCUMENT 5
“Bundeskanzler Seipel an Coudenhove Kalergi, Privatschreiben”, June 22,
1928
Lieber Dr. Coudenhove!
Ihren Brief aus Berlin über die Einberufung einer Europäischen Sicherheitskonferenz habe ich mit grossem Interesse gelesen, und über Ihren Vorschlag habe
ich gründlich nachgedacht.
An sich ist mir, wie Ihnen ja wohl von vornherein klar war, Ihr Vorschlag sehr
sympathisch, da ich wie Sie der Meinung bin, dass jedes seriöse Weltfriedenssystem ein auf soliden Garantien beruhendes europäisches Sicherheitssystem zur
Voraussetzung hat. Dagegen halte ich zum Unterschied von Ihnen den Zeitpunkt
zur Einberufung einer europäischen Sicherheitskonferenz noch nicht für gekommen. Ich werde aber trotzdem gewiss nicht unterlassen, wenn ich im September
nach Genf gehe, dort bei Briand und Stresemann zu sondieren. Vorher ist ohnehin
nicht viel zu machen, da jedenfalls Stresemann, wahrscheinlich aber auch Briand
vor der Septembertagung kaum für derlei Konversationen zu haben sein werden.
Mit den besten Grüssen bin ich in aufrichtiger Wertschätzung
Ihr Seipel
Source: AdR, NPA, Österreich 15/54/Geheim, Z. 22769/13, Wien; Dok. 931: Bundeskanzler Seipel
an Coudenhove-Kalergi, Privatschreiben, June 22, 1928, in: Außenpolitische Dokumente der
Republik Österreich (ADÖ), Bd. 6: Jahre der Souveränität, 16. Juni 1926 bis 11. Februar 1930, ed.
by Klaus KOCH, Walter RAUSCHER and Arnold SUPPAN, Vienna 2004, 337-338.
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DOCUMENT 6
Aristide Briand, Memorandum on the Organisation of a Regime of
European Federal Union, May 1, 17, 1930
No one doubts today that the lack of cohesion in the pooling of the material and
moral forces of Europe does, practically, constitute the most serious obstacle to
the development and efficiency of all political or juridical institutions on which
the foundations of any universal organisation of peace tend to be based. Neither
does this dispersion of energy limit less seriously, in Europe, the possibilities of
enlarging the economic market, the attempts to intensify and to improve industrial production, and thereby every guarantee against labour crises, which are sources of both political and social instability. Moreover, the danger of such division is
still further increased by the extent of the new frontiers […] which the peace treaties have had to create, in order to satisfy national aspirations in Europe. […] It is
proposed in no way to form a European group outside the League of Nations, but,
on the contrary, to bring European interests into harmony under the control of,
and in conformity with, the spirit of the League of Nations, by integrating within
its universal organisation an organisation which, for being limited, would be all
the more effective. The creation of a federal system in Europe would always be
placed to the credit of the League of Nations as bringing about progress of which
even nations outside Europe could reap the benefit.[…] Finally, it is important to
place the proposed study very clearly under the general conception that in no case
and in no degree could the institution of the federal bond desired by the European
Governments affect in any way the sovereign rights of the States which are members of such a de facto association. It is on the basis of absolute sovereignty and
of entire political independence that the understanding between European nations
must be realised. […] [Four points]
I. Necessity of a General Agreement, even summary as it my be, to affirm the
Principle of the European Moral Union and to establish solemnly the Fact
of the Solidarity instituted between the States of Europe.
II. Necessity of an appropriate mechanism to secure for the European Union
the organs essential for the accomplishment of its task.
A. Necessity of a representative and responsible organ, in the shape of a
regular institution of the “European Conference” composed of the
representatives of all the European governments that are Members of
the . League of Nations[…]
B. Necessity of an executive body in the form of a permanent political committee composed only of a certain, number of members of the European
Conference
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C. Necessity of a secretarial staff III. Necessity to lay down in advance the
essential principles which shall determine the general conceptions of
the European Committee […]
III.
A. General subordination of the economic problem to the political. All possibility of progress towards economic union being strictly determined
by the question of security, and this question being intimately bound up
with that of the realisable progress towards political union, it is on the
political plane that constructive effort looking to giving Europe its organic structure should first of all be made. It is also on this plane that the
economic policy of Europe should afterwards be drawn up, in its broad
outlines, as well as the special customs policy of each European State.
B. Conception of European political cooperation as one which ought to
tend towards this essential end: a federation built not upon the idea of
unity but of union; that is to say, sufficiently flexible to respect the independence and national sovereignty of each of the States, while assuring
them all the benefit of collective solidarity for the settlement of political
questions involving the fate of the European community or that of its
Members […]
C. Conception of the economic organization of Europe as one which ought
to tend to this essential end: a rapprochement of the European economic
systems effected under the political responsibility of the Governments
working in solidarity.
Source: http://civiseuropaeus.org/idea/memorandum.htm (called up 2017)

DOCUMENT 7
“Generalsekretär Franz Peter an alle österreichischen Gesandten und
Geschäftsträger im Ausland, Zirkularerlaß, Wien”, May 30, 1930
Herr Gesandter!
Mit Recht wird von den meisten Beurteilern des Briand’schen Europa-
Memorandums die in Punkt III, Absatz B in Paranthese angeführte Formel über
die künftige Ausdehnung des in Locarno begründeten partiellen Sicherheits- und
Garantiesystems auf ganz Europa als der politische Kernpunkt der Aktion des
französischen Aussenministers angesprochen. Hiebei wird allerdings von vielen
Kritikern diese Formel dahin interpretiert, dass sie in Fortsetzung und Konkretisierung der bisherigen französischen Sicherheitspolitik nichts anderes beinhalte,
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als den Wunsch, den territorialen Status quo des Europa von 1919 auf vertragsmässigem Wege zu verewigen.
Es hiesse einem Staatsmanne von dem Range Briands Unrecht tun, wollte
man ihm tatsächlich die ernste Verfolgung einer mit der natürlichen Dynamik
des Lebens der europäischen Völker in so hoffnungslosem Gegensatz stehenden
Politik zumuten. Die in Rede stehende Formel enthält ebensowenig wie der übrige Text des Memorandums irgendeinen Hinweis darauf, dass jenes Europa, das,
gänzlich befriedet und gesichert, in allen seinen Teilen der Kollektivgarantie aller europäischer Staaten gegen einen möglichen Angreifer teilhaftig zu werden
hätte, mit dem heutigen Europa identisch sein müsste, und nirgends wird von
der Aufrechterhaltung des heutigen Zustandes und der heute geltenden Verträge
gesprochen.
Sicherlich ist noch ein weiter Weg zu durchschreiten, bis das Herrn Briand
vorschwebende befriedete, gesicherte und garantierte Europa verwirklicht ist,
und ehe dieses gewiss aufs höchste begrüssenswerte Ziel erreicht werden kann,
wird die heutige europäische Situation in zahllosen Verhandlungen und Vergleichen grundlegende Veränderungen erfahren haben. Dass sich hierunter auch Veränderungen territorialer Natur werden befinden müssen, dürfte Herrn Briand klar
genug sein, wenn er es heute auch noch nicht aussprechen darf.
Der eigentliche Zweck der Europapolitik des französischen Aussenministers und ihre Rechtfertigung liegt ja eben darin, dass vor allem ein Apparat geschaffen werden soll, der solche Verhandlungen geistig, stimmungsmässig und
technisch vorbereitet, ermöglicht und erleichtert und gerade darum handelt es
sich, die Anpassung der jeweils bestehenden Grenzziehungen an die wachsenden oder schrumpfenden nationalen und Wirtschaftskräfte, die bisher durch das
Mittel des nun geächteten Krieges vollzogen wurde, in Zukunft einmal auf unblutigem und legalem Wege durchzuführen. Dass jene Staaten, welche sich als
Gewinner der Situation von 1918 betrachten, die Briand’sche Formel im Sinne
der starren Aufrechterhaltung des Status quo auslegen, ist von ihrem Standpunkte
aus begreiflich. Wir aber und mit uns alle jene, die sich durch 1918 benachteiligt
fühlen, darüber hinaus aber auch jene, welche an die Möglichkeit einer friedlichen Evolution der europäischen Völker glauben, haben ein eminentes Interesse
daran, dieser statischen Interpretation der Briand’schen Formel eine elastische
Auffassung auch dann gegenüberzustellen, wenn sie Herrn Briand selbst heute
noch nicht in aller Deutlichkeit bewusst wäre. Denn erst wenn der Briand’schen
Sicherheits- und Garantieformel dieser hier entwickelte Sinn unterlegt wird, ist
für uns und alle, die in ähnlicher Lage sind wie wir, die Möglichkeit gegeben, an
dem organischen Aufbau Europas auf der von Herrn Briand gegebenen Basis mitzuarbeiten. Um jedes Missverständnis auszuschalten, sei ausdrücklich vermerkt,
dass es uns vorläufig weder notwendig noch erwünscht erscheint, Herrn Briand
auf diese unsere Interpretierung ausdrücklich zu verpflichten oder gegen jene
andere, statische Interpretation zu polemisieren, sondern dass es für den Anfang
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vollkommen genügen wird, in unserer Antwortnote unsere Auffassung des Sinnes der Briand’schen Sicherheitsklausel zum Ausdruck zu bringen.
Ich ersuche Sie, in Ihren Gesprächen mit Ihrem Kollegen, vornehmlich mit
dem deutschen, die obigen Gedankengänge zu vertreten.
Empfangen Sie, Herr Gesandter, den Ausdruck meiner vollkommensten
Hochachtung.
Peter
Nur für Berlin:
Ich ersuche Sie, im obigen Sinne eingehend mit den massgebenden Persönlichkeiten im Auswärtigen Amte zu sprechen und auf den Vorteil hinzuweisen,
den die Annahme unserer Interpretation der Briand’schen Sicherheitspolitik nach
allen Richtungen hin bietet. In der Tat ist ja kaum abzusehen, wie die deutsche
Reichsregierung, wenn sie wirklich auf dem Standpunkte, den im allgemeinen
die deutsche Presse einnimmt, verharren würde, zu einer positiven Einstellung
gegenüber den Briand’schen Vorschlägen gelangen könnte. Würde aber die von
uns gegebene Interpretation in der deutschen Antwortnote sozusagen als selbstverständlich anklingen, so wäre für alle künftigen Verhandlungen, ob sie nun
innerhalb oder ausserhalb des projektierten europäischen Mechanismus vor sich
gehen, zumindestens eine gemeinsame Diskussionsgrundlage bereits gegeben.
Mit dem hiesigen deutschen Gesandten wird im gleichen Sinne gesprochen
werden.
Empfangen ...
Source: AdR, NPA, Österreich 15/54, Z. 27539/13; Dok. 1024: Generalsekretär Peter an alle
österreichischen Gesandten und Geschäftsträger im Ausland, May 31, 1930, in: Außenpoli
tische Dokumente der Republik Österreich (ADÖ), Bd. 7: Das österreichische Zollunionsprojekt,
12. Februar 1930 bis 11. September 1931, ed. by Klaus KOCH – Walter RAUSCHER – Arnold
SUPPAN, 107-109.

DOCUMENT 8
“Bundeskanzleramt/Auswärtige Angelegenheiten an Gesandten Felix Frank
(Berlin), Erlaß, Wien”, June 21, 1930
Mit Bezugnahme auf Ihren Bericht Z. 169/pol. vom 16. 6.1930 ersuche ich Sie,
im Auswärtigen Amte unter Hinweis auf Ihr Gespräch mit dem Herrn Reichsaussenminister und dessen hiebei zum Ausdruck gekommenen Bedenken über die
allgemeinen Linien der österreichischen Politik Nachstehendes zu erklären:
1. Die von uns seit jeher verfolgte und von den verschiedenen Regierungschefs
stets deutlich formulierte Politik: „Keine Kombination ohne Deutschland,
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

jede mögliche Kombination mit Deutschland“ steht selbstverständlich nach
wie vor aufrecht.
Uns gegenüber wurde in letzter Zeit von keiner Seite die Frage der Donaukonföderation auch nur berührt und es wurden uns keine in diese Richtung
zielende Vorschläge oder Anregungen gemacht. Insbesondere ist in Österreich von einer Aktivität Frankreichs in dieser Richtung derzeit nichts zu
spüren.
Auch gelegentlich der Besprechungen über die Anleihe wurde kein Druck,
ausser den im Haag vorgekommenen und Herrn Curtius bekannten Versuchen, welche sich jedoch nur auf eine Absage an den Anschluss bezogen und bekanntlich vom Herrn Bundeskanzler entschiedenst abgewiesen
wurden, auf die österreichische Regierung ausgeübt, und in Paris war, wie
Herr Curtius weiss, beim Besuche des Herrn Bundeskanzlers absolut keine
Rede von einer Donaukonföderation oder irgendeiner anderen Kombination, die in die gleiche Richtung weisen würde.
Der Versuch zur Bildung einer Donaukonföderation ohne Deutschland und
Italien erschiene uns vollkommen illusionistisch. Er würde – von allen anderen Erwägungen abgesehen – schon bloss an dem erbitterten Widerstand
Italiens auch dann scheitern, wenn Jugoslawien nicht einbezogen würde.
Wir können uns keinen Fall vorstellen, in dem die österreichische Regierung irgendetwas tun könnte, das direkt oder indirekt zur Folge haben
könnte, dass Österreich politisch oder wirtschaftlich von Deutschland getrennt werden würde.
Herr Curtius möge vollkommen beruhigt sein, Österreich wird jene Politik unbeirrt weiterführen, die der Bundeskanzler in seinen Gesprächen in
Berlin den deutschen Herren mit aller Klarheit auseinandergesetzt hat; der
Bundeskanzler ersieht aber aus den von Herrn Curtius geäusserten Besorgnissen die Notwendigkeit des von ihm in Berlin angeregten, jedoch auf
deutscher Seite bis heute noch nicht verwirklichten innigen persönlichen
Kontaktes auf aussenpolitischem Gebiete. Empfangen ...

Der Bundeskanzler: [Schober]
Source: AdR, NPA, Deutschland/Geheim UIII, Z. 27937/13; Dok. 1029: Bundeskanzleramt/Auswärtige Angelegenheiten an Gesandten Frank (Berlin), June 21, 1930, in: Außenpolitische Dokumente der Republik Österreich (ADÖ), Bd. 7: Das österreichische Zollunionsprojekt, 12. Februar
1930 bis 11. September 1931, ed. by Klaus KOCH – Walter RAUSCHER – Arnold SUPPAN, Vienna
2006, 118-119.
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DOCUMENT 9
“Antwort der österreichischen Bundesregierung auf die Denkschrift der
französischen Regierung vom 1. Mai 1930, Wien, 5. Juli 1930 betreffend die
Einrichtung einer Europäischen Union”
Die Bundesregierung hat die Denkschrift vom 1. Mai über die Einrichtung einer
Europäischen Union erhalten und zum Gegenstand aufmerksamsten Studiums
gemacht. Indem sie nun darangeht, ihre Antwort zu formulieren, legt sie vor allem Wert darauf, den Herrn französischen Minister des Äußern zu der scharfsinnigen Art und Weise zu beglückwünschen, in der er das Problem der Vereinigung
Europas entwickelt und die Richtlinien angegeben hat, auf denen dieses Problem
seiner Ansicht nach einer Lösung näher geführt werden könnte.
Der überaus unbefriedigende Zustand, in dem sich das heutige Europa in politischer wie in wirtschaftlicher Hinsicht befindet, wird nirgends schmerzhafter
und deutlicher empfunden als in Mitteleuropa, und nirgends hat man bisher eifriger nach Mitteln und Wegen gesucht, die eine Erleichterung dieses Zustandes
bringen könnten. Wenn man trotzdem bisher leider auf keine erheblichen Erfolge
hinweisen kann, so liegt dies nach der Meinung der Bundesregierung daran, daß
alle diese bisherigen Bemühungen isoliert blieben und, eines größeren, allgemeineren Zusammenhanges und politischen Konzeptes entbehrend, sich auf einzelne Symptome bezogen und nicht das politische und wirtschaftliche Gesamtproblem als solches zur Lösung, sei es universeller, sei es regionaler Art, in Angriff
nahmen.
Wenn daher die Denkschrift vom 1. Mai diesen bisher fehlenden Zusammenhang durch einen großen, allgemeinen Willensimpuls zur Vereinigung der Völker
Europas und zur Erkenntnis ihrer geistigen und schicksalsmäßigen Verbundenheit herstellen will, einen Impuls, der, indem er in das politische Kräftespiel ein
ganz neues Element einführen würde, von der größten moralischen Bedeutung
für die künftige geistige und politische Entwicklung der Völker werden müßte,
so glaubt die Bundesregierung, dem voll und ganz zustimmen zu können, und
Österreich würde sich gewiß nicht abseits halten, wenn die Nützlichkeit eines
Paktes, der jenen Willensimpuls erstmalig ausdrücken soll, allgemein anerkannt
würde.
Sollten an manchen Stellen Besorgnisse obwalten, daß die durch einen solchen
Pakt begründete Union ein Instrument des Kampfes abgeben und als Bedrohung
von Staaten und Staatengebilden wirken konnte, die außerhalb der Union blieben,
so ist die Bundesregierung überzeugt, daß die Union es sich vom ersten Tage ihrer
Existenz angelegen sein lassen wird, diese Bedenken auf die eindeutigste und
überzeugendste Art zu widerlegen. Um solche Spannungen von vornherein soviel
als irgend möglich auszuschalten, dürfte es sich empfehlen, den Kreis der zur
europäischen Zusammenarbeit zu berufenden Staaten möglichst weit zu ziehen
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und auch solchen Staaten, welche schließlich außerhalb dieses Kreises blieben,
deren wirtschaftliches und politisches Leben jedoch eng mit dem der Mitglieder der künftigen, Union verquickt ist, Möglichkeiten dauernder sympathischer
Mitarbeit einzuräumen. Eine solche Politik wird, von allen anderen Erwägungen
abgesehen, schon im allereigensten Interesse des Bestandes der Union selbst notwendig sein, denn die Bindungen, die zwischen den Unionsmitgliedern und Staaten bestehen, die der Natur der Sache nach außerhalb der Union blieben, sind viel
zu alt und viel zu innig, als daß sie sich nicht im Falle eines Konfliktes mit der
neuen und losen Bindung der Union als die stärkeren erweisen sollten.
Das gleiche gilt für das Verhältnis der Union zum Völkerbunde, der nach der
Auffassung der Denkschrift, die sich mit der der Bundesregierung vollständig
deckt, als oberstes und entscheidendes Organ des europäischen Befriedigungsund Koordinierungswerkes erhalten bleiben soll. In der Tat vereinigt der Völkerbund in seiner ausgezeichneten Organisation, verbunden mit seiner hohen
moralischen Autorität so einzigartige Möglichkeiten zur Durchführung der ihm
anvertrauten universellen Aufgabe, daß eine auch bloß teilweise Ausschaltung
des Bundes nur zum schwersten Nachteil der Sache ausschlagen könnte. Die Bundesregierung ist deshalb glücklich, aus zahlreichen Hinweisen der Denkschrift
vom 1. Mai zu ersehen, daß die französische Regierung ganz so wie sie selbst der
Überzeugung ist, daß die Union nicht nur juristisch unter Berufung auf Artikel
21 des Völkerbundpaktes und praktisch durch ihren Sitz mit dem Völkerbunde in
Beziehung gebracht werden soll, sondern daß sie auch organisch dem Bunde eingebaut werden kann, dem auf diese Art mit einem neuen, den spezifisch europäischen Aufgaben des Bundes angepaßten Apparat neue Möglichkeiten zuwüchsen,
seinen hohen Zielen in noch wirkungsvollerer Weise als bisher zuzustreben.
Die Denkschrift nimmt in Aussicht: die Einrichtung einer Europäischen Konferenz, eines Ständigen politischen Ausschusses und eines Sekretariates, wobei
bezüglich des Sekretariates vorgesehen ist, daß bei seiner Organisation die Dienste des Völkerbundsekretariates verwertet werden sollten. Nach Auffassung der
Bundesregierung mag es sich nun allerdings vielleicht als notwendig erweisen,
für gewisse Präsidialgeschäfte der Europäischen Union einen besonderen, kleinen
Sekretariatsdienst einzurichten. Was jedoch die meritorische Arbeit anbelangt,
die das Sekretariat zu verrichten hätte, so fällt diese mit jenen Aufgaben, die
das Sekretariat des Völkerbundes schon derzeit versieht, nahezu völlig zusammen. Die Bundesregierung wird in dieser Auffassung bestärkt durch die Aufzählung der Aufgaben, die, zufolge der Denkschrift, dem Wirksamkeitsbereich der
europäischen Zusammenarbeit zuzuweisen wären. Diese Aufgaben haben – bis
auf wenige Ausnahmen – bereits den. Gegenstand eingehender Untersuchungen
durch die Organe des Völkerbundes und insbesondere durch dessen Sekretariat
gebildet. Allerdings sind diese Studien, der universellen Natur des Völkerbundes
entsprechend, bisher auf einer ganz allgemeinen Basis vorgenommen worden.
Das vorliegende und das in Vorbereitung befindliche Material umfaßt aber in
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seinem allgemeinen, auf die ganze Welt abgestimmten Rahmen natürlich auch
die Europa betreffenden Probleme. Es würde wohl keine besondere Schwierigkeit bereiten, aus diesem universellen Material für die Zwecke der Europäischen
Union die spezifisch europäischen Probleme und die europäische Seite der allgemeinen Probleme herauszuheben.
Es könnte die Frage aufgeworfen werden, ob das Völkerbundsekretariat berufen sei, derartige, eine regionale Gruppe von Staaten betreffende Arbeiten zu
versehen. In dieser Hinsicht mag darauf hingewiesen werden, daß die Organe des
Völkerbundes und das Sekretariat sich wiederholt mit Fragen beschäftigt haben,
die der Natur der Sache nach nur einen mehr oder weniger beschränkten Kreis
der Völkerbundmitglieder interessieren konnten: Hiebei können - ganz abgesehen
von den auf finanziellem Gebiet unternommenen Sonderaktionen, die ungeachtet
ihres lokalen Charakters ein eminent gesamtpolitisches Interesse darstellten –
u. a. auch vielfache Untersuchungen des Völkerbundes auf sozialem und hygienischem Gebiet angeführt werden, die wesentlich lokale und vielfach auch rein
außereuropäische Interessen betrafen. Demgemäß bestünde wohl kein Anstand,
daß sich das Völkerbundsekretariat nunmehr für die in das Gebiet der europäischen Zusammenarbeit fallenden Materien mit der speziell europäischen Seite der
bei ihm an und für sich schon anhängigen Fragen beschäftigte.
Die Ergebnisse dieser Arbeiten des Sekretariates würden dann (gegebenenfalls im Wege technischer Ausschüsse) dem Ständigen Ausschusse unterbreitet
werden. Die Bundesregierung fühlt sich im gegenwärtigen Augenblicke, wo ein
zutreffendes Bild über die nächsten auf europäischer Basis zu lösenden Aufgaben
noch nicht gewonnen werden kann, nicht in der Lage, zur Frage der Notwendigkeit und Nützlichkeit dieses Organs Stellung zu nehmen. Würde es sich jedoch
nach Aufstellung des Aktionsprogramms erweisen, daß neben der Europäischen
Konferenz noch ein Exekutivorgan nötig ist, so sollte nach Auffassung dieser
Regierung der Ständige Ausschuß im Verhältnis zum Völkerbundrat ungefähr
eine ähnliche Stellung einnehmen, wie seinerzeit das „Comité d’Autriche“ gelegentlich der Verhandlungen über die österreichische Völkerbundanleihe oder
ähnliche Komitees, in denen die interessierten Mächte, unabhängig davon, ob
sie dem Rat angehörten, vertreten waren. Ein solches „Comité d’Europe“ müßte
daher, ungeachtet des Zusammentreffens seiner Tagungen mit jenen des Völkerbundrates, in seiner turnusweisen Zusammensetzung von den für die Bildung des
Völkerbundrates geltenden Regeln unabhängig bleiben.
Die Feststellung des Programms der Aktionen der Union und dessen Durchführung oblägen der Europäischen Konferenz, die sich, zufolge der Denkschrift,
gelegentlich der 11. Völkerbundversammlung konstituieren soll. Diese aus den
verantwortlichen Staatsmännern der europäischen Staaten bestehende Konferenz
würde ihr Mandat wohl zweckmäßigerweise aus einem einschlägigen Beschlusse
der Völkerbundversammlung abzuleiten haben. Dies entspräche nicht nur dem
Gedanken, daß der in der Völkerbundversammlung repräsentierten Gemeinschaft
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der Staaten die oberste Autorität in allen die Befriedung und Organisierung der
Welt betreffenden Fragen zustehen soll, sondern es böte auch die Gewähr dafür,
daß der Versuch, zu einer engeren europäischen Zusammenarbeit zu gelangen,
von den außereuropäischen Völkerbundmitgliedern als erwünscht betrachtet und
von ihrer werktätigen Sympathie gestützt würde. In diesem Zusammenbange und
um die der Bundesregierung vorschwebende Prozedur analogiemäßig zu erläutern, sei auf die Konferenz betreffend einvernehmliche wirtschaftliche Maßnahmen verwiesen, die auf Grund eines Beschlusses der 10. Völkerbundversammlung in der Zeit vom 17. Februar bis 24. März 1930 in Genf abgehalten wurde und
die ein Beispiel, dafür darbietet, daß es durchaus möglich ist, Fragen, die in erster
Linie Europa interessieren, im Rahmen des Völkerbundes auf einer im wesentlichen europäischen Konferenz zu behandeln und gleichzeitig für eine Verständigung mit den außereuropäischen Ländern Vorsorge zu treffen.
Die Bundesregierung glaubt daher, daß der in der Denkschrift vorgesehene
Mechanismus der Europäischen Union im Sinne der vorstehenden Ausführungen
in voller Harmonie mit dem Völkerbund in den Genfer Mechanismus eingegliedert werden könnte und sollte.
Hinsichtlich der in der Denkschrift vorgeschlagenen Methodik scheint es der
Bundesregierung, ohne damit den fördernden Einfluß von Erfolgen im Bereich
der internationalen Wirtschaftsverflechtung auf den Fortschritt des politischen
Einigungswerkes verkennen zu wollen, zweifellos, daß der entscheidende Schritt
zu einer wirklich rationellen Aufschließung und Organisierung der wirtschaftlichen Lebenskräfte Europas erst erfolgen wird können, wenn die Möglichkeit
eines innereuropäischen Krieges endgültig gebannt sein wird. Gewiß haben die
überaus begrüßenswerten Erfolge der europäischen Friedenspolitik, vor allem der
Völkerbundpakt, die Abmachungen von Locarno und vom Haag und der Kriegsächtungspakt, einer solchen dauernden und definitiven Befriedung unseres Kontinents mächtig vorgearbeitet, immer aber bestehen noch politische Probleme erster Ordnung, die nach dem Grundsatze voller Gleichberechtigung aller Mitglieder
der europäischen.Staaten und Völkerfamilie in einem neuen europäischen Geiste
und nötigenfalls nach neu zu entwickelnden Methoden gelöst sein müssen, ehe
der Friede in Europa als gegen jede mögliche Anfechtung gesichert und garantiert
betrachtet werden kann. Diese Lösungen in engster Verbindung mit dem Völkerbunde geistig, politisch und technisch vorzubereiten, wird eine der vornehmsten
Aufgaben des unter der dauernden politischen Leitung und Kontrolle der europäischen Regierungen stehenden Apparates der zu schaffenden Union bilden.
Aber neben diesen großen, in die Zukunft dieses Erdteiles weisenden politischen Fragen stehen jene Aufgaben,„ die nach unmittelbaren Lösungen drängen und zu solchen Lösungen auch zum Teil schon herangereift sind. Es werden dies zunächst Aufgaben vorwiegend wirtschaftlicher Art sein, wie die unter
Punkt IV angeführte und gewiß noch erweiterungsfähige Liste dartut. In der Tat
wird auf diesem Gebiete das Bedürfnis nach einer rationellen Ausnützung der
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Lebenskräfte dieses Kontinentes am unmittelbarsten und deutlichsten gefühlt.
Hier sind bereits wertvolle Vorarbeiten geleistet, und weitergehende Realisierungen dürfen erhofft werden.
Solche Hoffnungen werden nur dann nicht enttäuscht werden, wenn diese
wirtschaftlichen Arbeiten in der Erkenntnis von der unabweisbaren Notwendigkeit, zu positiven Ergebnissen zu gelangen, von den Regierungen der einzelnen
Staaten aufrichtig gestützt und energisch vorwärtsgetragen werden. Diese Arbeiten sollten daher auch nicht den Fachleuten überlassen bleiben, die der Natur der
Sache nach von den Augenblicksforderungen ihrer heimischen Wirtschaftskreise
allzusehr beeinflußt sind, sondern sie sollen in den Händen der .politischen Exponenten der verschiedenen Regierungen zusammenlaufen, da nur von diesen erwartet und verlangt werden kann, daß sie diese Arbeiten in einem Geiste fördern,
der, indem er sich über scheinbare Notwendigkeiten des Augenblickes zu erheben
vermag, den wahren nationalen Interessen zugleich mit denen der europäischen
Gesamtheit am besten dient.
In diesem Sinne ist die Bundesregierung gern bereit, nach besten Kräften und
im Geiste der Versöhnung und der europäischen Solidarität an dem großen Werke
der Organisierung Europas, zu welchem der französische Minister des Äußern
die Völker und Regierungen Europas aufrief, mitzuarbeiten. Solche aufrichtige
und loyale Mitarbeit glaubt sie ebensowohl den unendlichen Opfern schuldig zu
sein, welche eine kaum vernarbte Vergangenheit von den europäischen Völkern
gefordert hat, wie den künftigen Generationen, die von unserer Gegenwart erwarten dürfen, daß sie ihnen eine lichtere und reinere Zukunft bereite.
Source: AdR, NPA, Österreich 15/54, (ohne Zahl). Dok.1033: Antwort der östereichischen Bundesregierung auf die Denkschrift der französischen Regierung, May 1, 1930 betreffend die Einrichtung einer Europäischen Union, July 5, 1930, in: Außenpolitische Dokumente der Republik Österreich (ADÖ), Bd. 7: Das österreichische Zollunionsprojekt, 12. Februar 1930 bis 11. September
1931, ed. by Klaus KOCH – Walter RAUSCHER – Arnold SUPPAN, Vienna 2006, 124-128.

DOCUMENT 10
“Besprechung Bundeskanzler Schober mit französischem Außenminister
Briand am 9. September 1930 in Genf, Aufzeichnung”
[Genf, 9. September 1930]
Der französische Aussenminister begrüsste den Bundeskanzler, der mit Minister Pflügl erschienen war, in ganz besonders herzlicher Weise, erkundigte sich
beim Bundeskanzler, ob er noch angenehme Erinnerungen an seinen Pariser
Besuch bewahre, äusserte seine Befriedigung über die österreichische Antwort
zum Memorandum und betonte spontan, dass er die Schwierigkeiten Österreichs in dieser Frage ganz besonders würdige. Der Bundeskanzler konnte dem
französischen Minister versichern, dass Österreich tatsächlich den Briand’schen
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Vorschlag herzlich begrüsst habe, weil Österreich in erster Linie an einem Wiederaufbau der. Wirtschaft in Europa interessiert sei. Aber zweifellos werde die
Zeit bis zur Erreichung des angestrebten Zieles, wie auch die gestrige Konferenz
bewiesen habe, gering gerechnet ein Jahr sein. In der Zwischenzeit aber müsse
Österreich sich vorsorgen. Dies geht auch aus der Gründung des Agrarblocks Jugoslawien-Rumänien hervor, der Österreich zwinge, zu dieser Tatsache Stellung
zu nehmen. Man werde daher mit allem Eifer territorial begrenzte wirtschaftliche
Abmachungen zwischen den beteiligten Staaten zustande bringen müssen, wenn
wenigstens lokal der Wirtschaftsnot Abhilfe gebracht werden soll. Hiebei gab
der Bundeskanzler der Meinung Ausdruck, dass dies auch eine Vorbereitung für
Pan-Europa sein werde, das auf diesem synthetischen Wege zum Ziele gebracht
werden könne.
Briand nickte während der Ausführungen des Bundeskanzlers immer zustimmend und äusserte sich auf die Frage des Bundeskanzlers dahin, dass er gegen die
Abgabe einer Erklärung in diesem Sinne nicht das geringste einzuwenden habe,
sondern sehr einverstanden sei.
Der Bundeskanzler hielt es hierauf für notwendig, den französischen Aussenminister auf die durch die Nichtbeteiligung Frankreichs an der österreichischen
Anleihe in Österreich eingetretene Enttäuschung hinzuweisen, die umso grösser
gewesen sei, weil der Bundeskanzler nach seiner Rückkehr aus Paris und London
sich für berechtigt hielt, das grosse Interesse Frankreichs an der ökonomischen
Entwicklung Österreichs öffentlich bekanntzugeben. Der französische Aussenminister betonte die vom Bundeskanzler ohnehin in seinen Ausführungen erwähnten Bemühungen der französischen Regierung und bedauerte, dass infolge
der Haltung der französischen Bankiers es diesmal nicht mehr rechtzeitig zu einer
Beteiligung Frankreichs gekommen sei. Er nahm dann die Anregung des Bundeskanzlers, dies bei der nächsten Gelegenheit einzuholen, auf und sagte seine
Unterstützung in diesem Sinne zu.
Source: AdR, NPA, Österreich/Geheim 7/1, Z. 29398/13; Dok. 1038-1042:, Besprechung
Bundeskanzler Schober mit deutschem Außenminister Curtius, 7. September 1930 in Genf, 7 September 1930; Besprechung Bundeskanzler Schober mit italienischem Außenminister Grandi am
9. September 1930 in Genf; 9. September 1930; Besprechung Bundeskanzler Schober mit tschechoslowakischem Außenminister Beneš am 11. und 12. September 1930, 11 und 12 September 1930,
in: Außenpolitische Dokumente der Republik Österreich (ADÖ), Bd. 7: Das österreichische Zollunionsprojekt, 12. Februar 1930 bis 11. September 1931, ed. by Klaus KOCH – Walter RAUSCHER
– Arnold SUPPAN, Vienna 2006, 134-139.
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DOCUMENT 11
“Unterredung Bundeskanzler Schuschnigg mit tschechoslowakischem
Ministerpräsidenten Hodža, September 27, 1937 in Baden, Aufzeichnung
(streng geheim)”
Der Herr Bundeskanzler hat vereinbarungsgemäß Ministerpräsident Dr. Hodža
am 27. d. M. um 17 h in Baden, Hotel Herzoghof, besucht und mit ihm eine Unterredung gehabt, die von 17 bis 1/2 20 h gedauert hat. Festgehalten zu werden verdienen aus dieser Unterredung nachstehende Teile:
1).	Nachrichten.
Dr. Hodža erzählt, dass sich in Deutschland angeblich immer stärker Himmler
vordränge, der eine aktivistische radikale Richtung vertrete, hauptsächlich hinsichtlich des Auslandsdeutschtums. Bezüglich der Tschechoslowakei soll nach den
tschechischen Informationen der Plan bestehen, gelegentlich an der deutsch-tschechoslowakischen Grenze einen Konflikt zu provozieren, um ihn je nach derArt
der Gegenwehr zu einem Interventionsfall auszunützen. Hinsichtlich Österreichs
vertrete Himmler die Meinung, es wäre zweckmäßig, in einer Stadt an der österr.-bayrischen Grenze einen kleinen Aufruhr zu provozieren, in diesem Ort
eine nat. soz.-Regierung einzusetzen, daraufhin mit kleinen Kontingenten einzumarschieren, über Protest Dritter gleich wieder zu räumen, die Ausschreibung
von Wahlen zu erzwingen und dann zu argumentieren, die Wiener Regierung
sei nicht in der Lage, eine allgemeine Volkswahl durchzuführen, daher müsse
eine nat. soz. Regierung zur Aufrechterhaltung der Ruhe und Ordnung eingesetzt
werden, die die Wahl auszuschreiben hätte; diese Wahlen würden dann mit 99%
(sic!) enden. Diese Mitteilungen stammten aus der Schweiz und zum Teil auch aus
militärischen Kreisen. Durch Dr. Krofta habe Hodža diese Informationen in Genf
den Engländern und Franzosen mitteilen lassen.
2) Angeblicher Austausch von Offizieren zwischen Österreich und
Deutschland.
Dr. Hodža frägt: „Haben Sie in der Armee reichsdeutsche Offiziere eingeteilt?“ Bundeskanzler: „Dies wäre völlig undenkbar!“ Dr. Hodža erklärt seine
Frage damit, dass belgische Fliegeroffiziere, die sich in letzter Zeit bei der deutschen Armee zu Übernahmezwecken befunden hätten, ihrer vorgesetzten Stelle
die dienstliche Meldung darüber erstattet hätten, dass sie im Reich „viele österreichische Offiziere angetroffen hätten“. Auf die Frage, woher dies komme, hätten
sie die Antwort erhalten, es sei eine Reihe von österr. Offizieren in Deutschland und umgekehrt von deutschen Offizieren in Österreich bei der Wehrmacht
eingeteilt. Ein deutscher General hätte auch erklärt, dass Frankreich sich zwar
noch immer gegen den Anschluss wehre, dieser sei aber faktisch schon so weit
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vorbereitet, dass man ihn beinahe als perfekt bezeichnen könne. Die Belgier hätten diese Meldung nicht an Frankreich weitergegeben.
3) Tschechoslowakische Rüstungen und Verhältnis zu Deutschland.
Dr. Hodža bemerkte, dass die Tschechoslowakei heuer 5 Milliarden für
 üstungen ausgebe und im Laufe der nächsten 5 Jahre noch weitere 14 MilliarR
den Kć für diese Zwecke in Aussicht nehme. In diesem Zusammenhänge stellte
Dr. Hodža die Frage, ob Mussolini und Ciano anlässlich der Venediger Begegnung gegen die Tschechoslowakei scharf gemacht hätten. Der H. BK. antwortete,
dass ihm diesbezüglich nichts Bemerkenswertes in Erinnerung sei.
4) Beziehungen der Kl. Entente mit Ungarn.
Der italienische Gesandte in Bukarest habe sich in Sinaia3 sehr intensiv dafür
bemüht, die Vertreter der Kl. Entente mit dem ungarischen Gesandten zusammenzubringen und wollte offenkundig den Eindruck erwecken, als ob ein etwaiger Erfolg im Wege der Annäherung unter seiner Patronanz zustande gekommen
wäre. Die Minister der Kl. Entente hätten diese Bemühungen zum Teil lächerlich
gefunden, weil sie sich über das Meritum einer Annäherung an Ungarn längst
einig waren. Dr. Hodža glaubt, dass von Reichsverweser Horthy heftiger Widerstand geleistet wird und auch mit Herrn v. Kanya sei es nicht immer ganz leicht
zu verhandeln. Trotzdem sei die Situation gegenüber früher unleugbar günstiger.
Er sei jederzeit bereit, den Ungarn einen günstigen Handelsvertrag anzubieten. In
der Minoritätenfrage bestünden ernste Schwierigkeiten, insbesondere hinsichtlich Rumäniens. Dr. Hodža ersuchte den H. BK. um Ermächtigung, ihn, allenfalls
im Laufe der nächsten Wochen bitten zu dürfen, einen vermittelnden Schritt im
Sinne der Annäherung bei Ungarn zu unternehmen. Er werde aber jedenfalls
noch rechtzeitig diesbezüglich ein Aviso geben.
5) Ministerpräsident Stojadinović und die jugoslawische Lage.
Dr. Hodža ist darüber informiert, dass Neurath bei seinem Besuch in Belgrad
nichts von dem erreicht hat, was er erreichen wollte und auch eine ziemlich merkliche Abkühlung zwischen Belgrad und Rom eingetreten sei. Die Italiener begännen in letzter Zeit bisweilen wieder mit der kroatischen Emigrationsfrage zu
drohen. Falls hierin neuerliche Schwierigkeiten aufträten, empfiehlt Dr. Hodža,
dass wir uns nicht wieder mit der Frage der kroatischen Emigration belasten. Es
sei vielleicht nicht ausgeschlossen, dass Italien versuchen werde, den. Schauplatz
der kroatischen Emigrationspolitik aus Italien auf österreichisches und ungarisches Gebiet zu verlegen. Auf die Frage des H. BK., ob Dr. Hodža Stojadinović
für sicher halte, antwortete Dr. Hodža mit einem raschen und eindeutigen „Nein“.
Stojadinović sei in seinem eigenen Lande sehr unbeliebt, die serbische. Opposition sei allerdings stark überaltert und die Jungen hätten keine Köpfe. Stojadinović
sei ein ausgesprochener Zyniker und mache Politik nach den Methoden eines
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Kaufmannes und beurteile alles nur nach Bilanzmöglichkeiten. Stojadinovic habe
ihm überdies unlängst gesagt, dasss keinerlei Schwierigkeiten zwischen Jugoslawien und Österreich bestünden. Die Tschechoslowakei sei an den jugoslawischen
militärischen Lieferungen neuerdings finanziell beteiligt, allerdings mit nicht
übermäßigen Beträgen, derzeit 100 Millionen Kč, immerhin aber handle es sich
um Lieferungen, die früher nach Deutschland vergeben wurden.
6) Achse Moskau-Prag-Paris.
Diese Achse sei unbewaffnet. Bisher seien alle Versuche Moskaus, militärische
Klauseln zu vereinbaren, immer wieder abgelehnt worden. Hodža wäre es äußerst
unangenehm,, sich von Moskau aus retten lassen zu müssen. Auf die Frage des
H. BK. wie man in der Tschechoslowakei die russischen Justifikationen beurteile,
erklärte Dr. Hodža (beinahe wörtlich): „Die Ermordung Tuchatschewskis als, des
zweifellos fähigsten Kopfes der Armee ist ausschließlich dadurch begründet, dass
Tuchatschewski die Armee dem Einfluss Stalins zu entziehen trachtete und den Traditionen der alten russischen Soldaten gemäß die Beziehungen mit Berlin aufrechterhalten wollte, wobei diese Vereinbarungen schon ziemlich weit vorgeschritten
gewesen seien. Die Reaktion dagegen sei auf den Willen Stalins zurückzuführen,
die russische Armee vollkommen dem kommunistischen Einfluss vorzubehalten.“
7) Besprechung Dr. Hodža – Blum.
Anlässlich des Begräbnisses Masaryks habe Dr. Hodža eine längere Besprechung mit Blum gehabt, wobei auch über Österreich gesprochen wurde. Blum
habe gefragt, warum in Österreich keine Wahlen durchgeführt würden; diesfalls könnte man Österreich viel leichter unterstützen. Es wäre doch notwendig,
dass die österr. Bundesregierung sich mit den Sozialisten zur Zusammenarbeit
verbinde. Otto Bauer habe mit Blum darüber gesprochen und gemeint, dass ein
Zusammengehen mit den Sozialisten möglich und der sicherste Wall gegen eine
Überflutung durch Nationalsozialisten sei. Ein Gewährsmann der französischen
Sozialisten sei vor einiger Zeit in Wien gewesen und habe mit Renner und Seitz
Fühlung genommen. Diese hätten gegenüber dem Vertrauensmann den Standpunkt vertreten, dass sie einer Zusammenarbeit mit der Bundesregierung zustimmen und diese Zusammenarbeit für notwendig hielten. Der H. BK. führte
hiezu aus: Ein Zusammenarbeiten mit ehemaligen Sozialisten im Rahmen der
VF sei nur dann möglich, wenn keine Sondertendenzen verfolgt würden. Die
ehemaligen soz. dem. Führer in die Front einzustellen sei ausgeschlossen, weil
dadurch alle anderen vaterländischen Elemente aus der Front vertrieben würden,
überdies seien diese ehemaligen Führer zum Teil. überaltert und auch verjudet.
Letzteres Argument sei natürlich Frankreich und insbesondere Blum gegenüber
nicht verwendbar. Dr. Hodža wisse ja, dass bei uns der Antisemitismus keine
rassenideologische Angelegenheit, sondern der Ausdruck der Gegenwehr seitens
jener Bevölkerungsschichten sei, die durch die starke jüdische Zuwanderung
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wirtschaftlich verdrängt worden seien. Wahlen werden in Österreich wahrscheinlich im nächsten Jahre auf dem Boden unserer Verfassung, also im ständischen
Sinne durchgeführt werden.
8) Sicherheiten für den Bestand der Tschechoslowakei.
Dr. Hodža gab im Laufe der Unterredung zu verstehen, dass er sich immer
mehr um Sicherungen im Westen bemühe. Mit England sei es bekanntlich immer
sehr schwer, doch hoffe er, dass auch die Engländer allmählich einlenken.
9) Sudetendeutsche.
Über dieses Thema wurden seitens Dr. Hodžas verschiedene Bemerkungenn
gemacht. Von Interesse ist die Mitteilung Dr. Hodžas, dass die beiden Fraktionsführer des Senats und des Abgeordnetenhauses der SdP ihm mitgeteilt hätten, dass Henlein auf Einladung nach Nürnberg zum Parteitag fahren wolle. Dr.
Hodža habe die beiden Parlamentarier gefragt, warum sie ihm das mitteilen,
worauf diese geantwortet hätten: „Aus Gründen der Loyalität.“ Dr. Hodža hätte
bemerkt, dass in der Tschechoslowakei jedermann volle Freizügigkeit genieße.
Durch einen in der sudetendeutschen Frage aktiven Aristokraten habe er Henlein
sagen lassen, dass, wenn er nach Nürnberg ausreise, er nicht mehr damit rechnen
könne, von ihm oder Dr. Beneš empfangen zu werden, worauf Henlein sich, die
Gelegenheit des Todes Masaryks ausnützend, bei ihm habe melden lassen. Der
allgemeine Eindruck, den der H. BK. empfangen hat, ist der, dass Dr. Hodža stark
besorgt ist und in Deutschland eine beträchtliche Gefährdung sieht. Der H. BK.
hat sich in dieser Unterredung größtenteils rezeptiv verhalten und nur die österreichische Lage beleuchtet, wobei er betonte, dass er keinen Anlass habe, daran
zu glauben, dass Italien seine Haltung Österreich gegenüber ändern werde. Die
in dem Gespräche zwischen Göring und Staatssekretär Dr. Schmidt unlängst gefallene tschechenfeindliche Bemerkung Görings hat der H. BK. Dr. Hodža in wesentlich gemilderter und vager Form auf Insistenz Hodža’s mitgeteilt. Weiters hat
der H. BK, darauf hingewiesen, dass Österreich bemerkenswerte Anstrengungen
unternehme, sich wehrfähig zu machen, und Dr. Hodža erklärt, dass Österreich
sich keinesfalls widerstandslos zum Durchmarschgebiete missbrauchen lassen
werde. Dr. Hodža betonte in diesem Zusammenbange, dass für die Tschechoslowakei die einzige Möglichkeit einer wirksamen Sicherung in einer angestrengten
und fortgesetzten Aufrüstung des Landes bestehe.
Source: AdR, NPA, Tschechoslowakei/Geheim I/III Z. 43977/13; Dok. 1179: Unterredung
Bundeskanzler Schuschnigg mit tschechoslowakischem Ministerpräsidenten Hodža am 27. September 1937 in Baden Aufzeichnung (streng geheim), [Wien,] 27. September 1937, in: Außenpolitische Dokumente Österreichs (ADÖ), Bd. 11: Im Schatten des Nationalsozialismus. 27. Juli 1936
– 27. September 1937 (Österreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften/Philosophisch-Historische
Klasse, Institut für Neuzeit- und Zeitgeschichtsforschung), hrsg. v. Klaus KOCH – Elisabeth
V YSLONZIL, Wien 2016, 252-256.
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DOCUMENT 12
The Paneuropean Union Movement, Richard Coudenhove-Kalergi, Bern,
September 1939
There are three possibilities: (i) the joining up of Europe and the Soviet Union as
a consequence of social revolution; or (ii) the establishment in Central Europe of
the Third Reich’s hegemony, which will then be extended over all Europe by war
or the threat of war; or (iii) a voluntary union of Europe in a league of free and
equal nations. The third solution alone conforms with the aim of the Paneuropa
movement.
Source: Richard N Coudenhove-Kalergi, Europe must unite, Glarus, Paneuropa Editions ltd,
1939), quoted by : Harryvan Anjo G., van der Harst Jan (eds.), Documents on European Union,
London, Macmillan 1997, p. 33.

DOCUMENT 13
Richard Coudenhove-Kalergi, Letters to the Times: Austria’s Position. Plea
is Made for Majority Rule and Membership in UNO, October 24, 1945
To the Editor of the New York Times:
The recognition of Austria’s Government signifies the political resurrection
of that state and raises the vital issue of its international status. Austria’s status
has non analogies whatsoever with that of German ex-satellites such as Hungary,
Rumania and Bulgaria. For never has any Austrian Government joined the Axis
or declared war on the United Nations.
Austria is one of Europe’s liberated nations, like France, Belgium or Norway.
It has suffered even longer than all other nations under German occupation and
oppression, since it was invaded as early as 1938. Austria is no ex-enemy seeking
pardon from the victorious United Nations - but their moral ally, seeking their
help, cooperation and lasting friendship.
In Europe’s struggle against Nazism Austria’s record is long and brilliant.
During the five years of 1933 to 1938, while the rest of Europe attempted vainly
to appease Hitler, Austria alone was fighting a bitter guerrilla war against the
overwhelmingly superior Nazi forces to save its national independence.
Underground War Active
After Austria had been conquered by Hitler’s tank divisions it was blotted off the
map and partitioned into provinces. The very name of Austria was proscribed.
No Austrian puppet-government was set up to act as Hitler’s ally. But throughout
those tragic years of German occupation Austria’s patriots continued their heroic
struggle for the independence of their beloved fatherland.
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Like in France and Czechoslovakia, Austria’s underground forces collaborated
actively with the armies of the United Nations and participated decisively in the
liberation of Vienna and of the Austrian provinces.
During the war Austria’s international situation was similar to that of Denmark, because both nations were occupied so rapidly that neither the head of the
state nor the Government had a chance to escape, to set up a government in exile
and to declare war on Germany.
In other respects Austria’s status is identical with that of Czechoslovakia because here and there a strong minority of citizens sympathized and even collaborated with the Nazi enemy; and in both republics hundreds of thousands of
Austrian and Czechoslovak citizens were drafted, under terrific pressure, into the
German armies. But just as nobody can blame our loyal and heroic Czechoslovak
ally for its Nazi Quislings, it would be most unfair to apply different measures to
the Austrian Republic.
For Austria gave full historic evidence that the vast majority of its citizens
were utterly anti-Nazi when in March, 1938, Chancellor Schuschnigg organized
a plebiscite on the issue of Austria’s independence. To prevent this plebiscite,
that would have exposed the Nazi propganda that most Austrians were favoring
Hitler, Germany invaded Austria. The following Nazi plebiscites are without any
value, because they took place under a rule of terrorism, while their results were
obviously forged.
After its resurrection as a sovereign nation Austria is therefore entitled to the
status of Denmark and of Czechoslovakia on the following basis:
1. The occupation armies of the Big Four ought to have exactly the same
status and functions in Austria as the American and Russians forces of liberation are enjoying in Czechoslovakia. They ought to be recalled as soon
as they have completed their mission to help the Austrian Government in
its task to wipe out all traces of nazism.
2. Austria should be entitled to reparations from Germany exactly like all other invaded nations. These reparations ought at least to include all industrial
equipment left by the Germans on Austrian soil.
3. Austria should receive for its distressed and starving people from its
wealthier allies as much relief as all the other suffering victims of Nazi
occupation.
4. Austria should be free, like all other liberated nations, to choose any form
of democratic government its majority decides for.
5. Austria should immediately be admitted as a full-fledged member to the
United Nations Organization.
Richard Coudenhove-Kalergi, New York, Oct. 24, 1945
Source: Österreichiches Staatsarchiv (ÖStA), Bundeskanzleramt/Auswärtige Angelegenheiten
(BKA/AA), II-pol, Südtirol, Karton 4.
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DOCUMENT 14
Gruber-De Gasperi-Agreement, September 5, 1946
1 German speaking inhabitants of the Bolzano province and of the neighbouring
bilingual townships of the Trento Province will be assured a complete equality
of rights with the Italian-speaking inhabitants, within the framework of special
provisions to safeguard the ethnical character and the cultural and economic development of the German-speaking element.
In accordance with legislation already enacted or awaiting enactment the said
German-speaking citiziens will be granted in particular:
(a) elementary and secondary teaching in the mother-tongue;
(b) parification [sic!] of the German and Italian languages in public offices and
official documents, as well as in bilingual topographic naming;
(c) the right to re-establish German family names which were italianized in
recent years;
(d) equality of rights as regards the entering upon public offices, with a view
to reaching a more appropriate proportion of employment between the two
ethnical groups.
2 The populations of the above mentioned zones will be granted the exercise of an
autonomous legislative and executive regional power. The frame within the said
provisions of autonomy will apply, will be drafted in consultation also with local
representative German-speaking elements.
3 The Italian Government, with the aim of establishing good neighbourhood relations between Austria and Italy, pledges itself, in consultation with the Austrian
Government and within one year from the signing of the present Treaty:
(a) to revise in a spirit of equity and broad-mindedness the question of the options for citizienship resulting from the 1939 Hitler-Mussolini agreements;
(b) to find an agreement for the mutual recognition of the validity of certain
degrees and University diplomas;
(c) to draw up a convention for the free passengers and goods transit between
Northern and Eastern Tyrol both by rail and, to the greatest possible exctent,
by road;
(d) to reach special agreements aimed at facilitating enlarged frontier traffic
and local exchanges of certain quantities of characteristic products and
goods between Austria and Italy.
Karl Gruber

5. September 1946

Alcide De Gasperi

Source: Michael Gehler, Karl Gruber. Reden und Dokumente 1945-1953. Eine Auswahl (Arbeitskreis Europäische Integration, Historische Forschungen, Veröffentlichungen 2), Wien – Köln
– Weimar 1994, 146.
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DOCUMENT 15
The Marshall Plan Speech Delivered by General George C. Marshall at
Harvard University, June 5, 1947
I need not tell you gentlemen that the world situation is very serious. That
must be apparent to all intelligent people. I think one difficulty is that the
problem is one of such enormous complexity that the very mass of facts presented to the public by press and radio make it exceedingly difficult for the
man in the street to reach a clear appraisement of the situation. Furthermore, the people of this country are distant from the troubled areas of the
earth and it is hard for them to comprehend the plight and consequent reactions of the long-suffering peoples, and the effect of those reactions on their
governments in connection with our efforts to promote peace in the world.
In considering the requirements for the rehabilitation of Europe, the physical loss
of life, the visible destruction of cities, factories, mines, and railroads was correctly estimated, but it has become obvious during recent months that this visible
destruction was probably less serious than the dislocation of the entire fabric of
European economy. For the past 10 years conditions have been highly abnormal.
[…]
The truth of the matter is that Europe’s requirements for the next three or four
years of foreign food and other essential products-principally from America-are so
much greater than her present ability to pay that she must have substantial additional
help or face economic, social, and political deterioration of a very grave character.
The remedy lies in breaking the vicious circle and restoring the confidence of the
European people in the economic future of their own countries and of Europe as a
whole. The manufacturer and the farmer throughout wide areas must be able and
willing to exchange their products for currencies the continuing value of which is
not open to question.
Aside from the demoralizing effect on the world at large and the possibilities
of disturbances arising as a result of the desperation of the people concerned,
the consequences to the economy of the United States should be apparent to all.
It is logical that the United States should do whatever it is able to do to assist in
the return of normal economic health in the world, without which there can be
no political stability and no assured peace. Our policy is directed not against
any country or doctrine but against hunger, poverty, desperation, and chaos. Its
purpose should be the revival of a working economy in the world so as to permit the emergence of political and social conditions in which free institutions
can exist. Such assistance, I am convinced, must not be on a piecemeal basis as
various crises develop. Any assistance that this Government may render in the
future should provide a cure rather than a mere palliative. Any government that
is willing to assist in the task of recovery will find full cooperation, I am sure, on
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the part of the United States Government. Any government which maneuvers to
block the recovery of other countries cannot expect help from us. Furthermore,
governments, political parties, or groups which seek to perpetuate human misery
in order to profit therefrom politically or otherwise will encounter the opposition
of the United States.
It is already evident that, before the United States Government can proceed
much further in its efforts to alleviate the situation and help start the European
world on its way to recovery, there must be some agreement among the countries
of Europe as to the requirements of the situation and the part those countries
themselves will take in order to give proper effect to whatever action might be
undertaken by this Government. It would be neither fitting nor efficacious for this
Government to undertake to draw up unilaterally a program designed to place
Europe on its feet economically. This is the business of the Europeans. The initiative, I think, must come from Europe. The role of this country should consist of
friendly aid in the drafting of a European program and of later support of such a
program so far as it may be practical for us to do so. The program should be a joint
one, agreed to by a number, if not all, European nations.
Source: from The Department of State Bulletin, XV1, No. 415 (June 15, 1947), pp. 1159-1160, http://
www.fordham.edu/halsall/ (called up 2016).

DOCUMENT 16
“Message to Europeans” read by Denis de Rougemont at the first Congress
of Europe in The Hague, May 7-10, 1948
Europe is threatened, Europe is divided, and the greatest danger comes from
her divisions. Impoverished, overiaden with barriers that prevent the circulation of her goods but are no longer able to afford her protection, our disunited Europe marches towards her end. Alone, no one of our countries can hope
seriously to defend its independence. Alone, no one of our countries can solve
the economic problems of today. Without a freely agreed union our present
anarchy will expose us tomorrow to forcible unification whether by the intervention of a foreign empire or usurpation by a political party. The hour has
come to take action commensurate with the danger. Together with the overseas peoples associated with our destinies, we can tomorrow build the greatest political formation and the greatest economic unit our age has seen. Never
will the history of the world have known so powerful a gathering of free men.
Never will war, fear and misery have been checked by a more formidable foe.
Between this great peril and this great hope, Europe’s mission is clear. It is to
unite her peoples in accordance with their genius of diversity and with the conditions of modern community life, and so open the way towards organised freedom
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for which the world is seeking. It is to revive her inventive powers for the greater
protection and respect of the rights and duties of the individual of which, in spite
of all her mistakes, Europe is still the greatest exponent.
Human dignity is Europe’s finest achievement, freedom her true strength.
Both are at stake in our struggle. The union of our continent is now needed not
only for the salvation of the liberties we have won, but also for the extension of
their benefits to all mankind.
Upon this union depend Europe’s destiny and the world’s peace.
Let all therefore take note that we Europeans, assembled to express the will
of all the peoples of Europe, solemnly declare our common aims in the following
five articles, which summarise the resolutions adopted by the Congress:
PLEDGE 1. We desire a United Europe, throughout whose area the free movement of persons, ideas and goods is restored;
2. We desire a Charter of Human Rights guaranteeing liberty of thought, assembly and expression as well as the right to form a political opposition;
3. We desire a Court of Justice with adequate sanctions for the implementation of this Charter;
4. We desire a European Assembly where the live forces of all our nations
shall be represented;
5. And pledge ourselves in our homes and in public, in our political and religious life, in our professional and trade union circles, to give our fullest
support to all persons and governments working for this lofty cause, which
offers the last chance of peace and the one promise of a great future for this
generation and those that will succeed it.
Source: http://www.eurplace.org/thehague.congress/ (called up 2019)

DOCUMENT 17
Declaration by Robert Schuman, May 9, 1950,
on behalf of the French government – Paris
World peace cannot be safeguarded without the making of creative efforts proportionate to the dangers which threaten it.
The contribution which an organised and living Europe can bring to civilisation is indispensable to the maintenance of peaceful relations. In taking upon
herself for more than 20 years the role of champion of a united Europe, France
has always had as her essential aim the service of peace. A united Europe was not
achieved and we had war.
Europe will not be made all at once, or according to a single plan. It will be
built through concrete achievements which first create a de facto solidarity. The
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coming together of the nations of Europe requires the elimination of the age-old
opposition of France and Germany. Any action taken must in the first place concern these two countries.
With this aim in view, the French Government proposes to take action immediately on one limited but decisive point:
It proposes that Franco-German production of coal and steel as a whole be
placed under a common High Authority, within the framework of an organisation
open to the participation of the other countries of Europe.
The pooling of coal and steel production should immediately provide for the
setting up of common foundations for economic development as a first step in the
federation of Europe, and will change the destinies of those regions which have
long been devoted to the manufacture of munitions of war, of which they have
been to most constant victims.
The solidarity in production thus established will make it plain that any war
between France and Germany becomes not merely unthinkable, but materially
impossible. The setting up of this powerful productive unit, open to all countries
willing to take part and bound ultimately to provide all the member countries
with the basic elements of industrial production on the same terms, will lay a true
foundation for their economic unification.
This production will be offered to the world as a whole without distinction
or exception, with the aim of contributing to raising living standards and to promoting peaceful achievements. With increased resources Europe will be able to
pursue the achievement of one of its essential tasks, namely, the development of
the African continent.
In this way, there will be realised simply and speedily that fusion of interest
which is indispensable to the establishment of a common economic system; it
may be the leaven from which may grow a wider and deeper community between
countries long opposed to one another by sanguinary divisions.
By pooling basic production and by instituting a new High Authority, whose
decisions will bind France, Germany and other member countries, this proposal
will lead to the realisation of the first concrete foundation of a European Federation indispensable to the preservation of peace.
To promote the realization of the objectives defined, the French Government is
ready to open negotiations on the following bases:
The task with which this common High Authority will be charged will be that
of securing in the shortest possible time the modernization of production and the
improvement of its quality; the supply of coal and steel on identical terms to the
French and German markets, as well as to the markets of other member countries;
the development in common of exports to other countries; the equalization and
improvement of the living conditions of workers in these industries.
To achieve these objectives, starting from the very different conditions in
which the production of member countries is at present situated, it is proposed
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that certain transitional measures should be instituted, such as the application of
a production and investment plan, the establishment of compensating machinery for equating prices, and the creation of a restructuring fund to facilitate the
rationalisation of production. The movement of coal and steel between member
countries will immediately be freed from all customs duty, and will not be affected by differential transport rates. Conditions will gradually be created which
will spontaneously provide for the more national distribution of production at the
highest level of productivity.
In contrast to international cartels, which tend to impose restrictive practices
on distribution and the exploitation of national markets, and to maintain high
profits, the organisation will ensure the fusion of markets and the expansion of
production.
The essential principles and undertakings defined above will be the subject
of a treaty signed between the States and submitted for the ratification of their
parliaments. The negotiations required to settle details of applications will be
undertaken with the help of an arbitrator appointed by common agreement. He
will be the entrusted with the task of seeing that the agreements reached conform
with the principles laid down, and, in the event of a deadlock, he will decide
what solution is to be adopted. The common High Authority entrusted with the
management of the scheme will be composed of independent persons appointed
by the governments, giving equal representation. A chairman will be chosen by
common agreement between the governments. The authority’s decision will be
enforceable on France, Germany and other member countries. Appropriate measures will be provided for means of appeal against the decisions of the authority.
A representative of the United Nations will be accredited to the authority, and
will be instructed to make a public report to the United Nations twice yearly, giving an account of the working of the new organisation, particularly as concerns
the safeguarding of its objectives.
The institution of the High Authority will in no way prejudge the methods of
ownership of enterprises. In the exercise of its functions, the common High Authority will take into account the powers conferred upon the International Ruhr
Authority and the obligations of all kinds imposed upon Germany, as these remain in force.
Sources: Pascal Fontaine, A new idea for Europe. The Schuman Declaration – 1950-2000, 2dn
edition, European Commission, European Communities, 2000. pp. 36-37. © European Communities – (Reproduction is authorised). http://europa.eu.int/comm/dg10/publications/brochures/
docu/50ans/decl_en.html#DECLARATION (called up 2017).
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DOCUMENT 18
Western Forces in Austria, July 12, 1951
Secret Information Foreign Office and Whitehall Distribution/From Foreign
Office to His Majesty’s Representatives from Alexandria [... to] Washington
Speculation may arise in the future as regards the position of the United Kingdom, United States and French occupation troops in Austria and their relationship
to Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers in Europe. Our publicity line should be
that the Western Forces in Austria are not part of S.H.A.P.E. They are in Austria
by virtue of a quadripartite control agreement. As soon as the Treaty is signed,
they will depart. It is His Majesty’s Government’s constantly expressed desire to
get the Treaty signed, to see all foreign troops, including the Russians, removed
from Austria, and to restore full sovereignty to that country.
2. In reply to questions regarding the role of the troops in war-time, you should
say that decisions, on this point would depend entirely on circumstances. For your
own information only, it is intended that they will in fact come under the Southern
European Command of S.H.A.P.E. if war breaks out, but it is most important that
this should be kept secret.
Source: The National Archives of the United Kingdom, Kew, Richmond (TNA), FO 371/93622,
12146.

DOCUMENT 19
Top Secret Letter of W. D. Allen to Harold Caccia/Vienna, July 12, 1951
Your letter 1192/26/51 of 27th June, about the effects of N. A. T. O. planning on
Four Power relations in Austria.
I think that you need have no anxiety lest N. A. T.O, planning should overlook
the special circumstances governing the presence in Austria of British and other
Western troops. We should of course strongly oppose any arrangements which
might prejudice the quadripartite machinery. But in any case we understand that
the Standing Group and S. H. A. P. E. are well aware that the Western troops are
in occupation of Austria under this quadripartite control Agreement, and that,
therefore, Austria must be considered as a case by itself. As you know, it is only
in the event of war that the troops in Austria have been committed to S. H. A. P. E.
So far as the N. A. T. O. Status Agreement is concerned, we are assured that
there is no question of its application to Austria. It governs the position of the
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troops of one N.A.T.O. Power when in the territory of another, and could not,
therefore, apply in Austria.
(W. D. Allen)
Source: The National Archives of the United Kingdom, Kew, Richmond (TNA), FO 371/93622,
12146.

DOCUMENT 20
Report of the British Legation to the Holy See, Rome, March 18, 1952
During his visit to Rome Dr. Gruber, Austrian Minister for Foreign Affairs, was
the guest of honour at an informal meeting of the Circolo di Roma which was held
last Friday. This Club, which is frequented by members of the Diplomatie Corps
accredited to the Holy See, frequently invites distinguished persons in the scientific, artistic, religious or political field to address it, and its president is Count
Giuseppe dalla Torre, editor of the Osservatore Romano.
[...] On this occasion Dr. Gruber instead of making a prepared statement invited members to put questions to him and the discussion which followed showed
clearly which subjects are today of special interest to educated Italian Roman
Catholics who study international affairs. In the present report I will summarise Dr. Gruber’s ex tempore comments on the two or three principal subjects on
which his views were invited.
[...]
5. Austria and European Federation.
The Austrian Government, Dr. Gruber said, had felt bound to approach this
subject with reserve. In the first place, Austria was a small power whose
territory remained very exposed to the menace from the East and, secondly, ideas about European Federation were still fluid. So far the countries represented at Strasburg had been unable to agree among themselves
upon the kind of association which should be formed. Some insisted that
everything must be based upon a political framework of the federal type:
others preferred a functional approach. In view of this difference of view
the question had arisen whether those who favoured the first should-form
a limited association among themselves or whether we should continue
to aim at 100 per cent. membership. What Austria – and particularly the
younger generation – asked for was a set of concrete proposals and until
this appeared she must reserve judgement.
6. Austria and Germany.
Dr. Gruber was asked whether the Austrian Government contemplated for
the future a closer association with Germany - perhaps a post-war version
of the Anschluss? He replied that his Government could not see very far
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ahead and there was, of course, the preliminary question of Germany unity.
But, in any case, he was quite sure of one thing. Austria would not agree
to deal direct with any German Government over such matters. Any approach, if such were made, must be made under the aegis and through the
channel of the European community.
7. You will notice that the questions put to the Austrian Minister for Foreign
Affairs related exclusively to Europe. Questions of the day relating to-the
East-West struggle or to the forms which it has assumed in different regions
were not mentioned. I did not hear a single reference to the North Atlantic
Treaty Organisation much less to the conception of an Atlantic community.
It seems to me that a further effort must be made by those who play the leading
parts in N.A.T.O. to open the minds of the educated to these new ideal and the
extent to which they have already become a reality, and I hope that the utmost
publicity will be given to the series of broadcast talks which you yourself will
introduce next Monday.
[...]
Source: The National Archives of the United Kingdom, Kew, Richmond (TNA), FO 371/98049, CA
10111/1.

DOCUMENT 21
Confidential Report Harold Caccia to Anthony Eden, September 2, 1952
Sir,
The resurgence of Western Germany as a great European Power has been the
capital event in Europe in 1952 for Austria.
2. [sic!] There is nothing surprising in this and it was bound to happen sooner
or later. Germany is not only a neighbouring country but shares the same
language and most of the same cultural tradition. Since 1945 the Austrians
have been able to evade facing the problem of what their long term relations with Germany should be. How events have forced them to take stock.
Being themselves weak and occupied; having little sense of national as
opposed to provincial patriotism; and sharing perhaps all too generously
in the human capacity for laxity and error (Schlamperei), it was from the
beginning certain that the Austrian Government and people would not adjust themselves without giving their friends and well-wishers some anxious
moments. Equally it was too much to expect that the French would not
sooner rather than later start the cry that a new Anschluss was beeing prepared. It was not surprising therefore to read of French concern at certain
recent events in the record of Monsieur Lebel’s call on Mr. W.D. Allen at
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the Foreign Office on the 14th August on the subject of Austro-German
relations.
3. I accordingly arranged with my French and United States colleagues that
we should discuss this subject on the 29th August. Two things immediately
became clear. First, we were all agreed that the Russians had raised this
issue in the Allied Council on the 8th August as a propaganda manoeuvre.
I assume that the minutes of that Meeting of the Council have by now been
received in London and that you will have noted from them that it is up to
the Soviet Element to raise their various points of complaint in the appropriate Directorates if they wish to do so. So far they have shown no such
inclination and if later they do we shall as usual take part in the discussion
and try to concert our line with the French and United States Elements before any particular point comes back to the Executive Commitee and later
to the Allied Council for decision. But, as said, we expect that the Soviet
Element will, for the time being at least, be satisfied with having given a
warning growl.
4. The second point on which we were in agreement is that it is normal and
natural to expect some development of closer Austro-German relations.
In other words the period since 1945 has been exceptional and cannot be
expected to last beyond the ratification of the Contractual Agreements. The
question at issue is to decide what are normal and healthy developments
and what should be regarded as abnormal and unhealthy. In the view of
my French colleague any move which might take away from the Austrian
Government full and unfettered freedom of decision amounts to looking
towards Germany in „a somewhat Anschluss spirit“. His present fears appear to be mainly to German economic penetration.
5. The fact of course is that Austro-German trade is increasing steadily as the
following figures show:
							
Thousands of Schillings
Monthly average
of exports
to Germany 1951		
114.100
			
to Germany 1952 (6 months)
168.770
Monthly average
of imports
from Germany 1951		
195.876
			
from Germany 1952 (6 months) 241.912
6. Up to this point my French colleague would agree that such increase of
trade with Germany is not unhealthy in view of a common frontier, a common language and, to a great extent, a common technical education. German equipment, german goods and German skill have recognised and long
standing value in Austrian eyes and Austria hopes that she has something
to offer in return which Germany needs, e.g. timber, magnesite metals and
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nitrogenous fertilisers. Thus, trade with Germany should normally flourish
without the help of a Customs Union or an economic or any other form of
Anschluss and my French colleague does not dispute this.
7. Equally on my side I did not dispute that in my opinion the Austrians, in
their difficulties over commercial outlets to their Eastern neighbours and
in their enthusiasm for trade and contact with Germany, have been acting
unwisely in recent months. An instance was the clumsy failure to submit
the renewal of the Austro-German Trade Agreement to the Allied Council.
This difficulty was resolved by the Austrian Government being „invited“
by the Allied Commission to submit the Agreement. This they did. The
Soviet Element were content merely to withhold their approval from the
Agreement and this, under Article 6 of the Control Agreement, did not
prevent its coming into force. The Soviet Element on this occasion did not
suggest any letter of criticism. But they made it plain that they felt very
strongly about the matter.
8. In the past weeks there have been various meetings reported in the press
between Austrian and German industrialists, including one in Salzburg on
the 1st and 2nd August. Once again there is nothing intrinsically wrong
in such meetings, although Salzburg with its pan-German reputation was
perhaps an unfortunate place to foregather for such a purpose. With this
background the meeting between the Austrian and German Ministers of
Commerce at Dornbirn acquired special significance and it was a misfortune that the press announcement after that meeting incorrectly referred to
the Austrian Liaison Officer to the Western High Commissioners as „the
Austrian Minister at Bonn“ and that the Austrian Minister of Trade was
incorrectly reported to have invited Germany to protect Austrian interests
at the meetings of the Schuman Authority.
9. It was unfortunate, but in Austria such things are all too likely to happen
and, whatever reservations my United States colleague and I have about
French anxieties, we agreed that at the meeting arranged with the Chancellor, the Vice-Chancellor and Foreign Secretary for the 1st September we
should formally draw the attention of the Austrian Government to the Russian action in the Allied Council on the 8th August; that we should suggest
the advisability both for care in the manifest maintenance of independance
in Austrian relations with the Federal German Government and for thorough scrutiny of any communique or report of such matters before release;
and finally that we should ask for the views of the Austrian Government.
10. This we duly did yesterday. The Austrian Ministers at once agreed to our
suggestions. The Foreign Minister added that it had been a similar misfortune that certain newspapers had forecast a probable visit by him to Bonn
in the near future. He realised that this would at the moment be a tactical
error and he had no intention of pursuing such a visit.
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11. The Ministers went on to say that they assumed that the Western representatives in Vienna at least did not suspect the Austrian Government of
wishing to promote an Anschluss, seeing how many of its members had
suffered bitterly at the hands of the Nazis. The French Ambassador gave his
assurance, with which my United States colleague and I concurred.
		 Monsieur Payart however enquired whether in recent months there had
not been German pressure of a new kind in post-war history. The Austrian
Ministers replied that if so they had not noticed it. In their experience it
was a normal German pressurce of a new kind in post-war history. The
Austrian Ministers pointed out that there would be a great many more German visitors during the summer months than at any other time and it was
difficult to follow every commercial contact. But in big matters the Austrian Government were determined not to compromise their independence.
Indeed, one of the few good things among the disasters since 1938 was the
fact that at the end of the war the Austrian Government had acquired complete control of the Iron and Steel Combine at Donawitz and Linz, which
were now nationalised industries, and that for such industries, which also
included electrical power concerns, there could be no question of the Austrian Government allowing German interests to regain a footing.
12. The Foreign Minister said that the Austrian Government had noted with
satisfaction the stand that the Western Powers had taken about German
assets in the Contractual Arrangements and he trusted that the Austrian
Government could count on our continued support. He and the Chancellor
said that this did not mean that the Austrian Government would wish to
go back on the undertaking given on 21st September, 1949 to the Western
Governments at the London Treaty Conference, namely that it is not their
intention to eliminate German ownership rights in dwelling houses, small
business enterprises and small farms. It simply meant that the present Austrian Government had no intention of compromising the Austrian heritage
by allowing German interests to re-acquire a controlling voice in what had
now become their basic nationalised industries and other industries of importance to the Austrian economy.
13. These are brave words. If this attitude is maintained, my French colleague
need have no real cause for anxiety and after the meeting he agreed that we
had carried discussions as far as we could go for the time beeing.
14. In my own view the French are wrong in so far as they profess any present fear of a formal Anschluss and despite the changed circumstances of
Western Germany, I do not wish to modify what I wrote on this point in my
despatch No.36 of the 28th February 1950. But I think that the French are
right in two things. First, it is a fact that, unless the Austrians are careful
how they handle their current problems with Germany, particularly in the
present formative stages, they will find that the voice of German interests,
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governmental or commercial, will become in time more and more difficult
to resist. This is the ordinary risk of any small country next to a big neighbour and it is a more than unusual danger when account is taken of Austrian Schlamperei against German efficiency. Secondly, it is equally a fact
that the Russians will watch the development of Austro-German relations
with the closest attention and if they concluse that Austria is on the way
to becoming a mere appendix to Western Germany, they will be inclined
to consider corrective measures and perhaps even the “rescue” of Eastern
Austria by bringing down the curtain on the demarcation line.
15. These facts mean that current questions such as (a) German assets in Austria (b) Austrian representation in Germany or representation in Austria;
(c) the ability of Austria to find markets for her products, (d) the problem of
road transit facilities through the Berchtesgaden gap, provided for in Article 52 bis of the long Draft Treaty but not so far covered by bilateral Austro
German arrangements, etc., will have to continue to be matters for regular
consultation between the three Western Powers and the Austrian Government. So long as we do not appear to be uselessly obstructive, our support
will be welcomed; for even the most patriotic Austrians realise, and in their
number I would include a great many members of the present Government,
that the will is often weaker than the wish.
16. I am sending a copy of this despatch to the British High Commissioner at
Wahnerheide as well as to Her Majesty’s Ambassadors at Paris, Washington and Moscow.
I have the honour to be, with the highest respect, Sir, Your obedient Servant
Harold Caccia
Source: The National Archives of the United Kingdom, Kew, Richmond (TNA), FO 371/98052, CA
10318/2.

DOCUMENT 22
Possible Austrian Membership of the Council of Europe and the
European Coal and Steel Community, September 13, 1952
It is not suggested that the Secretary of State should take the initiative in raising
these questions.
A. Council of Europe
At the end of last year, the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe
suggested that Austria should be invited to join the Council of Europe.
The Austrian Government found it impossible, at that time, to accept full,
or even associate, membership. The principal obstacle to their closer participation in the work of the Council of Europe was a fear that it might
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antagonise the Russians. They were also reluctant to place themselves in a
situation, as might well arise in the Council of Europe, in which they would
become involved in a dispute between two of the Occupying Powers and
have to support one against the other.
We recognise that Austria would be a suitable member of the Council of
Europe. We are prepared, whenever circumstances permit, to support her
candidature and sponsor an invitation to her. Our ambassador in Vienna
has made this clear to the Austrian Government.
In the meantime, we have accepted a formula which permits Austrian representation on certain committees of experts and the presence of Austrian
observers at meetings of the Consultative Assembly.
B. Schuman Plan
As a producer of iron and steel, Austria is taking a lively interest both in
the Schuman Plan itself, and in the attitude towards it of Her Majesty’s
Government.
When M. Maurice Schumann visited Vienna at the beginning of September, he suggested the possibilty of an Austrian delegation to the High
Authority. The Austrian Government think this idea a good one in principle, but are anxious not to go ahead until they are quite sure that such a
delegation would be welcome to all the members of the High Authority.
Austria’s chief concern is to ensure that the operation of the single market
will not have an adverse effect on her own coal and steel industries, and
on her commerical relations with the Schuman Plan countries generally.
The single market cannot be set up until the six countries concerned have
obtained exemption from their obligations to accord most-favored-nationtreatment to the other contracting parties to G.A.T.T. Austria is represented
on the Working Party set up by G.A.T.T. to consider the terms on which the
necessary waiver can be granted, and this will enable her to ensure that her
interests are adequately protected.
Source: The National Archives of the United Kingdom, Kew, Richmond (TNA), FO 371/98043.

DOCUMENT 23
Confidential ‟Austrian Treaty”, Report by Sir Harold Caccia to
Foreign Office, December 24, 1952
My immediately preceding Savingram (of the 24th December): Austrian Treaty.
We asked Minister for Foreign Affairs what lay behind the following question and answer which appeared yesterday in the Coalition newspaper „Neues
Oesterreich“:
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Question: „In New York, Sir, you replied in the negative to the question whether Austria intended to join an European defence pact after the end of the occupation. Does the Austrian Government by any chance contemplate making such
a daclaration in any event in order to remove the apprehension of one of the big
powers?“
Answer: „Such a declaration, in view of its importance as a matter of principle
and because of its political bearing would first have to be submitted to the Austrian Parliament; this would only come up for consideration when tha real intentions of the contracting powers concerned are known exactly and when we have
a comprehensive view of the Treaty arrangements for Austria, with which such a
declaration would inevitably be bound up.“
2. [sic!] Minister for Foreign Affairs replied that the object of his answer was
on the one hand to meet questions inspired by Communists but echoed by others
and on the other to leave the Austrian Government freedom of action whenever
in the future; the question might become practical and not purely hypothetical.
3. The fact of course is that the Communist press continually claims that the only
chance for a Treaty for Austria is that she should adopt an entirely neutral policy. In
the light of this and of the forthcoming elections it is not surprising that the Minister for Foreign Affairs should want to say something for the record. But there is at
least a change of emphasis in his present published statement and in the line which
he has previously taken with me privately, viz., (a) that the Austrian Government
would never before a Treaty came into force, give any undertaking to the U.S.S.R.
on what their policy would be after a Treaty concerning such things as N.A.T.O. and
b) that in any case the U.S.S.R. would not count on any such undertaking even if
it were given.
Source: The National Archives of the United Kingdom, Kew, Richmond
(TNA), FO 371/98075, CA 1041/288.
DOCUMENT 24
Statement ‟The Neutralisation of Austria” by Geoffrey W. Harrison,
May 22, 1953 and Reactions by Patrick Hancock, May 24, 1953 and
Frank Roberts, May 26, 1953 in the Foreign Office
The three Western Deputies for Austria have recently been discussing tactics to
be adopted at the forthcoming meeting. All delegations are agreed that, if the
Russians decide to work towards the conclusion of a Treaty, they will almost certainly ask for the inclusion of an article providing for the neutralisation of Austria.
This would no doubt be on the lines of their proposal for the neutralisation of
Germany contained in their Note of March 10 last year, viz. „Germany pledges
not to take part in any coalitions or military alliances aimed against any Power
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which participated with its armed forces in the war against Germany.“ It might
even be more widely drawn so as to prevent Austria joining such organisations as
O.E.E.C. and the Council of Europe.
We have reached agreement with the French and Americans that we should
oppose this in the first place on the grounds that it introduces a new question of
principle and that negotiations should be confined to the existing articles of the
Treaty. Our second line of defence would be that to impose neutrality on Austria
by Treaty would be an infringement of her independence as guaranteed by Articles 1 and 2. If the Soviet Deputy continued to insist, he might then be asked to
state his proposals for embodying his conception in the Treaty.
If it becomes clear that the Russians are prepared to sign a Treaty out only on
condition that the question of neutrality is covered, we may eventually have to
give serious consideration to their proposals. It has been suggested that one way
round would be to get the Austrians to make a declaration of neutrality and to
ask the Russians to accept the text of this declaration as an annex to the Treaty.
The Austrian statetment would have to be very carefully phrased and it might be
adapted from our Note to the Russians of March 25 last year in which, in the German context, we stated that Germany should be free „to enter in to associations
compatible with the principles and purposes of the United Nations“. The Austrian Government would presumably bind themselves not to enter into associations
which were incompatible, etc.
There is, of course, no indication that the Russians, would be likely to accept
such a solution but the French and American delegations agreed to refer it to their
Governments. I should be grateful for your comments in view of the possible repercussions on our German policy.
G.W. Harrison, May 22, 1953
Since the Russians have taken no initiative in this matter, we can only consider in
the most general way what the repercussions on Germany would be. We can be
sure that anything discussed or agreed in the Austrian connexion would be used
as an argument by the Russians in the German connexion. But it does not by any
means follow that what goes for Austria goes for Germany. We could not agree to
Germany’s neutralisation without a major reversal of Western policy. The arguments against such a reversal are overwhelming. Similar arguments hardly apply
in the case of Austria. A further factor is that, while the idea of neutralisation
would have a strong appeal to the Austrians, I think its appeal would be much less
to the Germans. Even if we got an Austrian Treaty at the price of neutralisation I
still think that the great body of German opinion would reject the idea of neutralisation in regard to Germany.
In practice, of course, we are unlikely to get an Austrian settlement unless
there is a German settlement. Even in the circumstances of a settlement covering
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both Germany and Austria, it would seem feasible to concede neutralisation in the
Austrian case while refusing to concede it in the German case.
I should conclude that, if the Russians raise the idea in the forthcoming negotiations on Austria, we need not be deterred by the possible repercussions on our
German policy from giving it serious consideration.
P. Hancock, 24.5. [1953]
I agree generally. Austria and to a greater extent the Soviet Zone of Germany are
cards which the Soviet Union will wish to hold until they can bargain them against
western concessions over Germany. As there is now a prospect of high-level talks
to cover Germany among other subjects and in Soviet eyes at least – the appearance of Anglo-American disunity, the cards will be held all the more tightly and
neither of the recent ‚Pravda‘ article has made any new proposals on Germany or
Austria, for neuteralisation, or anything else. A paper has already been submitted
showing why neutralisation would be highly dangerous in the case of Germany. I
imagine it is hardly a proposal we should wish to sponsor in the case of Austria.
But if it were made it could I think be treated on its merits always however bearing in mind in Soviet eyes the German and Austrian question are part of the same
problem - as indeed they are!
Frank Roberts 26.5. [1953]
Source: The National Archives of the United Kingdom, Kew, Richmond (TNA), FO 371/103762,
CA 1071/137.

DOCUMENT 25
Confidential ‟Austrian Treaty and Neutrality”, Report by
Sir Harold Caccia to Foreign Office, June 25, 1953
Gruber explained that during the course of the conversation, Nehru had enquired
whether Gruber’s statement at a press conference in Bonn about military alliances
represented the policy of the Austrian Government.
2. [sic!] In reply to my question, Gruber said that he had not got an exact text
of his statement at Bonn. (It has never been published here). So rar as he
could recollect he had been asked by an American Journalist whether Austria would join N. A. T. O, on completion of a Treaty. He had replied that he
would advise against it; that in any case the question would be one for the
Austrian Parliament; that the Austrian Government would never put such
a question to the Austrian Parliament until they knew exactly what was the
Position of all the contracting parties to an Austrian Treaty.
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3. In other words, he claims that he took the same line as he did on return
from New York last year (see my saving telegram No.162 of December 24)
and that this was accepted Government policy.
4. Gruber added that the Indian Ambassador in Moscow could certainly use
this in the course of any conversations which he might have with Molotov.
But Gruber was at pains to emphasise that he had not asked the Indians to
pass any message from the Austrian Government to the Soviet Government
on this or any other point. Up to now the Russians had never themselves
directly raised the issue [...] but had left the communist press to clamour for
neutrality.
5. In reply to my question he reaffirmed that in the unlikely event of the Soviet
Government’s raising this issue with the Indian Ambassador, he would immediately enter into discussions with the Western Powers before deciding
upon action.
6. See my immediately following savingram for comment.
My immediately preceding
As Minister for Foreign Affairs had given such varying accounts to my Western colleagues and myself of his conversation with Nehru, we asked to see him
together today to obtain an official version. My two immediately preceding telegrams give the resulting common denominator.
2. I trust that it is accurate enough for all practical purposes. Our difficulty is
that Gruber is his own worst enemy in the way he conducts business. He
slipped away to Switzerland without telling anybody and despite all kinds
of press rumours, appeared anxious to be evasive on return.
3. On the particular subject of neutrality, he had to be pushed to admit that if
the Russians raised the issue with the Austrian Government, he would at
once consult us before committing himself to anything.
4. I am seeing the Chancellor within the next day or two and shall make it
plain to him that in Austria’s present position, frankness with the West
pays. I have no reason to think that he believes otherwise.
5. Nor have I any reason to doubt Gruber’s allegiance in general to the West.
But he does often try to be too clever by half.
Source: The National Archives of the United Kingdom, Kew, Richmond (TNA), FO 371/103763,
CA 1071/163.
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DOCUMENT 26
Extract from the Draft Tripartite Proposals Regarding Treatment of the
Austrian Question at Lugano, October 24, 1953
2nd Draft as prepared by the Austrian Working Group
[...]
5. Neutralization: Any Soviet proposal to neutralize Austria to the detriment
of Western and Austrian security should be resisted at once. The Austrian
Government have already declared their unwillingness to join post-treaty
military alliances. We would argue that this should be sufficient to allay
Soviet fears, but if the Austrians themselves should insist on further making a formal declaration, the Western Powers must insure that such a declaration would leave Austria free to enter into associations compatible with
the principles and purposes of the United Nations. It is important that such
a declaration should not in any way be annexed to the Treaty. We should
also have to bear in mind the possible consequences in Germany and elsewhere, of Austrian neutralization. Moreover, it would increase the difficulties of the West in aiding in the development of an adequate post-treaty
Austrian army and of defence planning between the West and Austria.
Source: The National Archives of the United Kingdom, Kew, Richmond (TNA), FO 371/103768,
125/8

DOCUMENT 27
Secret Report Sir William Strang to Frank Roberts, October 30, 1953
[...]

Van Zeeland’s notes, from which he spoke at his meeting with the Secretary of
State at the Belgian Embassy on October 13, mentioned the Austrian Treaty and
said „il pourrait prévoir le démilitarisation complète de l‘Autriche“. As a result
of the short private talk which the Secretary of State had with Mr. Dulles and
M. Bidault on October 16 about the Van Zeeland proposals, the Secretary of State
instructed me inter alia to tell the Belgian Ambassador that the three Foreign
Ministers did not like the suggestion about Austria. (The word he used was „neutralisation“, but this was not, of course, the word which Van Zeeland had used.
I ought to have spotted this.) The Secretary of State‘s recollection is that it was
M. Bidault who raised the Austrian point.
We must distinguish between demilitarisation (as proposed by Van Zeeland) and neutralisation or a policy of neutrality, (e.g. on the Swiss model). The
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demilitarisation of Austria would be quite unacceptable and indeed we have never
considered it except when we rejected the Van Zeeland idea. It may well be that
the Russians will one day propose neutralisation for Austria, though they have
not done so yet. But they are unlikely to propose demilitarisation. We base this
supposition on the analogy of the Russian proposals for a German Peace Treaty.
Neutralisation has been the subject of discussion with the Americans and the
French. When the three Western Deputies for the Austrian Treaty met in May,
they agreed on the line to be taken if the Russians were to raise the point. I attach
the extract from the Deputies’ conclusions. These conclusions were not submitted
to Ministers. The Question of Austrian neutrality was then, and still is, a hypothetical one in the absence of any Soviet proposal.
Our views remain as stated at the official level by the Deputies viz. that we
should oppose any Soviet proposal for neutralisation. But we must recognise that
it might not be possible to maintain such opposition. If the Russians were to make
acceptance of such a proposal the price for an Austrian Treaty, the Austrian Government would be sorely tempted – the idea of a neutral policy à la Suisse certainly attracts them and Gruber has already said in public that, after a Treaty, Austria
would enter no military coalitions. It was such a situation which we had in mind
when we said in the brief, which you quote: “While we should oppose any Soviet
proposals for the neutralisation of Austria, we should be prepared in the last resort
to accept a statement of neutrality by the Austrian Government in suitable terms.”
But this is looking into the mists of the future and we are in no hurry to commit
ourselves to a firm view when the circumstances in which we may have to make
the decision are so completely unforeseeable.
Meanwhile, it seems to me that the piece on neutralisation which the Austrian
Working Group have prepared in Paris - for ease of reference, I enclose the extract
from their draft – meets the case.
As you know, our willingness eventually to consider a declaration of neutrality
by the Austrian Government does not mean that we would consider the neutralisation of Germany. The two cases are not comparable and, of course, a neutralised
Germany would be highly dangerous.
Yours ever, William Strang
Source: The National Archives of the United Kingdom, Kew, Richmond (TNA), FO 371/103768,
XC 12518.
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DOCUMENT 28
Resolution adopted by the Foreign Ministers of the
ECSC Member States at Messina, June 1–2, 1955
The governments of the Federal Republic of Germany, Belgium, France, Italy,
Luxembourg and the Netherlands believe the time has come to take a new step on
the road of European construction. […]
They believe that the establishment of a united Europe must be achieved
through the development of common institutions, the progressive fusion of national economies, the creation of a common market, and the gradual harmonization of their social policies. […]To these ends, the six ministers have agreed on the
following objectives:
1. The growth of trade and the migration of the population require the joint
development of the main channels of communication. To this end, a joint
study will be undertaken of development plans oriented to establishing a
European network of canals, motorways, electric rail lines, and for a standardization of equipment, as well as research for a better coordination of
air-transport.
2. Putting more abundant energy at a cheaper price at the disposal of the
European economies constitutes a fundamental element of economic progress. That is why all arrangements should be made to develop sufficient
exchanges of gas and electric power capable of increasing the profitability
of investments and reducing the supply costs. Studies will be undertaken
of methods to coordinate development prospects for the production and
consumption of energy, and to draw up general guidelines for an overall
policy.
3. The development of atomic energy for peaceful purposes will very soon
open up the prospect of a new industrial revolution beyond comparison
with that of the last hundred years. The signatory states believe they must
study the creation of a joint organization to which will be assigned the responsibility and the means to secure the peaceful development of Atomic
Energy while taking into consideration the special commitments of certain
governments with third parties.
The Foreign Ministers of the Member States of the European Coal and Steel
Community (ECSC), meeting on 1 and 2 June 1955 in Messina, adopt a Resolution laying the foundations of a future common market. Among other proposals, they put forward the idea of creating a European investment fund. This
fund would be used for ‘the common development of Europe’s inherent economic
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potentialities and, in particular, for the development of the less favoured regions
of the participating countries.
Source: Archives historiques du Conseil de l’Union européenne, Bruxelles, Rue de la Loi 175.
Négociations des traités instituant la CEE et la CEEA (1955-1957), CM3. Réunion des ministres
des affaires étrangères, Messine, 01-03.06.1955, CM3/NEGO/006, https://www.cvce.eu/content/
publication/.../publishable_en.pdf (2019)

DOCUMENT 29
Patrick F. Hancock, The Grand Design, March 27, 1957
At luncheon today I explained in general terms to the Austrian Ambassador the
state of our thinking both on the general question of the organisation of Europe
and on the particular question of the One Assembly. I gave him a paper based on
Foreign Office Intel No. 23 of January 31.
2. [sic!] The Ambassador reverted to the idea, which he had previously expressed to Lord Hood, that a good channel for expressing our ideas to the
Austrians would be the parliamentary one. He thought that British parliamentarians ought to try to put the British point of view to the Austrian
parliamentarians.
3. Apart from this, Prince Schwarzenberg’s main points were these:
(a) He said that the Austrian parliamentarians simply loved going to Strasbourg. It was not possible for them to say very much about foreign policy affairs in Vienna. Strasbourg was the only place where they could
let off steam and meet other parliamentarians. He hoped, therefore, that
any scheme would not unduly restrict their numbers or their opportunity for talking in general terms on all subjects.
(b) Just as the Finnish Ambassador had done, he expressed the hope that
any European arrangements finally agreed upon would not be too rigid
or doctrinaire. He welcomed the idea of an „Assemblee a tiroirs“ on the
understanding that there would not be too much regimentation.
(c) When I asked Prince Schwarzenberg whether his Government had been
in consultation with other similarly situated European governments, he
said that they had exchanged ideas ideas with the Swedes in Stockholm,
He did not know of other similar contacts. The Austrians had found the
Swedes much more unhappy about the „Grand Design“ than they were
themselves.
(d) The Ambassador gave the impression that, short of risking their political neutrality, the Austrians would be prepared to go a long way into
Europe. They were particularly interested in the Free Trade Area. It
was not plain whether this was a personal idea of his own or whether
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it reflected an idea from Vienna, but the Ambassador was hankering
after some form of European organisation into which a reunified Germany could fit without being a member of NATO. His argument was
that neutralistic tendencies were bound to increase in Germany and that
we might be well advised to anticipate their victory. He had the idea –
clearly not worked out in any detail – that the Grand Design might be
built up while NATO was correspondingly pulled down until the point
was reached where the two things coincided and could be consolidated.
This led to a long discussion of the future of Germany and the dangers
of German neutrality in the course of which the Ambassador remarked
that he could see no reason why the Russians had agreed to the Austrian
State Treaty unless it was to prepare the way for an eventual neutral
Germany.
Source: The National Archives of the United Kingdom, Kew, Richmond (TNA), FO 371/130287 XC
14211, R/21072/1.

DOCUMENT 30
Extracts from EEC and EURATOM Treaty
EEC-Treaty of Rome
Article 1 by this Treaty, the HIGH CONTRACTING PARTIES establish among
themselves a EUROPEAN COMMUNITY.
Article 2 The Community shall have as its task, by establishing a common market
and an economic and monetary union and by implementing the common policies
or activities referred to in Articles 3 and 3a, to promote throughout the Community a harmonious and balanced development of economic activities, sustainable
and non inflationary growth respecting the environment, a high degree of convergence of economic performance, a high level of employment and of social
protection, the raising of the standard of living and quality of life, and economic
and social cohesion and solidarity among Member States, signed in Rome on 25
March 1957
EURATOM-Treaty of Rome
RECOGNIZING that nuclear energy represents an essential resource for the
development and invigoration of industry and will permit the advancement of the
cause of peace,
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CONVINCED that only a joint effort undertaken without delay can offer the
prospect of achievements commensurate with the creative capacities of their
countries,
RESOLVED to create the conditions necessary for the development of a powerful nuclear industry which will provide extensive energy resources, lead to the
modernization of technical processes and contribute, through its many other applications, to the prosperity of their peoples,
ANXIOUS to create the conditions of safety necessary to eliminate hazards to
the life and health of the public,
DESIRING to associate other countries with their work and to cooperate with
international organizations concerned with the peaceful development of atomic
energy,
HAVE DECIDED to create a EUROPEAN ATOMIC ENERGY COMMUNITY
(EURATOM), signed in Rome on 25 March 1957.
Source: https://www.cvce.eu/de/obj/treaty_establishing_the_european_economic_community_
rome_25_march_1957-en-cca6ba28-0bf3-4ce6-8a76-6b0b3252696e.html
https://www.cvce.eu/en/obj/euratom-en-ed07967d-d4b8-4224-acd9-fb9cb15b9947.html
(called up February 24, 2020)

DOCUMENT 31
Report by the American Embassy, W. Tapley Bennett, Jr., Vienna, to Cecil
Lyon, Santiago, Chile, February 18, 1958
[…] Life has been very active here of late with all the gyrations regarding a summit meeting and all the gyrations of Fasching at the same time. The Foreign Minister leaves late this month on a visit to India, Pakistan, Afghanistan and Iran, and
I suspect that wooing will ensure in more than one place along the way. While
their treaty-arranged military neutrality here makes a certain amount of sense and
their hearts beat more stoutly Western than a good many others in less exposed
places, the supposed attractions of a broader neutrality have an undeniable lure
for come. That aspect of their behaviour may well come to be one of our major
jobs here over the mid-term ahead.
They are very prosperous now and have not been so well off since the days of
the old Kaiser. However, they are increasingly worried over French attitudes on
the Free Trade Area and fear, with reason we think, the effects on their economy
that over emphasis on the Common Market to the neglect of FTA development
will have. Perhaps you can do something about this.
Source: Collection William Tapley Bennett, Jr. Richard B. Russell Memorial Library, University
of Georgia Libraries, Series I., B 2, Folder 1.
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DOCUMENT 32
Report by the American Embassy, W. Tapley Bennett, Jr., Vienna,
February 27, 1958
[…] We stay busy – doesn’t everyone – and between the gyrations of the summit
talks and the gyrations of the wonderful ball season here we are a bit dizzy, but
still unbowed. The Foreign Minister left today on a visit to Afghanistan, India,
Iran and Pakistan, and I suspect there will be some neutralist wooing along the
way. The Austrians are, of course, much newer at this neutrality business than the
Swiss or the Swedes, and it is interesting to see it being worked out. It is our job
to keep it strictly in bounds of military neutrality as defined in the State Treaty of
1955 which got the Russians out of here and to see that it does not slide off into
a quiescent form of bloodless non-partisanship. Given their history here – their
repulse of the Turks in 1683, is, as of the last generation, in public consciousness,
and they take the position that they have been pushing back barbarians from the
East for a long time – I doubt that they will slide very far.
Source: Collection William Tapley Bennett, Jr. Richard B. Russell Memorial Library, University
of Georgia Libraries, Series I., B 2, Folder 1.

DOCUMENT 33
Report to the Secretary of State, January 14, 1959
To:		
Through:
From:		
Subject:		

The Secretary
S/S
INR – Hugh S. Cumming, Jr.
Intelligence Note: Austrian Neutrality

The following note on Austrian neutrality has been prepared at the request of the
Director for the Office of Western European Affairs.
Since the middle of 1958, numerous reports have been received from the Embassy in Vienna as well as from various intelligence sources concerning the alleged Austrian “drift” towards neutralism. Certain official acts of the Austrian
Government, statements by political leaders, and public discussion of the limits
of Austrian neutrality have created an impression that the Austrian Government
is engaged in a reappraisal of policy which, until this pint, has been steadfastly
pro-western. Ambassador Matthews states that the era of gratitude to the West
which flourished immediately after the signature of the State Treaty has apparently come to an end. Statements by Austrian leaders concerning the Soviet Union,
the state of the world, and the solution of world problems, lead to the conclusion
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that Austria may be seeking a new definition of its national interest and formulating a new role in world affairs.
Doubts concerning Austrian intentions arise from the following situations during
1958:
1. The prohibition of military overflights during the Lebanon crisis;
2. The rite of public adulation of the Soviet Union practiced by Chancellor
Raab during his trip to Moskow;
3. Austrian abstention on the Chinese moratorium in the UN;
4. The visit of Defense Minister Graf to Moskow;
5. Adherence to the Danube Commission;
6. Various remarks by leaders about the role which a small neutral state in
Central Europe might follow in the East-West struggle. These remarks appear both in public speeches and in conversations between Foreign Office
officials and members of our Embassy. The latest and most complete expression of Austria’s role may be found in State Secretary Bruno Kreisky’s
article “Austria Draws the Balance,” in Foreign Affairs, January 1959.
The extent and range both of official acts and statements have caused surprise to
come American observers because the Austrian Government in the past has usually accepted the American position on the major issues in East-West relations.
Many Austrians seem now to consider that their geographic and juridical position
in Europe confers on them a mediating role between East and West.
Despite the volume of intelligence and reporting on this question, there is no
clear indication that the Austrian Government is inclined to adopt a typical neutralist position towards cold war issues. Instead, the Austrian Government seems
to present to be undergoing rather acute growing pains which cause them to talk
in public about the development of their thinking on the subject. there are two
factors involved in this process:
1. The Austrian leaders and intellectuals are attempting to apply their relatively new policy of neutrality to a variety of world issues. The question
whether the neutrality which they adopted at the time of the Treaty and
which was limited to a renunciation of political and military alliances and
bases, is an adequate safeguard for their national interests in the cold war.
The Austrians take great delight in pointing out that their country and their
interests are critically exposed to Soviet pressures. In various statements,
Austrian leaders have equated their neutrality both with that of Finland
and Switzerland. Some of them have also expressed admiration for the
Swedish type of armed neutrality. However, Foreign Minister Figl said he
was opposed to emulating the Swiss model of neutrality after the Swiss
Government decided in principle to equip its armed forces with tactical
nuclear weapons. The Austrian State Treaty prohibits Austria from having such weapons and the limitations can only be removed by agreement
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between the four former occupying powers or by a decision of the Security
Council of the UN. In sum, the Austrians, sensing that their neutrality may
be inadequate as a means of national defense, are groping toward a new
interpretation of their neutrality. Their public efforts to find this interpretation have created considerable confusion and doubts about their long range
objectives.
2. Despite their appearance of sophistication, the Austrian leaders are a rather naive and parochial lot insofar as world politics are concerned. This is
particularly true of the Chancellor, who considers himself to be a European
statesman, but who is handicapped in achieving this status by his ability to
say the wrong thing at the wrong time. Some of the People’s Party leaders
have forgotten the bitter experience of Soviet occupation and have discovered that the Soviet Union is respectable. In trying to maintain a strict neutrality they hint that the objectives and morality of the US and the Soviet
Union should be judged impartially. This viewpoint has aroused considerable public comment in Austria, particularly giving rise to many rustic
references to the Potemkin villages which People’s Party leaders have seen
in the Soviet Union.
3. This naiveté has probably led to the conclusion that the interpretation of
neutrality which prevailed in 1955–6, which was limited to military matters and which was ideologically oriented towards the West, has placed
Austria in an exposed position. Hence, a balance must be struck and the appearance of a new interpretation of neutrality must be cultivated which will
utilize such devices as official trips to Moscow, adherence to the Danube
Commission, close cultural contacts, exchange trips of private citizens and
groups, and statements praising Soviet actions and Soviet munificence,
in order to prove that the Austrian nation can maintain friendly relations
equally with East and West.
Unfortunately, this pendulum, has carried the Austrians a good way further
towards public support of the Soviet Union and the appearance of neutralism than
most of them probably would like to have gone. Once this is realized it may be expected that this balance will again be redressed by statements and acts favourable
to the West, provided, of course, the Chancellor can be restrained from making
any more public statements of proposing any more solutions to world problems.
There is no doubt that the Austrian people are overwhelmingly anti-Communist
despite the friendly attitude of the government for the East.
The basic problem, therefore, is not necessarily the immediate prospect of
any major change in Austrian policy. The Austrian vulnerability to Soviet pressure has, nevertheless increased. The great danger in the present situation lies
in the susceptibility of some government leaders to Soviet advances. The steady
steem of official visits to Moscow lends itself admirably to the Soviet tactics of
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attempting to influence individual government leaders and might in time erode
the Austrian neutrality policy. This type of operation is particularly dangerous
during the period of Austrian debate on the proper nature of neutrality. The Soviet Union has many means to bring intense pressure to bear on Austria if it so
desired. In terms of long-range Soviet objectives in Central Europe, however, a
neutralist Austria, with its national policy oriented towards the East, would be a
district advantage particularly if such a policy were formulated by the Austrians
themselves without the appearance of massive Soviet pressure.
A similar memorandum has been addressed to the Under Secretary.
Source: National Archives Record Administration (NARA), College Park, Washington/Maryland,
Record Group 59, Bureau of EUR Affairs, Lot File 68 D 123, Box 1.

DOCUMENT 34
Confidential Background Memorandum on Austria and
European Integration, January 30, 1959
We understand that the Vice-Chancellor desires a general exchange of views on
this subject. He may refer to points such as the following which the Austrian
Government has called to our attention from time-to-time.
A. Common Market has confronted Austria with a serious problem due to that
country’s great dependence on trade with the Six. The Common Market
area accounts for approximately 50 per cent of Austria’s foreign trade.
Austria has already had difficulties in marketing certain steel products in
Italy due to operation of the ECSC.
B. Austria has supported the free trade area negotiations both as a means of
dealing with the economic problems posed for it by the Common Market
and because of its political interest in European cooperation and its fears
concerning the future of the OEEC.
C. Prospects for a free trade area are gloomy, and if the negotiations fail, Austria will face the difficult choice of potential loss of export markets or some
kind of bilateral arrangement with the Common Market.
D. The Soviets have recently delivered sharp warnings through the Moscow
press and officially through the Soviet Ambassador in Vienna that they
would consider Austrian membership in, or bilateral association with, the
European Communities incompatible with Austrian neutrality and a violation of State Treaty.
Directly or indirectly, the Vice-Chancellor may seek our assistance in facilitating negotiations between the Six and the Eleven.
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Recommended Position
You may wish to review our general attitude, including some of the reasons why
we have supported the Six-country movement (e.g. France-German rapprochement, increased economic strength for the Atlantic Community, etc.).
A. The United States understands Austria’s concerns. Our interest in the
OEEC is as great as ever.
B. We have previously made clear to the Six and the other European countries
our support for linking the Six and the other OEEC countries. However,
we have doubted all along that active U.S. intervention would be helpful
or effective. Recent events, notably French rejection of the U.K. proposals,
have confirmed this view. Therefore, we continue to believe that the initiative must come from the Europeans.
C. Caution is necessary on our part due to the risk that proposals might
be made for some kind of limited or partial European preferential trade
arrangements which would create major problems for the U.S. and other
non-European countries.
D. There are also hopeful elements in the present situation. The move to European currency convertibility was apparently marked by close cooperation
between the French and the British and should facilitate improved relations
between the Six and the Eleven in economic matters. Insofar as convertibility leads to relaxation of trade restrictions on a world-wide basis, it should
also make adjustment to the Common Market earlier.
E. The next logical step would seem to be to examine results of the Common Market Commission’s study on European economic association which
we understand should be available in March. (The commission has been
instructed by Ministers of the Six to underline informal explorations with
interested Governments and report by March1.)
F. If Vice-Chancellor Pittermann asks you specifically for the United States
position as to whether membership or bilateral association in the Common Market is in violation of Austrian neutrality, you should state that
we consider Austria competent to interpret its own neutrality law. If he
asks whether such association or membership would be in violation of the
State Treaty, you should recall that the Secretary told the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee in connection with the ratification of the Austrian
State Treaty that we believe the Anschluss provision (Article 4) “would not
apply to going into an organization in which Germany was one of many
members”.
Concurrences:
L/EUR – Mr. Wehmeyer (in draft)
WE – Mr. Cameron (in draft)
RA – Mr. Timmons (in draft)
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CPT – Mr. Ryss (in Substance)
Source: National Archives Record Administration (NARA), College Park, Washington/Maryland,
Record Group 59, Bureau of EUR Affairs, Lot File, 68 D 123, Box 1.

DOCUMENT 35
Report by the American Embassy, John W. Fisher, Vienna,
November 16, 1959
[...] We too continue to estimate that Krainer is one of the most likely coming
leaders. He has been operating cautiously, by all indications, and has reaffirmed
this loyality to the Chancellor. The outlook for Gruber’s attempted comeback is
not terribly cheerful at the moment. His Österreichischegesellschaft [sic! recte:
Neue Österreichische Gesellschaft1] has hardly got far enough off the ground to
see daylight under it, and as long as Raab continues to be unhappy with him, as he
seems to be, the road back to political prominence for him is pretty well blocked.
As we have reported, it is clear that Raab will stay on as Chancellor, and as at
least nominal party chairman as well. Current maneuvers are toward installing an
acting chairman under Raab who would relieve him of some of the duties.
The Common Market issue has suddenly bloomed into one of the most interesting and significant questions to come before the Austrian public in the foreign
policy field. The only trouble is that this has happened after, and not before, the
Austrian government made its decision against joining of associating with the
Common Market and in favour of the Outer Seven. Kreisky and Pittermann are
carrying the ball, and have made what may turn out for them to be some unfortunate remarks in explaining the government position. Kreisky has implied
that there are no decisive legal or economic reasons against Austria’s joining the
Common Market, but that it could not do so because it would spoil the political
climate in Austria’s relations with one of the great Powers, because Austria has
promised to be neutral like Switzerland; and because the State Treaty says Austria
must avoid Anschluss with Germany. The independent press especially, with Fritz
Molden easily visible near the front of the pack, has taken off with loud yelping
for the seat of Kreisky’s breeches, on these points. Pittermann has criticized the
Common Market, of course, in terms reminiscent of the famous “Malefactors of
Great Wealth.” Olah, who must pay frequent engagements in Pittermann’s bad
dreams nowadays, is lying low, with his eye on the future effects on employment in Austria to come from the government decision. As you know, the encouraged Nemschak to speak up against the Outer Seven decision at the recent
ATUF convention. The Austrian course on the South Tyrol certainly leads up to a
1

Die „Neue Österreichische Gesellschaft“ war eine Initiative reformerischer Kräfte innerhalb
der ÖVP, v.a. getragen von Karl Gruber, Josef Klaus, Josef Krainer und anderen.
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big “Sackgasse” sign, if I ever saw one. Kreisky told a parliamentary committee
last week that he had raised the South Tirol issue in the UN for tactical reasons,
to show the Italians that the problem had international angles, but that this action
had brought a solution no nearer and that he himself did not know what the right
solution would be or what the South Tirolese would accept.
My personal view is that the quicker the Italians get the question into the International Court of Justice the better. Kreisky can then go to the UN again, as he
has irrevocably promised to do, but the edge of the UN debate would be blunted
if it were possible to point to the fact that the ICJ was already getting to work on
the problem.
Source: Collection William Tapley Bennett, Jr. Richard B. Russell Memorial Library, University
of Georgia Libraries, Series I., B 2, Folder 3.

DOCUMENT 36
Report by the American Embassy, David W. Wainhouse, Vienna,
November 25, 1959
[…] The Austrian press these last few weeks has been occupied with the problem
of EEC and EFTA. In fact, there is a considerable furor about Kreisky’s and Pittermann’s attitudes towards the problem of the Sixes and Sevens. Kreisky opposes participation in EEC on the grounds of neutrality and Pittermann opposes it, I
would gather, for ideological reasons. Some have been quick to exploit the differences between the two men. Kreisky told me last night that Austria has two main
fears, one is the Soviet Union and the other economic absorption by Germany.
The EEC is nothing more than a vast cartel dominated by France and Germany,
he stated, and Austria in such company would soon lose its economic and political
freedom. Kreisky was very optimistic about the Sevens when he returned from
Stockholm where he initialled the Free Trade Area Agreement.
Source: Collection William Tapley Bennett, Jr. Richard B. Russell Memorial Library, University
of Georgia Libraries, Series I., B 2.

DOCUMENT 37
“Austria and EFTA”, Note Prepared by Vienna Embassy for Visit by
Kreisky to London, February 1960
Dr. Kreisky has considerable personal sympathies with Sweden and the Scandinavian countries, very friendly feelings for the United Kingdom and a strong determination to lessen the political and economic dependence of Austria on Germany.
Furthermore, he and his predecessor had received from Russia strong indications
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that membership or association with the Common Market would be regarded as
incompatible with Austria’s neutrality obligations. It appears also that Dr. Kreisky
has a personal antipathy towards Dr. Hallstein [...]. Austrian supporters of EFTA
regard it as valuable mainly as the means for coming to a multilateral agreement
with the Common Market [...]. Dr. Kreisky himself has told H.M. Ambassador
that he regards Austria’s entry into EFTA as entailing a departure from Austria’s
traditional policy of close association with Germany and the formation of a new
association with the United Kingdom which it is his hope to develop vigorously
in the political and cultural, as well as in the commercial fields. [...] Dr. Kreisky
finds himself in a lonely and exposed position.
Source: TNA, London, FO 371/150187/32.

DOCUMENT 38
Report by the American Embassy, W. Tapley Bennett, Jr., Vienna,
September 23, 1960
[…] We have just finished three years here in Vienna although we had spent six
months last fall and winter in Washington while I was on special duty in the State
Department. Vienna is an interesting place and offers many cultural opportunities. With the iron curtain borders of Hungary and Czechoslovakia – and it is still
very much of an iron curtain with barbed wire, plowed strips planted with mines
and watch towers – only 20 miles from the city, the work does not lack interest.
Fortunately, these people have no illusions about communism, since they had the
Russians here in occupation for ten years after suffering “liberation” at the hands
of Soviet troops in 1945. Khrushchev got a very cool reception when he came here
in early July this year.
Source: Collection William Tapley Bennett, Jr. Richard B. Russell Memorial Library, University
of Georgia Libraries, Series I., B 2, Folder 4.

DOCUMENT 39
Confidential Conversation, October 4, 1960
To:		
Through:
From:		
Subject:		

The Acting Secretary
S/S
EUR – Mr. Kohler
Call of Austrian Foreign Minister Kreisky, October 4, at 3.30 p.m.

C. European Integration and EFTA
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Austria has been one of the most moderate voices in EFTA despite the fact
that it has relatively a great deal to lose, in the commercial field as a result
of the operation of the Rome Treaty. This stems from Austria’s unique position of enforced neutrality. Spiritually and in terms of interests, Austria
would probably prefer to participate in the EEC. As a consequence, Austria
lays great stress on reading greater political significance into EFTA than
other EFTA members would perhaps be prepared to agree too. By the same
token, in approaching the OECD negotiations, Austria must tread a fine
line in order not to jeopardize its position with the Soviet Union, which has
accepted Austria’s status in the OEEC.
The Austrians now appear to recognize the Canadian and US participation
in OECD will possibly further their policy adjectives and have given us
more support in the OECD negotiations that the other neutrals. In both
EFTA and the OECD the Austrian objective is to increase ties to the West
without alienating the Soviet Union. We should make every effort to assure
them of our understanding and support in this endeavor.
Anticipated Austrian Position
1. For political reasons outright Austrian membership in the EEC is not
possible.
2. The Minister will probably stress the political character of EFTA and the
need for commercial rapprochement between the two blocs.
3. He will probably show strong support for the reconstitution of OEEC so
that OECD will give Austria’s a reinforced tie with the West.
Recommended US Position
1. We recognize the special political difficulties of Austria in relation to
European integration.
2. We have shown our support for EFTA in GATT during the last session.
3. We conceive that the OECD, when constitued, will represent a new framework for the solution of European problems and will tend to diminish the
frictions created by the operation of separate regional blocs. In the meantime, we consider the trade committee of 21 as the most appropiate place
for discussion of the ways and means of finding an accomodation.
Source: National Archives Record Administration (NARA), College Park, Washington/Maryland,
Record Group 59, Bureau of EUR Affairs, Lot File 68 D 123, Box 1.
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DOCUMENT 40
Memorandum of Conversation, October 4, 1960
Official use only
Department of state
Memorandum of conversation
October 4, 1960
Subject: Sixes and Sevens
Participants:
Austrians:
Dr. Bruno Kreisky, Austrian Foreign Minister
		
Prof. Franz Gschnitzer,
			
Austrian State Secretary for Foreign Affairs
		
Dr. Wilfried Platzer, American Embassador
		
Dr. Kurt Waldheim, Director,
			
Western Section, Austrian Foreign Office
		
Dr. Rudolf Kirchschlaeger,
			
Chief of the Legal Section, Austrian Foreign Office
Americans:
The Acting Secretary
		
EUR – Mr. White
		
WE – Mr. McBride
		
WE – Mr. Phelan
Minister Kreisky, after his brief opening reference to the South Tyrol problem,
said that he wished to make a few comments on Austria’s current view of the Sixes and Sevens problem. When he was here last year, he had felt that the future relationship between EEC and EFTA was a particularly serious and urgent problem
for Austria. He recalled that at that time he had been an ardent “bridge-builder”.
However, the experience of the past year had been reassuring to the Austrians.
Certainly, today the need for a bridge between the two organisations did not seem
to the Austrians to be as urgent or dramatic as it had appeared last year – Austria’s
economy was prospering and none of the feared economic consequences posed by
the lack of a bridge had taken place.
The Acting Secretary replied that he fully agreed with the Minister’s analysis
of developments. We had felt from the beginning that a realistic appraisal of the
trade problem implicit in the existence of the two organisations would reveal that
there was little justification for the alarm which prevailed a year ago. We think
that every effort should be made, both in the GATT and the Committee of 21, to
reach fruitful understandings in specific commodity or problem areas. We believe
that it would be unwise to wait for an all-encompassing long term solution. We
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should all try to make as large a success as possible out of the round of GATT
tariff negotiations coming up next year.
The Minister replied that he was in full agreement as to the advisability of
continuing to work for solutions to individual problems within the framework of
existing institutions. Austria was happy to note that Finland was just now joining
EFTA and felt that this was a particularly fortunate way of involving Finland in
the Western system. We hoped that the United States would be successful in its
efforts to get the Yugoslavs to take some concrete steps toward the freeing of its
economy. They too could join EFTA and eventually become oriented in the Western system if the necessary internal changes in the Yugoslav economic system
could be effected.
Source: National Archives Record Administration (NARA), College Park, Washington/Maryland,
Record Group 59, Bureau of EUR Affairs, Lot File 68 D 123, Box 1.

DOCUMENT 41
Note by the Foreign Minister Bruno Kreisky to the President of the
Ministers‘ Council of the EEC, December 15, 1961
Herr Präsident!
Ich hatte die besondere Ehre, Ihnen im August d. J. in meiner Eigenschaft als
Vorsitzender der Europäischen Freihandelsassoziation die Deklaration des EFTA-
Rates vom 31. Juli d. J. zu überreichen, in der die Mitgliedstaaten der Europäischen
Freihandelsassoziation ihre Bereitschaft zum Ausdruck brachten, mit der Europäischen Wirtschaftsgemeinschaft Mittel und Wege zu prüfen, die es ihnen allen
ermöglichen könnten, an einem umfassenden europäischen Markt teilzunehmen.
Die Österreichische Bundesregierung hat in der Zwischenzeit ihrerseits sorgfältig geprüft, ob und in welcher Weise Österreich eine diesem Bestreben dienende
ausschließlich wirtschaftliche Vereinbarung mit der Europäischen Wirtschaftsgemeinschaft eingehen könnte, die der Aufrechterhaltung seiner immerwährenden
Neutralität und seinen zwischenstaatlichen Vereinbarungen Rechnung trägt
sowie die Erfüllung der damit verbundenen Pflichten jederzeit ermöglicht, anderseits aber hierbei die Integrität der Europäischen Wirtschaftsgemeinschaft nicht
beeinträchtigt. Sie ist zur Auffassung gelangt, daß ein solches Abkommen zu
verwirklichen ist, wobei der Artikel 238 des Vertrages von Rom die Handhabe
hiefür bieten könnte.
Ich bin daher ermächtigt, Ihnen zu diesem Zweck die Aufnahme von Verhandlungen vorzuschlagen, wobei ich glaube, daß Schweden und die Schweiz,
die gleichfalls beschlossen haben, der Europäischen Wirtschaftsgemeinschaft
die Aufnahme von Verhandlungen vorzuschlagen, hinsichtlich ihrer Neutralität
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gleichartige Probleme mit der Europäischen Wirtschaftsgemeinschaft zu erörtern
und zu lösen haben werden wie Österreich. Darüber hinaus müßten auch gewisse
besondere wirtschaftliche Probleme Österreichs Gegenstand dieser Verhandlungen sein.
Ich gebe der Hoffnung Ausdruck, daß die Aufnahme solcher Verhandlungen
zu einem Zeitpunkt erfolgen kann, der die Gewähr dafür bieten würde, daß sich
auch Österreich gleichzeitig mit allen anderen Mitgliedstaaten der Europäischen
Freihandelsassoziation an einem erweiterten europäischen Markt beteiligen
kann. Ich bin überzeugt, daß bei entsprechendem gegenseitigem Verständnis dieses Ziel zu erreichen ist, das zur Hebung der Lebenshaltung und der Steigerung
der Wirtschaftskraft der europäischen Staaten und damit auch zur Erweiterung
der Wirtschaftsbeziehungen aller Staaten beitragen würde.
Genehmigen Sie, Herr Präsident, den Ausdruck meiner besonderen
Hochachtung.
gez. Kreisky
Source: Hans Mayrzedt/Waldemar Hummer, 20 Jahre österreichische Neutralitäts- und
Europapolitik (1955-1975), Dokumentation (Schriftenreihe der Österreichischen Gesellschaft für
Außenpolitik und Internationale Beziehungen 9/I), Teilband I, Wien 1976, 352-353.

DOCUMENT 42
Charles de Gaulle‘s Press Conference, January 14, 1963
The Treaty of Rome was concluded between six continental States—States which
are, economically speaking, one may say, of the same nature. Indeed, whether it
be a matter of their industrial or agricultural production, their external exchanges, their habits or their commercial clientele, their living or working conditions,
there is between them much more resemblance than difference. Moreover, they
are adjacent, they inter-penetrate, they are an extension of each other through
their communications.
When the Treaty of Rome was signed in 1957, it was after long discussions;
and when it was concluded, it was necessary - in order to achieve something - that
we French put in order our economic, financial, and monetary […] and that was
done in 1959. From that moment the Community was in principle viable […].
However, this Treaty, which was precise and complete enough concerning industry, was not at all so on the subject of agriculture, and for our country this had
to be settled. Indeed, it is obvious that agriculture is an essential element in our
national activity as a whole. We cannot conceive of a Common Market in which
French agriculture would not find outlets in keeping with its production. And we
agree further that, of the Six, we are the country on which this necessity is imposed in the most imperative manner.
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This is why when, last January, consideration was given to the setting in motion of the second phase of the Treaty - in other words a practical start in its application—we were led to pose the entry of agriculture into the Common Market as a
formal condition. This was finally accepted by our partners, but very difficult and
very complex arrangements were needed and some rulings are still outstanding.
Thereupon Great Britain posed her candidature to the Common Market.
England thus asked in turn to enter, but on her own conditions. This poses without doubt to each of the six States, and poses to England, problems of a
very great dimension. England in effect is insular, she is maritime, she is linked
through her exchanges, her markets, her supply lines to the most diverse and often the most distant countries; she pursues essentially industrial and commercial
activities, and only slight agricultural ones. She has in all her doings very marked
and very original habits and traditions. In short, the nature, the structure, the very
situation that are England’s differ profoundly from those of the continentals […].
Source: Press conference by President de Gaulle, Paris (14th January 1963), in Western European
Union Assembly General Affairs Committee: A retrospective view of the political year in Europe
1963. March 1964, pp. 2022; https://www.cvce.eu/en/obj/press_conference_held_by_general_de_
gaulle_14_ january_1963-en-5b5d0d35-4266-49bc-b770-b24826858e1f.html (2019)

DOCUMENT 43
Report on Austrian Government, March 28, 1963
EUR – Mr. Tyler
WE – Galen L. Stone
New Coalition Government Formed in Austria
After more than four months of difficult negotiations, a new People’s Party-
Socialist coalition Government has been formed in Austria. Alfons Gorbach
(People’s Party) remains as Chancellor and Dr. Bruno Kreisky (Socialist) as Minister of Foreign Affairs, but Dr. Josef Klaus (People’s Party) refused to remain as
Finance Minister and has been succeeded by Dr. Franz Korinek (People’s Party,
Secretary General of the Chamber of Commerce since 1950. In a public statement
Klaus gave Socialist obstruction to his efforts at economy in preparing the new
budget (one of the key issues in the negotiations) as the reason for his refusal to
remain as Finance Minister, but Embassy Vienna believes that the decisive consideration was lack of support by his own People’s Party colleagues, particularly
Gorbach. Klaus’ resignation is considered by the Embassy as a serious blow to the
prospects of the new Government because next to Gorbach himself, Klaus was
the most popular People’s Party man in the cabinet.
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The only other ministerial changes are the replacement of Josef Afritsch as
Minister of Interior by Franz Olah, the President of the Austrian Trade Union
Federation, and the appointment of Otto Probst, Central Secretary of the Socialist
Party, as Minister of Communications and Electric Energy. Afritsch had been
severely criticized by both of the coalition parties for inefficiency and ineptness,
while the former Minister of Communications, Waldbrunner, had resigned last
November to become Second President of the Nationalrat (Lower House).
The new cabinet-level State Secretary posts have been established, one in the
Ministry of Trade and Reconstruction and the other in the Ministry of Justice.
Both of these positions have been filled by People’s Party men.
As part of the coalition agreement, the economic section of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and some of the trade coordination functions of the Chancellor’s
office have been transferred to the Ministry of Trade and Reconstruction, which
henceforth will have primary responsibility for Austria’s relations with the EEC
and EFTA. This ministry remains under Dr. Fritz Bock of the People’s Party.
Throughout the negotiations the principal stubling-block to an agreement was
the People’s Party demand for the return of the portfolio of Foreign Affairs, which
had been ceded to the Socialists following their gain of four seats in the 1959 national election. The People’s Party argued that its two seat gain in the Nationalrat
(Lower House) at the expense of the Socialists in the November 18, 1962, general
election reflected the electorate’s agreement with the People’s Party campaign
contention that Kreisky had neglected opportunities to negotiate an arrangement
with the EEC and that therefore, he should be replaced by a member of the People’s Party. The Socialists rejected this allegation and insisted that Kreisky retains
the portfolio of Foreign Affairs. The transfer of the economic section of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the Ministry of Trade and Reconstruction and the establishment of two new cabinet-level State Secretary positions for People’s Party
men were meant to compensate the People’s Party for dropping its demand for the
return of the Foreign Ministry portfolio. This compromise, however, is far from
satisfactory to the “reform group” within the People’s Party. This group, which
includes the Party’s Secretary General Withalm, who refused to sign the new
coalition agreement, and several provincial governors, had steadfastly demand
the return of the portfolio of Foreign Affairs to the People’s Party. Gorbach’s
concession to the Socialists on this issue has probably weakened this position
of leadership within the People’s Party, while Olah, by successfully fighting for
Kreisky’s retention as Foreign Minister and by entering the cabinet himself, has
enhanced his position among the Socialists.
The new Government is not expected to make any basic changes in Austria’s
foreign or domestic policies, but with Bock now primarily responsible for foreign
economic affairs, Austria will probably intensify its efforts to effect an arrangement with the EEC.
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The replacement of Afritsch by Olah at the Ministry of Interior may make it
easier for our people in Vienna to have prompt access to defectors from the Bloc.
Afritsch was not cooperative in this regard.
The lengthy negotiations opened old wounds and exacerbated relations between the coalition partners so that the new Government may not function as
smoothly as did the earlier People’s Party-Socialist coalitions that have governed
Austria since 1945. The Embassy has reported indications of continued serious
differences within the People’s Party and speculations by informed observers that
the new Government may be short-lived, perhaps lasting only a year. By disassociating himself from the new Government, Klaus may be in a position, when the
time comes, to contend successfully for the People’s Party leadership and hence
for the Chancellorship.
Source: National Archives Record Administration (NARA), College Park, Washington/Maryland,
Record Group 59, Bureau of EUR Affairs, Lot File 68 D 123, Box 1.

DOCUMENT 44
Confidential Suggested Talking Paper for Governor Harriman’s Meeting
with Austrian Foreign Minister Kreisky, October 10, 1963
Subjects you may wish to discuss
1. Austrian-EEC Relations.
The following developments in Austrian-EEV relations have occurred since
Kreisky’s visit here a year ago:
When the UK-EEC negotiations foundered in January, Austria, unlike the
other EFTA neutrals, Switzerland and Sweden, decided to pursue as a matter of
urgency its application for association with the EEC. The USSR immediately intensified its pressures on Austria to desist from entering any sort of arrangement
with the EEC.
In June the Austrian Cabinet agreed on the basic considerations for an Austrian-EEC arrangement. These considerations, set forth in a confidential paper,
include: (a) maintenance of Austria’s neutrality and adherence to Austria’s State
Treaty obligations; (b) far-reaching adoption of the EEC’s common agricultural
policy; (c) total removal of tariffs and import restrictions between Austria and the
EEC according to a schedule to be agreed upon; (d) adoption of existing EEC tariff schedules, with exceptions subject to negotiation; (e) reservation by Austria of
the right to conclude tariff and trade treaties with third parties, with special consideration to be given to Austria’s relationship with the USSR and its membership
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in the EFTA, and (f) willingness by Austria to assume in other areas of its economy the conditions of the Treaty of Rome, the details to be worked out later.
Exploratory discussions between the EEC Commission and the Austrians took
place in July. Reports indicate that the Commission was disappointed with Austria’s presentation, the general feeling being that Austria demanded too many
exceptions, was primarily interested in tariff questions and had not made sufficient preparations for discussion of economic integration issues. The talks are
scheduled to resume later this month.
In recent weeks several Austrian leaders, especially of the Socialist Party, have
stated that any Austrian arrangement with the EEC should not preclude continuation of full Austrian membership in the EFTA. The sense of urgency for an
arrangement with the EEC so evident early this year has gradually diminished
as the complexity of the problems involved in finding a formula acceptable to the
EEC and to special interest groups within Austria has emerged.
In the past six months the USSR hat not renewed its earlier warnings against
an Austrian-EEC arrangement.
Anticipated Austrian Position
The Minister is expected to summarize and assess the latest developments in
Austria’s bid for an arrangement with the EEC. He may solicit the Department’s
views on these developments.
Recommended U.S. Position
We do not accept the USSR contention that an Austrian-EEC arrangement would
necessarily contravene the State Treaty. We agree with the GOA that it alone is
competent to define its neutrality. In general, we are opposed to preferential arrangements between the EEC and third countries. We assume that the Austrians
desire to avoid the political connotations of “association” and would prefer an
arrangement solely commercial in scope. The details should be worked out by
Austria and the EEC. The U.S. places the greatest importance on the forthcoming GATT negotiations and we would therefore expect that any Austrian-EEC-
arrangement would not be detrimental to the success of these negotiations.
2. Austria’s Role in Increasing Intellectual Contacts between East and West.
As a neutral country with close historical ties with Eastern Europe, Austria could
play an important role in increasing intellectual and cultural contacts between
East and West. Minister Kreisky and other leading Socialists are believed sympathetic to this idea, but there is little interest among leaders of the conservative
People’s Party in increasing Austrian communications with the Bloc. The excuse
sometimes given is concern about offending the U.S. A statement of official U.S.
views on this subject to Minister Kreisky would be reported to the Cabinet and
might be helpful in countering the objections of the conservatives.
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Recommended U.S. Position
We should tell Minister Kreisky that the U.S. Government has a strong interest
in increasing intellectual and cultural contacts between the East and West. We
believe Austria is particularly well-suited to play a major role in attracting and
exposing leading and promising figures of Eastern Europe to Western ideas. We
are pleased with Austria’s efforts in this field and we hope that Austria will find a
way to do much more.
Anticipated Austrian Position
Minister Kreisky will probably welcome such a statement of our views.
Subjects Mr. Kreisky May Raise
1.	 South-Tyrol (Alto Adige) problem
This dispute stems from Austria’s contention that Italy has not carried out
the provisions of the 1946 De Gasperi-Gruber Accord which promised the German-speaking people equality of rights with the Italian-speaking people in the
South Tyrol and safeguards for their ethnical, cultural and economic development. In 1960 and 1961 the General Assembly called on Austria and Italy to settle
their differences peaceably. Bilateral discussions in 1961 and 1962 made no significant progress. The Rossi Commission appointed by Italy to recommend a solution is expected to submit its report soon. A Foreign Minister’s meeting planned
for early September at Salzburg was canceled by Italy following resumption of
bombings in the South Tyrol and strong Austrian reaction to the acquittal of ten
Italian policemen accused of torturing South Tyrolean prisoners. On August 31
demonstrators damaged the Italian Consulate General at Innsbruck. There have
also been some bombings in Austria recently. These developments have severely
strained Austrian-Italian relations. Both ministers devoted the major part of their
addresses at the GA to the issue. According to an October 7 report from USUN,
Austrian-Italian talks on the South Tyrol will be re-opened in Lugano later this
month.
Anticipated Austrian Position
The Foreign Minister may complain that Italy keeps finding pretexts to avoid serious discussion of this problem with Austria. He may say that there is a real danger
of the problem becoming a pan-German issue unless a bilateral Austrian-Italian
settlement is reached soon. He may solicit the Department’s support in persuading Italy to negotiate a settlement with Austria.
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Recommended U.S. Position
We should avoid involvement in this issue, except to urge moderation and restraint on both sides. As a good friend of both Austria and Italy, we hope that the
dispute will be resolved bilaterally. We are averse to U.S. mediation because we
would inevitably incur ill-will form both sides.
Source: National Archives Record Administration (NARA), College Park, Washington/Maryland,
Record Group 59, Bureau of EUR Affairs, Lot File 68 D 123, Box 1.

DOCUMENT 45
Confidential Conversation Bruno Kreisky with US-Undersecretary of State
George Ball on Austria EEC relations, October 10, 1963
[...] Turning to the subject of relations with the EEC, Minister Kreisky said that
exploratory talks between Austria and the EEC had started. So far as the economic matters to be discussed were concerned, he thought it would be possible
to find a common ground with the Commission. However, this might not be possible with the Council. The French, for example, would want an answer soon on
Austria´s attitude toward EFTA. To this the Austrian Government will reply that
it cannot take a position before seeing what sort of an arrangement is worked out
with the EEC. Kreisky noted a dilemma here, with France pressing for Austrian
withdrawal from EFTA, while the Dutch, he thought, would not want to see EFTA
weakened at this stage by such a move. The main problem, however, was what
Austria could actually do, and this will require that the Austrian Government
come to an internal agreement on this. He noted that Austrian trade within EFTA
had increased from 11.5% to 16.8% without any loss of trade with the EEC. This
growing EFTA market had considerable appeal to Austria and it would be reluctant to take any steps which would damage this trade. Moreover, the Socialist Party and elements within the People´s Party would both be unhappy to leave EFTA
so long as the other two neutrals were still members. In response to Mr. Ball´s
query whether membership in both EEC and EFTA was not an unrealistic goal,
the Minister agreed that it was, but he still favored such a „multilateral“ solution,
even if it were unrealistic. Moreover, at the present time matters in Europe were
perhaps on the verge of change with Erhard coming to power in Germany and
with the strong possibility that a Labor Government would soon take over in the
UK. However, he agreed with Mr. Ball that things would not change very fast.
In response to the Minister´s question of what he thought about the possibility
of a UK association with the EEC, Mr. Ball replied that he had spoken to French
Foreign Minister Couve de Murville about this a few days ago, and Couve gave
the impression that the French were not serious in this and that even a trade arrangement between the EEC and the UK would be impossible unless the UK were
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to give up its special relationship with the United States and the Commonwealth.
Minister Kreisky added that he thought perhaps a Labor Government might be
more receptive to the idea of association – that oddly enough, a Labor Government would be more Anglo Saxon than the Conservatives. Mr. Ball agreed except
that it might be difficult for Labor to deal with a Gaullist Government in France.
Minister Kreisky thought this would be no more difficult than for the United
States to deal with Spain.
Minister Kreisky went on to note that the neutrals were of course no problem
for De Gaulle. The problem was, as he had stated earlier, what the Austrian Government could do. Turning to the present attitude of the neutrals, Kreisky said that
while the Swiss had initially been very strong in its support of EFTA, they were
now less favorably disposed. This was because the Swiss industrialists were concerned about the socialist complexion of EFTA. With Socialist Governments in
the Scandinavian countries, with a Labor Government probable in England, and
a half-Socialst Government in Austria, the Swiss were worried that EFTA might
rely too much on government planning. Sweden, while in favor of association
with the EEG, was unwilling to leave EFTA. The presence of the two neutrals
and their continued support of EFTA led Kreisky to want to have Austria remain
in EFTA. In passing, he thought the UK under a Labor Government would be
positve towards EFTA, which was, in fact, a sort of European Commonwealth.
Finally, Mr. Ball asked how Austrian trade with its Eastern European neighbors was going, to which Minister Kreisky replied that at the moment it seemed
stabilised. The problem, as always, was what could the Bloc sell Austria in order
to enable the Bloc to buy from it? While the USSR was presently able to purchase
for cash, he thought that it would not be long before it would be pressing for credit.
The meeting closed with a brief discussion of the present grain crisis in the USSR
and of the USSR´s intention greatly to expand its fertilised output.
Source: National Archives Record Administration (NARA), College Park, Washington/Maryland,
Record Group 59, Bureau of EUR Affairs, Lot File 68 D 123, Box 1.

DOCUMENT 46
Coalition Prospects in Austria, European Integration, Austria,
November 12, 1963
Dr. Lujo Toncic, People’s Party, Member of Parliament
Ambassador Platzer, Austrian Embassy
Dr. Walter Hietsch, Attache, Austrian Embassy
United States
Mr. George Kaplan, European Integration Affairs
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Mr. Lewis Townsend, INR
Mr. A. Eugene Frank, WE
Mr. Johannes Imhof, WE
Mr. Francis X. Lambert, WE
Dr. Toncic had been invited to participate in a round-table discussion with
Department officers interested in hearing his views on Austrian and European
affairs. There follows a summary of his answers to questions asked him.
1. Deterioration of the Coalition
The difficulties between the Conservatives and the Socialists had grown to enormous proportions between World War I and II. After World War II both parties
recognized the necessity of forming a coalition in order to rid the country of occupation troops and to rehabilitate the economy. the harmonious operation of the
coalition required the postponement of decisions on basis issues, such as housing.
With the end of the occupation, the preconditions for the coalition were gone, and
meanwhile there had gradually come into positions of influence a new generation
of politicians who had not suffered under the Nazis and during the war years, as
had the older generation. this new generation wanted to find solutions to the postponed issues. They wanted answers to problems and they wanted to govern. These
were the basic reasons for the recent coalition difficulties. Another factor was the
unique political situation in Austria: there were profound ideological differences
between the two major parties, which together had the support of the overwhelming majority of the population. Neither party, however, had a clear majority. This
situation gave the small pan-German Freedom Party (FPOs) a potentially important role, but neither the People’s Party nor the Socialists was prepared to grant
to the FPOs the number of Cabinet posts it demanded to form a small coalition.
The FPOs refused to enter a small coalition unless it obtained much more in the
way of portfolios than its national strength warranted. Furthermore, the FPOs had
no institutionalized foundation in the country. The small group of independents,
whose opinions were expressed in the independent press, also played an important role. They were a floating element in the electorate and often spoke in highly
critical terms of the stagnation in government. Lastly, many people asked how the
EEC could enter an agreement with Austria if the government were in the hands
of the Socialists. The conclusion had therefore been reached by both the People’s
Party and the Socialists that the coalition must continue despite its shortcomings.
2. Austrian-EEC Relations
The Socialists had not lost interest in the EEC to the extent that one might gather
by reading the speeches of Vice Chancellor Pittermann. Actually the coalition
partners had agreed on a common attitude toward the EEC. There was also “complete collaboration” between the People’s Party and the Socialists in the Council
of Europe. Only on the question of the economic organization of Europe were
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there any differences. In this respect, the Socialists wanted less private industry
than the People’s Party.
Britains failure to achieve membership in the EEC had given new life to the
Council of Europe, but the tasks of the Council of Europe were enormous and the
means at its disposal to achieve them modest.
As for Austria’s future relations with the EFTA, the coalition partners had
agreed that this topic should not be discussed with the EEC now. It should be the
last point taken up during the negotiations. Neither the Socialists nor the People’s
Party overwhelmingly favoured the thesis that Austria should withdraw from or
remain in EFTA. The Austrians realized, of course, that it would be very difficult
for the EEC to accept a country that was part of a free trade area. There was the
difficult technical problem of controlling goods between the two areas. As for
Austria, having already lowered its tariffs on imports from the EFTA countries,
it might find it necessary to raise those tariffs again in adopting the CXT of the
EEC.
There was less possibility for European political integration now than there
was in the early 50’s, but the chances for collaboration among the European countries on political issues were better. General de Gaulle was a very much admired
personality in Austria. Though many people disapproved of some of his policies,
his idea of strengthening Europe as much as possible, of putting Europe on its
own feet, was accepted by the greater part of the thinking population.
Austria could not participate in EEC institutions such as the EEC Commission
in the foreseeable future. But Austria could participate in bodies that made majority decisions provided these decisions did not infringe on Austria’s neutrality.
There were, after all, only a few types of decisions that might jeopardize Austria’s
sovereignty and neutrality. Austria could accept all the others.
Austrians who looks to the future, the political scientists, for example, believed it would be inadvisable for Austria to enter an agreement with the EEC that
would prevent Austria from acting independently in her trade relations with Eastern Europe. The day might come when Austria would regret such an agreement.
It was impossible to say with any assurance what the Czechs had in mind in
relaxing their travel regulations recently. Any attempt to give reasons for this
action would be premature.
Austria could play a greater role in exposing artists and intellectuals from
Eastern Europe to Western ideas. There was a tremendous interest on the part of
educated people in the satellite countries in renewing and strengthening contacts
with their counterparts in the West. It would not be advisable, however, to press
too hard on this score and for the time being projects should be limited to the
cultural field.
Source: National Archives Record Administration (NARA), College Park, Washington/Maryland,
Record Group 59, Bureau of EUR Affairs, Lot File 68, D 123, Box 1.
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DOCUMENT 47
Memorandum of Conversation, April 20, 1964
Participants:
Pierre Lucion, Chef de Cabinet to EEC Commissioner Rey
		
Russell Fessenden, USEC
Subject: Merger, Association, Austria
[...]
3. Austria
Lucion was very pessimistic about the chances of moving ahead on Austria.
There was not only the EFTA membership problem, but the more serious problem of Austria’s sovereignty. The Austrians say that they cannot have Greek-type
association. They also say, however, that they are prepared to accept Community
decisions, even though they do not participate in the decision-making process.
Yet, on the other hand, they say they must reserve the right to refuse decisions.
this is hardly a logical position.
Source: National Archives Record Administration (NARA), College Park, Washington/Maryland,
Record Group 59, Bureau of EUR Affairs, Lot File 67 D 33, Box 8.

DOCUMENT 48
Memorandum of Conversation, April 28, 1964
Subject:
		
Participants:
		
		
		
		

Foreign Minister Kreisky’s Conversation with Members of the
Industrial Armed Forces College Group
Minister Bruno Kreisky, Austrian Foreign Minister
Robert M. Brandin,
Deputy Chief of Mission, American Embassy, Vienna
Dr. Reichley, Colonel Bergmayer,
and Members of the Industrial College of the Armed Forces

Foreign Minister Kreisky received the visiting group from the Industrial College
of the Armed Forces for fortyfive minutes in his office on April 27, 1964, and
answered questions off-the-record about Austria’s association with the Common
Market.
Summary.
In brief, Minister Kreisky emphasized that there were political rather than
economic difficulties in working out an arrangement with the EEC, that it was
impossible to foresee how these difficulties would be worked out, that he was
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pessimistic about Soviet reaction to many such arrangements, and that it would
not be a catastrophe if Austria did not associate itself with the EEC.
Minister Kreisky’s attitude was definitely negative, in marked contrast to the
optimistic attitude of Trade Minister Bock, to whom the group had spoken last
week.
Question 1. What are Austria’s chances of joining the EEC?
Minister Kreisky said the economic problems of working out an association
with the EEC were soluble, but there were considerable political difficulties. Austria must retain the right to withdraw from the EEC to protect its political neutrality. The EEC wanted to have the reciprocal right to terminate Austria’s association, but Austria hoped to persuade the EEC that this was not necessary because
the EEC had no problem of protecting its neutrality. It would also be necessary,
when the EEC moved from the rule of unanimity to the rule of majority decision,
for some appeal procedure to be established whereby the rule of unanimity could
be applied in case of political necessity involving Austria. Finally, Austria must
retain the right to negotiate bilateral treaties with third countries. No one could
conceive of the EEC Commission in Brussels negotiating Austria’s trade arrangements with the Soviet Union.
Minister Kreisky said he fully realized the difficulties these exceptions would
create for the EEC if they were granted to Austria. Other neutral nations, and
possibly the United Kingdom, might insist on similar concessions.
Question 2. What would the attitude on the USSR be toward Austrian
association with the EEC?
Minister Kreisky said that if a perfect association were worked out between
Austria and the EEC he would be very pessimistic about the Soviet reaction. He
knew from personal experience and from what he had been told by high Soviet officials that Premier Khrushchev’s personal prestige was engaged in Austria. Following the Berlin Conference of 1954 Foreign Minister Molotov said an Austrian
peace treaty could be signed provided some Soviet troops remained in Austria.
Austria refused to accept this condition on the grounds that the continued presence of troops from the Occupying Powers would ensure Austria’s involvement
in every East-West crisis. In the spring of 1955 Mikoyan took over negotiations
with Austria regarding a treaty and agreed to the withdrawal of all Soviet troops.
This concession was obviously made on Khrushchev’s orders over Molotov’s objections. Consequently, it would not be wise for Austria to take any step which
would be a personal affront to Khrushchev and which would play into the hands
of Khrushchev’s opponents in the USSR.
Minister Kreisky said a second problem involved certain provisions of the
State Treaty itself. Any signatory – e.g., Czechoslovakia – could raise a question
of the interpretation of the Treaty, bringing into play Article 35. Since the four
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heads of Mission presumably would not be able to resolve the dispute within two
months and since it probably would be impossible for Austria and Czechoslovakia
to agree on a representative from a third country to form a Commission within
one month thereafter, the matter of appointing the third member would be referred to the Secretary General of the United Nations. He undoubtedly would pick
a “neutralist” neutral.
Minister Kreisky said he did not want to suggest that the matter would necessarily take this course, but as Foreign Minister it was his obligation to advise the
Austrian Government, which had to make the decisions, about his contingency.
Question 3. What would be the consequences for Austria if it did not join
the EEC?
Minister Kreisky said there would be some economic difficulties, but it would
not be an economic catastrophe. Austria’s trade with the EFTA countries that
developed very well and could be increased. Trade with overseas areas could be
expanded, especially to the developing countries if Austria developed an export
credit system comparable to that of Sweden and the FRG. Industries exporting
to the EEC could be helped by turnover tax rebates. In any event, however, there
would be no meaningful increase in Austria’s trade with the Soviet Bloc because
those countries were unable to pay in money or acceptable goods. The only exception might be oil from Rumania.
Summing up, Minister Kreisky said the advantages of associating and the consequences of not associating with the EEC are evident. What cannot be foreseen is
how the political problems of working out such an association can be managed.
Minister Kreisky concluded by emphasizing that these were his personal views
and not necessarily those of the Austrian Government which had to make the
final decision. At no time during the discussion did Minister Kreisky indicate that
the responsibility for conducting the negotiations on Austrian membership in the
EEC rested with Trade Minister Bock.
Source: National Archives Record Administration (NARA), College Park, Washington/Maryland,
Record Group 59, Bureau of EUR Affairs, Lot File 67 D 33, Box 8.

DOCUMENT 49
Report “Pressure on Austria’s Neutrality”, US-Ambassador to Vienna,
James W. Riddleberger to the State Department, April 29, 1964
While it is still too soon – nine years – after the signing of the State Treaty to see
where Austria´s policy of neutrality will lead it, the passing of each year makes
it less likely that Austria will end up as another Switzerland. The recollections
of sweep and power of the Austro-Hungarian Empire are still strong enough to
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keep the citizens of the residuum called the Republic of Austria from accepting
a small-country future. It is not just a question of lingering pride but also a fear
that Austria cannot survive alone. No responsible Austrians today harbor dreams
of regaining lost territories, but an outside observer is led more and more to the
conclusion that most Austrians see no real hope of working out a self-sufficiency
such as the Swiss have achieved.
As a result, in their thinking and talking and writing Austrians are reaching
out for a present-day substitute for the territories and economic supports which
were lost when the Empire collapsed. No clear patttern leading in one direction
has emerged but the several sectors of the population and the economy which
concern themselves with international developments have, in ways peculiar to
their interests, begun to lay the basis for Austrian ties abroad. The internal political struggle which will be waged to determine in which direction Austria will
eventually go is likely to be a bitter one.
The Socialists, largely because of the accident of large scale nationalization of
industry and resources at the end of World War II, offer a good example. Through
their Party Chariman, Vice Chancellor Pittermann, who heads the government
agency which directs the nationalized industries, the Socialists exert strong influence over the country´s export industries. The steel industry which is more than
90% nationalized, the chemical industry about 75% nationalized, and aluminum,
about 70%, are a few examples of the areas in which the Pittermann motivations
operate.
With many products of the nationalized enterprises having to be sold abroad
to make the enterprises viable and a credit to the Socialist Party, and to satisfy
Austria´s import needs, the Socialists have placed considerable emphasis on the
Communist countries of Eastern Europe as especially important potential markets. This is not to say the Eastern European markets have been of no interest to
Austrian private industry, but the aggressive campaign of salesmanship in this
area over the past few years has been led by Pittermann on behalf of his nationalized industries. During the ten years of occupation (1945-1955) it was to these
markets that the Soviets in Austria siphoned off much of the Austrian production
and the market can thus be said to have been already partly conditioned. There are
also still faint signs of the pre-1918 trade patterns which led in that direction and
which attract various parts of the Austrian economy. But, particularly in the case
of Socialists, there is a certain comfort and familiarity in dealing with the state
monopolies of Eastern Europe. These among other consideratoins, then have led
some Austrians, and particularly Pittermann, to look behind the Iron Curtain for
a substitute for Austria´s territorial and economic losses.
Some of Pittermann´s Socialist colleagues, notably Kreisky and Czernetz, appear to be more attracted by the possibility of Austria´s figuratively extending
its borders through the development of close ties with the countries of Western
Europe where the Socialist parties are now in a leading position or seem to be
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improving their chances of moving into such a position. This group waits expectantly for next fall´s election in England and to see how Willy Brandt makes out
next year in Germany. They are pleased with the added power of the Socialists
in the Italian Government and they take comfort from the success of their colleagues in Scandinavia. They would not ignore Eastern Europe but they see much
more hope for Austria through growing Socialist strength in Western Europe and
perhaps an enlarged and strengthened EFTA built around a Labor government in
England.
Beliefs and hopes are not as clear on the other side of the political fence – in
the People´s Party. The ÖVP is a conglomerate of interests, many of them working at cross purposes. The farmers, as might be expected, are protectionist and
would probably rather live in an isolated Austria and struggle to be self-sufficient
behind a high tariff wall than to have such close ties with either East or West as to
disturb the present agricultural pattern. The farm organizations have given some
support to Austrian association with EEC, probably because they are convinced
that agricultural protectionism is so strongly entrenched in each of the Six that
association for Austria would not disturb the agricultural picture. The small businessmen and manufacturers who see closer external ties mainly as a threat to their
not very sturdy status quo are even more strongly protectionist than the farmers.
To the extent that the Catholic element in the People´s Party can be considered a
separate force it is likely to be more outgoing. The Party Chairman, Chancellor
Klaus, for instance, has been active in the European organization of Christian
Democratic parties.
It is the more efficient and sophisticated manufacturers and businessmen who
supply the main impetus in the People’s Party for ties with Western Europe and by
this they usually mean the EEC. Closely allied with this group in trade philosophy
and aims for Austria are the top management of many of the nationalized industries. Most of these men are probably closer to the People´s Party but a number are
Socialists. This group sees Austria´s political and economic well-being as absolutely dependent on close integration with the Six and they also see at least a partial recovery of Austria´s past importance throught such a development. Through
it the nightmare of domination by Germany would also be dealt with. Although
this is probably the most influential group in the People´s Party and contributes
most to its financial support, it cannot be sure of pushing Party policy, let alone
Government policy, in the EEC direction it wishes.
The attitude of the People´s Party toward developing ties in Eastern Europe
has been characterized generally by lack of interest. For obvious reasons its members have had no sympathy with the governments, and in recent years no hope of
establishing contact with the populace. By and large the People´s Party has been
content to leave to the Socialists any cultivating of the Eastern bloc that was to be
done by Austrians. This attitude has changed slightly in very recent months with
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the apparent loosening of Soviet controls over Eastern European countries and
with the announced change in the U.S. Government´s attitude in this connection.
What then will actually happen to Austria´s neutrality on the „Swiss model“
which was pledged in the Moscow Memorandum of April 1955, envisaged in the
State Treaty of May 1955, and expressed in a consitutional law in October 1955?
The Austrian Government continues to abide by a policy of military neutrality
and there is no significant body of opinion which would have Austria give up its
neutrality. But informed and influential elements seem more and more inclined to
liberalize the concept and certainly not allow it to hinder Austria´s establishing
and developing economic and institutional ties beyond its borders. The legally
established concept of neutrality can serve as a convenient refuge whenever conditions laid down by outside negotiators are not worth paying or when the lions
in Moscow begin to roar too loudly. Most Austrians, do not think of or want a
neutrality that would leave them by themselves but rather something that would
allow them to work freely toward solutions of problems as they arise, choosing the
ties most advantageous for the occasion. And they hope that the end result of this
process will be a free and flourishing Austria.
RIDDLEBERGER
NARA, RG 59, Central Foreign Policy File, Alpha-Numeric File, 1963-66, Box 1902.

DOCUMENT 50
Memorandum of Conversation, Brussels, June 22, 1964
Participants:
Fernand DeSchacht, Director, External Relations,
		
EEC Council Morton Bach, USEC
Subject:
Association and Austria
Mr. DeSchacht said one of the main preoccupations of the Council these days
seemed to be trying to “slow down” Community action on association. There are
too many internal issues that should be resolved by the Six before final consideration is given to the long list of association applicants, he stated. Mr. DeSchacht
said he was not alluding to the recent Italian proposal for an association policy
which received such a cool reception from the Member States and the Council
and is now considered a “closed” issue, even by the Italians. However, he was not
unsympathetic with Italian concern about the concentration of applicants in the
South while “the door to the North remains closed”.
Mr. DeSchacht said the timing of Austrian President Schaerf’s first post-war
visit to Bonn could not have been more ill advised if Austria is seriously interested in advancing her application for association; the visit plays directly into the
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hands of the Soviets who are always sensitive to the Anschluss clause, Article IV,
of the State Treaty.
In subsequent conversations, Moltrecht and Von Hassel of the German Perm
Rep delegation and Ernst, EEC Director for Commercial Policy (including the
Sovbloc), DG I, went out of their way to criticize the timing of the Austrian President’s visit which they said would not facilitate Commission (and Fed Rep) efforts
to advance the Austrian application.
Source: National Archives Record Administration (NARA), College Park, Washington/Maryland,
Record Group 59, Bureau of EUR Affairs, Lot File 67 D 33, Box 8.

DOCUMENT 51
Memorandum, June 22, 1964
To:
RPE – Mr. George R. Kaplan
From: RPE – Joel W. Biller
Subject: Your Questions Concerning ECBUS 1608 and ECBUS A-917
ECBUS 1608
Hallstein is referring to a fundamental disagreement between the Commission
and the Austrian Government over how Community decisions would be made
applicable to Austria. The Commission wants to follow the precedent established
by Greek association, ie., pertinent decisions taken in institutions of the Community would be reviewed by the Council of Association and, if approved, would be
binding on the associate.
Austria, on the other hand, has requested what amounts to an ad referendum
arrangement. It wants to delay the effect of decisions taken in the Council of Association until they have been unilaterally endorsed or ratified by the appropriate
organ of the Austrian state. Where the Council deals with a subject over which, by
Austrian law, the Austrian Government has jurisdiction, nothing would be needed
beyond the Governments’s agreement in the Council. However, where the Austrian constitution gives jurisdiction to the Austrian Parliament, the Government’s
agreement in the Council would amount to no more than a promise to see that
legislative endorsement or ratification took place as quickly as possible.
The Commission is willing to let Austria make an unilateral determination of
its neutrality obligations, bit it flately rejects any request based on separation of
powers. Its report of the Council on the exploratory talks recommends that the
Austrians be given the choice of abandoning the idea entirely or of limiting it in
such a way that for practical purposes it becomes meaningless. The Commission
suggests, for example, that the Austrian Parliament might pass a law giving the
Government authority to act on whatever comes up in the Association Council.
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ECBUS A-917
The first marked paragraph indicates that the EEC is not contemplating one-way
preferences. It wants preferences for its exports to Nigeria, in the same way that
such preferences are provided for in the Yaounde Convention.
The second paragraph reflects the concern of the EEC over the effects of Nigerian association on the present AOC’s. Because Nigeria is so much larger and
in nearly all cases more highly developed than its AOC competitors, the EEC is
very likely contemplating a more gradual introduction of preferences for Nigeria
than for the AOC’s. The AOC’s benefit from the same reduction in tariffs that
the Six make to each other; in turn, they reduce their tariffs toward the Six at the
general rate of 15 % annually. The regression of tariffs for Nigeria will probably
be different in both cases.
The important part of the third marked paragraph is the last sentence. The
AOC’s are not limited in their use of the escape clauses of the Yaounde Convention, except for the general review procedure provided for in the Council of
Association. Nigeria, on the other hand, will be made subject to specific language
designed to warn against the use of escape clauses to minimize or eliminate discrimination against third countries, primarily the UK and the US. This provision
war put in the mandate at French insistence. It pretty well sinks the argument of
Commission officials like Van der Lee, who keep assuring us that we will feel no
commercial impact from Nigerian association because of liberal Nigerian use of
the escape clauses.
Source: National Archives Record Administration (NARA), College Park, Washington/Maryland,
Record Group 59, Bureau of EUR Affairs, Lot File 67 D 33, Box 8.

DOCUMENT 52
Memorandum, September 5, 1964
To:
RPE – Mr. George R. Kaplan
From: RPE – Joel W. Biller
Subject: Your Appointment with Ambassador Platzer,
Monday Sptember 7 at 11:00 a.m.
Ambassador Platzer wants to see you to that when he leaves later this month
for an Austrian Ambassadors conference in Vienna he will be able take with him
our latest views on EEC-Austria association.
We have given the Austrians our views several times in the past two years.
They have not appreciably changed:
1. As to Austria’s international obligations – (a) We accept the Austrian position that Austria voluntarily declared its neutrality and that it alone is
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competent to define its neutrality and to determine what might be in violation of it. (b) We note with satisfaction that Austria has always interpreted
its neutrality in a way that affords full spiritual and political freedom to its
citizens and permits Austria to play an active and positive role in international affairs. (c) We believe that an EEC-Austrian arrangement would not
per se be in violation of Article IV (the anti-Anschluss provision) of the
State Treaty.
2. As to an EEC-Austrian arrangement – (a) We remain generally opposed to preferential arrangements between the EEC and third countries. We believe that there are other means (most notably the Kennedy
Round) by which third countries can improve their trade relations with
the EEC. (b) However, we recognize the unique and special position of
Austria in Europe. Any EEC-Austrian arrangement should reflect this
special position and should not serve as a precedent for other countries.
(c) We assume that because of Austria’s special situation, the Austrians
would desire to avoid an arrangement that had political connotations and
would prefer one that were solely commercial in scope. (d) The details
of any such arrangement should be determined by the EEC and Austria.
The EEC-Austrian talks have not yet reached the stage of formal negotiations. The Council last July considered a Commission report (the fruit
of a year’s exploratory talks with the Austrians) but refused to approve a
proposed Commission mandate to open negotiations. Only the Germans
and, to a lesser extent, the Luxembourgers were in favour of moving ahead
immediately. The Dutch wanted more time to think about the implications
of Austrian association on broader EEC-EFTA questions. They also are
concerned about possible Soviet reactions. The Belgians share this concern
and, in addition, are afraid that the neutrality exceptions required by Austria might give the Austrians a preferred position in the Community over
the Six themselves. The Italians suggested that Austria’s problems might
be adequately dealt with by a trade agreement, if necessary with a GATT
waiver. The French took the position that the whole matter should be sent
back to the Permanent Delegates for further consideration, and that is what
was done.
On the Austrian side, the coalition government was shown signs of wavering in its resolve to achieve association. The Austrian economy has not
felt the impact from EEC exclusion that was expected, and the value of
Austria’s EFTA memebership has grown. Austrians in general are concerned about the effect of association on relations with the Soviet Union;
the Socialists in particular are bothered by the prospect of leaving their
Northern European brethren in EFTA for the sake of closer relations with
the Christian Democrats of the Six.
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The Soviets have blown hot and cold, sometimes taking a very hard line
with the Austrians and other times showing a more relaxed attitude. It is
likely that future pressures from the Soviets will be proportional to the
prospect for Austrian success. Outside pressure is also likely to continue from the direction of EFTA. The British see Austrian association as a
threat to EFTA solidarity. The Swedes and Swiss fear that an EEC-Austrian
agreement now might set precedents limiting their negotiation freedom in
the future.
Source: National Archives Record Administration (NARA), College Park, Washington/Maryland,
Record Group 59, Bureau of EUR Affairs, Lot File 67 D 33, Box 8.

DOCUMENT 53
Report by the American Embassy, Vienna, Austria, September 11, 1964
Official-Informal
Confidential
Dear Herb:
You will recall that during our discussion with Mr. Biller on Austria and the
Common Market, a certain degree of surprise seem to have been expressed that
our views on an Austrian tie with the Community Six had been anything other
than what they are at present. Accordingly, when I returned to Vienna, I went
through some of the old files in order to locate some documentation reflecting the
less than sympathetic United States attitude towards Austrian endeavours in this
direction, which did exist (or was believed to exist) during the year preceding the
break-down of the negotiations with the U.K.
I find the best expression of this former attitude contained in a set of notes prepared at the time of the visit of Chancellor Gorbach and Foreign Minister Kreisky
to the United States around the beginning of May in 1962. Admittedly, these notes
were never formally cleared, but I do believe it is equitable to say that they reflect
our attitude at that time, or, in any event, the popular Austrian view of what this
attitude was. The following paragraph condenses the attitude X have in mind:
“The Acting Secretary restated the USG’s position that Austrian association
with the EEC under Article 238 of the Rome Treaty was politically objectionable
as it could precipitate Soviet protests that Austrian ‘association’ with the EEC
was a political tie and thus a breach of Austrian neutrality. Moreover the Community can be viewed as an organisation with possibly defence as well as political implications. The Acting Secretary emphasized that the USG considered the
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Community an item in Western defence. Also, the USG saw in the association of
neutrals with the EEC a possible situation in which each progression toward closer political union among the members of the Communities would be hampered by
the possibility of creating new problems for the neutral associates.”
These notes were subsequently sanitized to a certain degree and transmitted as
the Department’s Circular Telegram 1895 of May 4, 1962.
Our position of benevolent neutrality vis-à-vis Austria’s endeavours has, of
course, been made quite clear subsequently, and the note given to Ladner recently
constitutes merely one of several confirmations. The purpose of the above quotation, therefore, is purely informative, and it would hardly seem in anyone’s interest to pursue the matter any further.
With regard to Austrian application for an arrangement with the EEC, you
have no doubt received by now our telegram 501 of September 10 commenting on
Budapest’s A-61 of August 30, in which there is a reference to a possible formal
U.K. policy aimed at opposing Austrian association, even to the point of collaborating with the Soviets for this purpose. This, I find, is a most interesting development, and, if true, would certainly raise by several matches one of the three
principle hurdles that Austria must surmount in order to achieve its objective. I
have in mind, as you are no doubt aware, the unanimous approval of the Austrian
application which must be granted by the EEC Council, including the Anglo-file
Dutch.
I should like to take this opportunity to express my gratitude to you and to
Frank Lambert for the most cordial reception accorded me during my stay in
Washington, which contributed so much to making this stay as useful as it was.
With kindest regards to both of you, I am,
Yours sincerely,

Robert O. Waring
Acting Chief of the Economic Section

Source: National Archives Record Administration (NARA), College Park, Washington/Maryland,
Bureau of EUR Affairs, Lot File 67 D 33, Box 8.

DOCUMENT 54
Memorandum of Conversation, Brussels, September 16, 1964
Participants:
		
		
Date:		
Subject:		

Axel Herbst,
Directorate General for External Relations EEC Commission
Morton Bach, USEC
September 16, 1964
Various Community Matters
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[…]
Austrian Association – The Commission expects to “push” the Perm Reps
into moving ahead so that a preliminary report might be ready for Council examination in October. Three Member States are presently opposed to Austrian association for different reasons: Belgium because of Spaak’s well known doctrine
that association only should be a prelude to full membership; Italy for complex
reasons – Cattani’s presentation on the July Council session was brilliant since he
made it sound that Italy did not object but the net effect was definitely negative;
the Netherlands essentially because of reluctance to single out one country from
EFTA. “Perhaps if the British could be won over to favouring Austrian association, the Dutch would fall into line.” Herbst stated unawareness of the UK’s attitude toward Austrian association.
Source: National Archives Record Administration (NARA), College Park, Washington/Maryland,
Record Group 59, Bureau of EUR Affairs, Lot File 67 D 33, Box 8.

DOCUMENT 55
Memorandum of Conversation, October 14, 1964
Subject:
Participants:
		
		

British Attitude towards Austrian Association with the EEC
Sir Malcolm S. Henderson, British Ambassador, Vienna
Robert M. Brandin, Charge d’Affaires a.i.,
American Embassy, Vienna

Date:		

Ocotber 13, 1964

Sir Malcolm Henderson, British Ambassador, drew me aside last night at the
opening of the Johnson art exhibit to tell me that quite a fuss had been stirred up
in the Foreign Office by a recent approach from the American Embassy, London,
on this subject. He said we apparently had been informed by someone in a British
Embassy on the continent that, in order to block Austrian association with the
EEC, the United Kingdom was urging the Russians to tell the Austrians that such
association would be a violation of Austria’s neutrality and the State Treaty. Sir
Malcolm denied that this report was true, stating that the British position was well
known, but he volunteered that he had been specking up on the subject recently to
Austrians. He said Foreign Minister Kreisky told him British understatement and
reserve might be misunderstood. He added that it was his impression that Chancellor Klaus was not as anxious now as before to press for Austrian association
with the EEC. In any event, the road to some sort of an arrangement with the EEC
still seemed long and difficult for the Austrians.
I admitted that this report about British collaboration with the USSR had circulated on our side, but said I assumed our Embassy in London decided the best
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way to deal with it was to discuss it frankly with the Foreign Office. I added that
the United States attitude toward Austrian association with the EEC continued to
be one of benevolent neutrality.
Source: National Archives Record Administration (NARA), College Park, Washington/Maryland,
Record Group 59, Bureau of EUR Affairs, Lot File 67 D 33, Box 8.

DOCUMENT 56
Memorandum of Conversation, October 26, 1964
Subject:
		
Participants:
		
		
		

Soviet Note of October 2nd Concerning Austrian Association
with the Common Market
Dr. Heinrich Haymerle, Chief of the Political Section,
Austria Ministry for Foreign Affairs,
Robert M. Brandin, Charge d’Affaires a.i.,
American Embassy, Vienna

Haymerle regretted that he could not give me a copy of the Note, but agreed to
give me an analysis of it. He said it was decided not to publish or to publicize the
Note because there was nothing new therein, because the USSR was not playing
it up, and because there was no advantage to Austria in doing so, especially since
the dialogue would continue.
Haymerle described the Note as a restatement of the previous Soviet position
in firm and serious tone and in a more concise form.
Turning to the Note itself, Haymerle said that after the usual complimentary
opening, the Russians referred to the points in the Austrian Note which suited
their purposes: i.e., assurances that the desire for good relations with the USSR
remained the basis of Austrian policy, and that Austria intended to remain strictly
neutral and to carry out the obligations of the State Treaty. The Note then went
on to say that for its part, the USSR always endeavoured to keep its relations with
Austria unchanged on the basis of friendship, cooperation, and mutual understanding. Regarding Austrian plans concerning the EEC, however, the USSR felt
it necessary to restate its position and to underline again that any “adjunction”
to the EEC in any form whatsoever would be a change in Austria’s policy of
neutrality, and would be tantamount with reunion with Germany – with all the
consequences this would imply for Austria’s neutrality and European security. In
conclusion, the Note stated Soviet policy was guided by the aim of strengthening
relations with Austria, and expressed the hope the Austrian Government would
understand the Soviet attitude and would desire to prevent complications from
arising.
Haymerle said it had been difficult to translate the Soviet word “prisayidyinyeniya”. The Austrians had used the word “Anschluss”, but this was perhaps
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too specific. We discussed various other possibilities such as “attachment”, “adjunction”, etc.
Haymerle then gave me the Foreign Office analysis of the Note which covered
three points: (1) the key word “prisayidyinyeniya” was used in previous Notes.
It is not a technical term but a general one which the USSR is free to interpret
as it wishes. the qualifying phrase “in any form whatsoever” has also been used
previously; (2) the juridical basis for the Soviet position remained unchanged: i.e.,
Austrian neutrality and the State Treaty; (3) the threatened consequences were
phrased somewhat differently but in essence were unchanged. For example, in a
previous Note the USSR had said that Austrian association with the EEC would
have negative consequences for the situation in Central Europe. This time the
Note referred to “European security”.
Haymerle said confidentally that he personally considered the Note a strong
one, but also a logical one from the Soviet point of view. Soviet concern about
possible Austrian Anschluss with Germany was deep-rooted, even if not very
realistic. In his view, the USSR had two objectives in mind in signing the State
Treaty: it wanted to prevent Austria from drawing closer to Germany, and it hoped
Austria would follow a policy of strict neutrality comparable to that of Switzerland. The second objective had obviously failed, but the USSR was holding firmly
to the first.
Source: National Archives Record Administration (NARA), College Park, Washington/Maryland,
Record Group 59, Bureau of EUR Affairs, Lot File 67 D 33, Box 8.

DOCUMENT 57
Report “Discussion on Austria’s Foreign Policy” by the US-Ambassador to
Vienna, James W. Riddleberger, to the State Department, December 2, 1964
[...] On November 29, Dr. Franz Karasek, chef de cabinet for Chancellor Klaus,
discussed Austrian foreign policy in a speech before an audience composed of
representatives of various Catholic organizations in Austria. As reported in the
Vienna press, the main points made by Dr. Karasek were as follows:
Although Austria is a neutral country, it must be possible for its citizens to
take part in the ideological struggle between the two great systems that exist in
the world today. military neutrality in no way compels the individual citizen to be
neutral in the intellectual or ideological fields and an Austrian can therefore take a
position of ideological opposition to communism without violating the voluntary
neutrality of his country.
The basic principles of Austrian foreign policy are: 1) the preservation of its
independence and the protection of its territorial integrity; 2) maintenance of the
liberal way of life which is based on Western democracy; 3) continuing relations,
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based on mutual confidence, with all countries, particularly with the great powers; 4) Austria´s foreign policy must be considered as a contribution to the maintenance of a lasting peace in Europe and in the world; and 5) Austria must without
reservation respect its treaty obligations since the policy of a neutral land must be
foreseeable.
Austria is not able, because of ist legal position, to contribute to the overcoming
of the political crisis within the Western alliance. There is no obstacle, however,
to demonstrating that Austria belongs to Europe. In the efforts to do everything so
that Austria´s ties with the West are not loosened, the determination of Austria´s
economic relations with the Common Market is the most acute problem.
The reservations that Austria has made concerning the conclusion of an arrangement with the EEC make it clear that participation in the military or even
political integration of Europe is excluded. Participation in the economic dynamism of Europe is, however, an essential prerequisite for the maintenance of a
free and independent Austria. With the exception of the South Tyrol problem,
there has been no foreign policy problem since the conclusion of the State Treaty
that has been of such significance as the EEC question.
Austria will in no way take lightly the Soviet concern about an Austrian EEC
arrangement, and will examine with deserved seriousness Soviet objections. Austria has, however, pledged itself without reserve to a continuation of its good
neighbor policy and visible progress has been made in this direction in recent
years so that nobody can have any doubts about the maintenance of our previous
foreign policy course.
The principal essential condition is the absolute credibility of Austria´s foreign
policy. Since this is a policy of the entire government, then the two coalition parties must, without any reservations, agree on a common concept.
Dr. Karasek also touched briefly in his speech on the European accomplishments of Christian Democratic parties since the end of World War II. The true
opportunities and tasks for Christian Democrats, Dr. Karasek went on, exist however today not only in Europe but also outside the European continent, particularly in South America where efforts are being made to promote Christian ideas that
will bear fruit also in political life. If communism is to lose its power of attraction
for the propertyless masses of this area, then the propertied levels of society must
open soon the gates for a just social reform
RIDDLEBERGER
Source: National Archives Record Administration (NARA), College Park, Washington/Maryland,
Central Foreign Policy File, Alpha-Numeric File, 1963-66, Box 1900.
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DOCUMENT 58
Conversation with Chancellor Josef Klaus and Foreign Minister
Bruno Kreisky, Confidential Telegramm of US-Ambassador in Vienna,
James W. Riddleberger, to the State Department, July 7, 1965
[...] In short conversation with Chancellor he professed to be highly gratified outcome of Paris trip with ist abundant hospitality. Said he found real understanding of Austrian policy and problems on part of De Gaulle and others. Talks on
Austrian arrangement with EEC were of course overshadowed by Brussels development but Klaus appeared satisfied with French attitude. He did not expect
however that French would intervene in Moscow to moderate Soviet opposition.
As might be expected, Fonmin exhibited highly different reaction characterizing trip as too long, waste of time and basically election maneuver by Chancellor.
It is all very well for De Gaulle to envisage a Europe to the Urals in which France
will play great role but what may be possible for France is not possible for Austria
and he had warned Klaus not let himself get too involved in grandiose prose.
Kreisky said both De Gaulle and Pompidou made it clear there was no possibility Austria to have dual membership in EEC and EFTA, but both promised
support for Austrian association with former. Kreisky said he was personally opposed to any French intervention in Moscow in favor of Austria as he wished to
steer clear of any discussion of austrian decisions by former occupying powers.
French asked if more austrian trade with East Germany and East Bloc States
would not mitigate soviet opposition but Kreisky thought not. There are natural
limitations to such trade and also Soviets believed association with EEC would
lead to more German investment in Austria. Kreisky said Couve told him later
French would make no move in Moscow. On Brussels developments, Kreisky said
he convinced French playing poker which will continue for some time but eventually compromise will emerge as French do not want to lose material advantages
of Common Market.
Re Viet-Nam, Fonmin said De Gaulle expressed opinion US would eventually
withdraw.
RIDDLEBERGER
Source: National Archives Record Administration (NARA), College Park, Washington/Maryland,
Central Foreign Policy File, Alpha-Numeric File, 1963-66, Box 1901.
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DOCUMENT 59
Memorandum of Conversation, Brussels, May 25, 1966
Participants:
		
Date:		
Subjects:
		
		
		
[…]

Enrico Macchia, Counselor, Italian Permanent Delegation to EEC
John C. Renner, USEC, Brussels
May 25,, 1966
Grains
Italian Policy toward Spanish Relations with the EEC
Italian Policy toward Maghreb Association
Italian Policy toward Austrian Association

Italian Policy toward Austrian Association
Maccia said that the current difficulty between Austria and Italy over South
Tyrol did not augur well for the EEC-Austrian association talks. He said that
the problem of the South Tyrol was becoming a domestic political issue in Italy,
and that it would be difficult for any Italian politician to agree that the Common
Market should make concessions to Austria.
Source: National Archives Record Administration (NARA), College Park, Washington/Maryland,
Record Group 59, Bureau of EUR Affairs, EEC/ECIN, Box 23, Folder 5.

DOCUMENT 60
Memorandum of Conversation, Brussels, June 7, 1966
Participants:
Stig Lindblom, First Secretary of Swedish Mission tot he EEC
		
Charles Higginson, USEC
Subject:		
Austrian Entry into the EEC
		
Scandinavian Approach to the EEC
		
The Kennedy Round
Date:		
June 7, 1966
[...]
Austria – Mr. Lindblom stated clearly the Swedish position is against the present
Austrian negotiations with the EEC. He has studied the April memorandum of
the Commission to the Member States on the Austrian negotiations with the EEC.
This leads him to the conclusion that no real agreements have yet been reached
between Austria and the EEC. He also believes that the language indicates the
EEC is treating Austria as an agricultural country rather than a developed industrial country. Finally, the language describing the Austrian position on neutrality
indicates to him that the Austrians do not have an understanding of that word,
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especially considering the Swedish, Swiss, Austrian notes on neutrality prepared
around 1960.
Mr. Lindblom found the Commission’s paper most interesting as far as it cast
light on the commission’s interpretation of association. Mr. Lindblom agrees with
me that under the Rome Treaty, association is reserved for those countries which
cannot for economic reasons initially join the Common Market, but that an association with a European country hat to lead to full membership. This interpretation
does not explain the use of the word association for any arrangement that Austria
might have with the Common Market which does not lead to full memebership.
Mr. Lindblom was aware of Mr. Kreisky’s promise to his EFTA partners to
reduce Austrian duties to zero if there is no prospect of an EEC Austrian agreement. Mr. Lindblom went on to say that Mr. Kreisky privately expressed the view
in Stockholm that there seemed to be little chance of such an agreement during
1966. Mr. Lindblom does not believe the EEC wants to sign an agreement with
Austria until it has agreed upon a policy for other European countries entry into
or association with the EEC.
Mr. Lindblom does not believe that the Austrian textiles industry could withstand the competition of the EEC market. He believes this is also true for the
Austrian paper and pulp industry, especially if Norway and Sweden decide to
compete heavily in the Austrian market. Last month in Brusseles the Austrian
ambassador was very hard put to explain why Austria economically had to join
the EEC. The Austrian trade with the EFTA countries is increasing more rapidly
than the EEC trade is decreasing. Actually, Mr. Lindblom considered the Danes
to be in a much more difficult economic situation than the Austrians vis-à-vis the
Common Market.
Mr. Lindblom believes the Austrian position is similar to their position during
the negotiations of the Austrian state treaty. These negotiations limped along for
ten years before they suddenly came to a conclusion. Mr. Lindblom believes the
Austrians are quite prepared to negotiate ad infinitum with the EEC until some
break occurs and then the Austrians will be first in line to obtain advantageous
entry into the EEC.
Source: National Archives Record Administration (NARA), College Park, Washington/Maryland,
Record Group 59, Bureau of EUR Affairs, EEC/ECIN, Box 23, Folder 5.
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DOCUMENT 61
Memorandum of Conversation, Brussels, July 29, 1966
Participants:
Charles Rutten, Netherlands Deputy PermRep
		
Russell Fessenden, USEC
Subject:		
Community situation
[…]
Austria is high on the Community’s priority list. The negotiations are important, but they will not go fast. Rutten did not think that, in the last analysis, the
Soviets would to all out to block an Austrian agreement. No doubt they will make
menacing noises if agreement gets close, but it is hard to imagine that they would
create a major political crisis.
[...]
Source: National Archives Record Administration (NARA), College Park, Washington/Maryland,
Record Group 59, Bureau of EUR Affairs, EEC/ECIN, Box 23, Folder 5.

DOCUMENT 62
Memorandum of Conversation, Brussels, November 8, 1966
Participants:
Mr. A. Dubois, EEC Council Secretariat
		
George Kenney, USEC
Subjects:
EEC – Austria
		
EEC – Maghreb
		
Association Policy
As for the thorny institutional issues, it was Mr. Dubois’ personal view that the
community would have to concede to Austria and establish a separate arbitration
institution. He said the service juridique in the Commission has strong objections
to this solution. In general he thought the tendency in the Community would be
toward greater flexibility to terminate the interminable. If in practice the Austrians chose to use excessively the neutrality argument to justify policies which
differed from those of the EEC, the agreement would not work well. On the other
hand the EEC cannot ask Austria (or Greece he said) to sign a blank check! One
could hope that the political interest in making the agreement succeed would keep
difficulties to a minimum. Comparing the Austrian and Greek cases, Mr. Dubois
said about the only significant difference in practice would be the inability of the
Greeks to use the neutrality argument. He said Article 65 of the Greek accord
called for “unanimity” in the Association Council. With the Austrians one would
have to have a “common accord” formula.
[...]
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Association Policy. Mr. Dubois thinks the Italian proposal for a general association policy has no chance of acceptance by the Council, but he expects the Italians
to pursue the matter in connection with all pending association questions. He
seemed to prefer an ad hoc approach to all of these applications but he agreed the
problems of Mediterranean basin countries were all interrelated. He is convinced
the Council will tackle them all separately and said this was also the Commission’s preference.
Source: National Archives Record Administration (NARA), College Park, Washington/Maryland,
Record Group 59, Bureau of EUR Affairs, EEC/ECIN, Box 23, Folder 5.

DOCUMENT 63
Memorandum of Conversation, Brussels, October 12, 1966
Participants:
Hellmuth Strasser, Austrian Mission oft he EEC
		
Russell Fessenden, USEC
Date:		
October 12, 1966
Subject:Austrian Association
I talked briefly with Strasser at Prime Minister Krag’s speech on October 12.
Strasser made the following points on the Austrian negotiations:
The Soviets have been making rumbling noises recently. There has been an article in Izvestia; the Moscow radio commentator has also been sounding off about
the dangers of Austrian association. The Soviet comments always confuse (no
doubt deliberately) Austrian association and membership. Strasser also thought it
possible that the postponement of the Podgorny visit was related to Austrian EEC
association.
Commenting on the attitude of the Six toward the Soviet issue, Strasser said
that the French and especially the Italians are prone to raise the issue of Soviet
objections. In the Italian case, the Austrians assume that the Soviet issue is being
raised as a cover for their objections based on the Alto Adige problem. In the
French case, it would seem obviously a function of their closer ties with the USSR.
Generally on the Soviet problem, Strasser said that the Six tell the Austrians
that they have the right to determine the limits imposed by their own neutrality,
but then they turn around and ask Austria to do things which would violate their
neutrality, as Austria sees it.
I told Strasser that we had heard a rumor that the French had told the Austrians
that they could expect stronger French support if they decided in favour of the
French-Soviet SECAM television system. Strasser said he had not heard of such
a French move, adding that it is true that Austria has not yet decided what system
to adopt, bus the tendency is rather in the direction of the German PAL system.
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On the EEC vs. EFTA issue, Strasser said that five of the six Member states are
quite categoric that Austria must renounce its EFTA ties if it joins the EEC. The
Dutch, on the other hand, believe that Austria should be given a transitional period to align their tariffs by gradual steps. Strasser said that Austria was prepared
to accept something like the Dutch proposal.
Source: National Archives Record Administration (NARA), College Park, Washington/Maryland,
Record Group 59, Bureau of EUR Affairs, EEC/ECIN, Lot File, Box 23, Box 8.

DOCUMENT 64
Memorandum of Conversation of Mr. Hinton with Tončić, Austria and
the Common Market, State Department, November 8, 1966
[....] Foreign Minister Toncic said that there has been no change in the Soviet opposition to Austrian association with the Common Market, which is firm in substance but friendly in form. He described the USSR as behaving like a lady who
thinks that her lover plans to betray her. He said that the Soviet Union does not
oppose Austrian efforts to increase exports to the West, but strongly opposes any
arrangement that would allow Germany to gain influence in the Danube Basin
and thus pose a threat to the Ukraine. In other words, the Soviet Union does not
want the politico-economic epuilibrium in Central Europe disturbed. The Soviet
Union equates the EEC with the Federal Republic and would not refrain from
abrogating the State Treaty, should Austrian association with the EEC be done
in a way she could not accept. The Foreign Minister continued that France could
be important in this matter. France professes to want to help Austria, but does
not want to alarm the Soviet Union. The Foreign Minister would not want to see
Austrian association become a matter for consideration by the Four Powers.
The Soviet Union, according to Foreign Minister Toncic, has a better understanding of the Austrian economic and commerical problems now than previous.
Austria will nevertheless continue to need help from her Western friends. In particular, the EEC must recognize the requirement of Austrian neutrality and leave
to Austria control of the treatymaking power.
Mr. Hinton remarked that the US recognises Austria as a special case. The US
is unhappy over any departures from the principle of nondiscriminatory trade and
hopes that exceptions to MFN principles will be held to a minimum. In speaking
of exceptions, Mr. Hinton included arrangements with respect to Austria´s trade
with Eastern Europe.
In response to a question on timing in the negotiations with the EEC, Foreign
Minister Toncic noted that the EEC Commission requires a further mandate. He
expects no difficulty in obtaining the mandate and anticipates that something
will be done on association in 1967. If nothing is done in 1967, there is no reason
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to expect that the time would be more favorable in 1968 or thereafter. The Soviet Union might propose a farreaching trade agreement between Austria and the
EEC, rather than Association. This would require a GATT waiver; although he
assumed that it would be possible to obtain a waiver, he wondered what would be
the United States reaction. Mr. Hinton replied that he could only give a hypothetical answer to a hypothetical question. A waiver would pose problems for the US.
He suggested that, if the Soviet Union should explicitly recognize that the EEC
and European integration is in her long-range interest, this factor would be taken
into consideration by the United States. There are elements in the US that would
oppose any arrangement whatsoever, but the political advantages would also be
taken into consideration.
Source: National Archives Record Administration (NARA), College Park, Washington/Maryland,
Record Group 59, Bureau of EUR Affairs, EEC/ECIN, Box 23, Folder 8.

DOCUMENT 65
Report Status of Austrian Association with EEC – Meeting with
Austrian Foreign Minister, November 8, 1966
Limited Official Use
November 8, 1966
EUR/RPE
Mr. Deane R. Hinton
EUR/RPE
Thomas W. Fina
Status of Austrian Association with EEC – Your Meeting with Austrian
Foreign Minister, 11:00 a.m., November 8
The EEC Council of Ministers is to discuss Austria again at its November 24
meeting. In the meantime, the Permreps are working on the various issues and
the EEC Commission is drafting a mandate that will allow resumption of negotiations. The status of negotiations is reported as follows:
(a) Customs Union: The Six are agreed on a four-year timetable; that might
accept a lag in Austrian application of CXT duties to EFTA but, come what
may, Austria would have to apply the CXT to EFTA within four years.
(b) Agriculture: The Six are in principle agreed on complete harmonization of
Austrian and EEC agricultural policies. Italy insists, presumably because
of its interest in farm exports to Austria, that this should be achieved along
with the CXT. Germany says that it is only necessary to set rules for a
transition phase, with certain limited reciprocal preferences. The others are
between these positions.
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(c) Eastern Europe: France wants strict rules for Austrian tariff quotas for imports. Italy is also concerned that too many imports will enter Austria this
way. Others are more flexible.
(d) Coordination of Economic Policy: Not yet discussed by Permrep Committee. Austria has proposed that the sectors to be brought into line must be
charted beforehand, as must the extent of coordination in each sector and
the powers of the institutions.
(e) Institutional Problems: Not yet discussed by Permrep Committee. Presumably there is tentative agreement by the Commission on an Austrian-EEC
Association Council as the mechanism of semi-automatic implementation
of EEC decisions by Austria. The Austrians are proposing an arbitration
court.
Questions which might be clarified by Mr. Toncic:
(1) How long does Austria visualize the negotiations continuing?
(2) Do the difficulties now being experienced over agricultural harmonization
and eastern Europe seem critical?
(3) How does Austria forsee the actual workings of institutional machinery
that will both insure application of Community decisions and protection of
Austrian neutrality?
(4) Should credit be given to reports that France has cooled on Austrian
association?
(5) Did Gromyko discuss Austrian-EEC association with Toncic at the UN in
October?
Source: National Archives Record Administration (NARA), College Park, Washington/Maryland,
Record Group 59, Bureau of EUR Affairs, EEC/ECIN, Box 23, Folder 8.

DOCUMENT 66
[No American Backing could be expected] The Economist,
November 19, 1966
„… Mr. Gromyko is reported to have said that Russia would look upon any treaty
between Austria and the Common Market as a violation of article four of the 1955
Austria State Treaty (which forbids any form of political or economic union with
Germany) and of Austria’s neutral status. And that from the day on which the
Austrian government signs a treaty with the European Economic Community, the
Soviet Union would consider the State Treaty null and void, and would no longer
recognize Austria as a neutral state.
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When Dr. Toncic turned or comfort to the American secretary of state, Mr.
Dean Rusk, it was not forthcoming. Mr. Rusk is believed to have expressed understanding for Austria’s position but to have emphasised that no American backing
could be expected. Any step towards seeking an arrangement with the Common
Market would have to be taken on Austria’s own responsibility; the United States
could not commit itself by offering advice. But Mr. Rusk apparently felt that he
ought to warn Austria against making light of the Russian threats, and pointed
out that the United States would not be in a position to cope with a serious dispute
in Europe…”
Source: The Economist, 19.11.1966, p. 795. National Archives Record Administration (NARA),
College Park, Washington/Maryland, Record Group 59, Bureau of EUR Affairs, EEC/ECIN,
Box 23, Folder 8.

DOCUMENT 67
Telegramm to the State Department, December 7, 1966
Incoming Telegram
Department of State
December 7, 1966
..
Brussels for Busec; Geneva for Gatt, Paris for IOCED.
Subj: Austro-EEC arrangement – US position.
1. Perhaps influenced by rumors of alleged US-USSR understanding against
Austro-EEC arrangement such as described in Paris 8554, Vice Chancellor
Bock in Connection with his Confidential trip to Moskow (Vienna 2240)
requested Austrian Embassy Washington obtain from State Dept. latest
reading us attitude on arrangement
2. On strictly confidential basis (protect source) Trade Ministry official
showed embassy copy reply from Austrian Embassy Washington. Reply as
follows:
(A) Quote State Department welcomes an arrangement between Austrian and the EEC. American authorities have full understanding for
economic necessity of such an arrangement. However, there are two
reservations:
1) Quote it is necessary that the treaty between Austria and the EEC be
in fact of a special nature which would not set a precedent for other
industrialized European countries desirous of concluding a similar
arrangement.
2) Quote the US Government hopefully expects that the conclusion of
an arrangement would not create unrest in an area of Europe which is
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fortunately peaceful. The US Government hopes therefore that the conclusion of a special arrangement between Austria and the EEC would
not create new tension with Moscow.
(B) Quote (comment by ambassador Lemberger) some years ago State Department objected to the conclusion of an Austro-EEC arrangement.
However, these objections have now been silenced. The US Government is now of the opinion that an arrangement would be useful. It does
not intend however to intervene in any way in this matter. End quote.
3. In making recent approach Austrian Ambassador (Lemberger) merley
identified his source as high level State Department Official.
4. While Lemberger’s wire appears to be accurate reflection our views, should
be noted that reference to our reported desire avoid new tensions does add
new element and appears to conform with “Wochenpresse“ statement outlined in Para 2 of Vienna 1854 of Nov. 7. (See also Brussels 2271 and State
86141.)
5. In discussions with appropriate Trade Ministry and Foreign Office officiallssy [sic!] has continued to describe our position on Austro-EEC arrangement in accordance with instructions contained in State 71056.
Riddleberger
Source: National Archives Record Administration (NARA), College Park, Washington/Maryland,
Record Group 59, Bureau of EUR Affairs, EEC/ECIN, Box 23, Folder 5.

DOCUMENT 68
Report Zl. 366-Res/67 “Austria-EEC-Conversation with Envoy Brunet”,
Austrian Embassy Paris, Martin Fuchs, to Foreign Ministry for Trade,
Commerce and Industry/Ministry for Foreign Affairs, September 29, 1967
[...] Im Laufe eines längeren Meinungsaustausches mit dem Leiter der wirtschaftspolitischen Sektion des Quai d’Orsay, Gesandten Brunet, über den Verlauf und
die Auswirkungen des offiziellen Besuches des französischen Premierministers
und Außenministers in Wien vom 13. bis 16. September d.J., der in erster Linie
der Konstituierung der Gemischten österreichisch-französischen Kommission gewidmet war (worüber heute auf besonderem Wege berichtet wurde), kam ich auch
auf die französische Einstellung zu unseren EWG-Bestrebungen zu sprechen.
Der Herr Bundeskanzler und die Mitglieder der Bundesregierung, führte ich
aus, hätten auf Grund der vorangegangenen Berichterstattung der österreichischen Botschaft in Paris in dieser Beziehung keine allzu großen Erwartungen
gehegt. Dennoch hätte die einschlägige Stellungnahme des französischen Premiers und Außenministers in österreichischen Regierungskreisen, vor allem aber
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in der Öffentlichkeit und in Kreisen der Wirtschaft eine gewisse Enttäuschung
ausgelöst, weil sie nach unserer Ansicht einen Rückschritt gegenüber der Haltung
darstelle, die Außenminister Couve de Murville im Ministerrat der EWG Anfang
Dezember 1966, aber auch noch bei seiner Unterredung mit Vizekanzler Dr. Bock
in Paris am 12. Mai 1967 eingenommen hatte.
In den letzten Monaten vor dem Wiener Besuch der französischen Staatsmänner habe man von maßgebender französischer Seite in zahlreichen Gesprächen
mit Angehörigen der österreichischen Botschaft, aber auch mit anderen österreichischen und ausländischen Persönlichkeiten in erster Linie politische Bedenken
und Vorbehalte mit Bezug auf das vom Herrn Vizekanzler am 12. Mai d. J. namens der Bundesregierung dargelegte österreichische Verhandlungskonzept laut
werden lassen, ohne dies freilich in klarer und präziser Weise zu formulieren.
Im Hinblick auf diese Einstellung habe der Herr Bundeskanzler bei dem Wiener Arbeitsgespräch am 14. September d. J. durch eine eingehende Argumentation
versucht, derartigen politischen Bedenken der französischen Regierung auf den
Grund zu kommen bzw. sie zu entkräftigen. Zu seiner und unserer aller Überraschung seien aber die französischen Regierungsmitglieder auf diese politische
Argumentation gar nicht eingegangen, sondern hätten sich erstmals berufen, daß
unser Verhandlungskonzept und -programm für ein Arrangement mit der EWG
mit der Dogmatik des Römischen Vertragssystems und mit der Rigidität der Auffassungen der Kommission nur sehr schwer zu vereinbaren sei.
Diese neue französische Argumentation und Stellungnahme habe deshalb so
überraschend und wohl auch enttäuschend gewirkt, weil ja gerade die Brüsseler
Kommission bei den bisherigen Verhandlungsrunden mit Österreich, die übrigens jeweils durch ein Mandat des Rates gedeckt waren, keineswegs eine starre und dogmatische, sondern im Gegenteil, wenigstens grundsätzlich eine recht
elastische und verständnisvolle Haltung eingenommen habe. Die französischen
Gesprächspartner in Wien hätten im Grunde genommen so argumentiert, als ob
Österreich die Vollmitgliedschaft bei der EWG anstrebe. Dies sei bar aus den
bekannten Gründen nicht der Fall. Der Vertrag von Rom, der sich überdies seit
seiner Unterzeichnung in mancher Beziehung und zwar, wenn man vom Agrarsektor absieht, keineswegs nur in der Richtung einer Erstarrung und Versteifung
des ursprünglichen Konzepts entwickelt habe, sehe ja für die Regelung der Beziehungen zu Drittstaaten ausdrücklich eine Reihe von anderen Möglichkeiten
und Formen vor, die doch logischerweise nicht den gleichen strengen Regeln und
Bedingungen unterworfen werden könnten, die für eine Vollmitgliedschaft festgelegt seien.
Der Herr Bundeskanzler und die Mitglieder der Bundesregierung seien gewiß
realpolitisch und elastisch genug, um jeden Vorschlag und jede Anregung, besonders solche von französischer Seite, die eine unseren Bedürfnissen Rechnung
tragende und praktisch durchführbare Grundlage für die Regelung unserer wirtschaftlichen Beziehungen zur EWG darstellen, sorgfältig zu prüfen. Bisher habe
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sich aber die französische Regierung darauf beschränkt, mit jeweils wechselnden
Argumenten Bedenken gegen das von österreichischer Seite erarbeitete und von
der Kommission in Brüssel grundsätzlich akzeptierte Verhandlungskonzept ins
Treffen zu führen, ohne jedoch selbst konkrete und positive Gegenvorschläge zu
formulieren.
Mit dieser vornehmlich negativen Einstellung und Stellungnahme sei es aber
nicht getan. Es sei gewiß in erster Linie unsere Sache, uns den Kopf über unsere
Angelegenheiten zu zerbrechen. Wir könnten aber das Problem, das ja weitgehend
vom Verständnis und vom guten Willen unserer Verhandlungspartner, vor allem
Frankreichs, abhänge, doch nicht allein lösen. Da Präsident de Gaulle und die
französische Regierung zu wiederholten Malen betont hätten, welche Bedeutung
sie der Erhaltung und Stärkung eines unabhängigen und wirtschaftlich lebensfähigen Österreich vom Standpunkt des Friedens und des Gleichgewichts in Europa beimessen und welche verständnisvollen Sympathien sie unserer besonderen
Lage und unseren besonderen Problemen entgegenbringen, so erscheine es mir
angebracht und billig, daß die französische Regierung uns dabei behilflich sei,
ein für alle Beteiligten akzeptables sowie unseren wirtschaftlichen Bedürfnissen
wie unseren besonderen Verpflichtungen Rechnung tragendes Verhandlunskonzept zu erarbeiten und dieses dann auch wirklich in Brüssel aktiv zu unterstützen.
Nach meiner persönlichen Ansicht wäre es zweckmäßig, diesbezüglich sondierende Gespräche und Kontakte zwischen Wien und Paris in entsprechender Form
in absehbarer Zeit wieder aufzunehmen, damit nach Wegfall des italienischen Vetos keine zusätzliche Verzögerung bei der Erteilung eines neuen Verhandlungsmandates und bei der Fortsetzung der Verhandlungen in Brüssel eintrete.
Bei all dem möge man die Bedeutung des Zeitfaktors nicht außer acht lassen.
Die österreichische Regierung habe in den letzten 6 Jahren nachweislich ein großes Maß an Geduld an den Tag gelegt. Eine endlose Verschleppung dieser für
uns vitalen Angelegenheit könnte aber die Bundesregierung gegenüber der österreichischen Öffentlichkeit, vor allem aber gegenüber der österreichischen Wirtschaft nicht verantworten.
Gesandter Brunet, der zu jenen französischen Funktionären gehört, die für
unser EWG-Anliegen bisher immer ein relativ großes Verständnis gezeigt haben,
der aber natürlich weisungsgebunden ist, ging auf meine Argumentation, die ihn
etwas in Verlegenheit zu bringen schien, im einzelnen nicht ein, sondern verhielt
sich vornehmlich rezeptiv. Am Schluß der Unterredung bemerkte er allerdings,
die Schwierigkeiten bei der angestrebten Regelung der wirtschaftlichen Beziehungen Österreichs zur EWG seien vor allem darauf zurückzuführen, daß hier die
EWG und ihre Mitgliedstaaten zum ersten Mal vor der außerordentlichen schwierigen Aufgabe stünden, ein brauchbares Konzept zu erarbeiten, das den Bedürfnissen und Möglichkeiten eines durch besondere Verpflichtungen (Neutralität
und Staatsvertrag) gebunden, dabei aber industriell hochentwickelten Drittlandes
sowie auch den Regeln und dem Geist der Europäischen Wirtschaftsgemeinschaft
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und anderen multilateralen Vertragssystemen entspreche. Deshalb wären Lösungen, wie man sie z.B. für Israel oder Spanien ins Auge fasse, gewiß nicht ohne
weiteres für Österreich anwendbar.
Ich deutete an, daß Frankreich dem Vernehmen nach einzelnen Drittstaaten,
besonders Oststaaten, de facto auf bilateralem Weg gewisse tarifäre und handelspolitische Konzessionen eingeräumt habe, die mit einer strikten Auslegung des
Römer Vertrages und des GATT wohl kaum vereinbar wären. Auf diese Bemerkung ging aber mein Gesprächspartner nicht ein.
Ich werde nicht verfehlen, über weitere sondierende Gespräche im Gegenstand
fortlaufend zu berichten, darf aber bitten, mich gegebenenfalls über einschlägige österreichische Vorstellungen und Gedankengänge bzw. über diesbezügliche
Kontakte mit französischen Gesprächspartnern in Wien zu informieren.
Der Botschafter:
Fuchs m.p.
Source: Institut für Zeitgeschichte der Universität Wien (IfZg), Nachlaß Martin Fuchs, DO 835,
NL-72, Mappe 53.

DOCUMENT 69
Brussels Liaison Report on Negotiations with the EEC,
Austria Exploratory Talk with the Commission,
Meeting at the Austrian Delegation’s Offices Brussels, January 6, 1971
Mr. A. Marquet (in the Chair)
Mr. F. Leitner 			
Mr. R. Reiterer
Mr. K. Barlebo Larsen 		
Mr, M. Reinilä 			
Mr. K. Frederikson 		
Mr. F. de Magalhaes Cruz
Mr. I. Dölling			
Mr. P. Wurth 			
Mr. K. Christofas		
Mr. C. Burgess 			
Mrs. Pamela Hulls		

Austria
Austria
Denmark
Finland
Norway
Portugal
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom
EFTA Secretariat
EFTA Secretariat
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1. Mr. Marquet, head of the Austrian negotiating team for the exploratory
talks, reported on the first round of exploratory talks between Austria and
the Commission which had taken place on the previous day.
Opening statement by the Commission
2. Mr. Marquet said that the Commission side had been headed by Mr.
Wellenstein who, in his introductory statement, had put forward three principles which, in the Community’s view, should govern the exploratory talks
with the Commission. These were based on the Communiqué issued after
The Hague summit conference and on the statement made by Herr Scheel
an 10th November 1970. Mr. Wellenstein had said that they were as follows:
(1) The avoidance of the re-introduction of new trade barriers as a result of
the enlargement of the Communities.
(2) The necessity for safeguarding the freedom of decision and autonomy
of the Communities when seeking solutions for the non-applicant EFTA
countries.
(3) The compatibility with the provisions of the Article XXIV of the GATT.
3. Mr. Wellenstein had gone on to say that, apart from these guiding principles, the Community had not yet defined its position. The nature of a possible solution, and the question of whether that solution should be the same
for all the non-applicant countries, was still completely open. However, the
exploratory talks should enable the Commission to make a report to the
Council of Ministers on the basis of which the Council could establish its
final position.
4. In concluding his opening statement, Mr. Wellenstein had said that
he wished to clarify further certain points in the statement made by
Mr. Kirchschläger and Herr Scheel at the meeting on 10th November 1970,
and thereafter to embark upon the fact-finding procedure.
Opening statement by Austria
5. Mr. Marquet said that, in accepting the Agenda proposed by the Commission, he had taken the opportunity of explaining further some of the points
made by Mr. Kirchschläger on 10th November. He had emphasized the
importance of Austria’s neutrality to the European political situation and
the consequences which would follow from that. He had said that Austria
envisaged that Article XXIV of the GATT would be the basis of the agreement between Austria and the Community. He had said that his Government
was convinced that any co-operation between Austria and the Community
would in no way disturb the further development of the Community. Austria well understood that the member states of the Community did not wish
to enter into any obligations which could hamper the pursuance of their
own aims.
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6. Mr. Marquet said that he had assured the Commission side that Austria
felt that the Community understood the Austrian point of view, namely that any solution must be compatible with Austria’s wish to maintain
her independence and her neutral status. For these reasons, the Austrian
Delegation fully accepted the three principles which had been put forward
by Mr. Wellenstein.
7. As to the mechanism of future co-operation, which should guarantee the
free movement of goods, Mr. Marquet had pointed out that Austria had
been able to gain considerable experience in this field as a member of
EFTA. He had said that Austria would propose that the tariff reductions
in the industrial field should lead to complete free trade and should be co-
ordinated with those reductions which resulted from future agreements
both with the candidate countries and with the non-candidate countries.
The degree of free trade already achieved in EFTA had to be maintained.
As to specific arrangements for tariff reductions, Austria had a flexible
attitude. She would be prepared to take into account the development of
the negotiations between the Community and other countries. Austria felt,
however, that this free trade agreement should include only those products
which corresponded to criteria of origin to be agreed between Austria and
the Community. He had emphasized that such an origin mechanism would
neither hamper existing arrangements within the Community nor hinder
the further development of the Community towards an economic union.
8. As to iron and steel products, Mr. Marquet had suggested that they should
be treated in exactly the same way as other industrial products.
9. On agriculture, he had said that Austria was convinced that the agreement
should contain provisions whereby trade in agricultural products would be
eased and intensified by reducing border levies and export subventions.
After a certain transitional period free movement of agricultural products
should be introduced. At this point levies should be imposed and subventions paid only to the extent of the difference between prices in Austria and
in the Community. As regards agricultural products subject to tariffs, a
reduction or abolition of such tariffs should be envisaged in the saure way
as tariffs on industrial goods were to be reduced or abolished.
Discussion of the statement by Mr. Kirchschläger an 10th November 1970
10. Mr. Marquet said that Mr. Wellenstein had then asked several questions in
relation to the Austrian Ministerial statement of 10th November. The first
of these had referred to possible distortion of trade in regard to third countries. In answer to this, Mr. Marquet had repeated what he had said earlier
about the proposed system of origin rules. Mr. Wellenstein had then asked
whether Austria foresaw any difficulties as regards the most favoured nation clause in relation to the Soviet Union. To this Mr. Marquet had replied
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that, in conformity wich international law, Austria regarded both a customs union and a free trade area as exceptions to the most favoured nation
clause, and for this reason had never applied EFTA tariffs to imports fron
the Soviet Union.
11. Mr. Wellenstein had asked whether the Austrian Delegation were able to
specify the conditions under which Austria would use her right to suspension and renounciation. Mr. Marquet had replied that this would depend
largely on the actual content of the future agreement. For this reason, Austria would prefer to defer a discussion of this point until a later stage. Mr.
Wellenstein had then asked about the nature of the co-operation envisaged
outside the trade field, and had referred in particular to monetary- and economic policy (Währungs-und Konjunkturpolitik). To this Mr. Marquet
had replied that Austria was interested in a procedure for consultation and
co-operation once developments within the Community could be better appreciated. Mr. Wellenstein had commented that the Community fully understood Austria’s desire to be regularly informed on future developments
in these fields. Finally, it had been agreed that transport problems arising
between Austria and the Community countries should be further studied.
Matters of detail
12. Mr. Wellenstein had then put forward a list of detailed questions about Austria’s trade and economic legislation. Mr. Marquet said that these questions
corresponded to some extent to those which had already been put by the
Commission in the exploratory talks with Switzerland and Sweden. They
concerned such matters as trade figures, export credits, protection against
low price imports, quantative restrictions, tariff legislation, Austria’s trade
policy in regard to textiles, Government aid, establishment, taxation of foreign enterprises, the legal status of foreign companies, legislation on pharmaceuticals, turn-over tax and transport regulations.
13. Mr. Marquet said that the Austrian Delegation had answered these questions to a large extent. Where this had not been possible, memoranda would
be transmitted to the Commission in due course. As to certain other questions, it had been agreed that experts should now continue this fact-finding
procedure in order to supply the Commission with the information which
they require. This procedure would apply particularly to tariff legislation,
establishment and iron and steel products.
Future meetings
14. Mr. Marquet said that it had been agreed that, if the fact-finding procedure
referred to above, could be concluded by the first half of March, the Austrian Delegation would meet the Commission again during the third week
of March. During that week, plenary sessions of the exploratory talks and
meetings of experts should enable the Commission to finalize its report to
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the Council. However, it had also been agreed that, if necessary, a third
session of exploratory talks would be held after Easter.
Questions
15. Mr. Wurth, said that the meeting had clearly proceded on very similar lines
to the recent meeting between Switzerland and the Commission. However,
he wished to raise one or two points. In the first place, he would like to
know whether there had been any mention of a free trade area or a customs union in the discussions. Mr. Marquet replied that there had been no
mention of either, though there had, of course, been some discussion of
Austria’s reference to a system of origin criteria. Mr. Wurth commented
that at the Swiss meeting there had been no mention of a free trade area or
a customs union. Mr. Wurth went on to say that in regard to Switzerland he
had the impression that the Commission were certainly thinking of a third
session of exploratory talks, and he himself was very doubtful whether the
necessary work could be completed in two sessions. Mr. Marquet said that
as regards Austria the question was open and the Commission had used the
words “if necessary”. Mr. Leitner, commented that he thought that a third
session was very likely.
16. Mr. Wurth asked whether there had been any mention of the Interim
Agreement with Austria. Mr. Marquet said that apart from one brief reference, there had been really no mention of the Interim Agreement. In any
event Austria intended to maintain a clear separation. After all, the Interim
Agreement was a negotiation and the activities under reference were no
more than exploratory talks. In reply to a further question by Mr. Wurth,
Mr. Marquet said that expert talks were to start at a time to be fixed between Austria and the Commission. He expected them to start next month.
17. In reply to a question by Mr. Christofas, Mr. Marquet said that, in regard
to agriculture, there had been no reference to harmonization of prices. Mr.
Christofas then asked whether there had been any reaction from the Commission to the Austrian point about iron and steel products being treated
the same way as other industrial products. Mr. Pfusterschmid explained
that the Austrians had made two points an iron and steel, namely that iron
and steel products should be treated in the same way as other industrial
products concerning free trade arrangements, and that the present rules
for prices for steel products in the Community should be applied in both
markets through a similar legislation, introduced autonomously in Austria.
He said that Mr. Wellenstein had simply taken note of these two points.
Source: ÖStA, AdR, W-pol-Pol 1971 EGD 1.3.-EGD 6.3., Zl. 6-RES/71.
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DOCUMENT 70
N. Kuznetsov, ‟Common Market” and Neutrality, January 6, 1971
The third round of talks with candidates to the so-called European Economic
Community (EEC) or „Common Market“ as this group of six Western European countries is often called, is taking place in Brussels. In early December the
foreign ministers of France, West Germany, Italy, Belgium, Holland and Luxemburg discussed admission to the „Common Market“ of Britain and also Ireland,
Denmark and Norway, whose governments have stated that they wish to become
full-fledged EEC members.
The examination began an January 5 of similar applications for cooperation
with EEC from Switzerland, Sweden and Austria, three neutral states that are
likewise members of the European Free Trade Association (EFTA), which competes with the„Common Market.“
Later on, EEC steering bodies will discuss association with the Six of Portugal
and Iceland and also Finland’s relations with the „Common Market“.
In view of the current Brussels talks, there has developed in the West European countries, especially the abovementioned neutral states, a sharp polemic
between supporters and opponents of any kind of affiliation with EEC, in so far
as this move will have serious consequences that will impinge upon their national
interest.
Despite the certain differences in the historical, political and economic conditions of Austria, Switzerland and Sweden, certain common trends are to be
observed there in the debate as regards relations with the “Common Market”.
The bigger industrial and financial monopolies that have close connections with
foreign capital, advocate full entry into the „Common Market“. Meanwhile, the
working masses, a number of political parties; trade-union and public organisations, and a considerable segment of the national Bourgeoisie in these countries
are against any form of affiliation with the NATO-linked, locked political and
economic grouping that EEC is.
Obliged as they are to count wich the public mood and also the absence of a
common pertinent view inside the ruling parties themselves, the governments of
Austria, Sweden and Switzerland have, at this present phase of the Brussels talks,
expressed the desire to join the Six only with reservations and only provided
their participation in “Common Market” activities will not impair their policy of
neutrality.
The forms of participation in EEC by the afore-mentioned states have still
not been clarified. Thus, speaking to newsmen at Helsinki airport, when on an
unofficial visit in Finland Swedish Premier Palme said that his country was still
not sure whether it would choose a commercial treaty, customs alliance or full
membership.
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Since 1962 Switzerland has been seeking a „balanced and honest“ agreement
for association. However, in view of EEC’s commenced politicalisation this formula no longer satisfies Switzerland, as association does not entitle fit to a deciding vote, meanwhile it does not wish to obey decisions that would be taken by
others and that would be against its interests.
The Viennese Die Presse, and several other periodicals note that Austrian authorities are agreeing to broader participation in EEC than other neutral countries. This, despite the particular danger to it that emanates from the persistent
urge of West German monopolies to broaden, their foothold in Austrian economy.
Apparently certain circles in Austria would like to consign to oblivion the wellknown provisions of the state treaty which forbids Austria to „take any actions
or any measures that may directly or indirectly facilitate its political or economic
alliance with Germany”. Even, the Federation of Austrian Industrialists has published a statement warning the government not to show “too much premature
optimism as regards association with the ‘Common Market’.“
Without going at the present moment into all the details of the economic consequences of participation by Austria, Sweden and Switzerland in EEC I would
nevertheless like to shed greater light on the political aspect of the problem.
The question which is being asked ever more often by broad strata of the public in Europe’s neutral countries is -- can one practically remain neutral politically, being integrated in the Common Market or closely connected with it, remembering that the ultimate goals of that grouping are not only economic but also
political.
It is generally known that the degree of a country’s sovereignty is defined by
the chances of that country to pursue an independent policy, proceeding from national interests by the aim of strengthening peace and developing mutually profitable cooperation with other states. Yet, the integration in the EEC, conducted in
the interests of the major monopolies, is becoming ever more, severe and rigorous
with increasing political accent being made on it.
The conclusions of the report of the group of experts, who worked on assignment from the EEC council of ministers under P. Werner, leave no doubts an that
score. The report made public on October 17 says in part: „The economic and
the contemplated currency alliance means that the basic decisions in economic
policies will be adopted at the EEC level, and that consequently the necessary national powers will be handed over to the community. This transfer of powers and
the setting up of corresponding EEC establishments is a process of great political
importance, entailing a gradual development of political cooperation.“
In spite of the reservations of Austria and other neutral states, Chose in Brussels are not inclined to adopt any stipulations made by the neutral countries and to
separate ehe economic aspect of EEC activities from the political.
In other words; the joining of the Common Market by Austria, Switzerland
and Sweden in any form; would be connected with a gradual weakening of their
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national sovereignty and inevitable kow-towing to the policies of the big bosses in
the Common Market, and ultimately to NATO.
In the past the so-called Bonn declaration of the Common Market countries
quite definitely stressed the need for „political cooperation within the EEC framework, to facilitate the unification of Europe politically and thus to, strengthen the
Atlantic pact’.“ Currently, attempts are being made to implement these guiding
principles of the EEC leaders: At its last year’s Session, the EEC council of ministers approved; at a closed session; the report of the “Davignon committee” and
under the recommendations in it the decision was adopted to have regular political consultations under any conditions.
Recently Munich was the venue of the first conference of the foreign ministers
of the Six, within the framework of the obligatory consultations contemplated by
ehe EEC. At this conference the ministers adopted recommendations about „joint
diplomatic actions in the major aspects of international policies and at international organisations.“
According to the Daily Telegraph, Britain will accept the plan evolved by the
Six for„political merger“ under which Western Europe is to „speak in a single
voice“. Yet, if Britain’s ruling quarters, enjoying the status of a great power and
having „special connections“ with the USA, are counting on a leading role in this
alliance; this is something which the small countries cannot expect to enjoy. „The
joining of the Common Market especially by such a small country as Sweden,“
stressed the Stockholm newspaper Ny Dag, „is tantamount to loss of self-sufficiency and sovereignty, and provision of complete freedom of actions for foreign
capital.“
The strengthening of political integration will certainly curb the activities of
neutral states not only in the field of foreign economic policy; but in the field of
diplomacy as well.
For Austria, Sweden and Switzerland joining the EEC would mean that along
with other NATO countries they would have been drawn into the actions of this
political-economic grouping acting in the interests of the imperialist circles of the
Atlantic bloc in which the United States dictates its will. „Even if the EEC had
had no political ambitions (although all its participants are NATO members),“
Tiden the theoretical journal of the Swedish Social Democratic Party, states „the
participation in the EEC would have meant a great political dependence which
does not go very well with the firm and consistent policy of neutrality.“
It is quite obvious that the joining of the EEC by neutral countries would have
an adverse effect on political climate in Europe. But this is precisely the purpose
of the more aggressive circles in the West - by the establishment of close economic ties with the „Common Market“ they want to tie Austria, Switzerland and
Sweden to the military-political bloc of NATO. The big monopoly forces within
these states are also acting in the same direction.
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No sober-minded person will deny that the policy of neutrality gives no small
advantages. It was thanks to their neutrality, for instance, that Sweden and Switzerland avoided the horrors of two world wars. In the balance of „pros“ and –
„cons“ the entire experience of the post-war years outweighs the illusory economic advantages promised to neutral countries by those who want to get them
involved, directly or indirectly, with the EEC. The policy of neutrality conducted
by Austria, Sweden and Switzerland meets with the vital interests of their peoples
and also the interests of stability and peace in Europe. This policy always found
and finds understanding on the part of the Soviet Union.
The broadening of the „Common Market“ does not extend it beyond the limits
of a close political and economic grouping set up in the interests of big business.
„Multinational financial groups the influence of which is growing,“ L’Humanité
writes, „strive to set up ‘supranational’ institutions and the policy of the ‘Community’ in their own purposes, that is against the interests of the working people.
For them it is not the matter of the internationalisation of production but rather the
matter of having a means of internationalising monopolistic exploitation.“
It is quite obvious that capitalist integration meets only the interests of big
monopoly capital which makes the national bourgeoisie of other countries economically and politically dependent. This integration contradicts the vital needs
of broad sections of the population. It is in the interests of all European states,
the neutral states included, not to take the road of closed political-economic blocs
but to develop in every-way economic, scientific and technical cooperation on the
non-discriminatory general European foundation.
(Pravda, January 6. In full.)
Source: Pravda, Wednesday, January 6, 1971. ÖStA, AdR, W-Pol 1971, EG-Österreich, EG D
6.3.1.2./EG-Irland.

DOCUMENT 71
Brussels Liaison, Report on Negotiations with the EEC Austrian Interim
Agreement, Meeting at the Austrian Delegation’s Offices, Brussels,
February 18, 1971
Present
Mr. F. Leitner (in the Chair)
Mr. P. Green			
Mr. Me Reinilä			
Mr. E. Berg			
Mr. A. Correia			
Mr. I. Dölling			
Mr. P. Cuénod			

Austria
Denmark
Finland
Norway
Portugal
Sweden
Switzerland
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Mr. K. Christofas		
Mr. C. Burgess			
Mrs. Pamela Hulls		
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United Kingdom
EFTA Secretariat
EFTA Secretariat

1. Mr. Leitner gave an account of the second meeting between Austria and
the Commission and the proposed Interim Agreement which had taken
place from the 15th to 17th February 1971. He said that the contacts with
the Commission had amounted to three days of expert talks and negotiations. The morning of Monday, 15th February, had really been devoted to
fact-finding in regard to the global agreement when certain tariff quotas
had been discussed.
2. During the afternoon of Monday 15th, the question of origin rules had
been discussed. The Austrian side had suggested that, because the Interim
Agreement would be very limited in time if the global negotiations proceded as was hoped, it would be desirable not to make any great changes
in the national rules of either Austria or the Community. The Commission
side had replied that for the global agreement they had-in mind a Yaoundé
system of origin rules. This had also been mentioned to other non-applicants who had not objected. The Austrian side had stressed in reply to this
that they were not in a position to prejudice the negotiations for the global
agreement in any way, but that they were willing to accept this idea of a
Yaoundé system for origin rules as a working hypothesis.
3. On the morning of Tuesday, 16th, processed agricultural products had been
discussed and it was agreed that Chapters 1-24 of the Brussels nomenclature (as in the GATT) should be used as a classification of agricultural
products and Chapters 25 -99 as the classification of industrial products.
4. On Wednesday 17th, the two delegations had gone to work on the Interim
Agreement. The Commission side had prepared a draft of a possible agreement but this was received by the Austrian side too late to enable them to
consider it fully. Therefore, the Austrian side had said that they were able
to give on some point only a first reaction.
5. In the first place, there was a foot note to the draft agreement which stated
that paper would be excluded. No reasons were given for this exclusion.
The Austrian-side had said that they could not accept that paper should be
excluded. If firms in the community felt that they were being injured they
could invoke certain clauses under the Rules of Competition. It had already
been made clear that the Austrian paper industry was relatively small and
was perhaps about the size of a single large German firm. On some occasions it was said that paper was to be excluded because it was a “sensitive”
sector and could prejudice the negotiations with other countriees. On other
occasions it was said that the organisations of the Austria paper industry
could not be compatible with the rules of competitions of the Community.
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Since the Commission would now have to make a-report to the Council,
the Austrians asked that this request for the inclusion of paper should be
included and if necessary the mandate or guidelines should be amended
accordingly.
6. In the second place, Mr. Leitner said that it would be recalled that the reduction of 30% was to be achieved in two steps of 15% each (see paragraph
3 of EFTA/BR 17/70 (A. Int.)). This was because at that time a two-stage
progression was thought to be necessary under the rules of the GATT.
However, since the proposal had been amended at that time to bring it into
conformity with Article XXIV of the GATT by adding a programme and
a calendar, this argument was not valid any more. On the other hand, the
agreement would most probably be in use only for a relatively short time, so
that the second step would be in effect for such a short period that it would
be practically of no value. They, therefore, had asked for the 30% reduction
to be achieved in a single step.
7. Thirdly, the draft agreement proposed that high alloy steel should be subject
only to a single 15% reduction, and that new negotiations should take place
before any second reduction of 15% was agreed. The Austrian side had said
that it was impossible for them to accept this as it would create an intolerable situation for Austrian steel firms. High alloy steel should be dealt with
in the same way as other commodities.
8. In the fourth place, the question of agriculture, and in particular beef, (see
paragraph 9 of EFTA/BR 17/70 (A. Int.)) had been discussed again. The Austrian side had made it clear that the whole agricultural export accounted for
only 7% of all Austrian exports to the Community. There was a traditional
exportation of beef from Austria to Italy and the weight limit suggested by
the Commission covered precisely the type of beef cattle which Austria did
not allow to be exported. The Austrian side had, therefore, asked for cattle
in the Interim Agreement to cover steers and oxen of more than 450 kilos.
They had argued that cattle production in the Community was increasing
constantly and that consumption was increasing at a still higher rate. They
had quoted a French study which showed that Community farmers alone
would certainly not be able to cover Community requirements for beef in
the years to come.
9. Mr. Leitner then read out the MFN clause from draft agreement.
„Sous réserve des dispositions particulières propres au commerce frontalier, le régime appliqué par l’Autriche aux produits originaires de la Communauté ne peut en aucun cas ệtre moins favorable que celui applique aux
produits originaires de l’Etat tiers le plus favorisé.“
		 The Austrians had asked why this clause had been inserted since it contained no provision at all for reciprocity. The Community side had replied
that a similar clause had occurred in all their preferential agreements and
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nobody had objected, and that it had simply been transferred to the present
draft. The Austrians had made it clear that if there was no reciprocity the
clause would have to be deleted.
10. Mr. Leitner then read out a further clause as follows:
		 „Chaque Partie Contractante peut adopter les mesures de sauvegarde et
notamment un retrait des concessions tarifaires quelle estime necessaire
pour remedier aux difficultés resultant de disparités existant dann les dispositions legislatives, reglementaires ou administratives, ainsi que dans
les pratiques administratives de l’autre Partie Contractante, dans le domaine des regles de concurrence applicables aux entreprises et des aides
accordées par les États.“
		 „Les mesures de sauvegarde seront notifiées avant leur mise en application à la Commission mixte.“
		 „L’application des mesures est précéde d’ une consultation au sein de la
Commission mixte, à la demande de la Partie interéssée. En cas d’urgence,
la consultation a lieu ultérieurement.“
		 The Austrian side had taken the line that this was too vague. They had
agreed that a clause of this kind was necessary but „difficulties“ would
have to be defined more closely. The Commission side had agreed that the
Austrian side should make counter proposals on this.
11. Mr. Leitner said finally that present progress with the global negotiations
did not make it likely that an „orientations claires“ situation could probably
arise before November or the beginning of December. This, of course, had
a clear bearing on the Interim Agreement. Even if the Austrian side had
been able to agree to everything in the last three days, they would still have
had to wait until towards the end of the year before there could be any real
progress on the Interim Agreement. This was why the Austrians had felt
able to take their time in suggesting that the mandate or guidelines should
be amended by the Council of Ministers.
Questions
12. Mr. Christofas enquired whether Mr. Wellenstein had been leading for the
Commission. Mr. Leitner said that this was the case but that Mr. Wellenstein
had also had the Danish meeting and the weekly meeting of the Commission on his hands at the same time.
13. Mr. Dölling mentioned the reference to other non-applicant countries having raised no objection to a Yaoundé System of origin rules. He made it
clear that Sweden had not discussed origin rules at its meeting with the
Commission in anyway.
14. Mr Guénoud said that they had in expert talks studied the autonomous
origin rules applied in Switzerland and the EFTA-rules on the one side and
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the “general” system of the EEC as well as on the Yaoundé-system on the
other side. Switzerland could not to study further the Yaoundé-system.
Source: ÖStA, AdR, W-Pol 1971, EG-Österreich, EGD 1.3-EGD 6.3, EFTA/BR 11/71 (A. Int.), Zl.
120-RES/71.

DOCUMENT 72
Brussels Liaison Report on negotiations with the EEC – Exploratory
talks with the Commission – Meeting at the Austrian Delegation’s Offices,
Brussels, March 20, 1971
Present
Mr. A. Marquet (in the Chair)		
Austria
Mr. F. Leitner				Austria
Mr. R. Reiterer				Austria
Mr. K. Barlebo				
Denmark
Mr. P. Talvitie				
Finland
Mr. E. Berg				Norway
Mr. F. de Magalhäes Cruz		
Portugal
Mr. S. Backlund			
Sweden
Mr. P. Wurth				
Switzerland
Mr. K. Christofas			
United Kingdom
Mr. C. Burgess				
EFTA Secretariat
Mrs P. Hulls				
EFTA Secretariat
1. Mr. Marquet reported on the seond round of exploratory talks between
Austria and the Commission.
Agriculture
2. Mr. Marquet said that the talks had begun with a meeting of agricultural
experts (Working Group II) on Tuesday, 16th March. This meeting had
dealt exclusively with questions put forward by the Commission delegation on the Austrian proposals for agriculture of 10th November 1970 and
5th January 1971. The Austrian side had explained these proposals further
and had said that, in their view, the arrangements between Austria and the
Common Market in the agricultural field should lead in the long run to a
free circulation of agricultural goods. However, this would not be the same
conception of „free movement“ as is applied within the Common Market itself, where all tariffs, equalization taxes and restitutions have been
abolished. In the proposed agreement between Austria and the EEC, levies
and restitutions should not be legally abandoned; they should, however,
be considerably reduced or suspended to the extent that price differences
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between Austria and the EEC could gradually and in an autonomous way
be overcome. In other words, in the Austrian view levies and restitutions
should be strictly limited to existing price differences.
3. The Austrian side had proposed that, in the first phase, this system should
be applied to a number of products to be agreed upon between Austria and
the EEC. These products should include those items which were of particular interest to Austria and to the Six in their exports to each other. The list
should correspond more or less to the traditional agricultural trade between
Austria and the EEC. Products which were not included in this list should
be progressively and gradually introduced into the regulation. To this end a
continuous consultation procedure would be necessary.
4. Quite apart from the formula described above, Austria and the EEC should
in addition eliminate remaining duties in the agricultural field and proceed
to the elimination of quantitative restrictions.
5. Mr. Marquet went on to say that the delegations had also discussed other
technical questions, including processed agricultural products, the delimitation of agricultural products, and problems of regional production.
		 In regard to processed agricultural-products, the Austrian side had said
that the fixed element should be abolished, while the variable element
should be reduced in conformity with the system applied to basic agricultural products.
Free movement of goods
6. Mr. Marquet said that this subject had been discussed in Working Group I
which had met on Wednesday, 17th March. The particular aspects considered included trade deflection, quantitative restrictions, technical obstacles
to trade, border tax adjustments, competition, escape clauses and specific
tariff questions.
7. On the problem of trade deflection, the Commission delegation had raised
the question of origin rules and enquired whether Austria would consider
the origin system applied by the Six to other third countries as a working
hypothesis. The Austrian side had agreed to this subject to the necessity of
adapting lists A and B of the Yaoundé agreement and of including a basic
materials list. The Commission delegation had also mentioned the Carli
Plan: The Austrian side had pointed out that, in view of Austria’s higher
external tariffs, such a formula would not be in the interest of the Community. It had been made clear that Austria preferred the origin system which,
she had already proposed.
8. On rules of competition, Austria had suggested that rules of competition
similar to the EFTA rules should be used in the proposed agreement with
the EEC. Austria had also proposed that there should be a consultation procedure to overcome possible difficulties, and, in the last instance, escape
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clauses, in order to safeguard the interests of both parties to the agreement.
The Austrian side had said that they considered it necessary to include also
general escape clauses in order to deal with difficulties in particular sectors, regions, dumping and balance of payments. The application of such
a general escape clause should, however, be subject to prior consultation,
except in cases of emergency.
9. On the paper sector, the Commission delegation had expressed its concern
in regard to the problem of raw material supply, which had to be solved
within the framework of the general enlargement of the Community. The
Austrian side, however, had insisted on the inclusion of paper in any future
agreement.
Miscellaneous matters
10. Working Group III had met on Thursday, 18th March and had exchanged
information on transport, services, establishment, company law, free movement of labour, economic and monetary Union and capital movement. The
Austrian delegation had emphasized Austria’s concern that she should be
kept continuously informed an future developments in the monetary field.
On the free movement of labour, the Austrian delegation had explained that
the present Austrian regulation concerning the admission of foreign labour
was liberal and flexible, and that it was certainly not in contradiction of the
basic principle of free movement of labour as practiced by the Six.
Plenary Session
11. Mr. Marquet said that the plenary session had taken place on Friday, 19th
March and that it had consisted in the first place of reports by the chairmen
of the three working groups. In regard to paper, the Austrian delegation
had once again stressed its concern that paper should be included in the
agreement. The Commission delegation had raised the question of whether
Austria could envisage, in place of her proposed origin system, and disregarding a customs Union solution, other ways of overcoming disparities, such as an autonomous tariff alignment. The Austrian delegation had
replied that any such solution would imply the necessity of maintaining the
degree of any such alignment. Austria would, therefore, consider this as a
de facto restriction on her treaty-making power.
12. On institutions, the Austrian delegation had described a basically simple
model centered around a mixed commission. This commission would both
administer the agreement and take initiatives with a view to intensifying
co-operation. The competence and function of this body would have to be
specified in the agreement.
13. In answer to a question from the Commission delegation, the Austrian delegation had expressed the view that the agreement should be concluded
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for unlimited period, and that a clause of renunciation and, for neutrality
reasons, a suspension clause should be included.
Future arrangements
14. Mr. Marquet concluded by saying that the Commission side and the Austrian side were now in agreement that the fact-finding phase had ended. They
nevertheless envisaged meeting again „en petit comité“ in order to have a
final exchange of views. The date of this meeting had still to be fixed.
Questions
15. Mr. Wurth pointed out that the procedure of the Austrian discussions had
gone in much the same way as the Swiss discussions with the exception of
agriculture.
16. Mr. Christofas enquired whether, in connection with the clause of renunciation and suspension in the proposed agreement, there had been any mention of the neeessary period of notice. Mr Marquet replied that there had
been no mention of this, beyond saying that it should be a “reasonable”
period.
17. Mr. Talvitie asked whether there had been any further discussion on the
subject of paper. Mr. Marquet said that the only aspect raised by the Commission had been the question of supplies of raw material. Mr. Reiterer said
that this had included both wood and pulp.
Source: ÖStA, AdR, W-Pol 1971, EG-Österreich, EGD 1.3-EGD 6.3, EFTA/BR 19/71 (A.),
Zl. 209-RES/71.

DOCUMENT 73
Common Market Split over Neutrals, June 3, 1971,
by Richard Norton Taylor
Brussels, June 2 – The Common Market’s top executive commission is divided
over the vital problem of future trade links with those neutral members of the
European Free Trade Association (EFTA) which do not want to join the Common
Market along with Britain.
The nations involved – Sweden, Finland, Switzerland and Austria – believe
that membership in the Common Market is incompatible with their neutral status.
They point out that the Common Market is an embryonic economic and even
political union with new plans for monetary union and foreign policy cooperation.
Involved in the problem is the conflict between the traditional Common Market Commission’s view that membership involves some kind of commitment
to a politically united federal Europe and, on the other hand, a more narrowly
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economic interest that is now gaining ground among the Common Market’s six
member nations.
EFTA was formed under Britain’s leadership in 1960, in response to the creation of the Common Market, as a grouping that would give the non-Common
Market nations in Europe a unified voice in negotiations with Common Market
nations.
The majority of the nine-man European Commission, concerned lest a series
of separate trade pacts with the EFTA neutrals break up the institutional cohesion
of the Common Market and its common external tariffs, believe that these nations
- particularly Sweden and Switzerland – should be given an ultimatum amounting
to full-membership or nothing.
Only the president of the Commission, Franco Maria Malfatti, and Ralf
Dahrendorf, commissioner responsible for foreign trade, are pushing for a solution involving looser ties, according to high-level Commission sources.
The European Commission, made up of economic experts from the member
nations of the Common Market, operates as a supranational executive body, forbidden by treaty to accept instructions from their own governments. It initiates
community actions and carries out management responsibilities.
The question now posed is what to do with those EFTA countries which, for
political reasons, do not want to become full members of a Common Market that
is expected to be enlarged to include three present EFTA members – Britain,
Denmark and Norway.
Unless special trade pacts are worked out between an enlarged Common Market and the EFTA neutrals, trade barriers between the existing EFTA nations
would have to be reimposed. Such an outcome is generally considered both politically and economically unacceptable at a time of growing freedom of trade in
Western Europe.
Political union in Western Europe at present implies – though by no means explicitly – attachment to the NATO bloc. All six members of the Market and three
out of the four candidates (except Ireland) are members of NATO.
Closer links between Western Europe and Finland and Austria have delicate
political implications for these two countries’ relationship with the Soviet Union.
Austria’s “permanent neutrality” is written into its constitution, and Russia is one
of the guarantors of its independence treaty.
Association or a series of limited trade agreements with these countries are
regarded as out of the question on the grounds that they would simply be too
difficult to work out and even more difficult to operate. The association formula, such as the market has with Greece and Turkey, is specifically designed for
less-developed countries not yet ready for a full-fledged customs union or a free
trade treaty with the Common Market.
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All of the neutrals have stressed that they have no intention of upsetting the
Common Market decision-making processes, by participating in some, but not all
of the Market’s common policies.
Source: Washington Post, June 3, 1971. ÖStA, AdR, W-Pol 1971, EG-Österreich, EG H, Zl. 4920A/71, Zl. 137.836 (GZl. 131.491).

DOCUMENT 74
Mündlicher Vortrag an den Ministerrat, Bundesministerium für Handel,
Gewerbe und Industrie, Josef Staribacher, betreff: EG-Österreich;
Kommissionsbericht; weitere Vorgangsweise, June 28, 1971
Seit meinem Bericht an den Ministerrat am 4. Mai 1971, Z1. 65.402-1/3/ 71, mit
dem ich den Entwurf des Berichtes der Bundesregierung über die österreichische
Integrationspolitik vorlegte, ist die Entwicklung auf dem Gebiet der Europäischen
Wirtschaftlichen Integration wesentlich vorangeschritten.
Dem Vereinigten Königreich ist es gelungen, in seinen Verhandlungen mit den
EG eine Einigung über die wichtigsten strittigen Punkte herbeizuführen. Unter
der Voraussetzung einer Annahme des Verhandlungsergebnisses durch das britische Parlament kann somit gerechnet werden, daß das Vereinigte Königreich
und damit wohl auch die anderen Beitrittswerber Dänemark, Irland und vielleicht
auch Norwegen mit Wirkung vom 1. Jänner 1973 Mitglieder der Europäischen
Gemeinschaften sein werden. Der gegenseitige Zollabbau zwischen den Beitrittswerbern und den Europäischen Gemeinschaften würde mit 1. April 1973 einsetzen und mit 1. Juli 1977 abgeschlossen sein.
Der Zeitpunkt des Beitrittes von drei EFTA-Mitgliedstaaten (Vereinigtes
Königreich, Dänemark und Norwegen) ist für Österreich insoferne bedeutungsvoll, als nach mehrfacher Willensäußerung sowohl der Mitgliedstaaten der Europäischen Gemeinschaften als auch der Mitgliedstaaten der EFTA die Verträge mit
den restlichen EFTA-Staaten zum gleichen Zeitpunkt in Geltung gesetzt werden
sollen, um die Wiedererrichtung von Handelsschranken in Europa zu vermeiden.
Eine wesentliche Voraussetzung für die Ingangsetzung von Verhandlungen
mit den nichtbeitrittswilligen EFTA-Staaten wurde durch den nunmehr fertiggestellten und dem EG-Ministerrat zur weiteren Beschlußfassung zugeleiteten
Bericht der Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften betreffend die „Beziehungen der erweiterten Gemeinschaft mit den nichtbeitrittswilligen Mitgliedstaaten der EFTA und dem mit der EFTA assoziierten Staat“ geschaffen. Dieser
Bericht stellt dem Rat zwei Alternativen für eine Lösung des Problems zur Wahl.
1. Aufrechterhaltung des Status quo der durch die EFTA geschaffenen Handelsbeziehungen im Bereich der Zölle für industrielle Erzeugnisse für
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einen Zeitraum von etwa zwei Jahren nach dem Beitritt des Vereinigten
Königreichs, Dänemarks und Norwegens.
2. Abschluß von Freihandelszonenverträgen für Waren des industriellen Bereiches mit den einzelnen „anderen“ EFTA-Staaten.
Zu 1.) Diese Lösung hätte nach Ansicht der Kommission den Vorteil, der künftigen Haltung der Gemeinschaft nicht vorzugreifen und ihr Zeit für eine
klarere Einschätzung der Entwicklung ihrer Außenbeziehungen, insbesondere im Falle etwaiger internationaler Verhandlungen über Zoll- und Handelsfragen zu lassen. Zweifellos steht diese Lösung jedoch im Widerspruch
zu dem vom Rat der Europäischen Gemeinschaften geäußerten Wunsch,
daß die Abkommen mit den nichtbeitrittswilligen Staaten gleichzeitig mit
dem Beitritt des Vereinigten Königreiches usw. in Kraft treten.
Zu 2.) Diese Lösung sieht vor, den im Rahmen der EFTA erreichten Zollabbau
für industrielle Produkte beizubehalten und ihn im Verlauf der Übergangszeit für die Beitritte auf das Verhältnis zwischen den EWG-Staaten und den
einzelnen Nichtbeitrittskandidaten auszudehnen. Zu diesem Zweck würde
die Gemeinschaft mit jedem einzelnen der betreffenden Staaten Verträge
mit folgendem wesentlichen Inhalt abschließen:
– Abbau der Zölle für industrielle Produkte;
– die Anwendung von Schutzklauseln zur Wiederherstellung des Gleichgewichtes im Falle des Entstehens von Verhaltensdisparitäten infolge
der Nichtübernahme von Harmonisierungsverpflichtungen betreffend
die Wirtschaftspolitik;
– Vermeidung von Verkehrsverlagerungen durch Ursprungsregeln,
die jedoch keine kumulative Anwendung zwischen den ehemaligen
EFTA-Staaten zulassen;
– Sicherstellung der Gleichbehandlung der Arbeitnehmer aus der Gemeinschaft und Zusammenarbeit auf dem Verkehrssektor Schaffung
einer Revisionsklausel zur Prüfung der Lage zu Ende der Übergangsperiode (5 Jahre);
– Schaffung eines paritätischen Organs für die Verwaltung des Abkommens, das jedoch nur über eine Entscheidungsbefugnis für technische
Fragen hinsichtlich des Mechanismus des Handelsaustausches verfügen
soll;
– Kündigungsfrist 1 Jahr (Suspensionsklausel nicht erwähnt).
Der Kommissionsbericht schließt den Landwirtschaftssektor wegen der innerhalb der Gemeinschaft zu befürchtenden Schwierigkeiten ausdrücklich aus.
In Entsprechung der bisherigen Gepflogenheit sind Vertreter der Verhandlungsdelegationen der vier neutralen EFTA-Staaten Österreich, Schweden,
Schweiz und Finnland am 23. Juni d. J. in Zürich zu einem Meinungsaustausch
über den vorliegenden Bericht der Kommission zusammengekommen. Es war
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das Bestreben der vier Delegationen, festzustellen, inwieweit eine gemeinsame
Haltung der neutralen EFTA-Staaten zu dem Kommissionsbericht eingenommen
werden kann, um eine ehebaldige Beschlußfassung durch den EG-Ministerrat
möglichst zu erleichtern. Nach Ansicht der vertretenen Delegationen sollte den
Regierungen der betreffenden Staaten folgende weitere Vorgangsweise vorgeschlagen werden:
Die Mitgliedstaaten der Europäischen Gemeinschaften werden auf zweckmäßig erscheinende Weise von jedem der vier neutralen Staaten in Kenntnis gesetzt,
daß die Variante I des Kommissionsberichtes aus grundsätzlichen Erwägungen
nicht angenommen werden kann.
Hingegen soll die Variante II zum Ausgangspunkt der Verhandlungen mit den
Gemeinschaften gemacht werden. Einige einvernehmlich festgestellte Punkte, die
zu einer Ausgewogenheit der künftigen Verträge erforderlich sind, sollen bereits
in einem frühen Stadium den Mitgliedstaaten der Europäischen Gemeinschaften
zur Kenntnis gebracht werden.
Auf Grund des vorstehenden Sachverhalts beabsichtige ich, die Österreichischen Botschaften in den Mitgliedstaaten der Europäischen Gemeinschaften gemäß dem diesem Bericht beigeschlossenen Erlaß fernschriftlich anzuweisen. In
diesem Erlaß ist auch ein Hinweis auf das unveränderte österreichische Interesse
an einem baldigen Abschluß des Interimsabkommens enthalten.
Anläßlich der Behandlung des Integrationsberichtes der Österreichischen
Bundesregierung (Stand: April 1971) im Österreichischen Parlament, nehme ich
in Aussicht, die Abgeordneten im Sinne der vorstehend geschilderten jüngsten
Entwicklung der Europäischen Integrationspolitik zu informieren.
Im Einvernehmen mit den Bundesministern für Auswärtige Angelegenheiten,
für Land- und Forstwirtschaft und für Finanzen stelle ich den
A n t r a g,
diesen Bericht genehmigend zur Kenntnis zu nehmen.
Dr. Josef Staribacher e.h.
Source: ÖStA, AdR, W-Pol 1971, EG-Österreich, EGD 6.3.1.2., Zl. 68.444-I/3/71.

DOCUMENT 75
Brussels Liaison, Report on Negotiations with the EEC, Negotiations for a
Special Agreement, Meeting at the Austrian Delegation’s Offices, Brussels,
December 7, 1971
EFTA/BR 75/71 (A)
7th December 1971
Brussels Liaison
Report on Negotiations with the EEC
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Austria
Negotiations for a special agreement
Meeting at the Austrian Delegation’s Offices
Present
Mr. A. Marquet (in the Chair) Austria
Mr. F. Leitner			
Austria
Mr. F. O. Gundelach		
Denmark
Mr. P. Talvitie			
Finland
Mr. E. Berg			
Norway
Mr. F. de Magalhaes Cruz
Portugal
Mr. S. Backlund		
Sweden
Mr. P. H. Wurth			
Switzerland
Mr. S. Butler-Madden		
United Kingdom
Mr. C. B. Burgess		
EFTA Secretariat
1. Mr. Marquet reported on the first meeting, conducted by the Commission,
in the negotiations between Austria and the EEC. He said that the Commission Delegation had been headed by Mr. Wellenstein who had opened the
meeting by explaining the negotiating concept established by the Council of Ministers. In replying to this opening statement Mr. Marquet said
that he had first made some remarks about points where a basic agreement
seemed likely and finally referred to a few points which, in the Austrian
view, would need further detailed examination in order to reach solutions
acceptable to both sides.
General remarks
2. Mr. Marquet had expressed the Austrian satisfaction that there was general
agreement that a start should be made from the basic concept of free trade
and that this concept should continue to be developed. He had emphasized
that this idea of free trade in the industrial sector between Austria and the
Communities should go hand-in-hand with measures of a complementary
nature, e.g. the working out of a system of rules of origin. He had recalled
that it was important for Austria that the agricultural sector should be included in this concept.
3. Mr. Marquet had stressed how very important it was for Austria that the
negotiations should be developed speedily and should be concluded at an
early date which would permit simultaneous entering into force of the
Austrian agreement and all the other agreements to be concluded with the
Community. He had noted with satisfaction that the re-erection of trade
barriers was denounced in the mandate.
Points on which a basic agreement seemed likely
4. Mr. Marquet said that he had made the following points:
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(a) that the agreement should correspond to the GATT rules and that it
should comprehend substantially all trade between the contracting
parties.
(b) that Austria could accept an “evolution” clause, even if it appeared only
in the preamble, and that Austria could accept that proposals for further
developing the relations between the two partners would be examined
in the administrative body.
(c) that a present Austria saw no necessity for providing for measures of
autonomous harmonization, but that she would not decline, in the case
of necessity, to examine the utility of such measures,
(d) that, in regard to the principles of tariff reduction, Austria had noted
with satisfaction that the mandate provided for a system whereby the
candidate countries would continue to trade with Austria on the basis
of freedom from customs duty. As regards the timetable, Austria could
agree to the schedule and to the customs basis on which the reduction
plan would be based.
(e) that Austria could agree not to apply the drawback system once free
trade had been established.
(f) that the clause dealing with disparities in customs duties would have to
be carefully examined.
(g) that, in regard to quantitative restrictions for imports and measures of
equivalent effect, Austria could declare her basic agreement with such
a principle, but would have to ask for an exception in regard to a very
limited number of commodities.
(h) that Austria could agree to the proposed rules on freedom in payment
questions in the field of the exchange of commodities.
(i) that Austria would need further clarification of the clause relating to
problems of petrol production and of the provisions on transport in transit through Austria.
Points which would need further detailed examination
5.
(a) sensitive products
Mr. Marquet said that he had recalled that it had always been the declared wish of the Austrian Federal Government that a solution should
be found which would permit overall free trade between Austria and the
Community. It was in this spirit that the Austrian Government had discouraged all requests by Austrian industries for special arrangements in
favour of various Austrian products. Austria had done this in spite of the
apparent disequilibrium in the capacity of production of Austria on one
side and the Community on the other. Against this background Austria
viewed with great concern the tendency of the Community to propose
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special arrangements for quite a number of so-called sensitive products. Mr. Marquet had stressed that particularly for economic reasons,
but also for reasons of conformity with the ATT rules, Austria would
strongly advocate including all products in the normal process of tariff
reduction. Mr. Marquet said that he had pointed out that these views on
sensitive products in general applied also to the Austrian position on
paper, and that therefore Austria could not consider the Community’s
proposal as an acceptable concept.
(b) Rules of Origin
Mr. Marquet said that he had emphasized that Austria was ready to discuss rules of origin on the basis of the model applied in various bilateral
preferential agreements into which the Community had entered hitherto. Austria would, however, recommend that rules should be developed
which the economy and the administration would find easy to apply
and, as far as the processing lists were concerned, which would meet
the requirements of highly industrialized countries. He had also made
it clear that Austria attached great importance to a system which would
permit the application of full cumulative origin.
(c) Rules of competition
Mr. Marquet had said that Austria was in agreement with the Community that these rules should apply in the three cases considered incompatible with the good functioning of the agreement. He had stressed,
however, that the application of safeguard measures would have to follow three principles:
(i) The measures must be adequate
(ii) The duration of their operation must be limited, and
(iii) They would require a periodic supervision as to the necessity for
their further applications.
Austria could not understand the Community’s intention to interpret
rules of competition under the proposed agreement in the same way as
the corresponding stipulations in the law of the Community.
(d) General safeguard clauses
Austria accepted the cases in which this clause should be applied (i.e.
difficulties of a regional, sectorial and balance of payment character) on
the condition that its application would be guided by the same three principles which Mr. Marquet had just mentioned. However, Mr. Marquet
said that he had drawn the attention of the community side to the fact
that the notion of a “serious danger of balance of payment difficulties”
would create a substantial element of insecurity, and that Austria would
therefore propose previous consultations before any safeguard measures
were applied in this case.
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As far as the general escape clause was concerned, which might be
applied, notwithstanding the existence of all other safeguard clauses already provided for in the mandate, Mr. Marquet said that he had
expressed Austria’s serious concern about the possible effect of such a
far-reaching instrument.
(e) Agriculture
Mr. Marquet said that he had recalled that in the course of the exploratory talks Austria had already proposed the establishment of a system
by which levies and compensations would in future be limited so as
to function as an instrument for balancing the relative prices between
the two contracting parties. He had recalled that up to the present time
the Commission had given no reply to this proposal. If such a general
solution did not now seem appropriate to the Community, Austria would
have to insist that, at least in respect of those agricultural products in
which important Austrian export interests were involved, a satisfactory solution would have to be found. Mr. Marquet had added that Austria would be ready to examine the Community’s wishes in regard to
exports on a basis of the principle of mutual advantage.
Procedure and timetable
6. Mr. Marquet said that it had been agreed that the negotiations would now
be continued on the level of working groups. Four working groups would
be established covering:
(a) The industrial sector (including agricultural processed products, reduction of customs duties, rules of origin, and sensitive products).
(b) The agricultural sector.
(c) Iron and steel.
(d) Other questions (including safeguard clauses).
The Community delegation had indicated that these working groups could
begin their work after the Council had decided (at its next session, probably
at the end of January) the various questions which were at the moment still
pending (i.e. list of sensitive items, processed agricultural goods and rules
of origin). That implied that the working groups would not be able to begin
their deliberations before the beginning of February 1972.
Questions
7. For questions see final paragraph of the Swedish report (EFTA/BR 77/71
(S)).
Source: ÖStA, AdR, W-pol-Pol 1971 EGD 1.3.-EGD 6.3., EFTA/BR 75/71 (A).
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DOCUMENT 76
Soviet Aide-Mémoire, August 18, 1972
„Die sowjetische Regierung möchte weiter die Aufmerksamkeit der österreichischen Regierung auf die Tatsache lenken, daß die von ihr mit der EWG unterzeichneten Abkommen ungleiche Bedingungen für die Sowjetunion auf dem
österreichischen Markt schaffen und der gegenseitig vorteilhaften sowjetisch-
österreichischen Zusammenarbeit auf dem Gebiet des Handels und der Wirtschaft
zum Schaden gereichen können. Sie hofft, daß die österreichische Seite entsprechende Maßnahmen ergreifen wird, um einer solchen Entwicklung entgegenzuwirken. Unter Berücksichtigung des Dargelegten schlägt die sowjetische Seite
vor, sobald wie möglich Verhandlungen im Rahmen der Gemischten Sowjetisch-
Österreichischen Kommission für wirtschaftlich-wissenschaftlich-technische
Zusammenarbeit zur Regelung der Fragen, die in Verbindung mit der Unterzeichnung und dem vorgesehenen Inkrafttreten der Vereinbarung zwischen Österreich
und der EWG hervorgehen, zu führen.“
Source: Archiv der Gegenwart, September 28, 1972, D 17367.

DOCUMENT 77
Report of the Discussion in the Interim Committee on
EFTA Legal Basis of Arrangement, November 23, 1972
Interim Commitee
Thursday 23 November
EFTA: Legal Basis of arrangement after 1 January 1973
Statement by the United Kingdom Delegation
With your permission, Mr Chairman, I should like to take this opportunity to
inform the Committee of discussions among the present EFTA countries concerning transitional arrangements for products which will not be covered by the
Free Trade Agreements between the Community and the EFTA non-candidates.
The Treaty of Accession provides for the progressive movement from the duties actually applied to the common customs tariff. Following the withdrawal of
the United Kingdom from the Stockholm Convention it is necessary to establish
an alternative legal basis for moving from free trade to the rates of duty in the
common customs tariff from 1 January 1974 in respect of the products which are
not covered by the Free Trade Agreements. The new legal basis will provide for
the tariff movements in question to proceed from zero according to the time-table
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laid down in the Treaty of Accession. It will entirely respect the obligations of the
United Kingdom under the Treaty of Accession to apply the instruments of the
common agricultural policy with effect from 1 February 1973.
Because of legislative requirements in the United Kingdom including the enactment of obligations arising from the Treaty of Accession the new legal basis
must be established urgently.
I am circulating, in confidence, the latest available draft of a Protocol. Its Annexes, which set out time-tables and lists of products, have not yet been completed.
Source: ÖStA, AdR, W-pol-Pol 1971 EGD 1.3.-EGD 6.3., EFTA/BR 75/71 (A)

DOCUMENT 78
Protocoll of the Conversation of the German Chancellor in Vienna,
July 15, 1976
An das Bundesministerium für Auswärtige Angelegenheiten
Bundeskanzler Schmidt führte eine Reihe politischer Gespräche mit Herrn Bundeskanzler Kreisky, dem Herrn Bundesminister für Auswärtige Angelegenheiten etc. in Wien, über welche am Nachmittag des Donnerstag, 8. Juli mehrfach
Protokoll geführt wurde, während ich bei der Aussprache zwischen den beiden
Bundeskanzlern in der Armbrustergasse nicht zugegen war.
Die nachfolgende Meldung bezieht sich daher nur auf die Entrevenue beider
Staatsmänner im Bundeskanzleramt, wobei ich auf den ausdrücklichen Wunsch
Schmidts Rücksicht nahm, teilweise dort Ausgesagtes nicht zu Papier zu bringen.
Das Gespräch begann mit einer Feststellung Bundeskanzler Kreiskys, daß es
kaum bilaterale Probleme gebe. Es verwies dabei auf die Berlin-Frage, wobei er
unter Zustimmung Kanzler Schmidts vorschlug, diese vorerst auf sich beruhen zu
lassen. Im kommenden Herbst könne man dann darauf zurückkommen.
Ein Hinweis hinsichtlich der finanziellen Forderungen der Heimatvertriebenen
fand eine höfliche Ablehnung beim deutschen Bundeskanzler, der im Gegenstand
meinte, wahrscheinlich würde auf Grund von Forderungen von Nahum Goldman
noch eine Geste gegenüber den jüdischen Opfern erfolgen. Immerhin blieb offen, ob nicht auf Beamtenebene auf dem Sektor des Kreuznacher Vertrages noch
Gespräche geführt werden könnten.
Schmidt begründete seine ablehnende Haltung auch mit jener der Unionsparteien, die im Zusammenhang mit derartigen Nachforderungen auch solche
für ehemalige Nationalsozialisten gestellt hätten. Die beiden Staatsmänner besprachen sodann ausführlich die Frage des Rhein-Main-Donau-Kanals, dessen
handelspolitische Wichtigkeit für Österreich Bundeskanzler Kreisky besonders
unterstrich.
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Kanzler Schmidt versicherte, daß etwa 1985 die Inbetriebnahme dieser wichtigen Wasserstraße erfolgen würde. Etwa 30% der gesamten Wasserstraßen aufgewendeten Budgetmittel würden diesem Projekt zukommen. Mit einer Internationalisierung dieses Kanals wäre nicht zu rechnen, bilaterale Vereinbarungen mit
Österreich würden aber größtes deutsches Entgegenkommen finden und gewiß
auf keine Schwierigkeiten stoßen.
Bundeskanzler Kreisky verwies auf die Notwendigkeit einer Verdichtung des
Verhältnisses zur EG vor allem auf dem Sektor der Landwirtschaft.
Österreich beabschtige, seine EFTA-Partner über seinen Wunsch nach bilateralen Gesprächen mit der EG unter Ausnützung der Evolutivklausel (Art. 32 des
EWG-Globalabkommens) zu unterrichten.
In diesem Konnex gab es ein Gespräch über die Bedeutung der EFTA, wobei
der österreichische Bundeskanzler anregte, die Bundesrepublik möge dieser mehr
Bedeutung zumessen. Norwegen würde sich nicht um die Mitgliedschaft bei der
EG bewerben, zumal nach dem Rücktritt des engagierten Anhängers der Brüsseler Gemeinschaft, Bratteli, die Meinungsforschungsinstitute ein ständiges Steigen
der dortigen Sozialdemokraten verzeichnen würden.
Österreich werde im kommenden Herbst hinsichtlich seiner Verhandlungen
mit Brüssel die Förderung der deutschen Seite erbitten. Bundeskanzler Kreisky
dankte in diesem Zusammenhang seinem deutschen Kollegen für die bisher schon
oft bewiesene Unterstützung österreichischer Wünsche durch die Bundesrepublik in Brüssel. Er schilderte anschließend prominente französische Stimmen, die
anläßlich seines Pariser Besuches die Meinung vertreten hätten, Österreich hänge
wirtschaftlich zu sehr von der Bundesrepublik ab - eine Auffassung, die er korrigiert hätte. Im übrigen würden die Franzosen schon aus wahltaktischen Gründen
starke Rücksicht auf ihre Agrarier nehmen. Die österreichischen Wünsche würden jedoch gerade auf dem landwirtschaftlichen Sektor aktuell und wichtig.
Anschließend kam es zu einer ausführlichen Erörterung der notwendigen
Vorbereitungen für die Belgrader Folgekonferenz der KSZE. Beide Staatsmänner stimmten überein, daß die westlich-demokratisch orientierten Staaten zu unvorbereitet und unkoordiniert nach Helsinki gekommen wären, obwohl höhere
Beamte in den letzten Monaten vor der dortigen Konferenz sehr gute Arbeit geleistet hätten. Vor Belgrad müsse man sich koordinieren bzw. die Absichten der
Sowjets erkunden (vor allem bei der Sitzung am Nachmittag wurde in diesem Zusammenhang die Möglichkeit einer gesamteuropäischen Energie-, Umwelt- und
Transportpolitik gemäß Vorschlägen von Breschnew erörtert).
Nachdem einige Probleme der wirtschaftlichen und militärischen Situation
West/Ost besprochen wurden, stimmten beide Bundeskanzler hinsichtlich der
Fortführung der Entspannungspolitik überein, Bundeskanzler Kreisky wies dabei vor allem auf die Möglichkeit einer verstärkten Zusammenarbeit mit der Sowjetunion auf dem Sektor von Energieverbund-Verträgen hin. Die EG-Staaten
müßten beachten, daß nicht allein sie, sondern die gesamten etwa achtzehn oder
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neunzehn demokratischen Staaten West- und Mitteleuropas in diese Kooperation
eingeschaltet werden sollten.
Die beiden Kanzler stimmten überein, daß die Belgrader Konferenz entsprechend vorbereitet werden sollte, wobei sowohl seitens der Sowjetunion, zumal
durch Breschnew selbst, als auch seitens der Vereinigten Staaten – nach den Wahlen – die Fortführung der Entspannungspolitik mit Gewißheit erwartet werden
könne. Der deutsche Bundeskanzler unterstrich die seiner Ansicht nach gegebene Kontinuität der amerikanischen Politik. Er bezweifelte allerdings die Zweckmäßigkeit, bei einer Konferenz der freiheitlich-demokratischen europäischen
Staaten, die Bundeskanzler Kreisky in Anlehnung an den Europarat (Ministerkomitee, nicht Beratende Versammlung) in Straßburg möglicherweise im Zusammenhang mit der Inauguration des dortigen neuen Gebäudekomplexes durchgeführt sehen wollte, die USA und Kanada beizuziehen. Straßburg könnte auch
nach Kanzler Schmidts Meinung einen geeigneten Rahmen abgeben. Eine solche
Gipfelkonferenz der demokratischen Staaten sollte nach gemeinsamer Auffassung die Berlin-Frage ebenfalls auf seine [sic! recte: ihre] Tagesordnung setzen.
Die Gespräche sollten offen und vertraulich durchgeführt werden.
Kanzler Schmidt legte in der Folge seine Auffassung zur MBFR, zu SALT II
und zu der Kreditsituation der COMECON-Staaten, deren Verschuldung gegenüber dem Westen bis 1977 40 Mrd. $ erreichen würde, dar. Investitionsgüter, Weizenlieferungen etc. würden ohne echte Gegenleistung erbracht werden. Gewiß
müsste der Westen Konditionen für die laufende Unterstützung der Oststaaten
stellen.
Auch die Zusammenarbeit auf dem finanzpolitischen Gebiet zwischen Österreich mit Minister Androsch jetzt mit seinem deutschen Kollegen Apel, früher
auch mit Minister Schmidt in diesem Ressort, und mit der Schweiz (jetzt Bundesrat Chevallaz - ohne daß dieser genannt wurde), wurde einmal kurz angetönt.
Nach Darlegungen über die Konferenzen von Rambouillet und Puerto Rico
wurden Fragen der intensiven Rüstung im Osten erörtert.
Ferner wies Bundeskanzler Kreisky auf eine gewisse “Malaise” hin, die bei jenen Staaten entstünde, die - weil über kein erstrangiges Wirtschaftspotential verfügend - bei westlichen atlantischen Gesprächen nicht präsent wären. Ein solches
Mißtrauen müsse durch Unterrichtung und eine Möglichkeit der Mitentscheidung
auch solcher quasi zweitrangiger Staaten gemeinsam abgebaut werden.
Da der deutsche Bundeaskanzler vor allem bei den Gesprächen über das
Verhältnis der Sowjetunion zu Europa, militärpolitischen Problemen und der Erörterung der inneren Entwicklung der Warschau-Pakt-Staaten bzw. Jugoslawien
mehrfach um Abstandnahme von einer Protokollierung seiner Aussage bat, werden diese Themen, wie bereits oben erwähnt, im gegenständlichen Bericht nicht
weiter behandelt. Festgehalten soll aber doch die Meinungsübereinstimmung
zwischen beiden Staatsmännern sein.
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Bei der dargestellten Sitzung am Vormittag des 8. Juli im Bundeskanzleramt
wurden ferner die nachmittag etwas breiter behandelten Probleme UN-Zentrum
in Wien und Terrorismusbekämpfung nur angeschnitten.
Die Fragen der kulturellen Zusammenarbeit blieben ebenfalls der Nachmittagssitzung nach einer Berichterstattung von Frau Bundesminister Firnberg
vorbehalten.
Desgleich fand auch die Frage des deutschen Exportüberhangs nach Österreich
sowie jene des Fremdenverkehrs in der Vormittagssitzung nur sehr kurze
Erwähnung.
Der Botschafter:
[Willfried] Gredler m.p.
Source: ÖStA, AdR, II-pol 1976, Deutschland 1.

DOCUMENT 79
Letter by the Austrian Foreign Minister Alois Mock to the President of the
EEC Council, Roland Dumas, July 14, 1989
Herr Präsident!
Im Namen der Republik Österreich habe ich die Ehre, unter Bezugnahme auf Artikel 237 des Vertrages zur Gründung der Europäischen Wirtschaftsgemeinschaft
den Antrag auf Mitgliedschaft Österreichs in der Europäischen Wirtschaftsgemeinschaft zu stellen.
Österreich geht bei der Stellung dieses Antrages von der Wahrung seines
international anerkannten Status der immerwährenden Neutralität, die auf dem
Bundesverfassungsgesetz vom 26. Oktober 1955 beruht, sowie davon aus, daß es
auch als Mitglied der Europäischen Gemeinschaften aufgrund des Beitrittsvertrages in der Lage sein wird, die ihm aus seinem Status als immerwährend neutraler
Staat erfließenden rechtlichen Verpflichtungen zu erfüllen und seine Neutralitätspolitik als spezifischen Beitrag zur Aufrechterhaltung von Frieden und Sicherheit
in Europa fortzusetzen.
Genehmigen Sie, Herr Präsident, den Ausdruck meiner vorzüglichen
Hochachtung.
Source: Martin Eichtinger/Helmut Wohnout, Alois Mock. Ein Politiker schreibt Geschichte, Wien
– Graz – Klagenfurt 2008, 188.
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DOCUMENT 80
Declaration by the Foreign Minister Alois Mock at the occassion delivering
the Austrian EC application, July 17, 1989
1. Österreich nimmt als europäischer, demokratischer, pluralistischer Staat
mit freier Marktwirtschaft das in den EG-Verträgen verankerte Recht in
Anspruch, einen Antrag auf Mitgliedschaft zu stellen.
2. In der Präambel des EWG-Vertrages bringen die Mitgliedstaaten der Europäischen Gemeinschaften ihre Entschlossenheit zum Ausdruck, durch den
Zusammenschluß ihrer Wirtschaftskräfte Frieden und Sicherheit zu wahren und zu festigen und richten die Aufforderung an die anderen Völker
Europas, die sich zu dem gleichen hohen Ziel bekennen, sich diesen Bestrebungen anzuschließen.
3. Mit dem Beitrittsantrag bringt Österreich seinen Wunsch zum Ausdruck,
vollberechtigtes Mitglied der Europäischen Gemeinschaften zu werden
und alle Rechte und Pflichten aus den Verträgen zu übernehmen.
4. Österreich ist am Gelingen des europäischen Einigungs- und Friedenswerkes in besonderem Maße interessiert und wünscht den Erfolg der Europäischen Gemeinschaften. Als Mitgliedsstaat wird es selbstverständlich bereit
sein, die Solidarität zu üben, die ein solches Einigungswerk erfordert. Als
hoch entwickeltes Industrieland wird Österreich aufgrund seines Bruttonationalproduktes ein sogenannter “Nettozahler” sein. Es wird zu den
Bestrebungen für eine intensivierte wirtschaftliche und soziale Kohäsion
beitragen.
5. Die Neutralität Österreichs ist sein spezifischer Beitrag zur Aufrechterhaltung von Frieden und Sicherheit in Europa - ein Beitrag, der seine Entsprechung in der Präambel des EWG-Vertrages findet und die lautet: „Frieden
und Freiheit zu wahren und zu festigen.“
6. Das österreichische Interesse an einem Beitritt zu den Europäischen Gemeinschaften beruht nicht nur auf ökonomischen Überlegungen. Es ist
insbesondere Ausdruck seines europäischen Selbstverständnisses und der
Überzeugung, daß die wachsende Einheit Europas am besten und konkretesten den Frieden auf diesem Kontinent sichert.
7. Einige spezifische Punkte verdeutlichen den österreichischen
Beitrittsantrag:
- die geopolitische Lage Österreichs im Herzen Europas,
- die tiefe Verbundenheit des österreichischen Volkes mit den Idealen und
Motiven des europäischen Einigungswerkes,
- die Tatsache, daß 70 Prozent des Wirtschaftsverkehrs (Handel und
Dienstleistungen) auf die EG entfallen,
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- ein spezifisches Interesse im ökologischen Bereich - hier sind die Sachzwänge zumindest ebenso groß wie im wirtschaftlichen Bereich; eine
wirksame Umweltpolitik ist nur grenzüberschreitend vorstellbar,
- eine zukunftsorientierte europäische Verkehrspolitik, die in Anbetracht
der geographischen Lage unseres Landes nur in enger Zusammenarbeit
mit Österreich zu verwirklichen ist.
8. Dieser Beitrittsantrag ordnet sich auch in die Kontinuität der österreichischen Integrationspolitik ein. Österreich hat sein Engagement, maximal
am europäischen Integrationsprozeß in seinen verschiedenen Entwicklungsphasen teilzunehmen, wiederholt bekundet: so bei der Gründung der
OEEC (Europäische Organisation für wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit),
dann im Europarat und in der EFTA (Europäische Freihandelsassoziation); und vor allem durch den Abschluß der Freihandelsabkommen mit den
Europäischen Gemeinschaften. Österreich hat dabei das Ziel vor Augen,
nicht vom Integrationsprozeß der Gemeinschaft ausgeschlossen zu werden,
sondern an ihm in weitestmöglicher Form teilzunehmen.
9. Österreich erwartet sich von der Gemeinschaft eine offene, konstruktive
Haltung. Es geht davon aus, daß die normalen, üblichen Prozeduren auch
für die österreichischen Beitrittsanträge eingeleitet werden. Österreich
hofft daher, daß die EG-Kommission ohne Verzögerung mit der Ausarbeitung der Stellungnahme an den EG-Ministerrat beauftragt wird.
10. Bis zum Beitritt wird Österreich ein loyales und aktives EFTA-Mitglied
bleiben. Es liegt im österreichischen Interesse, möglichst rasch sektorielle
Lösungen zwischen der Gemeinschaft und den EFTA-Staaten verwirklichen zu können. Dieser „acquis“ aus der EFTA-EG-Zusammenarbeit wird
später auch von Österreich als EG-Mitglied automatisch übernommen
werden.
In diesem Zusammenhang wird Österreich auch gemeinsam mit seinen
EFTA-Partnern, alle Möglichkeiten für eine verbesserte Zusammenarbeit mit der
Gemeinschaft prüfen, die sich aus den von Präsident Delors am 17. Jänner 1989
geäußerten Vorstellungen ergeben könnten.
Source: Gerhard Kunnert, Spurensicherung auf dem österreichischen Weg nach Brüssel
(Schriftenreihe Europa des Bundeskanzleramtes, Sonderband), Wien 1992, 64-65.
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DOCUMENT 81
“Aide-Mémoire der Sowjetunion zu den österreichischen
EG-Beitrittsansuchen”, August 10, 1989
Am 17. Juli dieses Jahres hat die österreichische Seite einen Antrag an die Europäische Gemeinschaft auf Beitritt Österreichs zu dieser Organisation überreicht.
In diesem Zusammenhang möchte die sowjetische Regierung die Aufmerksamkeit der österreichischen Regierung auf folgendes lenken:
Die sowjetische Seite hat mehrmals ihr Verständnis zum Ausdruck gebracht,
daß es für Österreich notwendig ist, Probleme zu lösen, welche angesichts der
bevorstehenden Schaffung des europäischen Binnenmarktes in seinen Beziehungen zur Europäischen Gemeinschaft entstehen können. Diese Position bleibt
unverändert.
Die österreichische Regierung wird offenbar damit einverstanden sein, daß
die Frage über den Beitritt zur Europäischen Gemeinschaft einen nicht nur wirtschaftlichen Charakter trägt. Das ist eine ernsthafte politische Frage, denn die
Europäische Gemeinschaft, wie es gut bekannt ist, stellt sich als Aufgabe neben der wirtschaftlichen Integration die Schaffung einer Union, welche eine gemeinsame Außen- und Sicherheitspolitik verfolgen werde. Diese Zielsetzung der
Europäischen Gemeinschaft ist in ihren grundlegenden Dokumenten fixiert und
wird verwirklicht. So zum Beispiel tritt die Gemeinschaft schon im Laufe von
mehreren Jahren einheitlich im Rahmen des gesamteuropäischen Prozesses auf,
der verschiedenste Gebiete des europäischen Lebens, einschließlich militärischer
Aspekte, umfaßt.
Deswegen ist die sowjetische Regierung davon überzeugt, daß die Mitgliedschaft eines immerwährend neutralen Staates in solch einer Organisation wie die
Europäische Gemeinschaft zum Verlieren der realen Möglichkeiten zur Verwirklichung seiner neutralen Politik führen würde. Ausgehend von dieser Tatsache, hat
sie mit Besorgnis die Nachricht über die Absicht Österreichs entgegengenommen,
die Beitrittsverhandlungen mit der Europäischen Gemeinschaft aufzunehmen.
Gleichzeitig wurde die sowjetische Seite selbstverständlich darauf aufmerksam, daß die österreichische Regierung bei der Überreichung ihres Antrags die
Verbundenheit Österreichs mit der immerwährenden Neutralität und der Politik
der Neutralität bekräftigte. Entsprechend gewürdigt wurden auch die Äußerungen der führenden österreichischen Politiker darüber, daß falls es Österreich im
Laufe der Verhandlungen mit der Europäischen Gemeinschaft nicht gelingt, seinen neutralen Status auf entsprechende Weise zu bewahren, es die Mitgliedschaft
nicht anstreben wird. Die sowjetische Regierung bringt ihre Hoffnung zum Ausdruck, daß dieses Herangehen keine Änderungen erfahren wird und die Erhaltung
der immerwährenden Neutralität in vollem Umfang sowohl in rechtlicher wie in
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politischer Dimension auch weiterhin für die österreichische Seite den Vorrang
vor allen anderen Überlegungen haben wird.
Die sowjetische Regierung geht auch davon aus, daß Österreich sich strikt an
die Verpflichtungen halten wird, die sich aus dem Staatsvertrag von 1955 ergeben.
Ihrerseits ist die Sowjetunion als der Signatarstaat dieses Dokuments, welches ein
wichtiger Bestandteil der politischen Realitäten der Nachkriegszeit und der Stabilität in Europa ist, selbstverständlich daran interessiert, daß es auch weiterhin
seine historische Bestimmung zuverlässig erfülle - die Wahrung der Unabhängigkeit, der Souveränität und der territorialen Integrität der Republik Österreich.
Die Unterzeichnung des Staatsvertrags und die Annahme des Gesetzes über
die immerwährende Neutralität durch das österreichische Parlament haben der
Republik Österreich günstige Verhältnisse für die innere und äußere Entwicklung
gewährleistet. Es ist eben der kontinuierlich geführten Politik der immerwährenden Neutralität zu verdanken, daß Österreich auf der internationalen Arena verdienstvolle Hochachtung erworben hat. Seine Hauptstadt ist zu einem der Zentren
der UNO-Tätigkeit geworden. In Wien hat das gesamteuropäische Treffen stattgefunden, das dem ganzen KSZE-Prozeß eine neue Dynamik verliehen hat. Hier
werden auch die wichtigsten Verhandlungen über konventionelle Streitkräfte in
Europa und über vertrauensbildende Maßnahmen geführt.
Die immerwährende Neutralität ist nicht nur der wertvollste politische Besitz
der Republik Österreich. Sie stellt gleichzeitig einen großen Faktor der Stabilität,
des Vertrauens und der gegenseitigen Verständigung in ganz Europa dar.
Durch Anstrengungen der Teilnehmer des gesamteuropäischen Prozesses begann die Situation auf unserem Kontinent in den letzten Jahren sich zum Besseren zu ändern. Einen bedeutenden Beitrag zu dieser erfolgreichen Entwicklung
leisteten und leisten die neutralen und die nichtpaktgebundenen Staaten Europas, darunter auch Österreich. Jetzt, wo die Spannung zwischen dem Osten und
Westen abnimmt, gewinnt die Ausrichtung dieser Gruppe von Staaten auf der
Suche nach Lösungen, die zur raschen Überwindung der Spaltung Europas in
militärisch-politischen, ökonomischen und anderen Bereichen beitragen würden,
an besonderer Bedeutung. Man hat allen Anlaß zu sagen, daß das weitere Voranschreiten des europäischen Kontinents auf dem Wege der Festigung der Sicherheit
und Zusammenarbeit, auf dem Wege des Aufbaus des gesamteuropäischen Hauses im wesentlichen Ausmaß von gutem Willen und konstruktiven Bemühungen
neutraler und nichtpaktgebundener Staaten abhängen wird.
Die Sowjetunion hat sich immer mit aufrichtiger Sympathie zum neutralen
Österreich verhalten und hat die gutnachbarlichen Beziehungen zu ihm geschätzt.
Diese Linie beabsichtigt sie auch in der Zukunft zu verfolgen. Die sowjetische Regierung ist davon überzeugt, daß der konsequente Aufbau der allseitigen
Zusammenarbeit zwischen der UdSSR und der Republik Österreich, die auf der
vollen Einhaltung des Staatsvertrags und des Gesetzes über die immerwährende
Neutralität Österreichs beruht, weiterhin sowohl den Interessen unserer Völker,
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als auch breiteren Interessen des Friedens und der Sicherheit in Europa dienen
wird.
Source: Gerhard Kunnert, Spurensicherung auf dem österreichischen Weg nach Brüssel
(Schriftenreihe Europa des Bundeskanzleramtes, Sonderband), Wien 1992, 562.

DOCUMENT 82
Ministerial Meeting between the European Community, its Member States
and the Countries of the European Free Trade Association, Brussels,
December 19, 1990
JOINT DECLARATION
The Ministers of the Member States and the Commission of the European Communities and the Ministers ot the Member States ot the European Free Trade
Association and Liechtenstein met in Brussels on 19 December, 1990.
The meeting was chaired, for the Community, by Mr. Gianni de Michelis,
Minister of Foreign Affairs of Italy, President-in-office of the Council of the
European Communities, and for the EFTA countries by Mr. Jean-Pascal Delamuraz, Federal Councillor, Chairman ot the EFTA Council. The Commission of
the European Communities was represented by Mr. Jacques Delors, President,
and Mr. Frans Andriessen, Vice-President. The list of participating Ministers is
attached. Mr. Georg Reisch, Secretary-General of EFTA, also participated in the
meeting.
Bearing in mind the political dialogue envisaged at their last joint meeting,
they assessed developments in Europe and the ongoing negotlations between the
Community and the EFTA countries on an Agreement establishing the European
Economic Area (EEA).
They underlined that since their last meeting a year ago to the day, Europe has
witnessed the most profound transformations in its recent history. The political
and economic reforms In Central and Eastern Europe and the unification of Germany have opened, for the first time during this century, the prospect of a new and
lasting era of peace, democracy, respect for human rights, economic prosperity,
and social Justice for all Europeans in the framework of the CSCE process.
In view of the difficult economic situation in the countries of Central and
Eastern Europe, including the Soviet Union, Ministers saw an urgent need for
increased solidarity with these countries and their peoples. Ministers agreed to a
continuation of Joint Action within the framework of the „Group of 24“ and other
fora as well as to close coordination of their efforts to strengthen trade links and
cooperation with these countries.
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They confirmed the high priority they attach to the privileged relationship
between the Community, its Member States and the EFTA countries, which is
based on proximity, longstanding common values and European identity. They
underlined the important contribution which the EEA as a concrete expression of
these relations would make as a building block in the new European architecture.
In this context, they stressed the significance of further development of the European Community. In the interest of Europe as a whole.
Recalling their joint declaration of December 1989, they therefore reiterated
their firm political commitment to the rapid conclusion of a comprehensive EEA
agreement based on equality which should ensure the greatest possible mutual
interest for the parties concerned as well as the global and balanced character of
their cooperation.
Having heard the respective reports on the current state of the negotiations,
they noted with satisfaction that considerable progress has been achieved since
the launching of the EEA negotiations on 20 June 1990, and welcomed the strong
convergence of views already reached on several important issues. They also acknowledged that on other important points, negotiations have not yet sufficiently
advanced and that further work is required. They noted that final agreement is
dependent on a mutually acceptable solution to all the questions covered by the
negotiations, both substantive and institutional, as well as an overall balance of
rights and obligations.
They noted with satisfaction that the joint identification of the relevant „acquis
communautaire“ to be integrated into the EEA agreement as a common legal basis for the free movement of goods, services, capital, and persons has largely been
completed. The identitied acquis compromises, in addition to the relevant content
of the EEC Treaty, approximately 1400 legal acts. Further efforts were still required to complete the identification of the relevant acquis on some issues. They
encouraged their negotiators actively to seek solutions to the outstanding issues.
The necessity for ensuring equal conditions of competition throughout the
whole EEA was emphasized. To this end, the EEA competition rules should be
based on the relevant articles of the EEC treaty and their application should lead
to the same results throughout the EEA. The Ministers noted that the negotiators
currently worked on the hypothesis of the establishment of an independent EFTA
structure for the application of competition rules, entrusted with equivalent powers and similar functions as those exercised by the EC Commission. For the operation of such a System solutions will have to be negotiated on how to define the
respective role of each structure, how to organize the cooperation between them
as well as the role of the judicial mechanism.
With regard to problem areas in connection with the application of the acquis,
they emphasized the objective to reconcile the ensurance of a high level of protection in the fields of health, safety, and the environment with the free circulation of
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goods. They encouraged negotiators to seek appropriate solutions on a pragmatic
case-by-case basis.
Moreover, they underlined the need to make further progress on questions
of transport, free movement of persons and of capital; they noted, however, the
evolution in the EFTA countries’ position concerning the possible withdrawal of
requests for permanent derogations and also noted the ongoing bilateral transit
negotiations.
They noted at the same time that considerable progress had now been made on
the question of safeguard mechanisms and that negotiators were working on the
hypothesis that the main characteristics of such safeguard mechanisms should be:
unilateral triggering, after notification and consultation with a view to finding a
commonly acceptable solution, of proportionate safeguard measures which least
disturb the functioning of the agreement, subject to monitoring and judicial procedures, with possibility for proportionate rebalancing measures under equivalent
procedures. They encouraged the negotiators actively to pursue work on these
issues.
They noted that in certain areas which were crucial for the global and balanced
character ot the agreement as well as tor ensuring an overall balance of benefits
for the parties concerned, major negotiation efforts were still needed. This was in
particular the case tor fisheries. Further progress was also necessary in the field
of agriculture.
With respect to co-operation outside the four treedoms (flanking and horizontal policies), they emphasized that the EEA agreement should provide a firm legal
basis for a comprehensive and dynamic cooperation. It should also promote the
development of actions of common interest. Ministers emphasized the common
objective to preserve, protect, and improve the quality of the environment.
They agreed that negotiations should now be actively pursued on adequate
ways and means in the context of the EEA to reduce regional economic and social
disparities so as to ensure an overall balance of benefits for all contracting parties.
The questions such as steel, energy, anti-dumping rules, rules of origin, remain to be considered further.
Recalling that the decision-making autonomy of the parties should be fully respected, and that procedures should be provided for which effectively ensure that
their views are taken into account, so as to facilitate the reaching of a consensus
in decisions relating to the EEA, they noted that significant progress has been
achieved in the field of legal and institutional issues.
It was accepted that there should be equal opportunities for input by experts
from the contracting parties in the preparation of EC proposals on new legislation
on matters relevant to the EEA. The Contracting Parties will, by a continuous
information and consultation process in the decision-shaping phase, use their best
efforts, after identifying on issue as an EEA matter, to promote, in good faith,
a common understanding. During this process they shall have the possibility to
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raise a matter of concern at any moment and at any level without causing additional delays (droit d’évocation). Decisions at EEA level would be taken by consensus, the EFTA countries speaking with one voice, and have the character of
public international law; no transfer of legislative power to the EEA as such is
needed. All contracting parties should implement EEA rules in such a manner
that, for the sake of homogeneity, they will be effectively applicable at the same
time throughout the EEA. Further negotiations will take place on how to deal with
the consequences arising if an agreement on new EEA rules cannot be reached.
They furthermore stressed the importance ot legal homogeneity of EEA rules,
in order that individuals and economic operators should benefit throughout the
EEA from EEA rules which produce the same legal results, and from equal conditions and treatment. To this end, they emphasized in particular the crucial importance of equally strong and reliable surveillance and enforcement throughout
the whole EEA, comprising an efficient EEA surveillance system and an EEA
judicial mechanism.
The institutional set-up of the decision-making process will comprise:
An EEA Council composed of the members of the EC Council, members of
the EC Commission and Ministers of the EFTA countries, responsible in particular for:
– the general political guidelines and impulse:
– the global assessment of the functioning and the development of the agreement, including if necessary the possibility of raising a matter of concern
(„droit d’évocation“);
– the political decisions leading to the EEA agreement modifications.
An EEA Joint body responsible for the implementation and operation of the agreement including the decisions regarding the EEA, to be taken by consensus of the
EC on one side and the EFTA countries speaking with one voice on the other side.
They urged their negotiators to settle the other outstanding issues for
a comprehensive agreement on the modalities of EEA decision-making.
Tasks carried out by EC Committees will also be taken into consideration.
Ministers expressed their desire to see the EEA agreement enter into force on 1
January 1993. In the light of the ratification procedures needed they felt that all
efforts should be made to sign the EEA agreement before the summer of 1991.
They instructed their negotiators to intensify the negotiations to that end.
Source: Private Papers Ambassador Manfred Scheich.
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DOCUMENT 83
Statement by the EC Commission to Austria’s EC Application
with Regard to Traffic Transit and Neutrality, July 31/August 1, 1991
[...]
Transit
Der Verkehr ist sowohl für die Gemeinschaft als auch für Österreich ein wirtschaftlich und politisch bedeutender Faktor.
Wegen seiner geographischen Lage zwischen Mitgliedstaaten und der restriktiven Politik der Schweiz ist Österreich für die Gemeinschaft zum wichtigsten
Transitland geworden (an der Spitze steht mit 17.666.451 t im Jahr 1988 der Gütertransitverkehr durch Österreich bei Beförderungen zwischen Mitgliedstaaten
der Gemeinschaft, gefolgt vom Güterverkehr zwischen einem Mitgliedsstaat der
EWG und einem Drittland (4.947.551 t) und dem Güterverkehr zwischen Drittländern (244.878 t).
Die österreichischen Regierungsstellen haben sich grundsätzlich stets bemüht,
die Rolle zu spielen, die Österreich als Transitland im Herzen Europas zukommt.
Dies wird belegt durch den Bau der ersten alpenquerenden Autobahn (die 1972
fertiggestellte Inntal-Brenner-Autobahn), den Ausbau der Eisenbahninfrastruktur und die Bezuschussung der Eisenbahntarife im Rahmen des kombinierten
Verkehrs Schiene-Straße. Angesichts einer sehr starken Zunahme des Straßentransitverkehrs, der sich in 15 Jahren vervierfacht hat, und eines wachsenden
Widerstands der Bevölkerung, die im Einzugsgebiet der Transitautobahnen und
insbesondere der Brennerautobahn lebt, ist die österreichische Regierung dann
zu einer sehr restriktiven Politik im Straßentransitverkehr übergegangen und hat
eine Anzahl unilateraler Praktiken und Maßnahmen eingeführt; zu nennen sind
die Weigerung, die Quoten für den Straßentransit, die Beschränkungen auf Länder auszudehnen, für die sie bis jetzt keine Geltung hatten (Belgien, Dänemark),
ferner die Erhöhung der Benutzungsgebühren auf den Transitstraßen oder auch
das teilweise verhängte Nachtfahrverbot.
Zur Regulierung des Transitverkehrs durch sein Hoheitsgebiet bedient sich
Österreich dirigistischer Maßnahmen, um die freie Wahl des Verkehrsträgers
durch den Benutzer einzuschränken. So verfolgt die österreichische Politik in
bezug auf den Straßentransitverkehr der Gemeinschaft drei Ziele:
1. Der wegen der restriktiven Maßnahmen der Schweiz nach Österreich
umgeleitete Straßenverkehr soll wieder in die Schweiz zurückverlagert
werden.
2. Der kombinierte Verkehr soll stärker zum Einsatz kommen (Verlagerung
des Straßenverkehrs auf die Schiene, um die Umwelt zu schützen).
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3. Der verbleibende Straßenverkehr muß mit den Belangen des Umweltschutzes
und der Erhaltung der natürlichen Umwelt vereinbar sein.
In den Verhandlungen über Verkehrsfragen, die die Kommission (auf der
Grundlage der Verhandlungsdirektiven des Rates vom Dezember 1987 und 1988)
geführt hat, um eine Transitregelung zu schaffen, die mit den Anforderungen des
Binnenmarktes kompatibel ist, und in den Verhandlungen über den EWR hat es
Österreich bisher abgelehnt, den Besitzstand der Gemeinschaft in folgenden Bereichen zu übernehmen: Abschaffung der mengenmäßigen Beschränkungen im
Straßenverkehr, Gewichte und Abmessungen von Kraftfahrzeugen und Abschaffung der Grenzkontrollen und -formalitäten.
Innerhalb der Gemeinschaft wird der Begriff des Transitverkehrs bei Vollendung des Binnenmarktes seine Bedeutung verlieren. Wie jeder andere internationale Straßenverkehr wird der Transitverkehr nach 1992 frei von jeder
mengenmäßigen Beschränkung sein. Die technischen Vorschriften und Umweltschutznormen sind auf Gemeinschaftsebene bereits harmonisiert.
Dies bedeutet, daß Österreich im Falle eines Beitritts seine restriktive Politik
im Bereich des innergemeinschaftlichen Straßenverkehrs aufgeben und den Besitzstand der Gemeinschaft übernehmen müßte.
Selbst wenn zum Abschluß der zuvor erwähnten Verhandlungen ein Abkommen (über den von der österreichischen Regierung zugelassenen Verschmutzungsgrad) geschlossen würde, wäre dieses mit dem Besitzstand der Gemeinschaft unvereinbar und könnte nur vorläufigen Charakter haben.
Allgemein kann man annehmen, daß im Bereich des Verkehrs der Beitritt
Österreichs für die Gemeinschaft größere Schwierigkeiten bereiten wird als die
früheren Beitritte. Es ist zu erwarten, daß es in der Frage des Transitverkehrs
zwischen Mitgliedstaaten durch Österreich harte Auseinandersetzungen geben
wird. [...]
Österreich und seine Neutralität
In seinem Schreiben vom 14. Juli 1989 [sic!] an den damaligen Ratspräsidenten DUMAS stellte Außenminister Alois Mock fest, daß „Österreich [...] bei der
Stellung dieses Antrags [auf Beitritt] von der Wahrung seines international anerkannten Status der immerwährenden Neutralität, die auf dem Bundesverfassungsgesetz vom 26. Oktober 1955 beruht, [ausgeht]. Damit stellt Österreich die
Gemeinschaft vor ein spezifisches Problem, das bisher in der Reihe der Beitritte
seinesgleichen sucht. In die politischen Überlegungen zu diesem Punkt wird man
sowohl den durch die Ereignisse im Osten seit Ende 1989 ausgelösten Wandel in
der Bedeutung des Konzepts der Neutralität im europäischen Kontext als auch die
internen Entwicklungen einbeziehen müssen, die sich in dieser Hinsicht derzeit in
Österreich vollziehen [...].“
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1.	Rechtslage
Die Neutralität Österreichs ist juristisch sowohl im österreichischen Recht als
auch im Völkerrecht abgesichert.
Die staatsrechtliche Grundlage ist das Bundesverfassungsgesetz vom 26. Oktober 1955 über die Neutralität Österreichs. Die völkerrechtliche Grundlage der
immerwährenden Neutralität Österreichs ergibt sich aus der Notifizierung des
Neutralitätsgesetzes an alle Staaten, mit denen Österreich 1955 diplomatische Beziehungen unterhielt, oder zu denen es in der Zeit danach diplomatische Beziehungen aufgenommen hat. Die Partner Österreichs, die diese Notifizierung stillschweigend oder ausdrücklich entgegennahmen, haben damit auch die Neutralität
Österreichs anerkannt und sind verpflichtet, diese zu respektieren.
Was besagt die immerwährende Neutralität Österreichs? Für Kriegszeiten
ist der Begriff der Neutralität eindeutig definiert: Den kriegführenden Staaten
ist das Eindringen in das Hoheitsgebiet eines neutralen Staats untersagt, dessen
territoriale Integrität sie außerdem zu wahren verpflichtet sind. Im wirtschaftlichen Bereich ist der neutrale Staat berechtigt, mit dem kriegführenden und den
übrigen neutralen Staaten normale wirtschaftliche Beziehungen zu unterhalten,
vorausgesetzt, er unterstützt damit nicht die materielle Kriegführung oder die
Rüstungsindustrie der kriegführenden Seite. Durch die immerwährende Neutralität ist Österreich zudem dazu verpflichtet, sich bereits in Friedenszeiten so zu
verhalten, daß es in der Lage ist, seiner Neutralitätspflicht in Kriegszeit lückenlos
nachzukommen – dies sind die sogenannten „Vorwirkungen“ der immerwährenden Neutralität. Im Neutralitätsgesetz sind zwei dieser Vorwirkungen ausdrücklich genannt, indem es dort heißt: „Österreich wird [...] in aller Zukunft keinen
militärischen Bündnissen beitreten und die Errichtung militärischer Stützpunkte fremder Staaten auf seinem Gebiete nicht zulassen.“ Alle übrigen „Vorwirkungen“ sind zwar rechtlich verankert, sind aber eher dem politischen Bereich
zuzuordnen. Diese Vorwirkungen – selbst wenn sie nur politischer Natur sind
– könnten für die Gemeinschaft jedoch zum Problem werden, wenn sich Österreich veranlaßt sähe, sich systematisch bestimmten Maßnahmen zu widersetzen,
die aus seiner Sicht seiner Neutralitätspolitik zuwiderlaufen – dieser Fall könnte insbesondere im Rahmen der künftigen Außenpolitik und der gemeinsamen
Sicherheitspolitik eintreten.
2. Die Schwierigkeiten, die sich im Hinblick auf die bisherigen Verträge
der Gemeinschaft aus der immerwährenden Neutralität Österreichs
ergeben
Der Beitritt des neutralen Österreichs zur Gemeinschaft stellt sich logischerweise
aus der Sicht der gemeinsamen Handelspolitik als problematisch dar; in diesem
Zusammenhang kommt insbesondere die derzeit zur Regel gewordene Praxis
des Rates in Betracht, gegen bestimmte Länder nach Konsens im Rahmen der
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Europäischen Politischen Zusammenarbeit wirtschaftliche Sanktionen aufgrund
des Artikels 113 EWGV zu verhängen (Beispiele Argentinien, UdSSR, Republik Südafrika und Irak). Im Kriegsfall würden solche Sanktionen mit den sich
aus der Neutralität herleitenden Verpflichtungen kollidieren, ausgenommen, so
scheint es, im Falle von Sanktionen, die von den Vereinten Nationen verhängt
werden. In Friedenszeiten könnte sich aus “politischen” Sanktionen ein Konflikt
mit der Neutralitätspolitik Österreichs ergeben, doch abgesehen von den ganz und
gar allgemein gehaltenen Verpflichtungen des Gesetzes über die Neutralität gibt
es keine rechtlichen Verpflichtungen, die Österreich in seiner Freiheit einengen
könnten, in den Institutionen der Gemeinschaft seine Position zu bestimmen.
Bei dem Beitritt zum EGKS-Vertrag könnte Österreich aufgrund vom Artikel
59 (ernste Mangellage) theoretisch in eine Situation geraten, die ihm die Ausfuhr
von Kohle und/oder Stahl (das heißt strategische Ausfuhren) in Drittländer verbietet, was sich in Kriegszeiten als mit seiner immerwährenden Neutralität unvereinbar herausstellen könnte.
Schließlich könnte Österreich durch Kapitel VI des EAG-Vertrages in die
Gefahr geraten, Ausgangsstoffe und besonders spaltbare Stoffe selbst in Kriegszeiten in die übrigen Mitgliedsstaaten liefern oder in solche Lieferungen durch
die Versorgungsagentur einwilligen zu müssen.
3. Probleme, die sich im Rahmen der künftigen Außen- und Sicherheitspolitik stellen könnten
Wie es in den Schlußfolgerungen des Europäischen Rates von Luxemburg vom
28. und 29. Juni diesen Jahres zum Thema „Gemeinsame Außen- und Sicherheitspolitik“ heißt, besteht „der einhellige Wunsch, das Profil und die Rolle der
Union als politisches Gebilde auf der internationalen Bühne zu stärken, sowie das
Bestreben, ihr gesamtes Handeln nach außen kohärent zu gestalten“.
Es wird anerkannt, daß der dem Europäischen Rat vorgelegte Vertragsentwurf
„eine Grundlage für die Fortführung der Verhandlungen“ bildet. In diesem Entwurf ist unter anderem vorgesehen, daß die Stärkung der Sicherheit der Union
und ihrer Mitgliedsstaaten in allen ihren Formen einschließlich der Festlegung
einer Verteidigungspolitik zu den Zielen der Gemeinsamen Außen- und Sicherheitspolitik gehört.
Damit stellt sich die Frage, ob Österreich in der Lage wäre, derartige Verpflichtungen zu übernehmen, wenn es, wie es in dem Beitrittsantrag ausdrücklich
heißt, seinen Status immerwährender Neutralität behalten und seine Neutralitätspolitik fortsetzen will.
Selbst gesetzt den Fall, daß die Beschlußfassungsverfahren für die Umsetzung
der Gemeinsamen Außen- und Sicherheitspolitik auf der Ebene der Grundsatzbeschlüsse einen Konsens verlangen, müßten den derzeitigen Mitgliederstaaten
hinsichtlich der Fähigkeit Österreichs, sich an einem derartigen Konsens zu beteiligen, ohne mit der eigenen Verfassung in Konflikt zu geraten, ein Minimum
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an Rechtssicherheit geboten werden. A fortiori könnten sich Schwierigkeiten ergeben, wenn Durchführungsbeschlüsse mit qualifizierter Mehrheit erlassen würden. In diesem Zusammenhang ist darauf hinzuweisen, daß ein Beitrittsbewerber
dafür sorgen muß, darauf seine inländischen Rechtsvorschriften einschließlich
des Verfassungsrechts mit dem Gemeinschaftsrecht vereinbar sind.
Wie bereits gesagt wurde, ist Österreich der Meinung, daß seine Neutralität
als solche einen Beitrag zur „Aufrechterhaltung der des Friedens und der internationalen Sicherheit“ (Wortlaut des Artikels 224 EWGV) leistet und daß es unter
den weltweit veränderten Umständen keine Schwierigkeit darin sieht, an einer
von der UNO beschlossenen Aktion zur Aufrechterhaltung des Friedens teilzunehmen. Zu klären bleibt, ob Österreich auch in der Lage wäre, an einer von der
Gemeinschaft (Politische Union) beschlossenen Aktion zur Aufrechterhaltung
des Friedens ohne rechtliches Mandat der UNO teilzunehmen, wobei man ihm
bezüglich der Form dieses Beitrags einen gewissen Ermessungsspielraum einräumen würde, solange es grundsätzlich mit dem Beschluß der anderen Mitgliedstaaten solidarisch ist.
4. Mögliche Lösungen für die aus der Neutralität Österreichs resultierenden Probleme
Die Lösungen für die oben aufgezeigten rechtlichen Probleme müssen in den Beitrittsverhandlungen erarbeitet werden, und zwar entweder durch eine Neudefinierung des Neutralitätsstatuts durch Österreich (die den Partnern notifiziert werden
müßte) oder durch eine in der Beitrittsakte verankerte Ausnahme vom Vertrag.
Artikel 224 EWGV gestattet es den Mitgliedstaaten, unter zwei spezifischen
Bedingungen – im Kriegsfall oder „in Erfüllung der Verpflichtungen [...], die
[sie] im Hinblick auf die Aufrechterhaltung des Friedens oder der internationalen
Sicherheit“ übernommen haben, eine allgemeine Ausnahme von den Vertragsvorschriften in Anspruch zu nehmen. In Anbetracht der engen Auslegung der
Ausnahmen nach Artikel 224 durch den Gerichtshof 2 ist die von der österreichischen Regierung entwickelte These, daß die österreichische Neutralität zur Aufrechterhaltung des Friedens und der internationalen Sicherheit beiträgt und damit
Österreich von gewissen Vertragsverpflichtungen freistellen würde, nicht haltbar.
Dagegen muß man sich im Rahmen der eigentlichen Beitrittsverhandlungen
über eine zulässige Auslegung der allgemeinen Ausnahmeregel des Artikels
224 EWGV einigen. Ferner bliebe zu prüfen, ob eine solche vereinbarte Auslegung des Artikels 224 EWGV mutatis mutandis auch für den EGKS- und den
EAG-Vertrag gelten könnte. Falls Artikel 224, wie von der Kommission auf der
Regierungskonferenz vorgeschlagen, aus dem Vertrag gestrichen würde, müßte
eine entsprechende Auslegung auf andere Weise gefunden werden.
2

Rechtssache 222/84 (Marguerite Johnston), EuGH 1986 S.1651, Randziff. 26, 27, 60/. Eine
enge Auslegung der zweiten Bedingung würde diesen Fall auf Aktionen der Sicherheitsrats
gemäß Kapitel VII der Charta der Vereinten Nationen beschränken.
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Angesichts des Verlaufs der Verhandlungen der Regierungskonferenz über die
Politische Union müßte sich die Gemeinschaft darum bemühen, von österreichischer Seite die klare Zusicherung zu erhalten, daß die österreichische Regierung
in der Lage ist, die mit der künftigen gemeinsamen Außen- und Sicherheitspolitik
einhergehenden Verpflichtungen zu übernehmen.
Aus dem Vorgesagten ergibt sich, daß die immerwährende Neutralität Österreichs für die Gemeinschaft wie für Österreich Probleme aufwirft. Vorbehaltlich
der späteren Ergebnisse der Verhandlungen über die Gemeinsame Außen- und
Sicherheitspolitik im Rahmen der Regierungskonferenzen über die Politische
Union dürften diese Probleme jedoch in den Beitrittsverhandlungen vom rechtlichen Standpunkt aus nicht unüberwindlich sein.
Schlußfolgerungen
Politisch wie wirtschaftlich unterscheidet sich der Beitrittsantrag Österreichs sehr
deutlich von den bisher behandelten Beitrittsersuchen.
Aus wirtschaftlicher Sicht ist der Fall einmalig, da es bisher noch keinen Beitrittsbewerber gegeben hat, der aufgrund zahlreicher Abkommen auf eine vollständige Liberalisierung seines Handels mit der Gemeinschaft im Bereich der
gewerblichen Waren hätte verweisen können und der sich von vornherein dazu
verpflichtet hätte, einen erheblichen Teil des gemeinschaftlichen Besitzstandes
zu übernehmen; ebenso einmalig ist der Umstand, daß die wirtschaftliche Integration Österreichs in die Gemeinschaft bereits sehr fortgeschritten ist. Überdies kann Österreich auf eine lange Tradition der Währungsstabilität und auf
eine privilegierte Bindung des Schillings an die D-Mark und damit die übrigen
EWR-Währungen verweisen.
Der Beitritt dürfte keinen grundlegenden wirtschaftspolitischen Kurswechsel in Österreich erfordern. Von dem gemeinschaftlichen Besitzstand, den Österreich zu übernehmen haben wird, sobald der Beitritt vollzogen ist, wird es – wie
angedeutet – aufgrund des erwarteten EWR-Abkommens einen Großteil bereits
vorher übernommen haben. Der Rest wird kaum mehr erfordern als technische
Anpassungen - ausgenommen die Bereiche Landwirtschaft und Transitverkehr.
In der Landwirtschaft werden wesentliche Änderungen erforderlich sein. Die von
den österreichischen Behörden in der Angelegenheit des Transitverkehrs eingenommene Haltung wirft eine wichtige Grundsatzfrage auf, über die in den Beitrittsverhandlungen ausführlich zu reden sein wird. Für diese wenigen Probleme
dürften jedoch in den Beitrittsverhandlungen Lösungen gefunden werden können.
Der Beitritt Österreichs wäre für die Gemeinschaft global ein Gewinn, denn
damit würde sich der Kreis jener Länder erweitern, die über genügende Leistungskraft in den Bereichen Wirtschaft, Währung und Haushalt verfügen, um
die Wirtschafts- und Währungsunion rasch voranzubringen. Der Gemeinschaft
werden ferner die Erfahrungen eines Landes zum Vorteil gereichen, das wie
Österreich aufgrund seiner geographischen Lage, seiner Vergangenheit und der
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ererbten und neu hinzugewonnenen Verbindungen genau im Mittelpunkt des Geschehens liegt, aus dem das neue Europa entsteht.
Vom wirtschaftlichen Standpunkt aus ist die Kommission daher der Auffassung, daß die Gemeinschaft den Beitrittsantrag Österreichs annehmen sollte.
Unter politischen Gesichtspunkten ist das Beitrittsersuchen Österreichs, wie
im Vorwort zu dieser Stellungnahme dargelegt wurde, im allgemeinen Kontext der künftigen Entwicklung der Gemeinschaft und Europas insgesamt zu
beurteilen.
In dieser Hinsicht wird die immerwährende Neutralität Österreichs für die
Gemeinschaft wie für Österreich Probleme aufwerfen. Zum einen stellt sich die
Frage der Vereinbarkeit der immerwährenden Neutralität mit den Vertragsbestimmungen in ihrer derzeitigen Form. Zum anderen müßte sich die Gemeinschaft angesichts des Verlaufs der Verhandlungen der Regierungskonferenz über
die Politische Union darum bemühen, von österreichischer Seite die klare Zusicherung zu erhalten, daß die österreichische Regierung rechtlich in der Lage
ist, mit der künftigen gemeinsamen Außen- und Sicherheitspolitik einhergehende
Verpflichtungen zu übernehmen.
Vorbehaltlich der späteren Ergebnisse der Verhandlungen über die Gemeinsame Außen- und Sicherheitspolitik im Rahmen der Regierungskonferenz über die
Politische Union dürften diese Probleme jedoch in den Beitrittsverhandlungen
nicht unüberwindlich sein.
Source: Wiener Zeitung, August 14, 1991; Andreas Khol, Fragen & Antworten zu Europa. Mit
aktuellen Informationen zum EWR, Wien 1991, 271-275.

DOCUMENT 84
Peter Gumbel, ‟At Last, EC Talks May Start for Austria. Despite Progress,
Obstacles to Quick Acceptance Remain”, May 28, 1992
Vienna - Here in the land of Mozart, the words spoken by Britain’s Foreign Secretary Douglas Hurd this month were sweet music indeed, Mr. Hurd gave the
strongest indication to date that, after a tortuous three year wait, Austria will soon
begin negotiating its way into the European Community.
„We are strongly in favor of enlargement,“ Mr. Hurd said, spelling out Britain’s
priorities ahead of its six month assumption of the rotating presidency of the EC
in July. „We would hope and expect to see a first wave of new members“ join the
EEC in 1995, he said, referring specifically to Austria, Sweden, and Finland.
The most surprising thing, perhaps, is that it took so long to reach this conclusion. As a nation whose history is inherently European and whose economy is
closely linked to Germany’s, Austria seems more than qualified to join the EC.
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Moreover, with the 12-nation community now seeking new sources of income,
Austria would be a welcome net contributor to its coffers.
But timing hasn’t been Austria’s strong point. Vienna officially applied to join
in July 1989. Within weeks, the Berlin Wall came down, changing the map of
Europe. At the same time, the EC shut its eyes to the growing number of-wouldbe members as it fought over the Maastricht treaty on economic and political
integration that was finally agreed to in December.
That period of introspection is now ending. But, in a sign of the EC’s continuing uncertainty about its own future, the arguments over Austrian membership linger. Some officials at EC headquarters in Brussels worry that admitting
Austria now would complicate their search for an institutional structure that will
enable the EC to function more effectively and digest more new members later.
In Paris, a senior French government official frets that Austria would „tilt the
EC’s balance even more toward the German speakers.“ He also says he suspects
that Britain’s emphasis on the need for enlargement may just be an attempt to
sabotage the integration process agreed to at Maastricht. And he says Austria’s
longstanding neutrality, along with that of Sweden and Finland, poses an obstacle
to France’s hopes of building a new EC-based security structure.
Such doubts aren’t expected to torpedo Austria’s claims. But even with strong
political backing from Britain and a clear endorsement from the EC Commission,
„it’s not all zipped up yet,“ one British official concedes.
Austria, not surprisingly, is growing impatient. In an interview, Chancellor
Franz Vranitzky, a suave 54-year-old Social Democrat, stresses that the time has
come for negotiations to start. He says he understands the EC’s internal difficulties in digesting the Maastricht measures. But he views Austria’s treatment as a
test of the EC’s commitment to devise an architecture that includes the devastated
nations of Eastern Europe.
„Austria isn’t just a kind of white spot between EC member country Italy and
EC member country Germany. It could also be an important outpost to Central
and Eastern Europe“, Mr. Vranitzky says. At the Foreign Ministry, the official
in charge of EC matters is more blunt. „We expect negotiations to start in 1993,“
Manfred Scheich says. „That isn’t a modest hope; it’s a political claim.“
The EC had wanted to defuse the problems of enlargement by linking itself
with the seven nations of the European Free Trade Association in a vast common
market that abolished many trade barriers, national standards, and protectionist regulations. That accord on a so-called European Economic Area was finally
cleared in April.
If anything, however, it just convinced Austria, Sweden, Finland and some of
the other EFTA-nations, notably Switzerland which this month announced plans
to seek early inclusion in the EC, of the need to become full EC members. The
current pact will require them to meet many EC conditions but essentially constitutes a halfway house. Customs regulations will be simplified but not abolished,
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and neither agriculture nor financial and monetary issues are touched by the accord. Most annoying to the EFTA states is that they will be obliged to implement
many EC-wide regulations but won’t have more than a vague „consultative“ say
in future legislation.
„You are either a member of the club or you are not“, says Mr. Scheich, explaining why Austria views the accord as just a transitional step to full membership.
The nation’s textile industry is one example of how Austria do suffer discrimination. The materials it sends to Eastern Europe for processing can be exported
to the EC only with a hefty duty attached. EC nations, however, can import their
processed textiles from Eastern Europe tax-free, under their trade agreements
with Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and Poland.
„Our answer isn’t to build up new barriers, but to join the EC as quickly as
possible,“ Mr. Vranitzky says.
Austria hopes final agreement will be reached this year on the start of negotiations and that the talks will be concluded next year, enabling the nation to join
the EC in 1995.
While it waits, Austria is starting to fight the battle on an important second
front: among its own public. Opinion polls indicate that Austrians remain skeptical of the benefits of full EC membership. Many are reluctant to sacrifice the
nation’s post war neutrality for the sake of EC entry.
Mr. Vranitzky says neutrality isn’t a real obstacle. While the EC has talked
about establishing a security structure of its own, the plans are vague. „It doesn’t
make sense to start a debate in principle about how we as neutral country would
deal with [security issues] in the future, because so far the [EC] hasn’t yet defined
its position,“ Mr. Vranitzky says.
The Austrian Institute for Economic Research estimates that EC membership
would boost Austrian growth an average of 0.6% annually over the first six years
and help to curb inflation.
But one recent opinion poll indicates that 29% of Austrians believe EC membership would be disadvantageous, while just 28% believe it would be beneficial.
The government’s answer is a two-inch-thick pile of leaflets that seek to inform
the public of what it sees as the benefits.
Source: The Wall Street Journal, May 28, 1992.
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DOCUMENT 85
The opening of the EC Entry Negotiations, Declaration by Foreign Minister
Alois Mock, February 1, 1993
Herr Präsident,
Der heutige Tag stellt ein markantes Datum in der Geschichte der Europapolitik
Österreichs dar: Wir eröffnen die Verhandlungen über den Beitritt Österreichs
zur Europäischen Union. Dies ist die konsequente Fortsetzung eines politischen
Weges, der seit über vierzig Jahren auf wachsende Integration und entschlossene
Annäherung unseres Landes an die Europäische Gemeinschaft gerichtet ist.
Österreich hat aus schmerzlichen geschichtlichen Erfahrungen gelernt,
jeglichem Nationalismus skeptisch gegenüberzustehen. Durch Jahrhunderte europäischer Geschichte stand der Begriff „Österreich“ für die Idee übernationaler
europäischer Lösungen.
Sie haben, Herr Präsident, einige der Etappen auf dem Weg Österreichs,
Schwedens und Finnlands zur europäischen Integration erwähnt. Dieser Weg
wurde von den EFTA-Staaten teilweise gemeinsam, teilweise aber auch von Österreich allein zurückgelegt. Trotz mancher Schwierigkeiten stand Österreich
während der letzten Jahrzehnte stets ganz vorne, wenn es darum ging, initiativ und beharrlich an der Intensivierung der Beziehungen der EFTA-Staaten zur
Europäischen Gemeinschaft zu arbeiten. Ein wesentlicher Markstein wurde 1972
mit dem Abschluß des Freihandelsabkommen erreicht. Es ermöglichte eine weitgehende Teilnahme Österreichs an der wirtschaftlichen Zusammenarbeit Westeuropas. Auch dank ihm ist Österreich heute mit der Gemeinschaft wirtschaftlich
enger verflochten als so mancher Mitgliedstaat.
Mit der seit Mitte der 80er Jahre eintretenden Verstärkung der Dynamik der
Europäischen Integration zeigte sich jedoch immer deutlicher, daß der Freihandel als Basis für die Teilnahme Österreichs am Integrationsprozeß nicht mehr
ausreichte. Die Einheitliche Europäische Akte des Jahres 1986 und das Binnenmarktprojekt bestätigten, daß die europäische Integration ein historisches Geschehen ist, das die Zukunft des gesamten europäischen Kontinents prägen wird.
Am 17. Juli 1989 habe ich in Brüssel den Antrag auf Mitgliedschaft Österreichs in der Europäischen Gemeinschaft an den damaligen Präsidenten des
EG-Rates, Außenminister Roland Dumas, überreicht. Der Zeitpunkt der Antragstellung - vor den fundamentalen Veränderungen der politischen Landschaft
Europas - reflektiert das besonders ausgeprägte Bekenntnis Österreichs zu den
Ideen und Zielen der Europäischen Integration. Die darauf folgenden Entwicklungen bestätigten die Richtigkeit dieses Schrittes. Die Jahre 1989 und 1990 brachten
das Ende der kommunistischen Herrschaft über Osteuropa und die Beendigung
des Kalten Krieges, der die europäische Politik durch vier Jahrzehnte hindurch
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geprägt hatte. Die politische, gesellschaftliche und militärische Teilung des Kontinents wurde aufgehoben. Damit sah sich die Europäische Gemeinschaft aber
auch – und zwar plötzlich – vor eine neue historische Herausforderung gestellt.
Sie wurde zum politischen Gravitationszentrum Europas und zum Bezugspunkt
für alle europäische Staaten, für ganz Europa.
Gerade diese neue Herausforderung erfordert eine entschlossene Fortführung
des Integrationsprozesses. Auch deshalb war der Vertrag über die Europäische
Union eine notwendige und richtige Antwort.
Die Gemeinschaft spricht heute für Europa. Der Beitritt zur Europäischen
Union bietet Österreich die Möglichkeit, jene Entscheidungen mitzugestalten und
mitzubestimmen, die die Zukunft Europas und damit auch die Österreichs prägen
werden.
Österreich wird in die Europäische Union mit Selbstbewußtsein und Zuversicht eintreten. Denn es bringt viel ein in diese Partnerschaft. Die wirtschaftliche
Leistungskraft des Landes wird einen signifikanten Gewinn für die Gemeinschaft darstellen und zur Dynamik der Integration in Richtung Wirtschafts- und
Währungsunion beitragen. Die hohe wirtschaftliche und soziale Stabilität, die
intellektuellen Ressourcen, der hohe Ausbildungsstand der Arbeitnehmer und die
starke Währung machen Österreich zu einem Partner, der die Basis für die Wettbewerbsfähigkeit der Gemeinschaft in der Weltwirtschaft verbreitern und stärken
wird.
Die volle Übereinstimmung in den fundamentalen Werten ist Garant für die
harmonische Einfügung Österreichs in die gemeinsame Politik der Europäischen
Union. Dank seiner historisch bedingten Beziehungen zu den Ländern Zentralund Osteuropas wird Österreich einen wichtigen Beitrag zur Politik der Gemeinschaft gegenüber dieser Region leisten können. Schließlich ist Österreichs intellektuelles und kulturelles Erbe ein untrennbarer Bestandteil der europäischen
Geistes- und Kulturgeschichte. Es ermöglicht Österreich, zur Erhaltung und Weiterentwicklung der Kulturen Europas, die in ihrer Vielfalt die Gemeinsamkeit der
europäischen Kultur ausmachen, wirksam beizutragen.
Die Aufnahme Österreichs und der anderen Beitrittswerber unter den
EFTA-Staaten in den Kreis der Mitgliedstaaten der Gemeinschaft entspricht der
Logik der europäischen Entwicklung.
Sie verspricht diesen Ländern vielfältige Vorteile und größere Möglichkeiten
für die Mitgestaltung der europäischen Zukunft. Und sie wird gleichzeitig die
Fähigkeiten der Gemeinschaft stärken, die großen Herausforderungen der 90er
Jahre zu meistern.
Auch diese Erweiterungsphase wird – so wie das schon mehrfach in der Geschichte der Gemeinschaft der Fall war – zu einer Quelle neuer Dynamik für den
Integrationsprozeß werden. Österreich bekennt sich zur Europäischen Integration
als einem in die Zukunft gerichteten, fortschreitenden Prozeß. Es wird sich daran
solidarisch beteiligen und seine Weiterentwicklung aktiv unterstützen.
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Die Vertiefung der Gemeinschaftsstrukturen muß jedoch – dies haben nicht
zuletzt auch die Debatten der letzten Monate bewiesen – von konsequenten Bemühungen um mehr Bürgernähe, Transparenz und Offenheit sowie um eine stärkere Durchsetzung des Subsidiaritätsprinzips begleitet sein.
Europa war und ist keine geschlossene, uniforme Einheit. Vielfalt und Offenheit machen die Kraft dieses Kontinents – ja seine Identität – aus. Gerade darin
liegt seine unverwechselbare Besonderheit – sein Reichtum an Sprachen und Lebensformen, an Traditionen und geistig-kulturellen Werten.
Schon nach dem Willen der Gründerväter der Gemeinschaft soll Integration
Einigung bringen, aber nicht Vereinheitlichung. Eine neue europäische Identität
muß die Geschichte, Kultur und Traditionen der einzelnen Völker beachten und
die vielfältigen bestehenden Identitäten ergänzen, aber nicht ersetzen. Als ein
nach dem Grundsatz des Föderalismus gestalteter Staat hat Österreich besonderes
Interesse an einer Integration, in der das Subsidiaritätsprinzip mit Leben erfüllt
ist, und in der die Regionen den ihnen zustehenden Platz einnehmen.
Herr Präsident!
In der Eröffnung der Verhandlungen manifestiert sich der klare politische Wille,
diese auch zum Erfolg – das heißt zur Verwirklichung der Mitgliedschaft – zu
führen. Der Vertrag über den Europäischen Wirtschaftsraum, von dem wir erwarten, daß er noch im Sommer dieses Jahres in Kraft tritt, umfaßt bereits große
Teile des Gemeinschaftsrechts. Dies wird es uns in den kommenden Monaten erleichtern, die Verhandlungen zu einem baldigen Abschluß zu bringen.
Österreich ist bereit, die Prinzipien der Europäischen Union zu akzeptieren
und den Rechtsbestand (Acquis) zu übernehmen. Österreich bekennt sich auch
vollinhaltlich zum Vertrag über die Europäische Union und wird sich solidarisch
an seiner Verwirklichung beteiligen.
Österreich ist sich bewußt, daß seine Sicherheit mit der Sicherheit in Europa
und von Europa untrennbar verbunden ist. Die Entwicklung wirksamer Instrumentarien für die Abhaltung und Sanktionierung von Aggressionen und Rechtsverletzungen liegt im vitalen, eigenen Sicherheitsinteresse Österreichs. Österreich
bekennt sich daher zu der zwecks Erfüllung der Ziele der Gemeinsamen Außenund Sicherheitspolitik im Unionsvertrag verankerten Perspektive des Ausbaues
der sicherheitspolitischen Strukturen der Union.
Herr Präsident!
Meine heutige Erklärung ist nicht der geeignete Rahmen, um die österreichische Verhandlungsposition im einzelnen darzulegen. Lassen Sie mich daher
nur kurz einige Gebiete erwähnen, in denen Österreich Schwerpunkte zu setzen
beabsichtigt:
Die Berücksichtigung der besonderen Bedürfnisse der österreichischen Landwirtschaft wird ein ganz wesentliches Anliegen Österreichs in den heute beginnenden Verhandlungen sein.
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Der Wahrung der hohen sozialen und umweltpolitischen Standards Österreichs werden wir ebenfalls ein besonderes Augenmerk zuwenden.
Nicht zuletzt im Interesse des Schutzes der alpinen Umwelt gehen wir davon
aus, daß der Inhalt des Transitvertrages während der vollen Laufzeit des Vertrages gewahrt wird.
Im Bereich der „vier Freiheiten“ werden wir uns für die Übernahme der Österreich im Rahmen des EWR gewährten Übergangsregelungen einsetzen.
In diesem Bereich erscheint es uns jedoch erforderlich, schon während der
Dauer der Beitrittsverhandlungen eine vorgezogene Vereinbarung zu treffen, um
die – insbesondere auch als Folge des Abschlusses der „Europaverträge“ der EG
mit Reformstaaten Zentral- und Osteuropas entstandene – mangelnde Verknüpfung der Ursprungssysteme zu beheben und die schwerwiegenden Beeinträchtigungen der europäischen Handelsströme zu beseitigen, von denen Österreich in
besonderer Weise betroffen ist.
Was die nun einzuschlagende Vorgangsweise anbelangt, möchte ich nur anmerken, daß ich mit Ihren Vorschlägen einverstanden bin. Unsere Stellvertreter sollen so rasch als möglich die prozeduralen Details klären und die ersten
Verhandlungsthemen festlegen. Der Überprüfung des abgeleiteten EG-Rechts
kommt ebenfalls hohe Priorität zu.
Herr Präsident!
Lassen Sie mich meine Befriedigung darüber zum Ausdruck bringen, daß die Beitrittsverhandlungen unter Ihrer Präsidentschaft aufgenommen werden. Österreich
und Dänemark verbinden enge und freundschaftliche Beziehungen. Ihre Person,
Herr Präsident, bürgt für ein starkes Bekenntnis zu den Idealen der Europäischen
Integration, für großes diplomatisches Geschick und politische Klugheit. Die Verhandlungen könnten nicht unter besseren Vorzeichen beginnen.
Weiters möchte ich auch ein Wort des Dankes an Außenminister Hurd und die
britische Regierung richten, die während ihrer Präsidentschaft im zweiten Halbjahr 1992 viel für das Zustandekommen und für die Vorbereitung der Beitrittsverhandlungen geleistet hat.
Dem Präsidenten der EG-Kommission gilt unsere Bewunderung für seinen
unermüdlichen Einsatz für die europäische Idee und unser Dank für seine freundlichen und inhaltsreichen Worte.
Herr Präsident!
Das Unterfangen, das wir heute beginnen, ist für alle Beteiligten von weitreichender Bedeutung. Trotzdem dürfen wir über diesem Verhandlungsprozeß nicht auf
die gemeinsamen Note des größeren Europa vergessen.
Über Europas Zukunft wird heute nämlich an vielen Orten entschieden: in
den Ländern Zentral- und Osteuropas, deren schwieriger Reformprozeß unser
aller Anliegen sein muß; aber auch im ehemaligen Jugoslawien, wo sich Gewalt
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und Aggression bisher gegen die elementarsten Grundsätze der Pariser Charta
durchgesetzt haben.
Deshalb tun wir gut daran, auch unsere Verhandlungen nicht bloß durch das
Brennglas unserer eigenen Interessen zu betrachten.
Heute richten sich viele Blicke nach Brüssel. Geben wir mit diesem Verhandlungsauftakt also auch ein Signal der Hoffnung – der Hoffnung, daß die wachsende Gemeinschaft zu einem Träger der Prosperität und des Friedens für ganz
Europa werden kann. Europa braucht heute die Dynamik der werdenden Europäischen Union. Mit seinem Beitritt zu dieser Union kann und will Österreich zu
dieser Dynamik beitragen!
Source: Archiv des Karl von Vogelsang-Instituts, Bestand ÖVP-Parlamentsklub, Klubsekretär
Dr. Helmut Wohnout, Ordner EU-Beitritt.

DOCUMENT 86
Statement by the Commissions‘ President Jacques Delors to the EU
Referendum in Austria, June 12, 1994
„Die Tatsache, daß das österreichische Volk, das großen Wert auf seine nationale
Identität legt, sehr stolz auf seine Geschichte und sein kulturelles Erbe ist, sehr
stolz auch auf seine geistige Bewegung, auf Leistungen von Persönlichkeiten wie
Bundeskanzler Kreisky und anderen ist, die Tatsache, dass dieses Volk mit einer
Zweidrittelmehrheit beschließt, sich der Europäischen Union anzuschließen, ist
ein Ergebnis von großer Tragweite, das zeigt, daß die Österreicher das Wesentliche erkannt haben. Der Aufbau Europas soll den Frieden und die gegenseitige
Anerkennung fördern, aber auch einem infolge tiefgreifender weltweiter Veränderungen vom Verfall bedrohten Europa neue Ausstrahlung verleihen. Die Österreicher haben all dies verstanden. Dies ist, so glaube ich, eine wichtige historische
Erfahrung.“
Source: Hans-Peter Ott (Hrsg.), Österreich in der Europäischen Union: Vom Antrag zur
Mitgliedschaft. Die Rolle des Europäischen Parlaments bei der vierten EU-Erweiterung, Lahr
1995, 206-207.
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DOCUMENT 87
Report by the Services of the European Commission on the State of the
Screening Exercise and the Prospects for the Accession Negotiations with
Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Poland, and Slovenia,
September 23, 1998
1. Introduction
This report together with the attached Draft Common Positions of the European
Union for the first seven chapters of the enlargement negotiations, is a contribution
to the envisaged discussion in the Council on 5 October 1998. The report recalls
the main conditions for the ongoing negotiations, summarises the method adopted
and the results obtained during the screening process, discusses the negotiating
positions submitted by the applicant countries and explains the formulation of the
Draft Common Positions. This approach will enable the European Union to maintain the dynamism of the negotiating process, while at the same time ensuring its
coherence and respecting the negotiating conditions formulated by the Presidency
on behalf of the European Union at the opening of the negotiations.
2. Conditions for Negotiations
Following the Decision in December 1997 by Heads of State and Government in
Luxembourg to start accession negotiations with Cyprus, the Czech Republic,
Estonia, Hungary, Poland, and Slovenia, negotiations were opened on 31 March
1998. The Decision to start accession negotiations with these countries was based
on the Commission’s Opinions of July 1993 concerning Cyprus and July 1997
concerning the other applicants, stating that they had made sufficient progress to
be able to join the European Union in the medium term.
Heads of State and Govemment indicated that negotiations on the terms and
conditions for membership were to be conducted with each of the six applicant
countries separately and on their own merits. In this context they stated that „The
decision to enter into negotiations does not imply that they will also be successfully concluded at the same time. Their conclusion and the subsequent accession
of the different applicant States will depend on the extent to which each complies with the Copenhagen criteria and on the Union’s ability to assimilate new
members.“
On Cyprus, the European Union declared, in its opening statement at the accession conference with this applicant on 31 March 1998, that „The Union regrets
that it has not been possible to achieve a political solution of the continuing division of Cyprus in time for the accession negotiations on which we embark today.
The Union believes that Cyprus’ accession to the EU should benefit all communities, including the Turkish Cypriot community, and help to bring about civil
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peace and reconciliation on the island. In that context, our objective remains a
bi-communal, bi-zonal federation on the basis of a comprehensive political settlement in accordance with UN Security Council Resolutions. A political settlement
would allow the provisions of the Accession Treaty to be implemented throughout
the island. Progress towards accession and towards a just and viable solution to
the Cyprus problem will naturally reinforce each other. The Union reaffirms its
full support for the search for a solution which is now proceeding through talks
under the aegis of the UN and hopes that negotiations will resume without delay.“
In its opening statement at the accession conferences with each of the six applicants on 31 March 1998, the European Union spelled out the conditions for the
accession negotiations: „1/4 accession implies the full acceptance of the actual
and potential rights and obligations attaching to the Union system and its institutional framework, known as the „acquis“ of the Union. Candidates will have to
apply this as it stands at the time of accession. Furthermore, accession implies the
effective implementation of the „acquis“; which requires in particular the establishment of an efficient, reliable public administration.“
While not excluding that negotiations may give rise to technical adjustments
and transitional measures, the European Union stated that: „1/4 requests for any
transitional measures shall be limited in time and scope, and accompanied by a
plan with clearly defined stages for application of the „acquis“. They must not
involve amendments to the rules or policies of the Union, disrupt their proper
functioning, or lead to significant distortion of competition. In this connection account must be taken of the interests of the Union, the applicant country concerned
and the other applicants.“
At their first negotiating meeting at Deputy level on 23/24 April 1998, the
European Union and the applicants endorsed the following further conditions for
the negotiations:
- „any view expressed by either party on a chapter of the negotiations will in
no way prejudge the position which may be taken on other chapters;
- agreements - even partial agreements - reached during the course of the negotiations on chapters to be examined successively may not be considered
as final until an overall agreement has been established.“
3. The Screening Process
As the first stage in the negotiating process, the European Commission and the
applicant countries launched, on 27 April 1998, the analytical examination of the
acquis („screening“) existing on 1 March 1998. As explained by the Commission
representative to Coreper and during the first negotiating session at Deputy level
on 23/24 April, the screening has been organised in such a way as to familiarise the applicant countries collectively with the contents of the acquis, chapter
by chapter and to identify issues likely to arise in the negotiations. After each
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collective session, which served also to identify possible technical adaptations to
the acquis, the Commission held bilateral meetings with each of the six applicants
allowing for more in-depth discussions. The Commission insisted during these
bilateral sessions on three questions reflecting the negotiating conditions defined
by the European Union, i.e.
1. whether the applicant countries fully accepted the acquis and whether they
sought transitional arrangements;
2. whether they had legislation conforming to the acquis or, if not, by when
this legislation would be in force, and
3. whether they had the administrative/institutional capacity required for the
proper implementation of the acquis, or, if not, by when this capacity was
expected to be in place.
In this way, and by establishing a mix of relatively straightforward and more complex chapters at the beginning of the process, the Commission intended to enable
the European Union side to note progress and to address substantial negotiating
questions with the applicant countries whenever deemed appropriate.
Between 27 April and the end of September 1998, the screening of 13, out of
the total of 31, negotiating chapters was completed. The completed chapters are:
- Science and Research,
- Telecommunication and information technologies,
- Education and Training,
- Culture and audio-visual policy,
- Industrial policy,
- Small and medium-sized undertakings,
- Common foreign and security policy,
- Company law,
- Consumer and health protection,
- Fisheries,
- Statistics,
- Free movement of goods,
- External relations.
On each of these chapters, screening reports have been submitted to the Council, with the exception of the reports on Free Movement of Goods and External
relations which will follow soon. During the presentation of the first screening
reports to the enlargement group of the Council, the Commission representative
stated that as regards Cyprus, the reports on screening are submitted on the understanding that they could be updated also in the case of a later participation of
the Turkish Cypriot community in the negotiations.
The overall impression from the screening process is that the delegations from
applicant countries were well prepared. They were generally well informed about
the acquis, used the bilateral meetings to the full for obtaining clarifications and
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identifying problems. Initial positions taken during bilateral meetings showed
that the applicant countries were fully aware of the conditions for negotiations,
declared willingness to take over the acquis and sought to limit any transitional
periods. Moreover, they were forthcoming in supplying information about the
state of the legislative and institutional preparation of their countries, stressing
that they expected to have completed this preparation with very few exceptions
by the time of accession. The screening process, which has now covered both
straightforward and more complex chapters, thus produced encouraging signals.
4. The applicants’ Negotiating Positions
All six applicant countries declared to alter their meeting in Ljubljana on 13 July
1998 that, on the basis of the screening results achieved, they intended to submit
before the middle of September negotiating positions on the first seven screened
chapters. They expressed the wish that concrete negotiations on these chapters
be undertaken in the autumn of 1998. Each applicant country reserved its right
to present negotiating positions on supplementary chapters. Moreover, most announced that their working hypothesis for accession to the European Union was
effectively 1 January 2002 or 1 January 2003. These working hypotheses were
used by the applicants as a basis for any requests for transitional arrangements.
By 11 September, all countries had presented their negotiating positions to the
European Union Presidency and supplied copies to the Commission. Hungary and
Estonia submitted positions on respectively eleven and twelve chapters. The other
four applicant countries limited themselves to the first seven chapters for which
the screening had been completed.
The positive overall impression from the screening process is confirmed by
the negotiating positions submitted by the applicant countries. For the first seven
chapters, all applicants declare, with few exceptions, that they will fully accept
the acquis on the date of accession, based on their working hypotheses of 1 January 2002 or 2003. They all declare that the necessary legislation and implementation capacity, will be in place at this time, with certain exceptions. For their
detailed legislative and institution-building calendar, they refer to their National
Programmes for the Adoption of the Acquis and Information provided during the
screening.
As to the exceptions, Poland, Hungary, and Cyprus have requested transitional periods beyond their working hypotheses in the area of telecommunications.
Hungary asks for a transitional period till 31 December 2002 for the full liberalisation of public networks voice telephony. Poland seeks a transitional period
of yet undetermined length for full access to certain frequency bands for mobile
communications. Cyprus requests a transitional period till 31 December 2003 for
the full liberalisation of the telecommunications market and the establishment
of its national regulatory body. Under Industrial policy, Hungary requests a 6
month transitional period till 31 July 2002 for the European Coal and Steel acquis
until the latter’s expiry. Under the Audio-visual chapter, Slovenia seeks a two
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year transitional period for fully implementing the television without frontiers
directives and the Czech Republic requests a transitional arrangement until 2005
for pay and cable television. These requests will be addressed in the negotiations.
Some negotiating positions lack precision or require further elucidation.
5. The Draft Common Positions
Subject to a decision by its Member States, the European Union could now
take the negotiating process a step further by adopting Common Positions responding to the applicants’ negotiating positions. In doing so, the European Union
would maintain the dynamism of the negotiating process, acting upon the statement by the European Council of December 1997 on the historical importance
of EU enlargement. At the same time, this next step in the negotiating process
should respect the conditions for negotiations formulated by the Presidency on 31
March 1998.
Good progress can be noted. However, it is too early to draw conclusions at
this stage. The negotiations are in an early phase and new acquis, which may be
adopted between 1 March 1998 and the actual dates of accession, must be included in the negotiations at an appropriate moment. Moreover, a final assessment of
the conformity of the applicant countries’ legislation and of their implementation capacity can only be made when their ongoing preparations will have been
completed. However, the candidates’ progress in these respects will be closely
monitored all along the negotiating process, inter alia in the Commission’s regular
reports as requested by the Luxembourg European Council of December 1997.
The attached Draft Common Positions take these elements into account and
are structured as follows:
Subject to the negotiation principles endorsed by the Accession Conference,
and in particular those stating that positions taken now on a chapter do not prejudge positions on other chapters, and that nothing can be finally agreed until
everything will be agreed (see paragraph 2 above), the European Union
- takes note of the applicant country’s acceptance and implementation of the
acquis upon accession,
- welcomes the information supplied by the applicant concerning its legislative and institutional preparations, and progress achieved in these areas,
- states that it will continue to monitor the applicants’ preparations for a final
assessment of the conformity of their legislation and implementation capacity at a later date,
- recalls that at an appropriate date new acquis adopted alter 1 March 1998
will have to be introduced into the negotiating process,
- recalls in the Draft Common Positions regarding Cyprus, the European
Union’s statement at the opening of the Accession Conference.
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To the extent that applicant countries ask for transitional periods, the Draft
Common Positions query their justification. Clarifications are sought where necessary in order to establish the EU position.
6. Conclusion
For the above reasons, none of the seven negotiating chapters for which Draft
Common Positions are annexed, can be concluded at this stage. The European
Union will have to come back to them as necessary in the light of the further
progress in the negotiations, closer analysis of the applicants’ positions and clarifications received and the evolution of the acquis.
Nevertheless, the approach outlined above will allow the European Union to
give a positive political signal to the applicant countries by moving the negotiations towards a concrete stage. At the same time, the coherence of the process remains guaranteed and all negotiating conditions, defined by the European Union
and/or agreed at the level of the Accession Conference, fully respected.
In view of the limited time available until the envisaged discussion in the
Council on 5 October concerning the next step in the negotiating process, and
until the next envisaged meeting of the Accession Conference at Ministerial level,
the attached Draft Common Positions are limited to the first seven negotiating
chapters. This is without prejudice to the principle that the accession negotiations
are pursued bilaterally with each applicant country on the basis of its own merits.
Source: Private Papers Ambassador Manfred Scheich, Institute of History, University of
Hildesheim.

DOCUMENT 88
Agenda 2000 – Council Conclusions, October 3, 1998
The Council confirms the orientation set out in the Presidency’s paper. In
particular, it agrees:
• that an adequate range of economic growth assumptions have been considered, but that these will have to be kept under continuous review on the
basis of the most recent economic data;
• that the alternative presentation of the Financial Perspective described in
the Annex to the report appears to be a more effective means of ringfencing pre-accession and enlargement-related expenditure, as called for by the
Cardiff European Council and will be the basis for future work;
• that a detailed examination of the Commission’s report on the operation of
the own resources system should be made as soon as possible so that wo
can begin a substantive discussion at our next session;
• that COREPER should continue work as a matter of priority with a view
to reaching a common approach on the llA, so that the Presidency is in a
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position to begin a technical examination of the Commission’s proposals
with the European Parliament as soon as possible;
that there is agreement in principle on achieving greater concentration of
structural assistance with as its necessary counterpart the gradual phasing
out of assistance in regions which no longer qualify. Work will have to continue in order to find the most acceptable and effective ways and means of
meeting this twin objective;
that there is a large measure of agreement on the structure and substance of
the pre-accession instruments and the legal texts should be rapidly algined
on the orientations in the report in order to reach a political agreement on
the texts by the November General Affairs Council;
that the Council, once it has received the European Parliament’s opinion,
expected in November, should be in a position to reach a common position
an the TENs financing regulation by the end of the year, as requested by the
Cardiff European Council;
that in order to meet the request made at Cardiff for the Vienna European
Council to make substantial progress on the key elements of the Agenda
2000 package, the Council stresses the need to have at its disposal by the
end of November at the latest a concise political paper detailling the main
issues of substance on the CAP reform proposals to be resolved as part of
an overall agreement on Agenda 2000.

Source: Private Papers Ambassador Manfred Scheich, Institute of History, University of
Hildesheim.

DOCUMENT 89
NON PAPER, Pörtschach Meeting, Discussion at Lunch, October 5, 1998
As has been agreed at the Salzburg Meeting, today’s lunch will be dedicated to a
discussion on the informal meeting of the Heads of State or Government and of
the President of the European Commission on October 24-25, 1998.
The debate on the future of Europe, opened at Cardiff, should be seen as an
ongoing process. The main purpose of the Pörtschach meeting is to deepen the
discussion initiated at Cardiff and to examine how best to continue this process at
the European Council of Vienna and beyond.
From the point of view of the presidency the Pörtschach meeting should serve
as an opportunity for an informal brainstorming at the highest level. No conclusions, no formal results are intended.
Several topics are specifically referred to in the conclusions of the European
Council at Cardiff: the need to bring the EU closer to people and to focus it on the
issues that matter most to the European citizens - including enhancing democratic
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legitimacy and making a reality of subsidiarity, the functioning of the Council
and of the Commission and institutional reform on which the further course of
action should-be determined after the ratification of the Treaty of Amsterdam.
The Pörtschach meeting should also help, pave the way for continuing the debate
on the future of Europe at the European Council in Vienna.
In order to ensure a productive discussion, the presidency believes that the
debate could be structured on the basis of the following seven questions (which
would be linked during the debate)
1. How can we make better use of Europe’s economic potential,
2. How should further develop the European social model,
3. How can we preserve and reinforce internal as well as external security,
4. How can we improve the communication between the EU and its citizens,
5. How can we strengthen the democratic legitimacy of the Union,
6. How can we implement the principles of subsidiarity and proportionality,
7. How can we enhance the Performance of the Union’s instruments.
The presidency is well aware that these issues cover quite a large spectrum. Bilateral contacts have shown, however, that the majority of EU member states would
like to address not only the specific subjects mentioned in the Cardiff conclusions
but also other key challenges that the Union and its citizens will have to face in
the future.
At the start of the Pörtschach meeting, the president of the General Affairs
Council will have the opportunity to have a discussion with the participants of
the meeting. Today’s talks over lunch are to serve as a basis for the president’s
contribution to the debate.
lt is therefore suggested to discuss first the subject matter of the Pörtschach
meeting. What should be the scope of the discussions? What are the issues that deserve the greatest attention? From the point of view of the General Affairs Council are there any specific ideas as to what should be included in the Pörtschach
meeting?
The president of the General Affairs Council intends in particular to bring up
the subject of the functioning of the Council and to brief the heads of state on what
was discussed in that regard at the Gymnich meeting in Salzburg. Are there any
specific considerations that colleagues wish to include in this presentation?
After a discussion on the thematic content of the Pörtschach meeting, it is
suggested that the continuation of the „debate on the future of Europe“ during the
Austrian EU Presidency and beyond should be taken up.
Source: Private Papers of Ambassador Manfred Scheich, Institute of History, University of
Hildesheim.
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DOCUMENT 90
General Secretariat of the Council, Final Council Conclusions on
Enlargement, October 5, 1998
1. The Council had a general debate on the state of the ongoing enlargement
process and in particular the accession negotiations. The Council reiterates
the Union’s strong willingness to carry forward the accession process along
the lines mapped out by the European Council and in accordance with the
Union’s general position presented at the launching of each Accession Conference. The Council stressed the importance of a coherent enlargement
process to which it will give, when necessary, additional political orientations in the light of the ongoing negotiations.
2. The Council noted that the analytical examination of the „acquis“ (screening) was proceeding according to plan, 13 chapters having been screened
so far.
3. The Council took note of the position papers presented by the six candidate
States concerned. lt also noted the input provided by the Commission to assist the Union in defining a common position respectively in each bilateral
Conference on Accession.
4. The Council requested the convening of meetings of the Conferences on
Accession at Ministerial level on 10 November 1998 and at the level of
Deputies prior to that meeting in order to have substantive negotiations
with Cyprus, Hungary, Poland, Estonia, the Czech Republic, and Slovenia.
lt invited the Permanent Representatives Committee to examine the draft
common positions provided by the Commission with a view to arriving at
common positions of the European Union. The Committee is also requested to report to the Council at its meeting on 26 October 1998 on the state of
play of the preparation of each Conference on Accession.
5. The Council recalled that the pace of progress in the negotiations will depend upon the individual situation of each applicant country. It also recalled the principle that agreements - even partial agreements - reached
during the course of the negotiations may not be considered as final until
an overall agreement has been established.
6. With regard to Cyprus, the Council noted that because of the political situation the Commission’s analytical examination of the „acquis“ (screening)
could not cover Cyprus as a whole and that the invitation of the Cyprus
government to include representatives of the Turkish Cypriot community
in the negotiations had so far not been taken up. It regretted that it had
not been possible to achieve a political solution to the continuing division
of Cyprus in time for the accession negotiations. The Union believes that
Cyprus’s accession to the EU should benefit all communities, including the
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Turkish Cypriot community, and help to bring about civil peace and reconciliation on the island. In that context its objective remains a bi-communal,
bi-zonal federation on the basis of a comprehensive political settlement in
accordance with UN Security Council Resolutions. A political settlement
would allow the provisions of the Accession Treaty to be implemented
throughout the island. Progress towards accession and towards a just and
viable solution to the Cyprus Problem will naturally reinforce each other.
The Union reaffirms its full support for the search for a solution under the
aegis of the UN.
7. The Council furthermore recalled the comprehensive, inclusive and ongoing character of the enlargement process in which each of the applicant
States will proceed at its own rate, depending on its degree of preparedness.
In this context, the Council expressed appreciation of progress achieved
and looks forward to the reports by the Commission later this year reviewing the progress of all Central and East European candidate States towards
accession based on the same objective criteria.
8. The Council finally recalled the importance it attaches to the implementation of the European strategy for Turkey and invited the Commission to
submit – sin accordance with the Cardiff conclusions – as soon as possible
its proposals including the financial aspects.
Source: Private Papers of Ambassador Manfred Scheich, Institute of History, University of
Hildesheim.

DOCUMENT 91
Background General Affairs Council, Luxembourg, October 5–6, 1998
Agenda 2000
In order to allow Ministers to take up discussions on this crucial file, a progress
report on the work done by experts and Coreper since the Cardiff European
Council in respect of the various chapters of the Agenda 2000 will be submitted
by the Presidency to the Council. It covers the following chapters: the future financial framework, the inter-institutional agreement (IIA) on budget discipline
and improvement of the budgetary procedure, the reform of the structural and cohesion funds, the pre-accessien Instruments, the TENs financing and loan guarantee fund. It gives also some procedural indications on the work concerning the
reform of the CAP.
The purpose of this report is to highlight the main substantive issues which
have been considered in the course of the work since Cardiff; it does not present
an exhaustive overview of all issues under examination. It draws to the attention
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of the Council some general orientations which have already emerged from that
work, on which the Council is invited to focus its deliberations. The Presidency
considers that arriving at a common approach or agreed general guidelines on
these questions will help sustain the momentum of work and ensure that further
headway is made on a number of other issues to be addressed in the run-up to the
Vienna European Council.
As far as the future financial framework is concerned, the report deals with
the following aspects: underlying working assumptions (in particular the desirability of establishing a new Financial Perspective for 2000–2006, the economic
growth assumptions and the assumptions for enlargement), the pre-accession and
accession-related expenditure and their presentation in the Financial Perspective.
The report also indicates that the position of delegations on the overall level of
amounts in the Financial Perspective headings have been reserved and that the
question of the own resources system can only be addressed once the Commission
has presented its report on the operation of this system expected for next week.
Concerning the IIA, work has well advanced and the aim is to reach a common
approach as soon as possible in order to allow the Presidency to begin the technical examination of the draft with the European Parliament.
On the reform of structural and cohesion funds it is a generally acknowledged target
to achieve greater concentration of structural assistance (reduction of Objectives
to three), coupled with the gradual phasing out of assistance in Objective 1 and 2
regions which no longer qualify as the necessary counterpart to such concentration. Work will have to continue in order to find the most acceptable and effective
ways and means of meeting this twin objective.
In this context, the Council will also be informed on the state of play on other
related aspects such as correlation with competition rules, Community initiatives,
issues related to financing and concerning the cohesion fund.
As far as the pre-accession instruments are concerned, good progress has been
made on the legislative framework proposed by the Commission which involves
supplementing PHARE with an agricultural and a structural pre-accession Instrument, along with an overall coordinating regulation. This framework has already received the general endorsement by the Cardiff European Council and it
is aimed at reaching a common orientation an the text if possible already by the
November General Affairs Council.
The report also notes good progress made in the work on TENs financing and
on the loan guarantee fund.
On the reform of the CAP, following the conclusions of the Agricultural Council in May and July, the examination of the agricultural aspects of the Agenda
2000 has been actively pursued since early September on the basis of a Presidency
work program in order to accelerate discussions and to begin the real negotiations
on the essential questions which will form part of the overall political agreement.
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It is expected that the Special Committee for Agriculture will present to the
Agricultural Council of 19–20 October a report taking stock of all work undertaken so far with a view to allow this Council a further substantive discussion
on the key political issues raised by the Commission’s proposals and to produce
a concise political paper detailing the main issues of substance to be resolved as
part of an overall agreement on Agenda 2000.
As far as the general organisation of work is concerned, the Presidency suggests to pursue on two parallel tracks:
– moving forward speedily on the detailed work on the legislative texts, with
the Presidency tabling compromise drafts on certain specifc questions, as
appropriate,
– continuing to clarify the issues on which general orientations will assist the
Presidency in preparing its paper for the Vienna European Council.
Enlargement
Ministers will hold a general political discussion on enlargement in view of the
ministerial negociation conferences which the Presidency proposes to hold an 10
November 1988 with the six applicant countries with whom formal negotiations
were opened last March (these ministerial meetings would be preceeded by meetings at deputy level at the end of October).
The Council is expected to agree to enter into concrete negotiations on those
chapters of the „acquis communautaire“ for which the six applicant countries
have presented position papers and to that end instruct COREPER to prepare the
EU’s Position on the basis of a report presented by the Commission.
Ministers might want to address also the follow-up to the Luxembourg and
Cardiff European Councils’ conclusions on Turkey, and could request that the Commission comes forward rapidly with the awaited proposals required to underpin the
implementation of the European Strategy for Turkey.
Malta
Further to Malta’s decision to re-activate its membership bid, the Council will invite the Commission to produce an update of its initial opinion („avis“) delivered
in June 1993.
lt will also approve the letter to be addressed by the President of the Council
to the Maltese Foreign Minister Guido de Marco, acknowledging receipt of the
letter by which Malta’s application was formally re-activated, and informing the
Maltese Minister of the Council’s request addressed to the Commission.
Protection of Children
The Council will hold a debate on the fight against child pornography on the internet and related matters.
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Ministers are likely in this respect to stress the importance for the Council,
in its different formations, to complete as soon as possible and in a coordinated
manner work on:
• the Community Action Plan an promoting safe use of the internet and
protection against illegal and harmful contents on the internet;
• decision an the draft Joint Action concerning the fight against child
pornography;
• the mid-term Programme of Community Action on measures relating to
violence against children and women (Daphne Programme, recently proposed by the Commission).
The Council should also agree to seek to define common positions in relation to
the discussions of the following conventions in the UN framework, taking special
account of the importance of the prevention and fight against child pornography
on the Internet:
• the draft international convention on the fight against transnational
organised crime and its protocols, i.a. on the trafficking of women and children and the trafficking of migrants including those by sea;
• the draft optional protocol to the Convention an the Rights of the Child
dealing with the sale of children and their sexual exploitation and abuse,
including child prostitution and child pornography.
Influx of Migrants from Neighbouring Countries
At the request of the Italian delegation the Council will hold a discussion of the
problem of the influx of migrants from neighbouring countries (mainly Kosovo
and Maghreb countries).
Minister Dini will inform his colleagues of Italy’s experience in stemming
illegal immigration and expand on his proposals for the EU to best face this challenge, i.a. in the framework of the Euro-Mediterranean framework (cooperation
in the handling of migration flows and readmission agreements, focusing on development aid efforts to tackle the causes of illegal immigration).
Given the complexity of the issues at stake, the Councit could instruct the relevant bodies to examine the matter further, both in the Justice and Home Affairs
and the Euro-Mediterranean contexts.
European Conference
The Council will take stock of the preparations for the meeting of the European
Council to be held the following day (cf. infra).
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Russia
The Council will have an exchange of views on developments in Russia in view
of the forthcoming EU-Russia Summit in Vienna on 27 October and the planned
visit of President Santer to Moscow on 9 October.
Ministers will consider the means by which the EU can help Russia to overcome the present crisis, including through the Instruments of the Partnership
and Cooperation Agreement and its work programme and the adaptation of EU
programmes to fit current needs and priorities. They are likely to stress that the
EU’s response should complement coordinated action in the international financial institutions. The Council is expected to ask to this end the relevant bodies
(Commission, Political Committee, 113 Committee, Monetary Committee, Special Agriculture Committee, K4 Committee) to prepare detailed proposals in their
respective areas of competence.
Western Balkans
FRY/Kosovo
Ministers will hold an exchange of views on Kosovo further to the adoption of
UN Security Council resolution 1199 of 23 September taking into account the
state of preparedness in NATO and the outcome of the special meeting of the
Security Council on 1 October as well as the meeting of the Contact Group in
London on 1–2 October.
Attention will focus in particular on the latest events on the ground and notably the reports of massacres committed by Yugoslav security forces.
In this context, the Council will hear a report from the Commission on the
possible means by which the existing sanctions imposed against Belgrade might
be tightened, without affecting Montenegro.
The Council will also be informed by the Presidency of the progress in the implementation of the EU humanitarian initiative – proposed by Ministers Kinkel and
Védrine and endorsed by Foreign Ministers in Salzburg – aimed at encouraging
the return of refugees in specifically targeted areas. In this context the Ministers
will be updated by the Commission on measures taken on the ground in favour of
Kosovo refugees.
Further to the discussions at the informal meeting in Salzburg and in the margins of the UN General Assembly in New York, the Council should formalise the
decision to appoint Wolfgang Petritsch, the Austrian Ambassador to Belgrade,
as EU Special Envoy to act „on the spot“ for the EU under the direction of the
Presidency and in close coordination with the EU Special Representative for the
FRY, Felipe Gonzalez.
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Albania
The Council will discuss the situation in Albania in the light of the latest developments in the country.
It is expected to welcome the holding of the inaugural meeting of the „Friends
of Albania“ group in Brussels on 30 September as an important signal by the international community of its continued commitement towards further stabilisation
of the country. The Council should stress the importance of progress in the national reconciliation process and call upon all political forces to live up to their
responsibilities.
Ministers could also take stock of the planning undertaken within the WEU on
a possible enhancement of the international police presence in Albania.
Bosnia Herzegovina
Ministers are expected to examine the situation resulting from the 12–13 September elections and the implications for the implementation of the Dayton-Paris
Accords. In this context, the Council will discuss the consequences for the EU’s
policy, and in particular should reiterate that the EU’s reconstruction assistance
can only be made available to those municipalities which are complying with the
peace process.
Burma
Ministers will discuss the EU’s policy regarding Burma/Myanmar in the light
of the continuing violations of human rights and the lack of democratic progress
there. Ministers could debate how best to express to the Burmese leadership the
EU’s concerns, possibly by sending a Troika mission to Rangoon.
In this context, the question of the strengthening of the sanction regime with
regard to that country is likely to be raised. It is recalled that the EU’s 28 October
1996 common position – which comes up for renewal an 29 October 1998 – had
confirmed measures adopted previously, such as the expulsion of military personnel attached to Burma’s diplomatic representations in the Member States, the
arms embargo and the suspension of non-humanitarian aid, and had established
new ones such as the ban on visas to the Burmese leadership and the suspension
of high-level government visits.
EEA Council
The Council will finalise the preparations for the EEA Council to be held the next
day.
The main point still open for discussion that might require the attention of
Ministers is the issue of the future of the Financial Mechanism set up under the
EEA Agreement. The objective of this Mechanism was to reduce the economic
and social disparities between the EU and the EEA-EFTA States’ regions through
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financial contributions of the EEA-EFTA States (500 MECU over the period
1993–1997).
Items to be Adopted Without Debate („A points“)
Anti-dumping – unbleached cotton
The Council will confirm the absence of a simple majority in favour of the Commission’s proposal for definitive anti-dumping duties on imports of unbleached
cotton from China, Egypt, India, Indonesia, and Pakistan.
Ukraine summit
A report from the Presidency and the Commission will be submitted to Ministers
to inform them of preparations for the EU-Ukraine summit to be held in Vienna
on 16 October.
lt is intended that the following points be discussed at the summit
– the political situation both in the EU and in Ukraine;
– foreign and security policy issues such as Ukraine and neighbouring countries, the European Security architecture and the Western Balkans;
– cooperation EU-Ukraine: economic cooperation (e.g. fall implementation
of the PCA and outstanding trade and investment issues, WTO accession
etc.), TACIS, financial assistance (cf. discussions in ECOFIN), Chernobyl,
and nuclear safety.
EEA Council
On Tuesday, 6 October at 9.00 will be held the 10th meeting of the EEA Council
(EU + Liechtenstein, Norway, and Iceland).
The EEA Council should express its satisfaction at the good overall functioning of the EEA Agreement, and take stock of the continuing work concerning
the incorporation of Community legislation into the EEA Agreement. lt should
reiterate the need for the EEA-EFTA States to be kept informed of the EU’s enlargement process with a view to evaluating/addressing its consequences for the
functioning of the EEA Agreement and review developments of European integration (e.g. Amsterdam Treaty, EMU, EU negotiations with Iceland and Norway
concerning Schengen cooperation). The EEA Council will also touch upon the
future of the Financial Mechanism (cf. supra).
Furthermore, the EEA Ministers will discuss the general direction and future
development of European integration as well as specific foreign policy topics such
as Russia, Kosovo, Albania, and the Middle East.
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European Conference
On Tuesday at 10.30 will be held the – first – meeting at Foreign Minister level of
the European Conference.
The Foreign Ministers of the 15 EU Member Stetes, the 10 central European
applicant countries, and Cyprus (and Switzerland, attending as an observer) will
discuss crossborder crime (interim report of the group of experts set up by the
European Conference at its inaugural meeting last March; child pornography; migrant trafficking) as well as regional cooperation on environmental issues. Over
lunch they will have an exchange of view on foreign policy issues such as Russia,
Bosnia, Kosovo, Albania etc.
Source: Private Papers of Ambassador Manfred Scheich, Institute of History, University of
Hildesheim.

DOCUMENT 92
Note to the President, General Affairs Council, Luxembourg,
October 5–6, 1998 on the item: Western Balkans: Kosovo, Bosnia, Albania
I. OBJECTIVES
Kosovo
– Assess situation (continuing violence, reports on massacres); agree EU
response in light of UNSCR 1199 and Contact Group deliberations;
– Agree on way forward to tighten EU sanctions regime;
– Review measures in favour of Kosovo refugees;
Bosnia
– Task competent bodies to study options for specific EU action to support
the peace process in light of election results;
Albania
– Agree on further EU action in light of political developments and formation of „Friends of Albania“ Group;
– Take stock of situation regarding WEU feasibility study;
II. OBSTACLES/DIFFICULTIES/HANDLING
At the last Western Balkans Working Group, the Commission presented a working paper on possibilities for increased effectiveness on sanctions against FRY/
Belgrade. There seems indeed to be a clear need to close loopholes. However, several delegations (F, I, GR) pointed out that Ministers in Salzburg did not envisage
new sanctions, but that the closing of the loopholes would necessarily entail the
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adoption of such measures. This argument should be overcome by underlining
that the credibility of the EU is at stake and that the situation has evolved since
Salzburg (massacres, UNSCR 1199). The UK has proposed to expand the visa ban
by including political figures and their protegees.
In a letter to UNSG, FM Kinkel, to the surprise of his EU partners, has proposed an international Conference on the refugee situation in Kosovo. He may
want to take the floor. The idea risks, at least temporarily, to shift attention away
from UNSCR 1199.
The Council on 13 July 1998 welcomed the Commission’s intention to make
available budgetary resources of 5 MECU in 1998 under the OBNOVA reconstruction regulation for assistance to Montenegro and invited it to table proposals
as soon as possible, in accordance with the appropriate procedures. On 29 September 1998, the Commission submitted an Information Note on the 1998 EC
Assistance Programme for the Republic of Montenegro, which it will also submit
to the Art. 12 Management Committee.
The appointment of Petritsch should have been as an A point. If, however
Spain and Italy come back on the nomination of Ambassador Petritsch, Presidency should resist any change of the brief and flexible Council conclusions text,
but may reiterate that the EU Special Envoy will act in close coordination with
Mr. Gonzalez and that Petritsch’s appointment does not preclude the Council to
revert to this issue if deemed necessary.
Presidency will report on first meeting of „Friends of Albania“ Group. Commission has been invited to report to Council on its assistance activities in support
to Albania and refugee situation.
WEU has forwarded its feasibility study on options for international police
operations in Albania to the Council. Some delegations may be reluctant to address this item until the further WEU study on a secure environment, requested
by Ministers in New York, is available. Council could therefore just take note of
the feasibility study and flag the need for a quick decision later on.
III. POSSIBLE CONCLUSIONS
1. The Council welcomed the high turnout and the peaceful conduct of the
12–13 September elections as well as the overall trend towards non-nationalist parties as an important sign that democracy was taking firmer root in
Bosnia-Herzegovina. lt reaffirmed the importance of the full implementation of the Dayton/Paris agreements and expressed the European Union’s
expectation that the newly elected leadership would cooperate constructively in achieving this goal.
It invited the appropriate Council bodies to study options for specific EU
action to support the consolidation of the Dayton/Paris process. In this
context, the Council reiterated that EU assistance would only be available
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to those living up to their commitments and obligations under the peace
agreements.
The Council condemned in the strongest terms the massacres committed
by the security forces in Kosovo. It called upon both sides to refrain immediately from the use of force and to take up negotiations as a matter of
urgency, negotiations with a view to a political solution of the crisis. Continuing violence results only in the indiscriminate loss of life among the
civilian population, an unending stream of refugees and displaced persons,
and the wanted destruction of civilian property. The Council considered
the proposal put forward by Ambassador Hill an important point of departure for such a political process.
Against this background, the Council welcomed the adoption of UNSC
Resolution 1199 an 22 September 1998, and expressed its determination to
seek to ensure its full implementation.
The Council emphasised the absolute urgency of improving the humanitarian situation in Kosovo, for which the primary responsibility continued to
rest with Belgrade. For its part, the EU will make the fullest possible contribution, in close cooperation with UNHCR, the ICRC, and other international actors active in the region to addressing this situation and its negative
spill-over in other parts of the region. It encouraged ECHO to continue to
expand its important efforts to that end and to consider ways specifically to
help Montenegro to cope with the influx of refugees.
On the basis of a report from the Commission the Council invited its appropriate bodies to consider how to increase the effectiveness of the EU sanctions regime (arms embargo, visa ban, freeze of funds, ban an investments,
JAT flight ban) i.a. through the closing of loopholes. It agreed to exempt
Montenegro, whenever possible, from the effects of these sanctions and
encouraged Podgorica to continue on its present course of reforms.
The Council has appointed the Austrian Ambassador to Belgrade, Wolfgang
Petritsch, as EU Special Envoy to act on the spot for the EU under the direction of the Presidency and in close coordination with the EU Special
Representative for the FRY.
The Council welcomed the inaugural meeting of the „Friends of Albania“
Group in Brussels on 30 September as an important signal from the international community of its continued commitment to the stabilisation of
Albania. lt looked forward to cooperating with the new Government in
Tirana, especially in the areas of economic and democratic reform, and
the enhancement of internal security. lt underlined the absolute necessity
of progress in the national reconciliation process, and of the adoption of
the constitution, and urged all political forces, and in particular the leadership of the Democratic Party to live up to their responsibility towards the
Albanian people.
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IV. LINE TO TAKE
– Suggest to adress Western Balkans in three Clusters: Kosovo, Bosnia,
Albania;
Kosovo
– Serb security forces continue to use indiscriminate violence. Recent reports
about massacres highly unsettling. Have to give clear message to Milosevic
that he is treading the line drawn by international community. EU must
show determination to support full implementation of UNSCR 1199. EU/
ECMM to contribute to UN Secretary-General’s report an compliance with
SCR 1199. [implementation of UNSCR 1199 would imply the use of force
down the road, but this should perhaps be left until the situation is clearer
and in light of NATO and Contact Group discussion.]
– As regards massacres, need to insist an immediate access for international
forensic experts to investigate all sites of alleged atrocities.
– Political process needs to be re-started as a matter of urgency. Contact
Group met on 2 October in London. Discussed draft status paper for
Kosovo (to be amended in light of Contact Group deliberations).
– Ambassador Petritsch formally nominated EU Special Envoy („A“ point of
GAC agenda). Will continue to liaise closely with both sides in the conflict,
as well as third Parties (US; humanitarian institutions). Presidency will
keep partners fully informed on his activities.
– Humanitarian situation appalling. Winter about to set in. 50.000 people
still out in the open. Commission to update on strong EU efforts. International coordination in WGs set up by the EU in Geneva and Belgrade proceeding well. Specific question is to alleviate the dramatic refugee situation
in Montenegro.
– Klaus may wish to inform on his idea of a UN Conference on refugee situation in Kosovo.
– Commission to report on effectiveness of EU sanctions against FRY/
Belgrade, as we requested in Salzburg. Loopholes seriously undermine
effectiveness and put at stake EU credibility. Council has to consider ways
to remedy this situation. Some partners have even suggested to tighten
some of our measures (visa ban). Suggest to task competent Council bodies
to look into this issue urgently. Montenegro to be exempted from sanctions
whenever possible.
Montenegro
– Recall that Council an 13 July 1998 welcomed the Commission’s intention
to make available 5 MECU in 1998 for assistance to Montenegro and that
it invited the Commission to table proposals as soon as possible in accordance with the appropriate procedures. Propose that the Council take note
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of the information recently provided by the Commission and conclude that
the matter will be followed up by the relevant bodies.
Bosnia
– Elections in Bosnia characterised by high voter turnout and absence of violence. Assessment of election results by press not accurate. Poplasen may
have won the RS Presidency but generally all radical/nationalist parties lost
seats. SLOGA candidate Radisic will be the Serb member of the collective
Presidency; Dodik likely to remain Prime Minister since moderates have
majority in RS National Assembly. EU must give clear signal that Dayton
implementation remains top priority and that all elected will be judged according to their performance. This message must be given to new Governments, both on national and entity level as soon as they are constituted.
– Appropriate Council instances should study options for specific EU action
in favour of Dayton/Paris process implementation taking into account the
post-electoral political environment (next COWEB meeting on 9 October).
Albania
– „Friends of Albania“ held inaugural meeting an 30 September in Brussels. Meeting took place in good atmosphere and terms of reference were
adopted. Presidency introduced elements for a strategy on Albania which
could form the basis for the Albania Conference planned for the end of
this month. Stepping down of PM Nano may increase chances for national
reconciliation but we will have to continue strong pressure on Opposition,
especially as regards Constitution. New Government to take office soon.
Need to adopt clear message on urgency of political and economic reforms.
– WEU has officially forwarded the feasibility study on options for international police operations in Albania as requested by us in New York. The
only option which, in the view of WEU, would make a difference (option
4) can only succeed in a secure environment provided by an international
military force. WEU continues to study military implications of the different options. Work to be completed at latest by mid October. Will then have
to take a clear decision whether we want to go in this direction. Meanwhile,
we should take note of the feasibility study.
Conclusions
– Have in front of us draft Council conclusions prepared by the Political
Committee. Suggest to adopt them (if necessary: as amended).
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V. BACKGROUND
1. At COWEB, OSCE HOM Barry and by OHR Representative Ambassador
Mansito both underlined that the general trend towards a decline of nationalistic parties and in favour of moderate parties was continuing. COWEB
agreed to convene an extraordinary meeting an 9 October 1998 with a view
to have i.a. an in-depth analysis and to develop options for further action on
the influence the international presence in BiH has had on the election outcome, on the role the international community – especially OSCE – should
play in the upcoming 1999 municipal elections and on ways and means to
augment pressure an the BiH authorities – e.g. an a timely adoption of a
permanent election law. HOMs in Sarajevo were requested to draft a report
on their analysis on these questions.
2. COWEB invited HOMs in Tirana to report on the thinking of the new Government once it had been formally constituted. The Group agreed that one
pre-condition for the EU‘s participation in the AlbaniaConference should
be the new Government‘s commitment to continuing the reforms called for
by the international community.
The Group agreed that HOMs should continue to meet Mr. Berisha in daily dealings whenever necessary. This meetings should however take place
outside the HO of the Democratic Party. The same code of conduct should
also apply to visitors from abroad. No invitations to national holidays
should be issued to Mr. Berisha. The Group agreed that the same attitude
should also be adopted vis-a-vis politicians who fall in the same category
as Mr. Berisha.
3. COWEB took note of a working paper of the Commission on possibilities
for increased effectiveness of sanctions against FRY/Belgrade which had
been requested by the Informal Ministerial meeting at Salzburg. The Presidency invited partners to forward the necessary figures requested by the
Commission as a matter of urgency on their implementation on sanctions
against Belgrade.
Vl. REFERENCES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Report on meeting of the Western Balkans Working Group (SEC 1442)
I/A Item Note 11579/98 on EU Special Envoy for Kosovo
VIE 887: Hill’s proposal an the future status of Kosovo
Presidency statement on alleged mass executions in Kosovo (VIE 926)
EC Working Document an Sanctions Against FRY/Serbia
Information Note on the 198 EC Assistance Programme for the Republic of
Montenegro (Doc Seance no. 169)
7. Information. Note an Assistance to Albania: Overview of the Community
Instruments (Doc Seance no. 171)
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8. WEU feasibility study on possible options for an international police Operation in Albania Revision 1
9. Report on 1–2 Oct. Contact Group in London (COREU to be circulated)
Source: Private Papers of Ambassador Manfred Scheich, Institute of History, University of
Hildesheim.

DOCUMENT 93
Sanctions Measures against Austria by the EU-14 Member States,
January 31, 2000
Today, Monday 31 January, the Portuguese Prime Minister informed both the
President and the Chancellor of Austria and the Portuguese Minister of Foreign
Affairs notified his Austrian counterpart of the following joint reaction agreed by
the Heads of State and Government of XIV Member States of the European Union
in case it is formed in Austria a Government integrating the FPÖ:
– Governments of XIV Member States will not promote or accept any
bilateral official at political level with an Austrian Government integrating
the FPÖ;
– There will be no support in favour of Austrian candidates seeking positions
in international organisations;
– Austrian Ambassadors in EU capitals will only be received at a technical
level.
The Portuguese Prime Minister and the Minister of Foreign Affairs had already informed the Austrians authorities that there would be no business as usual
in the bilateral relations with a Government integrating the FPÖ.3
Source: Homepage der portugiesischen EU-Ratspräsidentschaft http://www.portugal.ue-2000.pt
(February 2, 2000).

DOCUMENT 94
Charles A. Kupchan, It’s up to EU to check U.S. Hubris, November 10, 2002
WASHINGTON – Against its instincts, the Bush administration succumbed to
international pressure last week, signing on to a U.N. plan for disarming Iraq that
omitted some of the tougher provisions Washington had initially sought. Rather
3

Waldemar HUMMER – Walter OBWEXER, Österreich unter „EU-Kuratel“ (Teil I). Die
EU als Wertegemeinschaft: Vom völkerrechtlichen Interventionsverbot zum gemeinschafts
rechtlichen Interventionsgebot, in: europablätter 9 (28. 4. 2000), Heft 2, 52–58: 54.
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than having a free hand to attack Iraq if Saddam Hussein thwarts the weapons
inspectors likely to head soon to Baghdad, the U.S. has agreed to return to the
U.N. Security Council for consultations before taking military action.
Although the tortuous negotiations leading to passage of the resolution focused
exclusively on Iraq, they illuminate how much the global landscape has changed
since George W. Bush took office. Rather than rallying behind U.S. leadership,
as the world’s democracies have done since World War II, most members of the
Security Council backed France and locked arms to resist the U.S. The sobering
reality is that America’s overweening power, combined with the administration’s
unabashed unilateralism, is setting much of the world against the United States.
With an American Goliath on the loose – and the prospects for self-restraint remote, at best – the globe needs a David.
The increasing U.S. isolation on the world stage stems from a rare coincidence
of international and domestic conditions. Since the disintegration of the Soviet
Union and the collapse of the Russian economy, the United States has lacked a
competitor capable of pushing back. Japan has been stuck in a prolonged recession. China, with an economy smaller than Califonia’s, has aspirations but not the
capability to back them up. And the European Union has been preoccupied with
its own agenda – the introduction of a single currency, enlarging the union and
stabilizing the Balkans. There has been no counterpoise to U.S. power.
America’s domestic landscape is similarly out of kilter. The centrist wing of
the Republican Party is rapidly disappearing. Liberal internationalists like Brent
Scowcroft, Henry Kissinger and the president’s father are still around, but they
have been outflanked by the party’s neoconservative and neoisolationist extremes.
In theory, these two ascendant wings of the party should check each other; they
share little common ground on foreign affairs. The neoconservatives favour the
unfettered projection of U.S. power and want to recast the international system
in America’s image. The neoisolationists prefer a more hands off approach to the
world, enabling the country to focus on matters closer to home and avoid entanglement in distant troubles.
This ideological divide was amply evident from the beginning of Bush’s presidency until Sept. 11, with the administration regularly oscillating between unilateralist and isolationist impulses. One day, the Pentagon would announce that it
was beefing up the military and strengthening U.S. primacy; the next, the White
House would proclaim its intention to step back from the Middle East peace process, withdraw U.S. troops from the Balkans and focus attention on relations with
Mexico.
The problem is that the terrorist threat has effectively silenced the neoisolationist wing, expunging restraint from the Republican vocabulary and leaving the
unilateralists unchecked. Bush appears to have become a convert, abandoning his
initial goal of scaling back U.S. foreign commitments in favour of the unremitting
effort needed to prevail in a “conflict between good and evil.”
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The Democratic Party ought to be the last line of defence, preventing the administration from pursuing policies that are serving only to stoke anti-American
sentiment and distance the United States from the international community. But
it has folded its tent since Sept. 11, worried that taking on Bush is too risky amid
a public mood still tinged with patriotism and fear. In the lead-up to the midterm
elections, Democrats criticized Bush’s handling of the economy, but they gave
him a blank check on foreign affairs – and succeeded only in losing control of
the U.S. Senate. Now that Democrats are in the minority in both the House and
Senate, they will be even less capable of playing a restraining role.
There is no wealth of worthy candidates to be America’s David. In the recent
standoff at the U.N., France proved able to moderate the U.S. position largely because Paris wields a veto at the Security Council. In other settings, France simply
would not have the diplomatic weight to check U.S. power.
There is really only one viable candidate for constraining an America that has
lost a sense of its own bounds: a collective Europe. The European Union is militarily inferior to the United States and still struggling to define the character of its
union as well as speak with a single voice on the world stage. Nonetheless, the size
of its economy is comparable to America’s and its population significantly larger,
giving it the clout to serve as a counterweight.
In addition, Europe and America have a long history together and are not that
far apart on some oft the key issues of the day. In the recent U.N. debate over Iraq,
for example, the distance between Washington and Paris was as much about form
as substance. The French were seeking not to block an attack against Iraq but to
give diplomacy a chance and to make military action legitimate through collective approval, should the use of force prove necessary. The more the EU is able
to persuade the United States to play by the rules of consultation and consensus,
the more Washington will find itself in a world that welcomes rather than resents
U.S. leadership.
Europeans will run considerable risk by steadfastly confronting America on
its foreign policy. Although the Bush administration did back down under French
pressure at the U.N., it has generally been dismissive of Europe’s objections to
Washington’s defection from the Kyoto Protocol on climate change, the international criminal court, the Antiballistic Missile Treaty and other multilateral pacts.
Should Europe continue to dig in its heels, the emerging transatlantic rift could
well become a permanent divide. But with America undermining the multilateral
order that both sides of the Atlantic worked so hard to put in place after World War
n, the EU must run that risk. During the last century, America tamed Europe and
righted its course. It now behooves Europe to repay the debt in kind.
Source: Los Angeles Times, 10.11.2002.
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DOCUMENT 95
Half time assessment of the Austrian Presidency,
January 1 – March 31, 2006
BMfeiA
JÄNNER
Jänner:
RF-UKR Gaskrise, Karikaturenstreit, Iran (Gewährleistung einer einheitlichen EU-Linie im Nuklearstreit), Naher Osten (Definierung klarerer Grundprinzipien für die Zusammenarbeit mit einer Hamas-geführten
Regierung, innerhalb der EU und des Nahost-Quartetts): erfolgreiches
Krisenmanagement / rasche Handlungsfähigkeit der Präsidentschaft und
gut funktionierende Akkordierung zwischen Präsidentschaft und EK.
9. Jänner:
Alpenkonvention, Unterzeichnung des Energieeffizienzprotokolls.
12. – 14. Jänner 2006:
Informelles Treffen der Justiz- und Innenminister in Wien: Diskussion
der Weiterentwicklung des europäischen Strafrechts unter Beachtung der
Grundrechte der Bürger sowie der Information des JI-Rates über JI-relevante Themen in anderen Ratsformationen. Weitere Diskussionsthemen
waren das Asyl-und Migrationsmanagement, die Architektur der inneren
Sicherheit und die Umsetzung der Strategie für die externen Aspekte des
Raums der Freiheit, der Sicherheit und des Rechtes.
19. – 21. Jänner 2006:
Informelles Treffen der Beschäftigungs- und Sozialministerinnen und –
minister in Villach: Etablierung von „Flexicurity – Flexibilität durch
Sicherheit“ als durchgängige europäische Strategie im Bereich Beschäftigung; Diskussion zur Stärkung der sozialen Dimension der Strategie
für Wachstum und Beschäftigung und der Straffung der EU-Prozesse im
Sozialschutz (soziale Eingliederung, Pensionen sowie Langzeitpflege und
Gesundheit).
31. Jänner:
Positiver Abschluss des Vermittlungsverfahrens zu fluorierten Gasen
(zwei Rechtsakte: VO über bestimmte fluorierte Treibhausgase und RL
über Emissionen aus Klimaanlagen in Kraftfahrzeugen); gefundene Regelung sieht vor, dass Staaten, in denen strengere Regelungen gelten, diese
auch weiterhin aufrechterhalten können. Ö und DK müssen daher ihre hohen Standards nicht senken.
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FEBRUAR
1. Februar:
Rat ECOFIN: Lösung des Streits um reduzierte MwSt Sätze; eine Klage
gegen 9 MS mit über 200 Mio. Bürgern kann verhindert werden (Frist für
Ausnahmen war seit Jänner 2006 eigentlich bereits abgelaufen).
4.-6. Februar:
SAICM (Strategic Approach on International Chemical Management) in
Dubai beschlossen – erstes ganzheitliches Chemikalienmanagement auf
internationaler Ebene; Vorbereitungsarbeiten und Verhandlungen liefen
seit über zwei Jahren.
7. Februar:
Präsidentschaft, EP und EK einigen sich auf Franz-Hermann Brüner als
OLAF Chef Neubestellung des OLAF Chefs war seit März 2005 offen.
14./15. Februar:
Beschluss eines Ergebnispapiers zum Aktionsplan der Europäischen
Kommission zur Förderung der Binnenschifffahrt im Rahmen der
Binnenschifffahrtskonferenz.
20. Februar:
Rat Landwirtschaft/Fischerei beschloss neue Zuckermarktreform.
20. Februar:
Rat Landwirtschaft/Fischerei: Annahme der strategischen Leitlinien der
Gemeinschaft zur Entwicklung des ländlichen Raums. Damit wurden
für MS und Landwirte für die Programmplanungsperiode 2007 bis 2013
verlässliche Rahmenbedingungen für die zweite Säule der EU-Agrar
politik, die Ländliche Entwicklung, geschaffen.
21. Februar:
Rat Justiz/Inneres: Europäisches Mahnverfahren beschlossen; in
Zukunft können Zahlungsbefehle unter erleichterten Bedingungen in den
Mitgliedstaaten durchgesetzt werden.
21. Februar:
Rat Justiz/Inneres: Vorratsspeicherung von Telekommunikationsdaten
beschlossen; Dadurch wird sichergestellt, dass die Daten zum Zwecke der
Ermittlung, Feststellung und Verfolgung von schweren Straftaten, wie sie
von jedem Mitgliedstaat in seinem nationalen Recht bestimmt werden, zur
Verfügung stehen.
24. Februar:
Informelles Treffen der Gesundheitsminister zur Geflügelpest, Thematisierung einer EU-weiten Koordinierung der Informationspolitik über
Geflügelpest.
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24. Februar:
Startschuss für den eigentlichen Beginn der Beitrittsverhandlungen;
Kroatien und Türkei werden eingeladen Verhandlungsposition für das
erste zu eröffnende Kapitel vorzulegen. Derzeit Acquis-Screening mit
Türkei und Kroatien. Fortsetzung des Monitoring von Rumänien und
Bulgarien (EK-Bericht im Mai).
27. Februar:
Rat Allgemeine Angelegenheiten/Außenbeziehungen: Deblockierung der
Finanzhilfe für Nord Zypern durch Entkoppelung des Dossiers von der
Freihandelsverordnung. Die Finanzhilfe für Nord-Zypern lag seit November 2004 ausverhandelt vor, scheiterte aber wegen der Verbindung mit umstrittener FreihandelsVO.
27. Februar:
Rat Allgemeine Angelegenheiten/Außenbeziehungen: Einigung über
die Aufteilung des Schweizer Solidarbeitrags auf die neuen 10 EU-MS
(Unterzeichnung des diesbezügl. Memorandum of Understanding beim
RAA/AB am 27.2.) und damit Deblockierung des gesamten Schweiz-
Dossiers (Bilaterale II).
MÄRZ
2./3. März:
Informelles Treffen der Verkehrsminister: Diskussion folgender Themen:
Straßenbau und damit verbundene Infrastrukturmaßnahmen zur Unfallvermeidung, Sichere Fahrzeuge – moderne Fahrzeugtechnik – e-safety,
bewusstseinsbildende Maßnahmen, Aktionsprogramme und Informationskampagnen; Einigung auf die Durchführung einer gemeinsamen europäischen bewusstseinsbildenden Strassenverkehrssicherheitskampagne.
6./7. März:
Informelles Treffen der Verteidigungsminister: Beschäftigte sich insb.
mit der zivil-militärischen Interaktion. Vorschläge des GS/HV für einen
kohärenten Gesamtansatz in Bezug auf Fähigkeiten, Strukturen und Management für Juni-ER 2006. Die Präsidentschaft wird Lösungsansätze
zur zivil-militärischen Koordination bei Operationen ausarbeiten. Einvernehmen darüber, dass eine Reduzierung der Truppen auf dem Westbalkan
nicht zu früh erfolgen dürfe. Grundsätzliche Bereitschaft zur Unterstützung der UNO Mission im Kongo. Fortschritte bei der Entwicklung der
militärischen Fähigkeiten der EU. Einmeldeprozess zum Planziel 2010 soll
unter österreichischer Präsidentschaft abgeschlossen werden.
10. März:
Rat Beschäftigung/Soziales: billigt den neuen Rahmen für die offene
Koordinierung der Sozialschutzpolitik und der Eingliederungspolitik,
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der neue Ziele und Arbeitsmethoden umfasst. Dabei werden die bislang
zersplitterten Bereiche soziale Eingliederung und Armutsbekämpfung, die
Rentenstrategie und Gesundheits- und Langzeitpflege zusammengeführt.
Durch diese Konzentration soll auch eine Stärkung der Sozialpolitik auf
EU-Ebene erreicht werden. Für Herbst 2006 sind die Mitgliedstaaten zur
Vorlage von nationalen Strategieberichten für soziale Eingliederung und
Sozialschutz aufgerufen. Auf Basis der nationalen Strategieberichte erstellen Rat und EK den gemeinsamen Bericht zu Sozialschutz und sozialer
Eingliederung, der dem Frühjahrsgipfel im März 2007 vorgelegt werden
wird.
10. März:
Rat Beschäftigung/Soziales: allgemeine Ausrichtung zur VO des EP und
des Rates zur Anwendung der Systeme der sozialen Sicherheit auf Arbeitnehmer und Selbständige sowie deren Familienangehörige, die innerhalb
der Gemeinschaft zu- und abwandern, erfolgt.
11. März:
Informelles Treffen der Außenminister: mit der Erklärung von Salzburg zur Bekräftigung der europäischen Perspektive der Länder des
Westbalkans. Gleichzeitige Betonung der Aufnahmefähigkeit. Startschuss
für konkrete Heranführungsschritte.
Fortführung des Stabilisierungs- und Assoziierungsprozesses: Serbien/
Montenegro Fortsetzung der Stabilitäts- und Assoziationsabkommens-Verhandlungen. Bosnien/Herzegowina erste offizielle SAA-Verhandlungsrunde erfolgreich beendet. Albanien SAA wurde am 8. Februar 2006
paraphiert. Kosovo: Am 17. März 2006 fand die zweite Runde der Dezentralisierungstreffen in Wien unter Leitung von Ahtisaari-Stellvertreter Bot.
Rohan statt.
13. März:
Rat Wettbewerbsfähigkeit: allgemeine partielle Ausrichtung zum
Programm für Wettbewerbsfähigkeit und Innovation CIP (2007–2013).
14. März:
Rat Verkehr, Telekommunikation und Energie (Sondersitzung): Annahme
der Richtlinie zur Endenergieeffizienz und zu Energiedienstleistungen;
Diskussion des Grünbuches „Eine europäische Strategie für nachhaltige, wettbewerbsfähige und sichere Energie“
16. März:
Informelles Treffen der Bildungsminister: Einsetzung eines europäischen
Expertenkomitees zum Europäischen Qualifikationsrahmen (EQR).
Die beschlossene Arbeitgruppe wird Europas Bildungssysteme transparenter machen und das lebenslange Lernen erleichtern.
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17. März:
Informelles Treffen der Bildungsminister: Pakt für Bildung mit dem
Balkan. Dadurch werden die Westbalkanstaaten ab 2007 auch an den
Mobilitätsprogrammen der EU teilnehmen können, was mehr Sicherheit
für Europa bringt.
20. März:
Annahme durch den Rat Allgemeine Angelegenheiten und Außenbeziehungen der Erteilung eines Mandates an die EK zur Verhandlung eines
Handels- und Kooperationsabkommens mit dem Irak.
20. März:
Rat Landwirtschaft /Fischerei: die rechtlichen Rahmenbedingungen zum
Schutz agrarischer Erzeugnisse und Lebensmittel mit Herkunftsangaben
wurden überarbeitet und neu gestaltet. Künftig können auch Nicht-EULänder bei der EU-Kommission schutzwürdige Produkte anmelden. Das
bisherige System war nicht WTO-konform.
21. März:
Europäische Tourismusministerkonferenz: Start einer Initiative für verstärkte Zusammenarbeit im Kampf gegen sexuelle Ausbeutung von
Kindern im Tourismus; Offizielle Inbetriebnahme des europäischen Reiseportals www.visiteurope.com;
24. März:
EUROMED-Handelsministerkonferenz: Offizielle Verhandlungsaufnahme zur Liberalisierung im Bereich der Dienstleistungen und Investitionen zwischen der EU und sieben euromediterranen Partnern.
27. März:
Rat Verkehr/Telekommunikation: allgemeine Ausrichtung zur VO des EP
und des Rates über gemeinsame Vorschriften für die Sicherheit in der
Zivilluftfahrt erfolgt.
27. März:
Rat Verkehr/Telekommunikation: Politische Einigung über einen EK-Vorschlag aus dem Jahr 2003 betr. den Europäischen Führerschein: durch
gemeinsame europäische Bestimmungen werden die Freizügigkeit von
Fahrern aus der EU erleichtert, Betrug bei der Verwendung von Führerscheinen als Ausweispapier verhindert und die Sicherheit im Straßenverkehr, unter anderem in Bezug auf Motorräder, erhöht. Ein einziges
Führerscheinmodell im Kreditkartenformat wird die über 110 verschiedenen Modelle, die derzeit in Umlauf sind, ersetzen.
27. März:
Rat Verkehr/Telekommunikation: Beschluss der Richtlinie über die Erhebung von Gebühren für die Benutzung bestimmter Verkehrswege durch
schwere Nutzfahrzeuge (Eurovignette-Richtlinie) unter Berücksichtigung der Änderungen des Europäischen Parlaments in 2. Lesung. Mit dem
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Beschluss der Richtlinie ist ein weiterer Schritt zu einer verursachergerechten Anlastung der Kosten des Verkehrs gelungen. Die Möglichkeit der
Querfinanzierung wird erstmals EU-rechtlich eingeführt, wodurch die Realisierung alternativer TEN-Schienenprojekte finanziell unterstützt wird.
U. a. ist auch eine stärkere Differenzierungsmöglichkeit bei den Tarifen als
bisher sowie die Entwicklung eines Modells zur Internalisierung externer
Kosten durch die Kommission enthalten.
27. März:
Rat Verkehr/Telekommunikation: Beschluss der Horizontalen Luftfahrt-Abkommen zwischen der Europäischen Gemeinschaft und Australien, Marokko, Rumänien, Moldawien, Albanien, Ehemalige jugoslawische
Republik Mazedonien, Serbien und Montenegro.
27. März:
Rat Verkehr/Telekommunikation: Erteilung des Mandats an die Europäische Kommission betreffend Verhandlungen zwischen der EU und Russland zu Überflugsgebühren in Sibirien.
28. – 31. März:
Informelles Treffen der Jugendministerinnen und –minister sowie Jugendevent in Wien und Bad Ischl: Diskussion von Fragen zur Information und
Partizipation von Jugendlichen sowie der Themen „Jugend und Arbeit“,
„Die Zukunft der Jugend in Europa“, sowie die Anerkennung des Wertes des nicht-formalen und informellen Lernens“, Abhaltung gemeinsamer
Arbeitsgruppen der Ministerinnen und Minister mit den Jugendlichen.
EUROPÄISCHER RAT – 23./24. März:
ENERGIE
– gemeinsame externe Energiepolitik und Bewältigung von Krisensituationen, Diversifizierung
– Vollendung des gemeinsamen Energiebinnenmarktes sowie Forcierung des
Ausbaus der Energieinfrastruktur
– Energieeffizienz durch Umsetzung des künftigen Energieeffizienzplanes
(EU-Energieeinsparungspotenzial von 20% bis 2020), 15%-Anteil Erneuerbare Energien an der Energieerzeugung bis 2015, Umsetzung des Biomasseaktionsplanes und Erreichen eines Beimischungsanteils von 8%
Bio-Treibstoffen bis 2015
JOBS & GROWTH
– Arbeitsplätze: Die Mitgliedstaaten werden ihre Anstrengungen bündeln,
um bis 2010 jährlich die Schaffung von mindestens 2 Millionen Arbeitsplätzen zu ermöglichen.
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– Bis Ende 2007 soll jedem arbeitslosen Schulabgänger innerhalb von sechs
Monaten eine Arbeitsstelle, Lehrstelle, Weiterbildungs- oder Beschäftigungsmaßnahme angeboten werden. Diese Frist sollte bis 2010 noch höchstens 4 Monate betragen.
– Zumindest 85% aller 22jährigen sollen eine höhere Schulausbildung abgeschlossen haben. Die Zahl der vorzeitigen Schulabbrecher soll bis 2010 auf
10% reduziert werden.
– Pakt für Geschlechtergleichstellung: Erhöhung der Arbeitsmarktbeteiligung der Frauen
– Strategien für aktives Altern: Anreize zur Verlängerung des Arbeitslebens
– Flexicurity – Flexibilität durch Sicherheit – als strategisches Leitkonzept
der Beschäftigungspolitik
– Der europäische Fonds für die Anpassung an die Globalisierung soll bis
1.1.2007 einsatzbereit sein.
FORSCHUNG & ENTWICKLUNG
– Die Mitgliedstaaten bekräftigen ihre konkreten nationalen Ziele zur Erreichung der 3 %-Forschungsquote bis 2010.
– Durch neue, auf Kofinanzierung zwischen EIB und EU-Haushalt basierende Finanzinstrumente werden für die Forschung bis 2013 unter Einbeziehung des privaten Sektors bis zu 30 Mrd. € zusätzlich zur Verfügung
stehen.
– Anerkennung der Notwendigkeit eines Europäischen Technologieinstitutes Ein Vorschlag der EK über die weiteren Schritte wird Mitte Juni 2006
vorgelegt.
KLEIN- UND MITTELUNTERNEHMEN
– „Think Small First“ wird ein durchgängiges Prinzip der Europäischen Union und wird auf alle Politikbereiche angewendet.
– Nationale Förderungen für KMUs werden erleichtert: Die Europäische
Kommission wird eine Verdoppelung der so genannten De-minimis-Regel
und eine Ausweitung der Gruppenfreistellung prüfen.
– Die Gründungen von neuen Unternehmen werden in den Mitgliedstaaten
wesentlich vereinfacht und erleichtert: Bis 2007 werden alle Mitgliedstaaten der Union „One-stop-shops“ für Unternehmensgründungen einrichten.
– Die Gründungsdauer von neuen Unternehmen soll verkürzt werden. Bis
Ende 2007 sollen Gründungen maximal 7 Tage dauern.
– „Better Regulation“ ist ein zentrales Anliegen der KMU-Politik. Die Kommission wurde aufgefordert, überprüfbare Ziele zur Verringerung des Verwaltungsaufwandes festzulegen.
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– besserer Zugang für KMUs zu Finanzmitteln(7. Rahmenprogramm für
Forschung und Entwicklung und das CIP (Competitiveness and Innovation
Programme).
DIENSTLEISTUNGSRICHTLINIE
Nach einer längeren strittigen Diskussion verständigte sich der ER darauf, dem
Vorschlag der Präsidentschaft zu folgen und das Votum des EP zur Dienstleistungsrichtlinie ausdrücklich zu begrüßen. Der ER nahm weiters zustimmend
zur Kenntnis, dass sich der Anfang April erwartete geänderte Kommissionsvorschlag weitestgehend auf das Ergebnis der ersten Lesung des Parlaments stützen
wird und brachte seine Hoffnung auf einen raschen Abschluss des Legislativverfahrens zum Ausdruck.
ARBEITNEHMERFREIZÜGIGKEIT
Der ER begrüßte die Vorlage der Kommissionsmitteilung über das Funktionieren
der Übergangsbestimmungen zur Arbeitnehmerfreizügigkeit und nahm die darin
enthaltene Evaluierung zur Kenntnis. Vor diesem Hintergrund sowie im Lichte
der Erfahrungen werden die betroffenen Mitgliedstaaten der EK ihre weiteren
Absichten im Hinblick auf die eventuelle Verlängerung der Übergangsfrist um
weitere drei Jahre [darlegen].
****
– Europäische Nachbarschaftspolitik: Unterstützung der Ukraine, Bestätigung des europäischen Weges in Parlamenteswahlen. Verurteilung des
undemokratischen Vorgehens des belarussischen Regimes. Vertiefung des
EU-Engagements in Moldawien.
– Bisher fanden auf politischer Ebene folgende Troika-Treffen statt:
Afghanistan, Russland, China, Serbien und Montenegro, Ukraine, Türkei,
Albanien, Indonesien.
– In Vorbereitung des Beitritts fanden Assoziationsräte mit Bulgarien und
Rumänien statt. Permanenter Partnerschaftsrat mit der Russischen Föderation im Bereich Justiz und Inneres.
Schaffung des Menschenrechtsbeirates der UNO durch massiven Einsatz
der EU.
****
– Formelle Annahme erfolgte bei folgenden Dossiers unter österreichischer
Präsidentschaft:
• RL über die Qualität der Badegewässer;
• RL über die Bewirtschaftung von Abfällen aus der mineralgewinnenden Industrie;
• VO zur Harmonisierung bestimmter Sozialvorschriften im Straßenverkehr;
• RL optische Strahlung;
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• RL zur Endenergieeffizienz und zu Energiedienstleistungen;
• Empfehlung über die europäische Zusammenarbeit zur Qualitätssicherung in der Hochschulbildung;
• RL über die Erhebung von Gebühren für die Benutzung bestimmter
Verkehrswege durch schwere Nutzfahrzeuge (Eurovignette).
Source: Private Papers of Ambassador Manfred Scheich, Institute of History, University of
Hildesheim.

DOCUMENT 96
Résumé-Protokoll by the Austrian EU Presidency 2006;
23. Session of the inter-ministerial Group, January 13, 2006
RÉSUMÉ-protokoll
I.	 Follow-Up zum Treffen EK – ö Bundesregierung
SC Heiss berichtete, dass das Treffen zur allgemeinen Zufriedenheit aller verlaufen sei, wobei ca. 60 verschiedene Themen besprochen worden seien. Anlässlich
des Treffens des HBK mit EK Präsident Barroso wurde festgehalten, dass die
Ratspräsidentschaft gewissermaßen in zwei Phasen verlaufen werde: bis zum
Frühjahrsgipfel im März werden die Themen Beschäftigung und Energie im
Vordergrund stehen; die zweite Phase bis zum Juni-ER wird sich vor allem der
Debatte um die Zukunft Europas widmen.
Diese Zukunftsdebatte möchte Ö möglichst breit anlegen, d.h. nicht auf den
Verfassungsvertrag beschränken, sondern es sollen dabei auch Themen wie die
EU-Finanzen (Eigenmittel) sowie die Erweiterung in genereller Hinsicht (unabhängig von bereits gefassten politischen Beschlüssen) inkl. Frage der Aufnahmefähigkeit der EU angesprochen werden.
Bis Juni wird jedes Monat eine zum Thema passende Veranstaltung stattfinden, beginnend Ende Jänner mit der Konferenz „The Sound of Europe“ in
Salzburg.
Es sei geplant, mit allen MS unvoreingenommene Konsultationen abzuhalten, um zu einer Konsensfindung in der Zukunftsdebatte zu gelangen. Der ER
im Juni wird darüber Bilanz ziehen. Vorschläge, wie etwa jener von F für eine
„kleine“ Lösung (Herauslösen von institutionellen Fragen aus dem VV) oder immer wieder auftauchende Kerneuropa-Gedanken sind dabei kein Tabu, allerdings
habe der HBK klargestellt, dass es in Europa keine neuen Trennlinien entstehen dürfen, weshalb Ö auch die von Verhofstadt geäußerte Idee betr. eine
„Avantgarde“ der Eurozonen-Länder (d.h. alles was über die bereits existierende
Zusammenarbeit im Währungsbereich hinausgeht) nicht für zweckmäßig erachte.
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Als Follow-Up zum Treffen EK – BReg wird laut SC Heiss eine umfassende Dokumentation als Referenzdokument für die kommenden sechs Monate
in Zusammenarbeit mit den Ressorts erstellt werden, in der pro Kommissar auf
einer A4-Seite die wesentlichen Aussagen und allfäll. operative Beschlüsse zusammengefasst werden. Die meisten Ressorts haben bereits Beiträge geliefert,
das BKA werde das Dokument nach Fertigstellung zirkulieren.
II.	Aktuelle Fragen der Präsidentschaft
• Teilnahme MEPs an informellen Ministertreffen
Zur Anfrage des EP, das EP-Vertreter zu informellen Ministertreffen entsenden möchte, sei laut SC Heiss die Schaffung neuer Präzedenzfälle zu
vermeiden und die bisherigen Usancen in den einzelnen Bereichen fortzu
führen. Sollte es Bestrebungen geben, von den bisherigen Gepflogenheiten
abzuweichen, sollten vorab BKA bzw. BMaA konsultiert werden.
Das BMSG wies darauf hin, dass nach Rücksprache mit dem RSiat eine
diesbezügliche Anfrage des Europ. Wirtschafts- und Sozialausschusses
(EWSA) abgelehnt wurde und dieser nicht zum Treffen der Beschäftigungs- und Sozialminister, wohl aber zu Beamtem-/Fachkonferenzen eingeladen worden sei.
• Ministerratssitzungen
Der Ministerrat wird während der Präsidentschaft jeweils am Donners
tag stattfinden. Eine halbe Stunde davor wird sich die Regierung regelmäßig zur Diskussion über aktuelle EU-/Präsidentschaftsthemen treffen.
SC Heiss wird in den Lenkungsgruppen-Sitzungen jeweils kurz darüber
Bericht erstatten.
• Besuche von Delegationen der Fachressorts im Ausland
Aus gegebenem Anlass ersuchte Ges. Steinhäusl die Ressorts ausdrücklich,
vor geplanten Besuchen von Minister-, aber auch Beamtendelegationen im
Ausland die zuständigen Vertretungsbehörden darüber zu informieren.
Dies wäre natürlich auch in „Normalzeiten“ hilfreich, sei aber während
der Präsidentschaft unerlässlich, um informiert zu sein und professionell
arbeiten zu können.
• Briefings / Debriefings für die in Wien akkreditieren Botschaften
SC Heiss ersuchte die Ressorts bis zur nächsten Sitzung der Lenkungsgruppe zu überlegen/mitzuteilen, ob sie Informationsveranstaltungen für
die in Wien akkreditieren Botschaften vor/nach formellen bzw. informellen Treffen abhalten werden. Ges. Steinhäusl teilte mit, dass das BMaA
voraussichtlich nach dem Gymnich-Treffen sowie dem EU-LAC und dem
EU-USA Gipfel Debriefings veranstalten werde.
• Ehemalige jugoslawische Republik Mazedonien
Ges. Angerholzer wies darauf hin, dass hinsichtlich der Bezeichnung
des Landes vom BMaA eine Sprachregelung ausgearbeitet und an alle
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Ministerien im Wege der Kabinette zirkuliert wurde. Diese sei unbedingt
einzuhalten.
Auf Tischschildern solle der englische Landesname wie folgt ausgeschrieben zu lesen sein: „the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia“.
Bei der Anrede der Minister in offener Sitzung sei dies ebenfalls zu beachten (sowohl Griechenland als auch die ehemalige jugoslawische Republik
Mazedonien reagieren sehr sensibel in der Namensfrage). Im Falle von Fragen der Sitzordnung, Fahnenordnung, Tischschilder etc. ist das ESiat auch
gerne behilflich.
III. Präsidentschaftsorganisation
• Website
Ges. Angerholzer berichtete vom Bemühen um Reaktionsgeschwindigkeit
und Aktualität der Beiträge auf der Präsidentschaftswebsite, verbunden mit
der Bitte an die Ressorts, diese auch weiterhin laufend zu beschicken. Es
werde eine möglichst symmetrische Information auf Englisch, Französisch
und Deutsch angestrebt. Um dieses dreisprachige Angebot zu ermöglichen,
ersuchte Ges. Angerholzer die Ressorts, auf eine angemessene Länge der
auf die Homepage zu stellenden Texte zu achten (Übersetzung braucht
Zeit, daher sollten Texte nicht zu lang sein).
SC Heiss betonte, dass die Website ein zentrales Element in der Arbeit
des Vorsitzes sei. Idealerweise sollten auch annotierte Tagesordnungen zu
Arbeitssitzungen/nformellen Ministertreffen auf die Website gestellt werden. Eine möglichst umfassende inhaltliche Information über die ö Tätigkeit bzw. Vorhaben während der Präsidentschaft in hoher Qualität auf der
Website hin sei nicht zuletzt in arbeitsökonomischer Hinsicht im Interesse
aller Beteiligten (reduziert Journalistenanfragen in den einzelnen Ressorts).
• Dolmetschung
Ges. Angerholzer stellte fest, dass hinsichtlich Dolmetschung mit Ausnahmen (z.B. Treffen der Leiter der Sicherheitsdienste und des SAL) das
knappe Sprachenregime 3/3 (E, F, D) auf Beamten/Expertenebene beibehalten werde.
Sollten die Ressorts mit aus anderen als technischen Gründen motivierten
Anfragen der MS betr. Abweichung von diesem etablierten Prinzip konfrontiert sein, empfiehlt SC Heiss mit dem Verweis auf den horizontalen
Charakter dieser Angelegenheit eine Kontaktaufnahme mit der zuständigen Zentralstelle (ESiat).
Die Parlamentsdirektion verwies auf ihre Lösung, den an darüber hinausgehender Dolmetschung interessierten MS die technischen Gegebenheiten
für die von den MS selbst mitgebrachten personellen Ressourcen zur Verfügung zu stellen.
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IV. Allfälliges
• Lissabon – Vorbereitung ER
MR Peutl kündigte an, dass sich das BKA in Kürze mit den vom
Lissabon-Prozess betroffenen Ressorts (das sind alle bis auf BMI, BMJ
und BMLV) in Verbindung setzen werde, um in Clustern den Europäischen
Rat vorzubereiten.
• Weißbuch über ö Präsidentschaft
In Beantwortung einer Anfrage nach dem Stand der Aktualisierung des
Weissbuchs replizierte Ges. Steinhäusl, dass die finale Version noch nicht
vom Kabinett von BM Plassnik freigegeben worden sei. Zu Zwecken der
Verteilung eigne sich daher besser das Ö-FIN Jahresarbeitsprogramm, das
auch auf D, E und F auf der Präs.-Website abrufbar sei.
• Veranstaltungsliste
Ges. Angerholzer wies darauf hin, dass die Veranstaltungsliste auf der
Website die ausschlaggebende, der Öffentlichkeit zugängliche Informationsquelle sei, und bat die Ressorts, Korrekturen umgehend dem ESiat zu
melden.
• Mit Präsidentschaftslogo bedrucktes Material – Bestellung
Hinsichtlich der Bestellungsmodalitäten von Präsidentschaftskrawatten /
Schals seien seien alle Ressorts im Wege der Kabinette ersucht worden,
ihre zuätzlichen Wünsche bekannt zu geben (nur gegen Kostenübernahme
durch die Ressorts!). Bestellungswünsche der Ressorts seien dem ESiat
gesammelt mittels Email bekannt zu geben. Die nächste Lieferung werde
voraussichtlich Ende Februar eintreffen.
Nächste Sitzung der Lenkungsgruppe am 27.1., diesmal allerdings in der
Hohenstauffengasse Nr. 3.
DOCUMENT 97
Report to the Ministers‘ Council, March 29, 2006
Bundeskanzleramt/BMfaA
Betrifft: Halbzeitbilanz des österreichischen Ratsvorsitzes – 1. Jänner 2006 bis
31. März 2006
Österreich hat am 1. Jänner 2006 die Präsidentschaft in der Europäischen Union
in einer schwierigen Situation übernommen. Die Europäische Union hatte 2005
Rückschläge zu verzeichnen, die zu einer krisenhaften Stimmung führten. Die
negativen Referenden in Frankreich und den Niederlanden zum Vertrag über eine
Verfassung für Europa, die ein Inkrafttreten in absehbarer Zeit nicht möglich
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machen, und die zähen Verhandlungen zur finanziellen Vorausschau, die erst in
einem zweiten Anlauf im Dezember 2005 zu einem Erfolg führten, haben Differenzen zwischen den Mitgliedstaaten deutlich zu Tage treten lassen, die sich
auch in einer messbar EU-skeptischeren Stimmung der europäischen Bevölkerung niederschlugen.
Bereits im September 2005 hat die Bundesregierung die Initiative „Europa
hört zu“ ins Leben gerufen, um den Bürgern die Möglichkeit zu geben, ihre
Ängste und Sorgen den Entscheidungsträgern gegenüber zu artikulieren.
Von Beginn der Präsidentschaft an, war es das Bestreben Österreichs das
Misstrauen in das europäische Einigungswerk so weit wie möglich abzubauen
und neues Vertrauen zu wecken. Das Konzept, mit konkreten Fortschritten die
Gemeinsamkeiten auf europäischer Ebene zu stärken und damit die Akzeptanz
europäischen Handelns durch einen klar erkennbaren Mehrwert für den Bürger
zu verbessern, bewährt sich.
Es gelang auf außenpolitischer Ebene für die Erdgaskrise – die bereits am
ersten Tag unsere Präsidentschaft belastete – den Karikaturenstreit, den Nuklearstreit mit dem Iran und die Machtübername der Hamas in den palästinensischen
Autonomiegebieten, erfolgreich eine kohärente Haltung der EU zu erarbeiten.
Im Rahmen des erklärten Schwerpunkts Südosteuropa wurde die Einbindung
der Nicht-Mitgliedstaaten in einer Reihe wichtiger Fachbereiche ebenso umgesetzt, wie die Bestätigung der in der Saloniki-Agenda enthaltenen langfristigen
Beitrittsoption.
Anknüpfend an Vorarbeiten der niederländischen Präsidentschaft 2004, wurde die Frage der europäischen Identität zum Gegenstand einer großen Konferenz
gemacht und damit die öffentliche Aufmerksamkeit auf das Selbstverständnis
Europas gelenkt. Damit leistete die Konferenz auch einen wesentlichen Beitrag
zur Zukunftsdebatte.
Beim Europäischen Rat vom 23. und 24. März 2006 konnte der gemeinsame
Wille hinsichtlich der Umsetzung des Lissabonprozesses gestärkt und damit auch
neue Akzente für Wachstum und Beschäftigung gesetzt werden. Die derzeitige
wirtschaftliche Erholung bietet die Möglichkeit wichtige Strukturreformen auf
Grundlage der nationalen Reformprogramme umzusetzen. Prioritäre Maßnahmen wurden für den Bereich der Forschungs- und Innovationspolitik und für die
Klein- und Mittelstandsunternehmen, hinsichtlich der Verbesserung der Beschäftigungsmöglichkeiten für bestimmte Personengruppen sowie die Energiepolitik
initiiert. Erstmals wird in der Union Energiepolitik auf Grundlage eines gemeinsamen Konzepts koordiniert werden.
Die Bundesregierung wird auch in den nächsten drei Monaten der österreichischen EU-Ratspräsidentschaft bestrebt sein, durch sachorientierte Politik das
Vertrauen der Bürgerinnen und Bürger der Union in die Europäische Einigung
weiter zu stärken, indem der Nutzen der gemeinsamen europäischen Handelns
deutlich sichtbar gemacht wird.
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Wir stellen daher den
ANTRAG
die Bundesregierung wolle diesen Vortrag samt angeschlossener
Halbzeitbilanz zur Kenntnis nehmen.
29. März 2006
SCHÜSSEL m. p.		
GORBACH m. p.
PLASSNIK m. p.
DOCUMENT 98
Statement “Ein gut aufgestelltes Team hat konkrete Ergebnisse gebracht”
by Staatssekretär Hans Winkler, July 11, 2006
Außenministerium Presseabteilung.
Staatssekretär Winkler zieht Bilanz über die österreichische
EU-Ratspräsidentschaft
Wien, 11. Juli 2006 – Staatssekretär Dr. Hans Winkler zog gestern bei einer
 eranstaltung der Wirtschaftskammer Österreichs und der Österreichischen
V
Gesellschaft für Europapolitik Bilanz über den österreichischen EU-Vorsitz:
„Wir haben die EU am 1. Jänner in einer pessimistischen Grundhaltung übernommen. Man hatte allgemein das Gefühl, die EU tut nicht genug, ist nicht positiv genug. Unser Ziel war es daher, mehr Schwung, mehr Dynamik in die europäische Debatte zu bringen“, sagte Winkler. „Und das haben wir auch erreicht. Wir
haben auf Angriff gespielt, bei sicherer Verteidigung und einem starken Mittelfeld. Wir waren gut aufgestellt. Wir waren ein Team. Alle Regierungsmitglieder
unter der Führung von Bundeskanzler Schüssel und Außenministerin Plassnik
haben großartige Arbeit geleistet“, so der Staatssekretär weiter.
Winkler verwies dabei auch auf die positiven Reaktionen, die der Vorsitz in
der Bevölkerung hervorgerufen hat: „Umfragen zeigen, dass zwei Drittel der
Österreicherinnen und Österreicher sehr stolz oder stolz auf unsere Arbeit als
Vorsitzland sind, dass ihr Interesse an europäischen Themen erhöht wurde. Der
Vorsitz hat den Geschmack an Europa erhöht. Das ist für mich ein persönliches
Erfolgserlebnis.“
„Das schwierigste Dossier unserer Präsidentschaft war die Debatte über die
Zukunft Europas und über den Verfassungsvertrag. Es ist uns bis zum 30. Juni
gelungen, nicht nur die Verfassungsdebatte wieder in Gang zu bringen, sondern
auch einen Weg in die Zukunft aufzuzeigen“, so Winkler. „Nach dem Europäischen Rat im Juni kann man sagen: Es gibt eine grundsätzliche Übereinstimmung, dass die Prinzipien der Verfassung von niemanden angezweifelt werden.
Jetzt geht es darum, wie diese Prinzipien umgesetzt werden können.“
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„Die Zukunft Europas besteht natürlich nicht nur aus der Verfassungsdebatte.
Es gibt eine Reihe von Maßnahmen unter den bestehenden Verträgen, wo wir
konkrete Fortschritte erzielen konnten“, sagte der Staatssekretär und verwies auf
die Themen „Transparenz“ und „Europa der Aktionen“.
„Auch die Einigung auf eine Dienstleistungsrichtlinie ist ein Erfolg der österreichischen Präsidentschaft “, so der Staatssekretär. „Es ist bezeichnend, dass der
entscheidende Impuls vom Europäischen Parlament ausgegangen ist. Hier hat sich
eine Haltung unseres Vorsitzes bewährt, denn wir haben von Anfang an eng und
konstruktiv mit dem Europäischen Parlament zusammengearbeitet. Wir waren
dort, wir haben viele Debatten geführt, an vielen Fragestunden teilgenommen. Es
hat sich gelohnt“, betonte Winkler.
Der in der Dienstleistungsrichtlinie erzielte Kompromiss sei Ausdruck des
spezifisch europäischen Lebensmodells: „Das ist die ganz besondere Art, wie
wir in der EU miteinander leben. Das ist Solidarität auf der Basis einer gesunden
Wirtschaft, das ist Umweltschutz, Energiesicherheit, Nahrungssicherheit und soziale Sicherheit“, so Winkler weiter.
„Ein weiterer großer Erfolg des letzten Halbjahres war sicherlich die Einigung über den Finanzrahmen für die nächsten sieben Jahre. Auch hier kamen
uns die engen Kontakte mit dem europäischen Parlament zugute“, sagte der
Staatssekretär.
Der Staatssekretär widmete den letzten Teil seiner Rede der europäischen Außenpolitik: „Die Tatsache, dass es dem österreichischen Vorsitz unter der Führung
der Außenministerin gelungen ist, bei allen sensiblen Themen der europäischen
Außenpolitik letztlich einen Konsens zu finden, ist ein ganz beachtlicher Erfolg.“
“Die Europäische Union ist und bleibt ein Friedensprojekt. Sie ist es heute
natürlich unter anderen Umständen als vor 50 Jahren, aber sie ist es immer noch”,
so der Staatssekretär weiter. „Es war daher nur natürlich, dass sich der österreichische Vorsitz dem Westbalkan widmet. Die Erklärung von Salzburg zur Bekräftigung der europäischen Perspektive war ein großer Erfolg und ist ein Beitrag
zu Reife und Stabilität in der Region.“
Als wesentliche Fortschritte nannte Winkler in diesem Zusammenhang die
Unterzeichnung eines Stabilitäts- und Assoziierungsabkommens mit Albanien
und Bosnien und Herzegowina sowie die Verleihung des Kandidatenstatus für
Mazedonien. „Auch für Serbien bleibt die europäische Perspektive selbstverständlich aufrecht“, sagte der Staatssekretär, der darauf hinwies, dass Außenministerin Plassnik mit ihrer Reise nach Serbien, die am letzten Tag der Präsidentschaft stattfand, bewusst ein Zeichen setzen wollte.
„Wir hinterlassen ein Vermächtnis, dass die Balkanpolitik weiter gehen muss,
dass die Staaten dieser Region weiter ihre Zukunft in Europa haben“, betonte
Winkler. „Abkürzungen wird es dabei natürlich keine geben. Eine Annäherung
step-by-step ist gefragt, wobei alle Kriterien für eine EU-Mitgliedschaft erfüllt
werden müssen. Auch die Fähigkeit der EU, neue Mitglieder verkraften zu können
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ist dabei von Bedeutung, wie es auch in den Schlussfolgerungen des Europäischen
Rates vom Juni klargestellt wurde“, so der Staatssekretär abschließend.
Source: BKA/BMfaA, BKA-405.007/0004 – IV/5/2006; BMaA-3.18.45/0002 – III.2/2006.

DOCUMENT 99
Berlin Declaration during the German EU Presidency on the occasion of the
50th anniversary of the signature of the Treaties of Rome, March 25, 2007
For centuries Europe has been an idea, holding out hope of peace and understanding. That hope has been fulfilled. European unification has made peace and
prosperity possible. It has brought about a sense of community and overcome
differences. Each Member State has helped to unite Europe and to strengthen
democracy and the rule of law. Thanks to the yearning for freedom of the peoples
of Central and Eastern Europe the unnatural division of Europe is now consigned
to the past. European integration shows that we have learnt the painful lessons of
a history marked by bloody conflict. Today we live together as was never possible
before.
We, the citizens of the European Union, have united for the better.
I.
In the European Union, we are turning our common ideals into reality: for us,
the individual is paramount. His dignity is inviolable. His rights are inalienable.
Women and men enjoy equal rights.
We are striving for peace and freedom, for democracy and the rule of law, for
mutual respect and shared responsibility, for prosperity and security, for tolerance
and participation, for justice and solidarity.
We have a unique way of living and working together in the European Union.
This is expressed through the democratic interaction of the Member States and
the European institutions. The European Union is founded on equal rights and
mutually supportive cooperation. This enables us to strike a fair balance between
Member States’ interests.
We preserve in the European Union the identities and diverse traditions of
its Member States. We are enriched by open borders and a lively variety of languages, cultures and regions. There are many goals which we cannot achieve on
our own, but only in concert. Tasks are shared between the European Union, the
Member States and their regions and local authorities.
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II.
We are facing major challenges which do not stop at national borders. The European Union is our response to these challenges. Only together can we continue
to preserve our ideal of European society in future for the good of all European
Union citizens. This European model combines economic success and social responsibility. The common market and the euro make us strong. We can thus shape
the increasing interdependence of the global economy and ever-growing competition on international markets according to our values. Europe’s wealth lies in the
knowledge and ability of its people; that is the key to growth, employment and
social cohesion.
We will fight terrorism, organised crime and illegal immigration together. We
stand up for liberties and civil rights also in the struggle against those who oppose
them. Racism and xenophobia must never again be given any rein.
We are committed to the peaceful resolution of conflicts in the world and to
ensuring that people do not become victims of war, terrorism and violence. The
European Union wants to promote freedom and development in the world. We
want to drive back poverty, hunger and disease. We want to continue to take a
leading role in that fight.
We intend jointly to lead the way in energy policy and climate protection and
make our contribution to averting the global threat of climate change.
III.
The European Union will continue to thrive both on openness and on the will of
its Member States to consolidate the Union’s internal development. The European
Union will continue to promote democracy, stability and prosperity beyond its
borders.
With European unification a dream of earlier generations has become a reality.
Our history reminds us that we must protect this for the good of future generations. For that reason we must always renew the political shape of Europe in keeping with the times. That is why today, 50 years after the signing of the Treaties
of Rome, we are united in our aim of placing the European Union on a renewed
common basis before the European Parliament elections in 2009.
For we know, Europe is our common future.
Source: https://publications.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/e3c0969c-59fe-4bcf877a-4bcd2628c2e6 (2019)
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DOCUMENT 100
Report by the EU Commission, Representation Germany, June 30, 2009
EUROPÄISCHE KOMMISSION
Generaldirektion Kommunikation
Vertretung in Deutschland
					
Berlin, den 30. Juni 2009
					
DG COMM/REP/BER/JJN/ D (2009)
					0.06.2009-REP-JJN
Karlsruhe billigt Lissabon-Vertrag unter Auflagen
Presseerklärung des Bundesverfassungsgericht
http://www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/pressemitteilungen/bvg09–055
Text des Urteils (74 Seiten)
http://www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/entscheidungen/es20090630_2bve000208de.html
ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Am 30. Juni 2009 hat das Bundesverfassungsgericht den EU-Reformvertrag
von Lissabon unter Auflagen gebilligt.
Es stellte allerdings fest, dass das Begleitgesetz über die Beteiligungs
rechte von Bundestag und Bundesrat in EU Angelegenheiten nachgebessert werden muss. Erst dann darf das Ratifizierungsgesetz durch Präsident
Köhler ausgefertigt und die Ratifizierungsurkunden hinterlegt werden.
Die Karlsruher Richter haben eine klare Entscheidung getroffen, dass der
Lissabon-Vertrag mit dem Grundgesetz vereinbar ist. Obwohl der Umfang
politischer Gestaltungsmacht der EU „stetig und erheblich“ gewachsen ist, ist
die EU auch nach Inkrafttreten des Vertrags von Lissabon «noch» kein staatliches Gebilde. „Sie ist kein Bundesstaat, sondern bleibt ein Verbund souveräner
Staaten.“
Dies bedeutet laut Gericht, dass die Mitgliedstaaten weiterhin bestimmen
wohin sich die EU entwickelt und dass sich die demokratische Legitimation der
EU-Entscheidungen auch danach beurteilt, inwiefern die nationalen Parlamente
die weitere Entwicklung mit begleiten und beeinflussen können.
In diesem Rahmen hatte das Bundesverfassungsgericht das „Begleitgesetz“
(Gesetz über die Ausweitung und Stärkung der Rechte des Bundestages und des
Bundesrates in Angelegenheiten der Europäischen Union) zu beurteilen, und entschied, dass dieses nicht grundgesetzkonform sei, weil dem Bundestag und dem
Bundesrat keine ausreichenden Beteiligungsrechte eingeräumt würden.
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Deshalb verlangt das Gericht, dass neben der Ausgestaltung der Subsidiaritätskontrolle eine weitere Stärkung des Demokratieprinzips in dieses Gesetz
eingebaut wird.
Eine zwingende Beteiligung von Bundestag und Bundesrat verlangt das
Gericht bei der Umsetzung von Vertragsklauseln, die es dem Europäischen Rat
ermöglicht (in einigen wenigen Fällen und Bereiche), zu vereinbaren, dass Entscheidungen durch qualifizierte Mehrheit, statt Einstimmigkeit, getroffen werden
können. Dem Urteil zufolge dürfte die Bundesregierung einer solchen Änderung
nur auf der Grundlage eines nationalen Gesetzes zustimmen.
Als weitere wichtige Aussage gilt, dass sich die Verfassungsrichter in
Bezug auf EU Entscheidungen eine weit reichende Kontrolle vorbehalten.
Das Bundesverfassungsgericht unterstreicht, dass es prüfen darf, ob sich die EU
beim Erlass von Regelungen im Rahmen ihrer Zuständigkeit bewegt, falls beim
Europäischen Gerichtshof in Luxemburg kein Rechtsschutz zu erlangen ist.
Schließlich pocht Karlsruhe auf eine Kontrolle der „Verfassungsidentität“: Das
Gericht behält sich vor zu prüfen, ob europäische Rechtsakte mit dem «unantastbaren Kerngehalt» des Grundgesetzes wie etwa dem Schutz der Menschenwürde
und dem Demokratieprinzip vereinbar sind.
Wie geht es weiter ?
Das Gericht verlangte vom deutschen Gesetzgeber eine Nachbesserung und wies
an, die Unterzeichnung und Hinterlegung der Ratifikationsurkunde zum Vertrag
von Lissabon erst vorzunehmen, wenn die erforderliche gesetzliche Ausgestaltung der parlamentarischen Beteiligungsrechte in Kraft tritt.
Die Nachbesserung des Begleitgesetzes soll noch vor der Bundestagswahl erfolgen, damit der Lissabon Vertrag, wie geplant spätestens Anfang 2010 in Kraft
treten kann.
Der Bundestag soll nach dem Willen der großen Koalition im August zu einer
Sondersitzung zusammenkommen. Bei einer weiteren Sitzung am 8. September
soll das neue Gesetz zur Ausweitung und Stärkung der Rechte von Bundestag und
Bundesrat dann verabschiedet werden. Der Bundesrat will sich am 18. September
mit dem neuen Gesetz befassen.
Außer Deutschlands Unterschrift stehen noch die Unterschriften von Polen
und Tschechien aus. Nach den Vereinbarungen auf dem EU Rat vom 19. Juni bereitet sich Irland auf das 2. Referendum vor. Es soll Anfang Oktober (2. Oktober
war im Gespräch) erfolgen. Der irische Premier Cowen wird bis Mitte Juli das
genaue Datum bekannt geben.
Änderungen die im Vertrag vorgesehen sind, (z.B. die Möglichkeit in manchen Bereichen Einstimmigkeit durch Mehrheitsentscheidungen durch einen Beschluss der Staats -und Regierungschefs zu ersetzen), müssen in Deutschland
auch von dem Gesetzgeber mitgetragen werden.
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Pressemitteilung 72/2009 vom 30. Juni 2009 des Bundesverfassungsgerichts
Urteil vom 30. Juni 2009
– 2 BvE 2/08, 2 BvE 5/08, 2 BvR 1010/08, 2 BvR 1022/08, 2 BvR 1259/08 und
2 BvR 182/09 –
Zustimmungsgesetz zum Vertrag von Lissabon mit Grundgesetz vereinbar;
Begleitgesetz verfassungswidrig, soweit Gesetzgebungsorganen keine
hinreichenden Beteiligungsrechte eingeräumt wurden
Der Zweite Senat des Bundesverfassungsgerichts hat heute entschieden, dass das
Zustimmungsgesetz zum Vertrag von Lissabon mit dem Grundgesetz vereinbar
ist. Dagegen verstößt das Gesetz über die Ausweitung und Stärkung der Rechte des Bundestages und des Bundesrates in Angelegenheiten der Europäischen
Union insoweit gegen Art. 38 Abs. 1 in Verbindung mit Art. 23 Abs. 1 GG, als
Bundestag und Bundesrat im Rahmen von europäischen Rechtssetzungs- und
Vertragsänderungsverfahren keine hinreichenden Beteiligungsrechte eingeräumt
wurden.
Die Ratifikationsurkunde der Bundesrepublik Deutschland zum Vertrag von
Lissabon darf solange nicht hinterlegt werden, wie die von Verfassungswegen erforderliche gesetzliche Ausgestaltung der parlamentarischen Beteiligungsrechte
nicht in Kraft getreten ist. Die Entscheidung ist im Ergebnis einstimmig, hinsichtlich der Gründe mit 7:1 Stimmen ergangen (zum Sachverhalt vgl. ressemitteilungen Nr. 2/2009 vom 16. Januar 2009 und Nr. 9/2009 vom 29. Januar 2009).
Der Entscheidung liegen im Wesentlichen folgende Erwägungen zu Grunde:
Zentrale Gesichtspunkte des Urteils im Überblick
Das Urteil konzentriert sich auf den Zusammenhang zwischen dem vom
Grundgesetz vorgeschriebenen demokratischen System auf Bundesebene und
dem erreichten Niveau selbständiger Herrschaftsausübung auf europäischer Ebene. Das Strukturproblem der Europäischen Union wird in den Mittelpunkt der
Verfassungsprüfung gestellt: Der Umfang politischer Gestaltungsmacht der Union ist – nicht zuletzt durch den Vertrag von Lissabon – stetig und erheblich gewachsen, so dass inzwischen in einigen Politikbereichen die Europäische Union
einem Bundesstaat entsprechend – staatsanalog – ausgestaltet ist. Demgegenüber
bleiben die internen Entscheidungs- und Ernennungsverfahren überwiegend völkerrechtsanalog dem Muster einer internationalen Organisation verpflichtet; die
Europäische Union ist weiterhin im Wesentlichen nach dem Grundsatz der Staatengleichheit aufgebaut.
Solange im Rahmen einer europäischen Bundesstaatsgründung nicht ein
einheitliches europäisches Volk als Legitimationssubjekt seinen Mehrheitswillen gleichheitsgerecht politisch wirksam formulieren kann, bleiben die in den
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Mitgliedstaaten verfassten Völker der Europäischen Union die maßgeblichen
Träger der öffentlichen Gewalt, einschließlich der Unionsgewalt. Für den Beitritt
zu einem europäischen Bundesstaat wäre in Deutschland eine Verfassungsneuschöpfung notwendig, mit der ein erklärter Verzicht auf die vom Grundgesetz gesicherte souveräne Staatlichkeit einherginge. Ein solcher Akt liegt hier nicht vor.
Die Europäische Union stellt weiterhin einen völkerrechtlich begründeten Herrschaftsverband dar, der dauerhaft vom Vertragswillen souverän bleibender Staaten getragen wird. Die primäre Integrationsverantwortung liegt in der Hand der
für die Völker handelnden nationalen Verfassungsorgane. Bei wachsenden Kompetenzen und einer weiteren Verselbständigung der Unionsorgane sind Schritt
haltende Sicherungen erforderlich, um das tragende Prinzip der begrenzten und
von den Mitgliedstaaten kontrollierten Einzelermächtigung zu wahren. Auch sind
eigene für die Entfaltung der demokratischen Willensbildung wesentliche Gestaltungsräume der Mitgliedstaaten bei fortschreitender Integration zu erhalten.
Insbesondere ist zu gewährleisten, dass die Integrationsverantwortung durch die
staatlichen Vertretungsorgane der Völker wahrgenommen werden kann.
Durch den Ausbau der Kompetenzen des Europäischen Parlaments kann die
Lücke zwischen dem Umfang der Entscheidungsmacht der Unionsorgane und der
demokratischen Wirkmacht der Bürger in den Mitgliedstaaten verringert, aber
nicht geschlossen werden. Das Europäische Parlament ist weder in seiner Zusammensetzung noch im europäischen Kompetenzgefüge dafür hinreichend gerüstet,
repräsentative und zurechenbare Mehrheitsentscheidungen als einheitliche politische Leitentscheidungen zu treffen. Es ist gemessen an staatlichen Demokratieanforderungen nicht gleichheitsgerecht gewählt und innerhalb des supranationalen Interessenausgleichs zwischen den Staaten nicht zu maßgeblichen politischen
Leitentscheidungen berufen. Es kann deshalb auch nicht eine parlamentarische
Regierung tragen und sich im Regierungs-Oppositions-Schema parteipolitisch
so organisieren, dass eine Richtungsentscheidung europäischer Wähler politisch
bestimmend zur Wirkung gelangen könnte. Angesichts dieses strukturellen, im
Staatenverbund nicht auflösbaren Demokratiedefizits dürfen weitere Integrationsschritte über den bisherigen Stand hinaus weder die politische Gestaltungsfähigkeit der Staaten noch das Prinzip der begrenzten Einzelermächtigung aushöhlen.
Die Völker der Mitgliedstaaten sind Träger der verfassungsgebenden Gewalt.
Das Grundgesetz erlaubt es den besonderen Organen der Gesetzgebung, der vollziehenden Gewalt und Rechtsprechung nicht, über die grundlegenden Bestandteile der Verfassung, also über die Verfassungsidentität zu verfügen (Art. 23 Abs.
1 Satz 3, Art. 79 Abs. 3 GG). Die Verfassungsidentität ist unveräußerlicher Bestandteil der demokratischen Selbstbestimmung eines Volkes. Zur Wahrung der
Wirksamkeit des Wahlrechts und zur Erhaltung der demokratischen Selbstbestimmung ist es nötig, dass das Bundesverfassungsgericht im Rahmen seiner Zuständigkeit darüber wacht, dass die Gemeinschafts- oder die Unionsgewalt nicht
mit ihren Hoheitsakten die Verfassungsidentität verletzt und nicht ersichtlich die
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eingeräumten Kompetenzen überschreitet. Die mit dem Vertrag von Lissabon
noch einmal verstärkte Übertragung von Zuständigkeiten und die Verselbständigung der Entscheidungsverfahren setzt deshalb eine wirksame Ultra-vires-Kontrolle und eine Identitätskontrolle von Rechtsakten europäischen Ursprungs im
Anwendungsbereich der Bundesrepublik Deutschland voraus.
2. Zum Prüfungsmaßstab
a) Das Zustimmungsgesetz zum Vertrag von Lissabon wird vom Gericht am
Maßstab des Wahlrechts gemessen. Das Wahlrecht ist als grundrechtsgleiches Recht mit der Verfassungsbeschwerde rügefähig (Art. 38 Abs. 1 Satz 1
in Verbindung mit Art. 93 Abs. 1 Nr. 4a GG). Es konkretisiert den Anspruch
auf demokratische Selbstbestimmung, auf freie und gleiche Teilhabe an der
in Deutschland ausgeübten Staatsgewalt sowie auf die Einhaltung des Demokratiegebots einschließlich der Achtung der verfassungsgebenden Gewalt des Volkes. Die Prüfung einer Verletzung des Wahlrechts umfasst hier
auch Eingriffe in die Grundsätze, die Art. 79 Abs. 3 GG als Identität der
Verfassung festschreibt. Das Recht der Bürger, in Freiheit und Gleichheit
durch Wahlen und Abstimmungen die sie betreffende öffentliche Gewalt
personell und sachlich zu bestimmen, ist in der Würde des Menschen verankert und elementarer Bestandteil des Demokratieprinzips. Das Demokratieprinzip ist nicht abwägungsfähig. Eine Änderung des Grundgesetzes, durch welche die in Art. 1 und Art. 20 GG niedergelegten Grundsätze
berührt werden, ist unzulässig (Art. 79 Abs. 3 GG). Mit der sogenannten
Ewigkeitsgarantie wird die Verfügung über die Identität der freiheitlichen
Verfassungsordnung auch dem verfassungsändernden Gesetzgeber aus
der Hand genommen. Die verfassungsgebende Gewalt hat den Vertretern
und Organen des Volkes kein Mandat erteilt, die nach Art. 79 Abs. 3 GG
grundlegenden Verfassungsprinzipien zu verändern.
b) Zugleich ist die grundgesetzliche Ausgestaltung des Demokratieprinzips
offen für das Ziel, Deutschland in eine internationale und europäische
Friedensordnung einzufügen. Die deutsche Verfassung ist auf Öffnung
der staatlichen Herrschaftsordnung für das friedliche Zusammenwirken
der Nationen und die europäische Integration gerichtet. Weder die gleichberechtigte Integration in die Europäische Union noch die Einfügung in
friedenserhaltende Systeme wie die Vereinten Nationen führen dabei notwendig zu einer Veränderung im System öffentlicher Gewaltausübung der
Bundesrepublik Deutschland. Es handelt sich vielmehr um freiwillige, gegenseitige und gleich-berechtigte Bindung, die den Frieden sichert und die
politischen Gestaltungsmöglichkeiten durch gemeinsames koordiniertes
Handeln stärkt. Der aus Art. 23 Abs. 1 GG und der Präambel folgende Verfassungsauftrag zur Verwirklichung eines vereinten Europas bedeutet für
die deutschen Verfassungsorgane, dass die Beteiligung an der europäischen
Integration nicht in ihrem politischen Belieben steht. Das Grundgesetz will
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eine internationale Friedensordnung und eine europäische Integration: Es
gilt deshalb nicht nur der Grundsatz der Völkerrechtsfreundlichkeit, sondern auch der Grundsatz der Europarechtsfreundlichkeit.
c) Die Ermächtigung zur Übertragung von Hoheitsrechten auf die Europäische Union nach Art. 23 Abs. 1 GG steht allerdings unter der Bedingung,
dass die souveräne Verfassungsstaatlichkeit auf der Grundlage eines verantwortbaren Integrationsprogramms nach dem Prinzip der begrenzten
Einzelermächtigung und unter Achtung der verfassungsrechtlichen Identität als Mitgliedstaat gewahrt bleibt und die Bundesrepublik Deutschland
ihre Fähigkeit zu selbstverantwortlicher politischer und sozialer Gestaltung
der Lebensverhältnisse nicht verliert. Art. 23 Abs. 1 GG und die Präambel
sagen nichts aus über den endgültigen Charakter der politischen Verfasstheit Europas. Das Grundgesetz ermächtigt mit Art. 23 GG zur Beteiligung
und Entwicklung einer als Staatenverbund konzipierten Europäischen
Union. Der Begriff des Verbundes erfasst eine enge, auf Dauer angelegte
Verbindung souverän bleibender Staaten, die auf vertraglicher Grundlage
öffentliche Gewalt ausübt, deren Grundordnung jedoch allein der Verfügung der Mitgliedstaaten unterliegt und in der die Völker – das heißt die
staatsangehörigen Bürger – der Mitgliedstaaten die Subjekte demokratischer Legitimation bleiben. Die Europäische Union muss sowohl in Art
und Umfang als auch in der organisatorischen und verfahrensrechtlichen
Ausgestaltung demokratischen Grundsätzen entsprechen (Art. 23 Abs. 1,
Art. 20 Abs. 1 und Abs. 2 in Verbindung mit Art. 79 Abs. 3 GG). Dies bedeutet zunächst, dass die europäische Integration nicht zur Aushöhlung des
demokratischen Herrschaftssystems in Deutschland führen darf.
		 Zwar müssen nicht eine bestimmte Summe oder bestimmte Arten von
Hoheitsrechten in der Hand des Staates bleiben. Die europäische Vereinigung auf der Grundlage einer Vertragsunion souveräner Staaten darf jedoch nicht so verwirklicht werden, dass in den Mitgliedstaaten kein ausreichender Raum zur politischen Gestaltung der wirtschaftlichen, kulturellen
und sozialen Lebensverhältnisse mehr bleibt. Dies gilt insbesondere für
Sachbereiche, die die Lebensumstände der Bürger, vor allem ihren von den
Grundrechten geschützten privaten Raum der Eigenverantwortung und der
persönlichen und sozialen Sicherheit prägen, sowie für solche politischen
Entscheidungen, die in besonderer Weise auf kulturelle, historische und
sprachliche Vorverständnisse angewiesen sind, und die sich im parteipolitisch und parlamentarisch organisierten Raum einer politischen Öffentlichkeit diskursiv entfalten.
		 Sofern in diesen besonders demokratiebedeutsamen Sachbereichen eine
Übertragung von Hoheitsrechten überhaupt erlaubt ist, ist eine enge Auslegung geboten. Dies betrifft insbesondere die Strafrechtspflege, die polizeiliche und militärische Verfügung über das Gewaltmonopol, fiskalische
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Grundentscheidungen über Einnahmen und Ausgaben, die sozialpolitische
Gestaltung von Lebensverhältnissen sowie kulturell bedeutsame Entscheidungen wie Erziehung, Bildung, Medienordnung und Umgang mit
Religionsgemeinschaften.
d) Das Grundgesetz ermächtigt die deutschen Staatsorgane nicht, Hoheitsrechte derart zu übertragen, dass aus ihrer Ausübung heraus eigenständig
weitere Zuständigkeiten begründet werden können. Es untersagt die Übertragung der Kompetenz-Kompetenz. Das Prinzip der begrenzten Einzelermächtigung ist deshalb nicht nur ein europarechtlicher Grundsatz (Art. 
5 Abs. 1 EGV; Art. 5 Abs. 1 Satz 1 und Abs. 2 des Vertrags über die Europäische Union in der Fassung des Vertrags von Lissabon), sondern nimmt
– ebenso wie die Pflicht der Europäischen Union, die nationale Identität
der Mitgliedstaaten zu achten (Art. 6 Abs. 3 EUV; Art. 4 Abs. 2 Satz 1
EUV-Lissabon) – mitgliedstaatliche Verfassungsprinzipien auf. Das Integrationsprogramm der Europäischen Union muss deshalb hinreichend bestimmt sein. Sofern die Mitgliedstaaten das Vertragsrecht so ausgestalten,
dass unter grundsätzlicher Fortgeltung des Prinzips der begrenzten Einzelermächtigung eine Veränderung des Vertragsrechts ohne Ratifikationsverfahren herbeigeführt werden kann, obliegt neben der Bundesregierung
den gesetzgebenden Körperschaften eine besondere Verantwortung im
Rahmen der Mitwirkung, die in Deutschland innerstaatlich den Anforderungen des Art. 23 Abs. 1 GG genügen muss (Integrationsverantwortung).
Das Zustimmungsgesetz zu einem europäischen Änderungsvertrag und die
innerstaatliche Begleitgesetzgebung müssen so beschaffen sein, dass die
europäische Integration weiter nach dem Prinzip der begrenzten Einzelermächtigung erfolgt, ohne dass für die Europäische Union die Möglichkeit
besteht, sich der Kompetenz-Kompetenz zu bemächtigen oder die integrationsfeste Verfassungsidentität der Mitgliedstaaten, hier des Grundgesetzes, zu verletzen. Für Grenzfälle des noch verfassungsrechtlich Zulässigen
muss der deutsche Gesetzgeber mit seinen die Zustimmung begleitenden
Gesetzen Vorkehrungen dafür treffen, dass die Integrationsverantwortung
der Gesetzgebungsorgane sich hinreichend entfalten kann.
e) Das Bundesverfassungsgericht prüft, ob Rechtsakte der europäischen
Organe und Einrichtungen sich unter Wahrung des gemeinschafts- und
unionsrechtlichen Subsidiaritätsprinzips (Art. 5 Abs. 2 EGV; Art. 5 Abs.
1 Satz 2 und Abs. 3 EUV-Lissabon) in den Grenzen der ihnen im Wege
der begrenzten Einzelermächtigung eingeräumten Hoheitsrechte halten
(Ultra-vires-Kontrolle). Darüber hinaus prüft das Bundesverfassungsgericht, ob der unantastbare Kerngehalt der Verfassungsidentität des Grundgesetzes nach Art. 23 Abs. 1 Satz 3 in Verbindung mit Art. 79 Abs. 3 GG
gewahrt ist (Identitätskontrolle). Die Ausübung dieser verfassungsrechtlich geforderten Prüfungskompetenzen wahrt die von Art. 4 Abs. 2 Satz 1
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EUV-Lissabon anerkannten grundlegenden politischen und verfassungsmäßigen Strukturen souveräner Mitgliedstaaten auch bei fortschreitender
Integration. Sie folgt bei der konkreten Ausübung dem Grundsatz der Europarechtsfreundlichkeit des Grundgesetzes.
3. Zur Subsumtion
a) Gegen das Zustimmungsgesetz zum Vertrag von Lissabon bestehen keine
durchgreifenden verfassungsrechtlichen Bedenken.
aa) Die Europäische Union erreicht auch bei Inkrafttreten des Vertrags von
Lissabon noch keine Ausgestaltung, die staatsanalog ist und deshalb
dem Legitimationsniveau einer staatlich verfassten Demokratie entsprechen müsste. Sie ist kein Bundesstaat, sondern bleibt ein Verbund
souveräner Staaten unter Geltung des Prinzips der begrenzten Einzelermächtigung. Das Europäische Parlament ist kein Repräsentationsorgan eines souveränen europäischen Volkes, sondern ein supranationales
Vertretungsorgan der Völker der Mitgliedstaaten, so dass der allen europäischen Staaten gemeinsame Grundsatz der Wahlgleichheit auf das
Europäische Parlament keine Anwendung findet. Andere Regelungen
des Vertrags von Lissabon, wie die doppelt-qualifizierte Mehrheit im
Rat (Art. 16 Abs. 4 EUV-Lissabon, Art. 238 Abs. 2 des Vertrags über
die Arbeitsweise der Europäischen Union ), die partizipativen, assoziativen und direkten Demokratieelemente (Art. 11 EUV-Lissabon) sowie
die institutionelle Anerkennung der nationalen Parlamente (Art. 12
EUV-Lissabon) können das – gemessen an staatlichen Demokratieanforderungen – bestehende Defizit der europäischen Hoheitsgewalt nicht
aufwiegen, das Legitimationsniveau des Staatenverbundes aber gleichwohl erhöhen.
bb)Die Bundesrepublik Deutschland bleibt bei Inkrafttreten des Vertrags von Lissabon ein souveräner Staat. Insbesondere bleibt die deutsche Staatsgewalt in ihrer Substanz geschützt. Die Verteilung und
Abgrenzung der Zuständigkeiten der Europäischen Union von denen
der Mitgliedstaaten erfolgt nach dem Prinzip der begrenzten Einzelermächtigung und weiteren materiell-rechtlichen Schutzmechanismen,
insbesondere Zuständigkeitsausübungsregeln. Die so kontrollierte und
verantwortbare Übertragung von Hoheitsrechten auf die Europäische
Union wird durch einzelne Vorschriften des Vertrags von Lissabon
nicht in Frage gestellt. Dies gilt zunächst für das vereinfachte Änderungsverfahren (vgl. insbesondere Art. 48 Abs. 6 EUV-Lissabon). Die
„Zustimmung“ der Bundesrepublik Deutschland im vereinfachten Änderungsverfahren setzt ein Gesetz im Sinne des Art. 23 Abs. 1 Satz 2
GG als lex specialis zu Art. 59 Abs. 2 GG voraus.
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cc) Soweit die allgemeine Brückenklausel des Art. 48 Abs. 7 EUV-Lissabon den Übergang vom Einstimmigkeitsprinzip zum qualifizierten
Mehrheitsprinzip in der Beschlussfassung des Rates oder den Übergang
vom besonderen zum ordentlichen Gesetzgebungsverfahren ermöglicht, handelt es sich ebenfalls um eine nach Art. 23 Abs. 1 Satz 2 GG
zu beurteilende Vertragsänderung. Das Ablehnungsrecht der nationalen Parlamente (Art. 48 Abs. 7 UAbs. 3 EUV-Lissabon) ist kein ausreichendes Äquivalent zum Ratifikationsvorbehalt. Der deutsche Regierungsvertreter im Europäischen Rat darf einer Vertragsänderung durch
Anwendung der allgemeinen Brückenklausel deshalb nur zustimmen,
wenn der Bundestag und der Bundesrat innerhalb einer noch auszugestaltenden Frist, die an die Zwecksetzung des Art. 48 Abs. 7 UAbs. 3
EUV-Lissabon angelehnt ist, ein Gesetz nach Art. 23 Abs. 1 Satz 2 GG
erlassen haben. Dies gilt ebenso für den Fall, dass von der speziellen
Brückenklausel nach Art. 81 Abs. 3 UAbs. 2 AEUV Gebrauch gemacht
wird.
dd) Ein Gesetz im Sinne des Art. 23 Abs. 1 Satz 2 GG ist nicht erforderlich,
soweit spezielle Brückenklauseln sich auf Sachbereiche beschränken,
die durch den Vertrag von Lissabon bereits hinreichend bestimmt sind,
und kein Ablehnungsrecht der nationalen Parlamente vorsehen. Auch in
diesen Fällen obliegt es allerdings dem Bundestag und, soweit die Gesetzgebungsbefugnisse der Länder betroffen sind, dem Bundesrat, die
Integrationsverantwortung in anderer geeigneter Weise wahrzunehmen.
Das Vetorecht im Rat darf auch bei sachlich in den Verträgen bereits
bestimmten Gegenständen nicht ohne Beteiligung der zuständigen Gesetzgebungsorgane aufgegeben werden. Der deutsche Regierungsvertreter im Europäischen Rat oder Rat darf deshalb einer Änderung des
Primärrechts durch Anwendung einer der speziellen Brückenklauseln
nur dann für die Bundesrepublik Deutschland zustimmen, wenn der
Deutsche Bundestag und, soweit die Regelungen über die Gesetzgebung
dies erfordern, der Bundesrat innerhalb einer noch auszugestaltenden
Frist, die an die Zwecksetzung des Art. 48 Abs. 7 UAbs. 3 EUV-Lissabon angelehnt ist, ihre Zustimmung zu diesem Beschluss erteilt haben.
ee) Auch die Flexibilitätsklausel des Art. 352 AEUV kann in einer Weise
ausgelegt werden, dass das in den Vorschriften in Aussicht genommene
Integrationsprogramm durch die deutschen Gesetzgebungsorgane noch
vorhersehbar und bestimmbar ist. In Anbetracht der Unbestimmtheit
möglicher Anwendungsfälle setzt die Inanspruchnahme der Flexibilitätsklausel verfassungsrechtlich die Ratifikation durch den Bundestag
und den Bundesrat auf der Grundlage von Art. 23 Abs. 1 Satz 2 GG
voraus.
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ff) Die verfassungsrechtlich gebotene Kontrollkompetenz des Bundesverfassungsgerichts ist durch die der Schlussakte zum Vertrag von Lissabon beigefügte Erklärung Nr. 17 zum Vorrang nicht berührt. Der Grund
und die Grenze für die Geltung des Rechts der Europäischen Union
in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland ist der im Zustimmungsgesetz enthaltene Rechtsanwendungsbefehl, der nur im Rahmen der geltenden
Verfassungsordnung erteilt werden kann. Es ist insoweit nicht von Bedeutung, ob der Anwendungsvorrang des Unionsrechts, den das Bundesverfassungsgericht bereits für das Gemeinschaftsrecht im Grundsatz anerkannt hat, in den Verträgen selbst oder in der der Schlussakte
zum Vertrag von Lissabon beigefügten Erklärung Nr. 17 vorgesehen ist.
gg) Die durch den Vertrag von Lissabon neu begründeten oder vertieften
Zuständigkeiten in den Bereichen der Justiziellen Zusammenarbeit in
Strafsachen und Zivilsachen, der Außenwirtschaftsbeziehungen, der
Gemeinsamen Verteidigung sowie in sozialen Belangen können im
Sinne einer zweckgerechten Auslegung des Vertrages und müssen zur
Vermeidung drohender Verfassungswidrigkeit von den Organen der
Europäischen Union in einer Weise ausgeübt werden, dass auf mitgliedstaatlicher Ebene sowohl im Umfang als auch in der Substanz noch Aufgaben von hinreichendem Gewicht bestehen, die rechtlich und praktisch
Voraussetzung für eine lebendige Demokratie sind. Dabei ist insbesondere Folgendes zu beachten:
– Wegen der besonders empfindlichen Berührung der demokratischen
Selbstbestimmung durch Straf- und Strafverfahrensnormen sind die
entsprechenden vertraglichen Kompetenzgrundlagen strikt – keinesfalls extensiv – auszulegen und ihre Nutzung bedarf besonderer
Rechtfertigung.
– Die Nutzung der dynamischen Blankettermächtigung nach Art. 83
Abs. 1 UAbs. 3 AEUV, „je nach Entwicklung der Kriminalität“ eine
Ausdehnung des Katalogs besonders schwerer grenzüberschreitender Straftaten vorzunehmen, entspricht in der Sache einer Erweiterung der Zuständigkeiten der Europäischen Union und unterliegt
deshalb dem Gesetzesvorbehalt des Art. 23 Abs. 1 Satz 2 GG.
– Im Bereich der Justiziellen Zusammenarbeit in Strafsachen sind
zusätzlich besondere Anforderungen an die Regelungen zu stellen,
die einem Mitgliedstaat spezielle Rechte im Gesetzgebungsverfahren einräumen (Art. 82 Abs. 3, Art. 83 Abs. 3 AEUV: sogenanntes Notbremseverfahren). Das notwendige Maß an demokratischer
Legitimation über die mitgliedstaatlichen Parlamente lässt sich aus
dem Blickwinkel des deutschen Verfassungsrechts nur dadurch gewährleisten, dass der deutsche Vertreter im Rat die in Art. 82 Abs. 3
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und Art. 83 Abs. 3 AEUV genannten mitgliedstaatlichen Rechte nur
nach Weisung des Bundestages, und soweit die Regelungen über
die Gesetzgebung dies erfordern, des Bundesrates ausübt. – Auch
bei Inkrafttreten des Vertrags von Lissabon besteht der konstitutive
Parlamentsvorbehalt für den Auslandseinsatz der Streitkräfte fort.
Der Vertrag von Lissabon überträgt der Europäischen Union keine
Zuständigkeit, auf die Streitkräfte der Mitgliedstaaten ohne Zustimmung des jeweils betroffenen Mitgliedstaats oder seines Parlaments
zurückzugreifen. Er beschränkt auch die sozialpolitischen Gestaltungsmöglichkeiten des Deutschen Bundestages nicht in einem solchen Umfang, dass das Sozialstaatsprinzip (Art. 23 Abs. 1 Satz 3 in
Verbindung mit Art. 79 Abs. 3 GG) in verfassungsrechtlich bedenklicher Weise beeinträchtigt und insoweit notwendige demokratische
Entscheidungsspielräume unzulässig vermindert wären.
b) Gegen das Gesetz zur Änderung des Grundgesetzes (Artikel 23, 45 und 93)
bestehen ebenfalls keine durchgreifenden verfassungsrechtlichen Bedenken. Eine Verletzung demokratischer Grundsätze nach Art. 79 Abs. 3 GG
erfolgt weder durch Art. 23 Abs. 1a GG n.F., der das Recht zur Erhebung
der Subsidiaritätsklage als Minderheitenrecht ausgestaltet und das Quorum
auf ein Viertel der Mitglieder festlegt, noch durch Art. 45 Satz 3 GG n.F.
c) Dagegen verstößt das Gesetz über die Ausweitung und Stärkung der Rechte des Bundestages und des Bundesrates in Angelegenheiten der Europäischen Union insoweit gegen Art. 38 Abs. 1 in Verbindung mit Art. 23 Abs.
1 GG, als Beteiligungsrechte des Deutschen Bundestages und des Bundesrates nicht in dem von Verfassungs wegen erforderlichen Umfang ausgestaltet worden sind. Gestalten die Mitgliedstaaten auf der Grundlage des
Prinzips der begrenzten Einzelermächtigung das europäische Vertragsrecht in einer Art und Weise aus, dass eine Veränderung des Vertragsrechts
bereits ohne Ratifikationsverfahren allein oder maßgeblich durch die Organe der Europäischen Union – wenngleich unter dem Einstimmigkeitserfordernis im Rat – herbeigeführt werden kann, obliegt den nationalen Verfassungsorganen eine besondere Verantwortung im Rahmen der Mitwirkung.
Diese Integrationsverantwortung muss in Deutschland innerstaatlich den
verfassungsrechtlichen Anforderungen insbesondere des Art. 23 Abs. 1
GG genügen.
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Positionen und Kommentare
EU-Gegner und Befürworter mit Karlsruhe zufrieden
© ZEIT ONLINE, dpa 30.6.2009 – 14:03 Uhr
http://www.zeit.de/online/2009/27/lissabon-reaktionen

Regierung trotz Kritik aus Karlsruhe erleichtert
Die Welt On-Line
http://www.welt.de/politik/article4029719/Regierung-trotz-Kritik-aus-Karlsruhe-erleichtert.html

„Der Vertrag von Lissabon hat eine weitere wichtige Hürde genommen“,
sagte Merkel in Berlin.
http://www.bundesregierung.de/nn_1264/Content/DE/Artikel/2009/06/2009–06–30-b verfg-
lissabonvertrag.html

Bundesinnenminister Wolfgang Schäuble (CDU) begrüßte das Urteil. „Die zentrale Aussage des Urteils ist, dass der Vertrag von Lissabon mit dem Grundgesetz
vereinbar ist“, sagte Schäuble. Das Bundesverfassungsgericht betone in seinem
Urteil, dass „Deutschland ein souveräner Staat bleibt“. Damit sei der Weg frei,
„um das Ratifizierungsverfahren mit den notwendigen Anpassungen im Begleitgesetz rasch abzuschließen“.
Schäuble zeigte sich zuversichtlich, dass die Umsetzung des Urteils zu einer
Verbesserung der Legitimation von Entscheidungen auf EU-Ebene führen werde.
Dies könne der „Demokratie und der Akzeptanz europäischer Politik in Deutschland nur helfen“.
Source: BKA/BMfaA, BKA-405.007/0004 – IV/5/2006; BMaA-3.18.45/0002 – III.2/2006 (Privat).
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XII. ARCHIVES AND
EYEWITNESS INTERVIEWS
1. ARCHIVES
Archiv für Christlich-Demokratische Politik (ACDP), St. Augustin
I-022–101/2
Genfer Kreis, rückblickende Erinnerungen 1965–1967;
I-070–27/1
Presse und Informationsamt der Bundesregierung 1955;
I-070–034/2 	Aufzeichnung Ministerialdirektor Janz; Neutralität, Korrespondenz Kreisky,
Globke, Scherpenberg;
I-070–041/2 	Aufzeichnungen über Österreich und Bundeskanzler Julius Raab 1956
I-172.40 (13)
Korrespondenz Otto Lenz;
I-172–001/2
Aufzeichnungen Otto Lenz 1947–1949;
I-172–005
Tagebuch-Aufzeichnungen Otto Lenz 1952;
I-172–006
Tagebuch-Aufzeichnungen Otto Lenz 1952–1953;
I-172–007
Tagebuch-Aufzeichnungen Otto Lenz 1953–1957;
I-172–008
TagebuchAufzeichnungen Otto Lenz 1954–1956;
I-172–009
Das deutsch-französische Verhältnis, Genfer Konferenz 1955;
I-172–010
Saarfrage 1956–57;
I-172–18 (11)
Korrespondenz Koutzine an Lenz;
I-172–22 (3)
Vertrauliche Ausführungen Brentano, EVG-Assemblée 1954;
I-172–23 (5)
Das Verhältnis Österreichs zur Montanunion;
I-172–31 E II/1 	Erich Ollenhauer, Wir brauchen eine neue Außenpolitik. Sozialdemokratische
Vorschläge zur Wiedervereinigung Deutschlands;
I-172–22 (2) 	Korrespondenz Otto Lenz-Fontanet, Pflimlin, Teitgen, Schuman 1953–1955,
1956–1957;
I-172–23 (6)
Bulletin, La Conférence de Génève;
I-172–27 	Verhandlungen über die Wiedervereinigung, Neutralisierung-Sowjetpolitik,
„Neutraler Gürtel“ 1955;
I-172–31 E II/3 	La Conférence de Génève, Korrespondenz Lenz-Koutzine-Kraske, Protokolle
Genfer Kreis, NEI 1953–1954;
I-172–39 (9) 	Umfragen des Instituts für Demoskopie in Allensbach:
„Österreich und die Österreicher“, 18.2.1955,
„Soll man mit den Russen verhandeln?“, 4.3.1955;
I-172–39 (10)	Umfragen des Instituts für Demoskopie in Allensbach:
Blitz-Umfrage: „Modellfall Österreich?“ 4.5.1955;
„Einladung zur Politik Bundeskanzler Adenauers“, 4.6.1955;
„Die russische Einladung“, 4.7.1955;
„Die russische Einladung – Nachtrag“, 17.8.1955;
„Moskau-Reise verbessert Adenauers Position“, 29.9.1955;
„Einheit oder Freiheit? Die Schlagworte“, 16.10.1955;
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I-172–40 (11) 	Umfragen des Instituts für Demoskopie in Allensbach:
„Das Drängen nach Wiedervereinigung“, 22.8.-10.9.1956;
I-172–40 (12) 	Umfragen des Instituts für Demoskopie in Allensbach:
„Die Heimkehr der Saar“, 19.1.1957;
„Wer glaubt noch an Europas Vereinigung?“ 28.1.1957;
I-172–40 (13) 	Umfragen des Instituts für Demoskopie in Allensbach:
„Umfrage Genf – von England aus gesehen“ und
„Sind Österreicher Deutsche?“;
I-172–58/1
Aktennotizen, Korrespondenzen Otto Lenz 1951–1955;
I-172–58/2
detto;
I-172–58/3
detto;
I-172–61 		
Korrespondenz Otto Lenz-Koutzine 1953;
I-172–64 		
Korrespondenz Otto Lenz-Kindt-Kiefer-Koutzine 1952–1953;
I-172–69 K II/21 Korrespondenz Otto Lenz-Strickrodt 1952;
I-172–69 K II/22 Korrespondenz Otto Lenz-Vockel, Vockel-Adenauer 1951–1953;
I-172–74		
Korrespondenz Lenz-Koutzine 1953–1954;
I-172–81 		
Korrespondenz Lenz-Koutzine 1955–1956;
I-172–83/20
Korrespondenz Lenz-Koutzine 1957;
I-172–89 L II/4
Korrespondenz Lenz-Kindt-Kiefer 1953–1956;
VII-004		
Genfer Kreis Protokolle, NEI 1953;
VII-004–102/1
Vertrauliche Noten 1952–1953;
VII-004–203/1 	Korrespondenz Otto Lenz; Notes confidentielles; vertrauliche Berichte von
Victor Koutzine 1951–1954;
VII-004–204/1
NEI 1950,1956;
VII-004–206/1
Vertrauliche Berichte NEI, ÖVP 1954–1955;
VII-004–204/2
Christliche Internationale, NEI 1953–54;
VII-004–207/1
Genfer Kreis, NEI 1954;
VII-004–207/2
Korrespondenz NEI 1955;
VII-004–208/1
Protokolle NEI, Korrespondenz Kraske-Maleta 1955;
I-580–001 	H.A. Schwarz-Liebermann von Wahlendorf
Vertrauliche Informationen, Materialien und Vermerke im Rahmen der CDU/
CSU-Fraktion des Deutschen Bundestages, Arbeitskreis für außenpolitische
Fragen der europäischen Sicherheit (1953–1955);
I-580–002
detto (1954–1955);
I-580–003	Korrespondenz Hans Albrecht Schwarz-Liebermann von Wahlendorf;
I-646–005
Europäische Jugendkampagne;
I-646–009
NEI;
I-646–010
Mouvement Européen;
I-646–011
Ruf der Jugend;
I-646–012
Junge Union International

Archives de France (AF), CARAN, Paris
Archives Privée Georges Bidault
457 AP: 7, 59, 70, 73, 74 Notes V. Koutzine, H. Nemanoff 1947, 1950–1954;
457 AP: 50–51 (Conférence à quatre de Berlin, janvier-février 1954).
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Archiv der sozialen Demokratie (AdsD) der Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung (FES),
Bonn Bad Godesberg
Bestand Erich Ollenhauer
Allgemeine Korrespondenz / Ausland 	1952 (Mappe 320), 1953 (Mappe 322),
1955 (Mappen 323, 324);
Korrespondenz mit Konrad Adenauer 1952–1954 (Mappe 409);
SPD und Außenpolitik 		
1952–1959 (Mappen 420, 422, 424, 425, 438);
Publizistische Äußerungen 		
1951–1955 (Mappe 77–105, 114–117)
SPD-Pressedienst 1952–1955 (Material)
Sammlung Personalia
Georges Bidault, Mappen 5207, 5208;
Karl Gruber (03–05.09–01.02.95), Mappe Personalia;
Johann Jakob Kindt-Kiefer, Box 1564;
Bruno Kreisky, Boxen Nr. 1663, 1664, 1665, 1666, 1667, 1668, 1669, 1670;
Robert Schuman, Mappe Personalia

Archiv des Karl von Vogelsang Instituts (AKvVI), Wien
Bundespartei-Leitung (BPL)
Deposit Mikojan-Besuch 1957
Ordner Akten-Konvolut Staatsvertrag (I);
Ordner Aktenvermerke über Gespräche mit diversen Persönlichkeiten;
Ordner G-N (VI);
Briefordner Klub-Protokolle 1951–1954;
Box EWG-EFTA, Integration, Schachtel I.
Großmappe Staatsvertrag (I);
Stenographische Protokolle der Bundesparteitage 1947–1955;
Konvolut BMfUnterricht 1946–50 (Mappe NEI);
Konvolut UdSSR (IV);
Material KPJ, Bruch mit Tito 1948;
Mappe Demokratische Union, Organe Couvert „Vertraulich“;
Mappe orange „Vertraulich“ UdSSR;
Ordner Korrespondenz STS Graf mit BK Raab 1953–1956;
Ordner BMfI an BKA, Stimmungsberichte/Monatsberichte 1953–1961;
Ordner „Zerschnittene Berichte“ (Couvert 1948–1951)
Karton 2380, Mappe Paneuropa Union, Coudenhove-Kalergi

Archiv des Julius Raab-Gedenkvereins (AJRGV), Wien
Material Julius Raab
Karton 1 Korrespondenz 1945–1955;
Karton 2 Korrespondenz 1955–1963;
Karton Außenpolitik;
Mappe Staatsbesuch des Herrn Bundeskanzler in Amerika 1954;
Mappe Staatsbesuche des Herrn Bundeskanzler 1956–1958;
Karton Raab Sonderakten;
Protokolle über Gespräche von Julius Raab mit Universitätsdozent Dr. Ludwig Jedlicka, 1961–62;
Schachtel M 6, Außenpolitik
Material ÖVP Pressedienst 1947–1953
Materialien Generalsekretär Alfred Maleta
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Ordner Außenpolitik 1955;
Dossier Bonn-Reise 1955;
Dossier Ing. Ludwig Riedl

Bundesarchiv Koblenz (BAK)
Nachlass Heinrich von Brentanto (N 239)
Bd. 165, Fol. 1–269.
Nachlass Herbert Blankenhorn (N 1351)
Bd. 41 a, 416: Jan.-Okt. 1955;
Bde. 44a, 44b: März-April 1955;
Bde. 45a, 45b: April-Mai 1955;
Material Vorbereitung Moskau-Reise Adenauer 1955
Nachlass Jakob Kaiser
Bd. 149 (Schuman-Plan)
Bd. 471 (Deutschlandvertrag, EVG, Presse)

Haus-, Hof- und Staatsarchiv (HHStA), Wien
Nachlass Botschafter Dr. Josef Schöner
Nachlaß Friedrich Funder, Korrespondenz und Tagebuchaufzeichnungen Botschafter Lothar
Wimmer XIX/67
Bonn, Berichte 1950 (Pol, Wpol, Res, Allg. Adm, Presse) (Karton 1);
Memoranden 1945–1947, Amtsvermerke 1945–1947 (Karton 2);
Bonn, Berichte 1951 (Pol, Wpol, Res, Allg. Adm, Presse) (Karton 3);
Bonn, Berichte 1952 (Pol, Wpol, Res, Allg. Adm, Presse) (Karton 4);
Bonn, Berichte 1953 (Pol, WPol, Res, Allg. Adm) (Karton 5);
Berliner Konferenz Jan./Febr. 1954; Amerikareise Raabs Nov./Dez. 1954; Besuch Brentanos Nov.
1955 in Wien (Karton 6);
Politische Aktenstücke aus dem Generalsekretariat 1954; Zirkulation 1954 a (Karton 7);
Politische Aktenstücke aus dem Generalsekretariat 1955 (Karton 8);
Staatsvertrag; Politische Aktenstücke aus dem Generalsekretariat 1954–1955 (Karton 9)

Historical Archives of the European Communities (HAEC)/
Historical Archives of the European Union (HAEU), Florence
BAC 0014/1967, 0011/2, Association de l’Autriche à la CEE
BAC 0118/1986, 1589, Rapports avec l’Autriche
CEAB 0005, Relationes entre la CECA et l’Autriche
Commission Papers, Fonds Jacques Delors (JD) 936

Hoover Institution on War, Revolution and Peace, Stanford
Konrad Adenauer, Miscellaneous Papers 62006–10.V;
Hans Adam Dorten „Mein Verrat“. Die Wahrheit über die Rheinische Republik, o.J., 31001–9,14,
Box No. 1;
Erich Lessing, Photographs, 1945–1998, Depicts post-World War II scenes in Austria reflecting
Cold War Themes;
Fritz Valjavec Papers, XX 438–9.12;
E. Muller-Sturmheim, 99.7%. A Plebiscite under Nazi Rule, London 1942, Austrian Subject
Collection Accession No. XX 749–32.05.
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Institut für Zeitgeschichte der Universität Wien
Nachlass Felix Hurdes, DO 367, NL 48

Katholiek Documentatie- en Onderzoekscentrum voor Religie, Cultuur en
Samenleving (KADOC), KU Leuven
Archief Papier Mark Eyskens

Ministère des Affaires Étrangères, Paris
Z Europe, Autriche (1944–1949);
EU Europe, Autriche (1949–1955);
Europe-Italie Tyrol du Sud (1944–1949)

Ministère des Affaires Étrangères (MAE), Archives Diplomatiques, Paris
Serie Europe 1944–1960, Sous-séries Autriche 1944–1949, 1949–1953, 1949–1955, 1954–1955
Allemagne-Autriche 6–8-8 (1954–1955); URSS-Autriche 6–8-7 (1955); Traité d’État 6–9-1
(1949–1955)
Volumes 184 (1), 195 (2), 196 (3), 230 (37), 231 (38). 232 (30), 233 (40), 236 (43), 237 (44), 238 (45),
239 (46), 240 (47), 241 (48), 242 (49), 243 (50), 246 (53), 251 (58), 252 (59), 253 (60), 254 (61), 255
(62), 256 (63), 265 (72), 266 (73), 267 (74), 268 (75), 269 (76), 270 (77), 271 (78), 298 (105), 299
(106), 300 (107), 378 (185), 379 (186), 380 (187)
Europe 1944–1949 (Autriche)
Volumes 94, 95, 96, 109, 111, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 120, 121, 122, 125, 128, 129
Europe 1949–1955
Volumes 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 105, 106, 107, 108, 110, 112, 118, 179, 230, 232, 247, 248,
249, 251, 252, 253, 254, 255, 261, 268, 271, 272, 274, 275, 277, 278, 279, 281, 282, 283, 284, 285,
286, 287, 288, 289, 290, 291, 292, 293, 292, 293, 294, 295, 296, 297, 936, 937, 938

National Archives Record Administration (NARA), Washington, D.C.,
College Park
Record Group 59
Records of the Department of State Decimal Files 1943–1955;
Records of the Office of Western European Affairs 1941–1954;
Records of the Bureau of European Affairs, Office of Western European Affairs, Italy-Austria
1953–1958, Entry 3092;
Subject Files Austria 1945–1950 (Lot 54 D 331);
Austrian Desk Files (Arthur Compton File, 56 D 294);
Records of the Central European Division 1944–1953 (Lot 55 D 374);
Subject Files Relating to Austrian Affairs 1954–1956 (Lot 58 D 72);
Subject Files Relating to the Austrian Occupation and Peace Treaty 1949–1955 (Lot 58 D 223);
General Records of the Department of State Miscellanoeus, Office Files of the Assistant Secretaries of State for European Affairs 1943–1957, Folder Germany 1955 (Lot 58 D 233);
Subjects Files of the Bureau of Intelligence and Research (INR) 1945–1960 (Lot 58 D 776);
General Records of the Department of State, Subject Files of the Assistant Legal Adviser for
European Affairs relating to Germany & Austria, 1945–1960 (Lot 59 D 609);
Records Relating to the Federal Republic of Germany 1955–1966 (Lot 60 D 584 & 61 D 437);
Records on German Reunification 1955–1958 (Lot 64 D 291);
Records of the Bureau of EUR Affairs (Lot File 68 D 123);
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Records of the Foreign Service Post of the Department of State Vienna Legation Files;
RG 84, Foreign Service Posts of the Department of State, Political Advisor/Embassy Vienna;
RG 226, Washington Registry Intelligence Field Files/SSU-Intelligence Reports;
RG 260, Allied Control Authority Austria;
RG 263, Records of the Central Intelligence Agency, “The Murphy-Collection/International Communism 1917–1958”;

Niederösterreichisches Landesarchiv (NÖLA), St. Pölten
Nachlass Leopold Figl
Allgemeine Akten 1953–1954, Kartons 2–7;
Allgemeine Akten 1955, Kartons 11–17;
Alliierter Rat, Karton 121, 122;
Auswärtige Angelegenheiten 1951–1953, Ordner 130;
Tagebuch 1946–1947, Karton 86;
Tagebuch 1952–1954, Karton 91;
Tagebuch 1954–1955;
„Diverses“ Karton 39, 57, 130, 131, 157
Bundesminister Privat 1953–1958, Karton 38

Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Wien
Zeitungsarchiv

Österreichisches Staatsarchiv (ÖStA)/
Archiv der Republik (AdR), Bundeskanzleramt (BKA/AA), Wien
Allgemeines Verwaltungsarchiv (AVA)
Nachlass Karl Waldbrunner E/1932:39.
Kabinett des Ministers Gruber (KdM)
Amtliche und private Korrespondenz 1945–1953, Kartons 1–25
Ministerratsprotokolle 1946–1955 (MR-Material)
II-Pol (Politische Abt.)
Deutschland (D)
Deutschland 1949 (Liassen 2,3,4,5,6,9,18,49);
Deutschland 1950 (Liassen 2,3,5,6,8,9,11,14,49);
Deutschland 1951 (Liassen 1,2,3,6,16,49);
Deutschland 1952 (Liassen 1,2,3,6,16,49);
Deutschland 1953 (Liassen 1,2,3,6,12,16,18);
Deutschland 1954 (Liassen 1,2,3,6,7,49);
Deutschland 1955 (Liassen 2,3,6,7,14,16,49);
Österreichische Botschaft London 1947–1949
Staatsvertrag (STV)
1953 STV 1953 1–4 (Kartons 253, 254);
1954 STV 1954 1–5 (Karton 44); Pol (Kartons 46, 48);
1955 STV 1–5 (Kartons 40–45);
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Deutschland 1953–1958
Deutschland 1953 (Kartons 231–233);
Deutschland 1954 (Kartons 271–273);
Deutschland 1955 (Kartons 318–320);
Deutschland-West 1956 (Kartons 375);
Deutschland-West 1957 (Karton 424);
Deutschland-West 1958 (Kartons 482 und 484)
Politische Berichte aus Bonn
Politische Berichte aus Bonn 1953 (Karton 260);
Politische Berichte aus Bonn 1954 (Karton 306);
Staatsvertrag
Staatsvertrag 1953 (Karton 253);
Staatsvertrag 1954 (Kartons 299–302);
Staatsvertrag 1955 (Kartons 345–351);
Aufstellung der Kartons nach Botschaften und Vertretungsbehörden
Jahr
1947

Vertretungsbehörde
Karton
Den Haag		
51
London			51
Stockholm		
53		
1948
Düsseldorf		
57		
Hamburg			57		
1949
Düsseldorf		
94
1950
Düsseldorf, Bonn		
128
1951
Bonn			
182
1952
Bonn			223
1953
Berlin			259
Bonn			259
				260
1954
Berlin			
306
Bonn			306
Frankfurt			
307
1954
Moskau			
308
1955
Belgrad			362
Bern			362
Bonn			362
Brüssel			362
Budapest			362
London			363
Moskau 			
364
München			
364
Paris			
364
Prag			365
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Nachlaß Josef Schöner (E/1773)
Mappe 45, 103, 105, 106, 115, 135a, 138, 139, 142, 256a
Nachlaß Norbert Bischoff (E. F. u. D 1770)
(vormals Allgemeines Verwaltungsarchiv, AVA und Kriegsarchiv, KA, so noch nach Einsichtnahme zitiert)
Karton Material Sowjetunion
E/1770: 83–85	Tagebuch Bischoff 1945, Korrespondenz mit Waldbrunner, Lemberger und
Schärf 1947;
E/1770: 120–126 	Berichte Bischoff 1955–1958, Box 4 b;
E/1770: 152, 154 Akten STV, Briefe an und von Julius Raab, Box 6a;
E/1770: 157–162 	Korrespondenz Bischoff-Gruber 1948, Molotow-Bischoff 1954–1955;
Kanzlerbesuch 1955, Box 6b;
Wpol 1945–1949, 1967–1968; 1969–1973
Pol/71, International 2 C I, Karton 1844
Pol/72 INT 2b/2 c, Karton 1977
W-Pol 1971, EG D 1.3-EG D 6.3, Europäische Integration, Karton 34
W-Pol 1971, EG A 2.1.-9, Europäisches Parlament, Karton 36
W-Pol 1972, EG H 1.1.2–1.2, EG-Österreich

Kriegsarchiv/Nachlässe und Sammlungen des ÖStA
Nachlaß Heinrich Wildner E/1791 (Handakten, Tagebücher);
Nachlaß Friedrich Würthle B/964

Parlamentsarchiv (PA),
Parlamentsbibliothek Nationalrat Wien
Materialien zur Parlamentskorrespondenz, Außenausschuss 1947–1953
V. Gesetzgebungsperiode Hauptausschuss und Außenausschuss
VI. Gesetzgebungsperiode Hauptausschuss und Außenausschuss

Politisches Archiv des Auswärtigen Amtes, Bonn/Berlin
Abteilung 2 (Politische Abteilung)
Bd. 241		
Österreichische Innenpolitik 1952–1954;
Bd. 258, 290: 	Politische Beziehungen der Bundesrepublik zu Österreich 1950–1954;
Bestand B 23, Referat 203
Bde. 56–57 	Grundsätzliche Fragen der politischen Beziehungen zu Österreich, 1955–1957;
Bd. 58 		Amtliche Vertretungen Österreichs in der BRD; bilaterale politische
Abkommen; Besuche prominenter deutscher Persönlichkeiten, 1956–1958;
Bd. 59 		Besuche prominenter österreichischer Persönlichkeiten in der BRD, 1956–1957
Bde. 62–63
Politische Beziehungen der Bundesrepublik zu Österreich
Abt. 3 (Länderabteilung), Referate 304, 305, 306, 309, 314
Bde. 23		
Jugoslawien: Politische Beziehungen zu dritten Staaten 1955;
Bde. 27–31 	Österreich: Staat, Innenpolitik und allgemeine politische Angelegenheiten
1950–1955;
Bde. 32–37
Politische Beziehungen Bundesrepublik zu Österreich 1954–1955;
Bde. 38–43
Politische Beziehungen Österreichs zu dritten Staaten 1954–1955;
Bde. 44–45
Deutsches Vermögen in Österreich 1954–1955;
Bd. 46 		Politischen Beziehungen Österreichs zu dritten Staaten, 5.2.1955–9.5.1955
Bde. 363–366
Österreich auf der Berliner Konferenz 1954
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Bestand B 1, Ministerbüro
Bde. 15–17
Reisen des Bundesministers des Auswärtigen 1955–1960;
Bd. 21 		
Beziehungen der BRD zu Österreich, Schweiz, etc., 1961–1964
Bd. 54 		Beziehungen der BRD zu den Nordischen Staaten, Österreich, Schweiz
1955–1961;
Bestand B 2, Büro Staatssekretär
Bd. 51 		Deutsche Erklärung zur Unabhängigkeit Österreichs 1954–1955;
Bd. 64 		Besuch von Außenminister Gruber in Bonn; Deutsche Vertretung in Österreich
1953;
Bd. 66 		Beurlaubung Mueller-Graafs 1955;
Bd. 101/1–4 	Beziehungen zwischen Deutschland und den einzelnen Ländern, Staatsbesuche
Bestand B 10, Politische Abteilung
Bd. 258 	Politische Beziehungen zwischen Deutschland und Österreich 1950–1954;
Bd. 290 	Politische Beziehungen zwischen Österreich und dritten Staaten 1951–1954;
Bd. 1706 Deutsche Privatvermögen in Österreich 1950–1952;
Bd. 1756 Deutsch-österreichische Wirtschaftsbeziehungen 1949–1954
Bestand B 11, Abteilung III
Bd. 271–274 	Politische Beziehungen zwischen Deutschland und Österreich 1950–1954;
Bd. 372 	Ausländische diplomatische und konsularische Vertretungen in Deutschland 1950–1954;
Bd. 440–441 	Politische Beziehungen zwischen Österreich und dritten Staaten 1954;
Bd. 1400–1405
Politische Beziehungen der BRD zu Österreich, 1954–1955;
Bd. 1406–1410
Politische Beziehungen Österreichs zu dritten Staaten, 1954–1955;
Bestand B 12, Abteilung 7
Referat 705, Innenpolitik des fremden Landes
Nr. 557, 558, 608, 625, 625b, 625c, 635, 589, 594;
Bestand B 86, Referat 506–507
Bde 164–166 Österreich, allgemeine Angelegenheiten, 1951–1956;
Bde 470–484 Gemischte österreichisch-deutsche Kommission (Arbeitstagungen), 1955–1957;
Band 747–749 Österreich, allgemeine Angelegenheiten, 1955–1962
Bestand B 130, Geheimarchiv
Nachlass Botschafter Dr. Carl Hermann Mueller-Graaf
Bd. 2
(1953–1958);
Bd. 3
(1958–1961);
Privatkorrespondenz Wien 1954–1961

Private Papers of Ambassador Manfred Scheich, Institute of History,
University of Hildesheim
Schweizerisches Bundesarchiv (BAR), Bern
EPD, Abteilung für Politische Angelegenheiten
E 2001 (E) 1970/217 Bd. 289
B.57.21.7. Friedensvertrag mit Österreich (Staatsvertrag), Akten ab Januar 1955 bis 30. September
1955;
E 2001 (E) 1970/217 Bd. 290
B.57.21.7. Friedensvertrag mit Österreich (Staatsvertrag), Akten ab 1. Oktober 1955;
E 2001 (E) 1978/84 Bd. 532
B.15.51.Au.6. Österreich – Empfang fremder Staatsoberhäupter und anderer höherer Persönlichkeiten, Kreisky Bruno Dr., österreichischer Außenminister, Wien;
E 2001 (E) 1979/28 Bd. 1
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B.15.11.R(2). Verhältnisse nach der Wiederaufnahme der schweizerisch-russischen Beziehungen-Russland: Anerkennung Sowjetrusslands;
B.51.10. Handhabung der schweiz. Neutralität – Neutralität der Schweiz;
Akten der Auslandsvertretungen
E 2200 Wien 1971/145 Bd. 14
P.S1.1.b) Schweiz/Politisches – Neutralität;
P.51.2.c) Diplomat. Beziehungen Österreich-Schweiz – Ernennung von Militärattachés;
E 2200 Wien 1971/145 Bd. 15
P.51.3.d) Österreich/Politisches – Remilitarisierung Österreichs.
P.51.3.e) Österreich/Politisches – Staatsvertrag;
E 2200 Wien 1977/43 Bd. 4 IIL56/B.6.g) Österreich-Russland;
E 2200 Wien 1977/43 Bd. 5 IIL56/E.3. Neutralität-Österreich;
E 2300 Washington Bd. 47–60;
E 2300 Wien Bd. 55–59
– 1945–1946, Bd. 55
– 1947–1948, Bd. 56
– 1949–1951, Bd. 57
– 1952–1953, Bd. 58
– 1954–1955, Bd. 59

Stiftung Bruno Kreisky Archiv (StBKA), Wien
Akten 1953, 1954;
Länderboxen Bundesrepublik, Berichte aus Bonn, Box 1,2,3,4;
Akten 1955–56 Mappe Deutschland;
Bestand Integration, Box 1266, 1274.
Material Staatsvertrag, Neutralität Box 937, 937 a und b;
Ordner Russische Dokumente – deutsche Übersetzungen
Depositium Privatpapiere Bundeskanzler Franz VRANITZKY, AP, Boxen, Bundesrepublik, DDR
und EG und BK Länder 1987–1990.

The National Archives of the United Kingdom (TNA),
London-Kew-Richmond
CAB 128, 129: Cabinet Minutes and Memoranda;
FO 371: Foreign Office Correspondence and Minutes;
FO 371: General Political Correspondence of the Foreign Office;
FO 1020:	British Military Government, Civil Affairs and the Allied Commission for Austria
(British Element);
FO 1049: Control Commission for Germany, SHAEF, Political Office
PREM 4, 8, 11: Prime Minister’s Office Files (Attlee, Churchill)

Tiroler Landesregierung, Referat S, Innsbruck
Kanzlei Landeshauptmann Sammelakten, Position 94 (1–2) 1960–62, Karton 123.
Ordner 11/A/4–7,8; 16/D/3–7; 16/E/1 a/b/2,3; 16 F 2/3;
Ordner 13. Südtirol von 1945-PA, 1,2
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Verein zur Geschichte der Arbeiterbewegung (VGA), Wien
Nachlass Adolf Schärf
4/078 Box 12
Korrespondenzen 1946;
4/126 Box 19
Erinnerungsvermerke 1946;
4/127 Box 19
Gedächtnisprotokolle 1945–1947;
4/128 Box 19
Gedächtnisprotokolle 1948;
4/129 Box 20
Protokolle über Parteienverhandlungen;
4/133 Box 20
Wirtschafts- und Währungsfragen;
4/134 Box 20
Wirtschafts- und Währungsfragen;
4/135 Box 20
ECA-Mission;
4/137 Box 20
ÖVP-Krise 1951;
4/138 Box 20
Parteienverhandlungen 1950;
4/139 Box 20
Parteienverhandlungen 1949–1951:
4/140 Box 20
Gedächtnisvermerke 1952;
4/141 Box 21
Erinnerungsvermerke 1953;
4/143 Box 21
Parteienbesprechungen 1952;
4/148 Box 21
Erinnerungsvermerke 1953;
4/152 Box 22
Gedächtnis- und Erinnerungsvermerke 1953–1955;
4/155 Box 23
Erinnerungsvermerke 1954;
4/156 Box 23
Erinnerungsvermerke 1954–1955;
4/158 Box 23
Gedächtnisprotokolle 1955;
4/176, Box 25
Die Währungsdebatte im Kabinettsrat 1945;
4/208 Box 29
Marshall-Plan;
4/209 Box 29
Wirtschaftspolitik;
4/210 Box 29
Außenhandelspolitik;
4/219 Box 30
Erinnerungsnotizen 1952;
4/220 Box 31
Erinnerungsvermerke 1949, 1953;
4/222 Box 31
Erinnerungsvermerke 1949, 1953;
4/223 Box 31
Erinnerungsvermerke 1952–1955;
4/225 Box 31
Korrespondenz mit Karl Gruber;
4/226 Box 31
Korrespondenz Montanunion 1954–1955;
4/228 Box 228
Korrespondenz mit Ernst Lemberger 1948–1951;
4/229 Box 31
Mappe 41, Korrespondenz mit Ernst Lemberger 1952–1953;
4/230 Box 31
Korrespondenz mit Karl Gruber und Ernst Lemberger 1953–1955;
4/233 Box 31
Korrespondenz mit Walter Wodak 1947–1949;
4/234 Box 32
Mappe 46, Korrespondenz mit Walter Wodak 1952–1954;
4/237 Box 32
Korrespondenz mit Walter Wodak 1947–1955;
4/240 Box 33
Korrespondenz mit Walter Wodak 1952–1955;
4/246 Box 33
Korrespondenzen 1955;
4/247 Box 33
Erinnerungsvermerke 1955;
4/248 Box 33
Amtsvermerke 1955;
4/249 Box 33
Aufzeichnungen, Mission Fritz Heine 1955;
4/287 Box 44
Situation in der DDR;
4/288 Box 44
Dossier Helmer;
4/290 Box 44
Südtirol;
4/292 Box 44
Gruber-Südtirol;
4/293 Box 44
Österreich-ERP
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2. EYEWITNESS INTERVIEWS
BAUER, Friedrich, Botschafter Dr., November 19, 2007 in Hildesheim;
BOCK, Fritz (+), Vizekanzler und Handelsminister, May 7, 1991 in Vienna;
BRIX, Emil, Generalkonsul und Botschafter, July 17, 1998 in Cracow; May 3, 2004 in Vienna;
BRÜHL, Dietrich (+), Graf von, Botschafter, October 27, 2003 in Kufstein;
Brühl, Maria-Octavia Gräfin von, February 26, 2013 in Vienna;
BUSEK, Erhard, Vizekanzler, Dr., July 14, 1998 in Cracow; June 6, 2006 in Hildesheim;
EIDLITZ, Johannes (+), Dr., February 6, 1991 in Vienna;
FERRERO-WALDNER, Benita, Außenministerin, Staatssekretärin, September 28, 2000 in
Vienna;
FISCHLER, Franz, EU-Kommissar für Landwirtschafts- und Fischereipolitik, Dr., June 18, 19,
2015 in Hildesheim;
GRATZ, Leopold (+), Außenminister, June 18, 2001 in Vienna;
GREDLER, Willfried (+), Botschafter, Dr., January 26, 1991, February 18, 1991 in Vienna;
GRUBER, Karl (+), Außenminister, Botschafter, Dr., January 22, 1991, January 31, 1991, February
15, 1991, February 18, 1992, February 21, 1992, February 25, 1992, May 7, 1994 in Vienna;
GRUBMAYR, Herbert, Botschafter, Dr., September 5, 2013, October 6, 2003 in Vienna;
HERNDL, Kurt, Botschafter, Dr. November 6, 2003 in Innsbruck, January 25, 2005 in Bad Aussee;
HILLENBRAND, Martin, US-Botschafter, September 27, 1994 Athens/Georgia;
HOCHLEITNER, Erich, Botschafter, Dr., Hinterbrühl, March 28, 2011;
IGLER, Hans (+), Dr., Österreichische Industriellen Vereinigung, February 7, 1991, March 12,
1992 in Vienna;
JANKOWITSCH, Peter, Außenminister, Staatssekretär, Botschafter, Dr., May 23, 2000, May 28,
2001, October 7, 2003 in Vienna;
KARAS, Othmar, Member of the European Parliament, Dr., June 3, 2019 in Hildesheim.
KHOL, Andreas, Member of the Austrian Parliament, President of the Austrian Parliament, Dr.,
June 21, 1993 and April 23, 1998 in Innsbruck.
KLAUS, Josef (+), Bundeskanzler, Dr., May 2, 1999 in Vienna;
KOHR, Leopold (+), Dr., October 22, 1991 in Innsbruck;
KRAUS, Herbert (+), VdU-Gründer, Nationalrat, Dr., February 20, 1991, February 26, 1992 in
Vienna;
LACINA, Ferdinand, Finanzminister, Dkfm, June 14, 2012 in Vienna;
LANC, Erwin, Außenminister, May 23, 2000, May 28, 2001 in Vienna;
LÄNGLE, Alfred (+), Botschafter, July 15, 1998 in Cracow;
MISSONG, Alfred (+), Botschafter, Dr., February 7, 1991 in Vienna;
MOCK, Alois (+), Vizekanzler, Außenminister, Dr., September 24, 2001 in Vienna;
MOCK, Edith, Dr., July 17, 2019 in Vienna;
MODROW, Hans, DDR-Ministerpräsident, Dr., November 21, 2014, January 30, 2015 in Berlin;
MOLDEN, Fritz (+), Professor und Sonderbotschafter, January 31, 1991, February 6, 1991, February 20, 1991 in Vienna;
MOLDEN, Otto (+), Professor, March 6, 1992 in Vienna;
PAHR, Willibald, Außenminister, Dr., May 22, 2000 in Vienna;
REICHMANN, Hans (+), Botschafter, Dr., February 14, 1992, February 21, in Vienna;
SCHEICH, Manfred, Botschafter, Dr., September 28, 2004 in Vienna; November 7, 2004, June 6,
2005, November 22, 2005 in Innsbruck, Salzburg, Vienna;
SCHÜSSEL, Wolfgang, Bundeskanzler, Außenminister, Dr., in the Dr. Wilfried-Haslauer-Bibliothek, Salzburg, November 26, 2010;
STEINER, Ludwig (+), Staatssekretär, Botschafter, Dr., February 28, 1991, January 25, 1994,
January 26, 1994, April 22, 1996, August 28, 1996 in Vienna;
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STRASSER, Rudolf (+), Dr., November 15, 1996, April 18, 1997 in Vienna;
THALBERG Hans (+), Botschafter, Dr., February 26, 1991, February 20, 1992, March 3, 1992 in
Vienna;
THIELE, Ralph, Oberst i. R., January 14, 2019 in Hildesheim;
TONČIĆ-SORINJ, Lujo (+), Außenminister, Dr., March 17, 1995, April 20, 1995, April 27, 1998,
January 24, 2000, May 27, 2000 in Salzburg;
VOLGGER, Friedl (+), Senator, Dr., May 8, 1992 in Bolzano;
VRANITZKY, Franz, Bundeskanzler, Dr., April 6, 2006 in Harvard/Massachussets, April 20,
2006 in Vienna;
WALDHEIM, Kurt (+), Außenminister, Dr., February 15, 2000; April 11, 2000 in Vienna;
WESSELY-STEINER, Senta, Gesandte, Dr., July 11, 2002 in Bonn;
WINKLER, Hans, Stellvertretender Generalsekretär, Botschafter, Staatssekretär, Dr., December
6, 2002, March 28, 2003 in Vienna;
WOSCHNAGG, Gregor, Ständiger Vertreter Österreichs in Brüssel, Botschafter, Dr., at the Forum
Alpbach, August 2010.
WUNDERBALDINGER, Franz, Botschafter, Dr., May 27, 2014 in Vienna.
Folgende Zeitzeugengespräche sind gedruckt erschienen, in: Am Ort des Geschehens in Zeiten
des Umbruchs. Lebensgeschichtliche Erinnerungen aus Politik und Ballhausplatzdiplomatie vor
und nach 1989 (Historische Europa-Studien 17/Teilband 3), hrsg. v. Michael GEHLER und Andrea
BRAIT, Hildesheim – Zürich – New York 2018:
BAUER, Friedrich, „Der Sinn der Kulturpolitik, als noch der Eiserne Vorhang da war, war in
diesen kleine Löcher zu bohren“, 159–183.
BRIX, Emil, „Das Durchschneiden des Eisernen Vorhanges hat Kulturarbeit gebraucht“, 487–516.
BUSEK, Erhard, „mir wurde vorgeworfen, dass ich eine Alternative zur Westorientierung
verfolge“, 411–448.
FISCHLER, Franz, „Ich war im Jahre 1989 persönlich von dieser Entwicklung genauso überrascht
wie die meisten anderen Bürger in unserem Land“, 857–947.
FORST-BATTAGLIA, Jakub, „Zur Tschechoslowakei waren die Beziehungen immer besonders
heikel und kompliziert“, 243–270.
GRUBMAYR, Herbert, „es war den Sowjets in der Führungsspitze schon ganz klar, dass die DDR
ein verlorener Posten und nicht mehr reparaturfähig war“, 81–157.
KOTHANEK, Gertrude, „Nach der Wende gab es eine unglaubliche Euphorie“, 525–550.
KRIECHBAUM, Gerald, „Ich war schon immer des Glaubens, dass dieses Regime fallen würde“,
185–200.
LACINA, Ferdinand, „Wenn dies vielleicht auch nicht von vielen Österreichern so erlebt wurde:
1989 war natürlich ein tiefer Einschnitt in der Nachkriegsgeschichte“, 449–483.
LEIFER, Paul, „Die Jugoslawen hatten ein Interesse daran, mit den Botschaftern der Nachbarstaaten zu reden“, 271–307.
MOCK, Alois, „Bei meinem Treffen in Moskau im Herbst 1989 wurde das Thema Integration
vorerst gar nicht angeschnitten“, 383–410.
MODROW, Hans, „Die Priorität lag im doppelten Sinne bei Österreich“, 699–744.
PAUL, Wolfgang, „Spagat versucht, die scheinbar fest im Sattel sitzende ČSSR-Führung nicht zu
vergrämen, aber doch die Kontakte mit den Dissidenten nicht ganz untergehen zu lassen“,
223–242.
PETERLIK, Karl, „Im Lauf des Sommers 1989 hat sich das langsam entwickelt. […] Es war
schrittweise eine Verbesserung der Stimmung“, 201–221.
SCHEICH, Manfred, „Es gab keine wünschenswerte Alternative für unseren Beitritt“, 747–856.
VON BRÜHL, Graf Dietrich, „ob man will oder nicht: im Wesentlichen ausgelöst worden ist der
Durchbruch zur Wende durch den Strom von Leuten, die durch Österreich nach Deutschland
fuhren“, 603–667.
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VON BRÜHL, Gräfin Maria-Octavia, „Am meisten hat mich beeindruckt, dass die Österreicher so
voller Verständnis und Hilfsbereitschaft für die über die Grenze kommenden Ostdeutschen
waren“, 669–697.
VRANITZKY, Franz, „Es gibt in der Politik sowieso keine Patentlösungen, wie auch 1989–90
keine endgültigen Lösungen möglich waren“, 333–381.
WÖLFER, Klaus, „Wien war ein wichtiger Platz für Kontakte und Informationen“, 309–330.
WUNDERBALDINGER, Franz, „ich habe nichts davon gehalten, dass es zu einem Zusammenbruch der DDR kommt,“ 553–601.
Videoaufgezeichnete Zeitzeugengespräche zum Thema Österreich und die EU führte auch Kollegin
Univ.-Prof. Anita Ziegerhofer/KFU Graz mit Martin BARTENSTEIN, Erhard BUSEK, Brigitte
EDERER, Franz FISCHLER, Othmar KARAS, Ulrike LUNACEK, Wolfgang SCHÜSSEL und
Franz VRANITZKY, die dem Verfasser dankenswerter Weise zur Verfügung standen.
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Germain [Bildarchiv der österreichischen Nationalbibliothek, Pf 746: C (2)] COVER BILD
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746 E5]
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1923]
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[Sammlung Dr. Otto May Hildesheim]
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1947 June 5: Drawing from US Secretary of State George C. Marshall [Into Europe Hulton
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1948: Symbol of the Europe Congress of the Hague [Centre Virtuel de la Connaissance de l’Europe,
Luxemburg]
1948 July 2: Signing of the bilateral agreement on economic cooperation between Austria and the
USA in the conference room of the Foreign Ministry at the Ballhausplatz. f.l.t.r. US Representative John G. Erhardt, Vice Chancellor Adolf Schärf, and Foreign Minister Karl Gruber
[Bildarchiv der Österreichischen Nationalbibliothek, ORF_FO401300_04] COVER BILD
1948 July 2: Signing of the bilateral agreement on economic cooperation between Austria and the
United States [Privatbesitz Michael Gehler]
1948 July 2: Facsimile document of the signing of the bilateral agreement between Austria and
the USA … [ÖStA, AdR, BKA/AA, Staatsurkunden Wien 1948, in: Archivale des Monats
2006–2013, Wien o.J., 25]
1948: ERP Propaganda Poster [Schumpeter Gesellschaft Wien]
1948: During a visit to Rome [Privatbesitz Michael Gehler]
1949: Robert Schuman during a speech [Into Europe Hulton Publications]
1949: George C. Marshall and Ernest Bevin [Into Europe Hulton Publications]
1949 The predecessor building of the Council of Europe [Privat Property Michael Gehler]
1949: Book Publication European Movement and the Council of Europe [House of the European
History, Brussels]
1950: “All our flags to the mast” [Sammlung Dr. Otto May Hildesheim]
1950: French Foreign Minister Robert Schuman [Into Europe Hulton Publications]
1950–1980: “We do not ally states, but unite people” [Sammlung Dr. Otto May Hildesheim]
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1951 April: Last meeting of the ministers before the signing of the ECSC Treaty [Into Europe
Hulton Publications]
1952 May: A Foreign Ministers’ Meeting [Into Europe Hulton Publications].
1953: Foreign Minister Gruber arrives in Bonn [Privatbesitz Michael Gehler]
1953 June: Drawing from Jean Monnet [Into Europe Hulton Publications]
1953: VdU poster calls for the “expansion of the economic area ” [Privatbesitz Michael Gehler]
1953–1963: Luxembourg first day cover [Sammlung Dr. Otto May Hildesheim]
1955 January: The new Viennese waltz Molotow-Raab [Victor Weisz, Daily Mirror, L’Express]
1955 April: Fishing in the Large Four Power Pond [Hicks, Die Zeit, April 1955]
1955 May, 15: The Icon of the Second Republic [Sammlung Erich Lessing] COVER BILD
1955 May 15: Special postage stamp State Treaty [Sammlung Dr. Otto May Hildesheim]
1955: Painting of the Belvedere scene [Privatbesitz Michael Gehler]
1955–1980: First Day Cover on 25 Years of the Signing of the Austrian State Treaty [Sammlung
Dr. Otto May Hildesheim]
1955–1956: The Belgian socialist Paul-Henri Spaak [Sammlung Dr. Otto May Hildesheim]
1956: “Austria’s possible accession to the Coal and Steel Community” [ÖStA, BMfHuW, Bestand
EGKS]
1956: Extract of an undated “Information for the Federal Chancellor concerning the Mac Millan
Plan, the Creation of a European Free Trade Area”. Facsimile [AKVI, Julius Raab Stiftung]
1956: The last moments of Soviet oppression in Budapest [Into Europe Hulton Publications]
1956–1959: Commemorative postcard for Imre Nagy [Sammlung Dr. Otto May Hildesheim]
1956 September 5: Parliamentarians’ Congress of the European Movement [Bildarchiv der
Österreichischen Nationalbibliothek, # 1480415, OEGZ_H10458_1]
1956–1958: The British Conservative Prime Minister Harold Macmillian [Into Europe Hulton
Publications]
1956: A huge new building is rapidly taking shape in Brussels [Into Europe Hulton Publications]
1958: The first President of the EEC Commission Walter Hallstein (1958–1967) [Into Europe
Hulton Publications]
1958–1967: Walter Hallstein [EU Commission Brussels]
1958 November 14: “Non” says the French Minister of Information [Into Europe Hulton
Publications]
1959 March 9: Austrian special postage stamp “For Europe” [Sammlung Dr. Otto May Hildesheim]
1959 July 20–21: Saltsjöbaden [Privatbesitz Michael Gehler].
1960 January 4: Minister of Trade Fritz Bock signs the EFTA Treaty [10 Jahre österreichische
Integrationspolitik 1956–1966, Wien, 1966] COVER BILD
1960 March April: One of the first meetings of the ambassadors of the EFTA Council [Privatbesitz
Manfred Scheich]
1960 Ministers’ Conference (meeting) of the member countries of EFTA [Into Europe Hulton
Publications]
1960: EFTA Conference with a group photo of the ministers [Bildarchiv der Österreichischen
Nationalbibliothek, # 389162, ORF_FO502460_01_01]
1961: Ludwig Erhard, German Minister of Economic Affairs and President of the EEC Council of
Ministers [Into Europe Hulton Publications]
1961: The United Nations building in New York [Privatbesitz Michael Gehler]
1962: Bruno Pittermann [Privatbesitz]
1962: Roy Jenkins as a young Labour M.P. [Into Europe Hulton Publications]
1963: First day cover with reference to Switzerland [Collection Dr. Otto May Hildesheim]
1963 January 14: General de Gaulle held one of his periodical press conferences [Into Europe
Hulton Publications]
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1963 June 23: US President John F. Kennedy visits in Bonn [Haus der Geschichte der Bundes
republik Deutschland, Bonn]
1965 January 26: Speech by Josef Klaus ... [Archiv des Karl-von-Vogelsang-Instituts]
1966: Federal Chancellor Josef Klaus ... [Archiv des Karl-von-Vogelsang-Instituts]
1966: Talks between Foreign Minister Lujo Tončić-Sorinj ... [Bildarchiv Österreichische National
bibliothek Pf5490_D3b]
1967: First daily letter on the EFTA ... [Sammlung Dr. Otto May Hildesheim]
1967 March 25: stamp commemorating the tenth anniversary of the signing of the Treaties of
Rome [Sammlung Dr. Otto May Hildesheim]
1967–1970: Jean Rey, successor of Walter Hallstein [EU Commission Brussels]
1969 March 28: State Visit of German Chancellor Kurt Georg Kiesinger in Vienna [Bundes
kanzleramt Berlin]
1969: First day cover of the Paneuropa Union [Sammlung Dr. Otto May Hildesheim]
1972 May 4, On the occasion of the 50th anniversary of the Paneuropa Union ... [ÖNB, Bildarchiv
Austria FO400557/02]
1972 July 22: Signing of the bilateral customs and trade treaties between the EEC [Österreichisches Staatsarchiv, BMAA, Wpol EGD 6.3.2 GZ 110508,1972]
1972 July 22: Signing of the bilateral EEC customs and trade agreements ... [Österreichisches
Staatsarchiv, BMAA,Wpol, EGD 6.3.2 GZ 110508,1972] COVER BILD
1977 May 13: Austria does not belong to the “EU Nine”, and Kreisky is directing the “seven
dwarfs” on the occasion of the EFTA Ministers’ Conference in Vienna [Ironimus, Die
Presse, May 13, 1977]
1977–1981: Roy Jenkins, President of the EC Commission [EU Commission Brussels]
1978: Caricature of Helmut Schmidt – Valéry Giscard d’Estaing [Centre Virtuel de la Connaissance de l’Europe, Luxemburg]
1979 September 26: The linkage of the schilling to the deutschmark [Ironimus, Die Presse,
September 26, 1979]
1983 July 18: Ambassador Manfred Scheich with ... Gaston Thorn [Privatbesitz Manfred Scheich]
1983 July 18: Presentation of credentials to ... Gaston Thorn ... [Privatbesitz Manfred Scheich]
1985: “25 years of EFTA” – A postcard [Sammlung Dr. Otto May Hildesheim]
1985–1995: Jacques Delors, President of the Commission [EU Commission Brussels]
1985: During the time of the coalition SPÖ-FPÖ Chancellor Fred Sinowatz (SPÖ) – Helmut Kohl
(CDU) and opposition politician Alois Mock [Archiv des Karl-von-Vogelsang-Instituts]
1985: Visit of Vice-Chancellor Norbert Steger to the EC Commission ... [Privatbesitz Manfred Scheich]
1986: Visit of Fred Sinowatz to Jacques Delors in Brussels [Privatbesitz Manfred Scheich]
1986 July 15: EC Commission visit by Austria’s Foreign Minister Peter Jankowitsch [Privatbesitz
Manfred Scheich]
1987: The Grand Coalition was not always united [Archiv des Karl-von-Vogelsang-Instituts]
1987: Foreign Minister Mock in the office behind him a painting of Leopold Figl [Archiv des
Karl-von-Vogelsang-Instituts]
1987: Franz Vranitzky autograph card [Privatbesitz Michael Gehler]
1987 July: Alois Mock visits the Prague Archbishop František Tomášek [Privatbesitz Edith Mock]
1988: Alois Mock – Austrian UN Ambassador Peter Hohenfellner ... [Archiv des
Karl-von-Vogelsang-Instituts]
1988 April 4: Visit by Willi de Clercq at the opening of the EC Embassy in Vienna [Privatbesitz
Manfred Scheich]
1988 July 15: The direction that the coalition is marching is correct, but not the order of the deployment ... [Ironimus, Die Presse, 15. 7. 1988]
1988 September 11–14, visit of Alois Mock in Moscow, from left to right standing beside the
military [Privatbesitz Manfred Scheich]
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1988 September 11–14: Visit of Foreign Minister Mock with delegation to Moscow ... [Privatbesitz
Manfred Scheich]
1988 September, 11–14: Visit Mock in Moscow ... [Privatbesitz Manfred Scheich]
1989: German-german family meeting in Hungary on holidays [Privatbesitz Michael Gehler]
1989 June 27: Cutting off the last remains of the Iron Curtain [Fotoservice HOPI-Media]
1989 June–August: Exchange of letters between the Foreign Ministers of Austria and Hungary
[ÖStA/AdR, BMAA, II-Pol, 518.02.13/1989]
1989: Franz Vranitzky Guardian of Neutrality ... [Privatbesitz Michael Gehler]
1989 July 14: The Letter to Brussels ... [Archiv des Karl-von-Vogelsang-Instituts]
1989 July 17: Presentation of the Letter to Brussels ... [Archiv des Karl-von-Vogelsang-Instituts]
1989: Flyer as a call for participation in the Paneuropean picnic [Privatbesitz Michael Gehler]
1989: The Paneuropean Picnic ... as a miniature model ... [Privatbesitz Michael Gehler]
1990: Hans Jochen Vogel (FRG) ... [Bildarchiv Österreichische Nationalbibliothek 19900323_
PD0018.HR]
1990: Czechoslovak President Václav Havel receives Alois Mock in Prague [Archiv des
Karl-von-Vogelsang-Instituts]
1991 Exchange with US Secretary of State James Baker ... [Archiv des Karl-von-Vogelsang-Instituts]
1991 February 15: Alois Mock visiting the German Chancellery Bonn ... [Privatbesitz Edith Mock]
1991: Alois Mock at a meeting with Otto von Habsburg [Archiv des Karl-von-Vogelsang-Instituts]
1991: Russian Troop Withdrawal from Hungary [Privatbesitz Michael Gehler]
1992: Wolfgang Schüssel and Alois Mock signing the EEA Agreement [Archiv des
Karl-von-Vogelsang-Instituts]
1992: A bilateral Transit Treaty as a solution ...? [Privatbesitz Michael Gehler]
1992 March 14: Obstacle course with different heights ... [Ironimus, Die Presse, 14. 3. 1992]
1993: Presentation of the letter of credentials of Manfred Scheich to Commission President Jacques
Delors [Privatbesitz Manfred Scheich]
1993 March 17: In the Austrian Parliament ... [Privatbesitz of Manfred Scheich]
1994: People’s Party politicians among themselves ... [Archiv des Karl-von-Vogelsang-Archivs]
1994 February: Accession negotiations close to completion ... [Privatbesitz of Manfred Scheich]
1994 March 1, opening session for the final round of the accession negotiations in Brussels, sitting
from left to right Ferdinand Lacina, Brigitte Ederer, Alois Mock, Wolfgang Schüssel and
Manfred Scheich, standing from left to right Gregor Woschnagg, unknown, Franz Fischler,
Josef Krainer junior and Hannes Farnleitner [Privatbesitz Manfred Scheich]
1994 March: “With united forces” ... [Ironimus, Die Presse, 14. 3. 1992]
1994 March 1: Opening session for the final round of the accession negotiations ... [Privatbesitz
Manfred Scheich]
1994 March 1: Conclusion of EU entry negotiations [Privatbesitz Manfred Scheich]
1994 March 2: Alois Mock speaks at the Parliament [Kurier, 4. 3. 1994]
1994 April 9: The Austrians still hesitate to grab the EU bull by the horns [Ironimus, Die Presse,
9. 4. 1994]
1994 June 12: Fate of EU membership ? The “Krone” sparks Europhoric emotions [Kronen
Zeitung, 12. 6. 1994]
1994 June 13: The commitment to the Union is clear [Kronen Zeitung, 13. 6. 1994]
1994: Manfred Scheich in conversation with EU Commission representative Corrado Pirzio Biroli
[Privatbesitz Manfred Scheich]
1994: Congratulations on the 60th birthday of Alois Mock ... [Archiv des Karl-von- VogelsangArchivs]
1994 June 24: Corfu, Signing of the EU Accession Treaty, Ulrich Stacher, Manfred Scheich, Franz
Vranitzky and Alois Mock [Archiv des Karl-von-Vogelsang-Instituts] auch COVER BILD
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1994 June 24: Austrian delegation following the signature of the Accession Treaty [Privatbesitz
Manfred Scheich]
1994 June: Return from Corfu ... [Archiv des Karl-von-Vogelsang-Archivs]
1994 November 24: Protocol on the deposit of the instrument of ratification of the Treaty of
Accession to the European Union… [ÖStA, AdR, Bestand Staatsurkunden, in: Archivale des
Monats 2006–2013, Wien o.J.,6]
1994 December 9–10: The Austrian delegation to the European Council in Essen ... [Privatbesitz
Manfred Scheich]
1995: Postcard Sweden, Austria and Finland become EU members [Sammlung Dr. Otto May
Hildesheim]
1995 April 18: Inaugural visit ... to ... Klaus Hänsch [Privatbesitz Manfred Scheich]
1995: Wolfgang Schüssel replaces Alois Mock – Ferrero-Waldner becomes State Secretary for
European Affairs in the Foreign Ministry [Archiv des Karl-von-Vogelsang-Instituts]
1997 January 13: Negotiating Group ... [Privatbesitz Manfred Scheich]
1997: Germany’s Federal Foreign Minister Klaus Kinkel (centre) ... [Privatbesitz Manfred Scheich]
1997: Austria a security policy wrong-way driver in Europe? [T. Wizany/Salzburger Nachrichten
1997]
1997 June: Amsterdam European Council [Privatbesitz by Manfred Scheich]
1998 July 13: Austrian Presidency of the Council Foreign Minister ... [Privatbesitz Manfred
Scheich]
1998 October 5: Austrian Council Presidency ... [Privatbesitz Manfred Scheich]
1998: Visit of Jacques Chirac ... [Privatbesitz Manfred Scheich]
1998: EU Commission President Jacques Santer ... [Privatbesitz Manfred Scheich]
1998 December: European Council in Vienna ... [Privatbesitz Manfred Scheich]
1998 December 31: EU Council Presidency of ECOFIN .... [Privatbesitz Manfred Scheich]
1998 December 31: Birth of the euro ... [Privatbesitz Manfred Scheich]
2000 May 9: Charm offensive as a contribution to the lifting of sanctions [Ironimus, Die Presse,
9. 5. 2000]
2002: Heavy traffic through Tyrol to the south on the Europa Bridge [Foto Wolfgang Morscher]
2004 October, 29: Signing of the EU Constitutional Treaty ... [Fotoservice HOPI-Media]
2004–2008: Austrian Foreign Minister Ursula Plassnik [DDr. Herbert-Batliner Europainstitut
Salzburg]
2004–2009: Commission Barroso I, 1st row left outside Commissioner Benita Ferrero-Waldner
[Privatbesitz Michael Gehler]
2006 June: EU Council Presidency USA Summit ... [Fotoservice HOPI-Media]
2006: “Wolfgang’s Year” [Murschetz/CCC,www.c5.net]
2008 June 27: Chancellor Gusenbauer and SPÖ head Fayman support referendum for new EU
treaty [Kronen Zeitung (27. 6. 2008)]
2008 June 27: Propaganda by the “Krone” – Chancellor Gusenbauer and SPÖ head Fayman support referendum for new EU treaty [Kronen Zeitung, 27. 6. 2008]
2008 July 25: Small State Prize ... [Herbert-Batliner-Europainstitut]
2009: “Instead of EU Financial Mafia” ... [Privatbesitz Gerhard Kunnert]
2009: “Who’s looking at the pensions?” ... [Privatbesitz Gerhard Kunnert]
2009: “In Christian hands” ... [Privatbesitz Gerhard Kunnert]
2009: Party chairman Werner Faymann and Federal Chancellor Alfred Gusenbauer
[BKA-HBF-Wenzel]
2017: The Berlaymont building ... [Privatbesitz Michael Gehler]
2019: The old EU Council building in Brussels [Privatbesitz Michael Gehler]
2019: Still existing – the Building of the EFTA Office in Brussels [Privatbesitz Michael Gehler]
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Abg.	������������������� Abgeordneter/Member of Parliament
Abs.	������������������� Absatz/Paragraph
AdG 	����������������� (Keesings) Archiv der Gegenwart
ADÖ 	����������������� Außenpolitische Dokumente der Republik Österreich
Foreign Policy Documents of the Republic of Austria
AdR 	����������������� Archiv der Republik/Ausschuß der Regionen
AdSD 	��������������� Archiv der Sozialen Demokratie
AEG 	����������������� Allgemeine Electrizitäts-Gesellschaft
AEUV 	������������� Vertrag über die Arbeitsweise der Europäischen Union/
Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union
AKVI 	��������������� Archiv des Karl von Vogelsang-Instituts,Wien
AOC 	����������������� Audit Operations Committee of the African Union
APA 	����������������� Austria Presse Agentur
APuZ 	��������������� Aus Politik und Zeitgeschichte (Beilage zu Das Parlament)
Art. 	������������������� Artikel
ARTEMIS 	������� EUFOR Democratic Republic of the Congo/MONUC
AStV 	����������������� Ausschuss der Ständigen Vertreter
Committee of Permanent Representatives
ATT rules 	��������� Arms Trade Treaty rules
ATUF 	��������������� Austrian Trade Union Federation
AZ 	������������������� Arbeiter-Zeitung
BAS 	����������������� Befreiungs-Ausschuss Südtirol
South Tyrolean Liberation Committee
BAWAG P.S.K. Bank für Arbeit und Wirtschaft und
Österreichische Postsparkasse AG
Benelux 	����������� Belgium, Luxemburg, the Netherlands
BGBl. 	��������������� Bundesgesetzblatt
BIB 	������������������� Bergisel-Bund/Bergisel-Alliance
BIP 	������������������� Bruttoinlandsprodukt/GDP Gross Domestic Product
BKA 	����������������� Bundeskanzleramt/Federal Chancellery
BKA/AA 	��������� Bundeskanzleramt/Auswärtige Angelegenheiten
Federal Chancellery/Foreign Ministry
BM 	������������������� Bundesminister/ium /Federal Ministry
BMaA 	��������������� Bundesministerium für auswärtige Angelegenheiten/
Federal Ministry of Foreign Affairs
BM(f)AA 	��������� Bundesministerium für Auswärtige Angelegenheiten
BmeiA 	������������� Bundesministerium für europäische und internationale
Angelegenheiten
BMfHGI 	����������� Bundesministerium für Handel, Gewerbe und Industrie/
Ministry for Business, Trade and Industry
BMfHI 	������������� Bundesministerium für Handel und Industrie/
Federal Ministry of Trade and Industry
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BMfHuW 	��������� Bundesministerium für Handel und Wiederaufbau/
Federal Ministry of Trade and Reconstruction
BM(f)wA 	��������� Bundesministerium für wirtschaftliche Angelegenheiten/
Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs
BfWF 	��������������� Bundesministerium für Wissenschaft und Forschung/
Federal Ministry of Science and Research
BMI 	����������������� Bundesministerium für Inneres/
Federal Ministry of the Interior
BMJ 	����������������� Bundesministerium für Justiz/
Federal Ministry of Justice
BMLV 	������������� Bundesministerium für Landesverteidigung/
Federal Ministry of National Defence
BMöWV 	����������� Bundesministerium für österreichische Wirtschaft und Verkehr
Federal Ministry of Austrian Economy and Traffic
BPL 	����������������� Bundesparteileitung
BRD 	����������������� Bundesrepublik Deutschland/ FRG
BReg 	���������������� Bundesregierung/Federal Government
BSP 	����������������� Bruttosozialprodukt/Gross National Product
BVG 	����������������� Bundesverfassungsgesetz/Federal Constitution Act
BWK 	��������������� Bundeswirtschaftskammer/Chamber of Commerce
BZÖ 	����������������� Bündnis Zukunft Österreich
The Alliance for the Future of Austria
CA 	������������������� Creditanstalt
CAP 	����������������� Common Agricultural Policy
CDU 	����������������� Christlich-Demokratische Union/German Christian Democrats
CEE 	����������������� Central and Eastern Europe
CEEC 	��������������� Central and Eastern European Countries
CEEC 	��������������� Committee on European Economic Cooperation
CEFA 	��������������� Cercle Economique Franco-Allemand
CEFTA 	������������� Central European Free Trade Association
CEH 	����������������� Central European History
CEI 	������������������� Central European Initiative
CESDP 	������������� Common European Security and Defense Policy
CFSP 	��������������� Common Foreign and Security Policy
CIP 	������������������� Competitiveness and Innovation Programme
CIS States 	������� Commonwealth of Independent States/GUS
CM 	������������������� Common Market
CMEA 	������������� Council of Mutual Economic Assistance/RGW
COCOM 	����������� Coordinating Committee on Multilateral Export Controls/OEEC
COMECON 	����� Council of Mutual Economic Assistance/RGW
Comintern 	������� Communist International
COREPER 	������� Comité des Représentants Permanents
Committee of Permanent Representatives
COREU 	����������� Correspondance Européenne/Telexnetz der europäischen
Korrespondenten
COWEB 	����������� Working Party on the Western Balkans Region
CPC 	����������������� Communist Party of China
CPSU 	��������������� Communist Party of the Soviet Union
CSCE 	��������������� Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe
CSDP 	��������������� Common Security and Defense Policy

XVI. Abbreviations
ČSR 	����������������� Tschechoslowakische Republik/Czechoslovak Republic
ČSSR 	��������������� Tschechoslowakische Sozialistische Republik
Czechoslovak Socialist Republic
Československá Socialistická Republica
CSU 	����������������� Christlich-Soziale Union/Christian Social Union
CT 	������������������� Constitutional Treaty
CVP 	����������������� Christelijke Volkspartij/Flemish Christian Democratic Party
CXT 	����������������� Common External Tariff
CZ 	������������������� Tschechien
D 	����������������������� Deutschland
Daphne 	������������� programme to combat violence against children,
young people and women in Europe
DC 	������������������� Democrazia Cristiana/Christian Democratic Party of Italy
DDF 	����������������� Documents Diplomatiques Français
DDR 	����������������� Deutsche Demokratische Republik/GDR
DDSG 	��������������� Donau-Dampfschifffahrtsgesellschaft/
First-Danube-Steamboat-Shipping Company
DG 	������������������� Direction Générale
DK 	������������������� Dänemark
DM 	������������������� Deutsche Mark
DÖW 	��������������� Dokumentationsarchiv des österreichischen Widerstandes/
Documentation Centre of the Austrian Resistance
dpa 	������������������� Deutsche Presseagentur
DVP 	����������������� Deutsche Volkspartei
German People’s Party
E 	����������������������� Spanien
EA 	������������������� Europa-Archiv
EAEC 	��������������� European Atomic Energy Community
EAG 	����������������� Europäische Atomgemeinschaft/
European Atomic Energy Community/EAEC
EAPC 	��������������� Euro-Atlantic Partnership
EB 	������������������� Erläuternde Bemerkungen/explanatory remarks
EC 	������������������� European Commission
EC 	������������������� European Communities
ECA 	����������������� Economic Cooperation Administration
ECB 	����������������� European Central Bank
ECE 	����������������� Economic Commission for Europe
ECJ 	������������������� European Court of Justice
ECHO 	��������������� European Community Humanitarian Office
ECHR 	��������������� European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights
and Fundamental Freedoms
ECMM 	������������� European Community Monitor Mission
ECOFIN 	����������� Economic and Financial Affairs Council
Rat für Wrtschaft und Finanzen
ECS 	����������������� European Currency System
ECSC 	��������������� European Coal and Steel Community/EGKS
ECU 	��������������� European Currency Unit/
Europäische Rechnungs- und Währungseinheit
EDC 	����������������� European Defense Community
EDU 	����������������� European Democrat Union
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EEA 	����������������� Einheitliche Europäische Akte/SEA
EEA 	����������������� European Economic Area
EEC 	����������������� European Economic Community
EESC 	��������������� European Economic and Social Committee
EFTA 	��������������� European Free Trade Association
EG 	������������������� Europäische Gemeinschaft
EG-K 	��������������� EG-Kommission
EGKS 	��������������� Europäische Gemeinschaft für Kohle und Stahl/ECSC
EG-MS 	������������� EG-Mitgliedstaaten
EG-V 	��������������� EG-Vertrag
EHRC 	��������������� European Human Rights Convention
EIB 	������������������� Europäische Investitionsbank/European Investment Bank
EK 	������������������� Europäische Kommission
EMI 	����������������� European Monetary Institute
EMS 	����������������� European Monetary System
EMU 	��������������� European Monetary Union
EP 	��������������������� Europäisches Parlament
EPC 	����������������� European Political Cooperation
EPP 	������������������� European People’s Party
EPU 	����������������� European Payment’s Union
EPU 	����������������� European Parliamentarians’ Union
EPU 	����������������� European Political Union
EPZ 	����������������� Europäische Politische Zusammenarbeit
EQR 	����������������� Europäischer Qualifikationsrahmen
European Qualifications Framework/EQF
ER 	������������������� Europäischer Rat/European Council/EC
ERASMUS 	����� European Action Scheme for the Mobility of University Students
ERRF 	��������������� European Rapid Reaction Force
ERP 	����������������� European Recovery Program
ESiat 	����������������� Europa-Sekretariat
ESDP 	��������������� European Security and Defense Policy
ESUR 	��������������� EU Special Representative
ESVP 	��������������� Europäische Sicherheits- und Verteidigungspolitik
EU 	������������������� Europäische Union/ European Union
EU-14 	��������������� Regierungen der 14 EU-Staaten für Sanktionen gegen Österreich/
(EU-14 Member States’ sanctions against Austria)
EUFOR Althea European Union Force Bosnien and Herzegovina
EuGH 	��������������� Europäischer Gerichtshof
EU-LAC 	����������� European Union-Latin American Countries
EULEX 	����������� European Law Mission in Kosovo
EU-MS 	������������� Europäische Unions-Mitgliedstaaten
EURATOM 	����� Europäische Atomgemeinschaft
European Atomic Energy Community/EAEC
EUROSTAT 	����� Statistisches Amt der Europäischen Gemeinschaften
European Statistical Office
EUR 	����������������� Euro/europäische Einheitswährung
EUT 	����������������� European Union Treaty
EUV 	����������������� Europäischer Unionsvertrag
Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union
EVG 	����������������� Europäische Verteidigungsgemeinschaft/EDC

XVI. Abbreviations
EVP 	����������������� Europäische Volkspartei
European People’s Party/EPP
EWG 	����������������� Europäische Wirtschaftsgemeinschaft
European Economic Community/EEC
EWGV 	������������� Vertrag über die Europäische Wirtschaftsgemeinschaft
EWI 	����������������� Europäisches Währungsinstitut
European Monetary Institute/EMI
EWR 	���������������� Europäischer Wirtschaftsraum
European Economic Area/EEA
EWS 	����������������� Europäisches Währungssystem
European Monetary System/EMS
EWSA 	������������� Europäischer Wirtschafts- und Sozialausschuss
EZU 	����������������� Europäische Zahlungsunion
European Payment’s Union/EPP
F 	����������������������� Frankreich
FDP 	����������������� Freie Demokratische Partei
Free Democratic Party
FHA 	����������������� Freihandelsabkommen/Free Trade Agreement
FHZ 	����������������� Große Freihandelszone/Large Free Trade Zone
FINEBEL 	��������� France, Italy, the Netherlands, Belgium and Luxemburg
FIN-EFTA 	������� EFTA-Finland Association System
FINN 	��������������� Finnland
FL 	��������������������� Fürstentum Liechtenstein
FM 	������������������� Foreign Minister
FO 	������������������� Foreign Office
Fonmin 	������������� Foreign Minister
FPÖ 	����������������� Freiheitliche Partei Österreichs/Austrian Freedom Party
FRG 	����������������� Federal Republic of Germany
FRITALUX 	����� Zollunionsprojekt Frankreich-Italien-Luxemburg
FRUS 	��������������� Foreign Relations of the United States
FRY 	����������������� Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
FTA 	����������������� Free Trade Area
FYROM/FRY 	� Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
GA 	������������������� General Assembly (of the United Nations)
GAC 	����������������� General Affairs Council of the EU
GAP 	����������������� Gemeinsame Agrarpolitik
GARIOA 	��������� Governmental Aid Relief in Occupied Areas
GASP 	��������������� Gemeinsame Außen- und Sicherheitspolitik/
Common Foreign and Security Policy, CFSP
GATT 	��������������� General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
GB 	������������������� Großbritannien
GDP 	����������������� Gross Domestic Product/Bruttoinlandsprodukt
GDR 	����������������� German Democratic Republic
Ges. 	����������������� Gesandter
GG 	������������������� Grundgesetz
GOA 	����������������� Government of Austria
GR 	������������������� Griechenland
Group of 24 	����� Intergovernmental Group of Twenty-Four
on International Monetary Affairs and Development
GS 	������������������� Generalsekretär/General Secretary
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GSP 	����������������� General System of Preferential Tariffs
GUS 	����������������� Gemeinschaft Unabhängiger Staaten
Commonwealth of Independent States
GVP 	����������������� Großdeutsche Volkspartei/
Greater German People’s Party
GWU 	��������������� Geschichte in Wissenschaft und Unterricht
GZT 	����������������� Gemeinsamer Zolltarif/common tariff
HBK 	����������������� Herr Bundeskanzler
HBM 	��������������� Herrn Bundesminister
HHStA 	������������� Haus-, Hof- und Staatsarchiv, Wien
HLNG 	������������� High Level Negotiating Group
HOM 	��������������� Head of Mission (of the OSCE)
HR 	������������������� High Representative/Hoher Vertreter
HZ 	������������������� Historische Zeitschrift
IAEA 	��������������� International Atomic Energy Agency
IAEO 	��������������� International Atomic Energy Organization
ICJ 	������������������� International Court of Justice
ICRC 	��������������� International Committee of the Red Cross
IfZg 	����������������� Institut für Zeitgeschichte der Universität Wien
IGC 	������������������� Intergovernmental Conference
IHR 	����������������� The International History Review
IIA 	������������������� Interinstitutional Agreement
ILO 	������������������� International Labour Organisation
IMF 	����������������� International Monetary Fund
INF 	������������������� Intermediate Nuclear Forces
iR 	��������������������� im Rahmen
IRL 	������������������� Irland/irländisch
IWF 	����������������� Internationaler Währungsfonds/International Monetary Fund
JAT 	������������������� Jugoslovenski Aerotransport
JI 	���������������������� Justiz- und Inneres
Kč 	��������������������� Tschechische Krone
KDOM 	������������� Kosovo Diplomatic Observer Mission
KFOR 	��������������� Kosovo Force
KGA 	����������������� Karl Gruber-Archiv
KMU 	��������������� Klein- und Mittelunternehmen
Small and Medium-sized Enterprises
Komintern 	������� Kommunistische Internationale
KPD 	����������������� Kommunistische Partei Deutschlands
German Communist Party
KPdSU 	������������� Kommunistische Partei der Sowjetunion
CPSU, Communist Party of the Soviet Union
KPÖ 	����������������� Kommunistische Partei Österreichs
Austrian Communist Party
KSZE 	��������������� Konferenz über Sicherheit und Zusammenarbeit in Europa
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe, CSCE
KVM 	��������������� Kosovo Verification Mission
LAC 	����������������� Latin American Countries
LIF 	������������������� Liberales Forum
Liberal Forum
LKW 	��������������� Lastkraftwagen

XVI. Abbreviations
LUX 	����������������� Luxemburg
MAP 	����������������� Military Assistance Program
MBFR 	������������� Mutual and Balanced Force Reductions
MECU 	������������� Million ECU
MEP 	����������������� Mitglied des Europäischen Parlaments
Member of the European Parliament
MFNC 	������������� Most-Favoured Nation Clause
MONUC 	����������� Mission de l’Organisation des Nations Unies en
République Démocratique du Congo/
EUFOR Democratic Republic of the Congo
MR 	������������������� Ministerrat/Council of Ministers
MRP 	����������������� Mouvement Républicain Populaire
Popular Republican Movement
MS 	������������������� Mitgliedstaaten/member states
MSA 	����������������� Mutual Security Agency
MwSt 	��������������� Mehrwertsteuer
Value-added tax, VAT
N 	����������������������� Norwegen
N+N-States 	����� Neutral and Non-Aligned States
NARA 	������������� National Archives Record Administration, Washington
NATO 	��������������� North Atlantic Treaty Organization
Nazi Party 	������� National Socialist German Worker’s Party
Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiterpartei
NEI 	������������������� Nouvelles Equipes Internationales
NGO 	����������������� Non-governmental Organisation
NL 	������������������� Niederlande
NÖG 	����������������� Neue Österreichische Gesellschaft
NR 	������������������� Nationalrat/National Council
NSC 	����������������� National Security Council
NSDAP 	������������ Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiterpartei
National Socialist German Workers’ Party
NVA 	����������������� Nationale Volksarmee
National People’s Army
NZZ 	����������������� Neue Zürcher Zeitung
OBNOVA 	��������� Erneuerung/Wiederaufbau
(rejuvenation)
Ö 	����������������������� österreichisch/Österreich
ÖAAB 	������������� Österreichischer Arbeitnehmerinnen- und Arbeitnehmerbund
Austrian Workers’ and Employees’ Association
OECD 	��������������� Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development
OEEC 	��������������� Organization of European Economic Cooperation
Ö-Fin 	��������������� Österreich-Finnland Ratspräsidentschaft 2006
ÖGB 	����������������� Österreichischer Gewerkschaftsbund
Austrian Federation of Labor
ÖIfZG 	������������� Österreichisches Institut für Zeitgeschichte, Wien
ÖIV 	����������������� Österreichischer Industrieverband
Austria Industrial Association
ÖJIP 	����������������� Österreichisches Jahrbuch für internationale Politik
ÖJP 	������������������� Österreichisches Jahrbuch für Politik
OHR 	����������������� Office of the High Representative
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OLAF 	��������������� Office Européen de lutte Anti-Fraude/
Europäisches Amt für Betrugsbekämpfung
ÖMH 	��������������� Österreichische Monatshefte
OeNB 	��������������� Oesterreichische Nationalbank/Austrian National Bank
OPEC 	��������������� Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries
ORF 	����������������� Österreichischer Rundfunk/Austrian Broadcasting Cooperation
ÖS 	������������������� Österreichischer Schilling
ÖStA 	��������������� Österreichisches Staatsarchiv/State Archives of Austria
OSCE 	��������������� Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe
OSS 	����������������� Office of Strategic Services
OSZE 	��������������� Organisation für Sicherheit und Zusammenarbeit in Europa
ÖVP 	����������������� Österreichische Volkspartei
Austrian People’s Party
ÖZA 	����������������� Österreichische Zeitschrift für Außenpolitik
ÖZP 	����������������� Österreichische Zeitschrift für Politikwissenschaft
P 	����������������������� Polen
PA 	��������������������� Partnership Agreement
PA/AA 	������������� Politisches Archiv des Auswärtigen Amtes
PAL 	����������������� Phase-Alternating-Line/TV
PCA 	����������������� Permanent Court of Arbitration
PCA 	����������������� Partnership and Cooperation Agreement
PfP 	������������������� Partnership for Peace (NATO)
PHARE 	����������� Poland and Hungary. Aid for Restructuring of the Economies
PKW 	����������������� Personenkraftwagen
PM 	������������������� Prime Minister
POEN 	��������������� Provisorisches Österreichisches Nationalkomitee
PPI 	������������������� Partito Popolare Italiano
Präs. 	����������������� Präsidentschaft/Presidency
PSC 	����������������� Partie Social Chretien/Christian Social Party (CVP/PSC)
RAA/AB 	��������� Rat für Allgemeine Angelegenheiten/Außenbeziehungen
General Affairs and External Relations Council
RAVAG 	����������� Radio Verkehrs AG
RETTÖ 	����������� Rettet Österreich/Save Austria
RF 	������������������� Russische Föderation
Russian Federation
RG 	������������������� Record Group, NARA, Washington
RGW 	��������������� Rat für Gegenseitige Wirtschaftshilfe/
Council of Mutual Economic Assistance, COMECON
RL 	������������������� Richtlinie/guideline
RS 	��������������������� Republika Srpska
RV 	������������������� Regierungsvorlage/government proposal
SAA 	����������������� Stabilitäts- und Assoziationsabkommen
SAICM 	������������� Strategic Approach on International Chemical Management
SAL 	����������������� Sonderausschuss Landwirtschaft
Special Committee on Agriculture/SCA
SALT 	��������������� Strategic Arms Limitation Talks
SC 	��������������������� Sektionschef/section chief
SCR 	����������������� Security Council (UN)
SDAP 	��������������� Sozialdemokratische Arbeiterpartei
Social Democratic Worker’s Party

XVI. Abbreviations
SEA 	����������������� Single European Act
SEATO 	������������� Southeast AsiaTreaty Organization
SECAM 	����������� Séquentiel Couleur à mémoire/TV
SED 	����������������� Sozialistische Einheitspartei Deutsclands/
Socialist Unity Party of Germany
SF 	��������������������� Finnland
SFOR 	��������������� Stabilisation Force
SHAPE 	������������� Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe
SHS State 	��������� Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes
SI 	��������������������� Socialist International
SLOGA 	����������� Parteienkoalition in Bosnien
Coalition of Parties in Bosnia
SPD 	����������������� Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands
Social Democratic Party of Germany
SPÖ 	����������������� Sozialistische/Sozialdemokratische Partei Österreichs/
Socialist Party of Austria
SS 	��������������������� Schutzstaffel
Protection Squadron
SSU 	����������������� Strategic Services United (of the American War Department)
S(t)BKA 	����������� Stiftung Bruno Kreisky Archiv
Sten. Prot. N 	����� Stenographische Protokolle des Nationalrats
STS 	������������������� Staatssekretär/State secretary
SU 	������������������� Sowjetunion
SVP 	����������������� Südtiroler Volkspartei
	������������������������� South Tyrolean People’s Party
SZ 	��������������������� Süddeutsche Zeitung
TACIS 	������������� Technical Assistance to the Commonwealth of Independent States
TASS 	��������������� Telegrafnoje Agenstwo Sowjetskowo Sojousa
TEC 	����������������� Treaty of the European Communities
TEN 	����������������� Trans-European Networks
TEU 	����������������� Treaty on the European Union
TFEU 	��������������� Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union
TNA 	����������������� The National Archives of the United Kingdom
UAbs. 	��������������� Unterabsatz/subparagraph
UÇK 	����������������� Kosovo Ushtria Çlirimtare e Kosovës
Kosovo Liberation Army, KLA
UDF 	����������������� Union pour la Démocratie Française/
Union for French Democracy
UdSSR 	������������� Union der Sozialistischen Sowjetrepubliken
UDR/RPR 	������� Union des Démocrates pour la République,
Rassemblement pour la République
UDR: Rally for the Republic
RPR: Union of the Defence of the Republic
Union of Democrats for the Republic
UK 	������������������� United Kingdom
UKR 	����������������� Ukraine
UN 	������������������� United Nations
UNESCO 	��������� United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
UNHCR 	����������� United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
UNO 	����������������� United Nations Organizations
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UNRRA 	����������� United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration
UNSC 	��������������� United Nations Security Council
UNSCR 	����������� United Nations Security Council Resolution
UNSG 	������������� United Nations Secretary General
US 	������������������� United States
USA 	����������������� United States of America
USEC 	��������������� US Mission to the European Communities
USG 	����������������� United States Government
USIWA 	������������� Uprawlenie Sowjetskim imuschtschestwom Awstrii/
Sowjetisch verwaltete Betriebe in Österreich
Administration of Soviet Property in Austria
USSR 	��������������� Union of Socialist Soviet Republics
USUN 	�������������� United States Ambassador to the United Nations
V 4 	������������������� Czech Rebublic, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia
(Visegrád Four, Visegrád Group)
VdU 	����������������� Verband der Unabhängigen/Federation of Independents
VfGH 	��������������� Verfassungsgerichtshof
Supreme Constitutional Court
VfZ 	������������������� Vierteljahrshefte für Zeitgeschichte
viz. 	������������������� videlicet (namentlich)
VJ 	��������������������� Vojska Jugoslavije
Serbian Armed Forces
VN 	������������������� Vereinte Nationen (UNO)
VO 	������������������� Verordnung/Regulation
VÖEST 	������������� Vereinigte Österreichische Stahlwerke/
Austrian Iron and Steel Industry
VÖI 	������������������� Vereinigung Österreichischer Industrieller/
Federation of Austrian Industry
VOMI 	��������������� Volksdeutsche Mittelstelle
VSWG 	������������� Vierteljahrschrift für Sozial- und Wirtschaftsgeschichte
VV 	������������������� Verfassungsvertrag/Constitutional Treaty
VvL 	����������������� Vertrag von Lissabon/Treaty of Lisbon
WEU 	��������������� Western European Union/Westeuropäische Union
WEUDAM 	������� Western European Union Demining Assistance Mission
WG 	������������������� Working Group
WIFO 	��������������� Wirtschaftsforschungs-Institut/
Austrian Institute of Economic Research
WKÖ 	��������������� Wirtschaftskammer Österreich/
Austrian Chamber of Commerce
WSA 	����������������� Wirtschafts- und Sozialausschuss
WTO 	��������������� World Trade Organization
WWU 	��������������� Wirtschafts- und Währungsunion
WZ 	������������������� Wiener Zeitung
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XVII. CHRONOLOGY OF THE HISTORY OF
AUSTRIAN FOREIGN AND
EUROPE POLICY 1914/18-2009
June 28, 1914:
The heir to the throne, Franz Ferdinand, the
nephew of Franz Joseph, who wanted to organise the Habsburg empire on a federal basis and
recognise all peoples equally, was murdered in
Sarajevo with his wife.
July 28, 1914:
After an Austrian ultimatum not fulfilled by
Serbia, Austria-Hungary declares war on Serbia. As a result, a dynamic of alliance systems
develops, followed by mobilizations and declarations of war between the Central Powers and
the Entente.

Kingdom of Hungary, this document no longer
has any effect.
October 21, 1918:
Even during the war, the members of the
Reichsrat elected in 1911 in the German-
speaking territories of the monarchy constituted themselves in Vienna as the Provisional
National Assembly in order to found their own
state “Deutschösterreich”.
October 30, 1918:
Decision of the Provisional National Assembly to implement a provisional constitution for
“Deutschösterreich”

November 21, 1916:
Emperor Franz Joseph I dies after 68 years of
regency. His great-nephew succeeds him as
Charles I on the throne.

November 3, 1918:
Armistice between Austria-Hungary and the
Allies.

1917:
Emperor Charles tries in vain to reach a
peace agreement with the Entente through his
brother-in-law Sixtus of Bourbon-Parma.

November 11, 1918:
Charles I, on the condition that the choice of the
form of state was left to the people, renounced
“every share in the affairs of state” but not the
throne.

October 13, 1918:
Abdication of Charles as King of Hungary.
October 16, 1918:
With “An meine getreuen österreichischen
Völker” Karl propagates the transformation
of the empire into a federal state. In order to
comply with the will of the USA and President
Woodrow Wilson’s fourteen-point programme,
the emperor issues a manifesto of peoples which
transforms the Austrian empire into a federal
state. Since the German-speaking Bohemia are
not prepared to live in a Czechoslovak crown
country and the manifesto does not apply to the

November 12, 1918:
Proclamation of the Republic of “Deutschösterreich” by a delegation of the National Assembly
on the parliamentary ramp with corresponding law on the form of state and government.
In front of Pallas Athena a Soviet Republic
“Socialist Republic of Austria” is proclaimed.
January 18, 1919:
Convening of the peace conference in Paris by
the Entente Powers USA, Great Britain, Italy
and France. It was attended by 27 states, all of
which had declared war on Germany and for
the most part on Austria.
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February 16, 1919:
First democratic election in the Republic of
‟Deutschösterreich”. The Social Democrats
attain a relative majority and form a coalition with the christian socials. Karl Renner is
Chancellor of State.
March 21, 1919:
Proclamation of a Soviet Council Republic in
Hungary under Béla Kun.
March 24, 1919:
Emperor Karl leaves the Republic at the border
crossing at Feldkirch.
April 3, 1919:
The constituent National Assembly passes the
law on the expulsion of the Habsburg-Lothringen dynasty and the takeover of the assets of
the House of Habsburg-Lothringen in order to
prevent any tendencies towards restoration.
June 6, 1919:
The Entente Powers decide in Paris on the referendum in Carinthia.
June 15, 1919:
Mass march of the Austrian communists for a
soviet republic.
June 28, 1919:
Signing of the Versailles Peace Treaty by the
German Reich.
August 1, 1919:
The soviet republic in Hungary resigns. Miklós
Horthy acts as “imperial administrator”
(“Reichsverweser”).
September 10, 1919:
Signing of the Peace Treaty of St. Germain by
Austria: recognition of the new states of Poland,
Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia, which emerged
on the territory of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy. New border demarcation between the new
republics Austria, Hungary, Italy and Romania.
No concrete reparation obligation but general
lien (Generalpfandrecht) for the victorious powers on Austrian state property. Prohibition of
Austria’s Anschluss to Germany, prohibition of
general conscription, professional army with a
maximum of 30,000 men. The new name of the
state now has to be “Republic of Austria”.

July 7, 1920:
Establishment of a proportional government.
The coalition government under Karl Renner
fails on the question of creating a new army.
Michael Mayr becomes the new chancellor. The
strong man in the background is the christian
social Ignaz Seipel.
October 1, 1920:
Resolution of the Constitution of the Federal State of Austria. Hans Kelsen, Professor
of Constitutional and Administrative Law in
Vienna, is in charge of its preparation.
October 10, 1920:
The majority (59%) of the population of Southern Carinthia votes in a referendum in favor of
remaining with Austria.
April 5, 1921:
Charles I makes a futile second attempt at
restoration in Hungary.
April 24, 1921:
Since the republic is forbidden from joining
Germany by the victorious powers, individual
federal states try to decide this for themselves.
In Tyrol there is a referendum for the annexation to Germany with the slogan “Heim ins
Reich” with 98.5%.
May 29, 1921:
A referendum in Salzburg even brings 99% for
the “Anschluss”.
June 1, 1921:
Resignation of the Federal Government
Mayr following the announcement of another
referendum for the Anschluss in Styria, alarming the victorious powers.
December 16, 1921:
Treaty of Lana between the Republic of Austria and the Czechoslovak Republic, signed
by Chancellor Schober and Foreign Minister
Edvard Beneš, with the obligation to respect
the Treaties of Saint Germain and the reciprocal
guarantee of their territories. Austria receives a
loan of 500 million Czechoslovak crowns. The
Greater Germans in Austria experience this as
“betrayal” of the Sudeten Germans.
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December 29, 1921:
In the old town hall in Wipplingerstraße/Vienna
the “National Socialist Association for German
Austria” holds a protest meeting against the
Treaty of Lana: The chairman of the association Walter Riehl and “the representative of the
National Socialist Party from Munich” Adolf
Hitler speak.
April 10, 1922:
Genoa Conference for the reconstruction of
Europe. The Soviet Union takes part in this conference. Austria receives loan commitments.
During his negotiations in Genoa, Chancellor
Schober is overthrown and replaced by christian social Ignaz Seipel. The Genoa Conference
fails because of the Treaty of Rapallo.
April 16, 1922:
In the Rapallo Treaty between Germany and
the Soviet Union, mutual renunciation of
reparations takes place.
October 4, 1922:
A League of Nations loan of 650 million gold
crowns is granted to restore the shattered state
budget, combined with the partial waiver of the
general lien (Generalpfandrecht) to secure the
Geneva loan. Above all, Austria undertakes
not to seek affiliation with Germany and accepts the control of the League of Nations. The
stabilization of the currency required drastic
sacrifices, and at least 100,000 civil servants are
to be dismissed. The loan is granted by Great
Britain, France, Italy and Czechoslovakia. The
four states undertook to respect Austria’s special international status. Austria again had to
commit itself to its independence under the
Treaty of Saint-Germain. The German Reich
was subject to a 20-year ban on joining.
October 27-29, 1922:
March on Rome by the fascists under the
leadership of Benito Mussolini.
November 14, 1922:
The Austrian central bank is created. After a
few months, the currency stabilized. After two
years, the national budget was in balance. Unemployment rose rapidly, even at a time when
Europe was otherwise experiencing a boom.
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1925:
Treaty of Locarno between Germany and the
victorious powers, which defines the western
borders of the German Reich and the Rhineland
as a demilitarized zone.
1925:
The crown currency is replaced by the shilling
and the hard currency policy (“Alpine dollar”)
is continued. The currency is restored, but the
economy is down.
October 24, 1929:
Stock market crash in New York with
consequences of mass unemployment in
Austria (around 600,000) and Germany (around
6 Million).
1929/1930:
First as Chancellor, now as Foreign Minister,
Johannes Schober achieves at the Hague Conference, in which it was a question of finally
settling the war debts of the nations defeated in the First World War, to persuade the
Allied powers to renounce the general lien
(Generalpfandrecht).
March 3, 1931:
Secret agreements are reached between the
German Foreign Minister Julius Curtius and
his Austrian counterpart Johannes Schober on
a customs union with Germany. France and the
Czech Republik veto the agreement.
May 8, 1931:
The government learns of the imminent
collapse of the Creditanstalt. The League of
Nations demands the abandonment of the customs union project with the German Reich for
its help. Federal Chancellor Otto Ender resigns.
Federal President Wilhelm Miklas commissions Seipel to form a government, inviting the
social democrats to form a “concentration government”, which they reject. Karl Buresch was
then commissioned to form the government,
which formed a coalition government with
christian socials, greater germans and the Land
Federation (Landbund). The customs union
project failed. The government grants guarantees for the rescue of the Creditanstalt.
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September 5, 1931:
At the request of the League of Nations
Council, the Permanent International Court of
Justice shall issue a legal opinion concerning
the organisation of customs between Germany
and Austria, in which it examined the compatibility of membership of a customs union with
Austria’s obligation of independence (Article
88 of the State Treaty of Saint-Germain, First
Geneva Protocol 1922). By a narrow majority (8:7), the Court ruled that, although the
German-Austrian Customs Union project did
not infringe Article 88 of the State Treaty of
Saint-Germain, it infringed the First Geneva
Protocol of 1922.
May 20, 1932:
New government under Engelbert Dollfuss.
July 15, 1932:
The Lausanne Protocol provides for a second
League of Nations loan of 300 million Schillings, granted by Great Britain, France, Italy
and Belgium, which once again stipulates a
20-year ban on joining the German Reich. The
Federal Council (Bundesrat) raises an objection. The Austrian Parliament (Nationalrat)
passes an insistence resolution.
October 1, 1932:
On the basis of the “War Economic Enabling
Act” („Kriegswirtschaftliches Ermächtigungsgesetz“) of 1917, a further ordinance is issued to
reorganise the Credit Anstalt.
January 8, 1933:
Waggons with weapons from fascist Italy to
the Hungarian Horthy government and the
home defence are discovered in the Styrian
Hirtenberg.
January 30, 1933:
Hitler is appointed Reich Chancellor by Reich
President Paul von Hindenburg, who forms a
coalition government of German Nationals and
the NSDAP. Although he had received only one
third of the votes, he overruled democratic laws
with the help of the Reichstag.

March 1, 1933:
Warning strike of the Austrian railway workers. All railway stations are occupied by the
gendarmerie and the army.
March 4, 1933:
Social Democrats call for a Nationalrat meeting. A dispute over procedural issues, among
other things, results in the resignation of all
presidents of the Nationalrat. There is no one
left who can formally close the session.
March 5, 1933:
The German Reichtag elections brought Hitler
43.9% of the votes. He had passed a law of empowerment (“Ermächtigungsgesetz”). The first
concentration camps are established and political opponents are imprisoned. 12,000 National
Socialists celebrate Hitler’s victory in the hall
of the Nordwestbahnhof in Vienna.
March 7, 1933:
Three days after the chaotic break-up of the
Nationalrat, Dollfuss turns to “The Austrian
People”: the Nationalrat is paralyzed and unable to act. However, the legitimate government
was in office and not affected by the parliamentary crisis. He bans all marches and meetings,
censors the press, and puts the armed forces on
standby.
March 15, 1933:
The third President of the Nationalrat, Sepp
Straffner, convenes a parliamentary session,
which is followed only by the social democrats and the greater germans, 60 of whom
have come. After 10 minutes the parliament
is evacuated by 200 detectives. The police
and army march on the ring. The so-called
“self-elimination”(“Selbstausschaltung”) of the
parliament becomes reality.
March 25, 1933:
The 1000 Mark barrier (“Tausend Mark-Sperre”)
imposed by Hitler means that every German
citizen who crosses the border into Austria has
to pay 1000 Reichsmark, which has negative
economic consequences for Austria. National
Socialist terrorism intensified: fights with home
guards (Heimwehren) and social democrats, explosions, attacks on jewish businesses, assassinations of celebrities are on the agenda.
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June 19, 1933:
The Dollfuss government declares the national socialist groups in Austria dissolved and the
party illegal. Dollfuss finds back support at
Mussolini, whom he visits during his vacation
in Riccione.
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April 27, 1934:
Convening of Parliament to continue the sitting
of March 3, 1933. Socialist members are not invited. Their party is dissolved. Emergency decrees
are confirmed. A constitutional law is passed.

September 11, 1933:
The 250th anniversary of the liberation of
Vienna from the Turks is celebrated. At a rally,
Dollfuss sketches the outlines of the new corporative state.

May 5, 1934:
Dollfuss reads the new constitution personally: “In the name of God the Almighty, from
whom all justice emanates, the Austrian people receive this constitution for their christian
german Federal State on the basis of estates”.

February 12, 1934:
Civil war in Austria, based on a search for
weapons by the police in the social democratic
party “Hotel Schiff” in Linz, fights between the
Schutzbund, the Heimwehren and the executive
forces spread in Austria. The government imposes the martial law and declares the Social
Democratic Party dissolved. Mayor Karl Seitz
and the social democratic leadership of Vienna
are arrested. The call for a general strike is
hardly followed.

July 25, 1934:
National Socialist putschists storm the R AVAG
broadcasting house in Johannesgasse and
announce the resignation of the Dollfuss
government on the radio. They occupy the
chancellery. Dollfuss is shot. He dies as a result
of the injuries. Kurt Schuschnigg takes over
the government. The putschists in the chancellery surrender. In Styria, Carinthia, and U
 pper
Austria there are heavy fights. The coup is
defeated. 8 putschists are executed.

Februar 13, 1934:
Schutzbund units – above all in Vienna and
Styria – take the offensive. In Floridsdorf
(Schlingerhof, Arbeiterheim, FAC-Hof, Feuer
wache, Gaswerk) and Heiligenstadt (KarlMarx-Hof) and in Styria (Graz, Kapfenberg,
Bruck an der Mur) fights are fierce.

August 21, 1934:
Schuschnigg travels to Mussolini and asks for
political support.

February 15, 1934:
The fighting is over. About 10,000 social democrats have been arrested and 9 executed. The
Vienna City Council and the Vienna State
Parliament are dissolved. Richard Schmitz becomes mayor of Vienna. Social democrats go
into exile or underground and call themselves
“Revolutionary Socialists”.
March 17, 1934:
Mussolini invites Dollfuss and the Hungarian Prime Minister Gyula Gömbös to Rome.
The existing friendship treaties with Italy and
Hungary are extended to include the “Roman
Protocols”.

January 1, 1935:
First Reich Conference of the Revolutionary
Socialists of Austria in Brno: 60 functionaries
meet there. On their return home, some 30 were
arrested and charged with treason, including
Bruno Kreisky and Franz Jonas.
January 21, 1935:
The French and Italian chiefs of staff agree to
take military action in the event of a threat to
Austrian independence.
March 16, 1935:
Hitler reintroduces compulsory military service
in Germany, which means a breach of the
Versailles Peace Treaty. The heads of government of Great Britain, France and Italy meet
in Stresa in Northern Italy for the last summit
conference of the former victorious powers to
discuss the impact of the introduction of universal conscription in Germany. They open the way
for limited armament for Austria, Hungary and
Bulgaria. This is known as the “Stresa Front”.
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July 13, 1935:
Schuschnigg searches for allies and finds them
among the monarchists. He wants to open the
way for the return of the Habsburgs and the
exceptional law against the House of Habsburg
is softened.
October 2, 1935:
Following Mussolini’s military campaign in
Abyssinia, Austria votes in favor of Italy in the
League of Nations with Hungary and Albania
against sanctions imposed by the other 52 member states. Italy withdraws from the League of
Nations like Germany and Japan did before.
A closer connection of Austria to the Small
Entente (Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Romania) fails because of Schuschnigg’s Habsburg
friendliness.
March 1936:
Schuschnigg visits Mussolini in Rome, who
recommends to seek an understanding with
Hitler.
March 30, 1936:
Introduction of the “general federal service obligation” (compulsory military service) (“allgemeine Bundesdienstpflicht”) in Austria.
July 11, 1936:
An agreement and a joint declaration between
Germany and Austria aim to “restore normal
and friendly relations”. The secret “Gentlemen’s Agreement” establishes a close relationship with German foreign policy. National
Socialist ministers can move into the Austrian
Federal Government.
July 23, 1936:
Federal President Wilhelm Miklas issues a
political amnesty which sets Austrian National
Socialists free.
November 19, 1937:
The British Foreign Secretary Lord Halifax
visits Hitler at the Berghof near Berchtesgaden
as an envoy of the British Prime Minister Lord
Chamberlain. He stated that London would
show understanding if Hitler wanted to revise
certain provisions of the Treaty of Versailles.
Something could be done about the acquis of
Central Europe, he names three areas: Gdansk,

Czechoslovakia and Austria – if this is achieved
peacefully.
February 12, 1938:
On the advice of Franz von Papen, the German
envoy to Austria, Hitler invites Schuschnigg
to the Berghof and puts him under pressure:
the Austrian National Socialist Arthur Seyß-
Inquart, Hitler’s confidant, must be appointed
Minister of the Interior and National Socialists
must be allowed to engage in free activities.
February 16, 1938:
Austrian social democrats decide to stand up
for Austria’s independence.
March 3, 1938:
Only now does Schuschnigg receive a delegation of workers’ representatives. He promises to
enter into negotiations with them.
March 4, 1938:
Wilhelm Keppler, Görings economic consultant, presents Schuschnigg with further claims.
March 9, 1938:
Schuschnigg announces a referendum for
March 13, 1938 during a speech in Innsbruck.
Hitler feares a positive result for an independent Austria.
March 10, 1938:
Hitler gives the order to prepare for the military
invasion. In Bavaria, mobilization takes place.
March 11, 1938:
Hitler issues an ultimatum: Immediate renunciation of the referendum. Schuschnigg consults
with Federal President Miklas and decides to
dismiss the referendum. Göring is not satisfied
and demands the resignation of the government.
Seyß-Inquart is to become Chancellor. As the
first official act, he should demand the deployment of German troops to Austria. Miklas
accepts Schuschniggs resignation, but refuses
to make Seyß-Inquart the new chancellor. At
19.47 Schuschnigg delivers his farewell speech
on the radio: “The Federal President instructs
me to tell the Austrian people that we are giving
way to violence”. Schuschnigg also said that
he was not prepared to “shed German blood”.
In the evening thousands of people gather on
the Ballhausplatz and before midnight Miklas
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Seyß-Inquart appoints him Chancellor. Pogrom-like terror against representatives of the
previous regime and against Jews begins.
March 12, 1938:
In the early morning the invasion of Austria by
German troops begins. Himmler arrives at the
Aspern airfield at 5 a.m. with a list of people to
be assigned immediately. A wave of arrests sets
in, which leads to the deaths of prominent politicians, higher civil servants, Heimwehr leaders,
social democrats, communists and, above all,
many Jews. Hitler is greeted jubilantly in Linz.
Mussolini approves the invasion. The Western
powers protest, but do nothing else. German
lawyers draw up a federal constitutional law on
the basis of the enabling law on the reunification of Austria with the German Reich. Austria
disappears as a country from the map of Europe
and becomes part of the “Greater German” or
“Greater German Empire” as “Ostmark”.
March 13, 1938:
Seyß-Inquart submits the law to the Council of
Ministers, which approves it. However, the signature of Federal President Miklas is missing.
He refuses and hands over his office to Arthur
Seyß-Inquart.
March 15, 1938:
Hitler gives his speech in front of 250,000
people on Heldenplatz and announces the
“entry of my homeland into the German Reich”.
April 10, 1938:
A pseudo referendum vote on the “Anschluss”
of Austria to Hitler’s Germany brings a result of
99% for the “Anschluss”.
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1943:
Archduke Otto von Habsburg, with the support
of Richard N. Coudenhove-Kalgergi in New
York, is campaigning for the postponement or
omission of the bombing of Austria. Churchill’s
plan to form a Danube Confederation increases
the chances of restoration.
October 18-30, 1943:
Conference of the Foreign Ministers of the
USA, the Soviet Union and Great Britain
in Moscow; establishment of a “European
Advisory C
 ommission” based in London.
October 30- November 1, 1943:
The Moscow Declaration of the Foreign
Ministers of Great Britain, the Soviet Union
and the United States (”Moscow Declaration“)
on Austria is announced on the occasion of the
conclusion of the Foreign Ministers’ Conference in Moscow: the ‟Anschluss” is regarded
as ‟null and void”, the liberation of the country and the restoration of Austria’s independence are propagated as goals by the anti-Hitler
coalition, but at the same time Austria’s [sic!]
responsibility for participation in Hitler’s war
is pointed out, resulting in its own contribution
to liberation; resolution passed on October 30,
public announcement on November 1, 1943.
November 16, 1943:
Declaration of the French Committee of
National Liberation in Algiers on the independence of Austria.
December 18, 1944:
Formation of a Provisional Austrian National
Committee (POEN).

November 9, 1938:
Progrom against Jews through systematic
humiliation, murder, expulsion and destruction, e specially in Vienna.

February 4-11, 1945:
The conference of the ‟Big Three” (Winston S.
Churchill, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Josef W.
Stalin) of Yalta on the Crimea takes place.

1938-1945:
An Austrian government in exile did not come
into being due to unbridgeable contrasts from
the time of the Austrian Civil War (1934).

April 27, 1945:
A provisional state government under State
Chancellor Karl Renner is constituted in
Vienna. A proclamation is made of the executive boards of the political parties about
the restoration of the Republic of Austria and
the establishment of a provisional state government under Renner; socialists (including

April 14, 1939:
”Ostmarkgesetz“ with the division of Austria
into seven Reichsgaue (imperial districts).
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Adolf Schärf), christian democrats (Leopold
Kunschak) and Communists (Johann Koplenig)
belong to the government.
May 1, 1945:
The provisional Austrian State Government
passes a constitutional law on the renewed entry
into force of the Austrian Federal Constitution
of October 1, 1920 in the version December 7,
1929.
May 8-9, 1945:
Unconditional surrender of the German
Wehrmacht in Reims and Berlin-Karlshorst.
July 17-August 2, 1945:
Potsdam Three-Power Conference: Harry S.
Truman (USA), Josef W. Stalin (USSR) and
Winston Churchill respectively Clement Attlee
(Great Britain) adopt the Potsdam resolutions
with common guidelines for Germany: Decentralization, decartelization, demilitarization
and denazification, reparation withdrawals in
each zone, leaving Germany as an “economic
unit” with central administrative offices, transfer of the German population from the Eastern territories in a “humane way” to the West;
renunciation of Austrian reparations, but claim
of the occupying powers to “German property” (abroad) as spoils of war; there is no precise
definition of what is meant by “German property”, which consequently entails numerous complications for Austria.
August 9, 1945:
Declaration of the Four Occupying Powers
on the Future of Austria: Division into Four
Occupying Zones; Vienna is divided into Four
Zones and the first district is declared as the
common administrative territory (international
sector) of all four occupying powers.
August 25- September 10, 1945:
First “European Forum Alpbach” (“Austrian
College”) in Tyrol.
September 11, 1945:
Allied Council for Austria meets for the first
time: Recognition of the principles of the
Moscow Declaration and of the three political
parties (ÖVP, SPÖ, KPÖ).

September 11- October 2, 1945:
Foreign Ministers Conference of the Four
Powers in London on the German question,

France demands the cession of the Ruhr area
and the Rhineland from Germany; a return
of South Tyrol to Austria is excluded and the
Brenner border is regarded as unchangeable, only “minor rectifications” are permitted
(September 14, 1945). However, this is only a
provisional decision subject to the final decision
at a peace conference.
October 20, 1945:
Recognition of the provisional government of
Renner by all four occupying powers and extension of its competence to the whole of Austria.
April 12, 1946:
The formally still existing League of Nations
invites Austria to participate as an observer
in the current meeting; secret memorandum
by Karl Gruber (without naming) concerning
the “Bolzano solution” of the South Tyrolean
question to William Mack (UK): South Tyrol
including Bozen, but without the industrial
zone, shall come to Austria.
April 22, 1946:
South Tyrol rally in Innsbruck for reunification
with the southern part of the country: 155,000
South Tyrolean signatures were collected, but
ignored by the victorious powers.
April 30, 1946:
Memorandum of the Austrian Federal
Government on the South Tyrolean Question to
the UN at the Beginning of the Paris Conference of Foreign Ministers.
May 1, 1946:
Foreign Minister Karl Gruber informs the press
about a memorandum which has been sent to all
governments belonging to the UN; the Foreign
Ministers confirm: South Tyrol remains with
Italy; the plebiscite demanded by Austria is
rejected, but the possibility of ‟minor rectifications” is hinted at; a general strike in Tyrol
takes place on May 2.
May 30, 1946:
Gruber’s speech in the Council of Foreign
Ministers of the Paris Conference; demand for
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the Pustertal as a “minor border rectification”;
legal reservation regarding self-determination
for South Tyrol is introduced, whereby Gruber
emphasizes that Austria “intends in any case”
to “raise the issue of a referendum in South
Tyrol before a competent international body
at a later date”; the decision of the Allies that
Austria would not receive South Tyrol (September 14, 1945) is again confirmed.
June 24, 1946:
The Council of Foreign Ministers rejects
the Pustertal solution as a “minor border
adjustment”.
June 28, 1946:
Second Control Agreement for Austria (rights
and duties of the Allied Council and the Federal Government, guaranteeing its independence
and territorial sovereignty; constitutional laws
require the unanimous approval of the Allied
Council, while the remaining laws can be enacted after 31 days in the event of a lack of unity
of votes; authorization for Austria to enter into
diplomatic and consular relations with all governments of the United Nations.
August 21, 1946:
At the Paris Peace Conference (July 29-October
15), Austria’s Foreign Minister Karl Gruber reiterates Austria’s position on the issue of South
Tyrol; he addresses the plenary session of the
Paris Foreign Ministers’ Conference, which
was drafted in consultation with Federal Chancellor Figl; a South Tyrol Memorandum presented by Austria to the Conference does not
change the position of the allied foreign ministers that the injustice of the separation of South
Tyrol from Austria in 1919 is irreparable and
that South Tyrol should be left to Italy.
August 26, 1946:
Memorandum of the Austrian Government
with a proposal to amend Article 10 of the
Italian draft peace treaty; the South Tyrolean
delegation expresses its disapproval that “all
cards will be uncovered early”.
September 2, 1946:
The Italian Prime Minister Alcide De Gasperi explains that the autonomy of South Tyrol
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c annot solve the ethnic problem of this region if
it does not also refer to Trentino.
September 5, 1946:
Signing of an agreement between Alcide De
Gasperi and Karl Gruber at the Paris Peace
Conference, which as a Paris agreement in
A nnex IV becomes part of the Italian peace
treaty and is intended to safeguard the rights
of South Tyroleans; Article 85 of the peace
treaty postulates that annexes are integral
parts of the treaty: With this agreement, which
goes down in history as the “Paris Treaty”,
the German-speaking South Tyroleans were
accorded equal rights with the Italians and a
certain degree of autonomy; the peace conference approved this agreement on September 21.
September 19, 1946:
Winston Churchill proposes the creation of a
“United States of Europe” and a “Council of
Europe” in the context of his Zurich speech.
October 1, 1946:
Gruber’s report before the Austrian Council
of Ministers or the Foreign Committee of the
Nationalrat on the Paris Conference and the
state of the South Tyrolean question, in which
he expressly emphasizes that Austria had not
renounced South Tyrol.
February 10, 1947:
The Gruber-De Gasperi Agreement, which was
conceived as a “European solution”, was anchored in Annex IV of the Italian peace treaty,
but could only be implemented to a very limited
extent in the subsequent period.
March 4, 1947:
Treaty of Dunkirk between Great Britain and
France concluded for 50 years against possible
German warlike intentions, forerunner of the
Brussels Treaty (1948).
June 5, 1947:
US Secretary of State George C. Marshall
announces the European Recovery Program at
Harvard University.
June 24, 1947:
Gruber commissions the Austrian envoy in
Washington, Ludwig Kleinwächter, to inform
himself unofficially about the Marshall Plan.
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June 27-July 2, 1947:
Conference on the US Aid Programme for Europe (Marshall Plan) in Paris. The Soviet Foreign Minister Molotov rejects the plan and also
opposes the inclusion of Germany in the reconstruction programme.
June 28, 1947:
The Council of Ministers approves Gruber’s
proposal to send missions to the four foreign
ministers to demonstrate Austria’s great interest in the Marshall Plan.
July 2, 1947:
Austria applies to join the United Nations.
July 8, 1947:
The Council of Ministers in Vienna unanimously decides that Austria will participate in
the formation of the European Marshall Plan
Organization.
July 12-Setember 22, 1947:
Conference of 16 European states with Austria’s
participation to launch the Marshall Plan; the
conference meets because a conference of foreign ministers on the question of the Marshall
Plan held from June 27 to July 2, 1947 had been
unsuccessfully broken off due to the rejection
by the Soviet Union (Molotov); the Austrian
delegation is headed by Ambassador Alois
Vollgruber; on July 12 Gruber lets it be known
that “with regard to the geographical situation”
Austria’s task is to “balance the balance between East and West”.
July 16, 1947:
Establishment of the Committee of European
Economic Cooperation (CEEC), Austria announces a need of $660 million for 1948.
September 22, 1947:
CEEC’s catalogue of measures for economic
cooperation in Europe in response to Marshall’s
speech on June 5.
October 30, 1947:
23 countries sign the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade (GATT) in Geneva (elimination of “preferential tariffs”; tariff reduction for
industrial goods 19%).

November 8, 1947:
Admission of Austria to UNESCO.
January 2, 1948:
The Agreement on Interim Aid with the USA is
signed: Austria receives free supplies of food,
clothing, coal and other goods to last until the
Marshall Plan is launched.
March 17, 1948:
Signature of the Brussels Treaty (Great Britain,
France, Belgium, Luxembourg, the Netherlands): military, economic, social and cultural
cooperation is established. The pact is still officially directed against the “renewal of a German aggression policy”, but was practically already directed against Soviet expansion policy.
April 16, 1948:
Foundation of the Organization of European
Economic Cooperation (OEEC), forerunner was
the Committee on European Economic Cooperation (CEEC), founded in July 1947 by 16 European countries (including the european neutrals
Austria, Sweden, Switzerland and Ireland) with
headquarters in Paris: coordination of the European Recovery Program (ERP); dismantling of
trade barriers and exchange controls.
May 7-10, 1948:
A Coordination Committee on European unification convenes a Congress of European associations in The Hague, whose resolutions call
for a united and democratic Europe and the
creation of a Council of Europe. The “European Movement” was founded on the basis of the
Hague Congress.
July 2, 1948:
Austria signs a bilateral ERP Agreement with
the USA (valid until June 30, 1953).
July 10, 1948:
Signing of the OEEC Treaty by Austria.
July 30-August 18, 1948:
Danube Conference in Belgrade, attended by
Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Romania, Ukraine, the
Soviet Union, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Great
Britain, France and the USA; Austria is represented by an observer (Felix Orsini-Rosenberg); a new Danube Convention adopted by
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the Eastern states was not recognised by the
Western powers and Austria.
August 27, 1948:
Austria becomes a member of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(IBRD).
October 6, 1948:
Austria’s Foreign Minister Gruber is authorised by Federal Chancellor Figl to conclude
the agreement on the intra-European payment
system. It is the forerunner of the European
Payments Union (EPU).
October 16, 1948:
Signature of the agreement on intra-European
payments and invoicing (clearing and drawing
rights).
January 25, 1949:
Agreement to establish a Council of Mutual
Economic Assistance (Comecon) in Moscow
(USSR, Albania, Bulgaria, Soviet Zone in Germany/GDR, Mongolian People’s Republic, Poland, Romania, Czech Slovak Republic, Hungary and Cuba).
April 3, 1949:
Election of Foreign Minister Gruber as “Vice
President”, i.e. Deputy Secretary General of the
OEEC.
April 4, 1949:
Signature of the NATO agreement in Washington, in force from August 24, 1949.
May 5, 1949:
The Convention establishing the Council of
Europe (Belgium, France, Great Britain, Italy,
Ireland, Denmark, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway and Sweden) with its seat in
Strasbourg is signed in London and enters into
force on August 3, 1949.
July 16, 1949:
Interview with State Secretary Graf in the
Klagenfurter Zeitung, in which he advocates
Austrian accession to NATO. This is the
only positive public statement by an Austrian
government member on this issue.
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October 4, 1949:
Austria addresses a memorandum to the OEEC
with reference to the difficulties in adapting
to liberalisation and the ineffectiveness of the
clearing agreements; export earnings do not
cover consumption needs; payment difficulties can only be remedied through aid deliveries; debtor position vis-à-vis the OEEC area;
application for suspension of liberalisation
provisions.
May 9, 1950:
French Foreign Minister Robert Schuman
proposes communitarisation of european coal
and steel production between Germany and
France (Monnet Plan).
June 25, 1950:
Beginning of the Korean War.
August 18, 1950:
The OEEC Council decides on a liberalisation
programme. By 1955, 90% liberalisation of
intra-European trade in industrial goods takes
place (exemption from export restrictions).
September 19, 1950:
Establishment of the European Payments U
 nion
(EPU) as a sub-organisation of the OEEC,
retroactively to July 1, 1950, which brings about
multilateral settlement (“clearing”, long-term
objective: “convertibility”) among the OEEC
states; the neutrals are members or associated
from the outset.
October 24, 1950:
French Prime Minister René Pleven proposes
the creation of an integrated European army.
November 4, 1950:
Signing of the European Convention on Human
Rights (ECHR) in Rome.
April 18, 1951:
Signature of the Treaty establishing the
European Coal and Steel Community (Benelux,
Germany, France, Italy), limited to 50 years
with a High Authority in Luxembourg. The
neutrals seek observer status and negotiate
separately with the High Authority.
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June 19, 1951:
The Nationalrat approves Austria’s accession to
GATT.

August 14, 1952:
The Soviets reject the Short Treaty of March 13
as inconsistent with the Potsdam Agreement.

October 19, 1951:
Austria becomes a member of the GATT under the unconditional “Most Favored Nation
Clause”.

February 10, 1953:
Opening of the ECSC common market for coal,
iron ore and scrap (for steel on May 1).

November 24, 1951:
Austria is granted observer status at the
Council of Europe with a permanent delegation of observers in Strasbourg and the right to
speak in plenary sessions, but without the right
to vote.
December 11, 1951:
The Consultative Assembly of the Council of
Europe recommends the admission of Austria
to the Committee of Ministers.
March 10, 1952:
With the first Stalin note to the Western ambassadors in Moscow, the Soviet government
presents a draft for a peace treaty for a coalition-free, united Germany equipped with a national army. It is an offer for all cases (eventualities) and therefore serious. The Western
powers reject it at Adenauer’s insistence.
Austrian diplomacy registers the offer for Germany precisely and begins to consider whether
such a solution would be possible for Austria.
March 13, 1952:
The USA, Great Britain and France submit a
new draft of the Austrian State Treaty (“Short
Treaty”) to the Soviet Foreign Ministry. The
Western Powers demand from the Soviet
Union the unrestricted renunciation of claims
to “German property” which is not acceptable
to Moscow.
May 27, 1952:
Signing of the Treaty on the European Defence
Community (EDC) (Benelux, FRG, France,
Italy).
July 23, 1952:
The ECSC Treaty enters into force. For the first
time in the 20th century, six European states
transfer national sovereign rights to a supranational organisation.

March 10, 1953:
Draft of the EDC Assembly for the Establishment of a European Political Community
(EPC).
April 14, 1953:
In the Austrian Council of Ministers, a first and
a deputy Austrian observer shall be appointed
for the Coal and Steel Community.
May 19, 1953:
The Austrian Federal Government calls the creation of a permanent delegation of observers to
the High Authority the “limit of the possible”.
July 1, 1953:
Austria joins the EPU as a full member.
July 27, 1953:
Armistice in Korea.
December 15, 1953:
Liberalisation of imports from the OEEC states
begins; following a decision by the Austrian
Council of Ministers on September 22, 1953,
liberalisation was set at 50% from December 15, 1953.
December 16, 1953:
Parliamentary initiative by Bruno Pittermann
(SPÖ), Barthold Stürgkh (ÖVP) “and comrades”
on Austria’s accession to the Council of Europe.
January 25-February 18, 1954:
The Berlin Conference of Foreign Ministers
meets to discuss the German, Austrian and Trieste questions; an Austrian delegation (including
Bruno Kreisky, Leopold Figl, Norbert Bischoff,
Josef Schöner) takes part – in contrast to the
Federal Republic – for the first time as an equal
partner in the negotiations on the State Treaty
with the foreign ministers of the four victorious powers; Figl stresses the Austrian policy of
freedom from alliances and not to allow military
bases on its territory; the conference officially
ends without result in all questions.
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February 12, 1954:
Austria’s Foreign Minister Figl makes a
statement at the Berlin Conference of Foreign
Ministers on Austria’s non-participation in
military alliances.
February 13, 1954:
The US Secretary of State Dulles declares
herself willing internally in Berlin to accept a
voluntarily declared neutrality of Austria in accordance with that of Switzerland, but speaks
out against a neutrality imposed by other states
by force; the statement by Figls that Austria has
no intention of entering into a military alliance
with any state is noted; Molotov continues to
adhere to the connection of the Austrian question with the German peace agreement; the negotiations are not concluded.
August 30, 1954:
The French National Assembly removes the
EDC from its agenda: the project has failed.
October 13, 1954:
Federal Chancellor Raab makes statements that
the Federal Government rejects plans to retain
military bases on Austrian territory.
October 23, 1954:
Foundation of the Western European U
 nion
(WEU): Italy and the Federal Republic of
Germany join the Brussels Pact.
October 23, 1954:
Signing of the Paris Treaties: The FRG joins
NATO after the failure of the EDC.
December 14, 1954:
The Austrian Council of Ministers decides not
to resume negotiations with the ECSC.
February 8, 1955:
Molotov’s speech to the Supreme Soviet, in
which he indicates his willingness to resolve
the connection between the Austrian and
German question.
March 24, 1955:
The German Bundestag gives its approval to
the Paris Treaties.
April 11-15, 1955:
Moscow negotiations of the Austrian government delegation with Soviet government
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r epresentatives, the results of which are set
out in the “Moscow Memorandum” (April 15):
military freedom of alliances and bases, neutrality according to the Swiss model, territorial integrity, troop withdrawal, correction
of the draft State Treaty of 1949, replacement deliveries, oil, Danube navigation,
Austrian-Soviet trade as a promise of use.
May 7, 1955:
Federal Chancellor Julius Raab makes a positive statement on Austrian neutrality.
May 9, 1955:
At the NATO ministerial meeting in Paris the
question of a guarantee for Austria is critically
assessed. A guarantee for NATO states would
risk drawing other NATO states into a military
conflict.
May 2-13, 1955:
Vienna Ambassadors’ Conference of the Four
Occupying Powers and Representatives of the
Austrian Federal Government (Revision of
the Draft State Treaty of 1949, Clarification
of Open Questions: Preamble Question; Repatriation of Transferred Persons; Restriction of
Austrian Armed Forces; Withdrawal of Troops
and German Property).
May 5, 1955:
Entry into force of the Paris Treaties; officially
announced end of the occupation regime in the
Federal Republic of Germany (not in Berlin):
the Federal Republic becomes “sovereign” and
as a NATO member on May 9 a military and
political ally of the USA. In practice, the Federal Republic of Germany only attains an internal
partial sovereignty and remains controlled and
supervised by the Western victorious powers,
above all the USA.
May 10, 1955:
Initialling of the “Vienna Memorandum” by the
United Kingdom, the United States and Austria
and of the “Austrian-French Memorandum”
(negotiations on property issues and oil companies); submission of a Soviet proposal to the
Western Powers by making the dissolution of
military bases on foreign territories a precondition for disarmament.
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May 14, 1955:
Foundation of the Warsaw Pact.

the same time, the Federal Republic ratifies the
Austrian State Treaty.

May 15, 1955:
Signing of the Austrian State Treaty (Figl for
Austria, Dulles for the USA, Molotov for the
Soviet Union, Macmillan for Great Britain,
Pinay for France).

July 5, 1955:
The Soviet Union ratifies the State Treaty.

May 18, 1955:
At a press conference, US President Dwight D.
Eisenhower announced that he was positively
evaluating the idea of a neutral belt of states
in Central Europe and that he thought it possible to do so even if the states concerned were
as heavily armed as Switzerland; Adenauer
was alarmed, warned Dulles and had all his
heads of mission recalled to his health resort at
Bühlerhöhe (May 25) to report.
May 20, 1955:
Benelux Memorandum on the creation of a
Common Market.
May 24, 1955:
US Secretary of State Dulles denies the State
Department’s neutralization plans and – unlike
his president – announces his personal rejection
of a possible German neutrality.
June 1-3, 1955:
ECSC Foreign Ministers’ Conference in
Messina to relaunch Western European integration efforts.
June 4, 1955:
The Warsaw Treaty enters into force.
June 7, 1955:
Approval of the State Treaty by the Nationalrat; resolution of the Nationalrat on Austria’s
neutrality; Soviet note to the German Federal Government with the official invitation to
Federal Chancellor Adenauer to Moscow.
June 8, 1955:
Approval of the State Treaty by the Bundesrat
and signing of the instrument of ratification by
Federal President Theodor Körner.
June 14, 1955:
At a press reception in Washington, Adenauer draws attention to the incomparability of
Austria’s situation with that of Germany; at

July 9, 1955:
The USA ratifies the treaty.
July 19, 1955:
Great Britain ratifies the treaty.
July 22, 1955:
Figl explains to the Western ambassadors in
Vienna that Austria would by no means accept
a unilateral guarantee from the Soviet Union.
July 27, 1955:
Entry into force of the State Treaty with the
deposit of the last outstanding instrument of
ratification by France; start of the 90-day evacuation period for the occupying forces; entry
into force of the agreements between Austria
and the USSR on deliveries of goods and oil;
resolution of the Allied Council on the occasion
of its last meeting.
October 26, 1955:
The Nationalrat decides on the Federal Constitutional Law on Perpetual Neutrality.
November 5, 1955:
Entry into force of the Federal Constitutional
Act on the Neutrality of Austria.
December 6, 1955:
Recognition of neutrality by the four signatory
powers of the State Treaty.
December 14, 1955:
Austria becomes a member of the United
Nations (UN).
February 21, 1956:
The Austrian Council of Ministers approves
accession to the Council of Europe (approved
by the Nationalrat March 1).
April 16, 1956:
Accession of Austria to the Council of Europe.
April 21, 1956:
Spaak report on the creation of a common market (basis for negotiations on the establishment
of the European Economic Community=EEC).
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May 8, 1956:
Austria’s tariff agreement with the ECSC under
GATT.
May 19, 1956:
Foreign Ministers’ Conference in Venice
decides to open negotiations with a view to establishing the European Economic Community
(EEC) and the European Atomic Community
(EURATOM).
July 18, 1956:
The OEEC proposes a large free trade area.
October 23, 1956:
Foreign Minister Leopold Figl announces that
the Austrian Federal Government is considering joining the ECSC.
January 29, 1957:
The Austrian Council of Ministers is in favor
of participating in the planned European Free
Trade Area.
February 12, 1957:
Foreign Minister Figl presents Austria’s
proposals for a free trade area to the OEEC
Council of Ministers.
March 25, 1957:
Signing of the Treaties establishing the European Economic and Atomic Community in
Rome (EEC, EURATOM) between Benelux,
FRG, France and Italy for an indefinite period
(Treaties of Rome).
January 1, 1958:
Entry into force of the EEC and EURATOM
Treaties. Walter Hallstein becomes first President of the EEC Commission.
January 4, 1960:
Signature of the Stockholm Convention establishing EFTA (Great Britain, Denmark, Norway,
Austria, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland).
March 3, 1960:
Foreign Minister Bruno Kreisky warnes against
an overestimation of the role that a neutral state
could play between East and West, in order to
then adds that in any case, Austria as a neutral
country is willing to mediate between East and
West at any time and to provide that both sides
would come to Austria.
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March 11, 1960:
Austrian Foreign Minister Bruno Kreisky informes the President of the Commission of
the European Atomic Energy Community
(EURATOM), Etienne Hirsch, that the Austrian Federal Government has decided to install an
Austrian delegation to EURATOM by Austria’s
Ambassador to the EEC, Ernst Lemberger.
May 3, 1960:
The EFTA Treaty enters into force.
December 14, 1960:
Signature of the Paris Convention establishing
the OECD as successor to the OEEC.
January 1, 1961:
Partial approximation of EEC national customs
duties.
February 10, 1961:
The Heads of State and Government of the
EEC countries decide on closer economic and
political cooperation. Christian Fouchet heads
a committee of civil servants which draws up
a plan.
July 31, 1961:
Ireland applies to join the EEC.
August 9, 1961:
Great Britain submits application for EEC
membership.
August 10, 1961:
Denmark submits
membership.

application

for

EEC

October 19, 1961:
Austria, Sweden and Switzerland decide to
seek association with the EEC.
December 12, 1961:
A Soviet Aide-Mémoire referres “in a friendly
way” to the political character of the EEC, its
close connection with NATO and leading role
of the FRG.
December 15, 1961:
Austria, Sweden and Switzerland submit applications for association with the EEC (pursuant
to Article 238 of the EEC Treaty).
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April 17, 1962:
Negotiations on the European Political Union
are broken off because no consensus is possible
on the Fouchet Committee’s proposals.
April 30, 1962:
Norway applies for membership of the EEC.
July 4, 1962:
Nikita S. Khrushchev describes the EEC as
an “instrument of NATO” during Chancellor
Alfons Gorbach’s visit to Moscow.
July 28, 1962:
Bruno Kreisky, Minister for Foreign Affairs,
explained Austria’s request for association to
the EEC Council of Ministers.
October 22, 1962:
The EFTA conference in Oslo progresses as
expected by Vienna. It is of political benefit.
EFTA solidarity is reinforced. Rumors that
Great Britain attempts to “break out” were
efficiently countered.
January 14, 1963:
French State President Charles De Gaulle vetoes British accession to the EEC.
January 22, 1963:
Signing of the German-French Federal Treaty
in Paris (“Elysée Treaty”)
January 29, 1963:
Cancellation of EEC accession negotiations
with Great Britain
February 12, 1963:
The Austrian cabinet comes together at the
lowest common denominator: a professing of
loyalty to EFTA in Geneva and merely exploratory EEC talks in Brussels.
February 18–19, 1963:
At the conference of the EFTA Council of
Ministers in Geneva the member states reaffirm
their goal: “To collaborate in order to create a
huge, unified, and open European market.”
February 26, 1963:
In contrast to the accession and association
candidates (Switzerland and Sweden), Austria
expressly renews its wish for an early arrangement with the EEC. Subsequently, however,

 ienna does not seek an association, but a
V
“special arrangement” with Brussels.
February 28, 1963:
The Soviet news agency TASS warns Austria
against an association with the EEC.
March 2, 1963:
Rejection of the TASS declaration by Austria.
May 3–4, 1963:
The initial rounds of secret talks between the
Commission and Austrian government representatives takes place in Brussels.
May 9–10, 1963:
EFTA Council of Ministers meeting in Lisbon:
the EFTA Member States show their understanding for the fact that because of the disproportionately strong trade policy connection of
its economy to the EEC, Austria has “a particular problem”.
July 8–9, 1963:
The initial rounds of secret talks between the
Commission and Austrian government representatives takes place in Brussels.
April 2, 1964:
The Austrian Council of Ministers states that
the settling of the relationship with the EEC
is “the highest priority in the foreign policy
arena”.
June 3, 1964:
The EEC Commission’s report is generally
favorable towards Austria. But further talks
with Brussels quickly meet with resistance
from the other EEC members. They fear that
a special provision for Austria would lead to
further future precedents which, in turn, could
lead to a dilution of the structures and intentions of the EC.
July 10, 1964:
Pravda criticises the talks between Austria and
the EEC.
January 26, 1965:
The Austrian chancellor gives a speech before
the Consultative Assembly of the Council of
Europe in Strasbourg in which he uttered the
phrase “Civis europeaus sum”.
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March 2, 1965:
The EEC Council of Ministers gives the Commission a mandate to open official negotiations
on the removal of trade impediments, on the
regulation of customs on trade between Austria
and third party countries, and on the harmonization of community policy with that of Austria
(economic and agricultural policy).
March 19, 1965:
Start of Austria’s first mandate to negotiate
with the EEC (until February 1966).
April 8, 1965:
Signature of the Treaty merging the executive
bodies of the three European Communities
(ECSC, EEC, EURATOM).
June 30, 1965:
Negotiations on the financing of the Common
Agricultural Policy (CAP) fail in the EEC.
France breaks off negotiations and pursues
“empty chair policy”.
January 29, 1966:
So-called “Luxembourg compromise”: de facto
renunciation of the contractually intended transition to majority decisions.
December 7, 1966:
The EEC approves the 2nd negotiating mandate
with Austria (until February 1967).
February 2, 1967:
The round of negotiations with Brussels is concluded. The possibilities of concluding a special
treaty with the EEC seems favorable.
March 16, 1967:
Federal Chancellor Josef Klaus replies to Soviet
reproaches regarding an arrangement with the
EEC.
May 10, 1967:
Second application for EC membership by
Great Britain, Ireland and Denmark (May 11).
July 1, 1967:
Italy vetoes further agreements between Vienna
and Brussels. The Merger Treaty of April
8, 1965 enters into force. Jean Rey becomes
President of the Commission of the European
Communities, succeeding Walter Hallstein.
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July 1, 1968:
The implementation of the EEC customs union
before the deadline laid down (December 31,
1969) and the introduction of a common external tariff.
November 22, 1969:
Negotiation results between Austria and Italy are
approved by the South Tyrolean People's Party.
November 29–30, 1969:
Foreign Minister Kurt Waldheim comes to an
agreement with his counterpart Aldo Moro in
Copenhagen over the settlement of the South
Tyrol question.
December 1–2, 1969:
EC Heads of State and Government meet in
The Hague and decide on accelerated integration, the gradual introduction of Economic
and Monetary Union (EMU) by 1980, political cooperation and a decision to open accession negotiations with Denmark, the United
K ingdom, Ireland and Norway.
December 8, 1969:
Removal of the Italian veto against Austria in
Brussels.
December 8–9, 1969:
The EC expresses its interest in new contact
talks with Austria in the course of the conclusion of the South Tyrol package and the withdrawal of the Italian veto against Austria.
December 18, 1969:
Austria specifies its ideas regarding an
economic interim solution (preferential
customs and trade agreement).
January 1, 1970:
Foreign trade competences are transferred from
the member states to the EC.
October 8, 1970:
The Luxembourg Prime Minister Pierre Werner’s plan for the gradual implementation of
EMU is published.
October 27, 1970:
The Luxembourg Report (Davignon Report) of
the EC Foreign Ministers to the Heads of State
and Government on the EPC is available.
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February 9, 1971:
The EC Council of Ministers agrees in Brussels
on Economic and Monetary Union.

March 11–12, 1973:
Great Britain, Ireland and Italy are staying
away from the “currency snake”.

January 22, 1972:
The accession treaties with Denmark, Great
Britain, Ireland, Norway and the EC have been
concluded.

May 14, 1973:
Norway and the EC sign free trade agreement.

March 21, 1972:
Introduction of the “currency snake” (max.
2,5 % exchange rate difference).
July 22, 1972:
Signature of the EC bilateral free trade agreements with the EFTA states Iceland, Austria,
Portugal, Sweden and Switzerland (residual
EFTA), which enter into force in 1973.
August 18, 1972:
In an Aide-Mémoire, the USSR reminds the
Austrian Federal Government that the agreements in no way could and should change the
commitments entered into by Austria in 1955.
Official confirmation of this by Austria would
be “duly honoured” by the Soviet Union.
September 20, 1972:
In an Aide-Mémoire, the Federal Government
takes up the Soviet suggestion and declares that
it is willing to confirm officially to Moscow its
position that the agreements with the EC “in no
way can and should alter the scope of the rights
and obligations” of the signatory states of the
State Treaty and the obligations arising from
the Neutrality Act.
September 25, 1972:
The Norwegians reject their country’s accession to the EC in a referendum.
October 2, 1972:
The Danes agree to their country’s accession to
the EC.
October 20, 1972:
The Heads of State and Government of the enlarged EC decide in Paris to expand the EC into
the European Union and adopt a timetable for
the implementation of EMU.
January 1, 1973:
The enlargement of the EC to nine Member
States enters into force.

October 5, 1973:
Free Trade Agreement Finland-EC without an
evolutionary clause.
December 10, 1974:
The Heads of State and Government of the
EC decide to meet in Paris as the “European
Council”.
March 10–11, 1975:
The Heads of State and Government of the
EC decide to meet in Paris as the “European
Council”.
May 30, 1975:
Conclusion of
agreement.

an

Austrian-Soviet

trade

June 5, 1975:
The UK population votes to remain in the EC
in a referendum.
December 29, 1975:
The Tindemans Report on the “European
Union” is available and recommends further
development of integration at “two speeds” if
necessary.
May 13, 1977:
An EFTA summit conference is held in Vienna
on the initiative of Federal Chancellor Bruno
Kreisky.
July 1, 1977:
The completion of the tariff dismantling between the 9-EC states is given.
April 8, 1978:
The European Council in Copenhagen decides
on direct elections to the European Parliament.
July 7, 1978:
The European Council in Bremen decides to
establish a European Monetary System (EMS)
and a European Currency Unit (ECU).
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December 5, 1978:
The Brussels European Council decides that
the EMS shall enter into force on January 1,
1979, with the ECU at its core.
May 28, 1979:
The Act of Accession of Greece to the EC is
signed in Athens.
June 7–10, 1979:
First general and direct election to the European Parliament takes place.
January 11, 1980:
The EPC condemns the Soviet intervention in
Afghanistan.
January 1, 1981:
Greece becomes 10th member of the EC.
January 6–20, 1981:
The German Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich
Genscher and the Italian Foreign Minister
Emilio Colombo call for a strengthening of
European Political Cooperation.
January 4, 1982:
EC Foreign Ministers condemn the imposition
of martial law in Poland.
April 6, 1982:
An EC solidarity declaration is issued for Great
Britain in the Falklands conflict.
April 16, 1982:
An EC import embargo against Argentina is
imposed.
June 19, 1983:
The European Council signs the “Solemn
Declaration on the European Union” in Stuttgart.
February 14, 1984:
The draft Treaty establishing the European
Union (Altiero Spinelli Committee) is adopted
by the European Parliament.
April 9, 1984:
The “Luxembourg Declaration” at an EC and
EFTA ministerial meeting provides for a dynamisation of relations and the creation of a single
European Economic Area (EEA).
June 14–17, 1984:
Second direct election to the European
Parliament.
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January 7, 1985:
Jacques Delors becomes President of the European Commission.
June 12, 1985:
The Acts of Accession of Spain and Portugal
are signed.
December 3, 1985:
The European Council agrees in principle on
the Single European Act (SEA) to develop the
EC in the spirit of the solemn declaration of
June 19, 1983.
January 1, 1986:
Accession of Spain and Portugal to the EC, full
accession of Finland to EFTA.
February 17–28, 1986:
Signature of the Single European Act (SEA) in
Luxembourg and The Hague.
April 14, 1987:
Turkey’s application for EC membership.
July 1, 1987:
The SEA enters into force.
March 29, 1988:
The European Commission announces the
results of a study entitled “Europe 1992 – the
great challenge”, commissioned by a group
of experts to carry out a scientific analysis of
the benefits of the single market (“Cecchini
Report”).
June 25, 1988:
Signature of a Joint Declaration by the EC and
the CMEA on the establishment of official
relations.
September 26, 1988:
Signature of the EC Cooperation Agreement
with Hungary.
January 17, 1989:
Jacques Delors, President of the European
Commission, proposes an EEA between EFTA
and the EC to the European Parliament.
January 27, 1989:
The VÖI is sceptical about the proposals made
by Jacques Delors, President of the European
Commission, on January 17, 1989 to reorganise
relations between the EC and EFTA.
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March 14–15, 1989:
The EFTA Heads of State and Government
welcome the Delors proposal on the EEA at a
summit in Oslo.
April 3–4, 1989:
The decision on the EC application will be taken by the SPÖ leadership at the meeting of the
Federal Executive Committee.
June 15–18, 1989:
Elections to the European Parliament.
July 17, 1989:
Austria’s application for EC membership of
July 14, will be presented to Roland Dumas in
Brussels by Foreign Minister Alois Mock. The
explicit reservation of neutrality causes confusion and irritation, especially among Belgians.
August 10, 1989:
Aide-Mémoire of the Soviet Union with reservations on Austria’s application for EC
membership.
November 9, 1989:
Opening of the first border crossings at the
Eastern sector borders to Berlin; “Fall of the
Berlin Wall”.
December 19, 1989:
Start of negotiations between the EC and the
EFTA member states on enhanced cooperation
and the formation of a European Economic
Area (EEA).
May 17, 1990:
European Parliament resolution on German
reunification.
June 19, 1990:
Schengen Agreement.
June 25–26, 1990:
The Dublin European Council agrees to convene an Intergovernmental Conference on
EMU and a Second Intergovernmental Conference on Political Union.
July 1, 1990:
Entry into force of the German Monetary, Economic and Social Union (EEC-GDR Customs
Union); entry into force of the first phase of the
European Economic and Monetary Union.

October 3, 1990:
German unification is completed.
October 8, 1990:
Great Britain joins the European Monetary
System (EMS), but in summer 1992 the British
pound withdraws again due to speculation
by the exchange guru George Soros with the
British pound.
January 14, 1991:
Austria’s Economics Minister Wolfgang
Schüssel assesses the EEA as “currently the
fastest train to Brussels”.
April 1, 1991:
The Warsaw Pact is dissolved as a military
alliance.
April 4, 1991:
ÖVP federal party chairman Josef Riegler
denies the need for an EEA referendum.
April 15, 1991:
Opening of the European Bank for Recon
struction and Development in London.
July 1, 1991:
Sweden’s application for EC membership
(without reservation of neutrality).
August 1, 1991:
Opinion of the European Commission on
Austria’s application for membership (‟avis”):
Recommendation by the European Commission
to the Council to open accession negotiations
with Austria.
Sepember 1, 1991:
Liechtenstein joins EFTA.
October 5–12, 1991:
Transit negotiations between the EC Commission and Austria/Switzerland.
October 21, 1991:
Political negotiations on the EEA Treaty
between the EC and EFTA concluded in
Luxembourg.
December 9–11, 1991:
At the Maastricht Summit, the Heads of State
and Government of the EC states agree on a
treaty for the European Union with economic
and monetary union, political union and common security and foreign policy.
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December 14, 1991:
The European Court of Justice challenges the
EEA Court provided for in the EEA Treaty.
December 16, 1991:
Association agreements with Poland, Hungary
and the CSFR signed.
February 7, 1992:
Signing of the Treaty on European Union in
Maastricht.
March 18, 1992:
Finland applied for membership of the EC
(without reservation of neutrality).
May 2, 1992:
Signing of the EEA Agreement in Porto/Signing of a transit agreement between Austria and
the EEC.
May 20, 1992:
Switzerland applies for membership of the EC
without reservation of neutrality.
June 2, 1992:
In a referendum, the Danes reject the Maastricht Treaty with 50.7% against 49.3%.
June 18, 1992:
In a referendum in Ireland, the population overwhelmingly approves the Maastricht Treaty:
68.7% in favor.
July 9, 1992:
The Transit Treaty is approved by the Nationalrat as a law-changing and complementary treaty, the Treaty proves to be unsuitable in other
respects for curbing heavy traffic and reducing
pollutant emissions.
September 20, 1992:
In a referendum, France votes 51.05% against
48.95% for the Maastricht Treaty.
September 22, 1992:
After more than eight hours of discussion,
the Nationalrat ratifies the EEA Treaty with
the votes of the governing parties; the Green
Alternatives table a motion of censure against
the government.
November 25, 1992:
Norway applies to join the EC.
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December 6, 1992:
The Swiss population is opposed to their country’s accession to the EEA by a narrow majority: 50.3% vote against, 49.7% in favor, delaying
the implementation of the EEA by one year.
December 11–12, 1992:
The Heads of State and Government of the EC
grant Denmark exemptions from the Maastricht Treaty in Edinburgh.
December 13, 1992:
In a referendum, the citizens of Liechtenstein
voted in favor of EEA membership.
January 1, 1993:
The EC Internal Market enters into force: the
free movement of persons, capital, goods and
services is achieved, but the planned entry into
force of the EEA Agreement is delayed.
January 12, 1993:
With the exception of Switzerland, all EFTA
countries have ratified the EEA Agreement
with Iceland.
February 1, 1993:
Start of EC accession negotiations with Austria,
Sweden and Finland.
March 17, 1993:
With an Additional Protocol, the EC and EFTA
Member States make it possible for the EEA
Agreement to enter into force after Switzerland’s departure.
April 5, 1993:
Start of EC accession negotiations with Norway
May 18, 1993:
In a second vote, Danish voters approved the
Maastricht Treaty by 56.8%, which was revised
in Edinburgh.
December 11–12, 1993:
The Heads of State and Government of the EC
grant Denmark exemptions from the Maastricht
Treaty in Edinburgh.
January 1, 1994:
The EEA enters into force: 372 million people
benefit from the free movement of goods,
services, capital and persons; the second stage
of Economic and Monetary Union enters into
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force: creation of the European Monetary
Institute (EMI) in Frankfurt/Main to meet the
convergence criteria; Alexandre Lamfalussy
becomes first President of the EMI.
March 16, 1994:
After Finland, Austria and Sweden, Norway
also concludes accession negotiations with the
European Union.
March 30, 1994:
Sweden, Finland, Norway and Austria sign the
negotiation packages of the Accession Treaties.
May 4, 1994:
The European Parliament votes in favor of the
accession of the neutrals with 374 “yes” votes,
24 “no” votes and 61 abstentions.
June 12, 1994:
In Austria, the population votes 66.6% in favor
of EU accession.
October 16, 1994:
In Finland, the population votes 57% in favor of
EU accession.
November 13, 1994:
In Sweden, the population votes 52.2% in favor
of EU accession.
November 27–28, 1994:
In Norway, the population votes 52.2% against
EU accession.
January 1, 1995:
Austria, Sweden and Finland are members of
the European Union. All these countries are
leaving EFTA – Austria participates in the
EMS and has observer status at the WEU.
January 9, 1995:
Austria formally joins the EWS.
January 24, 1995:
Adoption by Austria of the Partnership for
Peace (NATO Partnership Programme).
April 28, 1995:
Austria signs the Act of Accession to the
Schengen Convention (1990).
October 13, 1996:
First direct election to the European Parliament
in Austria.

April 4, 1997:
Entry into force of the Schengen Agreement
with Italy, the Brenner customs border falls.
July 7, 1997:
Austria takes over the Schengen Presidency.
October 2, 1997:
Signing of the EU Treaty of Amsterdam.
October 7, 1997:
Entry into force of the Schengen Implementing
Convention for Austria.
November 24-December 1, 1997:
The Schilling and anti-euro referendum
requested by the FPÖ is held, and the required
majority is not reached: 253,949 votes are only
4.43 %.
April 1, 1998:
The so-called “Options Report” on the Federal Government’s future security policy fails;
border controls on land transport between
Austria, Italy and the Federal Republic of
Germany are lifted.
July 1, 1998:
Start of the Austrian EU Presidency.
July 21, 1998:
Ratification of the Amsterdam Treaty by
Austria.
October 24–25, 1998:
Informal European Council in Pörtschach.
December 11–12, 1998:
Vienna European Council.
December 31, 1998:
End of the Austrian EU Presidency.
May 1, 1999:
Entry into force of the Treaty of Amsterdam.
June 13, 1999:
Second European
Austria.

Parliament

Election

in

December 10–11, 1999:
The Helsinki European Council decides to
open accession negotiations with Bulgaria,
Latvia, Lithuania, Romania and Slovakia in
spring 2000. Turkey is granted candidate status, i.e. it is considered to be ready and willing
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to negotiate. By 2003, the EU will also set up a
European Rapid Reaction Force (ERRF) in order to be able to carry out independent military
operations. The Council also decides to present
next February an Intergovernmental Conference on the revision of the Treaties.
January 15, 2000:
Accession negotiations with Bulgaria, Latvia,
Lithuania, Malta, Romania and Slovakia begin
in Brussels.
January 31, 2000:
Joint declaration by the EU-14 Member States
to impose sanctions in the event of FPÖ participation in government.
February 1–2, 2000:
At its second plenary session, the committee
called itself the “Convention” to draw up a
Charter of Fundamental Rights.
February 4, 2000:
Austria’s Federal President Thomas Klestil
swears in the ÖVP (Haider) FPÖ government in
the face of massive domestic and international
protests; the EU-14 Member States implement
the announced sanction measures.
February 14, 2000:
The opening ceremony of the Intergovernmental
Conference, which is expected to lay the foundations for institutional reform by December 2000.
Against the Austrian representatives – Vienna
had been excluded from the “tour des capitales”
(round trip through all EU capitals to explore the
positions of the individual EU members) of the
Portuguese Council Presidency – an unprecedented mobbing against A
 ustrian representatives, especially those of the FPÖ, took place.
September 13, 2000:
Repeal of the bilateral EU-14 sanctions against
Austria within the framework of the French EU
Presidency following the presentation of a Wise
Men’s report recommending the immediate
lifting of the boycott actions.
September 28, 2000:
The majority of the Danish population decides
against joining the eurozone.
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December 6–11, 2000:
The EU summit in Nice provides for comprehensive changes in the institutional regulations
(weighting of votes, majority decisions), as well
as an EU with 27 member states in the future. A
treaty reform is planned for 2004. The European Council in Nice lays the institutional foundation for enlargement through the decision of the
intergovernmental conference on institutional
reform. The enlargement strategy proposed by
the Commission is approved, the main element
of which is the roadmap for negotiations.
December 7, 2000:
The draft Charter of Fundamental Rights will
be solemnly “welcomed” and proclaimed at the
EU summit in Nice, but has no legal force yet.
January 1, 2001:
Greece becomes twelfth member of the euro
zone at the suggestion of the EU Commission
(May 3, 2000) – but the conditions are not met.
February 26, 2001:
Signature of the Treaty on European Union of
Nice (enters into force in 2003).
June 7, 2001:
In a referendum, the Irish people rejected the
Treaty of Nice, and the turnout was 32.9%. In
another referendum, the Irish finally vote in
favor after an intensified debate, so that nothing
stands in the way of the ratification of Nice.
September 11, 2001:
Terrorist attacks in New York on the World
Trade Center and Washington on the Pentagon as a result of hijacked passenger planes by
Islamist fundamentalists of the terrorist group
Al Qaeda under the leadership of Osama Bin
Laden trigger worldwide horror and solidar
ity with the USA. The Bush administration
strengthens its political-military efforts against
the Taliban regime in Afghanistan by continuing to support the “Northern Alliance” and
by intensifying its war preparations against
Saddam Hussein’s regime in Iraq.
December 15, 2001:
The EU summit in Laeken, Belgium, officially
commissions the creation of a “Convention on
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the Future of the European Union” to draw up
proposals for the future shape of the Union.

decision to enlarge is a political one and will
continue to be consistently enforced.

January 1, 2002:
First circulation of euro banknotes. The single
European currency becomes legal tender.

March 1, 2003:
The Treaty of Nice enters into force.

February 28, 2002:
End of the validity of most national currencies
of the euro countries as legal tender; opening of
the “Convention on the Future of the European
Union” in the European Parliament in Brussels.
He gives himself the name “Constitutional Convention on the Future of the European Union”.
March 1, 2002:
Payments are only possible in euro.
April 4, 2002:
The exchange of the “old currencies” of the
euro countries is now only possible at the national banks of the respective countries.
September 17, 2002:
US President George Bush speaks of the American claim to a conventional or nuclear first strike
(“preemptive strike”) against “rogue states” and
the “axis of evil” in the world and thus signals a
paradigm shift in US world politics.
October 28, 2002:
The President of the Constitutional Convention, Valéry Giscard d’Estaing, is presenting
a draft “framework for a future Constitution
for Europe” to the European Parliament, eight
months after the start of the work of the EU Reform Convention. There was consensus on the
approval of a “Constitutional Treaty”, on the
incorporation of the Charter of Fundamental
Rights, on the legal personality of the EU and
on “dual citizenship”.
December 13, 2002:
The historic Copenhagen Summit paves the way
for EU enlargement with ten new members. Accession is scheduled for May 1, 2004. However,
the economic problems and institutional challenges are not sufficiently taken into account,
although there has been no lack of criticism and
warnings. It ignores the fact that members and
candidate countries do not form a single entity
either in terms of structure or objectives. The

March 20, 2003:
The Anglo-American war against Iraq, which
is carried out without a UN mandate by the UN
Security Council, constitutes a breach of international law and is therefore illegal, deepens
the already existing division of the EU states
in the question of intervention and thus also in
EU foreign and security policy, so that the finalisation date of the Convention’s work becomes
questionable.
April 1, 2003:
Small EU states are convening a mini-summit
of “like-minded people” in Luxembourg, especially with a view to the Convention’s work
against the background that both Germany and
France’s Foreign Minister Joschka Fischer and
Dominique Villepin want a dual leadership, i.e.
an EU President in addition to the President of
the Commission.
April 16, 2003:
The accession treaties for the ten new EU
members are signed in Athens.
June 20, 2003:
At its meeting in Thessaloniki, Convention
President Valéry Giscard d’Estaing presented
the European Council with a draft Treaty establishing a Constitution for Europe in the person
of the incumbent Greek Prime Minister and
European Council President Costas Simitis. It
is divided into four parts (organisational framework of the EU, definition, objectives, competences, institutions; the Charter of Fundamental Rights; revision of the individual provisions
of the Treaty of the European Communities
[TEC] and of the European Union [TEU] and
ratification and final provisions).
October 4–5, 2003:
At the EU summit in Rome there is a large
number of requests from the member states
for changes to the “Convention draft”. The
question of untying the “Constitutional Treaty” divides the member states, whereby the
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dividing line, unlike in the Iraq intervention
question, now runs mainly between founding
states and latecomers.
December 12–13, 2003:
In Brussels, the summit of the Heads of State
and Government of the EU member states fails
in the adoption of the draft EU Constitutional
Treaty, which had been debated and desired
for months and which had been drafted by the
Giscard Convention. From an external and superficial point of view, the Spanish (José M
 aria
Aznar) and Polish (Lezek Miller) insisting on
the weighting of votes in the Council of 27
(compared to France, Germany, Italy and Great
Britain 29), which was set at Nice, appear to be
mainly responsible for the failure. The reasons
for the temporary failure are more complex.
May 1, 2004:
The European Union expands by ten new members: Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland,
Slovakia, Slovenia, Czech Republic, Hungary,
Cyprus. It is the biggest enlargement in the
history of the European Communities and at
the same time it means the political unification of the continent and the definitive formal
overcoming of the division of Europe during
the Cold War. Negotiations with Bulgaria and
Romania are still ongoing. Estonia, Lithua
nia and Latvia as well as Romania, Bulgaria,
Slovenia and Slovakia become members of
NATO.
June 13, 2004:
Elections to the European Parliament with lower voter turnout
June 18–19, 2004:
After months of tug-of-war, the EU Heads of
State and Government in Brussels agree on
the new EU constitution to make the enlarged
Europe more democratic and transparent,
thanks to good preparatory work by the Irish
Council Presidency under Bertie Ahern. However, the Convention’s draft will be modified on
key points, critics say it will be watered down.
October 29, 2004:
Signing of the EU Constitutional Treaty in
Rome. Federal Chancellor Wolfgang Schüssel
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and the new Foreign Minister Ursula Plassnik
signed the Constitutional Treaty for Austria.
January 12, 2005:
The European Parliament is in favor of the
“European Constitution” by a large majority.
Of the 732 parliamentarians, 677 were present.
500 mandataries (almost 74%) voted in favor,
137 against and 40 abstained.
May 11, 2005:
The Austrian Nationalrat ratifies the EU Constitutional Treaty with one vote against. Only
one person voted against, Barbara Rosenkranz
(FPÖ).
May 5, 2005:
The Austrian Bundesrat approves the ratification of the Constitutional Treaty.
May 29, 2005:
54.87% of the French reject the EU Constitutional Treaty. The EU is in a ratification crisis.
June 6, 2005:
61.6% of the Dutch reject the EU Constitutional
Treaty, a pause for reflection and reflection is
demanded, the EU is in one of its worst crises
after the failure of the EDC (August 30, 1954)
and the policy of the empty chair by de Gaulle
in 1965–66.
June 14, 2005:
Following the signing of the EU Constitutional
Treaty by Federal President Heinz Fischer, the
instrument of ratification will be deposited in
Rome on June 17, 2005.
October 3, 2005:
Official start of accession negotiations with
Turkey after Austrian resistance to the concession of fair burden-sharing for the forthcoming
EU enlargements has been halted. Start of EU
accession negotiations with Croatia.
January 1, 2006:
Start of the Austrian Council Presidency
February 20, 2006:
The European Year of Workers’ Mobility will
be launched by Commission President José Manuel Barroso, Commissioner Vladimír Špidla
and Austrian Minister for Economic Affairs
and Employment Martin Bartenstein.
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March 15, 2006:
The Austrian Presidency, in cooperation with
the European Economic and Social Committee (EESC), is organising the 8th European
Consumer Day in Vienna.
April 27, 2006:
The EU decides to send 1,500 soldiers (EUFOR
CD Congo) to secure the elections in Congo.
The operation will start on 30 July 2006 and
end on November 30, 2006.
May 7, 2006:
The European Parliament approves the financial perspective for 2007–2013.
May 25, 2006:
The 17th EU-Russia Summit takes place in Sochi (Russia).
June 19, 2006:
The eleventh ACP-EU Joint Parliamentary
Assembly takes place in Vienna, where MEPs
and national parliamentarians from 79 ACP
countries (African, Caribbean and Pacific
States) meet.
June 21, 2006:
Commission President José Manuel Barroso, President of the European Council, Austrian Chancellor Wolfgang Schüssel and US
President George W. Bush meet in Vienna for
an EU-US Summit. They will discuss foreign
policy cooperation, energy security, economic
and trade issues and other global issues.
July 1, 2006:
Finland takes over the EU Presidency. The
Treaty establishing the “Energy Community”
between the EU, Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia
and Kosovo enters into force.
March 8–9, 2007:
The European Council in Brussels adopts a
new energy and climate policy. Greenhouse gas
emissions are to be reduced by 20% by 2020
(base year 1990), the share of renewable energies is to be increased to 20% of total energy
requirements and energy efficiency is to be
improved by 20%.

June 21, 2007:
The fourth ministerial-level meeting within
the framework of the energy dialogue between
the EU and the Organisation of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC) takes place in
Vienna.
June 21–23, 2007:
The European Council in Brussels, under the
German Council Presidency, agrees on a solution to the ratification crisis of the “EU Constitutional Treaty”. Without symbolism and with
longer transition periods, the content of the
failed “EU Constitution” is to be incorporated
into a new “Basic Treaty” or “Reform Treaty”.
October 18–19, 2007:
At the Lisbon Reform Summit, European heads
of state and government agree on the text of the
new “Treaty of Lisbon”.
December 12, 2007:
Hans-Gert Pöttering, President of the European Parliament, José Manuel Barroso,
President of the European Commission, and

José Sócrates, Prime Minister of Portugal and
President-in-Office of the Council, sign the EU
Charter of Fundamental Rights at a ceremony
at the European Parliament in Strasbourg.
December 13, 2007:
The Treaty of Lisbon is signed at the Hieronymus Monastery in Lisbon. The European
Parliament adopts the 2008 budget in second
reading. The official signature takes place on
December 18, in the European Parliament in
Brussels.
December 21, 2007:
Estonia, the Czech Republic, Lithuania, Hungary, Latvia, Malta, Poland, Slovakia and Slovenia become full members of the Schengen
area.
January 28, 2008:
Within the framework of the Common Foreign
and Security Policy (CFSP) and in accordance
with UN Security Council Resolution 1778
(2007), the EU agrees to a military operation in
eastern Chad and north-eastern Central African
Republic (‚EUFOR Chad/RCA‘). It will start on
March 15, 2008.
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February 16, 2008:
The EU Council establishes the EU Rule of
Law Mission in Kosovo (”EULEX Kosovo“).
April 9, 2008:
Austria ratifies the Lisbon Treaty.
June 12, 2008:
There is a rejection of the Lisbon Treaty by the
Irish people with 53.4% (no votes). With the exception of the Czech Republic, all members had
ratified the Treaty or ratified it after the Irish
No (Germany and Poland had not yet deposited
it due to the outstanding signature of the head
of state).
June 17, 2008:
The European Commission proposes a 10-point
strategy to curb illegal immigration. Another
proposal aims to provide asylum seekers with
the same protection across the EU.
June 18–19, 2008:
The European Council discusses the future of
the Treaty of Lisbon and decides to continue the
ratification process.
July 1, 2008:
France takes over the Presidency of the Council of the European Union, whose priorities
include energy and climate change, the drafting of a pact on migration policy, security and
counter-terrorism, agriculture and the future of
the Lisbon Treaty.
July 7–8, 2008:
Leading politicians meet for the G-8 summit
in Toyako, Japan. With EU support, they advocate new targets to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions.
July 13, 2008:
A “Mediterranean Union” is launched at a
summit meeting in Paris. Joint projects are
launched to strengthen relations between the
EU and its south-eastern neighbours. Nicolas
Sarkozy’s project is doomed to failure, as it will
not receive German approval.
August 8, 2008:
The Caucasus war between Russia and Georgia
begins. The EU takes part in the ceasefire
negotiations.
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August 15–16, 2008:
The EU signs a peace plan in the conflict
between Georgia and Russia to end the

Caucasus war.
September 1, 2008:
At a summit meeting, EU leaders discuss the
fighting in Georgia and condemn Russia’s
‟disproportionate reaction”.
September 9, 2008:
The EU and Ukraine agree on an Association
Agreement in Paris.
September 15, 2008:
The declaration of insolvency of the US
Lehman Brothers Bank in New York hits the
global economy with a severe financial market and banking crisis. The collapse of the
US investment bank leads to the bursting of a
hypothenic bubble in the USA, which triggers
a global financial crisis and a global economic
crisis.
October 7, 2008:
The EU finance ministers decide on a guarantee for savings deposits in the EU of at least
50,000 euros and support for ‟systemically
important” banks.
October 12, 2008:
The 15 members of the euro zone agree on
common rules for national crisis management.
October 15, 2008:
The financial crisis is at the forefront of the
EU summit. EU leaders are pushing for a
comprehensive reform of the financial system,
calling for more international supervision, a
global crisis early warning system and global
prudential rules to ensure transparency and
accountability.
October 22, 2008:
Catherine Ashton confirmed as new Commissioner for External Trade. She replaces Peter
Mandelson.
November 10, 2008:
The Council of the EU adopts a joint EU military action to improve security in Somali coastal waters. Operation Atalanta is a response to
increasing pirate attacks on ships in the region.
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November 16, 2008:
A G20 summit will discuss measures to combat the global financial crisis. Heads of State
and Government agree on reforms to strengthen financial markets, increase risk management
and facilitate access to capital for emerging and
developing countries during the economic crisis.
December 8, 2008:
The military mission ‟Atalanta” to combat
piracy off the coast of Somalia begins.
December 12, 2008:
At the Brussels summit, an agreement was
reached on a climate and economic stimulus
package and on how to proceed with the financial crisis. A plan for the ratification of the Lisbon Treaty is drawn up in Ireland. Switzerland
becomes a new Schengen member, which means
that border controls are no longer necessary, but
police cooperation can be strengthened.
January 1, 2009:
Linz/Austria and Vilnius/Lithuania
European Capitals of Culture.

are

February 6, 2009:
US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton has visited the European Parliament since Ronald
Reagan’s visit in 1985 as the highest ranking
US representative.
February 8, 2009:
The Swiss people vote in favor of extending the
Agreement on the Free Movement of Persons
between the EU and the Swiss Confederation.
February 22, 2009:
The European members of the G20 group meet
in Berlin. Leaders agree on common action
to tackle the financial crisis and restore confidence in the Single Market.
February 25, 2009:
A group of experts presents a report commissioned by the European Commission and recommends stricter supervision of the financial
markets in order to avoid a repetition of the financial crisis.
April 2, 2009:
The G20 summit in London agrees that 832
billion euros will be made available for the IMF

and other institutions while tightening financial
market regulations.
April 5, 2009:
At the EU-US Summit in Prague, EU leaders
and US President Barack Obama discuss the
financial crisis and security issues.
May 7, 2009:
The EU holds a special summit on employment
in Prague to discuss the impact of the economic
crisis on Europe’s labour markets. The Governing Council of the ECB decides in principle that
the EMS will buy covered bonds denominated
in euro.
June 4–7, 2009:
Elections to the 7th European Parliament
June 30, 2009:
Not unconditional but positive decision of the
Federal Constitutional Court in Karlsruhe on
the Lisbon Treaty
July 4–6, 2009:
Elections to the European Parliament are
held in all EU countries. 736 members of the
European Parliament are elected. The turnout
continues to fall (43.2%).
July 18–19, 2009:
The EU summit in Brussels paves the way for
a second referendum on the Lisbon Treaty in
Ireland.
July 1, 2009:
Sweden takes over the EU presidency, which
focuses on economic recovery and the fight
against climate change.
September 16, 2009:
The European Parliament approves the
appointment of José Manuel Barroso as

President of the European Commission for a
further term of five years.
October 2, 2009:
Second Irish referendum: With a 59% turnout, 67.13% vote yes and 32.87% vote no to the
Lisbon Treaty. Ireland thus agrees.
December 1, 2009:
The Treaty of Lisbon enters into force.
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